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The Queen  Purple, gold braid, scarlet sleeves, black velvet cap, gold fringe.
The Prince of Wales  Scarlet, royal blue sleeves, black cap.
H.R.H. The Princess Royal  Scarlet, purple and red hooped sleeves, black cap.

A
The AAA Partnership  Green, white sash, collar, cuffs and cap.
A A Goodman, L Stratton, N Littmoden  Red, black seams, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
A. AlShaikh, M. AlShahi, A. AlKhallafi  Brown, beige epaulets.
Aarons, Mr David  Red, white chevron, checked sleeves, red cap, white star.
Abacus Bloodstock Racing Club  Royal blue, maroon star, sleeves and star on cap.
Abacus Employment Services Ltd  Yellow, black spots, yellow sleeves, black stars.
A&B Air Systems Ltd  White, white and red diabolo on sleeves, white cap, red diamonds.
A&B Air Systems Ltd & Partner  White, white and red diabolo on sleeves, white cap, red 
diamonds.
A. Barnes & C. N. Barnes  Orange, dark blue disc, red and white striped sleeves, black and white 
check cap.
A. Barnes & C. N. Barnes (second colours)  Black and white check, red and white striped sleeves.
A Baxter, C Burke & N Sobreperez  White, red sash, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap.
A Baxter M Barrett B Cant Late S Rogers  White, red sash, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, 
royal blue cap.
Abbadis Racing Club  Black and white check, black sleeves, white armlets.
Abbadis Racing & D A Harrison Racing  Black and white check, black sleeves, white armlets.
Abbas Alalawi & Partner  Purple, yellow cross belts, yellow cap.
A & B Beard, C Davies S Harris M Hawkins  White and black stripes, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Abbey Horse Racing & Breeding Ltd  Emerald green, white epaulets, black sleeves, black cap, 
white star.
Abbey, Miss Gloria  Dark green, black cross belts and sleeves.
Abbey, Mr J. E.  Yellow, royal blue disc and sleeves, hooped cap.
Abbott & Bunch  Dark blue, red hoops, dark blue sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Abbott, Mr Richard  Red, white epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
Abbott, Mr Richard (second colours)  White, royal blue cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Abbott, Mrs Dan  Green, grant tartan sash, red cap.
Abbott, Mrs J. M.  Black, white collar, red and white striped sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
Abbott, Mr T.  Dark blue, red hoops, dark blue sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Abdelmotaleb, Mr M. R. M. E.  Black, red chevron, white sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Abdulaziz Alsuwaidi & Ibrahim Abbasi  Yellow, black stripe.
&Abdulla Belhabb, Abdulla Belhabb  Emerald green, black epaulets, black and emerald green 
striped sleeves.
Abdullah, Mr K.  Green, pink sash and cap, white sleeves.
Abdullah, Mr K. (second colours)  Green, pink sash, white sleeves.
Abdullah, Mr K. (third colours)  Orange, white hoop.
Abdullah, Mr K. (fourth colours)  Black, grey epaulets.
Abdullah, Mr K. (fifth colours)  Emerald green, pink chevron, white sleeves, pink cap.
Abdullah, Mr Mitaab  White, red stars on sleeves, emerald green cap.
Abdullah, Mr Nasser  White, red sleeves, white cap, red diamond.
Abdullah, Mr Nasser (second colours)  Red, royal blue sleeves, beige cap.
Abdulmalik, Mr Mohd  Black, red stars, diamonds on sleeves.
Abdulrahman, Mr Alkandari  Black, white epaulets, white sleeves, black armlets.
A Beard B Beard S Ripley  White and black stripes, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Abell, Mr J. David  White, light blue spots, white sleeves, light blue cap, white spots.
Aberdeen Park & Partner  Royal blue, pink disc, maroon sleeves, royal blue stars, dark blue cap, 
pink spots.
Abernethy, Mr John  Brown, white cross belts, white sleeves, brown armlets, brown and white 
striped cap.
Abey, Mrs Melissa  Black, yellow stripe, armlets and star on cap.
The Ab Fab Patsy Partnership  Black, light blue epaulets and star on cap.
A Birkle, P Boden & S Brown  Orange, red sleeves.
A Bit of GG Fun  Pink, maroon cross belts, white and light blue check sleeves and cap.
Ablett, Mrs R.  Pink, dark blue stars, dark blue and pink diabolo on sleeves, pink cap, dark blue star.
Ablott, Mr Danny  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, armlets and cap.
About Two Weeks  White, dark blue star, sleeves and cap.
About Two Weeks (second colours)  Brown, light blue spots, striped sleeves, light blue cap, brown 
spots.
About Two Weeks (third colours)  Black, pink stars, white sleeves and cap.
AB Racing Limited  Black, white spots, check cap.
Abraham, Mr D.  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Abraham, Mr D. (second colours)  Scarlet, gold star, two gold stars on sleeves, gold collar and cuffs, 
gold star and tassel on velvet cap.
Abrahams, Ms Julia  Maroon and dark blue stripes, dark blue sleeves.
A Branson S Smith  Black, white hoop, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, quartered cap.
Abrey, Mr R.  White, red star and sleeves, hooped cap.
A Brooks & G Moore  Light blue, red braces, white sleeves, red armlets, light blue and red quartered 
cap.
Absolute Solvents Ltd  Orange, light blue striped sleeves, light blue and orange striped cap.
Abt, Ms B. J.  Pink, red chevrons, pink sleeves, white stars, red cap, pink star.
Abuljadayel, Mr N. A.  Dark blue, beige epaulets, hooped sleeves, beige cap.
Academy Partners  Dark blue, pink epaulets, diabolo on sleeves.
A Cantillon & R Ryan  White, pink chevron, white sleeves, pink stars, white cap, pink star.
Accidentally Bought Another Horse, JSRC  Grey, pink spots on sleeves.
Ace Bloodstock Ltd  Royal blue, yellow cross belts, royal blue and white chevrons on sleeves, royal 
blue cap, yellow star.
Ace Bloodstock & Rayna Fitzgerald  Black, yellow star, diamonds on sleeves, black cap, yellow star.
Ace Bloodstock & Rayna Fitzgerald (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow cross belts, royal blue 
and white chevrons on sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Ace Bloodstock & The Gathered  Royal blue, yellow cross belts, royal blue and white chevrons on 
sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow star.
A.C. Entertainment Technologies Ltd  Yellow, red disc, red sleeves, yellow spots, red cap, yellow 

spots.
A. C. F. Sports Promotions  Red, white stars on sleeves, white cap, red star.
A Chandler & L Westwood 1  Purple, purple and yellow check sleeves, quartered cap.
A Chandler,L Westwood,D Balchin,K Jones  Emerald green, white cross of lorraine, red sleeves 
and cap.
A Chandler, L Westwood, D & Y Blunt  Purple, purple and yellow check sleeves, quartered cap.
A Chandler, L Westwood, D & Y Blunt (second colours)  Pink, black cross belts, pink sleeves, 
black stars.
A Chandler, L Westwood & Lord Daresbury  Pink, black cross belts, pink sleeves, black stars.
A Chandler, L Westwood & Mrs C Daurge  Purple, purple and yellow check sleeves, quartered cap.
A Chandler, L Westwood & S Hull  Purple, purple and yellow check sleeves, quartered cap.
A Chandler, L Westwood & S Hull (second colours)  White, emerald green disc, black sleeves, 
emerald green and white hooped cap.
A Chandler Racing  Pink, black cross belts, pink sleeves, black stars.
A Chandler, S Hull, D Spence, L Westwood  Purple, grey star.
A Chandler, S Hull, D Spence, L Westwood (second colours)  Pink, black cross belts, pink 
sleeves, black stars.
Acheson, Mr B. G.  White, pink seams, black sleeves, black cap, pink star.
Acheson, Mr J.  White, red chevron, gold cap.
Ackner, Mrs Janet  Dark blue, yellow hoop, yellow sleeves, dark blue spots, yellow cap.
Ackworth Racing and Mr D. R. Wellicome  Yellow, royal blue armlets, yellow cap, royal blue star.
A. Cooke and The Cross Racing Club  Red, yellow diamond, dark blue sleeves, yellow diamonds, 
dark blue cap, yellow diamond.
A Cooke,R Martin & The Cross Racing Club  Red, yellow diamond, dark blue sleeves, yellow 
diamonds, dark blue cap, yellow diamond.
A. Coombs & J. W. Rowley  Emerald green, purple seams, mauve sleeves, emerald green and purple 
hooped cap.
The Acorn Partnership  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, diabolo on sleeves, hooped cap.
The Acorn Partnership 1  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, diabolo on sleeves, hooped cap.
Acorn Partnership, S Counsell & O Pawle  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, diabolo on sleeves, 
hooped cap.
Acorn Partnership, S Counsell & O Pawle (second colours)  Emerald green, yellow stripe, yellow 
cap.
The Acosta Partnership  Maroon, blue hoop, black sleeves, gold cap.
A Crawford & Partner  Red, grey epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, red cap, grey star.
A.Cunningham,J.P.Carrington,F.E.Bravery  Orange, pink and orange striped sleeves, pink and 
white striped cap.
Adam & Clare Signy  Yellow and orange diamonds, white sleeves.
Adam, Mr G.  White, red stars, dark blue and white striped cap.
Adam, Mr John R.  Royal blue, white cross belts, royal blue and yellow chevrons on sleeves.
Adam, Mr J. S.  Royal blue and scarlet diamonds, striped sleeves, scarlet cap.
Adam Rush Racing  Royal blue, yellow star, armlets and star on cap.
Adams and Baker  Purple, red stars, hooped sleeves and cap.
Adam Signy and Ben Spiers  Yellow and orange diamonds, white sleeves.
Adam Signy, Stephen Short & Ian Barratt  Orange, dark blue sleeves, light blue diamonds and 
cap.
Adams & McNeill  Maroon and orange (quartered), halved sleeves.
Adams, Mr Arthur  Maroon, yellow stripe, yellow cap.
Adams, Mr B. A.  Black, red cross of lorraine, black and white check sleeves, red cap.
Adams, Mr Chris  Emerald green, dark blue diamond, dark blue and emerald green diabolo on 
sleeves.
Adams, Mr David J.  Light blue, yellow cross of lorraine, light blue sleeves, yellow spots, yellow cap, 
light blue spots.
Adams, Mr D. L.  Dark blue, pink cross of lorraine, pink and dark blue diabolo on sleeves, pink cap, 
dark blue diamond.
Adams, Mr J.  Purple, red stars, hooped sleeves and cap.
Adams, Mr James R.  Maroon, orange sleeves and cap.
Adams, Mr Mark  Red, light blue stars, yellow cap, light blue stars.
Adams, Mr Michael  Royal blue, light green chevron, light green and emerald green chevrons on 
sleeves, quartered cap
Adams, Mr N.  Red, brown armlets, black cap.
Adams, Mrs D.  Yellow, dark green star, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Adams, Mrs Helen  Red and black diabolo, red sleeves, black armlets, black and red quartered cap.
Adams, Mr Stephen  Purple, grey triple diamond and armlets, quartered cap.
Adams, Mr T. L.  Light green and pink diabolo, red sleeves and cap.
Adamson, Etheridge & Jardine  Orange, royal blue cross belts.
Adamson, Mr Gordon  Orange, royal blue cross belts.
A. Dawson & Mrs K. Campbell  Purple, emerald green star, mauve cap.
The Adbrokes Partnership  Black and white stripes, diamonds on sleeves, emerald green and red 
quartered cap.
ADC Bloodstock  Yellow and red (quartered), yellow sleeves, red armlets.
Adcock, Mr S. M. P.  Orange, purple stars, purple sleeves, orange armlets and star on purple cap.
Addington-Smith, Mrs Sue  Royal blue, light blue chevron, royal blue sleeves, red armlets, royal blue 
and light blue quartered cap.
Ades Hazan, Mrs D.  Royal blue, royal blue and red check sleeves, red cap.
A D G Oldrey, G C Hartigan & S F Oldrey  Red, white sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
Adlam,Damary-Thompson,Wilson,Griffiths  Red, royal blue cross belts, red sleeves, royal blue 
stars, red cap, royal blue star.
Adlam,Damary-Thompson,Wilson,Griffiths (second colours)  Grey, white chevron, white and 
grey striped sleeves, red cap.
Adlam, Mr Jason  Red, royal blue cross belts, red sleeves, royal blue stars, red cap, royal blue star.
The Adlestrop Club  Dark green, beige stripe.
The Adlestrop Experience  Dark green and beige stripes, dark green sleeves and cap.
Adrian Lewers The Lump OClock Syndicate  White, brown star.
Adrian Lewers The Lump OClock Syndicate (second colours)  Dark blue and beige (quartered), 
beige sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap, beige spots.
Adrian Parr & Ed Foster  Light green, grey hollow box, white sleeves, light green armlets, light 
green and white check cap.
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Adrian Parr & Ed Foster (second colours)  Orange, maroon seams, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Adrian Parr & Ed Foster (third colours)  Light green, grey hollow box, white sleeves, light green 
armlets, light green and grey check cap.
Adrian Sparks & Partners  Emerald green, red cross belts, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
A D Spence & John Connolly  Red, white sleeves, royal blue and white striped cap.
A E Agnew & A Ward Thomas  Yellow, red stars, hooped sleeves, red cap, yellow stars.
A E Agnew & A Ward Thomas (second colours)  White, red sleeves, white and red check cap.
Aeberhard, Mr W.  Royal blue, yellow cross of lorraine and armlets, quartered cap.
AEDOS, Goddard, Milligan & Tompkins  White, dark blue chevrons, dark blue sleeves, pink stars, 
pink cap, dark blue star.
AEDOS, Milligan, Sexton & Tompkins  White, dark blue chevrons, dark blue sleeves, pink stars, 
pink cap, dark blue star.
AEDOS & Tompkins  White, dark blue chevrons, dark blue sleeves, pink stars, pink cap, dark blue star.
A E Oppenheimer and Ms Emily Oppenheimer  Yellow, dark green cap.
A E Oppenheimer and Sophie  Yellow, turquoise cap.
The Affluence Partnership  Dark green, mauve stars, dark green sleeves and cap.
The Affordable Partnership  Emerald green, white stripe, white sleeves, emerald green stars, white 
cap, emerald green star.
The Affordable (2) Partnership  Emerald green, white stripe, white sleeves, emerald green stars, 
white cap, emerald green star.
The Affordable (2) Partnership (second colours)  Black and white stripes, white sleeves, 
quartered cap.
The Affordable (3) Partnership  Black and white stripes, white sleeves, quartered cap.
Afia, Mr P.  Purple, pink epaulets, quartered cap.
A F Lousada & J J W Wadham  Yellow, purple stripe, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
A F Lousada & Mark Burton  Yellow, purple stripe, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
A. F. M. (Holdings) Ltd  Royal blue, orange chevrons, royal blue sleeves, orange stars, royal blue cap, 
orange star.
The After Eights  White, large emerald green spots, white sleeves, emerald green spots and spots on 
cap.
The After Party  Pink, royal blue chevrons, pink sleeves and cap.
The Aftertimers  Black, light blue triple diamond, striped sleeves, black and yellow striped cap.
Against All Odds Racing  Maroon, beige stars, beige sleeves, maroon armlets, maroon cap, beige 
star.
Aga Khan, H.H.  Green, red epaulets.
Aga Khan, H.H. (second colours)  Green, red sash.
Aga Khan, H.H. (third colours)  Green, chocolate hoops, chocolate cap.
Aga Khan, H.H. (fourth colours)  Light green, red epaulets.
Aga Khan, Princess Zahra  Dark green, brown epaulets, sleeves and cap.
A Game Pair  Dark blue, red armlets.
The Agincourt Partnership  Purple, white star, white sleeves, purple diamonds, white cap, purple star.
The Agincourt Partnership and Other  Purple, white star, white sleeves, purple diamonds, white 
cap, purple star.
Agnew, Mr A. E.  Yellow, red stars, hooped sleeves, red cap, yellow stars.
Agodino, Mr Serafino  Red, white cross belts, emerald green cap.
A Good Bunch Of Fellas  Dark blue, white epaulets, white sleeves, dark blue stars, white cap, dark 
blue star.
A Good Days Racing  Royal blue, light blue cross belts and armlets, white cap.
Agostini, Mr Paolo  Blue, silver yoke and cuffs, yellow collar, yellow cap,blue button
A G Pollock, Golden Ratio & J Sissons  Red, white seams, white and red halved sleeves, red and 
white quartered cap.
A Graham - Bankruptcy Trustee M Stanley  White and red (quartered), white sleeves, red 
armlets, red cap.
Agro, Professor Albert  Pink, purple spots, purple and pink halved sleeves.
Ahamed Farook & Julia Feilden  Orange, white epaulets and sleeves, striped cap.
Ahamed Farook & Partners  Orange, white epaulets and sleeves, striped cap.
Ahmad AlShaikh & Co  White, emerald green epaulets.
Ahmad AlShaikh & Co (second colours)  Emerald green, white star, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Ahmad AlShaikh & Co (third colours)  White, emerald green epaulets and star on cap.
Ahmad AlShaikh & Co (fourth colours)  White, emerald green epaulets, striped cap.
Ahmadzadeh, Dr Jamal  Yellow, dark blue sash and sleeves.
A Holt, J Robinson, A Taylor  Maroon, pink epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
A Holt, J Robinson, A Taylor (second colours)  Maroon, pink chevron, sleeves and star on cap.
A Holt, J Robinson, A Taylor & S Miller  Maroon, pink epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
A Holt J Robinson I Macnabb & C Clark  Maroon, pink epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
Aidan J Ryan Charlie Walker & N.E.F Luck  Black, yellow chevrons, yellow sleeves, black armlets, 
quartered cap.
Aidan J Ryan & partner  Black, yellow chevrons, yellow sleeves, black armlets, quartered cap.
Aiden Murphy & Alan Peterson  Black and light blue (quartered), black sleeves, white cap.
Aiden Murphy & Alan Peterson (second colours)  Yellow, brown sash, brown and yellow hooped 
sleeves and cap.
Aiden Murphy & All The Kings Horses  Red, royal blue cross of lorraine, red sleeves, white armlets 
and star on red cap.
Air Cdre & Mrs Martin Hallam  Light blue, white disc and armlets, quartered cap.
Air Cdre&Mrs M R Hallam&Mark Phillips  Light blue, white disc and armlets, quartered cap.
Aircraft Tool Hire Ltd  Emerald green, white chevrons and sleeves, red cap.
Aird, Mr Robert  Dark blue and light blue check, light blue sleeves, dark blue seams.
Aird, Mrs Elaine  Grey and maroon stripes, maroon sleeves.
Airedale Chemicals  Yellow and pink check, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Airey, Mr P. G.  Red, yellow diamond on body and cap, red sleeves, yellow stars.
Air-Water Treatments Ltd  Royal blue, white spots, white sleeves, royal blue spots and cap.
Air-Water Treatments Ltd (second colours)  Purple, yellow disc.
Aisbitt, Mr Jon  Dark blue and maroon diabolo, maroon sleeves, dark blue cap.
Aitchison, Mr W. M.  Yellow, red braces, emerald green cap.
Aitken, Lady  Purple and white (halved), sleeves reversed, quartered cap.
Aitken, Mr Greg  Black, white cross belts and armlets, striped cap.
Aitken, Mr Greg (second colours)  Maroon, dark blue hoops.
Aitken, Mrs Pam  Yellow, grey armlets, grey cap.
Aitken, The Honourable Charlotte  Rose pink, black seams and cap with gold tassel.
A. J. & Dai Rees  Black, red star, diamonds on sleeves, black cap, red stars.
A J McNamee & L C McNamee  Pink, large maroon spots.
A Jowsey & R Bainbridge  Yellow, royal blue hoops, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, red cap.
A J Pearson, Mark Jenner, Ed Hawkings  Black, pink stars and sleeves, pink and black quartered cap.
A J Suited & Gute Freunde Partnership  Red, royal blue epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, royal blue 
cap.
A J Suited Partnership  Red, royal blue epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, royal blue cap.
A J Wall & Briton International  Grey, orange chevron, sleeves and cap.
A J Wall & Briton International (second colours)  Orange, beige disc, black cap.
Akebar Park Leisure Ltd  White, maroon seams, beige sleeves, white cap, maroon diamond.
A & K Ecofilm Ltd  Black, orange chevron, hooped sleeves.
A & K Ecofilm Ltd (second colours)  Royal blue, white braces, striped sleeves and cap.
Akehurst, Mrs V.  Beige, purple cross of lorraine and diamond on cap.
Akela Construction Ltd  Light blue, dark blue seams, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Akela Construction Ltd & Partner  Light blue, dark blue seams, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Akela Construction Ltd & Sarah O'Connell  Light blue, dark blue seams, diabolo on sleeves, 
quartered cap.

Akman, Mr Tugay  Maroon, yellow star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Al-Abdulmalik, Mr H. A. A. M.  Orange, black spots and armlets.
Al-Abdulrazzaq, Mr Abdullatif M.  Red, white braces, white and black check sleeves, white and red 
check cap.
Al Adiyat Racing  Dark blue, white epaulets.
A Lady & The Tramps Partnership  Black, white star, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Al Afoo, Mr E. A.  Red, black chevron, black and red diabolo on sleeves.
Al Ahbabi, Mr S. H. M. J.  White, red epaulets, hooped sleeves.
Al Alawi, Mr A.  Purple, yellow cross belts, yellow cap.
Alameri, Mr A. A.  Emerald green, grey epaulets, striped sleeves, grey cap.
Alan & Andrew Turner  Light blue, white star, dark blue sleeves, light blue cap, white star.
Alan & Barry Macdonald  Grey, red stars, red cap.
Alan Baxter Anthony Bloor Dave Cheetham  White, red sash, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, 
royal blue cap.
Alan Baxter & Brian Hall  Dark blue, mauve cross of lorraine, mauve cap.
Alan Baxter & Brian Hall (second colours)  White, red sash, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, 
royal blue cap.
Alan Baxter & Terry Hastie  White, red sash, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap.
Alan Beard & Brian Beard  White and black stripes, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Alan & Christine Bright  Pink, white diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Alan Court & Brough Farm Racing Partners  Royal blue, large white spots, white sleeves, royal 
blue armlets, white cap.
Alan Fairhurst & David Fairhurst  White, dark green cross of lorraine, striped sleeves and cap.
Alan Fairhurst & P Kirby  Dark green, yellow seams, halved sleeves, dark green cap.
Alan Jamieson Site Services Ltd  Pink and royal blue diabolo, halved sleeves, pink and royal blue 
quartered cap.
Alan Kidd Dave Bamlet Racing  Orange, black chevron, chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Alan Kidd Dave Bamlet Racing R Johnson  Orange, black chevron, chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Alan Kidd & Kenny Johnson  Orange, black chevron, chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Alan King & Anthony Bromley  Emerald green and pink (halved), pink sleeves, emerald green 
diamonds, pink cap.
Alan King & Niall Farrell  Yellow, black cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, black stars, black cap.
Alan King & Niall Farrell (second colours)  Emerald green and pink (halved), diamonds on sleeves, 
pink cap.
Alan Marsh & Partner  Dark green, yellow sash, white cap.
Alan Marsh & Partner (second colours)  Emerald green, purple stars, striped sleeves and stars on 
cap.
Alan Marsh & Partners  Emerald green, purple stars, striped sleeves and stars on cap.
Alan Rogers & The Vacuum Pouch Co Ltd  Red, white stripe, white sleeves, red spots.
Alan & Sally Coney  Light blue and black check, light blue sleeves, white armlets, light blue cap.
Al Ansari, Mr S.  Red, dark blue seams and armlets.
Alan S Clarke and Ownaracehorse  Emerald green and yellow stripes, red and royal blue striped 
sleeves and cap.
Alan & Sue Cronshaw  Light blue, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, light blue armlets.
Alan & Sue Cronshaw & Peter Birbeck  Light blue, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, light blue armlets.
Alan & Sue Cronshaw & Peter Birbeck (second colours)  Maroon, light blue chevron, light blue 
and maroon hooped sleeves, light blue cap.
Alan Wight Judy Cockburn  Pink, green sleeves, check cap.
Al Asayl Bloodstock Ltd  Red, black stars, red sleeves.
Alastair and Rachel Bell  Black, red cross of lorraine, beige and black striped sleeves and cap.
Alastair L Grice Eric J Kulaszewski  Beige, purple seams, sleeves and stars on cap.
Alastair & Pippa McLeish  Maroon and light blue diabolo, light blue cap, maroon diamonds.
Alastair Ralph Racing  Royal blue, red seams, red sleeves, royal blue seams, royal blue cap.
Al Attiyah, Mr Jassim Bin Ali  Maroon, gold stars, maroon cap, gold star.
Al Attiyah, Mr Khalifa Bin Hamad  White, maroon stars, white cap, maroon star.
Al Attiyah, Mr Khalifa Mohammed  Emerald green, red cross belts, red cap.
Al Attiya, Mr M. H.  White, maroon q on body.
Alattiya, Mr Mohammed Abdulla A N  Claret, with silver epaulettes, claret sleeves with silver stars 
and silver cuffs, claret cap with silver star
Al Attiya, Mr Mohammed Bin Hamad Khalifa  Maroon, white stars, striped sleeves, maroon cap.
ALAW  White, yellow chevrons, yellow and royal blue hooped sleeves, white cap.
Alba-Eire Syndicate  Emerald green and royal blue diabolo, white cap.
Alba-Eire Syndicate (second colours)  Emerald green, yellow star, emerald green sleeves, yellow 
stars, white cap, yellow star.
Alba-Eire Syndicate and Mr Iain Jardine  Emerald green and royal blue diabolo, white cap.
Albahou, Mr K.  Beige, black hoops.
Al Banwan, Mr Asaad  Royal blue, orange and royal blue hooped sleeves, royal blue and orange 
hooped cap.
Al Basti, Mr Malih L.  White, pink epaulets.
Al Basti, Mr Malih L. (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow hoop and sleeves, white cap.
Al Basti, Mr Mohd Khalifa  Yellow, large dark blue spots.
The Albatross Club  White, black and white halved sleeves, yellow cap, white spots.
Albatross Club/Bryan Drew & Friends  White, black and white halved sleeves, yellow cap, white 
spots.
Albatross Club/Bryan Drew & Friends (second colours)  White, black and white halved sleeves.
Albatross Club/Bryan Drew & Friends (third colours)  Orange, dark blue star, orange sleeves, 
dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
The Albatross Club & Mrs E Burke  White, black and white halved sleeves, yellow cap, white spots.
The Albatross Club & Mrs E Burke (second colours)  White, black and white halved sleeves.
ALBC LTD & Jane Chapple-Hyam  Emerald green, white disc, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Albemarle, Lord  Green, white cap.
Albertini, Mr Gerry  Black and red diamonds, black sleeves and cap.
Albert, Mr Enno  Maroon, yellow hoop and armlets, hooped cap.
Alberto, Mr R. V.  Dark blue and orange (quartered), dark blue sleeves, orange stars, dark blue cap, 
orange star.
Albert's Racing Club  Royal blue, orange armlets.
Albert Welch & Partners  Red, white seams, white and red hooped sleeves, black cap.
Albon, Mr M.  Light blue, maroon chevron and sleeves, white cap.
Albousi Alghufli, Mr Mohamed  White and red (quartered), white sleeves, dark green armlets, black 
cap.
Albousi Alghufli, Mr Mohamed (second colours)  White and emerald green stripes, white and red 
striped sleeves, black cap, white stars.
Albuainain, Mr A. A.  Maroon, white seams, sleeves and cap.
Alchemy Bloodstock  Orange, grey star, armlets and cap.
Aldaban, Mr R.  Beige, white disc, chevrons on sleeves.
Aldafea, Mr Osama  White and maroon stripes, white sleeves, maroon armlets.
The Aldaniti Partnership  White, royal blue sash, armlets and cap.
Alderson Burke Francis  Red and black check, black sleeves, white cap.
Alderson Burke Francis (second colours)  Maroon, black hoop, diabolo on sleeves, hooped cap.
Alderson Carson Francis Hart  Emerald green, large black spots and sleeves.
Alderson, Mr Peter  Emerald green, large black spots and sleeves.
Alderson, Mr T.  Orange, light green and white hooped sleeves, white cap, orange star.
Aldham, Mrs Dawn C  Red, light blue star, red sleeves, light blue stars, red cap, light blue star.
Aldis & Hayes  White, royal blue star, white sleeves, royal blue spots, royal blue cap, white star.
Aldis, Mrs Alicia  Dark green, grey epaulets and armlets.
Aldo e Carlo Borsani Snc  Yellow, red hoop, dark blue sleeves and cap.
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Aldo e Carlo Borsani Snc 1  Yellow, red hoop, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Aldous, Miss Elizabeth  Royal blue, white armlets, red cap.
Aldous, Mrs James  Beige, emerald green armlets.
Aldridge, Mrs Carmel  Orange, brown seams, brown sleeves, orange seams, orange cap, brown 
spots.
Aldridge, Mrs Simon  Dark blue and light blue (quartered), hooped sleeves, check cap.
Aldsworth Ellison MPACT & Q Thomson  White, orange star, black sleeves, orange stars, white 
cap, orange star.
Aldworth, Miss Amy  Emerald green, black stars, chevrons on sleeves, emerald green cap, black star.
Aled Evans & Tommy Williams  Purple, pink stars, pink sleeves, purple stars and cap.
Alenezi, Mr Mohammed  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow and royal blue diabolo on sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Alers-Hankey, Mrs C.  Yellow, pink hoop, black cap.
Alexander Family  Scarlet, blue sleeves and collar, blue cap, green hoop.
Alexander, Miss C. J.  Dark blue, white sleeves, black cap.
Alexander, Mr Jamie  Scarlet, blue sleeves and collar, blue cap, green hoop.
Alexander, Mr K.  Light blue, white spots, striped sleeves and spots on cap.
Alexander, Mr Nicholas  Scarlet, blue sleeves and collar, blue cap, green hoop.
Alexander, Mrs B. A.  Black, pink hoop, armlets and cap.
Alexander, Mrs L.  White, royal blue sash, halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Alex And Janet Card  Grey, purple chevrons, purple and grey hooped cap.
Alex & Janet Card and ATB Ltd  Grey, purple chevrons, purple and grey hooped cap.
Alex & Janet Card and Mr D Wagner  Grey, purple chevrons, purple and grey hooped cap.
Alex & Janet Card & Partner  Grey, purple chevrons, purple and grey hooped cap.
Alex & Michelle Harvey  Saxe blue, black stripe on cap, scarlet sleeves.
Alfie Solomons Partnership  Royal blue and yellow diabolo, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Alfie Solomons Partnership (second colours)  Yellow, purple diamond, chevrons on sleeves, 
yellow cap, purple diamond.
Alford, Miss Margaret  Royal blue, red and royal blue hooped sleeves, white cap, royal blue spots.
Alfred Walls & Barry Strickland  Light green, white sleeves, yellow armlets.
Alghaith, Mr Saeed  Dark blue, beige chevron.
Algranti, Mr G.  Maroon and dark blue stripes, maroon cap.
A L Gregg & B H McFadzean  Purple and white check, purple sleeves.
A L Gregg & Partner  Purple and white check, purple sleeves.
Al Habtoor, Mr Nasser  Royal blue, white cross belts, yellow sleeves and cap.
Al Haddad, Mr A. A. Y.  Red, white cross belts, light green sleeves and cap.
Alhajeri, Mr Nader  Pink, light blue disc and armlets.
Al-Hajri, Mr A. M. A. S.  Maroon, dark blue braces and sleeves.
Alharbi,  J.  Royal blue, white striped sleeves, white cap.
Alharbi,  M.  White, red chevron, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Alharbi, Mr A.  Royal blue, white stripe, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Al Harbi, Mr A. M. J. A.  White, red stripe, armlets and cap.
Alharbi, Mr S. J. A.  Yellow, white chevron and sleeves.
Al Harthi, Mr Fahad Abdullah  Beige, dark blue hoop, striped sleeves, dark blue cap.
Al Harthi, Mr Fahad Abdullah (second colours)  White, emerald green cross belts.
Al Harthi, Mr Fahad Abdullah (third colours)  Beige, dark blue hoop, dark blue cap.
Alice Bamford & Lady Bamford  Maroon, dark blue cap.
Alice Bamford & Lady Bamford (second colours)  Black, beige sleeves, black stars, black cap, 
beige star.
The Alice Partnership  Maroon and grey diamonds, maroon sleeves, grey armlets and diamond on 
cap.
Align In The Sand  Royal blue, red epaulets, emerald green sleeves, red cap, royal blue star.
Ali, Mr A. F.  Emerald green, black hoop, white and black check sleeves, black and white check cap.
Ali, Mr Ahmed  Beige, large maroon spots and spots on cap.
Ali, Mr Arashan  White, red hoop and sleeves, quartered cap.
Ali, Mr Madhad  White, red cross belts, red sleeves, white armlets, quartered cap.
Ali, Mr Mohammed  Yellow, royal blue star, light green sleeves, royal blue cap.
Ali, Mr Saif  Yellow, black sash, black sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap, black star.
Ali, Mr Shazad  Red, yellow star, white sleeves, yellow stars, red cap, yellow star.
Ali, Mr Sultan  Dark blue, orange star and star on cap.
Ali, Mr Sultan (second colours)  Orange, yellow star and star on cap.
Ali, Mr Sultan (third colours)  Yellow, royal blue star, royal blue sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow and 
royal blue striped cap.
Ali, Mr Sultan (fourth colours)  Yellow, royal blue star and armlets, striped cap.
Alison Jackson Racing  Dark blue, white stripe, diabolo on sleeves.
Alison Jackson Racing & Partner  Dark blue, white stripe, diabolo on sleeves.
Alison Walker Sarah Cousins  Royal blue, white stars, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Alizeti Partners, Clive & Pamela Brandon  Red, royal blue star, armlets and star on cap.
Al Jabriya  Black, white epaulets, white sleeves, black armlets.
Al Jasra Racing  Purple, gold y, collar and chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Aljenfawi, Mr Faisal  Royal blue, white spots on sleeves, black cap.
Aljoe, Mr Mark  Royal blue, white hoop, light blue sleeves, white spots.
Aljunaibi, Mr J.  Grey, royal blue and white hooped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Al-Kaabi, H.E Sherida  Light blue, mauve epaulets.
Al-Kaabi, H.E Sherida (second colours)  Light blue and chocolate (halved), sleeves reversed with 
reversed spots, quartered cap with reversed spots.
Al-Kaabi, H.E Sherida (third colours)  Light blue, beige hoop and armlets, maroon cap, white star.
Al-Kaabi, H.E Sherida (fourth colours)  Light blue, beige seams, light blue sleeves, beige stars, light 
blue cap.
Al-Kaabi, H.E Sherida (fifth colours)  Light blue and maroon halved horizontally, maroon cap.
Al Kabeer, Sultan  Royal blue, white epaulets, diamonds on sleeves, white cap.
Alkahtani, Mr K. M.  White, emerald green epaulets and sleeves, emerald green and white striped 
cap.
Alkahtani, Mr K. M. (second colours)  Emerald green, yellow spots, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Alkahtani, Mr K. M. (third colours)  White, emerald green epaulets, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Al Kamda, Mr A.  Yellow, emerald green epaulets, yellow sleeves, emerald green stars, yellow cap, 
emerald green star.
Al Kamda, Mr Rashed  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars, yellow cap, royal 
blue star.
Al Kamda Racing  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars, yellow cap, royal blue 
star.
Al Kamda Racing (second colours)  Yellow, black hoop, halved sleeves, yellow and black striped 
cap.
Al Khalifa, Abdulla  Royal blue and light blue diabolo, chevrons on sleeves, royal blue cap, light blue 
star.
Al Khalifa, H.H. SH Nasser Bin Hamad  Red, white armlets, striped cap.
Al Khalifa, H.H. SH Nasser Bin Hamad (second colours)  Red, white armlets, orange cap.
Al-Khalifa, Isa  White, royal blue chevrons on sleeves.
Al Khalifa, Isa Salman  Dark blue, white epaulets.
Al Khalifa, Isa Salman (second colours)  Purple, emerald green cross belts.
Al Khalifa, Khalid Bin Ali  Grey, dark blue braces, striped sleeves and cap.
Al Khalifa, Shaikh Duaij  Beige, brown striped sleeves.
Al Khalifa, Sheikh Mohammed  Red and white diabolo, diamonds on sleeves, red cap, white 
diamond.
Alkoas, Mr Matar  Dark blue, red chevron, red sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, red stars.
All About York II & Partner  Green, white sash, collar, cuffs and cap.

The All About York Partnership  Green, white sash, collar, cuffs and cap.
Allan Kerr & Partner  Royal blue, red chevron, white cap.
Allan McNamee & Alan Bailey  Pink, large maroon spots.
Allan, Miss Louise  Pink, dark green sleeves, pink armlets and spots on dark green cap.
Allan, Mr A. C.  Black, pink diamond, pink sleeves, black armlets, black cap, pink diamond.
Allan, Mr Bobby  Black, red chevron, black sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Allan, Mr D.  Red, yellow striped sleeves.
Allan, Mr David  Dark green, red epaulets, armlets and cap.
Allanson, Mrs H.  Purple, white sleeves, purple armlets, striped cap.
All Bar None Racing  Dark blue, grey cross of lorraine, checked sleeves and cap.
Allcock, Robert  Dark blue and yellow check, yellow sleeves.
Allen B Pope,F O'Sullivan,Jamie Donnelly  Royal blue and white check, royal blue sleeves.
Allen B Pope,F O'Sullivan,Jamie Donnelly (second colours)  Black and white stripes, white and 
black halved sleeves.
Allen B. Pope & Jarvis Associates  Royal blue and white check, royal blue sleeves.
Allendale, Sarah Lady  Pink, purple sleeves.
Allen, Mr C. N.  Dark blue, yellow seams, white cap.
Allen, Mr D.  Red and white stripes, red sleeves, beige stars.
Allen, Mr. Dave  Emerald green, large orange spots, emerald green sleeves, orange spots and cap.
Allen, Mr Edgar  Red, white stars, hooped cap.
Allen, Mr F. J.  Royal blue, yellow hoop, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Allen, Mr J.  Pink, black sleeves, pink armlets, black cap.
Allen, Mr J. P.  Beige, light blue cross of lorraine.
Allen, Mr M. M.  White, red star, stars on sleeves and star on cap.
Allen, Mr Neil G.  Yellow and emerald green diabolo, yellow cap.
Allen, Mr Nic  Royal blue, white sash, red cap.
Allen, Mr Nic (second colours)  Royal blue, white sash and cap with black hoop.
Allen, Mr S.  White, maroon cross of lorraine.
Allen, Mrs C. N.  Pink and black diamonds, pink cap, black diamond.
Allen, Mr S. G.  Black and pink (quartered), black sleeves, pink spots.
Allen, Mrs Judy  Dark blue, emerald green chevrons and sleeves, emerald green and dark blue 
hooped cap.
Allen, Mrs Lesley  Maroon, black seams, white cap.
Allen, Mr Steve  White, red epaulets, diamonds on sleeves, quartered cap.
Allen Pope & Simon Leech  Royal blue and white check, royal blue sleeves.
Allen Pope & Simon Leech (second colours)  Pink, purple stars on sleeves, pink cap, purple star.
Allen, Porter, Voute Partnership  Yellow, dark blue diamond.
Allen, Porter, Voute Partnership  Yellow, dark blue diamond.
Allerton Racing  White, emerald green disc, yellow sleeves, emerald green cap.
Allerton Racing & G Tuer  White, emerald green disc, yellow sleeves, emerald green cap.
Allevamento La Nuova Sbarra SRL  Royal blue and white diamonds, white sleeves, light blue cap.
Allez France  Light blue, pink cross belts, black cap.
All for One Racing  Royal blue, beige cross of lorraine, striped sleeves and cap.
All For The Craic Partnership    Red and yellow flames.
All Four One  Royal blue, pink star, armlets and cap.
Allinc Property Services  Dark blue, beige sleeves, dark blue diamonds, beige cap.
Allin, Mr N. K.  Purple, yellow diamond, striped sleeves and cap.
Allisat, Mrs K.  Light blue, maroon stars, black sleeves, light blue cap, maroon star.
Allison, Allison, Williams  Pink and black check, pink sleeves, pink cap, black star.
Allison, Allison, Williams (second colours)  Light blue, yellow sleeves, light blue armlets, emerald 
green cap.
Allison Family & Partner  Orange, black chevrons, orange cap, black star.
Allison Grant Long & Partner  Light green, red triple diamond, red sleeves, light green armlets, light 
green cap, red diamonds.
Allison, Miss Jane  Red, white sash, black cap, white spots.
Allison, Mr Austin  Light blue, yellow sleeves, light blue armlets, emerald green cap.
Allison, Mr Ian  Orange, black chevrons, orange cap, black star.
Allison, Mr Jonny  Pink and black check, pink sleeves, pink cap, black star.
Allison, Mr R. M. S.  Dark blue and grey stripes, grey sleeves, quartered cap.
Allott & Wordingham  Mauve, purple stars, quartered cap.
All-Pro Packaging Services  Dark blue, grey chevron, diabolo on sleeves.
Allseasons Bloodstock & Mickley Stud  White, maroon cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
All Seasons Racing  Royal blue and red diamonds, black sleeves, brown cap, red diamond.
Allson Sparkle Ltd  Royal blue, orange star, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal blue cap, white star.
Allsop, Mr Roger  Grey and light blue stripes, grey sleeves and cap.
Allsop, Mrs Yvonne  Yellow, purple seams, striped cap.
Allsopp, Mr R.  Dark blue, light blue sash, red cap.
Allstars  Purple, yellow stars.
All Stars Sports Racing  Red, white epaulets, dark blue and white hooped sleeves, yellow and dark 
blue quartered cap.
All Stars Sports Racing 2  Red, white epaulets, dark blue and white hooped sleeves, yellow and dark 
blue quartered cap.
All Stars Sports Racing 3  Red, white epaulets, dark blue and white hooped sleeves, yellow and dark 
blue quartered cap.
All Stars Sports Racing 4  Red, white epaulets, dark blue and white hooped sleeves, yellow and dark 
blue quartered cap.
All Stars Sports Racing 5  Red, white epaulets, dark blue and white hooped sleeves, yellow and dark 
blue quartered cap.
All Stars Sports Racing & J Davies  Red, white epaulets, dark blue and white hooped sleeves, 
yellow and dark blue quartered cap.
All Stars Sports Racing & J Davies (second colours)  Dark blue and white diabolo, emerald green 
and white check sleeves, white cap, red star.
All The Kings Horses  Red, royal blue cross of lorraine, red sleeves, white armlets and star on red 
cap.
All The Kings Horses & Mr Aiden Murphy  Red, royal blue cross of lorraine, red sleeves, white 
armlets and star on red cap.
All The Kings Ladies  Dark blue, yellow cross belts, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, 
yellow star.
Allwins Stables  Purple, white epaulets, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Allwins Stables (second colours)  Yellow, white spots, royal blue and yellow striped sleeves, royal 
blue cap, white star.
Allwood Clifton Thomas  White, dark blue epaulets, dark blue sleeves, white armlets.
Allwood Clifton Thomas (second colours)  Dark blue, red spots, red sleeves, dark blue armlets, 
red cap.
Allwood, Mr R.  Yellow, black and emerald green halved sleeves, black and emerald green quartered 
cap.
Allwood, Mr S.  Yellow, black and emerald green hooped sleeves, emerald green and black hooped 
cap.
Almahmoud, Mr MJ  White, red chevron, armlets and cap.
Al Maktoum, Exors of the Late Sheikh R.  Dark blue, white cap.
Al Maktoum, Exors of the Late Sheikh R. (second colours)  Khaki.
Al Maktoum, Exors of the Late Sheikh R. (third colours)  Khaki, black hoop and cap.
Al Maktoum, Exors of the Late Sheikh R. (fourth colours)  Dark green, grey epaulets.
Al Maktoum, Exors of the Late Sheikh R. (fifth colours)  Dark blue, orange cap.
Al Maktoum, Mr Hamdan  Royal blue, white epaulets, striped cap.
Al Maktoum, Mr Hamdan (second colours)  Royal blue, white epaulets, black cap.
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Al Maktoum, Mr Hamdan (third colours)  Royal blue, white epaulets, pink cap.
Al Maktoum, Ms Hissa Hamdan  Royal blue, white seams, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Al Maktoum, Sheikha Alia  Light blue and white diabolo, light blue sleeves, white cap, light blue star.
Al Maktoum, Sheikh Hamdan Bin Maktoum  Black, red chevron, black sleeves, red spots, red cap.
Al Maktoum, Sheikh Hamdan Bin Mohammed  Silver, tassel on cap.
Al Maktoum, Sheikh Juma Dalmook  Dark blue, large yellow spots.
Al Maktoum, Sheikh Majid Bin Mohammed  Maroon, black epaulets.
Al Maktoum, Sheikh Maktoum Bin Mohammed  Brown, white seams, brown sleeves and cap.
Al Maktoum, Sheikh Mana Bin Mohammed  Maroon, black chevron.
Al Maktoum, Sheikh Mohamed Bin Maktoum  Royal blue, white chevron, white sleeves, royal 
blue armlets.
Al Maktoum, Sheikh Mohammed bin Khalifa  Yellow, royal blue chevron, royal blue cap.
Al Maktoum, Sheikh Mohammed Obaid  Yellow, large black spots and spots on cap.
Al Maktoum, Sheikh Mohammed Obaid (second colours)  Yellow, large black spots, white cap.
Al Maktoum, Sheikh Rashid Dalmook  Yellow, dark blue seams, yellow cap.
Al-Mannai, Mr M. A. A.  Grey, maroon stripe, maroon and grey check cap.
Al-Mannai, Mr M. A. A. (second colours)  Mauve, light blue chevron.
Al Mansoori, Mr Abdulla  Yellow, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, dark blue star.
Almarzooqi, Mr M.  Grey, white sleeves, black armlets, black cap.
Alma Vale Racing  Mauve, maroon spots, purple sleeves, purple cap, maroon spots.
Al-Mazeedi, Mr Tareq  Red, red cap, purple star.
Al Mazrouei, Mr Mohamed Matar  White, royal blue epaulets, striped sleeves and cap.
Al Mesned, Mr Ahmed Abdulla  Red, beige epaulets.
Al Mesned, Mr Nasser Abdulla  Light blue and red stripes, light blue sleeves, royal blue armlets, 
yellow cap.
Al Mirqab Racing  Royal blue, white chevron.
AlMohamediya Racing  Red, gold braid, white sleeves and cap with gold tassel.
AlMohamediya Racing (second colours)  Royal blue and beige diamonds, beige sleeves, beige cap, 
royal blue diamond.
Almokhtaar Partners  Pink, red sleeves, pink armlets.
The Almost Hopeful Partnership  Royal blue, yellow star, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Al-Mudhaf, Mr K. M.  Royal blue, royal blue and white diabolo on sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
Almutairi, Mr Arif  Maroon and white (quartered), dark blue sleeves, white cap, dark blue star.
Almutairi, Mr M.  White, red epaulets, armlets and cap.
Almutairi, Mr Saad Ali  Royal blue, white hoop, white and royal blue halved sleeves.
Almutairi, M Z  Light blue, light blue and black diabolo on sleeves, light blue cap, black star.
Al Naboodah, Abdullah Saeed  Red, white stripe, striped sleeves.
Al Naboodah, Abdullah Saeed (second colours)  Red, white stripe, striped sleeves, white cap.
Al Nabouda, Mr Mohammed  Yellow, white and yellow striped sleeves, yellow cap, white star.
Al Naemi, Mr Mubarak  Emerald green, orange hoop and sleeves.
Alnahayan, Mr M.  Royal blue, black chevron.
A Long Long Way to Run  Black, pink spots, armlets and spots on cap.
Alotaibi, Mr Ahmad  Grey, yellow diamond, yellow and grey chevrons on sleeves.
Alper, Mr Darrell  Maroon, light blue sleeves, white cap.
The Alpha Delphini Partnership  Yellow, red triple diamond, armlets and cap.
Alpha Thoroughbreds  Black, grey stars, grey and black striped sleeves, grey cap, black star.
Al Qahtani, Mr F. M.  Emerald green, white epaulets, white and emerald green striped sleeves.
Alqallaf, Mr Abdulaziz  Light blue and yellow diamonds, light blue cap.
Al Qassimi, Mr Saeed Bin Mohammed  Yellow, black star, diabolo on sleeves.
Al Qassimi, Mr Saeed Bin Mohammed (second colours)  Black and yellow (quartered), yellow 
sleeves, black stars, yellow cap.
Al Qassimi, Mr Saeed Bin Mohammed (third colours)  Yellow, black braces.
Al-Qatami, Mr M. J.  Royal blue, royal blue cap, red star.
Al-Rabban, Mr A. K. M. K.  Light blue, pink cross belts, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, light blue star.
Al Rabban Racing  Light blue, pink cross belts, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, light blue star.
Al Rabban Racing & Ballylinch Stud  Light blue, pink cross belts, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, light 
blue star.
AL RABBAN RACING & PARTNER  Light blue, pink cross belts, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, light 
blue star.
Al Rabban Racing & Partner II  Light blue, pink cross belts, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, light blue 
star.
Al Rashed Racing  Beige, white disc, chevrons on sleeves.
Alrashidi, Mr Ahmad  Maroon, white braces, sleeves and cap.
Alromaihi, Mr H. E.  White, dark green star, dark green cap, white star.
Al Romaithi, Mr Saeed Nasser Abdulla  Purple and orange stripes, purple sleeves, orange armlets, 
white cap.
Al Saadi, Mr Mohamed Rashid Hamdan  Brown, large orange spots and sleeves.
Alsabah, Mr Jaber Ali  Yellow, red and yellow halved sleeves, red and yellow quartered cap.
Al Sabah, Mr Sabah Mubarak  Dark green, white sleeves, red armlets, black cap.
Al Sabah, Sheikh A. H. F. M. A.  White, gold braid, green sleeves, green cap with gold tassel.
Al Sabah, Sheikh Duaij Khaled Duaij  Red, orange chevron, sleeves and cap.
Alsaeidi, Mr Mohammad  White, royal blue stripe, striped sleeves and cap.
Al Sagar, Mr I. H.  Dark green, white stars on sleeves.
Al Sayegh, Mr Khalil  Royal blue, white epaulets, check cap.
Al Sayegh, Mr Mirza  White, royal blue hoops, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Al Shafar, Mr Mohammed  Yellow, black chevron, white cap.
Al Shahi, Mr Mohamed Saeed  Black, yellow and black halved sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Al Shahi, Mr Mohamed Saeed (second colours)  Yellow, dark blue stars on sleeves.
Al Shahi, Mr Mohamed Saeed (third colours)  Black, yellow triple diamond.
Al Shahi, Mr Mohamed Saeed (fourth colours)  Black, large yellow spots, yellow cap.
Al Shahi, Mr Mohamed Saeed (fifth colours)  Yellow, emerald green stripe and armlets.
Alshahwarzi, Brigadier Abdulrazak  Emerald green, yellow seams, red sleeves and cap.
Al Shaikh, Ahmad  White, emerald green epaulets and star on cap.
Al Shaikh, Ahmad (second colours)  White, emerald green epaulets, striped cap.
Al Shaikh, Ahmad (third colours)  White, emerald green star, chevrons on sleeves, white cap, 
emerald green star.
Al Shaikh, Ahmad (fourth colours)  White, emerald green epaulets.
Al Shaikh, Ahmad (fifth colours)  Emerald green, white star, emerald green sleeves, white spots, 
emerald green cap, white star.
Al Shaikh, Ahmad (sixth colours)  Emerald green, white star, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Al Shaikh, Mr Abdulla Ahmad  Emerald green, white epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
Al Shaikh, Mr Abdulla Ahmad (second colours)  Emerald green, white star, striped sleeves and 
star on cap.
Al Shaikh, Mr Abdulla Ahmad (third colours)  Emerald green, white star, white sleeves, emerald 
green stars, emerald green cap, white star.
Al Shaikh, Mr Abdulla Ahmad (fourth colours)  Emerald green, white star, white sleeves, emerald 
green spots, emerald green cap, white star.
Al Shaikh, Mr Abdulla Ahmad (fifth colours)  Emerald green, white star, white sleeves, emerald 
green armlets, emerald green cap, white star.
Al Shaikh, Mr Abdulla Ahmad (sixth colours)  Purple, yellow epaulets, checked sleeves.
Al Shaikh, Mr Abdulla Ahmad (seventh colours)  White, emerald green epaulets, striped sleeves 
and star on cap.
The Alshan Fajer Partnership  Orange and light blue diamonds, white sleeves, light blue armlets.
Al Shaqab Racing  Silver, gold braid, maroon cap, gold tassel.
Al Shaqab Racing (second colours)  Silver, gold braid, gold cap with gold tassel.
Al Shaqab Racing & Manor House Racing  Silver, gold braid, maroon cap, gold tassel.

Al Shaqab Racing & Qatar Racing Ltd  Silver, gold braid, maroon cap, gold tassel.
Alsharq racing  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow and royal blue diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Alston, Mr E. J.  White, royal blue diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Alston, Mr J.  Royal blue, white stripe.
Al Suboosi, Mr Mohammed  Maroon, white seams and armlets.
Al-Tajir, Mr Hadi  White, maroon braces and cap.
Al Tajir, Mr Mohammed Ali  White, maroon epaulets and armlets, striped cap.
Altayer, Mr Saeed H.  White, dark blue star, dark blue sleeves, white stars, white cap, dark blue star.
Al Tayer, Mr Tariq S.  White, dark blue star, dark blue sleeves, white spots, dark blue cap, white star.
Altazi, Mr Abdullah  Light green, black chevron.
Altazi, Mr Abdullah (second colours)  Dark green, yellow chevron.
The Alternative Lot  Grey, pink armlets, pink cap.
The Alternative Lot (second colours)  Light blue, yellow sleeves, light blue armlets, emerald green 
cap.
Al-Thani, Abdulla Ali  Yellow, white spots, yellow sleeves and cap.
Al-Thani, H.E. Sheikh F. H. J. T.  White, emerald green stars, emerald green sleeves, white stars.
Al Thani, HE Sh Joaan Bin Hamad  Grey, maroon epaulets.
Al-Thani, H.H. Sheikh Mohammed bin Khali  Royal blue, white stars, white cap, royal blue star.
Al Thani, Sheikh Ahmad Jassim  Black, orange triple diamond and armlets.
Altitude Racing  White, maroon hoop.
Altitude Racing 1  White, maroon hoop.
Alton, Mr Colin  Beige, maroon braces and armlets.
Alvin Trowbridge & Christine Hinks  Black, red cross of lorraine, striped sleeves, red cap.
Alvin Trowbridge & Christine Hinks (second colours)  Red, grey diamond, grey cap.
Alvis, Bertie  Pink, red disc, sleeves and cap.
Alvis, Miss E.  Dark green, orange epaulets, armlets and cap.
Al Wasmiyah Stud  White, maroon q on body.
Always Hopeful Partnership  Royal blue, white stars, hooped sleeves, royal blue and red quartered 
cap.
Always Smiling  Emerald green, beige braces, striped sleeves, beige cap.
Al Yaqout, Mr Mohanad  Light blue and white stripes, white sleeves, light blue armlets, light blue 
cap, white star.
The Alyasan Partnership  Black, maroon hoop and armlets.
The Alyasan Partnership (second colours)  Yellow, maroon armlets.
Al Zeer, Mr Abdullateef  White, royal blue diamonds on sleeves, red cap.
A. Mainwaring & M. Hocking  Pink, black chevron, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Amanda & Patrick Bancroft  Emerald green and yellow check, yellow sleeves and cap.
Amatt, Miss F.  Dark blue, red stars, sleeves and star on cap.
Amatt, Miss F. (second colours)  Red and white check, halved sleeves, red cap.
Amazing Racing  Red, yellow striped sleeves.
Amazing Racing IV & Partner  Red, yellow striped sleeves.
AM Bostock DG Bostock  Black, royal blue hooped sleeves, red cap.
Ambrose Turnbull & John Cruces  Grey, red star on body and cap, red sleeves, grey armlets.
Ambrosiana Racing  Maroon, dark green sleeves, black cap.
Ambrosiana Racing 1  Maroon, dark green sleeves, black cap.
Ambrosiana Racing & Les Boyer  Maroon, dark green sleeves, black cap.
Ambrosiana Racing & Partner  Maroon, dark green sleeves, black cap.
A.McAlpine, J. Gompertz & P. Milmo  Mcalpine tartan, rose pink armlets and cap.
A McAlpine, T Billington, B Moran  Mcalpine tartan, royal blue armlets and cap.
A. Meade, G. Van Geest, E. Kelvin-Hughes  White, pink disc.
American Life Partnership  Purple, yellow disc.
American Patrol Partnership  Emerald green, white epaulets, black sleeves, white cap.
Ames, Mr Richard  Dark green, beige hoop, armlets and star on cap.
Amey, Mr G. E.  Green, white cross belts, navy blue sleeves and cap.
Amey, Mr Phil  Maroon, dark blue hoops, maroon sleeves.
A Midgley, R J Hodges  Yellow, dark green seams, chevrons on sleeves, dark green cap.
The 8 Amigos  Pink, grey cross belts, hooped sleeves.
Amigos, Morrell, Johnson, Evans & Cowan  Pink, grey cross belts, hooped sleeves.
The 8 Amigos & Mrs G B Walford  Pink, grey cross belts, hooped sleeves.
The 8 Amigos & Partner  Pink, grey cross belts, hooped sleeves.
Amigos Partnership  Black, light pink triple diamond and armlets, quartered cap.
Amity Finance Ltd  Black, white seams, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Amo Racing Limited  Purple, white stars, white sleeves, purple stars, purple cap.
Amo Racing Limited (second colours)  White, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Amo Racing Limited (third colours)  Purple, orange armlets, quartered cap.
Amo Racing Limited (fourth colours)  Beige and black (halved), sleeves reversed, beige cap.
Amo Racing Limited & Arjun Waney  Purple, white star, chevrons on sleeves.
Amo Racing Limited & Co  Purple, white stars, white sleeves, purple stars, purple cap.
Amo Racing Limited & Mr A. C. Elliott  Purple, white stars, white sleeves, purple stars, purple cap.
Amo Racing Limited & Mr S Hanson  Purple, white stars, white sleeves, purple stars, purple cap.
Amo Racing Ltd & Partners  Purple, white stars, white sleeves, purple stars, purple cap.
Amor, Mrs Miranda  Dark green, pink disc and sleeves, pink cap, dark green spots.
Amos, Mrs S. P.  Black, pink disc, black sleeves, pink spots and cap.
Amos, Mr T. P.  Purple, black and white check sleeves.
Amos, Mr W.  Black, emerald green armlets and cap.
A Mossop & H Scale  Purple, red chevron, quartered cap.
A Mossop, H Scale, M Duthie  Purple, red chevron, quartered cap.
Ampthill, Lord  Blue, yellow hoop, armlets and cap with blue hoop.
Amy Murphy Racing Club  Black and pink (quartered), black sleeves, pink stars, black cap.
The Anagram Partnership  Black, orange and black diabolo on sleeves, black and orange quartered 
cap.
Anaja Cantillion & Janice West  Royal blue, beige chevron, dark blue cap.
Anamoine Ltd  Yellow, red epaulets and sleeves.
Anastasiou, Mr P.  Beige, red hoops and armlets.
Ancell, Mr J. R.  White, royal blue diagonal stripes, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Anchor Men  White, purple stars, armlets and star on cap.
Ancrum ,CFS, Carruthers, Palmer  Light blue and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves.
Ancrum ,CFS, Carruthers, Palmer (second colours)  Emerald green, yellow seams, dark blue 
sleeves, yellow seams, hooped cap.
Ancrum ,CFS, Carruthers, Palmer (third colours)  Dark blue, white chevron, dark blue sleeves, 
white stars, dark blue cap, white star.
Ancrum ,CFS, Carruthers, Palmer (fourth colours)  Yellow, maroon chevrons, yellow sleeves, 
yellow cap, maroon star.
The Ancrum Pointer 1  Light blue and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves.
Andersen, Mr N.  Black, orange sleeves, black spots, black cap, orange spots.
Anderson (Edinburgh), Mr Ian  Maroon and white diamonds, halved sleeves, maroon cap.
Anderson, Mathews & Kerve  Maroon and white diamonds, halved sleeves, maroon cap.
Anderson, Miss A.  Dark blue, maroon spots on sleeves, black cap.
Anderson, Mr David  Dark blue and light blue stripes, white sleeves, dark blue and light blue 
quartered cap.
Anderson, Mr Des  Dark blue, emerald green and white hooped sleeves, white cap.
Anderson, Mr G.  Light blue and red (quartered), hooped sleeves, white cap.
Anderson, Mr Geoffrey  Royal blue, beige seams, quartered cap.
Anderson, Mr Ian  Red, white sash, hooped sleeves, light blue cap, black hoop.
Anderson, Mr J. J.  Dark blue, orange sleeves.
Anderson, Mrs D.  Primrose, old gold and scarlet hooped cap.
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Anderson, Sandy  Royal blue, white cross belts, red sleeves and cap.
Andersson, Mr Benny  Black and grey check, black sleeves and cap.
Andreae, Exors of the Late Mr M. P.  Royal blue, white cross belts and armlets, white cap, royal 
blue star.
Andrea & Graham Wylie  Black and beige (halved), chevrons on sleeves, beige cap.
Andrea & Graham Wylie (second colours)  Dark green, white cross of lorraine.
Andrew and Mrs SRB Davis  Light blue, black armlets, black cap.
Andrew Bell and Michael Wright  Black, orange sleeves, black stars.
Andrew Bengough & Mindy Hammond  Black, silver braid and sleeves, red cap.
Andrew Bengough Partnership  Black, silver braid and sleeves, red cap.
Andrew Brooks & Dominic Burke  Light blue, red braces, white sleeves, red armlets, light blue and 
red quartered cap.
Andrew Brooks & Julian Taylor  Light blue, red braces, white sleeves, red armlets, light blue and 
red quartered cap.
Andrew Brooks & Julian Taylor (second colours)  Dark green, white cross belts, hooped sleeves, 
white cap.
Andrew Brooks & Oliver Atkin  Light blue, red braces, white sleeves, red armlets, light blue and 
red quartered cap.
Andrew Brown & Gemma Brown  Red, white diamond, white sleeves, red diamonds, red cap, 
white diamond.
Andrew Brown & Russell Reed  Royal blue, emerald green star, royal blue sleeves, emerald green 
stars.
Andrew Caygill & Ollie Pears  Orange, white spots, dark blue sleeves, red cap.
Andrew Cocks And Tara Johnson  Mauve, dark blue epaulets, hooped sleeves.
Andrew Dick and John Stevenson  Black, grey disc, armlets and cap.
Andrew Dick and Mark Dennis  Black, grey disc, armlets and cap.
Andrew Dick and Mike Askew  Black, grey disc, armlets and cap.
Andrew Dick and Steve Roberts  Black, grey disc, armlets and cap.
Andrew Dick & Paul Dean  Black, grey disc, armlets and cap.
Andrew F Sawyer,G W Hazell & C Bosley  White, royal blue triple diamond, red sleeves and cap.
Andrew Gemmell & Ron Sullivan  Royal blue, pink disc, maroon sleeves, royal blue stars, dark blue 
cap, pink spots.
Andrew & Julia Turner  Red and black stripes, black sleeves.
Andrew Kendall-Jones I  White, royal blue chevron, yellow sleeves and cap.
Andrew Kendall-Jones I (second colours)  Grey.
AndrewKnott,MrsPenelopeToll,MrLloyd  Red, white sleeves, red stars, red cap, white star.
Andrew Knott & Wetumpka Racing  Red, white sleeves, red stars, red cap, white star.
Andrew, Mr Philip  Black, orange sleeves, black armlets.
Andrew Phillips, Julia Percy  Dark green and red diamonds, dark green and white diabolo on 
sleeves, quartered cap.
Andrew Phillips, Julia Percy (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow sash, yellow sleeves, dark blue 
armlets, red cap.
Andrew Rosen and Partner  Neon pink, green diabolo, striped sleeves, pink cap, green visor.
Andrew Rosen & Edward W Easton  Neon pink, green diabolo, striped sleeves, pink cap, green 
visor.
Andrews Farrell King McNeill Sullivan  Emerald green and pink (halved), diamonds on sleeves, 
pink cap.
Andrews, Mr Bob  White, royal blue cross of lorraine and armlets, red cap.
Andrews, Mr J.  White, orange sash, armlets and cap.
Andrews, Mr M.  Purple, pink stars, sleeves and star on cap.
Andrews, Mr M. (second colours)  Yellow, orange seams, orange and white striped sleeves and cap.
Andrews, Mr Michael  Pink, grey epaulets.
Andrews, Mr Philip  Yellow, red sash, red and yellow halved sleeves, red cap.
Andrews, Mr P. J.  Red, yellow star, yellow sleeves, red spots, red cap, yellow star.
Andrews, Mrs Jane  Black, white epaulets, white and black striped sleeves, black cap, white diamond.
Andrews, Mrs Peter  Grey and maroon diamonds, grey sleeves.
Andrews, Mr S. R.  Dark green and pink (halved), sleeves reversed, dark green cap.
Andrews, Mr Stuart  Light blue, white sleeves, red cap.
Andrew Tinkler & Brook Stud Bloodstock  Royal blue, red chevrons, white and red striped 
sleeves, red and white quartered cap.
Andrew Tinkler & Partner  Royal blue and white check, chevrons on sleeves, royal blue cap.
Andrew Turton & Paul Langford  Black, pink star, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
Andrew & Vanessa Maddox  Yellow, black stars, black and yellow halved sleeves, black cap, yellow 
stars.
Andrew Whitlock Racing Ltd  Yellow, mauve chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Andrew Whitlock Racing Ltd & Partner  Yellow, mauve chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Andrew Williams & Julia Staughton  Yellow, purple hoop, armlets and cap.
Andrew Wyke & Ownaracehorse  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
And So Say All Of Us Partnership  Black, yellow seams, black and white striped sleeves, black cap, 
yellow star.
Andy Bell Anna Noble Arnie Flower  Red, black stars, armlets and cap.
Andy Bell Anna Noble Arnie Flower (second colours)  Yellow, red seams and sleeves, red and 
yellow hooped cap.
Andy Bell Anna Noble Arnie Flower 1  Red, black stars, armlets and cap.
Andy Bell & Fergus Lyons  Royal blue, orange hoop and armlets, hooped cap.
Andy Bell & Mrs R Crosse  Royal blue, orange hoop and armlets, hooped cap.
Andy Bell Trevor Noble Arnie Flower  Red, black stars, armlets and cap.
Andy Clarke & The Four Aces  Dark blue, pink cross of lorraine and armlets, quartered cap.
Andyfreight Holdings Limited  Pink, purple chevrons, purple sleeves, yellow stars, purple cap, 
yellow star.
ANDY HOLDING SPEED FIGURES.CO.UK  Dark blue, red hoops, yellow sleeves, dark blue cap.
Andy Jansons & Keith Wetton  Dark blue, light blue stars, dark blue cap, light blue star.
Andy J Smith & Partner  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Andy & Lizzie Cova  Yellow and royal blue diamonds, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, 
royal blue star.
Andy & Sharon Measham  Red, black chevron, armlets and cap.
Andy Smith and Friends  Purple.
Andy & The Frisky Fillies  Maroon and grey stripes, grey sleeves, maroon armlets.
Andy Turton & Partner  Black, pink star, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
Andy Viner, John Quorn, Mick Quinn  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white 
armlets.
Angear, Mrs A. M.  Red, white sleeves, red armlets, red and white quartered cap.
Angela Clifford & Partner  Purple, light blue hoop.
Angell, Mr D.  Orange, grey star, orange sleeves, grey stars.
Anglia Bloodstock & Mr Chris Fahy  Mazarine blue, silver braid and tassel on black cap.
Anglia Bloodstock Syndicate IX  Mazarine blue, silver braid and tassel on black cap.
Anglia Bloodstock Syndicate VIII  Mazarine blue, silver braid and tassel on black cap.
Anglia Bloodstock Syndicate X  Mazarine blue, silver braid and tassel on black cap
Anglia Bloodstock Syndicate XI  Mazarine blue, silver braid and tassel on black cap
Anglia Bloodstock Syndicate XII  Mazarine blue, silver braid and tassel on black cap
Anglo Irish Partners  White, emerald green stars and armlets, emerald green cap, red star.
Angmering Park  Sky blue, scarlet quartered cap.
Angmering Park Farms LLP  Light blue, red hoop, striped sleeves, red cap.
Angmering Park Thoroughbreds I  Maroon, beige spots on sleeves.
Angmering Park Thoroughbreds III et al  Maroon, beige spots on sleeves.
Angmering Park Thoroughbreds V  Maroon, beige spots on sleeves.

Angmering Park Thoroughbreds VI  Maroon, beige spots on sleeves.
Angmering Park Thoroughbreds VI  Maroon, beige spots on sleeves.
The Angove Family  Black, mauve hoops, white sleeves, mauve cap.
Angus Dundee Distillers Plc  Purple, white chevron, white and purple halved sleeves, white cap, 
purple star.
Angus Dundee Distillers Plc & N Wrigley  Purple, white chevron, white and purple halved sleeves, 
white cap, purple star.
Angus Racing Club  Maroon and pink diamonds, maroon sleeves, pink stars, maroon cap, pink star.
Angus Racing Club & Mr P. D. Niven  Maroon and pink diamonds, maroon sleeves, pink stars, 
maroon cap, pink star.
A Nicol & L S Russell  Grey and pink stripes, grey sleeves, pink cap.
Animal Health Trust  Dark green, light green sleeves, pink cap.
Aniol Chandler Medcroft Turner Westwood  Pink, red stars, red sleeves, pink stars and cap.
Aniol, Mr Marcus  Pink, red stars, red sleeves, pink stars, red cap, pink stars.
Annabel Waley-Cohen and Family  Orange, chocolate sleeves.
Annable, Mrs Julia  Light blue, yellow spots, armlets and diamond on cap.
Annable, Mrs Julia (second colours)  Pink, brown epaulets, hooped sleeves, brown cap.
Anna Doyle and Jan Reus  Red, emerald green sash and sleeves, white cap.
Anna Doyle & Maryse Doyle  Red, emerald green sash and sleeves, white cap.
Anna Doyle Racing  Red, emerald green sash and sleeves, white cap.
Ann & Alan Potts Limited  Emerald green, yellow chevron and sleeves, red cap.
Annandale & Hartfell, The Earl  White, red cap.
Annandale & Hartfell, The Earl (second colours)  Mauve, lavender sleeves, red cap.
Anna Sundstrom and Robert Sinclair  Dark blue, beige stars on sleeves, beige cap.
Anna Sundstrom and Robert Sinclair (second colours)  Emerald green, royal blue sleeves, 
emerald green cap, white star.
Ann Black,M Al Qatami & K M Al Mudhaf  White, light blue epaulets.
Anne Broom and Wendy Carter  Royal blue, yellow seams, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets, 
yellow cap.
Anne Cairns And Partners  Black and yellow diamonds, halved sleeves.
Anne Cairns & Partners II  Black and yellow diamonds, halved sleeves.
Anne Elliott & Mr M. J. K. Dods  Dark blue, light blue spots, light blue cap.
Anne, Harriet & Lucinda Bond  Purple, pink seams, armlets and cap.
Anne Marie Melville/The Northern Raiders  Red, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, red armlets, red 
cap.
Anne Marie Melville/The Northern Raiders (second colours)  Emerald green, white hoops, white 
and yellow halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Anne Marshall, The Secret Circle  Dark blue, red stars on sleeves.
Anne Marshall, The Secret Circle (second colours)  Black, yellow disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Anne, Mr A.  Light blue, pink armlets, pink cap, light blue star.
Annett, Mrs Liz  White, pink hoop, sleeves and cap.
Annie Hall & Jennie Candlish  Emerald green and red stripes, white cap.
Annie Noble & Arnie Flower  Red, black stars, armlets and cap.
Ann Lindsay,Francis Lindsay,Jim O'Connor  Emerald green, red chevrons, emerald green sleeves, 
orange stars, orange cap, emerald green star.
Ann, Michael & Peter Cardwell  Yellow, olive green collar and cuffs, scarlet cap.
Ann Selsby, Chris Riley & Mike Wheeler  Maroon and grey check, grey sleeves, maroon armlets, 
maroon cap.
Ann & Tony Gale  Yellow, black disc, yellow sleeves, black spots, yellow cap, black spots.
Annwell Inn Syndicate  Red, dark blue star, red sleeves, dark blue stars, white cap.
Another Bottle Racing  Light blue, dark blue braces and armlets.
Another Bottle Racing 2  Light blue, dark blue braces and armlets.
Another Day Out  Light blue, yellow seams, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Ansell, Mr B. C.  Purple, white chevron hoop on body and sleeves, white cap.
Ansell, Mr Harry  Royal blue, red and royal blue striped sleeves, halved cap.
Ansell, Mr Mark  Dark green, white hoop, hooped sleeves, check cap.
Ansell, Mr P.  Brown, light green hoops.
Ansell, Mrs B.  Black, grey cross belts, pink sleeves and cap.
Ansell, Mrs B. C.  Purple, yellow chevrons, yellow cap.
Ansells of Watford  Purple, white chevron hoop on body and sleeves, white cap.
Anson, Mr A.  Dark green, apricot hoops, dark green sleeves and cap.
Anstee, Mr Geraint  Black and white check, red sleeves.
Anstee, Mr Geraint (second colours)  Red, emerald green seams, emerald green sleeves, red stars, 
red cap.
Anstee, Sivlal & Williams  Emerald green, yellow sleeves, emerald green spots.
Anstiss, Mr G.  Pink, royal blue hoops, royal blue and pink diabolo on sleeves, pink cap, royal blue 
star.
Anstiss, Mr G. (second colours)  Black, red stars, black sleeves.
Anstock, Mr Fergus  Purple, light blue sleeves, red cap.
Antcliff, Mrs C.  Light blue, light green hoop, light blue and yellow striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Anthony,Barrett,Baxter,Budd,Deane,Lloyd  White, red sash, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, 
royal blue cap.
Anthony Boswood & Mrs R Pease  Dark blue, emerald green cross belts and sleeves, pink cap.
Anthony Cooke & Lynn Cullimore  Red, yellow diamond, dark blue sleeves, yellow diamonds, dark 
blue cap, yellow diamond.
Anthony & David De Rothschild  Dark blue, yellow disc, armlets and cap.
Anthony Pye-Jeary and David Ian  Maroon, light blue chevron.
Anthony Ross and Amy Abbott  Yellow, light green hoop, light blue cap.
Antigua Cavaliers & Mrs R Carr  Dark blue, yellow hoop.
Antoniades, Mr Tony  Pink, black stars on sleeves, pink cap, black star.
Antoniades, Mr Tony (second colours)  Yellow, grey sleeves, grey and yellow quartered cap.
Anton, Mr Rupert  Light blue and yellow (quartered), hooped sleeves.
Antrobus, Mrs M. C.  Royal blue, white stars, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap, white 
star.
Anwyl-Harris, Mr Peter  Dark green and pink (quartered), pink sleeves, dark green cap.
Any Port In a Storm  Light blue, royal blue disc, royal blue cap.
A O'Callaghan, J Allison, P Hills  Light blue, dark blue sleeves, white cap, dark blue star.
Apache Star Racing  Light blue and white stripes, maroon cap.
A Parr & A Berry  Dark blue, yellow disc, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap, yellow 
spots.
AP Barwell,Mrs ML Trow & Mrs MJ Sanders  Dark blue, light blue braces, halved sleeves, dark 
blue and light blue quartered cap.
A & P Braithwaite  Orange, dark blue star, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
APCC Limited  Dark blue, light blue hoop, light blue and dark blue chevrons on sleeves, light blue 
cap, dark blue diamond.
A Pearson E Hawkings M Jenner P Scope  Black, pink stars and sleeves, pink and black quartered 
cap.
Apiafi and Black  Dark blue, white chevron, chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
Apiafi, Mr J.  Dark blue, white chevron, chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
Apis.uk.com  Maroon, yellow braces, maroon sleeves, yellow stars, maroon cap, yellow star.
Aplin, Mr Robert  Orange, dark blue triple diamond.
Aplin, Mr Robert (second colours)  Orange, light blue hollow box, chevrons on sleeves.
A Pollock and J Blackburn  Red, white seams, white and red halved sleeves, red and white 
quartered cap.
Apollo Racing  Maroon, dark blue chevrons, maroon cap, dark blue star.
Apollo Racing & DTA Racing  Maroon, dark blue chevrons, maroon cap, dark blue star.
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Appelbee, Mr Stephen  Black, yellow hoops, diamonds on sleeves, light green cap.
Apperley, Mr J. F.  Red and emerald green (halved), red sleeves, white cap, emerald green spots.
Appleby, Mr Michael  Black, red disc, halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Appleby, Mr Michael (second colours)  Black, royal blue star, black sleeves, royal blue stars, black 
cap, royal blue star.
Appleby & Woodward  Black, red disc, halved sleeves, black and red quartered cap.
Appleton, Mr Mark  Purple, mauve star and star on cap.
Appleton, Mr Peter  Purple, pink chevron, sleeves and star on cap.
Apple Tree Stud  White, emerald green star, striped sleeves.
Apple Tree Stud (second colours)  White, dark green star, striped sleeves.
Appletree Stud, M Gumienny & A Signy  Yellow and orange diamonds, white sleeves.
A. P. Racing  White, red chevrons, diamonds on sleeves, red cap, black star.
A & P Racing  Red, white stars, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, white stars.
Aprahamian, Mr Billy  White, red cross belts, dark blue sleeves, maroon armlets, light blue cap.
A & P Skips Limited  Red, red and black diabolo on sleeves, black cap.
A & P Skips Limited/Miss Sally R. Haynes  Red, red and black diabolo on sleeves, black cap.
Apted, Mrs Jane  Purple, emerald green stars and armlets.
The Aqshion Stations Partnership  Dark blue, red chevron and sleeves.
Aquis Hong Kong Pty Ltd  Light blue, black triple diamond, hooped sleeves.
ARAAM  Royal blue, purple chevron, purple cap.
ARAAM (second colours)  Grey, purple chevron, grey sleeves, purple cap.
Araci, Mr V. I.  Black, white chevron, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, white star.
Aragon Racing  Mauve and red check, black cap.
A & R Al Kamda  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars, yellow cap, royal blue 
star.
Arbib, Mr Ben  Royal blue, yellow cross of lorraine, diabolo on sleeves.
Arbib, Robinson and Tabet  Light blue and maroon (quartered), light blue sleeves, dark blue cap.
Arbib, Robinson & Cole  Light green, yellow armlets.
Arbib, Sir Martyn  Yellow, royal blue cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Arblaster, Mr William  Dark green, brown armlets, brown cap.
A & R Bloodstock  Mauve, purple hooped sleeves.
Arbon, Mr R.  Grey, red star, sleeves and stars on cap.
Arbuthnot, Mrs Diana Amelia  Crimson, turquoise sleeves and cap.
The Arcanada Partnership  Black, gold spots, black sleeves.
Arcane Racing  Maroon, large beige spots.
Arcane Racing Partnership  Maroon, large beige spots.
Arcane Racing Partnership (second colours)  Yellow, orange star.
Archer, Mr Alan  Dark blue, red chevron, yellow sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow star.
Archer, Mrs Ceri  Royal blue, white diamond, diamonds on sleeves, royal blue cap, white diamond.
Archer, Mrs Rachael  Mauve, purple chevrons on sleeves.
ARC Racing Club  Royal blue and red diabolo, grey sleeves, royal blue cap.
ARC Racing Syndicate  Royal blue and red diabolo, grey sleeves, royal blue cap.
ARC Racing Syndicate (second colours)  Red, white braces, red sleeves, white spots and cap.
ARC Racing Yorkshire X  Dark green, white seams, dark green sleeves, white stars, white cap, dark 
green stars.
Arc Racing Yorkshire XV  Dark green, white seams, dark green sleeves, white stars, white cap, dark 
green stars.
Arctic Drunkies  Red and black diamonds, black sleeves, red armlets, quartered cap.
The Arctic Victory Partnership  White, royal blue stars, white sleeves and cap.
Arculli, The Hon R J  Light blue and red diamonds, light blue sleeves, red cap, light blue diamond.
Ardent Tide Flyers  Royal blue, yellow and royal blue diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Ardley, Bickmore & Pauling  Maroon, white star, white and maroon hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Ardley, Mr Michael  Maroon, white star, white and maroon hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Ardroe Developments Ltd  Emerald green, white and emerald green chevrons on sleeves.
Arena Racing Company  Light blue, white disc, halved sleeves.
Argrain  Dark green, yellow triple diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
A. Rhodes Haulage And Mr P. Timmins  Maroon and yellow diamonds.
A. Rhodes Haulage And Mr P. Timmins (second colours)  Black, light blue epaulets and armlets.
A. Rhodes Haulage Ltd  Maroon and yellow diamonds.
Arion Equine Limited  Dark blue, light blue stripe and armlets.
Aristotle's Elements  Yellow, dark blue chevrons on sleeves.
The Arkle Bar Partnership  Grey, dark blue cross belts, sleeves and cap.
Arkle Recruitment Limited  Purple, orange hoop and armlets.
ArkwrightBlumMichaelsonOnionsDaresbury  Emerald green, pink armlets, pink cap.
Arkwright, Mr H.  Dark blue and pink diamonds, white sleeves, dark blue cap.
AR Legal, Agran & Silver  Black, red hoop, white sleeves, black and red hooped cap.
A R Legal Collections Limited  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, armlets and cap.
A R Legal Partnership  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, armlets and cap.
Armitage, Dr Michael  Emerald green, red diamond, diamonds on sleeves, red cap.
Armitage, Mr P. B. T.  Red, red and yellow check sleeves, red cap, yellow stars.
Armitage, Mrs Fanny  White, black chevron, red sleeves and cap.
Armitage, Mr William  Light blue, dark green armlets, dark green cap.
Armour, Paul  Dark blue, pink star, armlets and cap.
Armsden Cleevely Williams Solario Racing  Maroon, pink seams and armlets.
Armson, Mr R. J.  Yellow, black hoop, spots on sleeves, quartered cap.
The Armstrong Family  Red, black stars, chevrons on sleeves, red cap, black star.
Armstrong, Mr David W.  Red, red cap, white spots.
Armstrong, Mr David W. (second colours)  Red, white cap, red spots.
Armstrong, Mr David W. (third colours)  Red, white stripe, red sleeves, white stars and stars on 
cap.
Armstrong, Mr John  Pink and dark blue stripes, hooped sleeves.
Armstrong, Mr J. W.  Orange, light blue epaulets.
Armstrong, Mr L.  Yellow, royal blue diamond, hooped sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue diamond.
Armstrong, Mr Neil  Mauve, black triple diamond, yellow sleeves, black diamonds, white cap, black 
diamonds.
Armstrong, Mrs Martin  Beige and light blue stripes, light blue cap.
Armstrong, Mrs Robert  Red and royal blue (halved), red sleeves, quartered cap.
Armstrong, Mrs Sue  Dark blue, emerald green stripe, dark blue and yellow halved sleeves, dark 
blue cap, yellow diamonds.
Armstrong, Stephen  Black, orange seams and armlets.
Arnold, Hart, Leitao, Woodward, Wrigley  Emerald green, red hoops, quartered cap.
Arnold, Leitao, Woodward & Wrigley  Emerald green, red hoops, quartered cap.
Arnold, Mr M. J.  Cerise, cerise and royal blue quartered cap.
Arnold, Mr PJ  Royal blue, yellow star, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Arnold, Mrs C. A.  Red, black disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Arnold, Mrs M. J.  Cerise, royal blue quartered cap.
Arnold, Mrs Ruth  Royal blue, red cross of lorraine, royal blue sleeves, red spots, red cap.
Arnold Robinson Racing  Dark blue and light blue (quartered), white sleeves, dark blue armlets.
Arnott, Mrs Jane  Black and white diabolo, black sleeves and cap.
Around The World Partnership  Red, dark green hoop.
AR RACING  Red, royal blue diamond, white and royal blue diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Arrathorne Racing Club  Purple, white cross of lorraine, purple sleeves, white stars, purple cap, 
white star.
Arrathorne Sport Horse & Bloodstock Ltd  Purple, white cross of lorraine, purple sleeves, white 
stars, purple cap, white star.
Arrow, Mr Philip  Dark blue, grey stripe, light blue sleeves, dark blue armlets, light blue cap.

The Arrows  Purple, yellow epaulets, yellow sleeves, purple stars, purple cap, yellow star.
Arrowsmith, Mr R. K.  Royal blue and purple (quartered), royal blue sleeves and cap.
Artam, Mr Can  White and maroon diamonds, maroon and white diabolo on sleeves, maroon cap.
The Artemis Partnership.  White, dark blue cross belts and armlets.
Artemis Thoroughbred Racing  Mauve, black seams, mauve sleeves and cap.
Artemis Thoroughbred Racing (second colours)  Light blue, yellow seams, light blue sleeves and 
cap.
Artemis Thoroughbred Racing (third colours)  Black, white stripe, sleeves and cap.
Arthington Barn Racing  White, dark green braces, dark green cap.
Arthington Barn Racing & Mr D Swales  Red and black check, red sleeves, black armlets, black 
cap.
Arthington Barn Racing & Mr D Swales (second colours)  White, dark green braces, dark green 
cap.
Arthington Barn Racing & Mr D Swales (third colours)  Yellow, orange star.
Arthur, Blake, Davis & Wyer  White, large dark blue spots, red cap.
Arthur, Mr Dave  White, black sash, yellow sleeves, black cap, yellow spots.
Arthur, Mr Hugh  White, large dark blue spots, red cap.
Arthur, Ms Jean  White, red disc, sleeves and spots on cap.
Arthur's Gift Partnership  Purple, mauve seams, mauve sleeves, purple seams, purple cap.
The Arthur White Partnership  White, royal blue sash, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Arthur, Wyer, Shortland & Scandrett  White, large dark blue spots, red cap.
Art Of Racing & The Kimber Family  Black, orange disc.
Arton, Mr A.  Black, black and yellow check cap.
Arton, Mr Neil  Light blue and pink (quartered), light blue sleeves, pink stars.
Arwel Richards, Chas Dellar & Friends  White, black star, black sleeves, white armlets, white cap, 
black star.
AR White Racing  Green, gold sash, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
A & S Associates  Royal blue, black hoops, light blue sleeves, maroon diamonds, white cap.
A & S Associates (second colours)  Royal blue, dark blue chevrons, white sleeves, royal blue cap.
The Ascot 9  Grey, maroon chevron and armlets.
The Ascot Colts & Fillies Club  Orange, black spots, black and white hooped sleeves, dark blue cap, 
grey stars.
The Ascot Revellers  Royal blue and white diamonds, dark blue sleeves, white cap, dark blue 
diamond.
A Scott-Pettit, Willie Miller, S Miller  Black, pink stars, pink sleeves, black diamonds.
Asd Contracts Ltd  Light blue, maroon chevrons, light blue cap, maroon diamond.
A Selway & P Wavish  Red, light green star and star on cap.
A & S Enterprises Ltd  Red and grey check, red sleeves and cap.
Ashbee, Miss Tracey  Emerald green, yellow star, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Ashbrook, Mr David  Dark blue and pink (quartered), halved sleeves.
Ashburner, Mrs Susan  Maroon, royal blue halved diagonally, sleeves reversed,royal blue cap.
Ashby, Mrs Sarah  Red, white stars, red sleeves, gold cap.
The Ashden Partnership  Red, cream and green hooped cap.
A Sheppard, J Webber, R Sheppard  Royal blue, white stripe, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, 
royal blue and white striped cap.
Ashfield Caravan Park  Red, royal blue chevrons, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Ashfield Crvan Prk & Whitsbury Manor Std  Red, royal blue chevrons, striped sleeves and star on 
cap.
Ashfield, Turton & Whitsbury  Red, royal blue chevrons, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Ashgill Stud  Purple, yellow braces, sleeves and star on cap.
Ashleybank Investments Limited  Beige, brown hooped sleeves, orange cap.
Ashley, Carr, Duncan, Ives  Light green, dark blue epaulets.
Ashley Carr, Eismark & Packham  Dark green and orange (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Ashley Lewer & Derek James Partnership  Emerald green, red stars, emerald green sleeves.
Ashley, Mrs J. A.  Black, mauve star, mauve sleeves, maroon stars, black cap, mauve stars.
Ashley, Mr Steve  Red, dark blue seams, dark blue sleeves, red armlets, striped cap.
Ashley, Mr Tony  Light green, dark green chevron.
Ashley & Sue Clark & Clearabee Ltd  Dark blue, pink seams, pink and dark blue diabolo on 
sleeves, dark blue cap, pink diamond.
Ashley & Sue Clark & M Long & P Kirby  Dark blue, pink seams, pink and dark blue diabolo on 
sleeves, dark blue cap, pink diamond.
Ashmore, Mr P.  Red, black chevrons on sleeves.
Ash, Mr Andy  Red, royal blue stars, white sleeves and cap.
Ash, Mr Derek  Yellow, purple sleeves, yellow armlets.
Ashton, Mr P.  Brown, yellow and brown diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
A Signy, B Spiers & I Barratt  Yellow and orange diamonds, white sleeves.
A Signy, I Barratt & B Spiers  Yellow and orange diamonds, white sleeves.
A Simpson, J Mathias & J Griffiths  Dark blue, yellow chevron, halved sleeves.
Askew, Mr H. J.  Black, gold hoop, sleeves and cap.
Askew, Mr V.  Light blue, yellow epaulets, sleeves and cap.
ASN Racing  Red, white chevron, white and red striped sleeves, white cap.
Aspery, Miss Leanne  Pink, light blue sleeves, pink stars, light blue cap.
Asphalt Reinforcement Services Ltd  Light green and black check, white cap.
Asphalt R S Ltd & Terence Jenner  Light green and black check, white cap.
Aspinall, Mr S.  White, red sleeves, white stars and cap.
The Aspirationals  Mauve, dark blue and mauve striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Asprey, Kane & Thomas  Dark blue, pink chevron, light blue sleeves, pink armlets, dark blue cap, 
pink star.
Asprey, Miss E.  Dark blue, pink chevron, light blue sleeves, pink armlets, dark blue cap, pink star.
Asprey Wright Evans PJL Wilcock & Snook  Dark blue, pink chevron, light blue sleeves, pink 
armlets, dark blue cap, pink star.
Asprey Wright Evans PJL Wilcock & Snook (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow 
sleeves, royal blue armlets and star on yellow cap.
Assembly Techniques Syndicate  Red and white diamonds, white sleeves, yellow cap.
As Sutch Partnership  Purple and grey diamonds, yellow and orange striped sleeves, orange cap.
As Sutch Partnership (second colours)  Royal blue, pink disc.
Astaire, Mr Steven  Orange, olive green sash, brown cap.
A Star Recruitment Ltd  Black, yellow star, sleeves and cap.
Astbury, Hewitt & Hockenhull  Brown, green diamond and sleeves, orange cap.
Astbury, Mr Dan  Red and royal blue (quartered), hooped sleeves, royal blue and red quartered cap.
Astbury, Mrs Geraldine M.  Yellow, white star, yellow sleeves, white stars, purple cap, white stars.
A. Stewart & A. Taylor  Yellow, dark green epaulets, dark green sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap, 
dark green star.
Astigos Partners & Ownaracehorse Ltd  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Aston Bloodstock  Cerise, black spots, black sleeves, cerise spots.
Aston Bloodstock (second colours)  Yellow, black seams, black cap.
Aston House Stud  Dark blue, emerald green cap.
Aston, Mr C. M. A.  Pink and light blue (quartered), pink sleeves, light blue stars, pink cap, light blue 
star.
Aston, Mr R. K.  Fawn, royal blue sleeves, black cap.
Aston, Mr R. K. (second colours)  Mauve, emerald green cross belts, emerald green and mauve 
check cap.
Aston, Mr Scott  Orange and purple check, halved sleeves, orange cap.
Astor, Baring & Cochrane  Light blue, pink sash and star on cap.
Astor, Viscount  Light blue, pink sash and star on cap.
Astute Partnership  Dark blue, pink stars, white sleeves, pink cap, dark blue star.
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The As You Like It Syndicate  Dark green, beige star, mauve and dark green hooped sleeves, dark 
green cap, beige star.
Athena Partnership  Dark blue, white chevrons, light green and white chevrons on sleeves, dark 
blue cap, light green star.
Athena Partnership (second colours)  Black, red triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves.
Athena Thoroughbred Racing  Light blue, yellow seams, light blue sleeves and cap.
Athena Thoroughbred Racing (second colours)  Mauve, black seams, mauve sleeves and cap.
Athena Thoroughbred Racing (third colours)  Black, white stripe, sleeves and cap.
The Athenians  Dark blue, dark blue and yellow quartered cap.
The Athens Wood Partnership  Navy blue, pink and green sash and hooped cap.
Atherton, Mr J. R.  Red, yellow seams, black sleeves, yellow stars, red cap, yellow stars.
The Athlon Partnership  Black, yellow cap.
The Atkin Family  Dark blue, pink cross belts, striped sleeves.
Atkin, Mr O.  Dark blue, pink cross belts, striped sleeves.
Atkin, Mr P.  Orange, dark blue seams, brown sleeves, dark blue armlets, hooped cap.
The Atkin Partnership  Orange, white cross belts, orange sleeves, white spots, red cap.
Atkinson, Mr H. D.  Purple, white epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Atkinson, Mr Jonathan  Purple, mauve seams, chevrons on sleeves, purple cap.
Atkinson, Mr M.V  Emerald green, purple chevrons, purple sleeves, emerald green stars, emerald 
green cap, purple stars.
Atkinson, Mr P. G.  Black and white stripes, light blue sleeves and cap.
Atkinson, Mrs Anne  Black, royal blue triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, black cap, royal blue 
diamond.
Atkinson, Mrs Lucinda  Light blue, yellow cross belts, check cap.
Atkinson, Mrs R.  Black, white hooped sleeves, red and white quartered cap.
Atkinson, Mr Steve  Pink, large maroon spots, pink sleeves, maroon spots and spots on cap.
Atlantic Friends Racing  Dark blue, white chevrons, red sleeves, dark blue cap, white stars.
Atlantic Racing Limited  Aquamarine, black cap.
Atlantic Racing & R. W. Huggins  Emerald green, red stripe, halved sleeves, emerald green and red 
striped cap.
Atlantic Racing & R. W. Huggins (second colours)  Aquamarine, black cap.
Attenborough Bellman Ingram Lowe  Black, gold spots on body and cap.
Attenborough,Casterton,Penser,Jones,CG  Dark blue and royal blue check, white sleeves, dark 
blue armlets, royal blue cap.
Attenborough,Casterton,Penser,Jones,CG (second colours)  Black, gold spots, black sleeves.
Attenborough, Mr N. B.  Black, gold spots on body and cap.
Attfield, Mr J. M.  White, dark blue stars, white sleeves.
Attracted Partners  Pink, white sleeves, pink armlets, white cap.
Attrell, Mr C.  Emerald green and white check.
Attrill, Mr L.  Dark blue and white diabolo, white sleeves and cap.
The Attwater Partnership  Grey, dark blue stars, pink sleeves.
The Attwater Partnership & J Daniels  Royal blue, light blue stripe.
The Attwater Partnership & Sussex Racing  White, dark blue disc, striped sleeves and cap.
A. Turton, A. Rhodes & Mrs Alison Guest  Black, pink star, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
A Turton & J Blackburn  Black, pink star, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
A Turton, J Blackburn, L Bond & J Kay  Black, pink star, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
A Turton, J Blackburn, L Bond & J Kay (second colours)  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
A Turton J Blackburn Mrs Folwell LM Syn  Black, pink star, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
A Turton, J Blackburn & Partner  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
A. Turton, J. Blackburn & R. Bond  Black, pink star, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
A Turton & R Massheder,  Black, pink star, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
A.Turton, Rob Massheder, A.Rhodes & 1  Black, pink star, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
Atwell Martin Holdings & Angela Crofts  Red, white triple diamond, dark blue sleeves, red cap, 
white diamond.
Atwell Martin (Holdings) Limited  Red, white triple diamond, dark blue sleeves, red cap, white 
diamond.
The Auckland Lodge Partnership  Royal blue, red sleeves, royal blue armlets, white cap.
The Audacity Partnership  Royal blue and yellow check, royal blue sleeves, yellow armlets, royal 
blue cap.
Augustin-Normand, Mr Gerard Louis Roger  White, purple sash, purple cap.
Auld, Miss Deborah  Yellow, light blue hoop, light blue sleeves, yellow stars, light blue cap, yellow 
stars.
Auld, Mr Charles  Light blue, red stripe, red sleeves, light blue diamonds, light blue and red striped 
cap.
Au, Ms Nim Bing Kitty  Light blue, yellow hoop, white and light blue diabolo on sleeves.
Auriemma, Mr Francesco  Red, white epaulets, emerald green and white chevrons on sleeves, red 
cap, white diamonds.
Austerfield, Hall, Dickson & Bastiman  Orange, light blue disc, light blue sleeves, orange spots and 
cap.
Austerfield, Ms M.  Orange, light blue disc, light blue sleeves, orange spots and spots on cap.
Austin and June Allison and Partner  Light blue, yellow sleeves, light blue armlets, emerald green 
cap.
Austin and June Allison and Partner (second colours)  Dark blue, pink sleeves.
Austin, Mrs B.  Dark blue, white star, striped sleeves.
Austin, Ms K. J.  Red and emerald green stripes, white sleeves, red cap.
Austin, Sir P.  Orange and black (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, black and orange quartered cap.
Austin, Sir P. (second colours)  Light blue, black cross belts, black and light blue halved sleeves, pink 
cap.
Australian Bloodstock  Royal blue, white horseshoe, black and white checked sleeves, checked cap.
Australian Bloodstock & Clive Washbourn  Royal blue, white horseshoe, black and white checked 
sleeves, checked cap.
Australian Bloodstock & Partner  Royal blue, white horseshoe, black and white checked sleeves, 
checked cap.
Australian Thoroughbred Bloodstock    Fluorescent yellow, dark blue seams, fluorescent yellow 
cap.
The Autumn Partnership  Red, orange and red striped sleeves.
Auvray, Kelly, Law and Spratt  Black, light blue seams, light blue and black chevrons on sleeves, light 
blue cap.
Auvray, Mr Jean-Rene  Maroon, royal blue epaulets.
Auvray, Mrs Alison  Maroon, royal blue epaulets, royal blue cap.
Avalon Surfacing Ltd  White, royal blue stars, royal blue and white striped sleeves, red cap.
Avery, Hodges, Moorhead and Collins  Red, yellow spots, sleeves and cap.
Avery, Hodges, Moorhead, Collins & Prtnr  Red, yellow spots, sleeves and cap.
Avery, Hodges, Moorhead, Collins & Prtnr (second colours)  Purple and yellow (quartered), 
diabolo on sleeves, yellow and purple quartered cap.
Avery, Hodges, Moorhead, Collins & Prtnr (third colours)  Red, white star, black sleeves, red 
stars, black cap, red star.
Avery, Mrs E.  Purple and yellow (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, yellow and purple quartered cap.
Avery, Mrs Linette  Emerald green, red hoop, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Avison, Mr K.  Brown and beige (quartered), beige and red chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Avison, Mrs Penelope  Yellow, maroon hoop and armlets, black cap.
The Avocet Partnership  Emerald green, white stripe, yellow cap.
A V Wilding (Chester) Ltd  Yellow, dark blue spots, royal blue and dark blue striped sleeves.
A Walsh, J Hill, S Toomes  Black, white cross of lorraine, white sleeves, black armlets, check cap.
Awdry, Gemmell, Pomford & Williams  Maroon, yellow cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, maroon 
armlets, yellow cap.

Awdry, Mr P. S.  Lilac, primrose striped sleeves and spots on cap.
Awdry, Mrs Lesley Ellen  Mauve, pink inverted triangle and armlets.
The Awesome Dudes  Black, maroon epaulets, armlets and star on cap.
A. Whillans, W. Orr, C Spark, J Wright  Black, red hoops, black sleeves, red cap.
A Whyte, J Bone, D Nott & B Smith  White, purple spots, purple sleeves, white spots.
A Whyte, K Loads & G Stevenson  White, purple spots, purple sleeves, white spots.
A Whyte, T Messom & D Nott  White, purple spots, purple sleeves, white spots.
A Wordsworth, L Jackson & J Bourne  White, scarlet braid, collar and cap.
Awr Consultancy Ltd  White, black star, black sleeves, white armlets, white cap, black star.
AWR Consultancy, Stacey, Kirk & Fields  White, black star, black sleeves, white armlets, white cap, 
black star.
A W Robson & Mrs M H Robson  Black, white sash, armlets and spots on cap.
AWTP Racing Partnership  Yellow and black (quartered), hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
A Wyer & H Arthur  Black, red and black halved sleeves.
Axel-Berg, Mr Luke  Royal blue, emerald green hoops, armlets and star on cap.
Axel-Berg, Mrs F. A.  Emerald green, dark blue hoops and star on cap.
Axom  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds, white cap, dark blue diamonds.
Axom L  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds, white cap, dark blue diamonds.
Axom LI  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds, white cap, dark blue diamonds.
Axom LII  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds and cap.
Axom LIX  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds and cap.
Axom LX  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds and cap.
Axom LXIII  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds and cap.
Axom LXIV  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds and cap.
Axom LXIX  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds and cap.
Axom LXV  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds and cap.
Axom LXVI  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds and cap.
Axom LXVII  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds and cap.
AXOM LXVIII  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds and cap.
Axom LXX  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds, white cap, dark blue diamonds.
Axom LXXI  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds, white cap, dark blue diamonds.
Axom LXXII  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds, white cap, dark blue diamonds.
Axom LXXIII  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds, white cap, dark blue diamonds.
Axom LXXIV  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds, white cap, dark blue diamonds.
Axom LXXV  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds, white cap, dark blue diamonds.
Axom LXXVI  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds, white cap, dark blue diamonds.
Axom LXXVII  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds and cap.
Axom XLIII  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds and cap.
Axom XLIX  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds and cap.
Axom XXXIX  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds, white cap, dark blue diamonds.
Axom (XXXVI)  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds and cap.
Axon, Mr P. E.  Red, black sleeves, white cap.
Aye Aye Partnership  Light blue and dark blue (quartered), light blue sleeves, dark blue spots, dark 
blue cap.
Ayers, Mr A.  Royal blue, white chevron, striped sleeves and cap.
Ayers, Mr Mervyn  Pink, large black spots and spots on cap.
Aykroyd and Sons Ltd  Red, black star, black and white hooped sleeves, red cap, black star.
Aykroyd, Mrs David  Light blue and white (quartered), hooped sleeves, light blue cap.
Aykroyd, Sir James  Light blue, dark blue sleeves, light blue armlets, light blue and red quartered cap.
Ayliffe, Mr N. G. H.  Black, light green seams, black sleeves and cap.
Ayling, Mr James  White, yellow spots.
Aynsford Holdings, LLC  Grey, black seams, red sleeves, grey and black striped cap.
Aynsley, J. R.  Yellow, light blue cross belts, chocolate cap.
Ayres, Mrs B. M.  Dark blue and light blue stripes, light blue sleeves, quartered cap.
Ayres, Mrs B. M. (second colours)  Royal blue, white chevron, light blue sleeves, white and royal 
blue check cap.
Ayr Racecourse Club  Grey, light blue triple diamond, sleeves and diamonds on cap.
Ayr Racecourse Club (second colours)  Grey, light blue triple diamond and sleeves, white cap.
Ayr Racecourse Club (third colours)  Grey, light blue triple diamond and sleeves, red cap.
Ayrshire Racing  White, red chevron, white and black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Ayrshire Racing & Partner  White, red chevron, white and black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Aznar, Mr J.  White, yellow hoops, armlets and cap.
The Azza Chance Syndicate  Yellow, red chevron, hooped sleeves and cap.

B
Baalham, Miss Victoria  Royal blue, orange chevrons on sleeves, orange and royal blue quartered 
cap.
BAA Management Ltd  Black, red cross of lorraine, black and white check sleeves, red cap.
Babbit Racing  Royal blue, white star, white sleeves, emerald green armlets, royal blue cap, white 
star.
Babb, Mr J.  Orange, black stars on sleeves, black cap, orange star.
Baber, Mr G. D.  Purple, yellow cross belts, light blue sleeves and cap.
Babington, Mr Ed  Maroon, white chevrons, halved sleeves, maroon cap.
The Backburners  Red and black (quartered), diamonds on sleeves.
The Backburners (second colours)  Yellow, emerald green triple diamond, black sleeves, yellow 
cap, emerald green diamonds.
Back, Mrs Sarah  Purple, black and white striped sleeves.
The Back Up Plan Racing Partnership  Dark green, light blue seams, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Bacon, Mr C. L.  Yellow, purple epaulets, yellow sleeves, purple stars, purple cap, yellow star.
Baden White, Mr J.  Black, orange hollow box, orange cap, emerald green star.
Badger, Mr Kieron  White and grey stripes, white sleeves, maroon armlets, maroon cap.
Badger, Mrs Peter  Red, dark blue cross belts, dark blue and white striped cap.
Baggott, Mr Barry John  Royal blue, white hollow box, light blue sleeves, light blue and royal blue 
hooped cap.
Bagwell-Purefoy, Mr J.  Black, light blue hoops, check cap.
Baharuddin, Ms S. K.  Dark green, beige chevron, white sleeves, white cap, dark green star.
Bahbahani, Mr Ali  Grey, black epaulets, striped sleeves, check cap.
Baigent, Mr J. R.  Royal blue, red stars, red sleeves, royal blue stars, red cap.
Baikie, Mr Stuart  Royal blue, yellow braces, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets.
Bailey-Carvill Equine  Dark blue, orange triple diamond and diamond on cap.
Bailey-Carvill Equine (second colours)  Black, white hoops, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Bailey Daluma Racing Club  Red and yellow (quartered), checked sleeves.
Bailey Daluma Racing Club (second colours)  Dark green, orange diamond, diamonds on sleeves, 
dark green cap, orange diamond.
Bailey, Hall & Hood  Dark blue, white sash and sleeves, quartered cap.
Bailey, Hall & Hood (second colours)  Maroon, grey sleeves, maroon armlets, grey cap.
Bailey - Howell  Black, yellow star, yellow and black chevrons on sleeves, black cap, yellow star.
Bailey, Jessup, & Lloyd  Light blue, grey stars on sleeves, light blue cap, grey star.
Bailey, Jessup, & Lloyd (second colours)  Pink, red & blue lightning bolts, yellow stars, orange cap 
with yellow stars.
Bailey, Miss R.  Red, white seams, white sleeves, red spots, red cap, white star.
Bailey, Miss S. L.  Light blue, dark blue sleeves, light blue seams, quartered cap.
Bailey, Mr A.  Royal blue, red armlets.
Bailey, Mr Bill  Dark green, orange diamond, diamonds on sleeves, dark green cap, orange diamond.
Bailey, Mr Bill (second colours)  Red and yellow (quartered), checked sleeves.
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Bailey, Mr E. J. T.  Dark blue and white (quartered), white sleeves, dark blue diamonds.
Bailey, Mr George  Maroon, grey sleeves, maroon armlets, grey cap.
Bailey, Mr G. T. H.  Orange, green sleeves and stripes on red cap.
Bailey, Mr K.  Royal blue, white hollow box, sleeves and cap.
Bailey, Mr K. C.  Pale blue, red cross belts, yellow cap.
Bailey, Mr K. C. (second colours)  Royal blue and white diabolo, white sleeves and cap.
Bailey, Mr K. C. (third colours)  Royal blue, light blue diamond and diamond on cap.
Bailey, Mr P.  Pink, red spots, purple sleeves, red cap.
Bailey, Mr Peter  Light blue, orange hoop, armlets and cap.
Bailey, Mr P. J.  Gold, black hoops, gold cap.
Bailey, Mr R.  Purple, orange chevron, chevrons on sleeves.
Bailey, Mr Ray  Dark blue, white seams, striped sleeves, dark blue cap.
Bailey, Mr R. F.  Dark blue, orange triple diamond and diamond on cap.
Bailey, Mr Richard  Brown, light blue hooped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Bailey, Mr Robert  Red, black star, white sleeves and cap.
Bailey, Mrs Angie  Yellow, purple and yellow halved sleeves, yellow and purple quartered cap.
Bailey, Mrs C. A.  Hunting robertson tartan, red and green hooped cap.
Bailey, Mrs C. J. C.  Dark green, red chevrons, dark green sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Bailey, Mrs T. L.  Royal blue, white hoops, royal blue sleeves, quartered cap.
Bailey, Sir D. T. L. (L)  Black, gold hoops, gold cap.
The Bailey Stokes Partnership  Red and purple (quartered), red sleeves, purple stars, red cap, 
purple star.
Baillie, Mr Alastair  Orange and white diamonds.
Baillie, Mr Neil  Red and white diamonds.
Baillie, Mrs Sarah  Royal blue, yellow striped sleeves, quartered cap.
The Bailye Baker Partnership  Light blue, pink cross belts, black cap.
Baimbridge, Mr James  Red, yellow diamond and spots on cap.
Bainbridge, Damon  Yellow and royal blue diabolo, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, white cap.
Bainbridge, Mr Daz  Red, white stars, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Baines, Miss C. A.  White, mauve hoop.
Baines, Mr Nicholas  Red, black epaulets and stars on sleeves, black cap.
Baines, Mr P.  White, royal blue stars, red and white chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Baines, Mr R. H.  Royal blue, yellow braces, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Baines, Mr Roger  Gold, silver star, sleeves and star on cap, gold tassel.
Bain, Mr Andrew  Yellow, royal blue cross of lorraine, royal blue and yellow check sleeves and cap.
Baird, Mr S. J.  Beige, purple chevrons, light blue sleeves, purple armlets, red cap.
Baird, Ms E.  Pink and black stripes, white cap.
Baker and Symonds  Emerald green, black seams, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Baker, Dodd, Cooke & Lakin  Yellow, large black spots and armlets, black and yellow quartered cap.
Baker, Friend, Griffiths  Black, white stars and sleeves, white cap, black stars.
Baker, Miss Deborah J.  Maroon, black hoops, maroon cap.
Baker, Mr George  Light blue, pink cross belts, black cap.
Baker, Mr George (second colours)  White, light blue cap.
Baker, Mr George (third colours)  Dark green, yellow seams, maroon sleeves, purple cap.
Baker, Mr H.    Oxford blue, flame sleeves, green cap.
Baker, Mr John B.  Yellow, large black spots and armlets, quartered cap.
Baker, Mr Michael  Emerald green, black seams, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Baker, Mr Pete  Red, black stars, sleeves and star on cap.
Baker, Mr Pete (second colours)  Black, white stars and sleeves, white cap, black stars.
Baker, Mr P. M.  Yellow, large black spots, black sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow and black quartered 
cap.
Baker, Mr R. L  White, dark blue epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, white cap, dark blue star.
Baker, Mrs A. E.  Royal blue, grey and royal blue striped sleeves and cap.
Baker, Mrs C. E. S.  Black, beige disc.
Baker, Mrs Corinne J.  Black, yellow sash, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Baker, Mrs Rita  Mauve, large pink spots, mauve sleeves, pink spots, pink cap.
Baker Waggott Byrne Madden Kirkland  Yellow, large black spots, black sleeves, yellow armlets, 
yellow and black quartered cap.
Balasuriya,CookCunningham,Gowing,Spencer  White, grey sleeves, black stars, black cap.
Balasuriya,CookCunningham,Gowing,Spencer (second colours)  Maroon, white cross belts, light 
blue sleeves, maroon stars, maroon and light blue quartered cap.
Balasuriya,CookCunningham,Gowing,Spencer (third colours)  Red, grey star, white sleeves, grey 
stars.
Balasuriya,CookCunningham,Gowing,Spencer (fourth colours)  Purple, grey diamond, checked 
sleeves, purple cap, grey diamond.
Balasuriya,CookCunningham,Gowing,Spencer (fifth colours)  Emerald green, pink and emerald 
green halved sleeves, pink cap.
Balasuriya, Mr H.  Maroon, white seams, halved sleeves, maroon and white hooped cap.
Balasuriya, Mr Raja  Purple, grey diamond, checked sleeves, purple cap, grey diamond.
Balchin, Mr David  Emerald green, white cross of lorraine, red sleeves and cap.
Balding, Miss Clare  Green, gold braid, collar and cap.
Balding, Mr A. M.  Primrose, black hoop, armlets and cap.
Balding, Mr A. M. (second colours)  Emerald green and gold stripes.
Balding, Mr I. A.  Turquoise blue, brown sleeves.
Balding, Mr I. A. (second colours)  Black, gold cross and stripe on cap.
Balding, Mr John  White, chocolate sleeves, chocolate and white striped cap.
Balding, Mr Jon  Light blue, dark blue star, dark blue sleeves, light blue stars, dark blue cap, light blue 
star.
Balding, Mr P.  White, chocolate sleeves, red cap.
Balding, Mrs I. A.  Green and gold stripes.
Baldry, Mr Michael  Royal blue and white check, white sleeves, royal blue diamonds.
Baldry, Mr Michael (second colours)  Black, mauve triple diamond, purple and mauve hooped 
sleeves, black cap, mauve diamonds.
Baldry/Sharp Racing  Royal blue and white check, white sleeves, royal blue diamonds.
Baldwin, Mr Chris  Royal blue, beige sleeves.
Balfe, Mr David Edward  White, dark green stars and sleeves, yellow cap.
Ballamy, Mrs J. A.  Canary yellow, green cap.
Ballantine Curtis Jenkins & Malt  White, orange seams, orange sleeves, white stars, white cap, 
orange star.
Ballenden, Mr Christopher  Yellow, orange hoop.
B Allen, G Hill & N Wagland  Yellow, royal blue star, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars and cap.
Ballham, Mrs Elizabeth  Mauve, yellow star, white sleeves.
Ballinger, Miss Susanna  Dark blue, pink epaulets, white sleeves, pink cap.
Ballin, Mr R. A.  Emerald green and white (quartered), white sleeves, emerald green cap.
Ball, Mr Julian  Yellow, emerald green armlets.
Ball, Mr Mark  White, red star, white sleeves, emerald green stars, white cap, royal blue star.
Ball, Mr Peter R.  Mauve, cream sash, quartered cap.
Ball, Mrs J.  Yellow, royal blue disc, diamonds on sleeves, quartered cap.
Ball, Mrs Jessica Ellen  Dark blue, pink disc, dark blue and white striped sleeves, dark blue cap, pink 
star.
Ballygallon Stud Limited  Light blue, dark blue and yellow striped sleeves and striped cap.
Ballyknock Cloud Syndicate  Dark blue, light blue hoops, diabolo on sleeves.
Ballylinch Stud  Emerald green, orange epaulets and armlets, orange cap, white star.
Ballylinch Stud 1  Emerald green, orange epaulets and armlets, orange cap, white star.
Ballylinch Stud and Partner  Emerald green, orange epaulets and armlets, orange cap, white star.
Ballylinch Stud & Aquis Farm  Emerald green, orange epaulets and armlets, orange cap, white star.

Ballylinch Stud, P Inglett & N Jones  Red, brown and white striped sleeves.
Ballylinch Stud, P Inglett & N Jones (second colours)  Emerald green, orange epaulets and 
armlets, orange cap, white star.
Ballymore Downunder Syndicate  French navy, gold lightning bolt, french navy sleeves, gold 
armband with white stripe, gold cap.
Ballymore Sterling Syndicate  French navy, gold lightning bolt, french navy sleeves, gold armband 
with white stripe, gold cap.
Ballymore Thoroughbred Ltd  Royal blue, light blue sleeves and cap.
Balmer, Miss Jean  Yellow, royal blue chevron and sleeves, royal blue and yellow hooped cap.
Bamboye, Mr A. A.  Beige, mauve sleeves and cap.
Bamboye, Mr A. A. (second colours)  Beige and dark blue (quartered), beige sleeves, dark blue cap, 
beige spots.
Bamford and Fell  Emerald green, red seams, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Bamford, Lady  Maroon.
Bamford, Lady (second colours)  Purple, primrose diamond, collar and sleeves, quartered cap.
Bamford, Miss A. C.  Maroon, dark blue cap.
Bamford, Miss A. C. (second colours)  Black, beige sleeves, black stars, black cap, beige star.
Bamford, Mr P.  Emerald green, red seams, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Bamlet, Mr D.  Light blue, pink seams, light blue sleeves, pink stars, pink cap.
Bampfylde, Mrs C. M.  Light blue, white sleeves, light blue armlets, white cap.
Bancroft, Mr Patrick  Emerald green and yellow check, yellow sleeves and cap.
Bandey, Mr Richard J.  Dark blue, light blue triple diamond, orange sleeves and cap.
The Bandits  Yellow, royal blue sash, yellow sleeves, royal blue seams, hooped cap.
Banfield, Mr Philip  Red, yellow triple diamond, striped sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
Banfield, Mr Philip (second colours)  Mauve, emerald green sleeves, red cap.
Bangs, Mrs L.  Mauve, purple hollow box, pink sleeves, mauve cap, purple star.
Banks, Miss Josephine  Royal blue, pink hoop and armlets, dark blue cap.
Banks, Mr N.  Black, yellow epaulets, black sleeves, yellow spots, yellow cap.
Banks, Mr Richard  Dark blue, pink seams, striped sleeves, pink cap.
Banks, Mrs C.  Royal blue, pink hoop, dark blue cap.
Banks, Mrs M. C.  Light blue, brown cross belts, brown cap, light blue spots.
Banks, Mr S. W.  Dark blue, grey epaulets, diabolo on sleeves.
Banks, Ms E. L.  Purple, orange stars, emerald green sleeves, purple armlets, orange cap.
Bannatyne, Miss S.  Yellow, yellow cap, red spots.
The Banner Boys  Dark blue, yellow cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue 
and yellow quartered cap.
Bannister, Mr M. J. R.  Lilac, dark blue sleeves, mauve cap.
Bannister, Mr M. J. R. (second colours)  Lilac, dark blue sleeves, blue and white quartered cap.
Bannister, Mr N. W. A.  Dark blue, lilac sleeves, lilac and white quartered cap.
Bannister, Mrs Julia  Beige, light blue seams, sleeves and cap.
Bannon, Mr David  Light green, emerald green epaulets.
Bannon, Mr David (second colours)  Mauve, maroon stars on sleeves.
Bantry Boy's Partnership  Royal blue, beige star, royal blue sleeves, beige stars, royal blue cap, beige 
star.
Banwell, Mr I.  Dark blue, crimson swiss cross, blue sleeves and cap.
BA Racing  White, red stars, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap,  white star.
BA Racing & R G Levin  White, red stars, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap,  white star.
Baragiola, Mr A.  Maroon, dark green sleeves, black cap.
Barbara & Alick Richmond  Pink, red disc, quartered cap.
Barbara & Alick Richmond Racing  Pink, red disc, quartered cap.
Barbara Fuller & Claire Underwood  Purple, emerald green stars on sleeves.
Barber, Birchenhough, De Wilde  Pink, pink and white quartered cap.
Barber, Birchenhough, De Wilde (second colours)  Yellow, dark green stripe and armlets, 
quartered cap.
Barber, Birchenhough, De Wilde (third colours)  Royal blue, yellow epaulets and sleeves, red cap.
Barber, Dolan-Abrahams & Dare  Dark green, light green sleeves, dark green cap, light green 
spots.
Barber, Donlan-Abrahams & Sim  Yellow, black stars on sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Barber, French, Newton & Wright  Dark green and white diamonds, light green sleeves, dark green 
cap, white diamond.
The Barber Girls  Pink, white star, white sleeves, pink stars, white cap, emerald green star.
Barber, Hall, James & Slocombe  Red and royal blue (quartered), light blue sleeves, red cap.
Barberini, Mrs Sophie  Dark green, light blue epaulets, black cap.
Barber, Mr E. N.  Dark blue, grey epaulets, grey cap.
Barber, Mr G.  Maroon, black stripe, sleeves and cap.
Barber, Mr Gary  Pink, black b in circle, black shoulders, pink sleeves, black cap.
Barber, Mr G. J.  Pink, dark green armlets.
Barber, Mr Jack R.  Dark green and white diamonds, light green sleeves, dark green cap, white 
diamond.
Barber, Mr Jeremy  Dark green, light green sleeves, dark green cap, light green spots.
Barber, Mr M.  Pink, white star, white sleeves, pink stars, white cap, emerald green star.
Barber, Mr Paul K.  Dark green, white chevron, light green sleeves, dark green and white check cap.
Barber, Mr R. H. T.  Primrose.
Barber, Mrs C.  Royal blue, yellow epaulets and sleeves, red cap.
Barber, Mrs Marianne G.  Pink, white chevron, white cap.
Barber, Ms Charlotte  Dark green, white star, light green sleeves, dark green cap, white star.
Barbery, Mr R. F.  White, royal blue chevron, royal blue sleeves, white spots, white cap, royal blue 
spots.
The Barbury Boys  Dark blue, pink cross belts, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
The Barbury Lions  Yellow, royal blue cross belts, royal blue and yellow chevrons on sleeves, royal 
blue cap.
The Barbury Lions 6  Yellow, royal blue cross belts, royal blue and yellow chevrons on sleeves, royal 
blue cap.
Barbury Lions 5  Yellow, royal blue cross belts, royal blue and yellow chevrons on sleeves, royal blue 
cap.
Barby, Mr Roger  Black, black and white quartered cap.
The Barca Partnership  Red and black stripes, black sleeves, red spots, red   cap.
Barclay, Miss J. E.  Royal blue, white cross belts, white sleeves, royal blue armlets.
Barclay, Mr A.  Light green, pink chevron, white sleeves, pink stars, pink cap.
Barclay, Mr R. H. L.  French grey, violet cap.
Barclay, Mrs Althea  Light blue, scarlet hoop and cap.
Barclay, Mrs Althea (second colours)  Gold, emerald green cap.
Barclay, Mrs C.  Yellow, light blue epaulets and armlets, hooped cap.
Barclay, Mrs Stella  Yellow, maroon epaulets, maroon and yellow hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Bardgett, Mr Eric J.  Emerald green, royal blue seams, hooped cap.
Bardsley, Barlow, Campbell & Tattersall  Maroon and light blue diabolo, halved sleeves, maroon 
cap.
Bardsley, Hyde & Tattersall  Maroon and light blue diabolo, halved sleeves, maroon cap.
Bardsley, Mr D.  White, black hoops, white sleeves, black spots, black and white hooped cap.
Bare, Mr D. I.  Brown, white hoop, hooped sleeves, orange cap.
Barfoot-Saunt, Mr G. C.  Royal blue, light blue cross belts and armlets, white cap.
Barfoot-Saunt, Mrs Tracey  Light blue, mauve diamond, black sleeves.
Barford Farm  Emerald green, mauve hooped sleeves.
Bargate  Yellow, black sash, black cap.
Bargh, Mr Bernard  Red, white striped sleeves and hoop on yellow cap.
Barham, Mr Bruce  Pink, black cross belts, white sleeves, black cap.
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Baring, Mr Nigel  Orange, black seams and cap.
Baring, Mr P.  Turquoise blue, white hoops, white sleeves, black cap.
Baring, Mrs D. C. N. (L)  Rose du barri, turquoise collar, cuffs and spots on cap.
Baring, Mrs N.  Apricot, turquoise belt and cap.
Barker, Exors of the late Mr D. W.  Tan, red sleeves, cream cap, red spots.
Barker, Exors of the late Mr D. W. (second colours)  Maroon, gold cross belts and sleeves, 
maroon cap, gold peak.
Barker, Mr Chris  Black and white diamonds, orange sleeves and cap.
Barker, Mr C. P.  Emerald green, dark blue seams and sleeves, dark blue cap, emerald green 
diamond.
Barker, Mr David K.  Light green and purple stripes, light green sleeves, purple armlets, quartered 
cap.
Barker, Mr I. B.  Royal blue, yellow cross belts, yellow and royal blue chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Barker, Mr J. M.  Black, red stars, striped sleeves and cap.
Barker, Mr Kerry  Maroon, beige star, maroon sleeves, beige stars and stars on cap.
Barker, Mr Peter  Light blue, dark blue epaulets, hooped sleeves.
Barker, Mr R. P.  Dark blue, dark blue and red check sleeves, red cap.
Barker, Mrs D. M.  Dark green, light blue hoop, maroon sleeves, light blue cap.
Barker, Mrs S.  Red, dark blue stripe.
Barker, Mr Steve  Dark blue, yellow hoop.
The Barkers  Light blue, dark blue epaulets, hooped sleeves.
The Barkers and Tregarth Racing  Light blue, dark blue epaulets, hooped sleeves.
The Barkers and Tregarth Racing (second colours)  Black, white spots, check cap.
The Barkers & Capla Developments  Light blue, dark blue epaulets, hooped sleeves.
The Barkers & Sohi  Light blue, dark blue epaulets, hooped sleeves.
Barkfold Manor Stud  Dark blue, light blue sleeves, dark blue cap, green and pink hoops.
Barling, Mr S. D.  Yellow, brown epaulets, brown and yellow check sleeves.
Barlow & Brindley  Royal blue, red and royal blue striped cap.
Barlow, Brindley, Kent  Royal blue, red and royal blue striped cap.
Barlow, Miss Emma  Yellow, black spots and sleeves, white cap.
Barlow, Mr Charles  Beige, red hoop and sleeves, black and red hooped cap.
Barlow, Mr David  Yellow, red stars, yellow sleeves.
Barlow, Mr G. B.  Royal blue, red and royal blue striped sleeves, black and red hooped cap.
Barlow, Mr Ian  Light blue and royal blue diamonds, light blue sleeves, royal blue cap.
Barlow, Mr Mark  Red, emerald green epaulets, red sleeves, emerald green stars and cap.
Barlow, Mr M. H. D.  Dark blue, red hoops, dark blue sleeves, red and white quartered cap.
Barlow, Mr S. F.  Mauve, orange stars, mauve cap, orange star.
Barlow, Mr T. D. B.  Royal blue and red diabolo, royal blue sleeves, striped cap.
Barlow Racing & Will Salthouse  White, maroon chevron.
Barlow, Sir John K.  Royal blue, red and royal blue striped cap.
Barma, Mr T. H.  Maroon, grey hoop and armlets, hooped cap.
The Barmy Men  Purple, grey sleeves, purple armlets.
The Barmy Men 2  Purple, grey sleeves, purple armlets.
The Barmy Men 3  Purple, grey sleeves, purple armlets.
THE BARMY MEN 4  Purple, grey sleeves, purple armlets.
Barnane Stud  Emerald green and red (halved), emerald green sleeves and cap.
Barnard, Major J. R. D.  Royal blue, pink spots, hooped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Barnard, Mr James  Purple, orange star and sleeves, orange cap, purple star.
Barnard, Mr John W.  White, scarlet cross belts, tangerine sleeves and cap.
Barnes, Mr A.  Orange, dark blue disc, dark blue cap.
Barnes, Mr A. L.  Black, orange epaulets, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Barnes, Mr C. N.  Black and white check, red and white striped sleeves.
Barnes, Mr Dave  Black, orange chevrons, orange sleeves, white armlets, orange and black hooped 
cap.
Barnes, Mr David  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, hooped cap.
Barnes, Mr F. Brian  Yellow, purple epaulets and star on cap.
Barnes, Mr James Anthony  Red, white cross of lorraine and armlets.
Barnes, Mr Jim  Red and royal blue stripes, royal blue and white halved sleeves, white cap.
Barnes, Mr John  Black, pink sleeves, black armlets.
Barnes, Mr M.  Red, white cross of lorraine, red sleeves, royal blue armlets.
Barnes, Mr M. (second colours)  Green and maroon check, yellow sleeves, black cap.
Barnes, Mr Richard  Maroon, maroon and yellow check sleeves, quartered cap.
Barnes, Mr Rick  Grey, dark green seams and star on cap.
Barnett & Beach  Yellow, dark blue diamonds on sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow diamond.
Barnett, Dr C. A.  Yellow, dark blue diamonds on sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow diamond.
Barnett, Manasseh & Partners  Dark blue, beige star.
Barnett, Miss Jenny  Mauve, pink star and star on cap.
Barnett, Mr G. R.  Red, grey cross belts, red sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap.
Barnett, Mr James  Royal blue, beige star and star on cap.
Barnett, Mr James (second colours)  Black, royal blue armlets.
Barnett, Mr James (third colours)  White, dark blue cap.
Barnett, Mr J. L.  Yellow, black and yellow hooped sleeves and cap.
Barnett, Mr Nathaniel  Beige, purple sleeves.
Barnett, Mr R.  Cherry, black sash, primrose and white quartered cap.
Barnett, Mr R. W.  Black, yellow diamond, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Barnsley burglars  Red, white star, chevrons on sleeves.
Barnwell, Mr M. R.  Orange, dark blue epaulets and armlets, hooped cap.
Barouche Stud (Ireland) Ltd  Dark blue, yellow braces and armlets, quartered cap.
Barran, Mr I.  Dark green, light green stars and sleeves, dark green cap.
Barraston Racing  Yellow, purple chevrons, yellow sleeves, purple stars, yellow cap, purple star.
Barratt - Atkin, Mr Nick  Emerald green, dark blue chevrons, emerald green sleeves, dark blue 
stars, emerald green cap, dark blue star.
Barratt, Mr Ian  Orange, dark blue sleeves, light blue diamonds, dark blue cap, light blue diamonds.
Barratt, Mr Paul  Light blue, yellow seams, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Barratt, Mrs C.  Cerise, white hoop and armlets, check cap.
Barratt, Mrs C.  Pink, pink and purple check sleeves and cap.
Barr, B.  Black, black and yellow diabolo on sleeves, yellow and black check cap.
Barrels Of Courage  Dark blue, beige star, maroon sleeves, beige cap.
Barrett-Cheney, Miss L.  Black, red sleeves and cap.
Barrett, Meredith, Panniers, Wilde  Light blue, dark blue triple diamond, hooped sleeves.
Barrett, Mr B. M.  Pink and white check, pink sleeves, white armlets, pink cap.
Barrett, Mr Bob  Dark blue, white epaulets, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, white cap.
Barrett, Mr D.  White, red cross belts, black sleeves and cap.
Barrett, Mr G.  Light blue and maroon (quartered), light blue sleeves, maroon armlets.
Barrett, Mr James W.  Yellow, emerald green chevrons on sleeves, emerald green cap.
Barrett, Mr J. W.  Black, yellow seams, black and red striped cap.
Barrett, Mr Paddy  Black, white cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves and cap.
Barrett, Mr P. L.  Light blue, dark blue triple diamond, hooped sleeves.
Barrett, Mrs K. E.  Orange, purple spots.
Barrett, Mrs M. A.  Orange and dark blue (quartered), dark blue sleeves, orange armlets, orange 
cap.
Barr, Miss F. M.  White, mauve armlets.
Barr, Mr R. E.  Old gold, purple sash and cap, gold spots.
Barr, Mrs R. E.  Black, white cross belts, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Barr, Mr T.  Light blue, royal blue hoop, armlets and cap.
Barron, Miss N. J.  Black, beige hollow box and cap.

Barron, Mrs Christine  Yellow, brown spots, brown cap.
Barron, Mr T. D.  Red, pale blue disc, cap and striped sleeves.
Barron, Ms K. P.  Royal blue, black hoops and armlets.
The Barrow Boys  Dark blue, red stripe, red cap.
Barrow Boys 2  Navy blue, scarlet stripe and cap.
Barrow Hill  Beige and brown (quartered), black sleeves and cap.
Barrow, Mr R.  Orange and brown diamonds, brown sleeves, orange armlets, orange and brown 
quartered cap.
Barrs, Mrs Jacqui  Black, mauve star, white sleeves, mauve stars, black cap, mauve star.
Barry and Virginia Brown  Beige and orange (halved), sleeves reversed, beige and orange quartered 
cap.
Barry & Baroness Noakes  Dark blue, light green armlets, light green cap.
Barry Fulton, Colm Donlon & Chris Giles  Royal blue and orange check, royal blue sleeves, royal 
blue cap, orange star.
Barry Fulton & Exors the Late Peter Hart  Royal blue and orange check, royal blue sleeves, royal 
blue cap, orange star.
Barry Kitcherside and Darren Waterer  Black, orange cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Barry Kitcherside and Darren Waterer (second colours)  Yellow, pink diamond, striped sleeves, 
brown cap, yellow diamond.
Barry, Mr Denis  Red, white hoops and armlets, hooped cap.
Barry, Mr S.  Orange, pink disc, pink sleeves, orange stars, orange and pink hooped cap.
Barry, Mrs Frank  Black and white stripes, emerald green cap.
Barry Silkman and Gary Pascoe  Brown, beige hoops and armlets.
Barry Stewart & Sakal,Davies & Jennings  Red, yellow disc, armlets and cap.
Barry, Trowbridge & Empire State Racing  Yellow, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars and cap.
Barry Walters Farms  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, royal blue and white striped sleeves, royal blue 
cap, yellow star.
Barry Walters Farms & Partner  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, royal blue and white striped sleeves, 
royal blue cap, yellow star.
Barson, Mr J.  Black and orange (quartered), yellow sleeves, black spots, yellow cap, black spots.
The Bartenders  Light blue and yellow check, orange and black hooped sleeves, light blue cap.
Barthorpe, Mr M.  Dark green, yellow sash, quartered cap.
Bartisan Racing Ltd  Black, red chevron, hooped sleeves and cap.
Bartle & Midgley  Emerald green, white hoops, orange sleeves, white armlets, orange cap.
Bartlett & Kelvin-Hughes  Dark blue and white diamonds, white sleeves, red cap.
Bartlett, Miss K. A.  Dark blue, brown epaulets and sleeves.
Bartlett, Mr David  Maroon, grey cross of lorraine.
Bartlett, Mr R. A.  Dark blue and white diamonds, white sleeves, red cap.
Bartlett, Mr Sam  Orange, red cross of lorraine.
Bartlett, Mrs H.  White, maroon diamond, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Barton Farm Partners  Black, mauve sleeves, black armlets, maroon cap.
Barton, Mr Darren  Dark green, yellow star, dark green sleeves, yellow stars, dark green cap, yellow 
star.
Barton, Mr Joseph  White, purple hoop.
Barton, Mr S. J.  Royal blue, light blue stars on sleeves.
Barton, Ms J.  Dark blue and light blue (quartered), diamonds on sleeves, hooped cap.
Barton Partnership  Light blue, pink cross belts, black cap.
Bartram Bolingbroke Horgan Howard VCD  Dark blue and purple stripes, dark blue sleeves, 
yellow armlets, dark blue and purple hooped cap.
Bartram,Kilburn & Ware  Black and white (quartered), scarlet sleeves and cap.
Bartram,Kilburn & Ware (second colours)  Royal blue and white diabolo, red and white hooped 
sleeves, red cap, royal blue diamonds.
Bartram, Kilburn & Ware II  Black and white (quartered), scarlet sleeves and cap.
Bartram, Mr Matt  Royal blue and white diabolo, red and white hooped sleeves, red cap, royal blue 
diamonds.
Bartram, Slade, Bolingbroke & Law  Royal blue and white diabolo, red and white hooped sleeves, 
red cap, royal blue diamonds.
Bart Ryan-Beswick 1  Dark blue, white seams, white and dark blue check sleeves, dark blue cap.
Bart Ryan-Beswick & Peel Bloodstock  Dark blue, white seams, white and dark blue check sleeves, 
dark blue cap.
Barwell, Mr A. P.  Dark blue, light blue braces, halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Bashir, Mr Nas  Black, white star, chevrons on sleeves, black cap,     white star.
Baskerville, Mr R. E.  Dark green, yellow hoops, white sleeves and cap.
The Basque Beauty Partnership  Dark blue, pink star.
Basquill, Mr J. M.  Maroon, black epaulets and sleeves.
Bassaire Cleanrooms Ltd.  Royal blue, white diamond, grey sleeves, royal blue cap, white diamond.
Basset, Lady Elizabeth (L)  Light blue, yellow hoops, scarlet sleeves and cap.
Bassett, Mr G. E.  Dark blue, beige and dark blue halved sleeves, beige cap.
Bassett, Mr G. E. (second colours)  Dark blue, orange armlets.
Bass, Mrs E. A.  Yellow, royal blue chevron, red cap.
Basson, Mr C.  Yellow, royal blue spots, armlets and diamond on cap.
Bastard, Mr M. H.  Black, pink cross belts, striped sleeves.
Bastian Family  Grey, pink braces and sleeves, quartered cap.
Bastian Family I  Grey, pink braces and sleeves, quartered cap.
Bastian, Mr R.  Grey, pink braces and sleeves, quartered cap.
Bastiman, Dorman & Dorman  Purple, white seams, white cap.
Bastiman, Miss Rebecca  Purple, white seams, white cap.
Bastiman, Mrs P.  Orange, purple hooped sleeves, white cap.
Batchelor, Mrs Alison  White, black cross belts, chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Batchelor, Murray & Wright  Orange, yellow star, orange sleeves, yellow stars.
Bates, Mr Andrew  Royal blue and white (quartered), red sleeves and cap.
Bates, Mr Billy  Dark blue, pink stars on sleeves, dark blue cap, pink star.
Bates, Mr Mark  Royal blue, yellow triple diamond, yellow sleeves, royal blue spots, royal blue cap, 
yellow diamonds.
Bates, Mr Paul  Black and grey diamonds, black sleeves, black cap, grey diamond.
Bateson, Mr M. J.  Pink, dark green chevrons, pink sleeves, pink cap, dark green star.
Bateson, Mr Paul  Royal blue and yellow check, royal blue and white check sleeves, yellow cap.
Batey, Mr D. C.  White, black spots, quartered cap.
The Batham Boys  Beige, brown armlets.
The Batham Boys (second colours)  Light green, beige striped sleeves.
The Batsford Stud  Dark green, yellow disc, yellow sleeves, dark green stars, yellow cap, dark green 
star.
Batsford Stud Racing Club  Dark green, yellow disc, yellow sleeves, dark green stars, yellow cap, 
dark green star.
Batten, Mr David  Scarlet.
Batterham, Mr C. M.  Emerald green and maroon (quartered), halved sleeves, emerald green cap.
3 Batterhams and a Reay  Emerald green and maroon (quartered), halved sleeves, emerald green 
cap.
Batters, Mr Matt  Maroon, white hoops, maroon sleeves, white stars, maroon cap.
Battla, Mrs I.  Red, black diamond on body and cap, halved sleeves.
The Battle Anthem Partnership  Black and orange (quartered), orange sleeves and cap.
Batty, Mr J.  Dark blue, white braces, red sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
Baty, Mr J. C.  Black, white striped sleeves and cap.
Bauer, Miss Belinda  Mauve, red sash, white cap.
Baugh, Mr B.  Dark blue, pink cross belts, armlets and cap.
Baum, Mr Michael  Black and brown (halved horizontally), halved sleeves, black cap, brown visor.
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Bavill, Mr Wayne  Brown, beige sash, sleeves and cap.
Bawtry Racing Club  Dark blue, pink cross belts, pink sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, pink star.
Baxter, Gregson, Jenkins & Warman  White, dark blue diamond, sleeves and cap.
Baxter, Mr A.  Cerise, pink cap.
Baxter, Mr Alan  White, red sash, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap.
Baxter, Ms S.  Purple, pink triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, purple cap, pink diamond.
Bayard Racing  Red, white hollow box and sleeves.
Bayard Racing (second colours)  Yellow, emerald green stars.
The Bay Horse  Beige, yellow diamond.
The Bay Horse (second colours)  Purple, pink chevron, white sleeves, purple stars, white cap, 
purple star.
Bayliffe, Mrs Vincenza  Light blue, yellow striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Bayliss, Miss M.  Dark blue, red spots on sleeves, check cap.
Bayliss, Mr David L.  White, dark green braces, diabolo on sleeves, red cap, white star.
Bayliss, Mr K.  Royal blue, black hoop.
The Baywatchers  Pink and black diabolo, diamonds on sleeves, white cap.
BB Bloodstock  Purple, pink star, checked sleeves, purple cap, pink star.
BB Bloodstock & Rae Guest  Black, red stars, red sleeves, black stars, red cap, black star.
The BBC Partnership  Black, maroon hoop, maroon cap.
B & B Hygiene Limited  Royal blue, large yellow spots, yellow cap.
The B B Partnership  Black, orange and black chevrons on sleeves, orange cap.
The BB Partnership  White, black diamond, red sleeves and cap.
The BB Pony Gang 5  Light blue, black epaulets, red sleeves, white stars, emerald green cap.
B. Bruce & R. Thompson  White, red braces, hooped sleeves, red cap.
B.B.S. & Lot 51  Emerald green, dark green sleeves, red armlets, dark green cap.
B.B.S. & Lot 51 (second colours)  White and royal blue (quartered), royal blue sleeves, white 
diamonds, quartered cap.
BB Thoroughbreds  Black, red stars, red sleeves, black stars, red cap, black star.
B.Bull & Spiers & Hartwell Ltd  Purple and white diabolo, white sleeves, purple cap.
BDRSyndicates  Red, white hoop, red and black striped sleeves and cap.
BDS Pointers  Royal blue, red cross belts, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue and red 
hooped cap.
B Dunn, C Loughnane & C Austin  Yellow, black triple diamond and armlets.
Beach, Mr Ian  Purple, pink star, pink and purple hooped sleeves, purple cap, pink star.
Beach, Mr Shaun  Black, red stars on sleeves, red cap.
Beachview Corporation Ltd  Light blue and grey diamonds, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, light 
blue diamonds.
Beadle Bloodstock Ltd & Mrs E Burke  Red, black epaulets, red and white striped sleeves, red cap, 
white star.
Beadle, Mr Mike J.  Red, black epaulets, red and white striped sleeves, red cap, white star.
Beadle, Mr Roger S.  Royal blue, white seams, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue and white 
quartered cap.
Beadle, Mr T. R.  Light green, pink braces, sleeves and cap.
Beadles, Peter  Yellow, red braces, red sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow and red hooped cap.
Bealby, Mr C. C.  Emerald green, dark blue seams, emerald green and dark blue hooped sleeves, 
emerald green cap.
Bealby, Mrs A.  Chocolate, eton blue cross belts and cap.
Beal, Mr C. F.  Red, white hoop, diabolo on sleeves.
The Bean Club  Dark blue, red epaulets, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Bean, Mr S  Red and white diamonds, striped sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
Bean, Mr Simon  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), halved sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow star.
The Beano Partnership  Black, brown star, white sleeves, black cap, brown star.
Beardmore, Mrs Pam  Dark blue, yellow star, diamonds on sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow star.
Beard, Mr Alan  White and black stripes, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Beard, Mr E. G. M.  Dark blue, yellow stripe, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Beard, Mr Ian  Light blue, pink chevron.
Beard, Mr Jon  Dark blue, white stripe, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Beard, Mr P.  Royal blue, white hoops, light blue sleeves, maroon cap.
The Beare Family  White, royal blue epaulets, white sleeves, royal blue stars.
Beare, Mr R. P.  White, royal blue epaulets, white sleeves, royal blue stars.
The Beare With Us Partnership  Dark green, light blue seams, dark green sleeves and cap.
The Bearfighters  Dark blue, grey stars, maroon sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
Bear, Mr G. F.  Yellow and purple (quartered), yellow sleeves, purple armlets.
Bearstone Stud Limited  White, dark blue epaulets, dark blue and white halved sleeves, quartered 
cap.
Bearstone Stud Limited & Julian Ball  Yellow, emerald green armlets.
Bearstone Stud Limited & Julian Ball (second colours)  White, dark blue epaulets, dark blue and 
white halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Bearstone Stud Ltd & Mr J Stimpson  Orange, royal blue stars, white sleeves, royal blue stars.
Bearstone Stud & Partner  White, dark blue epaulets, dark blue and white halved sleeves, dark blue 
and white quartered cap.
Beaudesert Racing  Dark blue, beige seams, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Beaufort, Duchess of  Blue, white hoops, crimson cap.
The Beaufort Partnership  Emerald green, yellow seams, emerald green sleeves, yellow stars, emer-
ald green cap, yellow star.
Beaumont, Mr Jim  Red, emerald green spots, red sleeves, white cap, emerald green spots.
Beaumont, Mr Michael  Light blue, white epaulets, white sleeves, light blue armlets.
Beaumont, The Hon Mrs M. H.  Yellow, black cap, red spots.
Beausant Partnership  Dark green, yellow seams, chevrons on sleeves, dark green cap, yellow star.
Beautiful People  Magenta, green cap.
Beavan, Mrs Jean  Yellow, large black spots, hooped sleeves and spots on cap.
Beaver, Miss Beverly  Purple, yellow diamond, yellow sleeves, purple armlets, white cap, purple 
diamond.
Bebbington, Mr K. M.  Yellow, red chevron, armlets and cap.
Beccle, Moss and Wetumpka Racing  Gold, black sleeves, black and red check cap.
Beccle, Mr S.  Gold, black sleeves, black and red check cap.
Beccle, Sperling, Allen & Hague  Gold, black sleeves, black and red check cap.
Beckett, Mr P. I.  Black, red triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves.
Beckett, Mr R. D.  Pink, black sleeves, black and pink check cap.
Beckett, Mr Robert  Brown, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, brown armlets and star on yellow cap.
Beckett, Mrs Ralph  Pink, black epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Beckett, Mrs Ralph (second colours)  Black and beige stripes, black cap.
Beckett, The Hon W. E.  Pink, black hoop and sleeves.
Beckhampton Racing  Purple and yellow diamonds, yellow and purple striped sleeves.
Beckhampton Racing (second colours)  Cerise, white stars, cerise sleeves, cerise cap, white star.
Beckhampton Stables Ltd  Cerise, white stars, cerise sleeves, cerise cap, white star.
Beckitt, Mr J.  Red and white (quartered), diamonds on sleeves, white cap.
Beckwith, Mr John  Pink, dark green hoops, pink sleeves and cap.
Beckwith, Mrs A. R.  Grey, orange cap.
Beddis, Heaton & Highmoor  Emerald green, black stars on sleeves, quartered cap.
Beddis, Mrs S. J.  Emerald green, black stars on sleeves, quartered cap.
Beddoes, Miss Sam  Grey, pink chevrons on sleeves, grey cap, pink star.
Beddoes, Mrs A. F. M.  Orange, white sleeves, orange and white hooped cap.
Bedford, Mr Richard  Dark blue, white stars, red sleeves, white cap, red star.
Bedford, Mr Richard (second colours)  Red, white diamond, red sleeves, pink diamonds, red cap, 
white diamond.

Bedley, Mr V. R.  Black and white (quartered), red sleeves, black armlets, red cap.
Bee and Dee Partnership  Royal blue, white hollow box, light blue sleeves, light blue and royal blue 
hooped cap.
Beeby, Mr G. (L)  Blue, yellow belt and cap.
Beeby, Mr G. H.  Blue, yellow sash and cap.
Beeby, Mr H. G.  Royal blue, yellow sash, hooped cap.
Beech, Exors of the Late Mr E. R. C.  Red and white (halved), red sleeves, white armlets, quartered cap.
The BeeGeeZ  Mauve, black epaulets, black sleeves, mauve stars, black cap, mauve star.
Been Here Before  Red, white chevron, chevrons on sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
The Beep Partnership  Red, black epaulets, red sleeves, grey armlets, white cap.
Beer, Mr Andrew  Royal blue, yellow spots, sleeves and spots on cap.
Beer, Mr Paul  Light blue, dark blue sleeves, mauve stars, black cap.
The Beer Stalkers  Dark blue, white inverted triangle, armlets and cap.
The Beer Stalkers & Ruth Carr  Dark blue, white inverted triangle, armlets and cap.
The Beer Stalkers & Ruth Carr (second colours)  Dark blue, white disc, hooped sleeves, white 
cap.
Beesley, McDermott, Smith, Trembath  Purple and yellow stripes, black sleeves and cap.
Beever, Mr J. M.  Dark blue and light blue (halved), dark blue sleeves, red cap.
Beforeall Partnership  Emerald green and orange (halved), quartered cap.
Beggan, Mr Ronnie  Pink, white spots on sleeves.
Beggan, Mrs A. C.  Maroon, green hoops, green cap.
Beggs, Mr Hugh  Emerald green, red diamond, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Be Hopeful (2)  Black, yellow hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Be Hopeful (2) & Fair Salinia Ltd  Black, yellow hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Be Hopeful Partnership  Black, yellow hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Beilby, Mr G.  Purple, light blue epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Belbroughton Racing Club  White, royal blue star, royal blue sleeves, white spots, white cap, royal 
blue star.
Belchem, Mr B.  Chocolate, old gold sash, light blue sleeves.
Belcher, Miss T.  Crimson, black and crimson hooped cap.
Belinda Wickens Dr B Drew P Chamings  Emerald green, pink triple diamond, pink and emerald 
green diabolo on sleeves, pink cap, emerald green diamond
Bellamy, Mr David  Light blue, grey and light blue chevrons on sleeves.
Bellamy, Mr D. C.  Pink, emerald green cross belts, pink and emerald green striped sleeves, pink cap, 
emerald green star.
Bellamy, Mrs E. A. M. W.  Violet, mauve cap.
The Bellamy Partnership  Royal blue, white hoop and sleeves.
Bellamy, R.  Red, white chevrons, red sleeves and cap.
Bell Bridge Racing  Red, black chevron, red sleeves, black spots and spots on cap.
Bellehchili, Mr D.  Grey and maroon stripes, chevrons on sleeves, maroon and grey striped cap.
The Belle Stars  Orange, yellow sleeves and cap.
Bellies Syndicate  Royal blue, yellow cross belts, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars, yellow cap, royal 
blue spots.
Bellingham, Mr H. C.  Emerald green, beige chevron, check cap.
Bellingham, Mr J.  Lilac, yellow sleeves, hooped cap.
Bellman, Laurence  Royal blue, yellow stripe, sleeves and cap.
Bell, Miss Alexandra  Purple, yellow chevron, armlets and cap.
Bell, Miss Jessica J.  Light blue, large pink spots.
Bell, Mr A.  Light blue and dark blue stripes, dark blue sleeves, light blue stars, dark blue cap.
Bell, Mr Alastair  Black, red cross of lorraine, beige and black striped sleeves and cap.
Bell, Mr Andrew G.  Light blue, brown epaulets.
Bell, Mr Andrew P.  Black, orange sleeves, black stars.
Bell, Mr Andy  Royal blue, orange hoop and armlets, hooped cap.
Bell, Mr B.  Yellow, dark blue chevron, yellow sleeves, dark blue stars, yellow cap, dark blue star.
Bell, Mr D.  Light blue, royal blue cross belts and sleeves, white cap.
Bell, Mr Donald  Light green, yellow seams, light green sleeves, check cap.
Bell, Mr D. R.  Maroon, white sash, white cap, maroon spots.
Bell, Mr G. H.  Red, black chevrons, red and white diabolo on sleeves, red and black quartered cap.
Bell, Mr I.  Red and royal blue stripes, royal blue sleeves, black cap.
Bell, Mr J.  Dark blue and white (quartered), white sleeves, dark blue spots.
Bell, Mr K. W.  Light blue, red braces, sleeves and star on cap.
Bell, Mr Michael  White, black hoops, white sleeves, red cap.
Bell, Mr Michael (second colours)  Cerise, eton blue sleeves, hooped cap.
Bell, Mr Murray  Black, white epaulets, checked sleeves, white cap.
Bell, Mr Nick  White, beige and white halved sleeves.
Bell, Mr S.  White and orange (quartered), white sleeves, orange armlets, orange cap.
Bell, Mrs H. L.  Emerald green and white check, halved sleeves, emerald green cap.
Bell, Mrs Michael  Pink, white chevron and sleeves.
Bell, Mr T. R.  Dark blue, red sash, white cap.
The Bells Steakhouse Ltd  Red, black triple diamond and diamond on cap.
Belly's Heroes  White and royal blue stripes, hooped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Belly's Heroes and P D Thomas  White and royal blue stripes, hooped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Belly's Heroes and P D Thomas (second colours)  Red and yellow check, white sleeves.
bel Obaida, Mr Saeed  Royal blue, red stripe, striped sleeves and cap.
Bel Obaida, Mr Salem  Dark blue, red epaulets, diamonds on sleeves, dark blue cap, red diamond.
The Below Reeve Partnership  Grey, dark blue star, dark blue cap.
Belselah, Mr Ibrahim  Royal blue, yellow stars, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Belsey, Mr John  Purple, orange epaulets, armlets and cap.
Belshaw, Mr Allan  Black and gold stripes, black sleeves, black cap, gold diamond.
Belstane Racing Partnership  Yellow, black triple diamond, black and yellow hooped sleeves, yellow 
cap, black diamond.
Belstane Racing Partnership & M Friel  Yellow, black triple diamond, black and yellow hooped 
sleeves, yellow cap, black diamond.
Belton, Mr Monty  Light blue, red star, red and light blue chevrons on sleeves, red cap, light blue star.
Benaim, Mr A. M. D. M.  Maroon, grey epaulets and sleeves.
Benatom Racing  Pink, dark blue hoops, pink sleeves and cap.
Bendall & Anderson  Royal blue, white star and armlets, white cap, royal blue star.
Bendelow, Mrs P.  Purple and emerald green diabolo, royal blue and yellow halved sleeves, orange 
cap.
Bender, Mrs S. L.  Purple, pink chevrons, sleeves and cap.
Benedetti, Mr Paolo  White, light blue stars, pink cap.
Bengough, Boorer, Booth, Stilvi  Black, silver braid and sleeves, red cap.
Bengough, Fellowes, Horsford and Soiza  Yellow, light blue hoop and sleeves, maroon cap.
Bengough Horsford Capon  Yellow, light blue hoop and sleeves, maroon cap.
Bengough, Mr A. N. C.  Black, silver braid and sleeves, red cap.
Bengough, Mr A. N. C. (second colours)  Black, silver sleeves, green cap.
Ben Greenslade, David McCrone  White, red star, grey sleeves, grey cap, red star.
Ben Greenslade & David McCrone  White, red star, grey sleeves, grey cap, red star.
Ben Greenslade David McCrone & L Cameron  White, red star, grey sleeves, grey cap, red star.
Ben Greenslade & David McCrone Racing  White, red star, grey sleeves, grey cap, red star.
Benham & Hook  Purple, white star, white and purple hooped sleeves, purple cap, white star.
Benham, Mr Ian  Purple, white star, white and purple hooped sleeves, purple cap, white star.
Ben Haslam Racing Syndicate  Dark blue, dark blue cap, pink spots.
Ben Haslam Racing Synd & Linda McGarry  Dark blue, dark blue cap, pink spots.
Bennett-Jones, Mr P.  Red, dark green sleeves, red stars.
Bennett, Mr A. H.  Maroon, large white spots, sleeves and spots on cap.
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Bennett, Mr Christopher Paul  Light green and purple (quartered), purple sleeves.
Bennett, Mr C. J.  Pink, grey chevron, check cap.
Bennett, Mr Craig  Orange and yellow check, orange sleeves, yellow cap.
Bennett, Mr D.  Purple, pink spots, pink sleeves, purple spots, purple cap, pink star.
Bennett, Mr Keith C.  Light blue, red hoops, white sleeves.
Bennett, Mr Neil  Black and white stripes, yellow and white striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Bennett, Mr Nigel  Grey, light blue stars, sleeves and star on cap.
Bennett, Mr P. A.  Royal blue, red diamond and armlets.
Bennett, Mrs R. M.  Emerald green, yellow chevron, yellow sleeves, emerald green spots, yellow and 
red check cap.
Bennett, Ms Angela  Yellow, emerald green cross of lorraine, royal blue sleeves, yellow cap, royal 
blue star.
Benneyworth, Mr D. C.  Red, maroon epaulets.
Ben Parish & Clare Loughnane  Pink, emerald green triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, emerald 
green cap.
Ben Parish & Clare Loughnane (second colours)  Purple, white stars, grey sleeves, white stars and 
cap.
The Ben Pauling Racing Club  Dark green, large light blue spots.
Ben & Sir Martyn Arbib  Yellow, royal blue cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Ben & Sir Martyn Arbib (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow cross of lorraine, diabolo on sleeves.
Benson, Mr P.  Dark blue, yellow braces and sleeves, striped cap.
Benson, Mrs J. A.  Royal blue and grey diabolo, quartered cap.
Ben Spiers and Adam Signy  Emerald green, black stars, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Benstead, Mr Nigel  Light blue, royal blue chevron, hooped sleeves and cap.
Bentham, Miss Michelle  Beige, maroon chevron, sleeves and cap.
Bentley, Mr P.  Emerald green, pink diamond, striped sleeves and diamond on cap.
Bentley, Mr Robert  White, black chevron, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, red star.
Bentley, Mr William  Orange and white diabolo, orange sleeves, quartered cap.
Bent, Mrs S.  Dark blue, orange sash, purple cap.
Benton, Mr E. O. (L)  Black, pink cross belts.
Benton, Mr Mark  Purple, grey and purple striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Benton, Mr S. F.  Pink, emerald green and pink chevrons on sleeves, pink cap, emerald green 
diamond.
Ben Turner & Jay Tabb  White, black stars, royal blue sleeves, black cap.
Beresford, Mrs Eileen  Red and white stripes, red cap, white star.
Beresford-Wylie, Mrs Caroline  Emerald green, yellow stars, striped sleeves, royal blue and yellow 
striped cap.
Berkeley Racing    Old gold, royal blue fleur de lys and cap.
The Berks & Hants Racing Partnership  Red, white seams, dark blue sleeves, white armlets, red 
cap.
Berkshire Parts & Panels Ltd  Red, white epaulets, diabolo on sleeves.
Bermuda Racing Limited  Dark blue, pink striped sleeves.
Bermuda Racing Limited (second colours)  Dark blue, dark blue and pink diabolo on sleeves.
Bernard Hoggarth Racing  Black and white check, white sleeves, black stars.
Bernardine and Sean Mulryan  Dark blue, yellow stripe, red cap.
Bernard & Jane Panton  Maroon, grey stars, maroon sleeves, maroon cap, grey star.
Bernard, Mark & Scott Robertson  Royal blue, white cross belts, red sleeves, white stars, royal 
blue and red striped cap.
Bernick, Mr Craig  Orange, white chevron, black sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap.
Bernstein, Mr J.  Red, black spots.
Berresford, Mrs B.  Pink and royal blue diabolo, chevrons on sleeves, pink cap, royal blue diamonds.
The Berrow Hill Partnership  Emerald green, orange chevron, checked sleeves.
Berry, Emma  Light blue, brown hoops, light blue sleeves, brown cap.
Berry, Emma (second colours)  Light blue and yellow (halved), sleeves reversed, yellow cap
Berry (Gwent), Mr John  Dark blue, white seams and armlets.
Berry, Hannon, Elsworth  White, red cross belts, blue sleeves, red and white hooped cap.
Berryman, Mr M.  White, red hoops, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap.
Berryman, Mrs Lorna  White, emerald green chevron, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Berry, Mr Alan  White, royal blue hollow box, red cap.
Berry, Mr Alan (second colours)  Red, royal blue triple diamond, royal blue sleeves, red armlets, 
red and royal blue quartered cap.
Berry, Mr David  Emerald green, white and black chevrons on sleeves.
Berry, Mr J.  White, red cross belts, blue sleeves, red and white hooped cap.
Berry, Mr J. C. H.  Dark blue and maroon diamonds, white sleeves, dark blue cap, white diamond.
Berry, Mr John  Royal blue, dark blue cap.
Berry, Mr Richard  Royal blue, red star, royal blue and red chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Berry Racing  Emerald green, red epaulets and star on cap.
The Berry Syndicate  White, red cross belts, royal blue sleeves, red and white hooped cap.
The Bertie Allsorts  Red, royal blue chevron, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap.
Best Foot Forward  Yellow, black stripe, black sleeves, yellow armlets, black cap.
Best, Mr John  Dark green, white stripe.
Best, Mr John (second colours)  White, beige seams, white sleeves and cap.
Best, Mr John (third colours)  Maroon, dark green seams, maroon sleeves and cap.
Best, Mr John (fourth colours)  Black, maroon seams, black sleeves and cap.
Best, Mr Leon  Dark blue, red star, sleeves and star on cap.
Best Of Both Worlds  Dark blue, red disc, armlets and star on cap.
Best, Paine & Woodward  White, maroon epaulets, royal blue and black striped sleeves and cap.
Beswick Bros B/S, Mr T Ward & Mr W Bird  Dark blue, grey chevron and sleeves.
Beswick Bros B/S, Mr T Ward & Mr W Bird (second colours)  Grey, orange seams, striped 
sleeves and diamond on cap.
Beswick Brothers Bloodstock  Dark blue, grey chevron and sleeves.
Beswick Brothers Bloodstock (second colours)  Dark blue, white seams, white and dark blue 
check sleeves, dark blue cap.
Beswick Brothers Bloodstock 1  Dark blue, grey chevron and sleeves.
Beswick, Mr John  Emerald green, dark blue hoop, sleeves and cap.
Betamar, Mr M.  Maroon, black diamond.
Bethell, Mr Hugh  Salmon pink, white hoop on cap.
Bethell, Mr J. D.  Grey and pink stripes.
Bethell, Mr J. D. (second colours)  Black, white chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Bethell, Mrs James  White, royal blue star, striped sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
Bethell, Mr W. A.  Salmon pink, white check cap.
Betteridge, Mr Tony  Pink and purple diamonds, pink sleeves, purple stars, purple cap.
Better Than Working  Black and beige diabolo, beige sleeves, black diamonds, beige cap, black 
diamond.
Better The Devil  Royal blue, red hoop, yellow sleeves, red cap.
Bet The Farm and Greenlands Racing  Dark green, white hoop, hooped sleeves, check cap.
Bet The Farm Partners  Dark green, white hoop, hooped sleeves, check cap.
Betts, Mr P. H.  Yellow, royal blue braces, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars and stars on cap.
Betts, Mr P. H. (second colours)  Yellow, royal blue braces, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Betty's Brigade  Black, yellow chevron, yellow sleeves, black spots, yellow cap.
Bevan, Mr M. T.  Lime green, black hooped cap.
Bevan, Mrs C.  White, royal blue chevron, striped sleeves.
Bevan, Mrs M. T.  Light green, black cap, light green star.
Bevan, Mrs P. J.  Oxford and cambridge blue diagonal stripes, gold cap.
Bevan, Pickford & Angliss  Light green, black cap, light green star.
Beveridge, Mr John  Light blue, yellow hooped sleeves.

Beveridge, Reverend S.  Dark blue, yellow cross of lorraine and armlets, hooped cap.
The Beverley Hillbillies  Light blue, brown hoops, light blue sleeves, brown cap.
Beverley House Partnership  Royal blue, pink stripe, pink and royal blue halved sleeves, pink and 
royal blue striped cap.
The Beverley House Stables Partnership  Light blue, brown hoops, light blue sleeves, brown cap.
Beverley Thomas & Adrian Simpson  Light blue, yellow disc, emerald green sleeves, yellow cap.
Bevington Salads With Clear Racing  White, royal blue seams, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, 
royal blue cap.
Bevin, Mr JWE  Black, red cross belts, halved sleeves.
Bevis, Mr R. J.  Dark green and dark blue diabolo, dark blue cap, dark green star.
Bevis, Mr R. N.  Dark green, mauve hoops.
Bevis, Mr R. N. (second colours)  Dark green and beige check, beige sleeves, dark green cap.
Bewley, Miss Victoria  Yellow, black triple diamond, black and yellow diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
Bewley, Mr G. T.  Yellow, black triple diamond, black and yellow diabolo on sleeves, black cap, yellow 
diamond.
Bewley, Mr R.  Maroon, white diamond and sleeves, white cap, maroon star.
Bewley, Mrs Lesley  Purple, pink cross of lorraine, chevrons on sleeves, pink cap.
Bex Design & Print Ltd  Light blue, yellow stars on sleeves, yellow cap, light blue diamond.
THE BEXLEY BOYS  Royal blue, white diamond, striped sleeves, white cap.
Beyond Limits Partners  Dark blue, pink epaulets, diabolo on sleeves.
B Galloway & H Pinniger  Beige, black stars, black cap.
BGC Racing & Carl Hodgson  Dark blue, grey chevron.
BGC Racing & CDM Bloodstock  Dark blue, grey chevron.
BGC Racing CDM Bloodstock & Trisha Keane  Dark blue, grey chevron.
BGC Racing, C Hodgson & Giggle Factor  Dark blue, grey chevron.
BGC Racing, C Hodgson & Giggle Factor (second colours)  Black, light blue and black halved 
sleeves, light blue cap.
BGC Racing & M.A. Humphreys  Dark blue, grey chevron.
BGC Racing & Partner  Dark blue, grey chevron.
BGC Racing & Partner 1  Dark blue, grey chevron.
BGC Racing & Rob Pitcher  Dark blue, grey chevron.
BGC Racing & Roemex Ltd  Dark blue, grey chevron.
BGC Racing & Trisha Keane  Dark blue, grey chevron.
BGC Racing,Trisha Keane & Giggle Factor  Dark blue, grey chevron.
BG Racing Partnership  White, dark blue seams, dark blue sleeves, grey seams, dark blue cap, 
orange diamond.
B Greenwood, I Dodds-Smith & R Homburg  Dark blue, pink seams, dark blue sleeves, pink cap.
B Greenwood/I Dodds-Smith/R Homburg (2)  Dark blue, pink seams, dark blue sleeves, pink cap.
The BGW Partnership  White, purple stars, diabolo on sleeves, purple cap.
The BGW Partnership & Garey Goss & MHS  White, purple stars, diabolo on sleeves, purple cap.
The BGW Partnership & Partner  White, purple stars, diabolo on sleeves, purple cap.
Bhatti, Mr George  Dark blue, light blue triple diamond, chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap, light 
blue diamonds.
B Hirst, J Chapple-Hyam, S Bryant  Black and red check, red sleeves.
B H McFadzean & A L Gregg  Douglas tartan, red cap.
Bianco, Mrs S.  Purple, red hoop.
Bianco, Ms J.  White, emerald green hoop, sleeves and cap.
Bibbey, Mrs C. J.  White, royal blue chevrons, white sleeves, white cap, royal blue spots.
Bibi Cordero, Mr Alfonso  Red, yellow stars, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Bichan, Mr D.  White and royal blue (quartered), white and red striped sleeves, red cap.
Bichan, Mr David  Emerald green, purple star, purple and emerald green halved sleeves, purple cap, 
emerald green star.
Bickell, Mr M. A.  Black, black and yellow check sleeves, yellow cap.
Bickerton, Mrs Elisabeth  Turquoise, pink diamond and sleeves, black cap.
Bickmarsh Stud & Partners  White, dark blue spots, white sleeves.
Bickmore, Mr A.  Yellow, dark green star, yellow sleeves, maroon spots, dark green cap.
Bickmore, Mr Peter Christopher  Maroon, white hoop, armlets and cap.
Biddestone Racing Club  Red, purple stars on sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Biddestone Racing I  Red, purple stars on sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Biddestone Racing II  Red, purple stars on sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Biddestone Racing III  Red, purple stars on sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Biddestone Racing IV  Red, purple stars on sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Biddestone Racing IX  Red, purple stars on sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Biddestone Racing IX (second colours)  Red, red cap, purple star.
Biddestone Racing V  Red, purple stars on sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Biddestone Racing XI  Red, purple stars on sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Biddestone Racing XII  Red, purple stars on sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Biddestone Racing XIII  Red, purple stars on sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Biddestone Racing XIV  Red, purple stars on sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Biddestone Racing XIX  Red, purple stars on sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Biddestone Racing XV  Red, purple stars on sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Biddestone Racing XVI  Red, purple stars on sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Biddestone Racing XVII  Red, purple stars on sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Biddestone Racing XVIII  Red, purple stars on sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Biddestone Racing XX  Red, purple stars on sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Biddestone Racing XXI  Red, purple stars on sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Biddick, Mr M.  Emerald green, white hoop, sleeves and cap.
Biddlecombe, Mrs Bridget  Red, black and red hooped cap.
Biddulph, Lord  Purple, orange cap.
The Big Baz Partnership  Royal blue, emerald green sleeves.
The Big Easy Racing Syndicate  Light blue, pink chevron, chevrons on sleeves, light blue cap, pink 
star.
Biggane, Mr Jim  Light blue, pink stars, pink and light blue striped sleeves, pink cap.
Biggins, Mrs S. J.  Black, yellow disc, black sleeves, yellow stars, quartered cap.
Biggs, Mr N.  Yellow, red cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves, red cap, yellow star.
Biggs, Mr T. E.  Maroon, white spots, maroon sleeves, orange cap.
Biggs, Mr T. E. (second colours)  Grey, beige sleeves, pink cap.
The Big Hats  Emerald green, yellow hoops, yellow sleeves, emerald green stars, emerald green and 
yellow quartered cap.
The Big Hats & Partners  Emerald green, yellow hoops, yellow sleeves, emerald green stars, 
emerald green and yellow quartered cap.
Bighouse Syndicate  Maroon, grey hoop, quartered cap.
Big Lachie Syndicate  Red, white chevron, dark blue sleeves.
Bigmores Racing Partnership  Emerald green, red stars, red and yellow check sleeves, royal blue 
cap, yellow star.
Big Teeree Racing  Black and royal blue stripes, black sleeves and cap.
Big Teeree Racing and Partner  Black and royal blue stripes, black sleeves and cap.
The Big Thunderbirds  Red and black check, pink sleeves, black armlets, hooped cap.
Big Time Partners  Pink, red sleeves, pink armlets.
The Bill & Ben Partnership  Black, yellow epaulets, black sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Bill Brown & Ian Brown  Dark blue, orange sleeves, dark blue armlets and star on orange cap.
Billericay Racing Club  Purple, grey and purple striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Bill Fraser & Adrian Pritchard  Black, beige epaulets, armlets and cap.
Bill Hazeldean & V Vyner-Brookes  Red, light blue cross of lorraine and armlets, white cap.
Bill Hazeldean & V Vyner-Brookes (second colours)  Red, royal blue stars, royal blue sleeves, red 
diamonds, white cap.
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Billinge, Mr J. N. R.  Dark blue, dark blue and yellow check sleeves, yellow cap.
Billinge, Mrs Sarah  Dark blue, pink disc, dark blue sleeves, pink spots, pink cap.
Billington, Mr Dag  Red, white hoops, dark blue sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Billington, Mr Tim  Pink and grey stripes, chevrons on sleeves, pink cap.
Bill Jones & Shaun Harris  Light blue, red epaulets, dark blue sleeves, red cap.
Bill Wood and Mark Rimell  Maroon, white hollow box.
Billy & Debbie Glover  Purple, mauve stars, purple sleeves.
Billy Parker & John Blackburn  White, maroon stripe, striped sleeves, light blue cap.
Billy Parker & John Blackburn (second colours)  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Billy Parker & Steven Parker  White, maroon stripe, striped sleeves, light blue cap.
The Billy Partnership  Red, white chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Bilsland, Mrs Joanne  Royal blue, yellow triple diamond, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap, royal blue star.
Bind Racing Club  Emerald green, white chevron, emerald green sleeves, white spots and cap.
Bin Ghadayer, Mr Salem Rashid  White, dark blue disc, white sleeves, dark blue spots.
Bin Ghalita Almheiri, Mr A.  Dark green, beige epaulets, halved sleeves.
Bingham, Mr G.  Light blue, white chevron, check cap.
Bingham, Mrs Vida  Emerald green, purple armlets.
Bingham, The Hon Miss Charlotte  Light blue, maroon epaulets and star on cap.
Bingley, Mrs Robert  Emerald green, yellow star, sleeves and cap.
Bin Khalifa Al Kuwari, Mr Sheail  Royal blue, white hollow box, white and royal blue diabolo on 
sleeves.
Binks, Mr James  Royal blue, emerald green triple diamond, emerald green sleeves, royal blue 
diamonds and diamonds on cap.
Binks, Mr K.  Maroon, black stars, maroon sleeves.
Bin Moteb Bin Abdullah Bin Abdulaziz al  Brown, royal blue seams, brown cap.
Binns, Bamford, Corless & Fell  Emerald green, royal blue hoops, white sleeves, red cap.
Binns, Mr J. M.  Emerald green, royal blue hoops, white sleeves, red cap.
Binns, Mr J. M. (second colours)  White, red epaulets, white sleeves, red spots, white cap, red 
spots.
Binns, Mr R. Davidson  White, red cross belts, dark blue sleeves and cap.
bin Suroor, Mr Saeed  Pink, royal blue chevrons on sleeves.
Bintooq, Mr Ahmad  Royal blue, white sleeves, black armlets.
Bintooq, Mr Ahmad (second colours)  Dark blue, grey chevron.
Birbeck Burke Goss Hyden Jones  Maroon, light blue chevron, light blue and maroon hooped 
sleeves, light blue cap.
Birbeck Mound Trowbridge & Owen  Red, white star, white sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
Birbeck, Mr Peter  Maroon, light blue chevron, light blue and maroon hooped sleeves, light blue cap.
Birch, Djivanovic & Doel  Dark blue and yellow diabolo, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue 
and yellow quartered cap.
Birch, Doel & Parker-Jervis  Dark blue and yellow diabolo, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, 
quartered cap.
Birchenhough, deWilde, Dod  Yellow, dark green stripe and armlets, quartered cap.
Birchenhough, Mrs Kay  Yellow, dark green stripe and armlets, quartered cap.
Birdie Racing Club  White and maroon diamonds, white sleeves, maroon armlets and diamond on 
cap.
Bird, Mr C.  White, pink spots, sleeves and cap.
Bird, Mr Frank  Mauve, yellow star, armlets and star on cap.
Bird, Mrs A. P.  Yellow, maroon chevrons, striped cap.
Bird, Mrs Dawn  Royal blue, white sleeves.
Bird, Mrs Jeffrey  Dark blue, dark blue and pink check sleeves, pink cap.
Bird, Mrs Jeffrey (second colours)  Grey, red and grey check sleeves, red cap.
Birkdale Bloodstock  Black,  royal blue striped sleeves, black cap.
Birkdale Racing Syndicate  Grey, black hoop and armlets.
Birkett, Mr J. M.  Dark blue, beige hooped sleeves and cap.
Birkett, Mr J. M. (second colours)  Dark green, emerald green armlets, yellow cap.
Birkle, Mr A. C.  Orange, red sleeves.
Birks, Mrs S. C. (L)  Pink, scarlet striped sleeves, scarlet cap.
Birrafun 2  Maroon, light blue epaulets, sleeves and cap.
The Birrafun Partnership  Maroon, light blue epaulets, sleeves and cap.
The Birrafun Partnership I  Maroon, light blue epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Birrafun Partnership & Partner  Maroon, light blue epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Birrane, Mr Paul  White, yellow cross of lorraine, royal blue sleeves, yellow and royal blue hooped 
cap.
Birtles, Mr Henry  Yellow, light blue star and sleeves.
Birtles, Mr John  Black and pink stripes, black sleeves and cap.
Bischoff, Miss R. A.  Dark blue, orange hoop, halved sleeves, orange cap.
Bishop, Bowkley, Parker, Dee and Davis  Emerald green, black star.
Bishop, Mr David  Emerald green, black star.
Bishop, Mr D. F. L.  Grey, red epaulets, red sleeves, black spots, grey cap, red star.
Bishop, Mr F. A.  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue and black striped sleeves, black cap.
Bishop, Mr G.  Royal blue, orange triple diamond and sleeves, royal blue and orange quartered cap.
Bishop, Mr Geoffrey  White, orange cross belts, orange cap.
Bishop, Mr K.  Royal blue, red cross belts, royal blue and white striped sleeves and cap.
Bishop, Mr M. P.  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), black sleeves and cap.
Bishop, Mr S.  Orange and black diamonds, orange sleeves, black stars.
Bishop, Mrs E. J.  Royal blue, scarlet striped sleeves, white cap.
Bishop, Mrs Frances  Emerald green, yellow cross belts, white sleeves and cap.
Bishop, Mrs Jean R.  Royal blue, pink star on body and cap, royal blue sleeves, pink stars.
Bishop-Peck, Miss M.  Maroon, beige epaulets.
Bishopsgate Syndicate  Grey, black cross of lorraine, black sleeves, grey armlets, grey and black 
quartered cap.
Bisogno, Mr M.  Dark blue and white (quartered), red sleeves and cap.
Bissettdown Racing  Light green and purple check, purple sleeves, light green cap.
BissettdownRacing&MrsJamesBlythCurrie  Light green and purple check, purple sleeves, light 
green cap.
Bissett, Mr T. Y.  Royal blue, yellow disc, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Bissett Racing  Maroon and white stripes, maroon sleeves, white armlets, maroon cap.
Bissill, Exors of the late Mrs J. P.  Dark blue, gold hoops, black and gold hooped cap.
Bissill, Mrs M.  Straw, blue sash, straw cap.
Bithell, Mr Anthony  Royal blue and grey diamonds, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, grey diamond.
6 Bit Racing  Royal blue, yellow hoop, halved sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue diamond.
Bizakov, Mr Nurlan  Light blue, yellow and light blue halved sleeves.
B & J Lindsay Cambridge Stud  Yellow and black check, black sleeves, yellow armlets.
B Jones & Son  Black and pink stripes, hooped sleeves, black cap.
B Jones & Son (second colours)  Yellow and dark blue (quartered), diabolo on sleeves.
B Keane & S Nugent  Light green, white chevrons, light green sleeves, striped cap.
Black Abbey Partnership  Orange, emerald green seams, sleeves and cap.
Blackbriar Racing  White, red stars, striped sleeves, red cap, white star.
Black Bull Hotel (Borders) Ltd  Light blue, white cross belts, armlets and cap.
Blackburn, Balfe & Partner  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Blackburn Family  Yellow, maroon star, sleeves and star on cap.
Blackburn,Fielding,Hull & Mrs A Bartram  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Blackburn, Fox, McWilliams, & Pendelbury  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Blackburn Hull & Pollock  Red, white seams, white and red halved sleeves, red and white quartered 
cap.

Blackburn Hull & Pollock (second colours)  Purple, grey star.
Blackburn Hull & Pollock (third colours)  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Blackburn LM Syn Cram MB SH & SH  Royal blue, light blue stars, yellow cap.
Blackburn, Mr J. N.  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Blackburn, Mrs David  Mauve and white check, striped sleeves.
Blackburn Turton Blades Hollings & Hull  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Blackburn, Turton, & Johnston  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Black Cat Partnership  Maroon, light blue and maroon quartered cap.
Black, Charles  Red, royal blue and red hooped sleeves, royal blue cap.
The Black Dragon  White, black dragon, black cap.
Blackett, Lady  Grey, cerise sleeves, black and cerise hooped cap.
Blackett, Mrs T.  Yellow, black hoop, black and yellow diabolo on sleeves.
Blackford, Miss L. A.  Grey, red stars on sleeves, red cap.
Black, Gold & Silver Partnership  Pink and royal blue check, pink sleeves.
The Black Horse Hotel Bridgnorth  White, black epaulets, maroon sleeves.
Blacklock and Partners  Light green, orange hoops, orange sleeves, white diamonds, hooped cap.
Blacklock and Partners (second colours)  Black, emerald green hoop, armlets and cap.
Blacklock Simpson  Royal blue and light blue (quartered), royal blue sleeves, light blue armlets.
Blacklock Simpson & Partner  Royal blue and light blue (quartered), royal blue sleeves, light blue 
armlets.
Blackmore, Mr A. G.  Black, crimson hoops, white cap, black spots.
Black, Mr A.  Yellow and purple (quartered), purple sleeves, yellow stars.
Black, Mr A. (second colours)  Lime green, orange sleeves and cap.
Black, Mr A. (third colours)  Turquoise, dark blue cap.
Black, Mr D.  Dark blue, yellow star, yellow sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, yellow star.
Black, Mr G. H.  Purple and royal blue diamonds, purple sleeves, royal blue cap, purple diamond.
Black, Mr Roger  Light blue and pink stripes, pink cap.
Black, Mrs Ann C.  Black, light blue stars, light blue sleeves, black stars and stars on cap.
Black, Mrs Ann C. (second colours)  White, light blue epaulets.
Black, Mrs C. J.  Pale blue, cherry spots, blue cap.
Blackrock Racing Syndicate UK  White, royal blue hoops, royal blue and white check sleeves, white 
and royal blue check cap.
Blackrock Racing UK and Mr G Bishop  White, royal blue hoops, royal blue and white check 
sleeves, white and royal blue check cap.
The Black Sheep Partnership  Black, pink spots, armlets and spots on cap.
Black Star Racing  White, black stars, black and white diabolo on sleeves, white cap, black star.
Black Star Racing & Dean Ivory  White, black stars, black and white diabolo on sleeves, white cap, 
black star.
Black Star Racing & Dean Ivory (second colours)  Grey and cherry (quartered), halved sleeves, 
grey cap, cherry spots.
Blackstock, Mr D.  Red, beige striped sleeves, red cap, beige star.
The Black Type Partnership  Black, white epaulets, diamonds on sleeves, red cap.
The Black Type Partnership  Black, white epaulets, diamonds on sleeves, red cap.
Blackwell, Miss J. C.  Dark blue, pink diamonds on sleeves, pink cap.
Blackwell, Mr Julian  Red, dark blue disc, halved sleeves.
Blades, Mr Michael  Light blue, dark blue star, white and dark blue striped sleeves, white cap.
Blades, Mr R. J.  Emerald green, white hoops, royal blue sleeves, emerald green cap.
Blagg, Mr Paul  Orange, white chevron, armlets and cap.
Blake, Dadswell, Galloway & Lawrence  Black, large red spots, armlets and cap.
Blake, Mr Daniel  White, orange inverted triangle, light blue and orange diabolo on sleeves, light blue 
cap, orange diamond.
Blake, Mr David  Yellow, royal blue stripe, white sleeves, royal blue and yellow quartered cap.
Blakeney, Mr James  Royal blue, orange chevron, white sleeves and cap.
The Blakesley Racing Club  Maroon, yellow sleeves, black stars.
Blance, Mrs I. P.  Purple, grey cap.
Blandford, Mr Mark  Red, black braces, black and red hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Bland, Lady  Red, dark green chevrons, red cap.
Bland, Mr S.  Emerald green, royal blue star, hooped sleeves.
Bland, Mrs Jo  Red and white diamonds, red and dark green hooped sleeves.
Blane, Mr T.  Yellow, red cross belts, yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow and red hooped cap.
Blanshard, Mr M.  Light blue, dark blue and light blue hooped sleeves.
Blaxland, Mr A. R.  Purple, maroon chevron, yellow sleeves, maroon armlets, yellow cap.
Blaxland, Mr A. R. (second colours)  Pink, grey sleeves, pink stars, grey cap, pink star.
Blaydon, Mr Paul  White, red stars, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap,  white star.
The Blazing Optimists  White and dark blue stripes, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Blencowe, Mr M. A. R.  Red and dark blue (quartered), red sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, 
red star.
Blencowe, Mr M. A. R. (second colours)  Royal blue, black star.
Blencowe, Mr N.  Red, white chevron, purple sleeves, white stars, red cap, white star.
Blenheim Holdings Southern Limited  Dark blue, red braces, dark blue and white striped sleeves.
Blessing, Mr K.  Emerald green, white star, emerald green sleeves, white stars, emerald green cap, 
white star.
Blessingndisguise Partnership  Emerald green, white star, emerald green sleeves, white stars, 
emerald green cap, white star.
Bletsoe, Mr H.  Black, red sleeves.
Blewitt, Mr A. M.  Red and white (halved), white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.
Blight, Mr D.  Light green, white stripe, white and dark blue striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Blight, Mr S.  Red, black hollow box, white sleeves.
The Blind Squirrels  Black, black and pink check sleeves and cap.
Bliss, Mr Ryan  Red, dark blue hoop, white sleeves.
The Blitz Partnership  Dark blue, dark blue and yellow quartered cap.
Blockley, Miss Christina  Light green, pink stars.
Blockley, Miss Christina (second colours)  Dark green, yellow cross belts, striped sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Blomfield, Mr G. C.  Light blue and white check, white and light blue check sleeves.
Bloodstock Agency Limited  Black, yellow seams, white sleeves, yellow cap.
Bloom, Anthony  Royal blue, white seams, royal blue cap, white star.
Bloomfield, Mrs J.  White, royal blue stripe, royal blue and white chevrons on sleeves, royal blue cap.
Bloomfield, Mr W. I.  Light blue, royal blue cross of lorraine and sleeves, quartered cap.
Bloomfields  Black, black and maroon striped cap.
Bloom, Mr N. M.  Black and white (quartered), checked sleeves, white cap.
Bloomsbury Stud  Purple and white stripes, black velvet cap, gold tassel.
Bloomsbury Stud (second colours)  Purple, white spots, black cap.
Bloor, Mr Craig  Pink, dark blue stars on sleeves, pink cap, dark blue star.
Bloss, Mrs N.  Pink, purple sleeves, pink armlets, pink and purple hooped cap.
The Blossom Mills Partnership  Yellow, black epaulets, black cap.
Blouin, Dr Belinda J  Yellow, black sleeves, yellow stars, black cap, yellow star.
The Blows Hot and Cold Syndicate  Emerald green, royal blue star and star on cap.
Blows, Mr Paul  Mauve, purple triple diamond and diamond on cap.
Bluck, Mr R. M.  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), white sleeves.
The B Lucky Partnership  Black, white cross belts, halved sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
The Blue Ball Syndicate  White, royal blue disc, royal blue cap.
The Blue Bar Partnership  Light blue, white cross belts, red cap.
The Blue Bar Partnership (second colours)  Dark blue, white chevron, white sleeves, dark blue 
stars, white cap.
The Blue Bar Partnership (third colours)  Orange, purple cross belts.
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The Blue Bar Partnership (fourth colours)  Pink, dark blue cross belts, striped sleeves, white cap.
Blue Blood Syndications  White and royal blue (quartered), royal blue sleeves, white diamonds, 
quartered cap.
Blue Blood Syndications & W. B. B.  White and royal blue (quartered), royal blue sleeves, white 
diamonds, quartered cap.
Blue Blood Syndications & W. B. B. (second colours)  Black, white hoops, red sleeves and cap.
Bluebuyu  Dark blue, light blue chevrons, halved sleeves, light blue cap.
Blue De Vega Partnership  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold tassel.
Bluegrass Thoroughbreds 4  Dark blue, yellow hoops, white sleeves and cap.
Blue Grey Chevron Racing & M Chung  Dark blue, grey chevron.
Bluehills Racing Limited  Emerald green and royal blue (halved horizontally), blue sleeves, emerald 
green cap.
Blue Lion Racing IX  Royal blue and yellow (halved), royal blue sleeves, yellow armlets, quartered 
cap.
The Blue Nuns  Yellow and dark blue diamonds, yellow sleeves.
Blue Peter Racing 15  Light blue, dark blue cross belts, dark blue cap.
BLUE PETER RACING 16  Light blue, dark blue cross belts, dark blue cap.
Blueprint Bloodstock Partnership  White, purple braces, purple sleeves, white stars, purple cap.
B.L.U.E. Racing Syndicate  Royal blue, white chevrons, royal blue sleeves, white cap, royal blue star.
Blue Starr Racing  Orange, dark blue star, white cap.
Blue StaRR Racing FOB  Orange, dark blue star, white cap.
Blunt, Breslin, Duffy, Slattery  White, dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
Blunt, Brook, Hull, Chandler & Westwood  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, royal blue and yellow 
chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Blunt, Ensor, Palmer-Brown and Partner  Dark green and white (quartered), dark green sleeves 
and cap.
Blunt, Hull, Chandler & Westwood  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, royal blue and yellow chevrons on 
sleeves, red cap.
Blunt, Mr David  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, royal blue and yellow chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Blunt, Mr Robin  Dark green and white (quartered), dark green sleeves and cap.
Blunt, Sullivan Ltd, Ensor, Palmer-Brown  Dark green and white (quartered), dark green sleeves 
and cap.
Blyth Currie, Mrs James  White, emerald green hoops, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, 
quartered cap.
Blyth Currie & Royle  White, emerald green hoops, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, quartered 
cap.
Blythe Stables LLP  Royal blue, orange hoop and armlets, hooped cap.
Blyth, Lady  Pale blue, campbell tartan hooped sleeves, royal blue  cap.
Blyth, Lord  Pale blue, campbell tartan hooped sleeves, yellow cap
Blyth, Mr C. A.  Yellow, red yoke and cuffs, black seams and cap
Blyth, Mr Stuart A.  Buff, red yoke and cuffs, black seams and cap.
Blyth, The Hon A.  Pale blue, campbell tartan hooped sleeves, maroon cap.
Blyth-Whitelock, Mr Michael  Dark green, white chevron, armlets and cap.
B McDonald and B Mellon  Pink, emerald green cross belts, pink sleeves, emerald green spots and 
cap.
B McDonald, B Mellon & P McBride  Pink, emerald green cross belts, pink sleeves, emerald green 
spots and cap.
B. M. G. Group  Red, emerald green stripe and armlets.
Boadicea Bloodstock  Grey, light blue seams, light blue cap.
Boadicea Bloodstock (second colours)  Dark blue, royal blue stars, royal blue cap.
Boanas, Miss G.  Maroon, black epaulets, white sleeves, black armlets, maroon cap, black star.
Boanas, Miss S. J.  Maroon, white hoop, white sleeves, maroon armlets, white cap.
Boanas, Mrs Ann  Black, pink spots, black sleeves, pink cap.
Boanas, Raw & Tregoning  Black, pink spots, black sleeves, pink cap.
Boardman, Golder, Sercombe & Viall I  White, black chevron and armlets, black and white check 
cap.
Boardman, Mr J.  Red and white (quartered), white sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Board, Mr Michael  Orange and white diamonds, white sleeves, orange armlets, orange cap.
BOB AND FRIENDS  Royal blue, white epaulets, white and royal blue halved sleeves, royal blue cap, 
white star.
Bob Bennett & Jimmy Dudgeon  Orange, royal blue hoops and armlets.
Bob Butler & Karen George  Orange, yellow star, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
The Bob Ford Partnership  Red, yellow seams, chevrons on sleeves, check cap.
Bob Harris & Patricia Mitchell  Royal blue, grey armlets, grey cap, royal blue diamond.
Bob & Pauline Scott & Partner  Maroon, light blue epaulets, light blue sleeves, maroon stars, 
quartered cap.
Bob & Pauline Scott & Partner (second colours)  Dark green, yellow triple diamond.
BOB'S MATES & BABES  Red, royal blue chevron, royal blue cap, red spots.
Bob Whitby & Dan Skelton  Royal blue and dark blue diamonds, royal blue sleeves, dark blue cap, 
yellow star.
The Boccherini Partnership  Royal blue and yellow diabolo, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
The Boccherini Partnership (second colours)  Purple and yellow stripes, white sleeves.
Bocker, Mrs Fay  Maroon, pink cross belts, diabolo on sleeves.
Bocking, Mr Paul  Yellow, light green stars.
Bocking, Mr Stephen  Light blue, yellow cross belts, light blue sleeves, yellow stars and cap.
Boddington, Mrs L. J. E.  Dark blue, orange star, orange and dark blue check sleeves, orange cap, 
dark blue star.
Boddington, Mrs M. A.  White, scarlet sash, collar and sleeves, quartered cap.
Boddy, Mr Douglas  Brown, beige chevron and sleeves, hooped cap.
Boddy, Mrs F. J. Richard  White and yellow diamonds, yellow sleeves, purple cap, yellow diamond.
Boddy, O Sullivan & George  Emerald green and red (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Boddy, Senior, Ashton, Salazar & George  Brown, beige chevron and sleeves, hooped cap.
The Bo Derek 10 Partnership  Beige, pink epaulets, sleeves and cap.
The Bo Derek 10 Partnership (second colours)  Cerise, green check cap.
Bodie, Mr John E.  Emerald green, brown chevrons hoop, armlets and cap with green hoop.
The Body Warmers  Black, pink spots on sleeves, pink cap.
Boggis, Mr Peter  Black, white cross of lorraine and armlets, quartered cap.
Bogle, Mr Alexander James  Light blue and royal blue check, light blue sleeves.
Boing Boing Partnership  Dark green, dark green and red diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Bolam, Mr R. J.  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, checked sleeves and checked cap.
Boland, Mr P. M.  Emerald green, red chevron, yellow sleeves.
Boles, Miss N. M. (L)  Dark blue, green hoops, green cap.
Boles, Timothy C.  Sea green
Bolingbroke Bartram Flatt Molony Sutton  Dark blue and purple stripes, dark blue sleeves, yellow 
armlets, dark blue and purple hooped cap.
Bolingbroke, Bunch, Howard & Sutton  Dark blue and purple stripes, dark blue sleeves, yellow 
armlets, dark blue and purple hooped cap.
Bolingbroke, Bunch, Howard & Sutton (second colours)  Black, pink epaulets, armlets and cap.
Bolingbroke Da Mata Molony & Sutton  Dark blue and purple stripes, dark blue sleeves, yellow 
armlets, dark blue and purple hooped cap.
Bolingbroke Da Mata Molony & Sutton (second colours)  Emerald green, yellow seams, emerald 
green sleeves, yellow stars, emerald green cap, yellow star.
Bolingbroke Edwards Flatt Howard Sutton  Dark blue and purple stripes, dark blue sleeves, 
yellow armlets, dark blue and purple hooped cap.
Bolingbroke Flatt Howard Sutton Turner  Dark blue and purple stripes, dark blue sleeves, yellow 
armlets, dark blue and purple hooped cap.

Bolingbroke, Freeman and Friends  Dark blue and purple stripes, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets, 
dark blue and purple hooped cap.
Bolingbroke, Howard, Hunnisett & Shipp  Dark green, large yellow spots.
Bolingbroke, Mr Lee  Dark blue and purple stripes, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets, dark blue and 
purple hooped cap.
Bolingbroke, Spero, Richards & Friends  Dark blue and purple stripes, dark blue sleeves, yellow 
armlets, dark blue and purple hooped cap.
Bolingbroke, Spero, Richards & Friends (second colours)  Maroon, orange diamond, diamonds 
on sleeves, maroon cap, orange diamond.
Bolingbroke, Sutton & Partner  Dark blue and purple stripes, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets, 
dark blue and purple hooped cap.
Bolland, Mr Ian A.  Black and dark green diabolo, dark green cap.
Bolland, Mr Steve  Red, white hoops, diamonds on sleeves, white cap, red diamond.
The Bolly Champagne Crew  Yellow, emerald green star, yellow sleeves, purple armlets, emerald 
green cap, yellow star.
Bolton Grange  Royal blue, yellow hoop, light blue sleeves, black cap.
Bolton, Lord  Deep yellow, purple velvet cap.
Bolton, McGladery, Duncan & Buchanan  Emerald green, purple diamond, white sleeves, purple 
cap, white spots.
Bolton, Moyles, Frame, Smart  Emerald green, pink diamond, diamonds on sleeves, quartered cap.
Bolton, Mr George  Dark blue and yellow stripes, white sleeves, dark blue cap.
Bolton, Mrs Sally  Royal blue, large red spots.
Boman, Mrs Alice  White, dark blue epaulets, dark blue cap.
Bona, Mr Paul  Mauve, black cross of lorraine, quartered cap.
Bond Brewin Chapman Jackson  Royal blue, light blue seams, royal blue cap.
Bond, Miss Harriet  Purple, pink seams, armlets and cap.
Bond, Mr C. S.  Black, yellow disc, armlets and cap.
Bond, Mr David  Yellow, royal blue hoop, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Bond, Mr David  Dark green, yellow epaulets, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Bond, Mr David (second colours)  Red, light blue spots.
Bond, Mr Lee  White, purple stars on sleeves.
Bond, Mr Peter J.  Purple, pink star, diamonds on sleeves, purple cap, pink stars.
Bond, Mr R. C.  Black, large yellow spots, armlets and cap.
Bond, Mrs Peter  Royal blue, light blue seams, royal blue cap.
Bond, Mrs Peter (second colours)  Red, white star and armlets.
Bond Thoroughbred Limited  Black, large yellow spots, armlets and cap.
Bone, Mrs Lucille  Red, white epaulets, red sleeves, white stars, quartered cap.
The Bonhamie Partnership  Red and royal blue (quartered), red sleeves, royal blue stars and stars 
on cap.
Bonita Racing Club  White, dark blue seams, dark blue sleeves, white armlets, white and dark blue 
quartered cap.
Bonner, Mrs Claire  Black, orange hoops, black sleeves, striped cap.
Bonnet de douche  Light blue, dark blue seams, halved sleeves, light blue cap.
Bonson, Mr Geoff  Black, yellow star, striped sleeves and cap.
Boocock, Mr D.  Beige, brown chevron, hooped sleeves and spots on cap.
Book Four Bandits  Purple, white seams, checked sleeves and cap.
Book Four Bandits (second colours)  Black, pink diamonds on sleeves, pink cap.
Book 3 Partnership  Mauve and yellow check, mauve sleeves.
The Boom Boom Partnership  Light blue, pink spots, pink sleeves, light blue spots and cap.
Boom Racing  Red, large yellow spots and sleeves.
The Boom Syndicate  Royal blue, red sleeves, royal blue spots, red cap.
Booth, Flatt, Foster  Royal blue, grey stars.
Booth, Miss S. A.  Emerald green, royal blue star and sleeves, royal blue cap, emerald green star.
Booth, Mr Colin G. R.  White, royal blue diamond, red sleeves, royal blue and white quartered cap.
Booth, Mr C. W.  Red and black (quartered), diamonds on sleeves.
Booth, Mr Imhotep  Beige and emerald green stripes, beige sleeves.
Booth, Mr Martyn  Purple, white seams, armlets and cap.
Booth, Mr P.  Royal blue, grey stars.
Booth, Mrs Kate  Black, red star on body and cap, red sleeves, black stars.
Boothright, Mr M.  Black, purple sleeves, red spots.
Boothright, Mr M. (second colours)  White, red cross belts, yellow sleeves.
The Boot Inn Partnership  Black and emerald green diabolo, chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Border Pointers  Black and royal blue (quartered), black sleeves and cap.
Border Pointers & Feilim O'Muiri  Black and royal blue (quartered), black sleeves and cap.
The Border Racers  Light green, yellow sash, white and yellow hooped cap.
Border Raiders & T Davidson  Black, white chevron, diamonds on sleeves, striped cap.
Boreham, Mr C.  Yellow, light blue triple diamond, sleeves and cap.
Boreham, Mrs Hazel  White, royal blue cross belts, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, white and 
royal blue hooped cap.
Borgatti, Mr Mario  Black, pink triple diamond, pink sleeves, black armlets and diamond on pink cap.
Born to Run Racing  Mauve and purple (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
B O'Rourke Bloodstock Ltd & Rory Maher  Royal blue, black striped sleeves, black cap.
Borras, Mrs Carol  Yellow, red star, black and yellow halved sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
The Borris Partnership  Emerald green, white hoop, orange cap.
Borsberry, Mrs Marian  Red, black epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, hooped cap.
Borsberry, Mr Stephen  Emerald green and black stripes, emerald green sleeves, hooped cap.
Borsley, Mr R. J.  Red, white chevrons, black sleeves, white stars, royal blue cap.
Boshier, Mr James  Light blue, pink spots, pink sleeves, light blue spots and cap.
Bosley, Mr K.  Royal blue, pink braces, gold cap.
Bosley, Mr M. R.  Olive green, light blue sleeves, hooped cap.
Bosley, Mr M. R. (second colours)  Dark green, orange sleeves and cap.
Bosley, Mr M. R. (third colours)  Red, beige hoop and armlets, hooped cap.
Bosley, Mrs P.  Dark blue, pink braces, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Bosley, Mrs P. (second colours)  Pink, dark blue seams, striped sleeves and cap.
Bosley, Mrs Sarah J.  Beige, black epaulets.
Bosley, Ms V.  Yellow, red hoops, yellow sleeves, check cap.
Bossom, Miss Amanda  Green, black cap, red spots.
Bossom, Mrs Bruce  Emerald green, black cap.
Bostock and Chesters  Brown, grey cap.
Bostock Dodd Francis  Yellow, royal blue hollow box.
Bostock Dodd Francis (second colours)  Emerald green and orange (quartered), emerald green 
sleeves, orange armlets, orange cap, emerald green spots.
Bostock Dodd Francis (third colours)  Buff, saxe blue sleeves, scarlet cap.
Bostock Dunlevy McGuinness Bradshaw  Emerald green and orange diamonds, black sleeves, 
emerald green cap, orange star.
Bostock, Mrs Beverley  Emerald green and orange (quartered), emerald green sleeves, orange 
armlets, orange cap, emerald green spots.
Bostock, Mrs Beverley (second colours)  Emerald green and orange (quartered), striped sleeves 
and cap.
Boston R. S. Ian Bennett  Royal blue, orange cross belts, yellow sleeves.
Boston R. S. Ian Bennett (second colours)  Yellow, red inverted triangle, red cap.
Bostwick, Mrs Gill  Red, purple stars on sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Bostwick, Mr Tim  Dark blue, light green disc, light green and white striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Boswell, Mr R.  Orange and royal blue (quartered), royal blue sleeves, orange cap.
Boswell, Mrs A. J.  Violet, white hoops, violet sleeves, turquoise blue cap.
Boswood, Mr Anthony  Dark blue, emerald green cross belts and sleeves, pink cap.
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Botham, Mr Peter  Pink, mauve stars, pink sleeves.
Botham, Mr R. G.  White, dark blue epaulets, light blue sleeves, dark blue cap.
Botham, Mr S. C.  White, dark blue epaulets, light blue sleeves.
Botham & Partner  Pink, mauve stars, pink sleeves.
Bothway, Mr C. H.  Orange, dark blue sleeves, quartered cap.
Bothway, Mr Robert  Yellow, black cross of lorraine, dark green sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Botica, Mr N.  Red, white star, red sleeves, white stars, old gold cap.
Botten, Mr Alec  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), white and maroon hooped sleeves and cap.
Botterill, Mr D. R.  Eton blue, chocolate chevrons, eton blue cap.
Botti, Mrs Lucie  Turquoise,  black stars on sleeves, black cap.
Botti, Mrs Lucie (second colours)  Light blue, white stars, sleeves and star on cap.
Bottisham Heath Stud  Grey and maroon (quartered), white sleeves.
Bottomley, Mr P.  Black, white diamond.
Bottomley, Mr P. (second colours)  White, black diamond.
The Bottom Liners  Brown and red (halved), sleeves reversed, red cap.
The Bottom Liners & Mrs R. Carr  Brown and red (halved), sleeves reversed, red cap.
The Bottom Liners & Paul Saxton  Black, pink seams, striped sleeves, pink cap.
Boughey, Breen & Stephenson  Red, white stripe, white sleeves, red armlets, red and white striped 
cap.
Boughey, Mr George  Dark blue, white disc.
Boughey, Mr George (second colours)  Dark blue and beige check, white cap.
Boughey, Mr George (third colours)  Red and white stripes, red sleeves, black cap.
Boughey, Mr J. R.  Yellow, black epaulets, black cap.
Boughey, Mr J. R. (second colours)  Eton blue, black hoops, scarlet collar, cuffs and cap.
Boughey, Mrs Katy  Light blue, beige seams, light blue cap.
Boughey, Mrs Katy (second colours)  Pink, pink and white diabolo on sleeves.
Boughey, Mr W. J.  Light blue, primrose hooped sleeves, maroon cap.
Boultbee-Brooks, C.  Light blue, black star, black sleeves, light blue stars, light blue cap, black star.
Boultbee Brooks Ltd  Light blue, black star, black sleeves, light blue stars, light blue cap, black star.
Boultbee-Brooks, Miss Emily  Light blue, pink star, pink sleeves, light blue stars, light blue cap, pink 
star.
Bound, Mr A. C.  Orange and dark blue stripes, orange sleeves, quartered cap.
Bound, Mr A. C. (second colours)  Purple, white chevrons, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
The Bounty Hunters  Maroon, white epaulets, white cap.
The Bounty Hunters (second colours)  Yellow, maroon epaulets, maroon and yellow hooped 
sleeves.
Bourke, Mr D. F.  Red, white disc, red sleeves, white stars.
Bourke, Mr D. F. (second colours)  Royal blue, light blue diamond and sleeves.
Bourke, Mr Kieran  White, emerald green braces, hooped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Bourke, Mr Martin  Dark green, red chevron, chevrons on sleeves, dark green cap, red diamond.
Bourke, Mr Martin (second colours)  Dark green, red chevron and armlets, quartered cap.
Bourne, E.  Royal blue, white star, white and red striped sleeves and cap.
Bourne, Mr Daniel John  Maroon, royal blue star, maroon sleeves, royal blue stars.
Bourne, Mr David J.  Yellow, red chevrons on sleeves.
Bourne, Mrs A. D.  Royal blue, emerald green epaulets, halved sleeves, royal blue cap, emerald green 
diamond.
Bourne To Be Wild  Dark blue, yellow hoop, red sleeves, yellow armlets.
The Bourtoneers  Red, white seams, royal blue sleeves, red cap.
Bousfield, Mr H. J.  Emerald green, white cross belts, halved sleeves, emerald green and white 
striped cap.
Boutcher, Mr M. J.  Emerald green and orange check.
Bovian Racing  Purple, pink star, armlets and stars on cap.
Bowden and Baker  Dark blue and white (quartered), white and black halved sleeves.
Bowden Bailey North  Dark green, orange diamond, diamonds on sleeves, dark green cap, orange 
diamond.
Bowden, Mr P.  Dark blue and white (quartered), white and black halved sleeves.
Bowden, Mrs Marion  Yellow, purple stars, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, purple star.
Bowden & Webber  Dark blue and white (quartered), white and black halved sleeves.
Bowditch, Mr James  White, red stripe, dark blue sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Bowditch, Mr S. P.  Royal blue, grey star, grey sleeves, royal blue stars, grey cap, royal blue star.
Bowen, Mr A. J.  Dark green, red stars and sleeves, red cap, dark green star.
Bowen, Mr B. G.  Red, white star, emerald green sleeves, red cap, white stars.
Bowen, Mr Mickey  Yellow, maroon sleeves, white armlets, maroon and yellow quartered cap.
Bowen, Mr P.  Maroon, yellow sleeves, white armlets, maroon and yellow quartered cap.
Bowen, Mrs Karen  Maroon, yellow sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
Bowen, Mrs S.  Yellow, royal blue hoops and spots on cap.
Bowen & Nicol  Dark green, red stars and sleeves, red cap, dark green star.
Bower, Mr G.  Dark blue, light blue cross belts and armlets, hooped cap.
Bower, Mr J. R. (L)  Gold and green (halved), brown cap.
Bowers, Mr James  Dark green, emerald green stars on sleeves, dark green cap, emerald green star.
Bowes Lodge Stables  Red, white seams, red sleeves, yellow armlets and stars on red cap.
Bowett, Mr S.  Orange, white sash, orange sleeves, black armlets, orange cap, white diamond.
Bowett, Mr S. (second colours)  Orange, black epaulets, hooped sleeves.
Bowkett, Mrs Jo  Purple, light blue diamond, light blue sleeves, purple armlets, quartered cap.
Bowlby, Mr H. A. S.  Harlequin.
Bowlby, Mr H. A. S. (second colours)  Harlequin, white cap.
Bowlby, Mr M. S. S.  Red, emerald green armlets.
Bowley, Mr H. F.  Light blue, red cross belts, light blue sleeves, red stars.
Bowman, Mr N.  Black, white spots, black sleeves, red cap white hoop.
Bowman, Mrs Valerie  Purple and mauve (quartered), purple sleeves.
Bownes, Mr Tom  Gold, black 'b' in circle, black velvet cap with gold tassel.
Bowring, Guest & Tompkins  Black, light blue chevron and sleeves.
Bowring, Mr D.  Dark blue, red and white hooped sleeves, red cap.
Bowring, Mr M. P.  Black, light blue chevron and sleeves.
Bowring, Mr M. P. (second colours)  Primrose, violet hooped sleeves, red cap.
Bowring, Mr S. R.  Light green and purple (quartered), light green sleeves, white cap.
Bowron, Mr K.  Grey and pink stripes, black and grey chevrons on sleeves, black and pink hooped cap.
Bowron, Mr K. (second colours)  Light blue, white triple diamond, white and yellow diabolo on 
sleeves, light blue and yellow quartered cap.
Bowtell, Mr Paul  Mauve and dark blue stripes, dark blue sleeves, mauve stars, dark blue cap, mauve 
star.
Bowtell, Mr Paul (second colours)  Red, royal blue hoops, royal blue sleeves, black armlets, red and 
royal blue striped cap.
Bowtell, Mrs Lesley  Tangerine, royal blue hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Bowtell, Mrs Louise  Light blue, purple triple diamond and sleeves, purple and light blue quartered 
cap.
Bowtell, Mrs Louise (second colours)  Dark blue, emerald green star, dark blue sleeves, emerald 
green stars, dark blue cap, emerald green star.
The Bow Tie Racegoers  Pink, purple chevrons, quartered cap.
Bow Tie Racegoers & Partners  Pink, purple chevrons, quartered cap.
Box 41  Black, white hollow box, diabolo on sleeves.
Boxall, Mr David  Black, yellow chevron, sleeves and cap.
Boxcer, Mrs Joanne  Dark green, orange stars, orange sleeves, dark green stars, orange cap, dark 
green star.
Box Clever Display  Royal blue, light blue star, light blue sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap, 
light blue star.

Box Clever Display & Shepherd Global  Royal blue, light blue star, light blue sleeves, royal blue 
armlets, royal blue cap, light blue star.
Box, Mr Steven J.  Purple, emerald green hollow box, emerald green stars on orange sleeves and 
cap.
Box 41 Racing  Black, white hollow box, diabolo on sleeves.
Box 41 Racing 1  Black, white hollow box, diabolo on sleeves.
Box 41 Racing II  Black, white hollow box, diabolo on sleeves.
Boyce, Mr I.  Yellow, emerald green disc and sleeves, pink cap.
Boyce, Mr Neville  Yellow, white hoop, white and yellow halved sleeves, red cap.
Boyden, Mrs John  White, black epaulets and sleeves, emerald green cap.
Boyd, Mr Peter C.  Light blue, maroon triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and diamonds on cap.
Boyd, Mr Robert  Black, red star, chevrons on sleeves, black cap, red diamonds.
Boyd, Mrs C.  Royal blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue star.
Boyd-Rochfort, Mr A.  Eton blue, black sleeves, check cap.
Boy George Partnership  Red, dark blue seams, dark blue sleeves, red armlets, striped cap.
Boylan, Mrs Mary  Emerald green, grey sleeves, light blue cap.
Boylan, Mr T.  Pink, maroon hoops, dark blue sleeves, pink and maroon quartered cap.
Boyle, Mr Brendan  Pink, grey epaulets, white sleeves, grey cap.
Boyle, Mr P.  Light blue, dark blue hollow box, striped sleeves and cap.
Boyle, Mr S.  Yellow, emerald green triple diamond and armlets, emerald green cap, yellow 
diamonds.
Boyle, Mrs Pippa  Black, royal blue stars on sleeves.
Boyle, Mrs Pippa (second colours)  Black, light blue chevron, black sleeves, light blue stars.
Boyle, Mrs Pippa (third colours)  Dark blue, light blue chevron, dark blue sleeves, light blue stars.
Boyle, Mrs Pippa (fourth colours)  Dark green, red chevron.
Boyle Racing  Yellow, emerald green triple diamond and armlets, emerald green cap, yellow 
diamonds.
Boys Of Buckley  Black, light blue hoop and armlets, light blue cap, black star.
B Padgett, Lord Daresbury & E Brook  White, red cross belts, red and white striped sleeves, 
hooped cap.
B Padgett S Hollings S Hull & D Fielding  White, red cross belts, red and white striped sleeves, 
hooped cap.
BPC Partnership  Red, black hollow box, white sleeves.
BPC, Taylor & Young  Red, black hollow box, white sleeves.
BP McNamee & RL Maynard  Mauve, yellow sleeves, mauve diamonds, mauve cap, yellow 
diamond.
Brace, Mr David  Black, red cross belts and armlets, quartered cap.
Brackenbury, Mr Ben  Red and white diabolo, black sleeves, white stars, red cap.
Bracken, Mr R. A.  Yellow, royal blue and yellow halved sleeves.
Brackstone, Mr Wayne  Emerald green, red triple diamond, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Bradburne, Mr John  Pink, gordon tartan sleeves.
Bradbury, Mr Douglas  Light blue, emerald green stars, light blue sleeves and cap.
Brader, Mr Charles  Red, emerald green sleeves, black cap, emerald green star.
Bradford, Mr Ryan  Maroon, light blue hoops, light blue and maroon chevrons on sleeves.
Bradley, Mr Bob  Orange, emerald green spots, emerald green sleeves, orange spots, emerald green 
cap.
Bradley, Mr J. M.  Lavender, black hoop, armlets and cap.
Bradley, Mr J. M. (second colours)  Lavender, black hoop and armlets, orange cap.
Bradley, Mr K. W.  Emerald green and white diamonds, white sleeves, yellow cap.
Bradley, Mr N.  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Bradley, Mrs C.  White, red, white and blue sash, orange sleeves, red, white, blue segment cap with 
an orange peak.
Bradley, Mrs J. K.  Red, light blue stars, light blue sleeves, red stars, light blue cap.
Bradley, Mrs S.  Pink and emerald green diamonds, diabolo on sleeves.
Bradley, Mr Steve  Red, black cross of lorraine, striped sleeves.
Bradley, Mr Tony  Dark blue, maroon star, dark blue sleeves, maroon stars.
Bradley Partnership  Maroon, beige star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Bradmill Ltd  Dark blue and white stripes, chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Bradmore, Mr Andrew  Orange and white (quartered), checked sleeves and cap.
Bradshaw, Mr Andrew  Dark blue, yellow seams, armlets and cap.
Bradstock, Mr Mark  Dark blue and light blue check, maroon cap.
Bradstock, Mr Mark (second colours)  Pink, black sleeves and cap.
Bradstock, Mr Mark (third colours)  Light blue and dark blue check, red cap.
The Brady Girls  Pink, grey spots, pink sleeves, grey cap.
Brady, Mr Frank  Emerald green, white spots, yellow sleeves, emerald green and white striped cap.
Brady, Mrs Annette  Pink, grey spots, pink sleeves, grey cap.
Braham, Mr Charles (L)  White, royal blue diamond, royal blue cap.
Brahms & Liszt  Dark blue, white cross belts, red sleeves, white armlets, hooped cap.
Brahms & Liszt (second colours)  Dark blue and red (halved), red sleeves and cap.
Brain, Mrs Kate  Royal blue and light blue (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, light blue cap, royal blue 
diamond.
Braithwaite, Exors of the Late Mrs M. A.  Emerald green and royal blue (quartered), royal blue 
sleeves, striped cap.
Braithwaite, Mr George  Red, black hollow box.
Braithwaite, Mr R. R.  Royal blue, yellow cross belts and cap.
Braithwaite, Mrs P.  Orange, dark blue star, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
The Brake Horse Power Syndicate  Black and white stripes, yellow sleeves, red stars, purple and 
emerald green quartered cap.
Brake, Miss Peta  Scarlet, sky blue cross belts, old gold cap.
Bramall, Miss Anna  Dark blue, emerald green spots and sleeves, red cap.
The Bramblers  White, red heart and diamond, black spade and club quarters, black and red 
quartered cap.
The Bramblers, Flegg & Bousfield  Emerald green, white cross belts, halved sleeves, emerald green 
and white striped cap.
The Brambles  Purple, large white spots and sleeves, yellow cap.
Bramble Syndicate  Black, pink star, white sleeves, black armlets and star on white cap.
Bramhill, Mr David  Emerald green, beige cap.
Bramhill, Mr David (second colours)  Peacock blue, old gold sleeves, red cap.
Bramley, Mr David F.  Yellow, black stars, black sleeves, yellow seams, yellow cap, black star.
Brammer, Mr Christopher  Red, beige stars, striped sleeves, red cap.
Brand, Mr W.  Yellow, black triple diamond, black and yellow hooped sleeves, yellow cap, black 
diamond.
Brandon, Ms Lisa D.  Orange, black seams, yellow cap.
Brandrick, Mr G.  White and dark blue stripes, dark blue sleeves, white stars.
Brandsby Racing  Yellow, large red spots, white sleeves, red cap.
Branston, Mr Ean  Dark blue, pink seams, dark blue sleeves, pink stars, dark blue cap, pink star.
Brant, Mr Peter M.  Dark green, light green yoke and armlets, dark green cap.
Branton, Mr D.  Emerald green, black epaulets, emerald green sleeves, black stars, black cap.
Bratwa  Red, yellow seams, black sleeves, yellow stars, red cap, yellow stars.
The Brave Lads Partnership  White, dark blue star and star on cap.
The Bravo Partnership  Royal blue, emerald green sleeves, white cap, emerald green spots.
Braybrooke Lodge Partnership  Red, black hollow box and armlets, black cap, red diamond.
Bray, Mr J. E.  Light blue, red cross of lorraine, red cap.
Brazier, Exors of the Late Mr R.  Yellow, black sleeves.
The Breakfast Time Syndicate  Dark blue, white birds-eye, orange collar, cuffs and cap.
Bream, Mrs Victoria  Orange, black star, black and orange diabolo on sleeves, orange cap, black star.
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The Brecon Hill Partnership  Yellow, red epaulets, white sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
The Breden Racing Partnership  Black and red diamonds, white sleeves, red armlets.
The Breden Racing Partnership 1  Black and red diamonds, white sleeves, red armlets.
Bredon Hill Racing Club  Black, blue sleeves, orange cap.
Breeden, Mrs J.  Red, black cross belts, hooped sleeves, black cap.
Breen, Humphreys & Randle  Dark blue, white stripe, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Breen, Mr Keith  Dark blue, white stripe, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Breen, Walsh, Horncastle, Kilburn & Gut  Dark blue, white stripe, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Breese, Mr D.  Royal blue, royal blue and yellow check sleeves and cap.
Breeze, Mr Christopher  White and black (quartered), white sleeves, light blue stars, maroon cap.
Breitmeyer, Mrs H.  Dark blue, grey stars, maroon sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
Bremer, Mr R.  Purple, light blue star, sleeves and star on cap.
Brend, Mr M.  Yellow, light green cross belts, black sleeves.
Brend, Mr P. A.  Dark blue, beige seams, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Brendon Sabin & Partner  Light blue, black star, black and light blue halved sleeves, black cap, light 
blue star.
Brennan, Dale  Light blue, royal blue epaulets, royal blue sleeves, light blue armlets, white cap, black 
star.
Brennan, Mr F. J.  Red, grey and red chevrons on sleeves.
Brennan, Mr K.  Yellow, black star, black sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap, black star.
Brennan, Mr R. J.  Dark green, red hollow box, red cap.
Brereton, Mr B.  Emerald green and white stripes, red and white striped sleeves, emerald green and 
red hooped cap.
Brereton, Mr Nic  Black, yellow star, yellow sleeves, black stars.
Bresland, Mr Maurice  Yellow, red hoop, yellow sleeves, red stars, yellow cap, red star.
Breslin, Mr Liam  Dark blue and light blue stripes, black and red striped cap.
Brett McEntyre  Pink, white stripe, white sleeves, pink stars, pink cap, white stars.
Brewers Racing Club  Dark green, white chevron, black sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
Brewin, Mr L. H.  Purple, pink hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Brewis, Miss Rhona  Yellow, black hoop, check cap.
Brew, Mr M.  Light blue, pink star, pink and light blue chevrons on sleeves, light blue cap, pink star.
Brewster, Mr Simon  Red and white stripes, chevrons on sleeves.
Brian Barr Racing Club  Purple, yellow sash, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Brian Chicken & Don Eddy  Royal blue, light blue braces, light blue and royal blue halved sleeves, 
royal blue cap, light blue star.
Brian Chicken & Don Eddy (second colours)  Yellow, grey diamond and diamond on cap.
Brian Chicken & Equiname Ltd  Royal blue, light blue braces, halved sleeves, royal blue cap, light 
blue star.
Brian Dunn & Eamonn O'Connor  White, maroon cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Brian Dunn & Eamonn O'Connor (second colours)  Yellow, black triple diamond and armlets.
Brian Dunn & Michael Beaumont  Yellow, black triple diamond and armlets.
Brian Ellison Racing Club  Black and white diamonds.
Brian Hall, Jen Candlish & Alan Baxter  White, red sash, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal 
blue cap.
Brian Hargie & Rosemary Malley  Royal blue, dark blue seams, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Brian Jones & Pippa Gillard  Black and pink stripes, hooped sleeves, black cap.
Brian Jordan, B Jordan, Nicola McConnell  Yellow, light blue epaulets, light green sleeves, white 
stars, light blue cap, white star.
Brian Kerr & Chris Green & Tony Coyle  White, royal blue star, white and black striped sleeves, 
white cap, black star.
Brian Meehan R.C  Black, grey hoops.
Brian O'Rourke Bloodstock Ltd  Royal blue, black striped sleeves, black cap.
Brian Robb. David Hoyes. Mark Phillips.  Black and white stripes, purple sleeves, black and white 
hooped cap.
Brian & Sandy Lambert  Royal blue, white epaulets, white and royal blue halved sleeves, royal blue 
cap, white star.
Brians Buddies  Cerise, cerise and royal blue quartered cap.
Brian's Mates  Royal blue, white star, royal blue sleeves, white spots, royal blue cap, white stars.
Brian Valentine Racing  Dark blue and light blue diabolo, light blue sleeves, quartered cap.
BrianValentine,SallyR.Haynes,M.Swinbank  Dark blue and light blue diabolo, light blue sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Brian Verinder & Alan Baxter  Red, yellow stars on sleeves, red cap, yellow star.
Brian Verinder & Alan Baxter (second colours)  White, red sash, white sleeves, royal blue 
armlets, royal blue cap.
Brice, Mr Gary  Dark green and light blue (quartered), striped sleeves, dark green cap.
Brick Kiln Farming,Coulson,Gent,Poore  Emerald green and light green stripes.
Brick Kiln Farming,Coulson,Gent,Poore (second colours)  Yellow, dark blue chevrons, yellow 
sleeves and cap.
Briddon, Mr M.  Light blue, brown hoops and armlets.
Bridel, Mrs P. L.  Light blue, black and light blue halved sleeves, black cap.
Bridel, Ms J.  Light blue, black and light blue halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Bridge, Mr T. J. W.  Dark blue, mauve epaulets, dark blue sleeves, mauve stars and cap.
Bridger, Mr J. J.  Royal blue, yellow sleeves, quartered cap.
Bridges, Mr A. N.  Emerald green, black cross of lorraine, white sleeves, black armlets, white cap, 
emerald green spots.
Bridgewater, Mr A. A.  Beige and royal blue stripes, royal blue cap.
Bridgwater, Mr D. G.  Dark blue, maroon hoops, dark blue sleeves, maroon cap.
Bridgwater, Mr D. G. (second colours)  Dark blue and brown (quartered), emerald green sleeves 
and cap.
Bridgwater, Mrs Mary  Orange, white sleeves, black cap.
Brierley, Mr Paul  Orange, red seams, white sleeves, orange armlets, orange cap.
Briers, Mr David  Emerald green and white diamonds, black sleeves and cap.
Bright and Jackson  Pink, white diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
The Bright Lights  Royal blue, white cross of lorraine, dark blue sleeves.
The Bright Lights (second colours)  Black, yellow hollow box, black and mauve striped sleeves, 
check cap.
Brightling, Mr D.  Royal blue and yellow diabolo, halved sleeves, royal blue and yellow quartered cap.
Bright, Mr Colin  Dark blue, beige stars, light blue sleeves.
Bright New Horizons Partnership  Red, white diamond, white and black hooped sleeves, red and 
black striped cap.
Bright Sapphire Syndicate  White, red hoops, purple sleeves and cap.
Brightwalton Bloodstock Ltd  Turquoise, navy blue collar and cuffs, check cap.
Brilley, Mr R. M.  Black, mauve chevron and star on cap.
Brilley, Mr R. M. (second colours)  Black, mauve chevron.
Brimble, Mrs Susan  Red, dark blue seams, red cap.
Bringloe & Clarke  Pink and black stripes, pink sleeves, black armlets, pink cap.
Bringloe, Mr Michael  Pink and black stripes, pink sleeves, black armlets, pink cap.
Brinkhill Partnership  Eton blue, scarlet spots and cap.
Brinkley, Mr Robert  Purple, grey armlets.
Brinkley, Mr Robert (second colours)  Red, beige stars and armlets.
Brisbourne, Miss B.  Royal blue, red sleeves, dark blue cap.
Brisbourne, Mr Antony  Royal blue, red sleeves, black and white hooped cap.
Briscoe, Mr Graham William  Black and yellow diabolo, quartered cap.
Briscoe, Ms Amanda  Red, yellow chevrons, black sleeves and cap.
Brisland, Mrs Jo  Black, emerald green star, sleeves and star on cap.
Bristol, Lord  Dark green and red (halved), sleeves reversed, dark green cap.

Britannia Thoroughbreds  White, gold cuffs, quartered cap.
Britannia Thoroughbreds 1  White, gold cuffs, quartered cap.
Britannia Thoroughbreds II  White, gold cuffs, quartered cap.
British Racing Club  White, red cross belts, royal blue and white halved sleeves, royal blue cap.
Briton International  Orange, beige disc, black cap.
Briton International and Partner  Orange, beige disc, black cap.
Brittain, Mr Antony  Maroon and yellow check, maroon sleeves, yellow cap.
Britten-Long, Mr Richard  Orange, white stripe.
Britten-Long, Mr Richard (second colours)  Light blue and maroon diabolo, hooped sleeves, 
maroon cap.
Britten, Mr A. J.  Royal blue, chocolate and red hoops, white cap.
Britton, Barnett, McGuinness, De Burgh  White and red (quartered), checked sleeves.
Britton, Dr R.  Orange, emerald green star, striped sleeves.
Britton, Ms Genevieve  White and red (quartered), checked sleeves.
Broadhurst, Mr David  Dark green, yellow chevrons, dark green sleeves and cap.
Broadley, Mr R.  Dark green, red hoop and armlets.
Broad, Mr R. F.  Pink, light blue and pink hooped sleeves, white cap.
Broadsword Group Ltd  Red, white cross belts, white sleeves, black stars, red cap, white star.
Broadway Racing Club 15  Black, yellow epaulets, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Broadwith, Mr Eric  White, maroon sleeves, white armlets, maroon cap.
Brocade Racing  Red and purple (quartered), yellow sleeves, red cap.
Brocade Racing J P Romans Terry Warner  Black, yellow triple diamond, red sleeves, yellow cap.
Brockbank, Mrs J. E.  Yellow, black hoops, yellow sleeves, black and white check cap.
Brockbank, Mr T.  Yellow, black hoops, yellow sleeves, black and white check cap.
Brocklehurst, Mr David  Pink, white chevron, white and pink hooped sleeves, white cap.
Brocklehurst, Mr G. W. (L)  Black, yellow hoop, collar and cap.
Brocklehurst, Mr Paul  Royal blue, white cross belts, diamonds on sleeves, red and white quartered 
cap.
Brocklehurst, Mrs G. W. (L)  Black, yellow hoop and armlets.
Broderick, Reddin, Brown & Whittle  Yellow, red diamond, emerald green sleeves, yellow cap, red 
diamond.
Brogan, Mr G.  Light blue, purple cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves, purple cap, white star.
Broke, Mr Simon  Yellow, black cross of lorraine, red sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Bromfield, Mr John  Purple, white armlets.
Bromley, Mr A. R.  Royal blue, dark green epaulets.
Bromley, Mrs K.  Dark blue, light blue seams, red sleeves, dark blue cap, red diamonds.
Brook and Daresbury  Red, white spots, white sleeves, red seams, red and white striped cap.
Brook, Chesters and Guerriero  Red, white spots, white sleeves, red seams, red and white striped 
cap.
Brook, Chesters and Guerriero (second colours)  Brown, grey cap.
Brook, Daresbury & Clayeux  Red, white spots, white sleeves, red seams, red and white striped 
cap.
Brookeborough, Lady  Dark blue, emerald green epaulets and sleeves.
Brooke Bt., Sir Francis  Cream, strawberry collar, cuffs and cap.
Brooke Bt., Sir Francis (second colours)  Beige, pink epaulets, pink cap.
Brooke, Lady Susan  Orange, brown disc, brown cap, orange spots.
Brooke, Mr Jason  White and light blue stripes, light blue sleeves, white armlets, light blue cap.
Brooke, Mr Roger  Purple, yellow stripe, white sleeves and cap.
Brooke, Mrs J. A.  Dark blue, red hoops, dark blue sleeves, quartered cap.
Brooke, Mrs J. A. (second colours)  Grey, orange cross belts, sleeves and cap.
Brooke, Mrs J. A. (third colours)  Red, dark blue star, white sleeves, red cap, dark blue star.
Brooke Rankin, Mr A.  Black, large red spots, red cap.
Brooker, Mr R.  Black, brown star, white sleeves, black cap, brown star.
The Brookes Family  Orange, large light green spots, light green sleeves, orange spots.
Brookes, Mr A.  Black, light blue sleeves, black and light blue quartered cap.
Brookes, Mr C. B.  Pink, dark blue hoop, dark blue cap.
Brookes, Mr David  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, light blue armlets.
Brookes, Mr R. H.  Royal blue, orange epaulets, orange sleeves, royal blue armlets, orange cap.
Brook Farm Bloodstock  Mauve, white spots, white cap, mauve spots.
Brook & Gallagher  Red, white spots, white sleeves, red seams, red and white striped cap.
Brookhouse, Mr Ben  White, red triple diamond, white sleeves, royal blue diamonds, white cap, red 
diamonds.
Brookhouse, Mr Ben (second colours)  Beige, mauve armlets, mauve cap.
Brookhouse, Mr R. S.  Light blue, pink chevrons, light blue sleeves, light blue cap, pink star.
Brookhouse, Mrs S. J.  Light blue, pink chevrons, light blue sleeves, light blue cap, pink star.
Brooklands Racing  White, royal blue sash, hooped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Brook, Mr E. A.  Red, white spots, white sleeves, red seams, red and white striped cap.
Brook, Mr Guy  Mauve, purple epaulets and sleeves, striped cap.
Brook, Mrs Annabel  Dark blue, pink star, sleeves and stars on cap.
Brook, Mrs R.  Dark blue, white cross belts, maroon and dark blue halved sleeves, dark blue and 
maroon quartered cap.
Brooks & Bromet Families  Light blue, red braces, white sleeves, red armlets, light blue and red 
quartered cap.
Brooks, Burke & Cunningham  Light blue, red braces, white sleeves, red armlets, light blue and red 
quartered cap.
Brooks, Conroy, Magnier & Shanahan  Royal blue, pink sash, light blue cap.
Brooks,Done,Ferguson,Kyle,Mason&Stewart  Red, white stars on sleeves.
Brooks, Dr J. M.  Emerald green, orange seams, orange and grey diabolo on sleeves, orange cap, 
emerald green diamond.
The Brooks Family and J Kyle  Dark blue, royal blue stars, halved sleeves, white cap.
The Brooks Family & J. Kyle  Dark blue, royal blue stars, halved sleeves, white cap.
The Brooks Family & P.J. Vogt  Dark blue, royal blue stars, halved sleeves, white cap.
The Brooks Family & P.J. Vogt (second colours)  Royal blue, white chevron, hooped sleeves, white 
cap.
Brooks, Fulton & Vogt  Dark blue, royal blue stars, halved sleeves, white cap.
Brooks, Fulton & Vogt (second colours)  Royal blue and orange check, royal blue sleeves, royal 
blue cap, orange star.
Brookshaw, Miss H.  Mauve, purple star, purple sleeves, mauve stars, purple cap, mauve star.
Brookside Breeders & Capla Developments  Royal blue, white star.
Brookside Breeders Club  Royal blue, white star.
Brooks, Kyle & Mason  White, royal blue epaulets, white sleeves, red spots, royal blue cap.
Brooks, Kyle & Mason (second colours)  Dark blue, royal blue stars, halved sleeves, white cap.
Brooks, Mr A.  Light blue, red braces, white sleeves, red armlets, light blue and red quartered cap.
Brooks, Mr C. P. E.  Black and light blue (quartered), light blue sleeves, check cap.
Brooks, Mr Graeme  Dark blue, royal blue stars, halved sleeves, white cap.
Brooks, Mr Lee  Emerald green, pink star, purple sleeves, pink stars, pink and purple quartered cap.
Brooks, Mr Martin R.  Red, yellow chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
Brooks, Mr P.  Beige, dark green sleeves and cap.
Brooks & Owles Families  Light blue, red braces, white sleeves, red armlets, light blue and red 
quartered cap.
Brook Stud  Red, dark blue diamond.
Brook Stud Partnership  Red, dark blue diamond.
Brooks,Vando,Pummell,Martin & Armstrong  Light blue, red braces, white sleeves, red armlets, 
light blue and red quartered cap.
Broom, Mr G.  Dark blue, yellow hollow box and armlets.
Brosnan, Mr P.  Emerald green, white braces, sleeves and cap.
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Brosnan, Mrs Joan  Emerald green, orange seams, emerald green sleeves, orange cap, emerald green 
star.
Brotherton, Miss S.  Pink, white hoop, white cap.
Brotherton, Mr Roy  Brown, yellow epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Brotherton, Mrs D. R.  Pink, white sash.
Broughton Bloodstock  Red and black (quartered), red sleeves, black cap.
Broughton, Hon James  Silver, copper hoop, armlets and cap.
Broughton, Hon James (second colours)  Copper, silver hoop and armlets, copper cap.
Broughton, Lady Jocelyn  Red, emerald green cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Broughton, Mr L.  Black, grey seams, black sleeves, grey stars, black cap.
Broughton, Mr M. E.  Red and black (quartered), red sleeves, black cap.
Broughton, Mrs Ann  Pink, purple sleeves, pink stars, purple cap, pink stars.
Broughton, Sir Martin  Red, emerald green cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Broughton, Stafford and Stanley  Silver, copper hoop, armlets and cap.
Broughton Thermal Insulation  Black and red (quartered), black sleeves, red seams, red cap.
Brown, Andi  Orange, mauve seams, white sleeves, mauve and orange striped cap.
Brown, Bolland, Goforth & Watson  Light blue and white (quartered), striped sleeves and cap.
Brown Campbell James Foylan  Red, white cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, hooped cap.
Brown Campbell James Foylan O'Brien  Red, white cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, hooped cap.
Brown, Dr Philip  Orange and red (quartered), halved sleeves.
Browne, Col William Toby  Black and light blue (halved), black sleeves and cap.
Browne, Mr Louis  White, purple seams, purple and white striped sleeves, purple cap.
Browne, Mr Mike  Black and white stripes, checked sleeves, white cap.
Browne, Mr N. N.  Light blue, yellow sash, brown sleeves.
Browne, Mr P. C.  Maroon, beige hoops.
Browne, Mr P. M.  Royal blue, purple sleeves.
Browne, Mr P. M. (second colours)  Purple, white hoop and sleeves.
Browne, Mr S. C.  White and red diabolo, white sleeves, red and white check cap.
Brown, Exors of the Late Mrs A. E.  Dark green, pink star, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Browning, Mr J.  Maroon, grey seams, maroon cap.
Brownlee, Mr Jeremy  Orange, brown star, orange sleeves, brown stars, orange cap, brown star.
Brownlee, Mr Jeremy (second colours)  White, royal blue hoops, orange sleeves and cap.
Brownlee, Mr Jeremy (third colours)  White, black star, black and white check sleeves, black cap.
Brownlow, Lord  Maroon, grey armlets, grey cap.
Brown, Miss Lucy  Light green, yellow cross belts and diamonds on cap.
Brown, Mr A. D.  Black, red hoop, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Brown, Mr Alan J.  Red and yellow diamonds, red sleeves, yellow armlets and diamonds on cap.
Brown, Mr Alistair M.  Black and white check, red and yellow diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Brown, Mr Andrew  Royal blue, emerald green star, royal blue sleeves, emerald green stars.
Brown, Mr Barry  Beige and orange (halved), sleeves reversed, beige and orange quartered cap.
Brown, Mr David  Dark blue, silver hoops, dark blue and gold quartered cap.
Brown, Mr D. H.  Light blue and white (quartered), striped sleeves and cap.
Brown, Mr D. R.  White and red stripes, black sleeves, emerald green stars, black cap, emerald green 
star.
Brown, Mr G.  Maroon and beige (quartered), maroon sleeves, beige armlets.
Brown, Mr G. Beynon (L)  Black, two broad white stripes and sleeves, black collar and cuffs, 
quartered cap.
Brown, Mr G. S.  Yellow, black chevrons, yellow sleeves, hooped cap.
Brown, Mr H. A.  White, light green hoops, white sleeves.
Brown, Mr Ian M.  Black and white (quartered), brown sleeves.
Brown, Mr Jeffrey  Maroon, black hoop, sleeves and stars on cap.
Brown, Mr J. M.  Red, purple sleeves, red armlets, black cap, yellow star.
Brown, Mr John  Yellow, orange triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap, orange diamond.
Brown, Mr J. T.  Brown and white (quartered), orange and brown halved sleeves, white and orange 
quartered cap.
Brown, Mr Karl  Beige, brown chevron, beige sleeves, brown stars and cap.
Brown, Mr Keith  Brown, brown cap, beige star.
Brown, Mr M.  Yellow, emerald green hoop and armlets, red and yellow hooped cap.
Brown, Mr Mathew  Purple, yellow stars on sleeves, yellow cap, purple star.
Brown, Mr Michael J.  White, royal blue star, royal blue sleeves, white spots, white cap, royal blue 
star.
Brown, Mr Nicholas  Black, pink stripe, pink cap.
Brown, Mr Nick  Black, red sash, white sleeves and cap.
Brown, Mr R. G. W.  Light blue, yellow seams, light blue sleeves and cap.
Brown, Mr R. G. W. (second colours)  Mauve, black seams, mauve sleeves and cap.
Brown, Mr R. G. W. (third colours)  Black, white stripe, sleeves and cap.
Brown, Mr R. J.  Light blue, orange armlets and cap.
Brown, Mr R. S.  Dark green, pink stripe, pink cap.
Brown, Mr S.  Red, large white spots, striped sleeves and cap.
Brown, Mrs C.  Old gold, black sash and sleeves, red cap, black spots.
Brown, Mrs C.  Dark blue, orange and dark blue chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap, orange diamond.
Brown, Mrs C. M.  Royal blue, red sleeves, white cap.
Brown, Mrs C. P.  White, dark blue star on body, white sleeves, dark blue stars.
Brown, Mrs D. J.  Grey and royal blue (quartered), royal blue sleeves.
Brown, Mr Simon  Brown, orange epaulets, beige sleeves, orange cap.
Brown, Mr Simon (second colours)  Red, yellow seams and sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
Brown, Mrs Kirsty  White, black cross belts and sleeves, pink cap.
Brown, Mrs Kirsty (second colours)  Geranium red and french grey (quartered), red sleeves.
Brown, Mrs Krista  Mauve, pink star, pink sleeves, mauve stars, pink cap.
Brown, Mrs Patricia  Brown, maroon hoops, brown sleeves.
Brown, Mr S. R.  Dark blue and red (quartered), dark blue sleeves, white armlets.
Brown, Mrs Rita  Royal blue and white diabolo, hooped sleeves and cap.
Brown, Mrs Suzy  Dark blue and light blue check, dark blue sleeves, light blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Brown, Mr T. B.  White, brown cap.
Brown, Mr Timothy  Red, dark blue hoops, red sleeves.
Brown (Towcester), Mr Steve  Dark blue, beige chevrons, dark blue cap.
Broyd, Miss Alison  Dark blue, light blue chevron, light blue sleeves, dark blue armlets, light blue cap.
Bruce Jamieson, Barbara Dean, Ruth Carr  Purple, beige sleeves, purple stars, purple cap, beige 
star.
Bruce, Mr B.  White, red braces, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Bruce, Mr Geoff  Pink, red armlets, red cap.
Bruce, Mr K.  Emerald green, pink stars, emerald green cap, pink star.
Bruce, Mr Kenny  White, purple diamond, sleeves and cap.
Bruce, Mr Kenny (second colours)  Yellow, white sleeves, yellow spots.
Bruce, Mr W.  Emerald green, white cap.
Bruce of Crionaich, Major-Gen A. A. B. R  Yellow, scarlet cross belts and cap.
Bruce Pomford & Malcolm Frost  Red and royal blue (quartered), red sleeves, royal blue stars and 
stars on cap.
Bruce & Susan Jones  Royal blue, white triple diamond, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, white 
cap, emerald green diamond.
Brudenell, Mrs T.  Mazarine blue, silver braid and tassel on black cap.
Brudenell, Mrs T. (second colours)  Mauve, silver braid, silver cap, mauve tassel.
Brummitt, Mr J. J.  Dark blue and emerald green stripes, white cap.
Bruni, Mr R.  Maroon, royal blue seams, dark blue sleeves, dark blue and maroon hooped cap.
Brunskill, Mr Norman  Dark blue, beige epaulets.
The Brushmakers  Red, royal blue stars, hooped sleeves and star on cap.

Bruton Street  Dark blue, yellow hoop, white sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow star.
Bruton Street UK - I  Dark blue, yellow hoop, white sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow star.
Bruton Street UK - III  Dark blue, yellow hoop, white sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow star.
Bruton Street UK - IV  Dark blue, yellow hoop, white sleeves, dark blue cap,  yellow star.
Bryan Drew and Friends  Orange, dark blue star, orange sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
Bryan Drew & Friends/ Swanee River  Orange, dark blue star, orange sleeves, dark blue stars, dark 
blue cap.
Bryan Drew & Steve Roper  Orange, dark blue star, orange sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
Bryan Drew & Steve Roper (second colours)  Red, white star, light green sleeves, white stars.
Bryan Drew/ Swanee River Partnership  Orange, dark blue star, orange sleeves, dark blue stars, 
dark blue cap.
Bryan Drew/ Swanee River Partnership (second colours)  Pink, royal blue stripe on cap.
Bryan Hirst & Jane Chapple-Hyam  Black and red check, red sleeves.
Bryan, Miss R. L.  White, red hoops, red sleeves, white spots, white cap.
Bryan, Mr Peter  White, emerald green epaulets, white and royal blue striped sleeves, red cap.
Bryan, Mrs Sarah  Royal blue, yellow seams, yellow sleeves, royal blue spots, royal blue cap, yellow 
spots.
Bryan & Philippa Burrough  Light blue, orange chevrons, light blue sleeves and cap.
Bryant, McMullan, Phillips & Partner  Red, black stars.
Bryant, Miss M.  Emerald green, maroon cross belts, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Bryant, Mr David  White, dark blue triple diamond, striped sleeves and cap.
Bryant, Mr J.  White, red sash, red cap.
Bryant, Mr P. M.  Maroon, emerald green chevron, armlets and cap.
Bryant, Mr Steve  Red, black stars.
Bryceland, Mr Scott  Black, light green star, armlets and star on cap.
Bryce, Mr Colin  Purple, white cross belts and armlets, quartered cap.
Bryce, Mr Colin (second colours)  White, dark green hoops, chevrons on sleeves.
Bryce, Mrs Melba  Pink, purple sash and sleeves, quartered cap.
Bryce, Mr Tim  Dark blue, pink armlets, pink cap.
Brydon, Mr R. W.  Black, red hoop, black sleeves, white armlets, red and white hooped cap.
Bryson, Mr Harry  Yellow, black chevron, yellow sleeves, black stars, black cap.
B. Siddle & B. D. Haynes  Emerald green, pink seams, sleeves and star on cap.
B Simpson, L Taylor & Partner  Royal blue, light blue epaulets and armlets, red cap.
B Spiers, I Barratt & A Signy  Emerald green, black stars, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
BS Racing  Black, light green spots, light green cap.
BS Racing (second colours)  Light blue, red stars, purple sleeves, red cap.
Bubbly Racing  White and royal blue diamonds, pink sleeves, royal blue cap, pink diamond.
Buchanan, Mrs Emma  Yellow, black braces, white sleeves, yellow and black striped cap.
Buchan, Mrs Iain  Green, red and gold hooped cap.
Buckell, Mr Duncan  Dark blue, red stars, red sleeves, white armlets and star on red cap.
Buckett, Mrs D.  Black, pink epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Buckfield, Mr P. R.  Dark blue and light blue stripes, red sleeves and cap.
Buck Hill  White, black spots, striped sleeves and cap.
The Buckhorn Racing Team  Maroon and yellow stripes, maroon sleeves, yellow armlets, maroon 
cap.
Buckhurst Chevaliers  White, dark blue triple diamond, dark blue sleeves, white diamonds, dark 
blue cap, white diamond.
Buckingham,Butler, Chapman & Langford  Orange, yellow star, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Buckingham,Butler, Chapman & Langford (second colours)  Orange, white chevron and sleeves, 
striped cap.
Buckingham, Chapman & Cobbett  Black and orange (quartered), black sleeves, orange spots, 
orange cap.
Buckingham Flooring  Orange, orange and royal blue check sleeves and cap.
Buckingham, Mr Craig  Black, orange star.
Buckingham, Mr Craig (second colours)  Black, orange star and armlets.
Buckingham, Mr Craig (third colours)  White, red epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Buckingham, Mrs Maureen  Royal blue, white cross belts, halved sleeves and diamond on cap.
Buckingham, Mr Tony  Royal blue, orange hoop, orange cap.
The Buckingham Partnership  White, royal blue seams, diabolo on sleeves and diamond on cap.
The Buckingham Partnership II  White, royal blue seams, diabolo on sleeves and diamond on cap.
Buckle, Miss K.  Red, red and royal blue diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Buckle, Mrs J. K.  Dark blue, light blue star, stars on sleeves and star on cap.
Buckler, Mr R. H.  Emerald green and royal blue (quartered), maroon sleeves and cap.
Buckler, Mrs P. J.  Dark blue and dark green (quartered), maroon sleeves and cap.
Buckley, Mr C. C.  Dark blue and white stripes, red sleeves, white cap.
Buckley, Mr Derek  Royal blue, royal blue and maroon hooped sleeves, maroon cap.
Buckley, Mr Ian  Grey, red epaulets, emerald green cap.
Buckley, Mr Les  Black, black and red diabolo on sleeves.
Buckley, Mr Michael  White, black cap.
Buckley, Mr Michael (second colours)  Black and white (quartered), sleeves reversed, check cap.
Buckley, Mr M. T.  Black and emerald green check, red sleeves and cap.
Buckley, Mrs D. J.  Red, pink seams, red sleeves and cap.
Buckley, Mrs J. R.  Yellow, red sleeves, yellow spots, quartered cap.
Buckley, Mrs Leslie  Yellow, black cross of lorraine, black sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, black star.
Buckley, Mr Steve  Light blue and white check, halved sleeves, light blue and white quartered cap.
Buckley, Mr W.  Royal blue, white hollow box, red sleeves, white armlets.
Buckley Sharp, Mrs H. E. M.  Black, red hoop and armlets, red and white hooped cap.
Buckmaster, Mr Stephen J.  Black, red epaulets, white sleeves, black cap, red star.
Bucknall, Miss Anna  Black, white epaulets, armlets and cap.
Bucks Fizz  Orange, light green sleeves and cap.
The Buckwell Boys  Mauve and pink (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
The Buckwell Boys (second colours)  Dark green and orange (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
The Buckwell Boys (third colours)  Beige, purple hoops, white cap.
Budden, Mr Neil  Royal blue, white stripe, checked sleeves, white cap, royal blue star.
Budden, Mrs Christine E.  Dark blue, maroon sash, dark green sleeves, maroon cap.
Budd,Greenwood,Gregson,Troubridge,Mailer  Black, orange armlets.
Budd,Greenwood,Gregson,Troubridge,Mailer (second colours)  Black, red braces and sleeves, 
red and black quartered cap.
Buddle, Mr E.  Orange, black chevrons, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Budd, Mr Graham  Royal blue and white check, striped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Budd, Mrs C. M.  Light blue, cerise yoke and cap, white sleeves.
Budgett, Mr C. M.  Pink, grey sleeves, pink and grey quartered cap.
Bugler, Mr P. T.  Dark blue, yellow star, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets and star on yellow cap.
Buhaleeba, Mr Abdulla  White.
Buhaleeba, Mr Abdulla (second colours)  Orange.
Building Bridgies  Red, black hoop, hooped sleeves.
Buisson, Mrs S. G. Du (L)  Black, cardinal red sleeves, orange cap.
Buist, Mr P. G.  Dark blue, large red spots, sleeves and cap.
Bulgin, Mrs Nicola  Black, light green cap.
Bullard, Mr G. H. (L)  Silver and black (halved), sleeves reversed, black cap.
Bullard, Mr S.  Silver and black (halved), sleeves reversed, black cap.
Bullard, Mrs Veronica  Red, black spots, emerald green sleeves, black cap.
The Bull Consortium  White, yellow epaulets, dark blue and white hooped sleeves, dark blue cap, 
yellow star.
Bullen-Smith & Faulks  Pink, royal blue chevron, halved sleeves, royal blue cap.
Bullimore, Mr Timothy K.  White, red chevron, dark blue sleeves, red cap.
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Bull, Mr Andrew  Black, white epaulets, diamonds on sleeves, red cap.
Bull, Mr Andrew (second colours)  Royal blue and white (quartered), red and royal blue striped 
sleeves, red cap.
Bull, Mr B.  Purple and white diabolo, white sleeves, purple cap.
Bull, Mr P. A.  Red and yellow diamonds, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Bulloch, Mr Gordon  White, royal blue cross belts, white sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap, royal 
blue star.
Bullock-Marsham, Mrs F. (L)  Pale blue, white cross belts.
Bullock, Mr M. G.  White, royal blue cross belts, royal blue and white hooped sleeves and cap.
Bulmer, Mr S.  Red, royal blue chevrons, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Bulteel, Mr H. B.  Blue, cherry sleeves, white cap.
Bult, Mr A. W.  Royal blue, yellow triple diamond, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, quartered cap.
Bult, Mr M. J.  Black, light blue hoops and armlets, white cap.
Bulwer Long, Miss D.  Maroon, yellow sleeves, black and yellow quartered cap.
BumpersToJumpers 1  Red, white braces, red sleeves, black armlets, red and white hooped cap.
BumpersToJumpers 2  Red, white braces, red sleeves, black armlets, red and white hooped cap.
BumpersToJumpers3  Red, white braces, red sleeves, black armlets, red and white hooped cap.
Bunce, Mr Alan  Royal blue, beige diamonds on sleeves, red cap.
Bundle Pickard Racing Club  Royal blue, pink star, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Bunney, Mrs Susan  Emerald green, yellow star, yellow sleeves, emerald green stars, yellow cap, 
emerald green star.
Bunn, Mr T. C.  Mauve, maroon sleeves.
Bunter, Mr Nigel  Dark blue, maroon star, maroon cap.
Bunter, Mrs P.  Royal blue and grey check, royal blue sleeves.
Bunting, Mr Timothy  Orange, white sleeves, orange stars, orange cap, white stars.
Bunting-Osborne Hse,Sir P Vela,P Stanley  Orange, white sleeves, orange stars, orange cap, white 
stars.
Burban, Mr P.  Pink, black cross of lorraine, black sleeves, pink armlets, black cap.
Burbidge, Mr J. H.  Light blue, royal blue sash, sleeves and cap.
Burbidge, Mr Mike  Yellow, emerald green diamond on body and cap, yellow  sleeves, emerald green 
seams.
Burchell, Mr Dai  White, red sash, emerald green sleeves, red and white hooped cap.
Burchell, Mr G. J.  Red, yellow star, red sleeves, yellow stars.
Burdett, Mr Howard  Dark blue and royal blue (quartered), dark blue sleeves, white cap.
Burdett, Mr Paul  Red, red and white diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
Burdett, Mr S.  Dark green, white star, white sleeves, dark green stars, white cap, dark green star.
Burdett, Mrs Wendy  Royal blue, light blue star, light blue and royal blue hooped sleeves, royal blue 
cap, light blue star.
Buresli, Mr Naser  Pink, purple diamonds on sleeves.
Burflex (Scaffolding) Ltd  Emerald green, maroon sleeves, emerald green armlets, emerald green 
cap, maroon spots.
Burford, Mr M.  Yellow, royal blue triple diamond, checked sleeves and quartered cap.
Burgess, Mr F.  Emerald green, dark blue stars, dark blue sleeves, emerald green stars, emerald green 
cap, dark blue star.
Burgoyne, Mr M.  Dark green, grey sleeves.
Burgoyne, Mr M. (second colours)  Grey, dark green sleeves.
The Burke Family  Pink, grey seams and armlets.
Burke, Miss Charlotte  Pink, white seams, pink cap.
Burke, Mr Alan J.  Pink, grey seams and armlets.
Burke, Mr D. J.  Maroon, black hoop, diabolo on sleeves, hooped cap.
Burke, Mr Joseph  Yellow, red stripe, armlets and star on cap.
Burke, Mr Keiran  Red, yellow hoops, light blue sleeves, red cap.
Burke, Mr K. R.  Red, royal blue star, royal blue sleeves, red stars, red cap, royal blue star.
Burke, Mr M.  Royal blue and yellow stripes, yellow cap.
Burke, Mr P. S.  Royal blue, grey chevron, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Burke, Mr Sean P.  Yellow, black and white check sleeves and cap.
Burke, Mrs Elaine M.  Royal blue, red seams, striped sleeves, red cap, royal blue star.
Burke, Mrs Valda  Mauve and white diamonds, striped sleeves, white cap.
Burke, Mr William  Dark green, white spots on sleeves.
Burke & Partners  Royal blue, red seams, red and royal blue striped sleeves, red cap, royal blue star.
Burley, Mr C. J.  Red, white epaulets, quartered cap.
Burley, Mr James  Grey, maroon chevron and sleeves, quartered cap.
Burley, Mrs Heather  Emerald green, black braces, quartered cap.
The Burling Family Ltd  Light blue, maroon hoops, striped sleeves, light blue cap.
Burlington, The Earl of  Straw, white check cap.
Burnell, Miss Sally  Pink, white stars, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
Burnell, Miss Sally (second colours)  Black, red stars, armlets and cap.
Burnet, Mr B. D.  Maroon and gold check, gold sleeves, maroon and gold check cap, gold tassel.
Burnham, Lady  Chocolate, cardinal red sleeves and cap.
Burnham P & D Ltd  Dark blue and red (halved), dark blue sleeves, white cap.
Burn, Mr W.  Royal blue, white sleeves, royal blue stars, royal blue cap, white star.
Burns Farm Racing  White, emerald green diamond and armlets, quartered cap.
Burns, Mr H.  Royal blue, white star, light blue sleeves.
Burns, Mr John  Light blue and purple diamonds.
Burns, Mr P.  White, emerald green hoops, dark green sleeves.
Burns, Mrs A. M.  Dark blue, light blue stars, light blue sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, light 
blue star.
Burns, Mr Seamus  Light blue, dark blue stars, light blue cap, dark blue star.
Burns, Mrs Joya  Dark green, beige seams and armlets.
Burns, Mrs Marcella  Yellow, yellow and white diabolo on sleeves.
Burns, Mrs Patricia J.  White, red stars, red cap, emerald green star.
Burns, Mrs T.  Red, yellow stars, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow stars.
Burns, Mr William  Black and white check, white sleeves, black cap.
Burns Partnership  Dark blue, mauve chevrons, halved sleeves, mauve cap, dark blue star.
Burns Smyth Studholme  Light blue, dark blue stars, light blue cap, dark blue star.
Burrell, Mr D.  Black, emerald green chevron, black sleeves, emerald green stars, black cap with 
emerald green stars.
Burrell, Mrs Carmen  Mauve, maroon star and star on cap.
Burrell, Mrs Mark  Dark green, white hoops, dark green sleeves, pink cap.
Burridge, Mr J. G. St P.  Maroon, yellow sleeves, maroon and yellow check cap.
Burridge, Mr R.  Dark blue, grey sleeves and cap.
Burrough, Mr B. R. H.  Light blue, orange chevrons, light blue sleeves and cap.
Burrow, Mr P. D.  Yellow, large royal blue spots, hooped sleeves and spots on cap.
Burrows, Mr J. E.  Royal blue, yellow star, diamonds on sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Burrows, Mr N.  Red, royal blue chevrons, red sleeves, royal blue cap.
Burt, Mrs J. K.  Yellow, light blue cross of lorraine and armlets.
Burt, Mrs R.  Light blue, emerald green hoop, light blue and pink quartered cap.
Burton Agnes Bloodstock  Black, orange hoops and sleeves, red cap.
Burton, Copley & Todd  Pink, black star, black cap.
Burton, Miss H.  Light blue, dark blue hoops, light blue sleeves, check cap.
Burton, Mr G. E.  Black, red hoop, stars on sleeves, quartered cap.
Burton, Mr John  Royal blue and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets.
Burton, Mr Mark  Royal blue, yellow spots, royal blue cap.
Burton, Mr Peter J.  Dark blue, yellow seams, white sleeves, yellow cap.
Burton, Mr R. L.  Dark blue, purple sleeves.
Burton, Mrs Connie  Dark green, maroon star, armlets and star on cap.

Burton, Mr T. J. W.  Royal blue, grey hoop.
Burton, Mr W. F.  Red, royal blue braces, royal blue cap.
Bury, Mrs J. F.  Light blue, white spots, armlets and cap.
Busby, Mr David  Black, blue sleeves, orange cap.
Busby, Mrs S. K.  Maroon, pink sash, check cap.
Buscall, Mrs Robert  Green and white stripes, green sleeves, pink cap.
Bushell, Mr P. E.  White, royal blue cross belts, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Busher, Mr T. G. S.  Black, maroon chevrons, black and brown diabolo on sleeves, black and maroon 
hooped cap.
Bush, Mair & Summers  Royal blue, light blue stripe, light blue sleeves, royal blue armlets, striped 
cap.
Bush, Mrs W.  Royal blue, light blue stripe, light blue sleeves, royal blue armlets, striped cap.
Bushnell, Mrs C. T.  Maroon, yellow star, dark green and maroon diabolo on sleeves, maroon cap, 
dark green star.
Business Money Promotions Limited  Purple and white diamonds, white sleeves.
Business Moves Group  Royal blue, white hoops, white sleeves, royal blue stars, royal blue cap.
Business Moves Group and David White  Royal blue, white hoops, white sleeves, royal blue stars, 
royal blue cap.
Business Moves Group and David White (second colours)  Royal blue, white hoops and armlets.
Buskop, Mr Morten  Brown and light blue diamonds, light blue sleeves, royal blue cap.
Busson, Mr Andre-Arpad  Light blue, scarlet spots.
The Buster Moon Partnership  White, red triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Butcher, Mr J. G.  Yellow, emerald green cross belts, emerald green cap.
Butcher, Mr J. G. (second colours)  Yellow, emerald green cross belts and sleeves.
Butcher, Mr Jonathan  Royal blue, black stars on sleeves.
Butcher, Mrs H. C. G.  Yellow, dark blue epaulets, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets.
Butler, Bob  Orange, yellow star, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Butler, Exors of the Late Mr K. F.  Black, pale blue cap.
Butler, Mr Adrian  Mauve, white hoops, halved sleeves, mauve cap.
Butler, Mr Chris  White and red stripes, black sleeves, white and red quartered cap.
Butler, Mr F.  Royal blue, yellow hollow box, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets, yellow cap.
Butler, Mr Frederick Joseph  Emerald green and purple diabolo, purple and emerald green chevrons 
on sleeves, emerald green cap.
Butler, Mr H. M.  Black, gold braid, sleeves and cap
Butler, Mr J.  Purple, light green striped sleeves.
Butler, Mr Martyn  Royal blue, brown hoops, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Butler, Mr Ray  Red, black star and armlets.
Butler, Mrs D.  Red, black disc, chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Butler, Mrs J.  White, light blue hoops, striped sleeves, light blue cap.
Butler, P. F.  Red, white and light blue check, light blue cap.
Butler Spencer Partnership  White, light blue hoops, striped sleeves, light blue cap.
Butlin, Mr G.  Dark blue, orange seams and sleeves, orange cap, dark blue diamond.
Butlin, Mr Giles D.  Dark blue and pink (quartered), red sleeves, pink and red check cap.
Butt Bt, Sir Kenneth (L)  White, red sash, sleeves and cap.
Butterfield, Mr A.  Black, orange seams, black cap, orange star.
The Butterwick Syndicate  Red, black chevron, black and red striped sleeves.
Butterworth, Miss E. J.  Purple, pink star, pink and purple chevrons on sleeves, pink cap, purple star.
Butterworth, Mrs Barbara  Brown, yellow stars and sleeves, check cap.
Buttery, Mr C. R.  Light blue, dark blue and light blue halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Buttle, Mr F.  Beige, large brown spots, sleeves and cap.
Butt, Mr Glenn  Emerald green, black chevrons, hooped cap.
Butt, Mr Imran  Dark green, white and dark green check sleeves and cap.
Butt, Mrs J.  Black, red sleeves, white armlets, black and white quartered cap.
Buxted Partners  Royal blue, white hoops, yellow and white halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Buxted Partnership  Royal blue, white hoops, yellow and white halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Buxton, Mr Andrew  Yellow, royal blue sleeves, yellow armlets, royal blue cap.
Buxton, Mrs Heather  Royal blue, white cross belts, white and royal blue check sleeves, royal blue 
and white quartered cap.
Buy, Clarke, Sparham & Presland  Orange and royal blue diabolo, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars 
and cap.
Buy, Clarke, Sparham & Presland (second colours)  Black and red (quartered), white sleeves, 
white cap, red star.
Buy,Clarke,Whatley & Panther Racing  Black and red (quartered), white sleeves, white cap, red 
star.
The Buyers Club  Orange, grey epaulets.
Buy, Mr Shane  Grey, pink seams, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Buzzeo, Mr Joe  Black and white (halved), black sleeves, white armlets, black cap.
Buzzing Again Partnership  Yellow and dark blue diabolo, yellow sleeves, dark blue stars, quartered 
cap.
B Vaughan & Rose Farm Developments  Black, white cross belts, white sleeves, red spots, red cap.
B Vaughan & Rose Farm Developments (second colours)  Dark blue, white chevron, white 
sleeves, dark blue armlets, white cap.
B W Hills, M Kerr-Dineen & M Hughes  Grey, black sleeves, white cap.
B Wilkinson & Exors Late E R C Beech  Red and white (halved), red sleeves, white armlets, 
quartered cap.
B&W Racing Club  Light blue, maroon spots, maroon sleeves, light blue spots.
Bycroft, Mr N.  Royal blue, yellow sash, royal blue and white hooped sleeves, royal blue and yellow 
hooped cap.
Byerley Racing Club  Beige, red seams, striped sleeves, beige cap.
Byers, Mr D. S.  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue sleeves, white armlets.
Byng, Mr Julian  White, purple sleeves and cap.
Byrne, Devlin, Edginton, Jeffery  Royal blue, yellow and royal blue diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Byrne, Mr A. A.  Royal blue, yellow and royal blue diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Byrne, Mr A. J.  Violet, white quartered cap.
Byrne, Mr David  White, emerald green cross belts, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Byrne, Mr Hugh  Dark blue, white star, red sleeves, dark blue cap, white star.
Byrne, Mr J. J.  Emerald green, yellow seams, yellow sleeves, emerald green seams, yellow cap, 
emerald green star.
Byrne, Mr Justin  Black, white, yellow, grey and brown hoops.
Byrne, Mr J. V.  White, light blue cross of lorraine and armlets, quartered cap.
Byrne, Mr N.  Dark blue, white cross of lorraine, striped sleeves, white cap.
Byrne, Mr P.  Light blue, pink seams, striped sleeves and cap.
Byrne, Mr Paul  Yellow, red cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, red stars, yellow cap, red star.
Byrne, Mr Paul (second colours)  Emerald green, white triple diamond.
Byrne, Mr P. J.  Light blue, yellow stripe, light green sleeves, light blue cap.
Byrne, Mrs Bridget  Dark blue, pink cross of lorraine, pink cap.
Byrne, Mrs R. J.  Black, white, grey and brown hoops.
Byrne, Mr W. J. M.  White, yellow sash, emerald green sleeves, white cap, yellow star.
Byrne Racing  Yellow, red cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, red stars, yellow cap, red star.
Byrne Racing and Partners  Emerald green, white triple diamond.
Byron-Scott, Mr R.  Pink, dark blue armlets.
Byron-Scott, Mr R. (second colours)  Orange, black cross belts and armlets, black cap, orange star.
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The Cabal  Black and orange diabolo, orange and black chevrons on sleeves, black cap, orange stars.
Caballine  Red, black star, white sleeves, red stars, white and black striped cap.
Caballine (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow chevron hoops, dark blue sleeves, dark blue cap, 
yellow hoop.
Caballo Dos  Light blue, dark blue hollow box, light blue sleeves, black armlets, light blue and dark 
blue check cap.
Caballo Racing  Light blue, dark blue hollow box, light blue sleeves, black armlets, light blue and dark 
blue check cap.
Caballo Racing & Mr Sam Enwright  Light blue, dark blue hollow box, light blue sleeves, black 
armlets, light blue and dark blue check cap.
Cadbury, Lady C. S.  Purple, yellow sash, quartered cap.
Cadbury, Mrs Felicity  Dark blue, royal blue sleeves.
Caddick, Mr R. J.  Royal blue, yellow chevron, yellow sleeves, royal blue spots, yellow cap.
Caddick, Mr Stewart  Black and white check, white sleeves, red stars, black cap, red star.
Caddy, Mr David  Grey and maroon (halved), striped sleeves, grey cap, maroon spots.
Caddy, Mr M. J.  White, light green stars, light green sleeves, white stars and stars on cap.
Cadogan, The Earl  Eton blue.
Cadogan, The Earl (second colours)  Brown, eton blue epaulets and cap.
Caerau-Ely Racing & E Evans  Pink, black chevron, pink sleeves, black spots, pink cap, black 
diamond.
Cafferty, Mr P. A.  Red and white (quartered), hooped sleeves, red cap.
Caffyn-Parsons, Lady  Pink, emerald green triple diamond, pink sleeves, emerald green stars, 
emerald green cap, pink star.
Cage, Mrs I.  Yellow, royal blue star, orange sleeves and cap.
C A Gledhill & Partner  Grey, red star, royal blue sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
C A Harris & Peter Dawson  Yellow, royal blue stars, yellow sleeves, royal blue spots, hooped cap.
Cahill, Atwell & Crofts  Dark blue, white triple diamond, red sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
Cahill, Atwell & Crofts (second colours)  Yellow, white chevrons on sleeves.
Cahill, Mr G.  Light green, black chevron, sleeves and cap.
Cahill, Mr M.  Yellow, white chevrons on sleeves.
Caine, Mr Leon  Purple, light blue chevrons on sleeves.
Caine, Mr Malcolm  Orange, black epaulets.
Cain, Mr J.  Black, white sleeves, black diamonds and cap.
Cairns, Mr Alan  Black and yellow diamonds, halved sleeves.
The Calculated Speculators  Dark green, large yellow spots, purple sleeves and cap.
Calderbank, Mr J.  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, diamonds on sleeves, royal blue and yellow quartered 
cap.
Calder, Miss D. M. M.  Royal blue, white sash, black sleeves, black and royal blue quartered cap.
Calder, Mrs Ray  Royal blue, yellow sash, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars and star on cap.
Caldonia Racing Club  Black, yellow cross of lorraine, white sleeves, yellow cap.
Caldwell, Lord Vincent  Orange, grey sleeves, royal blue cap.
Caldwell, Mr M. J.  Light blue, dark blue hollow box.
The Caledonian Racing Society  Dark blue, white cross belts, checked sleeves and cap.
The Caledonians  White, dark blue cross belts, hooped sleeves and cap.
Callaghan, Mr Jack  Orange, royal blue hoop, royal blue and orange chevrons on sleeves.
Calling The Shots  Pink, black sleeves, pink diamonds.
Callling Le Cab Partnership  Emerald green, yellow star, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Call me Kevin Partnership  Dark blue, beige stars on sleeves, beige cap.
Callow, Mr James  Dark blue, red stripe, halved sleeves, red cap.
The Calm Partnership  Purple, grey triple diamond and armlets, quartered cap.
Calne Engineering Ltd  Orange and white diamonds, white sleeves, orange armlets, orange cap.
Calne Stables Partnership II  Dark blue, silver braid, cerise cap.
Caloona Racing  Grey and white check, white cap.
Caloona Racing (second colours)  Yellow, dark green stars, dark green sleeves, yellow stars, yellow 
cap.
Calton, Miss Christine  Maroon, large yellow spots, white sleeves, white and maroon hooped cap.
Calton, Mr Shane  Red, yellow braces, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Calvados Racing  Light blue, red braces, white sleeves, red armlets, light blue and red quartered cap.
The Calvera Partnership No 2  Maroon, grey diamond.
Calvert, Mr L.  Maroon, yellow hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Calvert, Mr M.  Black, white epaulets, black sleeves, white spots.
Calvert, Mr T. A.  Dove grey, pink sleeves, white cap.
Calzini, Mrs H I S  Red, green cross belts, white sleeves.
Camacho, Miss Julie  Red, yellow seams and cap.
Camacho, Mrs S.  White, red spots, royal blue sleeves, red and white striped cap.
C. A. Maxsted & Miss S. Iggulden  Royal blue, light blue braces, light blue and royal blue chevrons 
on sleeves, striped cap.
Cambell, Lt-Col Colin (L)  Maroon, drab sleeves.
Cambidge, Mr J. R.  Dark blue and red (halved), white sleeves and cap.
Cambray, Mrs Richard  Dark green and yellow (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Cambridge, Mr Steve  Orange, yellow sleeves, orange armlets.
Cambridge People  Light blue, black stars, light blue cap, black star.
Cambridge People, Colclough & The Amigos  Light blue, black stars, light blue cap, black star.
Cambridge People & Mr John Craggs  Light blue, black stars, light blue cap, black star.
Cambridge People,Mr M Eddery & 8 Amigos  Light blue, black stars, light blue cap, black star.
Cambridge People,Mr M Eddery & 8 Amigos (second colours)  Pink, grey cross belts, hooped 
sleeves.
Cambridge People,Mr M Eddery & 8 Amigos (third colours)  Brown, pink sash, pink cap.
Cambridge People & Mrs Cherry Steel  Light blue, black stars, light blue cap, black star.
Cambridge People & Mrs G B Walford  Light blue, black stars, light blue cap, black star.
Cambridge Racing & Emma Todd  Light blue, black stars, light blue cap, black star.
Cambridge Racing Limited  Light blue, black stars, light blue cap, black star.
CambridgeRacingLimited/MrsG.B.Walford  Light blue, black stars, light blue cap, black star.
Cameron, Mr J.  Light blue, black chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Camilleri, Mr J.  White, green and yellow checked sash, green and yellow check cap.
Camilleri, Mr J. (second colours)  White, emerald green sleeves, yellow diamonds and cap.
Camis, Mr Fred  Red and white check, white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.
Cammidge, Mrs S.  Orange and dark blue (quartered), orange sleeves.
Campbell-Andenaes, Mrs Mette  Orange and yellow diamonds, halved sleeves.
Campbell, Clarke, Rexton & Waters  Emerald green, light blue stars and sleeves, light blue cap, 
emerald green stars.
Campbell, Clarke, Rexton & Waters (second colours)  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, 
striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Campbell, Cull, Gilbert & Mackenzie  Black, grey seams, black sleeves and cap.
Campbell-Gray, Mr J. D.  Yellow, red collar and cuffs, tartan cap.
Campbell-Harris, Mrs Zara  Red, pale blue chevrons and sleeves, red cap.
Campbell-Mizen  Red, white braces, chevrons on sleeves.
Campbell-Mizen & R L Baker  White, dark blue epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, white cap, dark blue 
star.
Campbell, Mr A.  Light green, beige sleeves.
Campbell, Mr A  Light blue, pink epaulets, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Campbell, Mr David  Emerald green, light blue stars and sleeves, light blue cap, emerald green stars.
Campbell, Mr James  Royal blue, red braces and cap.
Campbell, Mrs Alice  Emerald green and royal blue (quartered), emerald green sleeves, royal blue 
armlets, emerald green cap.

Campbell, Mrs P. J.  Dark blue, white hoop, dark blue sleeves, white spots, yellow cap.
Campbell, Mr Steve  Red, black hoop, black and red check sleeves and cap.
Campbell, Mr Stuart  Dark blue, light blue star, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Campion, Mr A. M.  Beige, maroon stripe.
Campion, Mr A. M. (second colours)  Dark blue, white chevrons, armlets and cap.
Canard Vert Racing Club  Red, light green epaulets and sleeves, light green cap, red star.
Candlish, Ms Jennie  Pink, grey and pink halved sleeves, grey cap.
Candy, Mr Henry  Grey, green sleeves, cerise cap.
Candy, Mr Henry (second colours)  Grey, green sleeves, white cap.
Candy, Pritchard & Thomas  Pink, black triple diamond, halved sleeves, black cap, pink diamond.
Candy, Pritchard & Thomas (second colours)  Royal blue, orange seams, white sleeves, orange 
cap.
Candy, Pritchard & Thomas (third colours)  Grey, green sleeves, cerise cap.
Canham, Kelly and McPhee  Yellow, light blue cross belts and sleeves, light blue cap, yellow star.
Canham, Mr B.  Grey and orange stripes, grey sleeves, orange stars, grey cap, orange star.
Canisbay Bloodstock  Dark blue, pink cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Canning Downs  Black, pink sleeves, black armlets.
Canning Downs & Partner  Black, pink sleeves, black armlets.
Canning Downs & Partners  Black, pink sleeves, black armlets.
Canning Downs Stud  Black, pink sleeves, black armlets.
Canning, Mr N.  White, purple star, purple sleeves, white armlets, quartered cap.
Cann, Mr J. Grant  Dark blue, light blue hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Cannon, Mrs Linda  Canary, green sleeves, grey cap.
Cannon, Mr Steve  Red, white hoops, chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
Cantay Racing  Dark blue, beige chevron, sleeves and star on cap.
Canter Banter Racing  Dark blue, orange seams, striped cap.
Cantillon, Mr Don  Pink, black spots, black sleeves, pink armlets, white cap.
Cantillon, Mr E. J.  Emerald green, white triple diamond, halved sleeves and diamonds on cap.
Cantillon, Mrs A.  Dark blue, white stars, diabolo on sleeves and stars on cap.
Cantillon, Mrs J. Dermot  White, purple chevron, sleeves and cap.
Can't Last Won't Last  Beige, red sleeves and cap.
Cantle, Mr Brian D.  Royal blue, pink sleeves, pink cap, yellow hoop.
Cantle, Mr Brian D. (second colours)  Royal blue, gold spots on body, emerald green cap.
The Can't Say No Partnership  Black, black and pink check sleeves and cap.
The Cap All Partnership  Dark blue, light blue disc.
Capital Partnership  Yellow, white sleeves, black stars, yellow cap, black star.
Capital Partnership (second colours)  Orange, white diamond, white and orange chevrons on 
sleeves, check cap.
Capla Developments and A Bailey  Royal blue, red armlets.
Capla Developments and Partners 2  Dark blue, emerald green hollow box.
Capla Developments & Les Boyer  Emerald green, white epaulets, white cap.
Capla Developments & Partner  Turquoise,  black stars on sleeves, black cap.
Capla Developments & Partners  Dark blue, emerald green hollow box.
Caplan, Mr J.  Dark blue, pink chevrons on sleeves, pink cap.
Caplin, Mr D.  Dark blue, white braces and sleeves, yellow cap.
Caplin & Sheridan  Dark blue, white braces and sleeves, yellow cap.
Capon, Mrs Emma  White, large royal blue spots, red cap, white spots.
Capper, Mrs Patricia  Black, beige triple diamond and diamonds on cap.
Capp, Mr Matthew  Emerald green, orange triple diamond, sleeves and cap.
Capps, Mr M.  Dark blue and mauve diamonds, diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
Capps, Smith & Partner  Dark blue and mauve diamonds, diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
Capps, Smith & Partner (second colours)  Royal blue and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
cap.
Capricorn Stud  Royal blue, grey inverted chevron and white triangle, royal blue sleeves, royal blue 
cap, yellow disc.
Capstick, Mr R. G.  Light green, pink seams, light green sleeves, pink stars, light green cap, pink star.
Capstick, Mr R. G. (second colours)  Light blue and black check, light blue sleeves, black armlets, 
light blue cap.
Capt Adrian Pratt & Friends  Yellow, royal blue cross belts, sleeves and cap.
Captain Adrian Pratt & Lord Clinton  Yellow, royal blue cross belts, sleeves and cap.
THE CAPTAIN HUGHIE PARTNERSHIP  Dark blue, white braces, white cap.
Captain McGarry  Black, red chevron, checked sleeves, white cap.
Captain McGarry and the Odd Foxes  Black, red chevron, checked sleeves, white cap.
The Captain Scooby Syndicate  Red, dark blue stars, white cap, dark blue stars.
Capt A Pratt,Lord Clinton,P Anwyl-Harris  Yellow, royal blue cross belts, sleeves and cap.
Capt & Mrs John George  Dark blue, red hoop, black cap, red spots.
Capture Syndicate I  Emerald green, red triple diamond, armlets and cap.
Capture The Moment III  Emerald green, red triple diamond, armlets and cap.
Capture The Moment V  Orange and white (quartered), white and orange halved sleeves, white and 
orange quartered cap.
Capture The Moment VI  Emerald green, red triple diamond, armlets and cap.
Carbine Of London Racing  Black, red seams, white sleeves, black cap.
Car Colston Hall Stud  Gold, blue cross belts, collar, cuffs and spots on cap.
Carden, Mr Michael  Black, yellow cross belts, black sleeves, yellow spots, striped cap.
Carder, Mr T.  Yellow, royal blue stars, armlets and stars on cap.
Cardiff, Mrs R. D. (L)  Light blue, dark blue hoop on cap.
Card, Mr A. M.  Grey, purple chevrons, purple and grey hooped cap.
Cardwell, Mrs Elizabeth Anne  Yellow, dark blue disc, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets.
Cardwell, Mr Thomas C.  Maroon and black check, black sleeves and cap.
Cardwell Racing  Maroon and black check, black sleeves and cap.
Carenza, Mr Lui  White, red sleeves, white diamonds, white cap, black diamonds.
Carew-Pole, Mr John  Lilac.
Carey, Dr D.  Black, white chevrons, dark blue and white check sleeves and cap.
Carey, Mr John  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow spots.
Carivalis, Mr Isidore  Dark blue, white triple diamond and sleeves.
Carl Chapman and Andrew Stephenson  Royal blue, yellow stars, diabolo on sleeves, quartered 
cap.
Carl Chapman & Johnston Racing  Royal blue, yellow stars, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
carl chapman & northern sealants ltd  Royal blue, yellow stars, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Carl Chapman & Partner  Royal blue, yellow stars, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Carl Chapman & Robert Parks  Royal blue, yellow stars, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Carl & Emma Pyne  Emerald green, light green star and star on cap.
Carl Hinchy and Mark Scott  Light blue, royal blue spots and sleeves, hooped cap.
Carl Hinchy and Mark Scott (second colours)  Violet, white cap.
Carlini Cozzi, Dr Ornella  Dark blue and yellow check, diamonds on sleeves.
Carlisle, Mr Laurence  Emerald green and purple diamonds, yellow sleeves and cap.
Carlisle Poker Club  White, red diamond and sleeves.
Carlisle Poker Club & Mr P S Nicholson  White, red diamond and sleeves.
Carlisle Poker Club & West Coast Racing  White, red diamond and sleeves.
Carl, JJ, Chris, Mike, John & Hugh  Purple, mauve seams, mauve sleeves, purple seams, purple cap.
Carl & Ryan Chapman  Royal blue, yellow stars, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
The Carlton Club  Light blue, white star, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
Carlyle, Mr J. M.  Light green, pink cross belts, hooped sleeves and cap.
Carmel Aldridge and Partner  Orange, brown seams, brown sleeves, orange seams, orange cap, 
brown spots.
Carmel Stud  Black, white seams and armlets, red cap.
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Carmel Stud & G.O.Leach & Mrs J.M.Leach  Emerald green, white disc and sleeves, red cap.
Carmichael-Jennings, Mr Ian  Purple, light green star, purple sleeves, light green stars, purple cap, 
light green star.
Carmichael, Mrs Fiona  Purple, light green stars, purple cap, light green star.
Carmo, Mr P. F. M. D.  Royal blue, yellow seams, collar and cuffs, royal blue cap.
Carmo, Mr P. F. M. D. (second colours)  Green and red stripes, red sleeves and cap.
Carnaby, Gabellone and Thomson  Black, red stars, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Carnaby, Miss P. A.  Black, red stars, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Carnaby, Mr Peter  Pink, white stars, sleeves and cap.
Carnarvon, Lord  Eton blue, black hooped cap.
Carol Bushnell & Partners  Maroon, yellow star, dark green and maroon diabolo on sleeves, maroon 
cap, dark green star.
Carol & David Shaw  Red, black stars, diabolo on sleeves and stars on cap.
Carol & David Shaw (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow chevron, yellow and dark blue hooped 
sleeves, yellow cap.
Carole Daly & Partners  Eau de nil, crimson sash, collar, cuffs and cap.
Caroline Instone & J S Moore  Royal blue, maroon and royal blue striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Caroline Lawson and Jennifer Woodward  Purple, white diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Caroline Scott & Shane Fairweather  Pink and white (quartered), pink sleeves, white armlets.
Caron & Paul Chapman  Orange, dark blue armlets.
Carpenter, Mr N. A.  White, emerald green disc, white sleeves, black stars.
Carpenter, Mrs J. A.  Grey, royal blue triple diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Carr-Evans, Mrs J.  Red, yellow hoops, sleeves and cap.
Carrick, Mr J.  Emerald green, yellow stars, yellow and emerald green chevrons on sleeves, yellow 
cap, emerald green star.
Carrington and Cunningham  Orange, pink and orange striped sleeves, pink and white striped cap.
Carrington, Mr D. G.  Purple, white stars, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Carrington, Mr D. G. (second colours)  Red, white stars, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Carrington, Mr J. P.  Grey, black triple diamond and sleeves, yellow cap.
Carrington, Mr J. P. (second colours)  Light green, grey chevrons, light green sleeves, orange cap.
Carrington, Mrs J.  Light blue, grey chevrons, light blue sleeves and cap.
Carrington, Mrs J.  Orange, light blue sleeves, orange stars.
Carr, Mr Ashley  Dark green and orange (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Carr, Mr Ashley (second colours)  Mauve and pink (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Carr, Mr C. D.  Orange, dark blue chevron, dark blue sleeves, orange armlets, orange cap, dark blue 
star.
Carr, Mr David  Maroon, black hoop, red sleeves and cap.
Carr, Mr J.  Mauve, purple disc, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Carr, Mr J. (second colours)  Pink, white disc, white and pink striped sleeves and cap.
Carr, Mr J. P.  Purple, royal blue star, hooped sleeves, royal blue cap, purple star.
Carr, Mrs Ruth A.  Dark blue, white disc, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Carr, Mrs S. A.  Red and yellow diabolo, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Carr, Ms Diane  Mauve, pink seams, mauve sleeves, pink star on cap.
Carroll, Mr A. W.  Red, royal blue epaulets, royal blue sleeves, red armlets, white cap.
Carroll, Mr A. W. (second colours)  Red, grey stars on sleeves.
Carroll, Mr D.  Red, dark green stars, red sleeves and cap.
Carroll, Mr Declan  Royal blue, yellow cross belts and armlets.
Carruthers, Mr R.  Dark blue, white chevron, dark blue sleeves, white stars, dark blue cap, white 
star.
Carry On Sydney Partnership  Royal blue, red hoops, red sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap.
Carsberg, Mrs Susan  Royal blue, emerald green disc, quartered cap.
Carson, Francis, Ghauri & Percy  Red, white seams, red sleeves, white spots, red cap.
Carson, Mr A.  Mauve, light blue sleeves, mauve cap, light blue star.
Carson, Mrs E.  Purple, red sleeves and cap.
Carson, Mrs E. (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow braces and armlets.
Carson, Mr W. H.  Purple, white sleeves, check cap.
Carson, Wright & Bethell  White, royal blue star, striped sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
Carstairs, Mr G.  Gold, aquamarine cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Carswell, Mr Eddie  Dark blue, white stripe and armlets.
Carswell Racing  Dark blue, white stripe and armlets.
Carter Brennan, Mrs Bonnie  Emerald green, gold sash, white sleeves, gold cap.
CARTER, DEAN, GERBER, INGLETT  Light blue, dark blue seams, light blue sleeves, dark blue 
stars and cap.
Carter, Lady Celina  Straw, dark blue hooped sleeves, dark blue cap.
Carter, Miss A.  White, red and white hooped sleeves, black and white hooped cap.
Carter, Miss Sarah  Dark green, orange hoops, armlets and cap.
Carter, Mr A. C. K.  Dark blue, light blue chevrons on sleeves.
Carter, Mr Bob  Royal blue, red cross belts, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue and red 
hooped cap.
Carter, Mr Dave  Red, white hoop, white sleeves, red spots, white cap, red spots.
Carter, Mr Ken  Light blue, dark blue seams, light blue sleeves, dark blue stars, light blue cap, dark 
blue stars.
Carter, Mr L. A.  Purple, white star, white sleeves, purple stars, purple cap, white star.
Carter, Mr Nick  Black, mauve epaulets, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Carter, Mr Norman  Cardinal and white stripes, black cap.
Carter, Mr P. R.  White, red and white hooped sleeves, black cap, white star.
Carter, Mr Robert (L)  Blue, white maltese cross, orange sleeves and quartered cap.
Carter, Mrs Doreen  Light blue, purple stars, light blue sleeves, purple cap.
Carter, Mrs Judy  Maroon and dark green (quartered), maroon and black check sleeves, dark green 
cap.
Carter, Mrs K. T.  Yellow, white and yellow hooped sleeves, red cap.
Carter, Mrs Mary Elizabeth  Yellow, purple diamond and sleeves, quartered cap.
Carter, Ms Claire  Black, maroon cross belts, black sleeves, maroon stars, black cap, maroon star.
Carter Thompson Associates Racing  Orange, black chevron, chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Cartmel Priory Partnership  Red, yellow hoops, red sleeves, yellow stars, red cap.
Cartmel Six Pack  Black, yellow inverted triangle, diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Cartwright, Jane Nuala  Mauve, dark green stripe and sleeves, dark green cap, mauve diamond.
Cartwright, Mr Phillip  Light blue, pink sleeves, light blue armlets, light blue and pink hooped cap.
Carvill, Mr R. K.  Black, white hoops, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Casdagli, Mrs Clarissa  Red, dark blue chevron and sleeves, dark blue and red quartered cap.
Casdagli & Partners  Red, dark blue chevron and sleeves, dark blue and red quartered cap.
Case, Mr B. I.  Green, black cap and hooped sleeves.
Case, Mrs S.  Pink, dark green chevron, sleeves and stars on cap.
Case Racing Partnership  Emerald green, royal blue seams and sleeves, quartered cap.
Case Racing Partnership (second colours)  Pink and white (quartered), hooped sleeves.
Case Racing Partnership & Anita J Lush  Pink and white (quartered), hooped sleeves.
Cash For Honours  Dark blue, light blue inverted triangle and armlets, check cap.
Cashin, Mr Gerard  Royal blue, emerald green sash, armlets and cap.
Cashman, Mrs C.  Royal blue, beige hoop and sleeves, white cap.
Cashmore, Mr Mark  Royal blue, pink epaulets, pink sleeves, royal blue stars, royal blue cap, pink star.
Cash, Mrs Elisabeth  Purple, yellow stars, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
Cash, Mrs J.  Maroon, yellow stripe and armlets, quartered cap.
Casini, Mrs Karina  Dark green, yellow hoop, dark green sleeves, yellow spots.
Casino Royale Racing  Black, yellow disc, armlets and cap.
Caslin, D. M.  Black, light blue hoop and armlets, light blue cap, black star.
Caslon, Mr D. H.  Dark blue, light green sash, white cap.

Cassel, Mr J. J.  Grey, grey and light blue hooped cap.
Cassie, Mr Edward  Yellow, black sleeves, white stars, yellow and black   striped cap.
Cass, Tracey  Light green, purple sleeves and cap.
The Castaways  Yellow and red (quartered), yellow sleeves, red spots, yellow cap, red star.
Casterton, Mr David  Dark blue and royal blue check, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, royal blue 
cap.
Casterton, Mrs Caroline  Dark blue and royal blue check, white sleeves, royal blue cap.
Castle Construction (NE) Ltd  Red, black and red hooped sleeves, beige cap.
Castle Down Racing  Black, orange braces, striped sleeves, orange cap.
Castle Down Racing & Mrs H. Varian  Black, orange braces, striped sleeves, orange cap.
Castle Down Racing & Partners  Black, orange braces, striped sleeves, orange cap.
Castle Down Racing & Rachel Hood  Black, orange braces, striped sleeves, orange cap.
Castle Farm Racing  Dark blue and white stripes, checked sleeves.
Castle Farm Racing Golden Syndicate  White and orange check, royal blue sleeves, orange and 
white check cap.
Castle Farm Racing Golden Syndicate (second colours)  Dark blue and light blue stripes, light 
blue sleeves, quartered cap.
Castle Farm Racing Golden Syndicate (third colours)  Red, black chevron and sleeves, black cap, 
red diamond.
Castle Farm Racing Golden Syndicate (fourth colours)  Purple, red chevron, quartered cap.
Castle Farm Racing Golden Syndicate (fifth colours)  Yellow, black sleeves, light blue cap.
Castlehill Thoroughbreds Racing Club  Purple, mauve star, armlets and diamond on cap.
Castlehill Thoroughbreds Racing Club (second colours)  Orange, white chevron, royal blue and 
orange hooped sleeves, orange and royal blue hooped cap.
Castle, Mr Brian  Light green, purple star, chevrons on sleeves, light green cap, purple star.
Castle, Mr J. M.  Grey, black cap, grey spots.
Castle, Mr Tom  Purple, white diamond, mauve sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
Castle Racing  Purple and yellow (quartered), hooped sleeves, yellow and purple hooped cap.
Castle Racing & Partner  Purple and yellow (quartered), hooped sleeves, yellow and dark blue 
hooped cap.
Castle Racing Scotland  Anderson tartan, light blue sleeves, light blue collar and buttons, light blue 
and anderson tartan qtd cap
Castle Racing & The Horse Watchers  Purple and yellow (quartered), hooped sleeves, yellow and 
purple hooped cap.
THE CASTLETROY PARTNERSHIP  Purple and yellow (halved), purple sleeves, yellow cap.
Castle View Racing  Dark green, white seams, striped sleeves, dark green cap.
Castle View Racing (second colours)  Pink, white sleeves, pink stars.
Castro's Army  Red, white star, white and dark blue striped sleeves.
The Cataractonium Racing Syndicate  Emerald green, white hollow box.
Catch Twenty Two  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, checked sleeves, royal blue cap.
Catch Twenty Two (second colours)  Light blue, brown hoop, orange and brown hooped sleeves, 
orange cap.
Catch Twenty Two (third colours)    Light blue, brown hoop, flame sleeves and cap.
CatchTwentyTwo,Andyfreight HoldingsLtd  Pink, purple chevrons, purple sleeves, yellow stars, 
purple cap, yellow star.
Catchusifyoucan Partnership  Yellow, orange hoops, yellow sleeves, orange cap.
Cathcart, Countess  Pink and primrose (halved), sleeves reversed, yellow cap.
Cathedral Plastics Limited  Red, black star, black sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.
Catherine Dallas & Anna Sundstrom  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, light blue sleeves, dark blue 
armlets, light blue cap.
Catherine Payne & Melvyn Langdell  Dark blue, light blue hoops, halved sleeves, light blue cap, 
dark blue star.
Cato, Mr Carl  Black, red hoop, yellow sleeves and cap.
Cats Jump Best Racing Partnership  White, royal blue chevron, diabolo on sleeves, royal blue cap, 
white diamond.
Catterall, Mr A. W.  Royal blue, light blue chevron, armlets and cap.
Catterwell, Mr N. J.  Maroon and orange (quartered), orange sleeves.
Catton, Mr Edward  Maroon, yellow hollow box, armlets and star on cap.
Caudwell, Mrs Frank  Royal blue, brown sleeves and cap.
Caunce, Mr Simon  Pink, royal blue cross of lorraine and sleeves, royal blue and pink quartered cap.
Caunce, Mr Simon (second colours)  Light blue, red cross of lorraine, white and black check 
sleeves, red cap.
Cavanagh, Mr J.  Emerald green, white star, hooped sleeves and stars on cap.
Caveat Emptor Partnership  Pink, dark blue stars, pink cap.
Cave, Mr P. J.  Emerald green, red sash, halved sleeves, red cap.
Cave, Mr R.  Black, white epaulets, black sleeves, white stars.
Cavendish Bloodstock Racing & Partner  Dark blue, yellow spots, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Cavendish Bloodstock & Star Pointe  Orange, emerald green disc.
Cavendish Investing Ltd  Black and white diamonds, black cap.
Cavendish, Lord  Black, light blue cuffs and cap.
Caygill, Mr A. M.  Orange, white spots, dark blue sleeves, red cap.
Cayton Park Stud Limited  Light blue, white square, light blue sleeves and cap.
Cayzer, Mrs Stanley  Sea-green, blue and green check cap.
C Barclay, Racing Knights & C Cleevely  Yellow, light blue epaulets and armlets, hooped cap.
C Barlow, A Beaumont & S Trowbridge  Beige, red hoop and sleeves, black and red hooped cap.
C Benham/ D Whitford/ L Quinn/ K Quinn  Light blue, red chevron, dark blue sleeves, white stars, 
light blue cap, red star.
C.Benham/D.Whitford/P.Bennison/K.Quinn  Light blue, red chevron, dark blue sleeves, white 
stars, light blue cap, red star.
C Benham/K Quinn/L Quinn/D Elsworth  Light blue, red chevron, dark blue sleeves, white stars, 
light blue cap, red star.
CBWS & Partner  Purple, royal blue star, hooped sleeves, royal blue cap, purple star.
CCCNLP  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, diamonds on sleeves, royal blue and yellow quartered cap.
CCCP Syndicate  Purple, beige star, purple sleeves, beige stars and cap.
CCM Partnership  Beige, red and white hooped sleeves and cap.
CCM Partnership (second colours)  White, red triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
C Coley, D Porter, H Redknapp, P Smith  Dark blue, royal blue seams, white sleeves, red and 
white striped cap.
CCORZ Partners  Dark blue and white stripes, halved sleeves.
C Dingwall, A Morris & A King  White and black check, yellow sleeves, black stars, yellow cap.
C Dingwall, N Farrell & J Murray  White and black check, yellow sleeves, black stars, yellow cap.
Cecil and Miss Alison Wiggins  Royal blue, light blue sleeves, light blue and yellow quartered cap.
Cecil and Miss Alison Wiggins (second colours)  White, red epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
Cecil, Lady  Pink, white braces, silver grey velvet cap.
Cecil, Mrs J.  Royal blue, lemon cross belts, quartered cap.
Cedar Barn Racing & Partners  Brown and beige (quartered), beige and red chevrons on sleeves, 
red cap.
Cedar Investments Ltd & Mr M Burke  Royal blue and yellow stripes, yellow cap.
The Cedar Seven  Dark green, red armlets, red cap.
Ceffyl Racing  Red, white seams and armlet, red cap.
Celia & Michael Baker  Emerald green, black seams, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Celtic Contractors Limited  Royal blue and yellow diamonds, black cap.
Celtic Shamrock Racing  White, emerald green shamrock, emerald green sleeves and cap, white 
cuffs.
Centaur Racing Club  Yellow, emerald green cross of lorraine, royal blue sleeves, yellow cap, royal 
blue star.
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Central Racing Ltd  White and royal blue stripes, royal blue sleeves, white stars, white cap, royal 
blue star.
Central Racing Ltd and Stef Keniry  White and royal blue stripes, royal blue sleeves, white stars, 
white cap, royal blue star.
The Centurions  Maroon, pink seams, maroon cap.
Centurion Thoroughbreds  Beige, red epaulets, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Cestar, Mrs J.  Red, light blue stripe and armlets, striped cap.
C E Stedmand & J A Provan  Light blue, brown cross of lorraine, striped sleeves and star on cap.
C E Stedman & Dr R D P Newland  Light blue, brown cross of lorraine, striped sleeves and star on 
cap.
C E Stedman & P Jenkins  Light blue, brown cross of lorraine, striped sleeves and star on cap.
C. E. Stedman & R. J. Corsan  Light blue, brown cross of lorraine, brown and light blue striped 
sleeves, light blue cap, brown star.
C Fox, B Wilson & R Levitt  Dark blue and orange diabolo, dark blue sleeves, orange armlets, 
orange cap, dark blue diamond.
Chadney Keelan Knowles Moynihan Woodward  Red, emerald green triple diamond.
Chadney Keelan Knowles Moynihan Woodward (second colours)  Dark blue, white seams, white 
sleeves, dark blue seams, dark blue cap.
Chadney, Mr T. H.  Dark blue, white seams, white sleeves, dark blue seams and cap.
Chalke Valley Racing Partnership  Bottle green, red and gold quartered cap.
Challen, Miss J. A.  Dark blue, pink stars.
Challen, Miss J. A. (second colours)  Royal blue, grey sash and sleeves, grey and red striped cap.
Chamberlain, Mr James  Emerald green, red cross belts.
Chamberlain, Mrs C. H. N.  Light blue, maroon hoops, dark blue sleeves.
Chamberlain, Mrs H. M.  Dark blue, yellow diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Chamberlain, Mr Steve  Red, yellow hoops, red sleeves, yellow stars, red cap.
Chamberlayne, Mr E. C.  Royal blue, red sleeves, hooped cap.
Chambers, Mr Brian  White, blue diamond, blue cap, white diamond.
Chambers, Mr G.  Royal blue, orange hoop and sleeves, yellow cap.
Chambers, Mr R. G.  Yellow, red stripe, white cap.
Chambers, Mrs A. W. (L)  Claret, white diamond on body.
Chambers, Mr Scott  White and black check, white sleeves, black armlets, black cap, red star.
Chambers, Mrs G Sarah  Royal blue and white (quartered), white sleeves, royal blue armlets.
The Chameleons  White, orange epaulets.
The Chameleons (second colours)  Grey, white hoops and sleeves, white and grey quartered cap.
The Chameleons 1  White, orange epaulets.
Chamings, Miss E.  Dark blue, red epaulets, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Chamings, Mr P. R.  Emerald green and red diabolo, red sleeves, quartered cap.
Chamings, Mr P. R. (second colours)  Black, red striped sleeves, check cap.
Champagne And Shambles  White, black sash and armlets, mauve cap, black stars.
Champagne Charlies Alfa Site Mrs E Burke  Pink, black stars, pink sleeves.
Champagne Charlies Club  Pink, black stars, pink sleeves.
Champagne Charlies Club & B Haslam  Pink, black stars, pink sleeves.
Champagne Charlies Club & B Smart  Pink, black stars, pink sleeves.
Champagne Charlies Club & Partners  Pink, black stars, pink sleeves.
The Champagne Club  Pink, beige epaulets, striped sleeves.
The Champagne Poppers  Beige, maroon seams, beige sleeves, maroon cap.
Champion Bloodstock Ltd  White, light green epaulets and sleeves, red cap.
The Champion Family  Dark green, white disc, armlets and cap.
Champion, Mr B. J.  White, dark green spots.
Champion, Mrs Alison  Dark green, white disc, armlets and cap.
Champ, Mrs Sandra  Emerald green, red star, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Chance, Mrs M.  Maroon and beige check, maroon sleeves, maroon cap, beige star.
The Chancers and Mrs R Carr  Red, royal blue stars, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Chandler Ferguson Hanafin Kelly  Black and red (quartered), red and black chevrons on sleeves, 
emerald green and yellow quartered cap.
Chandler, Hull, Sheep As A Lamb Syn  Pink, black cross belts, pink sleeves, black stars.
Chandler, Mr Andrew  Pink, black cross belts, pink sleeves, black stars.
Chandler, Mr Brian  Maroon, beige sleeves, maroon armlets.
Chandris, Mrs Alexandra J.  White, royal blue chevron, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Chang, Dr Fuk To  White, red chevron, red and white check sleeves, red cap.
Channing-Williams, Mrs T.  White, black sash and armlets, mauve cap, black stars.
Channon, Miss India  White, pink stars, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Channon, Mr D.  Red, black star, white sleeves, black armlets, red cap, black star.
Channon, Mr H.  Grey, purple sleeves, grey cap, purple diamond.
Channon, Mr M.  Yellow, black seams, black cap.
Channon, Mr M. (second colours)  Yellow, black chevrons, yellow sleeves, black stars, hooped cap.
Channon, Mr M. (third colours)  Light blue, white hoop, armlets and cap.
Channon, Mr M. (fourth colours)  Yellow and black (quartered), black sleeves.
Chantler, Mrs B.  White, maroon cross of lorraine, maroon sleeves, white stars, maroon cap, white 
star.
Chapel Stud Ltd  Dark green, white braces.
Chapel Stud Ltd & Loughshore Racing Synd  Dark green, white braces.
Chaplin, Mr D. F.  Rose, white cap.
Chapman, Hanger, Kingston & Langford  Black, white braces, yellow sleeves, black stars, yellow 
cap, white star.
Chapman-Jones, Dr David  Purple, white stripe and sleeves.
Chapman, Miss H. S.  Yellow, red diamond, sleeves and cap.
Chapman, Mr A.  Yellow, purple triple diamond, purple sleeves, yellow diamonds, purple cap, yellow 
diamond.
Chapman, Mr Carl  Royal blue, yellow stars, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Chapman, Mr David  Emerald green, orange stripe, orange sleeves, white armlets, striped cap.
Chapman, Mr Eric  Royal blue, red cross of lorraine and sleeves, red and royal blue quartered cap.
Chapman, Mr F. W. W.  Royal blue, white sleeves and cap.
Chapman, Mr G. P.  Orange, black spots, hooped sleeves, orange cap.
Chapman, Mr J. O.  Purple, white star, white sleeves, purple diamonds, white cap, purple star.
Chapman, Mr M. R.  Emerald green, orange stars, emerald green cap, orange star.
Chapman, Mr M. R. (second colours)  Light blue, royal blue chevrons, light blue sleeves and cap.
Chapman, Mr N.  Emerald green, white sash, emerald green sleeves, white spots, white cap, emerald 
green spots.
Chapman, Mr P.  Orange, dark blue armlets.
Chapman, Mr Paul  Dark green, yellow cross belts and armlets.
Chapman, Mr R.  Royal blue and black stripes, white sleeves, royal blue armlets and star on white 
cap.
Chapman, Mr Richard  White, royal blue hoop, armlets and cap.
Chapman, Mr Ryan G.  Red, emerald green and red halved sleeves, black cap, red spots.
Chapman, Mrs M.  Yellow, red cross belts, red sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, red stars.
Chapman, Mrs Marion  Brown, orange hoop and sleeves.
Chapman, Tennant & Turnbull  Red, white hoop, chevrons on sleeves.
Chappell, Cope, Dixon  Red, royal blue stars, red cap.
Chappell, Mr S.  Red, royal blue stars, red cap.
Chappell, Mrs J. L.  Royal blue, red inverted triangle and sleeves, yellow cap.
Chappell, Mr T. G. A.  Dark green, black sash, dark green sleeves, red armlets, black and red check 
cap.
Chappell Rose & Radford  White, beige epaulets.
Chapple-Hyam, Mrs Jane  Royal blue, red sash, white sleeves.

Chapple-Hyam, Mrs Jane (second colours)  Royal blue, red sash, white sleeves, red cap.
Chapple-Hyam, Mrs Jane (third colours)  Pink, yellow star, sleeves and cap.
Chapple-Hyam Peacock Hirst  Royal blue, red sash, white sleeves, red cap.
Charalambous, Mr P.  Pink, black sash, white sleeves.
Chard, Mr Andy  Black and red (quartered), red sleeves, black armlets, white cap.
Charity, Andrew  Dark blue, light blue stripe, light blue and dark blue hooped sleeves and cap.
Charles Auld & Partner  Light blue, red stripe, red sleeves, light blue diamonds, light blue and red 
striped cap.
Charles Barlow & Fiona Neill  Beige, red hoop and sleeves, black and red hooped cap.
Charles Broome and Partners  Purple, light blue star, light blue sleeves, purple stars and stars on 
cap.
Charles C. Walker - Osborne House  Champagne, black hoops and sleeves, red cap.
Charles C. Walker - Osborne House (second colours)  Gold, red stars, gold sleeves and cap, red 
tassel.
Charles C Walker - Osborne House  Champagne, black hoops and sleeves, red cap.
Charles C. Walker - Osborne House II  Champagne, black hoops and sleeves, red cap.
Charles C. Walker - Osborne House II (second colours)  Gold, red stars, gold sleeves and cap, 
red tassel.
Charles C. Walker - Osborne House III  Champagne, black hoops and sleeves, red cap.
Charles C. Walker - Osborne House III (second colours)  Gold, red stars, gold sleeves and cap, 
red tassel.
Charles C Walker - Osborne House IV  Champagne, black hoops and sleeves, red cap.
Charles Dingwall & Alan King  White and black check, yellow sleeves, black stars, yellow cap.
Charles Dingwall & The Infamous Five  White and black check, orange and black hooped sleeves 
and cap.
Charles Dingwall & Tony Morris  White and black check, yellow sleeves, black stars, yellow cap.
Charles Eden Limited  Yellow, dark blue triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Charles E. Noell ESQ, Charles E. Noell E  White and red stripes, dark blue sleeves, white stars and 
cap.
Charles E Noell & Michael Buckley  White, black cap.
Charles E Noell & Michael Buckley (second colours)  White and red stripes, dark blue sleeves, 
white stars and cap.
Charles & Fiona Spiller  Dark green, white star and star on cap.
Charles Levinson & Alexia Robinson  Light blue, beige sleeves.
Charles Main and Wetumpka Racing  Royal blue, orange cross of lorraine, orange cap.
Charles & Mary Rose Barlow  Beige, red hoop and sleeves, black and red hooped cap.
Charles Nugent & Caroline Wilson  Dark green, yellow spots, yellow sleeves, dark green spots, 
yellow cap.
Charles Nugent & Caroline Wilson (second colours)  Yellow, black diamond, black cap, yellow 
diamond.
Charles Nugent & Lady Eliza Mays-Smith  Yellow, black diamond, black cap, yellow diamond.
Charles Nugent & Lady Eliza Mays-Smith (second colours)  Terracotta, black diamond on body 
and cap.
Charles Pogson John Allott  Emerald green and red (quartered), red sleeves, emerald green stars, 
red cap.
Charles Whittaker & Belinda Clarke  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), orange sleeves and cap.
Charles Wilson & A A Goodman  Black, orange spots on sleeves.
Charles Wilson & Seamus Mullins  Black, orange spots on sleeves.
Charlesworth, Mr D.  Grey and pink check, pink sleeves and cap.
Charlesworth, Mr Daniel  Red, white disc, white sleeves, red diamonds.
Charlesworth, Mr. Paul  Orange, emerald green cross of lorraine and armlets, emerald green and 
orange quartered cap.
Charlie Baxter Bloodstock  Yellow and black diamonds, white and pink hooped sleeves and cap.
Charlie Doocey / Cathal Doocey  Emerald green, red stars, sleeves and cap.
Charlie Holding, Emdells & Partners  White, white and royal blue check sleeves and cap.
Charlie Holding, Emdells & Partners (second colours)  Purple, yellow armlets.
Charlie Holding Limited  White, white and royal blue check sleeves and cap.
Charlie & Julia Rosier and Anna Doyle  Yellow, pink star and star on cap.
The Charlie Longsdon Racing Club  Black, red cross of lorraine, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Charlie Mann Racing Club  Beige, white star.
Charlie Mann Racing Club II  Yellow, beige star.
The Charlie Partners  Emerald green, dark blue chevron, chevrons on sleeves.
Charlie's Starrs  Yellow, royal blue cross of lorraine, royal blue and yellow check sleeves and cap.
Charlie's Starrs & Laura Mongan  Yellow, royal blue cross of lorraine, royal blue and yellow check 
sleeves and cap.
Charlie Walker & Jim Old  Champagne, black hoops and sleeves, red cap.
Charlie Walker & Phil Fry  Beige, black hoops and sleeves, red cap.
Charlie Walker & Phil Fry (second colours)  Emerald green, white chevrons, orange cap.
Charlie Walker & Phil Fry -Osborne House  Champagne, black hoops and sleeves, red cap.
Charlton, Mr George A.  Tan, black and green hooped sleeves, red cap.
Charlton, Mr J. I. A.  Tan, black and green hooped sleeves, black cap.
Charlton, Mr Michael  Black and red diamonds, white sleeves, red armlets.
Charlton, Mr R. J.  Dark blue, white striped sleeves, red cap.
Charm Partners  Pink, red sleeves, pink armlets.
Charnley, Mr W. F.  Light blue, mauve striped sleeves.
Charrington, Mr N. J.  Emerald green, black seams, black cap.
Charter, Mr Peter  Red, dark blue hoop and armlets, hooped cap.
Chasemore Farm  Pea green, mauve cap.
Chasemore Farm LLP & Owen Promotions Ltd  Turquoise, dark blue cap.
Chasemore Farm & Mr J Dwyer  Light green, mauve cap.
Chasemore Farm & Mr Kevin Costello  Pea green, mauve cap.
Chasing Charlie Syndicate  Yellow, red cross of lorraine.
Chasing Gold Racing Club  Yellow, black hoops, striped sleeves, red cap.
Chaston, Miss Mollie  Orange, pink spots, pink cap, orange spots.
Chatfeild-Roberts, Mr John  Red, dark green and red halved sleeves.
Chatfield, Mr Ross  Grey, red stars, grey sleeves, grey cap, red star.
Chatterton, Mr Mark  White and dark blue diamonds, white sleeves, dark blue armlets and diamond 
on cap.
Chatterton, Mr M. G.  Maroon, grey seams, grey sleeves, maroon seams, maroon cap, grey spots.
Chatwal, Mr B.  Yellow, dark blue disc, hooped sleeves and cap.
Chatwin, Mr A.  Light blue, black epaulets, red sleeves, white stars, emerald green cap.
Chaudhry, Mr Zaheer  Dark green and yellow stripes, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Chau, Mr Patrick  Emerald green, red triple diamond, white and red chevrons on sleeves, white cap, 
red star.
Cheadle, Mr R.  Dark blue, dark blue and emerald green diabolo on sleeves.
Cheam Marketing & Jim Smith  Yellow, grey braces.
Cheatle, Mr J. N.  Yellow, black sleeves, black cap, yellow spots.
CHEERLEADER RACING  Black, white sleeves, black diamonds and cap.
Cheesbrough, D. G.  Royal blue, white hoops and sleeves, orange cap.
Cheesman, Mr C.  Purple, orange spots, purple sleeves, orange cap.
Chelgate Limited  Royal blue, red seams, white sleeves, red seams and cap.
Chelsea Banham Pre Training Ltd  Dark blue, white stripe, dark blue sleeves, white stars, white 
cap, dark blue star.
Chelsea T'Breds - Andy Smith & Friends  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea T'Breds, Corbani, Cumani Jackson  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
ChelseaT'breds,SophieMagnier,OliverCole  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
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CHELSEA THOROUGHBREDS - CADZAND  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds - Cagnes Sur Mer  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds - Casablanca  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
CHELSEA THOROUGHBREDS - CASCOVA  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds - Chelsea Lad 1  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
CHELSEA THOROUGHBREDS - CHICAGO  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds - C'mon Everybody  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds - Dallas  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds - Dirty Harry  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds - Dirty Harry 1  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds - Downing Street 1  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
CHELSEA THOROUGHBREDS - GHAYADH  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
CHELSEA THOROUGHBREDS - GOODFELLAS  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds - In The Mood  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds - In The Mood 1  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
CHELSEA THOROUGHBREDS - JFK  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds - La Bamba  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds - Los Angeles  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds Ltd  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds-Mad About The Boy  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds-Mad About The Boy1  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds - Maltese Falcon  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds & Martin Hughes  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds & Martin Hughes 1  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds - Minder  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds - M.P.R.  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
CHELSEA THOROUGHBREDS - OWNEY MADDEN  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds - Owney Madden 1  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds & Partner  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds - Pegasus  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds - Shake of Sheikh  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds-Shakin' All Over 1  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
CHELSEA THOROUGHBREDS - SHERLOCK HOLMES  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
CHELSEA THOROUGHBREDS - THE BOUNTY  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
CHELSEA THOROUGHBREDS - THE BRONX  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
CHELSEA THOROUGHBREDS - THE PLANETS  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds - Ukulele  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds-Ukulele & Partner  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbreds - Wonderful World  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelsea Thoroughbred-Under The Boardwalk  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Chelston (Ireland)  Purple, white seams, striped sleeves, purple cap.
Cheltenham Amigos  Orange and black (quartered), white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
The Cheltenham Boys Racing Club  Red, white hoops, checked sleeves and cap.
Cheltenhambuild Ltd  Dark blue, grey chevron, hooped sleeves.
Cheltenham Dreamers  Orange, royal blue hoop, royal blue and orange chevrons on sleeves.
The Cheltenham Flyers  Maroon and yellow (quartered), maroon sleeves, yellow armlets and star 
on cap.
Cheltenham Racing Club  Emerald green, royal blue disc, striped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Cheltenham Racing Club & Partner  Emerald green, royal blue disc, striped sleeves, royal blue cap.
The Cheltenham Trail  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, dark blue sleeves, light blue stars, white cap.
The Cheltenham Trail & Proform Racing  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, dark blue sleeves, light 
blue stars, white cap.
Chenery, Mrs J. A.  Light blue and dark blue diamonds, halved sleeves.
Cheng, Mr N.  Red and white stripes, white sleeves, emerald green armlets.
Cheng, Ms M. C.  Yellow, red star, striped sleeves, red cap.
Chen, Mr. Eric  Royal blue, large yellow spots, white sleeves, yellow armlets, royal blue cap, yellow 
spots.
Chepstow & Ffos Las Racing Club  Light green, dark green stars, white sleeves, black stars, white 
cap.
Cherriman, Mr Daniel  Maroon, beige stripe, dark blue cap.
Cherry and Whites  Red, white hoops, check cap.
Cherrybank Crusaders  Red, white disc, red sleeves, white stars.
Cherry Garth Racing  Dark green, maroon spots, sleeves and spots on cap.
The Cherry Pickers  Yellow and maroon (quartered), maroon sleeves.
Cheshire, Mr Gareth  Royal blue, white striped sleeves, check cap.
Cheshire, Mr Gareth (second colours)  Emerald green, orange cross of lorraine.
Cheshire, Mr Layton T.  White, purple epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
Cheshire, Mr R.  Light blue, large royal blue spots, royal blue cap, light blue spots.
The Cheshire Partnership  Purple, royal blue star, hooped sleeves, royal blue cap, purple star.
Cheshire Racing  Emerald green, red seams, red sleeves, emerald green stars, red cap, emerald 
green star.
Cheshire Racing Partnership  Royal blue, white chevron, chevrons on sleeves, white cap, royal blue 
star.
The Cheshire Taverners  Emerald green, royal blue cross belts, red and emerald green halved 
sleeves, royal blue cap, pink diamond.
Chesneaux, Hassiakos & Littmoden  Light blue and red stripes, red cap.
Chesneaux, Mr G. F.  Light blue and red stripes, red cap.
The Chessy Millers  Royal blue, red and white striped sleeves, red cap, white stars.
Chessy Millers Partnership  Royal blue, red and white striped sleeves, red cap, white stars.
Chesterfield Estates & B.P Barrett  Black, black and white diabolo on sleeves.
Chesterman, Mr A.  Black, grey stripe, black sleeves, grey stars and cap.
Chesters, Mr P.  Brown, grey cap.
Cheung, Mr Richard  Dark blue, orange hoop, white and dark blue diabolo on sleeves, dark blue cap, 
orange diamond.
The Chevallier Partnership II  White, maroon stripe, maroon sleeves, white armlets, white and 
maroon quartered cap.
Cheveley Park Stud  Red, white sash, royal blue cap.
Cheveley Park Stud (second colours)  Red, white sash, white cap.
Cheveley Park Stud, Campbell & Waters  Red, white sash, royal blue cap.
The Chevise Partnership  Beige, red seams, red cap.
The C H F Partnership  Light blue and white check, white sleeves, yellow cap.
C. H. Greensit & W. A. Greensit  Royal blue, white spots.
CHH Racing  Beige, maroon striped sleeves.
The Chicanery Partnership  Orange, purple epaulets.
The Chicheley Partnership  Black, red sash, white sleeves and cap.
Chicken, Mr Brian  Royal blue, light blue braces, halved sleeves, royal blue cap, light blue star.
Chiefs and a Dragon  Black, beige stars on sleeves, red cap.
Childs, Miss Beth  Dark green, orange armlets, black cap.
Childswickham Partnership  Royal blue, yellow seams, checked sleeves and cap.
China Horse Club and Ballylinch Stud  Red, yellow stars, halved sleeves and star on cap.
China Horse Club and Ballylinch Stud (second colours)  Emerald green, orange epaulets and 
armlets, orange cap, white star.
China Horse Club/Ballylinch Stud  Emerald green, orange epaulets and armlets, orange cap, white 
star.
China Horse Club/Ballylinch Stud (second colours)  Red, yellow stars, halved sleeves and star on 
cap.

China Horse Club/Ballylinch Stud/Clipper  Red, yellow stars, halved sleeves and star on cap.
China Horse Club/Ballylinch Stud/Clipper (second colours)  Emerald green, orange epaulets and 
armlets, orange cap, white star.
China Horse Club/Ballylinch Stud/Clipper (third colours)  Grey.
China Horse Club International Limited  Red, yellow stars, halved sleeves and star on cap.
China Horse Club & Qatar Racing Limited  Red, yellow stars, halved sleeves and star on cap.
China Racing Club  Scarlet, gold star, two gold stars on sleeves, gold collar and cuffs, gold star and 
tassel on velvet cap.
Chinn, Mr John  Light blue, white sash and armlets, red and white hooped cap.
Chippenham Lodge Stud Limited  Light blue, red hoop, armlets and cap.
Chips Keswick, Simon Munir, Isaac Souede  Emerald green, dark green sleeves, dark green and 
emerald green quartered cap.
Chisenhale-Marsh, Mr H. A. (L)  Green, old gold sleeves and sash, scarlet cap.
Chivers, Ms Elaine  Dark blue and white stripes, purple sleeves, purple and white striped cap.
The Choirboys  Yellow, large royal blue spots, yellow sleeves, royal blue spots and cap.
Chola Dynasty  Emerald green, brown hoops and armlets.
C Holmes, B Keane & S Nugent  Light green, white chevrons, light green sleeves, striped cap.
The Chosen Few  Dark blue and light blue stripes, light blue sleeves, dark blue stars, light blue cap.
Chown, Mrs Susie  Purple and pink (halved), purple sleeves and cap.
Chris Clark & Daisy Hitchins  White, red star and armlets.
Chris Cleevely & partners  Royal blue, red sleeves, royal blue armlets, white cap.
Chris Coley, Lord Vestey & ROA Arkle  Red and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Chris Coley, Lord Vestey & ROA Arkle (second colours)  Royal blue, white striped sleeves.
Chris Coley, Lord Vestey & ROA Arkle (third colours)  Yellow, mauve spots on sleeves.
Chris & David Stam  Purple, yellow seams, yellow sleeves, purple armlets, purple cap, yellow star.
Chris Davies & Ron Riches  Dark blue, yellow chevrons on sleeves.
The Chriselliam Partnership  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets and star 
on yellow cap.
The Chriselliam Partnership (second colours)  Dark blue, pink chevron, light blue sleeves, pink 
armlets, dark blue cap, pink star.
The Chriselliam Partnership (third colours)  Royal blue, yellow braces and armlets.
The Chriselliam Partnership (fourth colours)  Purple, white sleeves, purple and white check cap.
Chris Fahy & Jon Collins  Red, yellow spots, sleeves and cap.
Chris Giles & Partner  Pink, large purple spots, hooped sleeves.
Chris Giles & Sandra Giles  Pink, large purple spots and armlets.
Chris Giles & Sandra Giles (second colours)  Pink, large purple spots, hooped sleeves.
Chris Gordon Racing Club  White, royal blue cross of lorraine, royal blue sleeves, white armlets and 
star on royal blue cap.
Chris Green & Tony Coyle  Orange, emerald green chevrons, quartered cap.
Chris Humber & Amanda Brudenell  Royal blue, gold sleeves and cap.
Chris Humber and Dan Skelton  Red, dark blue sleeves.
Chris McHale and Nick Patsalides  Dark green and red check, dark green sleeves, pink cap.
Chris Munro and Fitorfat Racing  Pink, dark blue sash.
Chris Munro and Fitorfat Racing (second colours)  Red, dark blue epaulets, halved sleeves and 
diamond on cap.
Chris Munro & Anthony Randle  Pink, dark blue sash.
Chris Priestley & Partner  White and black stripes, white sleeves, dark blue stars, black cap.
Chris Priestley & Partner (second colours)  Emerald green, royal blue triple diamond, royal blue 
cap, emerald green diamond.
Chris Pugsley & Acorn Builders Dorset  Red, white epaulets, red sleeves, black stars and cap.
Chris Pugsley & Nigel Skinner  Light blue, dark blue triple diamond, checked sleeves, light blue cap, 
yellow star.
Chris Pugsley & Nigel Skinner (second colours)  Red, white epaulets, red sleeves, black stars and 
cap.
Chris Spark & William Orr  Black, red hoops, black sleeves, red cap.
Chris Stedman & Mark Albon  Light blue, brown cross of lorraine, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Chris Stedman & Mark Albon (second colours)  Light blue, maroon chevron and sleeves, white 
cap.
Chrissy's Passion Racing  Red, white chevrons, black sleeves, white stars, royal blue cap.
Chrissy's Passion Racing & Nobaj Ltd  Red, white chevrons, black sleeves, white stars, royal blue 
cap.
Chrissy's Passion Racing & Nojab Ltd  Red, white chevrons, black sleeves, white stars, royal blue 
cap.
Christensen, Dr Donna  Red, white hoops, halved sleeves, royal blue cap, white stars.
Christian, Mr Dominic  Emerald green and mauve stripes, royal blue and emerald green striped 
sleeves.
Christian Williams Racing Club  Black, red stars, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Christina Dunlop & Partners  Light blue, dark blue sleeves, light blue stars, dark blue cap.
Christine Dunnett Racing (Arryzona)  Black and pink check, hooped sleeves.
ChristineE.Budden,M.Budden,MatthewBudden  Dark blue, maroon sash, dark green sleeves, 
maroon cap.
Christodoulou, Mr Athos  Orange, maroon disc, maroon cap.
Christofferson, Mrs P.  Red, white and dark blue hooped sleeves and cap.
Christopher and Annabelle Mason Racing  Mauve, pink stars, mauve sleeves and cap.
Christopher and Annabelle Mason Racing (second colours)  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, 
white sleeves, red seams, emerald green and red quartered cap.
Christopher Brammer & Partner  Red, beige stars, striped sleeves, red cap.
Christopher Wright & Minster Stud  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets 
and star on yellow cap.
Christopher Wright & Miss Emily Asprey  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
Christopher Wright & Miss Emily Asprey (second colours)  Dark blue, pink chevron, light blue 
sleeves, pink armlets, dark blue cap, pink star.
Christopher Wright & Partner  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets and star 
on yellow cap.
Christopher W Wilson & Partner  Yellow, emerald green chevron, armlets and star on cap.
Chris van Hoorn Racing  Orange, white halved sleeves.
Chris Varley & Simon Parkinson  Orange, black stripe, chevrons on sleeves.
Chris Watkins, David Reynolds, G L Moore  Yellow, emerald green star, white sleeves, yellow cap, 
emerald green star.
Chris Watkins, David Reynolds, G L Moore (second colours)  Beige, purple hoops, white cap, 
purple tassel.
Chris Williams & Bethan Evans  Royal blue, red sleeves, dark blue armlets, red cap.
Chris Wright and The Bradfieldians  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets 
and star on yellow cap.
Chris Wright Chloe Forsyth Holly Wright  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue arm-
lets and star on yellow cap.
Chris Wright,Holly Wright,Chloe Forsyth  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
Chris Wright & The Hon Mrs J. M. Corbett  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
Chris Wright & The Hon Mrs J M Corbett  Royal blue, silver striped sleeves, blue and red hooped 
cap.
C H Stephenson & David Tate  Emerald green, red stars, white sleeves, white cap, red star.
C H Stephenson & David Tate (second colours)  White, maroon epaulets, hooped sleeves, 
quartered cap.
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C. H. Stephenson & Partners  Emerald green, red stars, white sleeves, white cap, red star.
C. H. Stephenson & Partners 1  Emerald green, red stars, white sleeves, white cap, red star.
C H Stephenson,Tate,Flegg & Bousfield  Emerald green, red stars, white sleeves, white cap, red 
star.
Chua, Mr J. C. G.  Dark blue, yellow inverted triangle, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, yellow cap.
Chua, Mr J. C. G. (second colours)  Dark green and pink (quartered), grey sleeves.
Chua, Mr S.  Red, light green hoop and armlets.
Chua, Mrs A.  Dark blue and white check, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, red cap.
Chua, Ong, Dow  Dark blue, yellow inverted triangle, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, yellow cap.
Chuckle Brothers Racing Ltd  Beige, white stars, beige sleeves and cap.
Chugg, Miss C.  Royal blue, white cross belts, pink cap.
Chugg, Mr R. D.  Royal blue, white cross belts, yellow cap.
C Humber/D Davidson/Mrs T Brudenell  Royal blue, gold sleeves and cap.
C Humber & SM Smith  Yellow, black disc, black and yellow halved sleeves, black cap.
Churcher, Mr Dick  Maroon, yellow seams, maroon sleeves, yellow stars, maroon cap.
Churches, Mr D. R.  Light green and mauve diamonds, light green sleeves and cap.
Church, Miss Vanessa  Black, large light green spots, light green cap.
Church, Miss Vanessa (second colours)  Light green, large black spots.
Church, Mrs Linda  Mauve, purple sleeves, emerald green stars, purple cap, emerald green star.
Church Racing Partnership  Royal blue, white triple diamond, red sleeves, white cap.
Church Racing Partnership & Jo Hughes  Royal blue, white triple diamond, red sleeves, white cap.
Churchward, Mr W. P.  Dark blue, yellow diamond and diamond on cap.
Churston, Mr Don  Red, black cross of lorraine, white cap.
Cilla Partnership  Emerald green, white chevron, royal blue sleeves, emerald green armlets, emerald 
green and royal blue quartere
Cilla Partnership (second colours)  Dark green, orange cross belts, white sleeves, orange cap.
C Instone, K Badger & J S Moore  Royal blue, maroon and royal blue striped sleeves, yellow cap.
C Instone, K Badger & J S Moore (second colours)  White and grey stripes, white sleeves, 
maroon armlets, maroon cap.
C I Racing/Newsells Park Stud  White, red cross belts, red sleeves, white stars, white cap, royal 
blue star.
Circle Of Friends  White, royal blue triple diamond, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, white cap, 
royal blue star.
City AM  Light blue and white (quartered), halved sleeves.
Cityhopper  Turquoise and silver diamonds.
The City & Provincial Partnership  Light blue and white (quartered), light blue sleeves, white 
armlets, light blue cap.
C.J. Down Mr A O'Neill  Light blue, dark blue diamond, black cap, light blue spots.
C J Edwards & D Futter  Emerald green, red seams, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
C J Edwards, D Futter, A H Rushworth  Emerald green, red seams, royal blue sleeves, royal blue 
cap, white star.
C J Leech & M E & A D I Harris  Yellow, black diamond, chevrons on sleeves.
CJ Leech & ME Harris  Emerald green, orange hoops, checked sleeves, quartered cap.
C J Leech & Out Of Bounds Racing Club  Emerald green, orange hoops, checked sleeves, 
quartered cap.
CJ Leech & RS Liddington  Emerald green, orange hoops, checked sleeves, quartered cap.
CJ Leech & RS Liddington (second colours)  Brown, white hoop, red sleeves, white cap.
C & J Massey  Grey, red cross of lorraine, checked sleeves, red cap.
C J Murfitt 1  Purple, white diamond, armlets and cap.
C J Underwood and Caroline Fryer  Light blue, black cross belts, black sleeves, light blue stars, light 
blue cap, black stars.
Clacher, Mr P.  Light blue, red chevrons, light blue sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Clague, Exors of the late Lady  Maroon, white spots, white cap, maroon spots.
Clague, Mr J. D.  Maroon, black cross belts, white cap.
Claiborne Farm  Yellow, white braces.
ClaireCarter,SecondBrayfordPartnership  Black, maroon cross belts, black sleeves, maroon stars, 
black cap, maroon star.
Claire Goddard & Progressive Racing  Orange and light blue diamonds, white sleeves, light blue 
armlets.
Claire Lockett & Rebecca Curtis  Purple and red (quartered), purple sleeves, red cap.
Claire Riordan and Kieran Coughlan  Purple, orange cross belts and diamond on cap.
Clan Burns  Maroon, pink triple diamond, pink and maroon chevrons on sleeves, pink cap, maroon 
diamond.
Clan Burns Tugay Akman D Hassan  White, red braces, sleeves and cap.
Clan Burns Tugay Akman D Hassan (second colours)  Maroon, pink triple diamond, pink and 
maroon chevrons on sleeves, pink cap, maroon diamond.
Clancy, Mr Kevin T.  Emerald green, red hoop, halved sleeves, red cap.
Clancy, Mr Sean  Dark blue, light blue hoops and armlets, red cap.
Clan Gathering  Purple, red epaulets, pink sleeves, red cap.
Clan McNeil  Mcneil tartan.
Clara Stud  Purple, beige and purple chevrons on sleeves, purple cap, beige diamond.
Clara Stud & Partner  Purple, beige and purple chevrons on sleeves, purple cap, beige diamond.
Clare, Mr S. J.  White, brown star.
Clarendon Partnership  Royal blue, red seams and armlets.
Clarendon Syndicate  Royal blue, red seams and armlets.
Clarendon Thoroughbred Racing  Black, white chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Clarendon Thoroughbred Racing (second colours)  Red, white chevron, red sleeves, white stars, 
red cap, white star.
Clarendon Thoroughbred Racing (third colours)  Light blue, red cross belts, black sleeves, red 
cap.
Clarendon Thoroughbred Racing & Partner  Black, white chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Clare Salmon & Gary Moore  White, red chevrons, red and white hooped sleeves, red cap.
Claridge, Mr Simon  Dark blue, white star, dark blue sleeves, pink stars.
Clarion Racing  Yellow, light blue star, yellow sleeves, light blue stars, yellow cap, light blue star.
Clarissa Casdagli & Partners  Red, dark blue chevron and sleeves, dark blue and red quartered cap.
Clarissa Casdagli & Partners (second colours)  Dark blue and pink diamonds, pink sleeves, dark 
blue stars, dark blue cap, pink diamond.
Clarke, Andy  Dark blue, pink cross of lorraine and armlets, quartered cap.
Clarke, Devine, Jeffries & Peters  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, striped sleeves, quartered 
cap.
Clarke, Edginton, Niven  Grey and royal blue stripes, red sleeves and cap.
Clarke, Jeffries, Lawrence & Wakefield  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, striped sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Clarke, Miss E. J.  Red, black sleeves, emerald green armlets, black cap.
Clarke, Miss Louise  White, purple star, purple sleeves, white stars, purple cap.
Clarke, Miss R.  Emerald green, white epaulets, hooped sleeves, orange cap.
Clarke, Mr Alan S.  Emerald green and yellow stripes, red and royal blue striped sleeves and cap.
Clarke, Mr Andy  Yellow and orange stripes.
Clarke, Mr C. M.  Brown, yellow striped sleeves, yellow cap, brown star.
Clarke, Mr D. G.  Grey and royal blue stripes, red sleeves and cap.
Clarke, Mr D. J.  Dark green, white seams, striped sleeves, dark green cap.
Clarke, Mr K.  Light blue, red stars, red sleeves, light blue stars, red cap, light blue star.
Clarke, Mr M.  Orange and yellow (quartered), orange sleeves, yellow cap.
Clarke, Mr Martin  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Clarke, Mr Martin (second colours)  Green, gold stripe, and cap.
Clarke, Mr M. B.  White, brown hoops and armlets, brown and white quartered cap.

Clarke, Mr M. J.  White, royal blue star.
Clarke, Mr M. R.  Beige, dark brown cap, beige spots.
Clarke, Mr Peter  Royal blue and yellow check, diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Clarke, Mr P. J.  Black and purple check, black sleeves, purple armlets.
Clarke, Mr Rob  Red, royal blue and red striped sleeves, red and royal blue quartered cap.
Clarke, Mr Robert P.  Orange, black star, black and orange chevrons on sleeves, black cap, orange 
star.
Clarke, Mr S.  Mauve, white star and star on cap.
Clarke, Mr S. (second colours)  Royal blue, white star, diabolo on sleeves, white cap, royal blue star.
Clarke, Mrs Aafke  Emerald green, beige braces, yellow sleeves, orange cap.
Clarke, Mrs Belinda  Emerald green and red check, halved sleeves, emerald green and red quartered 
cap.
Clarke, Mrs C. M.  Yellow, brown cross belts, blue cap.
Clarke, Mrs Emma  Pink, grey seams, pink sleeves and cap.
Clarke, Mrs G. E.  Dark green, red hoops, white sleeves, dark green and red quartered cap.
Clarke, Mr Simon W.  Dark green and beige (quartered), hooped sleeves, check cap.
Clarke, Mr Simon W. (second colours)  Dark green and white stripes, black and white striped 
sleeves.
Clarke, Mrs J. V.  White, olive green spots, red cap.
Clarke, Mrs Simon  Dark blue, scarlet cape and cuffs, white cap.
Clarke, Mrs S. L.  Dark blue and pink diamonds, dark blue sleeves.
Clarke, Mr Stephen  Maroon, yellow diamond, chevrons on sleeves, maroon cap, yellow diamond.
Clarke, Mr T. M.  Red, royal blue cross of lorraine and sleeves, hooped cap.
Clark, Mr C.  Emerald green, red sleeves, emerald green armlets, red cap.
Clark, Mr Charles R.  Dark blue, grey chevron, grey sleeves, dark blue armlets.
Clark, Mr Chris J.  White, red star and armlets.
Clark, Mr D.  Light blue, black star, black sleeves, white diamonds, light blue cap, black star.
Clark, Mr D. A.  Emerald green and grey diabolo, halved sleeves, grey cap.
Clark, Mr D. B.  White, three red diamonds back and front, white cap.
Clark, Mr J. C.  Orange, brown sash and spots on cap.
Clark, Mr John D.  Red, grey epaulets, black sleeves, grey and red quartered cap.
Clark, Mr Ken  Grey, pink cap.
Clark, Mr Michael  Red and white stripes, black sleeves, red armlets, black and white hooped cap.
Clark, Mr Nick  Purple, mauve stars, armlets and star on cap.
Clark, Mr S.  Maroon, yellow star, sleeves and star on cap.
Clark, Mrs Angela  Emerald green, white spots, yellow cap.
Clark, Mrs Diana  Emerald green, black star, striped sleeves, black cap, emerald green star.
Clark, Mrs Kate  Dark blue, dark green hoops, light blue sleeves, dark green and light blue quartered 
cap.
Clark, Mrs Kate (second colours)  Dark blue, dark green hoops, orange sleeves, dark green and 
orange quartered cap.
Clark, Mrs P.  Black, royal blue epaulets, diamonds on sleeves, red cap.
Clark, Mrs P. A.  Emerald green, brown striped sleeves.
Clark, Mrs P. K.  Black, large red spots, red sleeves, black spots, red cap.
Clark, Mrs Sue  Dark blue, pink seams, pink and dark blue diabolo on sleeves, dark blue cap, pink 
diamond.
Clark, Mr Stephen  Royal blue, dark blue stars and sleeves, white cap, dark blue star.
Clark, Mrs Teresa  Orange and black check, orange cap.
Clarkson, Mr G. D.  Emerald green and red (quartered), red sleeves, emerald green armlets.
Clarkson, Mr Geoffrey  Royal blue, red disc, quartered cap.
Clarkson, Mr G. J.  Dark green, light green cross belts, white sleeves, light green armlets, light green 
and dark green check cap.
Clarkson, Mr Paul  White, red chevron, chevrons on sleeves, emerald green cap.
Classic Racing (Capla Demon)  Purple, pink armlets.
Classic Racing (Capla Demon) (second colours)  White and royal blue diamonds, pink sleeves, 
royal blue cap, pink diamond.
The Classic Strollers Partnership  Dark blue, mauve triple diamond, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, 
mauve diamond.
The Classic Strollers Partnership (second colours)  White, red inverted triangle, hooped sleeves 
and cap.
Claydon, Miss Laura  Royal blue, orange stars, sleeves and star on cap.
Claydon, Mr D. L.  Royal blue, white sash, black sleeves, purple cap.
Claydon, Mr P. M.  Royal blue, light blue epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, light blue cap.
Claydon, Mr Robert J.  White, emerald green and grey quartered cap.
Clay, Mr Robin  Red, yellow hoop, red sleeves, dark blue armlets, red and yellow hooped cap.
Clayton, Frost, Kebell & Turner  Red, white diamond, white sleeves, red spots.
Clayton, Mr Arthur  Black, orange disc, black sleeves, orange spots and spots on cap.
Clayton, Mr D. G.  Orange, emerald green cross belts, halved sleeves, striped cap.
Clayton, Mr J. M. (L)  White, black and white hooped cap.
Clayton, Mrs C N  Yellow, royal blue stars, royal blue sleeves, yellow armlets and stars on royal blue 
cap.
Clayton, Mr Steven  Red, white braces, white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.
C & L Buckingham  Black, orange star.
C & L Buckingham (second colours)  Black, orange star and armlets.
C & L Buckingham (third colours)  White, red epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
The Clean Sweep Partnership  Dark blue, light blue chevron, dark blue sleeves, light blue stars.
Clearabee Ltd & P Kirby  Dark green, yellow seams, halved sleeves, dark green cap.
Clearing Sky Partnership  Light blue, white stars on sleeves.
Clear Racing  White, royal blue seams, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, royal blue cap.
Clear Racing & Jayne Smith  White, royal blue seams, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, royal blue 
cap.
Clear Racing & Mrs S A Pearson  White, royal blue seams, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, royal 
blue cap.
Clear Racing & Partner  White, royal blue seams, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, royal blue cap.
Clear Racing with SMD Investments  White, royal blue seams, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, 
royal blue cap.
Cleartherm Glass Sealed Units Ltd  Red, black sash, white sleeves, red stars, black and red hooped 
cap.
ClearthermGlassSealed Units LTD &J Holt  Red, black sash, white sleeves, red stars, black and red 
hooped cap.
Cleary, Mr John  Yellow, emerald green triple diamond, black sleeves, yellow cap, emerald green 
diamonds.
Cleary, Mrs J. A.  Yellow, large pink spots, white sleeves, white cap, pink spots.
Cleary, Mr W. G.  Emerald green, yellow cross of lorraine, stars on sleeves and cap.
Cleaver, Mr Stephen  Orange, dark green star, orange sleeves, dark green stars and cap.
Clee, Mr Derek D.  Red, emerald green triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves, white cap, emerald green 
diamond.
Clee, Mrs Jean P.  Red, emerald green triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves, white cap, emerald green 
diamond.
Cleevely, Mr Chris  Royal blue, red sleeves, royal blue armlets, white cap.
Cleeve Stables Racing Partnership  Black, yellow chevron, red sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
Clegg, Mr F. A.  Red and white (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Clegg, Stan  Black and white stripes, white sleeves, quartered cap.
Clegg, Stan (second colours)  Emerald green, white stripe, white sleeves, emerald green stars, 
white cap, emerald green star.
Clements, Mr I. R.  White, white and royal blue hooped sleeves, red cap.
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Clements, Mr James  White, red stripe and sleeves, dark blue cap.
Clementson, Mr M.  Red, grey stars, grey sleeves, red stars.
Clemitshaw, Mr Paul  White, dark blue hoops, dark blue sleeves, white armlets.
Cleveley, Mr P. J.  Brown, light blue sleeves, black and light blue check cap.
The C Level Partnership  Emerald green, orange stripe, white cap.
Cliff, Mr A. D. (L)  White, pink sleeves, black cap.
Cliff, Mr David  Black, red halved sleeves.
Clifford, Gosden & House  Red, yellow sash, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Clifford, Miss S. J.  White, emerald green hooped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Clifford, Mrs C.  Pink, black triple diamond, dark green sleeves and cap.
Clifford, Mrs S.  Red, yellow sash, striped sleeves, white cap.
Clifford, Mr W.  Red, yellow sash, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Clifford, Ms A. J. P.  Purple, light blue hoop.
Cliff Stud  Grey, pink chevron, pink cap.
Cliff Stud  Grey, pink chevron, pink cap.
Cliff Stud Limited  Grey, pink chevron, pink cap.
Cliff Stud & Partner  Grey, pink chevron, pink cap.
Clifton, Mr P.  White, dark blue epaulets, dark blue sleeves, white armlets.
Clifton, Mr Paul  White, dark blue diamond, red and dark blue check sleeves and cap.
Clifton Partners  Light blue, dark blue and light blue hooped sleeves.
Clinch, Mrs H. G.  Royal blue, purple hoop and diamond on cap.
Clinton, Lord  Light blue, silver hooped sleeves, light blue and red quartered cap.
Clinton, Mr P. L.  Mauve, grey seams, quartered cap.
Clipper Logistics  Grey.
Clipper Logistics (second colours)  Dark green, yellow stars, dark green sleeves.
Clipper Logistics & Partner  Grey.
Clipper Syndicate  Maroon, white diamond, maroon sleeves, white stars, maroon cap, white 
diamond.
Clive Cox Racing Ltd  Dark blue, yellow spots, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Cliveden Stud  Yellow, black spots, yellow sleeves and cap.
Clive Dunning, Mr F G Matthews & S Pitt  Black and yellow diamonds, emerald green sleeves, 
black armlets, yellow cap, black diamond.
Clive Dunning & Mr Seamus Mullins  Black and yellow diamonds, emerald green sleeves, black 
armlets, yellow cap, black diamond.
Clive Price & Katy Price  Dark blue, white chevron, black cap, red spots.
Clive Washbourn and David Howard  Dark blue, dark green cap.
Clive Washbourn & Nigel T Gadsby  White, royal blue cross belts, royal blue and white striped 
sleeves.
Clive Washbourn & Partner  White, royal blue cross belts, royal blue and white striped sleeves.
Clive Washbourn & Robert Wasey  White, royal blue cross belts, royal blue and white striped 
sleeves.
The Clock Tower Partnership  Dark blue, pink disc, orange sleeves, dark blue cap, pink star.
The Clodhoppers  Maroon, yellow cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, maroon armlets, yellow cap.
The Clogheen Partnership  Light blue and purple check, white sleeves, purple cap, light blue star.
Cloran, Mrs Gloria  Light green, pink diamond and cap.
Close, Mr Andrew  Mauve and orange diabolo, orange and mauve chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Close, Mr P.  Royal blue, red star on body and cap, red sleeves, emerald green stars.
Clothier, Mr R. W.  Dark blue, dark blue and royal blue check sleeves, quartered cap.
Cloud 9 Racing  Royal blue and grey check, royal blue sleeves, grey armlets, royal blue cap.
Cloud 9 Racing & Phil Harker  Royal blue and grey check, royal blue sleeves, grey armlets, royal 
blue cap.
The Cloud Seeding Partnership  Dark blue, white diamond and armlets, dark blue and yellow 
hooped cap.
Clough, Mr E. R.  Light green, purple chevron, armlets and cap.
C Loughnane & C Austin  Pink, emerald green triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, emerald green 
cap.
Clova Syndicate and Mrs J A Niven  Royal blue, red epaulets, light blue cap.
Clover, Mrs Jacqueline  Orange, grey epaulets and sleeves.
The Clowns  Purple, orange cross belts, emerald green sleeves, yellow spots, yellow cap, black 
diamond.
The 100 Club  Purple, pink stars, diabolo on sleeves and stars on cap.
The 600 Club  Light blue, black sleeves, light blue stars, black cap, light blue star.
The 25 Club  Brown.
Club AS Racing  Light blue, pink seams, pink sleeves, light blue armlets, pink cap.
Clubora Team  Emerald green, black collar, cuffs and cap.
Clubora Team and Pall Mall Partners  Emerald green, black collar, cuffs and cap.
Club Racing Vintage Partnership  Light blue, dark blue spots.
Club Racing Xpo Partnership  Light blue, dark blue spots.
Clune, Ms Leslie  Emerald green, yellow star, royal blue sleeves, orange armlets, orange cap.
Clutterbuck, Mr K. F.  Light blue, maroon and light blue halved sleeves, light blue and maroon 
hooped cap.
Clwydian Connections  White, dark green seams, striped sleeves, dark green cap.
Clwydian International  White, dark green seams, striped sleeves, dark green cap.
CLXX  White, royal blue star, royal blue and white diabolo on sleeves, royal blue cap.
Clyde, Mr Jonathan  Orange, black sleeves, orange and black check cap.
Clyne Dance Mound  Red, white star, white sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
The Clynes & Knaggs Partnership  Red, white hollow box, striped sleeves, check cap.
The Clywdian Rockers Partnership  Dark blue, red seams, dark blue sleeves, red stars, light blue 
cap.
The Clywdian Rockers Partnership (second colours)  Black, red seams, red sleeves, black armlets, 
black cap.
C & M Baker, K Ibberson, H Pearman  Emerald green, black seams, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
C McGuckin, Mrs M Fairbairn & P Dean  Emerald green and royal blue check, emerald green 
sleeves, emerald green cap, royal blue star.
C McPhillips & J Chapple-Hyam  Light blue, pink seams, pink sleeves, light blue seams, pink cap.
C & Mrs A Jones  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, royal blue and red chevrons on sleeves, yellow and 
royal blue quartered cap.
CNC Routing Ltd  Light blue and maroon stripes, white and light blue striped sleeves, light blue and 
maroon hooped cap.
Coach House Partnership & J S Moore  Emerald green, yellow chevrons, emerald green sleeves, 
white armlets, emerald green cap.
Coakley, Mrs Barbara  Emerald green, yellow sash and sleeves, quartered cap.
Coakley, Mrs Barbara (second colours)  Emerald green, grey epaulets.
Coakley, Mrs Barbara (third colours)  Dark green, brown epaulets.
Coakley, Ms Imelda  Dark blue, emerald green chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Coate, Mr M. J.  Yellow, dark green stars, armlets and star on cap.
The Cobb Family  Purple, red star, armlets and star on cap.
Cobb, Mrs H. J.  Emerald green, white chevron, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Cobb, Mrs J.  Purple, red star, armlets and star on cap.
Cobbold, Mr I. M.  White, light green cross belts, royal blue and white hooped sleeves, light green 
and royal blue quartered cap.
Cobbold, Mrs R.  Dark blue, emerald green armlets and cap.
Cobden, Mr H.  Yellow, light blue cross belts, light blue cap, yellow spots.
Cobham, Lady  Black and light blue check, black sleeves, light blue cap.
Cobham, Madame Jessica  White, pink chevron, dark blue sleeves, white stars andstars on cap.
Cochrane, The Hon Thomas  White, red cross of lorraine, red sleeves, white stars, red cap.

Cockburn, Mr K.  Black, red striped sleeves, gold cap.
Cockburn, Mr M. J. S.  Emerald green, red and black hooped sleeves and cap.
Cockburn, Mr M. J. S. (second colours)  Maroon, yellow hoops, maroon sleeves, yellow cap.
Cockcroft, Mr J. G.  Dark blue, light blue stars, dark blue sleeves.
Cockerell Cowing Racing  Pink, dark blue cross of lorraine, quartered cap.
Cockerill Hillen & Graham  Red, yellow chevron, yellow sleeves, red armlets.
Cockram, Mrs Terence A. M.  Grey, maroon chevrons and sleeves, grey cap.
Cock Robin Partners  Yellow, maroon epaulets, halved sleeves, maroon cap.
Cocks, Mr David  Black, pink sleeves, black spots, pink cap.
Cocks, Mr John  Red and emerald green diabolo, red sleeves, emerald green spots, emerald green 
cap, red spots.
Cocktail Racing Partnership  Royal blue, white star, white sleeves, royal blue spots, white cap.
The Cocoa Nuts  Yellow, emerald green triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves and diamond on cap.
The Cocoa Nuts & The Tricksters  Yellow, emerald green triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves and 
diamond on cap.
Cocum, Mr Tony  White, purple stars, armlets and star on cap.
The Cod and Chips Twice Racing Syndicate  White, royal blue cross belts, red sleeves, white cap, 
red star.
Codell, Mr J.  Royal blue, yellow seams, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Coe, Lady  Dark blue, pink stars, sleeves and star on cap.
Coe, Mrs Carol  Dark blue, mauve chevrons and sleeves, dark blue cap.
Co-Foundations Ltd  Dark blue, red cross belts, light blue sleeves, white armlets, dark blue cap, red 
star.
Coglan, Mr M. V.  White, royal blue stars, red sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap, white star.
Cohen, Mr Andrew L.  Royal blue, white star, royal blue sleeves, white stars and stars on cap.
Cohen, Mr David  Royal blue, white braces, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue and white 
striped cap.
Cohen, Mr Michael  White, red disc and armlets.
Cohen, Mr Michael (second colours)  White, grey diamond.
Coker, Mrs D.  Yellow, black sash, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Colderick, Mrs I.  Black, white sleeves, black armlets.
Coldrey, Mrs V. A.  Light blue, maroon chevron and armlets, quartered cap.
Coldunell Limited  Royal blue, maroon epaulets.
Cole, Gale, Levy & Mortimer  Royal blue, white star, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, white star.
Coleman-Carr, Mr L.  Emerald green, grey cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Coleman, Mr M. P.  Black, pink diamonds on sleeves, pink cap.
Coleman, Mr M. P. (second colours)  Purple, white seams, checked sleeves and cap.
Coleman, Mrs J  Red, yellow hoops and stars on cap.
Cole, Mr Clive  Purple and pink diabolo, pink and purple chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Cole, Mr Henry T.  Dark blue, pink cap, dark blue star.
Cole, Mr J.  Black and red diabolo, red and black chevrons on sleeves, black and red quartered cap.
Cole, Mr J. D.  Black, red chevron, halved sleeves, red cap.
Cole, Mr Oliver  Yellow, maroon epaulets.
Cole, Mr Oliver (second colours)  Yellow, maroon stars on sleeves.
Cole, Mr P. F. I.  Light green.
Cole, Mr P. F. I. (second colours)  Royal blue, pink sash, sleeves and cap.
Cole, Mr P. F. I. (third colours)  Royal blue, pink sash and sleeves, white cap.
Cole, Mrs Lucy  Dark green, white chevron and sleeves, white cap, black star.
Cole, Mrs M. P.  Black, green cap and spots on body.
Cole, Mrs P. F. I.  Light green.
Cole, Mrs Sheila  Light blue, mauve hoops, light blue sleeves.
Cole, Mr Toby  Purple, white hollow box and star on cap.
Colenutt, Mr M. J.  White, royal blue triple diamond, royal blue cap.
Coles, Keey and Finch  White, red triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Coles ,Keey & The Late Mr Ray Antell  White, red triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Coles, Mr D. J.  White, red triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Coles, Mr D. J. (second colours)  Light blue and dark blue diabolo, emerald green sleeves, emerald 
green and dark blue quartered cap.
Coles, Mrs I.  White, dark blue hollow box, quartered cap.
Coles, Mrs R.  Pink, dark blue hoop and armlets.
Coles, Mrs Tilly  Light blue and emerald green diamonds, light blue sleeves, light blue cap, emerald 
green diamond.
Coles, Mr Tobias B. P.  Orange, royal blue seams, halved cap.
Coles, Mr Tobias B. P. (second colours)  Royal blue, orange seams, halved cap.
Coles, Mr Tobias B. P. (third colours)  Orange and royal blue stripes, royal blue cap.
Coles, Smith, McManus and Broughton  Purple, pink stars, purple cap, pink star.
Coles, Smith, McManus and Broughton (second colours)  White, red triple diamond, diamonds 
on sleeves and cap.
Coley, Mr Chris  Red and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Colin Bacon & Lee Hill  Yellow, purple epaulets, yellow sleeves, purple stars, purple cap, yellow star.
Colin Elgram & Jack Rowlands  Dark blue, yellow sash, dark blue and white hooped sleeves, white 
cap.
Colin Holder Racing  Dark blue and light blue diamonds, diabolo on sleeves, dark blue cap, light blue 
star.
Colin Peake & John H W Finch Partnership  Dark green and mauve stripes, mauve and dark green 
striped sleeves, dark green cap, mauve diamond.
Colin Peake & Julie Slater  Dark green and mauve stripes, mauve and dark green striped sleeves, 
dark green cap, mauve diamond.
Colin Perry, Alan Waller & John Lawson  Dark green, pink cross belts and sleeves, quartered cap.
The Colin Tizzard Racing Club  Yellow, emerald green spots and armlets, dark green cap.
Colin Wing Mandy Rowland  Dark green, maroon cross belts, dark green sleeves, yellow armlets, 
dark green and maroon quartered cap.
Collective Dreamers  Royal blue and white (halved), red and white hooped sleeves, striped cap.
College Farm Stud  Black, pink cross belts, halved sleeves, pink and black quartered cap.
Collett, J. C.  Black, red diamond, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Collett, Mrs D.  Yellow, red seams, red cap.
Collett, Mrs D. (second colours)  Yellow, red seams, chevrons on sleeves, red cap, yellow star.
Collie, Mr Marcus  Dark blue, yellow seams, dark blue sleeves, red armlets, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
Collie, Mrs K. E.  Red, emerald green cross belts, emerald green cap.
Collier, Mr Dave  Red, white disc and sleeves, white cap, red spots.
Collier, Mr Ivor  White, black stripe, striped cap.
Collier, Mr J. M.  Black, yellow braces, collar and cuffs.
Colling, Mr James E. S.  Magenta, green cap.
Colling, Mr James E. S. (second colours)  Black, violet hoops, black sleeves and cap.
Collins Chauffeur Driven Executive Cars  Red and yellow diamonds, light green sleeves, yellow 
armlets, striped cap.
Collins, Miss Veronica Maria  Orange and light blue diabolo, light blue sleeves, light blue cap, orange 
diamond.
Collins, Moorhead, Michael & O'Sullivan  Red, yellow spots, sleeves and cap.
Collins, Mr A. K.  Light green, white sleeves, red cap, white spots.
Collins, Mr C. D.  White, navy blue collar and cuffs, quartered cap.
Collins, Mr J. A.  Red, yellow spots, sleeves and cap.
Collins, Mr John  Maroon, light blue seams and sleeves, maroon cap.
Collins, Mr John A.  White, black stars, hooped sleeves and cap.
Collins, Mr Lincoln  Dark blue, yellow spots, yellow cap.
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Collins, Mr Martin A.  Maroon, beige spots, beige sleeves, maroon spots and maroon spots on cap.
Collins, Mr Mike  Dark blue, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, yellow star.
Collins, Mr Paul  Dark green, orange star and sleeves.
Collins, Mr Richard  White, royal blue chevron, pink cap.
Collins, Mrs Char  Light blue, red stripe, halved sleeves and diamond on cap.
Collins, Mr Stuart  Light blue and orange (quartered), halved sleeves.
Collinson, Mr Barry H.  Dark blue, royal blue chevron, yellow cap.
Collinson, Mrs Isabel M.  Dark blue, royal blue chevron, red and yellow hooped cap.
Collison, Mr N.  Yellow, large black spots, yellow sleeves, black spots.
Colm Donlon, Barry Fulton, Chris Giles  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue sleeves, 
yellow spots, royal blue cap.
Colm Donlon, Barry Fulton, Chris Giles (second colours)  Royal blue and orange check, royal 
blue sleeves, royal blue cap, orange star.
Colm Donlon, Barry Fulton, Chris Giles (third colours)  Pink, large purple spots, hooped sleeves.
Colm Donlon, Barry Fulton & Richard Webb  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue 
sleeves, yellow spots, royal blue cap.
Colm Donlon, Barry Fulton & Richard Webb (second colours)  Royal blue and orange check, 
royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, orange star.
Colm Donlon, Ian Fogg & Jeremy Kyle  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue sleeves, 
yellow spots, royal blue cap.
Colm Donlon, Ian Fogg & Paul Nicholls  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue sleeves, 
yellow spots, royal blue cap.
Colmix Contracting & Groundworks Ltd  Dark blue, yellow triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves and 
star on cap.
Colm McEvoy & Partner  Red, dark blue and red striped sleeves.
Colne Valley Racing  White, dark blue spots on sleeves, white cap, dark blue star.
Colne Valley Racing & Partner  White, dark blue spots on sleeves, white cap, dark blue star.
Coln Valley Partnership  Turquoise, black braces, cerise cap.
Colomane Racing  Red, white diamond, chevrons on sleeves.
The Colony Stable LLC  Dark blue, white stars, white sleeves, red armlets, red and white striped 
cap.
The Colony Stable LLC & Dajam Ltd  Dark blue, white stars, white sleeves, red armlets, red and 
white striped cap.
Colourful Drinkers  Black, orange and black check sleeves, orange cap.
&Col Robert Symonds, 17th Regiment R.A.,  Maroon, pale green sleeves, black cap.
Colson, Mrs P. M.  White, royal blue triple diamond, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, white cap, 
royal blue star.
Colterd Binnie Murray Bremner Dunbar  Red, large emerald green spots, grey sleeves, red spots, 
emerald green and red quartered cap.
Colthart, Mr James  Dark blue, white spots, white and dark blue halved sleeves, dark blue cap.
Coltherd Binnie  Red, large emerald green spots, grey sleeves, red spots, emerald green and red 
quartered cap.
Coltherd Binnie Bremner Murray Fretwell  Red, large emerald green spots, grey sleeves, red 
spots, emerald green and red quartered cap.
ColtherdCawkwellMcKirganMitchellBannon  Red, large emerald green spots, grey sleeves, red 
spots, emerald green and red quartered cap.
Coltherd Conchar  Red, large emerald green spots, grey sleeves, red spots, emerald green and red 
quartered cap.
Coltherd Gillie  Dark blue, light blue hoop and sleeves, beige and light blue hooped cap.
Coltherd, Jeffrey & Hall  Black and orange check, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Coltherd McDougal  Royal blue, white stars, emerald green sleeves, red cap, white stars.
Coltherd, Mr S.  Red, large emerald green spots, grey sleeves, red spots, emerald green and red 
quartered cap.
Coltherd Northeast Racing  Red, large emerald green spots, grey sleeves, red spots, emerald green 
and red quartered cap.
Coltherd Racing Club  White, red star, red sleeves, white spots.
Coltherd Whyte  Purple, white spots, white and purple striped sleeves.
Coltherd Whyte Campbell Swinton  Purple, white spots, white and purple striped sleeves.
Coltherd Whyte Campbell Swinton Ruddy  Purple, white spots, white and purple striped sleeves.
Coltman Cundall Matterson and Stephenson  Emerald green, grey seams, emerald green sleeves 
and cap.
Coltman, Mrs David  Brown, light blue cross belts, pink cap.
Coltman, Mrs David (second colours)  White, hay tartan cross belts.
Colville, S  Royal blue, white hoops, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Colvin, Mr R.  Purple, grey hoops, purple sleeves and cap.
Colvin, Mr S. F.  Black and white stripes, red sleeves, black and red quartered cap.
Comley, Mr Max  Black, pink hoops, black sleeves, white stars, white cap.
The Commercial Flooring Company  Royal blue, white triple diamond, armlets and diamond on 
cap.
Commins, Mr Donal  Emerald green, white cross of lorraine, emerald green sleeves, white stars.
Commission Air Limited  Dark blue, white diamond, white and dark blue chevrons on sleeves, white 
cap, dark blue diamond.
The Commissioning Team  Dark blue, yellow seams, diamonds on sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow 
diamond.
The Commodores  Navy blue, gold cross belts, black cap, red hoop.
Commons, Miss C.  Royal blue, light blue stars, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Compas Racing  Emerald green, yellow and emerald green halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Compass Racing Syndicate  Black, beige stars.
Compton Brave Partnership  Maroon and light blue (quartered), striped sleeves.
Compton, Mr C. B.  Light blue, red sleeves, light blue armlets, white cap.
Compton, Mr L.  Royal blue, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap, yellow 
diamonds.
Compton, Mr Stuart E.  Black, light blue hooped sleeves.
Compton Racing Club  Orange, emerald green chevron and armlets, emerald green cap, orange star.
The Comselle Partnership  Black, yellow spots, yellow cap.
Concept Furniture International Limited  Grey, orange stars, white sleeves, orange stars, white 
cap, orange star.
The Con Club  White, emerald green cross belts, white sleeves, red armlets, white cap, royal blue 
diamond.
The Condicote Clan  Dark green and red (quartered), white sleeves, dark green armlets, red cap.
Condon, Miss Annabelle  Red and yellow diamonds, red sleeves, yellow cap.
Condon, Mr E. A.  Brown, yellow hoop, armlets and cap.
Condover Racing  Black, light blue chevron, chevrons on sleeves, black cap, light blue diamond.
The Conduit, Conti & Simons Partnership  Red, royal blue triple diamond and diamond on cap.
Cone, Mrs Christine  Dark blue, yellow hoops, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, quartered cap.
Confidence Partnership  Maroon, royal blue braces, sleeves and cap.
Confidence Partnership (second colours)  Light blue, pink cross belts, black cap.
Congdon, Mr A. W.  White, red armlets.
Congreve, Mr R.  Mauve, white sleeves and cap.
The Coniston Hotel Racing Club  Lilac, dark blue sleeves, mauve cap.
Coniston Old Men Syndicate  White, dark blue spots, striped sleeves, white cap.
Conneally, Mr Albert  Dark green, royal blue sleeves, dark green stars, dark green and royal blue 
check cap.
Connell, Mr Barry  Yellow, dark blue sash.
Connell, Mr J. E.  Grey, red cross belts, emerald green cap.
Connell, Mr LS  Red, dark green seams, red sleeves, dark green stars, quartered cap.

Connolly, Mr Brian  Maroon, light blue epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Connolly, Mr John  Black, light blue armlets.
Connolly, Mr John (second colours)  Dark blue, pink hoop, chevrons on sleeves, pink cap.
Connolly, Mr John (third colours)  Dark blue, pink hoop, chevrons on sleeves.
Connolly, Mr Ronan  Black, yellow star, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Connop, Miss B.  Black, yellow braces, light blue sleeves, yellow cap.
Connop, Miss B. (second colours)  Grey, black spots, grey sleeves.
Connor, Mr Gerry  Dark blue and white (quartered), dark blue sleeves, white armlets.
Connor, Mr Gerry (second colours)  Dark blue and white (quartered), white sleeves, dark blue 
stars.
Conroy, Mr I.  Royal blue, white chevron, diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
The Considered Speculators  Dark green, large yellow spots, purple sleeves, yellow cap.
Constable, Mr D. P.  Red, black chevrons, black sleeves, red stars, black cap.
Constant, Mr S.  Black, cerise hoops, black sleeves and cap.
Contubernium Racing  Maroon, white cross of lorraine, white cap.
The Conundrum Partnership  Maroon, yellow triple diamond, maroon and light blue diabolo on 
sleeves, light blue cap, yellow diamonds.
Convey, Mr M.  Emerald green and white diabolo, orange sleeves, emerald green and orange 
quartered cap.
Conway, Mr Peter  White, dark green hoops and armlets.
Conway, Mr Sean  Royal blue, white star, white sleeves, royal blue stars, royal blue cap, white star.
Conway, Mr Sean (second colours)  Red and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves, red stars and cap.
Conway, Mr Shaun  Black, mauve star, black sleeves, mauve stars, black cap, mauve star.
Conway, Mrs S.  Black and white diabolo, white sleeves, black armlets, black and white quartered 
cap.
Conway, Mr T. J.  White, red epaulets, royal blue sleeves, red cap.
Conyers, Mr James  Orange, red, purple & dark blue spectrum, white collar and sleeves and peak to 
cap.
Coogan, Mr Vincent  Light blue, royal blue star on body and cap, light blue sleeves, royal blue stars.
Cooke & Millen  Emerald green, red hoops, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Cooke & Millen (second colours)  Emerald green, yellow cross belts, emerald green sleeves, yellow 
stars, yellow cap.
Cooke, Mr Anthony  Red, yellow diamond, dark blue sleeves, yellow diamonds, dark blue cap, 
yellow diamond.
Cooke, Mr Edward  Emerald green and black diamonds, black sleeves, emerald green stars, black 
cap, emerald green star.
Cooke, Mr Howard J.  Light green and black check, white cap.
Cooke, Mr Howard J. (second colours)  Dark blue, red stripe and armlets, yellow cap, dark blue 
star.
Cooke, Mr J. P.  Maroon, yellow triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, royal blue and white striped 
cap.
Cooke, Mr M. S.  Emerald green, red hoops, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Cooke, Mr Peter G.  Dark blue, dark blue and white check sleeves and cap.
Cooke, Mrs Meg  Royal blue, white stars and armlets, maroon and royal blue quartered cap.
Cooke, Mrs Melissa Anne  Royal blue, red star, sleeves and star on cap.
Cooke, Mrs Melissa Anne (second colours)  Grey, pink star, grey sleeves, pink stars, pink cap, grey 
star.
The Cookie Monsters  Dark blue, red stripe and armlets, yellow cap, dark blue star.
Cook, Miss S E  Dark blue, red seams, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Cook, Mr A. C.  Light blue, maroon braces, light blue sleeves, maroon stars, light blue cap, maroon 
star.
Cook, Mr A. C. (second colours)  Maroon, light blue chevrons, maroon sleeves, maroon cap, light 
blue star.
Cook, Mr Alex  Red, light blue cross belts, red and light blue halved sleeves, light blue cap.
Cook, Mr Barry John  Red, grey star, white sleeves, grey stars.
Cook, Mr Dave  Maroon, light blue hoop, light blue sleeves, maroon armlets, light blue cap.
Cook, Mr John  Purple and white (quartered), white sleeves.
Cook, Mr Lindsay William  Light blue, mauve sleeves, light blue armlets, white cap.
Cook, Mr M. R.  Purple, yellow cross belts and armlets, quartered cap.
Cook, Mr N.  Mauve, black hoops, black sleeves, mauve armlets, black cap.
Cook, Mr P.  Maroon and grey stripes, grey sleeves.
Cook, Mr Peter  Yellow, emerald green stars, black sleeves and cap.
Cooksley, Mr A.  Dark blue, red stripe and sleeves, striped cap.
Cookson, Mr E.  Royal blue, white cross and sleeves, blue cuffs, white cap, blue hoop
Cookson, Mr J. M. B.  Pink, black hoops, pink sleeves, black cap.
Cookson, Mr P. J.  Olive green, black striped cap.
Cool Racing 2  Emerald green, royal blue star, hooped sleeves.
The Cool Silk Partnership  White, purple cap.
The Cool Silk Partnership (second colours)  Purple, pink chevron, purple sleeves, pink stars, 
purple cap, pink star.
The Cool Silk Partnership (third colours)  Black, grey chevron, black sleeves, beige stars and stars 
on cap.
Coombelands Racing Syndicate  Royal blue and yellow diabolo, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Coombe, Mr J.  Light blue, black hoop and sleeves, check cap.
Coombe, Mrs N. M.  Purple, orange chevron, hooped sleeves.
Coombes, Mr Darren  Yellow, royal blue cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, royal blue spots.
Coombs, Mr J. L.  White, royal blue hoops, diamonds on sleeves, white cap.
Coomes, Mr Spencer  Red, white star, white sleeves, red seams, red cap, white star.
Cooney, Mr B.  Beige, maroon sash, maroon and beige halved sleeves, maroon cap.
Cooney, Mr Edward  Black, white seams, black sleeves, white spots and cap.
Cooper, Mr A. (L)  Black, green and mauve cross belts, green cap.
Cooper, Mr A.  Black, grey seams, grey and royal blue diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Cooper, Mr Brian  Grey and maroon (halved), sleeves reversed, quartered cap.
Cooper, Mr D.  Black and red (quartered), white sleeves.
Cooper, Mr G. I.  Black, red sleeves, black cap, red spots.
Cooper, Mr Nicholas  White, black spots, white sleeves, red cap.
Cooper, Mr Nigel S.  Royal blue, gold chevrons, quartered cap.
Cooper, Mr Peter D.  Grey, maroon hoop, hooped sleeves and cap.
Cooper, Mr Raymond  Red, yellow star, white and yellow hooped sleeves, white cap, yellow stars.
Cooper, Mr Robert  Light blue and white stripes, hooped cap.
Cooper, Mrs Charles  Purple, large white spots, orange sleeves and cap.
Cooper, Mr S. F.  Yellow, black armlets and collar, striped cap.
Cooper, Mrs Janet  Red, white hoop, diamonds on sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
Cooper, Mrs M.  Royal blue, red sash, white cap, red spots.
Cooper, Mrs M. A.  Dark blue, white hollow box and armlets.
Cooper, Mrs Robert  Light blue and white stripes, maroon cap.
Cooper, Mr Terry  Black, large yellow spots and sleeves, yellow cap, black spots.
Cooper, Mr T. J.  Grey, black hoop, black cap.
Cooper & Webb  Purple, white star, diabolo on sleeves.
Cope, Miss D.  Light blue, dark blue cross belts, dark blue sleeves, light blue armlets.
Cope, Mr Andy  Red, yellow sleeves, black spots.
Copley, Mr Anthony D.  Black, orange epaulets, diamonds on sleeves.
Copperhill  Pink, purple halved sleeves.
Copper, Miss Caroline  Purple, mauve chevron.
Coppola, Mr Dennis J.  White, maroon chevrons, maroon sleeves, white diamonds, white cap, 
maroon diamond.
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Coppola, Mrs Margaret  Maroon, white chevrons, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Copshaw Boys  Maroon, yellow hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Coral Champions Club  White, royal blue stars and sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
Corbani, Mrs I.  Dark blue, beige hoop, quartered cap.
Corbett, Exors of the Late Mr P. J.  Light blue, white braces.
Corbett, Mr Paul  Royal blue and red stripes, royal blue sleeves, red stars.
Corbett, Mr Peter  Green, gold hoop, armlets and cap.
Corbett, Mr Richard  Black and white stripes, black cap.
Corbett, Mrs P.  Buff, black sleeves and cap.
Corbett, Mrs Sheila  White and black (quartered), striped sleeves.
Corbett, Mrs Susan  Royal blue, mauve hoop and armlets.
Corbett, Mrs Susan (second colours)  Dark green, yellow hoop, hooped sleeves, black cap.
Corbett, Mr Stephen  Light green, yellow hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Corbett, Mr W. F.  Purple, grey stars, grey sleeves, purple stars, purple cap, grey star.
Corbett Stud  Pink, royal blue epaulets, royal blue cap.
Corbett, The Hon Mrs J. M.  Royal blue, silver striped sleeves, blue and red hooped cap.
Corcoran, Mr K. J.  Light blue, grey epaulets.
Corcoran, Mr K. J. (second colours)  Purple and yellow diabolo, striped sleeves, yellow cap, purple 
diamond.
Corcoran, Mrs C. L.  Purple, large royal blue spots, hooped sleeves and spots on cap.
Cordage Racing Ltd  Black, light green chevron, light green cap.
Cordwell-Smith, Mrs Kate  Red and yellow (quartered), diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
Corinthian Racing Club  Maroon and pink (quartered), maroon sleeves, pink cap.
Corinthian Racing Club (second colours)  Royal blue and beige diamonds, royal blue sleeves and 
cap.
Coriolan Partnership  White, red cross belts, white sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap, royal blue 
star.
Coriolan Partnership & Partner  White, red cross belts, white sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap, 
royal blue star.
Corke, Mr K.  Purple, yellow star, chevrons on sleeves, purple cap, yellow star.
Cork, Mr A. J.  Orange, black and red chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Cork, Mrs Freya  Maroon, grey stars, maroon cap, grey star.
Cork, Mrs S.  Royal blue, white chevron, red sleeves and cap.
Cormac O'Flynn & Kevin Hennessy  Red, beige stripe, white sleeves, beige armlets and star on 
white cap.
Cornborough Racing Club  Black, pink hoops.
Cornborough Racing Club (second colours)  Pink, grey cross belts, hooped sleeves.
Cornelius, Mr R. J.  Green, white sash, collar, cuffs and cap.
Cornell, Mr Pat  Emerald green, yellow cross belts and sleeves.
Corner, Mr N. F. H.  Red, white spots, red sleeves, royal blue cap.
Cornes, Mr F. D.  Dark blue, yellow hoop, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, yellow cap.
Cornes, Mr G.  Emerald green, royal blue seams, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets, quartered cap.
Cornforth, Barlow and Rutherford  Black, red stripe, red cap, black star.
Cornforth, Mr John  Black, red stripe, red cap, black star.
The Cornish Barmies  Purple and pink diamonds, purple sleeves, purple cap, pink diamond.
Cornock, Mr R.  Dark green, yellow seams, yellow sleeves, dark green armlets, yellow cap.
Cornthrop Bloodstock Limited  Light blue, red armlets, red cap.
Cornthrop Bloodstock & Qatar Racing  Light blue, red armlets, red cap.
Cornthrop, Widden & J&P Frampton  Light blue, red armlets, red cap.
Cornwall Cookie Partnership  Beige, brown spots.
Cornwall, Mr J. R.  Yellow, black chevrons, striped cap.
Cornwall, The Duchess of (L)  Brown, red sleeves, yellow cap.
Cornwell, Mr P. C.  Red, white braces, white sleeves, red armlets, striped cap.
Cornwell, Mrs Jackie  Purple and orange diabolo, orange sleeves, purple stars, orange cap, purple 
star.
Corps Commerce Ltd  Light blue and white check, diamonds on sleeves.
Correale, Mr J. F.  Yellow and emerald green diamonds, yellow sleeves, emerald green armlets, 
emerald green and yellow striped cap
Corrie, Mr M. W.  Dark green, maroon cross belts and sleeves.
Corrigan, Mrs T.  Black, red hoop, armlets and cap.
Corrigan, Mr William  White, orange sash, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Corrina Ltd  Black, yellow star, black sleeves, yellow spots, black cap, yellow star.
Corr, Mr Barry  Dark blue, white hoop, white sleeves, dark blue stars, white cap, dark blue star.
Corr, Mrs H.  Aquamarine, light blue seams, aquamarine sleeves, cap and tassel on cap.
Corry Reid, Mr Michael  Brown, light blue star and star on cap.
The Corsairs  Dark green, light blue hoops, dark green sleeves, red cap.
Corsan, Mr J.  White, dark blue cross belts, striped sleeves, dark blue cap.
Corsby Racing  Royal blue and emerald green check, royal blue sleeves, emerald green armlets.
The Corse Lawners  Red, royal blue cross belts, white sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap, royal blue 
star.
Corsellis, Mrs J.  Light blue, emerald green chevron, white and emerald green striped sleeves, 
emerald green cap.
Cosburn, Mr Gordon  Yellow, orange braces.
Cosby, Mr K. A.  White, large royal blue spots, white sleeves, royal blue spots, royal blue cap.
Cosgrove, Mr Frank  Yellow, purple stars, halved sleeves.
Cosias, Mr Andy  Light blue and red diamonds.
The Cosimo Syndicate  Emerald green, white cross belts, dark blue sleeves and cap.
The Cosmic Cases  Emerald green and white (quartered), hooped sleeves, black cap.
Costelloe, Mr G.  Royal blue and yellow check, royal blue sleeves, yellow spots, royal blue cap.
Costello, Mr J. P.  Yellow, royal blue triple diamond and sleeves.
Costello, Mr M. R.  Dark blue, yellow braces, red sleeves, dark blue and yellow quartered cap.
Costello, Mrs M  Pink and mauve check.
Costello/Ralph Racing Partnership  Pink and mauve check.
The Cothill Racing Club  Maroon, white braces, white cap.
The Cotswold Stars  Black, orange chevron, black sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
Cotterill, Mr J. D.  Grey, purple epaulets, purple cap.
Cotter, Mr Kieran D.  Dark blue, pink epaulets, pink cap, dark blue spots.
Cottingham, Mr John  Pink, black and pink striped cap.
Cottingham, Ms Victoria  Dark green, pink spots, sleeves and cap.
Cottis, Mr Matthew  Yellow, yellow and dark blue diabolo on sleeves.
Cotton, Conway  Black and white diabolo, white sleeves, black armlets, black and white quartered 
cap.
Cotton, Miss V. Z. R.  White, yellow disc, yellow cap, white spots.
Cotton, Mr G. M.  Royal blue and red (quartered), red sleeves.
Cotton, Mr J. D.  Yellow, purple hoops and armlets, hooped cap.
Cotton, Mrs G.  Black and yellow diamonds, yellow sleeves, scarlet cap, black star.
Cotton, Mrs Rowena  Light blue, dark blue cap, light blue spots.
Cotton, Mrs Rowena (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap, light blue 
spots.
Cotton, Mrs Sacha  Dark blue, white spots, dark blue spots on white sleeves and cap.
Cotty, Mrs Sarah  Dark blue, orange star, orange sleeves, dark blue armlets and star on orange cap.
Coughlan, Mrs Anne  White and yellow (halved), sleeves reversed, red and white striped cap.
Coughlan, Nicholson&Carlisle Poker Club  White, red diamond and sleeves.
Couldwell, Mr James  White, black epaulets, maroon and white diabolo on sleeves, black and 
maroon quartered cap.
The Coul Kat Partnership  Red, dark green seams, striped sleeves, white cap.

Coulson, Mr Mick  Emerald green and light green stripes.
Counsell, Mr S. R.  Red, emerald green epaulets.
Counsell, Mr S. R. (second colours)  Yellow, white seams and armlets.
Count Calypso Racing  Emerald green, grey epaulets.
Countess Lonsdale & Richard Kent  White, maroon cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
2 Counties Racing  Yellow, dark blue diamond, chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow diamond.
The Count on Arthur Racing Club  Orange, black diamond, white sleeves.
The Count on Arthur Racing Club & 1  Orange, black diamond, white sleeves.
Count Otto Partnership  Emerald green, red stars, emerald green sleeves.
Country Lane Partnership  Royal blue, white hoop, royal blue sleeves, red armlets and cap.
The Country Side  Emerald green and yellow (quartered), black sleeves.
Countrywide, Mortlock & Scandrett  White and royal blue diamonds, pink sleeves, royal blue cap, 
pink diamond, white pom-pom.
Countrywide Vehicle Rentals Taxi Hire  Orange, beige spots and sleeves, orange cap.
Countrywide Vehicle Rentals Taxi Hire (second colours)  Light blue, royal blue spots and sleeves, 
hooped cap.
County Charm Windows & Conservatories  Mauve and black stripes, black sleeves, mauve cap.
The County Set  White, red seams, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
The County Set and Peter Russell  White, red seams, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
The County Set and Team Kirkton  Black, red diamond, red and white striped sleeves, red cap.
The County Set and Team Kirkton (second colours)  White, red seams, red sleeves, white 
armlets, red cap.
The County Set Eight  White, red seams, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
The County Set (Five)  White, red seams, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
County Set Five & Keith Hunter  White, red seams, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
County Set Five & Peter J S Russell  White, red seams, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
County Set Five & The Red Shoes  White, red seams, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
County Set Four  White, red seams, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
County Set Four & Keith Hunter  White, red seams, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
County Set & Kendall Stewart Johnston  White, red seams, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
The County Set & Mr P Russell & Friends  White, red seams, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
County Set Seven  White, red seams, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
The County Set (Seven) & Partner  White, red seams, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
County Set Six & Partner  White, red seams, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
The County Set Three  White, red seams, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
The County Set (Two)  White, red seams, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
COUPLAND, GEMMELL, HUES & SULLIVAN  Light blue, dark blue cross of lorraine and armlets.
Coupland, Mr A.  Royal blue and emerald green stripes, royal blue cap, emerald green spots.
Courage, Mr C. J.  Maroon and yellow (halved), sleeves reversed, yellow cap.
Court, Mr A.  Royal blue, large white spots, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, white cap.
Court, Mr Terry  Blue and yellow diamonds, yellow sleeves, blue and green quartered cap.
Court Reclamation & Salvage Ltd  Yellow, royal blue sleeves, red stars and cap.
Cousino, Mr Arturo  Grey, black hoops, chevrons on sleeves, grey cap.
Cousins, Miss Sarah  Blue, white stars on body.
Cousins, Mr A. J.  Brown, yellow epaulets and cap.
Cousins, Mr E. (L)  Beige, royal blue sleeves, beige and royal blue striped cap.
Coutts & Ryan Partnership  Black, beige epaulets, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Covell, Mrs C. H.  White, dark blue spots, dark blue and white quartered cap.
Cove, Miss F. V.  Purple, pink stars, halved sleeves, pink cap.
Cove, Mr Phillip  Royal blue, orange stars on sleeves, orange cap, royal blue star.
The Covenanters  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, dark blue sleeves, yellow cap.
Coveney, Mr A.  Maroon, royal blue cross belts and sleeves.
Coventry, Lady Rachel  Red, emerald green braces, striped sleeves and cap.
Coventry, Lady Rachel (second colours)  Chocolate, light blue sleeves and cap.
Cover, Mr J. A.  Maroon, white hoop, halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Cover Point Racing  Purple, beige hollow box, beige sleeves, purple spots, purple and beige hooped 
cap.
Cowan, Mr James  Purple and yellow diabolo, halved sleeves, purple and yellow quartered cap.
Coward, Mr Chris  Dark blue, pink spots, armlets and spots on cap.
Coward, Mrs C. A.  Dark blue, pink diamond, striped sleeves, pink cap, dark blue star.
Cowdray, Lord (L)  Orange, brown sleeves and cap.
Cowell, Mrs R. D.  Dark blue, pink and dark blue halved sleeves, pink cap.
Cowes, Mr N.  Dark blue, orange stars on sleeves, dark blue cap, orange star.
Cowey, Mrs P. A.  Red, white chevron, white sleeves, red stars, white cap.
Cowley, Mr Paul E.  Dark blue, brown hoops, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Cowley, Mrs Alana  Beige, dark blue striped sleeves.
Cowley, Mrs Anne  White, black hollow box, black and white halved sleeves.
Cox, Lloyd & Finden  Dark blue and light blue (quartered), white sleeves, light blue armlets, dark 
blue and white hooped cap.
Cox, Miss H. S.  Black, gold cross belts, black and red quartered cap.
Cox, Mr C. G.  Gold, dark blue sleeves, brown cap.
Cox, Mr C. R.  Dark blue and red (quartered), checked sleeves and cap.
Cox, Mr C. R. (second colours)  Dark green, emerald green seams, black cap.
Cox, Mr D.  Dark blue, emerald green seams, white cap.
Cox, Mr J. W.  Grey, royal blue star, white sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap, royal blue star.
Cox, Mr Merv  Royal blue and yellow diamonds, striped sleeves, red cap.
Cox, Mr Paul  Dark blue and light blue (quartered), white sleeves, light blue armlets, dark blue and 
white hooped cap.
Cox, Mr Peter J.  Sinclair tartan, turquoise sleeves, white cap.
Cox, Mr S. J.  Black, brown stars, black sleeves and cap.
Cox, Mrs T. L.  Dark blue, yellow spots, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Cox, Mr Timothy  Red, black epaulets.
Cox, Mr W.  Light green, maroon and dark green striped sleeves, red cap.
Coxon, Mrs Maureen  Maroon, dark green armlets.
Cox's Foxes  Red and white diabolo, royal blue sleeves, white stars, white cap.
Coxwell Partnership  Orange, dark blue star and sleeves.
Coyle, Mr Tony  Dark blue, light blue star, striped sleeves and star on cap.
The Coyne Family  Yellow, red star, yellow and white striped sleeves, yellow cap, red stars.
The Coz Syndicate  Red, white hollow box, white sleeves, red armlets, royal blue cap.
C P Civil Engineering UK Ltd  Emerald green, light green star and star on cap.
C Pigram, T Hind, GG Thoroughbreds  Grey, light green seams, hooped sleeves, light green cap.
CP RACING  Red, royal blue chevrons, red sleeves, royal blue cap.
C. Priestley & P. George  White and black stripes, white sleeves, dark blue stars, black cap.
C.P.S. Syndicate  Grey, red star, royal blue sleeves, red stars, royal blue cap.
Crab Apple Racing Limited  Dark blue, orange hoop, halved sleeves, orange cap.
Crabb, Mr Andrew-John  Mauve, mauve cap, purple spots.
Cracker and Smodge Partnership  Royal blue, large red spots, red sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal 
blue and red hooped cap.
Cracker Syndicate  Dark blue, red seams, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Crackle Lyn Rose Partnership  Royal blue, white cross belts, yellow cap.
Craddock, Mr Alan G.  Pink and maroon stripes, pink sleeves.
The Crafty Dragons Syndicate  Red, white seams, emerald green sleeves, red cap, white star.
The Crafty Six  Royal blue, light blue sleeves, royal blue armlets.
The Crafty Six & W. B. B.  Royal blue, light blue sleeves, royal blue armlets.
Craggs, Mr Ray  Purple, yellow chevron, sleeves and star on cap.
Craggs, Mrs K. (L)  Light blue, white cross belts and cap with blue hoop.
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Cragg Wood Racing  Yellow, red star, emerald green sleeves, red cap.
Craig Buckingham & Gary Dewhurst  White, red epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Craig Buckingham & Martyn Elvin  White, red epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Craig Buckingham & Mrs Barbara Hester  Black, orange star.
Craig Buckingham & Tony Coyle  Black, orange star.
The Craigburn Partnership  Yellow, royal blue stars, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue star.
The Craig Farm Syndicate  Emerald green, yellow seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow seams, hooped 
cap.
Craig Farm Syndicate, D Down & R Palmer  Emerald green, yellow seams, dark blue sleeves, 
yellow seams, hooped cap.
Craig Farm Syndicate,Percy,Palmer,Graham  Emerald green, yellow seams, dark blue sleeves, 
yellow seams, hooped cap.
Craig & Laura Buckingham  Black, orange star.
Craig & Laura Buckingham (second colours)  Black, orange star and armlets.
Craig & Laura Buckingham (third colours)  White, red epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Craig, Mrs M.  Pink, royal blue chevrons and armlets.
Cramm, Mr David  Black, mauve star and armlets, white cap.
Crane, Mr I. P.  Royal blue, yellow diamond, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Crane, Mr Martin W.  Dark green, white hollow box, diabolo on sleeves, white cap, dark green 
diamond.
Cranfield, Mr G.  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, checked sleeves, hooped cap.
Cranfield, R.  Dark blue, pink hoop, hooped sleeves, pink and dark blue hooped cap.
Crankshaw, Miss Elsa  White, light green seams, sleeves and cap.
Crate, Mr Peter  Red, grey sleeves, red and grey hooped cap.
Crathorne, Lord (L)  Scarlet, yellow hoops, quartered cap.
Crathorne, Lord (L) (second colours)  Scarlet, yellow hoops, yellow cap.
Craven, Mr James  White, dark blue cross belts, dark blue sleeves, white stars, white cap, dark blue 
star.
Craven, Mr Nigel  Maroon and orange stripes, maroon sleeves, black cap.
Crawford, Mr A.  Red, grey epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, red cap, grey star.
Crawford-Smith Family  Light blue, orange stars.
Crawford-Smith, Mr N. L.  Black, yellow sash, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
The Crawford Society  Light blue, dark blue disc and armlets.
Crawford Society 1  Light blue, dark blue disc and armlets.
Crawshaw, Lord  White, dark blue collar and hooped sleeves.
Crawshaw, Mrs Andrew  White, black and white hooped sleeves, red and white hooped cap.
Craymer, Judy  Purple, orange star, hooped sleeves and stars on cap.
Craze, Miss J. F.  Dark blue, white sleeves, hooped cap.
Craze, Mr Mark  Mauve and pink (quartered), white sleeves, mauve stars.
C R Cox & B Hussain  Dark blue and red (quartered), checked sleeves and cap.
C R Cox & B Hussain (second colours)  Dark green, white stars.
Creed, Mr M.  Orange, black chevron, halved sleeves, orange and black quartered cap.
Creese, Mr R. J.  White, orange cross belts, armlets and cap.
CREIGHTON, McGIVERN & RUDD  Orange, mauve sleeves and cap.
Creighton, Mr Daniel  Orange, mauve sleeves and cap.
The Crepello Partnership  Beige, dark green hoops, beige sleeves, dark green cap.
Crewdson, Lieutenant Colonel Charles  Royal blue, yellow cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, royal 
blue armlets, yellow and royal blue quartered cap.
Crewe, D.  Yellow, dark green stars, sleeves and star on cap.
Crew, Miss Emma  Purple, pink disc, pink cap.
Crew, Mrs John  Royal blue, yellow disc, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
C R Hirst & Partner  Dark blue, large white spots, dark blue and white chevrons on sleeves, dark 
blue and white striped cap.
Crichton, Miss Hazel  Yellow, dark green armlets, dark green and white striped cap.
Criddle, Mr J. V.  Grey, purple cross belts, white cap.
Crimbourne Bloodstock  Light blue, white cross belts, red cap.
Crimbourne Bloodstock (second colours)  Pink, dark blue cross belts, striped sleeves, white cap.
Criminal Record and Barring Service Ltd  Dark blue, white star, light blue sleeves, white stars, 
light blue cap, white star.
Cringan, Mr James A.  Dark blue, light blue stars, striped sleeves, light blue cap, dark blue star.
Crispily Partnership  Dark blue, pink chevron, light blue sleeves, pink armlets, dark blue cap, pink 
star.
C.R. Lambourne, M. Forbes, D. Losse  Yellow and royal blue diabolo, red sleeves, yellow cap.
C.R. Lambourne, M. Forbes, D. Losse (second colours)  Dark green, white stripe, pink and white 
hooped sleeves, striped cap.
C.R. Lambourne, M. Forbes, D. Losse (third colours)  Emerald green and dark blue diabolo, 
emerald green sleeves and cap.
CR Lambourn, M Forbes, D Losse & Partner  Dark green, white stripe, pink and white hooped 
sleeves, striped cap.
CR Lambourn, M Forbes, D Losse & Partner (second colours)  Yellow and royal blue diabolo, 
red sleeves, yellow cap.
CR Lambourn, M Forbes, D Losse & Partner (third colours)  Emerald green and dark blue 
diabolo, emerald green sleeves and cap.
C. R. Marks (Banbury)  Orange, black seams, orange cap, black spots.
C Robertson, P Crook, G Kelleway  Dark green and purple (halved), white sleeves, purple 
diamonds, purple cap.
C Robertson, P Crook, G Kelleway (second colours)  White and royal blue diamonds, pink 
sleeves, royal blue cap, pink diamond, white pom-pom.
Crockford, Mr D. F.  Dark blue, yellow chevrons, quartered cap.
Crofters Racing Syndicate  Maroon, light blue stars, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Croft, Miss K.  Dark blue, orange seams, striped cap.
Croft-Sharland, Mrs G.  Dark green, beige triple diamond, dark green sleeves, white diamonds, 
beige cap, dark green diamond.
Crofts, Mrs Angela  Dark blue, white triple diamond, red sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
Crombie, Mr Alan D.  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Cromhall Stud  White, red stars, black sleeves, white cap, red star.
Cromwell, Mr Tony  Maroon, large light blue spots, light blue sleeves, maroon spots, maroon cap, 
light blue spots.
Crone, Mrs F. H.  Beige, dark blue triple diamond, dark blue cap.
Crone Stud Farms Ltd  Orange, emerald green stars.
Cronjager, Mr Harry  Emerald green, large red spots, sleeves and spots on cap.
Cronshaw, Mrs Sue  Light blue, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, light blue armlets.
Cronshaw & PAM Ties  Light blue, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, light blue armlets.
Crook, Miss Patricia  Dark green and purple (halved), white sleeves, purple diamonds, purple cap.
The Crooner Partnership  Red, black sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
Croot, Mr Darren  Pink, emerald green star, emerald green sleeves, pink stars, pink cap, emerald 
green star.
Cropredy Lawn Racing  Dark green, grey hooped sleeves, grey cap.
Cropredy Lawn Racing 2  Dark green, grey hooped sleeves, grey cap.
Crosbie Dawson, Mrs K.  Buff, dark blue sleeves, quartered cap.
Cross channel racing  White, royal blue triple diamond, white and red striped sleeves, royal blue cap, 
white spots.
Cross Channel Racing and partner  White, royal blue triple diamond, white and red striped sleeves, 
royal blue cap, white spots.
Cross Channel Racing Club  White, royal blue triple diamond, white and red striped sleeves, royal 
blue cap, white spots.

Crossed Fingers Partnership  Light blue, royal blue star, white and royal blue check sleeves and cap.
Crossfields Racing  White, royal blue cross belts, royal blue and white hooped sleeves and cap.
Crossfields Racing, A. Welch & Partners  White, royal blue cross belts, royal blue and white 
hooped sleeves and cap.
Cross Foran Harrison  Yellow and royal blue (quartered), dark blue sleeves, yellow and dark blue 
quartered cap.
Crossley Cooke, Mr C K  Pink, royal blue stripe on cap.
Crossley Cooke, Mr C K (second colours)  Maroon, pink sleeves, dark blue cap.
Crossley Cooke, Mr C K (third colours)  Maroon, pink sleeves, green cap.
Crossley Cooke, Mrs E. A. G.  Maroon, pink sleeves.
Crossman, Miss D. S. R.  Pink, black star.
Crossman, Mr William  Red, emerald green hoops, yellow sleeves, purple armlets, red and purple 
hooped cap.
Cross, Miss Linda  Dark blue, emerald green chevrons and armlets, quartered cap.
Cross, Mr Jonathan  Maroon and yellow diabolo, maroon sleeves, yellow armlets and star on cap.
Cross, Mr M.  Maroon, beige stripe and armlets, beige cap, maroon star.
Cross, Mr S.  Dark blue, pink cross belts, chevrons on sleeves.
Cross, Mrs H. R.  Orange, grey cross belts.
Cross, Mrs S.  Pink and dark blue (quartered), pink sleeves, dark blue stars, pink cap, dark blue star.
The Cross Racing Club  Dark green, light green epaulets and armlets.
The Cross Racing Club (second colours)  Black, mauve seams, black sleeves and cap.
The Cross Racing Club (third colours)  Red, white chevron, white sleeves, royal blue armlets and 
stars on white cap.
The Cross Racing Club (fourth colours)  Dark green, white stars, orange sleeves, dark green cap, 
white star.
Cross Racing Club & Pete Smith Car Sales  Yellow, orange disc.
Cross Water Partnership  Purple, white stripe.
Crosthwaite, Mr Nicolas  Brown, grey sleeves, light blue cap.
Crothers, Mr Harry  Royal blue, white triple diamond, red cap.
Crowd, New Image Contracts & Partners  Dark green and beige stripes.
Crowd Racing and Mrs Fay Bocker  Dark green and beige stripes.
Crowd Racing and Quona Thomson  Dark green and beige stripes.
Crowd Racing and Ryan Potter  Dark green and beige stripes.
Crowd Racing and Ryan Potter (second colours)  White, light blue spots, striped sleeves, white 
cap.
Crowd Racing and Sam England  Dark green and beige stripes.
Crowd Racing & Diskovery Partnership VI  Dark green and beige stripes.
Crowd Racing & Partner  Dark green and beige stripes.
Crowd Racing Partnership  Dark green and beige stripes.
Crowd Racing Partnership II  Dark green and beige stripes.
Crowe, Mr R. L.  Royal blue, maroon and white hooped sleeves.
Crowe, Mr T.  Light green, white sleeves, yellow cap.
Crowley, Miss Jo  Cambridge blue, purple sleeves, black cap, gold spots.
Crowley, Miss Jo (second colours)  Emerald green and white diamonds, purple sleeves and cap.
Crow, Mr Alastair  Scarlet, black sleeves, maroon cap.
Crow, Mrs Caroline  White, dark blue stripe, dark blue and white quartered cap.
Crow, Mrs Sheila  Scarlet, black sleeves, scarlet cap, white spots.
Crown Connoisseurs  Red, yellow braces, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Crown Connoisseurs (second colours)  Dark blue, beige seams, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Crown Select  Yellow, light green diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
C R Trembath & Yes No Wait Sorries  Purple and yellow stripes, black sleeves and cap.
The Crumpets  Royal blue, white sash and sleeves, quartered cap.
Cruse, Mr Martyn  White, red cross of lorraine, red and white chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Crystal Racing Syndicate  Emerald green and black (quartered), hooped sleeves.
Cs Family Ltd  Dark green, beige triple diamond, dark green sleeves, white diamonds, beige cap, dark 
green diamond.
C S Norman, Max W-Jones, J. Edgedale  Purple, yellow chevrons on sleeves.
CS Partnership  Emerald green, yellow hoop, purple sleeves, yellow armlets, purple cap.
C Trembath,Yes No Wait Sorries&M Beesley  Purple and yellow stripes, black sleeves and cap.
CUFFLINKS & CRUISE'S  Pink, dark blue chevrons, light blue sleeves, dark blue stars, light blue cap, 
dark blue star.
Culham, Mr T.  Dark green, orange cap.
Culhane, Mr P. A.  Red, large royal blue spots.
Cullen, Mr Dominic  Dark blue, white chevron, white and mauve striped sleeves, dark blue cap, 
mauve star.
Cullen, Mr Jock  Royal blue, white epaulets, white sleeves, royal blue spots, beige cap.
Cull, Gilbert, Huntingford & Mackenzie  Black, grey seams, black sleeves and cap.
Cullimore, Mrs L. A.  Black and yellow stripes, black sleeves, yellow spots, quartered cap.
Cullinan, Mr J. M.  Royal blue, red stripe, red cap.
Culloty, Mrs S. L.  Maroon, white diamond, diamonds on sleeves and diamondson cap.
Cullum, Mr Simon  Pink, grey sleeves, white spots.
Culm Valley Racing  White, red diamond, striped sleeves, red cap.
Culture Club  Light green, royal blue hoops, light green sleeves.
Culture Club (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow diamond, diabolo on sleeves, pink cap.
Culumbarapitiyage Don, Mr A. R.  Red, royal blue star, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal blue 
cap, white star.
Culumbarapitiyage Don, Mr A. R. (second colours)  Royal blue, light blue epaulets, striped sleeves 
and cap.
The Culverhill Racing Club  Orange, black cross of lorraine.
Culverhill Racing Club II  Orange, black cross of lorraine.
Culverhill Racing Club III  Orange, black cross of lorraine.
Cumberland, Mr Edwin  Royal blue, white stars, white sleeves, red stars, red cap, white star.
Cumings, Mr K. J.  Dark blue, yellow chevrons, yellow sleeves, dark blue spots, dark blue cap, yellow 
spots.
Cundall, Mr R.  Grey, black sleeves, grey armlets, black cap.
Cundell, Mr F. H. B.  Biscuit, black collar, cuffs and hoop on cap.
Cundell, Mr P. D.  Amber, black sleeves, facings, collar and cap.
Cundell, Mr P. D. (second colours)  Black and white stripes, red cap, black hoop.
Cundell, Mr P. D. (third colours)  Yellow, black and yellow striped sleeves, hooped cap.
C U Next Wednesday  Yellow, light blue disc.
Cunliffe-Lister, Mrs S.  Black, orange hoops and sleeves, red cap.
Cunningham-Brown, Mr K. O.  Black and orange check, orange sleeves.
Cunningham, Miss Lauren  White, pink sleeves, black stars, black cap.
Cunningham, Miss V. A.  Emerald green, white cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves.
Cunningham, Mr Aidan  White, orange sleeves, black stars, black cap.
Cunningham, Mr P.  Black, brown armlets.
Cunningham, Mr P. (second colours)  Emerald green, emerald green and white diabolo on sleeves.
Cunningham, Mr Ruairi  Red, white epaulets, white sleeves, red armlets, white cap.
Cunningham, Mrs Emma  White, mauve sleeves, black stars, black cap.
Cunningham, Mrs J. P. E.  Dark blue, grey chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap, grey star.
Cunningham, Mrs J. P. E. (second colours)  Emerald green, yellow sash and sleeves, white cap.
Cunningham, Mr W. S.  Aquamarine, cerise triple diamond, striped sleeves, cerise cap.
Cunningham, Ms A.  Orange, pink and orange striped sleeves, pink and white striped cap.
Cunningham, Phil  White, grey sleeves, black stars, black cap.
Cunningham, Phil (second colours)  Black, grey sleeves, black stars.
Cunningham, Phil (third colours)  Black, grey sleeves, black stars, grey cap.
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Curling, Mr Peter  Dark blue and grey check, white cap.
Curling, Mrs Peter  Grey, black sleeves, pink cap.
Curl, Miss Olivia  Light blue, white collar and cuffs, 6 panelled cap.
Curran, Mr D.  Yellow, orange epaulets.
Curran, Mr Dominic  Emerald green, dark blue star, dark blue sleeves, emerald green armlets, 
emerald green cap, dark blue star.
Curran, Mrs D.  Orange, white diamonds on sleeves.
Curran, Mrs M.  Yellow, royal blue sleeves, yellow spots.
Currie, Mr S. C.  Emerald green, pink cross belts and armlets.
Curry House Corner  Emerald green, light blue triple diamond, chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
Curry House Corner and Partner  Emerald green, light blue triple diamond, chevrons on sleeves, 
striped cap.
Curtis Bloodstock  White, orange seams, orange sleeves, white stars, white cap, orange star.
Curtis, Malt & Jenkins  White, orange seams, orange sleeves, white stars, white cap, orange star.
Curtis, Malt & Williams  White, orange seams, orange sleeves, white stars, white cap, orange star.
Curtis, Miss Rebecca  Royal blue, red chevron, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, red cap.
Curtis, Mr Charles  Light blue, beige star.
Curtis, Mr M.  White, orange seams, orange sleeves, white stars, white cap, orange star.
Curtis, Mr M. (second colours)  Orange, white seams, white sleeves, orange stars, orange cap, 
white star.
Curtis&PaineWoodward  White, orange seams, orange sleeves, white stars, white cap, orange star.
Curtis & Tomkins  White, orange seams, orange sleeves, white stars, white cap, orange star.
Curzon House Partnership  Red and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves, red stars, yellow cap, red star.
Curzon House Partnership & Friends  Red and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves, red stars, yellow cap, 
red star.
Curzon, The Hon R. F. N.  White, black sash, red sleeves, gold cap and tassel.
Cushing, Boswell, Ingham and Kittow  White, red hoops, white sleeves, red spots, white cap.
Cushing,Ingham,Boswell,Urquhart&Wilson  White, red hoops, white sleeves, red spots, white 
cap.
Cushing, Jewell, Harvey & Kittow  Black, yellow spots, yellow cap.
Cushing, Mr H. A.  White, red hoops, white sleeves, red spots, white cap.
Cuthbert, Mrs Bernice  Dark blue, yellow cross belts, hooped cap.
Cuthbert, Mrs Joyce  Red, royal blue epaulets and armlets, quartered cap.
Cuthbert, Mrs Joyce (second colours)  Royal blue, emerald green and royal blue striped sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Cuthill, Mr G.  Black and mauve (quartered), orange sleeves, black armlets, orange cap.
Cutler, Mrs Trude  Red, yellow sash, red sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, red star.
Cuttill, Mr Paul  Dark blue and light blue diabolo, dark blue sleeves, light blue spots, dark blue cap, 
light blue diamond.
CWB  Dark green, light green cross belts, white sleeves, light green armlets, light green and dark 
green check cap.
C. W. Banwell/G. T. Howells  Light blue, red cross belts, hooped sleeves, red cap.
C W Booth, W Wesley, N Kent  Red and black (quartered), diamonds on sleeves.
C W Booth, W Wesley, N Kent (second colours)  Grey, maroon seams, maroon sleeves, grey 
seams, grey cap, maroon star.
CWB Partnership  Dark green, light green cross belts, white sleeves, light green armlets, light green 
and dark green check cap.
CWB Partnership (second colours)  Pink, white star, pink sleeves, white stars and cap.
CWB Plus 2 Partnership  Black, white star, red sleeves, black stars, black cap, red star.
CWB Plus 2 Partnership (second colours)  Dark green, light green cross belts, white sleeves, light 
green armlets, light green and dark green check cap.
CWB Plus 1 Partnership  Dark green, light green cross belts, white sleeves, light green armlets, light 
green and dark green check cap.
CW Racing Club  Maroon, white seams, white sleeves, maroon armlets, white cap.
CW Racing Club & Mrs E Holmes  Maroon, white seams, white sleeves, maroon armlets, white cap.
CW Racing Club & Partner  Maroon, white seams, white sleeves, maroon armlets, white cap.
CW Racing Club & URSA Major Racing  Yellow and pink (quartered), pink sleeves, yellow 
diamonds, yellow cap, pink stars.
CW Racing, L E Pearson, Cambridge Racing  Dark blue, yellow hoops and armlets.
C Wright, C Forsyth, H Wright, T Stinnes  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
The Cyclones  Maroon and beige stripes, maroon cap.
Cynthia Commons,Marina Kent,Nick Kent  Royal blue, light blue stars, royal blue sleeves, white 
cap.
Cynthia Commons, Nick Kent  Royal blue, light blue stars, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Cynthia Smith and Radlett Racing  Black and yellow check, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Cynthia Smith & Dean Ivory  Black and yellow check, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Cynthia Smith & Radlett Racing  Black and yellow check, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Cyrius Racing Club  Orange, pink disc, pink sleeves, orange stars, orange and pink hooped cap.
Cyzer, Mr C. A.  Orange and white stripes.
Cyzer, Mr C. A. (second colours)  Yellow, black disc, yellow and black check cap.
Cyzer, Mrs Charles  Yellow, black diamond on cap.

D
Dab Hand Racing  White, royal blue cross belts, check sleeves, white cap, royal blue spots.
Dace, Mr Luke  Maroon, white triple diamond, white cap.
Dachel Stud  White, purple diamond, purple sleeves, white diamonds, purple cap.
Dacosta, Mr David  White, red epaulets, white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.
Daddies Girl Partnership  Yellow, purple stars, purple sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, purple star.
Daffey, Mr Michael  Gold,  green sleeves, gold armlets, green cap with gold stripe and peak.
Dagg, Mr Matthew S. (L)  White, scarlet sash, blue cap.
Dahab Racing  White, pink spots, sleeves and cap.
Dahab Racing & Mark Tompkins  White, pink spots, sleeves and cap.
D A Harrison & Abbadis Racing & Hunter  Black and white check, black sleeves, white armlets.
D A Harrison & Abbadis Racing & Thompson  Black and white check, black sleeves, white 
armlets.
D A Harrison Racing  Red, light blue star and sleeves.
Dahl, Mr Bernt  Royal blue, sea green cuffs, shoulders, partial sleeves, royal blue cap, sea green band, 
black peak.
Daisy Hitchins & Neil Budden  Royal blue, white stripe, checked sleeves, white cap, royal blue star.
Dajam and Neil Brimson  Yellow, emerald green diamond, yellow sleeves, emerald green seams, 
yellow cap, emerald green diamond.
Dajam & Colm Hearne  Yellow, emerald green diamond on body and cap, yellow sleeves, emerald 
green seams.
Dajam Ltd  Yellow, emerald green diamond on body and cap, yellow  sleeves, emerald green seams.
Dajam & The Old Masters  Yellow, emerald green diamond on body and cap, yellow  sleeves, 
emerald green seams.
Dajam & The Old Masters (second colours)  Brown, orange seams and sleeves, quartered cap.
The Dakota Partnership  Yellow and black (quartered), white sleeves, red cap.
Dalborg, Miss A. K.  Emerald green, black epaulets, black cap.
The Dalby Family  Black, pink spots on sleeves, pink cap.
Dalby, Mr N  Black, pink spots on sleeves, pink cap.
Dalby, Mr P. C. J.  Pink, white hooped sleeves, white cap.
Dalby, Mrs D.  Royal blue, white braces, white sleeves, royal blue spots.
Dale Hing & Nicole Langstaff  Light green and red stripes, black cap.

Dale, Mr A.  Light blue, black seams, halved sleeves, light blue and black hooped cap.
Dale, Mr C.  Royal blue, purple triple diamond, white sleeves, royal blue cap, pink diamond.
Dale, Mr E. W.  Yellow, royal blue star, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars, yellow cap, royal blue star.
Dale, Mr Ian  Red, grey epaulets, white sleeves.
Dale, Mr Jonathan  Dark blue, maroon hoops and armlets.
Dale, Mr M. L.  Light blue and yellow (quartered), black sleeves and cap.
Dale, Mr R. D.  Royal blue, pink sleeves, striped cap
Dale, Mrs John  Yellow, emerald green hoop, halved sleeves, red cap.
Dale, Mr T. J.  White, red chevron, red cap.
Dale, Mr Wayne  Black, yellow seams, black sleeves, yellow stars, black cap, yellow star.
Dale-Staples, Mrs Hannah  Light blue, white star and star on cap.
Daley, Mr J. C.  Dark green and purple check, dark green sleeves and cap.
Dalgarno, Mr N.  White, red stripe, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Dalgleish, Mr Ian G. M.  Black, yellow stripe, check cap.
Dalgleish, Mr I. T.  Dark blue, beige hoops and sleeves, dark blue cap.
Dalgleish, Mr I. T. (second colours)  Dark blue, beige hoops, halved sleeves, dark blue cap.
Dalgleish, Mr Keith  Beige, brown sleeves.
Dallas, Mrs C.  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, light blue sleeves, dark blue armlets, light blue cap.
Dallas Racing  Royal blue, white stars, red sleeves, white armlets, white and royal blue striped cap.
Dallas Racing (second colours)  Royal blue, white stars, white and red striped sleeves.
Dallas Racing and partners  Royal blue, white stars, red sleeves, white armlets, white and royal blue 
striped cap.
Dallas Racing & Hayley Wallis  Royal blue, white stars, white and red striped sleeves.
Dallas Racing, Jane Challen, H Wallis  Royal blue, white stars, red sleeves, white armlets, white and 
royal blue striped cap.
Dallas Racing, Mandy Rowland  Royal blue, white stars, red sleeves, white armlets, white and royal 
blue striped cap.
Dalmook Al Maktoum, Sheikh Hamed  Light blue, black seams, white sleeves and cap.
Dal, Mr T.  Pink and dark green diamonds, emerald green sleeves, dark green and pink quartered cap.
Dal Pos, Mr Amedeo  Emerald green, purple chevron, emerald green sleeves, purple spots, emerald 
green cap, purple spots.
Dal Riata - A Barclay  Light green, pink chevron, white sleeves, pink stars, pink cap.
Dalton, Dr Jeff  Black, light blue disc, black sleeves, light blue stars, black cap, light blue star.
Dalton, Mr Neale  Green, yellow hooped sleeves, cerise and gold quartered cap.
Dalton, Mr R.  Black, red hoop and sleeves, quartered cap.
Dalton, Ms Heather  Royal blue, white triple diamond, white and royal blue halved sleeves.
Dalwhinnie Bloodstock Limited  Red, white seams, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap, white star.
Dalwhinnie Racing  Red, white seams, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap, white star.
Dalwhinnie Racing, Tim & Miranda Johnson  Red, white seams, white sleeves, red armlets, red 
cap, white star.
Daly, Mr G. J.  Black and white diamonds, maroon sleeves and cap.
Daly, Mr Henry  Dark blue, scarlet cape and cuffs, black cap.
Daly, Mr Leo  Black, emerald green hoops, black sleeves, emerald green spots, black cap.
Daly, Mrs James  Eau de nil, crimson sash, collar, cuffs and cap.
Dalziel Family, T White, J Inverdale  Dark blue, white cross belts, light blue sleeves and cap.
Dalziel, Mr R S  Dark blue, white cross belts, light blue sleeves and cap.
Damary-Thompson, Miss H.  Grey, white chevron, white and grey striped sleeves, red cap.
Damary Wilson Clarke & Griffiths  Grey, white chevron, white and grey striped sleeves, red cap.
Da Mata, Mr J. P.  Yellow, emerald green chevron, red and royal blue halved sleeves, white cap.
D'Amato, Mr Paul  Red, white stars, emerald green sleeves, emerald green cap, white star.
Dance, Mr D. P.    Fluorescent yellow, dark blue seams, fluorescent yellow cap.
Dance, Mr John  White, maroon and purple striped sleeves.
Dance, Mr John (second colours)  White, maroon and purple striped sleeves, maroon cap, grey star.
Dance, Mr John (third colours)  White, maroon and purple striped sleeves, purple cap.
Dance, Mr John (fourth colours)  Purple and maroon stripes, white sleeves and cap.
The Dancing Shadows  Dark green, beige cross belts and sleeves, beige and dark green striped cap.
The Dandhu Partnership  Royal blue, royal blue and red check sleeves, red cap.
Dando, Mr Charlie  Orange, brown sleeves, orange armlets, check cap.
Dando, Mr David  Orange, brown and orange chevrons on sleeves, check cap.
Dando, Mr P.  Royal blue, white cross belts, chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Danebury Racing David Henery John Pearl  Black, orange epaulets, quartered cap.
Danebury Racing Stables  Black, orange epaulets, quartered cap.
Danebury Racing Stables & David Henery  Black, orange epaulets, quartered cap.
Dan Gilbert & Jessica Bell  Black and light blue check, black sleeves, light blue armlets, red cap.
Dan Gilbert & Kristian Strangeway  White, dark green spots on sleeves, purple cap.
Dan Gilbert & Kristian Strangeway (second colours)  Black and light blue check, black sleeves, 
light blue armlets, red cap.
Dan Hall, D M James, Steve Jenkins  Purple, yellow epaulets.
Daniel Blake & John Jackson  White, orange inverted triangle, light blue and orange diabolo on 
sleeves, light blue cap, orange diamond.
Daniel Blake & P Kirby  White, orange inverted triangle, light blue and orange diabolo on sleeves, 
light blue cap, orange diamond.
Daniell, Mrs M. R.  Yellow, royal blue hoops, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, white cap.
Daniel MacAuliffe & Anoj Don  Royal blue, light blue epaulets, striped sleeves and cap.
Daniel MacAuliffe & Anoj Don (second colours)  Red, royal blue star, royal blue sleeves, white 
stars, royal blue cap, white star.
Daniel MacAuliffe, Anoj Don & Partners  Royal blue, light blue epaulets, striped sleeves and cap.
Daniel Pittack & Partners  Black, white diamond, white sleeves, black stars.
Daniels and Omni  Dark blue, grey epaulets and armlets, grey cap, dark blue diamond.
Daniel Shapiro, Michaelson, Milner, Rees  Purple, white disc, purple sleeves, white spots, hooped 
cap.
Daniels, Mr J.  Royal blue, light blue stripe.
Daniels, Mr Michael  Maroon, black seams and armlets, black and maroon quartered cap.
Dan Lloyd & Int-Ex Contracting Ltd  Emerald green, white hoop, emerald green sleeves, red stars, 
emerald green cap, red star.
Dan Maltby Bloodstock Limited  White and black stripes, black sleeves, white stars, black cap.
Dan Maltby Bloodstock Ltd & Mr B. Smart  White and black stripes, black sleeves, white stars, 
black cap.
Danny Fantom Racing Ltd  White, red seams, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, white star.
Danny Waters & Adrian Regan  Light blue, grey seams and sleeves, check cap.
The Dapper Partnership  Red, white diamond and sleeves.
Darby, Mr J.  Pink, purple hooped sleeves and cap.
D'Arcy, Mr Paul  Black, maroon diamond, white cap.
D'Arcy, Mr Paul (second colours)  Royal blue, emerald green star on body and cap, hooped sleeves.
D A Rees/ N Adams/ P Evans  Black, red star, diamonds on sleeves, black cap, red stars.
D A Rees/ N Adams/ P Evans (second colours)  Red, brown armlets, black cap.
D A Rees/ N Adams/ P Evans (third colours)  Black, white star, diamonds on sleeves.
The Dare Family  Maroon, white hollow box, halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Dare, Miss Samantha  Pink, large emerald green spots, armlets and spots on cap.
Dare, Mr J. M.  Maroon, white hollow box, halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Dare, Mr M. H.  Dark blue, dark blue and purple quartered cap.
Dare, Mrs Jan  Maroon, white hollow box, halved sleeves, light blue and dark blue quartered cap.
Daresbury, Green, Wilson  Light blue, white and light blue hooped sleeves.
Daresbury, Hodgkiss, Jenks  Light blue, dark blue chevrons, hooped sleeves, light blue cap, white spots.
Daresbury, Lord  Light blue, dark blue chevron hoops, chevron hooped sleeves, light blue cap, white 
spots.
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Daresbury, Lord (second colours)  Emerald green, pink armlets, pink cap.
Daresbury,MacEchern,Hewitt&Lee Baldwin  Dark blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, dark blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
Daresbury Westoll Harris Wilson Graham  Light blue, pink hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Daresbury Westoll Harris Wilson Graham (second colours)  Beige, red hoops.
Dare To Dream & Mr P Green  Orange, grey star.
Dare To Dream Racing  Orange, grey star.
Dargle Equine (UK) Limited  Royal blue,  white hooped sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
Dargle Equine (UK) Ltd and Partner  Royal blue, white hooped sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
The Daring Partnership  Royal blue, light blue epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, light blue cap.
Darke, Mr Edward  Yellow, black cross belts, armlets and cap.
Darke, Mrs K.  Emerald green, white diamond, chevrons on sleeves, emerald green cap, white 
diamond.
Dark Horse Partnership  Black, yellow seams, grey sleeves, yellow stars, black cap, yellow star.
Dark Horse Racing Ltd  Black and white check, black sleeves, pink cap.
Dark Horse Racing Partnership 7  Black and white check, black sleeves, pink cap.
Darley Stud Management Company Ltd  Red, black seams, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Darley Stud Management Company Ltd (second colours)  Light blue, royal blue seams, light blue 
sleeves and cap.
Darley Stud Management Company Ltd (third colours)  Dark green, red cap, dark green 
diamond.
Darley & Townsend  Red, red cap, black spots.
Darling, Major Patrick  White, emerald green collar, cuffs and cap.
Darling, Mr George  Grey, red stripe, red cap.
Darling, Mr Matthews J. D.  Dark blue, emerald green sash, emerald green and white check cap.
Darling, Mr Paul  Maroon, pink armlets.
Darling, Mrs J. A.  White and black diamonds, yellow sleeves, white armlets.
Darling, Mr W. (L)  Maroon and mauve (quartered), maroon sleeves, silver cap.
Darlington, Mr P.  White, light blue stars, white sleeves.
Darlington, Mr R. (L)  Black, primrose sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
Darren & Annaley Yates  Black, silver d y.
Darren & Annaley Yates (second colours)  Grey, royal blue star and star on cap.
Darren & Annaley Yates (third colours)  Black, grey hollow box.
Darryl Ransom & TheMostWantedPartnership  Yellow, royal blue star, yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap, royal blue star.
Dartnall, Mr V. R. A.  Dark blue, white braces, armlets and cap.
Daryl Clarke & Shaun Humphries  White, dark green disc, sleeves and cap.
Dascombe, Mr B.  White, dark green star, dark green sleeves, white armlets.
Dascombe, Mr T.  Royal blue, white stripe, red sleeves and cap.
The dash and brash partnership  Beige, pink stars, white sleeves, purple stars, purple and white 
check cap.
DASH Racing  Orange and white stripes, black sleeves, white cap.
Dasmal, Mr Khalifa  Pink, emerald green epaulets and armlets, hooped cap.
D A Smith & W Bryan  White, emerald green diamond, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, white 
cap, emerald green diamond.
The Daughters of Minella Partnership  Maroon and white diabolo, white sleeves, quartered cap.
Dave and Gill Hedley  Light blue and mauve (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Dave Arthur & W.B.B.  White, black sash, yellow sleeves, black cap, yellow spots.
Dave Bamlet Racing  Black, emerald green hoop, armlets and cap.
Dave & Emma Evans  Pink, black chevron, pink sleeves, black spots, pink cap, black diamond.
Dave Evans Racing Club  Black, red hoop, black sleeves, red seams, red cap.
Dave McDermott & Rebecca Curtis  Royal blue, red chevron, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, red 
cap.
Davenport, Mrs D. W.  Red, white chevron and armlets, striped cap.
Dave Roberts Racing  Black, yellow seams, checked sleeves and cap.
Dave Scott & The Fallen Angels  Dark blue, yellow seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow spots, dark 
blue cap.
Dave Skeldon & Sandy Forster  Black, white sash, collar and cuffs.
Dave White & Jo Hughes  Royal blue, white hoops and armlets.
Dave & Yvonne Simpson  Red, black stripe, white and red hooped sleeves, black cap.
Dave & Yvonne Simpson & Mr Dennis Blyth  Red, black stripe, white and red hooped sleeves, 
black cap.
David and Daphne Walsh  Royal blue, yellow diamond, grey sleeves, grey and royal blue quartered 
cap.
David and Jackie Knaggs  Red, white hollow box, striped sleeves, check cap.
David Andrews Plastering  Yellow, light green epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, hooped cap.
David Balfe Racing  White, dark green stars and sleeves, yellow cap.
David Bannon & Owen O'Brien  Mauve, maroon stars on sleeves.
David Bannon & Partner  Light green, emerald green epaulets.
David Bannon & Robert Eddery  Mauve, maroon stars on sleeves.
David Barlow & Lyn Rutherford  Pink and dark blue diamonds, white cap.
David Batten and Partners  Scarlet.
David Bishop Share My Dream  Grey, red epaulets, red sleeves, black spots, grey cap, red star.
David Bishop & Tony Coyle  Grey, red epaulets, red sleeves, black spots, grey cap, red star.
David Botterill & John Guest  Eton blue, chocolate chevrons, eton blue cap.
David Bridgwater Racing  Dark blue and brown (quartered), emerald green sleeves and cap.
David Brown & J C Fretwell  Light blue and white (quartered), striped sleeves and cap.
David & Carol Shaw  Dark blue, yellow chevron, yellow and dark blue hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
David & Carol Shaw (second colours)  Red, black stars, diabolo on sleeves and stars on cap.
David Clark and Partner  Light blue, black star, black sleeves, white diamonds, light blue cap, black 
star.
David Cliff and Philippa Clunes  Black, red and black halved sleeves.
David Cliff, Philippa Clunes & Partner  Black, red and black halved sleeves.
David & Elaine Long  White, royal blue triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, royal blue cap.
David Elsworth & Michael Elliott  Purple, emerald green striped sleeves, white cap.
David Foster & Brian Ellison  Red, dark blue disc and sleeves.
David Furman & John Sugarman  Maroon, light green chevron.
David Futter & Glenn Rowles  Grey, pink stars, pink cap, grey star.
David Gray and Paul Wilson  Pink and grey check, grey sleeves.
David Gray & P Kirby  Pink and grey check, grey sleeves.
David Henery and Lee Turland  Royal blue, white hoops, red and white striped sleeves, quartered 
cap.
David Henery PR Chamings  Royal blue, white hoops, red and white striped sleeves, quartered cap.
David Hudd, Chris Wright & Ann Black  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
David Ian and Michael Watt  Maroon, light blue hoop, light blue and maroon hooped sleeves.
David & Jan Mead  Purple and orange diamonds, chevrons on sleeves, purple cap, orange star.
David & Jan Mead (second colours)  Grey, black epaulets, armlets and cap.
David Jenks & Celia & Michael Baker  Brown, pink seams, pink cap.
David Jenks & Celia & Michael Baker (second colours)  Emerald green, black seams, hooped 
sleeves, striped cap.
David J S Sewell & Tim Leadbeater  Pink and purple check, pink sleeves, black cap.
David J S Sewell & Tim Leadbeater (second colours)  Yellow, red spots.
David Kilburn, David Hudd & Chris Wright  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
David Kilburn / John Nicholls Trading  Light green, royal blue hoops, light green sleeves.

David Kilburn / John Nicholls Trading (second colours)  Royal blue, white epaulets, checked sleeves.
David Klein & Jo Hughes  Black, yellow stars, black cap, yellow star.
David Leon & James Devine  Grey, dark blue cross belts, sleeves and cap.
David Lockwood & Fred Lockwood  Black, mauve stripe.
David Lockwood Fred Lockwood & Partner  Black, mauve stripe.
David Lockwood & Fred Lockwood Partners  Black, mauve stripe.
David Lowe & Miss Amber Lowe  Emerald green, black armlets, black cap.
David Lowe & Partner  Emerald green, black armlets, black cap.
David Lowe & Russell Jones  Emerald green, black armlets, black cap.
David Lumley & Partner  Royal blue and pink stripes, royal blue sleeves and cap.
David Lumley & Partner 2  Royal blue and pink stripes, royal blue sleeves and cap.
David Lumley & Prtnr  Royal blue and pink stripes, royal blue sleeves and cap.
David Maxwell Racing & Barber Wadlow Ltd  Red, brown sleeves and cap.
David Maxwell Racing Limited  Red, brown sleeves and cap.
David Maxwell Racing Ltd & Alan Peterson  Black and light blue (quartered), black sleeves, white 
cap.
David McNeill & Withyslade  Maroon and orange (quartered), halved sleeves.
David Morgan Mike Evans Robert Luke  Emerald green and white (halved), royal blue sleeves and 
cap.
David M. Standring Ltd  Grey, pink stars, pink sleeves, grey stars, grey cap, pink star.
David & Nicky Robinson  Red, black and white striped sleeves, red cap, black diamond.
David Nott, Ken Lawrence, Tim Messom  Black, large red spots, armlets and cap.
David N. Reynolds & Chris Watkins  Yellow, emerald green star, white sleeves, yellow cap, emerald 
green star.
David & Paul Hearson  Red, light blue epaulets.
David Pipe and Partner  Black, yellow cross belts.
David Pipe and Partner 1  Black, yellow cross belts.
David Pipe Racing Club  Black, white triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
David Prosser & Keith Warrington  Purple, yellow cross of lorraine and sleeves.
David Rea & Express Contract Drying Ltd  Red, royal blue triple diamond, chevrons on sleeves, 
royal blue cap, red diamonds.
David Renfree and Paul George  Grey and red stripes, red and grey striped cap.
David Robbins & Karen Bowen  Maroon, yellow sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
David Robinson & William Frewen  Pink, light blue sash, quartered cap.
David Robinson & William Frewen (second colours)  Emerald green and white (quartered), 
orange and white halved sleeves, orange cap, white star.
David & Ros Chapman  Emerald green, orange stripe, orange sleeves, white armlets, striped cap.
David Scott and Co Ltd & Partner  Orange, purple sash, white sleeves, white cap, purple spots.
David Scott and Co (Pattern Makers) Ltd  Orange, purple sash, white sleeves, white cap, purple 
spots.
David Scott & Co Ltd & Mr E A Brook  Red, white spots, white sleeves, red seams, red and white 
striped cap.
David Scott & Co Ltd & Mr E A Brook (second colours)  Orange, purple sash, white sleeves, 
white cap, purple spots.
David Scott & Co, T C Dewhirst & S Hull  Orange, purple sash, white sleeves, white cap, purple 
spots.
David Scott Ltd Mr M Blades & Mr S Hull  Orange, purple sash, white sleeves, white cap, purple 
spots.
David Scott Ltd & Mr Michael Blades  Orange, purple sash, white sleeves, white cap, purple spots.
David Scott Ltd, MR P CRAM & Mr H Cram  Orange, purple sash, white sleeves, white cap, 
purple spots.
David Sewell & Terry Warner  Yellow, black chevron, black and yellow check cap.
David Sewell & Terry Warner (second colours)  Yellow, red spots.
David Smith & Karen Bowen  White, emerald green diamond, emerald green sleeves, white 
armlets, white cap, emerald green diamond.
Davidson & Jardine  White, mauve seams, striped sleeves, black and mauve check cap.
Davidson, Mr C.  Royal blue, mauve and royal blue striped sleeves, royal blue and white striped cap.
Davidson, Mr George Brian  White, mauve seams, striped sleeves, black and mauve check cap.
Davidson, Mr J. T.  Black, white chevron, diamonds on sleeves, striped cap.
Davidson, Mrs D.  Pink, black diamond and armlets, quartered cap.
David Spratt & Partner  Dark green, white stripe, sleeves and diamond on cap.
David Spratt Tugay Akman & D Hassan  White, red braces, sleeves and cap.
David & Susan Luke  Black and beige (quartered), black sleeves.
David & Susan Luke & The Lucky Strats  Black and beige (quartered), black sleeves.
David Tate & Tracy Waggott  White, maroon epaulets, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
David T Greathouse II and Partners  Yellow, light green hoops, light green cap.
David Tompkins & Michael Harvey  Brown, yellow epaulets and armlets, red cap.
David Ward & Laurence Bellman  Light blue, dark blue triple diamond.
David Ward & Laurence Bellman (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow stripe, sleeves and cap.
David W Armstrong & Manor House Stables  Red, red cap, white spots.
David White & Dean Gibbs  Royal blue, white hoops and armlets.
David & Yvonne Blunt  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, royal blue and yellow chevrons on sleeves, red 
cap.
David & Yvonne Blunt, G Amey & Partner  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, royal blue and yellow 
chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
David & Yvonne Blunt & Mr B Padgett  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, royal blue and yellow chevrons 
on sleeves, red cap.
David & Yvonne Blunt & Partner  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, royal blue and yellow chevrons on 
sleeves, red cap.
Davies, Dr Genevieve  Pink, black triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves and diamond on cap.
Davies, Dr T. J. W.  Orange, purple star and star on cap.
Davies, Ed  Red, black disc and sleeves.
Davies, King, Selway, Wavish  Dark blue, light blue inverted triangle, light blue and dark blue diabolo 
on sleeves, light blue cap, dark blu
Davies, Miss G.  Royal blue, white braces, checked sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
Davies, Miss K.  Black and white diamonds, pink sleeves and cap.
Davies, Miss Sarah-Jayne  Black, white stars and armlets.
Davies, Miss Sarah-Jayne (second colours)  Black, beige hoops and armlets, black and royal blue 
hooped cap.
Davies, Mr Allan  Mauve, grey armlets.
Davies, Mr A. P.  Light blue, dark blue chevrons, dark blue sleeves, light blue armlets, light blue cap.
Davies, Mr Brian  Pink, white seams, pink sleeves, white stars, quartered cap.
Davies, Mr C.  Royal blue and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves, dark blue stars, royal blue cap, yellow 
star.
Davies, Mr Christopher  Dark blue, yellow chevrons on sleeves.
Davies, Mr F. (L)  Black, red sash and sleeves.
Davies, Mr G.  Red, white sleeves, royal blue cap, red spots.
Davies, Mr Gareth  Mauve, white sleeves, mauve stars, mauve and white check cap.
Davies, Mr Gary F.  Black, white star, orange and white striped sleeves, orange cap, white star.
Davies, Mr Gwyn R.  Black and orange diabolo, diamonds on sleeves, check cap.
Davies, Mr H. J. W.  Maroon, royal blue chevron, grey cap.
Davies, Mr Huw  Pink, dark blue chevrons, hooped sleeves, pink cap.
Davies, Mr J. B. (L)  White, navy blue sash, white stars, navy blue sleeves, black cap.
Davies, Mr J. J.  Royal blue, brown diamond, striped cap.
Davies, Mr John  Emerald green, red stars, red and yellow check sleeves, emerald green cap, yellow 
star.
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Davies, Mr John C.  White and emerald green (quartered), white sleeves, emerald green stars, white 
cap, emerald green star.
Davies, Mr Keith  Black and red diamonds, yellow sleeves.
Davies, Mr Lee  Black and yellow check, black sleeves, yellow spots, yellow and black hooped cap.
Davies, Mr M.  Royal blue, white epaulets, white and royal blue striped sleeves.
Davies, Mr M. E. T.  Dark blue, emerald green hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Davies, Mr N.  White, red cross of lorraine, white and red halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Davies, Mr Nigel M.  Dark blue and white check, white sleeves, dark blue stars, white cap, dark blue 
star.
Davies, Mr P.  Dark blue, brown chevrons, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Davies, Mr P. S.  Royal blue, white triple diamond, chevrons on sleeves, royal blue cap, white 
diamonds.
Davies, Mr R.  Red and light blue check, halved sleeves.
Davies, Mr R. A.  Mauve, purple triple diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Davies, Mr Richard Gwyn  Red and dark green check, red sleeves and cap.
Davies, Mr Ron  Yellow, dark blue chevron, striped cap.
Davies, Mr Ronald  Dark blue, pink stars on sleeves.
Davies, Mrs A. L.  Maroon and royal blue (quartered), royal blue sleeves and cap.
Davies, Mrs C.  Emerald green, yellow stripe, armlets and cap.
Davies, Mrs Caroline  Dark blue, light blue triple diamond, sleeves and cap.
Davies, Mrs Christine E.  Dark blue, light blue inverted triangle, light blue and dark blue diabolo on 
sleeves and diamond on cap.
Davies, Mrs G.  Dark green, maroon sash and sleeves, white cap.
Davies, Mr Simon  Dark blue, beige star, grey sleeves, beige stars, dark blue cap, beige star.
Davies, Mrs Janet  Dark green, dark green and white diabolo on sleeves.
Davies, Mrs Janet (second colours)  Dark blue and beige diabolo, dark blue sleeves, beige cap.
Davies, Mrs S.  White, royal blue hoop, royal blue and white halved sleeves, royal blue and white 
quartered cap.
Davies, Mrs Sue  Purple, yellow hoop, purple sleeves, yellow stars.
Davies, Mr W. P. L.  Orange, large light blue spots, sleeves and cap.
Davies Pilkington Yarborough Brooke  Dark blue, emerald green hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Davies & Price  Mauve, purple triple diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Davies, Smith, Carr, Brown, Govier  Emerald green, red stars, red and yellow check sleeves, 
emerald green cap, yellow star.
Davies Smith Govier & Brown  Emerald green, red stars, red and yellow check sleeves, emerald 
green cap, yellow star.
Davis-King, Miss J.  Mauve and black (quartered), mauve sleeves, black stars, mauve cap, black star.
Davis, Miss J.  Yellow and royal blue (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, striped cap.
Davis, Mr A.  Grey, white epaulets, white and grey halved sleeves, maroon cap, white star.
Davis, Mr Andrew  Light blue, black armlets, black cap.
Davis, Mr P. K.  Dark green and red (quartered), white sleeves, dark green armlets, red cap.
Davis, Mr P. K. (second colours)  White, dark blue stars, red sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
Davis, Mr R. J.  Royal blue, yellow diamond, yellow cap.
Davis, Mrs Angela  Red, yellow star, armlets and star on cap.
Davis, Mrs S. P.  Purple, white sleeves, purple spots.
Davis, Mrs Susan  Black, light blue cross of lorraine.
Davis, Mr Steve  Black, yellow chevron, yellow and black check sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Davis, Mr W. F.  Red, yellow epaulets, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Davison, Miss Z. C.  Yellow, yellow and dark blue check sleeves and cap.
Davison, Mr I.  Emerald green, cerise sleeves, cerise cap, emerald green star.
Davood Vakilgilani Mohamed Moubarak  Red and white check, red sleeves, white cap.
Dawbarn, Mr R. B.  White, dark green stripe, dark green and white striped sleeves.
Dawe, Mrs Jacqui  White, emerald green stripe, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, emerald 
green cap.
Dawkins, Mr Gary  Pink, emerald green cross belts and sleeves, emerald green cap, pink star.
Dawn Aldham and Wetumpka Racing  Red, light blue star, red sleeves, light blue stars, red cap, 
light blue star.
Dawson, Miss Sarah A.  Royal blue, pink star, white and pink hooped sleeves, royal blue cap, pink star.
Dawson, Mr A.  Purple, emerald green star, mauve cap.
Dawson, Mr C.  Red, black sash, emerald green cap.
Dawson, Mr E.  Light green, orange stars, black cap, orange star.
Dawson, Mr M.  Pink, maroon chevrons, pink sleeves, pink cap, maroon star.
Dawson, Mr M. N.  Orange, black sash, black cap, orange spots.
Dawson, Mr Neil  Yellow, grey spots on sleeves and cap.
Dawson, Mr P. G.  Yellow, royal blue stars, yellow sleeves, royal blue spots, hooped cap.
Dawson, Mr R. A.  Red, white seams, dark blue sleeves, white seams, dark blue cap, white stars.
Dawson, Mrs A.  Yellow, black and yellow striped sleeves, yellow cap, black spots.
Dawson, Mrs Pam  Light blue, brown chevron, brown and light blue hooped sleeves.
Dawson, Mrs Rachel  Pink, black sleeves, pink diamonds.
Dawson, Mr T. C.  Red, black sash, black cap, white spots.
Dawson, Ms Anne  Red, white epaulets, striped sleeves and cap.
Daybreak Partnership & R O'Callaghan  Royal blue, cerise spots and sleeves, quartered cap.
Daydream Believers  Emerald green and yellow check, emerald green sleeves, yellow armlets, 
quartered cap.
Daykin, Mrs Lynn  Dark blue, large white spots, orange cap.
Day, Miss L.  Emerald green, black disc, black cap.
Day, Mr J. L.  Dark green, pink braces, quartered cap.
Day, Mr Jonathan Christopher Hathway  Dark blue and light blue diabolo, light blue sleeves, dark 
blue armlets, red cap.
Day, Mr Martin  Dark green, yellow diamond, red and black striped sleeves, red cap.
Day, Mrs Kathy  White, royal blue stars, royal blue and white chevrons on sleeves, white cap, royal 
blue star.
Day, Mrs Laura  Dark green, dark green and red check sleeves, white cap.
Day, Ms Rose-Marie  Red, white spots, sleeves and spots on cap.
D Bainbridge & N Bycroft  Red, white stars, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
D Bamlet Racing Club  Yellow, royal blue diamond, royal blue and yellow hooped sleeves, yellow 
cap, royal blue diamond.
D Barker, C King & B Craig  Light green and purple stripes, light green sleeves, purple armlets, 
quartered cap.
D B Clark & A R Bentall  White, red triple diamond.
D B Clark & Mrs L Howe  White, red triple diamond.
D. B. Clark & Mrs M. V. Penfold  White, three red diamonds back and front, white cap.
DBD Partnership  Orange, black spots and sleeves, orange cap.
D Bird, J Hearne, J Smith & J Hughes  White, royal blue stars, royal blue sleeves, white armlets.
D Bishop, C Bowkley & M Parker  Emerald green, black star.
D.Blake,C.Dinsdale,S.McCay & M.Beadle  Yellow, royal blue stripe, white sleeves, royal blue and 
yellow quartered cap.
D Blunt & G Middlebrook  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, royal blue and yellow chevrons on sleeves, 
red cap.
D Boddy, A Senior and P George  Brown, beige chevron and sleeves, hooped cap.
D. Boddy, E Foster and Karen George  Light green, grey hollow box, white sleeves, light green 
armlets, light green and grey check cap.
D. Boddy, E Foster and Karen George (second colours)  Brown, beige chevron and sleeves, 
hooped cap.
D Boocock & Childswickham Partnership  Beige, brown chevron, hooped sleeves and spots on 
cap.

D Bradshaw,J Dale,P Deal,J Smee,W Walsh  Dark blue, yellow cross belts, collar and cuffs, striped 
cap.
D Campbell, D Waters & Partners  Emerald green, light blue stars and sleeves, light blue cap, 
emerald green stars.
D & C Bloodstock & Mr Albert Goodman  Pink, dark blue cross belts.
D C G Racing  Dark blue, yellow seams, striped sleeves, dark blue cap.
D Coppola J Ewart  White, maroon chevrons, maroon sleeves, white diamonds, white cap, maroon 
diamond.
DC Racing Partnership  White, royal blue epaulets, royal blue sleeves, light blue stars, royal blue cap, 
light blue star.
D&D Armstrong Ltd  Black and white stripes, chevrons on sleeves.
D&D Armstrong Ltd (second colours)  Royal blue, light blue cross of lorraine, halved sleeves and 
diamonds on cap.
D&D Armstrong Ltd (third colours)  Light blue & royal blue waved horizontal halves, black anchor, 
light blue cap.
D&D Armstrong Ltd,I Henderson,R Oliver  Black and white stripes, chevrons on sleeves.
D&D Armstrong Ltd,I Henderson,R Oliver (second colours)  Royal blue, light blue cross of 
lorraine, halved sleeves and diamonds on cap.
D&D Armstrong Ltd & Mr Chris Grant  Black and white stripes, chevrons on sleeves.
D & D Armstrong Ltd & Mr L Westwood  Black and white stripes, chevrons on sleeves.
D & D Armstrong Ltd & Mr L Westwood (second colours)  Red, white stripe, royal blue cap.
D & D Coatings Ltd  Royal blue, light green star, light green sleeves, royal blue stars and cap.
D D Racing 2  Dark blue, light blue spots and armlets.
D D Racing 3  Dark blue, light blue spots and armlets.
DD Racing & Professor L P Hardwick  Purple, yellow stars, light green and red hooped sleeves, 
purple cap, yellow spots.
DD Racing & Professor L P Hardwick 2  Purple, yellow stars, light green and red hooped sleeves, 
purple cap, yellow spots.
Deacon, Mr Geoffrey  Yellow, light blue diamond, white and light blue hooped sleeves, yellow cap, 
light blue diamond.
Deacon, Mr Justin  White, large dark green spots, white sleeves, dark blue spots, white cap, red 
spots.
Deacon, Mr Ross  White, royal blue stars, royal blue and white halved sleeves, royal blue cap, white 
stars.
Deadman, Miss Julie  Dark blue, light blue spots on sleeves and cap.
Deal, Lowe, Darling  Dark blue, yellow cross belts, collar and cuffs, striped cap.
Deal, Mr A. L.  Dark green, yellow cross belts, sleeves and star on cap.
Deal, Mr P. A.  Dark blue, yellow cross belts, collar and cuffs, striped cap.
Dean Angell and Partner  Orange, grey star, orange sleeves, grey stars.
Dean, Mr H. T. H.  Light blue, beige cross belts, beige cap.
Dean, Mr J. F.  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, light blue and white quartered cap.
Dean, Mr Paul  Yellow, red chevrons, red sleeves, yellow diamonds, black cap.
Dean, Mr Richard  Light blue, pink sash and cap.
Dean, Willetts and Vernon  Light blue and white stripes, light blue sleeves, light blue cap, white star.
Dean Woodhouse & Brian Ellison  Orange, dark blue seams, white sleeves and cap.
Dearing Plastics Ltd  Emerald green and purple diabolo, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Dearing Plastics Ltd & Mark Ollier  Emerald green and purple diabolo, emerald green sleeves and 
cap.
Dearing Plastics Ltd & Partner  Emerald green and purple diabolo, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Deasley, Mr Michael  Light blue, dark blue sash and sleeves, hooped cap.
Deauville Daze Partnership  Dark green, red hollow box, armlets and cap.
Deauville Daze Partnership 1  Dark green, red hollow box, armlets and cap.
Deauville Daze Partnership & Mr G Morrin  Dark green, red hollow box, armlets and cap.
Deaves, Mr J.  Light blue, mauve sleeves, black cap.
Debestracing  Purple, mauve and purple halved sleeves.
de Best-Turner, Mr W.  Red, yellow epaulets, halved sleeves.
de Best-Turner, Mr W. (second colours)  Red, yellow chevron, diabolo on sleeves, striped cap.
de Boinville, Mr S.  Light blue, yellow sleeves, light blue diamonds, yellow cap.
Deboo, Mr Mehernosh H.  Royal blue, white maltese cross, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Deborah Collett & M. J. Watson  Yellow, red seams, red cap.
Deborah Collett & M. J. Watson (second colours)  Red, yellow seams, armlets and cap.
De Brye, Mr A.  Lemon and orange (halved), sleeves reversed, sapphire cap, yellow diamond.
Debs & Sarah Wilkins  Dark green, red cross belts, red sleeves, dark green armlets, dark green and 
red check cap.
de Burgh, Major J. H. (L)  Purple, mauve hoops and sleeves, scarlet cap.
De Burgh, Mr H.  Yellow, black seams, white cap, black spots.
Decadent Racing  White, purple armlets, purple cap.
Decadent Racing II  White, purple armlets, purple cap.
Decadent Racing III  White, purple armlets, purple cap.
Decadent Racing IV  White, purple armlets, purple cap.
De Chambure, Mr N.  White, dark blue and white halved sleeves, dark blue cap.
Decimus Racing I  Light blue, royal blue chevrons, light blue sleeves and cap.
DECIMUS RACING II  Light blue, royal blue chevrons, light blue sleeves and cap.
Decimus Racing III  Light blue, royal blue chevrons, light blue sleeves and cap.
Decimus Racing IV  Light blue, royal blue chevrons, light blue sleeves and cap.
Decimus Racing V  Light blue, royal blue chevrons, light blue sleeves and cap.
The Deckchair Syndicate  Black, red diamond and armlets, red cap, black diamond.
Deckchair Syn & Jen Hill,Samantha Toomes  Black, red diamond and armlets, red cap, black 
diamond.
Dedman Properties  Black, light blue chevron, red sleeves.
D. Edmonston, P. Arrow  Dark blue, grey stripe, light blue sleeves, dark blue armlets, light blue cap.
The Dee Family  Light green, red spots, red cap.
Deely, Mr F.  Maroon and white diamonds, maroon sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
Dee, Mr A.  Black, white stars, diabolo on sleeves, white cap, black star.
Dee, Mr C.  Light green, red spots, red cap.
Deerfield Syndicate  Maroon, beige epaulets and armlets.
Deer, Mr D. J.  Royal blue and white diamonds, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, quartered cap.
The Deer's Hut  Black, red diamond and diamond on cap.
The Deeside Partnership  Royal blue, light blue sleeves, maroon cap.
The Deesiders  Light blue, white hoops and sleeves, light blue cap.
Defago, Mr R.  Brown, white diamond, emerald green sleeves, black and white check cap.
The Deflators  Purple, white chevrons, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
The Deflators & Partner  Purple, white chevrons, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
de Giles, Mr E. B.  Light blue, beige hoops, light blue sleeves, quartered cap.
de Giles, Mrs C. R.  Dark blue, beige hoop and armlets.
Degnan, Mrs J.  Pink and black stripes, diamonds on sleeves, black cap.
Degnan, Mrs J. (second colours)  Orange, black spots, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
De Kock, Mr M F  White, red maltese cross, striped sleeves & cap.
de la Haye, Mr Les  Black, red triple diamond, red sleeves, black armlets, quartered cap.
de la Hey, Mrs Johnny  Royal blue, pink hoops, armlets and cap.
Delamain, Mrs N. S. M.  Maroon and white (quartered), hooped sleeves.
Delancey  Light blue, light blue and purple diabolo on sleeves, light blue cap, purple diamond.
Delancey (second colours)  Black, orange and black diabolo on sleeves, black and orange quartered 
cap.
Delancey and Mr Michael O'Flynn  Black, orange and black diabolo on sleeves, black and orange 
quartered cap.
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Delancey & Mrs V Finegold  Light blue, light blue and purple diabolo on sleeves, light blue cap, 
purple diamond.
Delaney, Exors of the Late Miss Ellen  Royal blue, light blue star, royal blue sleeves, light blue stars.
Delaney, Ms Madeleine  Red and black stripes, black sleeves, red spots, red   cap.
de la Pasture, Ms Lucy  Dark green and light green (quartered), dark green sleeves.
De Las Casas, Mr J. (L)  Gold, brown sash, green and gold quartered cap.
De La Warr, Lady  Maroon, grey sash, armlets and star on cap.
De La Warr, Lord  Claret, silver sash.
De La Warr, Lord (second colours)  Claret, silver sash, hooped cap.
De La Warr Racing  Claret, silver sash, hooped cap.
The Delaynomore Group  Dark blue, pink chevron.
de'Lemos, Mrs Jolene  Purple, orange star, orange sleeves, purple stars, orange cap, purple star.
De Lisle Wells, Mr J.  Purple, yellow hooped sleeves, white cap.
Dellafera, Mrs Pam  Purple, yellow epaulets, yellow sleeves, purple stars, purple cap, yellow star.
Delnevo, Mr R.  Red, black inverted triangle, black sleeves, red armlets, red and black quartered cap.
Deln Ltd  Red, yellow triple diamond, sleeves and diamonds on cap.
Del Rosario, Mr R.  Emerald green and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves, emerald green armlets.
De Maleissye, Mr Pierre  Red, royal blue sleeves, yellow cap.
de Mauley, Lord  White, red cross belts, royal blue sleeves.
Demczak, Mr Carl  Purple, light blue spots on sleeves.
The Demoiselle Bond Partnership  White, two cerise hoops, blue sleeves, white cap.
Dempster, Mr Euan  Black and white stripes, white sleeves, black stars, striped cap.
Dench, Judi  Dark blue, red hollow box, sleeves and cap.
Denford Stud  Dark green, yellow hoop, yellow cap.
Denford Stud, Mrs J Magnier & Mr M Tabor  Dark green, yellow hoop, yellow cap.
Denham, Mr T.  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, red cap, white star.
Denholm Park Racing  Dark blue, white cross belts and armlets.
Deniel, Miss Alyson  Yellow, maroon hoops and armlets.
Denis Barry & Manor House Stables Llp  Dark green, yellow triple diamond.
Denis, Kieran & Andy Bugler  Yellow and red check, red sleeves, yellow armlets, check cap.
Denmark, Mr Callum  Black and white check, orange sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
Denmark, Mr Malcolm C.  Black and white check, yellow sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
Dennett Cameron Francis Hart  Dark blue and grey diamonds.
Dennett, Mr A. J.  Dark blue, pink spots, dark blue sleeves, pink cap.
Dennett, Mr Clive  Dark blue and grey diamonds.
Denniff, Mrs F.  Dark blue, emerald green hoop, emerald green sleeves, dark blue armlets, emerald 
green cap.
Denning, Mr M. Cecil  Dark blue, yellow sleeves, white cap.
Dennis Clayton and James Binks  Orange, emerald green cross belts, halved sleeves, striped cap.
Dennis Clayton and James Binks (second colours)  Royal blue, emerald green triple diamond, 
emerald green sleeves, royal blue diamonds and diamonds on cap.
Dennis Clayton and Ruth Carr  Orange, emerald green cross belts, halved sleeves, striped cap.
DENNIS,GORDON,GAMBLE  Emerald green, dark blue stars, emerald green sleeves, emerald 
green cap, dark blue star.
Dennis, Miss Rebecca  Red, maroon hoop.
Dennis, Mr A. J. D.  Dark blue, scarlet sleeves and cap.
Dennis, Mr C. J.  Light blue, red epaulets, red cap, light blue star.
Dennis, Mr David  Dark blue, white cross belts, halved sleeves, white cap, red star.
Dennis, Mr David (second colours)  Purple, yellow stars, light green and red hooped sleeves, purple 
cap, yellow spots.
Dennis, Mr D. S.  Emerald green, dark blue stars, emerald green sleeves, emerald green cap, dark 
blue star.
Dennis, Mr D. W.  Blue and white (halved), red sleeves, white cap.
Dennis, Mr Russell  Yellow, maroon seams, yellow cap.
Dennis, Mr S.  Pink, red and yellow hooped sleeves.
Dennis, Mr S. (second colours)  Grey, red chevron.
Dennis, Mr S. (third colours)  Red, black chevrons, red sleeves and cap.
Dennis, Mrs Jill  Dark blue, white cross belts, white cap, dark blue star.
Dennis, Mrs Sara  Dark green, orange chevron, orange cap.
Dennis, Mr Toby E. D.  Red, cream hoops, red cap.
Dennison, Mr W.  Black and white (quartered), halved sleeves, red cap.
Denny, Mr D. J. B.  Red, yellow hoop, yellow sleeves, red armlets, red cap, yellow star.
Denton Hall Racing Ltd  Black and yellow diamonds, yellow sleeves, black armlets, yellow cap.
Denton,Kinsey,Osborne Hse,Wesley-Yates  Dark blue, orange diamond, quartered cap.
Denton,Kinsey,Osborne Hse,Wesley-Yates (second colours)  Royal blue, large white spots and 
armlets.
Denton,Kinsey,Osborne Hse,Wesley-Yates (third colours)  Black, white seams, checked sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Dentten, Mr Michael  Pink, large purple spots, striped sleeves.
De Plumpton Hunter, Mr R. T.  Black and white stripes.
De Plumpton Hunter, Mr R. T. (second colours)  Brown.
De Plumpton Hunter, Mr R. T. (third colours)  Royal blue, red and gold quartered cap.
De Ramsey, Lady  Mauve and purple diamonds, mauve sleeves, purple cap.
Derby, Lord  Black, white cap.
Derbyshire, Mr Neil  Dark blue, white cross of lorraine, red and dark blue striped sleeves, dark blue 
and red striped cap.
Derbyshire, Mr Philip  Red, black hoop, white sleeves, black cap.
Derbyshire Racing  Black, red cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Derbyshire Racing 11  Black, red cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Derbyshire Racing II  Black, red cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Derbyshire Racing III  Black, red cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Derbyshire Racing IV  Black, red cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Derby, The Countess of  Black, white sash, white cap.
Derek And Jean Clee  Red, emerald green triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves, white cap, emerald 
green diamond.
Derek Boocock & The Winners Enclosure  Beige, brown chevron, hooped sleeves and spots on 
cap.
Derek & Cheryl Holder  Red and royal blue diamonds, emerald green and red striped sleeves, red 
cap, emerald green diamond.
Derek Coles & Ian Gosden  White, red triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Derek Coles & John H W Finch  White, red triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Derek Coles & Langley's  White, red triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Derek & Elizabeth Hughes  Pink, black seams and star on cap.
Derek Gennard & Gillian Gennard  Emerald green, orange chevron, chevrons on sleeves, emerald 
green cap, orange star.
Dermot Hanafin & Ian Whitfield  Black, emerald green chevrons on sleeves.
Dermot O'Donohoe & Sharon C Nelson  Black, pink stars, white sleeves and cap.
De Rothschild, Miss J.  Yellow, dark blue cap.
De Rothschild, Sir Evelyn  Dark blue, yellow cap.
Derrick Mossop & Partner  Dark blue, royal blue chevrons, dark blue cap, royal blue star.
Derrick, Mr Brian  Yellow, orange star, orange sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, orange star.
Derrick Smith & Michael Tabor  Purple, white seams, striped sleeves, purple cap.
The Derring Do Partnership  Emerald green, red triple diamond, white and red chevrons on 
sleeves, white cap, red star.
Derry, Mr Andrew  Yellow, dark green diamond, diabolo on sleeves and diamonds on cap.
Des Anderson & Ben Keswick  White, dark blue cross belts, sleeves and cap.

The Des Champs Partnership  Black and light green check, black sleeves, orange cap.
Desmond, Mr D. F.  White, dark blue hoop and armlets, pink cap.
de Souza, Mr D.  Emerald green, yellow and royal blue diabolo on sleeves, royal blue cap.
The Desperados  Emerald green, white hoops, royal blue sleeves, emerald green cap.
The Desperados 2  Emerald green, white hoops, royal blue sleeves, emerald green cap.
The Desperados 3  Red, black hoops, red sleeves.
Dethrone Racing  Black and yellow stripes.
The Detox Partnership  Dark blue, pink star.
Deuters, Ms Antonia  Royal blue, red triple diamond, royal blue and white diabolo on sleeves, royal 
blue cap, red diamond.
Deutsch, Mr J.  Light blue, emerald green hoops, light blue sleeves and cap.
Deva Racing Bravo Buddy  Dark blue, red disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Deva Racing Champagne Wilde  Dark blue, red disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Deva Racing Cheltenham Syndicate  Dark blue, red disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Deva Racing Chester  Dark blue, red disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Deva Racing Del Duque  Dark blue, red disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Deva Racing Dewhurst  Dark blue, red disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Deva Racing Epaulette Partnership  Dark blue, red disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Deva Racing Fiesole  Dark blue, red disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Deva Racing Five Bar Brian  Dark blue, red disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Deva Racing Group  Dark blue, red disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Deva Racing Himbleton Partnership  Dark blue, red disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Deva Racing Kingston  Dark blue, red disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Deva Racing Knockrobin Partnership  Dark blue, red disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Deva Racing Maxenchop  Dark blue, red disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Deva Racing Persistence Partnership  Dark blue, red disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Deva Racing Sir Prancealot P/ship  Dark blue, red disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Deva Racing & T.Fearn Winding Roe P'ship  Dark blue, red disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Deva Racing Winding Roe  Dark blue, red disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Deva Racing Winding Roe 1  Dark blue, red disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Deva Racing Youracert  Dark blue, red disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Deva Racing Youracert 1  Dark blue, red disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Devereux, Exors of the Late Mr R.  Dark blue, white seams, white sleeves, dark blue stars, dark 
blue cap, white star.
Devereux, Mr Tom  Yellow, purple chevrons and armlets, emerald green cap.
Deveron and Partners  Dark blue, white stripe, diabolo on sleeves.
The Devil's Advocates  Red and yellow diabolo, yellow and red diabolo on sleeves, red cap, yellow 
star.
Devine, Mrs Anne  Purple, yellow sash, halved sleeves, black cap, yellow spots.
Devine, Mrs M.  Dark green and light green diabolo, quartered cap.
Devlin, Mr G.  Dark green, white sleeves, dark green stars, white cap, dark green stars.
Devlin, Mr G. (second colours)  Pink, light blue stars, pink sleeves, light blue cap.
Devlin, Mr R. W.  Royal blue and white (halved), white sleeves, royal blue seams, red and white check 
cap.
The Devon Diamond Friends  Black and white diamonds, black sleeves, white stars, white cap, black 
star.
Devonshire, Duke of  Straw.
Devrain Partners  White and red (quartered), white and black chevrons on sleeves, hooped cap.
de Walden, Gillian, Lady Howard  Apricot.
de Walden, Gillian, Lady Howard (second colours)  Apricot, black sash, black cap.
Dewbery, Mrs Diane  Dark blue, red epaulets, halved sleeves.
de Weck, Mr Paul  Black, yellow epaulets, striped sleeves and star on cap.
de Wesselow, Mrs L. S. R.  White, scarlet sleeves, yellow cap.
Dewhurst & Daresbury  Pink and dark blue diamonds, dark blue sleeves, pink armlets, pink cap, 
dark blue diamond.
Dewhurst, Michaelson and Hewitt  Pink and dark blue diamonds, dark blue sleeves, pink armlets, 
pink cap, dark blue diamond.
Dewhurst, Mr Gary  Pink and dark blue diamonds, dark blue sleeves, pink armlets, pink cap, dark 
blue diamond.
Dewhurst, Mr J.  Orange, royal blue diamond, diamonds on sleeves, orange cap, royal blue diamond.
Dewhurst Peavoy Emdells Daresbury Adams  Pink and dark blue diamonds, dark blue sleeves, 
pink armlets, pink cap, dark blue diamond.
De Wilde, Mrs S.  Pink, pink and white quartered cap.
Dextra Group Plc  Royal blue and yellow diamonds.
De Zoete, Gabb, Trenchard & Pakenham  White, red seams, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
de Zoete, Hoskins, Lewis & Nutting  Pink, white spots, pink sleeves, quartered cap.
de Zoete, Inglett & Jones  White, red seams, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
de Zoete, Mr Simon  White, red seams, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
D Fitzgerald & T Dunn  Black, white hoops, red sleeves and cap.
D F Smith and N F Smith  White, maroon cross belts, maroon cap.
DGA Racing Limited  Red, white seams and sleeves, red cap.
D. G. Clarke & C. L. A. Edginton  Grey and royal blue stripes, red sleeves and cap.
D. G Clayton Racing  Orange, emerald green cross belts, emerald green and orange halved sleeves, 
emerald green and orange striped c
The D&GeeGees  Yellow, grey stars, sleeves and stars on cap.
D Gilbert, G Wills  Black and light blue check, black sleeves, light blue armlets, red cap.
D Gilbert, J Lancaster, G Wills  Black and light blue check, black sleeves, light blue armlets, red cap.
D Gilbert, M Lawrence, A Bruce  Black and light blue check, black sleeves, light blue armlets, red cap.
D Gilbert, M Lawrence, A Bruce, G Wills  Black and light blue check, black sleeves, light blue 
armlets, red cap.
D & G Mercer 1  White, dark blue and red chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
D G Pryde & D Van Der Hoeven  Royal blue, yellow diamond, checked sleeves, royal blue cap, 
yellow diamond.
D G Pryde & Partner  Royal blue, yellow diamond, checked sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow diamond.
D Gration, G Sutcliffe, N Farman, Jeaton  Royal blue, royal blue and pink check sleeves and cap.
Dhandsa, Dr Nick  Black and royal blue stripes, black sleeves, royal blue stars, check cap.
D Harrison J Logan J Rimmer & S Smith  Yellow, royal blue cross of lorraine, purple sleeves, 
purple and yellow check cap.
D Harrison J Logan J Rimmer & S Smith (second colours)  Royal blue, white cross of lorraine, 
dark blue sleeves.
D. Hassan, Ali Tait, M. Wigham  White, red braces, sleeves and cap.
D. Hassan, J. Cullinan  White, red braces, sleeves and cap.
D H Brown & Mr Clive Watson  Light blue and white (quartered), striped sleeves and cap.
D Higgs J J Bridger  Light blue, red stars, black cap.
D Hodson, K Meredith, N Sweeney  Dark blue, white seams, dark blue sleeves, white spots, dark 
blue cap.
D. Howden, N. Wheeler & D. Redvers  White and purple (quartered), diabolo on sleeves.
D.Howden, S.Lock & D.Redvers  White and purple (quartered), diabolo on sleeves.
D. Hulse S. Saunders & Lady Cobham  Black, light blue hoop and sleeves, white cap.
Dhunjibhoy, Mr K.  Orange, dark blue cross of lorraine.
Dhunjibhoy, Mr K. (second colours)  Dark blue, large red spots, yellow sleeves, red spots, dark 
blue cap, red spots.
Dhunjibhoy,Shirke,Desai,Audio Lounge Ltd  Orange, dark blue cross of lorraine.
Diamond, Mrs C. C.  White, red triple diamond, white sleeves, light green stars, red cap, white star.
Diamond Racing Ltd  Black, emerald green triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, black cap, emerald 
green diamond.
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Diamond Racing & Partner 2  Black, emerald green triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, black cap, 
emerald green diamond.
DIAMOND RACING & PARTNER 3  Black, emerald green triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, 
black cap, emerald green diamond.
Diamonds are Forever  Dark green, pink triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, dark green cap, pink 
diamond.
Diamond, The Hon Mrs J.  Dark blue, pink cross belts, quartered cap.
Diana Clark & Alan Hill  Emerald green, black star, striped sleeves, black cap, emerald green star.
Diana Clark & Alan Hill  Emerald green, black star, striped sleeves, black cap, emerald green star.
Diana, Countess Of Wilton & Partners  Mauve, silver braid, silver cap, mauve tassel.
Diana Whateley & Tim Syder  White, red hoop, checked sleeves and cap.
Dianne Culhane,Robert Giles & Ben Newton  Yellow, blue sleeves and cap.
Dibben, Mr Piers  Royal blue, royal blue and orange check sleeves and check cap.
Dibble, Mr J.  Maroon, light blue epaulets.
Dibb, Mr Sam  Dark blue and pink check, dark blue sleeves and cap.
The Dice Men II  Yellow, light blue disc.
The Dice Men III  Yellow, light blue disc.
Dice, Mr B. C.  Emerald green, black hoops, halved sleeves, emerald green cap.
Dick and Mandy Higgins  Royal blue, white triple diamond, striped sleeves.
Dick Churcher, Rev'd Canon C F Arvidsson  Maroon, yellow seams, maroon sleeves, yellow stars, 
maroon cap.
Dickens, Mrs R.  Red, yellow armlets.
Dick Hine & Nigel Thomas  Red, white disc, black and red striped sleeves, white cap.
Dick Hitchcock Alan King Norman Woodcock  Yellow and light blue stripes, yellow sleeves, light 
blue stars and cap.
Dickin, Miss H.  Grey, light blue cross belts, sleeves and cap.
Dickin, Mr C. J.  Yellow, maroon triple diamond.
Dickin, Mrs C. M.  Royal blue, pink and royal blue striped sleeves, pink cap.
Dickins, Mr Andy  Red, yellow stars, diamonds on sleeves.
Dickinson, Mr L.  Emerald green, beige sleeves, emerald green armlets.
Dickinson, Mrs L.  Black, red and orange diabolo on sleeves, red cap, orange diamonds.
Dickinson, Mrs V. L.  Purple, white chevron, white sleeves, purple armlets.
Dick, Keenan, Sawer, Stevenson  Black, grey disc, armlets and cap.
Dick, Lockett, O'Connor I  Black, grey disc, armlets and cap.
Dick, Mr Andrew  Black, grey disc, armlets and cap.
Dick, Mr J.  Black, pink cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves and cap.
Dick, Mrs David  Green, white cross belts, sleeves and cap.
Dick, Mr Steve  Purple, yellow star, yellow sleeves, purple diamonds, purple cap, yellow star.
Dick Prince & Darran Evans  Red, mauve star, light blue and maroon check sleeves, orange cap, 
emerald green stars.
Dickson, Brown & Dobbin  White, black stars, black and red halved sleeves, black and white 
quartered cap.
Dickson, Hamilton, Smeaton & Skinner  Pink, grey cross belts, hooped sleeves.
Dickson, Mr David  Pink, grey cross belts, hooped sleeves.
Dickson, Mr J.  White, black stars, black and red halved sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
Didn't Cost A Lot Racing Club  Maroon, light blue stars, maroon sleeves, light blue cap, maroon 
star.
Didntt Partnership  Royal blue, white sleeves, royal blue spots, white cap, royal blue spots.
DI Franco, Mr L.  Dark blue, white chevron and armlets.
Dig In Racing  White, orange disc, striped sleeves, check cap.
The Dilinquents  Red, emerald green stars, sleeves and star on cap.
Dilley, Mr Robert W. (L)  Brown, yellow hoop and sleeves, quartered cap.
Dillon, Mr Chris  Black, royal blue hoops, dark blue and light blue striped sleeves, black and light blue 
striped cap.
Dillon, Mr J. E.  Orange, dark green star, dark green sleeves, orange stars, dark green cap, orange 
star.
Dilnott-Cooper, Mrs R. M.  Red, black cap.
Dilworth, Mr Keith  Yellow and black stripes, yellow sleeves, black spots, quartered cap.
Dimmer, Mrs R. E.  Yellow, light blue diamond and diamond on cap.
Dimond, Mr R. E.  Yellow, red diamond, red and yellow quartered cap.
Dimsdale, Mr Luke  White, grey cap.
Dineen, Exors of the Late Mr R. P.  Purple, white star, striped sleeves, red cap.
Dingwall, Farrell, Hornsey & Murray  White and black check, yellow sleeves, black stars, yellow 
cap.
Dingwall, Mr Charles  White and black check, yellow sleeves, black stars, yellow cap.
Dingwall, Mr C. J.  Orange, royal blue braces, striped sleeves.
Dining Chairs UK Ltd & Partner  Red, white chevrons, red sleeves and cap.
The Dionysius Partnership  Red and white (quartered), black and white halved sleeves, black cap, 
white star.
Direct Bloodstock Limited  White, royal blue star, royal blue and white chevrons on sleeves, white 
cap, royal blue star.
The Dirham Partnership  Dark blue, white chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Diskovery Partnership V  Royal blue, grey seams, sleeves and cap.
Diskovery Partnership VII  Royal blue, grey seams, sleeves and cap.
Diskovery VII  Royal blue, grey seams, sleeves and cap.
Disney, Mr Guy  Dark green, orange disc, dark green sleeves, orange spots and cap.
Distillery Racing Club  White, royal blue star, royal blue sleeves, white stars, white cap, royal blue 
star.
Distillery Stud  Dark blue, red hoops.
Ditcheat Thoroughbreds Clo Sacre  Violet and white check, white cap.
Diver, Mr J.  Yellow, dark blue stars, yellow sleeves, dark blue cap.
Division Bell Partnership  White, red cross belts, dark green sleeves, white and dark green 
quartered cap.
Dixey, Mr Charles  Royal blue, yellow cross belts, black cap.
Dixon Bloodstock  Orange, white braces, black sleeves and cap.
Dixon Bloodstock Ltd & Partner  Orange, white braces, black sleeves and cap.
Dixon, Brennan, Lucas, Mahony, Sweeting  Royal blue, pink chevrons, royal blue cap.
Dixon, Brennan, Lucas, Mahony, Sweeting (second colours)  Pink, royal blue seams, pink cap.
Dixon, Brennan, Lucas, Mahony, Sweeting (third colours)  Royal blue and pink stripes.
Dixon, Brennan, Lucas, Mahony, Sweeting (fourth colours)  White, beige epaulets.
Dixon, Mr Allan Robert  White, purple hoops, armlets and cap.
Dixon, Mr C.  Black, orange seams and sleeves, black cap.
Dixon, Mr David L.  Dark blue, gold chevron, red cap.
Dixon, Mr G.  Light blue, dark blue stars, light blue sleeves, dark blue cap, light blue star.
Dixon, Mr M. H.  Crimson, silver braid.
Dixon, Mr Paul J.  Royal blue, pink chevrons, royal blue cap.
Dixon, Mr Paul J. (second colours)  Pink, royal blue seams, pink cap.
Dixon, Mr Paul J. (third colours)  Royal blue and pink stripes.
Dixon, Mr Paul J. (fourth colours)  White, beige epaulets.
Dixon, Mr Paul J. (fifth colours)  Black, black and white diabolo on sleeves.
Dixon, Mr P. J.  Black, white star, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Dixon, Mr R. (L)  Blue, yellow hoop, scarlet sleeves, blue cap, scarlet peak.
Dixon, Mr S.  White, maroon star, white sleeves, maroon stars, white cap, maroon star.
Dixon, Mrs Melanie  Black and emerald green stripes, black sleeves, emerald green cap, black star.
Dixon, Mrs S. F.  Yellow, brown and yellow quartered cap.
Dixon, Scott Paul James  Royal blue and red diabolo, grey sleeves, royal blue cap.

Dixon Smith, Mr P.  Red, yellow and red halved sleeves, black and yellow striped cap.
Dixon Smith, Mrs Janet  Red, black stripe, yellow sleeves, black and yellow striped cap.
D James, J Gompertz, S Jenkins  Emerald green, red stars, emerald green sleeves.
D.James, S.Jenkins, J.Gompertz, B.Gordon  Emerald green, red stars, emerald green sleeves.
D James, S Jenkins & M Quigley  Purple and yellow stripes, white sleeves.
D James, S Jenkins, Triermore, B Hills  Emerald green, red stars, emerald green sleeves.
D. & J. Byers, The Late R. J. Kyle  Dark green, white cap, dark green star.
Djivanovic, Mrs Celia  Yellow, black disc, yellow sleeves, black stars, yellowcap.
The DJK Racing Club  Pink, purple braces, pink sleeves, purple stars, pink cap, purple star.
D. J. Lowe, G. Dewhurst & A. Lewis  Emerald green, black armlets, black cap.
D & J Newell  Mauve, purple armlets.
DJ Racing  Black, grey hoops.
D J & S A Shewring, B Craig, D Allison  Maroon and black diamonds, maroon cap, black diamond.
DJ & SA Shewring, F Fantoni & Partner  Maroon and black diamonds, maroon cap, black diamond.
DJ & SA Shewring,L Patterson,A Longthorn  Maroon and black diamonds, maroon cap, black 
diamond.
D J & S A Shewring & Partner  Maroon and black diamonds, maroon cap, black diamond.
D J Todd Racing  White, royal blue chevron, hooped sleeves, royal blue and white quartered cap.
DJT Racing Partnership  Dark green, yellow stars, white sleeves, dark green cap, yellow star.
DL Adams, JA Adams & G McPherson  Dark blue, pink cross of lorraine, pink and dark blue 
diabolo on sleeves, pink cap, dark blue diamond.
D.L. Bayliss & G.A. Libson  White, dark green braces, diabolo on sleeves, red cap, white star.
D Lowe & S Hoyland  Emerald green, black armlets, black cap.
D Lumley, A Rhodes, N D Crummack Ltd  Royal blue and pink stripes, royal blue sleeves and cap.
D Lumley, A Rhodes, N D Crummack Ltd (second colours)  Dark blue, white triple diamond, 
white cap.
D Macauliffe & A Don, MP & RJ Coleman  Royal blue, light blue epaulets, striped sleeves and cap.
D.MacAuliffe, Anoj Don & Partner  Royal blue, light blue epaulets, striped sleeves and cap.
D.MacAuliffe, Anoj Don & Partner (second colours)  Red, royal blue star, royal blue sleeves, white 
stars, royal blue cap, white star.
D.Macdonald, C.Barber, I.Fogg & C.Giles  Purple, white disc, yellow sleeves, purple diamonds, 
purple and yellow quartered cap.
D.Macdonald, C.Barber, I.Fogg & R.Webb  Purple, white disc, yellow sleeves, purple diamonds, 
purple and yellow quartered cap.
D M Caslin & Partner  Black, light blue hoop and armlets, light blue cap, black star.
D M James, Cavendish Inv. Ltd, B W Hills  Emerald green, red stars, emerald green sleeves.
D M James & Steve Jenkins  Emerald green, red stars, emerald green sleeves.
D M James, Steve Jenkins, Maurice Mogg  Emerald green, red stars, emerald green sleeves.
D M James, Steve Jenkins & Partner  Emerald green, red stars, emerald green sleeves.
D M James, Steve Jenkins & Partners  Emerald green, red stars, emerald green sleeves.
D & M Macdonald & M & M McPherson  Pink and grey diamonds, diabolo on sleeves, pink cap, 
grey diamond.
D & M Macdonald & M & M McPherson (second colours)  Purple, white disc, yellow sleeves, 
purple diamonds, purple and yellow quartered cap.
D Mossop & Mickley Stud  Dark blue, royal blue chevrons, dark blue cap, royal blue star.
D Mossop, P John & R White  Dark blue, royal blue chevrons, dark blue cap, royal blue star.
DMRichardsRobertsChurchwardW-Williams  Red, white hoop, striped sleeves, black and white 
hooped cap.
D.M.Smith, P.G.Shorrock & L.Stubbs  Yellow, light blue triple diamond, light blue and yellow 
hooped cap.
The Dobbin Club  White, dark blue hoops, white sleeves, dark blue stars, white cap.
The Dobbin Club & Partner  White, dark blue hoops, white sleeves, dark blue stars, white cap.
The Dobbin Club & Partners  White, dark blue hoops, white sleeves, dark blue stars, white cap.
Dobbin, Mr A. G.  Red, emerald green sleeves, red spots, emerald green cap.
Dobbin, Mrs Rose  Dark blue, maroon spots, dark blue cap.
Dobbin, Mrs Rose (second colours)  Yellow, purple cross belts, hooped sleeves and spots on cap.
Dobb, Miss K. M.  Dark blue, grey star and armlets, hooped cap.
Dobie, Mrs J. E.  Dark blue, beige sash, beige cap.
Doble, Mr G. A.  Yellow, black hollow box and armlets.
Dobson, Mr D. H. W.  Brown and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves, hooped cap.
Dobson, Mrs D. G.  Brown and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves, hooped cap.
Docherty, Mr D. A.  Mauve, purple hoop, purple cap.
Docherty, Mr Ronnie  Red, black stripe, diamonds on sleeves, hooped cap.
Docker, Morris-Lowe, Howlett, Wills  Maroon, large light blue spots, dark blue sleeves, yellow cap.
Docker, Mr  J  H.  Royal blue, black sleeves, quartered cap.
Docker, Mrs J. H.  Royal blue, black sleeves and cap.
Dockerty, Mrs Cheryl  Beige, orange disc.
The Doc Partnership  Orange, emerald green star, striped sleeves.
Doc Redemption  Purple, yellow diamond, yellow and purple halved sleeves, purple cap, yellow 
diamond.
Dodd & Graham  White, royal blue cross of lorraine, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Dodd & Graham (second colours)  Dark blue, pink triple diamond, armlets and diamonds on cap.
Dodd, Mr Keith  Yellow, royal blue hollow box.
Dodd, Mrs J. M.  White, royal blue cross of lorraine, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Dodds, Mr J. P.  White, royal blue hoop, maroon cap.
Dodds, Mr Les  Black and white stripes, white sleeves, black armlets.
Dodgson, Mr A. C.  Dark blue, red and white striped sleeves, red cap.
Dodgson, Mrs M.  Light blue, black sash and sleeves, red cap, black spots.
Dodington, Mr J.  Black, white hoops, orange and white hooped sleeves, royal blue cap, red star.
Dod, Mrs P.  Royal blue, emerald green stripe, royal blue sleeves, pink armlets, pink cap.
D O'Donohoe, J Cavanagh, S Nelson  Emerald green, white star, hooped sleeves and stars on cap.
D O'Donohoe, J Cavanagh, S Nelson (second colours)  Black, pink stars, white sleeves and cap.
D O'Donohoe, J Cavanagh, S Nelson (third colours)  White, dark blue star, sleeves and cap.
D O'Donohoe, S Nelson, J Cavanagh  White, dark blue star, sleeves and cap.
D O'Donohoe, S Nelson, J Cavanagh (second colours)  Emerald green, white star, hooped sleeves 
and stars on cap.
D O'Donohoe, S Nelson, J Cavanagh (third colours)  Black, pink stars, white sleeves and cap.
D O'Donohoe, S & P Nelson & D Silvester  Black, pink stars, white sleeves and cap.
Dods, Mr M. J. K.  Maroon, white chevron and sleeves.
Dods, Mrs C. E.  Red, orange seams and cap.
Doel, Mrs R.  Dark blue and yellow diabolo, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, quartered cap.
Dogan, Ms Sirma  Red, white epaulets, armlets and stars on cap.
Doherty, Mrs M.  Brown, pink cross of lorraine and sleeves, pink and brown quartered cap.
Dolan-Abrahams & Fry Families  Yellow, black stars on sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Dolan-Abrahams, Mr E. J.  Yellow, black stars on sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Dolan, Mr Gerry  White, emerald green hollow box, striped sleeves, white and yellow striped cap.
The Doldrums  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue stars.
Dollar, Mr J.E.  Emerald green and white diamonds, emerald green sleeves, white cap.
Dollar, Mr Mark  Myrtle green, white cap and striped sleeves.
Dollar, Mr R. C.  Grey, red spots, black sleeves.
Dollar & Powell  Dark blue, dark blue and yellow quartered cap.
Dominic Burke & Kate & Andrew Brooks  Light blue, red braces, white sleeves, red armlets, light 
blue and red quartered cap.
Don Alberto Stable  Orange, royal blue sleeves, white armlets.
Don Alberto Stable (second colours)  Orange, light blue and grey hooped sleeves.
Donald McCain Racing Club  Royal blue, white hollow box.
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Donald, Mr Alastair  Maroon, royal blue hoops, maroon sleeves, white cap.
Donaldson, Mrs Natalie  White, black and red chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
Donaldson, Mr William  Maroon, dark blue stars.
Done, Ferguson, Fogg & Mason  White, royal blue epaulets, white sleeves, red spots, royal blue 
cap.
Done, Ferguson, Fogg & Mason (second colours)  Red, white stars on sleeves.
Done, Ferguson, Kyle, Mason & Wood  Red, white stars on sleeves.
Done, Ferguson, Kyle, Mason & Wood (second colours)  White, royal blue epaulets, white 
sleeves, red spots, royal blue cap.
Done Ferguson Mason  Red, white stars on sleeves.
Done, Ferguson, Mason, Morris  Red, white stars on sleeves.
Done, Ferguson, Mason, Nicholls & Wood  Red, white stars on sleeves.
Done, Ferguson, Mason & Wood  White, royal blue epaulets, white sleeves, red spots, royal blue 
cap.
Done, Ferguson, Mason & Wood (second colours)  Red, white stars on sleeves.
DONEGAL MAYO ASSOCIATION  Yellow and emerald green check, red sleeves, emerald green 
stars, red cap, emerald green star.
Don Knott and Wetumpka Racing  Maroon, white star, maroon sleeves, white stars, maroon cap, 
white star.
Donlin, Mr M.  Red, black chevrons, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Donlon & Doyle  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue sleeves, yellow spots, royal blue cap.
Donlon, Doyle & MacDonald  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue sleeves, yellow spots, 
royal blue cap.
Donlon, Doyle, MacDonald & C. Barber  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue sleeves, 
yellow spots, royal blue cap.
Donlon, Doyle, Macdonald & Nicholls  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue sleeves, 
yellow spots, royal blue cap.
Donlon, Doyle, MacDonald & Webb  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue sleeves, yellow 
spots, royal blue cap.
Donlon & MacDonald  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue sleeves, yellow spots, royal blue 
cap.
Donlon, MacDonald, Fulton & Webb  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue sleeves, yellow 
spots, royal blue cap.
Donlon, MacDonald & McGowan  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue sleeves, yellow 
spots, royal blue cap.
Donlon, Mr Colm  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue sleeves, yellow spots, royal blue cap.
Donnelly, Mr J. W.  Dark blue, white disc, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, white cap.
Donnelly, Mrs J  Yellow and black check, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Donnelly, Mr Terence  Yellow, beige striped sleeves, white and yellow hooped cap.
Donner, Mrs P. (L)  Brown and pink (quartered).
Donnison, Mr P. J.  Light green, red stars, red cap, light green star.
Donoghue, Mr. Daniel J.  Purple, light blue disc, white and light blue hooped sleeves, purple and light 
blue hooped cap.
Donoughue, Lord  Yellow, mauve hoop, mauve cap.
Donovan, Mrs Louisa Claire  Beige, red star, red cap, beige star.
The Dons  Black, light blue stars, black cap, light blue star.
Don Sebastiao Partnership  Dark blue, light blue chevron, chevrons on sleeves, light blue cap.
Don Sebastiao Partnership (second colours)  Purple, light green seams, light green and purple 
quartered cap.
Don't Tell Henry  Red, dark blue stripe and sleeves.
Don't Tell The Missus Partnership  Emerald green, light blue stripe, striped sleeves and spots on 
cap.
Don't Tell The Wife Racing Limited  Grey, red hoops, light green sleeves, light green cap, red 
diamond.
Don't Tell The Wife Racing Ltd P'ship  Grey, red hoops, light green sleeves, light green cap, red 
diamond.
Donworth, Mr Bobby  Orange, black sleeves, beige cap.
Doocey, Mr Charles  Emerald green, red stars, sleeves and cap.
Doocey, Mr Charles (second colours)  Red, white hoops, red sleeves, white stars, white cap, red 
stars.
Doocey, Mr S.  Royal blue, red diamond, diabolo on sleeves, red cap, royal blue diamond.
Doocey, Mr S. (second colours)  Maroon, royal blue sleeves, maroon and white striped cap.
Doolan, Edwards & Hayes  Red, white seams, checked sleeves, red cap.
Doolan, Mr Linton  Red, white seams, checked sleeves, red cap.
Doolittle, Mr David  White, dark blue hoops, white sleeves, dark blue stars, white cap.
Dooly, Mr R.  Red and white diamonds, white sleeves, yellow cap.
Doom Bar Beach Club  White, light blue disc, white sleeves, yellow armlets, light blue cap.
Doone Hulse Susie Saunders & Lady Cobham  Black, light blue hoop and sleeves, white cap.
Doran Bros (London) Limited  Emerald green, red stars, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Doran, Mr T. J.  Emerald green, red stars, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Dore, Mr Conor  Emerald green, mauve hooped sleeves.
Dorey, Miss Jennifer  Purple and light green diabolo, white and purple chevrons on sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Dorman, Mr C.  Red, black and red hooped sleeves, beige cap.
Dorman, Mr T.  Purple, yellow diamond, hooped sleeves and diamond on cap.
Double Barrels Of Courage  Dark blue, beige star, maroon sleeves, beige cap.
The Double Diamond Racing Club  Dark blue, pink diamond, hooped sleeves, pink cap.
Double, Mr Simon K. I.  Maroon, pink seams and armlets.
The Double P Partnership  Mauve, pink chevrons, mauve cap.
double-r-racing.com  Royal blue and white stripes, red and royal blue striped sleeves, red and white 
hooped cap.
double-r-racing.com&The Late Mrs George  Royal blue and white stripes, red and royal blue 
striped sleeves, red and white hooped cap.
Double-R-Racing & Karen George  Royal blue and white stripes, red and royal blue striped sleeves, 
red and white hooped cap.
The Double Six Racing Partnership  Dark blue, large white spots, white sleeves, dark blue spots.
Doubtfire, Mr Hugh  Purple, mauve seams, mauve sleeves, purple seams, purple cap.
Dougall, Mr J.  Red, yellow hoop.
Doug Graham,Ian Davison,Alan Drysdale 1  Yellow, black chevrons, white sleeves, black stars and 
cap.
Doug Graham, Ian Davison, Alan Drysdale  Yellow, black chevrons, white sleeves, black stars and 
cap.
Doug Graham, Ian Davison, Alan Drysdale (second colours)  Emerald green, cerise sleeves, 
cerise cap, emerald green star.
Doughty, Mr M.  Emerald green, beige sleeves.
Douglas Black and P A Carnaby  Black, red stars, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Douglas Livingston Racing  Royal blue and white (quartered), white sleeves, red armlets, royal blue 
cap, white diamonds.
Douglas Miller, Coltman, Dunning, Turcan  Beige and grey diamonds, light blue sleeves, black cap.
Douglas Miller, Dunning, Turcan  Beige and grey diamonds, light blue sleeves, black cap.
Douglas Miller, Mrs J.  Beige and grey diamonds, light blue sleeves, black cap.
Douglas, Miss Lynn  Black, beige seams, black sleeves, beige stars, black cap, beige star.
Douglas, Mr Adrian  Red and black diamonds, black sleeves, red armlets, quartered cap.
Douglas, Mr Adrian (second colours)  Red, black seams, halved sleeves, red and black quartered 
cap.
Douglas, Mr Gary  Red, white epaulets, white sleeves, red stars.

Douglas, Mr R. J.  Pink, light blue seams, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Douglas, Mr R. J. (second colours)  Pink, light blue seams, quartered cap.
Douglas Pryde & James Fyffe  Royal blue, yellow diamond, checked sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow 
diamond.
Douglass, Mr Robin Braithwaite  Pink, emerald green epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Doulton, Mrs C. M.  Emerald green, pink hoops, emerald green sleeves, quartered cap.
Dove, Mrs K.  White, royal blue spots, purple sleeves and cap.
Dove Valley Holdings Ltd  Royal blue, white diamond, white sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap, 
royal blue star.
Dowley, Mr J.  Dark blue and pink (quartered), dark blue sleeves and cap.
Dowling, Mr B.  Light blue, dark blue stripe and sleeves.
Dowling, Mr E.  Emerald green, orange sash, orange cap.
Dowling, Mrs E. C.  Yellow, emerald green chevron, emerald green sleeves, yellow armlets.
Dow, Mr S.  Black, grey armlets.
Downard, Mr Brian  Royal blue, white hoops, yellow sleeves, royal blue diamonds.
The Down & Dennis Partnership  Light blue, dark blue diamond, black cap, light blue spots.
Downer, Mr E. A.  Light blue, purple hoop, armlets and cap.
Downes, Mr Martin  Dark blue, emerald green sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, emerald green 
stars.
Downes, Mrs Sharon  Light blue, red sleeves, light blue and red check cap.
Downey, Mr Michael  White, royal blue stars, white sleeves and cap.
Downey, Mr Paul  Maroon, gold chevron, sleeves and cap.
Downey, Mrs Daphne  Mauve, white stripe, hooped sleeves and cap.
Downhill Only  Yellow, dark green sleeves, white cap.
Downie, Mr Dan  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Downing, Mr Paul  Emerald green, pink hoops, white sleeves, pink cap.
Downlands Racing  Yellow, maroon star, yellow sleeves, maroon stars, yellow cap, maroon star.
Down, Mr C. J.  Light blue, dark blue diamond, black cap, light blue spots.
Downs, Miss Rachel  Maroon and white (quartered), light blue sleeves, white cap.
Downs, Mr Matthew  Maroon and white (quartered), light blue sleeves, white cap.
Downs, Mr W.  Royal blue, white star, chevrons on sleeves, white cap, royal blue star.
Down The Quay Club  Black, orange diamond, sleeves and cap.
Dowse, Mr I.  Yellow, royal blue star, striped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Dowty, Mr G. E.  Red, emerald green sleeves, red cap, emerald green diamond.
Doyle, Mr Graham  Emerald green and white diabolo, black sleeves, white cap.
Doyle, Mr J. T. (L)  Green, red sash, green and white quartered cap.
Doyle, Mr K.  Grey, pink spots, grey sleeves.
Doyle, Mr M.  Orange, emerald green stars.
Doyle, Mr P. B.  Royal blue, brown seams, white cap.
Doyle, Mrs Anna  Red, emerald green sash and sleeves, white cap.
Doyle, Mr Sean  White, emerald green hoop, yellow cap.
Doyle, Mrs June  Yellow, black sleeves, yellow armlets.
Doyle, Mrs M.  Royal blue, dark green hoops.
Doyle, Mrs Sally  Dark green and maroon (quartered), dark green sleeves, maroon armlets.
Doyle, Ms Denise S.  Pink, royal blue chevron, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Dozen Dreamers Partnership  Purple, white stars, halved sleeves, white cap, purple star.
D Proos & F H Lee  White, red stripe, royal blue and white hooped sleeves, white cap, royal blue 
spots.
D Proos & F H Lee (second colours)  Beige, brown cross of lorraine, hooped cap.
D Pryde,J Beaumont & DP van der Hoeven  Royal blue, yellow diamond, checked sleeves, royal 
blue cap, yellow diamond.
D P Van Der Hoeven & D G Pryde  Royal blue, yellow diamond, checked sleeves, royal blue cap, 
yellow diamond.
D P Van Der Hoeven & D G Pryde (second colours)  Purple, yellow hoops, yellow and purple 
striped sleeves, hooped cap.
DP van der Hoeven, DG Pryde & J Beaumont  Royal blue, yellow diamond, checked sleeves, royal 
blue cap, yellow diamond.
Drabble, Mr J. A.  Black, gold star, gold cap.
Drabble, Mr J. L.  Claret, gold star and sleeves, check cap.
Drabble, Mrs E.  Royal blue, gold star and sleeves, check cap.
Dragon Gate  Red, light green seams and armlets, light green cap, red star.
Dragon Racing  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, red and white striped sleeves and cap.
Dragon Racing & Mr P Green  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, red and white striped sleeves 
and cap.
Drake, Mr J.  White, royal blue braces, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Drake, Mr M.  Grey and yellow diabolo, yellow and grey striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Drake, Mrs J.  Pink, purple striped sleeves, purple cap.
Drake Racing  Dark blue and beige check, white cap.
The Dramatic Partners  Orange and grey diamonds, orange cap, grey diamond.
Dr Anne J. F. Gillespie/Mr M. J. K. Dods  Pink, royal blue armlets.
Draper, Mrs Frances  Yellow, brown cross belts, brown sleeves, yellow armlets, black and red check 
cap.
Dr A Sedrati and Partner  Cerise, green check cap.
DRAYTON PARK RACING  White, light blue chevron.
Dr B Drew & Eve Lodge Racing  Dark blue, light blue epaulets, dark blue and orange striped 
sleeves, orange cap.
D R Botterill & Eric Boumans  Eton blue, chocolate chevrons, eton blue cap.
Dr Bridget Drew & D H Caslon  Dark blue, light blue epaulets, dark blue and orange striped 
sleeves, orange cap.
Dr Bridget Drew & D H Caslon (second colours)  Dark blue, light green sash, white cap.
Dr Bridget Drew & Mr David J Keast  Pink, purple braces, pink sleeves, purple stars, pink cap, 
purple star.
Dr Bridget Drew & Mr David J Keast (second colours)  Dark blue, light blue epaulets, dark blue 
and orange striped sleeves, orange cap.
Dr Bridget Drew & Mr Ian Brown  Dark blue, light blue epaulets, dark blue and orange striped 
sleeves, orange cap.
Dr Bridget Drew & Mr Ian Brown (second colours)  Black and white (quartered), brown sleeves.
Dr Bridget Drew & Mr R. A. Farmiloe  Dark blue, light blue epaulets, dark blue and orange striped 
sleeves, orange cap.
Dr Bridget Drew & Partners  Dark blue, light blue epaulets, dark blue and orange striped sleeves, 
orange cap.
Dr C. A Barnett & Partner  Yellow, dark blue diamonds on sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow diamond.
Dr C A Barnett & Partners  Yellow, dark blue diamonds on sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow diamond.
Dr Caroline Fry & Susie Dilhorne  Royal blue, white hoops, royal blue sleeves, red armlets, pink 
cap.
Dr Catherine Wills & Frederik Tylicki  Blue, white cross belts, collar and sleeves, white cap, blue 
spots.
The Dr Dawn Racing Partnership  Maroon, yellow epaulets, armlets and star on cap.
Dr D. S. Myers & Mr A. S. Reid  Black, mauve disc, armlets and cap.
The Dream Big Syndicate  Dark green, light blue star, light blue sleeves, dark green stars, dark 
green cap, light blue stars.
Dream Chick Partners  Yellow, maroon epaulets, halved sleeves, maroon cap.
The Dreamers  Maroon, white hoop, halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Dreams  Royal blue, yellow cross belts and armlets.
The Dream Team Partnership  White, red stripe, dark blue sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Dr Edna Robson and Partner  Yellow, white chevrons and armlets.
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D. R. & E. E. Brown  White and red stripes, black sleeves, emerald green stars, black cap, emerald 
green star.
The Dregs Of Humanity  Dark blue and grey stripes, grey sleeves, quartered cap.
The Dregs Of Humanity & Partner  Dark blue and grey stripes, grey sleeves, quartered cap.
Drew & Ailsa Russell  Red, black chevrons, grey sleeves, red cap.
Drew, Bryan  Orange, dark blue star, orange sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
Drew, Dr Bridget  Dark blue, light blue epaulets, dark blue and orange striped sleeves, orange cap.
Drewe, Mr C. J.  Dark green, beige cross of lorraine.
Drew, Mr C.  Dark blue, red hoop, red sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
Drew, Mrs Lavinia  Red, yellow cross belts, hooped sleeves and cap.
Drew, Mr W. P.  Light blue, white inverted triangle.
Drew, Mr W. P. (second colours)  Yellow, white inverted triangle.
Drew, Mr W. P. (third colours)  Red, white inverted triangle, red sleeves, white spots.
Drew, Mr W. P. (fourth colours)  Red, white inverted triangle.
Drew, Percy, Carruthers & Graham  Dark blue, yellow sash, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, red 
cap.
Drew, Percy, Carruthers & Graham (second colours)  Red, yellow cross belts, hooped sleeves 
and cap.
Dr G. M. Thelwall Jones  Grey, pink spots.
Drinkwater, Mr D. P.  Yellow, dark blue hoop, yellow sleeves, black stars, dark blue cap.
Drinkwater, Mr Paul  Yellow, royal blue hoop, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars.
Drinkwater, Mr Paul L.  Royal blue, light green star, light green sleeves, royal blue stars and cap.
Drinkwater, Mrs Janice  Light blue, maroon star, armlets and star on cap.
Drinkwater, Mrs Karen  Pink, royal blue spots, pink sleeves and cap.
Driscoll, Mr D. H.  Royal blue, white braces, light blue sleeves, red cap.
Dr Jamal Ahmadzadeh & Mrs D Swinburn  Yellow, dark blue sash and sleeves.
Dr Johnny Hon & KIR (HK) Ltd  Black, yellow braces, black and red hooped sleeves, black cap, 
yellow star.
Dr J O'Sullivan & Mr D A Rees  Red, royal blue stars, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Dr J. Walker & Partner  Lime green, royal blue epaulets and cap.
Dr J Wilson & Mr S Ronaldson  Light green, black and light green hooped cap.
Dr Marwan Koukash & Mr M. Channon  Grey, beige star, grey sleeves, beige stars and stars on cap.
Dr Marwan Koukash & Partner  Grey, beige star, grey sleeves, beige stars and stars on cap.
Dr Marwan Koukash & Partners  Grey, beige star, grey sleeves, beige stars and cap.
Dr M E Glaze & Mr I Mcinnes  Black, white stars, maroon sleeves, maroon cap, white star.
Dr & Mrs Clive Layton  Red, white star, red and black check sleeves, red cap, white star.
Dr & Mrs John Millar  Mauve and red (quartered), mauve sleeves, red cap.
Dronzek, Mr Frank  Emerald green, red sash, yellow cap.
Dr Pamela Wilson and Partners  Purple, light blue star, purple sleeves, light blue stars, purple cap, 
light blue star.
Dr P R & Mr A C Walpole  Light blue, dark blue chevron, diamonds on sleeves, quartered cap.
Dr R. Britton & Mrs S. Humphrey  Orange, emerald green star, striped sleeves.
Dr R. D. P. And Mrs L. J. Newland  Purple, emerald green and white hooped sleeves, emerald 
green cap.
Druce, Mr M.  Light blue and white check, striped sleeves, light blue cap.
Drummond, Mr James  Yellow, red chevrons, yellow cap.
Drummond, Mrs Lesley-Anne  Dark green, white hoops, dark green sleeves, white stars and cap.
Drury, Mr Christopher  Royal blue, maroon chevron, beige sleeves, royal blue and maroon 
quartered cap.
Drury, Mr Paul  Emerald green, royal blue triple diamond and armlets, white cap, royal blue diamond.
Druzhba Racing Partnership  White, black cross belts, black and white halved sleeves, red cap.
Drysdale, Mr J. C.  White, blue sleeves, red sash and cap.
Drysdale, Mr Robert  Red, light blue sash, white sleeves, light blue cap.
Drysdale, Mrs Sarah  Purple and pink diamonds, pink sleeves, purple armlets, purple cap.
D Scott & Co (Pattern Makers) Ltd & Ptr  Orange, purple sash, white sleeves, white cap, purple 
spots.
D. S. Frankland & D. J. Trott  Black and emerald green (halved), emerald green sleeves, emerald 
green cap, black spots.
D Shapiro, Mrs Anne Haslam & Partners  Purple, white disc, purple sleeves, white spots, hooped 
cap.
D Shaw & N Franklin  Purple and emerald green diabolo, quartered cap.
D. & S. L. Tanker Transport Limited  Pink and royal blue stripes, pink sleeves, royal blue armlets, 
pink cap.
D Smith (Saul) & J M Bradley  Pink, black stars, black sleeves, pink armlets.
The D.S.M Partnership  White, dark blue stripe, striped sleeves and cap.
D Standring, D Staff & Associates  Grey, pink stars, pink sleeves, grey stars, grey cap, pink star.
D Standring,D Staff & Royale Racing  Dark blue, red hoops, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
D Standring Ltd, D Staff & Royale Racing  Dark blue, red hoops, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
D Steele S Tingey C Tingey  Light blue, royal blue star, armlets and cap.
D Studholme, M Smyth & S Burns  Light blue, dark blue stars, light blue cap, dark blue star.
D Thompson & The Magic Ten  Red, dark blue epaulets, dark blue sleeves, red stars.
DT Hoyland JS Hoyland JP Romans  Black, yellow triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves and diamond 
on cap.
DTR Racing Group  Royal blue, yellow seams, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
The DTTW Partnership  Orange, purple stars, purple sleeves, orange armlets and star on purple 
cap.
D Tunmore & GB Horseracing Services  Emerald green, yellow stars, emerald green sleeves, red 
armlets, emerald green cap, yellow star.
D Tunmore & Partner  Emerald green, yellow stars, emerald green sleeves, red armlets, emerald 
green cap, yellow star.
Dubai Thoroughbred Racing  Purple and white diabolo, white sleeves, purple armlets, purple and 
white hooped cap.
Dubelem (Racing) Limited  Black, pink seams, hooped sleeves and cap.
Dubelem (Racing) Limited & Partner  Black, pink seams, hooped sleeves and cap.
Dubois, Mr Jean Pierre  Royal blue, red cross of lorraine, red and royal blue hooped sleeves, yellow 
cap.
The Duchess Of Cornwall & Chips Keswick  Brown, red sleeves, yellow cap.
The Duchess Of Cornwall & Mr D Brownlow  Brown, red sleeves, yellow cap.
The Duchess of Roxburghe & Mr D Burke  Red, dark green seams, red cap.
The Duchess Of Roxburghe & Mrs C Rooney  Red, dark green seams, red cap.
Duckett, Miss Sally  Light blue, white star, red sleeves and cap.
Duckett, Mr Charlie  Red, grey sleeves, emerald green cap.
Duckworth, Jordan,  Wright  Light blue, black stars, light blue sleeves, black cap, light blue star.
Duckworth Jordan Wright & Chalke Valley  Light blue, black stars, light blue sleeves, black cap, 
light blue star.
Duckworth Jordan Wright CW Dellar Doel  Light blue, black stars, light blue sleeves, black cap, 
light blue star.
Duckworth, Mr J.  Purple, yellow sleeves, purple stars and stars on cap.
Duckworth, Mrs Gill  Light blue and dark blue (quartered), chevrons on sleeves.
Duckworth, Mrs Rollo  Light blue, black stars, light blue sleeves, black cap, light blue star.
Dudfield, Mr G. E.  Yellow, brown cross of lorraine, white cap, brown spots.
Dudgeon, Mr A. S. (Sandy)  Cream, cerise sleeves, black cap.
Dudgeon, Mr A. S. (Sandy) (second colours)  White, scarlett sleeves, black cap, white spots.
Dudgeon, Mr Jimmy  Orange, royal blue hoops and armlets.
Duell, Ms S.  Yellow, brown cross belts, armlets and spots on cap.
Duff Gordon, Mr W. A. L.  Pink, light blue epaulets and armlets.

Duffield, Mr Andrew  Red, mauve epaulets and star on cap.
Duffield, Mrs Ann  Pink, white epaulets and armlets.
Duffield, Mrs Ann (second colours)  White, red hoop, red and white halved sleeves, red cap.
Duffy and the Ten Green Bottles  Old gold, green hoop, collar and cuffs, green cap, gold  spots.
Duffy and the Ten Green Bottles (second colours)  Emerald green, orange stars, emerald green 
sleeves and cap.
Duffy, Mr J.  Old gold, green hoop, collar and cuffs, green cap, gold spots.
Duffy, Mr J. B.  White, dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
Duffy, Mr John A.  Black, white hollow box and star on cap.
Dufosee, Mrs Teresa  Khaki, dark green cross belts, black cap.
Dugdale, Sir William Matthew Stratford  White, black sleeves.
Dugdale, Sir William Matthew Stratford (second colours)  White, black sleeves, rose cap.
Duggan, Mr E. P.  Red, yellow diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap.
Duggan, Mr James Michael  Black and pink diamonds, maroon sleeves, dark green cap, emerald 
green star.
Duignan, Mr Eamonn  Royal blue, white hoops, striped sleeves, white cap, royal blue stars.
Duke Devonshire, Exors Duke of Roxburghe  Straw.
Duke Devonshire, Exors Duke of Roxburghe (second colours)  Silver, dark green sleeves.
The Duke Of Bedford & Dr Jerome Poupel  Purple and white stripes, black velvet cap, gold tassel.
Duke of Devonshire and Partners  Straw.
Duke of Roxburghe & James Wigan  Silver, dark green sleeves.
The Duke Of Roxburghe & Mr D. Burke  Silver, dark green sleeves.
Duke of Roxburghe & Mr K. Doyle  Silver, dark green sleeves.
Dukes Group  Yellow, dark blue sleeves, emerald green and white striped cap.
Dukes Head Racing  Maroon, maroon and white diabolo on sleeves, white cap, maroon star.
Dukes, Mr O. R.  Yellow, dark blue sleeves, emerald green and white striped cap.
Dukes, Mr Simon  Light green, pink sleeves and cap.
The Dukes of Devonshire & Roxburghe  Straw.
The Dukes of Roxburghe & Devonshire  Silver, dark green sleeves.
Dullingham Park  Black and red diamonds, red sleeves, black cap.
Dulverton, Lady  Yellow, emerald green epaulets and armlets.
Duncan, Dunnington and Shaw  Yellow and dark blue diamonds, yellow sleeves.
Duncan, Dunnington, Nicholls & Shaw  Yellow and dark blue diamonds, yellow sleeves.
Duncan, Mr A.  Emerald green, purple diamond, white sleeves, purple cap, white spots.
Duncan, Mr Alistair  Maroon and light blue check, maroon sleeves, light blue cap.
Duncan, Mr Alistair (second colours)  Dark blue and white check, white and dark blue halved 
sleeves, dark blue cap.
Duncan, Mr Andrew  Purple, red epaulets, pink sleeves, red cap.
Duncan, Mr I. A.  Yellow, black and yellow halved sleeves, black cap.
Duncan, Mrs P.  Pink, black triple diamond, striped sleeves and diamonds on cap.
Duncan Wood Vinny Cooke  Red, emerald green disc and sleeves.
Dundalk Racing Club  White, black chevrons, white sleeves, red cap.
Dundalk Racing Club & Owenstown Stud  White, black chevrons, white sleeves, red cap.
Dundas, Lady  White, black diamond, purple sleeves and cap.
Dunford, Mr P. J.  Yellow, black cross belts, white cap.
Dunford, Ms Nicky  Dark green, pink cross belts, white sleeves, pink cap.
Dungait, Mrs V. J.  Mauve, emerald green hoops, black sleeves, emerald green armlets, emerald 
green cap.
Dunger, Mr N. A.  Black, red braces, armlets and cap.
Dunham Trading and Carole Dods  Light green, brown seams, light green sleeves, brown cap.
Dunham Trading Ltd  Light green, brown seams, light green sleeves, brown cap.
Dunkley, Miss E.  White, large black spots, black sleeves, white spots, black cap.
Dunlevy, Mr M.  Black, orange hoop, black sleeves, orange stars, orange cap.
Dunley, Mr R. J.  Yellow, pink seams and sleeves, hooped cap.
Dunlop, Mr E. A. L.  Dark blue, pink sleeves.
Dunlop, Mr E. A. L. (second colours)  Dark blue, red epaulets, armlets and cap.
Dunlop, Mr E. A. L. (third colours)  Light blue, white disc.
Dunlop, Mr E. A. L. (fourth colours)  Black, maroon sleeves, black and maroon hooped cap.
Dunlop, Mrs Harry  Light blue, dark blue sleeves, light blue stars, dark blue cap.
Dunlop, Mrs Harry (second colours)  Dark blue and light blue stripes, dark blue sleeves, light blue 
cap.
Dun, Mrs E J  Orange, light blue sleeves, red cap.
Dun, Mr T. G.  Light blue and white (halved), halved sleeves, light blue and red quartered cap.
The Dunn Army  Emerald green, red cap.
The Dunn Club  Emerald green, red cap.
The Dunn Club (second colours)  Purple, light blue stars and sleeves, light blue cap, purple star.
Dunne, Mrs V. A. J.  Dark blue, yellow chevrons, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Dunnett, Mrs Christine  Pink, black cross belts and cap.
Dunnett, Mrs Christine (second colours)  Black, pink cross belts, halved sleeves, pink and black 
quartered cap.
Dunnett, Mrs Christine (third colours)  Black, pink stars, diabolo on sleeves and stars on cap.
Dunnett, Mrs Christine (fourth colours)  White, purple stars, purple sleeves, white stars and cap.
Dunning, Clive  Black and yellow diamonds, emerald green sleeves, black armlets, yellow cap, black 
diamond.
Dunnington, Mr N. C.  Yellow and dark blue diamonds, yellow sleeves.
The Dunnitalls  Emerald green, dark green sleeves, red armlets, dark green cap.
The Dunnitalls (second colours)  Black, white hoops, red sleeves and cap.
The Dunnitalls & Partner  Emerald green, dark green sleeves, red armlets, dark green cap.
The Dunnkirk Partnership  Royal blue and white stripes, white sleeves.
Dunn, Mr B.  Yellow, black triple diamond and armlets.
Dunn, Mrs A. J. K.  Light blue, yellow hooped sleeves, black and yellow check cap.
Dunn, Mrs Alex  Purple, light blue stars and sleeves, light blue cap, purple star.
Dunn, Mrs C. J.  Brown, orange epaulets and star on cap.
Dunn, Mr S. W.  White, royal blue chevron, armlets and cap.
Dunn, Mr S. W. (second colours)  White, royal blue chevron and armlets, royal blue and white 
striped cap.
Dunn, Mr S. W. (third colours)  White, royal blue chevron and armlets, yellow cap.
Dunn, Mr S. W. (fourth colours)  White, royal blue chevron and armlets, red cap.
Dunn, Mr S. W. (fifth colours)  Dark blue and pink (quartered), hooped sleeves.
Dunn, Mr T.  Black, white hoops, red sleeves and cap.
Dunn, Mr T. (second colours)  Black, pink inverted triangle and armlets.
Dunn, Mr T. (third colours)  Red, black sleeves, red armlets.
Dunn Racing  Black, white hoops, red sleeves and cap.
Dunphy, Mr Mark  Black, orange star, black sleeves, orange stars, black cap, orange star.
Dunphy, Mr Mark (second colours)  Purple, red diamond, black sleeves, red diamonds, black cap.
Dunridge Ltd  Pink, brown sleeves, black cap.
Dunsdon, Mr David  Royal blue, maroon armlets.
du Plessis, Miss J.  Black, red sash and armlets.
Dupont, Mr C. W. W.  Green, red hoop, sleeves and peak on cap.
Dupree, Mrs Alexandra  Light blue, maroon armlets, hooped cap.
Du Pre, Miss I. D.  Mauve, white sash, red cap.
Durack, Mr S.  Grey, dark blue epaulets, dark blue cap.
Durack, Mr S. (second colours)  Dark blue, brown epaulets.
Durcan Bloodstock  Grey, black and grey diabolo on sleeves, black cap.
Durcan, Mrs S V  Grey, black and grey diabolo on sleeves, black cap.
The Durdans Stables Syndicate  White, emerald green stars, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, 
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white cap, emerald green star.
The Durham Company  Emerald green, red chevrons, white sleeves, emerald green cap.
The Durham Company & W Storey  Emerald green, red chevrons, white sleeves, emerald green 
cap.
The Durham Company W.Storey A.Bennett  Emerald green, red chevrons, white sleeves, emerald 
green cap.
Durham, Lord  Purple, straw sleeves and cap.
Durkan Bloodstock Ltd  Royal blue, white hooped sleeves.
Durrant, Mr D.  Red, brown hoop, striped cap.
Durrell, Mr Ben  Red, royal blue disc, royal blue and white hooped sleeves.
THE DUSKY LORD PARTNERSHIP  White, brown armlets.
Dutch Harbor Partnership  Royal blue, white hoops, grey sleeves, royal blue and white quartered 
cap.
Dutfield, Mr Harry  Beige, black seams, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Duthie, Mr M.  Royal blue, red chevron, hooped sleeves, red cap, royal blue star.
Duxbury, Exors of the Late Miss Betty  Yellow, brown spots, yellow sleeves, brown cap.
D Wachman, MV Magnier & Mrs L Shanahan  Royal blue, pink sash, light blue cap.
D Ward & R Harmon  Maroon, mauve epaulets.
D.Waters.A.Finn.R.Paterson.K.MacRowan  Light blue, grey seams and sleeves, check cap.
D Wood S Grabham H Byrne V Cooke  Red, emerald green disc and sleeves.
DW Racing  White, royal blue stripe, white sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
DW Racing & George Houghton  White, royal blue stripe, white sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Dwyer, Mr J. R.  Black and red check, black sleeves, red armlets and star on cap.
Dwyer, Mrs Jane  Royal blue, orange cross belts and sleeves, yellow cap.
Dwyer, Mrs Shelley  Orange, white triple diamond, orange and yellow chevrons on sleeves, orange 
cap, yellow diamond.
Dwyer, Mrs Shelley (second colours)  Red, white stars, royal blue sleeves, white armlets.
DYDB Marketing & Friends Of Jackdaws  Orange, black chevron and sleeves, check cap.
DYDB Marketing Limited  Orange, black chevron and sleeves, check cap.
DYDB Marketing Ltd. & Berys Connop  Orange, black chevron and sleeves, check cap.
Dyer, Mr John  Mauve, black sleeves and cap.
Dyer, Mrs Katie  Dark green, white triple diamond and armlets.
Dykes, Mr Tim  Purple, white sleeves, black armlets, hooped cap.
The Dylan Partnership  Yellow, red hoops, red sleeves, yellow spots and cap.
Dyson, Miss C.  Dark blue, red and dark blue chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Dyson, Mr D. J.  Dark blue, dark blue and red diabolo on sleeves, red cap.

E
E A Brook & David Scott & Co Ltd  Red, white spots, white sleeves, red seams, red and white 
striped cap.
E A Brook & D Scott  Red, white spots, white sleeves, red seams, red and white striped cap.
E A Brook & S Curtis  Red, white spots, white sleeves, red seams, red and white striped cap.
Ead, Mrs Nikki  Red, yellow braces, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap, yellow stars.
Eagle, Mr R.  Dark green, beige chevron.
The Eagle Partnership  Light green, red disc, red and light green hooped sleeves, red cap.
The Eagle Partnership & Peter JS Russell  Light green, red disc, red and light green hooped 
sleeves, red cap.
Eagle Racing  Yellow, black sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap, black diamond.
The Eagle's Foot Syndicate  White, red spots, red cap.
Eales, Brown and Lloyd  Orange, white hoops, orange sleeves and cap.
Eales , Gillies and Hewitt  Orange, white hoops, orange sleeves and cap.
Eales, Mr G. M.  Pink, purple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, pink cap, purple diamond.
Eales, Mr Ken  Orange, white hoops, orange sleeves and cap.
Eales, Mr Nick  Red, white braces, white sleeves, red diamonds, white cap, red diamond.
Eames, Mr E.R D  Yellow, black hoop, yellow sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
E.A. Moorey & E.G. Moorey  Beige, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Earle, Mr Simon  Beige, black hoop, black cap.
Earley, Mrs Emma  Light green, black epaulets, black sleeves, light green spots.
Earl, Mr Tom  Dark green, yellow seams, chevrons on sleeves, dark green cap, yellow star.
Earls, Mr N.  Dark blue and emerald green check, dark blue sleeves, emerald green armlets, dark 
blue cap.
The Early Birds  Navy blue, pink and green sash and hooped cap.
Early Risers  Pink, purple stripe, quartered cap.
Earnshaw, Mr Ian P.  Purple, yellow diamond, emerald green sleeves, yellow diamonds, emerald 
green cap, yellow diamond.
Eason, Hughes, Kerr-Dineen & Malpas  Dark blue, white braces, diamonds on sleeves, striped cap.
Eason, Hughes, Kerr-Dineen & Malpas (second colours)  Purple, white diamonds on sleeves, 
check cap.
Eason, Mr William  Dark blue, white braces, diamonds on sleeves, striped cap.
Easterby, Mr M. H.  Red, white sash and sleeves, yellow cap.
Easterby, Mr M. H. (second colours)  White, red sash, red and white chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Easterby, Mr M. W.  Green, grey and lemon striped sleeves, maroon cap.
Easterby, Mr Peter  Royal blue, white star, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Easterby, Mrs Sarah  Royal blue, brown epaulets, orange cap.
Easterby, Mr T. D.    Jade green, flame hooped sleeves, black cap.
Easterby, Mr T. D. (second colours)  Red, white sash and sleeves, yellow cap.
Easter Racing Club  Green, blue sleeves, blue and yellow quartered cap.
East India Racing  Red, white chevrons, royal blue sleeves, pink stars and cap.
Eastington racing  Orange, maroon seams, striped sleeves and star on cap.
East Layton Stud and James Lambert  Yellow, beige sleeves, yellow cap, beige star.
East Layton Stud Ltd  Yellow, beige sleeves, yellow cap, beige star.
East Layton Stud & Rockcliffe Syndicate  Yellow, beige sleeves, yellow cap, beige star.
East 11 Limited  Royal blue, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap, yellow 
diamonds.
East Partners  Pink, red sleeves, pink armlets.
Eastview Thoroughbreds 1  Yellow, emerald green cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, emerald green 
stars.
East Wind Racing Ltd  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, diabolo on sleeves.
Eastwood, Miss K.  Dark blue, light blue star and armlets.
Eastwood, Mr J. R.  Emerald green, white spots on sleeves, orange cap.
Eastwood, Mr J. R. (second colours)  Cream, chocolate spots, chocolate sleeves, cream cap,  
chocolate spots.
Eastwood, Mr W. H.  Pink, black cross of lorraine, striped sleeves, pink cap, grey star.
Easy Going Racing  Royal blue, white spots, dark blue sleeves.
Easylife Partnership  Yellow, black triple diamond, yellow sleeves, black stars and cap.
Eaton, Mr Arnold  Emerald green, yellow braces, sleeves and cap.
Eaton, Mr David  Dark blue, pink star, pink and dark blue halved sleeves, dark blue cap, pink star.
Eaton, Mr S. M.  Pink, purple seams, pink sleeves and cap.
Eavis, Mrs I.  Pink, purple spots, sleeves and spots on cap.
EBITDA Racing Group  Purple, orange star and sleeves, orange cap, purple star.
Ebor Racing Club V  Red and black stripes, red sleeves, black spots.
Ebor Racing Club V11  Red and black stripes, red sleeves, black spots.
Ebury Racing  Purple, pink epaulets, pink and purple quartered cap.
Ebury Racing (second colours)  Dark green, red chevrons, dark green sleeves, red cap.
Ebury Racing 2  Maroon, royal blue cross belts.

Ebury Racing 3  Purple, pink epaulets, quartered cap.
Ebury Racing 4  Maroon, royal blue cross belts.
Ebury Racing 4 (second colours)  Yellow, yellow and dark blue diabolo on sleeves.
Ebury Racing 5  Maroon, royal blue cross belts.
ECD Ltd, Mike George & Anne Elliott  Red, royal blue triple diamond, chevrons on sleeves, royal 
blue cap, red diamonds.
E Chapman, J Beaumont, Q Thomson  Red, emerald green spots, red sleeves, white cap, emerald 
green spots.
Eckley, Miss B.  Black, orange epaulets, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Eckley, Mr Brian  Black, white diamond, armlets and star on cap.
Eclair On Line Syndicate  Dark blue, emerald green cross of lorraine and armlets, white cap.
Eclipse Horse Racing  White, royal blue star and sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
The Eclipse Partnership  Royal blue and white (halved), red sleeves, white cap.
Eclipse Sports Racing Club  White, light blue disc, dark blue sleeves, light blue spots and cap.
Eclipse T'Bred,G. Barber,Lord De La Warr  Pink, black b in circle, black shoulders, pink sleeves, 
black cap.
Eclipse Thoroughbred Partners  Black, light blue sash, white sleeves, light blue spots, black and light 
blue striped cap.
Economic Security 1  Red, black sash, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Ecurie Ama.Zing Team  Brown, royal blue seams, brown cap.
Ecurie Crocodile  Mauve, red sleeves, black cap, white spots.
Ecurie des Charmes  Black and pink check, halved sleeves.
Ecurie Normandie Pur Sang  Grey, maroon stars.
Ecurie Wildenstein  Royal blue, light blue cap.
The Ed-Chester Partnership  Red, white chevron, halved sleeves, red and white striped cap.
Edden, Mr N. D.  White, royal blue stars on sleeves, white cap, royal blue star.
Eddery, Mr Robert  Maroon, royal blue hoops, chevrons on sleeves, royal blue cap.
Eddie Carswell Racing  Dark blue, white stripe and armlets.
Eddie & Dai  Black, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, black diamonds, yellow cap, black star.
Eddie Melville & Kenny Haughey  Red, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Eddis, Mr Johnny  Red, black braces.
Eddy, Mr Don  Yellow, grey diamond and diamond on cap.
Eddy, Mr Roger  Yellow, dark green chevron and sleeves, dark green and yellow hooped cap.
Eddy-Williams, Mr W. J.  Black, black and royal blue diabolo on sleeves.
Eden Racing  Red, beige seams, red sleeves and cap.
Eden Racing Club  Red, beige seams, red sleeves and cap.
Eden Racing III  Red, beige seams, red sleeves and cap.
Eden Racing IV  Red, beige seams, red sleeves and cap.
Ede's (UK) Ltd  Emerald green, white cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Edgar, Miss Jane  White, black triple diamond, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Edgar, Mr James  Royal blue, maroon stars.
Edgedale, Mr J. W.  Royal blue, yellow chevron, chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
Edgedale & Robinson  Royal blue, yellow chevron, chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
Edge Of Exmoor  Maroon, white stripe, maroon sleeves, white spots, striped cap.
Edges Farm Racing Stables Ltd  White, royal blue diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Edging Ahead  Black, yellow stars, white sleeves, black cap, yellow star.
Edging Ahead (second colours)  White, emerald green braces.
Edginton, Morgan, Jeffery, Muir  Dark blue, yellow epaulets, dark blue sleeves, yellow spots.
Edginton, Mr C. L. A.  Dark blue, yellow epaulets, dark blue sleeves, yellow spots.
The Edinburgh Woollen Mill Ltd  Maroon, beige triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves, hooped cap.
Edkins, Mr Steve  Red, white chevron, halved sleeves, red and white striped cap.
Ed McCormack Racing  Emerald green and yellow diamonds, yellow cap.
Ed McCormack & Stephen Tucker  Emerald green and yellow diamonds, yellow cap.
Edminson, Mrs N. J.  Dark blue, yellow star, dark blue sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap, dark blue 
stars.
Edmonds, Mr R. A.  Red, black disc, emerald green sleeves.
Edmonds, Mrs J. M.  Grey, red disc, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Edmonston, Mr D. G.  Yellow, purple triple diamond, purple and yellow diabolo on sleeves, yellow 
cap, purple diamond.
Edmunds, Major J. S. R. (L)  Buff, scarlet spots, dark blue cap.
Edmunds, Mr D. J. W.  Emerald green, yellow hoops and sleeves, check cap.
Edmunds, Mrs Sylvia  Emerald green, yellow hoops, yellow sleeves, emerald green armlets, emerald 
green and yellow check cap.
Ednyfed & Elizabeth Morgan  Maroon, yellow star, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Edrich, Mr R.  Dark green, red disc, yellow sleeves.
The EDR Partnership  Dark blue, pink sleeves.
Ed's Gang  Purple, orange hoop and sleeves.
EDS Roofing Supplies Ltd  Black, orange spots, black sleeves, orange cap.
Edward Babington & Phil Cunningham  Maroon, white chevrons, halved sleeves, maroon cap.
Edward Cassie & Katie Scott  Yellow, black sleeves, white stars, yellow and black striped cap.
Edward Cassie, Mark Hay and Murray Scott  Black, white chevrons, white and black hooped 
sleeves, white cap.
Edward Foster and Karen George  Light green, grey hollow box, white sleeves, light green armlets, 
light green and grey check cap.
Edward Gretton & The Late Geoffrey Price  Dark blue, yellow chevron hoops, dark blue sleeves, 
gold cap.
Edwards, Andrew  Dark green, white sleeves, dark green seams, white cap, dark green star.
Edwards & Flatt  Yellow, black chevron, white and black striped sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Edwards-Heathcote, Mrs J.  Light blue, scarlet collar, sash and sleeves, check cap.
Edwards & Howell  White, black cross belts, yellow sleeves and cap.
Edwards Hughes Jenkins Roberts & Partner  Red, beige seams, beige sleeves, red stars, beige cap, 
red star.
Edwards, Lt Col M. S  Purple and white (quartered), dark green sleeves, grey cap.
Edwards, Miss Rowena  Red and white stripes, maroon and white striped sleeves.
Edwards, Miss Sue  Red, white seams, striped sleeves and cap.
Edwards, Mr C. J.  Emerald green, red seams, sleeves and star on cap.
Edwards, Mr C. J. (second colours)  Emerald green, red seams, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, 
white star.
Edwards, Mr C. J. (third colours)  Beige, black chevron.
Edwards, Mr D. E.  Yellow, large purple spots, purple sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap, purple 
spots.
Edwards, Mr G. F.  Scarlet, emerald green sleeves, black and emerald green hooped cap.
Edwards, Mr James  Royal blue, white inverted triangle and sleeves.
Edwards, Mr M.  White, orange seams, orange cap.
Edwards, Mr Mike  Dark green, yellow seams, dark green sleeves, yellow cap.
Edwards, Mr N. J.  Dark green, red hoop, dark green sleeves, red spots, red cap.
Edwards, Mr P. J.  Black, emerald green epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, black cap, emerald green 
diamond.
Edwards, Mrs Dianne E.  Yellow, royal blue stars, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, royal 
blue star.
Edwards, Mr Simon  Purple, orange stripe, quartered cap.
Edwards, Mr S. J.  Red, emerald green braces and sleeves, red and emerald green striped cap.
Edwards, Mr S. L.  Royal blue, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars.
Edwards, Mrs S. A.  Royal blue, white cross belts and cap.
Edwards, Mrs S. L.  Royal blue, pink cross belts, royal blue sleeves, pink stars, check cap.
Edwards, Mr W. D.  Red, purple sleeves, red and purple check cap.
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Edwardson, Mr J. M.  Purple, red hoops, red cap.
Edworthy, Mr T.  Royal blue, red stars, light blue sleeves, red stars, light blue cap, red star.
EERC  Black, white, grey and brown hoops.
E Foster, , M Ashton & K George  Light green, grey hollow box, white sleeves, light green armlets, 
light green and grey check cap.
E F Sporting  Emerald green, yellow and emerald green diabolo on sleeves, emerald green and yellow 
quartered cap.
Egan, Mr James M.  Yellow, dark blue hoop and armlets, red cap.
Egan, Mrs David  Dark blue, pink cross belts, dark blue and white halved sleeves, white cap.
Egan Waste & Beddoes  Emerald green and yellow (quartered), chevrons on sleeves.
Egan Waste Services Ltd  Emerald green and yellow (quartered), chevrons on sleeves.
Egerton House Racing  Black, mauve and black hooped sleeves, white cap.
Egerton House Racing (second colours)  Orange, pink epaulets.
Egerton, Mr Charles  Drab, scarlet sash and cap.
Egerton, Mr Charles (second colours)  Red, dark green cap.
Egerton, Mr Charles (third colours)  Dark green, pink and white striped sleeves, pink cap.
Egerton, Mrs Elizabeth  Red, black diamonds on sleeves, red cap, black diamond.
Eggett, Mr Paul  Yellow, large red spots, red cap.
Eggleton, Mr N. A.  Red, white star, white sleeves, light green stars, white cap, light green star.
Eglinton & Winton, Countess of  Montgomerie tartan, yellow sleeves and cap.
E G M Beard & R A Scott  Dark blue, yellow stripe, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
E&G Racing: Swendab  Red, white hoop, white and red check sleeves, white cap, red star.
E G Tunstall & G A Barker  Emerald green, yellow and emerald green diabolo on sleeves, emerald 
green and yellow quartered cap.
E G Tunstall, L Davidson & W Richardson  Emerald green, yellow and emerald green diabolo on 
sleeves, emerald green and yellow quartered cap.
E G Tunstall, P Nicholson, S M Grice  Emerald green, yellow and emerald green diabolo on sleeves, 
emerald green and yellow quartered cap.
E G Tunstall, The Not Very Likely Lads  Emerald green, yellow and emerald green diabolo on 
sleeves, emerald green and yellow quartered cap.
E. H. Jones (Paints) Ltd  White, royal blue stars, white and maroon striped sleeves, maroon cap.
Ehrnrooth, Mrs Amelie  Royal blue, emerald green cross belts and armlets, quartered cap.
Eiffe, Mr D.  Royal blue, yellow hoops, royal blue sleeves, yellow cap.
Eight Gents and a Lady  Dark green, emerald green hoop, armlets and star on cap.
Eight Investment Holdings Ltd  Dark blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves.
The Eight of Diamonds  White, maroon triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves.
Eildon Hill Racing  White, red stripe, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Einsley Harries Nigel Thomas  Emerald green and red stripes, emerald green sleeves, red stars.
The Einstein Partnership  Cream, cerise sleeves, black cap.
Eismark, Mr Einer  White, light blue chevron.
Ejtebi, Mr Atiq  Dark blue, light blue braces, sleeves and diamonds on cap.
Eke, Mr L. A. P.  Maroon, white seams, maroon and royal blue striped sleeves, white cap, maroon star.
Elaine Chivers & Merlin Racing  Dark blue and white stripes, purple sleeves, purple and white 
striped cap.
Elaine Chivers Racing  Dark blue and white stripes, purple sleeves, purple and white striped cap.
El Borracho Syndicate  Emerald green, yellow epaulets, black sleeves, yellow cap.
El Catorce  White, royal blue seams, royal blue sleeves, white diamonds, white cap, royal blue 
diamond.
El Catorce & Partner  White, royal blue seams, royal blue sleeves, white diamonds, white cap, royal 
blue diamond.
Elders, Mr Dave  Emerald green, royal blue spots and sleeves, red cap.
Elders, Redknapp, Welch, Styles  Dark blue, royal blue seams, white sleeves, red and white striped 
cap.
Elegant Clutter and Mr S D Faiers  Dark blue, grey cross belts and sleeves, orange cap.
Elegant Clutter Ltd  Black and white check, grey sleeves, orange cap.
Eleven Film Ltd.  Dark blue and light blue diabolo, dark blue sleeves, light blue stars, dark blue cap.
Eleven Film Ltd. (second colours)  Dark green, orange star.
Eleven Film Ltd. (third colours)  Grey, red cross belts, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Eleven Film Ltd. (fourth colours)  Dark blue, yellow stripe, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Eleven Film Ltd. (fifth colours)  Royal blue, white chevrons, red and white halved sleeves, royal blue 
cap, red star.
The Elgram Club  Dark blue, yellow sash, dark blue and white hooped sleeves, white cap.
Elgram, Mr C.  Dark blue, yellow sash, dark blue and white hooped sleeves, white cap.
Elhrari, Mr Elbashir  Red, white stars and sleeves, red cap.
Elias, Mitchell & Newton  Yellow, blue sleeves and cap.
Eliot, Mr Simon  Black, yellow hoops, black cap, yellow star.
Elite Partners  Black, white chevrons, white and black hooped sleeves, white cap.
Elite Racing Club  White, large black spots, black cap.
Elite Racing Club (second colours)  White, large black spots on body.
Elizabeth Grundy & Rosie Manning  White, dark green star, white sleeves, dark green stars, white 
cap, dark green star.
El Jefe  Dark blue, white braces, dark blue sleeves, white stars.
El Jefe (second colours)  Dark blue, light blue seams, dark blue cap.
Ellam, Miss Clare Louise  Emerald green, red seams, hooped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Ellangowan Racing Partners  Dark blue, white cross belts, dark blue sleeves, white stars, dark blue 
cap, white star.
Ellerbeck, Mr Robin  Brown, red disc, sleeves and cap.
Elliot, Mr M. T.  Purple, beige epaulets.
Elliot, Mrs R. L.  Black, orange diamond, white sleeves, black cap, orange star.
Elliott, Anne  Dark blue, light blue spots, light blue cap.
Elliott Brothers And Peacock  Light blue and royal blue (quartered), royal blue sleeves, light blue 
stars, royal blue cap, light blue star.
Elliott Brothers & Peacock & Partner  Light blue and royal blue (quartered), royal blue sleeves, 
light blue stars, royal blue cap, light blue star.
Elliott, Mr A. C.  Emerald green, white epaulets, black sleeves, white cap.
Elliott, Mr Eamonn  Emerald green, white stars on sleeves, orange cap.
Elliott, Mr Eric A.  Emerald green and white (quartered), black sleeves, white cap.
Elliott, Mr John  Light blue and royal blue (quartered), royal blue sleeves, light blue stars, royal blue 
cap, light blue star.
Elliott, Mr Kevin  Orange, white striped sleeves.
Elliott, Mr M. D.  Emerald green, orange stars, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Elliott, Mr Nick  White, red cross of lorraine and armlets.
Elliott, Mr Peter P.  Royal blue, white seams, checked sleeves and cap.
Elliott, Mrs G.  Yellow, dark green stars, dark green sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Elliott, Mrs Jacqui  Emerald green, white chevron, royal blue sleeves, emerald green armlets, 
emerald green and royal blue quartere
Elliott, Mrs K.  Light green, orange hoops, orange sleeves, white diamonds, hooped cap.
Elliott, Mr Tony  Red, white inverted triangle, halved sleeves.
Ellis, Exors of the late Mr J.  Royal blue, gold sash, black cap.
Ellis, Mr A. W.  Maroon and white diamonds, white sleeves, light green diamonds.
Ellis, Mr D.  Dark blue, yellow epaulets, red sleeves, red and yellow quartered cap.
Ellis, Mr David  White, royal blue epaulets, royal blue sleeves, light blue stars, royal blue cap, light 
blue star.
Ellis, Mr D. R.  Emerald green, yellow cross belts, red sleeves and cap.
Ellis, Mr Peter  Emerald green, orange stars, orange sleeves, emerald green stars, emerald green cap, 
orange star.

Ellis, Mr Richard  Dark blue and pink (quartered), pink sleeves, dark blue armlets.
Ellis, Mrs A.  Yellow, maroon braces.
Ellis, Mrs E. A.  Pink and purple diabolo, pink sleeves, purple armlets, pink cap.
Ellis, Mrs P. A.  White, red chevron, striped sleeves.
Ellis, Ms Jane  Bottle green, champagne sleeves and cap with claret stripes.
Ellison, Mr Brian  Black and white diamonds.
Ellison, Mr Hugh  Dark green, red hoop, red cap.
Ellison, Mr L.  White, orange star, black sleeves, orange stars, white cap, orange star.
Ellison, Mrs Claire  Red, yellow braces, chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
Ellison, Mrs Diane  Mauve, pink spots, sleeves and cap.
Ells, Mr C. J.  Royal blue and yellow check, royal blue sleeves, red cap.
Elmley Queen  Brown, yellow epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Elmley Queen 2  Emerald green, black stars and armlets.
Elm Row Racing Syndicate  Pink, light blue sleeves, pink armlets.
Elm Row Racing Syndicate I  Pink, light blue sleeves, pink armlets.
Elphick, Mrs S. P.  Maroon, blue hoop, black sleeves, gold cap.
Elphick, Mr T.  Yellow, maroon chevron and sleeves, emerald green cap.
Elphick's Hardy Hubbard Banks  Dark blue, light blue and white hooped sleeves, light blue cap.
Elphick, Sperling & KBR  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Elpis Syndicate  Red, royal blue chevron, chevrons on sleeves.
El P Partnership, G. Kelleway  White and royal blue diamonds, pink sleeves, royal blue cap, pink 
diamond, white pom-pom.
Elsa Crankshaw & G. Allan  White, light green seams, sleeves and cap.
Elsa Crankshaw Gordon Allan  White, light green seams, sleeves and cap.
Elsa Crankshaw, Gordon Allan & Partner  White, light green seams, sleeves and cap.
Else, Mr M.  Yellow, yellow and red diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Elser, Mr Kip  Black, yellow sash, royal blue sleeves, yellow spots, yellow cap.
Elsey, Mrs Sheila  Black, grey spots, black sleeves.
Elsey, Mr Terence  Dark blue, light blue chevron, white cap.
Elsworth, Mr D. R. C.  Purple, emerald green striped sleeves, white cap.
Elsworth & Nettlefold  Dark blue, white diamond, red sleeves and cap.
THE ELUSIVE CLUB  Grey, red spots.
Elvins, Mr Keith  Pink, red chevrons, white sleeves, pink and red quartered cap.
Elwell, Mr R. S.  Light blue, dark blue seams, check cap.
Elwes, Cooper, Bailey & Deal  Mcalpine tartan, gold cap.
Elwes Moore Scandrett & Wynne-Morgan  Orange, purple sleeves, orange armlets, orange and 
purple quartered cap.
El Youssef, Mr Raed  Emerald green, red hoops, red sleeves, emerald green armlets.
Elysees Partnership  Royal blue, dark green epaulets.
Emanuel, Mr Harry  Olive, scarlet  hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Embiricos, Mrs S. N. J.  Dark blue, light blue sleeves, dark blue cap, green and pink hoops.
Embiricos, Mrs S. N. J. (second colours)  White, royal blue sash, armlets and cap.
Embiricos, Ms A. E.  Navy blue, pink and green sash and hooped cap.
Embiricos, Ms A. E. (second colours)  Dark blue, white hollow box, white cap.
Emdells Limited  Purple, yellow armlets.
Emery, Mrs Maureen  Yellow, emerald green star on body and cap, halved sleeves.
Emes, Mr Ian  Beige and pink (quartered), pink and beige halved sleeves, pink cap.
Emily Boultbee Brooks Racing  Light blue, pink star, pink sleeves, light blue stars, light blue cap, pink 
star.
THE EMILY CHARLOTTE PARTNERSHIP  Pink, royal blue hoops, royal blue and pink diabolo on 
sleeves, pink cap, royal blue star.
Eminence Grise Partnership  Emerald green and yellow (quartered), emerald green sleeves, yellow 
stars, emerald green cap, yellow star.
Emirates Park PTY Ltd  Red, dark blue sleeves, white cap.
Emirates Park PTY Ltd (second colours)  Dark green, white sash, white cap.
Emissary Racing  Dark blue, royal blue stars, royal blue cap.
Emma Berry & John Berry  Light blue, brown hoops, light blue sleeves, brown cap.
Emma Bishop Racing Club  Royal blue, scarlet striped sleeves, white cap.
Emma Capon, A Lloyd Webber & Rachel Hood  White, large royal blue spots, red cap, white 
spots.
Emma Capon & Fittocks Stud  White, large royal blue spots, red cap, white spots.
Emma Capon & Mrs Simon Marsh  White, large royal blue spots, red cap, white spots.
Emmanuel, Mr Michael  Grey, grey and royal blue quartered cap.
Emmanuel, Mr R. M.  Grey, light blue cap.
Emmanuel, Mr Robert  Emerald green, red sleeves, emerald green spots, red and white hooped cap.
Emma Ryan & Partner  Light blue, royal blue diamond.
Emma Shally Racing  Emerald green, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, emerald green star.
Emmerson, Dr C. I.  Black, pink sash, pink sleeves, black armlets, light blue cap.
Emmet, Miss Rosalind  Emerald green and yellow (quartered), white cap.
Emmet, Mr S.  Emerald green and canary (quartered).
Emmet, Mrs P. S.  Dark green, gold epaulets and cap.
Empire State Racing Partnership  Red, white star, white sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
Empress Racing  Black, orange seams and armlets.
Empress Racing & Partner  Black, orange seams and armlets.
Enchantee  White and red (quartered), checked sleeves.
The Encore Partnership III  Yellow, dark blue epaulets, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets.
Encore Partnership V  Yellow, dark blue epaulets, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets.
Encore Partnership VI  Yellow, dark blue epaulets, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets.
Encore Racing  Black and light green diabolo, black cap, light green diamond.
The Encore Syndicate  Orange, emerald green hooped sleeves.
The Endeavour Racing Syndicate  Royal blue, red hoop, royal blue sleeves, white stars, white and 
royal blue striped cap.
Ender, Mr Ian  Pink, black disc, armlets and cap.
Ender, Mr N.  White, royal blue spots, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Endersby, Mr John  Black, yellow stars, checked sleeves, black cap, yellow star.
The Endless Folly Partnership  White, dark blue star, armlets and star on cap.
The End-R-Ways Partnership  Red, emerald green cross of lorraine, red and emerald green halved 
sleeves.
The End-R-Ways Partnership & Partners  Red, emerald green cross of lorraine, red and emerald 
green halved sleeves.
The End-R-Ways Partnership & Partners (second colours)  White, black hoop and armlets, red 
cap.
En Famille  Royal blue and scarlet stripes, yellow cap, blue hoop.
Engel, Mr Matthew  Maroon, white diamonds on sleeves, light blue cap.
England, Mr J. C.  Old gold, white cross belts, white cap, old gold spots.
England, Mr Rory  Light blue, dark blue, red and white roundel.
England, Mrs Judy  Cerise, black star, pale blue cap.
England, Mrs Samantha  Purple, pink and white striped sleeves, pink cap.
England, Mrs Samantha (second colours)  Purple, pink stripe, pink and purple striped sleeves, pink 
cap, purple star.
The Englands and Heywoods  Purple, emerald green hoop, checked sleeves, white cap.
E Nicolson, V Embiricos & A Embiricos  Dark blue, light blue hoops, pink cap.
Enjoy Racing  Royal blue, yellow sash, royal blue and white hooped sleeves, royal blue and yellow 
hooped cap.
Ennis, Mr Jim  Red, yellow epaulets.
Ensor, Hon Mrs Sarah  Red, dark green sleeves.
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Ensor, Palmer-Brown, Blunt, Sullivan Ltd  Red, dark green sleeves.
Enterprising Trio  Pink, royal blue star, pink sleeves, royal blue stars, royal blue cap.
Enterprising Trio & Sara Moore  Pink, royal blue star, pink sleeves, royal blue stars, royal blue cap.
Enticknap, Mr W. E.  Yellow, black cross belts and sleeves, quartered cap.
Enticknap, Mr W. J. (L)  Petunia, beige sleeves, quartered cap.
Enticknap, Reynolds & Watkins  Yellow, black cross belts and sleeves, black and yellow quartered 
cap.
Enticknap, Reynolds & Watkins (second colours)  Yellow, emerald green star, white sleeves, 
yellow cap, emerald green star.
Enticknap, Reynolds & Watkins (third colours)  Yellow, emerald green star, white sleeves, emerald 
green armlets, yellow cap, emerald green star.
Enticott, Mr Malcolm  Black, yellow braces and cap.
EOWYN Partnership  Dark blue, dark blue and yellow quartered cap.
Epiphanie  Black, red diamond, white sleeves, red armlets, black cap, red diamond.
Epsom Downers  Black, orange armlets.
Epsom Equine Spa Partnership  White, royal blue chevron, white sleeves, royal blue stars, royal 
blue cap.
Epsom Equine Spa Partnership (second colours)  Black, light blue chevron, black sleeves, light 
blue stars.
The Epsom Racegoers  Royal blue, emerald green and royal blue halved sleeves.
Epsom Racegoers 4  White, royal blue cross of lorraine.
Epsom Racegoers No.2  White, royal blue cross of lorraine.
Epsom Racegoers No.3  White, royal blue cross of lorraine.
The Equema Partnership  Red, light blue and red halved sleeves, red cap, light blue diamond.
Equestrian Direct Ltd  Royal blue, red star, white and royal blue check sleeves, royal blue cap, red 
star.
Equestrian Direct Ltd & Partner  Royal blue, red star, white and royal blue check sleeves, royal blue 
cap, red star.
Equi ex Incertis Partners  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves, royal blue stars, yellow 
cap, royal blue star.
Equi ex Incertis Partners (second colours)  Red, white stars, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Equi ex Incertis Partners (third colours)  Pink and dark blue diabolo, pink sleeves, dark blue 
armlets and diamond on cap.
Equiname Ltd  White, orange star, armlets and star on cap.
Equine Enthusiasts  Dark blue, dark green hoops, light blue sleeves, dark green and light blue 
quartered cap.
Equis (B) Partnership  Red and royal blue (quartered), red sleeves, royal blue stars and stars on cap.
Equis & Christopher Spence  Dark green, pink and white striped sleeves, pink cap.
Equis & Lady Lloyd Webber  Pink and grey diamonds, pink cap.
Equis & Lady Lloyd Webber (second colours)  Dark green, pink and white striped sleeves, pink 
cap.
Equus I  Black, grey seams, black sleeves and cap.
Equus I (second colours)  Black, grey seams, purple sleeves and cap.
Equus I & Stewart Black  Black, grey seams, black sleeves and cap.
Eric Chapman and Douglas Pryde  Royal blue, red cross of lorraine and sleeves, red and royal blue 
quartered cap.
Eric Griffiths & P D Evans  Black, pink star, pink sleeves, black armlets and stars on pink cap.
Eric Griffiths & P D Evans (second colours)  Brown, white halved sleeves.
Eric Jones, Geoff Nicholas, John Romans  Red, yellow triple diamond, white sleeves, red armlets.
Ermyn Lodge Stud  Maroon, black armlets, black cap.
Ermyn Lodge Stud & Heatherwold Stud  Maroon, black armlets, black cap.
ER Newnham and JD Shinton  Yellow, yellow and light green check sleeves, light green cap.
Eros Bloodstock  Beige, light blue epaulets.
Eros Bloodstock (second colours)  Beige, dark blue epaulets.
Eros Bloodstock (third colours)  Beige, royal blue epaulets.
Eros Bloodstock & D Clarke  Beige, light blue epaulets.
E & R Stott  Yellow, maroon hoop, hooped sleeves, maroon cap.
E R Wakelin, R W Hayward & J J W Wadham  Black, orange star, chevrons on sleeves, orange and 
black quartered cap.
E R Wakelin, R W Hayward & J J W Wadham (second colours)  Dark green and yellow stripes, 
maroon sleeves, yellow cap.
Erwin, Mr D. J.  Royal blue, emerald green hoops and sleeves, white cap.
Esageruma Nein Sas DI Franco Barberi  Black, white hoop, white sleeves, black diamonds, white 
cap.
Escrick Environmental Services Ltd  Brown and yellow diabolo, yellow and brown halved sleeves, 
yellow cap.
Escrick Environmental Services & R Carr  Brown and yellow diabolo, yellow and brown halved 
sleeves, yellow cap.
Esdaile, Mr William  White, royal blue spots.
Esdaile, Mr William (second colours)  Beige and light blue (quartered), light blue and beige halved 
sleeves, light blue and beige quartered cap.
Essafinaat & David Caddy  Yellow, royal blue chevron, royal blue cap.
Essafinaat & Qatar Racing  Yellow, royal blue chevron, royal blue cap.
2 esses, 2 bees, 2 ems & a tee  Maroon, yellow cross of lorraine, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Essex Racing Club  Royal blue, white star, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, red cap.
Essex Racing Club 1  Royal blue, white star, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, red cap.
Essex Racing Club 2  Royal blue, white star, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, red cap.
Essex Racing Club et al  Royal blue, white star, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, red cap.
Essex Racing Club & Mr D.K. Woods  Royal blue, white star, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, red 
cap.
The Esta Mates  Pink, black spots, pink sleeves, black stars, pink cap.
Estate Research Limited  Black, purple and grey striped sleeves.
Eternal Folly Partnership  White, mauve star, armlets and star on cap.
Eternal Folly Partnership I  White, mauve star, armlets and star on cap.
Etheridge, Mr Gary  Royal blue, yellow stars, pink and royal blue striped sleeves and cap.
The Eton Ramblers  Dark green, yellow seams, maroon sleeves, purple cap.
Etty, Mr P. C.  Orange, purple stars on sleeves, purple cap, orange star.
Eubank, Mrs H. N.  Purple, pink sash, light blue sleeves, pink cap.
Eustace, Mr D. C.  Royal blue, white sleeves, red and white check cap.
Eustace, Mr J. M. P.  Light blue, dark blue cross belts, dark blue cap.
Eustace, Mrs James  Turquoise, black striped sleeves, white cap.
Evans, Exors of the Late Mr R. D.  Emerald green and white (quartered), striped sleeves.
Evans, Miss M.  Black, large pink spots.
Evans, Miss R.  White, dark green stars.
Evans, Mr A.  Purple, pink stars, pink sleeves, purple stars and stars on cap.
Evans, Mr Adrian  Black and red diamonds, red and black striped sleeves, red cap, black diamonds.
Evans, Mr Bruce  Emerald green and light blue stripes, light blue sleeves, quartered cap.
Evans, Mr D. R. L.  Emerald green, maroon sleeves, emerald green and maroon quartered cap.
Evans, Mr Eddie  White, red chevron, orange and royal blue halved sleeves, black and white striped 
cap.
Evans, Mr Gwyn  Red and royal blue (quartered), emerald green sleeves.
Evans, Mr Hywel  Red, white epaulets, red sleeves, emerald green armlets, red cap, white star.
Evans, Mr Marcus  Light blue, maroon hoop, sleeves and cap.
Evans, Mr Mervyn J.  White, red stars, white cap, red star.
Evans, Mr P.  Black, white star, diamonds on sleeves.
Evans, Mr Patrick  Mauve, pink chevrons, mauve cap.

Evans, Mr Paul  Red, white star, emerald green sleeves, white stars, emerald green cap, white star.
Evans, Mr P. D.  Black, red hoop, black sleeves, red seams, red cap.
Evans, Mr Peter  Black, large orange spots.
Evans, Mr Phil  Maroon, grey stripe.
Evans, Mr P. T.  Emerald green, red chevron, striped sleeves, red cap.
Evans, Mr R. A. H.  White and royal blue stripes, royal blue sleeves, white spots, yellow cap.
Evans, Mr R. E.  Light blue, purple star on body and cap, light blue sleeves, purple stars.
Evans, Mr Royston Morgan  Maroon, yellow stripe, light green sleeves, yellow armlets and spots on 
light green cap.
Evans, Mr Sandy  Grey, maroon sash, maroon sleeves, grey armlets, emerald green cap.
Evans, Mrs Bettine  White, black chevron, black and white striped sleeves, white cap, black 
diamonds.
Evans, Mrs Bettine (second colours)  Emerald green, white chevron, sleeves and cap.
Evans, Mrs E.  Pink, black chevron, pink sleeves, black spots, pink cap, black diamond.
Evans, Mrs J.  Light blue and red (halved), light blue sleeves, red armlets, light blue cap.
Evans, Mrs J. (second colours)  Royal blue, white cross belts, hooped sleeves and hooped cap.
Evans, Mrs Janet  Light blue, dark green stars, light blue sleeves.
Evans, Mrs Laura  Yellow, black stars, chevrons on sleeves.
Evans, Mrs Nikki  Royal blue, mauve sash and spots on cap.
Evans, Mrs Patricia  Green, red hoops.
Evans, Mrs Penelope Jane  White, emerald green spots, white sleeves, red cap.
Evans, Mr T.  Orange, grey hoop and armlets.
Evans, Mr W. J.  Dark blue, light blue sleeves, quartered cap.
Evans, Ms F. A.  Emerald green, red star and star on cap.
Evans, R. R.  Royal blue, red sash, red and royal blue striped sleeves, white cap.
Evans, Sir Christopher  Red,  emerald green hooped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Evans Sneath Enterprises Ltd  Orange, grey hoop and armlets.
Evans Sneath Enterprises Ltd (second colours)  Black, yellow chevron, black sleeves, yellow stars, 
yellow cap.
Evans Wright Asprey PJL Snook & Wilcock  Red,  emerald green hooped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Evason, Dodd, Hewitt & Walsh  Orange and dark green diabolo, light blue sleeves, orange cap.
Evason, Hewitt, Michaelson and Walsh  Orange and dark green diabolo, light blue sleeves, orange 
cap.
Evason, Mr Stephen  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), light blue sleeves, yellow cap.
Evason, Mr Stephen (second colours)  Orange and dark green diabolo, light blue sleeves, orange 
cap.
Evason, Walsh and Appleton  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), light blue sleeves, yellow cap.
Evatt, Mr D. (L)  Turquoise, white spots, black cap, turquoise star.
Eveleigh, Mr Andrew  Orange, black cross of lorraine, black sleeves, orange armlets, black cap.
Eventmasters Racing  White, black seams, red and black hooped sleeves, black and red hooped cap.
Eventmasters Racing & Friends  White, black seams, red and black hooped sleeves, black and red 
hooped cap.
Eventmasters Racing & J S Moore  White, black seams, red and black hooped sleeves, black and 
red hooped cap.
Eventmasters Racing & Mr Frank Murphy  White, black seams, red and black hooped sleeves, 
black and red hooped cap.
Everard, Mr D. K.  White, red cross belts, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Everard, Mr S. M.  Light blue, dark blue star, sleeves and star on cap.
Ever Equine  Light green, white stars, chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
Ever Equine & J. S. Moore  Light green, white stars, chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
Ever Equine & Self Preservation Society  Light green, white stars, chevrons on sleeves, striped 
cap.
Ever Equine & Self Preservation Society (second colours)  Orange, white striped sleeves.
Everett, Mr Guy  Pink and dark blue diabolo, pink sleeves, dark blue armlets and diamond on cap.
Everett, Mr M.  Light blue and yellow stripes, light blue sleeves, yellow cap.
The Ever Hopefuls  Emerald green, yellow stars, purple sleeves, yellow stars, purple cap, emerald 
green star.
Ever Hopefuls  Dark green, red sleeves, dark green and red hooped cap.
Everitt, Mr K. M.  Light blue, royal blue chevrons, royal blue cap, light blue diamond.
Every Girl's Dream Limited  Pink, black seams, chevrons on sleeves, pink cap.
Eves, Mr M.  Mauve, light blue stripe and sleeves, light blue and mauve striped cap.
Evetts, Mrs Peta J.  White, royal blue cross belts, quartered cap.
Evitt, Mr John P.  Dark blue, red stars, dark blue sleeves, white stars and stars on cap.
Evora Racing & Mr David Scott  Orange, purple sash, white sleeves, white cap, purple spots.
Ewan and Anna Hyslop  Light green, dark green chevron, dark green and light green striped sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Ewart, Carruthers, Graham  Dark blue, white chevron, dark blue sleeves, white stars, dark blue 
cap, white star.
Ewart, Carruthers, Graham (second colours)  Dark blue, pink triple diamond, armlets and 
diamonds on cap.
Ewart, Carruthers, Graham (third colours)  Light blue and pink (halved), halved sleeves, light blue 
cap.
Ewart, Miss C.  Purple, beige sleeves and cap.
Ewart, Mr B.  Maroon and pink diamonds, maroon sleeves, pink stars, maroon cap, pink star.
Ewart, Mr C. J.  Royal blue, yellow chevrons and sleeves, quartered cap.
Ewart, Mr J. P. L.  Light blue and mauve (halved), light blue cap.
Ewart, Mr J. P. L. (second colours)  Emerald green, yellow seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow seams, 
hooped cap.
Ewart, Mr N. M. L.  Light blue and pink (halved),light blue cap.
Ewart, Mrs B.  Black, pink cross belts, white sleeves, black stars, black cap, pink star.
EWART, MURRILLS  Yellow, brown diamond and sleeves.
Ewart, Palmer & Percy  Yellow, maroon chevrons, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, maroon star.
Ewart, Palmer & Percy (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow sash, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, 
red cap.
Ewell Never Know  Black, orange star, orange sleeves, black armlets.
E Wilson and J Wintle  Royal blue, black hoops.
Exall, Mrs K.  Red and white stripes, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
The Examiners  Dark blue and purple stripes, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets, dark blue and purple 
hooped cap.
The Excellent Dees  Yellow, royal blue diamond, royal blue sleeves, yellow diamonds.
Excel Racing  Dark blue, white star, striped sleeves.
Excel Racing (Another Batt)  Dark blue, white star, striped sleeves.
Excel Racing,J Pak,D Shapiro,L McGarry  Dark blue, white star, striped sleeves.
Excel Racing & Keith Breen  Dark blue, white star, striped sleeves.
Excel Racing & Keith Breen II  Dark blue, white star, striped sleeves.
Excel Racing & Lee Bolingbroke  Dark blue, white star, striped sleeves.
Excel Racing & Les Boyer  Dark blue, white star, striped sleeves.
Excel Racing & Partner  Dark blue, white star, striped sleeves.
Excel Racing & Partners  Dark blue, white star, striped sleeves.
Excel Racing, R Gray & Partners  Dark blue, white star, striped sleeves.
Excel Racing VII  Dark blue, white star, striped sleeves.
Excel Racing XI  Dark blue, white star, striped sleeves.
Excel Racing XII  Dark blue, white star, striped sleeves.
Excel Racing XIV  Dark blue, white star, striped sleeves.
Excelsior Racing Ltd  Black, grey cross of lorraine and armlets.
Excelsior Racing Ltd (second colours)  Black, grey star, armlets and star on cap.
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Executors & Trustees of C G Roach Estate  Red, white cross belts, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Exelby, Mr J.  Purple, yellow diamond, emerald green sleeves, yellow cap.
Exell, Ms S.  Black, white yoke and cap with red hoop.
The Exmoor High Hopes  Royal blue, red stars, light blue sleeves, red stars, light blue cap, red star.
Exmoor Mist Partnership  Purple and white (quartered), emerald green sleeves, purple armlets, 
check cap.
The Exmoor Partners  Dark green and brown (quartered), purple sleeves, yellow cap.
Exors Late D Little Links Partnership  Royal blue, maroon sash and star on cap.
Exors of Mr Wynn Williams & Mr D Graham  Yellow, black chevrons, white sleeves, black stars, 
white cap. black stars.
Exors The Late Mr & Mrs Readett-Bayley  Black, light blue cross belts, red sleeves and cap.
The Expecting To Fly Racing Club  Maroon, white seams, maroon sleeves, white stars, maroon cap, 
white star.
The Explorers  Black, red stars, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
The Explorers (second colours)  Yellow, mauve star and star on cap.
Express Contract Drying Ltd  Red, royal blue triple diamond, chevrons on sleeves, royal blue cap, 
red diamonds.
The Extra Time Partnership  Orange, white chevron, chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Eyehorn Racing  Dark green, white stripe.
Eyers, Mr George  White, red stars, white sleeves, emerald green cap.
Eynon, Mrs J. M.  Dark green and orange (quartered), dark green sleeves, hooped cap.
The Eyre Family  Maroon and orange diabolo, orange sleeves, maroon cap, orange star.
Eyre, Mr J. L.  Yellow, red epaulets, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Eyston, Mr C.  Purple, grey stars, emerald green sleeves, emerald green and purple quartered cap.

F
Faber, Ffrench Davis & Taylor  Black, pink braces, check cap.
Faber, Mr E. S. G.  Black, pink braces, check cap.
Facchino, Mrs Barbara  Red, yellow braces and armlets, quartered cap.
Facility Solutions Management Limited  Emerald green and orange stripes, white cap.
Facts & Figures  Black and red (quartered), hooped sleeves.
Facts & Figures (second colours)  Black, pink seams, striped sleeves, pink cap.
Facts & Figures & Partner  Red and black (quartered), hooped sleeves.
Faeste, Mrs Cherry  White, royal blue chevron, red sleeves, royal blue cap.
Fagan, Mr Peter  Light blue, royal blue striped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Fagen, Miss Shelagh  Yellow, large light blue spots.
Fahey, Mr P. A.  Orange and royal blue diabolo, royal blue and orange diabolo on sleeves, orange and 
royal blue quartered cap.
Fahey, Mr Patrick J.  Royal blue, emerald green sleeves, red cap.
Fahey, Mr R. A.  Emerald green, orange sash, white sleeves, emerald green and orange quartered 
cap.
Fahey, Mr R. A. (second colours)  Black, orange stars, orange and black striped cap.
Fahy, Mr Chris  Dark blue, grey sleeves, dark blue stars, grey cap.
Fahy, Mr M. C.  Royal blue and black check, white sleeves and cap.
Faiers, Mr S. D.  Dark blue, grey cross belts, white sleeves.
Fairbairn, Mrs E. M.  Dark blue, yellow hoops, dark blue sleeves, check cap.
Fairbairn, Mrs M.  Emerald green and royal blue check, emerald green sleeves, emerald green cap, 
royal blue star.
Fair Comment Partnership  Light blue, dark blue and light blue hooped sleeves.
Fairfax, Mrs P.  Dark blue, white spots, dark blue sleeves, red cap.
Fairford Goes Racing  Yellow, purple disc and sleeves, purple and yellow hooped cap.
Fairhaven, Lady  Copper, silver hoop and armlets, copper cap.
Fairhurst, Mr A.  White, dark green cross of lorraine, striped sleeves and cap.
Fairhurst, Mr C. W.  Black, white hooped sleeves and cap.
Fairley, Mr J. A.  Yellow, red star.
Fair, Mr Ian D.  Emerald green and purple diabolo, purple sleeves, emerald green armlets, quartered 
cap.
Fairrie, Mr J. P.  Dark blue, maroon stripe, maroon and yellow striped sleeves and cap.
Fairs, Mr R. G.  Royal blue, white star, red sleeves and cap.
Fairview Racing  Royal blue, light blue and royal blue diabolo on sleeves, light blue cap, royal blue 
star.
Fairway Racing  Royal blue and yellow check, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets.
The Fairweather Foursome  Light green, white spots on sleeves.
Fairweather, Mr Shane  Pink and white (quartered), pink sleeves, white armlets.
The Fairy Dust Partnership  Royal blue, white stripe.
The Fairy Story Partnership  Royal blue and yellow diabolo, yellow sleeves, royal blue cap.
The Fairy Story Partnership & Aziz Kheir  Royal blue and yellow diabolo, yellow sleeves, royal 
blue cap.
Faisal, Prince A. A.  Maroon, grey epaulets.
The Faiseur De Miracle Partnership  Black, brown epaulets.
Faithful Followers  Dark blue, red epaulets, halved sleeves.
Faithful Friends  Black, scarlet hooped sleeves and hoop on cap.
Faith Hope and Charity  Red, light blue cross belts, light green sleeves.
16.10 Fakenham  Dark green and royal blue check.
THE FALCON PARTNERSHIP  Red, black epaulets and armlets, black cap, red star.
THE FALCON PARTNERSHIP (second colours)  Dark blue and red (halved), red sleeves and cap.
Falcon's Line Ltd  Dark green and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves and cap.
Falcon's Line Ltd & V Williams  Dark green and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves and cap.
The Fall Guys Club  Emerald green, red diamond and armlets, white cap.
Fallon, Shipp & Bolingbroke  Dark blue and purple stripes, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets, dark 
blue and purple hooped cap.
Fallon, Shipp & Bolingbroke (second colours)  Light green, orange stars, light green sleeves.
Falmouth, Viscount  Black, white sleeves, red cap.
Falmouth, Viscount (second colours)  White, black sleeves, red cap.
False Nose 'n Glasses Partnership  Light blue and maroon (quartered), light blue sleeves, maroon 
armlets.
Fame n Fortune Syndicate  Light blue, red stars and sleeves, red cap, light blue star.
Familia Venari Syndicate  Light blue and black (quartered), light blue sleeves, black armlets, check 
cap.
Family Amusements Ltd  Light blue, white sleeves, light blue and red quartered cap.
Family Amusements Ltd and David Moss  Light blue, white sleeves, light blue and red quartered 
cap.
Family Goes Racing  Red and emerald green (quartered), royal blue sleeves and cap.
Famous Five Racing  Royal blue, white braces, yellow and white chevrons on sleeves, royal blue and 
white hooped cap.
Fancy A Dance Syndicate  Aquamarine and cerise (quartered), aquamarine sleeves.
The Fancy Partnership  Mauve and pink (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Fanning, Griffith, Haddock  Dark blue, pink hoop, pink sleeves, dark blue armlets, pink cap.
Fanshawe, Mr James  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, striped sleeves.
Fanshawe, Mr Robert  Scarlet, primrose sleeves and collar, navy cap.
Fanshawe, Mrs J.  Black, cerise and green cross belts, cerise collar, green cuffs.
The Fantasy Believer Syndicate  Orange, royal blue cross of lorraine, orange sleeves, royal blue 
stars, white cap.
The Fantasy Fellowship  Red and white (halved), white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.
The Fantasy Fellowship B  Red and white (halved), white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.

Fantom, Mr D.  White, red seams, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, white star.
F. A. O'Sullivan & John Collins  Purple and white stripes, chevrons on sleeves.
Farazmand, Mr Tim  Emerald green and red (quartered), yellow sleeves, red and emerald green 
quartered cap.
Far Bihoue Partnership  White, black stars, royal blue sleeves, black cap.
The Far Corner Partnership  Black, pink spots, armlets and spots on cap.
Fare Dealing Partnership  Maroon, yellow chevron.
Faringdon Place 1 Partnership  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow cap.
Farish Jnr, Mr William S.  Emerald green, yellow hoop, hooped cap.
Farish, Mr W. S.  Emerald green, yellow chevrons, emerald green sleeves, hooped cap.
Farlam Flights Racing Club  Emerald green and maroon check, yellow sleeves, black cap.
Farleigh, Mr Richard W.  Pink, light blue star, sleeves and cap.
Farleigh Racing  Mauve, light blue cross belts.
Farley, Mares & Ridge House Stables  Red, white cross belts, light blue sleeves and cap.
Farley, Mr John W.  Emerald green, yellow hoops, emerald green and white hooped sleeves.
Farmer, Mr Jon  Mauve, purple sleeves and cap.
Farmer, Mr Jon (second colours)  Rainbow hooped body and sleeves (red, orange, yellow, green, 
blue, indigo and violet), striped cap.
Farmer, Mrs Sue  White, royal blue braces, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Farmer's Arms Syndicate  Black and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, black stars, black cap, yellow 
star.
Farm Fencing Limited  Black, orange triple diamond, striped sleeves and diamond on cap.
Farminer, Mr I.  Orange, black hoop, black sleeves, orange stars, orange cap, black star.
The Farming Army  Royal blue, red chevrons, royal blue sleeves, white spots, white cap, royal blue 
stars.
Farming Army Coltherd  Royal blue, red chevrons, royal blue sleeves, white spots, white cap, royal 
blue stars.
Farming Army Newitt Flannigan Findlater  Royal blue, red chevrons, royal blue sleeves, white 
spots, white cap, royal blue stars.
The Farming Boys  Red, grey spots, black sleeves, red and grey quartered cap.
Farnham, Mrs J.  Pink, red star, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Farook, Mr Ahamed  Orange, white epaulets and sleeves, striped cap.
Farquhar, Mr Richard  Dark blue, maroon hoop and sleeves.
Farraday Equine Partnership  Black, white star, orange and white striped sleeves, orange cap, white 
star.
Farranamanagh  Black, orange stripe, orange cap.
Farranamanagh & Partner  Black, orange stripe, orange cap.
Farrant, Mr E. J.  Royal blue, beige hoop, armlets and cap.
Farrant, Mrs Joanna  Pink, light green epaulets.
Farrell Field Sigler Lawson  Red, black star, striped sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Farrell, Mr Andy  Dark blue and emerald green diabolo, white sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
Farrell, Mr N. S.  Yellow, black cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, black stars, black cap.
Farrelly, Mr Johnny  Black and red (quartered), halved sleeves, black cap, red star.
Farrier Jump Jets  Red, yellow epaulets and sleeves, royal blue cap.
Farrington, Mr D.  White, maroon hoop.
Farrington, Mr I.  Beige, black stars on sleeves, black cap.
Farr, Mr Gordon  White, red chevrons on sleeves.
Farr, Mr H. J. P.  Light green and white (quartered), light green sleeves.
Farr, Mrs P. B. E. P.  Jade green, cream sash, dark blue cap.
Farr, Mrs S. M.  Dark blue, yellow sleeves, dark blue spots, yellow cap.
Farr, Mrs S. R.  White, light blue sash and cap.
The Farrow Flyers  Red, beige diamond, chevrons on sleeves, red cap, beige diamond.
Farrow, Mrs Gina  Red, beige diamond, chevrons on sleeves, red cap, beige diamond.
Farr Plus One  Grey, dark blue epaulets.
Farthing, Mr Sam  Black, yellow stars, black sleeves, grey armlets and diamond on black cap.
Fast And Curious  Yellow, maroon sleeves, white armlets, maroon and yellow quartered cap.
The Fatalists  Royal blue, red chevron, red sleeves, white armlets, white cap, red star.
Fat Badger Racing  Black, grey stripe.
FATHERS & SONS  Black, brown armlets.
The Fat Jockey Partnership  Purple, yellow stripe, hooped sleeves, yellow cap, purple star.
F.A.T.J Partnership  Maroon, white chevron, diabolo on sleeves and diamond on cap.
F.A.T.J Partnership & Kristin Stubbs  Maroon, white chevron, diabolo on sleeves and diamond on 
cap.
The Fat Lads Syndicate  Beige, dark green hoops.
Fattorini, Mr M. J.  Purple, gold sash, hooped cap.
Fattorini, Mr M. J. (second colours)  Purple, gold sash, purple and black quartered cap.
Faulkner, Joynson, Morris and Simpson  White, maroon diamond, diamonds on sleeves, quartered 
cap.
Faulkner, Mr J. R. W.  Old gold, royal blue sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
Faulkner, Mr T.  Emerald green, royal blue stripe, hooped sleeves and cap.
Faulkner, Mr T. (second colours)  White, maroon seams, white sleeves and cap.
Faulkner, Ms D. C.  White and dark green (quartered), diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Faulkner, The Hon Mrs M.  Royal blue, emerald green cross belts, white cap.
Faulks, Mrs Sarah  Pink, royal blue chevron, halved sleeves, royal blue cap.
Favarulo, Mr Roberto  Emerald green, white stripe, white and red halved sleeves, red cap.
Favarulo, Mr Roberto (second colours)  Emerald green and white (halved), red and white diabolo 
on sleeves, emerald green cap.
Favourites Racing (Syndication) Ltd  Purple, yellow stars, light green and red hooped sleeves, 
purple cap, yellow spots.
Fawcus, Mrs M. W.  Yellow, light blue sleeves, yellow armlets and star on light blue cap.
Fawley House Stud  Green, chocolate striped sleeves, chocolate cap.
Fawley House Stud & Paul Webber  Green, chocolate striped sleeves, chocolate cap.
Fawzi Abdullah Nass & Justin Byrne  Black, white, yellow, grey and brown hoops.
F Brady & The Guys & Dolls  Emerald green, white spots, yellow sleeves, emerald green and white 
striped cap.
F Butler and JP Costello  Yellow, royal blue triple diamond and sleeves.
F Butler and JP Costello (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow hollow box, yellow sleeves, royal 
blue armlets, yellow cap.
F. C. M. Racing  White, emerald green hoops, diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
F Crone& D A Harrison Racing  Beige, dark blue triple diamond, dark blue cap.
FDCHoldings Hedges Nolan Rutherford  Black, beige diamond, black sleeves, beige stars, beige 
cap.
FDC Holdings Ltd  Red and white check, royal blue and white check sleeves and cap.
FDCHoldings Nolan RCG Rutherford  Pink and dark blue diamonds, white cap.
FDCHoldings RCG Rutherford Witheridge  Red and white check, royal blue and white check 
sleeves and cap.
Fear, Mr A. G.  Orange, blue and chocolate hoops, orange cap.
Fear, Mr A. G. (second colours)  Purple, pink hoops, pink sleeves, purple stars, purple cap.
Fear, Mr A. G. (third colours)  Emerald green, white star, white and emerald green hooped sleeves, 
emerald green cap, white star.
Fear, Mr D. R.  Black and yellow diabolo, halved sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Fear, Mr R. M.  Black, yellow hoop, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Fearn, Thomas  White, black spots, black sleeves, white armlets, black cap.
The Fearsome Five  Light blue, large black spots.
Feasibility Limited  Light blue, orange disc, light green sleeves and cap.
Featherstone, Mrs N. K.  Dark blue, yellow diamond and armlets, yellow cap, dark blue diamond.
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Featherstone, Ms Yvonne  Black, pink triple diamond, black sleeves, pink spots, white cap, pink 
spots.
Feddern, Mr Thorsten  Royal blue and maroon diamonds, white sleeves and cap.
Feel The Tension  Light green, orange disc, sleeves and cap.
Feeney, Mrs J. M.  Pink, grey sleeves, pink armlets.
Fehily, Mr Noel  Red, white chevron, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, white cap.
Feilden, Miss J.  Dark green, gold diamond, light green sleeves, dark green and gold quartered cap.
Feilden, Mrs R. J.  Yellow and light blue stripes, yellow sleeves and cap.
Feilim O'Muiri & Brendan White  Light blue, yellow star and armlets, yellow cap, light blue star.
Felicity Veasey Star Partnership  Red, black spots, red sleeves, black cap.
Fell, Hamilton & Smeaton  White and black stripes, black sleeves and cap.
Fell & High Hopes Partnership  Purple, white diamond, hooped sleeves.
Fell, Mr G.  Emerald green and black stripes, emerald green sleeves, black spots, black cap, emerald 
green spots.
Fell, Mr L.  White, maroon hoop, sleeves and cap.
Fell, Mr R. G.  Yellow, orange star.
Fellowes, Mr A.  Dark blue, red hoops, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Fellowes, Mr C.  Red and white diamonds, red sleeves.
Fellowes, Mrs S. V.  Light blue, maroon hoop.
Fellowship Of The Rose Partnership  Maroon, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap, 
yellow star.
Fellowship Of The Rose Partnership 2  Maroon, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap, 
yellow star.
Fellows, Mr B.  Maroon, large beige spots.
Fell & Salthouse  Yellow, orange star.
Fell, Salthouse & O'Neill  Yellow, orange star.
Felstead Court Flyers  Yellow, yellow and black diabolo on sleeves.
Felstead Court Flyers II  Yellow, yellow and black diabolo on sleeves.
Felstead, Mrs Lisa  Emerald green, yellow cross of lorraine, white sleeves, emerald green armlets.
Felton, Mr P. E.  Light blue, dark blue braces and armlets.
Feltwell, Mr Christian  Black, red star, grey sleeves, red stars, grey cap, red star.
Fennessy, Mr Michael  Royal blue, white stars, red and white striped sleeves, red cap.
Fenn, Mr Alan  Black, beige stars.
Fenn, Mr Alan (second colours)  Black, maroon cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Fenn, Mr Alan (third colours)  Maroon and black (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Fenn, Mrs Amanda  Purple, grey star, armlets and star on cap.
Fenn, Mr W. J.  Yellow, large red spots, armlets and cap.
Fenston, Mrs M. A. G.  Light blue, dark blue and light blue striped cap.
Fenwick, Exors of the late Mr J. B.  Light blue, violet sleeves and cap.
Fenwick, Miss Laura  Purple, light blue sash, white cap.
Fenwick, Miss S.  Black, pink seams, sleeves and cap.
Fenwick, Mrs P. T.  White, emerald green chevron, quartered cap.
The Ferandlin Peaches  Light blue, red star, red sleeves, light blue stars, red cap, light blue star.
Fergus Anstock & Alice Mills  Purple, light blue sleeves, red cap.
Fergus & Caroline Lyons  Light green, red and yellow hooped sleeves.
Ferguson, Dr V. M. G.  Dark blue, pink epaulets, armlets and cap.
Ferguson, Fiona  Red and emerald green diamonds, red sleeves, emerald green seams, red cap, 
emerald green diamond.
Ferguson, Mr James  Black, maroon striped sleeves.
Ferguson, Mr James (second colours)  Black, maroon epaulets, armlets and star on cap.
Ferguson, Mr John P.  Black, black and maroon striped cap.
Ferguson, Mr Liam  Royal blue and red stripes, red sleeves and cap.
Ferguson, Mr Liam (second colours)  Red, purple seams, sleeves and cap.
Ferguson, Mr Rob  Purple, pale blue sleeves and cap.
Ferguson, Mrs Elizabeth  Light blue, orange stars on sleeves, light blue cap, orange star.
Ferguson, Mrs M.  White, red and royal blue cross belts, blue cuffs, red and blue quartered cap.
Ferguson, Mrs Margaret  Light blue, white sleeves, light blue stars.
Ferguson, Sir Alex  Red, white stars on sleeves.
Fergusson, Mr J. G. (L)  Royal blue and white check, cerise cap, royal blue hoop.
Fernandes, Miss Michelle B.  Black and white diamonds, black sleeves, white armlets and diamonds 
on cap.
Ferris, Mr Roger T.  Yellow, black inverted triangle, striped sleeves and cap.
Ferrybank Properties Limited  Dark green, yellow cross belts, halved sleeves, dark green and black 
hooped cap.
Ferry, Mr Bryan  Black and white (halved), white sleeves, black cap.
Fetherstonhaugh, Mr E. D. H.  White, black spots, black cap.
Fetherstonhaugh, Mr H. G.  Dark blue, dark blue and white quartered cap.
FF Partners  Pink, red sleeves, pink armlets.
The Ffrench Connection  Light blue, yellow cross of lorraine, white sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ffrench Davis, Mr D. J.  Light green, orange star, light green sleeves, orange stars, light green cap, 
orange star.
Ffrench Davis, Mrs Prue  Black, dark green hoops, dark green cap.
Fgd Limited  Black, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, black armlets, yellow cap.
F Hay / S Magnier / D Tabor / D Smith  Pink, emerald green chevron, emerald green and pink 
halved sleeves, emerald green and pink quartered cap.
Fiddes, Chappell & Salthouse  White, purple braces and diamond on cap.
Fiddes, Mr J. A. G.  Grey, royal blue cap.
Fiddes, Mr Ritchie  White, purple braces and diamond on cap.
Fiddes, Salthouse & Partner  White, purple braces, purple cap, dark blue diamond.
Fiddy, Mr Michael  Purple, large pink spots and armlets.
Field & Country Racing  Royal blue, maroon star, sleeves and star on cap.
Fielder, Mr R.  Yellow, light blue hoop, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Fielding, Dr T.  Red and black (quartered), black sleeves, yellow armlets.
Fielding-Johnson, Mrs Lucy  Mauve, dark green stars.
Fielding, Mr Dean  Light blue, white seams, white sleeves, light blue armlets, white cap.
Fielding, Mr Mark  Purple and white stripes, red and white striped sleeves, black cap.
Field Marshall Partnership  Purple, primrose diamond, collar and sleeves, quartered cap.
Field, Mr Russell  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, yellow sleeves, royal blue spots, yellow cap.
Field, Mr Russell (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow hoops, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Field, Mrs Lesley  Red, black star, striped sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Fierro, Mr G.  Black, red chevrons and armlets.
The Fife Boys + 1  Red, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Fife, Gath & Barlow  White, red cross belts, white sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
Fife, Mr R. W.  White, red cross belts, white sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
Fife, Mr T. W.  Dark blue, white cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Fife, Mr T. W. (second colours)  Pink, royal blue star.
Fiford, Mr C.  Purple and emerald green diabolo, halved sleeves, purple and emerald green quartered 
cap.
The Fifth Amendment  Red, yellow stars, yellow cap.
The Fifty Fifty Partnership  Yellow and black check, yellow sleeves, black spots, black cap.
Fijian Bells  Light blue, red seams, royal blue sleeves, red seams, quartered cap.
Fildes, Mr Jonathan  Emerald green, dark blue sleeves, emerald green armlets, red cap.
Fillery, Mrs Sara  Dark blue, yellow seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, yellow star.
Fillies First  Yellow, dark green braces.
Fillies First (second colours)  White, royal blue hoops, orange sleeves and cap.

Fillies First (third colours)  Black and white diamonds, striped sleeves, black cap.
Fill, Mr J.  Red, purple spots, hooped sleeves, red cap.
The Filly Folly Partnership  White, dark blue star, armlets and star on cap.
The Filly Folly & Sweet Partnership  White, dark blue star, armlets and star on cap.
Filmer-Wilson, Mr James  White, green sleeves, red cap.
Filmer-Wilson, Mr James (second colours)  White, green sleeves, red cap, white hoop.
Financial Lifestyle Management Limited  Dark blue, beige seams, royal blue sleeves, beige stars, 
royal blue cap, beige star.
Finch Forbes McPherson  Red and black check, pink sleeves, black armlets, hooped cap.
FINCH MORAN LAMB SMITH BOYD-BOWMAN  Red and black check, pink sleeves, black 
armlets, hooped cap.
Finch Moran Stone Smith Hooton Pearson-S  Red and black check, pink sleeves, black armlets, 
hooped cap.
Finch, Mr A. R.  Black and white diamonds, black sleeves, white stars, white cap, black star.
Finch, Mr James  Red and black check, pink sleeves, black armlets, hooped cap.
Finch, Mr John H. W.  Pink and brown diamonds, pink sleeves and cap.
Finch, Mr S. J.  Purple, white hoops, purple sleeves, white stars, purple cap.
Finch Porter Partnership  Red and black check, pink sleeves, black armlets, hooped cap.
Finch Porter&The Deckchair Partnership  Red and black check, pink sleeves, black armlets, 
hooped cap.
The Fine Gild Racing Partnership  Royal blue, orange star, orange sleeves, royal blue armlets and 
diamond on orange cap.
The Fingertips Partnership  Yellow, royal blue braces and armlets.
Finlay, Mr M. J.  Light blue and grey diamonds, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, light blue diamonds.
Finn, Mr Dominic  Dark blue, light green epaulets, armlets and cap.
Finn, Mr V.  Yellow, royal blue spots on sleeves, royal blue cap.
Finucane, Ms J. C.  Maroon, light blue armlets.
Fiona Carmichael & Jane Chapple-Hyam  Purple, light green stars, purple cap, light green star.
Fiona Crone & Nick Brown  Beige, dark blue triple diamond, dark blue cap.
Fipke, Mr Charles  White, royal blue diamond, yellow sleeves, royal blue cap.
The Firebirds  Dark blue and light blue diabolo, light blue cap.
Firefly Partnership  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, royal blue cap, 
yellow star.
Firmager, Mr G. H.  White, light green epaulets.
First Brayford Partnership  Emerald green, purple chevrons, white cap.
First Chance Racing  Black, yellow sash, chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
First Impressions Racing Group  Yellow, red spots on sleeves and cap.
First Of Many  Red, white diamond, white sleeves, red spots.
First Of Many And Turner  Red, white diamond, white sleeves, red spots.
The First Of May Crew  Red and white diamonds, chevrons on sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
The First of May Crew & Partner  Red and white diamonds, chevrons on sleeves, red cap, white 
diamond.
The First Quest Partnership  Purple, pink seams, white sleeves, purple cap, pink stars.
First Sleepers, Craig Farm  Emerald green, yellow seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow seams, hooped 
cap.
First Sleepers, Craig Farm (second colours)  Dark blue, white chevron, dark blue sleeves, white 
stars, dark blue cap, white star.
First Sleepers, Craig Farm (third colours)  Yellow, maroon chevrons, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, 
maroon star.
First Sleepers Union & Craig Syndicate  Emerald green, yellow seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow 
seams, hooped cap.
First Sleepers Union & Craig Syndicate (second colours)  Yellow, maroon chevrons, yellow 
sleeves, yellow cap, maroon star.
First Sleepers Union & Craig Syndicate (third colours)  Dark blue, white chevron, dark blue 
sleeves, white stars, dark blue cap, white star.
First With Mortgages Limited  White, royal blue star, white sleeves, royal blue stars, yellow cap.
Firth, Mr M.  Dark blue, orange star, orange sleeves, dark blue stars, orange cap, dark blue star.
Firth, Mr Shaun  White, black hoops and armlets.
Fischer, Mr C. H.  Light blue and white check, white sleeves, yellow cap.
Fishdance & Cheval Court Stud  Pink, dark green epaulets and star on cap.
Fishdance & Cheval Court Stud (second colours)  Grey and orange diamonds, orange sleeves and 
cap.
Fishdance Ltd  Orange and dark blue stripes, orange cap.
Fishdance Ltd (second colours)  Grey and orange diamonds, orange sleeves and cap.
Fishdance Ltd (third colours)  Lime green, black armlets.
Fisher, Mr G. J.  Black, light blue chevron, armlets and cap.
Fisher, Mr J.  Dark blue and grey (quartered), diabolo on sleeves.
Fisher, Mr P.  Dark blue, white star, striped sleeves.
Fisher, Mr R. A.  Dark green, white diamond, halved sleeves, white cap.
Fisher, Mr William  White, maroon stars, striped sleeves and stars on cap.
Fishlake Commercial Motors Ltd  Light blue, light blue and white diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
Fish, Mr David  White, dark blue hoop and sleeves, yellow cap.
Fishpool, Mr J.  White, dark blue braces and sleeves, dark blue and white quartered cap.
Fistral Beach Ltd  Royal blue, light blue chevrons, royal blue sleeves, light blue stars, royal blue cap, 
light blue star.
Fitch-Peyton, Mr D. M. G.  Emerald green and royal blue (quartered), striped sleeves, royal blue 
cap.
Fitch-Peyton & Seegar  Purple, large yellow spots, purple sleeves, yellow spots and cap.
Fitch-Peyton & Seegar (second colours)  Emerald green and royal blue (quartered), striped 
sleeves, royal blue cap.
Fitorfat Racing  Red, dark blue epaulets, halved sleeves and diamond on cap.
Fitorfat1 Racing  Red, dark blue epaulets, halved sleeves and diamond on cap.
FitriHay,JohnMagnier,Chelston(Ireland)  Pink, emerald green chevron, halved sleeves, quartered 
cap.
Fittocks Booth Boorer Bengo Silver Steed  Beige, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Fittocks Stud  Beige, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Fittocks Stud & Andrew Bengough  Beige, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Fitzgerald, Mr Brian  Grey, jade green sash and cap.
Fitzgerald, Mr D.  White, dark green inverted triangle, halved sleeves, white and dark green hooped 
cap.
FitzGerald, Mr David  Royal blue, red sash, white cap.
Fitzgerald, Mr Delwyn  Royal blue, light blue sleeves, royal blue armlets.
Fitzgerald, Mr M.  Maroon, orange chevron and sleeves, yellow cap.
FitzGerald, Mr M. F.  Yellow, purple chevron and star on cap.
Fitzgerald, Mrs R.  Black, yellow star, diamonds on sleeves, black cap, yellow star.
Fitzgerald, Mr T. J.  Dark blue, yellow halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Fitzgerald-O'Connor, Mr William  Black, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Fitzpatrick, Mr G. E.  Yellow, red hooped sleeves.
Fitzpatrick, Mr M.  Brown, purple hoop, quartered cap.
Fitzpatrick, Mr Michael  Light blue, pink stars.
The Fitzrovians  Cerise, eton blue sleeves, hooped cap.
The Fitzrovians 2  Cerise, eton blue sleeves, hooped cap.
The Fitzrovians 3  Cerise, eton blue sleeves, hooped cap.
The Fitzrovians 4  Cerise, eton blue sleeves, hooped cap.
The Fitzrovians 2 and Fair Salinia Ltd  Cerise, eton blue sleeves, hooped cap.
Fitzsimons, Mr K.  White, red disc, white and red halved sleeves, red cap, white spots.
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Fitzsimons, Mr M.  Emerald green, orange seams, white sleeves, emerald green cap.
Fitzsimons, Mrs Hilary  Purple and orange diamonds, purple sleeves, orange armlets and diamond 
on cap.
Five Go Racing  Purple, white star, white sleeves, purple armlets, purple cap, white star.
Five Go Racing (second colours)  White, black braces, black sleeves, white stars, black cap, white 
star.
Five Grand Fillies  Cerise, green check cap.
Five Guys & A Striker Syndicate  Yellow and royal blue diamonds, royal blue sleeves, white stars, 
white cap.
Five Horses Ltd  Purple, yellow chevron, diamonds on sleeves, quartered cap.
The Five Partnership  White, maroon and white quartered cap.
Five Saints Racing  Light blue, dark blue hoops and armlets.
Five Star Racing Group  Black and pink diamonds, black sleeves, pink armlets, pink cap, black 
diamonds.
The Flame Throwers  Royal blue, light blue seams, light blue and royal blue halved sleeves, dark blue 
cap.
Flametree  Black, pink stripe, pink cap.
Flash Figs Racing  Orange, red seams, white sleeves, orange armlets, orange cap.
The Flat Cappers  Brown, dark green seams and armlets.
Flat Out Shinton Racing  Black and red (quartered), white and black chevrons on sleeves, black and 
white quartered cap.
Flatt, Mr D.  Yellow, black chevron, white and black striped sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Flawless Racing and Janice West  Dark blue, orange diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Flawless Racing Limited  Dark blue, pink diamond, light blue sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue 
cap, pink diamonds.
Flawless Racing Limited (second colours)  Dark blue, orange diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Flaxman, Lloyd Webber, Gosden  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
Flaxman Stables IRE & Cheveley Park Stud  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, 
white cap.
Flaxman Stables Ireland Ltd  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
Flegg, Mr Ray  White, red spots on sleeves, red cap.
Fleming Helyar & Sutton  Yellow, dark blue epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
Fleming Helyar & Sutton (second colours)  Dark green and yellow diamonds, yellow and dark 
green halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Fleming, Mrs D. J.  Yellow, dark blue epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow star.
Fleming, Mr Wayne  Light blue, pink star, pink and light blue hooped sleeves, light blue cap, pink star.
Fletcher, Miss F. M.  Pink, dark blue diamond, striped sleeves.
Fletcher, Miss K. D.  Maroon and royal blue (quartered), halved sleeves.
Fletcher, Mr Neil  Pink, dark blue chevrons, light blue sleeves, dark blue stars, light blue cap, dark 
blue star.
Fletcher, Mrs Elizabeth  Emerald green and white (quartered), white sleeves, red cap.
Fletcher, Mr Stephen J.  White, emerald green chevron, hooped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Fletcher, Mr Steven Mark  Emerald green, red stars, armlets and star on cap.
Fletcher, Outhart, Moran & Maddison  Black and white check, diabolo on sleeves.
Fletcher-Price, Mrs  Dark green, yellow chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
Flexford Partners  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, diabolo on sleeves, hooped cap.
Flexford Partners (second colours)  Red, purple sleeves, red armlets, gold cap, yellow star.
Flexford Partners et al  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, diabolo on sleeves, hooped cap.
Flexford Partners & Partner  Red, purple sleeves, red armlets, black cap, yellow star.
Flexford Partners & Partner (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, diabolo on sleeves, 
hooped cap.
The Flighty Five  Turquoise blue, scarlet hoops, striped sleeves, white cap.
Flint, Mr A.  Dark green, white epaulets, armlets and cap.
Flint, Mr J. L.  Royal blue, white stars, white sleeves, red armlets, white and red striped cap.
Flinton, Mr Mark  Royal blue and yellow stripes, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Flints Legacy Partnership  Red, dark blue chevrons, red sleeves, white cap.
Flook, Mr S.  Yellow, red cross of lorraine.
Flook, Ms S.  Royal blue and light blue stripes, light blue sleeves, royal blue cap.
The Floral Farmers  Black, orange star, orange sleeves, black stars, black cap, orange star.
The Florian Racing Club  Dark blue, beige hoops, dark blue sleeves.
Flory, Mrs D. P. G.  Emerald green and black stripes, emerald green sleeves, black cap.
Flower, Mr Arnie  Red, black stars, armlets and cap.
Floyd-Walker, Mrs J. B.  Grey, royal blue sleeves, cherry and white hooped cap.
Flr Resin Floors Ltd  Dark blue, white triple diamond, white and dark blue chevrons on sleeves, 
white cap.
FLSP & Mrs Maitland-Jones  Dark blue and light blue stripes, dark blue sleeves, light blue cap.
Flying Colours Racing  White, emerald green diamond and armlets, quartered cap.
Flying High  Light green, red chevron, red sleeves, light green diamonds, light green and red 
quartered cap.
Flying High Syndicate  Emerald green, pink star, white sleeves, pink cap.
The Flying Raconteurs  Black and white (halved), black sleeves, white cap, black spots.
Fly Like An Eagle Syndicate  Dark blue, white diamond, dark blue sleeves, white stars, dark blue 
cap, white diamond.
Fly Like The Wind Partnership  Pink, maroon hoops, dark blue sleeves, pink and maroon quartered 
cap.
Flynn, Miss Tracey  Dark blue, black chevrons, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Flynn, Mr J. J.  Dark blue, white epaulets, striped sleeves and cap.
Flynn, Mr J. J. (second colours)  Royal blue, white epaulets, white and light blue striped sleeves, 
royal blue and white striped cap.
Flynn, Mr W. P.  Yellow, black braces, black sleeves, yellow armlets, striped cap.
Flynn, Mr W. P. (second colours)  Emerald green, brown hoops.
F Ma, R Cheung, S Tung  Dark blue, light blue seams and armlets.
F&M Bloodstock Limited  Black, yellow chevrons, checked sleeves, quartered cap.
The FMP partnership  Yellow, white sleeves, black spots.
F & N Partnership  Maroon, emerald green diamond, black cap.
The FOB Racing Partnership  Red, emerald green hoop, white sleeves and cap.
The FOB Racing Partnership 2  Red, emerald green hoop, white sleeves and cap.
The FOB Racing Partnership 3  Red, emerald green hoop, white sleeves and cap.
The FOB Racing Partnership 4  Red, emerald green hoop, white sleeves and cap.
The FOB Racing Partnership 5  Red, emerald green hoop, white sleeves and cap.
The FOB Racing Partnership 6  Red, emerald green hoop, white sleeves and cap.
The FOB Racing Partnership 7  Red, emerald green hoop, white sleeves and cap.
The FOB Racing Partnership 8  Red, emerald green hoop, white sleeves and cap.
The FOB Racing Partnership 9  Red, emerald green hoop, white sleeves and cap.
The FOB Racing Partnership 10  Red, emerald green hoop, white sleeves and cap.
The FOB Racing Partnership 11  Red, emerald green hoop, white sleeves and cap.
The FOB Summer Partnership  Red, emerald green hoop, white sleeves and cap.
Foden, Mr R. P.  Red, white sash, striped sleeves.
Fogg, Mr Ian J.  Royal blue, orange star, royal blue sleeves, orange stars, royal blue cap, orange stars.
Fogg, Nicholls, Penny & Williams  Yellow, purple hoop, armlets and cap.
Folan, Mr Joseph  Maroon, white chevron, chevrons on sleeves, maroon cap, white star.
Foley, Mr Gavin  White, red stripe, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, white star.
Foley Steelstock  Light blue, dark blue disc.
Folkes, Mrs I. M.  Pink, black epaulets and diamond on cap.
Folk From The Shire  Dark blue, white epaulets, sleeves and cap.

The Folly Partnership  Red, black epaulets, red sleeves, grey armlets, white cap.
Folly Syndicate  Yellow and royal blue diabolo, red sleeves, yellow cap.
Folly Syndicate (second colours)  Light blue, pink epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Folwell,Hollings,Hull,Chandler,Westwood  Light green, mauve chevrons, light green sleeves and 
cap.
Folwell Morse Mulryan & Cram  Dark blue and yellow diabolo, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, 
yellow cap.
Folwell, Morse, Mulryan & Winter  Dark blue and yellow diabolo, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, 
yellow cap.
Folwell, Mrs L. S.  Dark blue and yellow diabolo, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
FOMO (Rock) Syndicate  Orange, white hoops, black cap.
FOMO Syndicate  Orange, white hoops, black cap.
Fonseka, Mr Mohan  Red, black star, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, black star.
Fooks, Mr Mark  Orange, black sleeves, orange armlets, black cap.
Fools Gold Racing Syndicate  Light blue, white and light blue halved sleeves.
Footer, Mr M. J.  Royal blue, white hoops, halved sleeves, white cap.
The Footie Partnership  Emerald green, royal blue diamond, diamonds on sleeves, emerald green 
cap, royal blue diamond.
Foot, Mr G. B.  Purple and black (quartered), purple sleeves, white armlets, quartered cap.
The FOPS  Light blue and dark blue (quartered), light blue sleeves, dark blue spots, light blue cap.
Foran, Mrs Susan  Yellow and royal blue (quartered), dark blue sleeves, yellow and dark blue 
quartered cap.
Forbes, Mr M. I.  Yellow and royal blue diabolo, red sleeves, yellow cap.
Forbes, Mr Tony  Red, yellow disc, hooped sleeves and cap.
Ford Associated Racing Team  Royal blue, yellow hoop, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Ford, Dr M.  Pink, black armlets, black cap.
Ford, Dr M. (second colours)  Pink, black hoop, armlets and cap.
Ford-Ellis, Colleen  Red, black chevron and sleeves, black cap, red diamond.
Forde, Mrs A. J.  White, emerald green chevrons on sleeves, emerald green cap.
Fordham, Miss C.  Dark blue, orange cross belts and star on cap.
Fordham, Mr Tony  Dark green, mauve sleeves.
Ford, Mr David G.  Black and red stripes, black cap, red spots.
Ford, Mr Ian  Black, royal blue chevrons, black cap.
Ford, Mr John W  Black, royal blue and white striped cap.
Ford, Mr K. R.  Black, white star, armlets and star on cap.
Ford, Mr Mike  Royal blue and white stripes, red sleeves.
Ford, Mr R.  Red, grey cross belts, halved sleeves, red cap, white stars.
Ford, Mrs R.  White, black sleeves, white stars.
Ford, Mr Tom  Orange, dark blue chevrons and armlets, hooped cap.
Foreign Legion  Orange, light green chevron, light green sleeves, orange armlets.
Foreman, Ms Tessa  Black and red (halved), yellow sleeves and cap.
Foresight Racing  Dark blue, beige stars, beige sleeves, dark blue stars.
Foresight Racing (second colours)  Red, yellow chevron, diamonds on sleeves, red cap, yellow 
diamond.
Forever Optimists  Royal blue, yellow chevron and armlets, yellow cap, royal blue spots.
The Forever Partnership  White, red chevrons, light blue sleeves and cap.
For Fun Partnership  Dark blue, light blue star, yellow and dark blue striped sleeves, yellow cap, dark 
blue stars.
Forman Hardy, Mr N. J.  Gold, blue cross belts, collar, cuffs and spots on cap.
Forman, Miss Emma  Yellow, red sleeves, black armlets, black cap.
Forman, Mr R. N.  Maroon and pink diamonds, maroon sleeves.
Formulated Polymer Products Ltd  Light blue and maroon (halved), sleeves reversed, light blue and 
maroon hooped cap.
The 10 for 10 Partnership  Emerald green and mauve stripes.
Forrester, Mr D.  White and red stripes, red sleeves, white diamonds, white cap, red spots.
Forrester, Mr Martyn  Light blue, purple sash, light blue sleeves, purple stars, light blue cap, purple 
star.
Forrester Racing & Partner  White and red stripes, red sleeves, white diamonds, white cap, red spots.
Forsey, Mr B.  Dark blue, light blue sleeves, royal blue cap.
Forster, Miss Sandra  Green, yellow sash, yellow and white hooped cap.
Forster, Miss Sandra (second colours)  Black, white sash, collar and cuffs.
Forster, Mr P. G.  Emerald green, royal blue hooped sleeves and cap.
Forster, Mr Robert  Yellow, beige stars on sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Forster, Pepper and Summers  Light blue, red chevrons on sleeves.
Forster, Pepper and Summers (second colours)  Red, black cross belts, black and red striped 
sleeves.
Fortescue, Mrs C. J.  Mauve, red sash and armlets, royal blue cap.
Fortnum Racing  Beige and red diamonds, red cap.
Fortt, Mr G.  Dark blue, red stripe, hooped sleeves.
The Fortune Hunters  Black, emerald green cross of lorraine, striped sleeves.
Fortune Racing  Dark blue, light blue hoop, diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Forty Forty Twenty  Royal blue, pink stars, pink sleeves, royal blue armlets.
The Forty Three Partnership  Black, gold spots, black sleeves.
Forty Winks Syndicate  Black, white diamond, diamonds on sleeves, red cap.
Forty Winks Syndicate 2  Black, white diamond, diamonds on sleeves, red cap.
Forty Winks Syndicate 2 & Partner  Black, white diamond, diamonds on sleeves, red cap.
Forwood, Lady  Grey, royal blue sash, royal blue cap.
Forza Azzurri  Brown, pink epaulets.
Fosnic A Parr P George  Light green, grey hollow box, white sleeves, light green armlets, light green 
and grey check cap.
FOSNIC RACING  Light green, grey hollow box, white sleeves, light green armlets, light green and 
grey check cap.
Fosnic Racing, A Senior, P George  Light green, grey hollow box, white sleeves, light green armlets, 
light green and grey check cap.
Fosnic Racing & Paul George  Light green, grey hollow box, white sleeves, light green armlets, light 
green and grey check cap.
FOSSOS  Light blue, maroon hoop, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Foster and Barry Watson  Emerald green, purple diamond, checked sleeves and cap.
Foster, Miss C.  Mauve, black braces and cap.
Foster, Miss J. E.  Dark blue, pink sash, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Foster, Mr Anthony  Black, pink epaulets.
Foster, Mr David  Orange, black hooped sleeves.
Foster, Mr David  Red, dark blue disc and sleeves.
Foster, Mr Edward  Light green, grey hollow box, white sleeves, light green armlets, light green and 
grey check cap.
Foster, Mr H.  Maroon, grey star, maroon sleeves, grey stars, maroon cap, grey star.
Foster, Mr J. L. W.  Grey, red diamond.
Foster, Mr P.  Emerald green, red spots, white sleeves, red cap.
Foster, Mr Peter  Maroon, white epaulets, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Foster, Mr R.  Maroon, green striped cap.
Foster, Mrs Clare  Pink, black stars, armlets and stars on cap.
Foster, Mrs S.  Emerald green, maroon stars, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Fothergill, Mr Michael  Yellow, black star, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Foulds, Mr R.  Red, green sash, black sleeves and cap.
Foulger, Mr M. M.  Dark green, red epaulets and sleeves.
Foulquies, Mr R.  Royal blue, maroon cross of lorraine, white sleeves and cap.
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Foulrice Park Racing Limited  Black, orange hoop and armlets, quartered cap.
The Foundation Partnership  Emerald green, royal blue sleeves, white cap, emerald green spots.
The Fountains Partnership  Yellow, purple stars, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, purple star.
The Four Aces  Light blue, white epaulets, check cap.
The Four Adaay Syndicate  Yellow, black inverted triangle, striped sleeves and cap.
Four Blokes Ltd  Black, red cross of lorraine, black and white check sleeves, red cap.
The Four Bosses  Yellow, pink disc, yellow sleeves, pink spots.
Four Candles Partnership  Red, yellow hoop, black sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
Four Counties  Royal blue, red epaulets, white sleeves, pink stars, white cap, pink star.
Four Desperate Housewives  Orange, black star, black and orange halved sleeves, orange cap, black 
star.
The Four Kings  Black and white (quartered), brown sleeves.
The Four Kings (second colours)  Light green, red stars, red cap, light green star.
Four Leaf Clover Partnership  Emerald green, dark blue stars, chevrons on sleeves, hooped cap.
Four Nags and a Horse  Purple and pink diamonds, pink sleeves, purple armlets, purple cap.
The Four Plus Two More Partnership  Maroon and white (quartered), black sleeves and cap.
The Four Plus Two More Partnership (second colours)  Dark blue, beige seams, dark blue sleeves 
and cap.
Four Quarters  Orange, beige armlets.
The Four Sages  Light blue, black and red striped sleeves.
Four Seasons Partnership  Yellow, large dark green spots, dark green cap.
Foursome Thoroughbreds  Yellow, dark blue epaulets, yellow sleeves, dark blue spots.
The Four Thirty Syndicate  Yellow, red cross belts, red sleeves, black armlets, black cap.
The Fourth Pillar Partnership  Black, yellow stripe, armlets and star on cap.
Fourth Time Lucky  Royal blue, orange braces and sleeves, orange and royal blue quartered cap.
Four To One Partnership  Dark blue, yellow chevron, purple sleeves and cap.
The Four Tops  White, black chevron, black and white hooped cap.
Four White Socks Partners  Pink, red sleeves, pink armlets.
Four Winds Racing and Mr Robert P Clarke  Dark blue, beige stripe.
Four Winds Racing & Martin Smith  Dark blue, beige stripe.
Four Winds Racing & Mr. S. Agodino  Dark blue, beige stripe.
Four Winds Racing Partnership  Dark blue, beige stripe.
Four Winds Racing & Serafino Agodino  Dark blue, beige stripe.
Fowke, Mr J.  Black, red chevron, checked sleeves, white cap.
Fowler, Mr H.  Light blue and red stripes, light blue sleeves.
Fowler, Mr Roy  Royal blue, emerald green stars and sleeves, royal blue cap.
Fowler, Mr Rupert  White, grey spots, white cap.
Fowler, Mrs J.  Yellow, dark blue epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
The Fox and Duck syndicate  Orange, emerald green sleeves, orange stars, orange cap, emerald 
green stars.
The Fox and Duck syndicate (second colours)  Royal blue, white sleeves, halved cap.
The Foxford House Partnership  Black, red striped sleeves, check cap.
Foxhunters In Mind  Red, yellow stripe and armlets.
Fox, Miss C.  Red, red and light blue check sleeves and cap.
Fox, Mr Bob  White and dark blue diabolo, dark blue sleeves, white cap.
Fox, Mr C.  Dark blue and orange diabolo, dark blue sleeves, orange armlets, orange cap, dark blue 
diamond.
Fox, Mr D. W.  Light green, yellow inverted triangle, yellow sleeves, red diamonds, yellow cap, red 
diamonds.
Fox, Mr Gary  Yellow, light blue star, yellow sleeves, light blue stars, yellow cap, light blue star.
Fox, Mr Jeremy  Mauve, dark blue seams, mauve sleeves, dark blue cap.
Fox, Mr Philip  Mauve, purple sleeves, mauve stars, mauve cap, purple star.
Fox, Mr R. J.  Red and yellow diamonds, yellow sleeves, red seams, yellow cap.
Fox, Mrs Sarah-Jane  Royal blue, light blue cross of lorraine, diamonds on  sleeves, check cap.
Fox, Mrs Susan  Yellow and black (quartered), diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Fox, Mr Trevor  Black, yellow and white striped sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
Fox, Mr William  Royal blue, red stripe, yellow sleeves and cap.
Foxon, Mr R.  Royal blue, white spots, dark blue sleeves.
Fox-Pitt, Mrs O.  Dark blue, black cap.
Fox-Pitt, Mr William  Dark blue, yellow sash.
Foxtrot NH Racing Partnership  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Foxtrot NH Racing Partnership VI  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Foxtrot NH Racing Syndicate  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Foxtrot Racing  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Foxtrot Racing Anythingforlove  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Foxtrot Racing: Arbor Vitae  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Foxtrot Racing Bali Body  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Foxtrot Racing: Cast In Grey  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Foxtrot Racing: Dancing In The Sky  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Foxtrot Racing Evita Du Mesnil  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Foxtrot Racing: Hogan's Height  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Foxtrot Racing: Little Rory Mac  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Foxtrot Racing Marracudja  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Foxtrot Racing Mason Jar  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Foxtrot Racing: Mister Chiang  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Foxtrot Racing Mister Chiang & Partner  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Foxtrot Racing Mr Muldoon  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Foxtrot Racing: Powder Path  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Foxtrot Racing Purple King  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Foxtrot Racing Saquon  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Foxtrot Racing: Solstice Star  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Foxtrot Racing: Ultimate Getaway  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Foxtrot Racing: Whoshotwho  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
FOXTROT RACING WITNESS PROTECTION  Light blue, white epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Fox Trotters  Dark blue, grey triple diamond.
Foylan, Mr Bill  Red, white cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, hooped cap.
FPR Syndicate 2  Royal blue, yellow stars, white sleeves, yellow stars, royal blue cap, yellow star.
FPR Syndicate 3  Black, orange hoop and armlets, quartered cap.
FPR Syndicate 4  Black, orange hoop and armlets, quartered cap.
FPR Syndicate 5  Black, orange hoop and armlets, quartered cap.
FPR Syndicate 7  Black, orange hoop and armlets, quartered cap.
FPR Yorkshire Syndicate  Royal blue, yellow stars, white sleeves, yellow stars, royal blue cap, yellow 
star.
FPR Yorkshire Syndicate (second colours)  Black, orange hoop and armlets, quartered cap.
Frame,Lawton,Mitchell,O'Brien & Leech  Red, white triple diamond and armlets, yellow cap.
Frampton, Mr J. L.  Light blue, black and light blue striped sleeves, red cap.
France, Mrs Shirley  Dark green, red sash, yellow sleeves, red cap, dark green spots.
Francesco Auriemma & Stella Barclay  Red, white epaulets, emerald green and white chevrons on 
sleeves, red cap, white diamonds.
Francis Green Racing Ltd  Emerald green and black diamonds, black sleeves, emerald green stars, 
black cap, emerald green star.
Francis III, Mrs Merrick  Dark green, grey seams, dark green sleeves and cap.
Francis, Mr Huw  Mauve, emerald green chevron, pink sleeves, black cap.
Francis, Mr R. B.  Buff, saxe blue sleeves, scarlet cap.
Francis, Mr Shane  Maroon, black star, white and maroon chevrons on sleeves, maroon cap, white 
stars.

Francis, Mrs J. J. F.  Royal blue, purple cap.
Francis, Mrs Linda  Pink, red epaulets, check cap.
Francis, Mr Terry  Purple, yellow triple diamond, white sleeves, yellow diamonds, purple cap, yellow 
diamond.
Francis, Ms Carla  Yellow, dark blue spots, dark blue sleeves, white armlets, red cap, white star.
Francome, Mr R. J.  Dark blue, white hoop, red sleeves, dark blue and red check cap.
Franconson Partners  Orange, white diamonds on sleeves.
Franconson Partners (second colours)  Yellow, orange epaulets.
Franconson Partners, Maze Rattan Ltd  Orange, white diamonds on sleeves.
Franconson Partners & Nick Littmoden  Yellow, orange epaulets.
Frank & Annette Brady  Pink, grey spots, pink sleeves, grey cap.
Frank & Annette Brady (second colours)  Emerald green, white spots, yellow sleeves, emerald 
green and white striped cap.
Frank Brady and Partners  Emerald green, white spots, yellow sleeves, emerald green and white 
striped cap.
Frank Brady & Brian Scanlon  Emerald green, white spots, yellow sleeves, emerald green and white 
striped cap.
Frank Brady & Brian Scanlon (second colours)  Emerald green, yellow star, white and emerald 
green hooped sleeves, yellow cap, emerald green star.
Frank Deely and John McGarry  Maroon and white diamonds, maroon sleeves, white armlets, white 
cap.
Frank Gillespie & Pat Breslin  Light green and dark green diamonds.
Frank Green & Mike Roberts  Yellow, purple chevron, sleeves and star on cap.
Frankham, Miss June  Pink, beige star.
Frankham, Miss June (second colours)  White, large dark blue spots and sleeves.
Frankland, Mr D.  Black and emerald green (halved), emerald green sleeves, emerald green cap, 
black spots.
Frankland, Mr G. B.  Royal blue, white inverted triangle.
Franklin, Miss K. M.  Emerald green, red star, white sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Franklin, Mr M.  Maroon, pink epaulets and armlets.
Franklin, Mr Nigel  Purple and emerald green diabolo, quartered cap.
The Franklin Partnership  Purple and emerald green diabolo, quartered cap.
Frank McHugh & Gary Moore  Emerald green and white stripes, diamonds on sleeves.
Frank McHugh & Gary Moore (second colours)  Beige, purple hoops, white cap, purple tassel.
Frank, Mrs S.  Red, white diamond and armlets.
Franks, Mr Andy  Red and black stripes, red sleeves, black spots.
Fraser, Mr Bill  Black, beige epaulets, armlets and cap.
Fraser, Mrs Clementine  Emerald green, white seams.
Fraser, Mrs Hugh  Chocolate and magenta (halved), hooped sleeves, dark green cap.
Fraser, Mrs J. K.  Black, emerald green hoop, halved sleeves.
Fra Woodd & Kevin McAuliffe  Pink, pink cap, light blue star.
Freathy, Mr D. N.  Red, emerald green cross belts, dark blue sleeves, dark blue cap, white star.
Fred Archer Racing - Atlantic  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, striped sleeves.
Fred Archer Racing - Bend Or  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, striped sleeves.
Fred Archer Racing - Bruce  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, striped sleeves.
Fred Archer Racing - Dutch Oven  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, striped sleeves.
Fred Archer Racing - Energy  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, striped sleeves.
Fred Archer Racing - Galliard  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, striped sleeves.
Fred Archer Racing - Iroquois  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, striped sleeves.
Fred Archer Racing - Jannette  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, striped sleeves.
Fred Archer Racing - Ladylove  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, striped sleeves.
Fred Archer Racing - Lonely  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, striped sleeves.
Fred Archer Racing - Melton  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, striped sleeves.
Fred Archer Racing - Ormonde  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, striped sleeves.
Fred Archer Racing - Paradox  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, striped sleeves.
Fred Archer Racing - Spinaway  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, striped sleeves.
Fred Archer Racing-Trappist  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, striped sleeves.
Fred Archer Racing - Wheel of Fortune  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, striped sleeves.
The Free Birds  Light blue and yellow (halved), sleeves reversed, yellow cap.
Freedman, Mrs Lucinda  Purple, pink cross belts, purple sleeves, pink stars.
The Free Flyers  Royal blue and pink diabolo, royal blue sleeves, pink armlets, pink cap.
Free French  Black, beige disc.
Free French 2  Black, beige disc.
Freeman, Mr David  Pink, black spots.
Freeman, Mr K. C.  Light blue, light green stripe, white cap.
Freeman, Mrs J. W.  Dark blue, pink hoop, pink cap.
Freeman, Peter G  Royal blue, pink hoop and sleeves, quartered cap.
Freer, Mr Marcus  Royal blue, white star, white sleeves, emerald green armlets, royal blue cap, white 
star.
The Free Spirits  Light blue, white sleeves, light blue stars.
The Free Spirits Partnership  Emerald green, yellow braces, yellow and emerald green striped 
sleeves, yellow cap.
Freiha, Mr Bassam  White, dark green chevron and sleeves, dark green cap, white star.
Fremel, Mr David  White, orange sleeves, white armlets, orange cap.
French Gold  White, red cross of lorraine, royal blue sleeves, red cap.
French Gold Racing  White, red cross of lorraine, royal blue sleeves, red cap.
The French Horn Hotel Ltd Sonning  Dark green, white hoop, halved sleeves.
Frenchmans Lodge Stables Partnership  Dark blue and light blue stripes, dark blue sleeves, light 
blue cap.
French, Mr D.  Yellow, purple hoop, chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap, purple diamond.
French, Mr J.  Dark blue and white check, white sleeves.
French, Mr R. J.  Yellow, dark blue epaulets, dark blue and yellow diabolo on sleeves, yellow and dark 
blue quartered cap.
French, Mr S. J.  Dark blue and red stripes, dark blue sleeves, white cap.
French, Ms Julie  Maroon, white stars, armlets and star on cap.
Fresh Start Partnership  Emerald green, red hoop, white sleeves, red cap.
Fretwell, Mr J. C.  Lime green.
Fretwell, Mr J. C. (second colours)  Black and red (quartered), black sleeves, red armlets, red cap, 
black spots.
Frewen, Mr W.  Emerald green and white (quartered), orange and white halved sleeves, orange cap, 
white star.
Frewen, Mr W. (second colours)  Red and white (quartered), black and white halved sleeves, black 
cap, white star.
Frewen, Mr W. (third colours)  Emerald green and white (quartered), black and white halved 
sleeves, black cap, white star.
Frew, Mr J.  Purple, yellow stars and sleeves, yellow cap, purple stars.
Freyne, Mr Garrett J.  Flame, gold seams, green cap.
The Friday Club  Orange, black epaulets, hooped sleeves.
The Friday Follies  Light blue, grey diamond.
The Friday Lions  Yellow, purple cross belts, hooped sleeves and spots on cap.
The Friday Lions 2  Yellow, purple cross belts, hooped sleeves and spots on cap.
The Friday Lions 2 (second colours)  Dark blue, maroon spots, dark blue cap.
The Friday Lunch Club  Royal blue, white cross belts, royal blue sleeves, pink diamonds.
The Friday Morning Fourball  Light blue and pink (halved), striped sleeves, black cap.
Friel, Exors of the Late Mr C.  Emerald green, maroon epaulets, emerald green and white hooped 
sleeves, quartered cap.
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Friel, Mr Maurice  Emerald green, yellow star, emerald green sleeves, yellow stars, white cap, yellow 
star.
Friel, Mr Maurice (second colours)  Emerald green, yellow hoops, yellow sleeves, emerald green 
stars, emerald green and yellow quartered cap.
Friends From Insurance  White, red triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Friends Have Fun Racing  Royal blue, orange stars, yellow sleeves, orange diamonds, yellow cap, 
orange star.
Friends Of Castle Piece  Black and yellow check, red sleeves and cap.
Friends Of Herbie  White, red diamond, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Friends of John Dunlop  Black, emerald green sleeves, black and emerald green striped cap.
Friends of Mr H  Pink, navy blue collar and cuffs, quartered cap.
Frieze, Lt-Col N. E. (L)  Maroon, french grey sleeves.
Frisby, Miss K.  Yellow, black triple diamond, black sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, black stars.
Frisby, Mr R. L. W.  Black, lilac sleeves, purple cap.
The Frog Street Partners  Dark blue, pink cap, dark blue star.
From The Front Racing  Light green, white chevron and sleeves.
From The Front Racing 2  Light green, white chevron and sleeves.
From the Front Racing 1  Light green, white chevron and sleeves.
From the Front Racing and Stef Keniry  Light green, white chevron and sleeves.
FromTheFrontRacing & Central Racing Ltd  Light green, white chevron and sleeves.
From The Front Racing & Karl Hamilton  Light green, white chevron and sleeves.
From The Front Racing & Partner  Light green, white chevron and sleeves.
From The Front Racing & Partner 1  Light green, white chevron and sleeves.
From The Front Racing, TwoPoundPunt  Light green, white chevron and sleeves.
From The Front Racing, TwoPoundPunt2  Light green, white chevron and sleeves.
Fromthestables.com & Apt II  Emerald green, brown stars, emerald green cap, brown star.
Fromthestables.Com & Partner  Emerald green, brown stars, emerald green cap, brown star.
Fromthestables.com Racing V  Emerald green, brown stars, emerald green cap, brown star.
Fromthestables.Com Racing VI  Emerald green, brown stars, emerald green cap, brown star.
Frontispiece Partnership  Royal blue and yellow diabolo, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Frontispiece Partnership (second colours)  Emerald green, red stars, emerald green sleeves.
Frontispiece Partnership (third colours)  Black and white diabolo, white sleeves, black armlets, 
black and white quartered cap.
Frontispiece Partnership (fourth colours)  Pink, royal blue star, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars, 
yellow cap, royal blue star.
Front Runner Racing - I  Grey, light green seams, hooped sleeves, light green cap.
Front Runner Racing II  Grey, light green seams, hooped sleeves, light green cap.
Front Runner Racing IV  Grey, light green seams, hooped sleeves, light green cap.
Froome, Exors of the late B.  White, emerald green cross belts and sleeves, quartered cap.
Frosell, Mr Robert  Emerald green, light green striped sleeves and striped cap.
Frosell, Mrs Robert  Emerald green, pink striped sleeves, pink cap.
Frosell, Mrs Robert (second colours)  Emerald green, pink chevron, striped sleeves, pink cap.
Frosties Friends II  Black, red disc, sleeves and cap.
Frost, Mr Alexander  Red, white diamond, white sleeves, red spots.
Frost, Mr C.  Dark blue, white chevron, checked sleeves, striped cap.
Frost, Mr H.  Royal blue, white seams, white sleeves, royal blue stars, striped cap.
Frost, Mr J. D.  Black, emerald green hoop, hooped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Frost, Mr J. H.  Royal blue, red hoop, halved sleeves, red and white hooped cap.
Frost, Mr Kevin  Light blue and dark blue stripes, dark blue sleeves, light blue spots, light blue and 
dark blue hooped cap.
Frost, Mr Rupert  Beige, orange star, sleeves and cap.
Frost, Mrs A.  Red and royal blue stripes, red sleeves, royal blue spots, hooped cap.
Frost, Mrs Susie  Maroon, white seams, maroon sleeves, white spots and cap.
Frost, Mr T. A. F.  Red, white hooped sleeves.
Frost, Mr T. C.  Black, red disc, sleeves and cap.
Frost, Mr T. J.  Royal blue, white inverted triangle, striped sleeves and cap.
Frost, Pummery & Michelmore  Maroon, white seams, maroon sleeves, white spots and cap.
Frost Racing Club  Black, emerald green hoop, hooped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Frost, Susan  Royal blue and white (quartered), red sash and cap, blue sleeves.
Froud, Mr P. E.  Pink, light blue disc.
Fruhbeck, Mrs C.  White, black sleeves, orange cap.
Fruhwald, Mr M.  Yellow and black check, pink sleeves and cap.
The Fruit Flow Partners  Yellow, red triple diamond, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Fry, Dr Caroline  Royal blue, white hoops, royal blue sleeves, red armlets, pink cap.
Fryer, Caroline  Dark blue, pink star, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Fryer, Mrs S.  Purple and white (quartered), white sleeves, purple armlets.
Fry,Gale,Hayward, O'Gorman & Walker  Red, white seams, royal blue and white hooped sleeves 
and cap.
Fry & Mosvold  Black, orange stars, purple sleeves and cap.
Fry, Mr Bryan  Red, orange and red hooped sleeves, white cap.
Fry, Mr N.  Black, orange stars, purple sleeves and cap.
Fry, Mr Phil  Emerald green, white chevrons, orange cap.
Fry, Mr Richard A.  Royal blue, white hoops, royal blue sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Fry, Mrs C.  Dark green, white hoops, dark green sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Fry, Mrs K. A.  White, dark green hoop and armlets, black and dark green quartered cap.
FSF Racing  Red, grey hooped sleeves, red cap, grey star.
FSF Racing (second colours)  Dark blue, dark blue and red diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
FTF Racing Central Racing  Light green, white chevron and sleeves.
FTFRacing, TwoPoundPunt, E Good & D Ryan  Light green, white chevron and sleeves.
FTP Equine Holdings Ltd  Dark blue, white chevron, diabolo on sleeves and diamond on cap.
The Fuente Partnership  Black, red braces, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Fulbeck Horse Syndicate Ltd  Orange and emerald green diabolo, halved sleeves, orange cap, 
emerald green diamond.
Fullagar, Exors of the Late Mr P. G.  Dark blue, maroon chevron, striped sleeves.
Fuller, Lady  Scarlet, emerald green collar, cuffs and cap, scarlet hoops.
Fuller, Mr R. H. F.  Dark green, royal blue epaulets.
Fuller, Mr R. H. F. (second colours)  Crimson, royal blue sleeves, dark blue cap.
Fuller, Mr R. N.  Emerald green, white stripe, yellow cap.
Fuller, Mrs Barbara  Purple, emerald green stars on sleeves.
Fuller, Mrs Jan  Dark blue, yellow sash, yellow sleeves, dark blue stars, yellow cap.
Fuller, Mrs R.  Crimson, royal blue sleeves, silver cap.
Fuller, Mrs R. (second colours)  Crimson, royal blue sleeves, light green cap.
Fulton, Mr B. N.  Royal blue and orange check, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, orange star.
Furlong, Mr Ian  Royal blue, yellow stars, yellow and royal blue check sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow 
star.
Furness, Miss J. M.  Red, emerald green diamond, emerald green and red striped sleeves, white cap, 
emerald green diamond.
Furness, Mrs J. W.  Maroon, emerald green and maroon check sleeves, emerald green cap.
Furniss, Mr Craig  Light green, red disc, light green sleeves, red spots and cap.
Furnival, Mr W.  Cerise and gold stripes, cerise sleeves, quartered cap.
The Further Folly Partnership  White, dark blue star, armlets and star on cap.
The Further Folly Partnership 1  White, dark blue star, armlets and star on cap.
Fustok, Mr Salah  Terracotta, black cap.
Futoon Partners  Pink, red sleeves, pink armlets, red cap.
Futter, Mr David  Dark green and yellow (quartered), chevrons on sleeves, dark green cap.
The Future  Pink and royal blue check, pink sleeves.

The Future (second colours)  White, dark blue spots, white sleeves, red spots, red cap.
The Futurists  Maroon, dark green hoops, white sleeves, maroon stars, white cap, maroon star.
The FV Partnership  Red and black check, pink sleeves, black armlets, hooped cap.
Fyfe, Mr A. W. J.  White, maroon hearts on body, maroon cap.
Fyffees  Black and pink diabolo, black sleeves, pink cap, black star.
Fyffe, Mr J.  Black and pink diabolo, black sleeves, pink cap, black star.
Fyffe, Mr S.  Red, black stars, black sleeves, red armlets.
Fyffe, Robinson & Goldie  Red, black stars, black sleeves, red armlets.
FYFIN FOUR  Maroon, light blue spots, light blue cap.
Fyre Partners  Pink, red sleeves, pink armlets.

G
Gabb, Mrs Roger  Dark blue, red cross belts, spots on sleeves, red cap.
GABBY GAJOVA AND FRIENDS  Yellow, purple star, striped sleeves, purple cap, yellow star.
Gaden, Mr Thomas  Royal blue and white (quartered), royal blue sleeves, white armlets.
Gadsby, Mr Michael H.  Yellow, brown chevron, hooped sleeves and cap.
Gadsden, Mr Eric  Black and orange check, black sleeves and cap.
Gaffney, Mr James  Emerald green, white hoop, yellow sleeves, emerald green and white striped cap.
Gaffney, Mrs Anne  Yellow, royal blue cross of lorraine, yellow and royal blue halved sleeves, yellow 
and royal blue hooped cap.
Gaffney, Mr Tom  Red, black seams, dark blue cap.
GAF Racing  Dark blue, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Gaga Syndicate  Purple, yellow star, orange sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, orange star.
Gage, Mr P.  Royal blue and white (quartered), halved sleeves.
Gail Brown Racing (A)  Royal blue, purple hoop and diamond on cap.
Gail Brown Racing (B)  Royal blue, purple hoop and diamond on cap.
Gail Brown Racing (C)  Royal blue, purple hoop and diamond on cap.
Gail Brown Racing (IX)  Royal blue, purple hoop and diamond on cap.
Gail Brown Racing (VII)  Royal blue, purple hoop and diamond on cap.
Gail Brown Racing (VIII)  Royal blue, purple hoop and diamond on cap.
Gail Brown Racing (X)  Royal blue, purple hoop and diamond on cap.
Gail Brown Racing (XI)  Royal blue, purple hoop and diamond on cap.
Gail Brown Racing (XII)  Royal blue, purple hoop and diamond on cap.
The Gaining Ground Partnership  Red, orange diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Gainsborough  Royal blue, white chevron, light blue cap.
Gaisford, Mrs Gail  Light blue, yellow disc, check cap.
Gai Waterhouse and Adrian Bott Racing  Yellow, purple star, yellow sleeves, white stars, purple 
cap.
Galadari, Mr Ziad A.  Emerald green and white diabolo, white sleeves, quartered cap.
The Galante Gallopers  Red, white star, diamonds on sleeves, red cap, white star.
Galbraith, Mr A. R. M.  Yellow, dark blue seams, armlets and cap.
Galbraith, Mr James  Maroon, royal blue halved diagonally, sleeves, reversed, maroon cap.
Galbraith, The Hon Miss Heather  White and royal blue (halved), black sleeves, white spots, black 
cap.
Gale Force Five  Yellow, black disc, yellow sleeves, black spots and cap.
Gale Force Five (second colours)  Yellow, orange braces, yellow and grey halved sleeves, yellow 
cap, orange stars.
Gale Force Four  Yellow, orange braces, yellow and grey halved sleeves, yellow cap, orange stars.
Gale Force One  Yellow, orange braces, yellow and grey halved sleeves, yellow cap, orange stars.
Gale Force Seven  Yellow, orange braces, yellow and grey halved sleeves, yellow cap, orange stars.
Gale Force Six  Yellow, orange braces, yellow and grey halved sleeves, yellow cap, orange stars.
Gale Force Three  Yellow, orange braces, yellow and grey halved sleeves, yellow cap, orange stars.
Gale, Mr John K.  Royal blue and white (quartered), checked sleeves, royal blue cap.
Gale, Mrs Ann  Yellow, black disc, yellow sleeves, black spots, yellow cap, black spots.
Gale, Mr Tony  Yellow, orange braces, yellow and grey halved sleeves, yellow cap, orange stars.
Gale, Ms K.  Light blue, light blue and purple check sleeves, purple cap, light blue star.
Gallagher Bloodstock Limited  Emerald green and white stripes, emerald green sleeves, white 
armlets, orange cap.
Gallagher Bloodstock Limited (second colours)  Royal blue and white stripes, halved sleeves, 
orange cap.
Gallagher, Mr Denis  Purple, white stars, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Gallagher, Mr J.  Orange, white chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Gallagher, Mr J. (second colours)  White and royal blue diabolo, white sleeves, royal blue stars, 
white cap, royal blue star.
Gallagher, Mr M. J.  Emerald green, pink seams and armlets, quartered cap.
Gallagher, Mr N. T.  Light blue and white diamonds, light blue sleeves, white armlets and diamond on 
cap.
Gallagher, Mr P.  Emerald green, pink cross of lorraine, white sleeves, pink cap.
Gallagher, Mr Patrick  Red, beige diamond, brown sleeves, red armlets, beige and brown hooped 
cap.
Gallagher, Mr R. P.  Emerald green, white chevron and armlets, orange cap.
Gallienne, Mr Trevor  Emerald green, mauve stars, sleeves and star on cap.
Galliers-Pratt, Miss A. G. A.  Dark blue, yellow cross belts and armlets, pink cap.
The Galloping Grannies  Yellow, black spots, yellow sleeves, light green armlets, light blue cap.
The Galloping Grannies & Jamie Snowden  Yellow, black spots, yellow sleeves, light green armlets, 
light blue cap.
Galloping on the South Downs & G L Moore  Mauve and black (quartered), mauve sleeves, white 
cap.
Galloping On The South Downs Partnership  Mauve and black (quartered), mauve sleeves, white 
cap.
The Galloping Punters  Emerald green, white star, red sleeves, white stars, red cap.
Gallop Racing  Emerald green, white hoops, white sleeves, emerald green diamonds, white cap, 
emerald green diamond.
Gallop Racing & Dynast Racing  Emerald green, white hoops, white sleeves, emerald green 
diamonds, white cap, emerald green diamond.
Gallop Racing I  Emerald green, white hoops, white sleeves, emerald green diamonds, white cap, 
emerald green diamond.
Gallop Racing II  Emerald green, white hoops, white sleeves, emerald green diamonds, white cap, 
emerald green diamond.
Gallop Racing & Lee Bond  Emerald green, white hoops, white sleeves, emerald green diamonds, 
white cap, emerald green diamond.
Gallop Racing & Mr N Bradley  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Gallop Racing & Mr N Bradley (second colours)  Emerald green, white hoops, white sleeves, 
emerald green diamonds, white cap, emerald green diamond.
Gallop Racing & Partner  Emerald green, white hoops, white sleeves, emerald green diamonds, 
white cap, emerald green diamond.
Gallop Racing & Partner 2  Emerald green, white hoops, white sleeves, emerald green diamonds, 
white cap, emerald green diamond.
Galloway,Lawrence,Merritt & Mrs Blake  Black, large red spots, armlets and cap.
Galloway, Mr Andy  Dark blue, beige stars, beige sleeves, dark blue stars.
Galloway, Mr Andy (second colours)  Red, yellow chevron, diamonds on sleeves, red cap, yellow 
diamond.
Galloway Page Pritchard Hobson & Thomas  Pink, black triple diamond, halved sleeves, black cap, 
pink diamond.
Galloway Stud, Galloway Stud  Maroon, royal blue seams, checked sleeves, maroon cap.
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Gallyer, Mr David  Pink, black cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, black cap.
Galopp Syndicate Ltd  Orange, black triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, check cap.
4 Gals and a filly  Royal blue, pink seams and sleeves, quartered cap.
Galt, Mr Donald H.  Red, white sleeves, light blue cap.
Gambarini, Mr R. J.  Pink, purple epaulets, striped sleeves, purple and pink hooped cap.
Gamble, Mr Julian  Yellow, beige epaulets, yellow sleeves, black stars, yellow cap, black star.
The Gambling Cousins  Maroon, yellow chevrons, yellow sleeves, maroon stars, yellow cap.
GAME OF CHANCE  Purple, white epaulets.
Gamesters Partnership  Emerald green, orange star, orange sleeves, emerald green armlets, 
emerald green cap, orange star.
Gammell, Mrs J. E. B.  Red, royal blue epaulets and sleeves, quartered cap.
Gammond, Mr S.  Red, gold cross belts, olive green and red quartered cap.
Gander, Mr R.  Red, large yellow spots, armlets and spots on cap.
Gander, Mrs L.  Purple, white epaulets, hooped sleeves.
Gandolfo, Mr D. R.  Cambridge blue, scarlet sleeves, red and white hooped  cap.
Gane, Mr John  Royal blue, white braces, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal blue cap, white star.
Gangbusters  Emerald green, dark green sleeves, red armlets, dark green cap.
Gangbusters & Partner  Red, black sleeves, red armlets.
The Gang Of Three  White, black braces, black sleeves, white stars, black cap, white star.
Gan, Mr C.  Purple, emerald green spots, orange sleeves, yellow spots, purple cap.
Gan, Mr C. (second colours)  Light green, large yellow spots, purple sleeves, royal blue cap.
Gannon, Mr Matt  Emerald green, black chevron, white sleeves, emerald green cap, black diamond.
Gannon, Mrs Catherine  Light blue, dark blue epaulets, check cap.
Gansera-Leveque, Mrs I.  Dark blue, light blue seams, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Gap Personnel  Maroon and white diabolo, dark blue sleeves, white stars, dark blue cap, white stars.
Gap Personnel & Craig Buckingham  White, red epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Gap Personnel & Mr R A Royle  Maroon and white diabolo, dark blue sleeves, white stars and cap.
Garavaglia Drion, Mrs F  Dark green and yellow stripes, dark green sleeves.
Gardener, Mr John  Dark blue and red diamonds, red cap.
Gardens Entertainment Mrs S Clapp  Dark blue and red diamonds, red sleeves, dark blue armlets.
The Gardens Entertainments Ltd  Dark blue and red diamonds, red sleeves, dark blue armlets.
The Gardens Entertainments Ltd&Mr Hodges  Dark blue and red diamonds, red sleeves, dark 
blue armlets.
Gardie Grissell & Mrs E.A.Lynch  White and gold stripes, red cap.
Gardiner, Dr Frances  Pink, light blue sleeves, pink spots.
Gardiner, Mr Clark  Pink and black (quartered), black sleeves, pink cap.
Gardiner, Mr P.K.  White, black star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Gard, Mr C. A. W.  Blue and white (halved), red sleeves and cap.
Gardner, Mr A.  Grey, yellow sleeves, grey armlets, striped cap.
Gardner, Mr D. V.  Royal blue, yellow sash, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, hooped cap.
Gardner, Mr D. V. (second colours)  Dark blue, gold sash, hooped sleeves, gold cap.
Gardner, Mr Graham  Dark blue, light blue sash, pink cap.
Gardner T/A Springcombe Park Stud,  P. K  Light blue, orange sash.
Gareth Davis and John Wainwright  Mauve, white sleeves, mauve stars, mauve and white check 
cap.
Garfield, Mr L. A.  Scarlet, yellow sash and sleeves, royal blue cap.
Gargan, Mr Andrew  Light green, white chevron and sleeves.
The Garland and Disney Families  Dark green, orange disc, dark green sleeves, orange spots and 
cap.
Garland, Mr A. P.  Light blue, white spots, light blue sleeves, white cap.
Garner, Mr C.  Black, white diamond, diamonds on sleeves, red cap.
Garner, Mrs V.  White, dark blue chevron, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Garnett, Mr S.  White, beige armlets, red cap.
Garnsworthy, Mr Peter W.  White, emerald green chevron, diabolo on sleeves, emerald green cap.
The Garratt Family  Yellow, royal blue diamond and sleeves.
Garratt, Mr Alan  Yellow, royal blue diamond and sleeves.
Garratt, Mr J. R. F.  Primrose, violet collar and cuffs, violet cap, primrose spots.
Garraway's Racing Partnership  Maroon, dark green star, dark green sleeves, maroon stars, dark 
green cap, maroon star.
Garrett J Freyne Racing  Flame, gold seams, green cap.
Garrett, Mr Leslie  Light blue, dark blue disc, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Garrett, Mr P. J.  White, black epaulets and armlets, red cap.
Garrett, Mr Richard  Emerald green and white stripes, royal blue sleeves, white stars and cap.
Garry and Catriona Braybrooke Jones  Dark blue, light blue halved sleeves, light blue cap.
Garry & Jane Williams  Emerald green, red stars.
Garton, Mr Tim  Dark blue, dark blue cap, white spots.
Garven, Miss A. M.  Emerald green, pink epaulets, pink sleeves, emerald green stars, emerald green 
cap, pink star.
Gary and Linnet Woodward  Emerald green, pink star, striped sleeves and cap.
Gary Black & Mark Duthie  Purple and royal blue diamonds, purple sleeves, royal blue cap, purple 
diamond.
Gary Dewhurst & Sarah-Jayne Davies  Black, white stars and armlets.
Gary & Exors of the Late Lorraine Marney  Royal blue, pink cross of lorraine.
Gary Moore Racing  Dark blue, yellow stars, armlets and stars on cap.
Gary Stevens and Brian and Sandy Lambert  Royal blue, white epaulets, white and royal blue 
halved sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
Gary Stevens and Brian and Sandy Lambert (second colours)  Orange, beige epaulets and star 
on cap.
Gary White & The Giggle Factor  Red, white hoop, red sleeves, white stars.
Gasch, Mrs Sharon  Pink, red chevron, armlets and cap.
Gascoigne, Brookes & Barker  Purple, yellow chevrons, purple sleeves, yellow cap, purple star.
Gascoigne, Mr D. A.  Purple, yellow chevrons, purple sleeves, yellow cap, purple star.
G A Security  Black and white check, red sleeves.
Gaselee, Mr A. S. (L)  Black, red sleeves and collar, gold cap.
Gaskell, Mr R. F. U.  Maroon, black cap.
Gaskell, Ms F.  Black, orange hoop, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Gaskins, Mr Will  Light blue, royal blue disc, striped sleeves.
Gasson, Mrs Rosemary  Emerald green, black cross belts, yellow sleeves and cap.
Gates, Mr Michael  Emerald green and white diabolo, white cap.
The Gathered&The Birrafun 2 Partnership  Yellow, dark blue cross belts, white and black 
chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow star.
The Gathering  White, royal blue diamond, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, royal blue cap.
The Gathering & J Matthews  White, royal blue diamond, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, royal 
blue cap.
The Gathering & J Matthews (second colours)  Red, white triple diamond, white and red diabolo 
on sleeves, red and white quartered cap.
The Gathering & P Kirby  White, royal blue diamond, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, royal blue 
cap.
Gavin, Mr Matthew  Pink, dark blue stars, chevrons on sleeves, pink cap, dark blue star.
Gawthorpe, Mr D.  Yellow, light blue star, maroon sleeves.
Gawthorpe, Mrs J.  Dark blue, pink chevrons, armlets and cap.
Gay and Peter Hartley  Dark green and yellow (quartered), striped sleeves.
Gay and Peter Hartley (second colours)  Dark green and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves and cap.
Gay & Peter Hartley & Mr Ryan Chapman  Dark green and yellow (quartered), striped sleeves.
Gay & Peter Hartley Racing  Dark green and yellow (quartered), striped sleeves.
Gayton, Mr Richard  Pink, purple stripe, sleeves and cap.

GB Civil Engineering (Leicester) Ltd  Royal blue, white star, diamonds on sleeves, royal blue cap, 
white star.
GB Horseracing  White, red spots, striped sleeves and star on cap.
GB Horseracing (second colours)  Emerald green, yellow stars, emerald green sleeves, red armlets, 
emerald green cap, yellow star.
GB Horseracing Services  White, red spots, striped sleeves and star on cap.
GB Horseracing Services & Partner  White, red spots, striped sleeves and star on cap.
G. Bishop & E. Dunlop  White, orange cross belts, orange cap.
G.Bishop, I.Kidger, A.Kirkland & Partner  White, orange cross belts, orange cap.
G Bishop, I Kidger and A Kirkland  Purple and yellow (halved), purple sleeves, yellow cap.
G Bolton & B Jenkins  Dark blue and yellow stripes, white sleeves, dark blue cap.
G. B. Partnership  Royal blue and pink diamonds, royal blue sleeves, pink armlets, pink cap.
GB Partnership & David Elsworth  Royal blue and pink diamonds, royal blue sleeves, pink armlets, 
pink cap.
G.B Racing Club  Red, white cross belts, dark blue sleeves, white cap.
G B Racing & Partner  Red, white cross belts, dark blue sleeves, white cap.
G Brogan & Partner  Light blue, purple cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves, purple cap, white star.
G. B. Turnbull Ltd  Green, red hooped sleeves, gold cap.
G Carstairs & R Marker  Beige, red and white hooped sleeves and cap.
G Carstairs & R Marker (second colours)  Gold, aquamarine cross of lorraine and sleeves.
GC Hartigan, ADG Oldrey & GHC Wakefield  Red, white sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
GC Hartigan, ADG Oldrey & GHC Wakefield (second colours)  Royal blue and yellow stripes, 
red cap.
G. Chesneaux N. Littmoden  Light blue and red stripes, red cap.
G C Stevens & Partner  Orange, beige epaulets and star on cap.
GDM Partnership  Maroon and white (quartered), checked sleeves and cap.
The GD Partnership  Dark blue, maroon chevron, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Geake, Mrs Margaret  Brown, fawn cross belts, orange sleeves and cap.
Geake, Mrs S. A.  Royal blue, green and white striped sleeves, white cap.
Geake, Mrs S. A. (second colours)  Brown, turquoise blue sleeves and cap.
G E Bassett & P R Chamings  Dark blue, beige and dark blue halved sleeves, beige cap.
Ged Martin Nick  Purple, orange disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Ged Martin Nick and Mrs R Carr  Purple, orange disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Ged Mason and Jim McGoff  Emerald green, white cross belts, orange sleeves, black stars, emerald 
green cap, black star.
Gee Ceffyl Bach Club  Dark green and red (quartered), dark green sleeves, red cap.
Geegeez.co.uk 2  Dark blue and white (quartered), red sleeves and cap.
Geegeez.co.uk 1  Dark blue and white (quartered), red sleeves and cap.
geegeez.co.uk MA  Dark blue and white (quartered), red sleeves and cap.
geegeez.co.uk OM  Dark blue and white (quartered), red sleeves and cap.
Geegeez.co.uk PA  Dark blue and white (quartered), red sleeves and cap.
Gee Jay Syndication  Maroon, white diamond, striped sleeves and diamond on cap.
Gee, Mrs Susie  White, green and red sash, red collar and cap.
The Geezaaah Partnership  Red, yellow stars, hooped sleeves and stars on cap.
The Geezers  Maroon, red sleeves and cap.
Geffen, Mr R. J. H.  Light blue, dark blue chevrons and sleeves, dark blue and light blue quartered 
cap.
Geffen, Mr R. J. H. (second colours)  Purple, red epaulets.
Geffen, Mr R. J. H. (third colours)  Beige and white stripes, black cap.
Gelber, Mr M.  Grey, black seams, striped sleeves, grey cap.
Gemmell, Mr Andrew  Royal blue, pink disc, maroon sleeves, royal blue stars, dark blue cap, pink 
spots.
Gempro  Royal blue, white cross of lorraine, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal blue cap, white star.
The Gem Set  Red and emerald green diamonds, red sleeves, emerald green seams, red cap, emerald 
green diamond.
The General Asphalte Company Ltd  Black, yellow chevrons, checked sleeves, quartered cap.
Genesis Racing Partnership  White, large dark green spots, white sleeves, dark blue spots, white 
cap, red spots.
Genesis Racing Partnership II  White, large dark green spots, white sleeves, dark blue spots, white 
cap, red spots.
Genesis Thoroughbreds Partnership  Pink, black seams, pink cap, black stars.
Gennard, Mr Derek  Beige, maroon disc, maroon cap.
Gennard, Mrs Gillian  Emerald green, orange chevron, chevrons on sleeves, emerald green cap, 
orange star.
Genner, Mr D. D.  Purple, white stars, white and purple hooped sleeves, white cap, purple star.
Gentech,James,Franklin,Bickmore&Ralph  Yellow, dark green star, yellow sleeves, maroon spots, 
dark green cap.
Gentech Products Ltd  Royal blue and light blue check, light blue sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal 
blue cap, light blue diamond.
Genting Casinos UK Limited  Black, red braces, red and black halved sleeves, red and black 
quartered cap.
Gentlemen That Lunch  Dark green, white stripe.
Gentles, Mrs E.  Royal blue, red chevron, white sleeves and cap.
Gent, Mr J. A.  Yellow, dark blue chevrons, yellow sleeves and cap.
Geobey, Mr M. A.  White, red diamond, black sleeves, red diamonds, red cap, black diamond.
Geoff and Elspeth Adam  White, red stars, dark blue and white striped cap.
Geoff & Anne Price  Dark green and white (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, dark green cap, white 
spots.
Geoff Barnett & Brian Edgeley  Red, grey cross belts, red sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue 
cap.
Geoff Hubbard Racing  Emerald green, white sleeves, emerald green and white check cap.
Geoff Maidment & John Raybould  Maroon, white sleeves, dark blue stars, white cap, dark blue 
star.
Geoffrey Deacon Racing Club  Yellow, light blue diamond, white and light blue hooped sleeves, 
yellow cap, light blue diamond.
Geoffrey Deacon Racing Crew  Light blue, white star, red sleeves and cap.
Geoffrey & Donna Keeys  Dark blue, maroon epaulets and armlets.
Geoffrey van Cutsem & Partners  Mauve, yellow sash.
Geoffrey van Cutsem & Partners (second colours)  White, red stripe, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Geoff & Sandra Turnbull  Dark blue and pink diabolo, chevrons on sleeves, pink cap, dark blue 
diamond.
Geoghegan, Mr Michael  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, royal blue 
cap, yellow star.
The Geordie Boys  Black and white (halved), black sleeves, white armlets, black cap.
The Geordie Boys & J S Moore  Black and white (halved), black sleeves, white armlets, black cap.
The Geordie Boys & Partner  Black and white (halved), black sleeves, white armlets, black cap.
George and Glenda Giles  Red, yellow sleeves, red stars.
George Baker and Partners - Super Six  Light blue, pink cross belts, black cap.
George Baker and Partners - Super Six (second colours)  Dark green, yellow seams, maroon 
sleeves, purple cap.
George Baker & Partners  Light blue, pink cross belts, black cap.
George Baker & Partners (second colours)  Purple, red stars, hooped sleeves and cap.
George, Capt. J. A.  Dark blue, red hoop, collar and spots on black cap.
The George Inn Racing Syndicate  Yellow, dark green striped sleeves.
George Materna & John McInerney  Dark blue, royal blue epaulets and armlets, pink cap.
George Materna & Roger Badley  Dark blue, royal blue epaulets and armlets, pink cap.
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George, Miss Karen  Dark green, light green cross belts.
George, Miss Karen (second colours)  Orange, maroon seams, striped sleeves and star on cap.
George, Miss Karen (third colours)  Light green, dark green cross belts.
George, Miss Sarah  Yellow and dark green diabolo, dark green sleeves, yellow stars, dark green cap, 
yellow star.
George, Mr E.  Emerald green, black cross belts, white and black chevrons on sleeves, black and 
emerald green quartered cap.
George, Mr K.  Black and white stripes, red sleeves, black armlets, red cap.
George, Mr M. K.  Brown and light green stripes, light green sleeves and cap.
George, Mr Paul  Dark green, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, dark green stars, dark green cap, yellow 
star.
George, Mrs C. M.  Pink, green cross belts, quartered cap.
George, Mrs Jane  Maroon and dark green diabolo, chevrons on sleeves, maroon and pink quartered 
cap.
George, Mrs S. P.  Light blue, dark green epaulets.
George, Mr T. R.  Dark blue, red hoop and collar, red cap.
George Sherriff & Clare Hobson  Pink, royal blue star, royal blue sleeves, pink stars, royal blue cap, 
pink star.
George Strawbridge & James Wigan    Cherry, cornflower blue sash and cap.
George Strawbridge & John R. Hass  White, emerald green hoop.
George Strawbridge & Rachel Hood  White, emerald green hoop.
George Tobitt & Richard Gurney  Light blue, pink sleeves, light blue and pink check cap.
Gerard, Mr Anthony  White, large pink spots and spots on cap.
Gerard-Pearse, Mrs Jane  Emerald green and light blue stripes, diabolo on sleeves, emerald green 
cap, light blue diamond.
Gerard-Pearse, Mrs Jane (second colours)  Black and white stripes, dark green and white striped 
sleeves.
Gerard-Pearse, Mrs Jane (third colours)    Emerald green, yellow sunflower head on body and cap, 
brown spots on sleeves.
Gerry And The Pacemakers  Royal blue and yellow diamonds, white sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow 
diamond.
Gerry Chesneaux ,Emma Littmoden  Light blue and red stripes, red cap.
Gerry Chesneaux & Partner  Light blue and red stripes, red cap.
Gerry Mordaunt & Partners  Light blue, red spots, sleeves and cap.
GerryRyan,MichaelWatt&BillySlater(AUS)  Royal blue and white check, emerald green sleeves 
and cap.
Gestut Ammerland  Red, emerald green chevron, emerald green cap.
Gestut Ammerland & Newsells Park Stud  Red, emerald green chevron, emerald green cap.
Gestut Bernried  Light blue, emerald green chevron and star on cap.
Gestut Fahrhof  Yellow, black sleeves, yellow cap, black peak.
Gestut Rottgen  Turquoise, old gold sleeves, red cap.
The Getaway Gang  Emerald green, dark blue chevron, chevrons on sleeves.
Get Back Get Back  Red, white disc, white sleeves, red diamonds.
The Getgo Partnership  Red and black stripes, black sleeves, red spots, red cap.
Gethin, Mr Ian R.  White, red hoops and armlets.
Gethin, Mr V. Y.  Dark blue, red diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Gethyn Mills & Alex James  Royal blue, white stars, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, white star.
Getjar Limited  Royal blue, yellow disc, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars.
Get On The Bunny  Red, white seams, white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.
The Get Round The Back Syndicate  Dark blue, white disc, dark blue sleeves, white stars, white 
cap.
The Get Your Own Racing Partnership  Black, red stars, armlets and cap.
The Get Your Own Racing Partnership (second colours)  Mauve, yellow stars, pink sleeves.
G Farr & R Hobson  White, red chevrons on sleeves.
The GFH Partnership  Dark blue, gold cross belts, black cap, red hoop.
GG Bloodstock & Racing Club  Yellow and brown (quartered), yellow sleeves, brown armlets, 
yellow cap.
GG Tbreds, Whatton Manor, Beetles & King  Grey, light green seams, hooped sleeves, light green 
cap.
GG Thoroughbreds I  Grey, light green seams, hooped sleeves, light green cap.
GG Thoroughbreds II  Grey, light green seams, hooped sleeves, light green cap.
GG Thoroughbreds III  Grey, light green seams, hooped sleeves, light green cap.
GG Thoroughbreds II & Paul Moroney  Grey, light green seams, hooped sleeves, light green cap.
GG Thoroughbreds IV  Grey, light green seams, hooped sleeves, light green cap.
GG Thoroughbreds IX  Grey, light green seams, hooped sleeves, light green cap.
GG Thoroughbreds V  Grey, light green seams, hooped sleeves, light green cap.
GG Thoroughbreds VI  Grey, light green seams, hooped sleeves, light green cap.
GG Thoroughbreds VIII  Grey, light green seams, hooped sleeves, light green cap.
GG Thoroughbreds X  Grey, light green seams, hooped sleeves, light green cap.
GG Thoroughbreds XI  Grey, light green seams, hooped sleeves, light green cap.
GG Thoroughbreds XII  Grey, light green seams, hooped sleeves, light green cap.
GG Thoroughbreds XIII  Grey, light green seams, hooped sleeves, light green cap.
GG Thoroughbreds XII & Partner  Grey, light green seams, hooped sleeves, light green cap.
The G-Guck Group  Pink, black hollow box, sleeves and cap.
Ghedayer, Mr Hamad Rashed Bin  Grey, brown seams, brown cap.
Ghedayer, Mr Hamad Rashed Bin (second colours)  White, dark blue and white check sleeves, 
dark blue cap.
Ghorab, Mr Salem Fahad S A  Yellow, red chevrons, dark blue sleeves, red cap.
G Hughes Bookmakers Ltd  White, black cap, white spots.
Giacomo Casanova Partners  Yellow, maroon epaulets, halved sleeves, maroon cap.
Gibbins, Mr P. G.  Dark green, white cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, check cap.
GIB Bloodstock Limited  Pink, maroon stripe, maroon cap.
Gibbon, Mr D. H.  Yellow, black chevron and spots on cap.
Gibbon, Mr D. H. (second colours)  Yellow, black chevron, black cap.
Gibbon, Mrs Lucy  Maroon, white disc, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Gibbons, Mr Alexander  Maroon, yellow chevrons, purple sleeves, maroon cap.
Gibbons, Mr David  Dark green, white hoop, red sleeves, white and dark green hooped cap.
Gibbons, Mr M.  Black, white epaulets, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Gibbons, Mr Robert  Royal blue, white spots and sleeves, red cap.
Gibbons, Mr Tom  Emerald green, emerald green spots on white sleeves and cap.
Gibbs, Mr A.  White, brown stripe and armlets.
Gibbs, Mr J. M.  Red, white hoop, white and red check sleeves, white cap, red star.
Gibbs, Mr J. M. (second colours)  Dark green, maroon chevron, armlets and diamond on cap.
Gibbs, Mr Martin J.  Red, royal blue star on body and cap, red sleeves, royal blue stars.
Gibbs, Mr R.  Emerald green, purple cross belts, purple cap.
Gibbs, Mrs Dawn  Royal blue and white (halved), red and white hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Gibbs, Mrs Dawn (second colours)  Royal blue, white star, white sleeves, red armlets, royal blue 
cap, white star.
Gibson Fleming, Miss Anthea  Lime green, royal blue cross belts.
Gibson, Macdonald, Monk & Nicholls  Black, white cross belts, royal blue and red hooped sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Gibson, Mr Alan  Yellow, black epaulets, black cap, yellow spots.
Gibson, Mr Alfie  Black, white cross belts, royal blue and red hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Gibson, Mr G. C. (L)  Black, red, white and blue sash and cap.
Gibson, Mr Ian  White and dark blue stripes, white sleeves, yellow armlets, dark blue cap.
Gibson, Mr I. R.  White, royal blue diamond and sleeves, white cap, red diamond.

Gibson, Mr I. R. (second colours)  Red and white (quartered), hooped cap.
Gibson, Mr M. G. S.  Black, red, white and blue cross belts, blue cap.
Gibson, Mr R.  Grey, yellow chevrons, sleeves and cap.
Gibson, Mr Simon  Black, red, white and blue sash and hooped cap.
Gibson, Mrs Rebecca  White, mauve cap.
Gibson,Ross and Smith  Purple and white diamonds, red sleeves and cap.
Gichero, Mr D. H.  Orange and royal blue (halved), sleeves reversed, orange cap, royal blue star.
Giddings, Mr Jeremy  Emerald green, orange hoops, emerald green cap.
The Giddy Gang  Black and white check, royal blue sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
Gifford-Mead, Mr Nicholas  Royal blue, gold sash, white sleeves and cap.
Gifford, Mr Michael  White, royal blue chevron, red cap.
Gifford, Mr Reg  Dark green, yellow stars, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Gifford, Mrs R.  Emerald green, royal blue star and star on cap.
Gifford, Mrs R. (second colours)  Brown, white chevrons, brown sleeves, white cap.
The Gift From God Syndicate  Pink, light blue disc.
Gift Of Youth Partnership  Pink, royal blue star, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars, yellow cap, royal 
blue star.
The Giggle Factor & Alan Fenn  Orange, royal blue stripe.
The Giggle Factor Partnership  Orange, royal blue stripe.
The Giggle Factor Partnership&BGC Racing  Orange, royal blue stripe.
The Giggle Factor Partnership&BGC Racing (second colours)  Dark blue, grey chevron.
The Giggle Factor & UBS Partners  Orange, royal blue cross of lorraine.
The Giggle Factor & UBS Partners (second colours)  Orange, royal blue stripe.
The Gi Gi Syndicate  Yellow, red star, dark green and yellow striped sleeves, orange cap.
Gigliola da Silva, Ms A.  Black, grey star, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Gilbert & Gamble  Red and white stripes, red sleeves, white spots.
Gilbert & Gordon  Red and white stripes, red sleeves, white spots.
Gilbert McClung (Kelso) Ltd  Royal blue, white cross belts, maroon sleeves, white cap.
Gilbert, Mr Dan  Black and light blue check, black sleeves, light blue armlets, red cap.
Gilbert, Mr Dan (second colours)  White, dark green spots on sleeves, purple cap.
Gilbert, Mr G. T.  Royal blue and red (halved), white sleeves, royal blue and white quartered cap.
Gilbert, Mr L.  Red and white stripes, red sleeves, white spots.
Gilbert, Mr R. G.  Royal blue, yellow star, yellow cap.
Gilbert, Mr R. P.  Purple, royal blue hoops, royal blue cap.
Gilbert, Mr R. P. (second colours)  Purple, emerald green star, emerald green sleeves, purple 
armlets and star on emerald green cap.
Gilbert, Mrs Veronica  Emerald green, yellow epaulets, yellow sleeves, emerald green stars.
Gilbert, Mrs Wendy  Yellow, maroon stars, yellow sleeves, maroon cap.
The Gilbert's & Mr Campbell  Purple, emerald green star, emerald green sleeves, purple armlets 
and star on emerald green cap.
Gilchrist, Mr A.  Maroon, white stripe and sleeves, quartered cap.
Gilder, Mr A. J.  Emerald green, royal blue and emerald green halved sleeves, red cap.
Giles and Pepperdine  Emerald green, purple hoop.
Giles, Chris  Pink, large purple spots, hooped sleeves.
Giles, Donlon & Macdonald  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue sleeves, yellow spots, 
royal blue cap.
Giles, Hogarth & Webb  Pink, large purple spots, hooped sleeves.
Giles, McCarthy & Newton  Grey, black sleeves, red cap.
Giles, McCarthy & Newton (second colours)  Yellow, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Giles, Mr Clive  Dark blue, pink stars, striped sleeves and cap.
Giles, Mr George  Red, yellow sleeves, red stars.
Giles, Mr M. B. de C.  Yellow, dark green hoops and sleeves.
Giles, Mr S. P.  Emerald green, purple hoop.
Giles, Mrs Sandra  Pink, large purple spots and armlets.
Gillam, Mrs A. M.  Dark blue, light blue spots and sleeves, cerise cap.
Gillard, Mrs Pippa  Pink, dark blue sash and armlets.
Gillbard, Mr PW  White, yellow hoop, hooped sleeves, royal blue and yellow quartered cap.
The Gill Brothers  Light blue, maroon hoop, diamonds on sleeves, maroon cap, light blue diamond.
Gillespie, Dr Anne J. F.  Pink, royal blue armlets.
Gillespie, Mr F.  Light green and dark green diamonds.
Gillett, Mr J. A.  Maroon, dark blue epaulets.
Gill Hedley & Alan Hill  Light blue and mauve (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Gillie, Mr Eric  Dark blue, light blue hoop and sleeves, beige and light blue hooped cap.
Gillie, Mr Simon  Red, orange star, yellow sleeves, red stars, yellow cap, red star.
Gill Langford & Dorothy Ritzema  Black, white braces, yellow sleeves, black stars, yellow cap, 
white star.
Gill Langford & Dorothy Ritzema (second colours)  Red, yellow diamond, striped sleeves, yellow 
and red quartered cap.
Gill, Mr David  Black, pink hoop and armlets, check cap.
Gill, Mr George  Navy, gold braids, cream sleeves, navy cap, gold tassel
Gill, Mr George (second colours)  Red, beige stars, red cap, beige star.
Gill, Mr George (third colours)  Grey, light green seams, hooped sleeves, light green cap.
Gill, Mr George (fourth colours)  Light blue, maroon hoop, diamonds on sleeves, maroon cap, light 
blue diamond.
Gill, Mr George (fifth colours)  Maroon, dark blue chevrons, maroon cap, dark blue star.
Gill, Mr Jonathan  Red, yellow hoop, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Gill, Mr Jonathan (second colours)  Emerald green, purple hoops, sleeves and star on emerald 
green cap.
Gill, Mr L.  Black, orange chevron, black sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
Gillson, Dr Simon  White, pink hollow box.
Gilmore, Ms Seanin  Purple, orange sleeves and cap.
Gilmore, Ms Seanin (second colours)  Purple, red seams and sleeves, white cap.
Gilmore, Ms Seanin (third colours)  Red, maroon sleeves.
Gilmour, D.S  Black, pink cross belts, black sleeves, pink stars, black cap, pink star.
Gilmour, Mrs Susan  Maroon, white diamond, white cap.
Gilmour, Mrs V.  Emerald green, white hoop and armlets, quartered cap.
Gilruth, Mr J. B.  Red, white cross belts, checked sleeves.
The Ginge Army  Royal blue, red star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Gingearmy Two  Light green, orange chevron, royal blue sleeves, red stars, royal blue cap, red star.
The Gingerbread Men  Black, orange epaulets, armlets and cap.
The Gin & Tonic Partnership  Black, emerald green epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, black cap, 
emerald green diamond.
Giraffa Racing  Black, beige and black striped sleeves.
Giraffa Racing - BH  Black, beige and black striped sleeves.
Girling, Ms Jane  Emerald green, white hoops, dark blue and white check sleeves, red cap.
Girls Allowed  Yellow, red stars, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Girls Are Loud  Dark blue, orange diamond, quartered cap.
Girsonfield Ltd  Red and grey stripes, grey sleeves, red cap.
Girsonfield Racing Club  Purple, grey stars, grey sleeves, purple stars, purple cap, grey star.
Gittings-Watts, Mrs M.  Dark green, yellow sash, dark green sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Gittins, Mr C. H.  Yellow, black sash, yellow and black halved sleeves, black cap.
Gittus, Miss Jill  Red, white diamond, striped sleeves, white cap.
Give Every Man His Due  Light blue, white chevrons, white sleeves, light blue armlets, light blue and 
white striped cap.
Give It A Go partners  Dark blue, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
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Give It A Go partners (second colours)  Dark blue, pink sash, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Given, Mr J. G.  Dark blue, yellow star, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, yellow cap, dark blue stars.
G. J. Cossey Will Trust  Royal blue, royal blue and white check cap.
G.J. Daly & Kristin Stubbs  Black and white diamonds, maroon sleeves and cap.
G & J Park  Emerald green, purple sleeves, emerald green stars, purple cap.
G Kelleway & M Short  White and royal blue diamonds, pink sleeves, royal blue cap, pink diamond, 
white pom-pom.
G Kelleway & W Robinson  White and royal blue diamonds, pink sleeves, royal blue cap, pink 
diamond, white pom-pom.
G Kerr & G Kelleway  Orange and royal blue diabolo, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars and cap.
G Kerr, N Scandrett, S Buy  Royal blue, light blue star, light blue sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap.
G. King Haulage Ltd  Orange, black diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Gladwin and West Buckland Bloodstock  Dark green and white check, white and dark green 
chevrons on sleeves.
Gladwin, Mr Darren  Dark green and white check, white and dark green chevrons on sleeves.
Gladwin, Mr R. S.  Dark blue, white chevrons, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Glanville, Mrs L.  Royal blue, pink sleeves, royal blue armlets, light blue and pink striped cap.
Glanvilles Stud Partners  Dark blue and beige stripes, beige sleeves and cap.
Glanvilles Stud Partners (second colours)  Dark blue, beige cross belts, beige cap.
Glassett, Mr Mark A.  Royal blue, white stars, red sleeves, white armlets, white and royal blue 
striped cap.
Glassex Holdings Ltd  Royal blue and yellow check, royal blue sleeves, yellow armlets, royal blue 
cap.
Glass Half Full  Royal blue and red (halved), white sleeves, royal blue and white quartered cap.
Glass Half Full (second colours)  White, royal blue stars, pink sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap, 
royal blue star.
Glass, Miss Jane K.  Royal blue, white cross belts, light blue cap.
Glastonbury, Mr Mark  White, royal blue diamond, white sleeves, royal blue   diamonds, red cap.
Glastonburys & On The Gallops 1  White, emerald green stripe, hooped sleeves and diamond on 
cap.
Glastonbury & Vyner-Brooks Partnership  Red, light blue cross of lorraine and armlets, white cap.
Glastonbury & Vyner-Brooks Partnership (second colours)  White, royal blue star, armlets and 
star on cap.
Glazebrook, Ms C.  Cerise, cerise and white striped cap.
Glaze, Dr Margaret E.  Black, white stars, maroon sleeves, maroon cap, white star.
The Glazeley Partnership  Black, white hoop and sleeves, hooped cap.
The Glazeley Partnership 2  Black, white hoop and sleeves, hooped cap.
The Glazeley Partnership 3  Black, white hoop and sleeves, hooped cap.
Glazing Refurbishment Ltd  Yellow, emerald green sleeves, yellow armlets, emerald green cap.
Glazing Refurbishment Ltd & Partner  Yellow, emerald green sleeves, yellow armlets, emerald 
green cap.
Gleadhill House Stud Ltd  Royal blue, grey triple diamond.
Glebe Farm Stud  Red, white hoops and armlets.
Gledhill, C. A.  Grey, red star, royal blue sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Gledson, Mr J. L.  Light blue, white braces and armlets, red cap.
Gleeson, Mr Edward  White, black star, hooped sleeves.
Gleeson, Mr Peter  Royal blue, light blue stars, white sleeves, light blue stars and cap.
Gleeson, Mr Peter (second colours)  Brown, pink epaulets.
Gleeson, Mr Peter (third colours)  Dark green, mauve sash, mauve cap.
Glencoe Investments  Beige, light blue armlets.
Glendinning, Ray  Red, white disc, white sleeves, red stars and cap.
Glenn, Mrs Christaline  Light blue, white cross of lorraine, white cap.
Glenn Simons & Michael Wigham  Dark blue, grey stars, halved sleeves, dark blue cap.
Glenn, Sir Owen G.  Gold, gold and white checked sash, sleeves and cap.
Glen's Fools 2  White, emerald green cross belts, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Glentree Pastoral Pty Ltd  Royal blue and light blue diamonds, royal blue sleeves, light blue stars, 
royal blue cap.
Glews, Mr Jon  Red, yellow braces, white sleeves and cap.
G & L Handley and M & C Hardcastle  Emerald green, red chevron, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
G. Libson,D. Bayliss,T. Davies & P. Sly  Dark green, white chevrons, red sleeves, dark green and 
white hooped cap.
G Libson & P M Sly  Dark green, white chevrons, red sleeves, dark green and white hooped cap.
G Linder, D Hassan, R Warner  Orange, white cross belts and sleeves, white cap, orange spots.
G Linder,M Wigham,J Williams,A Dearden  Orange, white cross belts and sleeves, white cap, 
orange spots.
G L Moore and Royal Racing  Beige, purple hoops, white cap, purple tassel.
G L Moore & Associates  Beige, purple hoops, white cap, purple tassel.
Global Group Lifestyle and Sports Club  Royal blue, red epaulets, red and royal blue chevrons on 
sleeves, royal blue cap, red star.
Global Racing Club & Mrs E Burke  Grey and purple diamonds, grey sleeves and cap.
Glover, Mr W. D.  Purple, mauve stars, purple sleeves.
Glyn Budden & Roy Phillips  Light blue, white seams, light blue sleeves, white stars, light blue cap, 
white star.
G Maidment Racing  Maroon, white sleeves, dark blue stars, white cap, dark blue star.
G Mason & Sir A Ferguson  White, royal blue epaulets, white sleeves, red spots, royal blue cap.
G Mason,Sir A Ferguson,Mr&Mrs P K Barber  Dark green, white chevron, light green sleeves, 
dark green and white check cap.
G Mason,Sir A Ferguson,Mr&Mrs P K Barber (second colours)  White, royal blue epaulets, 
white sleeves, red spots, royal blue cap.
G. Moore - Osborne House  Red and royal blue (halved), sleeves reversed, red and royal blue check 
cap.
G. Moore - Osborne House II  Red and royal blue (halved), sleeves reversed, red and royal blue 
check cap.
G&MRobertsGreenSavidgeWhittal-Williams  Red, yellow stars, black sleeves, yellow stars, black 
cap, yellow star.
The GMW Syndicate  Royal blue and white (halved), hooped sleeves and cap.
G N Hunt, G E Bassett  Dark blue, beige and dark blue halved sleeves, beige cap.
G Nixon & Exors of the Late W McLuskey  Beige, black seams, chevrons on sleeves, hooped cap.
Go Alfresco Racing  Dark blue, dark blue cap, pink spots.
Go Alfresco Racing Partners  Red and purple diabolo, halved sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Goaman, Mr Victor  Yellow, emerald green chevron, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Goatson, Mr I.  Grey, red cross belts, red cap.
Godbert, Mr T. A.  Yellow and purple diabolo, yellow sleeves, purple spots, quartered cap.
Goddard, Miss Jane  Black, grey cross belts, yellow sleeves and cap.
Goddard, Miss N.  Orange, purple star, sleeves and star on cap.
Goddard, Mr J  White, purple hoop, armlets and cap.
Goddard, Mrs Claire  Orange and light blue diamonds, white sleeves, light blue armlets.
Godfrey Keirle & Alan King  Maroon, black hoops, white sleeves, maroon and white quartered cap.
Godfrey, Mr Lionel  Yellow, light blue epaulets.
Godfrey, Mr Martin  White, red braces and armlets, royal blue cap.
Godfrey, Mrs S. E.  Orange, purple star, orange sleeves, purple stars, orange cap, purple star.
Godolphin  Royal blue.
Godolphin (second colours)  Royal blue, white cap.
Godolphin (third colours)  Royal blue, red cap.
Godolphin (fourth colours)  Royal blue, black cap.
Godolphin (fifth colours)  Royal blue, royal blue cap, white star.

Godolphin (sixth colours)  Beige.
Godolphin (seventh colours)  Dark blue, maroon armlets.
Godolphin (eight colours)  Dark blue, light blue braces, light blue cap.
Godolphin (ninth colours)  Maroon, light blue star.
Godolphin  Dark green, red stars on sleeves.
Godolphin  Light blue, black seams, white sleeves and cap.
Godolphin & Lordship Stud  Royal blue.
Godolphin & Partners  Royal blue.
Godolphin & Prince A A Faisal  Royal blue.
The Godparents  Buff, saxe blue sleeves, scarlet cap.
Godsall, Mr Geoff  White, dark blue chevron, red cap.
Godsman, Mr George  White, red seams, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Godsman, Mr George (second colours)  Emerald green, yellow epaulets, striped sleeves, yellow 
cap.
Go Faster Syndicate  Red and royal blue (quartered), white sleeves, yellow armlets and star on white 
cap.
Goff, Mr Tom  Light blue and red (quartered), halved sleeves, red cap.
Goff, Mr Tom (second colours)  Light blue, beige hoops.
Goff, Walsh & Zerdin  Black, mauve epaulets, mauve sleeves, black stars, mauve cap, black star.
Goggin, Mr M.  Pink, purple stars, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
Go Go Racing  Black, white diamond, black and yellow striped sleeves and cap.
Goh, Miss S. Y. D.  Gold, royal blue star, royal blue and gold check cap.
The Going Great Guns Partnership  White, dark blue diamonds on sleeves.
Golden Cap  Yellow, black hoops, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
The Golden Cuckoo  Black, mauve cross belts, chevrons on sleeves.
The Golden Cuckoo (second colours)  Pink, purple chevrons on sleeves, purple cap.
The Golden Cuckoo (third colours)  White, red epaulets, red and white halved sleeves, white cap, 
red diamond.
The Golden Cue Partnership  Maroon and white (quartered), black sleeves and cap.
Golden Dragon Racing  Red, yellow chinese dragon, red sleeves, yellow stars, red cap, yellow star
Golden Equinox Racing  Yellow and light blue (quartered), yellow sleeves, light blue stars, yellow 
cap, light blue star.
Golden Equinox Racing & Partner  Yellow and light blue (quartered), yellow sleeves, light blue 
stars, yellow cap, light blue star.
Golden Equinox Racing & Team Dunn  Yellow and light blue (quartered), yellow sleeves, light blue 
stars, yellow cap, light blue star.
Golden Equinox & W.B.B.  Yellow and light blue (quartered), yellow sleeves, light blue stars, yellow 
cap, light blue star.
The Golden Horse Racing Club & Hitchins  Black, red cross belts, white and black striped sleeves, 
yellow cap.
Golden Ratio, Hull, Hollings & Winter  Light blue, red cross of lorraine, red cap.
Golden Ratio & J Blackburn  Light blue, red cross of lorraine, red cap.
The Golden Ratio Partnership  Light blue, red cross of lorraine, red cap.
Golden Ratio P'ship & Mr S Winter  Light blue, red cross of lorraine, red cap.
Golden Rose Partnership  Brown, yellow star and sleeves, yellow cap, brown star.
The Golden Syndicate  Dark blue, pink sash, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Golden Syndicate & Mr P. Bentley  Emerald green, pink diamond, striped sleeves and diamond on 
cap.
Golden Syndicate & Mr P. Bentley (second colours)  Dark blue, pink sash, hooped sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Golden Syndicate & Mr P Thompson  Dark blue, pink sash, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Golden Syndicate & Partner  Purple, yellow braces, sleeves and star on cap.
Golder, Mr Jason  White, black chevron and armlets, black and white check cap.
Goldfox Racing  Maroon, light blue seams, hooped sleeves and cap.
Goldie, Mr J. S.  Saxe blue, yellow armlets, blue and red quartered cap.
Goldie, Mr Robert H.  Red, royal blue seams, black cap.
Golding, Mr M. J.  Maroon, light blue seams, hooped sleeves and cap.
Golding, Mr M. J. (second colours)  Beige, white sleeves, beige armlets.
Golding, Pryke & Simpson  Maroon, light blue seams, hooped sleeves and cap.
The Gold Partnership  Black, orange stars on sleeves.
Goldrush Racing  Beige, white sleeves, beige armlets.
Goldsmith, Mr B.  Dark green and red stripes, red cap.
Goldsmith, Mr B. (second colours)  Dark green and red stripes, dark green cap.
Goldsmith, Mr B. J.  Black, yellow hoop, hooped sleeves.
Goldsmith, Mrs Christine  Mauve and white stripes, mauve sleeves, black cap.
Goldsmith, Mr Zac  Yellow, brown and yellow hooped sleeves, brown cap.
Gold Star Racing Club  Yellow, black epaulets, black sleeves, yellow stars, black cap, yellow star.
Goldstein, Mr Mark  Maroon and light blue (quartered), striped sleeves.
Goldsworthy, Mrs C. E.  Red, black sleeves, light blue armlets.
Gold Tooth Racing  Purple, white hoop and armlets.
G O Leach & Mrs J M Leach  Emerald green, white disc and sleeves, red cap.
Golfguard Limited  Emerald green, white cross belts, emerald green sleeves, white spots and cap.
The Golf Partnership  Grey, yellow stripe, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
The Golf Victor Charlie Syndicate  Black, orange chevron, armlets and diamond on cap.
Gollings, Miss Nadia  Emerald green, dark green seams, emerald green cap.
Gollings, Mrs Jayne M.  Black, red seams, black cap, red star.
Gollogly, Mr Sean C.  Black, yellow cross belts, red sleeves, red cap, yellow star.
Goltz And Baker Partnership  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, striped sleeves and cap.
Goltz And Baker Partnership (second colours)  Black, beige disc.
Goltz, Mr Fred  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, striped sleeves and cap.
Gomersall, Mr Raymond  Dark blue, light blue disc and sleeves, red and white check cap.
Gomme, Mr P. B.  Orange, brown cross belts and cap.
Gomm, Mr Matthew  White, black inverted triangle.
Gompertz and Selwood  Dark green, grey braces, grey cap.
Gompertz, Mr Jeremy  Beige, royal blue chevrons, beige sleeves, royal blue cap.
the gonbutnotforgotten partnership  Royal blue, white chevrons and armlets.
Gone to Ground Partnership  White, black hoops, white sleeves, red cap.
Gongolfin  Red, yellow chevron, check cap.
Goodall Baker Flint Grabham Wood Welch  Yellow, emerald green stars, armlets and star on cap.
Goodall, Mr Brian W.  Yellow, black star, black sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, black stars.
Goodall, Mr Mark  Pink, dark blue stars, pink cap.
Goodall, Mr Ray  Yellow, emerald green stars, armlets and star on cap.
Goodall, Mrs D. J.  Red, white spots, royal blue and white hooped sleeves and cap.
The Good Bad And Ugly Partnership  Red, black stars on sleeves.
The Good Bad Ugly and Deaf  Purple, yellow triple diamond and sleeves, yellow cap, purple star.
Goodbody, Miss M. P.  Grey, brown cap.
Goodbody, Mr Michael  Cerise, pale blue cap.
Goodbody, Mrs R.  Scarlet, pale blue and white hooped cap.
Good Bunch of Fellas & S Ludlow  Dark blue, white epaulets, white sleeves, dark blue stars, white 
cap, dark blue star.
Good Company Partnership  Royal blue and red diabolo, striped sleeves and cap.
Goodenough, Mr D.  Dark blue, light blue sash, white sleeves, light blue cap.
Good Evans Racing Partnership  Black, red epaulets, armlets and cap.
Goodey, Mrs H. C.  Black, red triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, red cap.
Goodfellers Racing  Grey, red stars, sleeves and star on cap.
Goodfellow, Mr Laurence  Purple, purple and orange check sleeves and cap.
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The Goodfellow Partnership  White and black (quartered), striped sleeves.
The Goodfellow Partnership (second colours)  Dark green, white seams, striped sleeves, dark 
green cap.
Goodger, Mr Nigel  Royal blue and white (halved), hooped sleeves and cap.
Goodhart, Mrs Joe  Black, gold stripe, sleeves and cap.
Goodliff, Mr Nigel J.  White, red spots.
The Good Lord Partnership  Dark blue, light blue cap.
The Good Lord Partnership (second colours)  Red, dark blue hoop and armlets, hooped cap.
Goodman, Case & Case  Red, mauve chevron and sleeves, white cap, red spots.
Goodman, Mr A. A.  Red, black seams, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Goodman, Mr John  Red, mauve chevron and sleeves, white cap, red spots.
The Goodman Partnership  White, dark blue stars, white sleeves.
The Good Mixers  Emerald green, grey epaulets.
The GoodMove Syndicate  Yellow, white seams and armlets.
Good, Mrs P.  Royal blue, yellow sash.
The Good News Partnership  White, royal blue stars, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal blue cap.
The Goodracing Partnership  Orange, white braces, armlets and cap.
The Goodracing Partnership (second colours)  Emerald green and yellow (halved), diabolo on 
sleeves, quartered cap.
Goodridge, Mr Mark  Turquoise and black check, turquoise sleeves, black cap.
Good, Sir Ian  Pink, black epaulets, black and pink striped sleeves, hooped cap.
The Good Spirit Partnership  Red, white diamond, white and red hooped sleeves, red cap, white 
diamond.
Goodtimes  Dark blue, white star, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds, dark blue cap, white star.
The Good Times Too Partnership  Emerald green, red triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, red 
cap.
The Good To Soft Firm  Light blue, red chevrons, white sleeves, light blue cap, red star.
Goodwin, Mr Peter  Maroon, white chevron, white sleeves, maroon spots and cap.
Goodwin, Mrs A. E.  Dark green, beige sash and armlets.
Goodwin, S.  White, royal blue cross belts and armlets, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Goodwood Owners Drinks Session  Royal blue, orange braces.
Goodwood Racehorse Owners Group (27)  Red and yellow (halved), yellow sleeves, red cap.
Goodwood Racehorse Owners Group Limited  Red and yellow (halved), yellow sleeves, red cap.
Goodyear, Mr Brian  Maroon, grey triple diamond, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
The Go 90 Partnership  Dark blue, yellow triple diamond, light blue sleeves, dark blue and yellow 
striped cap.
Gordon Allan Elsa Crankshaw  White, light green seams, sleeves and cap.
Gordon Bulloch & Shaun Hardcastle  White, royal blue cross belts, white sleeves, royal blue stars, 
white cap, royal blue star.
Gordon Bulloch & Steve Ryan  White, royal blue cross belts, white sleeves, royal blue stars, white 
cap, royal blue star.
Gordon Bulloch & Steve Ryan (second colours)  Beige, yellow diamond.
Gordon Cosburn & Guy Everett  Yellow, orange braces.
Gordon Cosburn & Partner  Yellow, orange braces.
Gordon, Exors of the Late Mr J. M.  Gordon tartan, yellow cap, tartan hoop.
Gordon Lennox, Mrs Elizabeth  Grey, black sash, black and grey quartered cap.
Gordon, Mr C.  White, royal blue cross of lorraine, royal blue sleeves, white armlets and star on royal 
blue cap.
Gordon, Mr Gus  Black, orange star, orange sleeves, black armlets.
Gordon, Mr J. D.  Red, black triple diamond, sleeves and diamonds on cap.
Gordon, Mrs F. M.  Red, purple stars, sleeves and stars on cap.
Gordon, Mrs Jenny  White, pink cross of lorraine, armlets and star on cap.
Gordon, Mrs Sarah  Black, maroon cross belts, sleeves and cap.
Gordon Racing  White, royal blue cross of lorraine, royal blue sleeves, white armlets and star on royal 
blue cap.
Gordon & Su Hall  Emerald green, royal blue spots, halved sleeves, emerald green cap.
Gordon-Watson, Mr C.  White, gold cuffs, quartered cap.
Gordon-Watson, Mr J.  White, gold cuffs, light green cap.
Gorell, Mr R.  Maroon, beige star and sleeves, beige cap, maroon stars.
The Gorijeb Partnership  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap.
Goring, Exors of the Late Mr George  Grey, orange sash, sleeves and hoop on cap.
The Goring Society  Red, black disc, white sleeves, black cap.
Gorman, Mr Mike  Dark blue, light blue chevrons, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Gorman, Mr Pat  Red and white stripes, royal blue sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Gorrie, Mr R. A.  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Gorse, Mr P.  Purple, white stars, armlets and star on cap.
Gorton, Mr D.  Pink, purple armlets, purple cap.
Goschen, Miss A.  Dark blue, beige hoops, dark blue sleeves.
The Gosden Mob  Mauve and white check, white sleeves, mauve armlets.
The Gosden Mob & Sprayclad UK  Mauve and white check, white sleeves, mauve armlets.
Gosden, Mr I. F.  Mauve and white check, white sleeves, mauve armlets.
Gosling, Mr A. T.  Light blue, red sash, dark blue sleeves, red cap.
Gosling, Mrs Miles  Crimson, gold striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Goss Hyden Jones Owen Chasemore  Dark blue, grey triple diamond.
Gott, Mr A. D.  Red and white diamonds, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, red diamond.
Gough, A. S.  Red, yellow stripe, black and red hooped sleeves, red and yellow quartered cap.
Gough, Henry, Read & Swinburn  Light blue, black and light blue striped sleeves and cap.
Gough, Mr Andrew  Red, white disc, red sleeves, white spots.
Gough, Mr Robert J.  White, dark blue epaulets, dark blue and white check sleeves, dark blue cap.
Gough, Ms Karen  Purple, yellow cross belts, chevrons on sleeves.
Gould, Miss L. B.  Royal blue, pink stars, pink sleeves, royal blue stars.
Gould, Mr J.  Purple, pink triple diamond, sleeves and diamonds on cap.
Gould, Mrs Jill  White, black star, black sleeves, white stars, white cap, black stars.
Gould, Mr T.  Light blue, white hoops, white sleeves, light blue stars, black cap.
Govier & Brown  Maroon and beige (quartered), maroon sleeves, beige armlets.
Govier & Brown & Neil King  Maroon and beige (quartered), maroon sleeves, beige armlets.
Gowan Racing  Maroon and white check, white sleeves, maroon armlets and star on white cap.
Gowan Racing (second colours)  Royal blue and white check, royal blue sleeves, white seams, royal 
blue cap, white star.
Gow Equine Ltd  Grey, orange disc.
Gowing, Mr Martin  Maroon, white cross belts, light blue sleeves, maroon stars, maroon and light 
blue quartered cap.
Gowing's Eleven  Maroon, white cross belts, light blue sleeves, maroon stars, maroon and light blue 
quartered cap.
G. P. and Miss S. J. Hayes  White, royal blue star, white sleeves, royal blue spots, royal blue cap, 
white star.
G. Pascoe & S. Brewer  White, dark blue cross of lorraine, dark blue cap.
G & P Hartley, J Blackburn & Mrs J Lukas  Dark green and yellow (quartered), striped sleeves.
G & P Hartley, J Blackburn & Mrs J Lukas (second colours)  Dark green and yellow stripes, 
yellow sleeves and cap.
GPM Morland & DJ Erwin  Pink and purple (quartered), halved sleeves.
GPM Morland & DJ Erwin (second colours)  Royal blue, emerald green hoops and sleeves, white 
cap.
G P M Morland,D J Erwin,John G S Woodman  Pink and purple (quartered), halved sleeves.
G P M Morland & J W Edgedale  Pink and purple (quartered), halved sleeves.
G.P.M.Morland,S.E.Sangster,B.J.Meehan  Pink and purple (quartered), halved sleeves.

G.P.S. Heart of Racing (Bloodstock) Ltd  Maroon, white stars, orange sleeves, maroon cap, white 
star.
The GPS Partnership  Black and royal blue stripes, white sleeves.
Grace Harris Racing  Dark blue, white spots, white and dark blue halved sleeves, dark blue cap.
Grace Harris Racing (second colours)  Pink, black chevron and sleeves, black and pink quartered 
cap.
Grace Harris Racing 1  Dark blue, white seams, red and white diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Gracelands Stud Partnership  Red, white stars, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap, white star.
G1 Racing Club Ltd  Red, yellow seams, halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Graeme Moore, Kate & Andrew Brooks  Light blue, red braces, white sleeves, red armlets, light 
blue and red quartered cap.
Graff, Mr Markus  Royal blue, white spots, white sleeves, royal blue armlets and spots on white cap.
The Grafton Hounds Choice Club  Beige, dark blue striped sleeves.
The Grafton Lounge Partnership  Orange, purple stars, white cap.
Graham and Alison Jelley  Red, black diamond, red sleeves, yellow diamonds, black cap, red 
diamonds.
Graham Brothers Racing Partnership  Red, royal blue seams on sleeves.
Graham & Carole Worsley  Maroon, white star, sleeves and star on cap.
Graham Doyle & Hazel Lawrence  Emerald green and white diabolo, black sleeves, white cap.
Graham Eales and Kate Ive  Pink, purple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, pink cap, purple diamond.
Graham Jones, Trevor Loftus & John Logan  Yellow, maroon triple diamond, maroon and yellow 
halved sleeves, yellow cap, maroon diamond.
Graham Jones, Trevor Loftus & Suzy Smith  Yellow, maroon triple diamond, maroon and yellow 
halved sleeves, yellow cap, maroon diamond.
Graham Lodge Partnership  Pink, maroon cross of lorraine.
Graham Lund and Dianne Sayer  White, royal blue chevron, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, light 
green and orange quartered cap.
Graham Lund and Dianne Sayer (second colours)  Light blue, purple chevron, light blue and 
yellow chevrons on sleeves.
Graham & Lynne Handley  Emerald green, red chevron, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Graham & Lynn Knight  Orange, emerald green sash, emerald green and white check sleeves and 
cap.
Graham & Lynn Knight & Pamela Aitken  Orange, emerald green sash, emerald green and white 
check sleeves and cap.
Graham & Lynn Knight & R J Creese  Orange, emerald green sash, emerald green and white check 
sleeves and cap.
Graham, Mr Allan  White and red (quartered), white sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Graham, Mr Arthur B.  Orange, black braces and sleeves, hooped cap.
Graham, Mr C. M.  Light blue, pink cross belts, pink sleeves, light blue diamonds, light blue and pink 
quartered cap.
Graham, Mr David  Purple, light green triple diamond.
Graham, Mr Doug  Yellow, black chevrons, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black stars.
Graham, Mr J. M.  Graham tartan, orange sleeves and cap.
Graham, Mr John Robert  Emerald green, royal blue seams, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Graham, Mr Martin P.  White, orange spots, striped sleeves, orange cap.
Graham, Mr M. W.  White, red hoop, red and white hooped cap.
Graham, Mr R. D.  Light blue, dark blue stars on sleeves.
Graham, Mrs Douglas  Royal blue, yellow spots, hooped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Graham, Mr Sean P.  Black, yellow hoops, black sleeves, red armlets and cap.
Graham, Mrs H. O.  Emerald green, yellow sleeves, emerald green armlets, quartered cap.
Graham, Mrs Priscilla  Pink, grey chevron and armlets, quartered cap.
Graham, Mr Steve  Purple, yellow and dark blue hooped sleeves.
Graham, Mr Stuart  Black, beige seams, black sleeves, beige spots, black cap.
Graham, Mr W.  Dark blue, pink triple diamond, armlets and diamonds on cap.
Grainger, Mr T. M.  Pink, purple cross belts, white sleeves, pink cap, purple star.
The Grand Cru Partnership  Maroon, grey cross of lorraine, chevrons on sleeves, grey cap.
Grand Jury Partnership  Red, dark blue spots, halved sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Grange Park Racing  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing Club  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing Club and Partner  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing Club and Ruth Carr  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing II  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing IX  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing IX & Ruth Carr  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing & Partner  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing (Tutty Trio)  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing VI  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing VII  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing VII and Ruth Carr  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing VIII  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing VIII & Mrs R Carr  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing VI & Partner  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing X  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing XI  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing XII  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing XIII  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing XIII & Ruth Carr  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing XI & Partner  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing XIV & Ruth Carr  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing XIX  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing X, Mr T P & D McMahon  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing X1V  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing XV  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park Racing XV1  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Grange Park RacingXVII  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
GRANGE PARK RACING XVIII  Beige, brown seams, armlets and cap.
Granger, Mr Anthony  Yellow, dark blue disc.
Granger, Mrs Susan  Red and beige diabolo, red sleeves, beige cap.
Grant Mercer & Penelope Williams  Red and white diabolo, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Grant Mercer & Penelope Williams (second colours)  Dark blue, beige stars, dark blue sleeves, 
maroon armlets, dark blue cap.
Grant, Mr Allan A.  Purple, light green cross belts and sleeves, purple cap, white star.
Grant, Mr Chris  Black and emerald green (halved), halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Grant, Mr Gordon  White, royal blue cross of lorraine, red sleeves and cap.
Grant, Mr John C.  Yellow and white (halved), halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Grant, Mr R.  Light green, mauve seams, mauve cap.
Grant, Mrs Ishbel  Yellow and dark blue diamonds, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets and diamonds 
on cap.
Grant Tuer & NG Racing  Black, red star and armlets.
Grassick, Exors of the Late Mr L. P.  Maroon, light blue sleeves, maroon armlets, light blue and 
black hooped cap.
Grassick, Mr Christopher  Light green, red armlets.
Grassick, Mr Christopher (second colours)  Grey, royal blue chevron.
Grassick, Mr J.  Dark green, white armlets.
Grassick, Mr Martin  Dark blue and grey check, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Grassick, Ms Laura  Pink, white spots.
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Graves, Mr D.  Purple and yellow check, white sleeves.
Graves, Mrs Christine  Black, yellow diamond, yellow and black diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Gray, Mr Alan  Grey, maroon sleeves and cap.
Gray, Mr Alan (second colours)  Grey, black and grey striped sleeves, black cap.
Gray, Mr D. A.  Royal blue, red chevrons, royal blue sleeves, white spots, white cap, royal blue stars.
Gray, Mr David  Pink and grey check, grey sleeves.
Gray, Mr Ian J.  Light green, white stars, chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
Gray, Mr J.  Emerald green, royal blue chevrons on sleeves.
Gray, Mr P. G.  Black and white diabolo, red and white striped sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
Gray, Mr R.  Royal blue, white stars, striped sleeves and stars on cap.
Gray, Mr Robert B.  Emerald green and yellow (quartered), emerald green sleeves, yellow stars, 
emerald green cap, yellow star.
Gray, Mrs Christine  Grey, mauve chevron, mauve cap.
Gray, Mrs J. M.  Maroon, grey triple diamond and sleeves, grey cap, maroon diamonds.
Gray, Mrs S.  White, black spots, black and white halved sleeves, white cap.
Gray, Mrs S.  Emerald green, white cross belts, maroon sleeves and cap.
Grayson 5 & Chesterfield Estates  Black, black and white diabolo on sleeves.
Grayson 5, P J Dixon, G Amey D & Y Blunt  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, royal blue and yellow 
chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Grazebrook, Mr A. M.  Dark blue, white sash, striped sleeves, red cap.
G. R. Bailey Ltd (Baileys Horse Feeds)  Yellow, dark green stripe, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
The Great Expectations Partnership  Royal blue, yellow hollow box, checked sleeves.
Greathead, Mrs S.  Maroon, light blue braces, sleeves and cap.
Greathouse II, Mr David T  Yellow, light green hoops, light green cap.
Great Northern Partnership  Purple and white check, purple sleeves.
Great Northern Partnership 2  Purple and white check, purple sleeves.
Great Northern Partnership & Partner  Purple and white check, purple sleeves.
Greatorex, Mr R. E.  Dark blue, white cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Greatrex, Mrs Tessa  Light blue and royal blue (quartered), halved sleeves.
Greatrex, Mr Warren  Black, light blue epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Great Shefford Racing  Brown, grey hoops, brown sleeves, grey stars, brown cap, grey star.
Greaves, Miss Mary A.  Purple and yellow check, yellow sleeves, purple armlets, emerald green cap.
Greaves, Mr Nigel  Yellow, black stars, black sleeves, yellow stars.
Greaves, Mrs Pat  Light blue, lime green sleeves, lime green cap, light blue spots.
Grech, Mr Claudio Michael  Black, pink seams, halved sleeves and diamond on cap.
Gredley, Mr Guy A. A. C.  Beige, mauve and beige striped sleeves, purple cap.
Gredley, Mrs W. J.  Red, black disc, black and red check cap.
Gredley, Mr T. C. O.  Yellow, dark blue striped sleeves, white cap.
Gredley, Mr W. J.  Yellow, black and yellow striped sleeves, white cap.
Gredley, Mr W. J. (second colours)  Yellow, black and yellow striped sleeves, red cap.
Greed, Mrs J. M.  Light blue, red striped sleeves and cap.
Greenall, Mr D. J.  Dark green, pink cross belts, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Greenall, Mr Oliver  Light blue, dark blue spots, sleeves and cap.
Greenall, Mr Oliver (second colours)  Light blue, white hoops and sleeves, light blue cap.
Greenall, The Hon. J. E.  Light blue, dark blue chevron hoops on body and sleeves, black cap.
Greenall, The Hon Mrs J. E.  Dark green, white seams, dark green sleeves and cap.
Greenall, The Hon Mrs J. E. (second colours)  Scarlet, white sleeves, hooped cap.
Greenaway, Miss R.  Dark green, white cross of lorraine, dark green sleeves, white stars, dark green 
cap, white star.
Green, Chapman, Corbett  Light green, white stripe and armlets.
Green Day Racing  Red, yellow stars, armlets and star on cap.
Greener, Mrs. R. F.  Yellow, dark green epaulets, armlets and diamond on cap.
Greenfield Stud  Dark green, yellow sash, white sleeves, yellow and dark green quartered cap.
Green, Hoare, Raw & Tregoning  Light green, white epaulets, striped cap.
Greening, Mr I.  Black and light green diabolo, black cap, light green diamond.
Greening, Mrs M. M.  White, royal blue seams, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, royal blue cap.
Green, Lady  Dark blue, red cross of lorraine, white sleeves, white cap, red star.
Greenland Park Stud  Yellow, light green epaulets, striped cap.
Greenlands Racing Syndicate  Dark green, yellow hoop, dark green sleeves, yellow spots.
Green Lane  Dark green, light green stripe, yellow cap.
Greenlees, Mrs L.  Royal blue, white cross belts, royal blue sleeves, pink diamonds.
Greenley, Mr J. N.  Red and yellow check, red cap.
Green Lighting Ltd  White, light green hoop, light green cap.
Green & Malone  Red, white chevron, chevrons on sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
Green, Miss A. J.  Dark blue, emerald green sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap, emerald green 
star.
Green, Miss C. M.  Mauve, dark blue seams and sleeves, dark blue cap, mauve star.
Green, Miss Leanne  Black, yellow cross belts, emerald green cap.
Green, Miss Rebecca Jane  Dark green, dark green and beige diabolo on sleeves.
Green, Mr C. R.  Orange, emerald green chevrons, quartered cap.
Green, Mr D  Emerald green, yellow sash, white cap.
Green, Mr David A.  White, purple star, white sleeves, purple stars, purple cap.
Green, Mr David A. (second colours)  Royal blue, black sleeves, royal blue armlets, red cap.
Green, Mr David A. (third colours)  Emerald green, white hoop, chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Green, Mr David A. (fourth colours)  White, dark blue triple diamond, red cap, dark blue star.
Green, Mr D. N.  Beige, pink sleeves, quartered cap.
Green, Mr J. H.  Emerald green, royal blue disc, emerald green sleeves, royal blue stars, royal blue 
cap.
Green, Mr M. E.  Orange, black chevrons, diabolo on sleeves, orange cap.
Green, Mr M. G.  Dark blue, white epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Green, Mr M. S.  Black, red disc, black sleeves, red spots, red cap.
Green, Mr P. B.  Pink, light blue stars.
Green, Mr Peter  Red and white stripes, white sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, white stars.
Green, Mr Peter (second colours)  Red, light green epaulets and sleeves, light green cap, red star.
Green, Mr P. J.  Red, white chevron, chevrons on sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
Green, Mr R. A.  White, navy blue cap, white spots.
Green, Mr R. A. (second colours)  White, red cap, white spots.
Green, Mr Raymond Anderson  Emerald green, yellow sash and star on cap.
Green, Mr Roy D.  Orange, emerald green sash, white sleeves and cap.
Green, Mrs Anita  Emerald green, yellow sash and star on cap.
Green, Mrs Barry  White, dark blue spots, white sleeves.
Green, Mrs G. O.  Yellow, emerald green star and sleeves, emerald green cap, yellow star.
Green, Mrs Josephine  Dark green, emerald green chevron, emerald green cap, dark green star.
Green, Mrs K.  Royal blue, pink chevron, royal blue sleeves, pink stars, royal blue cap, pink star.
Green, Mr T.  Light green, white stripe and armlets.
Green, Ms Susannah  Black, yellow sleeves, black diamonds, red cap.
Green & Norman  Purple, yellow chevrons on sleeves.
Green & Norman (second colours)  Dark green, emerald green chevron, emerald green cap, dark 
green star.
The Green Oaks Partnership  Dark green, yellow seams, halved sleeves, dark green cap.
Green Pastures Farm  Yellow, black disc, black sleeves, yellow armlets, black cap.
Greensit, Mr C. H.  Royal blue, white spots.
Greenslade, Mrs H. J.  Royal blue, red sash, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, royal blue and yellow 
hooped cap.
Greens Racing  Dark green, dark green and beige diabolo on sleeves.
Greenstead Hall Racing Ltd  Dark blue, grey diamonds on sleeves, dark blue cap, grey star.

Greenstead Hall Racing Ltd (second colours)  Yellow, white stars on sleeves.
Greenstead Hall Racing Ltd (third colours)  Yellow, white diamonds on sleeves.
Greenway, Mrs J.  Royal blue, black braces, sleeves and cap.
Greenway, Mrs L.  Light blue, brown chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Greenwell, Mr Keith  Light green, black triple diamond, black cap, light green diamonds.
Greenwood, Collins and Foster  Dark blue, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue 
cap, yellow star.
Greenwood/Michaelson  Dark blue, pink seams, dark blue sleeves, pink cap.
Greenwood/Michaelson (VAT)  Light blue, emerald green star, emerald green cap, light blue star.
Greenwood, Miss M.  Pink, black spots, armlets and spots on cap.
Greenwood, Mr A. G.  Black, pink sash, black and white striped sleeves, pink cap.
Greenwood, Mr B.  Dark blue, pink seams, dark blue sleeves, pink cap.
Greenwood, Mr R. J.  Dark blue and emerald green diamonds, white and red hooped sleeves, grey 
cap.
Greenwood, Mrs D.  White, scarlet striped sleeves, scarlet cap.
Greenwood, Mrs G.  Beige and royal blue (halved), sleeves reversed, royal blue cap.
Greenwood, Mr Toby  Dark blue, white cross of lorraine, red sleeves, dark blue and white quartered 
cap.
Greenwood, The Hon. Mrs  Black, red braces and sleeves, red and black quartered cap.
Greetham, Mrs J. M.  Yellow, black hoop and armlets, red cap.
Greetham, Victoria  Pink, dark blue sleeves, pink stars, dark blue cap, pink star.
Gregg and O Shea  Purple and white check, purple sleeves.
Greggan, Mr R.  Orange, purple sash, striped cap.
Gregg, Lilley, Davidson, Hammersley  Purple and white check, purple sleeves.
Gregg, Mr A. L.  Purple and white check, purple sleeves.
Gregory, Miss Hannah  Purple and white (quartered), purple sleeves, white stars, white cap.
Gregory, Mr P.  Dark blue, white star, dark blue sleeves, white stars, dark blue cap, white star.
Gregson, Fox-Andrews, Hare & Vetch  Green, cerise sash, cerise cap.
Gregson, Mr C.  Black and orange (quartered), black sleeves, check cap.
Gregson, Mr C. (second colours)  Green, cerise sash and cap.
Gregson, Mrs Caroline  White, dark blue diamond, sleeves and cap.
Gregson, Mrs Jennifer  Beige and red check, red sleeves, beige cap.
Gregson-Williams, Mrs E.  Pink, purple stripe, quartered cap.
Greig, Mr D. R.  Red, gold sleeves, gold cap, green spots.
Greig, Mr Neil  Black, yellow braces, yellow sleeves, black armlets and star on yellow cap.
Gremlin Racing  White, black star and star on cap.
Gremot Racing  Emerald green, royal blue disc, emerald green sleeves, royal blue stars, royal blue 
cap.
Gremot Racing 2  Emerald green, royal blue disc, emerald green sleeves, royal blue stars, royal blue 
cap.
Grenian Farm  Emerald green, yellow chevron and armlets, yellow cap, black diamond.
Gretton, Mr E. P.  Dark blue, yellow chevron hoops, dark blue sleeves, gold cap.
Gretton, Mrs Laura  Dark blue, pink chevron.
Gretton, Mr T. R.  Dark blue, yellow chevron hoops, dark blue sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow hoop.
Grey Daze In Yorkshire  Light blue, dark blue braces, hooped sleeves.
Grey, Mr J. E.  Grey, yellow sash and cap.
The Grey Racehorse 1  White, grey seams and armlets, red cap.
The Grey Racehorse  White, grey seams and armlets, red cap.
Grice, Mr A. L.  Beige, purple seams, sleeves and stars on cap.
Grice, Mr J. H.  Dark blue and white check, hooped sleeves.
Gridline Racing  White, red spots, white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red spots.
Grieve, Mrs Karen  Flame red, old gold collar cuffs and cap.
Griffin, Mr A P  Maroon, grey star, grey sleeves, maroon stars, maroon cap, grey star.
Griffin, Mr F. W. K.  Brown and orange (halved), sleeves reversed, brown and orange quartered cap.
Griffin, Mrs Felicity  Royal blue, yellow chevron, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Griffin, Mrs O. T.  Emerald green, royal blue cross belts, emerald green sleeves, royal blue seams.
Griffith, Mrs J. G.  Eton blue, scarlet diamond, black and scarlet quartere d cap.
Griffith, Ms Odile  Purple, grey seams, purple sleeves and cap.
Griffiths, Miss Bev  Light green, black spots on sleeves and cap.
Griffiths, Mr C.  Black and orange diamonds, hooped sleeves.
Griffiths, Mr D.  Dark blue, yellow seams, striped sleeves, dark blue cap.
Griffiths, Mr D. (second colours)  Yellow, black diamond, diamonds on sleeves.
Griffiths, Mr Dai  Emerald green, white and red chevrons on sleeves, dark green cap.
Griffiths, Mr David  Red, royal blue seams, striped sleeves, white cap.
Griffiths, Mr E. R.  Black, pink star, pink sleeves, black armlets and stars on pink cap.
Griffiths, Mr E. R. (second colours)  Brown, white halved sleeves.
Griffiths, Mr Ian Stuart  White and black diamonds, black sleeves, red diamonds and cap.
Griffiths, Mr Ian Stuart (second colours)  White, royal blue chevron, royal blue sleeves, red stars, 
red cap, royal blue stars.
Griffiths, Mr J.  Light blue, royal blue hooped sleeves.
Griffiths, Mr John  Dark blue, yellow chevron, halved sleeves.
Griffiths, Mr S. A.  Black and orange (halved), orange sleeves, orange cap, black spots.
Griffiths, Mrs Dawn  Purple, pink chevrons, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Griffiths, Mr S. G.  Black, white hoops, black sleeves, emerald green and white quartered cap.
Griffiths, Mrs S.  Beige, light blue epaulets.
Griffiths, Simpson and Thomas  Orange, white seams, orange sleeves and cap.
Grimes, Mr P.  Purple, white stripe.
Grimston, The Hon G. C. W.  White, yellow and black stripes, white sleeves, black cap
Grimwood, Mrs Gillian  Pink, dark blue cross belts, diabolo on sleeves.
Grissell, Mr D. M.  Gold and white stripes, cherry cap.
Grissell, Mrs D. M.  Hunting robertson tartan, red and green hooped cap.
The Grocer Syndicate  Emerald green, red chevron and star on cap.
The Groovy Gang  White and black stripes, black sleeves, orange stars, orange cap, black star.
The Groovy Hoovy Partnership  Pink and black check, pink sleeves, pink cap, black star.
Grossman, Mr Richard  Light blue, mauve armlets.
Grosvenor, Lady Jane  Gold, black sleeves and cap with gold tassel.
The Groundhog Day Partnership  Maroon, light blue chevron, light blue and maroon hooped 
sleeves, light blue cap.
The Groundhog Day Partnership (second colours)  Dark blue, orange stars, sleeves and stars on 
cap.
Grover, Mr R M  Black, red chevron, white sleeves.
Groves, Miss S.  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow and royal blue striped sleeves, yellow cap.
The Grubbing Well Partnership  Black and orange diabolo, black sleeves, orange cap.
The Grumpy Old Geezers  Dark blue, large red spots, sleeves and cap.
Grundy Bloodstock Limited  Dark blue, yellow hoop, armlets and spots on cap.
Grundy Bloodstock Limited 1  Dark blue, yellow hoop, armlets and spots on cap.
Grundy, Mr Philip J.  Dark green, white spots, dark green cap.
Grys, Mr Steve  Yellow, light green stripe, halved sleeves, light green and yellow quartered cap.
G Scudder P Van Straubenzee J Scott  Pink, purple hoops and sleeves.
GSTTKPA Charity Partnership & D Jenks  Royal blue, light blue diamond and diamond on cap.
G Tann & N Jarvis  Light blue, orange sleeves, dark blue diamonds, quartered cap.
G Tann & N Jarvis (second colours)  Maroon, dark blue triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, 
yellow cap.
The Guarantor Partnership  Grey, dark blue and grey hooped sleeves, dark blue cap.
Guards Club Racing Limited  Royal blue, yellow seams, white sleeves, royal blue cap.
Guaymas  White, dark green cross of lorraine.
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Gudge, Mr Ray  Light blue and dark blue (quartered), light blue sleeves, dark blue spots, dark blue cap.
The Gud Times Partnership  Dark green, yellow epaulets, armlets and cap.
Guerin, Mr B.  White, red stripe, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Guess What Racing  Black, mauve seams, black sleeves, mauve stars, mauve cap.
Guest, Mr D. R.  Grey and yellow stripes, grey sleeves, yellow stars and cap.
Guest, Mr I.  Maroon and yellow diamonds, maroon sleeves, yellow cap.
Guest, Mr Rae  White, pink and white striped sleeves, pink cap.
Guest, Mr Rae (second colours)  Mauve, beige armlets.
Guest, Mr R. C.  Red, dark blue stars, white cap, dark blue stars.
Guise, Mr Ian  Red and light green check, red sleeves, light green armlets, light green cap.
The Guiting Knights  Royal blue, white stripe, white sleeves, royal blue spots.
Gulliver, Mrs P. D.  Purple, emerald green chevron, emerald green cap.
Gumbrills Racing Partnership  White, dark green hoop and armlets, black and dark green quartered 
cap.
Gunning, Conchar, Hancock  White, emerald green sleeves, white stars, emerald green cap.
Gunning, Mr Aidan  White, emerald green sleeves, white stars, emerald green cap.
Gunn, Mrs K. B.  Dark green and light green stripes, white sleeves.
Gunshot Paddocks Racing Club  Black, orange cross of lorraine.
Gunter Sachs  Black, pink diamonds on sleeves, pink cap.
Gunther, Mr John  Dark green and maroon (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Gunther Stables & Mr A Chedraoui  Dark green and maroon (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Gunther Stables & Newsells Park Stud  Dark green and maroon (quartered), white sleeves and 
cap.
Gunther & Walker - Osborne House II  Gold, red stars, gold sleeves and cap, red tassel.
Gurney, Mr R.  Dark blue, brown cross of lorraine, brown and dark blue hooped cap.
Gurney, Mr R. (second colours)  White, pink armlets, pink cap.
Gurney, Mr R. (third colours)  Maroon, yellow seams, black and yellow hooped cap.
Gurr, Mr Richard J.  White, red chevron, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Gute Freunde Partnership  White, red stars, armlets and cap.
Gut, Miss Magdalena  Black, grey triple diamond and sleeves.
Guy Carstairs & Sakal, Davies & Jennings  Gold, aquamarine cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Guy Carstairs, Stuart & Kate Dobb  Gold, aquamarine cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Guy Reed Racing 1  Gold and black check, pink sleeves and cap.
The Guys and Dolls Syndicate  Royal blue, orange hoops, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, pink cap, 
royal blue stars.
The Guys & Dolls & Partner  Royal blue, orange hoops, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, pink cap, 
royal blue stars.
The Guys & Dolls & Sandfield Racing  Royal blue, orange hoops, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, 
pink cap, royal blue stars.
G Van Cutsem, J & S Bethell  Mauve, yellow sash.
G van Cutsem & Partner  Mauve, yellow sash.
Gwillam, Mrs Mary M.  Dark green, light blue sleeves, dark green armlets.
Gwilliam, Ms G.  Grey, white seams, pink sleeves, white seams, pink cap.
Gwyn, Mr P. J.  Navy blue, maroon hoop and armlets, gold cap, crimson hoop.
Gwynne, Mr John  Yellow, light blue chevrons, hooped sleeves, light blue cap.
The Gypsy Spirit Partnership  Dark blue, pink star, pink sleeves, dark blue spots, dark blue cap, pink 
star.

H
Habton Farms    Jade green, flame hooped sleeves, black cap.
Habton Farms (second colours)  Light blue, green sleeves, white cap.
Hackett, Mr Maurice  Light blue, beige disc, sleeves and spots on cap.
Hacking, Mrs Nan  Light blue, dark blue hoops, light blue sleeves, dark blue seams, quartered cap.
Hackney, Mr Stephen  Emerald green, white star and star on cap.
Haddock, Heather  Dark blue, pink hoop, pink sleeves, dark blue armlets, pink cap.
Haddock, Mr Peter W.  Black and white (quartered), orange sleeves and cap.
Haddrell, Mr David  Grey, white hoops, white sleeves, grey armlets, yellow cap.
Haden, Mr A. J.  Light blue and maroon diamonds, maroon sleeves, light blue armlets.
Hadida, Mrs Jenny  Yellow and brown diabolo, yellow sleeves, brown cap, yellow diamond.
Hadida, Mrs Susan  Red, white hoop, dark blue sleeves.
Hadrian's Warriors  Royal blue, yellow stars, pink and royal blue striped sleeves and cap.
Hadwin, Moffatt, Green, Chamberlain Bros  Black, yellow inverted triangle, diabolo on sleeves, 
yellow cap.
Haggas, Mr B.  White, red braces, black cap.
Haggas, Mr M. R.  White, black braces, red cap.
Haggas, Mr S.  Yellow, light blue disc.
Haggas, Mr S. (second colours)  White, dark green disc.
Haggas, Mr S. (third colours)  Beige, brown spots.
Haggas, Mrs M. I. E.  Cerise, white hoop and armlets, white and cerise hooped cap.
Haggas, Mr W. J.  Black, white braces, red cap.
Haggas, Mr W. J. (second colours)  Dark blue, pink star.
Haggas, Mr W. J. (third colours)  Pink, light blue and pink striped sleeves and cap.
Hagger, Mr Peter  Royal blue, royal blue and white check sleeves, white and royal blue quartered 
cap.
Haggie, Mr D. W.  Red and royal blue (halved), royal blue sleeves, red cap.
Haggie, Mr J. E.  Royal blue, scarlet sash,  striped cap.
Haigh, Mrs A. J.  Dark blue, red diamond and spots on cap.
Hail Sargent Evans  Royal blue, orange sleeves, royal blue stars, orange cap, royal blue star.
Hail Sargent Evans (second colours)  Light green, orange sleeves and cap.
Hail Sargent Evans (third colours)  Red, large orange spots and sleeves.
Hailstone, Mr Tim  Yellow, red hoops, red sleeves, yellow spots and cap.
Hailstone, Mr Tim (second colours)  White, red diamond, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Haim, Mr R.  Royal blue, yellow sash, diabolo on sleeves.
Haine, Mr G.  Green and pink stripes, pink cap.
Haines, Mr W.  Royal blue, pink triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Haines, Mr W. V. (L)  Blue, pink spots on sleeves, pink cap.
Hains, Mr Richard  Yellow, red sleeves, yellow stars, red cap.
Hains, Ms Catherine  Brown, white four leaf clover and trim, quartered cap.
The Hair & Haberdasher Partnership  Royal blue, yellow sleeves, royal blue and yellow quartered 
cap.
Hakam, Mr Ali  White, royal blue seams, hooped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Hake, Mr G. D.  Royal blue, emerald green triple diamond and diamond on cap.
Halcyon Thoroughbreds  Purple, white chevron, striped sleeves.
Halcyon Thoroughbreds - MT2  Purple, white chevron, striped sleeves.
Hale Racing Limited  Dark blue, yellow stars, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Hale Racing Limited & Mr D. McCain Jnr  Dark blue, yellow stars, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Hales, Miss L.  Yellow, red star, yellow sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
Hales, Mr A. M.  Emerald green, purple stripe, armlets and cap.
Hales, Mr A. M. (second colours)  Grey and pink check.
Hales, Mr J.  Yellow, red star, yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap, red star.
Hales, Mr J. (second colours)  Yellow, red star, yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap, royal blue 
star.
Hales, Mrs J. U.  Eton blue, scarlet spots and cap.
Haley, Mr N. P.  Purple and white (quartered), emerald green sleeves, purple armlets, emerald green 
and purple check cap.

Halifax, Lady  Light blue, brown spots.
Halifax, Lord  Light blue, chocolate sleeves, hooped cap.
Halifax, Lord (second colours)  Light blue, chocolate striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Hallam, Air Cdre M. R.  Light blue, white disc and armlets, quartered cap.
Hallam, Mrs C.  Royal blue and white (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
Hallam, Swift & Tollick  Royal blue and white (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, royal blue cap, white 
star.
Halley, Mr Emmet  Emerald green and dark blue check, emerald green cap.
Halliday, Mr Rob  Black, red cross belts, white and black hooped sleeves, black cap, red star.
Hall, Miss S. E.  White, red spots, blue sleeves, blue and white quartered cap.
Hall, Mr Brian  Dark blue, mauve cross of lorraine, mauve cap.
Hall, Mr Dan  Purple, yellow epaulets.
Hall, Mr Gordon  Emerald green, royal blue spots, halved sleeves, emerald green cap.
Hall, Mr Ian  Grey, large purple spots, purple cap.
Hall, Mr Ian  Black and orange check, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Hall, Mr J. A.  Dark blue, pink diamond, pink sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, pink stars.
Hall, Mr Jeff W.  Maroon, white diamond, diabolo on sleeves.
Hall, Mr J. R.  Light blue, dark blue seams, dark blue and yellow quartered cap.
Hall, Mr M.  Yellow and purple check, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Hall, Mr N. C. D.  Pink and white stripes, pink cap.
Hall, Mr P. G.  Dark green, yellow cross belts, black and dark green hooped cap.
Hall, Mr Richard  Black, yellow stars, red sleeves, black cap, yellow star.
Hall, Mrs J. F.  Maroon and royal blue check, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Hall, Mrs Kate  Yellow, dark blue triple diamond, hooped sleeves and diamond on cap.
Hall, Mrs Lisa  Emerald green, orange triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and diamonds on cap.
Hall, Mrs Lisa (second colours)  Orange, emerald green triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and 
cap.
Hall, Mrs R. N. C.  Emerald green and red stripes, white cap.
Hall, Mrs Sonia M.  Dark green, beige cross belts and sleeves, beige and dark green striped cap.
Halloran, Miss V.  Royal blue, light blue epaulets and sleeves, white cap.
Hallows, Mr A. J. H.  Dark green and yellow diabolo, dark green sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
Hall-Tinker, Mrs Sarah  Purple, maroon star and star on cap.
The Halsall Family  Royal blue, dark green sleeves and cap.
Halsall, Mr Alan  Royal blue, dark green sleeves and cap.
Halsall, Mr B. R.  Black, yellow epaulets, halved sleeves, yellow cap, black diamond.
Halterburn Head Racing  Green, yellow sash, white and yellow hooped cap.
Hamann O'Halloran & Owen Promotions  Red, grey star, armlets and star on cap.
H A Marks Ltd  Light green, white sleeves, yellow cap.
Hambleton Racing and Manor Farm Stud  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd 2C & Partner  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd III & E Burke  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
HambletonRacingLtd, M Shalvey, D Johnson  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd & Partners  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd - Two Chances  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XLIV  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XLV  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XLVI  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XLVII  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XLVI & Partner  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XVI  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XVIII  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XVIII and Partner  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XVIII & CN Farm Ltd  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XXII  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XXII & Partner 2  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XXIX  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XXV  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XXVII  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XXX  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XXXI  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XXXI and Partner  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XXXII  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XXXIII  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XXXIII & Partner  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XXXI & Partner  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XXXIV  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XXXIX  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XXXIX & Partner  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XXXV  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XXXV & E Burke  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XXXVI  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XXXVII  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing Ltd XXXVIII  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing XLIX  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing XLV & Partner  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing XXV & Manor Farm Stud  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing XXXI & Partner  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Hambleton Racing XXXVI & Partner  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
HAMBLETON XXXIX P BAMFORD ROSES PARTNERS  Beige, dark blue armlets, dark blue 
cap.
Hambro, Mr Jamie  Emerald green.
Hambro, Mr Rupert  Black and red diamonds, check cap.
Hambro von Opel  Maroon, royal blue hoop, sleeves and cap.
Hamer, Hawkes & Hellin  Red, black triple diamond, black sleeves, red diamonds.
Hamer Hawkes Hellin & Whatton Manor Stud  Red, black triple diamond, black sleeves, red 
diamonds.
Hamer, Mrs D. A.  Maroon, royal blue chevrons, royal blue cap.
The Hamers  Maroon, royal blue chevrons, royal blue cap.
Hames, Mr J. P.  Red and black (quartered), hooped sleeves.
Hames, Mrs S.  Grey, light green sleeves and cap.
Hames, Richard D A  Dark blue, white star, white and dark blue diabolo on sleeves, dark blue cap, 
white star.
Hamilton-Fairley, Mouse  Black, pink cross belts, armlets and star on cap.
Hamilton-Fairley Racing  Black, pink cross belts, armlets and star on cap.
Hamilton Hallows Racing  Dark green and yellow diabolo, dark green sleeves, yellow armlets, 
yellow cap.
Hamilton, Mr A. B.  Grey and red diamonds, grey sleeves.
Hamilton, Mr A. V.  Eton blue, black hoops, blue sleeves and cap.
Hamilton, Mr Ian  Emerald green, red chevrons, quartered cap.
Hamilton, Mr John  Dark blue, white disc, armlets and cap.
Hamilton, Mr J. P. G.  Dark blue, white epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap, white star.
Hamilton, Mrs Cathy  Red and emerald green (quartered), royal blue sleeves and cap.
Hamilton, Mrs Lucy Young  Red, royal blue chevron, white sleeves, royal blue cap.
Hamilton, Mrs Sarah  Light blue, yellow cross belts, yellow sleeves, light blue armlets, yellow cap.
Hamilton, Mrs Wendy  Dark green, white sash and armlets, black cap.
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Hamilton Racing  Red, dark green epaulets, black cap.
Hamlin, Dr Moira  Red, yellow star, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Hamlin, Mr T.  Purple, yellow stars, hooped sleeves, yellow cap, purple star.
Hamlin, Mr T. (second colours)  Purple, pink epaulets, striped sleeves and cap.
Ham Manor Farms Ltd  Red, white epaulets, hooped sleeves and cap.
Hammersley, Miss I. M.  Purple, white hoop.
Hammond, Mr M  White, red braces, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, white and red striped cap.
Hammond, Mr M. D.  White, red epaulets, red and white halved sleeves, white cap, red diamond.
Hammond, Mr M. D. (second colours)  Dark green, yellow spots on sleeves, yellow cap.
Hammond, Mr M. P.  Pink, purple seams, purple sleeves, pink seams, quartered cap.
Hammond, Mrs Mindy  Royal blue and yellow stripes, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, white star.
Hampson, Mrs Irene  Light blue, yellow seams, sleeves and cap.
Hampton, Mrs Mary F.  Dark blue and red (quartered), red sleeves, dark blue diamonds.
Hanafin, Mr Dermot  Black, emerald green chevrons on sleeves.
Hanbury, Capt T. F. J. (L)  Gold, green sleeves and collar, gold cuffs, quartered cap.
Hanbury, Mr C.  Dark blue, pink hoop and armlets.
Hanbury, Mr C. A.  Royal blue, white disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Hanbury, Mr Christopher  Yellow, maroon cap.
Hanbury, Mr Christopher (second colours)  Pink, royal blue cap.
Hanbury, Mr E. R.  Dark blue, white armlets.
Hanbury, Mr John Thomas  Purple, orange chevron, orange and purple halved sleeves, orange cap, 
purple star.
Hanbury, Mrs Christopher  Maroon, yellow cap, maroon spots.
Hanbury Syndicate  Yellow, maroon cap.
Hancock and Swinburn  Purple, royal blue sleeves.
Hancock and Swinburn (second colours)  Light blue, black and light blue striped sleeves and cap.
Hancock, Mr Jeremy  Royal blue and white diamonds, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Hancock, Mr Malc  Red, white diamond, chevrons on sleeves.
Hancock, Mr Pat  Grey, dark blue chevron, orange and dark blue chevrons on sleeves, black cap, red 
star.
Hancock, Mr Paul  Purple, royal blue sleeves.
Hancock, Mr Paul (second colours)  Black, mauve stars on sleeves and cap.
Hancock, Mrs Melinda  Orange and grey diamonds, striped sleeves, grey and orange striped cap.
Hancock (Staffs), Mr Gary  Dark blue, orange epaulets, dark blue sleeves, orange stars, dark blue 
cap, orange star.
Handley, Mr G.  Emerald green, red chevron, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Handley, Mrs G.  Purple, orange hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Hand, Mr L. D.  Yellow, dark blue cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Hand, Mr Russell  Orange, grey and orange hooped sleeves.
Hands and Heels  White, red sleeves, black cap, white spots.
Hanford's Chemist Ltd  Black, orange triple diamond and sleeves, quartered cap.
Hanger, Mr N. M.  Yellow, royal blue hoops, diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Hankers and Maccas  Red, yellow star, yellow and red hooped sleeves, red cap, yellow star.
Hankin, Mr Mike  Dark blue, yellow hoop, white sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow star.
Hankinson, Mr John D.  Light blue, maroon disc, hooped sleeves, maroon cap.
Hankinson, Mr Jon  Yellow, purple chevron and armlets.
The Hanky Panky Partnership  Red and light green check, red sleeves, light green armlets, light 
green cap.
The Hanky Panky Partnership (second colours)  Orange, black sleeves, orange spots.
Hanlon, Mr Tyrone  Emerald green and black stripes, red cap.
Hanly, Mr P. J.  Maroon, emerald green epaulets, white sleeves, maroon and emerald green quartered 
cap.
Hanmer, Capt E. H.  Primrose, dark blue collar and cuffs, dark blue cap, yellow spots.
Hanmer, Mr K. M.  Dark blue, emerald green hoops and armlets.
Hannity, Mrs L.  Black, red hoop, black sleeves, red spots.
Hannon, Mr R.  Dark blue, grey diamond.
Hannon, Mr R. (second colours)  White, purple seams, purple cap, white star.
Hannon, Mr R. (third colours)  Navy blue, red and white stripes, blue cap.
Hannon, Mr Richard  Navy blue, red and white stripes, white cap.
Hannon, Mrs J. A.  Light blue, dark blue cross belts and armlets, hooped cap.
Hanson & Hamilton  White and red stripes, red and white halved sleeves, red cap.
Hanson, McKiver, Percival  Royal blue, white chevron, emerald green sleeves, white cap.
Hanson, Mr John  Yellow, dark blue cross belts, white and black chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap, 
yellow star.
Hanson, Mr K.  Royal blue, white chevron, emerald green sleeves, white cap.
Hanson, Mr Keith  White and red stripes, red and white halved sleeves, red cap.
Hanson, Mr S.  Royal blue, white stars, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, white diamond.
Hants and Herts  Dark blue, light blue epaulets, dark blue and orange striped sleeves, orange cap.
Happy Days Racing  Emerald green and dark blue stripes, yellow sleeves, orange stars, maroon and 
light blue hooped cap.
The Happy Folders  Red, yellow braces, sleeves and cap.
The Happy Go Lucky Partnership  Red, black sash, black cap.
The Happy Horse Partnership  Pink, light green chevron, pink sleeves, light green stars, pink cap, 
light green star.
Happy Star Partnership  Pink, emerald green cross belts, emerald green and pink striped sleeves, 
pink cap, emerald green star.
Happy Valley Racing & Breeding Limited  Yellow, royal blue seams and sleeves, red cap.
Happy Valley Racing & Breeding Limited (second colours)  Yellow, royal blue seams, sleeves and 
cap.
Haras de Saint Pair  White, brown chevron, orange cap.
Haras D'Etreham  White, black disc, black cap.
Haras d'Etreham and Cambridge Stud  White, dark blue and white halved sleeves, dark blue cap.
Haras d'Etreham and Cambridge Stud  White, dark blue and white halved sleeves, dark blue cap.
Haras d'Etreham and Cambridge Stud (second colours)  Yellow and black check, black sleeves, 
yellow armlets.
Haras Voltaire  Red, white cross belts, white sleeves, red armlets, white cap.
Harbison, Miss J. E. A.  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, checked sleeves and cap.
Harbison, Miss J. E. A. (second colours)  Dark blue, red epaulets, checked sleeves and cap.
Harbord, Miss Louise  Pink, grey star and sleeves, grey cap, pink stars.
Harbour Rose Partnership  Red, yellow seams, striped sleeves and cap.
Harcourt-Wood, Mrs B. (L)  Primrose, marine spots, white cap.
Harding, Baroness  Dark blue, white stripe and sleeves.
Harding, Mr B. C.  Emerald green, red hollow box, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Harding, Mr C.  Emerald green, orange seams, white sleeves, orange armlets, orange cap.
Harding, Mr C. (second colours)  Emerald green and red stripes, red sleeves, emerald green 
armlets and star on red cap.
Harding, Mr Rod  Yellow and dark blue diamonds, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, dark 
blue star.
Hardman, Mrs C.  Royal blue, pink stars and sleeves, royal blue cap.
Hardscrabble  Light blue, red disc, hooped sleeves.
Hardwick, Professor L. P.  Yellow, purple stars, purple sleeves, light green stars, light green cap.
Hardy, Lady  Apple green, black sleeves.
Hardy, Lady (second colours)  Royal blue, white seams, check cap.
Hardy, Mr J. W.  White, royal blue chevrons, diamonds on sleeves, white cap.
Hardy, Mr Nigel  Dark blue, yellow chevrons, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.

Hardy, Mr Nigel (second colours)  Beige, white stars on sleeves.
The Harefield Racing Club  Orange and black diamonds.
Harfitt, Mr I. W.  White, dark blue chevron, light blue sleeves, dark blue cap.
Harford, Mrs Willa  White, crimson sleeves, dark blue cap.
Hargie, Mr Brian  Maroon, white epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
Hargie, Mr Brian (second colours)  Royal blue, dark blue seams, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Hargreaves, Dr S. P.  Orange, red star and sleeves.
Hargreaves, Exors of the Late Dr C.  Light blue and brown check.
Hargreaves, Mrs R. J.  Orange, black stars, halved sleeves.
Harker, Mr G. A.  Emerald green, red diamond and armlets, white cap.
Harker, Mr G. A. (second colours)  Dark blue, maroon stripe and armlets.
Harker, Mr P. I.  Royal blue, white cross belts and armlets.
Harker, Mr P. I. (second colours)  Red and royal blue diabolo, royal blue and white striped sleeves, 
red cap.
Harkin, Mrs Pauline  Yellow and light blue diabolo, yellow sleeves, light blue armlets and diamond on 
cap.
Harlen Ltd  Maroon, mauve epaulets.
Harlen Ltd & Partner  Maroon, mauve epaulets.
Harley, Mr J. E.  Red, emerald green epaulets and armlets.
Harley, Mr Jeremy  Royal blue, yellow stars and armlets, red cap.
Harley, Mr P.  Yellow, emerald green stars, yellow sleeves, quartered cap.
Harman, Mr S. R.  Emerald green and yellow check, emerald green sleeves, yellow armlets, 
quartered cap.
Harmes, Mrs L. N.  Orange, royal blue stripe, striped sleeves.
Harmon, Bruton & Partner  Maroon, mauve epaulets.
The Harmonious Lot  Grey, pink armlets, pink cap.
The Harmonious Lot & Partner  Grey, pink armlets, pink cap.
Harmon, Mr Ross  Maroon, mauve epaulets.
The Harnage Partnership  Maroon, light blue and maroon quartered cap.
The Harnage Partnership II  Maroon, light blue and maroon quartered cap.
The Harnage Partnership II (second colours)  Yellow, black epaulets, black cap.
Harney, Mr Pip  Yellow, light blue sleeves, light blue and yellow quartered cap.
Harniman, Mr Mark  Orange and black stripes, orange sleeves, black armlets, orange cap.
Harold Bowley & Dan Skelton  Light blue, red cross belts, light blue sleeves, red stars.
The Haroldians  Maroon, white stripe, halved sleeves.
Harold Nass and David Ballheimer  Red, white triple diamond, white and dark blue hooped 
sleeves, white and emerald green hooped cap.
Harper, Miss A.  Pink, white and pink striped sleeves, white cap.
Harper, Mr Alexander  Dark green, orange halved sleeves, dark green and orange quartered cap.
Harper, Mr C. J.  Maroon, light blue and maroon hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Harper, Mr Grant  Yellow, maroon sleeves and cap.
Harper, Mr J. B.  Dark blue, yellow braces, dark blue sleeves, yellow spots, dark blue cap, yellow star.
Harper, Mr Peter  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, yellow sleeves, black armlets, white cap.
Harper, Mr R. C.  Yellow, black hoop and armlets, check cap.
Harp Racing  Light blue and black stripes, red sleeves, black stars, black cap.
Harp Racing (second colours)  Black, red star, diamonds on sleeves, black cap, red stars.
Harrap, Mr Simon  White, green hoop, armlets and cap.
Harraton Hopefuls  White, red star, black sleeves, red stars, white cap, red diamond.
Harraway, Mr R. J.  Light blue and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves, light blue armlets, royal blue 
cap.
Harrier Racing 1  White, red triple diamond, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Harries, Mr D. E. J.  Emerald green, yellow cross belts, black sleeves, yellow cap.
Harries, Mr Einsley  Emerald green and red stripes, emerald green sleeves, red stars.
Harriet Waight & Friends  Yellow, red seams, red sleeves, yellow stars, quartered cap.
Harriman, Mr Chris  Red and yellow diamonds, white cap.
Harrington, Dowager Countess Of  Yellow, navy blue cross belts and star on cap.
Harrington, Mr Con  Light blue, white hollow box, check cap.
Harrington, Mr P.  Dark blue, red hollow box, dark blue sleeves, white armlets, white cap, red star.
Harrington, The Earl of  Light blue, brown braces.
Harrington, The Earl of (second colours)  Yellow, black cross belts, black and yellow quartered 
cap.
Harris, Brigadier H. R. (L)  White, black sleeves, green cap, white hoop.
Harris, Exors of the Late Major J. D.  Orange, emerald green cap.
Harris, Keith  Yellow, dark blue stars, diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap, dark blue star.
Harris, M. F.  Orange, dark blue epaulets, dark blue and orange halved sleeves, orange cap, dark blue 
diamond.
Harris, Miss Liz  Orange and royal blue (quartered), striped sleeves and cap.
Harris, Miss S. J.  Emerald green and black stripes, black cap.
Harris, Mr Andy  Maroon, white disc, maroon sleeves, white stars, maroon cap, white stars.
Harris, Mr Christopher  Dark blue, pink cross belts, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Harris, Mr Ciaran  Black, royal blue seams, black sleeves, royal blue stars, black cap, royal blue star.
Harris, Mr Dave  Purple, beige and purple hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Harris, Mr James  Royal blue, red hoop and sleeves, red and royal blue quartered cap.
Harris, Mr John E.  Royal blue, grey chevron, royal blue sleeves, grey stars, and star on cap.
Harris, Mr K.M  Royal blue, yellow star, yellow sleeves, royal blue spots.
Harris, Mr M.  Dark blue, red cross of lorraine, red cap.
Harris, Mr M. A.  White and royal blue stripes, chevrons on sleeves.
Harris, Mr M. E.  Purple, white stripe, armlets and cap.
Harris, Mr Michael  Yellow, black diamond, chevrons on sleeves.
Harris, Mr Mick  Royal blue, red stars, red and yellow striped sleeves and cap.
Harris, Mr N.  Light blue, pink star, pink sleeves, light blue armlets, light blue cap, pink star.
Harris, Mr O. S.  Yellow, dark blue seams, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Harris, Mr S. A.  Light blue, red epaulets, dark blue sleeves, red cap.
Harris, Mr S. A. (second colours)  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine and sleeves, quartered cap.
Harris, Mrs E. A.  Pink, dark blue hoops, pink sleeves and cap.
Harris, Mrs Norma  Pink, large purple spots, pink sleeves, purple spots, pink cap, purple spots.
Harris, Mr T.  Dark blue, white seams, light blue cap.
Harris, Mr T. F.  Dark blue and pink stripes, pink sleeves and cap.
Harris, Ms Michelle  Pink, black chevron and sleeves, black and pink quartered cap.
Harrison-Allan, Mrs W. A.  Red, light green stars, yellow sleeves and cap.
Harrison-Allan, Mr W. A.  Yellow, red sash, red cap, yellow star.
Harrison-Allan, Mr W. A. (second colours)  Dark green, yellow hoop and sleeves, yellow cap, dark 
green star.
Harrison-Allen, Mr H. D. R.  Dark blue, yellow diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap.
Harrison, Lord David  Light blue, maroon epaulets and armlets.
Harrison, Major N. J. (L)  Yellow, blue hooped sleeves, scarlet cap.
Harrison, Mr Anthony  Black, yellow sleeves, black spots, yellow cap.
Harrison, Mr Gary  White, large black spots, armlets and cap.
Harrison, Mr J. B.  Yellow, emerald green chevrons, yellow sleeves, emerald green stars, yellow cap, 
emerald green star.
Harrison, Mrs Amanda  Yellow, purple chevron, chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap, purple spots.
Harrison, Mrs G.  Dark green, maroon chevron, sleeves and spots on cap.
Harrison, Mr Tony  Red, black stars, black sleeves, white stars and cap.
Harrisons  Black, yellow sleeves, black spots, yellow cap.
Harris & Partners  Yellow, grey seams, yellow sleeves and cap.
Harris,Wheeler,Brooke,Gardner  Red, white chevron, white and light blue hooped sleeves.
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Harrod, Mr Mark  Purple, yellow spots, sleeves and spots on cap.
The Harrowby Partnership  Light blue, pink cross of lorraine, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Harrowgate Bloodstock Ltd  Royal blue, orange epaulets, halved sleeves, orange cap .
Harrowgate Bloodstock Ltd & Associate  Royal blue, orange epaulets, orange and royal blue 
halved sleeves, orange cap.
Harrowgate Bloodstock Ltd & Partner  Royal blue, orange epaulets, halved sleeves, orange cap .
Harrow, Mr J. J.  Pink, emerald green diamond, purple sleeves, pink and purple quartered cap.
Harry Easterby Racing  Royal blue, white star, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Harry Fry Racing - Voix D'Eau Syndicate  Dark green, white hoops, dark green sleeves, red 
armlets, red cap.
Harry Redknapp & Sophie Pauling  Dark blue, royal blue seams, white sleeves, red and white 
striped cap.
Harry Whittington & Partners  Light blue, white chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Harry Whittington & Partners II  Light blue, white chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Harswell Thoroughbred Racing  Red, white cross belts, royal blue sleeves, red and royal blue 
quartered cap.
Harswell Thoroughbred Racing, FPR Ltd  Red, white cross belts, royal blue sleeves, red and royal 
blue quartered cap.
Harte Investments Limited  Yellow, dark blue diamond, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, 
dark blue star.
Harte Investments Ltd and Dajam Ltd  Yellow, dark blue diamond, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, 
yellow cap, dark blue star.
Harte, Mr Alan  Purple, white braces, purple sleeves, white stars, purple cap, white star.
Harte, Mrs Eileen  Purple, pink armlets.
Hartery, Mr Nicholas  Maroon, light green chevrons, maroon cap.
Hart, Exors of the Late R. J.  Purple, large yellow spots, yellow sleeves, purple armlets and spots on 
yellow cap.
Hartigan, Miss D. M.  White, light blue sleeves, black cap.
Hartigan, Mr G. C.  Royal blue and yellow stripes, red cap.
Hart Inn I  Dark blue, orange star, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Hart Inn I (second colours)  Red, white diamond on body and cap, white sleeves, red armlets.
Hart Inn 1 & Partner  Dark blue, orange star, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Hartley, Mr N.  Maroon, light blue cross belts, light blue and maroon diabolo on sleeves, quartered 
cap.
Hartley, Mr O. R. M.  Light blue and white (halved), striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Hartley, Mr R. L. C.  Yellow, purple spots on sleeves, purple cap.
Hartley, Mrs Susie  Dark blue, white inverted triangle.
Hartley, Mr Thomas  Royal blue, red star.
Hartley Phillips Roseff Shields  Yellow, purple cap.
Hart, Mr Ashley  Purple, beige seams, purple sleeves and cap.
Hart, Mr Hugh  Emerald green, red sash, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Hart, Mr Jamie  White, dark blue cross belts.
Hart, Mr J. C.  Light blue and red (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Hart, Mr Kevin  Black, pink spots, armlets and spots on cap.
Hart, Mr P. G.  Red, yellow stars, black sleeves, red cap, black star.
Hart, Mrs Angela  Pink, purple stars, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Hart, Mr Simon W.  Royal blue, grey chevrons, red sleeves, grey cap.
Hart, Mr Simon W. (second colours)  Dark blue, grey chevrons, red sleeves and cap.
Hartnell, Miss S. E.  Royal blue, white spots, checked sleeves and cap.
Hartropp, Ms A.  Dark blue, white diamond, dark blue sleeves, maroon armlets.
Harts Farm Stud  Royal blue and purple (quartered), royal blue sleeves and cap.
Harvey-Bailey, Mr R. M.  Royal blue, yellow chevron, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets, yellow cap.
Harvey, King & Tompkins  Brown, yellow epaulets and armlets, red cap.
Harvey Lawrence Ltd  White, purple seams, white sleeves, purple stars, white cap.
Harvey, Mr A. H.  Saxe blue, black stripe on cap, scarlet sleeves.
Harvey, Mr H. F. Craig (L)  Primrose, pale blue 'v' and cap.
Harvey, Mr Luke  Dark blue, white braces, striped sleeves, red cap.
Harvey, Mr N.  Royal blue, white hoops, red sleeves and cap.
Harvey, Mrs Helen  Dark blue, pink seams and armlets, dark blue and white check cap.
Harvey, Mrs S. J.  Black and beige diabolo, beige sleeves, black diamonds, beige cap, black diamond.
Harwood, Mr G.  Yellow and red (halved horizontally), black 'h', black and red halved sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Hasan, Mr Nawaf Majed  Emerald green, white sleeves, emerald green stars, red and black striped 
cap.
Haslam, Mr B. M. R.  Dark blue, dark blue cap, pink spots.
Hassall, Mrs Z. L.  Grey, red cross belts and sleeves, red and grey quartered cap.
Hassan, Mr D.  White, red braces, sleeves and cap.
Hassan, Mr N.  Royal blue and white stripes, white sleeves, royal blue armlets.
Hassan, Mr N. (second colours)  Dark green, pink epaulets.
Hassett, Mr Tom  Light blue, royal blue cross belts, white sleeves, royal blue cap.
Hassiakos, Mr S.  Royal blue, white hoops, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Hastings, Lt Col R. H. W. S. (L)  Green and yellow squares, yellow cap.
Hatchard, Mr R.  Yellow, red spots on sleeves and cap.
Hatfield, Mrs Mary  Emerald green, white stripe, white sleeves, emerald green armlets, emerald 
green and white quartered cap.
Hatherell, Mr John  Purple, orange diamond, white cap.
Hathorn, Mr Jason  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, diabolo on sleeves, hooped cap.
Hatter, Dr Lesley-Anne  Royal blue, orange star, orange sleeves, royal blue armlets and diamond on 
orange cap.
Hattersley, Ms Sara  Pink, purple disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Hatton, Mr I. R.  Purple and yellow diabolo, chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
Haughey, Mr C. J.  Orange, white seams, grey sleeves, white stars, orange cap, white stars.
Haughey, Mr D. M.  Emerald green, black cross belts, emerald green and yellow check cap.
Haughey, Mr Kenny  Emerald green, white hoops, white and yellow halved sleeves, yellow cap.
The Havana Ooh Na Na Partnership  Red and orange diamonds, red sleeves, red cap, orange star.
Havelock Racing  Yellow, black sash and sleeves.
Havelock Racing 2  Yellow, black sash and sleeves.
Havelock Racing & Partner  Yellow, black sash and sleeves.
Havelock Racing 2 & Partner  Yellow, black sash and sleeves.
Haven't A Pot  Light blue, light green stripe, white cap.
Haven't A Pot & Ballylinch Stud  Light blue, light green stripe, white cap.
Haven't A Pot, D. MacAuliffe & Anoj Don  Royal blue, light blue epaulets, striped sleeves and cap.
Haven't A Pot & Lee Bolingbroke  Dark blue and purple stripes, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets, 
dark blue and purple hooped cap.
Haven't A Pot Partnership  Light blue, light green stripe, white cap.
Haven't A Pot & Richard Foden  Light blue, light green stripe, white cap.
Havercroft, Mr Fred A.  White, yellow hoop, emerald green cap.
Havers, The Hon. Georgiana  White, dark blue sash, striped cap.
Having A Mare  White and black (quartered), white sleeves, light blue stars, maroon cap.
Having A Mare I  White and black (quartered), white sleeves, light blue stars, maroon cap.
Having A Mare II  White and black (quartered), white sleeves, light blue stars, maroon cap.
Having A Mare III  White and black (quartered), white sleeves, light blue stars, maroon cap.
Having A Mare Mr WJ Fenn Mr DI Alexander  White and black (quartered), white sleeves, light 
blue stars, maroon cap.
Having A Mare Mr WJ Fenn Mr DI Alexander (second colours)  Yellow, large red spots, armlets 
and cap.

Having a Mare W Fenn & Lesley Sluman  White and black (quartered), white sleeves, light blue 
stars, maroon cap.
Having a Mare W Fenn & Lesley Sluman (second colours)  Yellow, large red spots, armlets and 
cap.
Having a Mare W Fenn & Lesley Sluman (third colours)  Dark blue, emerald green disc, striped 
sleeves and cap.
Hawke, Mr N. J.  Mauve, white sash, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Hawke, Mrs K.  Red, royal blue cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, royal blue cap.
Hawker, Mr A. R.  Maroon, pink sash and sleeves, royal blue cap.
Hawker, Mr Michael  Yellow, red diamond, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Hawker, Mr Richard  Dark blue and red (quartered), dark blue sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Hawkes Anzac Partnership  Red, black triple diamond, black sleeves, red diamonds.
Hawkes, Exors of the Late Mr M. J. C.  Red, black triple diamond, black sleeves, red diamonds, red 
cap.
Hawkes, Mr Wayne  Maroon, black star, black and maroon quartered cap.
Hawkings Finch Harding Stubbs Willis  Orange, purple diamond, diabolo on sleeves and diamond 
on cap.
Hawkings Finch Harding Stubbs Willis (second colours)  Emerald green, red hollow box, sleeves 
and diamond on cap.
Hawkings Harding Pearson Pyatt Willis  Emerald green, red hollow box, sleeves and diamond on 
cap.
Hawkings Harding Pearson Pyatt Willis (second colours)  Pink, light blue and pink chevrons on 
sleeves.
Hawkings, Mr Ed  Pink, light blue and pink chevrons on sleeves.
Hawkings, Mrs P. E.  Red, white spots, diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
The Hawk Inn Syndicate  White, grey spots, white cap.
The Hawk Inn Syndicate 3  White, grey spots, white cap.
Hawk Inn Syndicate 5  White, grey spots, white cap.
Hawkins Family and Star Pointe Ltd  Orange, beige hooped sleeves.
Hawkins, Mr A.  Maroon and white (quartered), black sleeves and cap.
Hawkins, Mr Barry  Pink, black star, checked sleeves.
Hawkins, Mr Bill  Orange, black disc, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Hawkins, Mr Lisle (L)  Red, white belt and sleeves, quartered cap.
Hawkins, Mr Michael  Maroon, beige diamond, yellow cap.
Hawkins, Mr M. R.  Yellow, royal blue diamond, royal blue sleeves, yellow diamonds.
Hawkins, Mr M. R. (second colours)  Beige, pink cross belts and sleeves, pink and beige quartered 
cap.
Hawkins, Mr  N  Orange, beige hooped sleeves.
Hawkins, Mrs Helen  Royal blue, red braces, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Hawkins, Mrs S. C.  White, pink sleeves, black armlets and star on pink cap.
The Hawkins Partnership  Orange, black disc, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Hawksmoor Partnership  Maroon, white chevron, striped sleeves and cap.
Haworth, Mrs V. M.  Light blue, dark blue star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Hawthorne, Mrs E.  Yellow, green sash, check cap.
Hawtin, Mr M. B.  Pink, black chevron, quartered cap.
Haxted Racing  Dark blue, pink spots.
Haya of Jordan, H. R. H. Princess  Emerald green, black chevrons on sleeves.
Haya of Jordan, H. R. H. Princess (second colours)  Emerald green, black chevron.
Haycock, Mr P. J.  Red, large white spots, red sleeves, white spots.
Hayden, Mr Damien  Black, white hoop, black and light blue hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
The Haydock Badgeholders  White, red chevron, chevrons on sleeves, emerald green cap.
Haydon, Mr J. W.  Black, yellow chevron and star on cap.
Haydon, Mr Michael  Royal blue, cerise and black hoops, cerise cap.
Haydon, Mrs S.  Royal blue, cerise and black hoops, blue cap.
Hayes, John Patrick  Dark blue, grey stars on sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
Hayes, Mr G. P.  White, royal blue star, white sleeves, royal blue spots, royal blue cap, white star.
Hayes, Mr J. P.  Red, royal blue cross belts.
Hayes, Mr Lee  Yellow, royal blue stars, white and royal blue hooped sleeves and cap.
Hayes, Mr Michael J.  Yellow, purple triple diamond, purple sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap, 
purple diamond.
Hayes, Mr Noel  Pink, black seams, pink cap, black stars.
Hayes, Mrs Anne Marie  Pink, brown epaulets, quartered cap.
Hayes, Mrs J. A.  Dark green, yellow diamond, yellow sleeves, dark green diamonds, yellow cap.
Hayes, Mr Tom  Royal blue, emerald green epaulets, red sleeves and cap.
Hayhurst, Mrs J.  Emerald green, brown and emerald green hooped sleeves and cap.
Hayhurst, Mrs J. (second colours)  Pink, black disc, black and pink hooped sleeves, black cap.
Haykin, Miss S.  Purple and white (quartered), emerald green sleeves and cap.
Hay, Mr Jim  Red, dark green chevron and armlets, dark green and white quartered cap.
Hay, Mr K. E.  Black and royal blue (halved), white sleeves, royal blue armlets, black cap.
Hay, Mrs Fitri  Pink, emerald green chevron, halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Hay, Mrs Fitri (second colours)  Black, red diamonds on sleeves, red and white check cap.
Hay, Mrs G. M.  Dark blue, red seams, red sleeves, dark blue armlets, quartered cap.
Haynes, Miss Alice  Grey, red sleeves, grey armlets.
Haynes, Mr B. D.  Emerald green, pink seams, sleeves and star on cap.
Haynes, Mr H. Edward  Royal blue, red inverted triangle and armlets.
Haynes, Mr J. C.  Red, yellow cross belts, white sleeves.
Haynes, Mr P.  Black, white cross belts and spots on cap.
Haynes, Mr R. F.  Orange, purple chevron, purple and orange chevrons on sleeves, purple and orange 
quartered cap.
Haynes, Mrs Denis  Yellow, grey sash.
Haynes, Sally  Maroon, light blue star, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Hayter, Mr John  Red and white diamonds, black sleeves and cap.
Hayton, Miss Nina F.  White, orange stripe, orange sleeves, white armlets, quartered cap.
Hayward, Major J. R.  Royal blue, white chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Hayward, Mr E. A.  Yellow, black star, quartered cap.
Hayward, Mr R. W.  Black, orange star, chevrons on sleeves, orange and black quartered cap.
Hayward, Mrs Gillian  Royal blue and white diamonds, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Hayward, Mrs R. C.  Dark blue, white diamond, light blue sleeves, royal blue cap.
Hayward, Mrs T. H.  Light blue, dark blue hoop.
Hayward, Mr Tony  Red, white seams, royal blue and white hooped sleeves and cap.
Haywood, Miss G. G.  White, large red spots, light green sleeves, red cap.
Haywood's Heroes  White, large red spots, light green sleeves, red cap.
Hazeldean, Mr J. W.  Red, royal blue stars, royal blue sleeves, red diamonds, white cap.
Hazeldine, Mrs Kelly  Emerald green and purple (quartered), hooped sleeves.
Hazel Lawrence & Graham Doyle  Emerald green and white diabolo, black sleeves, white cap.
Hazell, Mr M. G.  Emerald green, dark blue star on body and cap, hooped sleeves.
Hazel M Crichton & Dave A Skeldon  Yellow, dark green armlets, dark green and white striped 
cap.
Hazzard, Mr Don  Yellow, dark blue star, yellow sleeves, dark blue seams and cap.
H Dean & R Fell  Light blue, beige cross belts, beige cap.
Headdock and Bandey  Royal blue and yellow stripes, royal blue sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
Headington, Mr Ian  Yellow and orange check, black sleeves and cap.
Head Lad Partnership  Red, white cross belts, checked sleeves.
Head, Mr Ashley  Dark blue, pink hoops, chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap.
Head, Mr Ashley (second colours)  Light green, royal blue chevron, chevrons on sleeves.
Head, Mr J.  Yellow, black disc, sleeves and cap.
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Head, Mrs C.  Dark blue, white chevron, diamonds on sleeves.
Head, Mr Tony  Orange, black diamond and armlets.
Heads You Win Partnership  Red, black sleeves and cap with silver button.
Heald, Mr M. G. H.  Royal blue and pink diamonds, royal blue sleeves, pink armlets, pink cap.
Heal, Mrs Elizabeth  Black, pink triple diamond and diamonds on cap.
Heal, Mrs Heather  Emerald green, black hoops, black sleeves, emerald green stars, hooped cap.
Heal, Nicholls & Osborne  Black, pink triple diamond and diamonds on cap.
Healy, Mr D.  Red, white inverted triangle, sleeves and cap.
Healy, Mr T.  Emerald green and white diabolo, halved sleeves, emerald green and white quartered 
cap.
Healy, Mr V.  Emerald green, red hoop, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Heaney, Mr I.  Dark green, brown and dark green halved sleeves, white cap.
Heaney, Mr John  White, orange epaulets, hooped sleeves, orange cap.
Heard, Mr J.  Maroon, yellow hoops and armlets.
Heard, Mr J. (second colours)  Red, yellow star, yellow sleeves, red armlets, yellow cap.
Heard, Mrs K.  Pink, black diamond, black sleeves, pink spots, black cap, pink diamond.
Heard, Ms Rita  Light blue, orange sleeves, light blue armlets, orange cap.
Hearne, Mr James  Royal blue, maroon epaulets and armlets.
Hearne, Mr Joseph  White, royal blue stars, royal blue sleeves, white armlets.
Hearn, Mr P. J.  Emerald green, black star, black and red hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Hearn, Mrs Susan  Royal blue, orange chevrons, royal blue sleeves, orange cap.
Hearson, Mr D.  Red, light blue epaulets.
Hearson, Mr Paul  Red, emerald green stars on sleeves, red cap, emerald green star.
Hearson, Pascall, Thornely-Taylor  Purple, white seams, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
The Heartbreakers  Red, white stars, emerald green sleeves, emerald green cap, white star.
Heart of the South Racing  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart Of The South Racing 1  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 101  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 103  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 107  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 108  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 109  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 106  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 110  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 112  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 111  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 113  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 114  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 115  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 116  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 117  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 119  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 118  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 120  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 121  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 122  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 123  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 124  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 125  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart Of The South Racing & Partner  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 105 & Partner  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 104 & Partner  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 107 & Partner  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 103 & Partner  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart of the South Racing 115 & Partner  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Heart Racing  Red, white seams, white sleeves, red spots, red cap, white star.
Heart Racing HR2  Red, white seams, white sleeves, red spots, red cap, white star.
Heart Racing HR3  Red, white seams, white sleeves, red spots, red cap, white star.
Heart Racing HR3 and Mr Andrew Humphrey  Red, white seams, white sleeves, red spots, red 
cap, white star.
Hearty, Mr Fin  White, black chevrons, black cap.
Hearty Racing  White, black chevrons, black cap.
Heathcote, Mr W.  Cerise, yellow epaulets.
Heathcote, Mr W. (second colours)  Dark green, red epaulets, red cap.
The Heatherdonians  Red, white chevrons and sleeves, white and red hooped cap.
Heather & Michael Yarrow  Purple, pink sleeves, purple spots, pink cap, purple spots.
Heather Pinniger & Lynda Lovell  Black, red inverted triangle, sleeves and cap.
Heatherwold Stud Limited  Maroon, white epaulets, halved sleeves.
Heather Yarrow & Lesley Ivory  Purple, pink sleeves, purple spots, pink cap, purple spots.
Heather Yarrow & Lesley Ivory (second colours)  Maroon and pink (quartered), pink sleeves, pink 
cap, maroon star.
Heath, Exors of the Late Mr M. S.  Yellow, black braces, red and yellow hooped sleeves, black cap.
Heath House Racing  Yellow, black braces, red and yellow hooped sleeves, black cap.
Heath, Mr Christopher  Orange, royal blue armlets.
Heath, Mr Duncan  Purple, silver grey star and sleeves, quartered cap.
Heath, Mr R.  Black, yellow braces, red sleeves.
Heaton, Buckle & Burke  Royal blue, white sash and sleeves, pink cap.
Heaton, Buckle & Burke (second colours)  Royal blue, red seams, red and royal blue striped 
sleeves, red cap, royal blue star.
Heaton, Miss S. M.  Old gold, white hoops, black cap.
Heaton, Mr P. R. L.  Royal blue, white sash, pink cap.
Heaton, Mrs E.  Yellow, royal blue star.
Heaton, Mrs R. L.  Royal blue, white sash and sleeves, pink cap.
Heaver, Mr L  Red and yellow (quartered), white and red hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Heayns, Mrs A. L.  Yellow, purple epaulets, chevrons on sleeves.
Hebbard, Mr I.  Emerald green, light blue star, emerald green sleeves, light blue stars, black cap.
Heber-Percy, The Hon Lady  Yellow, royal blue triple diamond and armlets, royal blue and yellow 
quartered cap.
The Hecklers  Emerald green, dark blue seams and sleeves, dark blue cap, emerald green diamond.
Hedgehoppers  Yellow, royal blue hollow box.
Hedger, Mr P. R.  Red, gold sleeves, brown and gold quartered cap.
Hedges, Mrs Dawn  Black, beige diamond, black sleeves, beige stars, beige cap.
Hedley, Little, Sharkey & Tomkins  Dark blue and light blue (quartered), light blue and white 
striped sleeves.
Hedley, Mrs Gill  Light blue and mauve (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Hedley, Mrs Gill (second colours)  Dark green, yellow epaulets, sleeves and cap.
The Hedonists & Karen Bowen  Royal blue, white seams, black and white hooped sleeves, white 
cap, royal blue spots.
The Hedwig Partnership  Dark blue, red hollow box, dark blue sleeves, red seams, quartered cap.
Heeney, Mr D.  Royal blue, yellow braces, chevrons on sleeves.
Heerowa, Ms I. D.  Red, orange epaulets.
Heerowa, Ms I. D. (second colours)  Red, yellow epaulets, white sleeves.
Heffer, Mr H. Robin  Orange, black triple diamond and diamonds on cap.
The Heffer Syndicate  Orange, black triple diamond and diamonds on cap.
The Heffer Syndicate & Mr P Merritt  Orange, black triple diamond and diamonds on cap.
Heggs, Mrs B.  Dark blue, white and dark blue diabolo on sleeves, white cap.

Heilbron, Mr Kevin  Pink and black stripes, pink sleeves.
Heinzl, Mr R. P. D.  Primrose and rose stripes, rose cap.
Helaissi, Mr S. A.  Orange, olive green stars, orange sleeves.
Helena Springfield Ltd  Black, white spots, black sleeves, white cap.
Helena Springfield Ltd Partnership  Black, white spots, black sleeves, white cap.
Helen Jameson Racing Partnership  Pink, royal blue chevrons, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
HelenJones,W.F.Charnley,SirMarkPrescott  Dark blue, pink star, pink and dark blue check sleeves, 
dark blue cap, pink star.
HelenJones,W.F.Charnley,SirMarkPrescott (second colours)  Light blue, mauve striped sleeves.
Helen Plumbly & Kathryn Leadbeater  Red, white spots and sleeves, black cap.
Heley, Mr S. A.  Royal blue, emerald green hoop, red cap.
Helfferich, Mr C.  Dark blue and light blue (quartered), light blue sleeves, dark blue cap, light blue 
spots.
Helian Jianru, Ms  Black, yellow hoop, sleeves and cap.
Helium Racing Ltd  Black, pink inverted triangle and armlets.
Helium Racing Ltd (second colours)  Red, black sleeves, red armlets.
Hellens, Mr J. A.  Red and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
Hellwood Stud Farm  Dark blue, emerald green epaulets, dark blue and white striped sleeves, 
emerald green and white striped cap.
Hellyer, Miss S.  Grey, pink spots on sleeves.
Hellyer, Mr B. G.  White, black chevron and hoop on cap.
Hely-Hutchinson, Mr T.  Brown, light blue sleeves, brown armlets, black cap.
Hemming, Mr R.  Grey, white hoops and sleeves, white and grey quartered cap.
Hemmings, Mr Phillip  Yellow, emerald green seams, white sleeves, emerald green cap.
Hemmings, Mr Trevor  Emerald green and yellow (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Hemmings, Mr Trevor (second colours)  Yellow, emerald green cap.
Hemmings, Mr Trevor (third colours)  Yellow, grey cap.
Henchey, Mr G.  Dark blue, yellow cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue and 
yellow quartered cap.
Henderson (Co Durham), Mr J.  Dark blue, yellow stripe, yellow and dark blue striped sleeves, dark 
blue cap, yellow star.
Henderson, Mr D. B.  Maroon, grey hoops, grey and maroon hooped sleeves, maroon cap.
Henderson, Mr Gareth  Dark blue, white hoops and sleeves, dark blue cap.
Henderson, Mr Graham  Purple, purple and white diabolo on sleeves.
Henderson, Mr J. H.  Emerald green, white armlets.
Henderson, Mr John  Light blue and black stripes, red sleeves, black stars, black cap.
Henderson, Mr N. J.  White, dark blue and white hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Henderson, Mr Paul  Royal blue, red inverted triangle, sleeves and star on cap.
Henderson, Mr Rob  Royal blue, red inverted triangle and sleeves, white cap.
Henderson, Mrs D. A.    Rifle green, maroon sleeves, quartered cap.
Henderson, Mr T.  Dark blue, gold hoops, white sleeves and cap.
Henderson, Mr W. John  Turquoise, gold spots on body, gold cap.
Hendi, Mr Mohammed Bin  White, dark green sash, armlets and cap.
Hendy, Mrs Shirley  White and light blue (quartered), dark blue sleeves, dark blue and light blue 
quartered cap.
Henery, Mr David  Royal blue, white hoops, red and white striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Henfold Harriers  Light blue and yellow check, orange and black hooped sleeves and cap.
Henley, Mr R. A.  Pink, yellow sleeves, light blue cap.
Henley, Mrs Bridget  Maroon and white diabolo, white sleeves, maroon stars, white cap, maroon 
star.
Hennessy, Mrs Ger  Light blue, dark blue seams, white cap.
The Hennessy Six  Maroon, pink epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
Henn, Mr C.  Maroon, light blue sleeves and cap.
Henriques & Lloyd-Bakers  Royal blue, black sash, striped cap.
Henriques, Lloyd-Baker, Westoll, Wrigley  Emerald green, royal blue spots.
Henriques, Mr M.  Royal blue, black sash, striped cap.
Henry Candy & Partners V  Grey, green sleeves, cerise cap.
The Henry Daly Racing Club  Dark blue, scarlet cape and cuffs, black cap.
Henry Daly & The Henry Daly Racing Club  Dark blue, scarlet cape and cuffs, black cap.
Henry Dean, Jane & Victoria Greetham  Pink, dark blue sleeves, pink stars, dark blue cap, pink 
star.
Henry, Mr John  Grey, yellow cross belts, grey sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Henry, Mrs Aoife  Pink, white stars, white sleeves, pink stars, white cap, pink star.
Henry, Mrs Richard  Dark blue and emerald green check, white sleeves and cap.
Henson, Mrs Anne  Emerald green, white cross belts, scarlet cap.
Henton, Miss N.  Grey, purple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Henwood, Mr John  White, red hoops, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Hepburn, Mr Brian  Royal blue, light blue spots, white sleeves, light blue cap.
Hepburn, Mrs J. R.  Green and red (quartered), green sleeves, black cap.
Heptonstall, Miss R.  Emerald green, dark green seams and sleeves, dark green and emerald green 
quartered cap.
Hepworth, Mr Peter  Dark green, light green cross of lorraine.
Hepworth, Mrs A. M.  Purple and yellow (quartered), yellow and purple chevrons on sleeves, yellow 
cap.
heradami partnership  White, red braces, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, white and red 
striped cap.
Herbert Esq,  E. I. M. (L)  Black, eton blue sash, quartered cap.
Herbert, Mr Ben  Pink and white diamonds.
Herbert, Mr Ian J.  Black, red seams, black and maroon striped sleeves, red cap.
Herbert, Mrs Carol B.  Orange, emerald green seams, striped sleeves, orange cap.
Herbert, The Hon H.  Eton blue, royal blue velvet cap.
Herbert, The Hon H. (second colours)  Purple, red stripe, red cap.
Here We Go Racing  Yellow, dark green stars, maroon cap.
Herman, Mr C. N.  Black and yellow check, diamonds on sleeves, hooped cap.
Hernon, Mr Phil  Light green, pink spots, pink cap.
Herongate Racers  Red, white chevron, halved sleeves, red and white striped cap.
Heron, Mr Chris  Yellow, red stars, red and yellow halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Herries, Exors of the Late Lady Anne  Sky blue, scarlet quartered cap.
Herries, Exors of the Late Lady Anne (second colours)  Sky blue, scarlet hoop, striped sleeves, 
scarlet cap.
Herring, Mr Billy  Light blue, white diamond, diamonds on sleeves.
Herrington, Mr Stuart  Black and pink check, pink sleeves, black armlets, black cap.
Herron, Mr B.  Red, black stars, black sleeves, red diamonds, black cap.
Herron, Nicholson & Proctor  Purple, yellow cross belts, yellow sleeves, purple armlets, quartered 
cap.
Heseltine & Conroy  Royal blue, white hollow box, checked sleeves and cap.
Heseltine, Mr I. J.  Royal blue, white hollow box, checked sleeves and cap.
Hesketh, Mrs Catherine  Dark blue, white hoop, striped sleeves, white cap.
Hesketh, Mrs Catherine (second colours)  Black, white seams, chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Hess, Mr Martin  Royal blue and white stripes, yellow sleeves and cap.
Hester, Mr C.  Orange and grey diamonds, orange cap, grey diamond.
Hetherington, Mr R. R.  Dark blue, orange epaulets and sleeves.
Hetherington, Rosemary  Dark green, maroon diamond, dark green sleeves, white armlets, white 
cap, maroon diamond.
Hetherton, Mr A.  Pink, royal blue seams and armlets, quartered cap.
Hetherton, Mr David    Primrose, flame collar and cuffs, quartered cap.
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Hetherton, Mr J.  Flame, green collar and cuffs, quartered cap.
Hetherton, Mr J. (second colours)  Pink, navy blue collar and cuffs, quartered cap.
Hever Stud Farm Ltd  White, red cross belts, royal blue and white diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Hewett, Mrs Fay  Red, white braces, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Hewins, Mrs Paola  Red, purple spots, sleeves and cap.
Hewit, Mrs R.  White, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
Hewit, Mrs R. (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow epaulets, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Hewitson, Mr Ian  Black, yellow cross of lorraine.
Hewitt and OCG Racing Club  Brown, green diamond and sleeves, orange cap.
Hewitt and Williams Partnership  Brown, emerald green diamond and sleeves, orange cap.
Hewitt & Daresbury  Brown, emerald green diamond and sleeves, orange cap.
Hewitt, Mr P. S.  Yellow, white and yellow striped cap.
Hewitt, Mr R. J.  Brown, green diamond and sleeves, orange cap.
Hewitt, Mrs A. R.  Black, beige sleeves, black armlets, beige cap.
Heywood, Mr A.  Royal blue, black epaulets, royal blue sleeves, black stars, royal blue cap, red 
diamond.
Heywood, Mr A. (second colours)  Dark blue, red epaulets, dark blue sleeves, red stars, dark blue 
cap, red star.
Heywood, Mrs A. E.  Yellow, royal blue star and sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Hezel, Mrs Wendy  Purple, pink stars, purple sleeves, purple cap, pink star.
H.Foster and K & J Rogers  Maroon, grey star, maroon sleeves, grey stars, maroon cap, grey star.
H Foster, K Rogers & A Ellis  Maroon, grey star, maroon sleeves, grey stars, maroon cap, grey star.
Hft Forklifts Limited  Red and dark blue (quartered), white sleeves, red stars, red cap.
H G Racing  Light blue, dark blue stars on sleeves.
H & H Partnership    Light blue, brown hoop, flame sleeves and cap.
H.H. Shaikh Nasser Al Khalifa & Partner  Red, white armlets, striped cap.
HH Sheikha Al Jalila Racing  Maroon, white sleeves, maroon cap, white star.
HH Sheikha Al Jalila Racing (second colours)  Maroon, white sleeves and cap.
HH Sheikha Al Jalila Racing (third colours)  Maroon, white sash and sleeves, white cap, maroon 
star.
HH Sheikh Zayed bin Mohammed Racing  Royal blue, white chevron, royal blue cap, white star.
HH Stable  Black, white stripe, striped sleeves.
Hiatt, Mr P. W.  Light green, purple hoops, light green sleeves.
Hibbert-Foy, Mrs Elizabeth  Eton blue, scarlet cross belts and cap, black sleeves.
Hibbert, Mrs S. D.  White, dark blue chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap.
Hibbett, Mr Stefan  Yellow, red chevron, chevrons on sleeves.
Hickey, Mr K. J.  Red, black triple diamond and diamond on cap.
Hickey, Mr P.  Maroon, white hoop, diabolo on sleeves and diamond on cap.
Hickey, Mr P. (second colours)  Maroon, white triple diamond, hooped sleeves and diamonds on 
cap.
Hickman, Mr Kevin  Yellow, dark blue hooped sleeves, dark blue cap.
Hickman, Mr P.  White, red cross of lorraine, diabolo on sleeves.
Hicks, Mr Brian  White, royal blue hoop, white and royal blue hooped sleeves and cap.
Hicks, Mr Brian (second colours)  White, royal blue hoop, white and royal blue hooped sleeves, 
royal blue cap.
Hicks, Mr I.  Grey, orange epaulets.
Hidalgo Olivares, Mrs C.  White, black sleeves and cap.
Hide & Seekers  Purple, yellow triple diamond, white sleeves, yellow diamonds, purple cap, yellow 
diamond.
Higgin, Mr M. E. S. (L)  Yellow, orange sleeves, orange and yellow quartered cap.
Higgins, Mr B. E. W.  Emerald green, yellow diamond, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Higgins, Mr D. W.  Maroon, dark green epaulets.
Higgins, Mr J.  Purple, red cap.
Higgins, Mr James  Brown, grey hoop, brown sleeves, grey stars, white cap.
Higgins, Mr Johnny  Dark blue, white cross belts, emerald green and white hooped sleeves and cap.
Higgy, Mette & Friends  Maroon, dark green epaulets.
Higgy, Mette & Friends 1  Maroon, dark green epaulets.
Higgy, Mette & Friends 2  Maroon, dark green epaulets.
The High Altitude Partnership  Purple, pink seams, purple sleeves, pink stars, pink cap, purple 
stars.
Higham, Mr B.  Red, light blue cap.
Highbank Stud  Yellow, dark blue stripe, white sleeves and cap.
Highbank Syndicate  Royal blue, white epaulets, yellow and royal blue striped sleeves, quartered 
cap.
Highbeck Racing  Red and light green diamonds, red sleeves, light green armlets and diamond on cap.
Highbeck Racing 1  Red, black star and armlets.
Highbeck Racing 2  Red, black star and armlets.
Highbeck Racing 3  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), dark blue sleeves and cap.
Highbeck Racing 4  Brown, yellow stripe and armlets, quartered cap.
Highbeck Racing 4 (second colours)  Red and light green diamonds, red sleeves, light green armlets 
and diamond on cap.
Highbeck Racing 5  Light blue and purple diabolo, light blue sleeves, purple armlets, quartered cap.
Highbury Stud and Willingham House Stud  Dark blue, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
Highclere Racing, T Vestey & P Silver  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere TBRacing Henry Moore & Partner  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'BredRacing-Adriana Zaefferer  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'bred Racing - Alfie Corbitt  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere TBred Racing - Ant Middleton  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing - Antony Gormley  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing - Benedict Allen  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing - Ben Saunders  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing - Cabaret Queen  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing - Cabaret Queen (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue hooped 
sleeves, dark blue cap.
Highclere Tbred Racing-Charles Church  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Tbred Racing-Charlie Langton  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'bred Racing - Claire Lomas  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing- Crievehill  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing- Crievehill (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue hooped sleeves, dark 
blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing - David Hockney  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'bred Racing-Denise Lewis  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing East Layton Stud  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'bred Racing - Edward Bevan  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing-Edward Lear  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'bred Racing-Edwin Moses  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing-Family Fortunes  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing-Family Fortunes (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue hooped sleeves, 
dark blue cap.
Highclere Tbred Racing-Fiddian-Green  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing - George Stubbs  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing - Hallowed Park  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing - Hallowed Park (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue hooped sleeves, 
dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing - Hannah Stodel  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing - Helen Skelton  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.

Highclere TBred Racing -Henry Moore  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Tbred Racing -Highclere Castle  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Tbred Racing -Highclere Castle (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue hooped 
sleeves, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing - Hilton-Barber  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing-Hilton-Barber 1  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing If You Say Run  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing If You Say Run (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue hooped sleeves, 
dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing - JMW Turner  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing-John Betjeman  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Tbred Racing-Juliet Cursham  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
HighclereT'Bred Racing-JustWannaHaveFun  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing - Karen Darke  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Tbred Racing-Katie O'Sullivan  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'bred Racing-Kelly Holmes  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'bred Racing - Kodi Bear 1  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'bred Racing - Levison Wood  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing - Louisiana  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing - Louisiana (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue hooped sleeves, dark 
blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing - Lt Scott Sears  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Tbred Racing-Nichola Eddery  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Tbred Racing-Nichola Eddery II  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'bred Racing- Nick Skelton  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'bred Racing- Nick Skelton (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue hooped sleeves, 
dark blue cap.
Highclere Tbred Racing-Peter Curling  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing - Philip Blacker  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing - Posh Trish  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing - Posh Trish (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue hooped sleeves, dark 
blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing-Precious Bounty  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'bred Racing - Princess Iris  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing- Rio Olympics  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing- Rio Olympics (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue hooped sleeves, 
dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing-Rosie Swale Pope  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing-Sir Mark Todd  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'bred Racing-Steve Redgrave  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing-Strasbourg Place  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Tbred Racing - Sudeley Castle  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Tbred Racing - Sudeley Castle (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue hooped sleeves, 
dark blue cap.
Highclere Tbred Racing-Susan Crawford  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing - Thomas Hardy  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere T'Bred Racing (Wellington)  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere - The Tribe  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Anchor  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Anchor (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue hooped 
sleeves, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing -Ballywood  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing -Ballywood (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue hooped 
sleeves, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Belvoir  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Belvoir (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue hooped sleeves, 
dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Boston I  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing-Chatsworth  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing-Contented  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing-Danse Idol  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing-David Weir  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Dream On  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Durston  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing-Ennis Hill  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Fame  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Floors  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Floors (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue hooped sleeves, 
dark blue cap.
HIghclere Thoroughbred Racing - Fly  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Ganton  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Ganton (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue hooped 
sleeves, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing-Generation  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Getaway  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Goodwood  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Goodwood (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue hooped 
sleeves, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Houghton  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Houghton (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue hooped 
sleeves, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing-Kodi Bear  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Lion  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - LS Lowry  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing-LS Lowry 1  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing Ltd  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing Ltd (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue hooped sleeves, dark 
blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing Ltd (third colours)  Royal blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing Ltd (fourth colours)  Grey, maroon cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Magic  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Milan  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Nicklaus  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Nicklaus (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue hooped 
sleeves, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing-Pendleton  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Shanghai  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Stowaway  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing-St Saviour  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Style  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing -SyonHouse  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing -SyonHouse (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue hooped 
sleeves, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing-Trinity II  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing -Waddesdon  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Highclere Thoroughbred Racing - Whiskey  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
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Highclere Thoroughbred Racing-Wordsworth  Light blue, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
High Country Racing  Dark blue & light green (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, dark blue cap, light 
green star.
Highfield Racing 4  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets, dark blue 
cap.
Highfield Racing 6  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets, dark blue 
cap.
Highfields Farm Partnership  Red, light blue hoop, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
High Five Racing  Royal blue, white triple diamond, white sleeves, royal blue armlets and diamonds 
on white cap.
High Five Racing and Partners  Royal blue, white triple diamond, white sleeves, royal blue armlets 
and diamonds on white cap.
The High Flyers  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
The High Flying Bird Partnership  Dark blue, dark blue and white check sleeves and cap.
Highgreen Partnership  Emerald green, yellow sash, emerald green sleeves, yellow stars and star on 
cap.
Highgrounds Partnership  Pink, large black spots and spots on cap.
High Hopes 2017  Purple, white diamond, hooped sleeves.
High Hopes Partnership & Partner  Purple, white diamond, hooped sleeves.
Highlands Farm Racing Partnership  Purple, emerald green stars on sleeves.
Highland Thoroughbred Ltd  Purple, yellow star, purple sleeves, yellow spots, yellow cap.
The Highlife Racing Club  White, royal blue sash, red sleeves, white cap, royal blue star.
High Oaks Racing  Purple and yellow diabolo, yellow sleeves, purple stars, yellow cap, purple 
diamond.
The High Proof Syndicate  Light blue, pink cross belts, black cap.
The Hightailers  Red, yellow star, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap, yellow stars.
The Hightailers & Paul J Dixon  Royal blue, pink chevrons, royal blue cap.
The Hightailers & Rae Guest  White, pink and white striped sleeves, pink cap.
Hignett, Mr G. B.  Red, royal blue diamond, halved sleeves, red cap.
The Higos Hopefuls  Mauve and white check, white sleeves, mauve armlets.
Higson, Mr M. R.  Black and yellow diamonds, yellow cap.
Hilal, Mr Mohammed  White, red chevron, diabolo on sleeves.
Hillen, Mr S.  Pink, red sleeves, pink armlets, red cap.
Hillen, Mrs R. G.  Dark blue, pink epaulets, diabolo on sleeves.
Hillen, Mrs R. G. (second colours)  Black, white stripe, striped sleeves.
Hillen, Mrs R. G. (third colours)  Pink, red sleeves, pink armlets.
Hillen, Mrs R. G. (fourth colours)  Dark blue, white stripe, diabolo on sleeves.
Hillen, Mrs R. G. (fifth colours)  Pink, white sleeves, pink armlets, white cap.
Hillier, Mr John  White, red triple diamond, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Hillman, Mr T.  Royal blue and white stripes, grey cap.
Hill, Miss Diane  White, royal blue spots, white spots on royal blue sleeves and cap.
Hill, Miss Diane (second colours)  Black, red epaulets, halved sleeves, red cap.
Hill, Mr Alan  Red, yellow cap.
Hill, Mr C. F. E.  Yellow, black seams, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Hill, Mr David W.  Light green, white sleeves, dark green armlets, white cap.
Hill, Mr D. F.  Dark green, yellow sash, halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Hill, Mr Jonathan  White, light blue cross belts and sleeves, pink cap.
Hill, Mr J. P.  Red, black hoop and armlets, dark blue cap.
Hill, Mr Martin  Purple, emerald green hoop, white cap.
Hill, Mr Michael  Royal blue, white cross of lorraine and armlets, check cap.
Hill, Mr Michael P.  Red, white hoop, red sleeves, white seams, white cap.
Hill, Mr M. P.  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), purple sleeves, emerald green cap.
Hill, Mr M. V.  Dark green, red hollow box, armlets and cap.
Hill, Mrs C.  Pink, light green hoops and armlets, light green and pink hooped cap.
Hill, Mrs T.  Yellow and red diabolo, yellow sleeves and cap.
Hill, Mrs T. (second colours)  Grey, black cuffs, black and white check cap.
Hill, Ms Y. M.  Light blue, large yellow spots.
Hills Angels  Light blue, grey and light blue striped sleeves, grey cap.
Hill-Smith, Mr R. W.  Light blue, red hoops and armlets.
Hills, Mr B. W.  Grey, black sleeves, white cap.
Hills, Mr B. W. (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow cap.
Hills, Mr C. B.  Light blue, grey and light blue striped sleeves, grey cap.
Hills, Mr M. J.  Red and brown (quartered), red sleeves, brown armlets, white cap.
Hills, Mrs B. W.  Light blue, white epaulets, armlets and cap.
Hills, Mrs M.  Purple, emerald green sash, purple sleeves, white armlets, emerald green cap, white 
spots.
Hills, Ms Kate  Light blue and maroon (halved), light blue sleeves, maroon armlets, maroon cap.
Hills of Ledbury Ltd  Yellow, royal blue spots.
The Hill Stud  Scarlet, yellow sash and sleeves, royal blue cap.
The Hill Top Partnership  Dark blue, light blue stars on sleeves, light blue cap.
Hillwood Racing  Light green, white sleeves and cap.
Hillyer, Mr Steve  Royal blue and white check, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, royal blue cap.
Hinchy, Davies & Lynch-Smith  Beige, grey epaulets.
Hinchy, Mr Carl  Violet, white cap.
Hinchy, Mr Carl (second colours)  Beige, grey epaulets.
Hinder, Mrs J. M.  Emerald green, beige hoop, beige cap, emerald green star.
Hinds, Mr J.  Mauve and black (quartered), mauve sleeves, white cap.
Hine, Mr A. C.  Light blue and yellow check, light blue sleeves, yellow armlets, red cap.
Hine, Mr Dick  Red, white disc, black and red striped sleeves, white cap.
Hinks, Mrs Christine M.  Black, red cross of lorraine, striped sleeves, red cap.
Hintlesham Racing  White, maroon chevron and armlets, striped cap.
The Hippy Hippy Shake Partnership II  Dark blue and purple stripes, dark blue sleeves, yellow 
armlets, dark blue and purple hooped cap.
Hirschfeld,Fishdance,Piper,Clear Racing  Pink, dark green epaulets and star on cap.
Hirschfeld, Mr Tony  Pink, dark green epaulets and star on cap.
Hirst, Mr Bryan  Black and red check, red sleeves.
Hirst, Mr C. R.  Dark blue, large white spots, dark blue and white chevrons on sleeves, dark blue and 
white striped cap.
Hiscock, Mr P.  Brown, beige hoop, beige sleeves, brown stars.
Hitchcock, King, McFadden  Yellow and light blue stripes, yellow sleeves, light blue stars and cap.
Hitchcock, Mr R. G.  Yellow and light blue stripes, yellow sleeves, light blue stars and cap.
Hitchcock, Mrs B.  Purple, white star and armlets, white cap, purple star.
Hitchcroft, Mr Mark  White, red cross belts, halved sleeves, red cap.
Hitchings, Mr Anthony Richard  Black, pink epaulets, black sleeves, pink stars, pink cap.
Hitchings, Mr C. J.  Yellow, royal blue spots.
Hitchings, Mrs J.  Red, white star, dark blue sleeves, white stars, red cap, white star.
Hitchins, Barr, McMahon & Coote  Royal blue and yellow check.
Hitchins, Exors of the Late Mrs K.  Purple, yellow sash, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Hitchins, Miss Daisy  Royal blue and yellow check.
Hitchins, Mr G.  Royal blue and yellow check, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Hitchins, Mr J. C.  Red, grey cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Hitchins, Mr J. C. (second colours)  Light blue and orange diamonds, light blue sleeves, light blue 
cap, orange star.
Hitchins, Mr N. J.  Black, orange hoops, orange cap.
Hitchins & Partners  Royal blue and yellow check.
Hitchman, Mr T. P.  Dark blue, light blue star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.

Hitch, Mrs C.  Red, white hoops, dark blue sleeves, white cap.
H Jones & M Bowen  Mauve, purple chevron, hooped sleeves and cap.
H/J Racing  Black, mauve stars.
H/J Racing, G Kelleway  Black, mauve stars.
HJ RACING & MRS E BURKE  Black, mauve stars.
HJW Partnership  Dark blue, pink triple diamond, sleeves and cap.
The HLS Partnership  Dark blue and pink diamonds, dark blue sleeves, dark blue cap, pink star.
H L Thompson & D Tucker  Mauve, beige hoops, black sleeves, mauve cap.
H Merry, G Kelleway, J Farley  Emerald green, yellow hoops, emerald green and white hooped 
sleeves.
H Merry, G Kelleway, J Farley (second colours)  Emerald green, orange star, white sleeves, 
emerald green armlets, emerald green and white check cap.
H Moorhead, C Fahy & J Collins  Red, yellow spots, sleeves and cap.
Hoad, Mr R. P. C.  Red, yellow hoop, white sleeves, yellow armlets, red and yellow hooped cap.
Hoare, Mr J. S.  Black, white stripe, white sleeves, black armlets, white cap.
Hoare, Mr Nick  Purple and yellow (quartered), yellow and purple halved sleeves, purple cap.
Hoare, Mrs Olivia  Red, purple spots, red sleeves and cap.
Hoare, Mrs Olivia (second colours)  Purple, grey cross belts, purple sleeves, grey stars.
The Hobbits  Emerald green and maroon stripes, emerald green sleeves, white and maroon striped 
cap.
Hobbs, Mr C. P.  Black, black and royal blue hooped cap.
Hobbs, Mr John  Light blue, white seams and sleeves, red cap.
Hobbs, Mr P. J.  Yellow and white stripes, yellow sleeves and cap.
Hobbs, Mrs C.  Dark green, yellow sleeves and cap.
Hobbs, Mrs S. L.  White and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves and cap.
Hobby, Dr J. A. E.  Turquoise, navy blue disc, collar and cuffs, check cap.
Hobby, Mr Jeffrey  Turquoise, navy blue collar and cuffs, check cap.
Hobby, Mrs Phoebe  Turquoise, navy blue collar and cuffs, pink cap.
Hobson, Exors of the Late Mr John  Maroon, royal blue cross belts.
Hobson, Miss Caroline  White, orange star, white sleeves, orange stars, white cap, orange star.
Hobson, Miss Clare  Pink, royal blue star, royal blue sleeves, pink stars, royal blue cap, pink star.
Hobson, Mr Bill  Dark blue, light blue cross of lorraine, red cap, light blue star.
Hobson, Mr Harry  Royal blue, white sleeves, halved cap.
Hobson, Mr Richard  Royal blue, light blue sleeves, royal blue stars, light blue cap.
Hobson, Mr Richard (second colours)  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, light blue stars, royal blue cap.
Hobson, Mr Simon  Dark blue, orange star, dark blue sleeves, orange stars, dark blue cap, orange 
star.
Hobson, Mrs Liz  Maroon, royal blue cross belts.
Hobson, Mrs Rosemary E.  Pink, white star, sleeves and star on cap.
Hobson, Mr Wilf  Grey, royal blue star, grey sleeves, royal blue stars, red cap.
Hockenhull, Mr P. D.  Black and scarlet (quartered), black sleeves, scarlet cap with black hoop.
Hockham Lodge Stud  Light blue, white triple diamond, striped sleeves, red cap.
Hocking, Mr Mike  Pink, black chevron, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Hocking, Mr Mike (second colours)  White, royal blue triple diamond, white and red striped 
sleeves, royal blue cap, white spots.
Hoddinott, Mr O.  Maroon, grey chevrons, maroon cap, grey stars.
Hodge, Mr A. H. B.  White, black epaulets, striped sleeves and cap.
Hodge, Mr John Mc. C.  Black, yellow epaulets, striped cap.
Hodge, Mrs I.  White, black sleeves and collar, white cuffs, hooped cap.
Hodge, Mrs N.  Pink, dark blue stars, dark blue sleeves, pink stars, dark blue cap.
Hodges, Mr Adam  Royal blue, white star, white sleeves, royal blue spots, white cap.
Hodges, Mr Adam (second colours)  Red, white star, black sleeves, red stars, black cap, red star.
Hodges, Mr K. B.  Light green, yellow triple diamond, sleeves and diamonds on cap.
Hodges, Mr R. J.  Royal blue, yellow hoops, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Hodges, Mrs T. C. P.  Black, yellow diamond and sleeves, striped cap.
Hodgkinson, Mr Stephen Robert  White, orange diamond, orange cap.
Hodgkiss & Kelvin-Hughes  Grey, white epaulets.
Hodgson, Mr Carl  Black, light blue and black halved sleeves, light blue cap.
Hodgson, Mrs J.  White, maroon seams, beige sleeves, white cap, maroon diamond.
Hodgson, Mrs R. D.  Yellow, royal blue sash, check cap.
Hodkinson, Mr J.  White, mauve striped sleeves, mauve cap.
Hodsoll, Chapple-Hyam, Bryan Hirst Ltd  Emerald green, purple chevron, purple and white 
chevrons on sleeves, white and emerald green quartered cap.
Hodsoll, Mrs Tor  Emerald green, purple chevron, purple and white chevrons on sleeves, white and 
emerald green quartered cap.
Hodson, Debbie  Emerald green, red star and armlets.
Hodson, Debbie (second colours)  Dark blue, beige seams, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Hodson, Mr Gary  Red, white seams, royal blue and white striped sleeves, quartered cap.
HOE RACING  Yellow, dark green stars, dark green sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Hoey, Mr William  Pink, black epaulets, white sleeves, white cap, black star.
Hogarth, Morris, Percival & Irving  White, royal blue spots, red sleeves, white cap.
Hogarth, Morris & Percival Racing  White, royal blue spots, red sleeves, white cap.
Hogarth, Mr Anthony  Emerald green, dark blue sleeves.
Hogarth, Mr G. R.  White, royal blue spots, red sleeves, white cap.
Hogarth, Mr P. H.  Royal blue and yellow stripes, white sleeves, red cap.
Hogarth, Mr Tony  Royal blue, yellow armlets, red cap.
Hogarth Racing  Royal blue and yellow stripes, white sleeves.
Hogben, Mrs Helen  Yellow, yellow and mauve quartered cap.
Hoggarth, Mr Bernard  Black and white check, white sleeves, black stars.
Hogg, Mr D. L.  Red, black hoop, yellow cap.
Hogg, Mrs Catherine  Royal blue, grey and royal blue halved sleeves, grey cap.
Hogg, Mrs Gemma  Yellow, black seams, black sleeves, yellow stars and cap.
Hogg, Mrs Gemma (second colours)  Black and red stripes, checked sleeves, red cap.
Hogg, Mrs Gemma (third colours)  Emerald green, dark blue chevron, chevrons on sleeves.
Hogg, Mrs Gemma (fourth colours)  Pink, purple chevrons on sleeves, purple cap.
Hogg, Mr Stuart William  Black, light blue stars, light blue sleeves, white stars, light blue cap, dark 
green star.
Holcombe Hopefuls  White, red and white hooped sleeves, black cap, white star.
Holcombe Hopefuls (second colours)  Dark blue, white star, light blue sleeves, white stars, light 
blue cap, white star.
Holcombe, Mr J.  Yellow, maroon chevron, striped cap.
Holder, Mr Colin  Dark blue and light blue diamonds, diabolo on sleeves, dark blue cap, light blue 
star.
Holder, Mr Derek C.  Red and royal blue diamonds, emerald green and red striped sleeves, red cap, 
emerald green diamond.
Holder, Mrs J.  White, maroon cross belts and sleeves.
Hold My Beer Syndicate  Emerald green, orange stars, white sleeves, orange stars, white cap, 
orange star.
The Holdsworth Family  Grey and maroon (quartered), grey sleeves, black cap.
Hold Your Horses Racing  Yellow and black stripes, yellow sleeves.
Hold Your Horses Racing & Mrs E Burke  Yellow and black stripes, yellow sleeves.
Holgate, Mr Geoff  White, yellow star and spots on cap.
Holland-Hibbert, Mr Henry  Black, orange sleeves, red cap.
Holland-Hibbert, Mrs K.  Sky blue, scarlet seams, black velvet cap.
Holland, Miss Katharine J.  Red, dark blue triple diamond, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds, dark 
blue cap, white diamond.
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Holland, Miss P. A.  Light blue, beige hooped sleeves, mauve cap.
Holland, Mr Brendan  Red, black seams, diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Holland, Mr H. R.  White, black diamond hoop and cap with white diamond.
Holland, Mr P.  Black, red chevrons, diamonds on sleeves, red cap.
Holland, Mrs A.  Light blue, red stripe, striped cap.
Hollands, Mrs J.  Dark blue, brown cap.
Holliday, The Hon Mrs C. M.  White, maroon hoop, armlets and cap.
Hollier, Mr Michael  Royal blue, white and red chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
The Hollinbridge Partnership & Ruth Carr  Yellow, large dark green spots, yellow sleeves, dark 
green spots, dark green cap.
Hollings, Mr S. A.  Light green, mauve chevrons, light green sleeves and cap.
Hollingsworth, Mr Mark  Light blue, dark blue and light blue striped sleeves.
Hollingsworth, Mr P.  Dark blue, emerald green hoops, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Hollinrake, Mr A. D.  Maroon and light blue (quartered), maroon sleeves.
Hollinshead and Pyle  Dark green, beige star, sleeves and star on cap.
Hollinshead, Miss Sarah  Emerald green, pink and white striped sleeves, pink cap.
Hollinshead, Miss Sarah (second colours)  Mauve, pink striped sleeves.
Hollinshead, Miss Sarah (third colours)  Fuchsia, black star, hooped cap.
Hollinshead, Miss Sarah (fourth colours)  Light green and mauve stripes, white sleeves, mauve cap.
Hollinshead, Mr A. N.  Yellow, red sleeves, collar and hoop on cap.
Hollinshead, Mr A. N. (second colours)  Grey, pink hooped sleeves.
Hollinshead, Mr A. N. (third colours)  Purple, pink and purple striped sleeves.
Hollinshead, Mr A. N. (fourth colours)  Emerald green, light green epaulets.
Hollinshead, Mr Jack O  Purple, yellow stars, dark green sleeves, yellow stars.
Hollinshead, Mrs Lynda  White, pink braces.
Holloway,Clarke,Black  Red, black sleeves, emerald green armlets, black cap.
Hollowdean  Light blue and grey stripes, light blue sleeves, hooped cap.
Hollowood, Dr John  Light blue and grey stripes, light blue sleeves, hooped cap.
Holman, Mrs A.  French grey and cerise (halved), sleeves reversed, grey cap.
Holmes, Exors of the Late Mr M.  Light green, orange sash and armlets, orange cap, light green 
spots.
Holmes, Mr J.  Orange, grey chevron.
Holmes, Mr J. (second colours)  Orange, grey spots, orange sleeves and cap.
Holmes, Mr J. R.  Red, yellow hoops, yellow and red diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap, red spots.
Holmes, Mr Michael  Dark green, black and white striped sleeves.
Holmes, Mr N. N.  Dark blue, orange hoop, orange cap.
Holmes, Mr P. F.  Black, black and grey diabolo on sleeves.
Holmes, Mr P. F. (second colours)  Royal blue and yellow check, yellow sleeves.
Holmes, Mr S.  Maroon, white epaulets, white sleeves, maroon armlets, maroon cap, white star.
Holmes, Mrs Elaine  Light green, orange sash and armlets, white cap.
Holmes, Mrs K.  Light green, dark blue epaulets, yellow and dark blue hooped sleeves and cap.
Holohan, Mr B.  Red, yellow chevron, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
The Holryale Partnership  White, black stars, royal blue sleeves, black cap.
Holt,Atkin,Macnabb,O'Connor, Milton  Maroon, pink epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
Holtby, Mrs S.  White, black cross belts, red cap.
Holt, Carpenter, Peters, Macnabb, Webb  Maroon, pink epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
Holt, Clark, Macnabb, Nugent & Robinson  Maroon, pink epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
Holt, Lynch, Mickley Stud  Emerald green, yellow hoop, halved sleeves, emerald green and yellow 
quartered cap.
HoltMacnabbClarkJeffreyMiltonRobinson  Maroon, pink epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
Holt, Macnabb, Robinson & Jeffrey  Maroon, pink epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
Holt,Macnabb,Robinson,Taylor,Tucker  Maroon, pink epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
Holt,Macnabb,Taylor,Clark,Nugent,Peters  Maroon, pink epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
Holt, Mr A.  Maroon, pink epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
Holt, Mr A. (second colours)  Maroon, pink chevron, sleeves and star on cap.
Holt, Mr Carl  Royal blue, red chevron, royal blue sleeves, red stars.
Holt, Mr J. R.  Emerald green, yellow hoop, halved sleeves, emerald green and yellow quartered cap.
Holt, Mr Peter A.  Dark blue, red disc, light blue sleeves, dark blue cap, red star.
Holt, Mrs J. C.  Black, yellow stars, diabolo on sleeves and stars on cap.
Holtorp, Mrs Patricia  Red and royal blue stripes, light blue sleeves and cap.
Holt Robinson Atkin Macnabb Tucker Webb  Maroon, pink epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
Holt Robinson Kronbauer Macnabb O'Connor  Maroon, pink epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
Holt, Robinson, Macnabb, Clark, Weedon  Maroon, pink epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
Holt,Robinson,Skelton,Macnabb,Milton  Maroon, pink epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
Homaizi, Mr Saleh Al  Dark green, beige stars on sleeves.
Homan, Mr Jonathan  Purple, yellow stripe, purple sleeves, yellow stars, purple cap, yellow star.
Homebred Racing  White, red star, black and white hooped sleeves, red cap, white star.
Homecroft Wealth & Clear Racing  Red, black star, black and red diabolo on sleeves, red cap, black 
stars.
Homecroft Wealth, K. Old, J. Collins  Red, black star, black and red diabolo on sleeves, red cap, 
black stars.
Homecroft Wealth, K. Old, J. Collins (second colours)  White, dark blue triple diamond, dark blue 
sleeves, white diamonds, dark blue cap, white diamond.
Homecroft Wealth, K. Old, J. Collins (third colours)  Red, white stars, white sleeves, red stars, 
black cap, white stars.
Homecroft Wealth & Nick Pogmore  Red, black star, black and red diabolo on sleeves, red cap, 
black stars.
Homecroft Wealth & Nick Pogmore (second colours)  Red, dark blue epaulets, halved sleeves and 
diamond on cap.
Homecroft Wealth Racing  Red, black star, black and red diabolo on sleeves, red cap, black stars.
Homecroft Wealth Racing (second colours)  White, dark blue triple diamond, dark blue sleeves, 
white diamonds, dark blue cap, white diamond.
Homecroft Wealth Racing (third colours)  Pink, dark green epaulets and star on cap.
Homecroft Wealth Racing & Mr Kevin Old  Red, black star, black and red diabolo on sleeves, red 
cap, black stars.
Homecroft Wealth Racing & Mr Kevin Old (second colours)  Red, white stars, white sleeves, red 
stars, black cap, white stars.
Homecroft Wealth Racing & Partner  Red, black star, black and red diabolo on sleeves, red cap, 
black stars.
Homecroft Wealth Racing & Partner (second colours)  White, dark blue triple diamond, dark 
blue sleeves, white diamonds, dark blue cap, white diamond.
Homecroft Wealth Racing & T D McCarthy  Red, black star, black and red diabolo on sleeves, red 
cap, black stars.
Homecroft Wealth Racing VIII  Red, black star, black and red diabolo on sleeves, red cap, black 
stars.
Homecroft Wealth Racing VIII (second colours)  White, dark blue triple diamond, dark blue 
sleeves, white diamonds, dark blue cap, white diamond.
The Home Farm Partnership  Emerald green and red (quartered), emerald green sleeves, striped 
cap.
The Home Farm Partnership (second colours)  Grey, pink stars, pink cap, grey star.
Homegrown Partnership  White, black chevrons, black cap.
Homegrown Partnership (second colours)  Yellow, light blue diamond, white and light blue hooped 
sleeves, yellow cap, light blue diamond.
Homer, Mr I.  White and royal blue (quartered), striped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Homewoodgate Racing Club  Black and yellow check, halved sleeves.
Homewood, Mr B.  Dark green and yellow (quartered), dark green sleeves, yellow stars and cap.

Homewood, Mr P.  Royal blue, red epaulets, red and royal blue striped sleeves, red and white 
quartered cap.
Homewood, Mrs S.  Red, emerald green disc.
Hon, Dr Johnny  Black, yellow braces, black and red hooped sleeves, black cap, yellow star.
Hon Earle I.Mack & Mr Giovanni Parri  Burgundy, yellow rising sun, burgundy cap.
Honestly Racing  Emerald green, yellow seams, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, orange cap.
Honeyball, Mr A.  White, royal blue cross belts, red sleeves, royal blue armlets and star on red cap.
Honeycomb Stud Mr JO'Rourke & Mr G Fagan  Black, emerald green seams, black sleeves, 
emerald green cap.
Hong Kong Crew  White, dark blue cross belts, sleeves and cap.
HonJamesBroughton/M.L.W.BellRacingLtd  Silver, copper hoop, armlets and cap.
The Hon Lady Heber-Percy & V Williams  Yellow, royal blue triple diamond and armlets, royal blue 
and yellow quartered cap.
The Hon Mary Morrison & Partners  Light blue, black and white striped sleeves, white cap.
Hon Mrs Corbett, C Wright, Mrs B W Hills  Royal blue, silver striped sleeves, blue and red hooped 
cap.
The Hon Mrs J M Corbett and Chris Wright  Royal blue, silver striped sleeves, red and royal blue 
hooped cap.
Hon Mrs J M Corbett, D M James, C Wright  Royal blue, silver striped sleeves, red and royal blue 
hooped cap.
The Hon Mrs J. M. Corbett & Mr C. Wright  Royal blue, silver striped sleeves, red and royal blue 
hooped cap.
The Hon Mrs P Stanley & Sir Peter Vela  Royal blue, white hoops, grey sleeves, royal blue and 
white quartered cap.
The Hon Mrs P Stanley & Sir Peter Vela (second colours)  Black, white epaulets, white cap.
The Honorable Earle I. Mack & Les Boyer  Burgundy, yellow rising sun, burgundy cap.
The Honorable Earle I. Mack & Partner  Burgundy, yellow rising sun, burgundy cap.
Honorable Earle Mack & Team Valor LLC  Emerald green, maroon chevron, maroon cap.
Honorable Earle Mack & Team Valor LLC (second colours)  Burgundy, yellow rising sun, 
burgundy cap.
The Honorable Earle Mack & T Hind Racing  Burgundy, yellow rising sun, burgundy cap.
Honourable Artillery Company  Dark blue, mauve triple diamond and sleeves, quartered cap.
Honourable Scoundrels  Dark blue, red stars, emerald green sleeves, red cap.
The Hon R J Arculli/Mr C. Gordon-Watson  Light blue and red diamonds, light blue sleeves, red 
cap, light blue diamond.
The Hon R J Arculli & Mr Robert Ng  Light blue and red diamonds, light blue sleeves, red cap, light 
blue diamond.
The Hooch Partnership  Light blue, yellow star and star on cap.
Hood, Ms Rachel D. S.  Dark blue, white sash and sleeves, quartered cap.
Hood, Ms Rachel D. S. (second colours)  White and yellow stripes, white sleeves, black cap.
The Hoof Partnership  White, emerald green disc, black sleeves, emerald green and white hooped 
cap.
Hooker, Mr M. McD.  Maroon and yellow stripes, maroon sleeves, yellow armlets, maroon cap.
Hook Lane Syndicate  Emerald green, orange stars, mauve sleeves, orange and mauve quartered 
cap.
Hook, Mrs E. L.  Pink, maroon cross of lorraine.
Hook, Mrs S.  Light blue, purple sleeves, quartered cap.
Hoolabaloo Racing  Red, white stars, white sleeves, red stars, black cap, white stars.
Hools & Forces Partnership  Dark blue, white hollow box, emerald green and white hooped sleeves 
and cap.
Hooper, Mr Neil  Dark blue, yellow hoop, red sleeves, yellow armlets.
Hope Eden Racing Limited  White, red braces, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Hope Eden Racing Ltd & Mrs E Burke  White, red braces, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Hopefully Not A Moose Partnership  Red and white check, red sleeves, white armlets.
The Hopeful Partnership  Yellow, green striped sleeves, yellow cap.
The Hopefuls & Kelvin-Hughes  Grey, white epaulets, royal blue cap, cerise spots.
Hopeful Travellers  Light blue, red hoop, halved sleeves, white cap.
Hope, Mr F.  White, brown epaulets.
Hope, Mr F. (second colours)  Mauve, red epaulets.
Hope, Mr R.  Royal blue, yellow sleeves, royal blue spots.
Hope, Mr S. R.  Dark blue and white (quartered), dark blue sleeves and cap.
Hope, Ms C.  Dark blue, yellow chevrons, dark blue sleeves, yellow spots, yellow cap.
The Hope Springs Syndicate  Red and yellow (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Hopetoun, Earl of  Dark blue, yellow cuffs, yellow check cap.
Hopgood, Mr M.  Orange, royal blue stars, royal blue cap, orange stars.
Hopkins, Mr B. M. A.  Dark blue and pink diamonds, dark blue sleeves, dark blue cap, pink star.
Hopkins, Mr Gary  Red, yellow stars, emerald green sleeves, emerald green cap, yellow star.
Hopkins, Mrs Denise  Purple, beige cross belts, chevrons on sleeves, purple cap, beige star.
Hopkins, Mrs Donna  White, maroon triple diamond, maroon cap, white diamond.
Hopkinson, Mr Gordon  White and brown (quartered), checked sleeves, brown and white hooped 
cap.
Hopper, Mr Peter  Black and white stripes, red sleeves, white cap.
Hopper, Mrs Christine  Mauve, pink stars, mauve cap, pink star.
Hopson, Mrs S.  White, dark blue hollow box, halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Horabin, Mr A.  Red, white stars, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, white stars.
Hordle, Mr Jeffrey  Orange, white sleeves, orange spots, white cap.
Horizon  Pink, purple chevrons on sleeves, purple cap.
Horley, Mr Tim  Emerald green, yellow star, red sleeves and cap.
Hornby Hornets  Light blue, yellow star, black sleeves, yellow stars and cap.
Horne, Hudson, Nolan & Ryans  Royal blue, yellow inverted triangle, armlets and diamonds on cap.
Horne, Mr Mark  White, yellow sleeves, green cap.
Horne, Mr Patrick John  Yellow, red armlets.
Horne, Mrs S.  Black, orange star, orange and black halved sleeves, orange star on cap.
Horner, Miss S.  Red, dark blue chevron, armlets and cap.
Horner, Mrs J.  Red, dark blue chevron, armlets and cap.
Horn, Mr G.  Black, white seams, black cap.
Horn, Mrs Liz  Red and yellow check, yellow sleeves.
Horn-Smith, Lady  White, black stars, black sleeves, white armlets.
Hornung, Miss M. A.  White, black spots and sleeves, red cap.
The Horse Flys Partnership  Pink, large purple spots, striped sleeves.
Horseheath Lodge Racing  Black, white cross belts, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
The Horse Players Two  Black, mauve stars on sleeves and cap.
Horsetrader One  Mauve, beige seams, mauve sleeves, hooped cap.
The Horse Watchers  Black, orange seams and sleeves, black cap.
The Horse Watchers (second colours)  White, black sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Horse Watchers 1  White, black sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
The Horse Watchers & Dan Creighton  Orange, mauve sleeves and cap.
The Horse Watchers & Matthew Taylor  White, black sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
The Horse Watchers & Mr Craig Buckingham  Black, orange seams and sleeves, black cap.
Horsfall, Miss Laura  Maroon, white seams, maroon sleeves, white stars, maroon cap, white star.
Horsfall, Mr N. P.  Royal blue, red epaulets, white sleeves and cap.
Horsfield, Mr Grant  Yellow, black chevron, diabolo on sleeves.
Horsfield, Mrs Gordon  Pink and grey (quartered), pink sleeves, grey stars, grey cap, pink star.
Horsford, Mr Godfrey  Yellow, light blue hoop and sleeves, maroon cap.
HorsingAround  Black, emerald green stripe, black sleeves, emerald green stars, black cap, emerald 
green star.
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Horsington, Mr A. F.  Yellow, black chevron, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Horton, Mr Bill  Yellow, dark green star, dark green sleeves, yellow stars, dark green cap, yellow 
stars.
Horton, Mr C. J. S.  White and dark green (quartered), white sleeves, white cap, dark green spots.
Horton, Mr C. J. S. (second colours)  Yellow, red stars, sleeves and stars on cap.
Horton, Mrs M. E.  Scarlet, black hooped cap.
Horvath, Mr L.  Light blue, white chevrons, white sleeves, light blue armlets, light blue and white 
striped cap.
Horwood Harriers & Dan Skelton  Light blue, red cross belts, light blue sleeves, red stars.
Horwood Harriers Partnership  Light blue, red cross belts, light blue sleeves, red stars.
The Horwoods Partnership  Light blue, red cross belts, light blue sleeves, red stars.
Hosford-Tanner, Mr M.  Pink, royal blue hoop, black cap.
Hosie, Mr Adrian  Dark blue and light blue check, royal blue sleeves, yellow cap.
Hosie, Mr S.  Black, royal blue star.
Hoskins, Miss Julie  Yellow, black hollow box.
Hoskins, Mr J. P.  Black, yellow seams, yellow sleeves, black armlets, yellow cap.
Hoskins, Mr M.  Light blue and maroon (quartered), hooped sleeves, maroon and light blue 
quartered cap.
Hoskins, Mr Matthew James  Brown, light green seams, brown sleeves and cap.
Hoskins, Mr R. S.  Light blue, black hooped sleeves, red and black hooped cap.
Hoskins, Mr R. S. (second colours)  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hoskins, Mr R. S. (third colours)  Navy blue, red and light blue hoop and armlets, white  cap.
Hoskins, Mrs C.  Dark green, pink hooped sleeves, pink cap.
Hosmer, Mrs J. L.  Red, black epaulets, diabolo on sleeves, black cap.
Hostages To Fortune  Yellow, black chevron, white and black striped sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Hostages To Fortune (second colours)  Beige, grey star, grey sleeves, beige stars, beige cap, grey 
star.
Hot Bucks Syndicate  Yellow, black braces, chevrons on sleeves.
Hothersall, Mr Paul  Yellow, black star, dark green sleeves, red cap.
Hothersall, Mrs Barbara  Dark blue, white epaulets, diabolo on sleeves.
Hot To Trot Jumping  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
HOT TO TROT JUMPING AND MR B G HELLYER  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot to Trot Jumping & Mr B G Hellyer  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot to Trot Jumping&Mrs E Gordon Lennox  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot To Trot Jumping & Mrs Jane Andrews  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot To Trot Racing 1  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot To Trot Racing  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot To Trot Racing 2  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot To Trot Racing 2 and Partners  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot To Trot Racing and Simon Chappell  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot To Trot Racing - Annecy  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot To Trot Racing & APT VI  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot To Trot Racing & D Tunmore  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot To Trot Racing 1 & Fittocks Stud  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot To Trot Racing - Golden Salute  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot To Trot Racing - Lollipop Lady  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot to Trot Racing 2 & Mrs M A Parker  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot To Trot Racing & Paddy Barrett  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot To Trot Racing & Partner  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot To Trot Racing - Shorter Skirt  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot To Trot Racing V  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot To Trot Racing VI  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot To Trot Racing - Wadacre Mimi  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
The Hot To Trot Syndicate - Deviate  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
The Hot To Trot Syndicate - Exrating  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot To Trot Syndicate - Heptathlete  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Hot To Trot Syndicate - Roseau City  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Houghton Bloodstock  Black, emerald green stars on sleeves.
Houghton, Mr George  Black, beige and black check sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
Houghton, Mr R.  Red, white triple diamond, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap, white diamond.
Houghton, Mrs V. K.  Mauve, purple stars, diabolo on sleeves, mauve cap.
Houldsworth, Mrs C.  Dark green, yellow sash, white cap.
Houlihan, Mrs F.  Royal blue, yellow hollow box, sleeves and cap.
Houlston, Miss B. J.  Dark green and pink (quartered), striped sleeves, dark green cap.
Houlston, Mr Mark  Emerald green and gold (quartered), red cap.
Houlton, Mr Robert  Purple and white diamonds, striped sleeves and cap.
Houston, Miss J.  Green, pink cross belts.
Houston, Mr D. J.  Royal blue and white check, yellow sleeves and cap.
Houston, Mrs C.  Light green, large red spots, red cap.
The Howaboutrightnow partnership  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars, 
yellow cap, royal blue star.
Howard Barton Stud  White, black seams, black and white striped sleeves, white cap.
Howard Coltherd Flannigan Newitt  Black, pink epaulets, armlets and cap.
Howard, Dr Keith  Yellow, red star, emerald green sleeves, red cap.
Howard Duff Racing  Emerald green, white stars, emerald green sleeves, black cap, white stars.
Howard, Mr A.  Pink, mauve stars, striped sleeves, pink cap.
Howard, Mr David  Dark blue, dark green cap.
Howard, Mr Graeme  Black, pink epaulets, armlets and cap.
Howard, Mr R. M.  Dark blue, pink seams, diamonds on sleeves, pink cap.
Howard, Mr S.  Light blue, maroon disc, striped sleeves.
Howard, Mr S. J.  Red and dark green (quartered), red sleeves and cap.
Howard of Rising, Lord  Rose, white diamonds on sleeves.
Howard-Spink, Mr G.  Emerald green, yellow seams, quartered cap.
Howard Spooner & Ian Weaver  Crazy quilt.
Howarth, Miss Claire  Orange, light blue sleeves, orange armlets, white cap.
Howarth, Mr Mark  Red, royal blue stars, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Howarth, Mr N.  Light blue and maroon (halved), sleeves reversed, light blue and maroon hooped 
cap.
The Howarting's Partnership  White, dark blue diamond, dark blue and red check sleeves and cap.
The Howarting's Partnership (second colours)  Emerald green, yellow diamond, hooped sleeves, 
yellow cap.
Howdale Bloodstock  Purple and yellow diabolo, chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
Howden, Mr D. P.  White and purple (quartered), diabolo on sleeves.
Howell, Mr Chris  Black, pink triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves and diamond on cap.
Howell, Mr Peter Robert  Yellow, royal blue stripe, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Howell, Mr S.  Red, black cross of lorraine, black sleeves, red armlets, black cap.
Howell, Ms G.  Yellow, mauve epaulets.
Howells, Miss Rhian Roseanna Iris  Red, royal blue cross belts, halved sleeves, red and royal blue 
quartered cap.
Howells, Mr Andrew  Black and orange (halved), orange sleeves, black armlets, black and orange 
check cap.
Howell, Sue  White, black cross belts, yellow sleeves and cap.
Howell, Sue (second colours)  Royal blue, white diamond, checked sleeves, royal blue cap, white 
diamond.
Howe, Mr Christoffer  Orange, brown seams, yellow and brown chevrons on sleeves, orange and 
yellow quartered cap.

Howe, Mr Ian  White, dark blue triple diamond and sleeves.
Howes, Mr David  Royal blue and emerald green diabolo, emerald green sleeves, royal blue cap.
Howlett, Mrs Julia  Dark blue, light blue seams, dark blue sleeves, light blue stars, light blue cap, dark 
blue star.
Howlett, Mrs M.  Emerald green, royal blue seams and sleeves, quartered cap.
Howlett, Mr S. R. W.  Maroon and yellow diabolo, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Howling, Mr Paul  Black, emerald green disc, red cap.
Howses Stud  Turquoise, pink diamond and sleeves, black cap.
Howses Stud & J S Moore  Aquamarine, pink diamond and sleeves, black cap.
Howses Stud, Redmond Carroll & J S Moore  Turquoise, pink diamond and sleeves, black cap.
Howzat Partnership  Red, grey cross belts and armlets.
Hoyland, Miss Sarah  White, black seams, black and royal blue striped sleeves, black cap.
Hoyle & Marwood  Purple and orange diabolo, halved sleeves, purple and orange quartered cap.
Hoyle, Mr B.  Purple and orange diabolo, halved sleeves, purple and orange quartered cap.
H Pinniger and Peter Cook  Beige, black stars, black cap.
H Pinniger and Peter Cook (second colours)  Yellow, emerald green stars, black sleeves and cap.
H Pinniger, Peter Cook & Partner  Beige, black stars, black cap.
HP Racing At Poets Cross  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing Caracci Apache  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing Colonel Miller  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing Commander Miller  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing Fields Of Fortune  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing Fugitives Drift  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing Garrison Commander  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing HMS President  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing Just In Time  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing Kings Royal Hussar  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing Moorland Queen  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing Moorland Queen & Ptnr  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing Noble Masquerade  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing No Hiding Place  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing On To Victory  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing Pegasus Bridge  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing Queens Blade  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing Queens Blade & Partner  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing Revenge  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing Royal Household  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing Running Cloud  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing Scarlet Dragon  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing Sword Beach  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing The Princes Poet  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing The Queens Ladies  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing Tour de Paris  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP RACING TWENTY YEARS ON  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
HP Racing Who Dares Wins  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
H.Pridham & D.Donoghue  Purple, light blue disc, white and light blue hooped sleeves, purple and 
light blue hooped cap.
H. S. Hutchinson & W. Storey  Red and white stripes, white sleeves, hooped cap.
H Stephen Smith & Family Gabbertas  Yellow, black sash, green cap.
H Stephen Smith & Graeme McPherson  Yellow, black sash, green cap.
H Stephen Smith & The Gabbertas Family  Yellow, black sash, emerald green cap.
Hubbard, Mrs Valerie  Yellow and white stripes, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Hubbuck, Mr G. R.  Claret, white hoop, black cap.
Hucking Horses V  White, dark green armlets.
Huckleberry Racing  Light blue, yellow seams, light blue sleeves and cap.
Huckle, Mr J.  Yellow, white cap, dark blue star.
Huddlestone, Mr Joseph (L)  Black, green sleeves, hooped cap.
Huddleston, Mr Ken  Dark blue and light blue check, hooped sleeves.
Hudd, Mr David  Mauve, white armlets, white cap.
Hudson Conway Racing Pty Ltd  Navy, white armbands and cap.
Hudson, Mr Paul  Light blue, dark blue triple diamond, dark blue and    light blue halved sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Hudson, Mrs F.  White, oxford blue hoop, armlets and quartered cap.
Hudson, Mr S. P.  Royal blue, pink chevron, diabolo on sleeves, royal blue cap, pink star.
Hue Williams, Mrs C. J.  Turquoise, white seams, ruby cap.
Huggins, Mr R. W.  Emerald green, red stripe, halved sleeves, emerald green and red striped cap.
Huggins, Mr R. W. (second colours)  Royal blue, pink stripe, pink and royal blue halved sleeves, pink 
and royal blue striped cap.
Hugh and Mindi Byrne & Macattack  Dark blue, white star, red sleeves, dark blue cap, white star.
Hughes Bros Construction Ltd  Yellow, white and yellow check sleeves, black cap.
Hughes, Miss D.  Emerald green, yellow chevrons, yellow sleeves and cap.
Hughes, Morecombe, Anderson  Purple and white diamonds, purple sleeves.
Hughes, Mr Billy  Pink and purple diamonds, diabolo on sleeves.
Hughes, Mr Brian  Orange and white (quartered), chevrons on sleeves, orange cap.
Hughes, Mr C. J. A.  Dark blue, white stars and sleeves, red cap.
Hughes, Mr Graham  Black, orange hoops, orange sleeves, black stars.
Hughes, Mr John  Maroon, white seams, maroon cap, white spots.
Hughes, Mr John (second colours)  Black, white hoops, white and emerald green quartered cap.
Hughes, Mr Jon  Emerald green and red check, yellow sleeves, emerald green armlets, yellow cap.
Hughes, Mr J. S.  Emerald green, yellow stars, armlets and stars on cap.
Hughes, Mr K.  Red, white star, dark blue and red diabolo on sleeves, red cap, dark blue star.
Hughes, Mr Martin  Purple and white diamonds, purple sleeves.
Hughes, Mr Nicholas J.  Dark green and red (quartered), white sleeves, dark green cap.
Hughes, Mr Richard  Grey, light blue sleeves and cap.
Hughes, Mr Richard (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow hooped sleeves.
Hughes, Mr Richard (third colours)  Purple, mauve sleeves and cap.
Hughes, Mr S. A.  Yellow, brown hoop, armlets and spots on cap.
Hughes, Mrs D. J.  Dark blue, yellow chevrons, dark blue sleeves, red armlets, black cap.
Hughes, Mrs D. J. (second colours)  Light blue and red check, light blue sleeves, red armlets.
Hughes, Mrs D. S. (L)  Yellow, pink cap.
Hughes, Mrs E.  Pink, black seams and star on cap.
Hughes, Mrs Jacqueline  Emerald green and red check, yellow sleeves, emerald green armlets, red 
cap.
Hughes, Mrs Julia  Green, gold sleeves, brown cap.
Hughes, Mrs M J  White, purple chevrons, chevrons on sleeves, white and purple quartered cap.
Hughes, Mr S. W.  Yellow, emerald green hoops, yellow sleeves, emerald green spots, white cap, 
yellow star.
Hughes, Mr T. D. H.  White, royal blue seams, white cap.
Hughes & Scott  Dark blue, white stars and sleeves, red cap.
Hugh Hodge Ltd  Pink, dark blue stars, dark blue sleeves, pink stars, dark blue cap.
Hugh Hodge Ltd (second colours)  White, black epaulets, striped sleeves and cap.
Hugh Hodge Ltd & Alexander Family  White, black epaulets, striped sleeves and cap.
Hugh Hodge Ltd & Alexander Family (second colours)  Scarlet, blue sleeves and collar, blue cap, 
green hoop.
Hugh & Mindi Byrne  Dark blue, white star, red sleeves, dark blue cap, white star.
Hugh & Mindi Byrne & W H Carson  Dark blue, white star, red sleeves, dark blue cap, white star.
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Hugo Hunt Racing  Black, red and white striped sleeves, red cap.
Hugo, Ms N.  Yellow, red star, red and yellow halved sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
Hui, Exors of the Late Mr S. F.  Red, white and blue stripes, white sleeves, red cap.
Huin, Mr Roger  Light blue, maroon cross of lorraine, white sleeves, maroon armlets, light blue and 
maroon quartered cap.
Hull Dewhirst Swales Blackburn & Turton  Purple, grey star.
Hullett, Mrs P. S. S.  Dark blue, light green seams and cap.
Hulley, Mr S. R.  Mauve, purple cross of lorraine.
Hull, Mr Ron  Yellow, black cross belts, yellow and black halved sleeves, black cap.
Hull, Mr Steve  Purple, grey star.
Hulme, Mr Jeremy  Red and yellow (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Hulse, Mrs Doone  Black, light blue hoop and sleeves, white cap.
Hulse, Mrs Joyce  Black, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Humaid, Mr Saeed Abdullah  Pink and purple (quartered), purple sleeves, pink armlets.
Humber, Mr Chris  Royal blue, gold sleeves and cap.
Humber, Mr Chris (second colours)  Red, dark blue sleeves.
Humber, Ms Sara  Maroon, light blue triple diamond, white sleeves, light blue cap.
Humberstone, Mr J.  Emerald green and purple stripes, mauve sleeves, mauve cap, purple star.
Humbert, Drew  Green, gold hoop and sleeves, check cap.
Humbert, Drew (second colours)  Red, yellow cross belts, hooped sleeves and cap.
Humbert, Mrs A. G.  Green, gold hoop and sleeves, check cap.
Humby, Mr M. C.  Black, red star and sleeves, emerald green cap.
Humby, Mr M. C. (second colours)  Emerald green and black check, black sleeves, emerald green 
armlets, emerald green cap.
Humphrey, Mr A. R.  Maroon, dark green chevrons, quartered cap.
Humphrey, Mr L.  White, red stars, white and black hooped sleeves.
Humphrey, Mrs S. J.  Maroon, dark green chevrons, armlets and star on cap.
Humphrey, Mrs S. J. (second colours)  Yellow, red epaulets, white sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
Humphrey, Mrs S. J. (third colours)  Yellow, purple chevron, purple sleeves, yellow stars, yellow 
cap, purple stars.
Humphreys, Mr John  Light blue and royal blue diamonds, royal blue sleeves, light blue armlets, 
quartered cap.
Humphreys, Mr M. A.  Orange, grey triple diamond, grey sleeves, orange diamonds, orange cap, 
grey diamond.
Humphreys, Mr Ryan  Orange, mauve seams, white sleeves, mauve and orange striped cap.
Humphreys, Mrs J. N.  Pink, brown chevron, hooped sleeves.
Humphreys, Mrs Rupert  Red, white and black stripes, black sleeves, black     and white quartered 
cap
Humphreys, Mr Stephen  Red, white stripe, armlets and star on cap.
Humphries, Miss J.  Maroon, white disc, white sleeves, maroon armlets, white cap.
Humphries, Mr Shaun  White, dark green disc, sleeves and cap.
Humphris, Mr Cyril  Brown and green stripes, brown sleeves and cap.
Hundley, Mrs Broussard  Light blue, violet sleeves, rose cap.
Hungerford Park Stud  Dark green, red stripe.
Hunnam, Mr G. R.  Yellow, black sash and sleeves.
The Hunni Partnership  Emerald green, orange sleeves, light blue cap.
Hunnisett, Mr R. S.  Dark green, large yellow spots.
Hunnisett, Mrs D. R.  Dark blue, red sash and sleeves, light blue cap.
Hunscote Stud  Purple, emerald green hoop and armlets.
Hunscote Stud Limited  Purple, emerald green hoop and armlets.
Hunscote Stud Limited and Partner  Purple, emerald green hoop and armlets.
Hunscote Stud Ltd and Mr Chris Humber  Royal blue, gold sleeves and cap.
Hunscote Stud Ltd & Mrs Lynne Maclennan  Purple, emerald green hoop and armlets.
Hunscote Stud & Partner  Purple, emerald green hoop and armlets.
Hunscote,Watt,Peckham,Botham & Edwards  Purple, emerald green hoop and armlets.
Hunter, Matterson & Dobbin  Royal blue, red sleeves, white stars, red cap.
Hunter & Mckie  Green, yellow sleeves, white cap.
Hunter, Mr D.  Emerald green and yellow diabolo, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Hunter, Mr Gavin  Dark green, white chevron, striped sleeves.
Hunter, Mr Hew  Black, red hoops, black sleeves, yellow spots, quartered cap.
Hunter, Mr K.  Beige, dark green chevron.
Hunter, Mr Keith  Dark blue, pink triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves and diamond on cap.
Hunter, Mr Mark  Royal blue, red sleeves, white stars, red cap.
Hunter, Mr Robert  Royal blue, pink hoop, pink sleeves, royal blue armlets.
Hunter, Prof John  Black and emerald green check, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Hunter Racing  Royal blue, pink hoop, pink sleeves, royal blue armlets.
Hunter Racing & Partner  Royal blue, pink hoop, pink sleeves, royal blue armlets.
Huntingdon, Lord  Grey, yellow hoops on body.
Huntley, Mrs S. C.  Emerald green, red inverted triangle, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Hunt, Miss J.  Dark green, pink triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, dark green cap, pink diamond.
Hunt, Mr C. Harman (L)  Light green, black hoop and armlets.
Hunt, Mr Daniel  Black, red and white striped sleeves, red cap.
Hunt, Mr David A.  Purple, yellow seams, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Hunt, Mr J. T. B.  Dark blue and white stripes, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Hunt, Mr Paul  Black, yellow cross of lorraine and armlets.
Hunt, Mr Roy  Dark blue, pink star, dark blue sleeves, pink spots, dark blue cap, pink stars.
Hunt, Mr Simon  Red and white check, black and white check sleeves, royal blue cap.
Hunt, Mrs Jonathan  Brown, emerald green and gold check cap.
Hunt, Mrs L.  Dark green and orange (quartered), dark green sleeves, orange armlets, dark green 
cap.
Hunt, Mrs P.  Light blue and black (quartered), light blue sleeves, black armlets, check cap.
Hunt, Mrs Patricia  Cerise.
Hunt SB & The Cross Racing Club  Red, royal blue stars on sleeves, red cap, royal blue star.
The Hurcle Syndicate  Purple, white stripe.
Hurley, Miss S.  Yellow, dark green sash and armlets, dark green and yellow hooped cap.
Hurley, Mrs R.  Yellow, pink cross belts, quartered cap.
Hurn, Mrs Phillida  Gold, two black chevrons and diamond on cap.
Hurn Racing Club  Royal blue, yellow stripe, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Hurry, Miss S.  Red, white diamond, white and black hooped sleeves, red and black striped cap.
Hurry, Mrs S.  Red, white diamond, white and black hooped sleeves, red and black striped cap.
Hurst Farm Racing  Light green and black diamonds, light green cap, black diamond.
Hurst, Mr H.  Mauve, grey star, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Hurun Racing  Yellow, maroon epaulets.
Hurun Racing, C. S. Norman, S. Magnier  Yellow, maroon epaulets.
Hurworth Bloodstock Ltd  Beige, brown spots.
Hush Hush Partnership  Dark blue and beige diabolo, dark blue sleeves, beige cap.
Hussain, Miss Yasmin  Red, white diamond, grey sleeves, red diamonds, red cap, grey diamond.
Hussain, Mr B.  Dark green, white stars.
Hussain, Mr Syed Pervez  Cream, white sleeves, orange cap.
Hussey, Mr N.  Black, grey star, grey sleeves, red stars, dark green cap.
Hussey, Mr S.  Red, emerald green chevron and armlets, white and emerald green hooped cap.
The Hussey's Hustlers  Black, white epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Hustler, Mr Matthew  Dark blue, emerald green stars on sleeves.
Hutchings, Mrs S.  Dark blue, red hoop, light blue sleeves, red armlets, white cap.
Hutchins, Mr Ian  Light blue, royal blue stars, sleeves and stars on cap.
Hutchinson, Mr Frank  Black, yellow collar and sleeves, red armlets and cap.

Hutchinson, Mr H. S.  Red and white stripes, white sleeves, hooped cap.
Hutchinson, Mr Joseph  Royal blue and light blue (quartered), chevrons on sleeves, pink cap.
Hutchinson, Mrs P. J.  Dark green and yellow (quartered), checked sleeves, dark green cap.
Hutch, Mrs V. B  Brown and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves, brown cap, yellow spots.
Hutley, Mr Neil  Dark blue and maroon (halved), dark blue sleeves, maroon stars, dark blue cap, 
maroon star.
Hutsby, Mr F. A.  Light blue, white armlets, check cap.
Hutsby, Mr K.  Pale blue, scarlet cap.
Hutton, Mr J.  Black and white (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Hutton, Mr Mike  Emerald green, royal blue hoop and armlets, quartered cap.
Hutton, Mrs M. A.  Royal blue, white disc, striped cap.
Hutton, Ms M.  Pink, mauve stars on sleeves.
Huw & Richard Davies & Friends  Pink, dark blue chevrons, hooped sleeves, pink cap.
Huw & Richard Davies & Friends Racing  Pink, dark blue chevrons, hooped sleeves, pink cap.
The HWR Salty Crisp Fan Club Syndicate  Light blue, white chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
The HWR Salty Crisp Fan Club Syndicate (second colours)  Dark blue, light blue epaulets, 
chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap, light blue star.
Hyams, Mr A.  Maroon, light blue epaulets and armlets, white cap.
Hyde Hill Moran Outhart and Trembath  Black and white check, diabolo on sleeves.
Hyde, Miss A. B.  Maroon, orange star, royal blue sleeves, orange cap.
Hyde, Mr R.  Dark green, yellow sleeves, black diamonds, quartered cap.
Hyde, Mrs C.  Mauve, grey cap.
Hyde, Mr T.  Yellow, black sash, black and red quartered cap.
Hyde, Outhart, Moran and Hill  Black and white check, diabolo on sleeves.
Hyde, Roddis, Outhart, Hill & Curtis  Dark green, yellow sleeves, black diamonds, quartered cap.
Hyland, Mr Pat  Royal blue, white cross belts and sleeves, red cap.
Hyman, Exors of the Late Mr M. F.  Maroon, gold and turquoise stripes, hooped cap.
Hyndman, Mr R. C.  Beige, dark blue spots on sleeves.
Hynes, Miss Jacintha  Pink, dark green triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, pink cap, dark green 
diamond.
Hynes, Mr J.  Beige, maroon armlets.
Hyslop, Mr Ross  Yellow, grey stars, sleeves and stars on cap.
Hyson, Mr Martin  Yellow, black star, yellow sleeves, black stars and cap.

I
Iain Jardine Racing Club  Grey, pink and grey halved sleeves, pink cap.
Iain Jardine Racing Club (second colours)  Black, pink stripe, grey sleeves, pink stars, pink cap.
Ian & Amanda Maybrey and Partners  Dark blue, red cross belts, dark blue sleeves, grey armlets, 
red cap.
Ian & Amanda Maybrey John Freeze J West  Dark blue, red cross belts, dark blue sleeves, grey 
armlets, red cap.
Ian and Claire Gosden  Mauve and white check, white sleeves, mauve armlets.
Ian Anderson & Robert Eddery  Maroon and white diamonds, halved sleeves, maroon cap.
Ian Barran & Oakwood  Dark green, light green stars and sleeves, dark green cap.
Ian Barran, Rita Butler & Gemma Hogg  Dark green, light green stars and sleeves, dark green cap.
Ian Barratt, Stephen Short & Adam Signy  Orange, dark blue sleeves, light blue diamonds, dark 
blue cap, light blue diamonds.
Ian Barratt, Stephen Short & Adam Signy (second colours)  Yellow and orange diamonds, white 
sleeves.
Ian Barratt Stephen Short Adam Signy II  Yellow and orange diamonds, white sleeves.
Ian Buckley James Lomas  Grey, red epaulets, emerald green cap.
Ian & Christine Beard & Family  Light blue, pink chevron.
Ian Clements & Don Eddy  White, white and royal blue hooped sleeves, red cap.
Ian Davison & Alan Drysdale  Emerald green, cerise sleeves, cerise cap, emerald green star.
Ian Farminer & Farminer Developments Ltd  Orange, black hoop, black sleeves, orange stars, 
orange cap, black star.
Ian Gosden and Richard House  Mauve and white check, white sleeves, mauve armlets.
Ian Guise, D A West & D H Brown  Red and light green check, red sleeves, light green armlets, light 
green cap.
Ian Guise & Partner  Red and light green check, red sleeves, light green armlets, light green cap.
Ian Hamilton & Brian Ellison  Emerald green, red chevrons, quartered cap.
Ian Massheder & partner  Maroon, black seams and sleeves, royal blue cap.
Ian O'Connor & Clare Loughnane  Red, white chevrons, white sleeves, red armlets, striped cap.
Ian Payne & Kim Franklin  Emerald green, red star, white sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Ian Powell, Ownaracehorse and Partner  Yellow, black seams, black sleeves, yellow spots, yellow 
cap.
Ian Powell, Ownaracehorse and Partner (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow star, checked 
sleeves, yellow cap.
Ian Powell & Ownaracehorse Ltd  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Ian Robinson & Douglas Livingston  Dark green, beige epaulets, beige cap.
Ian Stewart & Alan Brown  Royal blue, red seams, white sleeves, red diamonds, royal blue cap, red 
stars.
Ian & Thomas Pallas  Red, white hoops, diabolo on sleeves, black cap.
Ian Williams Racing Club  Purple, beige cross belts, chevrons on sleeves, purple cap, beige star.
I Barratt, A Signy & B Spiers  Orange, dark blue sleeves, light blue diamonds and cap.
I B Barker / P Bastiman  Royal blue, yellow cross belts, yellow and royal blue chevrons on sleeves, 
white cap.
Ibbotson, Mrs D.  Light blue, brown cross of lorraine.
iBoxit Ltd & Partner 2  Dark green and purple (halved), white sleeves, purple diamonds, purple cap.
iBoxit Ltd & Partner 2 (second colours)  White and royal blue diamonds, pink sleeves, royal blue 
cap, brown diamond.
Iceton, Mr Derek  Red, grey disc, hooped cap.
The Idle B'S  Yellow and red (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
The Idle B's 2  Yellow and red (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
The Idle B's 2 & G L Moore  Yellow and red (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Idle B's 2 & Roger Teal  Yellow and red (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
The Idle B's & Sue Teal  Yellow and red (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
I Fogg,C Barber,D Bennett & D Macdonald  Purple, pink spots, pink sleeves, purple spots, purple 
cap, pink star.
I Fogg,C Barber,D Bennett & D Macdonald (second colours)  Royal blue, orange star, royal blue 
sleeves, orange stars and cap.
I Fogg, C Barber, D Bennett & P Nicholls  Royal blue, orange star, royal blue sleeves, orange stars 
and cap.
I Fogg,C Barber,D Macdonald,C Giles  Royal blue, orange star, royal blue sleeves, orange stars and 
cap.
I Fogg,C Barber,D Macdonald,C Giles (second colours)  Purple, white disc, yellow sleeves, purple 
diamonds, purple and yellow quartered cap.
I Fogg,C Barber,D Macdonald,C Giles (third colours)  Pink, large purple spots, hooped sleeves.
I.Fogg, C.Barber, D.Macdonald & R.Webb  Royal blue, orange star, royal blue sleeves, orange stars 
and cap.
I. Fogg, D Macdonald & P Nicholls  Royal blue, orange star, royal blue sleeves, orange stars and cap.
Ifuwonner Partnership  Royal blue, pink diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Iggulden, Miss Sally  White, pink cross belts.
Ignarski, Mrs J. S.  Dark blue, white diamond, hooped sleeves.
IGP Partnership  Red, yellow star, red sleeves, yellow stars.
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IGP Partnership & P Winkworth  Red, yellow star, red sleeves, yellow stars.
Ikin, Mrs P. J.  Dark green, yellow braces and armlets, quartered cap.
I. K. Pardy & D. J. Pardy  Orange, black sleeves, orange spots.
I & K Prince  Maroon, yellow triple diamond, striped sleeves and cap.
Ilsley, Mr G. C.  White, large dark green spots.
I Mallard R Delnevo M Humphreys  Red, black inverted triangle, black sleeves, red armlets, red and 
black quartered cap.
Imamura, Mr Akihiro  Maroon, black stars, maroon cap, black star.
Imperial  Black and emerald green stripes.
Imperial Blackburn Saha SH DF & SH  Black, white stars, striped sleeves, black cap.
The Imperial Plan Racing Partnership  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue armlets.
Imperial Racing, J Blackburn & P Scott  Black, white stars, striped sleeves, black cap.
Imperial Racing Partnership  Black, white stars, striped sleeves, black cap.
Imperial Racing Partnership 2016  Black, white stars, striped sleeves, black cap.
Imperial Racing Partnership No.2  Black, white stars, striped sleeves, black cap.
Imperial Racing Partnership No.6  Black, white stars, striped sleeves, black cap.
Imperial Racing Partnership No.7  Black, white stars, striped sleeves, black cap.
Imperial Racing P'Ship & Mr J Blackburn  Black, white stars, striped sleeves, black cap.
Imperial Racing P'Ship & Mr J Blackburn (second colours)  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Imperial Racing & The Laura Mason Syn.  Royal blue, light blue stars, yellow cap.
Imperial Racing & The Laura Mason Syn. (second colours)  Black, white stars, striped sleeves, 
black cap.
Inaminna Partnership  Purple, mauve seams, mauve sleeves, purple seams, purple cap.
The Incentive Partnership  Black, yellow spots, yellow cap.
Inch Bloodstock  Dark blue and pink check, pink sleeves, quartered cap.
Incipe Partnership  Dark blue and light blue stripes, white sleeves, dark blue and light blue quartered 
cap.
Incitatus  Dark blue, orange spots on sleeves, orange cap.
Induna Racing  Dark blue, orange hooped sleeves, orange cap.
In For A Penny In For A Pound  Orange, mauve seams, white sleeves, mauve and orange striped 
cap.
Ingham, Major F. R. (L)  Eton blue, emerald green sash and sleeves, eton blue cap.
Ingham, Mrs Liz  Light blue and yellow check, light blue sleeves and cap.
Ingham, Mr T. S.  Royal blue, light blue and royal blue hooped sleeves.
Ingham Racing Syndicate  Light blue and purple diabolo, light blue sleeves, purple armlets, 
quartered cap.
Ingleby Bloodstock Limited  Turquoise with black striped cap.
Ingleby Bloodstock Limited (second colours)  Yellow, beige epaulets.
Ingleby Bloodstock Limited (third colours)  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, royal blue sleeves, yellow 
stars, red cap.
Ingleby Bloodstock Ltd & The Ivy League  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, royal blue sleeves, yellow 
stars, red cap.
Ingle, Mr D. E.  Red, black spots, black sleeves, red spots, black cap.
Inglett, Mr Paul  Purple and yellow diamonds, yellow and purple striped sleeves.
Ingram, Mr B. R.  Dark blue and light blue diamonds, white sleeves and cap.
Ingram, Mr Freddie  Black and pink diabolo, black cap.
Ingram, Mr P.  Red, white braces, red sleeves, black armlets, red and white hooped cap.
Ingram, Mr Roger  Yellow, black chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Ingram, Mrs Caroline  Red, black stars, royal blue sleeves, red cap, black star.
Ingram, Mr Shaun  Royal blue, light blue hoop, light blue and royal blue hooped sleeves, royal blue 
and light blue hooped cap.
Ingram, Mr Shaun (second colours)  Pink and royal blue stripes, royal blue sleeves, pink armlets 
and star on royal blue cap.
Ingram Racing  Red, black sleeves, red stars.
Inhurst Players  Dark blue, red epaulets, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Inhurst Players (second colours)  Maroon, white stripe, white sleeves, maroon armlets, black cap.
In It For Fun  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red spots and cap.
In It For Fun Partnership & Dr R Newland  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red spots and cap.
In It To Win Partnership  Black, white cross of lorraine, white and black chevrons on sleeves, black 
and white quartered cap.
Inman, Mr Lawrie  White, emerald green star, emerald green sleeves, white stars, white cap, 
emerald green star.
The Inner Steel Partnership  White, royal blue stars, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal blue cap.
Innes, Miss Clemmie  White, black hoop.
Innes, Miss L.  White, light blue hoop.
Innes, Miss Melissa  Campbell tartan, white sleeves, red cap.
Innes, Mr Peter  Pink, white cap.
Innes, Mrs J. A.  Royal blue and scarlet (quartered), blue sleeves, scarlet cap.
Inn For A Penny  Grey, pink spots, striped sleeves, grey cap.
The In-N-Out Partnership  Black, light green star, armlets and star on cap.
The 'In Recovery' Partnership  Orange, white star.
The 'In Recovery' Partnership (second colours)  White and red stripes, white sleeves, red stars, 
red cap, white star.
Inside Track Racing Club  White, orange and yellow striped sleeves and cap.
Insignia Racing  Purple, maroon and purple striped sleeves, maroon cap.
Insignia Racing (Flag)  Purple, maroon and purple striped sleeves, maroon cap.
Insignia Racing (Medallion)  Purple, maroon and purple striped sleeves, maroon cap.
Insignia Racing (Ribbon)  Purple, maroon and purple striped sleeves, maroon cap.
Inspire Racing Club Ltd  Grey, orange chevrons, orange sleeves, grey armlets, grey cap, orange star.
Inspire Racing Club & Partner  Grey, orange chevrons, orange sleeves, grey armlets, grey cap, 
orange star.
Inspire Racing Club & Partner (second colours)  Royal blue and yellow check.
Inspire Racing Syndicate  Grey, orange chevrons, orange sleeves, grey armlets, grey cap, orange star.
Instone Kent Partnership  Dark green, yellow sleeves, dark green stars.
Instone, Ms Caroline  Royal blue, maroon and royal blue striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Insull, Miss P. D.  Yellow, royal blue stars, royal blue sleeves, yellow spots, royal blue cap.
Insurance Friends  White, red triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
International Plywood (Importers) Ltd  White, maroon hoops, chevrons on sleeves.
Inter Service Mode  White, dark blue stars, striped sleeves, white cap.
In The Mix Racing  Dark blue and white stripes, purple sleeves, purple and white striped cap.
In The Pink Partnership  Pink, yellow chevron, pink sleeves, yellow stars and cap.
Inthewayboy Group  Dark green, yellow sleeves, black diamonds, quartered cap.
Int Plywood (lmporters) Ltd and C Mason  White, maroon hoops, chevrons on sleeves.
The Invicta Partnership  Royal blue, yellow diamond, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets, yellow cap.
The Invicta Partnership (second colours)  Royal blue, white cross of lorraine, dark blue sleeves.
Ip, Ms Sin Nam Ingrid  Royal blue, light blue cross belts, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, white cap, 
purple star.
I Poysden,R Heal,B Beesley,D HarperJones  Light blue, maroon spots, maroon sleeves, light blue 
spots.
The Ipsden Invincibles  Dark blue, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, pink cap.
Iredale, Mr Antony  Dark blue, yellow diamond, white and dark blue chevrons on sleeves, dark blue 
cap, yellow diamond.
Iredale Racing & Charlie Pigram  Dark blue, yellow diamond, white and dark blue chevrons on 
sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow diamond.
Iredale Racing & GG Thoroughbreds I  Dark blue, yellow diamond, white and dark blue chevrons 
on sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow diamond.

Iredale Racing & GG Thoroughbreds I (second colours)  Grey, light green seams, hooped sleeves, 
light green cap.
Ireland, Mr G. R.  Pink, dark blue triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves.
Irish, Mrs J.  Yellow, red cap, yellow star.
Irkroy Racing  Royal blue, white hoops, chevrons on sleeves.
Irkroy Racing & Mr Andrew Pollock  Royal blue, white hoops, chevrons on sleeves.
Irkroy Racing & Steve Hull  Royal blue, white hoops, chevrons on sleeves.
The Irrational Group  Red, white star, black sleeves, red cap, white star.
The Irrational Group & Mr J Blackburn  Red, white star, black sleeves, red cap, white star.
The Irrational Group & Mr J Blackburn (second colours)  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Irvine Lynch & David Collier  Dark blue and white check, dark blue sleeves, white armlets.
Irvine Lynch & Thoroughbred Homes Ltd  Dark blue and white check, dark blue sleeves, white 
armlets.
Irvine, Miss Jacqui  Royal blue, white cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Irvine, Mr Andy  Pink, royal blue stars, royal blue sleeves, pink stars.
Irvine, Mrs J.  Light green, orange disc, sleeves and cap.
Irvine, Ms Natalya  Maroon, light blue chevron, armlets and cap.
Irving Struel Racing  Yellow, dark green diamond, maroon cap, dark green diamond.
Irv's Gang  Dark blue and white check, dark blue sleeves, white armlets.
Irwin, Mrs Edward  Light green and royal blue diamonds, light green sleeves.
Irwin, Mrs S.  Dark blue, white hoop and sleeves, emerald green cap.
Isaac, Mr G. I.  Pink, emerald green and pink striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Isaac, Mr Peter  Mauve, royal blue stars, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
The Isabella Mayson Partnership  Grey, maroon chevron, maroon and grey halved sleeves.
Isa Salman & Isa Abdulla  Purple, emerald green cross belts.
Ishtar  Orange, pink hoops, orange cap.
Isla & Colin Cage  Yellow, royal blue star, orange sleeves and cap.
Isla & Colin Cage, Jo Hughes  Yellow, royal blue star, orange sleeves and cap.
The Isle Of Frogs Partnership  White, emerald green disc and armlets, red cap.
ISL Recruitment  Light green and white (quartered), white sleeves, light green cap.
Italia Keogh & Partner  Purple, pink hoops and sleeves.
It's a Bargain Syndicate  Pink, white hoops, black sleeves, white cap.
It's A Bit Rash Partnership  Dark green and orange (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Itsfuninit  Orange, dark blue sleeves, orange stars, dark blue cap, orange star.
It's Nice Tobe Nice  Royal blue, emerald green sleeves.
It's Only Money  Pink, mauve hoops, purple sleeves, purple cap, pink star.
It's Your Lucky Day  Emerald green, orange cross belts, orange and emerald green chevrons on 
sleeves, orange cap.
It's your lucky day & Mr David C Mead  Emerald green, orange cross belts, orange and emerald 
green chevrons on sleeves, orange cap.
It's your lucky day & Mr David C Mead (second colours)  Pink, black braces and armlets, black 
cap, pink spots.
The Ivanhoe Partnership  Royal blue and light blue (quartered), light blue sleeves, royal blue stars, 
royal blue cap.
The Ivanhoe Partnership (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow chevrons on sleeves.
Ivan & Rebecca Twigden & Lordship Stud  Dark green, red chevrons, dark green sleeves, red cap.
Ivan & Rebecca Twigden & Lordship Stud (second colours)  Dark blue and pink stripes, pink 
sleeves and cap.
Iveagh, Lord  Terracotta, black seams, terracotta cap.
Ive, Kate  Black, mauve seams, black cap.
The Ives & Johnson Families  Royal blue, emerald green sleeves, white cap, emerald green spots.
The Ives & Johnson Families (second colours)  Light green, dark blue epaulets.
Ives, Mr D. L.  Light green, dark blue epaulets.
Ives, Mr Ian  White, emerald green cross of lorraine, striped sleeves, check cap.
The Ivo Partnership  Royal blue, white hoops, light blue sleeves, maroon cap.
Ivor Perry & Ashton Selway  Red, light green star and star on cap.
Ivory, Mr Dean  Grey and cherry (quartered), halved sleeves, grey cap, cherry spots.
Ivory, Mr Dean (second colours)  Orange, dark blue spots, orange sleeves, orange cap, dark blue 
star.
Ivory, Mr K. T.  Yellow, white hoop and armlets, white and yellow check cap.
Ivory, Mrs J. M.  Black, blue and white striped sleeves, yellow sash and cap.
Ivory, Mrs L. A.  Maroon and pink (quartered), pink sleeves, pink cap, maroon star.
The Ivy  Red and white diamonds, red sleeves, black diamonds, white cap.
The Ivy Syndicate  Terracotta, emerald green cap and tassel.
The Ivy Syndicate (second colours)  Yellow, red seams, striped sleeves, red cap.
The Ivy Syndicate (third colours)  Terracotta, beige cap and tassel.
Ivy Up A Wall Partnership  Light blue, pink cross belts, black cap.
Izamis, Mrs P.  Royal blue, orange hoop, striped sleeves, quartered cap.

J
JAB  Red, yellow chevron, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Jabra Racing  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap, dark blue star.
J A Campbell & A Tattersall  Maroon and light blue diabolo, halved sleeves, maroon cap.
Jacintha Hynes & Lee Thompson  Pink, dark green triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, pink cap, 
dark green diamond.
Jacka, Mr K.  Emerald green, red hoop, emerald green sleeves, red stars, quartered cap.
Jack Berry & John Nixon  White, red cross belts, royal blue sleeves, red and white hooped cap.
Jack Berry & Partner  White, red cross belts, royal blue sleeves, red and white hooped cap.
Jack Callaghan & Christopher Dillon  Orange, royal blue hoop, royal blue and orange chevrons on 
sleeves.
Jackdaws Racing  Purple, emerald green stars and armlets.
Jack & Freya Cork  Maroon, grey stars, maroon cap, grey star.
The Jack High Racing Partnership  Emerald green, white chevron, royal blue sleeves, emerald 
green armlets, emerald green and royal blue quartere
Jackie Cornwell and David Henery  Royal blue, white hoops, red and white striped sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Jackie du Plessis & Sarah Pridham  Yellow, black chevron, yellow sleeves, black spots.
Jackie & George Smith  Dark blue, yellow epaulets, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue and 
yellow quartered cap.
Jackie Stephen Racing Club  Red and black stripes, halved sleeves, red cap.
Jackman, Mr G. A.  Royal blue, white circle on body, yellow sleeves.
Jackman, Mr J. F.  Royal blue, white circle on body, yellow sleeves.
JACK Racing  Purple, pink stars, pink sleeves, purple spots, pink cap, purple stars.
The Jackson 8  Yellow, royal blue seams, royal blue and yellow hooped sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow 
diamond.
Jackson, Dr Graham  Yellow, black cross belts, black sleeves, yellow diamonds, striped cap.
Jackson, Exors of the Late Mrs O. K.  Purple and yellow (quartered), emerald green sleeves.
Jackson, Miss Tina  Grey, pink hoop, white sleeves, pink cap.
Jackson, Mr Bobby  Red, pink sleeves.
Jackson, Mr D.  Light blue, dark blue cross belts, dark blue sleeves, light blue stars, dark blue cap, 
light blue star.
Jackson, Mr George  Red, white diamond, royal blue sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
Jackson, Mr John  Royal blue, white sleeves, emerald green armlets and cap.
Jackson, Mr John M.  Black, red seams, white cap.
Jackson, Mr Norman  Red, white triple diamond, white sleeves, red seams, red cap, white diamonds.
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Jackson, Mr Paul V.  Emerald green, grey chevron, emerald green and pink hooped sleeves, grey and 
pink quartered cap.
Jackson, Mr R. J.  Emerald green, red hoops, emerald green cap.
Jackson, Mr Rob  Black and light green check, black sleeves, orange cap.
Jackson, Mr Robert  Black and white check, black sleeves, white armlets.
Jackson, Mrs A. J.  White, dark blue seams, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Jackson, Mrs Anne  Maroon, white sleeves, maroon armlets, maroon and white check cap.
Jackson, Mrs G. S.  Royal blue, white cross belts, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Jackson, Mrs V.  Pale blue, black hoop, armlets and hoop on red cap.
Jackson, Mr T.  Royal blue, red star, red sleeves, white stars, white cap, royal blue star.
Jackson, Mr T. (second colours)  Royal blue, purple star, red sleeves, white stars, purple cap, white 
star.
Jackson, Ms K.  Pink, white chevrons, hooped sleeves, pink cap.
The Jackson Partnership  Purple, white triple diamond and sleeves, white cap, purple diamond.
Jackson-Stops, Mrs Jenny  Dark blue, white stars, pink and dark blue hooped sleeves, pink cap, dark 
blue star.
The Jack Sparrow Syndicate  Light green, red spots, red cap.
Jack Thomas & Ben Thomas  Red, white and royal blue halved sleeves, maroon cap.
Jackton Racing Club  White, red star, red and white diabolo on sleeves, white cap, red star.
Jacobs Construction & Grand Holdings  Royal blue, white disc, diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
Jacobs Construction (Holdings) Limited  Royal blue, white disc, diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
Jacobs Construction (Holdings) Ltd & Ptn  Royal blue, white disc, diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
Jacobs Construction (Holdings) Ltd & Ptn (second colours)  Cerise, emerald green and cerise 
check cap.
Jacobs Construction Ltd Partnership  Royal blue, white disc, diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
Jacobs Construction & Mr J Harley  Red, emerald green epaulets and armlets.
Jacobs Construction & Mr J Harley (second colours)  Royal blue, white disc, diabolo on sleeves, 
white cap.
Jacobs, Dickson & Brown  Orange, black stars and sleeves, hooped cap.
Jacobs, Dickson & Brown (second colours)  White, black stars, black and red halved sleeves, black 
and white quartered cap.
Jacobs & Dobbin  Orange, black stars and sleeves, hooped cap.
Jacobs, Mr Paul G.  Dark green, black chevron, white cap.
Jacobs, Mr R.  Orange, black stars and sleeves, hooped cap.
Jacobs, Ray & Roberts  Black, yellow cross belts, diamonds on sleeves, yellow and black quartered 
cap.
Jacombs, Mr I. R.  Dark blue and emerald green diamonds, dark blue sleeves, emerald green cap.
Jacques Law Partnership  Royal blue, white braces, white and royal blue halved sleeves, royal blue 
and white striped cap.
Jacques Law P'ship & M Lyons  Royal blue, white braces, white and royal blue halved sleeves, royal 
blue and white striped cap.
JacquesLawP'ship,Sky'sTheLimit2,M Lyons  Royal blue, white braces, white and royal blue halved 
sleeves, royal blue and white striped cap.
Jacques, Miss Yvonne  Light blue, light blue and pink diabolo on sleeves.
J'adore Racing  White, orange hoop.
Jaffa Racing Syndicate  Orange and white (quartered), white sleeves, maroon armlets, maroon cap.
Jagger, Mr D. W.  Dark blue, yellow star, striped sleeves and diamond on cap.
Jago and Allhusen  Royal blue, light green chevron, royal blue sleeves, light green stars, light green 
cap, royal blue star.
Jago and Taylor  Dark green, white cross belts, light green sleeves, royal blue stars, light green cap, 
royal blue star.
Jago and Taylor (second colours)  White, black cross belts, hooped sleeves, black cap.
Jago and Taylor (third colours)  Dark green, white cross belts, hooped sleeves, white cap.
The Jago Family Partnership  Light green, white stars, royal blue sleeves, light green stars, light 
green cap, royal blue star.
Jago, Mr Paddy  Light green, white stars, royal blue sleeves, light green stars, light green cap, royal 
blue star.
Jag Racing 1  Purple, emerald green chevron, emerald green cap.
Jakeman,Booth,Lanchbury,Mason,Hewlett  Maroon and light blue stripes, hooped cap.
Jakeman, Mr Len  Maroon and light blue stripes, hooped cap.
Jakes Family  Yellow, red sleeves, royal blue stars, red cap, royal  blue stars.
Jakes, Mr Steve  Red, white stripe, red sleeves, white spots and spots on cap.
Jaliza Partnership  Emerald green and white stripes, claret and white striped sleeves, claret cap.
J Allison and S Barrow  Pink and black check, pink sleeves, pink cap, black star.
J. Allison, B Ahkong & Partner  Pink and black check, pink sleeves, pink cap, black star.
J Allison & Partner  Pink and black check, pink sleeves, pink cap, black star.
J Allison, S Barrow & Partner  Pink and black check, pink sleeves, pink cap, black star.
James and Jean Potter  White, red braces, emerald green and white check sleeves, white cap, red 
star.
James, Archer, Ralph & Gentech  Royal blue, white diamond, diamonds on sleeves, royal blue cap, 
white diamond.
James Barnard & Daisy Hitchins  Purple, orange star and sleeves, orange cap, purple star.
James Barnett & Maurice Manasseh  White, dark blue cap.
James Burley and Jon Hughes  Grey, maroon chevron and sleeves, quartered cap.
James Callow Charles Pogson  Dark blue, red stripe, halved sleeves, red cap.
James Callow Chris West & Charles Pogson  Dark blue, red stripe, halved sleeves, red cap.
James & Clare Luck  Royal blue, red stars, white sleeves, royal blue cap.
James Edgar & William Donaldson  Royal blue, maroon stars.
James Evans Racing  Royal blue, white cross belts, hooped sleeves and cap.
James Evans Racing & The GMW Syndicate  Royal blue, white cross belts, hooped sleeves and cap.
James Evans Racing & The GMW Syndicate (second colours)  Royal blue and white (halved), 
hooped sleeves and cap.
James Evans & The Harlequins Racing  Royal blue, white cross belts, hooped sleeves and cap.
James Grassick Racing Club  Dark green, white armlets.
James Hall, Michele Ezro & Sandfield  Dark blue, pink diamond, pink sleeves, dark blue stars, dark 
blue cap, pink stars.
James Hearne & Jo Hughes  Royal blue, maroon epaulets and armlets.
James Hearne,Richard Bedford & Jo Hughes  Dark blue, white stars, red sleeves, white cap, red 
star.
James & Jean Potter Ltd  White, red braces, emerald green and white check sleeves, white cap, red 
star.
James Longley and Charles Tatnall  Pink, orange epaulets.
James Lovett, Robert Tyrrell & J S Moore  Royal blue, large white spots, striped sleeves, quartered 
cap.
James/Michaelson/Greenwood 1  Light blue, emerald green star, emerald green cap, light blue star.
James/Michaelson/Greenwood 1 (second colours)  Dark blue, royal blue seams, dark blue cap.
James, Miss Hannah  Light green and emerald green (quartered), light green sleeves.
James, Mr Alex  Red and royal blue check, royal blue sleeves, red diamonds, royal blue cap, red star.
James, Mr Alex (second colours)  Red, pink cross belts and diamond on cap.
James, Mr C.  Dark green and pink diabolo, hooped sleeves and cap.
James, Mr Ceri  Dark blue, grey chevron and armlets, red cap.
James, Mr Dave  Royal blue, purple chevrons, white sleeves, royal blue cap.
James, Mr D. M.  Emerald green, red stars, emerald green sleeves.
James, Mr E.  Khaki, light blue sash and sleeves, white cap.
James, Mr H.  Grey, light blue epaulets, light blue cap.
James, Mr John  Royal blue, white star.

James, Mr Jon  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap, yellow 
star.
James, Mr Kit  Grey, maroon triple diamond, maroon sleeves, grey spots, maroon cap, grey star.
James, Mr L. R.  Light blue, red and white hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
James, Mr L. R. (second colours)  Black, pink armlets.
James, Mr Mark  Pink, dark blue diamond, sleeves and cap.
James, Mr Mark (second colours)  Royal blue, pink disc, armlets and cap.
James, Mr Mike  Yellow, white inverted triangle, emerald green sleeves, emerald green cap, black dia-
monds.
James, Mrs Barbara  Red and pink diamonds.
James, Mrs Deborah June  Brown, white hooped sleeves, red and white quartered cap.
James, Mr Simon  Dark blue, orange inverted triangle, dark blue and red chevrons on sleeves, orange 
and dark blue quartered cap
James, Mrs Natasha  Purple, white hoops, purple sleeves and cap.
James, Mrs T. P.  Pink, light blue hoops and armlets.
James, Mrs V.  Yellow, white sleeves, black stars, yellow cap, black star.
James, Mrs V. (second colours)  Orange, white diamond, white and orange chevrons on sleeves, 
check cap.
James, Ms Kate  Dark blue, royal blue seams, dark blue cap.
Jameson, Miss N. A.  White, emerald green cross belts, dark blue and white diabolo on sleeves.
Jameson, Mrs H.  Pink, royal blue chevrons, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
James Ortega Bloodstock Ltd  Pink, purple epaulets, sleeves and cap.
James Pak Racing  Emerald green, red stars on sleeves.
James Pak Racing,Trojan Horse,Wellingham  Emerald green, red stars on sleeves.
James Rimmer, Chris Ames & Suzy Smith  Royal blue, white cross of lorraine, dark blue sleeves.
James Stewart,Sam Sangster,Brian Meehan  Emerald green, white inverted triangle, white 
sleeves, emerald green armlets and diamond on white cap.
James Stewart,Sam Sangster,Brian Meehan (second colours)  Black, grey hoops.
James Tate Racing Limited  Black and white stripes, black sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Jamie & Judy Magee & Alan King  Emerald green, white seams, striped sleeves and cap.
Jamie Knight Melissa Barlow  Red, royal blue epaulets, white and royal blue striped sleeves and cap.
Jamie Knight Nikki Evans  Red, royal blue epaulets, white and royal blue striped sleeves and cap.
Jamie Latham & Gemma Walton  Yellow, red chevron, red and yellow diabolo on sleeves.
Jamie Magee, A Bromley & A King  Emerald green, white seams, striped sleeves and cap.
JAMIE MAGEE, HENRY PONSONBY & ALAN KING  Emerald green, white seams, striped 
sleeves and cap.
Jamie Perkins & Partner  White and black (quartered), black and white diabolo on sleeves.
Jamie Roberts & Jack Turton  Dark blue, red chevron, halved sleeves.
Jamie Snowden Racing Club  Maroon, yellow epaulets, armlets and star on cap.
Jamieson, Mr Bruce  Purple, beige sleeves, purple stars, purple cap, beige star.
The JAM Partnership  Yellow, dark green diamond, diabolo on sleeves and diamonds on cap.
The Jam Partnership & Partner  Yellow, dark green diamond, diabolo on sleeves and diamonds on 
cap.
Jan and Peter Hopper  Black and white stripes, red sleeves, white cap.
Jan Carpenter & Bill Young  Grey, royal blue triple diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Jane Challen & Partner  Dark blue, pink stars.
Jane Chapple-Hyam & Bryan Hirst  Royal blue, red sash, white sleeves.
Jane Chapple-Hyam & Essex Racing Club  Royal blue, white star, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, 
red cap.
Jane Greetham & Victoria Greetham  Pink, dark blue sleeves, pink stars, dark blue cap, pink star.
Jane Newett and Dougie Livingston  Royal blue, white chevron, sleeves and cap.
Jane Price, Neil Price & Keith Loads  White, red stars, red and white diabolo on sleeves, red cap, 
white star.
Janet Bromet & Andrew Brooks  Light blue, red braces, white sleeves, red armlets, light blue and 
red quartered cap.
Janet Cooper /Gibson/Parkinson/Valentine  Red, white hoop, diamonds on sleeves, red cap, white 
diamond.
Janet Cooper /Gibson/Parkinson/Valentine (second colours)  Orange, black cross of lorraine, 
black and white hooped sleeves and cap.
Janet Cooper /Gibson/Parkinson/Valentine (third colours)  Dark blue and light blue diabolo, light 
blue sleeves, quartered cap.
Janet Lowe 1  Emerald green, black armlets, black cap.
Jane Walton and George Charlton Partner  Tan, black and green hooped sleeves, red cap.
Janice West & Partner  Royal blue, beige chevron, dark blue cap.
Jan Johnson & Terry Harman  Emerald green, yellow chevron, yellow cap.
Jan Mead and Sally Paton  Purple and orange diamonds, chevrons on sleeves, purple cap, orange 
star.
Jan Slater & Partners  Purple and mauve diamonds, purple sleeves.
Janson, Mrs Guy (L)  Black, eton blue star, halved cap.
J A Provan & C E Stedman  White, emerald green stripe, white sleeves, dark blue armlets.
J A Provan & Partner  White, emerald green stripe, white sleeves, dark blue armlets.
J.A.Provan,R.D.P.Newland,L.J.Newland  White, emerald green stripe, white sleeves, dark blue 
armlets.
Jardine, Mr I. J.  Grey, pink and grey halved sleeves, pink cap.
Jardine, Mr I. J. (second colours)  Purple, yellow disc, halved sleeves, yellow cap, purple diamond.
Jardine, Mr I. J. (third colours)  Yellow, white chevron, royal blue cap.
Jardine, Mr I. J. (fourth colours)  Dark blue, pink hooped sleeves and cap.
Jardine, Mr Kevin  Dark blue, red star, dark blue sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Jardine & Shannon  Grey, pink and grey halved sleeves, pink cap.
JA & RJ Chenery and Partners  Light blue and dark blue diamonds, halved sleeves.
Jarman, Mrs H. B.  Emerald green, red stripe, armlets and cap.
Jarrett, Mrs Jackie  White, royal blue stars and armlets, white cap, orange star.
Jarrett, Mr Stuart  Dark blue, light blue hoops, striped sleeves.
Jarrett, Mrs Wendy  Dark blue, light blue hoops, diabolo on sleeves.
Jarrett, Read & Walker  Dark blue, light blue hoops, striped sleeves.
Jarvey, Mr Frank  Grey, pink chevrons, white sleeves and cap.
Jarvis Associates  Light blue, dark blue stars, light green sleeves and cap.
Jarvis, Mr Craig  White, maroon hoop and armlets, dark blue cap.
Jarvis, Mr H. J.  White, red hoops, red cap.
Jarvis, Mr Hugh  Yellow, dark green stars on sleeves, dark green cap.
Jarvis, Mr J.  Black, red cross of lorraine, red sleeves, black armlets, black and red quartered cap.
Jarvis, Mr John F.  Pink, grey stripe.
Jarvis, Mr Philip A.  Grey, mauve sleeves and cap.
Jarvis, Mrs A.  Dark blue, yellow seams and sleeves, yellow cap, dark blue spots.
Jarvis, Mrs Gay  Emerald green, orange sleeves, light blue cap.
Jarvis, Mr William  Red and yellow stripes.
J A Scarrow & Exors the Late G Phillips  White, red stars, red sleeves, white stars, white cap, red 
star.
Jaselsky, Mr Michael  Yellow, light blue and yellow halved sleeves, light blue and yellow hooped cap.
The Jasmine Flowers  Light blue, pink cross belts, black cap.
Jason Adlam & Eros Bloodstock  Red, royal blue cross belts, red sleeves, royal blue stars, red cap, 
royal blue star.
Jason Brooke & Partner  White and light blue stripes, light blue sleeves, white armlets, light blue 
cap.
Jason W Lynch Philip A Jarvis  Grey, mauve sleeves and cap.
J A & S Wilcox  Black, maroon diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
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Javas Charvers  Royal blue, white seams, white sleeves, royal blue seams, white cap.
The JayKayJay PALS AK Syndicate  Light blue, red seams, orange and royal blue striped sleeves, 
emerald green and black quartered cap.
Jay, Mr Geoff  Grey, pink sleeves, grey stars, quartered cap.
Jayne Sivills & Late Colin Fletcher  Purple, white triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, quartered cap.
J & A Young (Leicester) Ltd  Gold and green (halved), white striped sash, blue cap.
J Ball & Partner  Yellow, emerald green armlets.
J Barnett, J Shack & G Barnard  Black, royal blue armlets.
J. Barnett & L. Caine  Black, royal blue armlets.
J Berry/ W Burns  Black and white check, white sleeves, black cap.
J Bianco & S Hardy  White, emerald green hoop, sleeves and cap.
J Blackburn and L Folwell  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
J Blackburn, D Fielding & Mrs A Bartram  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
J Blackburn & Julia Lukas  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
J Blackburn, J Ward & Racing Emporium  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
J Blackburn L Vincent R Sheppard Winter  Grey, white seams, black sleeves, white stars, grey and 
black quartered cap.
J Blackburn L Westwood Imperial Racing  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
J Blackburn & Mrs A Bartram  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
J Blackburn, Mrs A Bartram & S Hull  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
J Blackburn & S Winter  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
J Blackburn, S Winter & C Sigsworth  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
J Blackburn, S Winter & D Fielding  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
J Bone & R & P Scott  Maroon, light blue epaulets, light blue sleeves, maroon stars, quartered cap.
J B Property Investments (Midlands) Ltd  Red, white chevrons, red sleeves, white spots, red cap.
J Brown, A Bengough & E Dunlop  Black, silver braid and sleeves, red cap.
J Brown, A Bengough & E Dunlop (second colours)  Red, purple sleeves, red armlets, black cap, 
yellow star.
J Byrne, P Conway, L Bolingbroke  Black, white, yellow, grey and brown hoops
J. Carrick&Clarendon Thoroughbred Racing  Emerald green, yellow stars, yellow and emerald 
green chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap, emerald green star.
J C Fretwell & Partner  Lime green.
JCG Chua & CK Ong  Dark green and pink (quartered), grey sleeves.
JCG Chua & CK Ong 1  Dark green and pink (quartered), grey sleeves.
J.C.Harrison Lee & T.Howard Partnership  Dark blue, red chevrons, red and grey chevrons on 
sleeves, dark blue cap.
J. C., J. R. and S. R. Hitchins  Light blue and orange diamonds, light blue sleeves, light blue cap, 
orange star.
JCK Partnership  Royal blue, yellow spots, yellow and royal blue striped sleeves and cap.
J Collins & C Fahy  Red, yellow spots, sleeves and cap.
J. Collins, C. Fahy & S. Piper  Red, yellow spots, sleeves and cap.
J Cross,M Duckham,L Godfrey,P Wollaston  Maroon and yellow diabolo, maroon sleeves, yellow 
armlets and star on cap.
J Cross,M Duckham,L Godfrey,P Wollaston (second colours)  Yellow, light blue epaulets.
J C & S R Hitchins  Light blue and orange diamonds, light blue sleeves, light blue cap, orange star.
J Dance, D Barker & A Amsden  White, maroon and purple striped sleeves.
J Dance D & S Shewring M Tanner B Craig  White, maroon and purple striped sleeves.
J Dance, J Cullinan, R Marley  White, maroon and purple striped sleeves.
J Daniels, B R Johnson and Omni  Royal blue, light blue stripe.
J Daniels, Omni, D Sparks, C Westley  Red, light blue stripe, yellow and red halved sleeves, black 
cap.
J Davies and Govier and Brown  Emerald green, red stars, red and yellow check sleeves, emerald 
green cap, yellow star.
J D Neild, A Bridges & N Twiston-Davies  Royal blue, red star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
J Douglas Miller & Ken McGarrity  Beige and grey diamonds, light blue sleeves, black cap.
J Douglas Miller & Ken McGarrity (second colours)  White and maroon check, maroon sleeves, 
white armlets, white cap.
JD Partnership  Yellow, purple star, yellow sleeves, purple stars.
Jeakins, Mrs S.  Purple, beige stars on sleeves, purple cap, beige star.
Jean Matterson & J Douglas Miller  Emerald green, grey seams, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Jed Gaffney and Frank McGrath  White and dark green (quartered), yellow sleeves, white cap, dark 
green star.
Jefferies, Mr K  Pink, royal blue epaulets and armlets, striped cap.
Jefferies, Mr Peter  Pink, purple epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Jefferies, Mrs H.  Royal blue, yellow chevron, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Jefferiss, Mrs C. D.  Yellow, red sleeves, light blue cap.
Jeffers, Mr Peter  Purple, yellow epaulets, purple sleeves, yellow stars and cap.
Jefferson, Miss N. R.  Brown, orange braces, orange cap.
Jefferson, Miss N. R. (second colours)  Orange, black seams, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Jefferson, Mrs D.  Purple, red chevron, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Jefferson, Mrs S.  Black, red cross of lorraine, white sleeves, red cap.
Jefferson, Mrs Susan  Red, white triple diamond, red sleeves, white stars.
Jeffery, Mr R. A.  Maroon, light blue diamond, light blue and maroon quartered cap.
Jeffrey Hall Martino Mitchell Cawkwell  Black and orange check, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Jeffrey, Mr W.  Red, black sleeves, white armlets, black cap.
Jeffreys, Brig Peter (L)  Dark green, pink sleeves, white cap.
Jeffreys, D. J.  Grey, white seams, grey sleeves and cap.
Jeffreys, D. J. (second colours)  Dark green and royal blue check.
Jeffreys, D. J. (third colours)  Dark green, pink sleeves, white cap.
The Jeffreys Family  Dark green, pink sleeves, white cap.
Jeffreys, Mr J. R.  Saxe blue, canary sleeves, silver cap, blue spots.
The Jekyll  Royal blue, white star, royal blue sleeves, yellow armlets and star on royal blue cap.
The Jelly Boys  Emerald green, pink cross belts, chevrons on sleeves, pink and emerald green 
quartered cap.
Jenkins (Herts), Mr John  Royal blue, dark blue epaulets.
Jenkins (Herts), Mr John (second colours)  Light blue, pink spots, light blue sleeves, pink cap.
Jenkins, Miss Claire  Dark blue, white cross belts, dark blue sleeves, white seams.
Jenkins, Mr Chris  Pink, dark green cross belts, dark green cap.
Jenkins, Mr David  Light blue, pink epaulets, quartered cap.
Jenkins, Mr Derek  Orange, black stars, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Jenkins, Mr M.  Dark blue, white chevrons, white and dark blue halved sleeves, dark blue cap.
Jenkins, Mr Paul  Emerald green, red cross belts, red and emerald green hooped sleeves, red cap.
Jenkins, Mr Paul (second colours)  Royal blue, pink braces, white sleeves, pink and royal blue 
quartered cap.
Jenkins, Mr R. G.  Purple, yellow hoop, halved sleeves.
Jenkins, Mrs Wendy  Pink, white epaulets.
Jenkins, Mrs Wendy (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow chevron, white sleeves, dark blue and 
yellow hooped cap.
Jenkins, Mrs Wendy (third colours)  Pink, white armlets.
Jenkins, Mrs Wendy (fourth colours)  Chocolate and gold (quartered), gold sleeves, check cap.
Jenkinson, Mr Robert  Brown, light blue cross belts, light blue sleeves, brown armlets, light blue cap.
Jenkinson, Mrs G.  Emerald green, white sash, striped sleeves.
Jenks, Miss Camilla  Brown, light blue sash and sleeves, hooped cap.
Jenks, Mr David  Brown, pink seams, pink cap.
Jenks, Mr David (second colours)  Yellow, royal blue seams, yellow cap, royal blue star.
Jenks, Mrs C.  Pink, light blue cross of lorraine.

Jenks, Mrs V  Eton blue, white collar, cuffs and spots on cap.
Jenks, Mr Tom Percival  Royal blue and white diamonds, dark blue sleeves, white cap, dark blue 
diamond.
Jenks, Mr W.  Black and royal blue stripes, hooped cap.
Jenks, Mr W. (second colours)  Black, white hoop and sleeves, hooped cap.
Jenner, Mr John  Black, pink chevrons, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Jenner, Mr John (second colours)  Yellow, white armlets.
Jenner, Mr John (third colours)  Pink, maroon epaulets.
Jenner, Mr John (fourth colours)  Maroon, emerald green armlets.
Jenner, Mr John (fifth colours)  Dark blue, mauve armlets.
Jenner, Mr Michael  Red, yellow epaulets, yellow sleeves, red stars, yellow cap, red star.
Jenner, Mrs P.  Red, grey epaulets.
Jennifer & Alex Viall  Black, pink chevron, white sleeves, pink cap.
Jennings, Mr D.  Grey, maroon hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Jennings, Mr N. R.  Emerald green, pink epaulets and sleeves, pink cap, emerald green diamond.
Jennings, Mr N. R. (second colours)  Red, black hollow box and armlets, black cap, red diamond.
Jennings, Mr R. H.  Royal blue and yellow (halved), striped sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Jennings, Mrs G. A.  Orange and black stripes, orange sleeves, black stars, orange cap, black star.
Jennings, Mr T. M.  Brown, orange stars, sleeves and cap.
Jenny Perry and Celia Goaman  Orange, dark blue cross belts and sleeves, dark blue and orange 
quartered cap.
Jensen, Mr Peter S.  Dark green, yellow cap, dark green star.
Jensen, Mrs Susan J.  Pink, red hoop, red cap.
J E Pallister & J G Pallister  Royal blue, yellow star, white sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Jepson, Mr H.  Yellow, blue hoop, black cap.
Jepson, Mr H. (second colours)  Straw, heliotrope sleeves.
Jepson, Mr H. (third colours)  French grey, canary cap.
Jepson, Mrs Emma  Pink, mauve stars, mauve sleeves, pink stars and cap.
Jerdein, Mr Charles (L)  Scarlet and white stripes, white sleeves, black cap.
Jeremy Dougall & Will Watt  Emerald green, maroon stars, emerald green sleeves.
Jeremy Dougall & Will Watt (second colours)  Red, yellow hoop.
Jeremy Dougall & Will Watt (third colours)  Red, purple hoop, purple cap.
Jeremy & Germaine Hitchins  Red, grey cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Jeremy Gompertz & Partner  Beige, royal blue chevrons, beige sleeves, royal blue cap.
The Jeremy Partnership  Dark blue, orange spots on sleeves, orange cap.
Jeremy Scott Racing Club  Yellow, dark blue hoop.
Jeremy Scott & Wendover Racing  Yellow, black hoops, black sleeves, yellow armlets.
Jeroboam Syndicate  Dark blue, pink triple diamond and diamond on cap.
Jeromes Partnership  Purple and orange diabolo, orange and purple diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Jeromson, Mrs D.  Pink, light blue sleeves, pink armlets.
Jerram, Mr M. J.  Emerald green, dark blue diamond and armlets.
Jerry Wright Adam Lucock Patricia Murray  Dark blue, white triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves 
and cap.
Jerry Wright,Martin Walker & Tony Hughes  Dark blue, white triple diamond, diamonds on 
sleeves and cap.
Jesmond Racing  Light blue, dark green chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Jesmond Racing & Partner  Light blue, dark green chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
The Jesse James Posse  Light blue, dark blue triple diamond, hooped sleeves.
The Jessies  Purple and mauve check, purple cap.
The Jessies,Colin Fletcher,Brian Cobbett  Purple and mauve check, purple cap.
The Jessies & P Kirby  Purple and mauve check, purple cap.
Jessop, Mr J. B.  Black and white diamonds, black sleeves, red cap.
Jessop, Mrs I. M.  Royal blue, yellow stripe, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Jessup, Mr B. P.  Pink, red & blue lightning bolts, yellow stars, orange cap with yellow stars.
Jestin, Mr F.  Emerald green, dark blue seams, check cap.
J.E.Titley & J.Goddard  Emerald green and royal blue (halved), emerald green sleeves, white cap, 
emerald green spots.
Jetset Racing Club  Red, white stars, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Jewell, Miss Carol  White, dark blue diamond and armlets, red cap.
Jewell, Mrs Linda  Light blue, dark blue chevron, quartered cap.
Jewell, Ms C. M.  Yellow, two black armlets, dark green cap.
Jewitt/Carter Thompson & Gardiner  Maroon and emerald green diabolo, maroon sleeves and cap.
Jewitt, Mr Robert William  Maroon and emerald green diabolo, maroon sleeves and cap.
J Farley, I Sparham and G Kelleway  Emerald green, yellow hoops, emerald green and white 
hooped sleeves.
J Farley, M Short, S Buy  Emerald green, yellow hoops, emerald green and white hooped sleeves.
J F H Partnership  Black, white seams, chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
J. Fishpool - Osborne House  White, dark blue braces and sleeves, dark blue and white quartered 
cap.
J French, D McDermott, S Nelson, T Syder  Dark blue and white check, white sleeves.
J French, D McDermott, S Nelson, T Syder (second colours)  Red, royal blue triple diamond, 
chevrons on sleeves, royal blue cap, red diamonds.
J French, D McDermott, S Nelson, T Syder (third colours)  Red and white check, white cap.
J French, D McDermott, S Nelson, T Syder (fourth colours)  White, dark blue star, sleeves and 
cap.
JFS Racing & Geoff Harker  Light blue, white star, white and light blue chevrons on sleeves, white 
cap, light blue star.
JFW Properties Ltd  Light blue, white and light blue hooped sleeves.
J Gill/ H Spiller/ G Waterhouse  Black, large white spots, striped sleeves and cap.
J Gompertz,ClivedenStud,S Roy,J Schroder  Beige, royal blue chevrons, beige sleeves, royal blue 
cap.
J Greaves, R Willcock & Ruth Carr  Brown, light green epaulets.
JGS Partnership  Beige, purple chevrons, light blue sleeves, purple armlets, red cap.
JGS, Richardson, Davidson and Bewley  Beige, purple chevrons, light blue sleeves, purple armlets, 
red cap.
JGS,Richardson, Davidson & Mandle  Beige, purple chevrons, light blue sleeves, purple armlets, red 
cap.
J Hearne, D Bird, J Hughes  Royal blue, maroon epaulets and armlets.
J H & N J Foxon Ltd  Red and royal blue diabolo, yellow sleeves, black diamonds, yellow cap, black 
diamonds.
J Hon, St Albans & Partners  Black, yellow braces, black and red hooped sleeves, black cap, yellow 
star.
J.Howlett, S.Hughes, G. Rowley  Dark blue, grey seams, dark blue sleeves, grey stars, dark blue 
cap.
J.Howlett, S.Hughes, G. Rowley (second colours)  Dark blue, light blue seams, dark blue sleeves, 
light blue stars, light blue cap, dark blue star.
Jigsaw Racing  Dark blue, orange star, hooped sleeves and cap.
Jim and Claire Limited  Maroon and beige (quartered), hooped sleeves, beige cap, maroon star.
Jim Beaumont & Douglas Pryde  Red, emerald green spots, red sleeves, white cap, emerald green 
spots.
Jim Beaumont & Quona Thomson  Red, emerald green spots, red sleeves, white cap, emerald 
green spots.
Jim Biggane, John Waterfall & Dean Ivory  Pink, black and white striped sleeves, white cap.
Jim Biggane, Whitaker & Radlett Racing  Orange, dark blue spots, orange sleeves, orange cap, 
dark blue star.
Jim Fyffe & Stacey Mcqueen  Black and pink diabolo, black sleeves, pink cap, black star.
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Jim Humberstone & Tom Ritzema  Emerald green and purple stripes, mauve sleeves, mauve cap, 
purple star.
Jimmy Hack Racing Partners  Light blue and white check, halved sleeves, light blue and white 
quartered cap.
Jimmy Hack Racing Partners 1  Light blue and white check, halved sleeves, light blue and white 
quartered cap.
Jimmy Mac  Light blue, white star, light blue sleeves, white stars, light blue cap, white star.
Jimmy & Susie Wenman  Emerald green, yellow diamond, white sleeves and cap.
Jinks, Mr Richard  Emerald green, orange epaulets and cap.
J J Bridger Mrs J Stamp  Royal blue, yellow sleeves, quartered cap.
J.Joyce, J.H.Lofthouse & Partner  Red and purple diamonds, red sleeves.
The JJ Partnership  Dark blue and white stripes, halved sleeves.
J4J Partnership  Dark green, yellow spots on sleeves, yellow cap.
JJ Quinn Racing Ltd  Black, emerald green seams, black sleeves, emerald green cap.
JJS Backers  White, red epaulets, red sleeves, black spots, red cap.
J J's Syndicate  Red, black disc, red sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
JKB Racing & Partners  Light blue, royal blue stars, halved sleeves, royal blue cap, light blue stars.
JKB Racing & Partners 2  Light blue, royal blue stars, halved sleeves, royal blue cap, light blue stars.
J K Farms  Dark blue, pink star, pink sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, pink star.
JLM Racing  Light blue, royal blue stars, halved sleeves, royal blue cap, light blue stars.
J Logan, D Harrison, T Loftus & S Smith  Royal blue, yellow diamond, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets, yellow cap.
J.L & P Frampton A.M Midgley R.J Hodges  Light blue, black and light blue striped sleeves, red cap.
J.L & P Frampton A.M Midgley R.J Hodges (second colours)  Yellow, dark green seams, chevrons 
on sleeves, dark green cap.
J L Rowsell & F Mooney  Grey and white stripes, red cap.
J L Stitt,J G Stitt,Sir A Page-Wood  Emerald green, red and white striped sleeves and cap.
J & L Wetherald - M & M Glover  Royal blue, maroon disc, maroon and royal blue striped sleeves 
and cap.
J Mangan & D Quinn  Maroon, white star, white sleeves, maroon armlets and star on white cap.
J. M. Dare, T. Hamlin, J. W. Snook  Purple, pink epaulets, striped sleeves and cap.
J. M. Dare, T. Hamlin, J. W. Snook (second colours)  Purple, yellow stars, hooped sleeves, yellow 
cap, purple star.
JMH Racing Limited  Black, white and red striped sleeves, hooped cap.
J.N.G-M Racing  Royal blue, gold sash, white sleeves and cap.
J Nicholls, J Moorhouse & J Kinning  Maroon, beige stars, maroon sleeves and cap.
J Nicholls, J Moorhouse & J Kinning (second colours)  Royal blue, white epaulets, checked sleeves.
Joanna Daniell & David Geiman  Yellow, royal blue hoops, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, white 
cap.
J. O'Brien & C. J. Leech  Red, white triple diamond and armlets, yellow cap.
Jobsworth Racing  Royal blue, white hoop, chevrons on sleeves.
Jobsworth Racing 1  Royal blue, white hoop, chevrons on sleeves.
Jocelyn Rosenberg and Roger Weatherby  Dark blue and mauve stripes, halved sleeves, dark blue 
and mauve quartered cap.
The Jockey Club Haydock Park Racing Club  Black, four gold diamonds, diamonds on sleeves.
Jockey Club Ownership (SW 2018)  Black, four gold diamonds, diamonds on sleeves.
Jockey Club Ownership (SW 2016) Limited  Black, four gold diamonds, diamonds on sleeves.
Jo-Co Partnership  Black, white seams, black sleeves, white spots and cap.
Joe and Frank Brady  Emerald green, white spots, yellow sleeves, emerald green and white striped 
cap.
Joe Bear Racing  Orange, black diamond, black and orange diabolo on sleeves, orange cap, black 
diamond.
Joe & Mason Soiza, Dexter Blackstock  Pink, emerald green chevron.
Joe & Mason Soiza Dexter Blackstock, PJD  Pink, emerald green chevron.
Joe Saumarez Smith and Partners  White, red hearts
Joe Smith, Jimmy Smith, Jo Hughes  Yellow, grey braces.
Joe Smith, Jimmy Smith, Jo Hughes (second colours)  Red, royal blue stars, halved sleeves and 
star on cap.
Joe Smith & Jo Hughes  Red, royal blue stars, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Joe Soiza and Charlie Fellowes  Red, white braces, checked sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
Joe Soiza & Mason Soiza  Red, white braces, checked sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
John Abbey & Emma Evans  Yellow, royal blue disc and sleeves, hooped cap.
John Abbey & Mike Nolan  Yellow, royal blue disc and sleeves, royal blue and yellow hooped cap.
John Abbey & Mike Nolan (second colours)  Emerald green, red inverted triangle, red cap.
John And Anne Soul  Yellow, red hoops, dark blue sleeves and cap.
John and Heather Snook  Orange, black triple diamond, chevrons on sleeves.
John and Heather Snook (second colours)  Beige, royal blue triple diamond, royal blue cap.
John and Jordan Lund  Dark blue, white star, dark blue and red halved sleeves.
John and Jordan Lund (second colours)  Pink, white stars, pink sleeves, pink cap, white star.
John and Tony Jarvis and Partner  Black, red cross of lorraine, red sleeves, black armlets, black and 
red quartered cap.
John & Billy Platts  Yellow, black stars, black sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap, black star.
John Birtles and Bill Allan  Black and pink stripes, black sleeves and cap.
John Birtles, Gary Ellis , Gary Smith  Orange, black chevron, orange sleeves, black stars and cap.
John Birtles & Late Colin Fletcher  Black and pink stripes, black sleeves and cap.
John Birtles & P Kirby  Black and pink stripes, black sleeves and cap.
John Blackburn & Andy Turton  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
John Blackburn & Andy Turton (second colours)  Black, pink star, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
John Blackburn & Nick Tritton  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
John Brown & Megan Dennis  Red, purple sleeves, red armlets, black cap, yellow star.
John Brown, Megan Dennis & Partner  Red, purple sleeves, red armlets, black cap, yellow star.
John Brown & Partner  Red, purple sleeves, red armlets, black cap, yellow star.
John Burns and Michael Dods  Light blue and purple diamonds.
John Burns and Michael Dods (second colours)  Maroon, white chevron and sleeves.
John B Waterfall & Radlett Racing  Pink, black and white striped sleeves, white cap.
John Caldow & Kenny Johnson  Black, emerald green hoop, armlets and cap.
John C Grant,Mohammed Ali,Mrs B W Hills  Yellow and white (halved), halved sleeves, quartered 
cap.
John C. Grant & The Hon R. J. Arculli  White and yellow (halved), halved sleeves, white and yellow 
quartered cap.
John Cocks & Roger Liddington  Brown, white hoop, red sleeves, white cap.
John Cocks & Roger Liddington (second colours)  Red and emerald green diabolo, red sleeves, 
emerald green spots, emerald green cap, red spots.
John Connolly & A D Spence  Black, light blue armlets.
John Connolly And Partners  Black, light blue armlets.
John Connolly & Odile Griffith  Black, light blue armlets.
John Cook & Partner  Purple and white (quartered), white sleeves.
John Cook & Partner (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow stars, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, 
yellow star.
John Dance and Bryan Drew  Orange, dark blue star, orange sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
John Dance and Bryan Drew (second colours)  White, maroon and purple striped sleeves.
John Dance & Partner  Purple and maroon stripes, white sleeves and cap.
John Farley and Gay Kelleway  Emerald green, yellow hoops, emerald green and white hooped 
sleeves.
John Farley and Gay Kelleway (second colours)  Yellow, royal blue seams, royal blue sleeves, 
yellow stars, royal blue cap, yellow star.

John Finch & Mareilder Racing Part 1  Pink and brown diamonds, pink sleeves and cap.
John Finch & Mike & Tracie Willis  Pink and brown diamonds, pink sleeves and cap.
John Finch & Mike & Tracie Willis (second colours)  Orange, purple diamond, diabolo on sleeves 
and diamond on cap.
John Frampton & Paul Frampton  Light blue, black and light blue striped sleeves, red cap.
John Frampton Paul Frampton Ron Hodges  Light blue, black and light blue striped sleeves, red 
cap.
John Gaughan & Rob Rexton  Orange, dark green chevrons, orange sleeves, quartered cap.
John Greaves & Richard Willcock  Brown, light green epaulets.
John & Greer Norman  Red, white cross belts, black and white hooped cap.
John Guest Racing  White, royal blue hoop, diabolo on sleeves, royal blue cap.
John Gunther & Tanya Gunther  Dark green and maroon (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
John & Heather Raw  White, dark blue cross belts and armlets.
John & Heather Raw & Tony Coyle  White, dark blue cross belts and armlets.
John H W Finch & The Pearly Kings  Pink and brown diamonds, pink sleeves and cap.
John H. W. Finch & The Romans  Pink and brown diamonds, pink sleeves and cap.
John J. Murray & Niall Farrell  Orange, black cross of lorraine, diamonds on sleeves, black cap.
John J. Murray & Niall Farrell (second colours)  Yellow, black cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, 
black stars, black cap.
John Johnson & John Wade  Royal blue and light green diamonds, royal blue sleeves, light green 
seams, light green cap.
John J Reilly and Dan Skelton  Dark green, white seams, white sleeves, dark green armlets, orange 
cap.
John Kay & Derek Shaw  Yellow, light green epaulets and sleeves.
John Kay & Derek Shaw (second colours)  White, black epaulets, black and white halved sleeves, 
black cap.
JOHN KELLY, JOHN MCNEILL & ALAN JOHNSTON  White, orange stripe, emerald green 
sleeves and cap.
John L & Albert L Marriott & Jo Davis  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), striped sleeves and cap.
John & Linda Oldroyd  Grey, purple star, grey sleeves, purple stars, purple  cap.
John Livock & Nat Lacy  Dark blue, grey hoop, grey cap.
John Livock, Nat Lacy, Mrs M V Magnier  Dark blue, grey hoop, grey cap.
John & Liz Elliot  Red and dark green (quartered), yellow sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue diamond.
John L Marriott & Albert L Marriott  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), striped sleeves and cap.
John Logan & Suzy Smith  Royal blue, yellow diamond, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets, yellow 
cap.
John Manser & Simon Treacher  Yellow, mauve hoops, yellow cap.
John & Margaret Hatherell & RHS Ltd  Purple, orange diamond, white cap.
John Marriott & Giggle Factor  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), striped sleeves and cap.
John Moorhouse & John Nicholls (Trading)  Maroon, beige stars, maroon sleeves and cap.
John Moorhouse & John Nicholls (Trading) (second colours)  Royal blue, white epaulets, checked 
sleeves.
John, Mr R. D.  Red and black stripes, yellow sleeves.
John Murphy & The Late Mrs Helen Perratt  Purple, pink star, striped sleeves and stars on cap.
John Nicholls Ltd/David Kilburn  Light green, royal blue hoops, light green sleeves.
John Nicholls Ltd/David Kilburn (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow diamond, diabolo on sleeves, 
pink cap.
John Nicholls Ltd/David Kilburn (third colours)  Royal blue, white epaulets, checked sleeves.
John Nicholls (Trading) & John Moorhouse  Maroon, beige stars, maroon sleeves and cap.
John Nicholls (Trading) & John Moorhouse (second colours)  Royal blue, white epaulets, checked 
sleeves.
John Nicholls (Trading) Ltd  Royal blue, white epaulets, checked sleeves.
John Nicholls (Trading) Ltd Mrs Nicholls  Royal blue, white epaulets, checked sleeves.
John Nicholls (Trading) & Matthew Cottis  Yellow, yellow and dark blue diabolo on sleeves.
John Nicholls (Trading) & Matthew Cottis (second colours)  Royal blue, white epaulets, checked 
sleeves.
Johnnie Delta Racing  Black, yellow sleeves, black armlets, black cap, yellow stars.
John O'Connor & Partner  Royal blue, light green epaulets.
John O'Connor & Partner (second colours)  Black and white check, emerald green cap.
John O'Donnell & Noel Kelly  Black, yellow triple diamond, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
John O'Shea Stephen Hunt Craig Gardner  Royal blue, red sleeves, royal blue stars, emerald green 
cap.
John & Paul Stanaway & Nicola Reed  Red, black triple diamond, black sleeves, red stars, red cap, 
black diamond.
John Pearce Racing Ltd  Dark blue, white sleeves and cap.
John Pearce Racing Ltd (second colours)  Dark blue, white sleeves.
John Platts & Danny Brooke  Yellow, black stars, black sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap, black 
star.
John Priday, Mike Mifflin & Wyn Owen  Yellow, brown hoop, white sleeves, brown and yellow 
quartered cap.
John Priday, Mike Mifflin & Wyn Owen  Yellow, brown hoop, white sleeves, brown and yellow 
quartered cap.
John Rhodes & Peter Timmins  Maroon and yellow diamonds.
John Ryan Racing Partnership  Black, beige epaulets, striped sleeves and star on cap.
John Rylands and Wetumpka Racing  Royal blue, red sleeves, yellow stars, pink cap, royal blue star.
John Saville Partnership  Yellow, black seams, black and yellow diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Johns, Mr Gavin  Pink, grey braid, grey cap, grey tassel
Johns, Mr Kieran  Black and red check, red sleeves, black diamonds, black cap.
Johnson, Alison  Royal blue, dark blue star and sleeves, light blue cap, dark blue star.
The Johnson Family  Royal blue, emerald green sleeves, white cap, emerald green spots.
Johnson Houghton, Miss E.  Buff, saxe blue sleeves, orange cap.
Johnson Houghton, Miss E. (second colours)  Red, dark blue hoop, quartered cap.
Johnson Houghton, Miss E. (third colours)  Red, beige seams, red sleeves and cap.
Johnson Houghton, Mr Gordon  Mauve and black (quartered), black sleeves.
Johnson Houghton, Mr R. F.  Buff, blue sleeves, mauve cap.
Johnson Houghton, Mrs R. F.  Light blue, dark blue cross belts and sleeves, orange cap.
Johnson, Miss Trudi  Yellow, purple seams, yellow sleeves, purple stars and cap.
Johnson, Mr B. R.  White, emerald green stars, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, white cap, 
emerald green star.
Johnson, Mr C. G.  Dark blue, red chevrons, quartered cap.
Johnson, Mr Cliff  Emerald green, dark blue hollow box and cap.
Johnson, Mr Craig  Emerald green, dark blue epaulets and armlets.
Johnson, Mr C. S. P.  Light green and pink (quartered), halved sleeves.
Johnson, Mr Daren  White and royal blue diamonds, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, dark blue cap, 
white diamonds.
Johnson, Mr David  Royal blue, white stars, yellow sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Johnson, Mr G.  Light blue, royal blue stars, halved sleeves, royal blue cap, light blue stars.
Johnson, Mr Graham  Black, pink inverted triangle.
Johnson, Mr G. W.  Purple and dark blue (halved), sleeves reversed, quartered cap.
Johnson, Mr I.  Yellow, red triple diamond, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Johnson, Mr I.  Cambridge blue, cerise stars and cross on cap.
Johnson, Mr I. K.  Gold, blue and gold quartered cap.
Johnson, Mr John  Royal blue and light green diamonds, royal blue sleeves, light green seams, light 
green cap.
Johnson, Mr K.  Emerald green and royal blue (quartered), grey sleeves.
Johnson, Mr Kenny  Black, emerald green hoop, armlets and cap.
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Johnson, Mr M.  Maroon, saxe blue sash, hooped cap.
Johnson, Mr Mark  White, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap.
Johnson, Mr Mark (second colours)  White, royal blue seams, armlets and cap.
Johnson, Mr Michael A.  Black, yellow hoops, black sleeves, yellow cap.
Johnson, Mr M. R.  White, black braces, armlets and star on cap.
Johnson, Mr P. S.  Dark blue, yellow hoops, dark blue sleeves, yellow spots, check cap.
Johnson, Mrs Amanda Julia  Pink, purple hoop, white and purple hooped sleeves, pink cap, purple 
star.
Johnson, Mrs D. A.  Royal blue, emerald green sleeves, white cap, emerald green spots.
Johnson, Mrs David  Red, dark green diamonds on sleeves.
Johnson, Mrs Jan  Emerald green, yellow chevron, yellow cap.
Johnson, Mrs Jeanette  Black, red hollow box, checked sleeves and cap.
Johnson, Mrs J. M.  White, black chevron, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Johnson, Mrs Jo  Pink, beige epaulets.
Johnson, Mrs K.  White, royal blue epaulets, armlets and cap.
Johnson, Mrs M. C. (L)  Violet, white hoops, green cap.
Johnson, Mrs P A  Red, light blue stripe, quartered cap.
Johnson, Mrs P. de W.  Dark blue, white star, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Johnson, Mrs Sally  Red, black cross belts, spots on sleeves, quartered cap.
Johnson, Mrs Susan  Maroon, white hoops and armlets.
Johnson, Mr T.  White, yellow braces, dark blue sleeves, white cap, dark blue diamond.
Johnson, Mr Tim  Light blue, white braces and sleeves.
Johnson, Mr Tim (second colours)  Light blue, red hoops, light blue sleeves, red cap.
Johnson, Mr Trevor  Black, red armlets.
Johnson, Ms S.  Mauve, white spots, white cap, mauve spots.
Johnson (Northamptonshire), Mr Brian  Black, large light blue spots and sleeves.
Johnson (North Yorkshire), Mr Ian  Purple, white chevron, purple sleeves, white stars, white cap, 
purple star.
The Johnson's  Black, pink inverted triangle.
The Johnstone & Boughey Partnership  Crimson, green cap.
The Johnstone Catridge Partnership  Crimson, green cap.
Johnstone, Mr C.  Red, yellow stripe, red and dark blue chevrons on sleeves, yellow and dark blue 
striped cap.
Johnstone, Mr J. W.  Dark blue, silver braid, cerise cap.
Johnstone, Mr J. W. (second colours)  Crimson, green cap.
Johnstone, Mr Steve  Yellow, purple star, diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap, purple star.
Johnstone, Mr W. M.  Yellow, dark blue stars, halved sleeves.
Johnstone Partnership  Dark blue, silver braid, cerise cap.
Johnstone Partnership (second colours)  Crimson, green cap.
Johnston, Miss E.  Orange and purple (halved), purple sleeves and cap.
Johnston, Mr C.  Light blue, black sleeves, mauve cap, purple spots.
Johnston, Mr Christopher W. T.  Red, large black spots, black cap.
Johnston, Mr C. S.  Maroon, white sleeves, maroon and white quartered cap.
Johnston, Mrs Deirdre  Dark blue, emerald green epaulets, halved sleeves.
Johnston, Mrs S. K.  Orange, brown and orange halved sleeves, brown and orange quartered cap.
Johnston, Mrs Sophia  Light blue, white stripe, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Johnston, Ms Hilary  Yellow, black chevrons, diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Johnston, Ms J.  Red, dark green inverted triangle and sleeves, dark green and red quartered cap.
Johnston Racing Ltd  Royal blue, light green epaulets.
Johnston Racing Ltd (second colours)  Royal blue, light green epaulets, light green cap.
Johnston Racing Ltd (third colours)  Dark blue, emerald green epaulets, halved sleeves.
John Swinnerton & Partner  Purple and gold (quartered), halved sleeves, red cap.
John Wade & A K Collins  Maroon, white hooped sleeves.
John Wardle & Jo Hughes  Red, black seams, red cap, black spots.
John Waterfall, Richard & Ian R Gethin  Pink, black and white striped sleeves, white cap.
John Waterfall, Richard & Ian R Gethin (second colours)  White, red hoops and armlets.
John Waterfall, Richard & Ian R Gethin (third colours)  Pink, dark blue and white striped sleeves, 
white cap.
John White & Anne Underhill  Maroon and yellow diamonds, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
John & Zara Johnstone  Dark blue, silver braid, cerise cap.
John & Zara Johnstone (second colours)  Crimson, green cap.
John & Zoe Webster  White, black stripe, white and red striped sleeves and cap.
John & Zoe Webster and Partner  White, black stripe, white and red striped sleeves and cap.
Joicey, The Lord  Pink, dark green sleeves.
Jokulhlaup Syndicate  Black and emerald green (quartered), diabolo on sleeves.
Joli Racing  Red and white diamonds, white sleeves, hooped cap.
The Jolly Beggars  Dark blue, white cross belts, diamonds on sleeves.
The Jolly Beggars and 1  Dark blue, white cross belts, diamonds on sleeves.
The Jolly Beggars & Mr B Holohan  Red, yellow chevron, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
The Jolly Beggars & Mr B Holohan (second colours)  Dark blue, white cross belts, diamonds on 
sleeves.
Jolly Boys, Mad For Fun & M Hammond  Royal blue, yellow stars, diabolo on sleeves, quartered 
cap.
Jolly Boys Outing  White, brown chevrons, royal blue sleeves, royal blue and white striped cap.
Jolly Boys Racing Club  Royal blue, yellow stars, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Jolly Boys Racing Club & Mr S Hull  Royal blue, yellow stars, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Jolly Boy's Racing Club & Partner  Royal blue, yellow stars, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Jolly Racing  Red and white (quartered), chevrons on sleeves, white and red quartered cap.
Jollys Boys Racing Club and Kath Savage  Royal blue, yellow stars, diabolo on sleeves, quartered 
cap.
Joly, Mrs D.  Tan, light blue sleeves, tan and white quartered cap.
J. O'Mulloy & J. Collenette  Emerald green, white stars, armlets and star on cap.
Jon and Julia Aisbitt  Dark blue and maroon diabolo, maroon sleeves, dark blue cap.
Jonathan Butcher & Christine Dunnett  Yellow, emerald green cross belts, emerald green cap.
Jonathan & Catherine Williams  Pink, purple stars, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Jonathan Lee David Loder  Dark green, white star, dark green sleeves, white stars, dark green cap, 
white star.
Jonathan Palmer-Brown & Michael Daniels  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, yellow cap.
Jonathan Palmer-Brown & Mick Daniels  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, yellow cap.
Jonathan Shack & Friends  Red, black sash, black cap.
Jonathan Shack & Partners  Red, black sash and cap.
JONATHAN THOMAS & PARTNER  Black, orange hollow box and armlets, check cap.
Jon Collins & Chris Fahy  Red, yellow spots, sleeves and cap.
Jones Broughtons Wilson Weaver  Turquoise, black braces, cerise cap.
Jones, Dr Hugh  Black and white check, red and black check sleeves, black cap.
The Jones Family  White, emerald green stars, emerald green and white striped sleeves, white cap, 
emerald green star.
Jones, Fuller & Paine  Yellow, maroon triple diamond, maroon and yellow halved sleeves, yellow cap, 
maroon diamond.
Jones, Julian, Lee, Royle & Wicks  Dark blue, pink star, pink and dark blue check sleeves, dark blue 
cap, pink star.
Jones, Kelly & Whittle  Dark green and yellow (halved), sleeves reversed, dark green and yellow 
quartered cap.
Jones', Langfords' & Owens'  Dark blue, orange stars, sleeves and stars on cap.
Jones Lowe Mound Trowbridge  Dark blue, orange stars, sleeves and stars on cap.
Jones, Major C. N. (L)  Maroon, silver sleeves, brown cap.

Jones, Miss A.  Red, black star, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap, black star.
Jones, Miss C. L.  Red, light blue and red diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Jones, Miss Rose  Black, large white spots and spots on cap.
Jones, Miss Sammy  Royal blue, pink hooped sleeves, black cap.
Jones, Mound, Trowbridge  Yellow, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars and cap.
Jones, Mr A.  White, royal blue cross of lorraine, striped sleeves and cap.
Jones, Mr Alan  Maroon, emerald green epaulets, halved sleeves.
Jones, Mr A. P.  Royal blue, yellow cross belts and spots on cap.
Jones, Mr A. S.  Light green and yellow stripes, quartered cap.
Jones, Mr B. P.  Royal blue, white stars, halved sleeves, white cap, royal blue stars.
Jones, Mr Brian  Black and pink stripes, hooped sleeves, black cap.
Jones, Mr Bruce  Royal blue, white triple diamond, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, white cap, 
emerald green diamond.
Jones, Mr Charles  Pink, dark blue hoops.
Jones, Mr Colin  White, royal blue seams, diabolo on sleeves and diamond on cap.
Jones, Mr D.  Black, white seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Jones, Mr Dan  Royal blue, white hoops, royal blue sleeves, red and royal blue striped cap.
Jones, Mr David  Emerald green, black stars, sleeves and star on cap.
Jones, Mr D. Hefin  Red and white diamonds, white sleeves, white cap, royal blue star.
Jones, Mr Emrys  Yellow, emerald green sash, red sleeves and cap.
Jones, Mr Eric  Pink, purple triple diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Jones, Mr Eric (second colours)  Red, yellow triple diamond, white sleeves, red armlets.
Jones, Mr G. R.  Yellow, maroon triple diamond, maroon and yellow halved sleeves, yellow cap, 
maroon diamond.
Jones, Mr Graham R. J.  Dark blue and white (quartered), white sleeves, white and dark blue 
quartered cap.
Jones, Mr H.  Mauve, purple chevron, hooped sleeves and cap.
Jones, Mr Harold  Red and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves, red stars, yellow cap, red star.
Jones, Mr Howard  Orange, yellow star, yellow sleeves, orange stars and cap.
Jones, Mr Ian  Dark green, white stars, light green and dark green check sleeves, dark green cap, 
white star.
Jones, Mr Keith  Orange, brown chevron and armlets.
Jones, Mr Ken  White, red star, white sleeves, red spots, red cap.
Jones, Mr L. Neil  Grey, red cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Jones, Mr M.  Yellow, white triple diamond, royal blue sleeves.
Jones, Mr Malcolm B.  Dark green and yellow (halved), sleeves reversed, dark green and yellow 
quartered cap.
Jones, Mr Malcolm B. (second colours)  White, dark blue chevron, red and white chevrons on 
sleeves.
Jones, Mr Martin  Yellow and purple diamonds, purple sleeves, purple and yellow quartered cap.
Jones, Mr Matthew  Dark blue, white spots, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Jones, Mr M. D.  Royal blue, yellow inverted triangle and sleeves, red cap.
Jones, Mr Mervyn  Yellow, dark blue braces, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Jones, Mr Nicholas  Red, brown and white striped sleeves.
Jones, Mr Nick J.  White, black seams, checked sleeves, black and white check cap.
Jones, Mr Nigel E. M.  Light blue, dark green hoops, light blue sleeves.
Jones, Mr P. A.  Light blue, dark blue chevrons, light blue sleeves, dark blue cap.
Jones, Mr P. B.  Light blue and maroon diamonds, white sleeves, light blue and maroon quartered cap.
Jones, Mr Peter  Dark blue, red epaulets, white cap.
Jones, Mr Philip  Dark green, red seams, striped sleeves, red cap.
Jones, Mr P. J.  Brown, light blue sleeves, brown and light blue check cap.
Jones, Mr Q. J.  Brown, emerald green sleeves, hooped cap.
Jones, Mr R. C.  Dark blue, red diamond, red and dark blue halved sleeves, dark blue and red 
quartered cap.
Jones, Mr Richard  Yellow, maroon armlets.
Jones, Mr Robert  Maroon, orange star and sleeves, quartered cap.
Jones, Mr Robert J.  White, red cross of lorraine and sleeves, red and white quartered cap.
Jones, Mr Roger John  Emerald green, white disc and star on cap.
Jones, Mr R. P.  Dark blue, yellow chevron, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, yellow 
stars.
Jones, Mr Russell  Dark blue, orange stars, sleeves and stars on cap.
Jones, Mr S. A.  Dark blue and pink diabolo, pink cap.
Jones, Mrs Brenda  Purple, large pink spots, pink sleeves, purple spots and spots on cap.
Jones, Mrs Claire  Royal blue, white star, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Jones, Mr S. G.  Red, yellow cross belts, quartered cap.
Jones, Mrs Gillian A. R.  Red, black star, black cap.
Jones, Mrs Helen  Dark blue, pink star, pink and dark blue check sleeves, dark blue cap, pink star.
Jones, Mrs J.  Purple and light blue (quartered), purple sleeves, light blue stars, white cap.
Jones, Mrs J. A.  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, royal blue and red chevrons on sleeves, yellow and royal 
blue quartered cap.
Jones, Mrs Jackie  Dark blue, white triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves and diamond on cap.
Jones, Mrs J. M.  Royal blue, orange stripe, striped sleeves, orange cap.
Jones, Mrs Liz  White, emerald green disc.
Jones, Mrs Louise  Beige, grey sleeves and cap.
Jones, Mrs Nicholas  Turquoise, black braces, cerise cap.
Jones, Mrs Rae  Yellow, royal blue chevrons and armlets, white cap, royal blue diamond.
Jones, Mrs S.  White, emerald green stars, emerald green and white striped sleeves, white cap, 
emerald green star.
Jones, Mrs S. A.  Red, royal blue chevrons, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Jones, Mrs S. H.  Yellow, purple disc and sleeves, purple and yellow hooped cap.
Jones, Mrs S. M. (L)  Pale blue, chocolate sleeves, black cap.
Jones, Mrs V. W.  Red, mauve chevrons, red sleeves and cap.
Jones, Mr T. Hywel  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, light green sleeves, red cap.
Jones, Mr Tim  White, black and white check sleeves, black cap.
Jones, Mr Timothy  Black, orange stripe, armlets and diamond on cap.
Jones, Mr T. M.  White, black stars, black cap, white star.
Jones, Mr Wayne  Yellow and dark blue (quartered), diabolo on sleeves.
Jones, Norbury and Ratcliffe  Dark green and yellow (halved), sleeves reversed, dark green and 
yellow quartered cap.
Jones, O'Halloran, Nolan & Satchell  Red, grey star, armlets and star on cap.
Jones, Shaw, Stringer & Ward  Dark blue, orange stars, sleeves and stars on cap.
Jones (Surrey), Mr Simon  Dark green, pink hoops, dark green sleeves, quartered cap.
Jon Glews & Brendan Richardson  Red, yellow braces, white sleeves and cap.
Jon & Jacqueline Hughes  Emerald green and red check, yellow sleeves, emerald green armlets, 
yellow cap.
Jonjo O'Neill Racing Club  Purple, mauve cap.
Jonsson, Mr Nicholas  Pink, emerald green cross belts, white sleeves.
Jooste, Mr M. J.  Emerald green, yellow stars, black sleeves and cap.
Jordan, Mr Alan  Emerald green, white braces, checked sleeves and cap.
Jordan, Mr B.  Yellow, light blue epaulets, light green sleeves, white stars, light blue cap, white star.
Jordan, Mr Marcus  Brown, red hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Jordan, Mrs Philip  Dark blue, pink star, pink sleeves, dark blue spots, dark blue cap, pink star.
Jordison, Mr Frank (L)  Royal blue, scarlet sash and cap.
Joseph Allen LLC  Emerald green and white check, striped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Joseph Allen LLC & Peter Brant  Emerald green and white check, striped sleeves, emerald green 
cap.
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Joseph Hearne & Jo Hughes  White, royal blue stars, royal blue sleeves, white armlets.
Joseph, Mr Colin  Orange, dark green sleeves.
Joseph, Smart & Guest  Orange, dark green sleeves.
Joughin, Miss G.  Light blue, brown epaulets, hooped sleeves.
Joule, Mr Tom    Lemon, multicolour floral pattern (pink, red, soft     blue), multicolour buttons and 
soft blue trims.
Joule, Mr Tom (second colours)  Brown, pink star, brown sleeves, pink stars.
Jowett, Mrs R.  Maroon, light blue hoop, dark green sleeves, light blue cap.
Jowsey, Bainbridge, Cornforth & Everson  Yellow, royal blue hoops, royal blue sleeves, yellow 
stars, red cap.
Jowsey, Bainbridge & McKeown  Yellow, royal blue hoops, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, red cap.
Jowsey, Mr Alan  Yellow, royal blue hoops, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, red cap.
Joy and Valentine Feerick  Dark blue, yellow epaulets.
Joyce, Mrs D. M.  Black, mauve sleeves and cap.
Joyce, Prof J.  Red and purple diamonds, red sleeves.
Joycetick Partnership  Light blue and red stripes, red cap.
Joy, Mr Michael  Dark blue, yellow stars, dark blue sleeves, white cap.
Joynes, Mrs P.  Light blue, dark blue seams, dark blue cap, light blue star.
Joynson, Mr G. L.  Royal blue, yellow stripe, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars.
The Joy of Six  Royal blue and dark blue check.
The Joy of Six (second colours)  Dark blue and yellow (halved), dark blue sleeves, yellow cap.
The Joy of Six (third colours)  Light blue, light blue and pink diabolo on sleeves.
The Joy of Six (fourth colours)  Red, white question mark on back and front, red and white 
quartered cap.
The Joy of Six (fifth colours)  Royal blue and white (quartered), halved sleeves.
The Joy of Six (sixth colours)  White, black and white striped sleeves and cap.
J. Palmer-Brown, M. Daniels and Partner  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, yellow cap.
J, Palmer-Brown, M. Daniels, P, Reglar  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, yellow cap.
J Palmer-Brown, N Woodcock, Rachel Hood  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, yellow 
cap.
J Palmer-Brown & Partner  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, yellow cap.
J Palmer-Brown & Partner 2  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, yellow cap.
J Palmer-Brown & Sullivan Bloodstock Ltd  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, yellow cap.
J Palmer-Brown, Sullivan B/S, Mrs Ensor  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, yellow cap.
J Palmer-Brown/Sullivan B'Stock & Ptnr  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, yellow cap.
J Petit,C Skinner,R Sanders & J Tuttiett  White and pink (quartered), white sleeves, hooped cap.
The JP Girls  Dark blue, pink diamond, pink and dark blue check sleeves and cap.
JPMagnierMrsMVMagnierMrsPShanahanJCarthy  Dark blue, white epaulets, striped sleeves and 
diamond on cap.
JPM Racing I  Royal blue and red check, white sleeves and cap.
J P Romans,A Selway,R G Tizzard,P Wavish  Black, red spots, armlets and cap.
JP Romans & R Selway  Black, yellow triple diamond, red sleeves, light green armlets and star on red 
cap.
J P Romans & Taylor, O'Dwyer  Black, yellow triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves and diamond on 
cap.
J P Romans & Terry Warner  Yellow, black chevron, check cap.
J P Romans & Terry Warner (second colours)  Black, yellow triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves and 
diamond on cap.
JPR Partnership  Yellow, orange hoop, halved sleeves, orange cap.
J P T Partnership  White, light blue sash and sleeves, light blue and white quartered cap.
J R Atherton & Emma Byrne  Red, yellow seams, black sleeves, yellow stars, red cap, yellow stars.
J&R Eynon,Little,Roberts,Dowley&Turner  Dark green and orange (quartered), dark green sleeves, 
hooped cap.
J&R Eynon,Little,Roberts,Dowley&Turner (second colours)  Royal blue, pink disc.
J & R Eynon, Majithia & AWR Consultancy  Dark green and orange (quartered), dark green 
sleeves, hooped cap.
JRFB Ltd  White, purple chevrons, armlets and diamond on cap.
J R Holt & Greg Lynch  Emerald green, yellow hoop, halved sleeves, emerald green and yellow 
quartered cap.
J. R. Norton Ltd  Black, royal blue chevrons, black sleeves, quartered cap.
J & R Peck & J Allison  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue and yellow chevrons on sleeves, yellow 
cap.
J & R Peck & J Allison (second colours)  Pink and black check, pink sleeves, pink cap, black star.
J R Racing  Purple, light blue and purple hooped sleeves, light blue cap.
J R Racing (second colours)  Purple, light blue and purple hooped sleeves.
J Sargeant, B Rose & Partner  White, dark blue seams, dark blue and white striped sleeves and cap.
J Scarrow, J Cowan & S Evans  White, red stars, red sleeves, white stars, white cap, red star.
J Scarrow, J Cowan & S Evans (second colours)  Purple and yellow diabolo, halved sleeves, purple 
and yellow quartered cap.
J S Moore and Luca Somaini  Emerald green, yellow chevrons, emerald green sleeves, white 
armlets, emerald green cap.
J S Moore & Mr J Carr  Emerald green, yellow chevrons, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, 
emerald green cap.
J S Moore & Mrs J A Newell-Smyth  Emerald green, yellow chevrons, emerald green sleeves, white 
armlets, emerald green cap.
J S Moore & Ms P Walsh  Emerald green, yellow chevrons, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, 
emerald green cap.
J. S. Moore & Partner  Purple, white stripe.
J. S. Moore & Partner (second colours)  Emerald green, yellow chevrons, emerald green sleeves, 
white armlets, emerald green cap.
J S Morrison & Around The World  Light blue and yellow check, red sleeves and cap.
J S Morrison & F Brady  Light blue and yellow check, red sleeves and cap.
J. S. Morrison & Frank Brady  Light blue and yellow check, red sleeves and cap.
J Souster Club 220 Racing  Black, yellow disc, yellow sleeves, black stars, yellow cap, purple star.
J Souster Club 220 Racing (second colours)  Light blue, pink stars and sleeves, light blue cap.
J S Threadwell I  Light blue, white sleeves, light blue and red quartered cap.
J. S. Wainwright & Peter Clarke  Yellow, emerald green star, emerald green and yellow diabolo on 
sleeves.
J. Thomas, D. Lawton & Associates  Pink, black chevron and sleeves, black and pink quartered cap.
J.Titley & Jane Challen  Emerald green and royal blue (halved), emerald green sleeves, white cap, 
emerald green spots.
JT & KM Thomas  Red, white hoops, mauve sleeves, red and white quartered cap.
J Townson & P Thompson  Old gold, purple and green hoops, old gold sleeves, purple and old gold 
quartered cap.
Jubert, Exors of the Late Mr Paul  Royal blue, yellow chevron and armlets, yellow cap, royal blue 
spots.
Jubilee Racing Club  Royal blue, white epaulets, white cap.
Juckes, Mrs E. M.  Brown, pink star, pink sleeves, brown stars, brown cap, pink star.
Judd, Ms Liza  Royal blue, beige epaulets, beige cap, royal blue star.
The Judges & Partner  Red and black stripes, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
The Judges & Partner (second colours)  Cerise, green check cap.
Judi Dench and Bryan Agar  Dark blue, red hollow box, sleeves and cap.
Judi Dench, Bryan Agar & Mystic Meg Ltd.  Dark blue, red hollow box, sleeves and cap.
Judy Craymer & Nick Skelton  Purple, orange star, hooped sleeves and stars on cap.
Judy & Jamie Magee  Emerald green, white seams, striped sleeves and cap.
Judy Magee & Partners  Emerald green, white seams, striped sleeves and cap.

Judy & Richard Peck  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue and yellow chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
Judy & Richard Peck & Partner  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue and yellow chevrons on sleeves, 
yellow cap.
Judy & Richard Peck & Partner (second colours)  Red, yellow seams and cap.
The Jukes Family  Yellow, dark green spots and armlets.
The Jukes Family (second colours)  Dark green and white check, striped sleeves.
Jukes, Mr R.  Yellow, dark green spots and armlets.
Jukes, Mr R. (second colours)  Dark green and white check, striped sleeves.
Julia Brooke Racing Club  Grey, orange cross belts, sleeves and cap.
Julian Blackwell & Mrs Angus Maclay  Red, dark blue disc, halved sleeves.
Julian Howl & Ian Tyrrell  Dark blue, pink stars, diabolo on sleeves, pink cap, dark blue star.
Julie and David R Martin and Dan Hall  Dark blue and yellow (halved), dark blue sleeves, yellow 
cap.
Julie & Keith Hanson  Royal blue, white chevron, emerald green sleeves, white cap.
Julie Martin, David Martin & Rob Mayall  Dark blue and yellow (halved), dark blue sleeves, yellow 
cap.
Julie Martin & David R. Martin & Partner  Dark blue and yellow (halved), dark blue sleeves, yellow 
cap.
Julie Martin & David R Martin & Partners  Dark blue and yellow (halved), dark blue sleeves, 
yellow cap.
Julie & Phil Martin  Black, pink stripe, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Julie Williams & Shirley Brown  White, black cross of lorraine, black sleeves, white armlets, black 
cap.
Jumeirah Racing  Dark green, white and black halved sleeves, red cap.
Jumeirah Racing (second colours)  Dark green, white and black halved sleeves, white cap.
Jumeirah Racing (third colours)  Dark green, red and white halved sleeves, red cap.
Jumeirah Racing (fourth colours)  Red, yellow seams, diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Jump For Fun Racing  Black, yellow seams and sleeves, quartered cap.
The Junction Partnership  Orange, black star, black sleeves, orange stars, black cap, orange star.
The Juniper Racing Club & Andrew Bell  Grey, purple sash, sleeves and cap.
The Juniper Racing Club Ltd  Grey, purple sash, sleeves and cap.
The Jury  Light blue and orange diabolo, orange sleeves, orange cap, light blue diamond.
The Jury's Out Partnership  Grey, yellow epaulets.
The Jury's Out Partnership (second colours)  Black and yellow check, red sleeves and cap.
Juskaite, Ms Aurelija  Black, orange star, sleeves and star on cap.
Just Back The Boreen & Mr J Tuite  Dark blue, emerald green hoop, hooped sleeves.
The Just Fabulous Partnership  Black, red hoop, black sleeves, red spots.
Just Four Men  Mauve, emerald green cross belts, emerald green and mauve check cap.
Just 4 Fun  Yellow, dark blue stars, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Justin Byrne & Fawzi Abdulla Nass  Black, white, yellow, grey and brown hoops.
Justonemore Partnership  Yellow, black seams, black sleeves, yellow spots, yellow cap.
Justonemore Partnership (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow hoop, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
JUSTWOW Ltd  Light green and dark green check, light green sleeves, white cap.
The Juwireya Partnership  Maroon, grey epaulets, armlets and star on cap.
J W HARDY AND MRS V BURTON  White, royal blue chevrons, diamonds on sleeves, white cap.
JW McNeill & County Set Three  Maroon, light blue chevron and sleeves, quartered cap.
J.W.'s Wotafun Club  Dark blue, white hollow box, checked sleeves and cap.

K
Kairis, Mrs Nicolas  Emerald green and red (quartered), diabolo on sleeves.
Kaizen Racing  Black, light blue star and armlets, light blue cap, black star.
K Alexander/ R Watts  Light blue and yellow (quartered), yellow and light blue halved sleeves.
Kalmanson, Mr J. S.  White, orange collar, cuffs and hooped cap.
Kammac Plc  White and royal blue diabolo, red and royal blue diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
KA Nelmes & LJ Burden  Dark blue, light blue inverted triangle, quartered cap.
Kangyu International Racing (HK) Limited  Pink, royal blue braces.
Kangyu Int. Racing (HK) Ltd & Mr F Ma  Pink, royal blue braces.
Kaniz Bloodstock Investments Ltd  Dark blue, pink chevron, sleeves and cap.
Kanji, Mr Aleem  Grey, black chevron, chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Kantor, Mr Bernard  Yellow, royal blue epaulets.
Kapinhand  Royal blue, yellow chevron, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Kapinhand & Partner  Royal blue, yellow chevron, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Kaplan, Lady Jane  Primrose, rose hoops, rose cap.
Kaplan, Lady Jane (second colours)  Primrose, rose hoops, primrose cap.
Kaplan, Lady Jane (third colours)  Primrose, rose sleeves.
Kappler, Mrs N.  Emerald green, yellow cross belts, hooped cap.
Karen Bowen, Saith O Ni & The Hedonists  Maroon, yellow sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
Karen Exall & Fergal O'Brien  Red and white stripes, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Karen George  Dark green, light green cross belts.
Karen George & Adrian Parr  Orange, maroon seams, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Karen Tutty Racing  Red, black diamond, diamonds on sleeves, red cap, black diamond.
The Karijini Partnership  Dark green and grey check, white cap.
Karn-Smith, Mrs Brenda  Emerald green and dark blue diamonds, dark blue sleeves, emerald green 
diamonds, emerald green cap.
Katayama, Mr Akira  Red, yellow triple diamond, white sleeves, white and red quartered cap.
Katchar Racing  Red and emerald green diamonds, white sleeves, emerald green armlets, white cap.
The Katchy Partnership  Royal blue, white hoops, grey sleeves, royal blue and white quartered cap.
Kate Allisat & Chris Ames  Light blue, maroon stars, black sleeves, light blue cap, maroon star.
Kate & Andrew Brooks  Light blue, red braces, white sleeves, red armlets, light blue and red 
quartered cap.
Kate & Andrew Brooks & Catherine Black  Light blue, red braces, white sleeves, red armlets, light 
blue and red quartered cap.
Kate & Clive Giles  Dark blue, pink stars, striped sleeves and cap.
Katherine & Richard Gilbert 1  Purple, royal blue hoops, royal blue cap.
Kathleen Yeo,Malcolm Yeo,SprayClad UK  White, orange star, black sleeves, orange stars, white 
cap, orange star.
The Kathryn Stud  Royal blue and beige diamonds, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Katie and Brian Castle  Light green, purple star, chevrons on sleeves, light green cap, purple star.
Katie Hughes,Julie McCarlie,Sheila White  Royal blue, yellow chevron, royal blue sleeves, yellow 
stars, quartered cap.
Katy & Lol Pratt  Emerald green, white star, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
Katy Price Racing Club  Dark blue, white chevron, black cap, red spots.
Kavanagh, Miss Rosie Leena Kim  Orange and emerald green check, white sleeves, emerald green 
cap.
Kavanagh, Mr H.  Red, white diamond and sleeves.
Kavanagh, Mr John  Royal blue, white triple diamond, red sleeves, white cap.
Kavanagh, Mr R. E.  Orange, emerald green epaulets, armlets and star on cap.
Kavanagh, Mr R. E. (second colours)  Royal blue, red stars, royal blue cap, red star.
Kavanagh, Mrs A. G.  Dark blue, pink diamond and sleeves.
Kavanagh, Mrs Maxine  Maroon, white triple diamond, white sleeves, maroon armlets and diamond 
on white cap.
Kaye, Mr Mike  White, yellow star, white sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Kaye, Mr R. A.  Dark blue, yellow cross belts, red sleeves and cap.
Kayley Woollacott Racing Club  Black, mauve star, light blue sleeves, mauve stars, mauve cap, light 
blue star.
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Kay, Mr Anthony  Black, orange stars, black sleeves, black cap, orange star.
Kay, Mr Jimmy  White, royal blue seams, royal blue and white striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Kay, Mr Jimmy (second colours)  Black, emerald green hoop, emerald green cap.
Kay, Mrs Virginia  Yellow, mauve and yellow hooped sleeves, mauve cap.
Kay,Payne,Boyce,Panther,Wilson,Ancrum  White, royal blue seams, royal blue and white striped 
sleeves, yellow cap.
K B Racing  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
K Breen,J Stephenson,M Lilley et.,al  Dark blue, white stripe, halved sleeves and star on cap.
K Breen,J Stephenson,M Lilley et.,al (second colours)  Red, white stripe, white sleeves, red 
armlets, red and white striped cap.
K Corcoran, C E Weare, R J Hodges  Light blue, grey epaulets.
K Corcoran, C E Weare, R J Hodges (second colours)  Purple and yellow diabolo, striped sleeves, 
yellow cap, purple diamond.
K Corcoran, John and Paul Frampton  Light blue, grey epaulets.
K Dhunjibhoy & Z Dhunjibhoy  Dark blue, large red spots, yellow sleeves, red spots, dark blue cap, 
red spots.
K Dhunjibhoy & Z Dhunjibhoy (second colours)  Orange, dark blue cross of lorraine.
K & D Ives  Light green, dark blue epaulets.
Keable, Mrs Susan  Red, yellow star, red sleeves, yellow spots, red cap, yellow star.
Kealey, Mrs Rebecca Ann  White, black chevrons, white sleeves, black stars, red cap.
Keane, Miss Dillie  Emerald green, black stars, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Keane, Mr Simon Laurence  Maroon, white chevron, light blue sleeves and cap.
Keane, Ms Trisha  Light blue, purple spots, purple sleeves, light blue spots, light blue and purple 
striped cap.
Keaney, Mr J.  Light blue, white sleeves.
Keary, Mr P. J.  White, maroon star on body and cap, maroon sleeves, white stars.
Keast, Mr David J.  Pink, purple braces, pink sleeves, purple stars, pink cap, purple star.
Keaveney & Butcher  Dark green, yellow stripe, yellow cap.
Keech, Mrs Julia  Red and white (quartered), black sleeves, red cap, white star.
Keelan, Mr T.  Royal blue, white chevrons, royal blue sleeves, white stars and cap.
Keeley, Mr Chris  Black, yellow epaulets, diamonds on sleeves, black cap, yellow star.
Keeley, Richard S.  Royal blue, light green sleeves and cap.
Keel, Mrs R.  Black, light blue star, light blue sleeves, black armlets, light blue cap.
Keen, Mrs Victoria  Red, yellow stars, red sleeves, yellow cap.
Keeper's 12  Emerald green, yellow sash and sleeves, quartered cap.
Keeping, Mr T. J.  Royal blue and yellow diamonds, black and royal blue hooped sleeves, royal blue 
and yellow quartered cap.
Keeping The Dream Alive  Chocolate, orange cross belts, check cap.
Keep It Country  Yellow, black star, black sleeves, white stars, white cap.
Keep The Faith Partnership  Royal blue, light green stars on sleeves, royal blue cap, light green star.
Keet, Mr Sam  Yellow and emerald green stripes, emerald green sleeves, yellow stars and cap.
Keevil, Mrs Caroline  Maroon, emerald green chevron and armlets.
The Keg Partnership  Light blue, royal blue chevron and armlets.
The Keg Partnership I  Light blue, royal blue chevron and armlets.
Kehoe, Mr M.  Maroon, white hoop, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Keighley, Mr M.  Beige, maroon star and stars on cap.
Keighley, Mrs B. J.  Beige, maroon stars.
Keighley Racing Limited  Beige, maroon star, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Keightley, Mrs Hayley  Red and white diamonds, white sleeves, red armlets, red and white quartered 
cap.
Keightley, Mr S. L.  Maroon and light blue stripes, light blue and maroon diabolo on sleeves, light blue 
cap, maroon star.
Kei, Mr Kin Hung  Red, yellow chevron, chevrons on sleeves.
Keirle, Love, Sullivan & Holmes  Maroon, black hoops, white sleeves, maroon and white quartered 
cap.
Keirle, Mr G.  Maroon, black hoops, white sleeves, maroon and white quartered cap.
Keir, Miss K. J.  Light blue, royal blue seams and sleeves, white cap.
Keir, Mrs E.  Black, emerald green chevron, emerald green sleeves, black chevrons, black cap.
The Keith Adams Racing Partnership  Emerald green, dark blue diamond, dark blue and emerald 
green diabolo on sleeves.
Keith Ali & Eamon Murchan  Purple, grey stars and sleeves, purple cap.
Keith and Miranda Amor  Dark green, pink disc and sleeves, pink cap, dark green spots.
Keith and Sue Lowry  Light blue and dark blue stripes, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Keith Breen & Partner  Dark blue, white stripe, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Keith Cook Construction Ltd  Black, yellow hoop, hooped cap.
Keith Davies & The Cross Racing Club  Black and red diamonds, yellow sleeves.
Keith Dodd & Network Racing  Yellow, royal blue hollow box.
Keith Hanson & Steve Catchpole  Royal blue, white chevron, emerald green sleeves, white cap.
Keith Harris & Tom Gardner  Yellow, dark blue stars, diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap, dark blue 
star.
Keith Hunter & Francis Ong  Red and royal blue (quartered), halved sleeves, red cap.
Keith Loads & Alan Hill  Light blue, white hoop, sleeves and spots on cap.
Keith & Mary Trowbridge  Yellow, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars and cap.
Keith, Mr B.  Dark blue, beige stars.
Keith, Mr M. R.  Black, yellow cross of lorraine, black sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Keith & Sue Oulton  Yellow, light green star, light green sleeves, yellow armlets.
Keith West & Ollie Pears  White, red diamond, chevrons on sleeves, white cap, red diamond.
Keith West & Ollie Pears Racing Club  White, red diamond, chevrons on sleeves, white cap, red 
diamond.
Kellar, Mrs E. A.  Emerald green, large royal blue spots, emerald green sleeves, royal blue spots, 
white cap.
Keller, Mrs Barbara M.  Grey, black seams, black cap, grey pom pom.
Keller, Redvers and Donald  Grey, black seams, black cap.
Keller, Redvers & Burke  Grey, black seams, black cap, grey pom pom.
Kellett, Mr David  Emerald green, white chevron, white and emerald green halved sleeves.
Kelleway, Miss Gay  White and royal blue diamonds, pink sleeves, royal blue cap, pink diamond, 
white pom-pom.
Kelleway, Miss Gay (second colours)  Orange and royal blue diabolo, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
stars, yellow cap, royal blue stars.
Kelleway, Miss Gay (third colours)  Pink, purple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Kelly, Beal and Vasey  Orange, royal blue star, sleeves and star on cap.
Kelly, Mr Diarmaid  Emerald green, yellow hoops, red sleeves, emerald green cap.
Kelly, Mr D. R.  Yellow, large dark green spots, yellow sleeves, dark green spots, dark green cap.
Kelly, Mr Jim  Yellow, red stars, emerald green sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow and emerald green 
quartered cap.
Kelly, Mr John  White, orange stripe, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Kelly, Mr Jon S.  Dark green, red and dark green halved sleeves, red cap.
Kelly, Mr K. J.  White, dark green seams, white cap.
Kelly, Mr Liam  Emerald green, yellow cross of lorraine, armlets and diamonds on cap.
Kelly, Mr Mark  White, maroon star, maroon and white striped sleeves, maroon cap, white star.
Kelly, Mr Michael Shaun  Black, black and white check sleeves.
Kelly, Mr N. R.  Yellow, light blue cross belts and sleeves, light blue cap, yellow star.
Kelly, Mr Patrick  Emerald green, white seams, white sleeves, emerald green armlets, yellow cap.
Kelly, Mr Phil  Black, yellow hoops, yellow and black diabolo on sleeves, black cap, yellow star.
Kelly, Mr R.  Dark green, orange hoop, dark green sleeves, orange stars, white cap.
Kelly, Mrs A. P.  Grey, white chevrons, grey sleeves and cap.

Kelly, Mrs H.  Maroon, white seams, white sleeves, maroon stars, maroon cap, white star.
Kelly, Mrs Sabina  Emerald green, red triple diamond, red cap.
Kelly, Mr S. T.  Dark blue, white stars, red and white striped sleeves, red cap.
Kelsey-Fry, Mr John  Emerald green, yellow epaulets, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Kelso Lowflyers & Jumping For Dough  Dark blue, white sash, white cap.
Kelso Lowflyers & Mr PJS Russell  Dark blue, white sash, white cap.
Kelso Members Lowflyers Club  Dark blue, white sash, white cap.
Kelso, Mr T. G.  Green, yellow cross belts, black and yellow check cap.
Keltbray  Royal blue and red diabolo, emerald green sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
Kelvin-Hughes, Mr R.  Grey, white epaulets.
Kelvin-Hughes, Mr R. (second colours)  Grey, white epaulets, dark blue cap, yellow star.
Kelvin-Hughes, Mr R. (third colours)  Grey, white epaulets, pink cap.
Kelvin-Hughes, Mr R. (fourth colours)  Grey, white epaulets, orange cap.
Kelvin-Hughes, Mrs R.  Grey, white epaulets, red cap.
Kelvin-Hughes, Mrs R. (second colours)  Grey, white epaulets, emerald green cap.
Kelvin, Mr Tony  Purple, white diamond, hooped sleeves.
Kelway, Mr Andrew  Black and mauve (quartered), hooped sleeves, black cap.
Kemble, Louise  Emerald green and royal blue (quartered), beige sleeves and cap.
Kemble, Mr Stephen  Black and light blue diamonds, light blue cap.
Kempe, Mrs Fay  Black and white check, black sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Kemp-Gee, Mr M. N.  Yellow, black and yellow striped sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Kemp, Miss Lisa Mercedes  Yellow, royal blue diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Kemp, Mr David  Emerald green and light blue check, light blue sleeves, purple cap.
Kemp, Mr M. A.  Yellow, black cross belts, dark blue cap.
Kemp, Mrs C. J.  Yellow, black cross belts, striped sleeves, dark blue cap.
Kemp, Mrs P.  Yellow, maroon seams, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Kemshell, Lord R.  Yellow, red chevron, sleeves and diamonds on cap.
Kench-Lucas, Mrs Charlotte  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Kendall-Jones, Mr Andrew  White, royal blue chevron, yellow sleeves and cap.
Kendall, Miss S. J.  Dark blue, pink star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Kendall, Mrs E. L.  Dark blue, yellow sleeves, dark blue and red striped cap.
Kendall, Mrs Gillian  Emerald green and royal blue (halved), sleeves reversed, quartered cap.
Kendari Racing  Purple, mauve stars, sleeves and star on cap.
Ken & Della Neilson & Partners  Mauve, white sash, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Kendrick, Mr Gordon  Orange, maroon sash.
Kendrick, Mrs Carolyn  Dark green, red cross belts and armlets, quartered cap.
Keniry, Mrs Stef  Black, red stripe, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Ken Lawrence, Bob Smith, Michael Gibbons  Black, large red spots, armlets and cap.
Ken Lawrence & Roy Mousley  Black, large red spots, armlets and cap.
Ken Lock Racing  Emerald green, purple chevrons and armlets, black cap.
Ken MacPherson and Bearstone Stud Ltd  Purple, orange sash, royal blue cap.
Ken MacPherson and Bearstone Stud Ltd (second colours)  White, dark blue epaulets, dark blue 
and white halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Ken McGarrity and Murray Cameron  White and maroon check, maroon sleeves, white armlets, 
white cap.
Ken McGarrity & Dudgeon, Cundall, Liddle  White and maroon check, maroon sleeves, white 
armlets, white cap.
Ken McGarrity & Partner  White and maroon check, maroon sleeves, white armlets, maroon cap.
Ken McGarrity & Partner (second colours)  White and maroon check, maroon sleeves, white 
armlets, white cap.
Ken McGarrity & The Western Chasers  White and maroon check, maroon sleeves, white armlets, 
white cap.
The Kennack Bay Partnership  White, pink stars, white cap, pink star.
Kennedy, Mr Ian A. (L)  Olive green, white hoop and armlets, scarlet collar, cuffs and cap.
Kennedy, Mr John  Emerald green, red hollow box, maroon sleeves and cap.
Kennedy, Mr John W.  Emerald green, beige epaulets.
Kennedy, Mr M.  Purple, yellow cross of lorraine, striped cap.
Kennedy, Mrs Emma  Dark blue, pink cross belts, dark blue sleeves, pink stars.
Kennedy, Mrs Emma (second colours)  Red, white cross of lorraine, white sleeves, red armlets, 
black and white check cap.
Kennedy, Mrs Emma (third colours)  Dark green, maroon epaulets.
Kennedy, Mrs Jan  Purple and light green (quartered), white sleeves.
Kennell, Mrs Mary  Light blue,dark blue sleeves,white cap,dark blue hoop
Kenneth L & Sarah K Ramsey  White, red 'r', red sleeves, white armlets, red cap, white 'r'
Kenneth Walters Racing  Yellow and maroon (quartered), yellow sleeves, maroon stars and cap.
Kennet Valley Thoroughbreds I  Navy blue, red and light blue hoop and armlets, white cap.
Kennet Valley Thoroughbreds II  Navy blue, red and light blue hoop and armlets, white cap.
Kennet Valley Thoroughbreds III  Navy blue, red and light blue hoop and armlets, white cap.
Kennet Valley Thoroughbreds IV  Navy blue, red and light blue hoop and armlets, white cap.
Kennet Valley Thoroughbreds IX  Navy blue, red and light blue hoop and armlets, white  cap.
Kennet Valley Thoroughbreds V  Navy blue, red and light blue hoop and armlets, white cap.
Kennet Valley Thoroughbreds VI  Navy blue, red and light blue hoop and armlets, white cap.
Kennet Valley Thoroughbreds VII  Navy blue, red and light blue hoop and armlets, white cap.
Kennet Valley Thoroughbreds VIII  Navy blue, red and light blue hoop and armlets, white cap.
Kennet Valley Thoroughbreds X  Navy blue, red and light blue hoop and armlets, white cap.
Kennet Valley Thoroughbreds XI  Navy blue, red and light blue hoop and armlets, white cap.
Kennet Valley Thoroughbreds XII  Navy blue, red and light blue hoop and armlets, white cap.
Kennet Valley Thoroughbreds XIII  Navy blue, red and light blue hoop and armlets, white cap.
Kennet Valley Thoroughbreds XI Racing  Navy blue, red and light blue hoop and armlets, white 
cap.
Kennet Valley Thoroughbreds XIV  Navy blue, red and light blue hoop and armlets, white  cap.
Kennington, Mr G.  Royal blue, emerald green epaulets, white cap.
Kennington, Mr G. (second colours)  Maroon, white hoop, striped sleeves, white cap.
Kenny Johnson and Mrs K Elliott  Light green, orange hoops, orange sleeves, white diamonds, 
hooped cap.
Kenny Johnson and Mrs K Elliott (second colours)  Black, emerald green hoop, armlets and cap.
Kenny & Laura Haughey  Emerald green, white hoops, white and yellow halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Kenny, Mr John  Red, white spots on sleeves.
Kenny, Mrs Anna  Yellow, brown disc and sleeves.
Kentaur A/S  Royal blue, sea green cuffs and shoulders extending down sleeves, royal blue cap, sea 
green band, black peak.
Kentavr (UK) Ltd  Dark blue, white stars, striped sleeves, white cap, dark blue star.
Kent, Greaves, Dawson  Purple and yellow check, yellow sleeves, purple armlets, emerald green 
cap.
Kent, Mr Alan  Dark green, yellow sleeves, dark green stars.
Kent, Mr F. N. (L)  Orange and royal blue check, red cap.
Kent, Mr Nick  Pink, black maltese cross, quartered cap.
Kent, Mr Nick (second colours)  Beige, white sleeves and cap.
Kent, Mr R.  White, maroon cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Kent, Mrs Kay  White, dark green seams, striped sleeves, dark green cap.
Kent, Mrs Marina  Pink, pink and light blue diabolo on sleeves.
Kenyon, Exors the Late Rt Hon Lord L.  Yellow, royal blue and yellow striped sleeves and cap.
Kenyon, Mrs K.  Maroon, white hoops, halved sleeves.
Keogh, Miss Italia J.  Purple, pink hoops and sleeves.
Keogh, Mr Brendan  Black, beige diamonds on sleeves.
Kerman, Mr Anthony D.  White, red cross,royal blue cap.
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Kerman, Mr Anthony D. (second colours)  Light blue and brown (quartered), brown cap.
Ker, Mr David  Red, light blue hoop and armlets, light blue and red check cap.
Ker, Mrs Jeremy  Light blue, chocolate cross belts and cap.
Kerr-Dineen, Eason, Rothwell & Malpas  Purple, white diamonds on sleeves, check cap.
Kerr-Dineen, Fass, Rothwell  Purple, white diamonds on sleeves, check cap.
Kerr-Dineen, Hughes, Eason, Rothwell  Purple, white diamonds on sleeves, check cap.
Kerr-Dineen, Mr Michael  Purple, white diamonds on sleeves, check cap.
Kerr-Dineen, Mr Michael (second colours)  Purple, white diamonds on sleeves, purple and pink 
check cap.
Kerr-Dineen, Mrs Michael  Purple, pink diamonds on sleeves, check cap.
The Kerr & Mechie Families  Dark blue, emerald green epaulets, dark blue sleeves, red armlets, 
emerald green cap.
Kerr, Mr Allan  Royal blue, red chevron, white cap.
Kerr, Mr Allan (second colours)  Light blue, dark green sleeves.
Kerr, Mr Brendan  Royal blue and red diabolo, emerald green sleeves, black and white quartered 
cap.
Kerr, Mr Brian  White, royal blue star, white and black striped sleeves, white cap, black star.
Kerr, Mr Donald M.  Dark blue, mauve stars on sleeves.
Kerr, Mr Graham  Royal blue, light blue star, light blue sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap.
Kerr, Mr J.  Red, royal blue star.
Kerr, Mr J. (second colours)  Royal blue, pink triple diamond, pink cap, royal blue diamond.
Kerr, Mr J. (third colours)  Light green and yellow (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Kerr, Mr J. (fourth colours)  Pink, emerald green epaulets.
Kerr, Mr J. (fifth colours)  Dark green, orange epaulets.
Kerr, Mr J. (sixth colours)  Dark green, light green epaulets.
Kerr, Mr J. (seventh colours)  Black,  white armlets.
Kerr, Mr J. (eight colours)  Pink, yellow epaulets.
Kerr, Mr J. (ninth colours)  Dark green,  orange stars on sleeves.
Kerr, Mr J.  Black, white hoop.
Kerr, Mr James  Light blue, white sash, striped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Kerr, Mr L.  Dark blue, red spots, dark blue sleeves.
Kerr, Mrs Anne  Black, orange chevrons and armlets, quartered cap.
Kerr, Mr W. F.  Dark blue, light blue epaulets and armlets, quartered cap.
Kerr's Cronies  White, royal blue star, white and black striped sleeves, white cap, black star.
Kerry & Richard Pool  Maroon, white and maroon halved sleeves.
Kershaw, Mr N. D.  Emerald green, white braces, white and emerald green striped sleeves, emerald 
green and white quartered cap.
Kershaw, Mr R. J.  Black, cerise braces, striped sleeves, white cap, cerise spots.
Kerswell, Mr R. H.  Yellow, mauve epaulets, striped sleeves and cap.
Kerswell, Mr R. H. (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue stars, dark blue sleeves, light blue stars 
and cap.
Kessler, Ms Elisabeth  Royal blue, yellow halved sleeves.
Kesson, Dr Colin  Pink, dark blue chevron, hooped sleeves.
KessonPhillipsHumbertOgilvieGraham  Green, gold hoop and sleeves, check cap.
KessonPhillipsHumbertOgilvieGraham (second colours)  Dark green and red diamonds, dark 
green and white diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
KessonPhillipsHumbertOgilvieGraham (third colours)  Pink, dark blue chevron, hooped sleeves.
Kester, C.  Royal blue, beige star and sleeves, white cap.
Kestonracingclub & Billy Colbourne  White, royal blue cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, royal blue 
cap.
The Kestrel Partnership  Emerald green and purple (quartered), emerald green sleeves, purple 
armlets, purple and emerald green quartere
Keswick, Mr B.  White, dark blue cross belts, sleeves and cap.
Keswick, Mrs M. E.  Cerise, cambridge blue sleeves and cap with cerise spots.
Keswick, Sir Chips  Light blue, green sleeves, quartered cap.
The Kettlelites  Red, white chevrons, white and red halved sleeves, white cap, red star.
Kettle, Mrs R.  Light blue, pink spots and sleeves, light blue cap.
Kettlewell, Mr S. E.  Dark blue, light blue hoop.
Kettlewell, Mrs E. A.  Pink, green sleeves, mauve cap.
Keveth, Mrs J. H.  Turquoise, red sash and diamond on cap.
Kevin, Anne & Mark Glastonbury  White, royal blue star, armlets and star on cap.
Kevin Corcoran Aaron Pierce Chris Weare  Beige, brown armlets.
The Kevin Frost Racing Club  Red and royal blue stripes, red sleeves, royal blue spots, hooped cap.
Kevin Frost Racing Club & M.A. Humphreys  Orange, grey triple diamond, grey sleeves, orange 
diamonds, orange cap, grey diamond.
Kevin Frost Racing Club & Trisha Keane  Light blue, purple spots, purple sleeves, light blue spots, 
light blue and purple striped cap.
Kevin Hart & Partner  Black, pink spots, armlets and spots on cap.
Kevin Lloyd & Nicky Turner  Yellow and emerald green (quartered), checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Kevin Mercer & Partner  Dark blue, light blue braces, dark blue sleeves, light blue stars.
Kevin O'Donnell and David Fremel  White, orange sleeves, white armlets, orange cap.
Kevin Old & The Cash Generator Corp  Red, white stars, white sleeves, red stars, black cap, white 
stars.
Kevin Taylor & Garry Ambrose  Maroon, orange star, maroon sleeves, orange stars, maroon cap, 
orange star.
Key, Mr R. C.  White, maroon sash and sleeves, maroon and white striped cap.
Keys, Mr David  White, red spots, emerald green sleeves, red cap.
Keys, Mrs Jessica  White and royal blue stripes, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
Keys, Mrs Sarah  Red, beige cross of lorraine, beige cap.
Keyte, Mr D. J.  Maroon, yellow chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
K Frost South Yorkshire Racing & W Smith  Orange, royal blue disc, royal blue and white striped 
sleeves and cap.
K George & P George  Orange, maroon seams, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Khaled, HRH Prince Faisal Bin  Red, white epaulets, white cap.
Khalid Khalifa Al Nabooda, Mr  Black, grey star, halved sleeves.
Khalid Khalifa Al Nabooda, Mr (second colours)  Black, silver collar, stripe on front, silver star on 
back and on each shoulder, black sleeves, silver cuffs.
Khalifa Ahmad Al Shaikh Association  White, emerald green epaulets, striped sleeves and star on 
cap.
Khalifa Al Attiyah & Khalfan Al Suwaidi  Emerald green, red cross belts, red cap.
Khalifa Dasmal & Bryan Payne  Pink, emerald green epaulets and armlets, hooped cap.
Khalifa Dasmal & Partners  Pink, emerald green epaulets and armlets, emerald green and pink 
hooped cap.
Khamsin, Sheikh Ali Abu  Black, red chevrons on body.
Khan, Mr Q.  Red, black epaulets, diamonds on sleeves, red cap, black star.
Khan, Mrs Nageen Sattar  Emerald green, white epaulets, emerald green sleeves, white stars, 
emerald green cap, white star.
Kheir, Mr Aziz  Dark blue, large yellow spots, halved sleeves, yellow and dark blue quartered cap.
K Hickey & P England  Red, black triple diamond and diamond on cap.
KHK Racing Ltd  Yellow and black stripes, halved sleeves.
KHK Racing & Partner  Yellow and black stripes, halved sleeves.
Khosla, Mr Vimal  Grey, dark blue stripe, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets, check cap.
Khosla, Ms Gillian  Purple, grey seams and sleeves, purple and grey check cap.
KH Partnership  Yellow, brown disc and sleeves.
K Humphries & Sons Roofing Contractors  White, dark green disc, sleeves and cap.
Kidd, Mr Alan  Orange, black chevron, chevrons on sleeves, black cap.

Kidger, Mr Ian  Light green, light blue epaulets.
Kidger, Mrs Margaret  Dark blue, emerald green star.
Kidner, Mr R.  Black, orange cap, black star.
Kiely, Mr C.  Mauve, light blue armlets.
Kiely, Mr M.  White, royal blue spots and armlets, red cap.
Kiernan, Mrs Elizabeth  Emerald green and grey diamonds, emerald green sleeves, emerald green 
cap, grey diamond.
Kieron Badger, Caroline Instone, S Moore  White and grey stripes, white sleeves, maroon armlets, 
maroon cap.
Kieswetter, Mr R.  Pink, purple striped sleeves.
K I Farm Corporation  White, royal blue hoop, royal blue and white striped sleeves and cap.
Kilboy Estate  Maroon, beige cap.
Kilboy Estate (second colours)  Light blue, white cap.
Kilburn, Mr D.  Light green, royal blue hoops, light green sleeves.
Kilburn, Mr D. (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow diamond, diabolo on sleeves, pink cap.
Kilburn, Mrs Linda  Royal blue, yellow seams, royal blue cap, yellow diamond.
Kilco (International) Ltd  Royal blue and yellow diamonds, white sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow 
diamond.
Kildonan Gold Racing  Black and red diabolo, black sleeves, red stars, black cap, red star.
Kildonan Gold Racing 2, Brown, Jardine  Red, black sleeves, white spots.
Kilduff, Mr Tony  Red and yellow (quartered), hooped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Kilford, Mr R. J.  Purple, maroon sleeves and cap.
Kilgour, Mr Christy  Yellow, dark green hoop, sleeves and star on cap.
Killalea, Mr Stephen  Dark green, yellow cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Killarney Glen  Yellow, royal blue hoops, diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Killarney Glen and Sarabex  Yellow, royal blue hoops, diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Killarney Glen & Lydia Pearce  Yellow, royal blue hoops, diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Killoran, Mr A.  Royal blue, white stars, white sleeves, royal blue spots, quartered cap.
The Kilpatrick Family  Emerald green, red hooped sleeves and cap.
Kilpatrick, Mr A. S. (L)  Royal blue, white sash and sleeves, hooped cap.
Kilpatrick, Mr David  Emerald green, white triple diamond, black sleeves, emerald green diamonds, 
white cap, emerald green diamonds.
Kilroe, Mr Martin G.  Yellow, orange spots, orange cap.
Kilroy, Mr Chris  Black and yellow diamonds, striped sleeves, yellow cap, black spots.
Kilroy, Mr S.  Gold, aquamarine sleeves.
Kilstone Limited  Emerald green and white diamonds, purple sleeves and cap.
Kim Bailey Racing Partnership  Royal blue and white diabolo, white sleeves and cap.
Kim Bailey Racing Partnership IV  Royal blue and white diabolo, white sleeves and cap.
Kim Bailey Racing Partnership VII  Royal blue and white diabolo, white sleeves and cap.
Kim Bailey Racing Partnership VIII  Royal blue and white diabolo, white sleeves and cap.
Kimbell, Mr Henry  Dark blue, yellow chevrons and armlets, yellow cap, dark blue diamond.
The Kimber Family  Maroon, pink star and star on cap.
Kimber, Mr L. G.  Royal blue, grey cross belts, grey sleeves, royal blue armlets, black cap.
Kimber, Mr P.  Grey, red star, royal blue sleeves, red stars, royal blue cap.
Kimber, Mrs Carol  Maroon, pink star and star on cap.
Kimian Barfly  Purple, pink spots, purple sleeves.
Kimmins Family and Friends  Navy blue, scarlet stripe and cap.
Kimmins, Mr M. B. J.  Navy blue, scarlet stripe and cap.
Kimpton Down Racing Club  Black and beige stripes, black cap.
Kinch, Mr R.  White, light blue stars, white and black striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Kinder, Mr H. J.  Purple, orange star, white sleeves, orange stars, white cap, orange star.
Kindersley, Mr P. L. (L)  Dark blue, white spots, dark blue sleeves, red cap.
Kingdom Taverns Ltd  Red, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
King, Exors of the Late Mrs S  Black and light blue check, black sleeves, quartered cap.
King For A Day Club  Mauve, white seams, mauve sleeves and cap.
The King John Partnership  Maroon, black hooped sleeves, black cap.
Kingmaker Racedays Club  Light blue, white seams, light blue sleeves and cap.
Kingmaker Racedays & Phil Makin  Light green, white seams, light green sleeves and cap.
Kingmaker Racedays & Phil Makin (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow stars on sleeves, yellow 
cap.
Kingmaker Racedays & Thoroughbred Homes  Royal blue, yellow hoop, diamonds on sleeves, 
royal blue cap, yellow spots.
King, Miss C.  Black and white diabolo, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
King, Mr A.  Royal blue, emerald green diamond, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
King, Mr Alan  Emerald green and pink (halved), pink sleeves, emerald green diamonds, pink cap.
King, Mr Alan (second colours)  Yellow, royal blue cross belts, royal blue and yellow chevrons on 
sleeves, royal blue cap.
King, Mr C. O.  Royal blue, red diamond, hooped sleeves, red cap.
King, Mr David  Red, white chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
King, Mr D. P.  Light blue and maroon (quartered), light blue sleeves, maroon stars, light blue cap, 
maroon star.
King, Mr D. R. J.  Emerald green and white (quartered), purple sleeves, emerald green and white 
striped cap.
King, Mr J.  Beige and brown stripes, beige sleeves, hooped cap.
King, Mr James  Red, white chevron, dark blue sleeves, red armlets, white cap.
King, Mr J. J.  Grey, green and red sash, pink cap.
King, Mr Neil  Dark blue, yellow cross of lorraine, red sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow star.
King, Mrs Christine  Red, black epaulets and spots on cap.
King, Mrs J. A.  Purple, mauve seams, quartered cap.
King, Mrs Louise  Yellow, red stars, striped sleeves and star on cap.
King, Mrs Lucy  Emerald green, yellow triple diamond, yellow cap.
King, Mr S. P.  Maroon, yellow star, orange sleeves.
King, Mrs Rachel  Dark blue, yellow cross belts, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
King, Mr Trevor W.  Yellow, black spots, black cap, yellow diamond.
The Kingpins  Light blue, large red spots and spots on cap.
King Power Racing Co Ltd  Royal blue, white hoop, striped sleeves, white cap, royal blue star.
King Power Racing Co Ltd (second colours)  Royal blue, white hoop, white sleeves, royal blue 
stars, white cap, royal blue star.
Kingree Bloodstock  Beige, brown stars and sleeves, brown cap, beige stars.
Kingsbere Racing  Dark green and light green diamonds, light green sleeves and cap.
Kings Bloodstock & Ashley Carr  Dark green and orange (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Kingsclere Racing Club  Black, gold cross and stripe on cap
Kings Head Duffield Racing Partnership  Black and white (quartered), black sleeves, white armlets, 
light blue cap, black star.
Kingsley, Eastwood & Capon Partnership  Emerald green, white spots on sleeves, orange cap.
Kingsley, Mr M.  Black and pink (quartered), quartered sleeves, pink cap.
Kingsley, Mr P.  Yellow, light blue chevron and armlets, light blue cap, yellow star.
Kingsley, Mr William  Black and pink (quartered), quartered sleeves, black cap.
Kingsley Park 5  Royal blue, light green epaulets.
Kingsley Park 6  Royal blue, light green epaulets.
Kingsley Park 8  Royal blue, light green epaulets.
Kingsley Park 9  Royal blue, light green epaulets.
KINGSLEY PARK 10  Royal blue, light green epaulets.
KINGSLEY PARK 11  Royal blue, light green epaulets.
KINGSLEY PARK 11 (second colours)  Royal blue, light green epaulets, light green cap.
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KINGSLEY PARK 13  Royal blue, light green epaulets.
Kingsley Park 14  Royal blue, light green epaulets.
KINGSLEY PARK 15  Royal blue, light green epaulets.
KINGSLEY PARK 17  Royal blue, light green epaulets.
KINGSLEY PARK 16  Royal blue, light green epaulets.
KINGSLEY PARK 18  Royal blue, light green epaulets.
Kingsley Park 3 - Originals  Royal blue, light green epaulets, light green cap.
Kingsley Park Owners Club  Royal blue, light green epaulets.
Kingsley Park 7 - Ready To Run  Royal blue, light green epaulets.
Kingsley Park 12 - Ready to Run  Royal blue, light green epaulets.
KINGSLEY PARK 19 - READY TO RUN  Royal blue, light green epaulets.
KINGSLEY PARK 19 - READY TO RUN (second colours)  Royal blue, light green epaulets, light 
green cap.
The King's Men  Red, emerald green hoop and armlets, emerald green and red hooped cap.
Kings Of The Castle  Cerise, white cross belts, black cap, white star.
Kings Road Racing Partnership  Yellow, black diamond, diamonds on sleeves.
The Kings Royal Hussars  Maroon, black sleeves, yellow cap.
Kingston, Mr Howard  Red and light blue check, light blue and red hooped sleeves, light blue cap, 
red star.
Kingston, Mr R.  Emerald green, black epaulets, white and emerald green striped sleeves, emerald 
green cap, black diamond.
Kingston Stud  Light blue, dark blue cross of lorraine and armlets.
Kingston Stud (second colours)  Purple, white seams and sleeves, purple cap.
Kingston Stud & David Anderson  Dark blue, maroon star, maroon cap.
The King's Troop Royal Horse Artillery  Royal blue, yellow hoop, royal blue sleeves, yellow spots, 
yellow cap, royal blue spots.
Kingswood Stud Limited (Hants)  Royal blue, white stripe and armlets, white cap, royal blue 
diamond.
Kingwood Stud Management Co Ltd  Dark blue and white stripes, dark blue sleeves, dark blue 
cap, white star.
Kin Hung Kei, Qatar Racing & L Dassault  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold   
tassel.
Kin Hung Kei, Qatar Racing & L Dassault (second colours)  Red, yellow chevron, chevrons on 
sleeves.
Kinnear, Dr J. S.  Emerald green, royal blue chevron, royal blue cap.
Kinnersley Partnership  Yellow, maroon hoop and sleeves.
Kinnersley Partnership 3  Red, yellow star, red sleeves, yellow spots, red cap, yellow star.
Kinnersley Partnership 3 (second colours)  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), white sleeves.
Kinnersley Partnership II  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), white sleeves.
Kinneston Racing  Red, royal blue sleeves, red diamonds and diamonds on cap.
Kinsella, Ms Sharon  Black, red sleeves, black spots.
Kinsey, Mrs T. R.  Dark blue, orange diamond, quartered cap.
Kinsey, Mr W. R.  Dark blue, orange seams, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Kinsey, Mr W. R. (second colours)  Emerald green, purple cross belts, hooped sleeves, quartered 
cap.
Kinsey & Osborne House  Royal blue, large white spots and armlets.
The Kirby Club Partnership  White, orange inverted triangle, light blue and orange diabolo on 
sleeves, light blue cap, orange diamond.
The Kirby Club Partnership (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow cross belts, royal blue and white 
chevrons on sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Kirby, Gehring & Woodley  Orange, royal blue hoop, striped sleeves, white cap.
Kirby, Mr Alan  Grey, maroon chevron, armlets and cap.
Kirby, Mr P.  Dark green, yellow seams, halved sleeves, dark green cap.
Kirby, Mrs Philippa  Pink, emerald green seams, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Kirby & Nigel Bennett Partnership  Grey, maroon chevron, armlets and cap.
KIR (HK) Ltd & Dr Johnny Hon  Pink, royal blue braces.
KIR (HK) Ltd & Dr Johnny Hon (second colours)  Black, yellow braces, black and red hooped 
sleeves, black cap, yellow star.
Kirkby Lonsdale Racing  Black, orange hoops, red sleeves.
Kirkby, Mr L. P.  White, cerise sleeves, white cap, black spots.
Kirkham, Exors of the Late Mr Ian  Royal blue and white stripes, white sleeves.
The Kirkham Partnership  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue and yellow chevrons on sleeves, 
yellow cap.
The Kirkham Partnership (second colours)  Red, royal blue chevron, royal blue and white diabolo 
on sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
Kirkland, Mr J.  Red, white disc, white sleeves, red armlets.
Kirkland, Mr Robert  Red, black armlets.
Kirkland, Professor Angus  Yellow and purple (halved), purple sleeves, yellow cap.
Kirkland, Professor Angus (second colours)  Red and light blue diabolo, red sleeves and cap.
Kirk, Mr John C  Emerald green and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves, emerald green stars, yellow cap, 
emerald green star.
Kirk, Mr Sylvester  Red, dark blue and red striped sleeves.
Kirk, Mr Sylvester (second colours)  Beige, dark green hoops.
Kirkup, Mr Kevin  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves, dark blue stars and stars on cap.
Kirkup, Mrs Suzanne  Red, black seams, black and white striped sleeves and cap.
Kiss, Mr S. J.  Black, maroon diamond, diamonds on sleeves, black cap, maroon diamond.
Kitchen, Mr K. G.  Yellow, light blue hoop, light blue sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
Kitchens Plus, Friel, Morrison & Jardine  Red, yellow chevrons, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Kitchens Plus Ltd  Red, yellow chevrons, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Kitcherside, Mr Barry  Yellow, pink diamond, striped sleeves, brown cap, yellow diamond.
Kitching, Mr Andrew  Dark blue and white (quartered), black sleeves.
Kitching, Mr Barry  Brown, beige star and star on cap.
Kit James & Matt James  Grey, maroon triple diamond, maroon sleeves, grey spots, maroon cap, 
grey star.
Kittiwake Limited  Purple and white diabolo, chevrons on sleeves, white cap, purple diamond.
Kittow, Mr Stuart  Black, yellow spots, yellow cap.
Kittymore Racing  Emerald green and pink diabolo, pink sleeves, emerald green stars, pink cap, 
emerald green stars.
Kitzing, Mrs D. C.  Black, white chevron, white cap.
K Jardine R Griffiths  Dark blue, red star, dark blue sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
K&J Bloodstock Ltd  Yellow, maroon epaulets, halved sleeves, maroon cap.
K&J Bloodstock Ltd & Partner  Yellow, maroon epaulets, halved sleeves, maroon cap.
K & J Hanson & A Dawson  Royal blue, white chevron, emerald green sleeves, white cap.
K. Johnson, K. Jessup  Emerald green and royal blue (quartered), grey sleeves.
K. Johnson, K. Jessup 1  Emerald green and royal blue (quartered), grey sleeves.
K J Racing  Royal blue, pink chevron, royal blue sleeves, pink stars, royal blue cap, pink star.
K J Racing (second colours)    Jade green,  flame hooped sleeves, black cap.
K Kirkup & J Davies  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves, dark blue stars and stars on 
cap.
Klein, Forbes and Partner  Black, yellow stars, black cap, yellow star.
Klein, Mr David  Black, yellow stars, black cap, yellow star.
Kleinwort, Lady Lucinda  Yellow and white stripes, royal blue sleeves, royal blue and yellow 
quartered cap.
Kley, Mrs A.  Black, royal blue sash and armlets, white cap.
K & L Fitzsimons  White, red disc, white and red halved sleeves, red cap, white spots.
K Loads, T Andrews and Mr & Mrs R Smith  Light blue, white hoop, sleeves and spots on cap.

K MacLennan, M V Magnier, Mrs P Shanahan  Red, royal blue seams, halved sleeves, red cap.
K MacLennan, M V Magnier, Mrs P Shanahan (second colours)  Dark blue.
K Mercer & Mr D Powell  Dark blue, dark blue and yellow quartered cap.
K Meredith and S C Hawkins  Dark blue, white seams, dark blue sleeves, white spots, dark blue 
cap.
K Meredith, D Hodson, The Ocean Four  Dark blue, white seams, dark blue sleeves, white spots, 
dark blue cap.
K Meredith, D Hodson, The Ocean Four (second colours)  Emerald green, red star and armlets.
Knaggs, Mr D. M.  Red, white hollow box, striped sleeves, check cap.
Knapman, Miss Judith Ann  Purple, pink star, halved sleeves, pink cap.
The Knavesmire Partnership  Red, black sash, red and yellow hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Knavesmire Partnership 2  Red, black sash, red and yellow hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Knight, Miss H.  Emerald green, black and grey hooped cap.
Knight, Miss H. (second colours)  White, maroon sash, hooped sleeves, white cap, maroon star.
Knight, Mr G.  Orange, emerald green sash, emerald green and white check sleeves and cap.
Knight, Mr J. A.  Royal blue, red hoop, yellow sleeves, red cap.
Knight, Mr Jamie  Red, royal blue epaulets, white and royal blue striped sleeves and cap.
Knight, Mr John M. D.  Dark blue and light blue diamonds, hooped sleeves, light blue cap.
Knight, Mrs Claire  Light green, red stars and sleeves, red cap, light green star.
Knight, Mr W. J.  Maroon, beige spots on sleeves.
Knight Racing  White, black chevron, red cap.
KnightsbridgeThoroughbreds&BrothersGrimm  Royal blue, white stars, pink sleeves, royal blue 
armlets, royal blue cap.
Knightsbridge Thoroughbreds Racing  Emerald green, beige braces, striped sleeves, beige cap.
Knight's Gate Partnership  Yellow, black chevrons, white sleeves and cap.
The Knights Of Pleasure  Red, orange and red hooped sleeves, white cap.
Knipe, Mrs R. F.  Maroon, light blue spots, maroon sleeves, light blue cap, maroon spots.
Knocker, Miss Linsey  Dark blue, light blue diamond and sleeves.
Knock Knock Syndicate  Yellow, royal blue chevron, royal blue and yellow hooped sleeves.
The Knot Again Partnership  Light blue and yellow check, orange and black hooped sleeves and 
cap.
Knott, Lycett Green & Peto  Red, white sleeves, red stars, red cap, white star.
Knott, Mr Andrew  Red, white sleeves, red stars, red cap, white star.
Knott, Mr Anthony  Red, yellow chevrons, light blue sleeves, red cap.
Knott, Mr Don  Maroon, white star, maroon sleeves, white stars, maroon cap, white star.
Knott, Mr L.  Yellow, red hoops, light green sleeves and cap.
Knotts, Mr John  White, black spots on sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
Knotty Hill Golf Centre  Emerald green, beige epaulets and sleeves, quartered cap.
Knowle Racing Stables Limited  White, royal blue chevron, armlets and cap.
Knowle Rock Racing  Dark green, grey sleeves.
Knowles, Mrs C.  Red, emerald green triple diamond.
Knowles, Mrs C. S.  Tan, coral pink diamond and cap.
Knowles, Mr S. W.  Yellow, grey star, sleeves and star on cap.
Knowlton  Dark blue, black cap.
Knox, Mr A.  Emerald green and orange (quartered), hooped sleeves, orange cap.
Knox, Mr J. A.  Dark blue, royal blue epaulets, chevrons on sleeves.
The Kodi Bunch  Dark blue, red triple diamond, red sleeves, dark blue diamonds.
The Kodi Bunch (second colours)  Royal blue, red stars, red and white striped sleeves, red cap, 
white star.
Kok, Mr Kenny  Light green and purple check.
Kolien, Mr R.  Yellow and red (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Kong, Dr Vincent K. F.  White, light blue triple diamond, sleeves and cap.
Kostka, Mr P. M.  Pink, red cross of lorraine.
Koukash, Dr Marwan  Grey, beige star, grey sleeves, beige stars and stars on cap.
Koukash, Mrs Mandy  Beige, grey star, beige sleeves, grey stars, beige cap,grey stars
Kovenko, Ms L.  Emerald green, pink epaulets, light green cap.
Koya Equine  Dark blue, orange spots, white cap.
The KP & The Nuts Racing Club  Black, emerald green hoop and armlets, yellow cap.
K. Quinn/ C. Benham  Light blue, red chevron, dark blue sleeves, white stars, light blue cap, red star.
K Quinn/ C Benham/ I Saunders & Partners  Light blue, red chevron, dark blue sleeves, white 
stars, light blue cap, red star.
Krase, Mr Scott D.  Dark blue, grey chevrons, hooped cap.
Krebs, Mr H.  Light blue, dark blue star and armlets, orange cap.
KREMLIN COTTAGE IX  Dark blue, scarlet hoop, light blue sleeves, scarlet cap.
KREMLIN COTTAGE X  Royal blue, white striped sleeves.
Kristian Strangeway & Partner  Royal blue and dark blue check.
KRS Partnership  Orange, dark blue stripe, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Krzywicki, Mr R.  Black, orange stars, striped sleeves, orange cap.
K S B Bloodstock  Black, yellow disc, black sleeves, yellow stars, quartered cap.
KSB Bloodstock, M.Doughty & C.Djivanovic  Black, yellow disc, black sleeves, yellow stars, 
quartered cap.
KSB Bloodstock & Mr G. Poole  Black, yellow disc, black sleeves, yellow stars, quartered cap.
K S B, Mr M Doughty & Mrs Sarah Tizzard  Black, yellow disc, black sleeves, yellow stars, 
quartered cap.
K.Sohi and AB Racing Ltd  Red, large white spots, black cap.
K Sohi & K Samra  Red, large white spots, black cap.
K Sohi & Partner  Red, large white spots, black cap.
K. Sohi & Partners  Red, large white spots, black cap.
K Sohi & Partners 1  Red, large white spots, black cap.
K Strangeway & J M Basquill  Maroon, black epaulets and sleeves.
KSW Engineering Ltd & Julia Brooke  Red, grey spots, black sleeves, red and white quartered cap.
KSW Engineering (Yorkshire) Ltd  Red, grey spots, black sleeves, red and grey quartered cap.
KTDA Consultancy Limited  Light blue, white hoops, maroon sleeves and cap.
K T Ivory & Dean Ivory  Yellow, white hoop and armlets, white and yellow check cap.
K T Ivory & Dean Ivory (second colours)  Grey and cherry (quartered), halved sleeves, grey cap, 
cherry spots.
K T Ivory & Michael Yarrow  Yellow, white hoop and armlets, white and yellow check cap.
K T Ivory & Mrs Valerie Hubbard  Yellow, white hoop and armlets, white and yellow check cap.
K T Ivory & Mrs Valerie Hubbard (second colours)  Yellow and white stripes, chevrons on 
sleeves, quartered cap.
K. Trowbridge, P. Radcliffe & P. Birbeck  Yellow, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, royal blue cap, 
yellow stars.
Kubler, Mrs C.  Royal blue, grey seams, sleeves and cap.
Kubler, Mrs C. (second colours)  Dark blue, red seams and armlets, red cap, dark blue star.
Kubler Racing Ltd  Emerald green, red triple diamond, armlets and cap.
Kubler Racing Ltd (second colours)  Royal blue, grey seams, sleeves and cap.
Kujawa, Mr R. A.  Black, large yellow spots, black sleeves, yellow spots, yellow cap.
Kurdi, Ms Zena  Grey, pink epaulets, armlets and cap.
Kurt, Mr M.  Dark blue and white stripes, dark blue sleeves, dark blue cap, white star.
K. W. Bell & Son Ltd  White, red stripe, royal blue sleeves, red and white striped cap.
K & W Bloodstock Limited  Emerald green, white disc and sleeves, red cap.
Kwok, Mr S. M.  Black, white cross belts, pink sleeves, black and white check cap.
The Kykie Allsopp Partnership  White, red hoops, white sleeves, white cap, royal blue star.
Kyle, Exors of the Late Mr R. J.  Dark green, white cap, dark green star.
Kyle, Mason, Brooks, Ferguson & Stevens  Dark blue, yellow cross belts, halved sleeves, yellow 
cap, dark blue star.
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Kyle, Mr Jeremy  Dark blue, light blue stars, chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap, light blue star.
Kyle, Mr Jeremy (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow cross belts, halved sleeves, yellow cap, dark 
blue star.
Kyle, Stewart, Vogt & Wylie  Royal blue, white chevron, hooped sleeves, white cap.

L
The Lacemakers  Light green, white epaulets, white sleeves, light green armlets, white cap.
Lacey, Mr J. M.  Emerald green and pink stripes, pink sleeves.
Lacey, Mr T.  Black, pink hoop, hooped sleeves, pink cap.
Lacey, Ms Carol  Purple, white disc, sleeves and spots on cap.
Lacey, Ms Carol (second colours)  Red, black chevron, black and red halved sleeves, black cap, 
yellow star.
Ladas  Grey, dark blue braces.
Ladies and The Tramps  Purple, emerald green cross of lorraine, armlets and star on cap.
Ladies In Racing  Black, pink spots, pink sleeves, black spots and cap.
The Ladies Of Martins Hill  Purple, red seams and sleeves, white cap.
Ladies of Rock  Pink, grey star, pink sleeves, grey stars and cap.
The Ladies Who  Pink, dark green epaulets and armlets, dark green cap, pink spots.
Ladies who Lunch Syndicate  Dark blue, yellow hoop, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Ladsdoracing  White, light green diamond, red sleeves, light green diamonds, red cap, light green 
diamond.
Ladsdoracing & Partner  White, light green diamond, red sleeves, light green diamonds, red cap, 
light green diamond.
Lady Bamford & Alice Bamford  Purple, primrose diamond, collar and sleeves, quartered cap.
Lady Bamford & Alice Bamford (second colours)  Maroon.
Lady Bamford, Magnier, Smith & Tabor  Maroon.
The Ladybirds  Red, black spots, striped sleeves and spots on cap.
Lady Cecil & Family  Pink, white braces, silver grey velvet cap.
Lady Cecil & Family and Rae Guest  Pink, white braces, silver grey velvet cap.
Lady Cecil & Mr Rae Guest  Pink, white braces, silver grey velvet cap.
Lady Cobham and Dauntsey Park  Black and light blue check, black sleeves, light blue cap.
Lady Cobham & Doone Hulse  Black and light blue check, black sleeves, light blue cap.
Lady Coventry & Partners  Chocolate, light blue sleeves and cap.
Lady Derby & Lady Ritblat  Black, white sash, orange cap.
Lady E Mays Smith & Partners  Terracotta, black diamond on body and cap.
Lady Fairhaven & Erik Penser  Terracotta, silver hoop and armlets.
Lady Fairhaven & Hon James Broughton  Copper, silver hoop and armlets, copper cap.
Lady Fairhaven Hon MBroughton GBroughton  Copper, silver hoop and armlets, copper cap.
Lady Halifax & Lord Halifax  Light blue, brown spots.
Lady Halifax & Sir Chips Keswick  Light blue, brown spots.
Lady Hardy & Partners  Apple green, black sleeves.
Lady Hardy & Partners (second colours)  Royal blue, white seams, check cap.
Lady Horn-Smith & Godfrey Wilson  White, black stars, black sleeves, white armlets.
Lady Jennifer Green & Martyn C Palmer  Purple, beige star, purple sleeves, beige stars and stars on 
cap.
Lady Jocelyn Broughton and Mrs Susan Roy  Red, emerald green cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Lady Jouse Partnership  Pink and grey stripes, halved sleeves.
Lady Judith Price & Mrs Carol Shaw  Red, black stars, diabolo on sleeves and stars on cap.
Lady Juliet Tadgell, D Swinburn & C Wall  Emerald green, black spots, black cap.
Lady Lauritzen J A Wright M A F Goodwin  Pink.
Lady Legard & G B Walford  Dark blue, beige armlets.
Lady Legard & Mr David Brown  Dark blue, beige armlets.
Lady Lloyd- Webber, Cavanagh & Egerton  Pink and grey diamonds, pink cap.
Lady Lonsdale Stewart McDonald & Partner  White, yellow seams, red cap.
The Lady Lydia Syndicate  Pink, light blue disc.
Lady Manton & Partners 1  Grey and red (quartered), halved sleeves, white cap.
Lady Manton & Partners III  Grey and red (quartered), halved sleeves, white cap.
Lady Mimi Manton & Partner  Grey and red (quartered), halved sleeves, white cap.
Lady Mimi Manton & Partners  Grey and red (quartered), halved sleeves, white cap.
Lady Mimi Manton & Partners II  Grey and red (quartered), halved sleeves, white cap.
Lady O'Reilly, J P Hames & T Dorman  Black, white hoops, royal blue cap, white star.
Lady Sheila Stable LLC    Hot pink, cobalt blue griffin, two blue hoops and cuffs on sleeves, blue cap.
Lady Tadgell, D.M.Swinburn & S.Lockyer  Emerald green, black spots, black cap.
Lady Tennant & Mr M P N Tregoning  Pink, dark blue sleeves, gold cap.
Lady Thompson & Julia Lukas  Emerald green, orange chevrons, emerald green sleeves, quartered 
cap.
Lael Stable  Royal blue, white cross belts, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Laffan, Mr S.  Beige, dark green cross belts, quartered cap.
La Grange Partnership  Dark blue, red epaulets, armlets and cap.
La Grange Racing  Dark blue, light blue stripe, striped cap.
La Grange Racing Too  Dark blue, light blue stripe, striped cap.
Laidlaw, Lady Christine  White, yellow, red & black spots, red cap
Lake, Mr N. W.  Red, white sash, emerald green sleeves, emerald green and red check cap.
Lake, Mr N. W. (second colours)  Red, white cross belts, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, 
emerald green and red check cap.
Lake, Mrs E.  Dark blue, emerald green seams on sleeves, emerald green cap.
Lake, Mr Stuart George  Red, dark green seams, striped sleeves, white cap.
Lakin, Mrs S. E.  Brown, yellow cross belts, striped cap.
The Lakota Partnership & Mrs Janie Blake  Yellow, black triple diamond, black sleeves, white 
armlets, black cap, red diamond.
Lamarque, Mr William  Beige and red (halved), sleeves reversed, beige and red quartered cap.
Lamb and Willis  Emerald green and red (quartered), chevrons on sleeves, emerald green cap, red 
star.
Lambert, Mr Brian  Royal blue, white epaulets, white and royal blue halved sleeves, royal blue cap, 
white star.
Lambert, Mr D. R.  Beige, red stars, halved sleeves, red cap, beige star.
Lambert, Mr M.  Dark blue, light blue seams, checked sleeves and cap.
Lambert, Mr Michael A.  Dark blue, white chevron, hooped sleeves.
Lambert, Mrs Jo  Yellow, black cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, black stars.
Lambert, Mrs L. M.  Purple, pink star, checked sleeves, purple cap, pink star.
Lamb, Mr R. S.  Purple, white cross of lorraine, check cap.
Lamb, Mr S.  Black, orange triple diamond and diamond on cap.
Lambourne, Forbes, Losse, Beese & Fiddes  Dark green, white stripe, pink and white hooped 
sleeves, striped cap.
Lambourne, Forbes, Losse & J Snowden  Dark green, white stripe, pink and white hooped sleeves, 
striped cap.
Lambourne, Mr C. R.  Dark green, white stripe, pink and white hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Lambton, Lord  Purple and straw harlequin, straw cuffs and cap.
Lambton, Mr G.  Light blue, brown cap.
Lamley, Mrs J.  Light blue, maroon braces, striped sleeves and cap.
Lamonby, Mr Dean  White, red diamond and sleeves.
Lamont Racing  Dark blue, white cross belts, maroon and yellow striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Lamont Racing (second colours)  Yellow, maroon hoop, white cap.
Lamont Racing & Partner  Dark blue, white cross belts, maroon and yellow striped sleeves, hooped 
cap.

Lampard, Mr Geoffrey  Red, black epaulets, black sleeves, red spots.
Lampard, Mr N. M.  Purple, white stripe, white sleeves, purple armlets.
Lampard, Mr R. J.  Yellow, large black spots, white sleeves, black cap.
Lampard, Mrs Valerie  Black, yellow epaulets, yellow sleeves, black spots.
The LAM Partnership  Pink, black armlets, black cap.
The LAM Partnership (second colours)  Pink, black hoop, armlets and cap.
The Lamplighter Syndicate  Light blue, pink cross belts, black cap.
Lamplough, Mr D. B.  Maroon, yellow stripe, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Lamplough, Powell & Partner  Maroon, yellow stripe, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Lampton, Mr Mason Hardaway  Light blue, red disc, hooped sleeves.
Lancashire Lads 2, Gentech & Hoyland  Royal blue and light blue check, light blue sleeves, royal 
blue armlets, royal blue cap, light blue diamond.
Lancashire Lads Partnership  Light blue, black diamond, black cap.
Lancashire Racing Stables Limited  Red, grey seams and armlets.
Lancaster, Miss Sue  Purple and white diamonds, purple cap.
Lancaster, Mr M. R. A.  Beige, red chevrons, sleeves and star on cap.
Lancaster-Smith, Mr D.  Dark blue, yellow spots, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets and spots on 
yellow cap.
Lanchbury, Mr R. J.  Purple, red sleeves, purple stars, yellow cap.
Landale, Mrs Simon  Royal blue, beige spots on sleeves.
Landau, Mr Martin R.  Red, white spots, red sleeves, white cap.
Landowners, Penwill, Skuse  White, royal blue hoops, white sleeves, red armlets, striped cap.
Landrum, Mr P.  Red, white seams, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap, white star.
The Land Value Partnership  Black, yellow seams, black and white striped sleeves, black cap, yellow 
star.
Landy, Mr Justin  Grey, white spots, royal blue cap.
Lane and Madgwick  Black, yellow stars, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
Lane, Dr Steven  White, royal blue stars, purple sleeves and cap.
Lane, Mr C. W.  Light blue, red sash and armlets.
Lane, Mr David Ian  Maroon, light blue hoop, light blue and maroon hooped sleeves.
Lane, Mr Joe  Black, yellow stars, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
Lane, Mr John  Red, white stars, red sleeves, white spots, striped cap.
Lane, Mr K. N.  Yellow, pink spots.
Lane, Mr Russell  Royal blue and white (quartered), white sleeves, royal blue stars, pink cap.
Lane, Mrs Elizabeth  Royal blue, white spots, white and royal blue hooped sleeves.
Lane, Mrs Jane  Royal blue, red chevrons, white sleeves, royal blue and red hooped cap.
Langdale Bloodstock  Red, black and white striped sleeves, red cap, black diamond.
Langdell, Mr M. J.  Dark blue, light blue hoops, halved sleeves, light blue cap, dark blue star.
Langdown, Mr Patrick  Purple, white diamond.
Langford, Ms Gill  Black, white braces, yellow sleeves, black stars, yellow cap, white star.
Langford, Ms Lorraine  Black, emerald green cross of lorraine, striped sleeves.
Langham Hall Stud Three  Pink, mauve stars, pink sleeves.
Langley, Mr Darren  Royal blue, yellow hoop, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Langleys  White, red triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Langley's  White, red triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Langley's (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow hoop, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Langley's (third colours)  Dark blue and light blue (quartered), emerald green sleeves and cap.
Langmead, Mr P.  Red, white epaulets, hooped sleeves and cap.
Lang, Mr Hugh J. F.  Dark blue, orange and dark blue halved sleeves, orange cap.
Lang, Mr J. A.  White, gordon tartan sleeves, maroon cap.
Lang, Mr S.  Royal blue and white check, red and white check sleeves.
Langstaff, Miss Nicole  Light green and red stripes, black cap.
Langton, Capt. T. E. (L)  Royal blue, silver diamond hoop, pale blue cap.
Lanigan, Mrs David R.  White, black braces, sleeves and star on cap.
Lansbury, Mr G.  Maroon, white sash, hooped sleeves, white cap.
The Lansdowners  White, royal blue hoops, white sleeves, red armlets, white and red striped cap.
The Lansdowners & N Price  White, royal blue hoops, white sleeves, red armlets, striped cap.
The Lanson Lads  Pink and maroon diabolo, pink sleeves, pink cap, maroon star.
Lanz, Mrs Sue  Dark blue and maroon (quartered), dark blue sleeves, maroon armlets.
Lapham, Mr B.  Black, yellow disc, yellow sleeves, black stars, yellow cap, purple star.
La Pyle Partnership  Emerald green, white disc and sleeves, red cap.
The Large G & T Partnership  Dark blue and white (halved), emerald green sleeves, orange cap.
Larkhills Racing Partnership  Black, red star, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Larkhills Racing Partnership II  Black, red star, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Larkhills Racing Partnership III  Black, red star, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Larkhills Racing Partnership IV  Black, red star, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Larkhills & Shaw Racing 2  Black, red stripe, white sleeves, black cap, red diamond.
Larkin, Mr A.  Dark blue, light blue triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, dark blue cap, light blue 
diamond.
Larksborough Stud Limited  Emerald green, red sleeves, emerald green seams, red cap.
Larksborough Stud Limited & Partner  Emerald green, red sleeves, emerald green seams, red cap.
Lascelles, Mrs Hugo  Mauve, purple hoop and sleeves.
Lascelles, Mrs Hugo (second colours)  Mauve, purple hoop, sleeves and cap.
Last Day Racing and J & D Dewhurst  Red, white spots, white sleeves, red armlets.
Last Day Racing and J & D Dewhurst (second colours)  Orange, royal blue diamond, diamonds on 
sleeves, orange cap, royal blue diamond.
Last Day Racing Partnership  Red, white spots, white sleeves, red armlets.
Last, Miss Maggie  Orange, emerald green sleeves, orange stars, orange cap, emerald green stars.
Last of the Summer Whine Partnership  Dark green, dark green and red diabolo on sleeves, red 
cap.
Last Orders Racing  Dark green, white stripe.
Latchford, Mrs Lucy  Maroon and yellow diabolo, yellow sleeves, maroon armlets, quartered cap.
The Late Mr A.Houghton & Partners  Red, white triple diamond, white sleeves, red armlets, red 
cap, white diamond.
La Tesa Spa & Mr J Allison  Pink and black check, pink sleeves, pink cap, black star.
Latham, Mr James  Yellow, red chevron, red and yellow diabolo on sleeves.
Latilla-Campbell, Mr C. P.  Black and yellow (quartered), black sleeves, yellow armlets, red cap.
Laughton, Mr J.  Red, black inverted triangle and star on cap.
Launde Park Farm Partnership  Dark blue, yellow seams, dark blue sleeves, red armlets, dark blue 
cap, yellow star.
Laundry Cottage Stud & Brook Stud  Red, dark blue diamond.
Laundry Cottage Stud & Brook Stud (second colours)  Purple, white cross belts and armlets, 
quartered cap.
Laund View Racing  Black, yellow stars, checked sleeves, black cap, yellow star.
Laura Malcolm & Partners  Beige, dark blue diamond, sleeves and cap.
The Laura Mason Syndicate  Royal blue, light blue stars, yellow cap.
The Laura Mason Syndicate (second colours)  Green, grey and lemon striped sleeves, maroon 
cap.
The Laura Mason Syndicate (third colours)  Emerald green, black braces and armlets, striped cap.
Laura Mason Syndicate & Mrs J Lukas  Royal blue, light blue stars, yellow cap.
Laura Mason Syndicate Racing  Royal blue, light blue stars, yellow cap.
Laura Morgan Racing Club  Orange, black sleeves, orange spots.
Laura Morgan Racing Club (second colours)  Purple, light blue cross belts, white sleeves and cap.
Laura Newland & Caroline Stedman  Orange, emerald green and white hooped sleeves, white cap.
Laurence Bellman & Billy Mills  Royal blue, yellow stripe, sleeves and cap.
Laurence Bellman & Caroline Ingram  Royal blue, yellow stripe, sleeves and cap.
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Laurence Bellman & Chasemore Farm  Royal blue, yellow stripe, sleeves and cap.
Laurence Bellman & David Lowe  Royal blue, yellow stripe, sleeves and cap.
Laurence Bellman & David Ward  Royal blue, yellow stripe, sleeves and cap.
Laurence Bellman & David Ward (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue triple diamond.
Laurence Bellman, Kerr-Dineen, De La War  Royal blue, yellow stripe, sleeves and cap.
Laurence Bellman & Partner  Royal blue, yellow stripe, sleeves and cap.
Laurence Bellman & Partners  Royal blue, yellow stripe, sleeves and cap.
Laurence O'Kane & Ron Hull  White, emerald green cross of lorraine,  chevrons on sleeves, pink 
cap.
Laurie Kimber & Partners  Royal blue, grey cross belts, grey sleeves, royal blue armlets, black cap.
Laurier Partners  Dark blue, pink epaulets, diabolo on sleeves.
Lau Yap, Ms A. A.  Pink, royal blue braces.
La Vecchia Racing & Mr J S Goldie  White, white and red diabolo on sleeves, white cap, red 
diamonds.
Lavelle, Awdry & Williams  White, red star, sleeves and cap.
LavelleFosterMetcalfe Exors of Copland  White, red star, sleeves and cap.
Lavelle, Mr J. R.  White, dark blue sash, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Lavelle, Mr R. J.  White, red star, sleeves and cap.
Lavelle, Mrs R. J.  Yellow, mauve spots and sleeves, mauve and yellow quartered cap.
Lavelle, Mrs R. J. (second colours)  Maroon and grey stripes, grey sleeves, maroon armlets.
Lavender, Mr A. R.  Purple, emerald green cross of lorraine, armlets and star on cap.
Lavender, Mr A. R. (second colours)  Mauve, purple striped sleeves.
The Lavendon Partnership  Black, red sash, white sleeves and cap.
Laverty, Mr D.  Orange, black epaulets, black sleeves, orange spots, white cap.
Law Abiding Citizens  White, royal blue epaulets, halved sleeves, royal blue cap.
Law, Lady Clare  Black, royal blue seams, black cap.
Law, Mr J.  White, mauve epaulets, white sleeves, mauve stars, white cap, mauve star.
Lawrence, Govier & Brown  Maroon and beige (quartered), maroon sleeves, beige armlets.
Lawrence, Govier & Brown (second colours)  Black, large red spots, armlets and cap.
Lawrence, Mr David  Dark blue and light blue diamonds, dark blue sleeves, light blue armlets, white 
cap.
Lawrence, Mr Ian  Pink, brown epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Lawrence, Mr Ian (second colours)  Royal blue, black star, emerald green sleeves, black stars, black 
cap.
Lawrence, Mr Ken  Black, large red spots, armlets and cap.
Lawrence, Mr M. W.  Dark blue and yellow check, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets.
Lawrence, Mrs C.  Grey, royal blue chevrons, grey sleeves, royal blue cap.
Lawrence, Mrs C. G.  Dark blue, pink stripe and armlets, quartered cap.
Lawrence, Mrs Suzanne  Pink, brown epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Lawrenson, Mr P.  Light green, red chevron, red sleeves, light green diamonds, light green and red 
quartered cap.
Lawrenson, Mr P. (second colours)  Grey, light blue stars on sleeves.
Laws, Mr J. F. S.  Black, beige sleeves and cap.
Laws, Mrs J.  Yellow, emerald green epaulets.
Laws, Mr W. J.  Brown and orange (quartered), orange sleeves, brown armlets, orange cap.
Lawson, Mr I.  White, dark blue sleeves, white stars, dark blue cap, white star.
Lawson, Mr J. W.  White, red epaulets, red sleeves, black spots, red cap.
The Lawton Bamforth Partnership  Brown, pink cross belts, chevrons on sleeves, pink cap.
Lawton, Mr P. J.  Black, orange spots, black sleeves, orange seams and cap.
Laye, Mrs N. V. (L)  Turquoise, white chevrons, turquoise cap.
Layezy Racing Owners Club  Lime green, white cap.
Lay, Mr B. L.  Purple, cerise sash, white collar, cuffs and cap.
Layton, Dr Clive  Red, white star, red and black check sleeves, red cap, white star.
Lazarus, Mr L. G.  Maroon and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves, check cap.
Lazarus, Mrs Berta  Maroon and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves, yellow cap, maroon spots.
Lazzari, Mr J. A.  Pink, black cap, pink spots.
L Bellman & S & A Mares  White, black stars, striped sleeves and stars on cap.
L Bellman & S & A Mares (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow stripe, sleeves and cap.
L Boddington, R Goodall & M Slingsby  Dark blue, orange star, orange and dark blue check sleeves, 
orange cap, dark blue star.
L. Bolingbroke, Mersey Racing, P. Molony  Red, white hoops, chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
L. Bolingbroke, Mersey Racing, P. Molony (second colours)  Dark blue and purple stripes, dark 
blue sleeves, yellow armlets, dark blue and purple hooped cap.
L Bond-R Johnson  White, purple stars on sleeves.
L.Bond, R.Johnson & C.Thwaites  White, purple stars on sleeves.
L Bond- R Johnson & Partner  White, purple stars on sleeves.
L. Caine & J. Barnett  Purple, light blue chevrons on sleeves.
LCA Lights Camera Action Ltd  White, royal blue disc, royal blue sleeves, white stars.
L. C. and A. E. Sigsworth  Light blue, yellow hoops, white sleeves, light blue and yellow check cap.
L.Cole, B. Williams, FLM Ltd, C. Vincent  Dark green, white chevron and sleeves, white cap, black 
star.
LDS Partnership  Light blue and dark green (quartered), white sleeves, red armlets, white cap.
Leach, Mr A.  Mauve and black (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Leach, Mr Doug  Orange, emerald green disc.
Leach, Mr G. O.  Emerald green, white disc and sleeves, red cap.
Leach, Mr W. B.  Wine, apple green sleeves and cap.
Leadbeater, Mr Tim  Pink and purple check, pink sleeves, black cap.
Leadbetter, Mr S. J.  Dark blue and light blue (quartered), white sleeves, dark blue and light blue 
striped cap.
Leader, Mr Andrew  White, dark blue star, armlets and star on cap.
Leader, Mrs H. C. (L)  Sky blue, red cross belts, white cap.
The Leader Writer Group  Black, maroon striped sleeves.
Leading Star Racing  Black, yellow star on body and cap, black sleeves, yellow stars.
Leading Star Racing Group  Black, yellow star, black sleeves, yellow stars, black cap, yellow star.
Lead The Way Syndicate  Light blue, white chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
The Leaflet Company Ltd  Black and white diamonds, yellow sleeves, black and white quartered 
cap.
League Of Nations  Yellow, black seams, emerald green sleeves, emerald green cap, black star.
Lea, Miss Abbie  Pink, purple star, armlets and star on cap.
Lean, Mr Edward  Light blue, grey stars, light blue sleeves and cap.
The Leap Year Partnership  White, orange cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
The Learning Curve Partnership  White, yellow cross of lorraine, royal blue sleeves, yellow and 
royal blue hooped cap.
The Learning Curve Partnership (second colours)  Beige, maroon chevron, sleeves and cap.
Leatham, Mr Mark A.  Aquamarine, yellow cap.
Leatham, Mr Mark A. (second colours)  Red, black sash, red and yellow hooped sleeves, yellow 
cap.
Lea Valley  Royal blue, dark blue sleeves.
Leavett-Shenley, Mr C. J.  White, red, white and blue sash.
Leavy, Mr Barry  Emerald green, black chevrons, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Lebbon, Mr E. R.  Dark green, white sleeves.
Lebbon, Mr E. R. (second colours)  Dark blue, maroon sleeves and cap.
Leberne, Mrs J.  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, black cap, yellow diamond.
Lech Racing Ltd  White, red star, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Leckenby, Miss K.  Black, orange hoops, white sleeves, orange and white hooped cap.
Leckie, Mr G. R.  Royal blue, red chevrons, red and royal blue halved sleeves, royal blue cap.

Lee Bolingbroke & Len Attrill  Dark blue and purple stripes, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets, dark 
blue and purple hooped cap.
Lee Bond and Partner 1  White, purple stars on sleeves.
Lee Bond & Jimmy Kay  White, royal blue seams, royal blue and white striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Lee Bond & Jimmy Kay 2  White, royal blue seams, royal blue and white striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Lee Bond & Partner 2  White, purple stars on sleeves.
Lee Bond Racing  White, purple stars on sleeves.
Lee Broughton, Janice West & Tom Cusden  Black, grey seams, black sleeves, grey stars, black cap.
Leech, Mr C. J.  Emerald green, orange hoops, checked sleeves, quartered cap.
Leech, Mr C. R.  Dark green and white (quartered), chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Leech Racing Platinum Club  Brown, white hoop, red sleeves, white cap.
Leeds Plywood and Doors Ltd  Royal blue, beige hoop.
Leek, Mr John  White, dark blue and white check cap.
Lee, Loder  Dark green, white star, dark green sleeves, white stars, dark green cap, white star.
Lee, Miss Alison P.  Dark green, yellow diamond on body and cap, yellow sleeves, dark green 
armlets.
Lee, Miss G. T.  Black and white (quartered), white sleeves, black armlets.
Lee, Miss Kerry  Dark blue, pink stripe, striped sleeves, pink cap.
Lee, Moroney, Singh and Partner  Emerald green, black spots, emerald green sleeves.
Lee, Mr D. S.  Red, dark blue chevron, red sleeves, dark blue stars, red cap, dark blue star.
Lee, Mr D. S. (second colours)  Orange, dark blue chevron, dark blue sleeves, orange stars, orange 
cap, dark blue star.
Lee, Mr D. S. (third colours)  Emerald green and dark blue (quartered), emerald green sleeves, 
emerald green cap, dark blue diamond.
Lee, Mr D. S. (fourth colours)  Red, yellow seams, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Lee, Mr E. A.  Emerald green, yellow cross belts and star on cap.
Lee, Mr E. W.  Emerald green, black spots, emerald green sleeves.
Lee, Mr F. H.  White, red stripe, royal blue and white hooped sleeves, white cap, royal blue spots.
Lee, Mr F. T.  Black, cerise cross belts, collar and cuffs, blue cap.
Lee, Mr J.  Dark green, white star on body and cap, dark green sleeves, white stars.
Lee, Mr J.  Royal blue, white chevron, halved sleeves.
Lee, Mr Lit Lung  Maroon, silver braid, maroon sleeves, silver armlets, black cap.
Lee, Mr Lit Lung (second colours)  Pink, mauve armlets.
Lee, Mr P.  Red, royal blue stars, sleeves and star on cap.
Lee, Mr P. (second colours)  Red, yellow epaulets, red sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Lee, Mr Richard  Royal blue, white stripe, striped sleeves, check cap.
Lee, Mr Robert  Black, pink diamond.
Lee, Mr Russell H.  Emerald green, orange star, armlets and star on cap.
Lee, Mrs A. E.  Beige, red armlets, red cap.
Lee, Mrs A. K.  Dark blue, pink chevron, armlets and diamond on cap.
Lee,Mrs Baxter,Bouverie,Chisholm,Howard  Red, royal blue stars, sleeves and star on cap.
Lee,Mrs Baxter,Bouverie,Chisholm,Howard (second colours)  Red, yellow epaulets, red sleeves, 
yellow stars, yellow cap.
Lee, Mrs C.  Dark blue and light blue stripes, light blue sleeves, dark blue armlets, quartered cap.
Lee, Mrs K.  Red, white stars, white sleeves, red spots.
Lee, Mrs S.  Amber, vermilion cross belts, hooped cap.
Lee, Mr Stephen J. S.  Black and grey diamonds, grey sleeves, black diamonds, black cap.
Lee, Mr Trevor  Dark blue, red and white check sleeves, dark blue cap, white star.
Lee, Mr W. J.  Beige, red striped sleeves, red cap.
Lee Rowles Tuffin Loder  Dark green, white star, dark green sleeves, white stars, dark green cap, 
white star.
Lees-Jones, Miss C.  Red and grey stripes, red sleeves and cap.
Lees, Mr A.  Maroon, dark green hoops and sleeves, maroon cap.
Lees, Mr D.  Light blue, maroon stars and sleeves, maroon cap, light blue stars.
Lees, Mr D. (second colours)  Dark blue, mauve star, mauve sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, 
mauve stars.
Lees, Mr John  Black, gold disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Leeson, Miss Tracey  Dark green, white epaulets, dark green sleeves, white spots, dark green cap, 
white star.
Leetham, Mr C. R. (L)  Black and white diagonal stripes, turquoise blue cap.
Lee-Warner, Mrs Anne  Black, emerald green sleeves, black cap, emerald green spots.
Lefevre, Mr J. D.  Red, black diamond and armlets.
4 Left Footers & A Blewnose  Emerald green, white hoops, emerald green sleeves, white stars, 
emerald green cap.
Leftley, Mrs Ann  Orange, beige cross belts, brown sleeves.
Leftwich, Mrs Rosalie  Pink, purple stars, pink cap, purple star.
Legacy Racing  Black, pink epaulets, black sleeves, pink stars, pink cap.
Legard, Lady  Dark blue, beige armlets.
Legard, Mr William  Black and white diamonds, white sleeves and cap.
Legend Lady Partnership  Black and orange (quartered), orange sleeves and cap.
The Legends Partnership  Pink, royal blue sleeves, pink stars, royal blue cap.
The Legends Partnership (second colours)  Dark blue, beige seams, hooped sleeves and cap.
Leggett, Mr Kevan  Black, maroon hoop and armlets.
Leggett, Mrs Angela Mary  Royal blue, white epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white spots, quartered 
cap.
Legg, Mr Kevin J.  Red, black seams, white sleeves, red armlets, black and red quartered cap.
Legg, Mr Philip J.  Yellow, royal blue disc, royal blue cap, yellow spots.
Leggott, Mr S.  Green, white sleeves, black cap.
Legh, Mr Rupert P.  French navy, gold lightning bolt, french navy sleeves, gold armband with white 
stripe, gold cap.
Legouix, Mr G. J. H.  Pink, black and pink striped sleeves, black cap.
The Leicester Lads  Royal blue, white star, white and royal blue check sleeves, royal blue cap, white 
star.
Leigh, Exors of the Late Miss Sarah J.  Brown, beige chevrons, brown sleeves and cap.
Leigh, Exors of the Late Miss Sarah J. (second colours)  Brown, beige chevrons, brown sleeves, 
beige cap.
Leigh, Lord  Chocolate, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Leigh, Mrs Benjamin  White, red cross belts and cuffs, red and white quartered cap.
Leigh, Mrs G.  White, red and white hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Leigh-Pemberton, Mrs J.  Violet, primrose sleeves, violet and primrose hooped   cap.
Leighs, Miss J. A.  White, purple star, purple and red halved sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Leigh Taylor & Brian Ellison  Yellow, dark green stripe, chevrons on sleeves.
Leith Hill Chasers  Red, emerald green hoop, emerald green cap.
Leith Hill Chasers (second colours)  Orange, emerald green cross of lorraine, sleeves and star on 
cap.
Lenaghan, Exors of the Late Mr B. H.  Cerise, white diamond and diamond on cap.
Len,Jon,Davies,Downes,Sumner,White,Booth  Maroon and light blue stripes, hooped cap.
Lenton, Mr M.  Dark blue, large white spots, white sleeves, dark blue spots.
Leods Contracts Limited  Red and black diamonds, red sleeves, black armlets and diamonds on cap.
Leon Jr, Mr Benjamin  White, burgundy sash, gold "b", two burgundy hoops on sleeves, burgundy 
cap, gold "b"
Leon, Mr D.  Grey, dark blue cross belts, sleeves and cap.
Leon, Mr Grant  Light blue, red cap, light blue diamond.
Leon, Mrs H. J.  Brown, cambridge blue yoke and cap with brown hoop.
Le Page, Mr A. W.  Emerald green, white disc, white sleeves, emerald green spots, white cap.
Leprechaun Leisure Ltd  Emerald green, yellow seams, armlets and cap.
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Lerigo, Mr Jim  White, royal blue chevron, yellow and white halved sleeves, royal blue cap.
Les Amis De Don  Royal blue, yellow braces, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap, black star.
Les Boyer & Mr Manfredini  Grey, emerald green inverted triangle, sleeves and cap.
Les Boyer Partnership  Emerald green, white epaulets, white cap.
Les Boyer Partnership 1  Emerald green, white epaulets, white cap.
Les de la Haye & Martin Mundy  Black, red triple diamond, red sleeves, black armlets, quartered 
cap.
Les Eyre Racing Partnership I  Yellow, red epaulets, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Lesley Field & Francesca Nimmo  Red, black star, striped sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Leslie Buckley & Stella Barclay  Yellow, black cross of lorraine, black sleeves, yellow stars, yellow 
cap, black star.
Leslie, Mr S.  White, purple triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Leslie, Mrs F. C.  Black, green cap.
Leslie, Mrs Sarah  Yellow, royal blue seams, grey sleeves, royal blue seams, pink cap.
Leslie, Mr T. G.  Yellow, royal blue seams, grey sleeves, royal blue seams, royal blue cap.
Les Oxley and R Stephens  White and orange check, royal blue sleeves, orange and white check 
cap.
The Lesser Lights  Light blue and pink check, light blue sleeves, pink stars and cap.
Lester, Mr Robert  Mauve, black sash, yellow sleeves and cap.
Let's Be Lucky Partnership  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Lets Be Lucky Racing 6  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Let's Be Lucky Racing 7  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Let's Be Lucky Racing 8  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Let's Be Lucky Racing 9  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Let's Be Lucky Racing 10  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Let's Be Lucky Racing 11  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Let's Be Lucky Racing 12  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Let's Be Lucky Racing 14  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Let's Be Lucky Racing 16  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Let's Be Lucky Racing 15  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Let's Be Lucky Racing 20  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Let's Be Lucky Racing 23  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Let's Be Lucky Racing 21  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Let's Be Lucky Racing 24  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Let's Be Lucky Racing 25  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Let's Be Lucky Racing 26  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Let's Be Lucky Racing 27  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Let's Be Lucky Racing 18 and Partner  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Lets be Lucky Racing 19 and Partner  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Lets be lucky racing 20 and partner  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Let's Be Lucky Racing 17 & Partner  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Let's Be Lucky Racing 21 & Partner  Black, red triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
LetsBuyAHorse5 - RP, JM, DVDH, BM, KM  Royal blue, white cross belts, royal blue sleeves, pink 
stars and cap.
The Lets Do Lunch Partnership  White, purple armlets, purple cap.
Let's Get Racing and Partners  White, royal blue hoops, royal blue sleeves, white stars, emerald 
green cap.
Let's Get Racing Club  White, royal blue hoops, royal blue sleeves, white stars, emerald green cap.
Let's Get Racing Ltd  White, royal blue hoops, royal blue sleeves, white stars, emerald green cap.
Let's Get Ready To Rumble Partnership  Pink and emerald green diamonds, white sleeves, pink 
cap.
Lets Go Racing 1  Purple, light green epaulets.
Let's Go Racing 2  Purple, light green epaulets.
Lets Have A Go  Pink, black star, black cap.
The 4Letterfirstnames & Ballylinch Stud  Light green and black stripes, light green sleeves.
The 4Letterfirstnames Partnership  Light green and black stripes, light green sleeves.
Let the racing beGIN  Emerald green, royal blue armlets, hooped cap.
Let Us Do Lunch Partnership  Pink, maroon braces, pink sleeves, maroon stars, pink cap, maroon 
star.
Leung, Mr Kai Fai  Purple, gold chevron hoop, red, purple and gold hooped sleeves, purple cap gold 
stars
Level Par Racing  Red and white (quartered), hooped sleeves, red cap.
Lever, Mr G. T.  Emerald green, light blue cross belts, striped sleeves.
Leveson-Gower, Mr A. J. (L)  Red, black cross belts, sleeves and cap.
Levinson, Dr Charles  Light blue, beige sleeves.
Levitt, Mr R. M.  Red and white (halved), black sleeves, red cap.
Levy, Mr Alan  Royal blue, white star, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, white star.
Lewendon, Mr M. J.  Yellow, dark green braces, striped sleeves and cap.
Lewers, Mr A.  Dark blue and beige (quartered), beige sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap, 
beige spots.
Lewers, Mr A. (second colours)  Emerald green, pink cross of lorraine, diabolo on sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Lewin, Mr Rob  Light green, purple stars.
Lewinton, Lady  Light blue, brown cross of lorraine and armlets, quartered cap.
Lewis Family & Tom Gretton Racing Club  Dark blue, pink chevron.
Lewis Family & Tom Gretton Racing Club (second colours)  Red, emerald green star, chevrons 
on sleeves, emerald green cap, red star.
Lewis, Lawson and Hope  Yellow, black hoops, white sleeves.
Lewis, Miss E.  Orange, black spots, black sleeves, orange stars.
Lewis, Miss Helen  Red, royal blue diamond and diamond on cap.
Lewis, Miss Tallulah  White, dark blue and red hooped sleeves, red cap.
Lewis, Mr  Red, white stars, royal blue sleeves, white stars and cap.
Lewis, Mr Andy  Light blue and dark blue check, light blue sleeves, dark blue cap, light blue diamond.
Lewis, Mr B. J.  Dark blue, pink and white hooped sleeves, white cap.
Lewis, Mr David  Royal blue, yellow disc, white sleeves and cap.
Lewis, Mr Ian  Orange, white epaulets, striped cap.
Lewis, Mr I M  Red, emerald green star, chevrons on sleeves, emerald green cap, red star.
Lewis, Mr Jim  Light blue and maroon stripes, light blue sleeves, hooped cap.
Lewis, Mr K.  Royal blue and white diamonds, white cap.
Lewis, Mr Robin  Maroon, royal blue chevrons and sleeves, maroon cap.
Lewis, Mrs Avril  Dark green, yellow stars, chevrons on sleeves, dark green cap, yellow star.
Lewis, Mrs Gareth  Pink, white spots, pink sleeves, quartered cap.
Lewis, Mrs Mary  Dark blue, grey armlets, red cap.
Lewis, Mrs T.  Dark blue, white star, armlets and star on cap.
Lewis, Mr Stewart  Black, white star and sleeves, white cap, black star.
Lewis, Mr Vaughan  Light blue, black sleeves, light blue stars, black cap, light blue star.
Lewis, Mr Vaughan (second colours)  Red and royal blue (quartered), white sleeves, yellow armlets 
and star on white cap.
Lewis, Mr W. D.  Red, yellow hoops, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Lewis Nettley Racing  Black, red cross of lorraine, red cap.
Lewis Ryan & Gordon Bulloch  Purple, pink chevron, white sleeves, purple stars, white cap, purple 
star.
Lewis Ryan & Gordon Bulloch (second colours)  White, royal blue cross belts, white sleeves, royal 
blue stars, white cap, royal blue star.
Leyshon, Mr A. B.  Pink, light blue star, armlets and stars on cap.
Leyshon, Mr A. B. (second colours)  Royal blue, light blue star, armlets and star on cap.

L Field, B Cognet, N Farrell, J Spack  Yellow, black cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, black stars, 
black cap.
L Field, L Cognet & J Sigler  Red, black star, striped sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
L. Field, N.Farrell, B.Cognet & A.King  Yellow, black cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, black stars, 
black cap.
L Field, N Farrell, B Cognet & King  Yellow, black cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, black stars, 
black cap.
LF Infrastructure Ltd  Emerald green, white hoop, white sleeves, orange armlets and star on white 
cap.
L Folwell, S Hollings, S Hull A Chandler  Light green, mauve chevrons, light green sleeves and cap.
Liam & Tony Ferguson  Royal blue and red stripes, red sleeves and cap.
Libaud-Major, Mrs V. L.  Dark red, white epaulets.
Libson, Mr G. A.  Dark green, white chevrons, red sleeves, dark green and white hooped cap.
Liddiard, Mr Andrew  Red, maroon seams, red sleeves and cap.
Liddington, Mr R. S.  Brown, white hoop, red sleeves, white cap.
Lidsey, Mrs Sally  Red, yellow and white check sleeves and cap.
Liesack, Mr Christopher  Pink, light blue armlets.
Liesack, Mr Christopher (second colours)  Grey, mauve epaulets.
Liesack, Mr Christopher (third colours)  Red, straw cap.
Liesack, Mr Christopher (fourth colours)  Lilac, cerise cap.
Liesack, Mr Christopher (fifth colours)  Pink, dark blue epaulets.
Life's A Breeze  Pink, black cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, black cap.
Lightbody, Mr M.  Brown, silver braid, white cap.
Lightbowne, Mrs J.  White, red cross belts.
Lightfoot, Mr Johnnie  Emerald green, red braces, armlets and cap.
Light in The Sky Syndicate  Yellow, emerald green hoop, emerald green sleeves, white stars, 
emerald green cap, white star.
The Likely Lads  Black and white stripes, white and black halved sleeves.
Lille Partners  Pink, red sleeves, pink armlets.
Lilley Beddis Clarke & High Moor  Emerald green and royal blue (quartered), emerald green 
sleeves, black cap.
Lilley, Mr Mike  Orange, dark blue star, white cap.
Lilley, Mr Ronnie  Emerald green and royal blue (quartered), emerald green sleeves, black cap.
Lilling Hall & Hedd Win Racing  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, white sleeves and cap.
Lilling Hall Racing  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, white sleeves and cap.
Lillingston, Mr Luke  Scarlet, white cross belts.
Lillingston, Mrs L.  Dark green, royal blue armlets.
Lime Tree Avenue Racing  Grey, purple stars, grey cap, purple star.
Lime Tree Partnership  Pink, emerald green star, emerald green sleeves, pink stars, pink cap, 
emerald green star.
Li, Mr Fung Lok  Pale green, gold chevron hoop, chevron on sleeves, gold and purple hooped cap.
Li, Mr Gordon  Orange and royal blue (quartered), orange and white striped sleeves, royal blue cap, 
orange stars.
Li, Mr Gordon (second colours)  Purple, orange hoop, hooped sleeves and stars on cap.
LI, Ms Charmaine  Black, old gold seams, old gold cap.
LI, Ms Charmaine (second colours)  Red, black and emerald green hooped sleeves, emerald green 
and red hooped cap.
Li, Munnelly, Quinn, Benham & Whitford  Light blue, red chevron, dark blue sleeves, white stars, 
light blue cap, red star.
Li, Munnelly, Quinn, Benham & Whitford (second colours)  Purple, emerald green striped 
sleeves, white cap.
Linda Perratt Racing Club  Red, black epaulets, black sleeves, red stars, black cap, red star.
Linden Lads & Stephen Brown  Grey, pink and grey halved sleeves, pink cap.
Linden Lads & Stephen Brown (second colours)  Yellow, white chevron, royal blue cap.
Linder, Mr G. D. J.  Orange, white cross belts and sleeves, white cap, orange spots.
Lindley, Mr B.  Red, yellow hoops, white sleeves and cap.
Lindley, Mrs S. E.  Purple, yellow star, yellow sleeves and stars on cap.
Lindsell, Miss A.  Dark blue, white hoop.
Lindsell, Mr David  Dark green, mauve star.
The Lingdale Optimists & Miss G Boanas  White, purple star, white sleeves, purple stars, purple 
cap.
Lingfield Park Owners Group 2016  Black, white epaulets, diabolo on sleeves, grey cap.
Lingfield Park Owners Group19 & Partners  Black, white epaulets, diabolo on sleeves, grey cap.
Ling, Mrs Sarah  White, dark blue stripe, striped sleeves and cap.
Lingwood and Gillespie  Light green, yellow diamond, armlets and cap.
Lingwood, Mrs M.  Light green, yellow diamond, armlets and cap.
Link, Edward  Maroon, beige stars, beige sleeves, maroon armlets, maroon cap, beige star.
Links Partnership/Cheveley Park Stud  Royal blue, maroon sash and star on cap.
The Links Partnership & Harry Dutfield  Royal blue, maroon sash and star on cap.
Linlithgow, Lord (L)  Dark blue, yellow cuffs, check cap.
Linsley, Mr Hugh Malcolm  Red and white stripes.
Linzee Gordon, Mrs R.  Yellow, dark blue triple diamond, dark blue cap.
Lionel Godfrey & Peter Wollaston  Yellow, light blue epaulets.
The Lions, Foxes & Tigers Partnership  Dark blue, white stripe, white sleeves, red armlets, red and 
dark green hooped cap.
The Lion Tamers  Yellow, grey seams, grey and yellow check sleeves, yellow cap, grey diamond.
Lisahully Investments Ltd  Emerald green, black hoop, hooped sleeves.
The Listeners  Red, black epaulets, red and white halved sleeves, black cap.
Lister, Mr A.  Maroon, black epaulets, halved sleeves, black cap.
Litston, Mr P. D. J.  Dark blue, white triple diamond, striped sleeves and diamond on cap.
Little, Exors of the Late Mr D. A.  Royal blue, maroon sash and star on cap.
Littlefair, Mr J. R.  Royal blue and orange diabolo, royal blue sleeves, quartered cap.
The Little Faith Syndicate  Yellow, light blue star and sleeves.
Little Lodge Farm  Royal blue, white cross belts, yellow cap.
Little Lodge Farm & Dan Skelton  Royal blue, white cross belts, yellow cap.
Little Lodge Farm & Warren Greatrex  Royal blue, white cross belts, yellow cap.
Little Lodge Farm & Warren Greatrex (second colours)  Black, light blue epaulets, sleeves and 
cap.
Little Loxbrook Babes and Bays  White, maroon seams, white sleeves, maroon spots, white cap, 
maroon star.
Little, Mr Brett  Emerald green, black chevron, chevrons on sleeves.
Little, Mr K.  Black, red hoops, red sleeves, black seams, red cap.
Little, Mr Rob  White, royal blue seams, chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
Little, Mr Rob (second colours)  White, red seams, chevrons on sleeves, red and white striped cap.
Little, Mr Rob (third colours)  Black, yellow spots, halved sleeves and spots on cap.
Little, Mr Rob (fourth colours)  White, beige seams, chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
Little, Mr S. M.  Royal blue, pink disc.
Little, Mrs Mark  Purple, pink seams, white sleeves, purple cap, pink stars.
Little Roberts Dowley & Turner  Royal blue, pink disc.
Littlethorpe Park Racing 1  Maroon, beige chevron, diabolo on sleeves and stars on cap.
Littmoden, Mr Nick  Light blue, large black spots.
Littmoden, Mr Nick (second colours)  Black, pink hoops, striped sleeves, black cap, pink star.
Littmoden, Mrs E.  Light blue, white diamonds on sleeves, light blue cap, white diamond.
Litton, Mrs M.C.  Black and white stripes, pink sleeves and cap.
Live In Hope Partnership  Black, mauve chevron and star on cap.
Live In Hope Partnership (second colours)  Black, mauve chevron.
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Liverton, Mr Charles  Dark green, light blue hoops.
Live The Life  Black, red epaulets, checked sleeves, red cap.
Live The Life - Atlas  Black, red epaulets, checked sleeves, red cap.
Living In Hope Partnership  Grey, black sash, black and grey quartered cap.
Living Sports  Royal blue, red epaulets, white sleeves and cap.
Livingstone-Learmonth, Mr J. C.  Grey, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Livingstone, Mr Iain  Black and red diabolo, black sleeves, red stars, black cap, red star.
Livingstone, Mr Iain (second colours)  Red, black sleeves, white spots.
Livingston, Mr Douglas  Royal blue and white (quartered), white sleeves, red armlets, royal blue cap, 
white diamonds.
Livingston, Mr Tony  Orange, royal blue disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Livock, Lacy, Seabrook & Tarbuck  Dark blue, grey hoop, grey cap.
Livock, Mr John  Dark blue, grey hoop, grey cap.
Livock, Sexton, Lewis & O'Grady  Dark blue, grey hoop, grey cap.
Livvys Racing Group  Red, white diamond.
Liz Bayley & Colin Moore  Royal blue, black diamond, diamonds on sleeves, royal blue cap, black 
star.
Liz Dixon & Shelagh Fagen 1  Yellow, large light blue spots.
Liz Dixon & Shelagh Fagen 1 (second colours)  Yellow, white stars.
Liz Dixon & Shelagh Fagen  Yellow, large light blue spots.
L & J Perkins, N. Freeman, R & P Scott  Purple, purple and yellow diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
LJP RACING  Light blue, white sleeves, light blue spots, white cap.
L Judd T Stamp J Hardcastle R Miles  Orange, purple hoop, orange sleeves, purple seams, purple 
cap.
Llewellyn, Mr B. J.  Red, black hoop and armlets, red cap, white star.
Llewellyn, Mr B. J. (second colours)  Red, black hoop and armlets, yellow cap, black star.
Llewellyn, Mr D. H.  Pink, light blue stripe and armlets, check cap.
Llewellyn, Mr R.  Emerald green, white disc, striped sleeves, white cap.
Llewellyn, Mrs E. A.  Light blue and red diabolo, white sleeves, white cap, light blue star.
Llewellyn, Sir Godfrey (L)  Blue, yellow striped sleeves, scarlet cap.
Llewelyn, Mr D.  Maroon, white cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Llewelyn, Mr D. (second colours)  Light blue, white hollow box and armlets.
Llewelyn, Mr Martin  Red, black chevron, black sleeves, red stars, red cap, black star.
Llewelyn, Mrs Helen  Red, black chevron, black sleeves, red stars, white cap.
Llewelyn, Runeckles  Maroon, white cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Llewelyn,Runeckles  Maroon, white cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Llewelyn,Runeckles (second colours)  Light blue, white hollow box and armlets.
Llewelyn, Runeckles and Wetumpka Racing  Light blue, white hollow box and armlets.
Llewelyn, Runeckles, Moss  Light blue, white hollow box and armlets.
Llewelyn Yardley Runeckles  Maroon, white cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Lloyd-Baker, Mrs Charles  Purple and white (halved), sleeves reversed, light blue cap.
Lloyd-Beavis, Miss N. A.  Black, red triple diamond, white and black check sleeves, white cap.
Lloyd-Herrington, Mrs H.  Dark blue, beige hollow box.
Lloyd James, Mrs C.  Grey, red star and stars on cap.
Lloyd-Jones, Mr J. W. F. (L)  Light blue, maroon hoops, light blue sleeves, quartered cap.
Lloyd, Mr A. M.  White and maroon check, maroon and white chevrons on sleeves.
Lloyd, Mr Dan  Emerald green, white hoop, emerald green sleeves, red stars, emerald green cap, red 
star.
Lloyd, Mr F.  Emerald green, yellow hoop, white sleeves, black cap.
Lloyd, Mr Geoff  Purple, large pink spots and spots on cap.
Lloyd, Mr Grahame  Red, white stars, dark blue and white striped sleeves.
Lloyd, Mr J. E.  Green and white (halved), red sleeves and cap.
Lloyd, Mr Kevin  Yellow and emerald green (quartered), checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Lloyd, Mr R. A.  Dark green, black epaulets, white cap.
Lloyd, Mr Richard  Light blue, grey stars on sleeves, light blue cap, grey star.
Lloyd, Mrs Elizabeth  Yellow, light green star, yellow sleeves, light green stars, yellow cap, light green 
star.
Lloyd, Mrs Julie  Dark blue, light blue disc, light blue and dark blue halved sleeves, royal blue and light 
blue quartered cap.
Lloyd, Mrs K. F.  Dark blue, red hoop, dark blue sleeves, light blue armlets, red cap.
Lloyd, Mrs Roz  Dark blue, light blue disc, light blue sleeves, dark blue armlets, light blue cap.
LLoyd, Mrs Sallie  Maroon, light blue star, sleeves and star on cap.
Lloyd, Mrs Sherin  White, maroon hooped sleeves and cap.
Lloyd, Mr V. S.  Light blue, dark blue chevron, light blue sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
Lloyd-Townshend, Mr J.  Dark blue, light blue sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, light blue stars.
Lloyd-Webber, Lady  Pink and grey diamonds, pink cap.
Lloyd Webber, Lord  Pink, grey sash.
L & M Atkins  Pink, purple cross belts, armlets and cap.
LMS1  Royal blue, yellow stars, white sleeves, yellow stars, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Loads, Mr Keith F. J.  Light blue, white hoop, sleeves and spots on cap.
Loads, Mr Keith F. J. (second colours)  Purple, pink diamond, pink sleeves, purple diamonds, purple 
cap, pink diamond.
Local Parking Security Limited  Dark blue, emerald green star, white sleeves, emerald green stars, 
dark blue cap, emerald green stars.
Lockdown Racing  Pink, black star, chevrons on sleeves, black cap, pink stars.
Lockett,Hyde,Mountford,Bishop&Outhart  Purple and red (quartered), purple sleeves, red cap.
Lockett, Mrs Claire  Purple and red (quartered), purple sleeves, red cap.
Lockhart, Mr R. J.  Yellow, dark blue diamond, yellow sleeves, dark blue stars, yellow cap, dark blue 
diamond.
Lock, Mr R. J.  Purple, yellow star, red sleeves, yellow cap.
Lock, Mr Steve  Grey, yellow star, white sleeves, yellow stars, white cap, yellow star.
Lock, Mr T. R.  Grey, pink hoop, pink cap.
Lockwood, Mr David  Light blue, brown spots, armlets and spots on cap.
Lockwood, Mr D. J.  Black, mauve stripe.
Lockwood, Mr D. J. (second colours)  Red, white diamond.
Lockwood, Mr Richard  Purple, yellow seams, striped sleeves, purple cap.
Lockwood, Mrs A.  Purple, grey stars, purple cap, grey star.
Lockwood, Mrs F. A.  Emerald green and yellow (quartered), striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Lockwood, Mrs N.  Maroon, white hoop and sleeves.
Lockyer, Mr Simon  Royal blue, white cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves and diamonds on cap.
Loder, Miss Harriet  Beige, dark blue star.
Loder, Mr D. R.  Beige, light blue armlets.
Loder, Sir Edmund  Yellow, dark blue sleeves, black cap.
Lodge Down Stables Syndicate  Emerald green and yellow stripes, emerald green sleeves, yellow 
armlets, white cap.
Lodge Hill Syndicate  Red, royal blue sash and sleeves, yellow cap.
Lodge, Mr D. R.  Black, orange and black chevrons on sleeves, orange cap.
Lodge, Mr Oliver  Light blue and mauve check, light blue sleeves, yellow diamonds, mauve cap, 
yellow star.
Lofthouse, Mrs B. M.  Yellow, light blue armlets, light blue cap.
Lofts, Mrs A. L.  Yellow, royal blue stars, light blue sleeves, royal blue armlets, light blue cap, yellow 
star.
Logan, Mr J.  Royal blue, yellow diamond, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets, yellow cap.
The Logistics Terminal LLP  Emerald green, black epaulets, white and royal blue striped sleeves, 
royal blue and white striped cap.
Lois Day & J L Day  Dark green, pink braces, quartered cap.

London Calling Syndicate  White, red triple diamond, white sleeves, dark green diamonds, red cap, 
dark green diamond.
London Central Portfolio Limited  Black, white chevron, hooped sleeves, red cap.
London City Bloodstock  White, large royal blue spots, white sleeves, royal blue spots, royal blue 
cap.
London Design Group Limited  Royal blue, black triple diamond, white sleeves, black armlets, royal 
blue cap, black diamond.
London Erratics Racing Club  Yellow and red check, light blue sleeves.
The London Foot & Ankle Centre  Royal blue, white epaulets, white and royal blue striped sleeves.
London Market Racing Club  Black, red braces, striped sleeves, red cap.
London, Mr Neville (L)  Maroon, gold hoops.
The London Partnership  Orange, dark blue sleeves, light blue diamonds and cap.
London Racing Club  Dark blue, large white spots, dark blue sleeves, white spots.
London Scots for Doddie  Dark blue, red seams, checked sleeves, red cap.
The Lone Star Partnership  Purple, orange star and star on cap.
Long, Allison Grant  Light green, red triple diamond, red sleeves, light green armlets, light green cap, 
red diamonds.
Longden, Mr Andrew  Red, white seams, black sleeves, white cap.
The Long Hop Syndicate  Yellow, royal blue diamond and sleeves.
Long, Kirby & Late Colin Fletcher  Dark green, yellow seams, halved sleeves, dark green cap.
Longley, Mr James Timothy Chapman  Purple, emerald green seams, emerald green sleeves, 
purple armlets, purple cap, emerald green stars.
Longley, Mr Richard  Dark blue, yellow disc, halved sleeves, dark blue and yellow quartered cap.
Longley, Mr Richard (second colours)  Black, yellow disc, halved sleeves, black and yellow 
quartered cap.
Long, Miss S.  Dark blue, beige cross of lorraine and sleeves, beige and dark blue quartered cap.
Long, Mr Stephen  Yellow, emerald green cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Longsdon, Mr Charlie  Dark blue, emerald green cross of lorraine and armlets, white cap.
Longsdon, Mrs S.  Pink, light green cross belts.
The Longton Pals  Red, purple seams, sleeves and cap.
Longview Stud & Bloodstock Ltd  Yellow, white epaulets.
Lonsdale, Exors of the Late Countess C.  White, yellow seams, red cap.
Lonsdale, Exors of the Late Countess C. (second colours)  Purple, yellow seams, red cap.
Lonsdale, Mr T. (L)  Brown and green (halved), red sleeves, red and yellow quartered cap.
Look Partnership  Royal blue, red sash, white sleeves.
Looksarnteverything Partnership  Black and grey diamonds, grey sleeves, black diamonds, black 
cap.
Loose Cannon Racing  Dark green and pink diabolo, hooped sleeves and cap.
Lootah, H.E. Nasser  Red, dark blue sleeves, white cap.
Lootah, Mr Hussain Alabbas  Emerald green, white diamonds on sleeves, white cap.
Lootah, Mr Hussain Nasser Abdullah  Dark green, white sash, white cap.
Lootah, Mr S. A.  Black, yellow chevrons, black sleeves and cap.
Lootah, Mr S. A. (second colours)  Grey, light blue triple diamond.
Lootah, Mr S. A. (third colours)  Grey, black triple diamond.
Lord and Lady Harrington  Light blue, brown braces.
Lord and Lady Vestey  Royal blue, white striped sleeves.
LORD BLYTH, RYAN & BAMFORD  Pale blue, campbell tartan hooped sleeves, yellow cap
Lord Cavendish & Mrs T Riley  Black, light blue cuffs and cap.
Lord Clinton & Captain Adrian Pratt  Light blue, silver hooped sleeves, light blue and red 
quartered cap.
Lord Clinton & Captain Adrian Pratt (second colours)  Yellow, royal blue cross belts, sleeves and 
cap.
Lord Daresbury & Jocelyn Rosenburg  Dark blue and mauve stripes, halved sleeves, dark blue and 
mauve quartered cap.
Lord Daresbury & Mrs B Bostock  Emerald green and orange (quartered), emerald green sleeves, 
orange armlets, orange cap, emerald green spots.
Lord Daresbury & Wilson Graham (second colours)  Dark blue, pink triple diamond, armlets and 
diamonds on cap.
Lord De La Warr and Partner  Claret, silver sash.
Lord Ilsley Racing (Hope Syndicate)  Yellow, black chevrons, yellow sleeves, black stars, hooped 
cap.
Lord Ilsley Racing (Steele Syndicate)  Yellow, black chevrons, yellow sleeves, black stars, hooped 
cap.
Lord Ilsley Racing (Verney Syndicate)  Yellow, black chevrons, yellow sleeves, black stars, hooped 
cap.
Lord Lloyd Webber and Mr A Rosen  Pink, grey sash.
Lord Lloyd Webber and Mr A Rosen (second colours)  Neon pink, green diabolo, striped sleeves, 
pink cap, green visor.
Lord Lloyd Webber and Mr W S Farish  Pink, grey sash.
Lord Lloyd-Webber & Rachel Hood  Pink, grey sash.
Lord Margadale & Partners  Dark green, white cap.
Lord Mutton Racing Partnership  Purple and emerald green diabolo, halved sleeves, purple and 
emerald green quartered cap.
Lordship Stud  Dark blue and pink stripes, pink sleeves and cap.
Lordship Stud (second colours)  Dark blue and pink stripes, pink sleeves, dark blue cap.
Lordship Stud 1  Dark blue and pink stripes, pink sleeves and cap.
Lordship Stud 4 & Christopher Wright  Dark blue and pink stripes, pink sleeves and cap.
Lordship Stud & David Elsworth  Dark blue and pink stripes, pink sleeves and cap.
Lordship Stud & Mr Christopher Wright  Dark blue and pink stripes, pink sleeves and cap.
Lorenz, Mr R. J.  Dark blue, white spots, pink cap.
Lorimer, Mr S.  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue and white halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Lorna Squire, R Metherell, D German  Black and pink (quartered), grey sleeves.
Los Leader  Red, yellow stripe and sleeves.
Losse, Mr D. R.  Emerald green and dark blue diabolo, emerald green sleeves and cap.
The Lost Boys  Black, light blue stars, black cap, light blue star.
Lost In 1936 Partnership  Dark blue and orange (quartered), dark blue sleeves, orange stars, dark 
blue cap, orange star.
Lost In The Summer Wine  Black, large yellow spots, black sleeves, yellow spots, yellow cap.
Lot 51  Emerald green, dark green sleeves, red armlets, dark green cap.
Louch, Mr Stephen  Light blue, brown epaulets, brown sleeves, light blue armlets, striped cap.
Loughnane, Mrs C.  Pink, emerald green triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, emerald green cap.
Loughrey, Mrs U. M.  Emerald green, pink hoops, diamonds on sleeves.
The Louis P Partnership  Yellow, purple chevron, purple sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, purple 
stars.
Louisville Syndicate  Purple, yellow stripe, striped cap.
Louisville Syndicate (second colours)  Red, royal blue stars, white sleeves and cap.
Louisville Syndicate Elite  Purple, yellow stripe, striped cap.
Louisville Syndicate II  Purple, yellow stripe, striped cap.
Louisville Syndicate III  Purple, yellow stripe, striped cap.
Lousada, Mr A. F.  Yellow, purple stripe, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Lovatt, Mr D. S.  White, royal blue sash, hooped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Lovelace, Mrs Jane  Dark green, white sash, dark green sleeves, pale blue  cap
Love Lambourn  Light blue, dark blue sleeves, light blue stars, dark blue cap.
Lovell, Mrs L. R.  Black, red inverted triangle, sleeves and cap.
Lovely Bubbly Racing  Dark green, beige hollow box, beige and dark green halved sleeves, beige cap.
Love, Mr Sandy  White, purple spots, collar and cuffs, scarlet cap.
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Love Not War  Emerald green, white epaulets, black sleeves, white cap.
The Love Rat Partnership  Royal blue and pink stripes.
Lovers Ladies  Emerald green, brown armlets.
Love So Deep Syndicate  Emerald green, royal blue sleeves, white cap, emerald green spots.
Love To Race Partnership  White, red triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves and diamond on cap.
Lovett, Mr James  Royal blue, large white spots, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Lovett, Mr Jamie  Grey, light blue armlets.
Lovett, Mrs S.  Royal blue, orange stars, white and orange striped sleeves, royal blue cap, orange star.
Lowe, David  Emerald green, black armlets, black cap.
Lowe, Lewis and Hoyland  Emerald green, black armlets, black cap.
Lowe McHale Jackson Singh Kavanagh & Co  Emerald green, black armlets, black cap.
Lowe, Mr D.  Royal blue, red cross of lorraine, red and royal blue quartered cap.
Lowe, Mr Frank  Red, yellow epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Lowe, Mr G. A.  Cerise, dark green cap.
Lowe, Mr P. G.  White, orange star and sleeves, black cap.
Lowe, Mr Rupert  Royal blue, yellow diamond, diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap.
The Low Flyers  Dark blue, white seams, black sleeves, white armlets, dark blue cap.
Low, Mr D. H.  White, gold cuffs and cap.
Low, Mr I. A.  Yellow, red braces, hooped sleeves and cap.
Lowrie, Mr Andrew  Yellow and royal blue (quartered), white sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
Lowry, Mrs Keith  Light blue and dark blue stripes, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Lowther, Mr C. P.  Dark blue, emerald green epaulets and armlets, quartered cap.
Lowther, Mr Mark  Black, yellow seams, yellow and black chevrons on sleeves, check cap.
Lowther, Mr Scott  Black, yellow star, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Lowther Racing IV  White, yellow seams, red cap.
Lowther Racing & Partner  White, yellow seams, red cap.
Lowther Racing & Partners  White, yellow seams, red cap.
Lowther Racing & P D Savill  White, yellow seams, red cap.
Lowther Racing & P D Savill (second colours)  Maroon, light blue sleeves, light blue cap, maroon 
diamond.
Lowther Racing & Richard Kent  White, yellow seams, red cap.
Lowther Racing Stewart McDonald &Partner  White, yellow seams, red cap.
Lowthian, Mr Stephen  Yellow, black epaulets, black sleeves, yellow spots, black cap.
Loyd, Mr T. C.  Black, grey sleeves.
The LSRFC SALVPS  Purple, white hoop, black sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
L.T.D Racing  Royal blue, white epaulets, white sleeves, royal blue stars, red cap, white spots.
L Thompson Racing  Black and pink (halved), black sleeves, quartered cap.
L Turland and A Smith  Light blue, maroon disc and spots on cap.
Luard, Mrs Roly  Royal blue, emerald green braces and armlets, hooped cap.
Luard, Mr T. P. M.  Black and white (quartered), reversed sleeves, black cap.
Lucas, Mr A.  Yellow and purple check, striped sleeves, purple cap.
Lucayan Stud Ltd  Black, white chevron hoop and cap.
Lucey-Butler, Mrs E.  Black and yellow check, halved sleeves.
Luck, Mr N. E. F.  Royal blue, white sleeves, pink cap.
Luck, Mrs M. L.  Royal blue, white sleeves, red cap, royal blue star.
Luck, Mrs Rosemary  Royal blue, white halved sleeves, red cap, royal blue star.
Lucky Catch Partnership  Purple, yellow braces, sleeves and star on cap.
The Lucky Lovers Partnership  Light blue, dark blue spots, sleeves and cap.
The Lucky Seven  Royal blue, red cross of lorraine, red and royal blue check sleeves, red cap.
The Lucky Seven (second colours)  Grey, red cross of lorraine, checked sleeves, red cap.
The Lucky Spinners  Purple, yellow stars, armlets and star on cap.
Lucock, Mr Adam  Purple, yellow star, armlets and stars on cap.
The Lucra Partnership  Black and beige stripes, black cap.
Lucy Davies, Gwen Meacham & Alan King  Maroon and royal blue (quartered), royal blue sleeves 
and cap.
Lucy Sandford & Richard Phillips  Royal blue, large light blue spots and sleeves.
Ludlow Racing Partnership  Royal blue, white sleeves, red cap.
Luff, Mr D. W.  Royal blue, yellow cross belts, royal blue sleeves, yellow spots.
Luff, Mrs Judith  Light blue, black sash and armlets, black and light blue hooped cap.
Lukas, Mrs Julia  Black, orange armlets.
Luke Harvey Racing Club  Dark blue, white braces, striped sleeves, red cap.
Luke Lillingston & Anthony Warrender  Red, white cross belts.
Luke, Mr R. E.  White and royal blue check, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Luke, Mrs Susan  Black and beige (quartered), black sleeves.
Luk, Mr Y. C.  Purple, yellow triple diamond, armlets and star on cap.
Luksonwood Partnership  Emerald green, orange chevrons, emerald green sleeves, quartered cap.
Lumb, Mr Tony  White, dark blue hoops, diamonds on sleeves, red cap.
Lumley, Mr David  Royal blue and pink stripes, royal blue sleeves and cap.
The Lump O'Clock Syndicate  White, brown star.
The Lump O'Clock & The Secret Circle  Black, yellow disc, striped sleeves and cap.
The Lump O'Clock & The Secret Circle (second colours)  White, brown star.
Lumsden, Capt. J. M. G. (L)  Cerise, old gold sleeves and cap, cerise spots.
Lundberg-Young, Mrs Kin  Red, white diamond and armlets, quartered cap.
Lund, Mr B. V.  Dark green, orange chevrons, hooped sleeves and cap.
Lund, Mr G.  White, royal blue chevron, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, light green and orange 
quartered cap.
Lund, Mr John E.  Pink, white triple diamond and diamond on cap.
Lund, Mr Jordan  Pink, white stars, pink sleeves, pink cap, white star.
Lund, Mr Jordan (second colours)  Dark blue, white star, dark blue and red halved sleeves.
Lund, Mr Marcus John  Royal blue, white stars, checked sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
Lupson, Mr P.  Yellow, purple spots, sleeves and spots on cap.
Luscombe, Mrs Hilda M.  Emerald green and pink diabolo, pink sleeves, emerald green stars, pink 
cap, emerald green stars.
Luscombe, Mrs Jenny  Royal blue, pink hoop, hooped sleeves.
Lush, Miss Anita J  Pink and white (quartered), hooped sleeves.
Lussier, Mrs Sophie  Yellow, turquoise cap.
Lusty, Mrs O. M. (L)  Silver grey and scarlet (quartered), scarlet sleeves and cap with grey hoop.
Lutman, Mr P. J.  Light blue, brown star, light blue sleeves, brown stars, brown cap.
L & V Bloodstock  Black, pink seams, black sleeves and cap.
Lycett Green, Mr R.  Green and white stripes, green sleeves, red cap.
Lycett Racing 100 Club  Light green, white epaulets, white sleeves, light green stars, light green cap, 
white star.
Lycett Racing Ltd  Light green, white epaulets, white sleeves, light green stars, light green cap, white 
star.
Lydia's Boys  Red and yellow (quartered), yellow and red chevrons on sleeves.
Lydonford Ltd  Yellow, royal blue and yellow chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
The Lygon Lot  Yellow, light blue sleeves, light blue and yellow quartered cap.
Lyle, Mr R.  Pink, black hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Lynas, Ms S.  Emerald green, black epaulets, white and black chevrons on sleeves, black cap, white 
star.
Lynch, Mr F. W. A.  Royal blue, gold seams, yellow cap.
Lynch, Mr Irvine  Dark blue and white check, dark blue sleeves, white armlets.
Lynch, Mr M.  Maroon, light blue stars, maroon cap, light blue star.
Lynch, Mr Tony  Emerald green, white hoop, white sleeves, emerald green armlets, orange cap.
Lynch, Stead & Manners  Dark blue and white check, dark blue sleeves, white armlets.
Lynn Cullimore & Mrs E Evans  Black and yellow stripes, black sleeves, yellow spots, quartered cap.

Lynne & Angus Maclennan  Black and orange (quartered), checked sleeves, orange and black 
quartered cap.
Lynne Pearson, Diane Mulcahy & Partners  Dark blue, yellow hoops and armlets.
Lynne Stanbrook & Julian Power  Red, grey stars.
Lynne Stanbrook & Julian Power (second colours)    Navy, orange fleur de lys, navy cap with 
quartered orange fleur de lys
Lynn, Mr C.  Dark green, grey star, armlets and star on cap.
Lynn, Mr Kenneth  Red, royal blue cross belts, chevrons on sleeves.
Lynn Siddall Racing II  Red, emerald green epaulets and sleeves, red and royal blue check cap.
Lyon, Mrs R.  Dark blue, yellow sleeves, dark blue stars, yellow cap,dark blue stars.
Lyons, Mr Alan R.  Emerald green, yellow stripe, striped sleeves, yellow cap, emerald green spots.
Lyons, Mr Anthony  Light blue, maroon stripe, maroon sleeves, light blue armlets, maroon cap.
Lyons, Mr Fergus  Light green, red and yellow hooped sleeves.
Lyons, Mr M. J.  Dark blue and light blue (halved), light blue sleeves, quartered cap.
Lyons, Mr Nigel  Royal blue, white star, royal blue sleeves, white spots, royal blue cap, white stars.
Lysaght, Miss I.  Dark blue, pink hoops, dark blue sleeves, pink stars, pink cap, dark blue star.
Lysaght, Mr Cornelius  Red, white hoops, black sleeves, red armlets, black cap.

M
The Maazel Partnership  Yellow, royal blue stars, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue star.
MAB Blood Stock Ltd  Royal blue, emerald green star, white sleeves, emerald green armlets and star 
on white cap.
Macable Partnership  Black and yellow check, diabolo on sleeves.
Macable Partnership (second colours)  Purple, yellow spots, yellow sleeves, purple spots, yellow 
cap, purple star.
Macable Partnership & Mr S Hassiakos  Black and yellow check, diabolo on sleeves.
Macari, Mr Joe  Black, yellow diamond and diamond on cap.
The Macaroni Beach Society  Emerald green, white star and armlets.
Macauley, Mr Denis William  Mauve, purple sash and sleeves, quartered cap.
Macauley, Mr S.  Maroon and yellow diabolo, maroon sleeves, yellow cap, maroon diamonds.
Macauley, Mrs N.  White, emerald green spots, red cap.
The Macca & Growler Partnership  White, white cap, royal blue star.
Macchi, Dr Angelo  Yellow, dark blue hoops, dark blue cap.
Macdonald-Buchanan, Alastair  White, black hoop and armlets, red cap.
Macdonald-Buchanan, Alastair (second colours)  White, purple sleeves, crimson cap, gold tassel.
Macdonald-Buchanan, Alastair (third colours)  White, black seams, red cap.
Macdonald-Buchanan, Alastair (fourth colours)  Black, white hoop and armlets.
Macdonald-Buchanan, Exors Late Mrs A. J.  Rose, white chevrons on body and sleeves, black cap.
Macdonald-Buchanan, Exors Late Mrs A. J. (second colours)  Pink, yellow chevrons, pink cap.
Macdonald-Buchanan, Mrs S. A.  Pink, white hoop and armlets.
Macdonald, Gibson & Nicholls  Purple, white disc, yellow sleeves, purple diamonds, purple and 
yellow quartered cap.
MacDonald - Mckeeney Whyte Wilson  Purple, white spots, white and purple striped sleeves.
Macdonald, Mr Andy  White, maroon and white quartered cap.
Macdonald, Mr Andy (second colours)  Purple, white epaulets, purple sleeves, white stars, white 
cap, purple star.
Macdonald, Mr B.  Grey, red stars, red cap.
Macdonald, Mr Dan  Purple, white disc, yellow sleeves, purple diamonds, purple and yellow 
quartered cap.
MacDonald, Mr I.  Black, white chevron, halved sleeves.
MacDonald, Mr Robert  Royal blue, dark blue disc.
Macdonald, Mrs Camille  Dark blue, orange triple diamond, sleeves and diamonds on cap.
Macdonald, Mr Steve  Maroon and white diamonds, maroon cap, white diamond.
MacDonalds, Cardwell & Castle  Purple, white disc, yellow sleeves, purple diamonds, purple and 
yellow quartered cap.
MacDonald, Wright, Woodcock and Partner  White, maroon and white quartered cap.
Macdonald, Wright, Woodcock, Creed  White, maroon and white quartered cap.
The MacDougall Two  Light blue, beige star.
MacEchern and Nolan  Dark blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets and star on yellow 
cap.
MacEchern and Nolan (second colours)  White, red braces, emerald green and white check 
sleeves, white cap, red star.
The MacEchern Family & Mr N. Mills  Dark blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets 
and star on yellow cap.
The MacEchern Family & Mr N. Mills (second colours)  White, black button on cap.
MacEchern, Mr Gavin  Dark blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets and star on yellow 
cap.
MacEchern, Mrs S. A.  Dark green and white stripes, dark green sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
MacEchern & Nolan  Dark blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets and star on yellow 
cap.
MacEchern & Nolan (second colours)  White, red braces, emerald green and white check sleeves, 
white cap, red star.
MacEchern & Thornton Families & C Walsh  Dark blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, dark blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
Mace, Mr S. A.  Red, white cross of lorraine, white and red chevrons on sleeves, red and white 
hooped cap.
MacEwan, Mr A. G.  Black, white sleeves, black and red hooped cap.
Macgregor, Miss E. G.  Black, white diamond, checked sleeves, black cap, white diamond.
MacGregor, Miss M.I  Light blue, dark blue and red striped sleeves and cap.
MacGregor, Miss M.I (second colours)  Dark blue, red sash and sleeves.
Macgregor, Mr Robert  Maroon and yellow (halved), sleeves reversed, white cap.
Macguire's Bloodstock Ltd  Emerald green, black cross of lorraine, white sleeves, black and emerald 
green hooped cap.
The Machell Place Partnership  Black, pink seams, black sleeves and cap.
Machen, Mrs Victoria  Brown, orange star, striped sleeves and cap.
Machin and Eggett  Red, dark green disc, hooped sleeves and spots on cap.
Machin, Milner, Sparkes & Dunnett  White, maroon stars, maroon sleeves, white stars, white cap, 
maroon star.
Machin, Milner, Sparkes & Dunnett (second colours)  Red, dark green disc, hooped sleeves and 
spots on cap.
Machin, Mr A. S.  Red, dark green disc, hooped sleeves and spots on cap.
MacInnes, Ms F. E.  Black, red diamond, red and white striped sleeves, red cap.
Mackaness, Mrs Judi  Orange, purple epaulets and armlets, light green cap.
MacKay, Mr D. J.  Yellow and emerald green stripes, emerald green sleeves, yellow cap.
MacKay, Mr D. J. (second colours)  Grey and purple diamonds, grey sleeves and cap.
MacKenzie, Mr M. C.  Black, red chevron, red cap.
Mackenzie, Mr Nigel  White, dark blue hoops, white and black diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap, black 
diamonds.
Mackie, Mrs J.  Grey, red sash, quartered cap.
Mackintosh, Mr S.  Purple, yellow spots, yellow sleeves, purple spots, yellow cap, purple star.
Macklam, Mr P.  Black and white stripes, quartered cap.
Mackley, Mr John  Yellow, black sash, purple sleeves.
Mackness, Mrs Caroline  Purple and beige stripes, purple and red hooped sleeves, purple cap, red 
spots.
Mack, The Honorable Earle I.  Burgundy, yellow rising sun, burgundy cap.
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Mack, The Honorable Earle I. (second colours)  Maroon, orange chevron.
Maclay, Mrs Angus  Pink, dark blue cap.
Maclean-Perryment, Mr Andrew  Dark blue, grey sleeves, dark blue armlets.
MacLennan, Mr K.  Red, royal blue seams, halved sleeves, red cap.
Maclennan, Mrs Lynne  Black and orange (quartered), checked sleeves, orange and black quartered 
cap.
Macleod, Mr D.  Black, red star, white and black hooped sleeves, white cap, red star.
Macleod, Mr M. J.  Red and black diamonds, red sleeves, black armlets and diamonds on cap.
MacMillan, Mr Charles  Black, yellow epaulets, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Macmillan, Mr W. G.  Royal blue and lemon (halved), blue cap, lemon spots.
MacPherson, Mr Kenneth  Purple, orange sash, royal blue cap.
Macpherson, Mrs G. L. F.  Turquoise blue, violet cap, blue spots.
Macpherson, Mrs G. L. F. (second colours)  Turquoise blue, pink spots on cap.
MacPherson, Mrs Janis  Dark blue, white sash and armlets, red cap.
MacSwiney, Mrs G. D.  Emerald green, white striped sleeves, emerald green and orange quartered 
cap.
Mactaggart, Mr A. H.  Black, white sleeves, white cap, black spots.
Maczac  Light blue, grey star, armlets and star on cap.
Madden, Mrs Evelyn  Pink, light blue sash, light blue cap.
Maddison, Mr Peter  Dark green, yellow diamond, yellow cap.
Maddison, Mr Philip  Black, pink seams, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Maddocks, Miss L.  Black, white halved sleeves.
Maddocks, Mr David  Emerald green, red spots on sleeves, red cap.
Maddox, Mr A.  Yellow, black stars, black and yellow halved sleeves, black cap, yellow stars.
Maddox, Mr A. (second colours)  Red and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, royal blue armlets, 
quartered cap.
Madeira Racing  Maroon, light blue spots, sleeves and cap.
Mad For Fun & Partners (2)  Dark blue, white braces, red sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
Mad 4 Fun & Partners  Dark blue, white braces, red sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
Madgwick, Mr M.  Light blue and white stripes, quartered cap.
Madgwick, Mr P.  Beige, black triple diamond, orange sleeves, beige cap, black diamond.
Maeda, Mr Koji  Light blue, red cross belts, red sleeves, light blue armlets, quartered cap.
Maelor Racing  Light blue, dark blue cross belts, dark blue sleeves, light blue stars, dark blue cap, light 
blue star.
Magee, Mr Jamie  Emerald green, white seams, striped sleeves and cap.
Magee, Mrs J. H.  Royal blue, yellow sleeves, red stars, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Magee, Sir I.  Red, black sash, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Magg Group  Black, white epaulets, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Magg Group and Partner  Black, white epaulets, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Magg Group & Steph Hollinshead  Black, white epaulets, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Maggie Davis & Jo Davis  Yellow and royal blue (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, striped cap.
Maggs, Ms J.  Grey, maroon chevrons, diabolo on sleeves, maroon cap.
The Magic 7  Beige, pink cross belts and sleeves, pink and beige quartered cap.
MAGICAL MOMENT PARTNERS  Pink, red sleeves, pink armlets.
The Magic Circle  Red, mauve chevron, mauve and red quartered cap.
The Magic Horse Syndicate  White, orange star and star on cap.
Magic Mustard Partnership  Beige, pink cross belts and sleeves, pink and beige quartered cap.
The Magic Partnership  Beige, pink cross belts and sleeves, pink and beige quartered cap.
Maginn, Mr G.  White, royal blue cross of lorraine.
Maginn Smith  White, royal blue cross of lorraine.
Magnetize Partnership  Dark blue, beige star, grey sleeves, beige stars, dark blue cap, beige star.
Magnier, Exors of the Late Mr P.  Madonna blue, brown cross belts, check cap.
Magnier, Mr J. P.  Dark blue, white epaulets, striped sleeves and diamond on cap.
Magnier, Mrs John  Dark blue.
Magnier, Mrs John (second colours)  Pink.
Magnier, Mrs M. V.  Dark blue, white seams, striped sleeves, white cap.
Magnier, Mrs Sophie  Dark blue, white stars on sleeves, dark blue cap, white star.
Magnier, Mr T. V.  Dark blue, white stars on sleeves, white cap.
Magnier, Shanahan, Smith and Carthy  Dark blue, white epaulets, striped sleeves and diamond on 
cap.
Magnier, Smith, Tabor & Merribelle  Dark blue.
Magniers'/ Mrs P Shanahan/Justin Carthy  Dark blue, white epaulets, striped sleeves and diamond 
on cap.
Magniers Smith Shanahan & Carthy  Dark blue, white epaulets, striped sleeves and diamond on 
cap.
MagniersTaborShanahanWachman  Dark blue, white seams, striped sleeves, white cap.
Magnus, Mr O.  White, dark blue chevrons, dark blue sleeves, pink stars, pink cap, dark blue star.
Magor, Mr Philip  Gold, chocolate sleeves, gold cap, chocolate spots.
Magrath, Mr R. F.  Black, light blue stars, black cap, light blue star.
Maguire, Mr John J.  Emerald green, white braces, orange cap.
Maher & Glazebrook Partnership  Royal blue, yellow diamond, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Maher, Mr P. J.  Royal blue, yellow diamond, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Mahoney, Mr N.  Royal blue, white star, sleeves and cap.
Mahon, Mr D.  Grey and dark blue diamonds, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Mahon, Mr Francis  Black, pink spots.
Mahon, Mr Gabe  Emerald green, yellow spots and sleeves, white cap.
Mahon, Mrs H.  Cambridge blue, old gold cap and stars on body, maroon sleeves and collar.
Mahon Racing  Light blue, emerald green star, emerald green cap, light blue star.
Maid In Heaven Partnership  Orange, black epaulets, diamonds on sleeves, orange cap, black 
diamond.
Maidment, Mr G.  Maroon, white sleeves, dark blue stars, white cap, dark blue star.
Maine, Mrs S. M.  Royal blue, pink star, pink sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap, pink star.
Mainline Racing  Black, royal blue stripe.
Main, Mr C.  Royal blue, orange cross of lorraine, orange cap.
Main, Mr Christian  Dark blue, red spots.
Main, Mrs H. S.  Maroon, white stripe, halved sleeves.
Main Murphy Partnership  Maroon, white stripe, halved sleeves.
Maitland-Jones, Mrs Hugh  Dark green, claret sleeves and cap with green diamond.
Majestic Stone Partnership  Red, royal blue chevron, royal blue and white diabolo on sleeves, red 
cap, white diamond.
Majestic Stone Partnership (second colours)  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue and yellow 
chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
Majorie A Thompson & Margaret Faragher  Purple, yellow sleeves, black and yellow hooped cap.
Major M G Wyatt & Dukes Stud  Crimson, old gold sleeves and cap.
Make A Circle I  Yellow, black braces, yellow sleeves, emerald green armlets, black cap.
Make Way Partnership  Dark green, beige armlets, dark green cap, beige spots.
Makin' Bacon Partnership  Red and white stripes, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Makin, Exors of the Late Mr P.  Dark blue, white chevron, red sleeves and cap.
Making Hay  Maroon and light blue diabolo, white sleeves, maroon armlets, white cap.
Makin, Mr R. G.  Beige, red sleeves and cap.
Makin, Mrs P. J.  Navy blue and pink stripes, navy blue sleeves, pink cap.
Makin, P. J.  Dark blue, yellow stars on sleeves, yellow cap.
Maktoum, Mr Mana Al  Royal blue, white chevron, white cap, royal blue star.
Maktoum, Mr Saeed Maktoum Al  Light green, white chevron, striped sleeves.
Maktoum, Mr Saeed Maktoum Al (second colours)  Emerald green, white chevron, striped 
sleeves.

Maktoum, Sheikh Ahmed Al  Yellow, black epaulets.
Maktoum, Sheikh Ahmed Al (second colours)  Yellow, black epaulets, royal blue cap.
Maktoum, Sheikh Ahmed bin Saeed Al  Light green, white halved sleeves, light green cap, white 
star.
Maktoum, Sheikh Marwan Al  Red, white epaulets, halved sleeves.
The Makyowners  Beige, brown chevron, beige sleeves, brown stars and cap.
Malam, Mr D. A.  Dark blue and light blue stripes, hooped sleeves and cap.
Malanga, Mr G.  Emerald green and white stripes, red sleeves, white and red hooped cap.
Malanga, Mr G. (second colours)  Dark green and white stripes, red sleeves, white and red hooped 
cap.
M Albon, J A Provan & C E Stedman  Orange, emerald green and white hooped sleeves, white cap.
M Albon & M P Tudor  Royal blue and black check, royal blue cap.
M Albon & M P Tudor (second colours)  Light blue, maroon chevron and sleeves, white cap.
Malcolm Aldis & Susan Abbott Racing  Green, grant tartan sash, red cap.
Malcolm Aldis & Susan Abbott Racing (second colours)  Dark green, grey epaulets and armlets.
Malcolm & Alicia Aldis  Dark green, grey epaulets and armlets.
Malcolm & Alicia Aldis & Nigel Scandrett  Dark green, grey epaulets and armlets.
Malcolm, Mr P.  Light green, red stripe, white and red hooped sleeves, light green and red quartered 
cap.
Malcolm, Mr Simon  Red, black epaulets, hooped sleeves.
Malcolm, Mrs Laura  Beige, dark blue diamond, sleeves and cap.
Maldonado, Mr J.  Yellow, dark blue star, diabolo on sleeves, dark blue cap.
Maldon Racing SL  Purple, grey star, purple sleeves, grey stars.
MA Leatham & Exors of the Late G Leatham  Aquamarine, yellow cap.
M Ali & A Cordero  Red, yellow stars, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Malone, Mr Tom  Yellow, emerald green hoop, emerald green sleeves, white stars, emerald green 
cap, white star.
Maloney, Mr P. H. A.  Black and yellow check, red and white striped sleeves, red cap.
Maloney, Ms Laura  Emerald green, white triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
M Al-Qatami, K Al-Mudhaf & Mrs G Voute  Royal blue, royal blue cap, red star.
Maltby, Mr D.  White and black stripes, black sleeves, white stars, black cap.
Maltby, Mrs N. F.  Orange, emerald green cross of lorraine, sleeves and star on cap.
Maltby, Mrs N. F. (second colours)  Red, emerald green hoop, emerald green cap.
Maltby, Mrs S. J.  Emerald green and purple (halved), sleeves reversed, quartered cap.
Mamba Racing  Light blue, white stars, sleeves and star on cap.
Mamba Racing & Partner  Light blue, white stars, sleeves and star on cap.
The Mamillius Partnership  Light blue, light blue and purple diabolo on sleeves, light blue cap, purple 
diamond.
The MAMIT Racing Partnership  Yellow, red chevrons, red cap.
The MAMIT Racing Partnership (second colours)  Purple, white cross belts, mauve sleeves, white 
cap.
Ma, Mr Chi Un Fred  Dark blue, light blue seams and armlets.
Manana, Mr Saeed  White, red sash, red and white striped cap.
Manasseh, Mr David  Red, purple epaulets.
Mandle, Mrs J  White, dark blue stars, dark blue and white halved sleeves.
Manfredini, Mr Giuliano  Grey, emerald green inverted triangle, sleeves and cap.
Mangan, Mr John  Maroon, white star, white sleeves, maroon armlets and star on white cap.
Mangan, Mrs Madeleine  Yellow, light green cap.
Mange Tout II  Dark blue, pink epaulets and sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow star.
Mangiacapra, Hill, Hook Partnership  Emerald green, red diamond, sleeves and cap.
Mangiacapra, Mr J.  Emerald green, red diamond, sleeves and cap.
Manhole Covers Ltd  Black, white star, black and red striped sleeves, quartered cap.
M Aniol A Chandler S Turner L Westwood  Pink, black cross belts, pink sleeves, black stars.
Manley, Mr John  Red, black spots and sleeves, red cap.
Manley, Mr Richard  Yellow, mauve and red quartered cap.
Manners, Mrs H. J.  Dark blue, red cap, emerald green spots.
Manners, Ms Eliza  Dark blue, pink stars, hooped sleeves and stars on cap.
Manning, Mr Niel  Red, white cross belts, dark green sleeves.
Manning, Mrs Rosie  White, dark green star on body and cap, white sleeves, dark green stars.
Mannion, Mrs H.  Orange, black star, orange sleeves, black stars, white cap.
Mann, Mr Alan  Red and yellow diamonds, white sleeves and cap.
Mann, Mr Charlie  White, mauve sash.
Mann, Mr Charlie (second colours)  White, purple chevron, chevrons on sleeves.
Mann, Mr Charlie (third colours)  Yellow, beige star.
Mann, Mr Charlie (fourth colours)  Beige, white star.
Mann, Mr Charlie (fifth colours)  Red, dark blue epaulets and sleeves.
Mann, Mr David  White, dark blue stars, dark blue sleeves, white stars.
Mann, Mr Graham  Yellow and grey stripes, yellow sleeves and cap.
Mann, Mr I. R.  Green, yellow sleeves, green and red striped cap.
Mann, Mr M.  Red, yellow sash, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, red and royal blue quartered cap.
Mann, Mr P.  Black, yellow chevron, yellow sleeves, black armlets, quartered cap.
Mann, Mr P. R.  Black, white hooped sleeves, red and white check cap.
Mann, Mrs J. M.  Black, white hooped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Mann, Mrs Lyndsey  Purple, white spots, halved sleeves, emerald green cap.
Manogue, Mr John  Light blue, dark blue chevron, light blue sleeves, dark blue spots, dark blue cap, 
light blue diamond.
Manor Farm Packers Ltd  White, emerald green triple diamond, emerald green cap.
Manor Farm Partnership  Red, white sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
Manor Farm Partnership (second colours)  Royal blue and yellow stripes, red cap.
Manor Farm Stud & Hoermann Equine    Emerald green and primrose (quartered), flame sleeves, 
flame and white check cap.
Manor Farm Stud & John Rose    Emerald green and primrose (quartered), flame sleeves, flame and 
white check cap.
Manor Farm Stud & Partner    Emerald green and primrose (quartered), flame sleeves,  flame and 
white check cap.
Manor Farm Stud & Partner (second colours)  Light green, dark blue sleeves, yellow cap.
Manor Farm Stud (Rutland)    Emerald green and primrose (quartered), flame sleeves, flame and 
white check cap.
Manor Farm Stud (Rutland) (second colours)  Light green, dark blue sleeves, yellow cap.
Manor Farm Stud (Rutland) (third colours)  Pink, green cross belts, emerald green and pink 
quartered cap.
Manor House Racing  Maroon, royal blue seams and sleeves, white cap.
Manor House Racing & Partner  Maroon, royal blue seams and sleeves, white cap.
Manor House Stables LLP  Dark green, yellow triple diamond.
Manor House Stables LLP (second colours)  Dark blue, grey triple diamond.
The Manor Syndicate  Yellow, dark green chevron and sleeves, dark green and yellow hooped cap.
Mansell, Mrs Julie  Beige, dark green cross of lorraine, checked sleeves, dark green and beige check 
cap.
Mansergh Wallace, Mr Adrian  Dark blue, yellow epaulets, diabolo on sleeves and stars on cap.
Manser, Mr John  Yellow, mauve hoops, yellow cap.
Mantonbury Stud  Pink and emerald green check, pink sleeves and cap.
Manton, Lady Mimi  Grey and red (quartered), halved sleeves, white cap.
Manton Park Racing  White, black disc, black cap.
Manton Park Racing (second colours)  Dark green, yellow stars.
Manton Park Racing (third colours)  Pink and emerald green check, pink sleeves and cap.
Manton Thoroughbreds II  Emerald green, royal blue sleeves, white cap, emerald green spots.
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Manton Thoroughbreds III  Emerald green, royal blue sleeves, white cap, emerald green spots.
MANTON THOROUGHBREDS IV  Emerald green, royal blue sleeves, white cap, emerald green 
spots.
MANTON THOROUGHBREDS V  Emerald green, royal blue sleeves, white cap, emerald green 
spots.
The Maple Street Partnership  Black, yellow stripe, purple sleeves, purple cap, yellow star.
Mapp, Mr Richard  Brown, light green disc, light green cap.
Marchant, Mr R. P.  Yellow, royal blue stars, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue star.
March, Mrs J. C.  Light blue, dark blue sleeves.
March, Mr Stephen  White, orange hoop and sleeves, hooped cap.
Marchwood Aggregates  Red, black star, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap, black star.
Marchwood, Lady  Pink, dark blue sash, collar and cuffs, dark blue cap.
Marchwood Recycling Ltd  Red, dark blue chevron.
Marconi, Mr Alessandro  White, red braces, red sleeves, white stars, black cap.
Marco Polo  Maroon, white chevron and armlets.
Marco & Sara Moretti  Royal blue, large red spots, sleeves and cap.
Marc Walker & Gay Kelleway  White and royal blue diamonds, pink sleeves, royal blue cap, pink 
diamond, white pom pom.
Mardood, Mohammad Al  Beige, royal blue chevron and star on cap.
Mareildar Racing Part 1  Pink and brown diamonds, pink sleeves and cap.
Marek Gumienny & Adam Signy  Yellow and orange diamonds, white sleeves.
Mares, Mr S.  White, black stars, striped sleeves and stars on cap.
Mares, Mr S. (second colours)  Black and white stripes, white and black halved sleeves.
Mares, Mrs A.  Pink, grey star, pink sleeves, grey stars, pink cap, grey stars.
Margadale, Exors of the Late Lady  Chocolate, eton blue collar and cuffs, check cap.
Margadale, Lord  Dark green, white cap.
Margadale, Lord (second colours)  Dark green, white hoop, check cap.
Margadale, Scott, Kerr-Dineen  Black and white (quartered), hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Margadale, Scott, Kerr-Dineen (second colours)  Dark green, white cap.
Margaret Coppola & Dianne Sayer  Maroon, white chevrons, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Margaret Walton & Le Dream Team  Red, emerald green and white hooped sleeves, red and white 
hooped cap.
Margarson, Mr G. G.  Dark blue, red epaulets, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Margey, Mrs A S  Amber, violet sleeves.
Margolis, Miss M.  Black, maroon epaulets.
Marian Lyons & Patricia Zanelli  Purple and white diamonds, purple sleeves.
Marilyn and Michael Martin  Light blue, large red spots, royal blue sleeves.
The Marina Partnership  White, black chevrons, red sleeves, beige cap.
The Marine Team  Black, pink epaulets.
The Marine Team (second colours)  Pink, black spots, armlets and spots on cap.
The Marine Team (third colours)  Light blue, mauve striped sleeves.
Mariscotti, Mr Mick  White, emerald green hoops, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Mark Adams, Andrew Cocks & Tara Johnson  Red, light blue stars, yellow cap, light blue stars.
Mark Albon and Gary Moore  Light blue, maroon chevron and sleeves, white cap.
Mark Albon and Partner  Light blue, maroon chevron and sleeves, white cap.
Mark Albon & Chris Stedman  Light blue, maroon chevron and sleeves, white cap.
Mark Albon & Sheena West  Light blue, maroon chevron and sleeves, white cap.
The Markazi Partnership  Emerald green, beige braces, striped sleeves, beige cap.
Mark Barlow & Partner  Red, emerald green epaulets, red sleeves, emerald green stars and cap.
Mark Benton & The Fat Jockey Partnership  Purple, grey and purple striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Mark Campion Racing Club  Pink, white seams and sleeves, black cap.
Mark & Connie Burton  Royal blue, emerald green sleeves, royal blue armlets, red cap.
Mark & Connie Burton (second colours)  Dark green, maroon star, armlets and star on cap.
Mark Curtis and Stephen Purdew  White, orange seams, orange sleeves, white stars, white cap, 
orange star.
Mark Curtis & Mike Stanley  White, orange seams, orange sleeves, white stars, white cap, orange 
star.
Mark Dixon and Luke Lillingston  Crimson, silver braid.
Mark Dixon and Luke Lillingston (second colours)  Scarlet, white cross belts.
Mark Duthie & Partners  Royal blue, red chevron, red and royal blue hooped sleeves, red cap, royal 
blue star.
Marker, Mr Richard  Beige, red and white hooped sleeves and cap.
Mark E Smith and R L Baker  White, dark blue epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, white cap, dark blue 
star.
Mark E Smith,Brake Horse Power Syndicate  Black and white stripes, yellow sleeves, red stars, 
purple and emerald green quartered cap.
Mark E Smith & JayKayJay PALS AK  Light blue, red seams, orange and royal blue striped sleeves, 
emerald green and black quartered cap.
Mark E Smith & The BB Pony Gang 5  Light blue, black epaulets, red sleeves, white stars, emerald 
green cap.
Mark E Smith & The Excellent Dees  Yellow, royal blue diamond, royal blue sleeves, yellow 
diamonds.
Mark E Smith & The Magic Partnership  White, red cross belts and sleeves.
Mark E Smith & The Magic Partnership (second colours)  Beige, pink cross belts and sleeves, 
pink and beige quartered cap.
Mark E Smith & The 12 Minimum Pship  White, red cross belts and sleeves.
The Market Men  Yellow, grey star, striped sleeves and stars on cap.
Mark Goggin & Adrian Theodore  Pink, purple stars, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
Mark Goggin & Dave White  Royal blue, white hoops and armlets.
Mark Goggin & Jo Hughes  Pink, purple stars, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
Mark Goldstein & Aurelija Juskaite  Maroon and light blue (quartered), striped sleeves.
Mark Hay, Andrew Machray, Murray Scott  Black, white chevrons, white and black hooped 
sleeves, white cap.
Mark Hingley & David Doolittle  White, dark blue hoops, white sleeves, dark blue stars, white cap.
Mark Hitchcroft & Henry Oliver  White, red cross belts, halved sleeves, red cap.
Mark & Jane Frieze  Orange, black epaulets and armlets, black and orange check cap.
Mark J Phillips & Mrs A B Walker  Royal blue, white braces and sleeves, white and royal blue 
striped cap.
Mark & Lavinia Sherwood  Beige and mauve stripes, black sleeves and cap.
Markowiak, Miss V.  Yellow, white seams, yellow sleeves and cap.
Mark Phillips, Mrs Pumphrey and Partners  Royal blue, white braces and sleeves, white and royal 
blue striped cap.
Mark Savidge & Michael Scudamore  Red, white chevron, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, white 
star.
Mark Sheehy & Malcolm Hall  Yellow and purple check, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Mark Sherwood & Spencer Gammond  Maroon and white diabolo, white sleeves, quartered cap.
Marks, Miss Trish  Red, yellow cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Marks, Mr Ian  Dark blue, light blue triple diamond.
Marks, Mr Nick  Black, yellow seams, striped sleeves and cap.
Marks, Mrs Satu  White, dark blue spots, dark blue cap.
Marks, Mr T. F. G.  Purple, yellow sash, black and yellow hooped cap.
Marks & Sparks  Purple, yellow sash, black and yellow hooped cap.
The Mark Usher Racing Club  Dark blue, white hooped sleeves, white cap.
Mark Venus & David Elsworth  Grey, pink chevron and sleeves, quartered cap.
Mark Windsor, Richard Kent  White, maroon cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Marlborough Racing-(Balgemmois)  Yellow, emerald green star.

Marlborough Racing-(Balgemmois) (second colours)  Dark blue, maroon stripe, maroon and 
yellow striped sleeves and cap.
Marlborough Racing- Gallovie  Yellow, emerald green star.
Marles, Mrs C. M.  Yellow, light blue hoop, red sleeves.
Marley, Mr Roger J.  Dark blue, yellow chevron, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, yellow cap.
Marley & Whittington.  Light blue, white chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Marlow, Mrs S. A.  Dark blue, pink stars, dark blue sleeves, dark blue cap, pink star.
Marment, Mr C  White, black diamond, cuffs and cap.
Marmion, Mr I. A.  Black, black and pink check sleeves and cap.
Marnane, Mrs T.  Yellow, black cross of lorraine, black and yellow striped sleeves, dark blue cap.
Marner, Mrs Christian  Forbes tartan.
Marney, Mr Gary  Royal blue, pink cross of lorraine.
Marney, Mr Gary (second colours)  Dark blue, pink cross of lorraine, striped sleeves and cap.
Marney, Mr Gary (third colours)  Pink, black triple diamond.
Marray, Mr Peter  Light green, orange chevron, royal blue sleeves, red stars, royal blue cap, red star.
Marriage, Mr S. H.  Grey, royal blue hooped sleeves and cap.
Marriage, Mr S. H. (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow cross belts, red and royal blue hooped 
sleeves, yellow cap, orange diamonds.
Marriage, Mrs J. K.  Grey, royal blue hooped sleeves and cap.
Marriott, John  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), striped sleeves and cap.
Marriott, Mr C.  Yellow, black hollow triangle, green and yellow quartered cap.
Marriott, Mr C. (second colours)  Yellow, dark green sleeves, white cap.
Marriott, Mr R. D. E.  Red, white star and sleeves.
Marriott, Mr R. D. E. (second colours)  Orange, royal blue sleeves, orange armlets.
Marrone De Bianco Partnership  White and brown check, white sleeves, brown armlets, quartered 
cap.
Marrone De Bianco Partnership 1  White and brown check, white sleeves, brown armlets, 
quartered cap.
Marsden, Mr Barry  Dark blue and white stripes, black sleeves, red cap.
Marsden, Mr John  Emerald green, red cross belts, white and red striped sleeves, white and red 
hooped cap.
Marsden, Mr K.  Dark blue, beige striped sleeves.
Marshall Bridger  Pink, grey star, grey and pink halved sleeves, pink cap, grey star.
Marshall, Miss A.  Dark blue, red stars on sleeves.
Marshall, Miss A. H.  Black and orange stripes, white cap.
Marshall, Mr C.  Pink, grey star, grey and pink halved sleeves, pink cap, grey star.
Marshall, Mr Gary  Red, white cross of lorraine, red sleeves, white stars.
Marshall, Mr Ian  Dark blue, pink sash, armlets and cap.
Marshall, Mr J.  Pink and white stripes, chevrons on sleeves, white and pink striped cap.
Marshall, Mr James  Yellow, large black spots, black sleeves, yellow spots, yellow cap, black spots.
Marshall, Mr R. G.  Yellow, black stripe and armlets, hooped cap.
Marshall, Mr Richard J.  Dark green and purple (quartered), white sleeves, purple seams, white cap, 
purple star.
Marshall, Mr R. S.  Red, black chevron, white and black diabolo on sleeves, red cap, black diamond.
Marshall, Mrs I.  Dark blue, orange cross of lorraine, orange cap.
Marshall, Mr S. J.  White, brown hoop, check cap.
Marshall, Mrs Marcine  Royal blue, red star, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Marsh, Mr A. R. W.  Emerald green, purple stars, striped sleeves and stars on cap.
Marsh, Mr Ian  Red, light blue striped sleeves, light blue and red hooped cap.
Marsh, Mr Michael  Dark green, white seams, dark green sleeves, white stars, white cap, dark green 
stars.
Marsh, Mr P.  Maroon and light blue (quartered), maroon sleeves, light blue armlets, light blue and 
maroon quartered cap.
Marsh, Mr Simon  Yellow, purple and yellow striped sleeves.
Marsh, Mrs J.  Dark blue and red check, red sleeves and cap.
Marsh, Mr S. P.  Grey, yellow sleeves, purple cap.
Marsh, Mrs Simon  Royal blue, grey seams, royal blue sleeves, grey cap.
Marsh, Mr Steve  Orange, black stars, black sleeves, orange stars and cap.
Marston Stud  Green, black star and cap, yellow sleeves.
Marston Stud & Mr Arthur Mitchell  Green, black star and cap, yellow sleeves.
Martin Boutcher/Linda Jewell  Emerald green and orange check.
Martin Broughton & Friends  Red, emerald green cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Martin Broughton & Friends 1  Red, emerald green cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Martin Broughton & Friends 2  Red, emerald green cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Martin Broughton & Friends 3  Red, emerald green cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Martin Broughton & Friends 4  Red, emerald green cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Martin Broughton & Friends 5  Red, emerald green cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Martin Broughton Racing Partners  Red, emerald green cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Martin Broughton Racing Partners 2  Red, emerald green cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Martin Clarke & Amanda Turner  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, striped sleeves, quartered 
cap.
Martinez-Borton, Mrs M. J.  Purple and grey diabolo, purple sleeves and cap.
martingrayracing  Black, emerald green seams, striped sleeves, black cap.
martingrayracing2  Black, emerald green seams, striped sleeves, black cap.
Martin Hill and Keith Pook  Emerald green, orange sash, emerald green and yellow quartered cap.
Martin-Hoyes, Mr John  White, emerald green chevrons, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, 
white cap, emerald green star.
Martin Hughes and Susan Roy  Purple and white diamonds, purple sleeves.
Martin Hughes & Mark Murphy  Purple and white diamonds, purple sleeves.
Martin Hughes & Michael Kerr-Dineen  Purple, white diamonds on sleeves, check cap.
Martin Hughes & Michael Kerr-Dineen (second colours)  Purple and white diamonds, purple 
sleeves.
Martin Hughes & Nick Robinson  Purple and white diamonds, purple sleeves.
Martin Hughes & Richard Morecombe  Purple and white diamonds, purple sleeves.
Martin, Jocelyn & Steve Broughton  Red, emerald green cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Martin & Kathryn Peaty  Grey and black (quartered), black sleeves, grey armlets, black cap.
Martin Keighley Racing Club  White, dark blue stars, red sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
Martin Keighley Racing Partnership 3  White, dark blue stars, red sleeves, dark blue stars, dark 
blue cap.
Martin Keighley Racing Partnership 4  White, dark blue stars, red sleeves, dark blue stars, dark 
blue cap.
Martin Keighley Racing Partnership 5  White, dark blue stars, red sleeves, dark blue stars, dark 
blue cap.
Martin Keighley Racing Partnership 6  White, dark blue stars, red sleeves, dark blue stars, dark 
blue cap.
Martin Keighley Racing Partnership 7  White, dark blue stars, red sleeves, dark blue stars, dark 
blue cap.
Martin McHale, Mrs T Burns and Partner  Royal blue, royal blue and white hooped cap.
Martin McHale & Partner  Royal blue, royal blue and white hooped cap.
Martin, Miss Nicky  Dark green, maroon hoops, light blue sleeves and cap.
Martin, Mr Andrew J.  White, black chevron, black sleeves, white diamonds, quartered cap.
Martin, Mr Christopher  Maroon, black cross of lorraine, striped sleeves and cap.
Martin, Mr C. M.  Maroon, white stars, white sleeves, maroon armlets, maroon cap, white star.
Martin, Mr David  Dark blue, orange cross belts, emerald green sleeves, yellow stars, red cap, yellow 
diamond.
Martin, Mr George  Gold, red and gold hooped sleeves, black cap.
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Martin, Mr Jonathan  Yellow, red triple diamond, red and yellow halved sleeves, yellow cap, red 
diamond.
Martin, Mr Mick  Red, white seams, white sleeves, red diamonds, white cap, red stars.
Martin, Mr N.  Yellow, emerald green braces, yellow sleeves, black armlets, emerald green cap.
Martin, Mr N. (second colours)  Yellow, black braces, yellow sleeves, emerald green armlets, black 
cap.
Martin, Mr P.  Pink, dark blue cross belts, striped sleeves, white cap.
Martin, Mr Perry  Yellow, light blue hoop and armlets.
Martin, Mr P. J.  Light green, dark green chevrons, red sleeves, white and red striped cap.
Martin, Mr Robert  Yellow, white sleeves, yellow armlets, striped cap.
Martin, Mr S. G.  Red, dark blue star and sleeves.
Martin, Mrs G.  Grey, royal blue stars, royal blue sleeves, emerald green stars, royal blue cap, 
emerald green star.
Martin, Mrs J. A.  Black, pink stripe, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Martin, Mrs Julie  Dark blue and yellow (halved), dark blue sleeves, yellow cap.
Martin, Mrs Marie  Red, dark green star, sleeves and cap.
Martin, Mrs Marilyn Jane  Red, royal blue diamond and sleeves.
Martin, Mrs Sarah  Royal blue, white sash, royal blue sleeves, white spots, orange cap.
Martin, Mr V.  Red, white hoops, checked sleeves and cap.
Martin Percival & Mrs C E Percival  Maroon and black stripes, maroon sleeves, black cap.
Martin Redman & Maurice Thomas  Emerald green, black cross belts and armlets.
Martin St. Quinton & Tim Syder  Pink and yellow diamonds, yellow sleeves and cap.
Martin St. Quinton & Tim Syder (second colours)  Red and white check, white cap.
Martin & Valerie Slade  Dark green, red diamond, armlets and cap.
Martin & Valerie Slade & Partner  Dark green, red diamond, armlets and cap.
Martin & Valerie Slade & Partners  Dark green, red diamond, armlets and cap.
Martyn and Elaine Booth  Purple, white seams, armlets and cap.
Martyn Macleod Racing  Red and black diamonds, red sleeves, black armlets and diamonds on cap.
Martyn Price & Edward Gretton  Dark blue, yellow chevron hoops. dark blue sleeves, gold cap.
The Marvellous Partnership  Royal blue, red cross belts, halved sleeves, royal blue cap, red 
diamond.
The Marvel Partnership  Royal blue, royal blue and orange diabolo on sleeves.
Marwood, Alderson, Ridgway and Murphy  Orange, light green and white hooped sleeves, white 
cap, orange star.
Marwood Racing Limited  Light blue, royal blue chevrons, royal blue cap, light blue diamond.
Marwood Racing & Savva Roberts  Beige, white sleeves, black stars, black cap, white star.
Marwood Racing & Trevor Alderson  Orange, light green and white hooped sleeves, white cap, 
orange star.
Mary And Billy Evans  Dark blue, light blue sleeves, quartered cap.
Mary Carter, Stuart Carter & Ollie Pears  Yellow, purple diamond and sleeves, quartered cap.
Mary Messenger,Victoria & JM Buob-Aldorf  Emerald green, brown spots and sleeves, yellow cap.
Maryse Doyle and Partner  Royal blue, dark green hoops.
Mary Shalvey & Aiden Murphy  Purple, pink seams, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Mary Stone & Chris Grant  Black and emerald green (halved), halved sleeves, black and emerald 
green quartered cap.
Mary Thackray & Partner  Red, dark blue stripe and armlets, white cap.
Marzouk, Mr Walid  Yellow, emerald green braces, yellow sleeves, red armlets, yellow and emerald 
green hooped cap.
M.A.S.A.  Dark green, orange sleeves and cap.
Masarzain Partnership  Dark green, beige hoop, beige cap.
Mascalls Stud  Royal blue, orange chevrons, royal blue sleeves, orange cap.
Mascalls Stud & Partner  Royal blue, orange chevrons, royal blue sleeves, orange cap.
Masiarova, Miss Zdenka  White, grey star.
Masomo  Yellow, royal blue hoops, striped sleeves, royal blue and yellow striped cap.
Mason Brown Partnership  Dark blue, maroon cross belts and star on cap.
Mason, Ferguson, Bolton & Gibson  White, royal blue epaulets, white sleeves, red spots, royal blue 
cap.
Mason, Hogarth, Ferguson & Done  White, royal blue epaulets, white sleeves, red spots, royal blue 
cap.
Mason (London), Mrs M.  Old gold, royal blue diamonds, quartered cap.
Mason, Mr A.  Emerald green, black triple diamond, sleeves and cap.
Mason, Mr David  White and red stripes, black and white halved sleeves, black cap.
Mason, Mr Ged  White, royal blue epaulets, white sleeves, red spots, royal blue cap.
Mason, Mr P. W.  Yellow, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Mason, Mrs C. E.  Red, white epaulets, striped cap.
Mason, Mrs Jennifer  Maroon, light blue epaulets, maroon sleeves, light blue stars, light blue cap, 
maroon stars.
Mason, Mrs Rosemary  Light blue and pink (halved), sleeves reversed, light blue cap.
Mason, Mrs Susan E.  Emerald green, black braces and armlets, striped cap.
Mason Racing Club  Yellow and maroon check, yellow sleeves and cap.
Mason Scudamore Racing  Emerald green, black triple diamond, sleeves and cap.
Massen, Mr A.  Dark blue, red stripe, striped sleeves, red cap.
Massereene, Lord (L)  White, yellow hoop, turquoise sleeves and cap.
Massey, Mr C. D.  Royal blue, red cross of lorraine, red and royal blue check sleeves, red cap.
Massey, Mr C. D. (second colours)  Grey, red cross of lorraine, checked sleeves, red cap.
Massey, Mrs Claire  Tangerine, royal blue diamond.
Massheder, Mr I.  Maroon, black seams and sleeves, royal blue cap.
Massie, Mr C.  Red and light blue (quartered), light blue sleeves and cap.
The Masters  Dark blue, pink epaulets, diabolo on sleeves.
Masters, Mr B. J.  Emerald green, dark blue seams, white sleeves, dark blue seams, emerald green 
cap, dark blue star.
Masters, Mrs Kim  White, large red spots, chevrons on sleeves, hooped cap.
Masters Of The Hall 2  Black and yellow stripes, white sleeves.
Masters Of The Hall 3  Black and yellow stripes, white sleeves.
Masterson Holdings Limited  Red, emerald green disc, emerald green sleeves, red stars.
Mastoras, Mr Tino  Yellow, black stripe, black sleeves, yellow armlets, black cap.
Masuda, Mr Y.  Royal blue, yellow chevron, royal blue sleeves, pink armlets.
Matera Partners  Dark blue, pink epaulets, diabolo on sleeves.
Materna, Mr George  Dark blue, royal blue epaulets and armlets, pink cap.
Matharu, Mr R. S.  Orange, pink epaulets.
Mather-Jackson, Mrs F. (L)  Salmon, black striped sleeves, black cap.
Mather, Mr C. W.  White, red chevron, white sleeves, red spots.
Mathers, Mrs G. R.  Light blue, royal blue star, diabolo on sleeves, pink cap.
Matheson, Mr Jamie  Red and yellow diabolo, yellow sleeves, red armlets, yellow cap.
Matheson, Mrs A.  Red and yellow diabolo, yellow sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Matheson, Mr Stuart  Royal blue, maroon star, sleeves and star on cap.
Matheson, Ms Margaret  Red, pink spots, armlets and spots on cap.
Mathew, Mr Charles C. B.  Emerald green and royal blue (halved), sleeves reversed, yellow cap.
Mathew, Mr Robin  Yellow, black and yellow hooped sleeves, yellow cap, black spots.
Mathias, Miss Jane  White, red and white hooped sleeves, light blue cap.
Mathias, Mr John  White, black spots, white and emerald green halved sleeves, emerald green cap.
Mathias, Mr Mel  Pink, mauve stars and armlets.
Mathias, Mr Richard  Black, white chevrons, black sleeves, emerald green cap.
Mathias, Mr Roy  Emerald green, red hoop, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Mathias, Mrs J.  White, black spots, white and royal blue halved sleeves, royal blue cap.
Mathias, Mrs S. E.  White, red and white hooped sleeves, red cap.

Mathieson, Mr Bryan  Red, black epaulets, red sleeves, grey armlets, white cap.
Matrow Properties Ltd  Black, pink epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, black cap, pink star.
Matt Barrett & Alan Baxter  White, red sash, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap.
Matterson, Miss Jean  Emerald green, grey seams, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Matthew Engel and David Clark  Maroon, white diamonds on sleeves, light blue cap.
The Matthewman One Partnership  Yellow, maroon braces and sleeves, maroon and yellow 
hooped cap.
The Matthewman Partnership  Yellow, maroon braces and sleeves, maroon and yellow hooped 
cap.
Matthews Breeding and Racing  Emerald green, emerald green and yellow quartered cap.
Matthews, Mr A. D.  Light blue, royal blue stars on sleeves, royal blue cap.
Matthews, Mr F. G.  Dark green, yellow sash.
Matthews, Mr F. J.  Red, yellow sash, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Matthews, Mr J.  Red, white triple diamond, white and red diabolo on sleeves, red and white 
quartered cap.
Matthews, Mr Maldwyn  Yellow, dark blue braces, chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
Matthews, Mr Owain  Dark blue, yellow braces, white and dark blue check sleeves.
Matthews, Mr R.  Yellow, black spots, yellow sleeves, light green armlets, light blue cap.
Matthews, Mr Richard  Dark blue, white hoops, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Matthews, Mr R. J.  Yellow, purple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap, purple diamond.
Matthews, Mrs B. A.  Yellow, red triple diamond, armlets and cap.
Matthews, Mrs L.  White and purple stripes, white and black striped sleeves and cap.
Matthews, Mrs S. J.  Sea green, white cross belts, white cap, green spots.
Matthews, Ms Jenny  Pink, black star, black and light blue striped sleeves, black and yellow striped 
cap.
Matthew Webber & Partner  Light blue and emerald green (quartered), checked sleeves, light blue 
cap.
Mattick, Mr Stephen  Yellow, mauve chevron, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Matt & Lauren Morgan 1  Black, white seams, white sleeves, black armlets, black cap.
Matt Morgan and The Harrington Arms  Black, white seams, white sleeves, black armlets, black 
cap.
Matt & Sally Burford  Yellow, royal blue triple diamond, royal blue and yellow check sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Matt Seedel and partner  Red and dark blue (quartered), striped sleeves, dark blue and red 
quartered cap.
Matt Watkinson & Dare To Dream Racing  Orange, grey star.
Matt Watkinson & Dare To Dream Racing (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow seams, hooped 
sleeves, quartered cap.
Matt Watkinson Racing Club  Dark blue, yellow seams, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Matt Watkinson Racing Club & Andy Clarke  Dark blue, yellow seams, hooped sleeves, quartered 
cap.
Maude, Mrs C.  Dark blue and emerald green check, emerald green sleeves.
The Maugersbury Racegoers  Purple, orange sleeves and cap.
Maule, Mr Gareth  Pink, purple chevron, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Maule, Mr Gareth (second colours)  Red, white epaulets, dark blue and white hooped sleeves, 
yellow and dark blue quartered cap.
Maundrell, Mrs A.  White, black sleeves, red and white hooped cap.
Maureen Costello & Diana Ralph  Pink and mauve check.
Maurice Friel, Mrs Mary Sadler & Partner  Emerald green, yellow star, emerald green sleeves, 
yellow stars, white cap, yellow star.
The Maverick Racing Partnership  Dark blue, orange triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
The Maverick Syndicate  Black, brown seams, white cap.
Mavrou, Mr Andy  Dark blue, white triple diamond, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap, 
white diamond.
The Mawde Syndicate  Yellow, black inverted triangle, striped sleeves and cap.
Max Europe Limited  White and black stripes, black sleeves and cap.
Max Europe Limited (second colours)  Orange, yellow stars on sleeves.
Max Europe Ltd & Hoyland  White and black stripes, black sleeves and cap.
Max Europe Ltd & Thoroughbred Homes Ltd  White and black stripes, black sleeves and cap.
Maxse, Mrs S.  Emerald green, dark blue cross belts.
Maxsted, Mr Charles  Royal blue, light blue braces, chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
Maxted, Mr Martin  Black, emerald green stars, striped sleeves, black cap.
Maxwell Morrison Racing  Black, white seams, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Maxwell, Mr David  Red, brown sleeves and cap.
Maxwell, Mrs Kate  Emerald green, white chevron, emerald green sleeves, white spots and cap.
Mayall, Mr R. C.  Purple, red epaulets and sleeves, white cap.
Maybe The Last Time  Yellow, royal blue chevron, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, royal blue cap, 
yellow stars.
Maybrey, Mrs A. J.  Dark blue, red cross belts, dark blue sleeves, grey armlets, red cap.
Mayden Stud  Orange, royal blue diamond, diamonds on sleeves, orange cap, royal blue diamond.
Mayden Stud & Associates  Orange, royal blue diamond, diamonds on sleeves, orange cap, royal 
blue diamond.
Mayes, Mr Derrick  Yellow, red stripe and sleeves.
Mayes, The Hon Mrs  Diana  White, light blue seams, light blue cap.
Mayflower Pilgrim Racing  White, royal blue chevrons, white and red chevrons on sleeves, white 
cap, red star.
Maylam, Mr A. C.  Light blue, dark blue hoop, yellow sleeves, light blue cap, dark blue star.
Mayland, Mr P.  Maroon, black disc, striped sleeves.
May, Mr H. S. (L)  Dark green, light green cross belts, quartered cap.
May, Mr J. J.  Emerald green, yellow cross belts, yellow sleeves, emerald green armlets, emerald 
green cap, yellow star.
May, Mrs Andrew  Yellow, red chevron, red and yellow striped sleeves, red cap.
May, Mrs J.  Orange, dark blue cross belts and star on cap.
Maynard, Mr P. G. B.  Dark green, light blue hoop, light blue cap.
Maynard, Mr P. G. B. (second colours)  Red and grey (halved), red sleeves, check cap.
Maynard, Mr R. L.  Yellow, dark blue cross of lorraine and armlets, dark blue and yellow check cap.
Mayoh, Callan, Beese and the Dennys  Purple, pink hoops, purple sleeves, pink stars, red cap.
Mayoh, Dr Bryan  Purple, pink hoops, purple sleeves, pink stars, red cap.
Mayo, Mr Jonathan David  Pink, grey sleeves, black armlets, grey cap.
Mayo, Mrs J. M.  Red, dark green armlets, white cap.
Mayor, Mr James  Red, purple stars.
Mays-Smith, Lady Eliza  Terracotta, black diamond on body and cap.
May The Horse Be With You  White, royal blue star, diamonds on sleeves, white cap, royal blue star.
May We Never Be Found Out Partnership 2  Emerald green, red hoop, halved sleeves, red cap.
M Balmer, K Sheedy, P Copple, C Dingwall  Orange, royal blue braces, striped sleeves.
M Boothright & G Lovett  Black, purple sleeves, red spots.
M Boothright G Lovett P Deffains  Black, purple sleeves, red spots.
M Bowen & Saith O Ni  Yellow, maroon sleeves, white armlets, maroon and yellow quartered cap.
M B S Racing  Red and white diabolo, diamonds on sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
M B S Racing (second colours)  Grey, red epaulets, striped sleeves.
M.B.Thwaites G Boanas G Halder  Yellow, large dark blue spots and armlets, dark blue and yellow 
hooped cap.
McAleavy, Mr Frank  Red, black triple diamond, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
McAllister, Mr Bruce  Mcallister tartan, light blue cross belts, sleeves and cap.
McAllister, Mr J.  Light blue, white star, light blue sleeves, white stars, light blue cap, white star.
McAllister, Mr Mark  Red, black and white check sleeves, red and emerald green quartered cap.
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McAlpine, Mr Adrian  Mcalpine tartan, royal blue armlets and cap.
McAlpine, Mr Adrian (second colours)  Mcalpine tartan, green armlets and cap.
McAlpine, Mr Angus  Mcalpine tartan, white armlets and cap.
McAlpine, Mr R. J.  Mcalpine tartan, yellow sleeves, green and yellow quartered cap.
McAlpine, Mrs Angela  Mcalpine tartan, rose pink armlets and cap.
McAlpin, Mr William  Hunter green, tan chevron and cap.
McAlpin, Mr William (second colours)  Dark green, brown chevron.
McAuley, Mrs Siobhan  White, large emerald green spots, yellow sleeves, royal blue cap.
McAuliffe, Mr K. W. J.  Dark blue, emerald green cross of lorraine and sleeves, emerald green cap, 
dark blue star.
McBride, Mr P. J.  Dark green and white check, dark green sleeves and cap.
McCabe, Mr A. J.  Purple, mauve epaulets.
McCabe, Mr A. J. (second colours)  Black, royal blue chevrons, black and maroon chevrons on 
sleeves, black cap.
McCabe, Mr A. J. (third colours)  Black, maroon seams, chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
McCabe, Mr A. J. (fourth colours)  Maroon, pink seams, maroon cap.
McCabe, Mr A. J. (fifth colours)  Black, maroon stripe.
McCabe, Mr A. J. (sixth colours)  Maroon, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
McCabe, Mr Barry  White, dark blue spots, dark blue sleeves, white spots.
McCabe, Mr K.  Dark blue, white star and sleeves.
McCain Jnr, Mr D.  Black, yellow cross belts, sleeves and cap.
McCain Jnr, Mr D. (second colours)  Black, yellow cross belts and sleeves, red cap.
McCain, Mrs B.  Maroon, yellow diamond, yellow cap.
McCain, Mrs B. (second colours)  Black, yellow cross belts and sleeves, red cap.
McCain, Mrs Sian  Pink, purple diamond and diamond on cap.
McCain, Ms Jo  White, pink cross belts, sleeves and cap.
McCaldin, Mr Alan  Purple and light blue (quartered), purple sleeves, light blue armlets.
McCall, Miss Henrietta  Grey, maroon hoop, armlets and star on cap.
McCalmont, H. R. D.  Light blue and scarlet (halved), sleeves reversed, white cap.
McCalmont, Mr Hugh  French grey, black cap.
McCalmont, Mr M. R.  Red, black and red quartered cap.
McCalmont, Mr P. J.  Cherry, black sleeves and cap.
McCartan, Mr Patrick Joseph  Red, emerald green epaulets, emerald green and white hooped 
sleeves, white cap.
McCartan, Mrs Marie  Emerald green, red sleeves, yellow cap.
McCarthy & Berry  Yellow, dark blue hollow box and star on cap.
McCarthy, Miss L. I.  Yellow, dark blue hollow box and star on cap.
McCarthy, Mr G.  Dark green, beige cross of lorraine, halved sleeves, beige cap.
McCarthy, Mr Jeff  Emerald green, beige cross belts and armlets, quartered cap.
McCarthy, Mr Jim  Orange, emerald green chevron, white cap.
McCarthy, Mr P.  Orange, dark green hoops and armlets, quartered cap.
McCarthy, Mr T. D.  Dark blue, yellow stripe, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
McCay, Mr E.  Pink and light blue (quartered), pink sleeves, white cap.
McCay, Mr S.  Mauve, black braces and armlets, white cap.
McClafferty, Mr A. J.  Black, emerald green star and armlets, emerald green cap, black star.
McClelland, Mr R.  Dark blue, light green hoop, light green cap.
McClenaghan, Mr John  Pink, black chevrons, pink cap.
McCluskey, Mrs Philippa  Dark blue, pink hoop and sleeves, pink cap, dark blue star.
McClymont, Mrs E.  Dark blue, white cross belts, maroon and yellow striped sleeves, hooped cap.
McColl, Miss Carol  Purple, light green star, light green sleeves, purple armlets and star on light green 
cap.
McCormack, Mr Ed  Emerald green and yellow diamonds, yellow cap.
McCormack, Mr Martin  Purple, white epaulets, armlets and star on cap.
McCormack, Mrs D. E.  Emerald green, orange sleeves, emerald green armlets, white cap.
McCorquodale, Mrs M. A.  White, red sash.
McCracken, Miss C.  Red, royal blue seams, sleeves and cap.
McCracken, Miss C. (second colours)  Light blue, white inverted triangle, royal blue and white 
chevrons on sleeves, royal blue cap, white diamond.
McCreanor, Mr John  Purple, white spots, sleeves and spots on cap.
McCreery, Mrs R. J.  Emerald green, black collar, cuffs and cap.
McCrone, Mr D. L.  White, red star, grey sleeves, grey cap, red star.
Mcculloch Bloodstock Ltd  Purple, yellow seams, purple sleeves, yellow stars, purple cap, yellow 
star.
McCulloch, Mr R.  Yellow and black diamonds, yellow sleeves, red armlets, red and yellow check cap.
McCullough, Mrs J.  Beige, maroon cross belts, diamonds on sleeves, maroon cap.
McDermott, Mr David  Red, royal blue triple diamond, chevrons on sleeves, royal blue cap, red 
diamonds.
McDonagh, Mr J.  Dark green and red (quartered), red and yellow hooped sleeves.
McDonagh, Mr T.  Emerald green, white star, orange sleeves and cap.
McDonagh Murphy And Nixon  Maroon and white diamonds, white sleeves and cap.
McDonald, Mr B. T.  Pink, emerald green cross belts, pink sleeves, emerald green spots and cap.
McDonald, Mrs Susan  Purple, white disc and cap.
McDonald, Mr Stewart  Yellow, black chevrons, diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap.
McDonnell, Mr Michael  Light blue, yellow star, light blue sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
McDougald, Mrs K. C. (L)  Maroon, yellow sash, yellow cap.
McDougall, Mr S. J.  Black and mauve (quartered), chevrons on sleeves.
McDougal, Mr G.  Royal blue, white stars, emerald green sleeves, red cap, white stars.
McDowell Racing  Yellow, emerald green cross of lorraine, striped sleeves, emerald green cap.
McElroy, Mr P.  Royal blue, pink epaulets, pink and royal blue halved sleeves, pink and royal blue 
hooped cap.
McEnery, Mrs John  Yellow, royal blue and yellow check sleeves and cap.
McEntee, Miss Robin Blaze  Maroon, black cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
McEntee, Miss Rosie  Dark blue, grey epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
McEntee, Mrs Rebecca  Pink, large mauve spots, pink sleeves, mauve spots, mauve cap.
McEwen, Mrs E Mercy  Black, brown and orange halved sleeves.
McFadzean, Mr B.  Douglas tartan, red cap.
McGann, Mr P.  Pink, purple chevrons, quartered cap.
McGarrigle, Mr B. A.  Yellow, dark blue spots, yellow sleeves and cap.
McGarrigle, Mr Luke  Emerald green, orange disc, white sleeves.
McGarrity, Mr Ken  White and maroon check, maroon sleeves, white armlets, maroon cap.
McGarrity, Mr Ken (second colours)  White and maroon check, maroon sleeves, white armlets, 
white cap.
McGarry, Mr J.  Emerald green, orange star, chevrons on sleeves, emerald green cap, orange star.
McGarvie, Mrs Sylvia E. M.  Emerald green, pink seams, pink cap.
McGaughey, Mrs E. (L)  Green, light blue sleeves, hooped cap.
McGawn, Mrs D.  Red, black hoop and sleeves, quartered cap.
Mcgee, Exors of the Late Mr P. J.  White, yellow chevron, emerald green cap.
McGhee, Mr D.  Yellow, light green spots, light green and yellow hooped cap.
McGhie, Mr C. H.  Red and dark green diabolo, halved sleeves, red and dark green quartered cap.
McGinty, Mr P.  Emerald green and orange (halved), orange sleeves, emerald green cap.
McGivern, Jayne  Red, black chevron.
McGladdery, Mr Andrew  Light blue, orange cross belts, orange cap.
McGladery, Mr Gerry  Royal blue and yellow diamonds, white sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow 
diamond.
McGlinchey, Mr Eddie  White, red spots, white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red spots.
McGlynn, Mr Adrian  Orange, dark green epaulets.

McGoff, Jim  Emerald green, white cross belts, orange sleeves, black stars, emerald green cap, black 
star.
McGoldrick Racing  Black, yellow disc, halved sleeves, black and yellow quartered cap.
McGoldrick Racing 3  Black, yellow disc, halved sleeves, black and yellow quartered cap.
McGoldrick Racing 4  Black, yellow disc, halved sleeves, black and yellow quartered cap.
McGoldrick Racing 5  Black, yellow disc, halved sleeves, black and yellow quartered cap.
Mcgoldrick Racing and Mr Gareth Plimley  Black, yellow disc, halved sleeves, black and yellow 
quartered cap.
McGoldrick Racing 5 & Birrafun  Black, yellow disc, halved sleeves, black and yellow quartered cap.
McGoldrick Racing 5 & Birrafun (second colours)  Maroon, light blue epaulets, sleeves and cap.
McGoldrick Racing 5 & Birrafun (third colours)  Dark blue, yellow disc, halved sleeves, dark blue 
and yellow quartered cap.
McGoldrick Racing 4 - not in use  Black, yellow disc, halved sleeves, black and yellow quartered 
cap.
McGoldrick Racing Syndicates (2)  Black, yellow disc, halved sleeves, black and yellow quartered 
cap.
McGovern, Mr M. J.  Royal blue, red hoops and sleeves, red cap, royal blue spots.
McGowan, Mr T. F.  Dark blue, yellow hoop, halved sleeves and spots on cap.
McGrath, Mr Frank  White and dark green (quartered), yellow sleeves, white cap, dark green star.
McGrath, Mr J. A.  Mauve, red sleeves, black cap, white spots.
McGrath, Mr Jack  Yellow, purple stars, armlets and stars on cap.
McGrath, Mr Jim  Pink, maroon cap.
McGrath, Mr Jim (second colours)  Pink, black cap.
McGrath, Mr M.  Maroon, white star, black sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
McGrath, Mr Patrick William  Dark green,  light blue hooped sleeves, blue cap, green hoop.
McGrath, Mr R.  Green, chocolate striped sleeves, chocolate cap.
McGrath, Mrs N. J.  Black, brown epaulets.
McGready, Mr Ian M.  White, royal blue cross of lorraine, red cap.
McGreavy, Mrs Nicola  Dark blue, pink diamond, pink cap.
McGregor, Miss Amy  Black, red epaulets, black sleeves, red stars, red cap.
McGregor, Mrs Jean  Black, yellow inverted triangle and sleeves, yellow and black quartered cap.
McGuiness, Dr Dianne  Purple, white triple diamond and sleeves, white cap, purple diamond.
McGuinness, Mr Martyn  Maroon, light blue seams, light blue sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
McGuire, Mr B. P.  Emerald green, red sleeves, emerald green stars, emerald green cap, red star.
McHale, Mr Chris  Dark green and red check, dark green sleeves, pink cap.
McHale, Mr Martin  Royal blue, royal blue and white hooped cap.
McHugh, Mr Frank  Emerald green and white stripes, diamonds on sleeves.
McInnes, Mr Ian A.  Purple, emerald green stars, purple sleeves, purple cap, emerald green star.
McInnes, Mr I. W.  Purple, yellow hoop, purple sleeves, yellow spots, yellow cap.
McInnes, Mr S.  Black and emerald green (quartered), diabolo on sleeves.
McInnes Skinner, Mrs F. D.  Pink and primrose (halved), sleeves reversed, pink cap.
McInnes Skinner, Mrs M.  Pink and primrose (quartered), halved sleeves.
McIntosh, Miss L.  White, dark green epaulets, striped sleeves.
McIntyre, Mr Andrew  Black, yellow sleeves, black cap, yellow spots.
McIntyre, Mr Derek  White, red chevron, white and black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
McIntyre, Mr S. C.  Royal blue, emerald green hoop and armlets, red cap.
McIver, Mr A.  Light blue, maroon spots and sleeves, light blue cap.
McKay, Mr Bruce  Purple, large white spots and sleeves, yellow cap.
McKay, Mr Keith  Yellow, light green sash, red cap.
Mckay, Mr M.  Grey and emerald green diabolo, emerald green sleeves, quartered cap.
McKeever, Mrs Johnny  Beige and red (quartered), beige sleeves and cap.
McKeever, Mr T. C.  Dark blue, light blue spots, light blue sleeves, dark blue armlets.
McKenna, Mr C.  Maroon and royal blue (quartered), royal blue sleeves, maroon armlets.
McKenna, Mr C.  Dark green and beige stripes.
McKenna, Mr K.  White, emerald green cross of lorraine, emerald green and white halved sleeves, 
white cap, emerald green diamo
McKenna, Mr Paul  Black, yellow chevron, yellow sleeves, black diamonds, quartered cap.
McKernan, Miss C.  Maroon and white (quartered), dark blue sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
McKie, Mrs Ian  Green, yellow sleeves, white cap.
McKie, Mrs Ian (second colours)  Emerald green, yellow sleeves, pale blue cap.
McKie, Mr Steven  Purple, red star, purple sleeves, red stars and stars on cap.
The McKilocon Syndicate  Emerald green and white stripes, yellow and white striped sleeves, red 
cap.
McLachlan, Mr Robert  Light blue, white star, light blue and black halved sleeves, light blue cap, 
white star.
McLafferty, Mr M.  White, royal blue cross belts, sleeves and cap.
Mclafferty & Pacheco  White, royal blue cross belts, sleeves and cap.
M Clarke, P Munnelly & D Waters  Light blue, grey seams and sleeves, check cap.
M Clarke, P Munnelly & D Waters (second colours)  Light green, red diamond and sleeves, 
quartered cap.
M Clarke, P Munnelly & D Waters (third colours)  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, striped 
sleeves, quartered cap.
M Clarke, S Geraghty, J Jeffries  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, striped sleeves, quartered 
cap.
Mclaughlin, Mr Philip  Yellow, black star, black sleeves, white stars, white cap.
McLaughlin, Mrs Wendy  Red, black seams, striped sleeves, black cap, red star.
McLean, Mrs Sarah  White and red check, diabolo on sleeves.
McLeish & Elliott  Maroon and light blue diabolo, light blue cap, maroon diamonds.
McLeish & Elliott (second colours)  White, red cross of lorraine and armlets.
McLeish, Mr Alastair  Maroon and light blue diabolo, light blue cap, maroon diamonds.
McLeish, Mrs Phyllis  Orange, black triple diamond and sleeves, orange cap, black diamond.
McLeish, Mrs Pippa  Maroon and light blue diabolo, white sleeves, maroon armlets, white cap.
McLeod-Clarke, Mr Nick  Purple, grey sleeves.
McLeod, Mrs L. J.  Dark green, maroon triple diamond, maroon cap.
McLintock, Ms Karen  Light blue and royal blue (quartered), checked sleeves.
McLoughlin, Mr Brendan  Black, white stars, white sleeves, black stars and cap.
McLuckie, Mr Allan  Dark blue, white hoops, chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
McMahon, Coote, Russon, Hitchins  Royal blue and yellow check.
McMahon, Mr D.  Red, yellow stars, red sleeves, royal blue stars, red cap, yellow star.
McMahon, Mr E. S. A.  Black and white (quartered), emerald green collar and sleeves, white cap.
McMahon, Mr John  White and emerald green stripes, white sleeves, emerald green stars, white cap.
McMahon, Mr P. J.  Orange and black diamonds, black and orange halved sleeves, orange cap.
McManus Devaney Harrington Flood  Maroon and red diamonds.
McManus, Mr John P.  Emerald green, yellow hoops, white cap.
McManus, Mr John P. (second colours)  Emerald green, yellow hoops, emerald green cap, white 
star.
McManus, Mr John P. (third colours)  Emerald green, yellow hoops, quartered cap.
McManus, Mr John P. (fourth colours)  Emerald green, yellow hoops, red cap.
McManus, Mr John P. (fifth colours)  Emerald green, yellow hoops, royal blue cap.
McManus, Mr John P. (sixth colours)  Emerald green, yellow hoops, yellow cap.
McManus, Mr John P. (seventh colours)  Black, yellow cross belts, yellow cap.
McManus, Mrs A.  Maroon and red diamonds.
McManus, Mrs N.  Yellow, pink disc, yellow sleeves, pink spots.
McMartin, Mr Paul  Red, yellow hoops and armlets.
McMillan, Mr C. A.  Light blue, yellow epaulets, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
McMillan, Mr Ian  Emerald green and black (quartered), hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
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McMillan, Mr M. D.  Grey, red sash, armlets and cap.
McMorris, Mr E.  Pink, light green sleeves and cap.
McMorrough Kavanagh, Mr A.  Emerald green, white hoop, orange cap.
McMullan, Garnett & Rybaruk  Dark green, red epaulets, white sleeves, pink cap.
McMullan, Garnett & Rybaruk (second colours)  White, beige armlets, red cap.
McMullan, Mr N. J.  Dark green, red epaulets, white sleeves, pink cap.
The McMurray Family  Dark blue, red braces, dark blue and white striped sleeves.
McNally, Mr P. S.  Dark blue, light blue chevron, hooped sleeves and cap.
McNamara, Mr Niall  Black, royal blue hoop and armlets.
McNamara, Mr Paul  Light blue, red epaulets, light blue sleeves, red seams, red cap.
McNamee Hewitt Harding Rice  Mauve, yellow sleeves, mauve diamonds, mauve cap, yellow 
diamond.
McNamee, Mr Allan  Pink, large maroon spots.
McNamee, Mr Allan (second colours)  Dark green, maroon stripe, maroon cap.
McNamee, Mr B. P.  Mauve, yellow sleeves, mauve diamonds, mauve cap, yellow diamond.
McNamee, Mr L. P.  Light blue, grey armlets.
McNamee, Mr L. P. (second colours)  Dark blue, grey hoop, armlets and cap.
McNeill Family  Royal blue, white hoops, maroon sleeves and cap.
McNeill Family (second colours)  Royal blue, white hoops, maroon sleeves, royal blue cap.
McNeill Family & A King  Royal blue, white hoops, maroon sleeves and cap.
McNeill Family and Prodec Networks Ltd  Light blue, purple star and star on cap.
McNeill Family and Prodec Networks Ltd (second colours)  Royal blue, white hoops, maroon 
sleeves and cap.
McNeill Family & Mr Chris Giles  Royal blue, white hoops, maroon sleeves and cap.
McNeill Family & Mr Chris Giles (second colours)  Pink, large purple spots, hooped sleeves.
McNeill Family & Mr Ian Dale  Royal blue, white hoops, maroon sleeves and cap.
McNeill Family & Mr Ian Dale (second colours)  Red, grey epaulets, white sleeves.
McNeill Family & Niall Farrell  Royal blue, white hoops, maroon sleeves and cap.
McNeill Family & Niall Farrell (second colours)  Yellow, black cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, 
black stars, black cap.
McNeill Family & Patrick&Scott Bryceland  Black, light green star, armlets and star on cap.
McNeill, Mr B.  Orange, white hoops, orange sleeves, white stars, check cap.
McNeill, Mr Crawford  Light blue, maroon sleeves, light blue spots, quartered cap.
McNeill, Mr Crawford (second colours)  Maroon, light blue chevron, light blue sleeves, maroon 
spots, quartered cap.
McNeill, Mr D.  Maroon and orange (quartered), halved sleeves.
McNeill, Mr J.  Maroon, light blue chevron and sleeves, quartered cap.
McNeill, Mr Raymond  White, maroon epaulets.
McNicholas, Mr Brendan  Royal blue, yellow spots, royal blue sleeves.
M7 Come On Bear LLP  Dark blue, yellow hoop, dark blue sleeves, white diamonds, dark blue and 
yellow hooped cap.
McPeake Investments (NI) Ltd  Pink and purple check, striped sleeves, pink cap.
McPeakeInvestments(NI)Ltd/MantonEstate  Pink and purple check, striped sleeves, pink cap.
McPhail, Mrs Carol P.  White, royal blue braces, red sleeves, red and white quartered cap.
McPhee, Mr Stuart  Orange, emerald green chevron and armlets, emerald green cap, orange star.
McPherson, Mr Graeme P.  Dark blue and pink (quartered), checked sleeves, dark blue cap.
McPherson, Mr Malcolm  Pink and grey diamonds, diabolo on sleeves, pink cap, grey diamond.
The McPherson Racing Partnership  Dark blue, grey hoop, grey sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark 
blue and grey quartered cap.
The McPherson Racing Partnership (second colours)  Red, maroon sleeves.
McPhillips-Witt, Miss C.  Light blue, pink seams, pink sleeves, light blue seams, pink cap.
McQueen, Miss S.  Black, pink star, armlets and star on cap.
McQueen, Mr S.  Royal blue, red star, royal blue and white hooped sleeves, royal blue cap, red star.
MC Racing  Red, light blue seams, yellow and dark blue halved sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow star.
McSharry, Mr Chris  Emerald green, purple epaulets, armlets and diamond on cap.
McSharry, Mrs Sally  Maroon, yellow hollow box, diabolo on sleeves and stars on cap.
McStay, Mr M. J.  Orange, white hoops, black cap.
McStay, Mrs Clodagh  Pink, dark blue disc, pink sleeves, dark blue spots and spots on cap.
McSwiney, Mr P. J.  Red, white star, hooped sleeves, white cap.
M Delaney, I Black, C Trigg & B Cognet  Red and black stripes, black sleeves, red spots, red   cap.
M Doocey, S Doocey & P J Doocey  Royal blue, red diamond, diabolo on sleeves, red cap, royal blue 
diamond.
M Doyle, A. O'Callaghan, J. Palmer-Brown  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, yellow cap.
M D Poland & H Candy  Black and white diabolo, black sleeves, red cap.
M.Druce & Partners  Light green, orange star, light green sleeves, orange stars, light green cap, 
orange star.
M Duthie & T Moynihan  Royal blue, red chevron, red and royal blue hooped sleeves, red cap, royal 
blue star.
Meacham, Mrs Gwen  Purple, mauve chevron and armlets, quartered cap.
Meade, Mr F. M.  Grey, dark blue star, dark blue cap.
Meade, Mr F. M. (second colours)  White, grey chevron.
Meade, Mr Martyn  White, black disc, black cap.
Meade, Mrs A.  White, pink disc.
Meaden, Mr Phill  Yellow, dark green chevrons, dark green and yellow chevrons on sleeves, dark 
green cap, yellow stars.
M. E. & A. D. I. Harris  Yellow, black diamond, chevrons on sleeves.
M E & A D I Harris, Out Of Bounds Racing  Yellow, black diamond, chevrons on sleeves.
Mead, Mr D.  Grey, black epaulets, armlets and cap.
Mead, Mr David C.  Pink, black braces and armlets, black cap, pink spots.
Mead, Mrs Jan  Purple and orange diamonds, chevrons on sleeves, purple cap, orange star.
Meadvale Syndicate  Mauve, white sash, hooped sleeves, white cap.
The Meagher Family  Yellow, black triple diamond, light blue sleeves and cap.
Meagher, Mr Denis  Yellow, black triple diamond, light blue sleeves and cap.
Meagher, Mrs Lynne P.  Black, yellow cross belts, diabolo on sleeves and diamond on cap.
Meakins, Mrs Bev  Pink and white stripes, white and pink diabolo on sleeves, pink cap.
Mear, Mrs E. A.  Dark blue, beige stripe.
Mechie, Mr N.  Red, dark blue epaulets, dark blue sleeves, emerald green armlets, emerald green 
cap.
Mechie, Mrs Lucy  Dark blue, emerald green epaulets, dark blue sleeves, red armlets, emerald green 
cap.
Medallion Racing Next Wave J McClanahan  Maroon, dark blue sleeves, beige armlets, dark blue 
cap.
Medbourne Racing  Royal blue, emerald green sleeves, royal blue stars, orange cap.
Medbourne Racing Club  Royal blue, emerald green sleeves, royal blue stars, orange cap.
Meddler Bloodstock  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, chevrons on sleeves.
Meddler Racing  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, hooped sleeves.
Meddler Stud  Dark blue, maroon epaulets.
Meecham Jones, Dr D. J.  Dark blue, pink chevrons, striped sleeves, dark blue cap.
Meehan, Mr B. J.  Black, grey hoops.
Meehan, Mr B. J. (second colours)  Grey, dark blue hoop.
Meeking, Mr A. C. J.  Royal blue, white hoops, grey cap, royal blue spots.
Meek, Mr K.  Dark blue, mauve star, light blue sleeves, white cap.
Mee, Mrs Y. E.  Pink, black star, sleeves and cap.
Meer, Mrs Mandi  Purple, white cross of lorraine, purple sleeves, white stars, purple cap, white star.
The Mega Watt Partnership  Dark blue, white disc, dark blue sleeves, white spots, white cap.
Meghen, Mrs Amanda  Primrose, black winning post, primrose and purple quartered cap.

Megson, Mrs Jane  Pink, large black spots, sleeves and cap.
The Megsons  Pink, mauve star, mauve sleeves, pink stars and cap.
The Megsons (second colours)  Pink, mauve star, mauve sleeves, pink stars, purple cap, pink stars.
The Megsons (third colours)  Pink, large black spots, sleeves and cap.
The Megsons and Partner  Pink, mauve star, mauve sleeves, pink stars, purple cap, pink stars.
The Megsons & Partner  Pink, mauve star, mauve sleeves, pink stars and cap.
Mehmet, Mrs Annabelle  White, dark blue hoops, white cap, dark blue star.
Mehmet, Mr Y. T.  Dark blue, yellow spots on sleeves, yellow cap.
Meikle Ben Stables Limited  Cherry, black check cap.
Meilton, Mr D. J.  Black, emerald green sleeves, white stars, emerald green cap.
The Melbourne 10  Orange, dark blue sleeves, light blue diamonds and cap.
Melbourne 10 Racing  Orange, dark blue sleeves, light blue diamonds, dark blue cap, light blue 
diamonds.
Melbourne 10 Racing and Mr R Barnes  Maroon, maroon and yellow check sleeves, quartered cap.
Melbourne 10 Racing Partnership  Orange, dark blue sleeves, light blue diamonds and cap.
Meldrum, Mr R. M.  Royal blue, pink stripe and sleeves, quartered cap.
Melinda Hancock Partnership  Black, mauve stars on sleeves and cap.
melissa barlow nikki evans  Royal blue, mauve sash and spots on cap.
Melissa Cooke & Val Webb  Grey, pink star, grey sleeves, pink stars, pink cap, grey star.
Mellett, Mr Peter  Royal blue, red hoops, red sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap.
Mellor, Miss K. L.  Dark blue, beige star, beige sleeves, dark blue stars, red cap.
Melody Racing  Orange, emerald green sash.
Mel Roberts & Partner  Royal blue, white hollow box, striped sleeves, check cap.
Melrose, Mr Barrie  Purple and yellow check, purple sleeves, yellow armlets, striped cap.
Melville, Eddie  Red, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Melville, Mr A.  Red, black hollow box, checked sleeves and cap.
Me, Myself & I  Yellow, black spots, yellow sleeves, light green armlets, light blue cap.
Me, Myself & I (second colours)  Dark blue, red disc, armlets and star on cap.
Menahi, Mr Abdullah  White, dark green diamond, diamonds on sleeves, white cap, dark green 
diamond.
Mendoza, Mr P.  Emerald green, light blue armlets, light blue cap.
Men Fae The Clyde  Black, light green star, armlets and star on cap.
Men Fae The Clyde & E Burke  Black, light green star, armlets and star on cap.
M Engel & Lord Lipsey  Maroon, white diamonds on sleeves, light blue cap.
Mennell, Mr Trevor  Yellow, dark blue hoop, dark blue and yellow halved sleeves, dark blue and 
yellow quartered cap.
Mennell, Ms K. A.  Orange and white diamonds, black sleeves and cap.
Men Of Stone  Red, yellow cross of lorraine and armlets.
Mentha, Mr Paul  Royal blue, beige chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
Mentha, Mr Paul (second colours)  Yellow, royal blue seams, royal blue and yellow chevrons on 
sleeves, yellow cap.
Menzies, Miss Janet  Purple and red (quartered), halved sleeves, purple cap.
Menzies, Miss R. E. A.  Grey, pink cross belts, white sleeves, pink stars, grey cap, pink stars.
Menzies, Miss R. E. A. (second colours)  Maroon, black star, white sleeves, black stars, maroon cap, 
black star.
Menzies, Miss R. E. A. (third colours)  White, purple hooped sleeves.
Mercer Campbell Stanners  Yellow, black hollow box, white and black striped sleeves, yellow cap, 
black star.
Mercer, Mr D. C.  White, dark blue and red chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Mercer, Mr Grant  Red and white diabolo, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Mercer, Mr K.  Dark blue, light blue braces, dark blue sleeves, light blue stars.
Mercer, Mr Kevin  Yellow, black hollow box, white and black striped sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Mercer, Mr Pete  Emerald green, red and light blue hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Mercer, Mrs S.  Royal blue, emerald green sleeves.
Mercer, Mr Stuart M.  Black, white hoops and sleeves, hooped cap.
Merchant and Missionaries and Partner  Emerald green and orange stripes, white cap.
Merchant and Missionaries and Partner (second colours)  Royal blue and white check, chevrons 
on sleeves, royal blue cap.
Merchants and Missionaries  Emerald green and orange stripes, white cap.
Merchants and Missionaries (second colours)  Royal blue, red chevrons, white and red striped 
sleeves, red and white quartered cap.
Merchants and Missionaries (third colours)  Royal blue and white check, chevrons on sleeves, 
royal blue cap.
Merchants and Missionaries & Partner  Royal blue and white check, chevrons on sleeves, royal 
blue cap.
Merchants and Missionaries & Partner (second colours)  Emerald green and orange stripes, 
white cap.
Meredith, Mr Ken  Dark blue, white seams, dark blue sleeves, white spots, dark blue cap.
Meredith, Mrs K.  White, pink hoop, white sleeves, grey armlets, pink cap.
Meredith, Mrs Marty  Pink, brown epaulets.
The Mere Partnership  Pink, grey and pink halved sleeves, grey cap.
Mereside Racing (Blue)  Orange, black chevron, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Mereside Racing Limited  Orange, black chevron, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Mereside Racing Limited & partner  Orange, black chevron, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Meridian International & Mrs J Redvers  Grey, one red and one green sleeve.
Merriam, Mr A. W. K.  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, white sleeves, maroon cap.
Merriebelle Irish Farm and partner  Dark green and white diabolo, white and dark green diabolo 
on sleeves, dark green and white quartered cap.
Merriebelle Irish Farm Limited  Dark green and white diabolo, white and dark green diabolo on 
sleeves, dark green and white quartered cap.
Merriebelle Irish Farm & Partner  Dark green and white diabolo, white and dark green diabolo on 
sleeves, dark green and white quartered cap.
Merriebelle Ltd, Sullivan Bloodstock Ltd  Dark green and white diabolo, white and dark green 
diabolo on sleeves, dark green and white quartered cap.
Merriebelle Ltd, Sullivan Bloodstock Ltd (second colours)  Red, pink hoop and armlets.
Merriebelle Stable & Mr S. Chappell  Dark green and white diabolo, white and dark green diabolo 
on sleeves, dark green and white quartered cap.
Merriebelle Stable & Mr S. Chappell (second colours)  Red, royal blue stars, red cap.
Merriman, Mr B. R.  Emerald green, orange triple diamond, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, 
emerald green cap, orange diamond.
Merritt, Mr P. D.  Yellow, maroon cross of lorraine, white sleeves, maroon and yellow quartered cap.
Merry Fox Stud Limited  Orange and yellow check, orange sleeves, yellow cap.
Merry, Mr Hugo  Emerald green, orange star, white sleeves, emerald green armlets, emerald green 
and white check cap.
Merry, Mr K.  Red and white check, black sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
The MerseyClyde Partnership  Red and royal blue (quartered), white sleeves, emerald green 
armlets, emerald green and white hooped cap.
Merson, Dena  Black, red diamond, white sleeves, red armlets, black cap, red diamond.
Merthyr Motor Auctions  White, royal blue triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves, white cap, royal blue 
diamond.
Mervyn Ayers & Mrs G B Walford  Pink, large black spots and spots on cap.
Messenger, Mrs M.  Emerald green, brown spots and sleeves, yellow cap.
Messer-Bennetts, Mr H.  Maroon, lemon cross belts.
Messer-Bennetts, Mrs S. D.  Maroon, lemon cross belts and cap.
Messrs A & R Lyle  Pink, black hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Messrs B Kantor & MJ Jooste  Yellow, royal blue epaulets.
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Messrs F. T. Walton  Gold, red sash, sleeves and cap with gold hoop.
Messrs Hales Dodd Wood & Dickinson  Eton blue, scarlet spots and cap.
Metcalfe, Mr David T. J.  Red, white hoops, pink cap.
Metcalfe, Mr P. J.  Mauve and white stripes, black cap, white star.
Metcalfe, Mr R. W.  Brown, white sash, white cap.
Metcalfe, Mrs Sarah  Red and white stripes, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Metherell, Mr R. J.  Black and pink (quartered), grey sleeves.
Metherell, Ms Gilly  Maroon, yellow star, armlets and star on cap.
Metherell-Rylands, Mr A. J. H.  Dark green, maroon armlets.
M Eves & Partner  Mauve, light blue stripe and sleeves, light blue and mauve striped cap.
Meynell, Mrs P. F.  White, black cross belts, red and white hooped sleeves, black and red quartered 
cap.
Mezzone Family  Red, white sleeves, black stars, white cap.
Mezzone Family 1  Red, white sleeves, black stars, white cap.
Mezzone, Mr Graham  Red, white sleeves, black stars, white cap.
M Four Properties Ltd  Royal blue, white star, white and royal blue halved sleeves, royal blue cap, 
white star.
M Four Properties Partnership  Royal blue, white star, white and royal blue halved sleeves, royal 
blue cap, white star.
MFP Partnership  Red, white sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
M Gannon, H Vlatas, M Willis, L N Harmes  Emerald green, black chevron, white sleeves, emerald 
green cap, black diamond.
M Goggin & D White  Pink, purple stars, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
M. G. Racing  Dark blue, yellow stars, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
M Hammond & P T Midgley  White, red braces, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, white and 
red striped cap.
MHankin CNoell MenHolding RWaley-Cohen  Brown, orange seams and sleeves, quartered cap.
M H Dixon & J L Rowsell  Crimson, silver braid.
M H Dixon & Luke Lillingston  Crimson, silver braid.
M.H.O.G.  Yellow, black seams, black sleeves, yellow stars and cap.
M.H.O.G. 2  Yellow, black seams, black sleeves, yellow stars and cap.
MH Robson PA Robson AW Robson  Black, white sash, armlets and spots on cap.
MHS Partners & E Dunlop  Dark blue, pink sleeves.
M Hughes & A Frost  Purple and white diamonds, purple sleeves.
M Hughes, A Frost & P Gauthier  Purple and white diamonds, purple sleeves.
M Hughes & Chelsea Thoroughbreds-Toomer  Purple and white diamonds, purple sleeves.
M Hughes, D Anderson, R Morecombe  Purple and white diamonds, purple sleeves.
M Hughes & M Kerr-Dineen  Purple and white diamonds, purple sleeves.
M.Hughes, M. Kerr-Dineen & Mark Murphy  Purple, white diamonds on sleeves, check cap.
M.Hughes, M. Kerr-Dineen & Mark Murphy (second colours)  Purple and white diamonds, 
purple sleeves.
M Hunter, J Matterson & R Jacobs  Royal blue, red sleeves, white stars, red cap.
Mia Racing  Purple and red (halved), purple sleeves, red and purple quartered cap.
Michael And Gerry Worcester  Light blue, black sleeves, red seams, black and light blue quartered 
cap.
Michael & Angela Bone  White, red triple diamond, white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.
Michael Bowen & Karen Bowen  Yellow, maroon sleeves, white armlets, maroon and yellow 
quartered cap.
Michael Buckley & Charles E Noell  White, black cap.
Michael Buckley & Chuck Esserman  White, black cap.
Michael Buckley & Lord Vestey  White, black cap.
Michael Buckley & Mark Blandford  White, black cap.
Michael Buckley & Michael Watt  White, black cap.
Michael Buckley & Partners  White, black cap.
Michael Daffey & Bjorn Nielson  Gold,  green sleeves, gold armlets, green cap with gold stripe and 
peak.
Michael Daniels & Jonathan Palmer-Brown  Maroon, black seams and armlets, black and maroon 
quartered cap.
Michael Daniels & Norman Woodcock  Maroon, black seams and armlets, black and maroon 
quartered cap.
Michael Fiddy & Richard Fleming  Orange and black check, orange sleeves, black armlets, black 
cap.
Michael Fitzpatrick & Mark Blandford  Light blue, pink stars.
Michael & Heather Yarrow  Emerald green, yellow epaulets, yellow sleeves, emerald green armlets, 
yellow cap.
Michael Herrington Racing Club  Dark blue, beige hollow box.
Michael H. Sly Dr T. Davies Mrs Pam Sly  Light blue,  grey hooped sleeves, pink cap.
Michael H. Sly & Mrs Pam Sly  Light blue,  grey hooped sleeves, pink cap.
Michael & John O'Flynn  Yellow, red chevrons, red cap.
Michael Johnson & John Law  Dark blue and red diamonds, dark blue sleeves, quartered cap.
Michael Kerr-Dineen & Lord Margardale  Purple, white diamonds on sleeves, check cap.
Michael Kerr-Dineen & Martin Hughes  Purple and white diamonds, purple sleeves.
Michael Kerr-Dineen & Martin Hughes (second colours)  Purple, white diamonds on sleeves, 
check cap.
Michael Kerr-Dineen & Partners  Purple, white diamonds on sleeves, check cap.
Michael & Lesley Wilkes  Emerald green and yellow diamonds, emerald green sleeves, yellow 
armlets and diamonds on cap.
Michael, Mr F.  Emerald green, white hoops, white sleeves, emerald green armlets, red cap.
Michael Ng & Phyllis Hutchins  Emerald green, dark blue stripe and armlets.
Michael O'Flynn & John Nesbitt  Yellow, red chevrons, red cap.
Michael O'Flynn & John Nesbitt (second colours)  Purple, white cross belts, mauve sleeves, white 
cap.
Michael O'Flynn,John O'FlynnJohn Nesbitt  Yellow, red chevrons, red cap.
Michael Owen Racing Club  Dark blue, white triple diamond, dark blue sleeves, white stars, dark 
blue cap, white star.
Michael Owen Racing Club I  Dark blue, white triple diamond, dark blue sleeves, white stars, dark 
blue cap, white star.
Michael Rembaum & Michael Tuckey  Red and white stripes, diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Michael & Sharon Blake  Dark blue, white cross belts, hooped sleeves and hooped cap.
Michaelson, Exors of the Late Mr R. P. B  Light blue, emerald green star, emerald green cap, light 
blue star.
Michaelson & Jones  Light blue, emerald green star, emerald green cap, light blue star.
Michaelson, Royle, Cartmell  Light blue, emerald green star, emerald green cap, light blue star.
Michael Tabor & Mrs John Magnier  Royal blue, orange disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Michael & Terry Moses & Partner  Purple, yellow chevron, yellow sleeves, purple armlets, purple 
cap, yellow star.
Michael & Tracie Willis  Orange, purple diamond, diabolo on sleeves and diamond on cap.
Michael Watt and Billy Slater (AUS)  Dark blue and white check, dark blue sleeves, emerald green 
cap.
Michael Watt Billy Slater AUS Roy David  Dark blue and white check, dark blue sleeves, emerald 
green cap.
Michael Watt, J A McGrath, The Anzacs  Khaki, dark green cap.
Michael Watt, J A McGrath, The Anzacs (second colours)  Dark blue and white check, dark blue 
sleeves, emerald green cap.
Michael Watt & Roy David  Dark blue and white check, dark blue sleeves, emerald green cap.
Michael Wigham & Turguy Akman  Maroon, yellow star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.

Michael & Will Potter  Cerise, gold sleeves, cerise cap, gold spots.
Michelle And Dan Macdonald  Purple, white disc, yellow sleeves, purple diamonds, purple and 
yellow quartered cap.
Michelle Harris & Deberah Lawton  Pink, black chevron and sleeves, black and pink quartered cap.
Michelle Harris & James Colthart  Dark blue, white spots, white and dark blue halved sleeves, dark 
blue cap.
Mick and Janice Mariscotti  White, emerald green hoops, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Mick and Janice Mariscotti & Partner  White, emerald green hoops, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Mick Appleby Racing  Black, royal blue star, black sleeves, royal blue stars, black cap, royal blue star.
Mick Coulson & Colin Poore  Emerald green and light green stripes.
Mickey Bowen and Will Harman  Yellow, maroon sleeves, white armlets, maroon and yellow 
quartered cap.
Mickey Bowen & Regan Pallas  Yellow, maroon sleeves, white armlets, maroon and yellow 
quartered cap.
Mick Fitzgerald Racing Club  Red, yellow hoops, yellow and red diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap, red 
spots.
Mick Jaselsky & Partner  Yellow, light blue and yellow halved sleeves, light blue and yellow hooped 
cap.
Mick Larkin & George Jackson  Red, white diamond, royal blue sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
Micklethwait, Mrs J.  Dark blue, yellow cross belts and sleeves, dark blue and white check cap.
Mickley Stud & D C Griffiths  White, maroon cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Mickley Stud & Derrick Mossop  Dark blue, royal blue chevrons, dark blue cap, royal blue star.
Mickley Stud & Derrick Mossop (second colours)  White, maroon cross of lorraine, sleeves and 
cap.
Mickley Stud & Mrs A O'Sullivan  White, maroon cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Mickley Stud & Partner  White, maroon cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Mickley Stud, Ponsonby & Ptnr  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
Mickley Stud Racing 1  White, maroon cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Mick Martin Keith Boddy & Son  Red, white seams, white sleeves, red diamonds, white cap, red 
stars.
Mick White & Steve Horsfall  Royal blue, yellow chevron, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, quartered 
cap.
Middis, Mrs Jane  Yellow, purple star, yellow sleeves, purple stars.
Middlebrook, Mr G.  Grey, royal blue seams, sleeves and cap.
Middleham Park and Ventura Racing 3  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park and Ventura Racing 3 (second colours)  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, 
red cap, white star.
Middleham Park and Ventura Racing 5  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park and Ventura Racing 5 (second colours)  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, 
red cap, white star.
Middleham Park and Ventura Racing 6  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park and Ventura Racing 6 (second colours)  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, 
red cap, white star.
Middleham Park and Ventura Racing 7  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park and Ventura Racing 7 (second colours)  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, 
red cap, white star.
Middleham Park and Ventura Racing 9  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, red cap, white star.
Middleham Park and Ventura Racing 10  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park and Ventura Racing 10 (second colours)  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, 
red cap, white star.
Middleham Park and Ventura Racing 11  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park and Ventura Racing 11 (second colours)  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, 
red cap, white star.
Middleham Park and Ventura Racing 12  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park and Ventura Racing 12 (second colours)  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, 
red cap, white star.
Middleham Park and Ventura Racing 15  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park and Ventura Racing 15 (second colours)  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, 
red cap, white star.
Middleham Park and Ventura Racing 16  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park CXII, I. Black & P. Leefe  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park LXIX & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park LXVII & Phil Cunningham  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park LXXXVIII & Partners  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park LXXXVII & Mr T Ingham  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park, M. Caine & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing Bellman Trowbridge  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing C  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CI  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CIII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CIII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CII & Partner 2  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CIV  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CIV & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CIX  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing, Clark & Carr  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing & Cosyseal Racing  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing C & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing C & RJH Ltd  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CV  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CVI  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CVII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CVIII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CVIII & B Ellison  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CVIII & Mrs Burke  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CVIII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CVIII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CVII & Mrs E Burke  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CVII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CVI & Mrs E Burke  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CVI & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CV & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CX  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CX and Partner(3)  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXI  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXIII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXIII and Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXIII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXI & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXIV  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXIV & Mrs E Burke  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXIV & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
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Middleham Park Racing CXIX  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXIX & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXIX & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CX1 & Mr R Hannon  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CX & Mr R Hannon  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXV  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXV & C Barclay  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXVI  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXVII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXVIII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXVIII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXVII & Mrs Burke  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXVI & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
MiddlehamPark RacingCXV & S Archi Romani  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXX  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXXI  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXXI & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXXI & Partners  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXX & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing CXX & Partner 1  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing & F Carmichael  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing I  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing II  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing III  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing III & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
MIddleham Park Racing III & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing II & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing II & Partners  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing I & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing I & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing IV  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing IX  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing L  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LI  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LIII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LIII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LIII & Partners  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LI & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LIV  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LIX  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LVII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LVII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LX  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXI  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXIII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
MiddlehamParkRacing LXIII & Mr R. Hannon  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXI & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXI & Partner 2  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXIV  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXIV  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXIV & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXIX  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXIX & Mrs Burke  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXV  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXV & C A McMillan  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXVI&Chris Liesack  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXVII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXVIII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXVIII & Mrs Burke  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXVIII & Partners  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXVI & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXV & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXX  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXI  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXIII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXIII & E Burke  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXIII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXI & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXIV  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXIV & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXIX  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXX & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXV  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXVI  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXVII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXVIII& A&J Ryan  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXVII & R Hannon  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXVI & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXV & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXX  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXXI  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXXII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXXIII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXXIII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXXII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXXI & Mrs Burke  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXXI & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXXIV  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXXIV & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXXIX  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXXIX & E Burke  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXXIX & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXX & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXXV  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXXVI  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXXVII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXXVIII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXXVIII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing LXXXV & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing,Mr & Mrs P Gaffney  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing & Peter Lamb  Light blue, orange epaulets.

Middleham Park Racing & Rasio Cymru 1  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing V  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing VI  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing VI and Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing (VII)  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing VIII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing (VIII) & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing VIII & Partners  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing VII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing V & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing X  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XC  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XCI  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XCII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XCIII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XCIII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XCII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XCI & Les Boyer  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XCI & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XCIV  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing (XCIV) & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XCIX  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XCV  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XCVI  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XCVII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XCVIII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XCVIII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XCVIII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XCVII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XCVII & Partners  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XI  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XII & A E Denham  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XII & A&J Ryan  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XI & Partners  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XIV  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XIX  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XIX & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XL  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XLI  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XLII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XLIII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XLIII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XLII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XLIV & A&J Ryan  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XLIV & E Burke  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XLIX  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XLIX & Partners  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XL & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XLV  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XLV and Partner(2)  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XLVI  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XLVII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XLVIII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XLVIII & Partners  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XLVII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XLVI & Partners  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing X & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing (X) & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XV  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XVI  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XVI & Colin Dale  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XVII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XVII and Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XVIII & B Haslam  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XVIII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XVI & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XV & Partners  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XX  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXI  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXIII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXIII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXI & Mrs E Burke  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXI & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXIV  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXIV & Mrs Bourne  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXIX  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXIX & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXIX & Partners  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XX & M C Pipe  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XX & Mrs Barclay  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXV  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXVI  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXVI & Gow Equine  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXVII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXVIII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXVIII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXVIII & Ruth Carr  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXVI & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXV & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXV & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXX  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXXII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXXIII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXXIII & Partners  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXXII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXXII & Partner 2  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXXII & W Drew  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXXI & K Sohi  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXXI & Partners  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXXIV  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXXIX  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXXV  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXXVI  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXXVII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXXVIII  Light blue, orange epaulets.
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Middleham Park Racing XXXVIII & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXXVIII & Partners  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXXV & Mrs E Burke  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Racing XXXV & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park, Ventura, Delaney & Black  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park, Ventura Racing 6&Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park, Ventura Racing10&Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park, Ventura Racing&Partners  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park Ventura Racing& Salthouse  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park XCII, M Delaney & I Black  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park XVIII & Steven Rocco  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park XXII & Steven Rocco  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park XXII & Steven Rocco 1  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park XX, Mrs C Barclay & J Pak  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleham Park XXV,Ms Delaney & Mr Black  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Middleton-Heath, Mr Marc  Royal blue, emerald green stars, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, 
emerald green star.
Middleton, Mr M.  Royal blue, white diamond, royal blue and red chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Middleton, Mr P. W.  White, emerald green hoops, white sleeves, emerald green stars, black cap.
Middleton, Mr S.  Emerald green, white disc, armlets and cap.
Middleton, Mrs Lorraine  Dark blue, red cross of lorraine, checked sleeves and cap.
Middleton, Mrs L. S.  Mauve, dark green chevron, dark green and mauve chevrons on sleeves.
Middleton, Mrs Mary-Ann  Orange, pink hoop and armlets, hooped cap.
Middleton, Mr Stuart J.  Red, light blue armlets and cap.
Middleton, Mr Stuart J. (second colours)  Red, pink armlets, pink cap.
Midd Shire Racing  Red, black stars, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, royal blue cap.
MIDEST 1  Royal blue, red stars, red and yellow striped sleeves and cap.
MIDEST 2  Royal blue, red stars, red and yellow striped sleeves and cap.
Midest Partnership  Royal blue, red stars, red and yellow striped sleeves and cap.
The Midgelets  Black and red (halved), yellow sleeves and cap.
Midgley, Mr Andrew  Yellow, dark green seams, chevrons on sleeves, dark green cap.
Midgley, Mr P. T.  Emerald green, royal blue triple diamond, royal blue cap, emerald green diamond.
Midgley, Mr T. W.  Brown and yellow (quartered), brown sleeves, yellow cap.
Midnight Moss Partnership  Red and royal blue (quartered), hooped sleeves, royal blue and red 
quartered cap.
Midnight Racing Club  Royal blue, yellow cross belts, yellow cap.
Midnight Racing Club (second colours)  Light green, pink striped sleeves, pink and light green 
quartered cap.
Midnight Request Partnership  White and red diabolo, white sleeves, red and white check cap.
Midnight Request Partnership (second colours)  Royal blue, white braces and sleeves, white and 
royal blue striped cap.
Midtech  Light blue and red (quartered), hooped sleeves, white cap.
Midtech 1  Light blue and red (quartered), hooped sleeves, white cap.
Midtech 2  Light blue and red (quartered), hooped sleeves, white cap.
Midtech, McKenna, Macable  Light blue and red (quartered), hooped sleeves, white cap.
Midtech, McKenna, Macable (second colours)  White, emerald green cross of lorraine, halved 
sleeves and diamond on cap.
Midtech, McKenna, Macable (third colours)  Purple, yellow spots, yellow sleeves, purple spots, 
yellow cap, purple star.
Midtech, McKenna, Macable (fourth colours)  Black and yellow check, diabolo on sleeves.
Midwood, Mr D. R.  Bronze, white cross belts and cap.
Mifflin, Mr Mike  Dark blue, red cross belts, quartered cap.
Mighty Acorn Stables  Royal blue, large white spots, red sleeves and cap.
The Mighty Men  Grey, orange chevron, sleeves and cap.
The Mighty Mouse Partnership  Buff,  blue sleeves, mauve cap.
Mike and Eileen Newbould  Black, white cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Mike and Eileen Newbould (second colours)  White, black cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Mike and Michelle Morris  Dark green, light blue sleeves and cap.
Mike Burbidge & The Old Masters  Yellow, emerald green diamond on body and cap, yellow  
sleeves, emerald green seams.
Mike Burbidge & The Old Masters (second colours)  Brown, orange seams and sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Mike Channon Bloodstock Ltd  Black, white hollow box, diabolo on sleeves.
Mike, Chris, Stef, Carl, David & Hugh  Purple, mauve seams, mauve sleeves, purple seams, purple 
cap.
MikeDeKock, MikeyHolding & JehanMalherbe  White, red maltese cross, striped sleeves & cap.
Mike & Eileen Newbould, N Rust  Black, white cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Mike Harris Racing Club  Yellow, black diamond, chevrons on sleeves.
Mike Harris Racing Club & Partner  Yellow, black diamond, chevrons on sleeves.
Mike Hocking and Paul George  Pink, black chevron, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Mike & Jordan Ford  Royal blue and white stripes, red sleeves.
Mike Nolan and John Abbey  Emerald green, red inverted triangle, red cap.
Mike Nolan and John Abbey (second colours)  Yellow, red stars, red and yellow halved sleeves, 
yellow cap.
Mike Nolan and John Abbey (third colours)  Yellow, royal blue disc and sleeves, hooped cap.
Mike Nolan & John Abbey  Emerald green, red inverted triangle, red cap.
Mike Nolan & John Abbey (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow hoop, chevrons on sleeves, yellow 
cap.
Mike Nolan & Partner  Emerald green, red inverted triangle, red cap.
Mike Nolan & Partner (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow hoop, chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
Milan Racing Club  Orange, royal blue seams, striped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Milan Racing Club 1  Orange, royal blue seams, striped sleeves, royal blue cap.
The Milborough Boys  Royal blue, mauve and royal blue striped sleeves, royal blue and white striped 
cap.
Milburn, Mr Colin  Yellow, dark blue hollow box, checked sleeves.
Milburn, Mrs Ann  White, royal blue disc, royal blue and light blue striped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Mildmay Racing  Dark blue, light blue epaulets, dark blue and orange striped sleeves, orange cap.
Mildmay Racing and Mr R A Farmiloe  Dark blue, light blue epaulets, dark blue and orange striped 
sleeves, orange cap.
Mildmay Racing & D. H. Caslon  Dark blue, light blue epaulets, dark blue and orange striped 
sleeves, orange cap.
Mildmay Racing & D. H. Caslon (second colours)  Dark blue, light green sash, white cap.
Mildmay-White, Mr A.  Light blue, white hoops, light blue sleeves, light blue cap, white hoop.
Mile High Racing  Grey, light blue stars on sleeves.
Miles, Belinda  Orange, royal blue sleeves, black diamonds, orange cap, royal blue star.
Miles, Mr John W.  Maroon and light blue (quartered), halved sleeves, light blue and maroon check 
cap.
Miles, Mr Kevin  Emerald green, orange epaulets, orange and emerald green striped sleeves, orange 
cap.
Miles, Mr R.  Orange, purple hoop, orange sleeves, purple seams, purple cap.
Miles, Mr R. U.  Yellow, black cross belts, emerald green sleeves.
Miles, Mrs Myfanwy  Purple, emerald green epaulets and diamond on cap.
Miles, Ms Mary  Red, emerald green seams, emerald green sleeves, red armlets and star on emerald 
green cap.
Military Syndicate  Light green, black seams, quartered cap.
The Milk Sheiks  Red and emerald green (quartered), emerald green sleeves, red spots, red cap.

Millar, Mr John  Light blue, dark blue epaulets, light blue sleeves, dark blue stars, light blue cap, dark 
blue star.
Millar, Mrs Jane  Pink, mauve sash and sleeves, white cap.
Millar, Mrs Lesley  Maroon, yellow sleeves, maroon stars, yellow cap.
Milldean Racing Syndicate  Royal blue, white chevrons, white and royal blue quartered cap.
Millen & Cooke  Emerald green, yellow cross belts, emerald green sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Millen & Cooke (second colours)  Emerald green, red hoops, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, 
red cap.
Millen, Mr B. J.  Emerald green, yellow cross belts, emerald green sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
MILLENNIUM MADNESS & PARTNER  Pink, black epaulets, sleeves and cap.
The Millennium Madness Partnership  Pink, black epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Millennium Racing Club  Red, white star, white and red striped sleeves.
Millen & Partner  Emerald green, yellow cross belts, emerald green sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Miller-Bakewell, Mr Robert  White, royal blue hoops, white and yellow hooped sleeves, royal blue 
cap.
Miller, Mr A. N.  White, dark green spots, red sleeves and cap.
Miller, Mr C. J.  White and emerald green stripes, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Miller, Mr Craig  Purple, white cross of lorraine and armlets, quartered cap.
Miller, Mr M. J.  White, yellow sleeves, beige spots, yellow cap.
Miller, Mrs G. B. (L)  Claret, yellow sleeves and cap.
Miller, Mr Simon  Emerald green, yellow diamond, halved sleeves, red cap.
Miller, Mrs J. M.  Royal blue, yellow spots on sleeves, yellow cap.
Miller, Mrs J. M. D.  Light green and lilac (halved), sleeves reversed, lilac cap.
Miller, Mrs Terry  Dark green, yellow stars, white sleeves, dark green cap, yellow star.
Miller, Mrs Wendy  Light blue and dark blue diabolo, dark blue sleeves, white cap.
Millers Bank Partnership  Light blue, yellow cross belts, light blue sleeves, yellow stars and cap.
Millett, Mr Tony  Royal blue, emerald green chevron, emerald green and royal blue striped sleeves, 
hooped cap.
Millhaugh Racing  Light blue, red star, white sleeves, light blue cap, red star.
Mill House Racing Syndicate  Purple, yellow chevron, striped sleeves and cap.
Millichamp, Mr Martin  Yellow, emerald green chevron, striped cap.
Milligan, Exors of the Late Mrs J. M. L.  Blue, white diamond and sleeves, red cap.
Milligan, Miss Kate  Graham tartan, white cap.
Milligan, Mrs Eileen M.  Royal blue, emerald green and royal blue hooped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Millingbrook Racing  Black and orange (halved), orange sleeves, black armlets, black and orange 
check cap.
Millingbrook Racing & Partners  Black and orange (halved), orange sleeves, black armlets, black and 
orange check cap.
Millington, Harvey & Jenkins  Black, orange star, white sleeves, orange stars, white cap, orange star.
Millington, Mr C. R.  Orange, royal blue sash, royal blue cap.
Millington, Mr P. J.  Orange, royal blue sash.
Million Dreams Racing  Black, mauve seams, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Million Dreams Racing 1  Black, mauve seams, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Million in Mind Partnership  Emerald green and red diabolo, white sleeves, emerald green 
diamonds, white cap, red diamond.
Million To One Partnership  Dark green, gold diamond, light green sleeves, dark green and gold 
quartered cap.
Millman, J R  Royal blue and red check, white sleeves and cap.
Millman, Mr B. R.  Black, red cross of lorraine, diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Millman, Mrs Louise  Black, white hoop, diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
Millman Racing Club  Black, white hoop, diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
Mills & Mason Partnership  Maroon and light blue diabolo, light blue sleeves, quartered cap.
Mills & Mason Partnership (second colours)  White and red stripes, black and white halved 
sleeves, black cap.
Mills, Mr A.  Dark green, yellow star, sleeves and star on cap.
Mills, Mr C. J.  Dark blue and white stripes, white sleeves, hooped cap.
Mills, Mr D. P.  Red, light blue spots and sleeves, red cap.
Mills, Mr F. J.  Maroon and light blue diabolo, light blue sleeves, quartered cap.
Mills, Mr Fred  Red, yellow braces, black cap.
Mills, Mr Gethyn  Royal blue, white stars, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, white star.
Mills, Mr Gethyn (second colours)  Royal blue, white seams, red sleeves, white stars, white cap.
Mills, Mr Graham  Royal blue, beige hooped sleeves and cap.
Mills, Mr J. H.  Light blue, maroon chevron, halved sleeves, light blue and maroon quartered cap.
Mills, Mr N. G.  White, black button on cap.
Mills, Mr Philip  Black, orange chevron.
Mills, Mr R.  Yellow and red diabolo, red sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
Mills, Mr R. A.  Maroon, dark blue armlets.
Mills, Mr R. A. (second colours)  Light blue, maroon epaulets and sleeves.
Mills, Mrs B. B.  Maroon, gold sleeves, light blue cap.
Mills, Mrs Janine M.  Turquoise, one white vertical stripe on body and sleeves, quartered cap.
Mills, Mrs K. H. L.  Purple, pink stars, pink sleeves, purple spots, pink cap, purple stars.
Mills, Mrs Lesley  Purple and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves and cap.
Millson, Mr Alan  White, royal blue sash, white sleeves, royal blue stars and cap.
Milltown Racing  Dark blue, red cross belts, white sleeves, dark blue armlets and star on white cap.
Milltown Racing & Partner  Dark blue, red cross belts, white sleeves, dark blue armlets and star on 
white cap.
Milmo, Mr Patrick  Grey, pink armlets, pink cap.
Milne, Mr G. P. D.  Black, orange diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Milner-Matthews, Mrs A.  Light blue, yellow star, emerald green sleeves, black diamonds, check cap.
Milner, Miss Gillian  Dark blue, light blue chevron, mauve sleeves, red cap.
Milner, Miss Gillian (second colours)  Dark blue, mauve chevron, light blue sleeves, red cap.
Milner, Mrs S.  Red and purple diabolo, halved sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Milner, Mr Trevor  White, maroon stars, maroon sleeves, white stars, white cap, maroon star.
Milner, Mr W. R.  Royal blue, red cross belts, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Milsom Baker Racing  Pink, purple stars, purple sleeves, pink armlets, purple cap.
Milsom Baker Racing and Royle  Pink, purple stars, purple sleeves, pink armlets, purple cap.
Milsom Baker Racing and Royle (second colours)  Light green and purple check, purple sleeves, 
light green cap.
Milsom, Mr Gary  Pink, purple stars, purple sleeves, pink armlets, purple cap.
Milthorp, Mr D.  Pink, black spots, white sleeves and cap.
Miltil Consortium  Grey, pink armlets, pink cap.
Miltil, Sturges & White  Yellow, maroon star, yellow sleeves, maroon stars, yellow cap, maroon star.
Milton, Mr Allan  Beige and maroon stripes, beige sleeves, quartered cap.
Milton, Mr J. C.  Royal blue, light blue chevrons, royal blue sleeves, light blue seams, quartered cap.
Minde, Bjarne  White and dark blue stripes, white sleeves, dark blue cap, red spots.
Mindy Hammond & Partners  Royal blue and yellow stripes, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, white 
star.
Mines, Mr Peter  Gold, black hoop, hooped cap.
Minster Developments  Dark blue, light blue seams, chevrons on sleeves, light blue cap.
Minster Stud  Royal blue, yellow braces and armlets.
Minster Stud and Partner  Royal blue, yellow braces and armlets.
Minton, Mr D.  Light blue, black sash and cap with blue hoop.
Minton, Mrs Juliet  Dark blue, pink stars, pink sleeves, dark blue stars.
M I Pattinson Racing  Black, royal blue braces, white cap, royal blue stars.
M I Pattinson Racing (second colours)  Dark green, pink star, dark green sleeves, pink stars, dark 
green cap, pink star.
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M I Pattinson Racing (third colours)  Dark blue and purple stripes, dark blue sleeves, yellow 
armlets, dark blue and purple hooped cap.
Miquel, Mr Raymond  Pink, black seams, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Miranda Beaufort and Partners  Blue, white hoops, crimson cap.
Mirror Punters Club  Red, white chevrons, striped sleeves, red cap.
Misfer, Mr Saif  Red and yellow stripes, checked sleeves, red cap.
The Misfits  Emerald green, beige braces, striped sleeves, beige cap.
Miss A Gibson-Fleming & Mrs R Philipps  Lime green, royal blue cross belts.
Miss Alison Jones and Partner  Red, black star, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap, black star.
Miss Alison P. Lee & Mr Chris Grant  Dark green, yellow diamond on body and cap, yellow sleeves, 
dark green armlets.
Miss B Houlston,Mrs M Chapman,Mrs R Carr  Dark green and pink (quartered), striped sleeves, 
dark green cap.
Miss C A Baines & Mrs H Varian  White, mauve hoop.
Miss Carole Jones & Mrs Rose Dobbin  Red, light blue and red diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Miss C Davis & Miss G Pope  White, dark blue sash, dark blue and white striped sleeves and cap.
Miss C Fordham & Mr C Vernon  Dark blue, orange cross belts and star on cap.
Miss D Finkler, A Herd, Dr P Holloway 1  Purple, large white spots, white sleeves, purple armlets.
Miss D Finkler Mr A Herd & Dr P Holloway  Purple, large white spots, white sleeves, purple 
armlets.
Miss D L Wisbey & Mr R J Viney  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Miss D L Wisbey,Mr R Viney & J S Moore  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, halved sleeves, dark 
blue and light blue quartered cap.
Miss EJ Baker & Aenghus O'Maillie  Royal blue, scarlet striped sleeves, white cap.
Miss E J Butterworth & Partner  Purple, pink star, pink and purple chevrons on sleeves, pink cap, 
purple star.
Miss Emily Asprey & Christopher Wright  Dark blue, pink chevron, light blue sleeves, pink armlets, 
dark blue cap, pink star.
Miss Emily Asprey & Christopher Wright (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow 
sleeves, royal blue armlets and star on yellow cap.
Miss Emily Stevens Partnership  Light blue, red seams, striped sleeves, red cap.
Miss G Boanas & Mr M Foxton  Maroon, black epaulets, white sleeves, black armlets, maroon cap, 
black star.
Miss Gillian Boanas Mr Douglas Renton  Red, white cross of lorraine, red sleeves, white spots.
Miss Hazel Crichton & Partner  Yellow, dark green armlets, dark green and white striped cap.
Miss Heritage Partnership  Dark green and yellow stripes, maroon sleeves, yellow cap.
Miss I Keogh & Partner  Purple, pink hoops and sleeves.
Miss Isabella R Lysaght & Partner  Dark blue, pink hoops, dark blue sleeves, pink stars, pink cap, 
dark blue star.
Miss Italia Keogh & Bobby Allan  Black, red chevron, black sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Miss Jane Edgar & Mr D. V. Gardner  White, black triple diamond, red sleeves, white armlets, red 
cap.
Miss Jayne Brace & Mr Gwyn Brace  Red, yellow diamond, red sleeves, yellow spots, red cap, 
yellow diamond.
Miss J. Deadman & Mr S. Barrow  Dark blue, light blue spots on sleeves and cap.
Miss J. Matterson & Mrs D. Davidson  Emerald green, grey seams, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Miss J Matterson & Mrs R Dobbin  Emerald green, grey seams, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Miss Juliet E Reed & Mr David Spershott  Pink, purple stars, pink sleeves, purple cap, pink star.
Miss Juliet E Reed & Mr Michael Truan  Pink, purple stars, pink sleeves, purple cap, pink star.
Miss Kate Dobb & Mr Stuart Dobb  Dark blue, grey star and armlets, hooped cap.
Miss L Reid & Mr G Costelloe  Royal blue and yellow check, royal blue sleeves, yellow spots, royal 
blue cap.
Miss M.A. Thompson & Miss S.E. Hall  Purple, yellow sleeves, black and yellow hooped cap.
Miss M P Bryant, David & Eileen Bryant  White, dark blue triple diamond, striped sleeves and cap.
Miss M. Thompson and Moment of Madness  Purple, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, black hoop.
Miss P. A. & Mr P. J. Carnaby  Black, red stars, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Miss Pauline Ward & Mr Paul Ward  Orange, royal blue and white check cap.
Miss Rachael Evans & Mr Matt Booth  White, dark green stars.
Miss R Emmet & Mr S Emmet & Partner  Emerald green and yellow (quartered), halved sleeves.
Miss R McEntee & Mr J Paxton  Maroon, black cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Miss S. A. Booth and Mr J. Kyle  Emerald green, royal blue star and sleeves, royal blue cap, emerald 
green star.
Miss S.A Booth & Don Eddy  Emerald green, royal blue star and sleeves, royal blue cap, emerald 
green star.
Miss S. A. Booth & Mr I. J. Jardine  Emerald green, royal blue star and sleeves, royal blue cap, 
emerald green star.
Miss Sally Wall & Star Pointe Ltd  Royal blue, light blue seams and sleeves, white cap.
Miss S.E. Hall & Mr C. Platts  Black, lilac star, quartered cap.
Miss S. E. Hartnell & Partner  Royal blue, white spots, checked sleeves and cap.
Miss Sheena Pilkington & Partner  Chocolate, orange cross belts, check cap.
Miss S Sharp and Mr M. P. N. Tregoning  Royal blue, white sleeves, royal blue and white check cap.
Miss S. Von Schilcher/Mr D. Powell  Dark blue, red cap, white star.
Miss Vanessa Church  Black, large light green spots, light green cap.
Miss Victoria Bewley & Mrs Carolyn Todd  Dark green, red hooped sleeves, red cap.
Miss Victoria Watt & Partner    Jade green, flame hooped sleeves, black cap.
Mistry, Mr Shapoor  Maroon, yellow stars on sleeves.
Mitchell, Major J. D. (L)  Black, white collar and cuffs, black and gold quartered cap.
Mitchell, Mr A.  Dark green, white epaulets, striped sleeves, black cap.
Mitchell, Mr A. M.  Beige, royal blue cross belts and sleeves.
Mitchell, Mr Brian  Yellow, red sash, diamonds on sleeves.
Mitchell, Mr C. W.  Light blue, white sleeves, red cap, light blue star.
Mitchell, Mr J.  Emerald green, royal blue seams, striped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Mitchell, Mr J. P.  White and royal blue stripes, white sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap, royal blue 
star.
Mitchell, Mr J. W.  White, black stripe, black and white striped sleeves.
Mitchell, Mr Martin  Black, red triple diamond, red cap.
Mitchell, Mr Philip  White, orange chevron, sleeves and cap.
Mitchell, Mr Ralph  Royal blue, white star, white and royal blue check sleeves, royal blue cap, white 
star.
Mitchell, Mr Richard  Royal blue, white collar and sleeves, black and light blue check cap.
Mitchell, Mr R. M.  Pink, white chevrons and sleeves, light blue cap.
Mitchell, Mr R. W.  Purple, yellow star, hooped sleeves.
Mitchell, Mrs Clodagh  Pink, mauve triple diamond, white sleeves, mauve cap.
Mitchell, Mrs D.  Grey, pink seams, grey cap.
Mitchell, Mrs D. (second colours)  Cerise, white sash, black sleeves, white cap.
Mitchell, Mrs E.  Light blue, white collar and sleeves, black cap, white spots.
Mitchell, Mrs Francesca  Black, pink star, black sleeves, pink spots.
Mitchell, Mrs Laura  Emerald green, yellow sleeves, emerald green cap, yellow star.
Mitchell, Mrs M.  Brown, light green spots, light green cap.
Mitchell, Mrs Patricia  Royal blue, grey armlets, grey cap, royal blue diamond.
Mitchell, Mrs R. J.  Yellow, black braces and sleeves, yellow and black striped cap.
Mitford-Slade, Mr R.  Black, pink stripe, striped sleeves, pink cap.
Mitson, Mr David  Black, lightning silver seams on sleeves, sides and shoulders, lightning silver cap.
Mizon, Mr Stuart  Royal blue, white sleeves, red armlets.
M James & S Jarrett  Dark blue, light blue hoops, striped sleeves.
M. J. C. Hawkes and E. J. C. Hawkes  Red, black triple diamond, black sleeves, red diamonds.

M J Golding, T Pryke, M Appleby  Maroon, light blue seams, hooped sleeves and cap.
M J Golding & W J Cope  Maroon, light blue seams, hooped sleeves and cap.
M J Jooste & China Horse Club  Emerald green, yellow stars, black sleeves and cap.
M. J. & L. A. Taylor  Emerald green, red epaulets, diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
M Johnson & Sarah Hollinshead  Maroon, saxe blue sash, hooped cap.
M Johnson & S C Hawkins  Maroon, saxe blue sash, hooped cap.
M.J. Tidball & B.R. Millman  Dark green, white stars and armlets, dark green cap, yellow star.
M J Vandenberghe & Partners  Orange, emerald green seams, sleeves and cap.
M Kerr-Dineen, D Fass, F Trenchard  Purple, white diamonds on sleeves, check cap.
M Kerr-Dineen, M Hughes & J Gosden  Purple, white diamonds on sleeves, check cap.
M Kerr-Dineen, M Hughes & J Gosden (second colours)  Purple and white diamonds, purple 
sleeves.
M Kerr-Dineen, M Hughes & W Eason  Purple, white diamonds on sleeves, check cap.
M Kerr-Dineen, M Hughes & W Eason (second colours)  Dark blue, white braces, diamonds on 
sleeves, striped cap.
M Khan X2 & Partner  Purple, yellow hoops.
M. L. Bloodstock Ltd  Orange, brown cap.
M. L. W. Bell Racing Ltd  White, black hoops, white sleeves, red cap.
M McHale & K Doyle  Royal blue, royal blue and white hooped cap.
M McKay & T Cassidy  Grey and emerald green diabolo, emerald green sleeves, quartered cap.
Mme C Head & Partner  Dark blue, white chevron, diamonds on sleeves.
M & M Edwardson, M Hunter & J Matterson  Royal blue, red sleeves, white stars, red cap.
M & M Franklin  Maroon, pink epaulets and armlets.
MMG Racing  Dark blue, red stars, dark blue sleeves and cap.
M M Stables  Light blue, light blue and black diabolo on sleeves, light blue cap, black star.
MNC Racing  Maroon, black epaulets, maroon sleeves, black stars.
Mobley, Mrs Helen  Royal blue, yellow cross belts, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Mockridge, Mrs D. J.  Royal blue, silver grey hooped sleeves, light green cap.
M&O Construction & Civil Engineering Ltd  Emerald green, white cross belts, orange sleeves, 
white stars, white cap, orange diamonds.
Moffatt, Mr D. J.  Black, yellow inverted triangle, diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Moffatt, Mrs Jennie  Light blue, yellow chevron and sleeves, hooped cap.
Mohamdi, Mr Abdulrazaq  Black, red epaulets, red sleeves, black armlets and star on red cap.
Mohamed Abdul Rahim, Mr K.  Purple, light blue and black check sleeves and cap.
Mohamed Albousi, P Bamford & D McMahon  White and red (quartered), white sleeves, dark 
green armlets, black cap.
Mohammed Al Maktoum, H.H. Sheikh  Emerald green, white stripe, halved sleeves.
Mohammed Al Maktoum, H.H. Sheikh (second colours)  Cerise, grey cap.
Mohammed Al Maktoum, H.H. Sheikh (third colours)  Royal blue, mauve epaulets.
Mohammed Al Maktoum, H.H. Sheikh (fourth colours)  Beige, large maroon spots, beige sleeves, 
maroon spots and spots on cap.
Mohammed Al Maktoum, H.H. Sheikh (fifth colours)  Dark blue, emerald green epaulets, 
emerald green cap.
Mohammed Al Maktoum, H.H. Sheikh (sixth colours)  Royal blue, beige armlets.
Mohammed, Mr Ismail  Maroon, white chevron, maroon sleeves, white spots, white cap.
Mojave Thoroughbred Partners  Maroon, white spots, maroon sleeves, orange cap.
The Mojito Partnership  Dark blue, light blue disc, light blue and dark blue chevrons on sleeves, 
white cap, black star.
Molen, Mr G.  Black, pink stars, striped sleeves, black cap.
Mollers Racing  Chocolate, gold braid and sleeves, quartered cap.
Molony, Dr Pierce  Red, black seams and armlets, grey cap, maroon diamond.
Molony, Mr C. D.  Gold, green hooped sleeves, white cap, gold hoop.
Molony, Mr P.  Emerald green, yellow seams, emerald green sleeves, yellow stars, emerald green cap, 
yellow star.
Molony, Mr Pierce Gerard  Royal blue, emerald green seams, red cap.
Molumby, Mrs P.  Grey, dark blue stars on sleeves, dark blue cap.
Moment Of Madness  Pink, black and white hooped sleeves, pink cap, black stars.
Moment of Madness 2  Pink, black and white hooped sleeves, pink cap, black stars.
Monaghan, Mr Paul  White, royal blue epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, white cap, royal blue star.
Monaghan, Mr Paul (second colours)  White, royal blue epaulets, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Monday Boys Partnership  Brown, white cross belts, orange sleeves, white spots, orange cap, white 
spots.
The Monday Club  White, dark green chevron, black sleeves, white armlets, white and dark green 
hooped cap.
Mondial Racing  Red, black spots.
Mondial Racing & Robert Haim  Red, black spots.
Mondial Racing & Robert Haim (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow sash, diabolo on sleeves.
Mongan, Mrs L. J.  Black, red braces, red cap.
Monkland, Mrs Susan  Light blue, black spots, light blue sleeves, black cap.
The Montague Inn syndicate  Emerald green, red stars, red and yellow check sleeves, emerald 
green cap, yellow star.
Monteith, Mrs D.  Dark blue, red hoops, striped sleeves, black cap.
Monteith, Mrs S.  Royal blue and white (quartered), white sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
Montgomerie, Mr D. H.  Dark blue, light blue chevron, quartered cap.
Montgomerie, Mr M.  Orange, black stars, black cap.
Montgomery, Mrs J.  Purple, light green chevron, light green sleeves, purple armlets, purple cap, light 
green star.
Montpellier Racing  Dark blue, white seams, diamonds on sleeves, white cap.
Moody, Mr R. C.  Red and white stripes, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
Moody, Mrs Freda  Dark green, yellow chevron and sleeves.
Moody, Mrs M. E.  Dark green and yellow (halved), striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Moon Artist Partnership  Terracotta, black diamond and diamond on cap.
Mooney, Mr Ciaran John  White, orange cross belts, white and emerald green striped sleeves, 
emerald green cap.
The Moonlighters  Black and pink diabolo, pink sleeves, black armlets, black and pink quartered cap.
Moon, Mr David O.  Emerald green, white cross of lorraine, quartered cap.
Moon, Mr David O. (second colours)  Royal blue, red epaulets, royal blue sleeves, red spots, red 
cap.
Moon, Mrs Anne  Purple and emerald green diamonds, purple sleeves, emerald green armlets, 
yellow cap.
Moore, Capt J. D. (L)  Eau de nil , violet sleeves, red cap.
The Moore Family & Friends Partnership 1  Maroon, white armlets, black cap.
Moore, Moore & Kendrick  Light blue, chocolate sash.
Moore, Mr Brian T.  Yellow, red cross belts, red sleeves, black armlets, black cap.
Moore, Mr Carl  Light green, yellow star, light green sleeves, yellow stars, light green cap, yellow star.
Moore, Mr Colin  Royal blue, black diamond, diamonds on sleeves, royal blue cap, black star.
Moore, Mr D.J  Yellow, royal blue diamond, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Moore, Mr G.  Red and royal blue (halved), sleeves reversed, check cap.
Moore, Mr G. A.  Dark green and yellow check, white sleeves.
Moore, Mr G. L.  Beige, purple hoops, white cap, purple tassel.
Moore, Mr J. A.  Emerald green and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves, emerald green armlets and 
cap.
Moore, Mr James  Royal blue, red inverted triangle and star on cap.
Moore, Mr J. G.  White, maroon hoop, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Moore, Mr J. S.  Emerald green, yellow chevrons, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, emerald 
green cap.
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Moore, Mr P.  Maroon, white armlets, black cap.
Moore, Mrs Clare  Dark blue and red (halved), checked sleeves and cap.
Moore, Mrs F. A. V.  Dark blue, light green sleeves, quartered cap.
Moore, Mrs M. A.  Dark blue and gold (quartered), dark blue sleeves, emerald green cap.
Moore, Mrs Sara  Emerald green, red stripe, emerald green sleeves, yellow armlets, red cap.
Moore, Mrs Sara (second colours)  Emerald green, yellow hoop, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Moore, Mr Stewart  Emerald green, white star, red sleeves, white stars, red cap.
Moore, Mr T. W.  Light blue, chocolate sash.
The Moore The Merrier  Emerald green, yellow hoop, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Moorey, Mr E.G.  Beige, dark blue sleeves and cap.
The Moor Freedom Partnership  Grey, white epaulets, emerald green cap.
The Moor Freedom Partnership (second colours)  Grey, white epaulets, brown and orange 
quartered cap.
Moorhead, Mr P. B.  Dark blue and pink diamonds, pink sleeves, dark blue armlets.
Moorhouse, Mr John  Maroon, beige stars, maroon sleeves and cap.
Moorhouse, Mrs Heather  Light blue, light green triple diamond, checked sleeves, light green cap.
Moorland Racing  Red, white cross of lorraine, chevrons on sleeves, hooped cap.
Moorland Racing and Mark Hammond  Red, white cross of lorraine, white and red chevrons on 
sleeves, red and white hooped cap.
Moraes, Mr Walter  Light blue, white stripe and sleeves, light blue cap, red star.
Moran, Mr Noel Gerard  White, emerald green chevrons, white sleeves, emerald green spots, red 
cap.
Moran, Mr Peter J.  Emerald green and white (quartered), orange sleeves, emerald green cap.
Moran, Outhart, McDermott, Hyde & Hill  Black and white check, diabolo on sleeves.
Morant, Mr John (L)  Pearl grey, yellow cap and hooped sleeves.
Mordaunt, Mr G. C.  Light blue, red spots, sleeves and cap.
Mordecai, Mr James  Dark blue, pink cross belts and sleeves.
Morebrooke Ltd  Red, white braces, white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.
Morebrooke Ltd 1  Red, white braces, white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.
Morecombe, Mr Richard  Royal blue, white seams, chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Morecool & Cool Racing 2  Emerald green, royal blue star, hooped sleeves.
Morecool & Gap Personnel  Emerald green, royal blue star, hooped sleeves.
Morecool Racing  Emerald green, royal blue star, hooped sleeves.
Morecool Racing 1  Emerald green, royal blue star, hooped sleeves.
Morecool Racing & Partner  Emerald green, royal blue star, hooped sleeves.
Morecool Racing & Tony Coyle  Emerald green, royal blue star, hooped sleeves.
Morelli, Mr A. R. G.  Purple, pink stripe, light green sleeves, purple and pink check cap.
Moremoneythan  White, black stripe, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Moreton, Mrs R. C.  Dark blue, red hoop and armlets, light blue cap.
Moretti, Mr Marco  Royal blue, large red spots, sleeves and cap.
More Turf Racing  Maroon, yellow chevron, light blue sleeves.
MORE TURF RACING & MRS E BURKE  Maroon, yellow chevron, light blue sleeves.
Morgan, Beard and Wellbelove  Black, white seams, white sleeves, black armlets, black cap.
Morgan, Beard and Wellbelove (second colours)  Light blue, maroon triple diamond.
Morgan-Jones, Mr Rhydian  Crimson, yellow sleeves, black cap.
Morgan-Jones, Mr Rhydian (second colours)  Brown, emerald green cross belts, emerald green 
cap.
Morgan Joseph, Mrs Eliisa  Emerald green, white star, armlets and cap.
Morgan Joseph, Mrs Eliisa (second colours)  Emerald green, white star and armlets.
Morgan, Miss Laura  Purple, light blue cross belts, white sleeves and cap.
Morgan, Mr A.  Black, yellow cross belts, black and maroon halved sleeves.
Morgan, Mr B.  Dark blue, red stars, white sleeves, dark blue cap, red star.
Morgan, Mr B. C.  Royal blue, red sleeves, royal blue and gold hooped cap.
Morgan, Mr D.  Royal blue and yellow (halved), chevrons on sleeves, royal blue cap.
Morgan, Mr David H.  Pink and black diamonds, halved sleeves, black cap.
Morgan, Mr D. H.  Emerald green and white (halved), royal blue sleeves and cap.
Morgan, Mr E. O.  Maroon, yellow star, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Morgan, Mr G. A.  White, red cross of lorraine, emerald green and white halved sleeves, white cap, 
red star.
Morgan, Mr H. R. (L)  Maroon and old gold (quartered), maroon, old gold and black hooped sleeves 
and quartered cap.
Morgan, Mr Matthew  Black, white seams, white sleeves, black armlets, black cap.
Morgan, Mr R.  Light blue, orange chevron, orange cap, light blue star.
Morgan, Mr S.  Purple and orange (quartered), checked sleeves, purple cap.
Morgan, Mrs G.  Yellow, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets, black cap.
Morgan, Mrs G.  Beige, dark green hoop and armlets, maroon cap.
Morgan, Mrs Hannele  White, yellow star and armlets, dark blue cap, white star.
Morgan, Mrs J.  Red and white (quartered), red sleeves.
Morgan, Mrs J. (second colours)  Red, grey hoop.
Morgan, Mrs Michelle  Black, white seams and armlets, red cap.
Morgan, Mr W. G. N.  White, black cross belts and cap.
Morgan, Mr W. G. N. (second colours)  Magenta, black cap.
Morgan, Ms G. E.  Emerald green and white (quartered), royal blue sleeves and cap.
Morgan, Ms G. E. (second colours)  Light blue, royal blue star, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Morgans, Mr E. A. R.  White, red hollow box, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, red cap.
Morgans, Mr Ralph  Royal blue, yellow star, light blue sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Moriarty, Mr Michael  Black, white disc, white sleeves, black spots, white cap.
Morland, Mr G. P. M.  Pink and purple (quartered), halved sleeves.
The Morley Family  Orange and purple (quartered), emerald green sleeves and cap.
Morley, Mr A. (L)  Red, black cross belts, brown cap.
Morley, Mr A.  White, scarlet chevron hoop, sleeves and spots on cap.
Morley, Mr A. J.  Black, yellow chevron, mauve sleeves, black cap, yellow star.
Morley, Mr David S.  Black, gold cross belts, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Morley, Mr F  Dark green, red hoops, white cap, dark green diamond.
Morley, Mr G.  Purple, yellow chevron, grey sleeves and cap.
Morley, Mr H. M. C.  Black, red sleeves, gold cap.
Morley, Mrs J.  Yellow, black chevron, black sleeves, yellow stars, black cap, yellow star.
Morley, Mrs S. L.  Pink, light green spots, pink sleeves, light green cap, pink spots.
Morley, Mr T. W.  Orange and purple (quartered), emerald green sleeves and cap.
Morley, Mr T. W. (second colours)  Orange and purple (quartered), emerald green sleeves, orange 
cap.
Morley, Ms Sylvia  Orange, black epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Morley, Reynolds & Watkins  Orange and purple (quartered), emerald green sleeves and cap.
Morley, Reynolds & Watkins (second colours)  Yellow, emerald green star, white sleeves, yellow 
cap, emerald green star.
Morley, Reynolds, Watkins & Partner  Orange and purple (quartered), emerald green sleeves and 
cap.
Morley, Reynolds, Watkins & Partner (second colours)  Yellow, emerald green star, white sleeves, 
yellow cap, emerald green star.
Morlock, Mr C. P. H.  Dark green, red striped sleeves, red cap, dark green spots.
Morlock, Mr C. P. H. (second colours)  Dark blue and yellow diabolo, dark blue sleeves, yellow cap, 
dark blue diamond.
Morlock, Mr W. R.  Royal blue, red hoop, check sleeves and cap.
THE MORNING FURY SYNDICATE  Pink, purple stripe, quartered cap.
Morning Tea  Dark blue, light blue disc, light blue and dark blue chevrons on sleeves, white cap, black 
star.

Moroney, Mr Paul  Light blue, black sleeves, light blue armlets, red cap.
Moroney & Regan  Light blue, black sleeves, light blue armlets, red cap.
Moroney & Singh  Light blue, black sleeves, light blue armlets, red cap.
Moroney, Singh & Partner  Black, pink seams, black sleeves and cap.
Morphet, Mr J. (L)  Blue, red hoop, black cap, red hoop.
The Morpheus Partnership  Dark blue, yellow epaulets, red sleeves, red and yellow quartered cap.
Morrell, Johnson & Cornborough Racing  Black, pink hoops.
Morrey, Mr John  Dark blue, maroon diamond, sleeves and cap.
Morrin, Mr G.  Grey, light green disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Morris, Miss P.  Grey and pink diamonds, grey sleeves, check cap.
Morris, Mr Derrick  Maroon, light blue and maroon halved sleeves, light blue cap.
Morris, Mr E. W.  Black, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, black diamonds, yellow cap, black star.
Morris, Mr Gwilym J.  Red, white epaulets, emerald green sleeves, white armlets and cap.
Morris, Mr H.  Black and mauve (quartered), mauve sleeves, black armlets, mauve cap.
Morris, Mr J.  Yellow, emerald green epaulets, royal blue sleeves, emerald green armlets, royal blue 
and yellow striped cap.
Morris, Mr James  Light blue, violet sleeves, grey cap.
Morris, Mr M.  Dark green, light blue sleeves and cap.
Morris, Mr M. C.  White jacket, 1 red stripe and 1 green stripe, green and red quartered cap.
Morris, Mr Nigel  Dark blue, red chevron, armlets and diamond on cap.
Morris, Mr Nigel H.  Royal blue, yellow star, chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Morris, Mr P.  Black, white braces, striped sleeves, red cap.
Morris, Mr R.  Light green, pink armlets, white and light green hooped cap.
Morris, Mr S  Emerald green, large black spots, black sleeves, emerald green spots, emerald green 
cap, black star.
Morris, Mrs E.  Royal blue, yellow hollow box, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Morris, Mrs Jacqueline  Purple, emerald green stripe and armlets, white cap, emerald green star.
Morris, Mrs Nicola  Yellow, light blue star, light blue and yellow chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap, light 
blue star.
Morris, Mrs Theresa  Dark blue, light blue sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue and light blue 
quartered cap.
Morris, Mr T. J. F.  Royal blue, light blue braces, light blue and royal blue striped sleeves,royal blue and 
light blue striped cap
Morris, Mr W. D.  Red, black hoop, armlets and cap.
Morris, Mr Wyn  Royal blue, black sleeves, royal blue stars, quartered cap.
Morrison-Bell, Mr Julian  Red, black seams and sleeves, red cap.
Morrison, Hon. Miss Mary  Light blue, black and white striped sleeves, white cap.
Morrison, Mr David  Emerald green and yellow check, white sleeves, emerald green and yellow 
quartered cap.
Morrison, Mr G. A.  Pink, emerald green hoops, pink cap.
Morrison, Mr H.  Dark green, white cross belts, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Morrison, Mr H. (second colours)  Dark green, dark green and white check cap.
Morrison, Mr H. (third colours)  Red, emerald green cross of lorraine, red and emerald green 
halved sleeves.
Morrison, Mr J. S.  Light blue and yellow check, red sleeves and cap.
Morrison, Mr P. R. C.  Yellow, beige sleeves, white cap.
Morrison, Mr P. R. C. (second colours)  Yellow, beige sleeves, yellow cap, beige star.
Morrison, Mrs M. D. W.  Black and pink diamonds, pink sleeves and cap.
Morrison, Mr T.  Black, light blue diamond, sleeves and cap.
Morrison, The Hon Declan  Dark green, white sash, check cap.
Morrissey, Mr R.  Light green, emerald green sleeves, white cap.
Morriss, Harrison, Chapple-Hyam  Pink, yellow star, sleeves and cap.
Morriss, Harrison, Chapple-Hyam (second colours)  Royal blue, red sash, white sleeves.
Morriss, Mr H. H.  Rose, black hooped cap.
Morriss, Mrs H. H.  Black and rose (quartered), rose sleeves, check cap.
Morse, Footman & Williams  Beige, black hoop, armlets and cap.
Morse, Mr A.  Royal blue, white hoops, chevrons on sleeves.
Morse, Mr A. (second colours)  Red, yellow star, chevrons on sleeves.
Morse, Mrs V. J.  Red, dark blue stars, halved sleeves, red cap.
Morshead, Mrs Anthea  Royal blue, dark green sash, white cap.
Morshead, Mr T. L.  Red and light blue (quartered), red sleeves and cap.
Mortazavi, Mr Ali  Royal blue, yellow cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, royal blue diamonds, royal 
blue cap, yellow stars.
Mortlock & Kelleway  Royal blue, emerald green star, emerald green sleeves, royal blue armlets, 
quartered cap.
Mortlock & Kelleway (second colours)  Royal blue and emerald green (quartered), diabolo on 
sleeves, royal blue cap, emerald green star.
Mortlock, Kelleway & Buy  White and royal blue diamonds, pink sleeves, royal blue cap, pink 
diamond white pom-pom.
Mortlock, Mr Ralph  Royal blue, emerald green star, emerald green sleeves, royal blue armlets, 
quartered cap.
Mortlock, Mr Ralph (second colours)  Royal blue and emerald green (quartered), diabolo on 
sleeves, royal blue cap, emerald green star.
Morton, Mr A. L. R.  Dark blue, white cross belts, yellow sleeves and cap.
Morton, Mr James  Black, brown seams, white cap.
Morton, Mr John  Black, red triple diamond, black sleeves, red stars, black cap, red diamond.
Morton, Mr R. B.  Emerald green, yellow star and star on cap.
Morty Knew Best  Light blue, maroon sleeves, light blue stars, light blue cap, maroon star.
Moseley, Lt. Col. R. B. (L)  Straw, scarlet collar, sleeves and cap.
Moseley, Mr Robert  Dark blue, gold sash, red cap, gold hoop.
Moses, Mr M.  Purple, yellow chevron, yellow sleeves, purple armlets, purple cap, yellow star.
Moss, Exors of the Late Mr Eddie  Yellow, royal blue triple diamond, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
stars, yellow cap, royal blue diamond.
Moss, Mr Gerald  White, brown armlets.
Moss, Mr Ian  Red, white sash, striped cap, blue sleeves.
Moss, Mr Malcolm  Grey, red spots, grey sleeves, red cap.
Moss, Mr Robert  Brown, light blue seams and armlets, light blue and brown hooped cap.
Mossop, Alison  Purple, red chevron, quartered cap.
Mossop, Mr Derrick  Dark blue, royal blue chevrons, dark blue cap, royal blue star.
The Most Wanted Partnership  Yellow, maroon epaulets, maroon sleeves, yellow armlets.
Motley, Mr T.  Yellow, blue and red check collar, cuffs and cap.
Motson, Mr John  Purple and orange diabolo, orange and purple diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Mott, Mr P.  Black and grey stripes.
Mott, Mr P. (second colours)  Black and grey check.
Mott, Mr P. (third colours)  White, grey stars on sleeves.
Mott, Mr P. (fourth colours)  Emerald green, white chevrons, white and emerald green hooped 
sleeves, emerald green cap, white diamonds.
Mott, Mr P. (fifth colours)  Royal blue, orange seams, royal blue sleeves, orange stars, royal blue cap, 
orange star.
Moubarak, Mr M.  Emerald green, red armlets, red cap.
Moukey  Pink, maroon sleeves and cap.
Mould, Mr B. J.  Black, white star, black sleeves, white stars.
Mould, Mr Jeff  Black, yellow seams, diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap, black diamond.
Mould, Mr Russ  White, royal blue spots, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue spots.
Mould, Mrs Caroline  Red, royal blue chevrons, armlets and star on cap.
Mould, Mrs Caroline (second colours)  Emerald green, white stars, emerald green cap, white star.
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Mould, Mrs Caroline (third colours)  Emerald green, white seams, emerald green sleeves, check 
cap.
Moulds, Mr M.  White, light blue stars, sleeves and cap.
Moules, Mr R. C.  Yellow, red stripe, halved sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
Moulson, Mr L. M. F.  Royal blue, yellow triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Moulton, Mr Paul  Orange, dark green disc.
Moulton Stud  White, pink hoop, armlets and cap.
Moulton Stud Partnership  White, pink hoop, armlets and cap.
Mound, Mr Stephen  Red, white star, white sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
Mounted Gamess Assoc Syndicate  Yellow, emerald green seams and armlets.
The Mount Fawcus Partnership  Yellow, light blue sleeves, yellow armlets and star on light blue cap.
The Mount Fawcus Partnership 1  Yellow, light blue sleeves, yellow armlets and star on light blue 
cap.
Mountford, Mr J. G.  Terracotta, white cap.
Mountifield, Mr J. O.  Copper, white cross belts, green sleeves, black cap.
Mount Pleasant Farm Syndicate  Red and white (quartered), diamonds on sleeves, white cap.
Mount Pleasant Racing  Royal blue, yellow sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
Mount Pleasant Racing & Partner  Royal blue, yellow sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
Mourad, Mr Nabil  Royal blue, white sleeves, red stars, royal blue cap, red star.
The Movie Legend Partnership  Light green and red stripes, black cap.
Mowat, Mr James  Orange, pink chevron and sleeves, quartered cap.
Mowat, Mrs K.  Light blue and brown stripes, light blue sleeves and cap.
Mowbray Park  Emerald green, purple chevrons, purple sleeves, emerald green stars, emerald green 
cap, purple stars.
Moyglare Stud Farms Ltd  Black, white sleeves, maroon cap, grey star.
Moylan, Mr E. D.  Orange, yellow epaulets and sleeves.
Moyles, Mr Patrick  White and maroon (halved), white sleeves, maroon stars and cap.
Moynihan, Mr Tadhg  Dark blue, emerald green star, light blue sleeves and cap.
Moyns Park Stud  Black and orange (quartered), orange and black chevrons on sleeves, orange cap.
Moysey, Mrs Theresa  Maroon, black triple diamond and sleeves, black and maroon quartered cap.
M Page, D Smith & R Whichelow  Yellow, light blue triple diamond, light blue and yellow hooped 
cap.
M. P. Bowring and R. Smith  Black, light blue chevron and sleeves.
M. P. Coleman & R. J. Coleman  Purple, white seams, checked sleeves and cap.
M Pearson & S Lowthian  Dark blue, red diamond, diamonds on sleeves, red cap.
MPH O'Connor & Reinsurance Partners  Black, white seams, black and red chevrons on sleeves, 
black cap.
MPR LII, Mrs Jones & Osborne House  Light blue, orange epaulets.
MPR, Northern Monkeys & Woodhurst  Light blue, orange epaulets.
MPR, Ventura Racing 3 & Partner  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, red cap, white star.
MPR, Ventura Racing 5 & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
MPR, Ventura Racing 6 & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
MPR, Ventura Racing 6 & Partner (second colours)  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, red 
cap, white star.
MPR, Ventura Racing 7 & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
MPR, Ventura Racing 7 & Partner (second colours)  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, red 
cap, white star.
MPR, Ventura Racing 9 & Partner  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, red cap, white star.
MPR, Ventura Racing 15 & Partner  Light blue, orange epaulets.
MPR XLIV, Mr C Martin, Mrs A Shone  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Mps Racing Ltd  Light green, white stars on sleeves, light green cap, white star.
Mr A. A. Byrne & Mr J Tuite  Royal blue, yellow and royal blue diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Mr A A Byrne & Mr Mark Wellbelove  Royal blue, yellow and royal blue diabolo on sleeves, yellow 
cap.
Mr A A Byrne & Mr Mark Wellbelove (second colours)  Light blue, maroon triple diamond.
Mr A. A. Byrne & Partner  Royal blue, yellow and royal blue diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Mr A Barnes & Mr P Sutherland  Grey, pink chevron, pink cap.
Mr A Barnes & Mrs Finola Murphy  Orange, dark blue disc, dark blue cap.
Mr A Barwell & Mr P Barwell  Dark blue, light blue braces, halved sleeves, dark blue and light blue 
quartered cap.
Mr Abbas Alalawi & Partner  Purple, yellow cross belts, yellow cap.
Mr A. Bell & Mr P. T. Midgley  Light blue and dark blue stripes, dark blue sleeves, light blue stars, 
dark blue cap.
Mr A Bell & Mr R Thompson  Light blue and dark blue stripes, dark blue sleeves, light blue stars, 
dark blue cap.
Mr A Bell & Partner  Light blue and dark blue stripes, dark blue sleeves, light blue stars, dark blue 
cap.
Mr A. Black & Owen Promotions Limited  Turquoise, dark blue cap.
Mr A Boyd Rochfort & Mr S Leslie  Eton blue, black sleeves, check cap.
Mr A Brooke-Rankin & Partner  Black, large red spots, red cap.
Mr A Chandler & Mr L Hall  Pink, black cross belts, pink sleeves, black stars.
Mr A. Chandler & Mr L. Westwood  Purple, purple and yellow check sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr A. Chandler & Mr L. Westwood (second colours)  Pink, black cross belts, pink sleeves, black 
stars.
Mr A Chandler & Mrs C Daurge  Pink, black cross belts, pink sleeves, black stars.
Mr A Chandler & Mr S Hull  Pink, black cross belts, pink sleeves, black stars.
Mr A Chandler Racing  Pink, black cross belts, pink sleeves, black stars.
Mr A Chandler Racing 1  Pink, black cross belts, pink sleeves, black stars.
Mr A Chapman & Wentdale Limited  Yellow, purple triple diamond, purple sleeves, yellow 
diamonds, purple cap, yellow diamond.
Mr A Chapman & Wentdale Limited (second colours)  Red, white triple diamond, white and red 
striped sleeves, white cap.
Mr A Cohen Mr D Hanafin & Mr S Kaznowski  Royal blue, white star, royal blue sleeves, white 
stars and stars on cap.
Mr A Cooke & Mr B McCabe  White, dark blue spots, dark blue sleeves, white spots.
Mr A Cooke & Mr K McCabe  Dark blue, white star and sleeves.
Mr A Cooke & Mr K McCabe (second colours)  Red, yellow diamond, dark blue sleeves, yellow 
diamonds, dark blue cap, yellow diamond.
Mr A Cooke, Mr K McCabe, Mrs A M Burns  Red, yellow diamond, dark blue sleeves, yellow 
diamonds, dark blue cap, yellow diamond.
Mr A Cooke & P D Evans  Red, yellow diamond, dark blue sleeves, yellow diamonds, dark blue cap, 
yellow diamond.
Mr A.Coupland & Mr John Collins  Royal blue and emerald green stripes, royal blue cap, emerald 
green spots.
Mr A.Coupland & Mr John Collins (second colours)  Maroon, light blue seams and sleeves, 
maroon cap.
Mr A Court & Partner  Royal blue, large white spots, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, white cap.
Mr A C R Stubbs Racing  Royal blue, yellow star, hooped sleeves.
Mr A Dee & Mr G Smith Bernal  Black, white stars, diabolo on sleeves, white cap, black star.
Mr A Dee & Mr G Smith Bernal (second colours)  Purple, orange disc.
Mr A Denham, Ontoawinner & Partner  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Mr A. D. G. Oldrey & Mr G. C. Hartigan  Red, white sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
Mr A. D. G. Oldrey & Mr G. C. Hartigan (second colours)  Royal blue and yellow stripes, red cap.
Mr A. D. G. Oldrey & Partner  Red, white sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
Mr Adrian McAlpine & Partners  Mcalpine tartan, royal blue armlets and cap.

Mr A.D.Spence & Mr and Mrs P.Hargreaves  Red, white sleeves, royal blue and white striped cap.
Mr A D Spence & Mr M B Spence  Red, white sleeves, blue and white striped cap.
Mr A D Spence & Mr M B Spence (second colours)  White, red heart and diamond, black spade 
and club quarters, black and red quartered cap.
Mr A E Oppenheimer & Ms A Oppenheimer  Yellow, black and yellow hooped cap.
Mr A F Lousada & Alan Kaplan  Yellow, purple stripe, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Mr A. F. Stott & Partner  Emerald green and yellow (quartered), emerald green sleeves, yellow 
armlets.
Mr A. G. Fear & Mr G. L. Phippen  Purple, pink hoops, pink sleeves, purple stars, purple cap.
Mr A. G. Fear & Mr G. L. Phippen (second colours)  Orange, blue and chocolate hoops, orange 
cap.
Mr A G Pollock & Golden Ratio P'ship  Red, white seams, white and red halved sleeves, red and 
white quartered cap.
Mr A. G. Pollock & Stittenham Racing  Red, white seams, white and red halved sleeves, red and 
white quartered cap.
Mr A Greenwood & Mr S Windle  Black, pink sash, black and white striped sleeves, pink cap.
Mr A. Head, Mr R. Lockwood & Mr M. Burne  Dark blue, pink hoops, chevrons on sleeves, dark 
blue cap.
Mr A. Hetherton & Partner  Pink, royal blue seams and armlets, quartered cap.
Mr A Hine & Mr H Link  Light blue and yellow check, light blue sleeves, yellow armlets, red cap.
Mr Ajay Anne & Partner  Light blue, pink armlets, pink cap, light blue star.
Mr A. J. McCabe and Partners  Black, maroon seams, chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Mr A. J. & Mrs J. Ward  Royal blue and white diabolo, white sleeves, yellow armlets, white cap, royal 
blue diamond.
Mr A J Rhead & Mr G B Williams  Red, yellow seams, chevrons on sleeves, check cap.
Mr A Kerr, L Kerr, K Twentyman & Bewley  Dark blue, red spots, dark blue sleeves.
Mr A Kerr Mr L Kerr  Dark blue, red spots, dark blue sleeves.
Mr A. Killoran & Partners  Royal blue, white stars, white sleeves, royal blue spots, quartered cap.
Mr Alan Court & Partner  Royal blue, large white spots, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, white cap.
MrAlanJ.Williams/SmerdonTreeServicesLtd  Black, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, black stars, yellow 
cap, black star.
Mr Alan Lamont & Mr Brian Chicken  Royal blue, light blue braces, halved sleeves, royal blue cap, 
light blue star.
Mr Alan Moore & Mr Tony Livingston  Orange, royal blue disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Mr Alan Stevens & Mr Brian Forsey  Royal blue, white chevron, white sleeves, royal blue spots, 
royal blue and white quartered cap.
Mr Alan Udale and Bewley  Black, white stars, emerald green sleeves, black armlets, black cap, 
emerald green star.
Mr Alan Zheng & Stittenham Racing  Brown, pink disc.
Mr Alec Leopold & Ms Leanne Norman  Navy blue, red yoke and trident, red cap.
Mr Alex James & Mr B. J. Llewellyn  Red and royal blue check, royal blue sleeves, red diamonds, 
royal blue cap, red star.
Mr Alex Penman & Mr Peter Bond  Purple, pink star, diamonds on sleeves, purple cap, pink stars.
Mr Alfonso Bibi Cordero  Red, yellow stars, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Mr Ali Mortazavi & Ms Sirma Dogan  Red, white epaulets, armlets and stars on cap.
Mr Ali Mortazavi & Ms Sirma Dogan (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow cross of lorraine, 
yellow sleeves, royal blue diamonds, royal blue cap, yellow stars.
Mr Allan Kerr Mr Peter McGivney  Light blue, dark green sleeves.
Mr Allan McLuckie & Mr M. J. K. Dods  Dark blue, white hoops, chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
Mr Allan Stennett and Mickley Stud  Beige and emerald green check, beige sleeves.
Mr Alvin Trowbridge & R. Walford  Red, grey diamond, grey cap.
Mr A Lyons & Mr T W Morley  Orange and purple (quartered), emerald green sleeves and cap.
Mr A Lyons & Mr T W Morley (second colours)  Light blue, maroon stripe, maroon sleeves, light 
blue armlets, maroon cap.
Mr A. Machin & Mrs C. Dunnett  Red, dark green disc, hooped sleeves and spots on cap.
Mr A Maddox and Mr S Langdon  Yellow, black stars, black and yellow halved sleeves, black cap, 
yellow stars.
Mr Ambrose Turnbull & Partner  Grey, red star on body and cap, red sleeves, grey armlets.
Mr A McAlpine Mr C Hill & Mr S de Zoete  Mcalpine tartan, royal blue armlets and cap.
Mr A McAlpine & Ms M Lund  Mcalpine tartan, royal blue armlets and cap.
Mr A Morgans Racing  White, red hollow box, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, red cap.
Mr A Morgans Racing (second colours)  Green, grey and lemon striped sleeves, maroon cap.
Mr A Morse, Mr M Cox & Mr E Grant  Royal blue, white hoops, chevrons on sleeves.
Mr A. Morse & Stittenham Racing  Royal blue, white hoops, chevrons on sleeves.
Mr A. & Mrs P. Hurn  Gold, two black chevrons and diamond on cap.
Mr A. N. C. Bengough & Stittenham Racing  Black, silver braid and sleeves, red cap.
Mr and Mrs A. E. Pakenham  Mauve, mauve and white check sleeves, white cap.
Mr and Mrs Ben Herbert and Family  Rose and white diamonds.
Mr and Mrs Bevan  White, royal blue chevron, striped sleeves.
Mr and Mrs David Aykroyd  Light blue and white (quartered), hooped sleeves, light blue cap.
Mr and Mrs D S Byers and JPG Hamilton  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue sleeves, 
white armlets.
Mr and Mrs Duckett  Red, grey sleeves, emerald green cap.
Mr and Mrs G. Robinson  Pink and royal blue diabolo, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Mr and Mrs J Baigent  Royal blue, red stars, red sleeves, royal blue stars, red cap.
Mr and Mrs J.Dale and Partners  Dark blue, maroon hoops and armlets.
Mr and Mrs J. D. Cotton  Yellow, purple hoops and armlets, hooped cap.
Mr and Mrs J Sumsion  Grey and orange stripes, orange sleeves, orange and grey check cap.
Mr and Mrs Mark Tracey  Royal blue, white hoops, royal blue sleeves, white spots.
Mr and Mrs Nicholas Johnston  Light blue, white stripe, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr And Mrs Paul Chapman  Red, white hoop, chevrons on sleeves.
Mr and Mrs P. Hargreaves  Orange, black stars, halved sleeves.
Mr and Mrs R. H. F. Fuller  Crimson, royal blue sleeves, silver cap, royal blue    star
Mr and Mrs T. P. Winnell  Yellow and red diamonds, striped sleeves, yellow cap, red diamond.
Mr Andrew Bengough & Friends  Black, silver braid and sleeves, red cap.
Mr Andrew Bickmore & Mr Peter Bickmore  Yellow, dark green star, yellow sleeves, maroon 
spots, dark green cap.
Mr Andrew Chandler & Mr Lee Westwood  Purple, purple and yellow check sleeves, quartered 
cap.
Mr Andrew Cohen & Mr Alan Kaplan  Royal blue, white star, royal blue sleeves, white stars and 
stars on cap.
Mr Andrew Longden / Mr J M Lacey  Red, white seams, black sleeves, white cap.
Mr Andrew McGladdery & Mrs James Eustace  Light blue, orange cross belts, orange cap.
Mr Andrew Rosen & Mrs Paul Shanahan  Neon pink, green diabolo, striped sleeves, pink cap, 
green visor.
Mr. Andrew Shepherd & Mr. Jimmy Frost  Red, black star, hooped sleeves.
Mr. Andrew Tuck and Wetumpka Racing  Maroon, white stripe, halved sleeves.
Mr Andrew Whitlock & Mr Mark Hitchcroft  Dark green, red triple diamond, red cap.
Mr Andy Parkin, Nick Kent  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, hooped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Mr Andy Viner & Mr M. Quinn  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white armlets.
Mr A Nicholls & Mr J Moorhouse  Royal blue, white epaulets, checked sleeves.
Mr A Nicholls & Mr J Moorhouse (second colours)  Maroon, beige stars, maroon sleeves and cap.
Mr Anthony Kay & Mr Keith Hunter  Black, orange stars, black sleeves, black cap, orange star.
Mr Anthony Rogers & Mrs Sonia Rogers  Red, purple cap.
Mr Anthony Rogers & Mrs Sonia Rogers (second colours)  Yellow, light blue spots, yellow 
sleeves, light blue cap.
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Mr A Phillips & Mr J Ewart  Dark green and red diamonds, dark green and white diabolo on sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Mr A Phillips & Mrs N Sperling  Dark green and red diamonds, dark green and white diabolo on 
sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr A Pollard Miss J Down Mrs HL Stoneman  Red, black spots on sleeves, black cap.
Mr A Pollock & Mr H Jones  Orange, yellow star, yellow sleeves, orange stars and cap.
Mr A. Quirke & Mrs G. B. Walford  Emerald green, yellow stripe, chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
Mr A Quirke & Mr T Heseltine  Emerald green, yellow stripe, chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
Mr Arashan Ali & Partner  White, red hoop and sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr Arjun Waney / Mr Jai Waney  Dark blue, light blue sleeves, purple stars, purple cap, light blue 
star.
Mr A Ross & Mr G Clarkson  Royal blue, red disc, red and royal blue quartered cap.
Mr A R Trotter & Peter J S Russell  Royal blue, white sash and sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr Asaad Al Banwan & Partners  Royal blue, orange and royal blue hooped sleeves, royal blue and 
orange hooped cap.
Mr A Saha Racing  White, brown seams, white sleeves and cap.
Mr A Saha Racing (second colours)  Royal blue and grey diamonds, white sleeves, royal blue 
armlets, royal blue cap, grey diamond.
Mr A Sergent & Partner  Black, large white spots, armlets and spots on cap.
M Rashdi, BGC Racing, C Hodgson  Dark blue, grey chevron.
Mr Ashley Carr & Mr Andy Smith  Dark green and orange (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Mr Ashley Carr & Mr Derek Heeney  Dark green and orange (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Mr Ashley Carr & Mr G. L. Moore  Dark green and orange (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Mr Ashley Carr & Partners  Dark green and orange (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Mr Ashley Head & Mr Garry Dreher  Dark blue, pink hoops, chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap.
Mr A Signy & Mr P Jacobs  Dark green, black chevron, white cap.
Mr A Signy & Mr P Jacobs (second colours)  Yellow and orange diamonds, white sleeves.
Mr A Simpson & Mrs S Roy  Orange, dark blue stars, orange cap, dark blue star.
Mr A. Speelman & Mr M. Speelman  White, orange and white striped cap.
Mr A S Reid & Dr David Myers  Black, mauve disc, armlets and cap.
Mr A Stott & Mr E Brook  Emerald green and yellow (quartered), emerald green sleeves, yellow 
armlets.
Mr A Stott & Mrs J Lukas  Emerald green and yellow (quartered), emerald green sleeves, yellow 
armlets.
Mr A Tattersall & Partner  Maroon and light blue diabolo, halved sleeves, maroon cap.
Mr A T A Wates & Mrs S Wates  Navy blue, green sash, cerise cap.
Mr A T A Wates & Mrs S Wates (second colours)  Emerald green, dark blue sash, cerise cap.
Mr A. Taylor & Mr J. A. Osborne  Yellow, dark green epaulets, dark green sleeves, yellow armlets, 
yellow cap, dark green star.
Mr A Taylor & The Three Underwriters  Yellow, dark green epaulets, dark green sleeves, yellow 
armlets, yellow cap, dark green star.
Mr A Turton & Dr V Webb  Black, pink star, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
Mr A Turton & Partner  Black, pink star, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
Mr Augustin-Normand and Middleham Park  White, purple sash, purple cap.
Mr Augustin-Normand and Middleham Park (second colours)  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Mr Austin Whelan and Mr Graham Box  Black and yellow stripes, black sleeves, yellow cap.
Mr A Watson & Mr B Malyon  Yellow, pink seams, yellow sleeves and cap.
Mr A Whyte, Mr T Messom & Mrs P Sturgis  White, purple spots, purple sleeves, white spots.
Mr AWK Merriam & Mrs Henri Bayford  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, white sleeves, maroon cap.
Mr Barclay & Mr Boyd  Light green, pink chevron, white sleeves, pink stars, pink cap.
Mr Barnes Mrs Breitmeyer & Mrs Corbani  Grey, dark green seams and star on cap.
Mr Barry Fulton & Mr Chris Giles  Royal blue and orange check, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, 
orange star.
Mr Barry Fulton & Mr Chris Giles (second colours)  Pink, large purple spots, hooped sleeves.
Mr Barry Fulton & Mr Richard Webb  Royal blue and orange check, royal blue sleeves, royal blue 
cap, orange star.
Mr Barry Kitcherside & Mr Roger Teal  Yellow, pink diamond, striped sleeves, brown cap, yellow 
diamond.
Mr Barry Wright & Mrs Rosemary White  Light blue, red stars, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Mr Barry Wright & Mrs Rosemary White (second colours)  Purple, emerald green star, striped 
sleeves and cap.
Mr Barry Wright & Partner  Light blue, red stars, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Mr B Bell, Mr T Messom & Mrs P Sturgis  Yellow, dark blue chevron, yellow sleeves, dark blue 
stars, yellow cap, dark blue star.
Mr B Chandler & Mr R Henley  Pink, yellow sleeves, light blue cap.
Mr B Chandler & Mr R Henley (second colours)  Maroon, beige sleeves, maroon armlets.
Mr B Chatwal & Mrs E Burke  Yellow, dark blue disc, hooped sleeves and cap.
Mr B Dice & Mr D Jinks  Emerald green, black hoops, halved sleeves, emerald green cap.
Mr B Dowling & Mr R Stevens  Royal blue, yellow hollow box, checked sleeves.
Mr B. Dowling & Mrs Wendy Jenkins  Light blue, dark blue stripe and sleeves.
Mr B Dunn & Double Helix  Yellow, black triple diamond and armlets.
Mr B Dunn & Double Helix (second colours)  White, maroon cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Mr B Dunn & Mrs J A Darling  Yellow, black triple diamond and armlets.
Mr B Dunn & Partners  Yellow, black triple diamond and armlets.
Mr Bernard Hoyle & Partner  Purple and orange diabolo, halved sleeves, purple and orange 
quartered cap.
Mr B. Fraser & Mr A. Pritchard  Black, beige epaulets, armlets and cap.
MrB.G.Hellyer,LordDaresbury,MrHenryDaly  White, black chevron and hoop on cap.
Mr B. G. Hellyer & Mr Henry Daly  White, black chevron and hoop on cap.
Mr B. Greenwood And Ms K. James  Dark blue, pink sleeves, dark blue armlets, pink cap.
Mr B Greenwood & Mr Hatter  Dark blue, pink seams, dark blue sleeves, pink cap.
Mr B. Greenwood/Mr R. Homburg & Partner  Dark blue, pink seams, dark blue sleeves, pink cap.
Mr B Greenwood,Mrs J Cestar & Mr C Dale  Red, light blue stripe and armlets, striped cap.
Mr B Guerin & Habton Farms  White, red stripe, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Mr B Guerin Mr J Westoll & Habton Farms  White, red stripe, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Mr B Guerin Mrs E J Wills & Habton Farms  Dark blue, pink seams, pink cap, dark blue star.
Mr B Guerin Mrs E J Wills & Habton Farms (second colours)  White, red stripe, hooped sleeves, 
red cap.
Mr B Hawkins & Mrs D Ralph  Orange, black disc, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr B Hogarth & Mr D Swales  Black and white check, white sleeves, black stars.
Mr B Hoggarth & Mr J Blackburn  Black and white check, white sleeves, black stars.
Mr B Hoggarth, Mr S Davis & Mr S Hull  Black and white check, white sleeves, black stars.
Mr B Hoggarth,Mr S Hollings & Mr S Hull  Black and white check, white sleeves, black stars.
Mr B Hoggarth & Mr S Hull  Black and white check, white sleeves, black stars.
Mr B Hoggarth & Mr S Hull 1  Black and white check, white sleeves, black stars.
Mr B Homewood & Partner  Dark green and yellow (quartered), dark green sleeves, yellow stars 
and cap.
Mr B Homewood & Partners  Dark green and yellow (quartered), dark green sleeves, yellow stars 
and cap.
Mr Bill Hazeldean and Mr & Mrs Ian Hall  Red, royal blue stars, royal blue sleeves, red diamonds, 
white cap.
Mr Bill Hazeldean and Mr & Mrs Ian Hall (second colours)  Grey, large purple spots, purple cap.
Mr Bjorn Nielsen & Eastwind Racing Ltd  Black, yellow cap.
Mr Bjorn Nielsen & Eastwind Racing Ltd (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, diabolo 
on sleeves.
Mr Bjorn Nielsen & Lord Lloyd Webber  Black, yellow cap.

Mr B K Peppiatt & Mr D R Peppiatt  Yellow, grey sleeves.
Mr B. Lapham & J Souster  Orange, white stars, armlets and star on cap.
Mr B. Lapham & J Souster (second colours)  Black, yellow disc, yellow sleeves, black stars, yellow 
cap, purple star.
Mr B. Lapham & J Souster Club 220 Racing  Light blue, pink stars and sleeves, light blue cap.
Mr B. Lapham & J Souster Club 220 Racing (second colours)  Black, yellow disc, yellow sleeves, 
black stars, yellow cap, purple star.
Mr B Lapham & Mrs Anna Kenny  Yellow, brown disc and sleeves.
Mr B Lapham & Mrs Anna Kenny (second colours)  Black, yellow disc, yellow sleeves, black stars, 
yellow cap, purple star.
Mr B. McAllister & Mr A. Walker  Mcallister tartan, light blue cross belts, sleeves and cap.
Mr B McCabe, L Cullimore, A Cooke  White, dark blue spots, dark blue sleeves, white spots.
Mr B McCabe & Mrs E Evans  White, dark blue spots, dark blue sleeves, white spots.
Mr B McGuire & Partner  Emerald green, red sleeves, emerald green stars, emerald green cap, red 
star.
Mr B. Mills & Partner  Light blue, pink seams, pink cap.
Mr B Morton & Northumbria Leisure Ltd  Black and white stripes, yellow cap.
Mr B Mould & Emma Evans  Black, white star, black sleeves, white stars.
Mr Bolingbroke and Mrs G B Walford  Dark blue and purple stripes, dark blue sleeves, yellow 
armlets, dark blue and purple hooped cap.
Mr Borgatti & Mr Moir  Black, pink triple diamond, pink sleeves, black armlets and diamond on pink 
cap.
Mr B Padgett & Lord Daresbury  White, red cross belts, red and white striped sleeves, hooped 
cap.
Mr B Padgett Racing  White, red cross belts, red and white striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Mr B. Padgett & Stittenham Racing  White, red cross belts, red and white striped sleeves, hooped 
cap.
Mr B Phillpott,Mr C Dillon & Mr A Gillan  Black, royal blue hoops, dark blue and light blue striped 
sleeves, black and light blue striped cap.
Mr B Piper and Partner  Light green, red disc, red cap.
Mr B Piper & Mr B Ralph  Light green, red disc, red cap.
Mr B Piper & Mr D Cobill  Light green, red disc, red cap.
Mr B Piper & Mr D Shekells  Light green, red disc, red cap.
Mr Brian Bell & Mr John Smith  Yellow, dark blue chevron, yellow sleeves, dark blue stars, yellow 
cap, dark blue star.
Mr Brian Cooper & Mrs Elaine Cooper  Grey and maroon (halved), sleeves reversed, quartered cap.
Mr Brian Jordan,B.Jordan &Stephen Jordan  Yellow, light blue epaulets, light green sleeves, white 
stars, light blue cap, white star.
Mr Brian Kerr & Mr Tony Coyle  White, royal blue star, white and black striped sleeves, white cap, 
black star.
Mr Brian Padgett & Mr Dean Fielding  White, red cross belts, red and white striped sleeves, 
hooped cap.
Mr Brian Valentine/Miss Sally R. Haynes  Dark blue and light blue diabolo, light blue sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Mr Brian Valentine & Mr M. E. Sowersby  Dark blue and light blue diabolo, light blue sleeves, quar-
tered cap.
Mr B Ryan-Beswick & Mr J Durney  Dark blue, white seams, white and dark blue check sleeves, 
dark blue cap.
Mr B. Smart & Partners  Dark blue, yellow hoops, chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
Mr B Valentine & Partner  Dark blue and light blue diabolo, light blue sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr B. Vaughan & D D Racing 4  Black, white cross belts, white sleeves, red spots, red cap.
MR CARL WATERS & MRS E BURKE  Aquamarine, dark blue sash, dark blue cap.
Mr C. B. Compton & Mrs Karen Bowen  Light blue, red sleeves, light blue armlets, white cap.
Mr C. C. Shand Kydd & Partner  White and yellow stripes, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Mr C.E. Dale & Mrs V. Knight  Royal blue, purple triple diamond, white sleeves, royal blue cap, pink 
diamond.
Mr C. F. & Mrs J. M. Lee  Emerald green, red disc, red cap.
Mr C Fox & Mr B Wilson  Dark blue and orange diabolo, dark blue sleeves, orange armlets, orange 
cap, dark blue diamond.
Mr C Fox & Shalfleet Partnership  Dark blue and orange diabolo, dark blue sleeves, orange 
armlets, orange cap, dark blue diamond.
Mr C. Harding and Jane Chapple-Hyam  Emerald green, orange seams, white sleeves, orange 
armlets, orange cap.
Mr Charles Black & Mr S Hull  Red, royal blue and red hooped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Mr Charles Pelham & Mr Henry Pelham  White, dark blue stripe and sleeves, red cap.
Mr Charles Stone & Mr Trevor Beeches  Maroon, pink epaulets, quartered cap.
Mr Charlie Rosier & Mrs Julia Rosier  Yellow, pink star and star on cap.
Mr Chris Budgett & Mr P J McBride  Pink, grey sleeves, pink and grey quartered cap.
Mr Chris Giles & Mr Dan Macdonald  Pink, large purple spots, hooped sleeves.
Mr Chris Giles & Mr Dan Macdonald (second colours)  Purple, white disc, yellow sleeves, purple 
diamonds, purple and yellow quartered cap.
Mr Chris Giles & Mr&Mrs P K Barber  Pink, large purple spots, hooped sleeves.
Mr Chris Giles & Mr&Mrs P K Barber (second colours)  Dark green, white chevron, light green 
sleeves, dark green and white check cap.
Mr Chris Giles & Mr Paul Nicholls  Pink, large purple spots, hooped sleeves.
Mr Chris Giles & Sullivan Bloodstock Ltd  Pink, large purple spots, hooped sleeves.
Mr Chris Giles & Sullivan Bloodstock Ltd (second colours)  Red, pink hoop and armlets.
Mr Chris Kilroy & ORS  Black and yellow diamonds, striped sleeves, yellow cap, black spots.
Mr Chris Massie & Partners  Red and light blue (quartered), light blue sleeves and cap.
Mr Chris Simpson & Mr Mick Waghorn  Emerald green, yellow spots on sleeves, yellow cap.
Mr Christoper Wright & Mr W H Carson  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
Mr Christopher Wright & Lordship Stud  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
MrChristopherWright/M.L.W.BellRacingLtd  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
Mr Christopher Wright & Mr A. C. Elliott  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
Mr Christopher Wright & Mr David Kilburn  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
Mr Christopher Wright & Mr David Kilburn  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
Mr Christopher Wright & Mr Robin Millar  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
Mr Christopher Wright & Ms E L Banks  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
Mr Christopher Wright & Vicky Snook  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets 
and star on yellow cap.
Mr Chris Watkins & Mr David N. Reynolds  Yellow, emerald green star, white sleeves, yellow cap, 
emerald green star.
Mr Chris Wright & MLP Consultancy Ltd  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
Mr Chris Wright & Mr Andy Macdonald  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
MrChris Wright, Ms Emma Banks & partners  Purple, orange stars, emerald green sleeves, purple 
armlets, orange cap.
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Mr Chris Wright & PFI Cole Ltd  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets and 
star on yellow cap.
Mr Chris Wright & PJL Racing  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets and star 
on yellow cap.
Mr Chris Wright & Sir George Meyrick  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
Mr C Humphris & Partner  Brown and emerald green stripes, brown sleeves and cap.
Mr C J Grindal & Mr J Scarrow  White, red stars, red sleeves, white stars, white cap, red star.
Mr C. J. Murfitt & Partner  Purple, white diamond, armlets and cap.
Mr C. L. A. Edginton & Mr W. R. Muir  Dark blue, yellow epaulets, dark blue sleeves, yellow spots.
Mr C L Bacon & The Horse Watchers  Yellow, purple epaulets, yellow sleeves, purple stars, purple 
cap, yellow star.
Mr Clive Hitchings & Mr Paul Nicholls  Yellow, royal blue spots.
Mr Clive Washbourn and Mr Raymond Tooth  White, royal blue cross belts, royal blue and white 
striped sleeves.
Mr C Lowther & Mr B Ellison  Dark blue, emerald green epaulets and armlets, quartered cap.
Mr C Massie & Mr PJ Mcbride  Red and light blue (quartered), light blue sleeves and cap.
Mr C Maxsted & Miss S Iggulden  Royal blue, light blue braces, light blue and royal blue chevrons 
on sleeves, striped cap.
Mr C. M. & Mrs S. A. Martin  Maroon, white stars, white sleeves, maroon armlets, maroon cap, 
white star.
Mr Colin Alton & Mr P. T. Midgley  Beige, maroon braces and armlets.
Mr Colin Dorman & Mr Thomas Dorman  Red, black and red hooped sleeves, beige cap.
Mr Colin Milburn & Mr Pete Kench  Yellow, dark blue hollow box, checked sleeves.
Mr Colm Donlon & Mr & Mrs P. K. Barber  Dark green, white chevron, light green sleeves, dark 
green and white check cap.
Mr Colm Donlon & Mr & Mrs P. K. Barber (second colours)  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), 
royal blue sleeves, yellow spots, royal blue cap.
Mr C Philipps Mr T Redman & Mr T Trotter  Emerald green, white chevron, purple sleeves and 
cap.
Mr C Philipps Mr T Redman & Mr T Trotter  Emerald green, white chevron, purple sleeves and 
cap.
Mr C P Norbury & Tarzan Bloodstock  Yellow, light blue sash, armlets and diamond on cap.
Mr C. Priestley & Mr M. Hammond  White and black stripes, white sleeves, dark blue stars, black 
cap.
Mr Craig Bloor & Friends  Pink, dark blue stars on sleeves, pink cap, dark blue star.
Mr Craig Wilson & Partner  Royal blue and orange (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, orange cap.
Mr Craig Wilson Racing  Royal blue and orange (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, orange cap.
Mr C. Rawnsley & Partner    Jade green, flame hooped sleeves, black cap.
Mr C. Shiacolas & Sotirios Hassiakos  Yellow, mauve spots, yellow sleeves.
Mr C. S. Johnston & Mr T. Ambler  Maroon, white sleeves, maroon and white quartered cap.
Mr C S Norman & The Wantage Syndicate  Purple, yellow chevrons on sleeves.
Mr C Taylor and Mr A Bound  Purple, pink seams, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr C. Unwin & Mrs E. Middleton  Pink, dark blue star, pink sleeves, dark blue stars, pink cap, dark 
blue star.
Mr C Varley & Mr R G Fell  Orange, black stripe, chevrons on sleeves.
Mr C W Booth and Mrs Wendy Wesley  Red and black (quartered), diamonds on sleeves.
Mr C Wentworth & Mrs E Burke  Royal blue, yellow stripe, diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap.
Mr C Williams and Mr G Anstee  Royal blue, red sleeves, dark blue armlets, red cap.
Mr C Wood & DJ's Roofing  White, yellow and royal blue hooped sleeves.
Mr C Wright, Hon Mrs J M Corbett, S Kirk  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
Mr C. Wright & Miss E Asprey  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets and star 
on yellow cap.
Mr C. Wright & Miss E Asprey (second colours)  Dark blue, pink chevron, light blue sleeves, pink 
armlets, dark blue cap, pink star.
Mr C Wright & the Crispily Patnership  Dark blue, pink chevron, light blue sleeves, pink armlets, 
dark blue cap, pink star.
Mr C.Wright & The Hon Mrs J.M.Corbett  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
Mr C. Wright & The Hon Mrs J.M. Corbett  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
Mr Cyril Humphris & Partner  Brown and emerald green stripes, brown sleeves and cap.
Mr Dan Hall & Mrs Julie & David R Martin  Purple, yellow epaulets.
MrDanHall,MrsJulieMartin,MrDavidR.Martin  Purple, yellow epaulets.
Mr Dan Hall & Mr Steve Jenkins  Purple, yellow epaulets.
Mr Daniel Hunt & Mrs Eileen Markham  Black, red and white striped sleeves, red cap.
Mr Daniel Shapiro & Mr B. M. R. Haslam  Purple, white disc, purple sleeves, white spots, hooped 
cap.
Mr Daniel Shapiro & Mrs C Barclay  Purple, white disc, purple sleeves, white spots, hooped cap.
Mr Daniel Shapiro & Partners  Purple, white disc, purple sleeves, white spots, hooped cap.
Mr Daniels, Mr Woodcock, Mr Palmer-Brown  Maroon, black seams and armlets, black and 
maroon quartered cap.
Mr Dan Macdonald & Mr Chris Giles  Purple, white disc, yellow sleeves, purple diamonds, purple 
and yellow quartered cap.
Mr Dan Macdonald & Mr Ian Fogg  Purple, white disc, yellow sleeves, purple diamonds, purple and 
yellow quartered cap.
Mr D A Rees & Miss Emma Noremac  Black, red star, diamonds on sleeves, black cap, red stars.
Mr D A Rees & Mr N Adams  Black, red star, diamonds on sleeves, black cap, red stars.
Mr D A Rees & Mr N Adams (second colours)  Red, brown armlets, black cap.
Mr D Armstrong & Partner  Red, red cap, white spots.
Mr Darren Barton & Partner  Dark green, yellow star, dark green sleeves, yellow stars, dark green 
cap, yellow star.
Mr Dave Stone Racing  Purple, beige striped sleeves.
Mr David A Jones and Partner  Maroon, white cross of lorraine, halved sleeves and diamond on 
cap.
&Mr David A Jones., Mr David A Jones.  Maroon, white cross of lorraine, halved sleeves and 
diamond on cap.
Mr David Balfe & Mr James Derry  White, dark green stars and sleeves, yellow cap.
Mr David Barker & Mr Douglas McMahon  Light green and purple stripes, light green sleeves, 
purple armlets, quartered cap.
Mr David Barker & Partner  Light green and purple stripes, light green sleeves, purple armlets, 
quartered cap.
Mr David Barlow & Mr Lyn Rutherford  Pink and dark blue diamonds, white cap.
Mr David Batten & Mrs James Eustace  Scarlet.
Mr David Batten & Mr William Jarvis  Scarlet.
Mr David Bellamy & Mr Peter Harding  Pink, emerald green cross belts, pink and emerald green 
striped sleeves, pink cap, emerald green star.
Mr David Berry & P D Evans  Emerald green, white and black chevrons on sleeves.
Mr David Campbell & Mr Danny Waters  Emerald green, light blue stars and sleeves, light blue 
cap, emerald green stars.
Mr David Dacosta & Tall Trees Racing  Purple, white triple diamond, striped sleeves, black cap, 
white star.
Mr David Ellis & Partner  White, royal blue epaulets, royal blue sleeves, light blue stars, royal blue 
cap, light blue star.
Mr David Fish And Mr Edward Ware  White and yellow check, red sleeves, yellow cap.

Mr David F Powell & Partner  Dark blue, dark blue and yellow quartered cap.
Mr David Fravigar and Miss K Dixon  Black, red stars, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Mr David Gilmour & Mr James Dellaway  Black, pink cross belts, black sleeves, pink stars, black 
cap, pink star.
Mr David Howden & Mr David Redvers  White and purple (quartered), diabolo on sleeves.
Mr David Keys & Mrs Breda Keatley  White, red spots, emerald green sleeves, red cap.
Mr David Martin & Mr Paul Barber  Dark green, white chevron, light green sleeves, dark green and 
white check cap.
Mr David Martin & Mr Paul Barber (second colours)  Dark blue, orange cross belts, emerald 
green sleeves, yellow stars, red cap, yellow diamond.
Mr David M. Williams  Light blue, pink star, white cap.
Mr David N.Reynolds and Mr Chris Watkins  Yellow, emerald green star, white sleeves, yellow 
cap, emerald green star.
Mr David N Reynolds & Mr C D Watkins  Yellow, emerald green star, white sleeves, yellow cap, 
emerald green star.
Mr David P. Noblett & Mr M. H. Tompkins  Dark blue, orange epaulets, striped sleeves, quartered 
cap.
Mr David Rea & Miss Diane Fudge  White, maroon cross belts, hooped sleeves, maroon cap.
Mr David Rees & Mr W. J. Evans  Black, red star, diamonds on sleeves, black cap, red stars.
Mr David Rees & Mr W. J. Evans (second colours)  Dark blue, light blue sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr David Scott & Partner  Orange, purple sash, white sleeves, white cap, purple spots.
Mr David Spratt & Mr Michael Wigham  Dark green, white stripe, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Mr David T J Metcalfe & Mr M J K Dods  Red, white hoops, pink cap.
Mr David Tompkins & Partner  Brown, yellow epaulets and armlets, red cap.
Mr David W. Armstrong & Mr M. J. K. Dods  Red, red cap, white spots.
Mr David Wesley Yates & Mrs T. R. Kinsey  Black, white seams, checked sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr David Yeadon & Mrs Linda Jewell  Light green, black sash, black and white hooped sleeves and 
cap.
Mr D. A. West & Partner  Black, mauve triple diamond and sleeves, mauve cap, black diamond.
Mr D Barker, Mr D McMahon & Mr M Twells  Light green and purple stripes, light green sleeves, 
purple armlets, quartered cap.
Mr D B Clark & Mr H Candy  White, red triple diamond.
Mr D. B. Clark & Mrs F. E. Bravery  White, three red diamonds back and front, white cap.
Mr D Bichan & Mr F Connor  White and royal blue (quartered), white and red striped sleeves, red 
cap.
Mr D Bichan & The Late Mr J Roberts  White and royal blue (quartered), white and red striped 
sleeves, red cap.
Mr D Blackstock and Mr C Fellowes  Red, beige striped sleeves, red cap, beige star.
Mr D B & Mrs C Lamplough  Maroon, yellow stripe, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr D B & Mrs C Lamplough & Partner  Maroon, yellow stripe, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr D Botterill & Lady Marchwood  Pink, dark blue sash, collar and cuffs, dark blue cap.
Mr D Caldwell and Mr K Lawrence  Black, large red spots, armlets and cap.
Mr D Caldwell & Mr N King  Dark blue, yellow cross of lorraine, red sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
Mr D Carr & Mr M Carlyle  Maroon, black hoop, red sleeves and cap.
Mr D Carr & Mr M Carlyle (second colours)  Light green, pink cross belts, hooped sleeves and 
cap.
Mr D C Batey & Mr Foster Watson  White, black spots, black and white quartered cap.
Mr D Cliff Mrs P Clunes Mrs M Morrison  Black, red and black halved sleeves.
Mr D. Cocks & Mrs S. Livesey-Van Dorst  Black, pink sleeves, black spots, pink cap.
Mr D Coles & Mr M Adams  Red, light blue stars, yellow cap, light blue stars.
Mr D Coles & Mr M Adams (second colours)  White, red triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and 
cap.
Mr D D Sutherland & Mr Charles Wilson  Pink, dark blue cross belts.
Mr D D Sutherland & Mr Charles Wilson (second colours)  Black, orange spots on sleeves.
Mr Dean Reeves & Mr Raymond Hill  White, dark green diamond, white "r",  dark green sleeves, 
gold diamonds, dark green cap, white visor.
Mr D. E. Brownlow & Mr P. Fox  Maroon, grey armlets, grey cap.
Mr D Edwards & Dave Evans  Yellow, large purple spots, purple sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap, 
purple spots.
Mr D Ellis & Partner  White, royal blue epaulets, royal blue sleeves, light blue stars, royal blue cap, 
light blue star.
Mr D Ellis & SYPS Ltd  White, royal blue epaulets, royal blue sleeves, light blue stars, royal blue cap, 
light blue star.
Mr Dennis Coppola & Mr Arthur Slack  White, maroon chevrons, maroon sleeves, white 
diamonds, white cap, maroon diamond.
Mr Dennis J. Coppola & Mrs Dianne Sayer  White, maroon chevrons, maroon sleeves, white 
diamonds, white cap, maroon diamond.
Mr Dennis & Mr Mark Blight  Light green, white stripe, white and dark blue striped sleeves, hooped 
cap.
Mr Derek & Mrs Marie Dean  Royal blue, white stars and sleeves, red cap, white stars.
Mr Derrick Mossop & Mr D. McCain Jnr  Dark blue, royal blue chevrons, dark blue cap, royal blue 
star.
Mr Des Kavanagh & Mr Derrick Murphy  White, large emerald green spots, armlets and spots on 
cap.
Mr Des Thurlby & Mrs Doreen M Swinburn  Emerald green, pink chevron.
Mr Dewhurst & Mr Swansbury  Pink and dark blue diamonds, dark blue sleeves, pink armlets, pink 
cap, dark blue diamond.
Mr D F L Bishop & Partner  Grey, red epaulets, red sleeves, black spots, grey cap, red star.
Mr D G Pryde & J S Moore  Royal blue, yellow diamond, checked sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow 
diamond.
Mr D G Pryde & Mr J Beaumont  Royal blue, yellow diamond, checked sleeves, royal blue cap, 
yellow diamond.
Mr D Hassan & Mr Michael Wigham  White, red braces, sleeves and cap.
Mr D. Hassan & Mrs S. A. Pearson  White, red braces, sleeves and cap.
Mr D Hassan & Mrs Sara Pearson  White, red braces, sleeves and cap.
Mr D H Caslon & Exors of Late John Drew  Dark blue, light green sash, white cap.
Mr D H & E Montgomerie  Dark blue, light blue chevron, quartered cap.
Mr D Iceton & Sandra Jeakins  Purple, beige stars on sleeves, purple cap, beige star.
Mr D Iceton & Sandra Jeakins (second colours)  Red, grey disc, hooped cap.
Mr Dick Churcher Racing  Maroon, yellow seams, maroon sleeves, yellow stars, maroon cap.
Mr Dick Devereux & Mrs Lydia Pearce  Dark blue, white seams, white sleeves, dark blue stars, 
dark blue cap, white star.
Mr D I Scott & Mr M Kerr-Dineen  Black, white maltese cross, red sleeves, white cap.
Mr D.J. Burke and Delancey  Maroon, black hoop, diabolo on sleeves, hooped cap.
Mr D J Burke and Mr B Meehan  Maroon, black hoop, diabolo on sleeves, hooped cap.
Mr D J Burke and Mr D McLean-Reid  Maroon, black hoop, diabolo on sleeves, hooped cap.
Mr D J Burke & Mr P Alderson  Maroon, black hoop, diabolo on sleeves, hooped cap.
Mr D J Burke & Mr P Alderson (second colours)  Emerald green, large black spots and sleeves.
Mr D J Burke & Mr P Alderson (third colours)  Red and black check, black sleeves, white cap.
Mr D J MacKay & Mrs E Burke  Yellow and emerald green stripes, emerald green sleeves, yellow 
cap.
Mr D J & Mrs S A Shewring, Mr B Craig  Maroon and black diamonds, maroon cap, black 
diamond.
Mr D J & Mrs S A Shewring, Mr D Marshall  Maroon and black diamonds, maroon cap, black 
diamond.
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Mr D J & Mrs S A Shewring & Partner  Maroon and black diamonds, maroon cap, black diamond.
Mr D. J. Todd & Miss Sally R. Haynes  White, royal blue chevron, hooped sleeves, royal blue and 
white quartered cap.
Mr D K Barker & Mr I Farrington  Light green and purple stripes, light green sleeves, purple 
armlets, quartered cap.
Mr D Maddocks & Partner  Emerald green, red spots on sleeves, red cap.
Mr D Mann & Partner  White, dark blue stars, dark blue sleeves, white stars.
Mr D. M. Haughey Miss K. M. Haughey  Emerald green, black cross belts, emerald green and 
yellow check cap.
Mr D M James & Star Pointe Ltd  Emerald green, red stars, emerald green sleeves.
Mr D. Morgan and Mr K. J. Parris  Royal blue and yellow (halved), chevrons on sleeves, royal blue 
cap.
Mr D. & Mrs H. Woodhall  Dark blue and yellow stripes, dark blue sleeves, yellow spots, yellow cap.
Mr D & Mrs S Shewring & James Acheson  Maroon and black diamonds, maroon cap, black 
diamond.
Mr D Neale And Mr D Stone  Black and white stripes, black sleeves, white armlets.
Mr D. Oakes and Mr D. H. Brown  Red, black seams, white sleeves, black seams, black cap, red star.
Mr D O'Callaghan & P D Evans  Dark blue, red stripe, dark blue sleeves, red stars and cap.
Mr Donald Bell and Partner  Light green, yellow seams, light green sleeves, check cap.
Mr Donald Kerr & J S Moore  Dark blue, mauve stars on sleeves.
Mr Donald Kerr & Mrs Sara Moore  Dark blue, mauve stars on sleeves.
Mr Donald Kerr & Wetumpka Racing  Dark blue, mauve stars on sleeves.
Mr Don Churston & Mr Ray Greatorex  Dark blue, white cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Mr Don Churston & Mr Ray Greatorex (second colours)  Red, black cross of lorraine, white cap.
Mr Don Hazzard & Mr Brian Rudman  Yellow, dark blue star, yellow sleeves, dark blue seams, dark 
blue cap.
Mr D Orr & Mr M Humphreys  Grey, dark blue and grey hooped sleeves, dark blue cap.
Mr D Orr & Mrs A Frost  Grey, dark blue and grey hooped sleeves, dark blue cap.
Mr Doug Graham and Mrs M Wynn-Williams  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, royal blue sleeves, 
white armlets, yellow cap.
Mr D Passant & Mr Mouse Brookes  Black, light green and black chevrons on sleeves, light green 
cap.
Mr D P Walsh & Mr A Barry  Emerald green, yellow hoop, yellow sleeves, emerald green armlets, 
emerald green and yellow striped cap.
Mr D Redvers & Mrs E Burke  Grey, one red and one green sleeve, red cap.
Mr D Rees & Mr P Evans  Black, white star, diamonds on sleeves.
Mr D Rees & Mr P Evans (second colours)  Black, red star, diamonds on sleeves, black cap, red 
stars.
Mr D Renton and Mrs R Carr  Red, white cross of lorraine, red sleeves, white spots.
Mr D Renton & Mr J Goldie  Red, white cross of lorraine, red sleeves, white spots.
Mr D R Kilburn & Mr A N Horncastle  Dark blue, yellow diamond, diabolo on sleeves, pink cap.
Mr D.R Passant, Chasemore Farm & Owen  Black, light green and black chevrons on sleeves, light 
green cap.
Mr D. R. Passant & Hefin Williams  Black, light green and black chevrons on sleeves, light green 
cap.
Mr D.R Passant & Hefin Williams  Black, light green and black chevrons on sleeves, light green cap.
Mr D. R. Passant & Mr T. Dascombe  Black, light green and black chevrons on sleeves, light green 
cap.
Mr D Scott & Mrs E Wright  Orange, purple sash, white sleeves, white cap, purple spots.
Mr D Scott, Mrs E Wright & Mr J Clark  Orange, purple sash, white sleeves, white cap, purple 
spots.
Mr D Sharp and Partners V  Purple, pink hoop.
Mr D Smith, Mr M Tabor & Mrs J Magnier  Purple, white seams, striped sleeves, purple cap.
Mr D Smith, Mrs J Magnier & Mr M Tabor  Purple, white seams, striped sleeves, purple cap.
Mr D. Spratt & Mr Brendan Holland  Dark green, white stripe, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Mr D Stevens & Mrs S Stevens  Light blue, dark blue stars and sleeves, dark blue cap, light blue 
stars.
Mr D Symondson & Mrs L Roper  Red and yellow (quartered), yellow and red chevrons on sleeves.
Mr D. Thomson & Mrs R. E. Barr  White, red sash, white sleeves, purple armlets, red cap.
Mr D. Tunmore & Mr John Berry  Emerald green, yellow stars, emerald green sleeves, red armlets, 
emerald green cap, yellow star.
Mr D van der Hoeven & Mr D Pryde  Purple, yellow hoops, yellow and purple striped sleeves, 
hooped cap.
Mr D Ward & Partner  Light blue, dark blue triple diamond.
Mr D. Ward Racing  Light blue, dark blue triple diamond.
Mr D W Armstrong & Mr M J K Dods  Red, red cap, white spots.
Mr D Whittaker & Mrs E Burke  Emerald green, pink star, pink sleeves, emerald green stars, 
emerald green cap, pink stars.
Mr D Whittaker & Partner  Emerald green, pink star, pink sleeves, emerald green stars, emerald 
green cap, pink stars.
Mr D Woodhouse & Graham Brown  Orange, dark blue seams, white sleeves and cap.
Mr E. A. Brook & John Wade  Red, white spots, white sleeves, red seams, red and white striped 
cap.
Mr E A Brook & Mr M Hollingsworth  Red, white spots, white sleeves, red seams, red and white 
striped cap.
Mr E. A. Brook & Partner  Red, white spots, white sleeves, red seams, red and white striped cap.
Mr Ean Branston & Dr Jennifer Hewitt  Dark blue, pink seams, dark blue sleeves, pink stars, dark 
blue cap, pink star.
Mr E Brook and Mr A Stott  Red, white spots, white sleeves, red seams, red and white striped cap.
Mr E Brook and Mr A Stott (second colours)  Emerald green and yellow (quartered), emerald 
green sleeves, yellow armlets.
Mr E Brook & Mr T Langley  Red, white spots, white sleeves, red seams, red and white striped cap.
Mr Eddie Carswell  Dark blue, white stripe and armlets.
Mr Eddie McGlinchey & J S Moore  White, red spots, white sleeves, red stars.
Mr Edward Cassie and Mr William Muir  Yellow, black sleeves, white stars, yellow and black 
striped cap.
Mr Edward Cassie & Miss K. Scott  Yellow, black sleeves, white stars, yellow and black   striped 
cap.
Mr Edwin Phillips & Mrs Pamela Aitken  Yellow, grey armlets, grey cap.
Mr E Eames, Mr A Ham & Mr R Trevor  Yellow, black hoop, yellow sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Mr Emrys Jones & Partner  Yellow, emerald green sash, red sleeves and cap.
Mr Eric Brook & Mr Inge Knutsson  Red, white spots, white sleeves, red seams, red and white 
striped cap.
Mr Eric Chapman & Yes No Wait Sorries  Royal blue, red cross of lorraine and sleeves, red and 
royal blue quartered cap.
Mr Erik Penser & Bloomsbury Stud  Orange, black hoop, white cap.
Mr Evan M Sutherland & Partner  White, red inverted triangle, hooped sleeves and cap.
Mr E Williams & partner  Light blue, light green seams, light blue cap.
Mr E Wilson & Partner  Dark blue, pink stars, white sleeves, pink cap, dark blue star.
Mr F Brady & Mr J S Morrison  Emerald green, white spots, yellow sleeves, emerald green and 
white striped cap.
Mr F Butler & Mrs C Dunnett  Pink, black cross belts, black cap.
Mr F Butler & Mrs C Dunnett (second colours)  Black, pink cross belts, halved sleeves, pink and 
black quartered cap.
Mr F Butler & Mrs Connie Taylor  Emerald green, black triple diamond, hooped sleeves and 
diamonds on cap.

Mr F C Taylor & Mr H Candy  Grey, emerald green sleeves, cerise cap.
Mr F G Matthews and Mr S Mullins  Dark green, yellow sash.
Mr F Green and Mr J Chinn  Light blue, white sash and armlets, red and white hooped cap.
Mr F Hope & Mr G Hope  White, brown epaulets.
Mr F Hope & Mr G Hope (second colours)  Mauve, red epaulets.
Mr F. J. Mills & Mr W. Mills  Maroon and light blue diabolo, light blue sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr F Ong & Mr W.R Swinburn  Light blue, black stripe, black and light blue striped sleeves.
Mr Frank Dronzek & Cops & Robbers  Emerald green, red sash, yellow cap.
Mr Frank McAleavy  Red, black triple diamond, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Mr Frank Reay & Mr A. D. Brown  Yellow, light blue diamond and sleeves, light blue cap, yellow 
diamond.
Mr Gadsden, Mrs Fairbairn, Mr Taylor  Black and orange check, black sleeves and cap.
Mr G. A. Libson & Mrs P. M. Sly  Dark green, white chevrons, red sleeves, dark green and white 
hooped cap.
Mr Gary Black and Mrs Paul Townend  Purple and royal blue diamonds, purple sleeves, royal blue 
cap, purple diamond.
Mr Gary Smith & Mrs J. Drake  Orange, black chevron, orange sleeves, black stars, orange cap, 
black stars.
Mr Gary Tardi & ownaracehorse.co.uk  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Mr Gary White & Mr Gary Wood  Red, white hoop, red sleeves, white stars.
Mr G. B. & G. H. Firmager  White, light green epaulets.
Mr G.Brandrick & Partner  White and dark blue stripes, dark blue sleeves, white stars.
Mr G Bulloch & Sapphire Print Solutions  White, royal blue cross belts, white sleeves, royal blue 
stars, white cap, royal blue star.
Mr G Chesneaux & Partners  Light blue and red stripes, red cap.
Mr G C Woodall & Partners  White and red stripes, white and black striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Mr G Dolan & Mr P Wheatley  Royal blue, black armlets.
Mr G Dolan & Mr P Wheatley (second colours)  White, emerald green hollow box, striped 
sleeves, white and yellow striped cap.
Mr G E Adams & Mr J S Goldie  Red, light blue stars on sleeves, pink cap.
Mr G E Amey & Mr D M Boddy  Green, white cross belts, navy blue sleeves and cap.
Mr Ged Mason and Mr Paul Nicholls  White, royal blue epaulets, white sleeves, red spots, royal 
blue cap.
Mr Ged Mason & Mr Jeremy Kyle  White, royal blue epaulets, white sleeves, red spots, royal blue 
cap.
Mr Ged Mason & Mr&Mrs P. K. Barber  White, royal blue epaulets, white sleeves, red spots, royal 
blue cap.
Mr Ged Mason & Sir Alex Ferguson  White, royal blue epaulets, white sleeves, red spots, royal blue 
cap.
Mr G. E. Fitzpatrick & Mr D. McCain Jnr  Yellow, red hooped sleeves.
Mr Geoffrey van Cutsem Partnership  Mauve, yellow sash.
Mr George Bhatti & Partner  Dark blue, light blue triple diamond, chevrons on sleeves, dark blue 
cap, light blue diamonds.
Mr George Thornton & Mrs J Laws  White, orange epaulets.
Mr George Tobitt 1  Light blue, pink sleeves, light blue and pink check cap.
Mr George Turner & Clipper Logistics  Red, grey star, red sleeves, grey stars, red cap, grey star.
Mr George Turner & Clipper Logistics (second colours)  Grey.
Mr Gerry McGladery & Mr PJS Russell  Royal blue and yellow diamonds, white sleeves, royal blue 
cap, yellow diamond.
Mr Gerry McGladery & Partner  Royal blue and yellow diamonds, white sleeves, royal blue cap, 
yellow diamond.
Mr Gethyn Mills & Mr B. J. Llewellyn  Royal blue, white stars, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, 
white star.
Mr G. F. Chesneaux & Mr Nick Littmoden  Light blue and red stripes, red cap.
Mr G Fell & Don't Tell Henry  Emerald green and black stripes, emerald green sleeves, black spots, 
black cap, emerald green spots.
Mr G Fell & Mr P G Airey  Emerald green and black stripes, emerald green sleeves, black spots, 
black and emerald green quartered cap.
Mr G Fell & Mr P G Airey (second colours)  Red, yellow diamond, red sleeves, yellow stars, red 
cap, yellow diamond.
Mr G Fell & Mr R V Brass  Emerald green and black stripes, emerald green sleeves, black spots, 
black cap, emerald green spots.
Mr G Fell & Mrs Sue Murtagh  Emerald green and black stripes, emerald green sleeves, black spots, 
black cap, emerald green spots.
Mr Gibson & Mr Wilson  Red, white cross of lorraine, red sleeves, royal blue armlets.
Mr Giulio Spozio & Partner  White, yellow stars.
Mr Giulio Spozio & Partner (second colours)  Light blue, white stars, sleeves and star on cap.
Mr G. J. & Mrs J. A. Edwards  Dark green, brown seams, light blue cap.
Mr G Johnson & Mr J W Parry  Light blue, royal blue stars, halved sleeves, royal blue cap, light blue 
stars.
Mr G Johnson & Partner  Light blue, royal blue stars, halved sleeves, royal blue cap, light blue stars.
Mr G. Jones, Mr C. Ames & Mr D. Harrison  Yellow, maroon triple diamond, maroon and yellow 
halved sleeves, yellow cap, maroon diamond.
Mr Glenn Simons & ID Heerowa  Dark blue, grey stars, halved sleeves, dark blue cap.
Mr G Linder & Mr D Hassan  White, red braces, sleeves and cap.
Mr G Linder, Mr M Wigham & Mr J Williams  Orange, white cross belts and sleeves, white cap, 
orange spots.
Mr G L & Mrs L F Huddy  Maroon and yellow diagonal stripes, white sleeves, yellow cap.
Mr G Manfredini & Mr A Tinkler  Grey, emerald green inverted triangle, sleeves and cap.
Mr G Manfredini & Mr J Allison  Grey, emerald green inverted triangle, sleeves and cap.
Mr G Manfredini & Mr J Allison (second colours)  Pink and black check, pink sleeves, pink cap, 
black star.
Mr G Manfredini & Scuderia Rencati  Grey, emerald green inverted triangle, sleeves and cap.
Mr G.Mason, Sir A.Ferguson & Mr P.Done  White, royal blue epaulets, white sleeves, red spots, 
royal blue cap.
Mr G Molen, Mr S Klein & Mr H Musaphia  Black, pink stars, striped sleeves, black cap.
Mr G Morrin & Partner  Red, dark blue and red striped sleeves.
Mr Godfrey Horsford & Partner  Yellow, light blue hoop and sleeves, maroon cap.
Mr Gordon Woodall & Prof C Tisdall  White and red stripes, white and black striped sleeves, 
hooped cap.
Mr Gordon Woodall & Prof C Tisdall (second colours)  Dark green, red cross belts, dark green 
and beige striped sleeves, dark green cap, red star.
Mr G Parkinson & Baz Gibson  Orange, black cross of lorraine, black and white hooped sleeves and 
cap.
Mr G. Parkinson & Mr J. L. Eyre  Orange, black cross of lorraine, black and white hooped sleeves 
and cap.
Mr Graham, James Westoll & Mrs Percy  Dark blue, pink triple diamond, armlets and diamonds on 
cap.
Mr Graham, James Westoll & Mrs Percy (second colours)  Beige, red hoops.
Mr Graham, James Westoll & Mrs Percy (third colours)  Dark blue, yellow sash, yellow sleeves, 
dark blue armlets, red cap.
Mr Graham Smith-Bernal & Mr Alan Dee  Purple, orange disc.
Mr Graham Smith Bernal & Mr Jon Thompson  White, black cross of lorraine.
Mr Greenfingers Syndicate  Emerald green, red hollow box, maroon sleeves and cap.
Mr G. Roddick & Mr W. J. Knight  Emerald green and red diabolo, chevrons on sleeves, emerald 
green cap, red star.
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Mr G. R. Orchard & Mrs J. M. Gray  Black, red cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Mr G. R. Orchard & Mrs J. M. Gray (second colours)  Maroon, grey triple diamond and sleeves, 
grey cap, maroon diamonds.
Mr G. R. Orchard & Partner  Black, red cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Mr G. R. S. Nixon & Mr M. Barnes  Light blue, red cross belts, black and red hooped sleeves, red cap.
Mr G. R. Turner & Mr H. Turner  Red, royal blue sash, armlets and cap.
Mr G. Saville, Mr G. Brandrick & Partner  Orange, light blue stars, light blue sleeves, dark blue 
armlets, orange cap, light blue star.
Mr G. Saville, Mr G. Brandrick & Partner (second colours)  White and dark blue stripes, dark 
blue sleeves, white stars.
Mr G. Saville & Partner  Orange, light blue stars, light blue sleeves, dark blue armlets, orange cap, 
light blue star.
Mr G Smith-Bernal & Mr A Dee  Purple, orange disc.
Mr G. Smith-Bernal & Mr Alex R. F. Smith  Purple, orange disc.
Mr G Thompson and Mr M Dods  White, royal blue stripe, white and orange striped sleeves, orange 
cap.
Mr G Tunstall & Mrs C Walsh  Emerald green, yellow and emerald green diabolo on sleeves, 
emerald green and yellow quartered cap.
Mr Harold Nass  Red, white triple diamond, white and dark blue hooped sleeves, white and emerald 
green hooped cap.
Mr Harold Nass  Red, white triple diamond, white and dark blue hooped sleeves, white and emerald 
green hooped cap.
Mr Harold Nass & Mr David Ballheimer  Red, white triple diamond, white and dark blue hooped 
sleeves, white and emerald green hooped cap.
Mr Harold Nass & Partners  Red, white triple diamond, white and dark blue hooped sleeves, white 
and emerald green hooped cap.
Mr H Candy & Mrs D Blackburn  Mauve and white check, striped sleeves.
MR H CROTHERS AND PARTNERS  Royal blue, white triple diamond, red cap.
MrH.D.Atkinson/HarrowgateBloodstockLtd  Purple, white epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Mr Henry Candy & Mr David Altham  Grey, green sleeves, cerise cap.
Mr Hinds & Galloping On The South Downs  Mauve and black (quartered), mauve sleeves, white 
cap.
Mr H J Jarvis & Mrs P Jarvis  White, red hoops, red cap.
Mr H. Jones & Mrs E. Evans  Mauve, purple chevron, hooped sleeves and cap.
Mr H. Jones & Mrs Karen Bowen  Mauve, purple chevron, hooped sleeves and cap.
Mr H Jones & Partner  Mauve, purple chevron, hooped sleeves and cap.
Mr H. J. Webb & Son  Yellow, royal blue disc, sleeves and cap.
Mr H Kavanagh & Mr W Morley  Red, white diamond and sleeves.
Mr Howard Burdett/Mr Graeme P. McPherson  Dark blue and royal blue (quartered), dark blue 
sleeves, white cap.
Mr Howard Cooke & Mr P J McBride  Dark blue, red stripe and armlets, yellow cap, dark blue star.
Mr Howard J. Cooke & Mr P. J. McBride  Dark blue, red stripe and armlets, yellow cap, dark blue 
star.
Mr H Redknapp & Mr J Glendinning  Dark blue, royal blue seams, white sleeves, red and white 
striped cap.
Mr H.Robin Heffer and K T Ivory  Orange, black triple diamond and diamonds on cap.
Mr H Rosenblatt & Mr D Thorpe  Yellow, yellow cap, maroon star.
Mr H Strecker,A F O'Callaghan & E Burke  Pink, red epaulets, white sleeves, orange cap.
Mr H Strecker & Mrs E Burke  Pink, red epaulets, white sleeves, orange cap.
Mr H. Thornton & Mr D. Mann  Purple and yellow diamonds, checked sleeves.
Mr H. Thornton & Mr P. T. Midgley  Purple and yellow diamonds, checked sleeves.
Mr H. Thornton & Mr P. T. Midgley (second colours)  Emerald green, royal blue triple diamond, 
royal blue cap, emerald green diamond.
Mr HW Turcan and Sir Simon Dunning  Light blue and black (quartered), yellow sleeves, black cap.
Mr HW Turcan & Sir Simon Dunning  Light blue and black (quartered), yellow sleeves, black cap.
Mr I. A. Low & Mr J. S. English  Yellow, red braces, hooped sleeves and cap.
Mr Ian Armitage & Mr Andrew Radford  Royal blue, yellow star, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars.
Mr Ian Farrington & Partner  Beige, black stars on sleeves, black cap.
Mr Ian Fogg & Mr Dan Macdonald  Royal blue, orange star, royal blue sleeves, orange stars and cap.
Mr Ian Fogg & Mr P J Vogt  Royal blue, orange star, royal blue sleeves, orange stars and cap.
Mr Ian Fogg & Mr Richard Webb  Royal blue, orange star, royal blue sleeves, orange stars and cap.
Mr Ian Gethin & Mr Richard Gethin  White, red hoops and armlets.
Mr Ian Ives,Miss S A Booth,Mr I Jardine  White, emerald green cross of lorraine, emerald green 
and white striped sleeves, check cap.
Mr Ian J. Fogg & Mrs Wendy Fogg  Royal blue, orange star, royal blue sleeves, orange stars, royal 
blue cap, orange stars.
Mr Ian Johnson & Partner  Purple, white chevron, purple sleeves, white stars, white cap, purple 
star.
Mr Ian Low and Mr Peter Crawford  Yellow, red braces, hooped sleeves and cap.
Mr Ian Murray and Mr Dave Smith  Dark green, white chevrons, dark green sleeves, dark green 
cap, white star.
Mr Ian Pattle & P J McBride  Royal blue, white chevrons and armlets.
Mr Ian Rushby & Mr T. H. Barma  Dark blue and grey stripes, white sleeves, orange cap.
Mr Ian Shaw & Partner  Grey, pink cross belts, white sleeves, pink stars, grey cap, pink stars.
Mr Ian Shaw & Rebecca Menzies  Grey, pink cross belts, white sleeves, pink stars, grey cap, pink 
stars.
MR IAN & TOM PALLAS & MRS D F ROBE  White, red braces, red and white striped sleeves, 
black cap.
Mr I. Barran & Mr M. D. Hammond  Dark green, light green stars and sleeves, dark green cap.
Mr I. Barran & Mrs G Hogg  Dark green, light green stars and sleeves, dark green cap.
Mr I. B. Barker & Mr E. J. Simpson  Royal blue, yellow cross belts, yellow and royal blue chevrons 
on sleeves, white cap.
Mr Ibbotson, Mr Stephenson & Mr Tate  Emerald green, red stars, white sleeves, white cap, red 
star.
Mr I Farrington & Mr R Chapman  Beige, black stars on sleeves, black cap.
Mr I F Gosden and Mr DJ Coles  Mauve and white check, white sleeves, mauve armlets.
Mr I. F. Gosden & Miss G. G. Haywood  Mauve and white check, white sleeves, mauve armlets.
Mr I F Gosden & Mr D J Coles  Mauve and white check, white sleeves, mauve armlets.
Mr I Gethin & Mr R Gethin  White, red hoops and armlets.
Mr I Jardine & Co  Purple, yellow disc, halved sleeves, yellow cap, purple diamond.
Mr I Jardine & Partner  Grey, pink and grey halved sleeves, pink cap.
Mr I. J. Heseltine & Mr P Winkworth  Royal blue, white hollow box, checked sleeves and cap.
Mr I J Jardine Mr R E Wharton Mr R Nixon  Grey, pink and grey halved sleeves, pink cap.
Mr I Kidger, Mr I Mason & The Lanza Boys  Light green, light blue epaulets.
Mr I McInnes, Dr M Glaze & E Burke  Purple, emerald green stars, purple sleeves, purple cap, 
emerald green star.
Mr I McInnes, Dr M Glaze & E Burke (second colours)  Black, white stars, maroon sleeves, 
maroon cap, white star.
Mr I. R. Clements & Dr L. G. Parry  White, royal blue and white hooped sleeves, red cap.
Mr I. R. Clements & Dr L. G. Parry (second colours)  Yellow, dark green hoop and armlets.
Mr Isaac Katz & Mrs Margaret Katz  Pink and purple check, purple sleeves, red cap.
Mr J Abbey, Mr C Heron & Mr M Nolan  Yellow, royal blue disc and sleeves, royal blue and yellow 
hooped cap.
Mr J Abbey, Mr C Heron & Mr M Nolan (second colours)  Emerald green, red inverted triangle, 
red cap.

Mr J. A. Hall & Mr Brian Ellison  Dark blue, pink diamond, pink sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue 
cap, pink stars.
Mr J A Hall & Mr C Lowther  Dark blue, pink diamond, pink sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, 
pink stars.
Mr J. A. Knox and Mrs M. A. Knox  Mauve, mauve and yellow check cap.
Mr J. A. Knox and Mrs M. A. Knox (second colours)  Dark blue, royal blue epaulets, chevrons on 
sleeves.
Mr J. A. Knox and Mrs M. A. Knox (third colours)  Orange, white sleeves, white cap, purple 
spots.
Mr J. A. Knox and Mrs M. A. Knox (fourth colours)  Mauve, yellow epaulets, yellow cap.
Mr J Allison & Mr A Allison  Pink and black check, pink sleeves, pink cap, black star.
Mr James Burley & Mr John Rees  Grey, maroon chevron and sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr James Burley & Mrs Ali Stronge  Grey, maroon chevron and sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr James Callow & Mr J. S. Goldie  Dark blue, red stripe, halved sleeves, red cap.
Mr James Callow & The Reluctant Suitors  Dark blue, red stripe, halved sleeves, red cap.
Mr James Fyffe & Mr Scott Fyffe  Black and pink diabolo, black sleeves, pink cap, black star.
Mr James Marshall & Mr Chris Marshall  Yellow, large black spots, black sleeves, yellow spots, 
yellow cap, black spots.
Mr James P. Sheppard & Mr Richard Hobson  Yellow, black seams, halved sleeves, yellow and 
black striped cap.
Mr J A Milburn & Mr T A Stephenson  Emerald green, black epaulets, black sleeves, emerald green 
armlets, emerald green and black hooped cap.
Mr J Anderson & Mr J Spence  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue armlets.
Mr J Anderson & Mr J Spence 1  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue armlets.
Mr J.A. O'Sullivan & Mrs Breda Keatley  Red, royal blue stars, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap, 
royal blue star.
Mr J.A.Swinbank and Mr G.F.Tuer  White, chocolate spots, pink cap.
Mr J. A. Swinbank Racing  White, chocolate spots, pink cap.
Mr J. A. Swinburne & Mrs Ruth A. Carr  Red and white stripes, grey sleeves, grey cap, red star.
Mr J Ball, Mr A Hodkinson & Mr P Malley  Yellow, emerald green armlets.
Mr J Ball & Prtnr  Yellow, emerald green armlets.
Mr J Barnett & Mr M Caine  Black, royal blue armlets.
Mr J. Barnett & Mr M. Caine  Black, royal blue armlets.
Mr J. Barnett & Mrs P. Shanahan  Black, royal blue armlets.
Mr J Barnett & Mr Timmy Hyde  Black, royal blue armlets.
Mr J. Barnett & Partner  Black, royal blue armlets.
Mr J Barnett & Tactful Finance  Black, royal blue armlets.
Mr J. Barton & Mr C. Pizarro  White, purple hoop.
Mr J. Berry & Harrowgate Bloodstock Ltd  White, red cross belts, blue sleeves, red and white 
hooped cap.
Mr J Berry & Mr S Hellens  Dark blue, white seams and armlets.
Mr J Berry, Mrs M Chapman, Mrs R Carr  White, red cross belts, blue sleeves, red and white 
hooped cap.
Mr J Berry, Mrs M Chapman, Mrs R Carr (second colours)  Brown, orange hoop and sleeves.
Mr J Best, Mrs G Paine & Mr B Woodward  White, maroon epaulets, royal blue and black striped 
sleeves and cap.
Mr J B Gilruth & Eric Chapman  Red, white cross belts, checked sleeves.
Mr J B Gilruth & Eric Chapman (second colours)  Royal blue, red cross of lorraine and sleeves, 
red and royal blue quartered cap.
Mr J Blackburn and partner  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Mr J Blackburn & Imperial Racing P'ship  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Mr J Blackburn Mr A Pollock Mr A Turton  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Mr J Blackburn & Mr A Turton  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Mr J Blackburn & Mr A Turton (second colours)  Black, pink star, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
Mr J Blackburn, Mr A Turton & Jolly Boys  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Mr J Blackburn, Mr A Turton & Mr S Hull  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Mr J Blackburn & Mr A Turton & Partner  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Mr J Blackburn, Mr A Turton & Ptr  Black, pink star, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
Mr J Blackburn Mr D Fielding & Mr S Hull  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Mr J Blackburn Racing  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Mr J Burley & Mrs E Burke  Grey, maroon chevron and sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr J Byrne & Mr P Conway  White, dark green hoops and armlets.
Mr J Byrne & Mrs R Byrne  Black, white, yellow, grey and brown hoops.
Mr J C England and Valerie Beattie  Old gold, white cross belts, white cap, old gold spots.
Mr J C G Chua & Partner  Dark blue, yellow inverted triangle, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, 
yellow cap.
Mr J Cowan & Mr B Jessup  Purple and yellow diabolo, halved sleeves, purple and yellow quartered 
cap.
Mr J Cullinan & Mr R Marley  Royal blue, red stripe, red cap.
Mr J Davies & Mr P Turner  Dark blue, pink triple diamond and diamond on cap.
Mr J. Donnelly & Ms F.A. O'Sullivan  Purple and white stripes, chevrons on sleeves.
Mr J. D. Spensley & Mrs M. A. Spensley  Dark blue, pink epaulets.
Mr J Durston & Mr N Harris  Light blue, pink star, pink sleeves, light blue armlets, light blue cap, 
pink star.
Mr J. D. Wright & Mrs L. M. Whillans  Grey, red stripe, armlets and cap.
Mr J D Wright & Mrs S Wright  Grey, red stripe, armlets and cap.
Mr J. D. Wright & Mrs S. Wright  Grey, red stripe, armlets and cap.
Mr J E Burrows & Mrs V C Burrows  Royal blue, yellow star, diamonds on sleeves, royal blue cap, 
yellow star.
MrJeffW.Hall,MrsK.Hawke,MrWilliamSimms  Maroon, white diamond, diabolo on sleeves.
Mr Jeff W. Hall & Thorne Farm Racing Ltd  Maroon, white diamond, diabolo on sleeves.
Mr Jeremy Fox & Mr Christopher Wright  Mauve, dark blue seams, mauve sleeves, dark blue cap.
Mr Jeremy Gompertz & Mr Patrick Milmo  Beige, royal blue chevrons, beige sleeves, royal blue 
cap.
Mr Jerome Rudd & Mrs M. G. O'Neill  Purple, pink chevrons, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr Jerry Hinds & Mr Ashley Head  Dark blue, pink hoops, chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap.
Mr Jerry Hinds & Mr Ashley Head (second colours)  Light green, royal blue chevron, chevrons on 
sleeves.
Mr J Fill & Mr J M Castle  Red, purple spots, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Mr J Filmer-Wilson & Mrs D Davidson  White, green sleeves, red cap.
Mr J F S Laws & Mrs J Laws  Black, beige sleeves and cap.
Mr J Fyffe & Mr D Pryde  Black and pink diabolo, black sleeves, pink cap, black star.
Mr J Fyffe & Mr Gerry McGladery  Royal blue and yellow diamonds, white sleeves, royal blue cap, 
yellow diamond.
Mr J Fyffe & Mr Gerry McGladery (second colours)  Black and pink diabolo, black sleeves, pink 
cap, black star.
Mr J. Fyffe & Mr J. S. Goldie  Black and pink diabolo, black sleeves, pink cap, black star.
Mr J Fyffe,Mr S Fyffe & Mr W Robinson  Black and pink diabolo, black sleeves, pink cap, black star.
Mr J. Fyffe, Mrs M. Craig, Mr G. Thomson  Black and pink diabolo, black sleeves, pink cap, black 
star.
Mr J Gardener & Mr J Heard  Maroon, yellow hoops and armlets.
Mr J Gardener & Mr J Heard (second colours)  Dark blue and red diamonds, red cap.
Mr J.Gordon-Watson & Suzy Smith  White, gold cuffs, light green cap.
Mr J. Hales  Yellow, red star, yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap, red star.
Mr J. Hales (second colours)  Yellow, red star, yellow sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
Mr J Hales & Mr J Diver  Yellow, red star, yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap, royal blue star.
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Mr J Hay & Mr F Steele  Red, dark green chevron and armlets, dark green and white quartered cap.
Mr J Hay, Mr F Steele & Mr I Jardine  Red, dark green chevron and armlets, dark green and white 
quartered cap.
Mr J Henderson & Mrs E Burke  Dark blue, yellow stripe, yellow and dark blue striped sleeves, dark 
blue cap, yellow star.
Mr J H & Mr D F Widdows  Royal blue, white sash, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, red cap.
Mr J H Widdows & Partners  Royal blue, white sash, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, red cap.
Mr Jim Duggan & Mr Scott Brown  Black and pink diamonds, maroon sleeves, dark green cap, 
emerald green star.
Mr J Knotts & Partner  White, black spots on sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
Mr J. Kovacs & Miss E. J. Tanner  Red, dark green and red striped sleeves and cap.
Mr J. K. Shannon & Mr M. A. Scaife  Pink, light green cross belts, white sleeves, light green cap.
Mr J L and Mrs H R Gledson  Light blue, white braces and armlets, red cap.
Mr J Langridge & Mr R Lane  Royal blue and white (quartered), white sleeves, royal blue stars, pink 
cap.
Mr J Laughton & Mrs E Burke  Red, black inverted triangle and star on cap.
Mr J Laughton & Mrs E Burke (second colours)  Royal blue, red seams, red and royal blue striped 
sleeves, red cap, royal blue star.
Mr J L Rowsell & Mr M H Dixon  Grey and white stripes, red cap.
Mr J L Rowsell & Mr M H Dixon (second colours)  Crimson, silver braid.
Mr J. M. Brown & Partner  Red, purple sleeves, red armlets, black cap, yellow star.
Mr J Mitchell  Emerald green, royal blue seams, striped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Mr J Musgrave & Partner  Pink, dark blue hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Mr J.N. Blackburn & Mr D. Balfe  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Mr J. N. Blackburn & Partner  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Mr J. N. Blackburn & Stittenham Racing  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Mr J O'Connor & Ollie Pears  Black and white check, emerald green cap.
Mr J O'Connor & Ollie Pears (second colours)  Dark blue, white cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Mr Joe Buzzeo & Partner  Black and white (halved), black sleeves, white armlets, black cap.
Mr John Berry (Gwent)/Mr Stephen Hellens  Dark blue, white seams and armlets.
Mr John Blackburn and Mr Paul Dixon  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Mr John Blackburn and Mr Paul Dixon (second colours)  Royal blue, pink chevrons, royal blue 
cap.
Mr John Blackburn Racing  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Mr John C Grant & Mrs E O'Leary  Yellow and white (halved), halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr John C Grant & Partner  White and yellow (halved), halved sleeves, white and yellow quartered 
cap.
Mr John Coates Mr Richard Smith  Royal blue, brown chevron, yellow cap.
Mr John Condron & Mr JP Condron  Yellow, black hoop, chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap, black dia-
mond.
Mr John Dance & James Pak Racing  Emerald green, red stars on sleeves.
Mr John Dance & James Pak Racing (second colours)  White, maroon and purple striped sleeves.
Mr John Dance & Mr John Gatenby  White, maroon and purple striped sleeves.
Mr John Dickson & Mrs Rose Dobbin  White, black stars, black and red halved sleeves, black and 
white quartered cap.
Mr John Dickson & Mrs Sarah Davidson  White, black stars, black and red halved sleeves, black 
and white quartered cap.
Mr John E. Bodie & Partners  Brown, emerald green chevrons, emerald green sleeves, brown 
armlets, brown and emerald green hooped cap.
Mr John E Rose & Manor Farm Stud  Black and white diagonal stripes, hooped cap.
Mr John Gane & Mr Paul Nicholls  Royal blue, white braces, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal 
blue cap, white star.
Mr John Graham & Sarah Hollinshead  Emerald green, royal blue seams, emerald green sleeves 
and cap.
Mr John Gwynne & Mr D. McCain Jnr  Yellow, light blue chevrons, hooped sleeves, light blue cap.
Mr John Hales & Mr Ian Fogg  Yellow, red star, yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap, red star.
Mr John Hales & Mr Ian Fogg (second colours)  Royal blue, orange star, royal blue sleeves, orange 
stars and cap.
Mr John Hales & Partner  Yellow, red star, yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap, red star.
Mr John Hanbury & Partner  Purple, orange chevron, orange and purple halved sleeves, orange cap, 
purple star.
Mr John Henwood & Partner  White, red hoops, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Mr John J Murray & Mrs Lynne MacLennan  Black and orange (quartered), checked sleeves, 
orange and black quartered cap.
Mr John J Murray & Mrs Lynne MacLennan (second colours)  Orange, black cross of lorraine, 
diamonds on sleeves, black cap.
Mr John Kenny & Partner  Red, white spots on sleeves.
Mr John Knotts/Harrowgate Bloodstock Ltd  White, black spots on sleeves, black and white 
quartered cap.
Mr John Knotts & Partner  White, black spots on sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
Mr John Mabon & Mr I. J. Jardine  Grey, pink and grey halved sleeves, pink cap.
Mr John McGuire & Jane Chapple-Hyam  Royal blue, red sash, white sleeves.
Mr John Pemberton & Ms Susan Evans  Grey and pink diabolo, grey sleeves, pink and grey 
quartered cap.
Mr John Quorn & Mr M. Quinn  Red, purple chevron.
Mr John Quorn & Mr R. Kent  Red, purple chevron.
Mr John Sagar & Mr Danny Brooke  Yellow, purple seams, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Mr John Smith & Mrs P. Bastiman  Black, orange spots, armlets and spots on cap.
Mr John Stone & Mr Gary Moore  White, dark green hoops, white sleeves and cap.
Mr John Wade & Mrs S. Smith  Maroon, white hooped sleeves.
Mr John Wilcox & P D Evans  Black, maroon diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Mr J O'Mulloy & Mr K Jeffery  Emerald green, white stars, armlets and star on cap.
Mr Jonathan Gill & Partner  Red, yellow hoop, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Mr Jonathan Williams & Partner  Purple, yellow diamonds on sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr Jonny Allison & Mr Phil Cunningham  Pink and black check, pink sleeves, pink cap, black star.
Mr Jonny Allison & Mrs L Botti  Pink and black check, pink sleeves, pink cap, black star.
Mr Jon Rider & Mr Charles Bellwood  White, brown spots, white sleeves, black cap.
Mr J O'Shea,Mr W Rooney & Ontoawinner  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Mr Jos & Mrs Jane Rodosthenous  Dark blue, large light blue spots.
Mr J. Palmer-Brown & Mr R. Hannon  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, yellow cap.
Mr J P Carrington & Partner  Grey, black triple diamond and sleeves, yellow cap.
Mr J. P. Cavanagh & Mr R. C. C. Villers  Emerald green, white star, hooped sleeves and stars on 
cap.
Mr J.P. Mason & Mr T.E. Mason  Royal blue, white diamond, striped cap.
Mr J. Raybould & Mr N. Tinkler  Dark blue, white hoops, striped sleeves, red cap.
Mr J Raybould & Mr S Perkins  Dark blue, white hoops, striped sleeves, red cap.
Mr J R B Williams & Emma Evans  Maroon, beige triple diamond and diamonds on cap.
Mr J Rixson Mr L A Hill Mr C L Bacon  Yellow, purple epaulets, yellow sleeves, purple stars, purple 
cap, yellow star.
Mr J. R. Lavelle & Dr Mark Scott  White, dark blue sash, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Mr J R Wallis & Partners  White, royal blue hoop.
Mr J Sagar and Mr M Dods  Yellow, purple seams, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Mr J Sagar and Mr S Lowthian  Yellow, purple seams, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Mr J Sagar and Mr S Lowthian (second colours)  Yellow, black epaulets, black sleeves, yellow 
spots, black cap.

Mr J Sargeant & Mrs J Morley  White, dark blue seams, dark blue and white striped sleeves and cap.
Mr J Sargeant & Mrs J Morley (second colours)  Yellow, black chevron, black sleeves, yellow stars, 
black cap, yellow star.
Mr J Shack & Mr G Barnard  Red, black sash and cap.
Mr J. Shack & Mr G. Barnard  Red, black sash and cap.
Mr J Shack & Mr S Roden  Red, black sash, black cap.
Mr J S Moore & Mrs Sara Moore  Emerald green, yellow chevrons, emerald green sleeves, white 
armlets, emerald green cap.
Mr J S Morrison & Partner  Light blue and yellow check, red sleeves and cap.
Mr J. Souster & Mr A. Livingston  Orange, white stars, armlets and star on cap.
Mr J. Souster & Mr A. Livingston (second colours)  Orange, royal blue disc, striped sleeves and 
cap.
Mr J Stewart and Mrs B Milton  Emerald green, white inverted triangle, white sleeves, emerald 
green armlets and diamond on white cap.
MrJ.S.Threadwell/FamilyAmusementsLtd  Light blue, white sleeves, light blue and red quartered 
cap.
Mr J S Threadwell & Mr J Botton  Light blue, white sleeves, light blue and red quartered cap.
Mr J Toes & Mr J O'Loan  Black, white chevron, white sleeves, black armlets.
Mr J Townson & Partner  Old gold, purple and green hoops, old gold sleeves, purple and old gold 
quartered cap.
Mr J Turner & The Megsons  Pink, large black spots, sleeves and cap.
Mr Julian Ball & Partner  Yellow, emerald green armlets.
Mr Justin Dowley & Mr Michael Pescod  Dark blue and pink (quartered), dark blue sleeves and cap.
Mr J.  Wakefield & Mr Geoffrey Deacon  Orange, white hooped sleeves, orange cap, white spots.
Mr J. W Hall & Mrs H Ward  Maroon, white diamond, diabolo on sleeves.
Mr J Widdows and Partner  Royal blue, white sash, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, red cap.
Mr J Wilson & Mrs E Burke  Royal blue, red star, beige sleeves, red cap.
Mr J. W. Parry & Mr Robert Levitt  Red, pink star and sleeves, orange cap.
Mr J W Parry & Partner  Red, pink star and sleeves, orange cap.
Mr K Breen and Mr C Wright  Dark blue, white stripe, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Mr K B Taylor & Radlett Racing  White, red chevron, red and dark blue striped sleeves, dark blue 
cap.
Mr K. C. West & Mr Ollie Pears  White, red diamond, chevrons on sleeves, white cap, red diamond.
Mr Keith Jones & Mrs Pam Sephton  Orange, brown chevron and armlets.
Mr Ken Eales & Mr Don Eddy  Orange, white hoops, orange sleeves and cap.
Mr Ken Eales & Self Preservation Society  Orange, white striped sleeves.
Mr Ken Eales & Self Preservation Society (second colours)  Orange, white hoops, orange sleeves 
and cap.
Mr Ken Lawrence & Mr Neil King  Black, large red spots, armlets and cap.
Mr Ken McGarrity&LindaPerrattRacingClub  White and maroon check, maroon sleeves, white 
armlets, maroon cap.
Mr Ken McGarrity&LindaPerrattRacingClub (second colours)  White and maroon check, 
maroon sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
Mr Kenny Bruce & Mr M Quinn  White, purple diamond, sleeves and cap.
Mr Kevin Stokes & Mrs Joanna Stokes  Red and purple (quartered), red sleeves, purple stars, red 
cap, purple star.
Mr K. Fitzsimons & Mr G. Fell  White, red disc, white and red halved sleeves, red cap, white spots.
Mr K. Fitzsimons & Mr G. Fell (second colours)  Emerald green and black stripes, emerald green 
sleeves, black spots, black cap, emerald green spots.
Mr Khalfan Al Suwaidi & Partners  White, maroon hoop.
Mr Khalifa Dasmal MK  Pink, emerald green epaulets and armlets, emerald green and pink hooped 
cap.
Mr Khalifa Dasmal & Partner  Pink, emerald green epaulets and armlets, hooped cap.
Mr Kieron Badger & J S Moore  White and grey stripes, white sleeves, maroon armlets, maroon 
cap.
Mr Kin Hung Kei & Qatar Racing Ltd  Red, yellow chevron, chevrons on sleeves.
Mr Kin Hung Kei & Qatar Racing Ltd (second colours)  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret 
cap, gold tassel.
Mr Kirk Jefferies & Partner  Pink, royal blue epaulets and armlets, striped cap.
Mr K Johns & Mr M Bevan  Black and red check, red sleeves, black diamonds, black cap.
Mr K Lawrence & Mr P Merritt  Yellow, maroon cross of lorraine, white sleeves, maroon and 
yellow quartered cap.
Mr K McCabe & Mr P D Evans  Dark blue, white star and sleeves.
Mr K McCabe & Mr P D Evans (second colours)  Black, red hoop, black sleeves, red seams, red 
cap.
Mr K McCabe, Mrs Theresa Burns & Partner  Dark blue, white star and sleeves.
Mr K Meredith & Mrs D Hodson  Dark blue, white seams, dark blue sleeves, white spots, dark blue 
cap.
Mr K. Nicholls & Mr S. R. Bowring  Yellow, royal blue star, halved sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow 
star.
Mr K. Sohi and Partners  Red, large white spots, black cap.
Mr K Sohi Mrs I Corbani & Partners  Red, large white spots, black cap.
Mr K S Ward & Mrs J A Brooke  Red, grey spots, black sleeves, red and white quartered cap.
Mr Kulbir Sohi and Sarah O'Connell  Red, large white spots, black cap.
Mr Kulbir Sohi,Mr B.Roberts & Mr R.Cope  Red, large white spots, black cap.
Mr K Wreglesworth & Mr D Scott  Orange, black star, red sleeves, orange cap, black star.
Mr K. Wreglesworth & Stittenham Racing  Orange, black star, red sleeves, orange cap, black star.
Mr L A Hill & Mr C L Bacon  Yellow, purple epaulets, yellow sleeves, purple stars, purple cap, 
yellow star.
Mr L Armstrong & Partner  Yellow, royal blue diamond, royal blue and yellow hooped sleeves, 
yellow cap, royal blue diamond.
MrLaurenceO'Kane/HarrowgateBloodstockLtd  White, emerald green cross of lorraine,  chevrons 
on sleeves, pink cap.
Mr Laurence O'Kane & Miss N. J. Barron  White, emerald green cross of lorraine,  chevrons on 
sleeves, pink cap.
Mr Laurence O'Kane & Mr Paul Murphy  White, emerald green cross of lorraine,  chevrons on 
sleeves, pink cap.
Mr Laurence O'Kane & Paul Murphy  White, emerald green cross of lorraine,  chevrons on sleeves, 
pink cap.
Mr Lee Bond, Mr Robert Johnson  White, purple stars on sleeves.
Mr Lee Bond & Partner  White, purple stars on sleeves.
Mr Lee Woolams & Partner  White, light green stars, white sleeves, light green cap.
Mr Lewis and Partner  Red, white stars, royal blue sleeves, white stars and cap.
Mr L Hall, Mr A Chandler, Mr J Blackburn  Pink, black cross belts, pink sleeves, black stars.
Mr L. H. & Mrs T. Evans  Light blue, royal blue chevrons, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Mr Liam Kelly & Mrs E Burke  Emerald green, yellow cross of lorraine, armlets and diamonds on 
cap.
Mr L Kimber & Donna Stimson  Royal blue, grey cross belts, grey sleeves, royal blue armlets, black 
cap.
Mr L Register & Partner  Emerald green, royal blue sleeves, emerald green armlets, white cap.
Mr L R Godfrey & Mr R F Johnson Houghton  Yellow, light blue epaulets.
Mr L Westwood, Mr A Chandler & Mr L Hall  Purple, purple and yellow check sleeves, quartered 
cap.
Mr M Adams & Mr D Coles  White, red triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Mr Malcolm Hall & Mr Paul Vials  Yellow and purple check, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Mr M. Al-Qatami & Mr K. M. Al-Mudhaf  Royal blue, royal blue cap, red star.
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Mr M.A. & Mrs J.E. Richards  White and black (halved horizontally) yellow sleeves, check cap
Mr Manfredini, Mr J Allison & Mr D Fass  Grey, emerald green inverted triangle, sleeves and cap.
Mr Manfredini & Partner  Grey, emerald green inverted triangle, sleeves and cap.
Mr M Aniol, Mr S Turner, Mr A Chandler  Pink, red stars, red sleeves, pink stars and cap.
Mr M Appleby & Mr J Webster  Black, red disc, halved sleeves, black and red quartered cap.
Mr Marc Walker & Partners  Light green, light blue chevron, black and white check sleeves and cap.
Mr Mark and Larry Tracey  Dark green and emerald green (quartered), emerald green sleeves, dark 
green cap.
Mr Mark Bates & Mrs E Burke  Royal blue, yellow triple diamond, yellow sleeves, royal blue spots, 
royal blue cap, yellow diamonds.
Mr Mark Dixon & Mr J. L. Rowsell  Crimson, silver braid.
Mr Mark Goldstein & Mrs Wendy Jenkins  Maroon and light blue (quartered), striped sleeves.
Mr Mark James & Mrs Elaine Burke  Pink, dark blue diamond, sleeves and cap.
Mr Mark James & Mrs F. E. Bravery  Pink, dark blue diamond, sleeves and cap.
Mr Mark Phillips & Partner  Royal blue, white braces and sleeves, white and royal blue striped cap.
Mr Mark Savidge & Mr H Bennett  Red, white chevron, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, white 
star.
Mr Mark Savidge Mr Richard Green  Red, white chevron, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, white 
star.
Mr Martin Clarke & Partner  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr Martin Hughes & Lord De La Warr  Claret, silver sash.
Mr Martin J. Gibbs & Mr R. D. John  Red and black stripes, yellow sleeves.
Mr Martin J. Gibbs & Mr R. D. John (second colours)  Red, royal blue star on body and cap, red 
sleeves, royal blue stars.
Mr Martin Jones & Mr Michael Scudamore  Yellow and purple diamonds, purple sleeves, purple 
and yellow quartered cap.
Mr Martin McHale & Partners  Royal blue, royal blue and white hooped cap.
Mr Martin Smith and Mr Philip Brooks  Beige, dark green sleeves and cap.
Mr M. A. Sherwood & G. Costelloe  Maroon and white diabolo, white sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr Matthew & Mrs Rachael Gavin  Pink, dark blue stars, chevrons on sleeves, pink cap, dark blue 
star.
Mr Matthew Roberts & Simon Jessel  Red and yellow (quartered), red sleeves, yellow armlets, red 
cap.
Mr Matt Watkinson & Dare To Dream Racing  Dark blue, yellow seams, hooped sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Mr Matt Watkinson & Dare To Dream Racing (second colours)  Orange, grey star.
Mr M Baldam & Mrs R Carr  Dark blue, white disc, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Mr M. Barber Racing  Pink, white star, white sleeves, pink stars, white cap, emerald green star.
Mr M. Barnes & Mr P. Wilson  Red, white cross of lorraine, red sleeves, royal blue armlets.
Mr M Barnes, Mr Scott Lowther  Red, white cross of lorraine, red sleeves, royal blue armlets.
Mr M Benton & Ms F. A. O'Sullivan  Purple and white stripes, chevrons on sleeves.
Mr M Benton & Ms F. A. O'Sullivan (second colours)  Purple, grey and purple striped sleeves, 
hooped cap.
Mr M Blades, Mr S Hollings & Mr S Hull  Light blue, dark blue star, white and dark blue striped 
sleeves, white cap.
Mr M Caine & Mr J Barnett  Orange, black epaulets.
Mr M.Clarke & Mr R.Rexton  Orange, dark green chevrons, orange sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr M.Clarke & Mr R.Rexton (second colours)  Dark green,yellow mirrored 'r's bisected by a 
crossed hook,collar,cuffs & cap,dark green button on cap & cuffs
Mr M. Daffey and Mr B. Nielsen  Gold,  green sleeves, gold armlets, green cap with gold stripe and 
peak.
Mr M Davies & Dr RDP Newland  Royal blue, white epaulets, white and royal blue striped sleeves.
Mr M Dunlevy and Mrs H McGuinness  Black, orange hoop, black sleeves, orange stars, orange 
cap.
Mr M Dunlevy,Mrs B Bostock,Mr J Caulkin  Emerald green and orange (quartered), emerald green 
sleeves, orange armlets, orange cap, emerald green spots.
Mr Mel Roberts and Ms Nicola Meese  Royal blue, white hollow box, striped sleeves, check cap.
Mr Mel Roberts & Ms Nicola Meese 1  Royal blue, white hollow box, striped sleeves, check cap.
MrM.E.Sowersby/MrsCarrieZetter-Wells  Maroon and white stripes, maroon sleeves, quartered 
cap.
Mr M Firth & Mr J Ryan  Dark blue, orange star, orange sleeves, dark blue stars, orange cap, dark 
blue star.
Mr M. Franklin & Mr M. H. Tompkins  Maroon, pink epaulets and armlets.
Mr M Friel and Mr T Reid  Emerald green, yellow star, emerald green sleeves, yellow stars, white 
cap, yellow star.
Mr M Geoghegan & Mrs Mary-Anne Parker  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, royal blue sleeves, 
yellow stars, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Mr M Graff & Mr D Abell  Royal blue, white spots, white sleeves, royal blue armlets and spots on 
white cap.
Mr M Graff & Mr D Abell (second colours)  White, light blue spots, white sleeves, light blue cap, 
white spots.
Mr M Hill, Mrs M Chapman & Mrs R Carr  Royal blue, white cross of lorraine and armlets, check 
cap.
Mr M Hunter and Mrs L Taylor  Dark green, white seams, dark green sleeves, white cap, red star.
Mr M Hunter and Mrs L Taylor (second colours)  Royal blue, red sleeves, white stars, red cap.
Mr Michael and Mrs Norma Tuckey  Dark green and white diamonds, white sleeves.
Mr Michael Appleby & Mr Tommy Wickins  Black, red disc, halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr Michael Buckley and Mrs Paul Shanahan  White, black cap.
Mr Michael Buckley & Ballylinch Stud  White, black cap.
Mr Michael Buckley & Mr Michael H Watt  White, black cap.
Mr Michael Buckley & Mrs Karima Burman  White, black cap.
Mr Michael Buckley & Mr T Hyde  White, black cap.
Mr Michael Buckley & Mr T Hyde (second colours)  Yellow, black sash, black and red quartered 
cap.
Mr Michael Buckley & Partner  White, black cap.
Mr Michael Edwards & Partner  White, orange seams, orange cap.
Mr Michael Edwards & Partner (second colours)  Light blue and red diabolo, white sleeves, white 
cap, light blue star.
Mr Michael G Cohen and Mr David Cohen  White, grey diamond.
Mr Michael Hill  Royal blue, white cross of lorraine and armlets, check cap.
Mr Michael Hill & Mrs Hanako Varian  Royal blue, white cross of lorraine and armlets, check cap.
Mr Michael Hill & Mrs H. Varian  Royal blue, white cross of lorraine and armlets, check cap.
Mr Michael H. Watt  Dark blue and white check, dark blue sleeves, emerald green cap.
Mr Michael & Jacqueline Beaumont  Light blue, white epaulets, white sleeves, light blue armlets.
Mr Michael & Lady Jane Kaplan  Primrose, rose hoops, rose cap.
Mr Michael Moses & Mr Terry Moses  Purple, yellow chevron, yellow sleeves, purple armlets, 
purple cap, yellow star.
Mr Michael Mullineaux & Mrs Pam Sephton  Royal blue, red triple diamond, red and royal blue 
halved sleeves.
Mr Michael O'Donnell & Tony Coyle  Dark green, white braces and sleeves, striped cap.
Mr Michael O'Flynn and Delancey  Yellow, red chevrons, red cap.
Mr Michael Pescod & Mr Justin Dowley  Light blue and black stripes, black sleeves and cap.
Mr Michael Wares & Mr I. J. Jardine  Silver, red sleeves and cross belts, quartered cap.
Mr Michael Williams & Partner  Dark blue, white stripe, grey sleeves, white and grey striped cap.
Mr Michael Wilmshurst & Mr B. J. Meehan  Orange, dark blue sleeves, orange armlets.
Mr Michael Winter & J S Moore  Pink, purple star, halved sleeves and star on cap.

Mr Mike Browne & Mrs Dee Howe  Black and white stripes, checked sleeves, white cap.
Mr Mike Browne & Mrs Dee Howe 1  Black and white stripes, checked sleeves, white cap.
Mr Mike Browne & Mr William McKeown  Black and white stripes, checked sleeves, white cap.
Mr Mike & Mrs Sheila Tootell  Yellow, light blue sash, light blue sleeves, yellow armlets.
Mr M J Evans & Mr T M Jones  White, black stars, black cap, white star.
Mr M J Evans & Mr T M Jones (second colours)  White, red stars, white cap, red star.
Mr M J K Dods & Mr W G McHarg  Maroon, white chevron and sleeves.
Mr M. J. Macleod & Partner  Red and black diamonds, red sleeves, black armlets and diamonds on 
cap.
Mr M. Johnson & Mrs L. A. Hollinshead  Maroon, saxe blue sash, hooped cap.
Mr M. J. R. Bannister Racing  Lilac, dark blue sleeves, mauve cap.
Mr M J Watson & Deborah Collett  Red, yellow seams, armlets and cap.
Mr M. Lambert & Mr K. C. Bailey  Dark blue, light blue seams, checked sleeves and cap.
Mr M. Lambert & Mr M. C. Pipe  Dark blue, light blue seams, checked sleeves and cap.
Mr M. Lambert & Mrs R. White  Dark blue, light blue seams, checked sleeves and cap.
Mr M. Lambert & Mrs R. White (second colours)  Purple, emerald green star, striped sleeves and 
cap.
Mr M. Landau & Mr J. Lightfoot  Red, white spots, red sleeves, white cap.
Mr M Llewelyn and Mrs H Llewelyn  Red, black chevron, black sleeves, red stars, red cap, black 
star.
Mr M Madgwick, Mr P Taplin, Mrs S Bunney  Yellow, black sash, black cap.
Mr M McGovern & Partner  Royal blue, red hoops and sleeves, red cap, royal blue spots.
Mr M. M. Foulger & Miss Jemma Foulger  Dark green, red epaulets and sleeves.
Mr M. M. Foulger & Mrs Shelley Dwyer  Dark green, red epaulets and sleeves.
Mr M & Mrs L Cooke & Mr A McCabe  Maroon, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Mr Mohamed Saeed al Shahi & Hey You  Black, yellow and black halved sleeves, yellow cap, black 
star.
Mr M Payton & Mr A M Balding  White, brown hoop and armlets, yellow cap.
Mr M. P. Bowring & Partner  Black, light blue chevron and sleeves.
Mr M. P. N. Tregoning Partnership  Light green, white epaulets, striped cap.
Mr M Quigley & Mr D M James  Purple and yellow stripes, white sleeves.
Mr M Quigley & Mr D M James (second colours)  Emerald green, red stars, emerald green 
sleeves.
Mr M Rayner & Mr D Waters  Light blue, grey seams and sleeves, check cap.
Mr M R & Mrs C J Barnwell  Orange, dark blue epaulets and armlets, hooped cap.
Mr M Roberts & Mr P E Roberts  Dark blue, white star, red and white striped sleeves, dark blue 
cap, white stars.
Mr M Roe & Mr A Fear  Emerald green, white star, white and emerald green hooped sleeves, 
emerald green cap, white star.
MrM.Rozenbroek/HarrowgateBloodstockLtd  Black, yellow star and armlets, red cap.
Mr M. Rozenbroek & Miss N. J. Barron  Black, yellow star and armlets, red cap.
Mr & Mrs A Archer & Mr & Mrs M Leonard  Dark blue, red chevron, yellow sleeves, dark blue 
cap, yellow star.
Mr & Mrs A Chick  Yellow, black cross of lorraine and armlets, black cap, yellow star.
Mr & Mrs A. Collingwood-Cameron  Yellow, black braid and seams, red cap.
Mr & Mrs A E Pakenham & J J W Wadham  Mauve, mauve and white check sleeves, white cap.
Mr & Mrs A. J. Mutch  Purple, white star, purple sleeves, white stars, purple cap, white star.
Mr & Mrs A J Mutch 1  Purple, white star, purple sleeves, white stars, purple cap, white star.
Mr & Mrs A Millett  Royal blue, emerald green chevron, emerald green and royal blue striped 
sleeves, hooped cap.
Mr & Mrs Andrew Blaxland  Pink, grey sleeves, pink stars, grey cap, pink star.
Mr & Mrs A Smith-Maxwell & Mr W E A Fox  Red, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Mr & Mrs Ben Houghton  Mauve, purple stars, diabolo on sleeves, mauve cap.
Mr & Mrs Ben Speke  Red, dark green sash, black cap.
Mr & Mrs Bruce McAllister  Mcallister tartan, light blue cross belts, sleeves and cap.
Mr & Mrs Capper, Mr Trolan & Mr Stovin  Royal blue, light green cross belts.
Mr & Mrs Christopher Harris  Dark blue, pink cross belts, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Mr & Mrs Colin Strang Steel  Cerise, white sash, black cap.
Mr & Mrs Conroy  White, emerald green seams, striped sleeves and diamond on cap.
Mr & Mrs C R Elliott & Mr Will Roseff  Yellow, purple star, purple sleeves, yellow armlets, purple 
cap.
Mr & Mrs David Brown  White, dark blue star, white sleeves, dark blue stars.
Mr & Mrs Davidson, C Davidson & N James  Purple, white hoops, purple sleeves and cap.
Mr & Mrs Davidson & Sir Chips Keswick  Pink, black diamond and armlets, black and pink 
quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs D. Bailey  Yellow, purple chevron, yellow sleeves, purple spots, yellow cap, purple star.
Mr & Mrs D. Bennett, S Higgs & G Martin  Grey, royal blue stars, royal blue sleeves, emerald 
green stars, royal blue cap, emerald green star.
Mr & Mrs D Brown  White, dark blue star, white sleeves, dark blue stars.
Mr & Mrs D Brown (second colours)  Dark blue, silver hoops, dark blue and gold quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs D Cash  Maroon, yellow stripe and armlets, quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs D Davidson & Miss J Matterson  Emerald green, grey seams, emerald green sleeves and 
cap.
Mr & Mrs D Davidson & Miss J Matterson (second colours)  Pink, black diamond and armlets, 
quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs D. Davidson & Mr John Dickson  White, black stars, black and red halved sleeves, black 
and white quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs D. Davidson & Mr R. Jacobs  Pink, black diamond and armlets, quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs D. Davidson & Mr R. Jacobs (second colours)  Orange, black stars and sleeves, hooped 
cap.
Mr & Mrs D Davidson & The Friday Lions  Yellow, purple cross belts, hooped sleeves and spots on 
cap.
Mr & Mrs D Davidson & The Friday Lions (second colours)  Pink, black diamond and armlets, 
black and pink quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs D D Scott  Orange, red cap.
Mr & Mrs DE & J Cash and Mr P Turner  Maroon, yellow stripe and armlets, quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs Derek Anderson  Primrose, old gold and scarlet hooped cap.
Mr & Mrs D. Hearson  Gold, black collar, sash, sleeves and cap with gold spots.
Mr & Mrs Dominic Green  Emerald green, yellow sash, white cap.
Mr & Mrs D. R. Guest  Grey and yellow stripes, grey sleeves, yellow stars and cap.
Mr & Mrs D. S. Byers  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue sleeves, white armlets.
Mr & Mrs Duncan Davidson  Pink, black diamond and armlets, quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs D. W. H. Bell  Light blue, maroon star and star on cap.
Mr & Mrs E J A Smith-Maxwell  Red, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Mr & Mrs E Norris & Partners  Black, white star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Mr & Mrs F Bell,N Farrell, A Marsh  Emerald green and white check, halved sleeves, emerald 
green cap.
Mr & Mrs F. D. Bell  Emerald green and white check, halved sleeves, emerald green cap.
Mr & Mrs Forman Hardy  Gold, blue cross belts, collar, cuffs and spots on cap.
Mr & Mrs G. Calder  Maroon, beige star, dark green sleeves, dark green cap, beige star.
Mr & Mrs George Bhatti  Dark blue, light blue triple diamond, chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap, 
light blue diamonds.
Mr & Mrs George Bhatti & Partner  Dark blue, light blue triple diamond, chevrons on sleeves, dark 
blue cap, light blue diamonds.
Mr & Mrs George Bhatti & Partners 2  Dark blue, light blue triple diamond, chevrons on sleeves, 
dark blue cap, light blue diamonds.
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Mr & Mrs G. E. Pickering  White, emerald green hollow box.
Mr & Mrs G Grant & Partner  White, royal blue cross of lorraine, red sleeves and cap.
Mr & Mrs G Grant & The Reluctant Suitors  White, royal blue cross of lorraine, red sleeves and 
cap.
Mr & Mrs G. Middlebrook  Grey, royal blue seams, sleeves and cap.
Mr & Mrs Gordon Grant  White, royal blue cross of lorraine, red sleeves and cap.
Mr & Mrs Gordon Grant & J S Goldie  White, royal blue cross of lorraine, red sleeves and cap.
Mr & Mrs Gordon Pink  Yellow, dark blue cross belts, yellow sleeves, pink armlets, dark blue and 
yellow quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs Hew Hunter  Black, red hoops, black sleeves, yellow spots, quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs H Jarvis and Mr & Mrs S Malcolm  White, red hoops, red cap.
Mr & Mrs H Messer-Bennetts  Maroon, yellow cross belts, yellow cap.
Mr & Mrs Holtzhausen  Royal blue, pink spots, sleeves and cap.
Mr & Mrs H. Parmar  Royal blue, pink star, chevrons on sleeves.
Mr & Mrs Hugh Scott-Barrett  Light blue, white hoop.
Mr & Mrs Ian Hall  Grey, large purple spots, purple cap.
Mr & Mrs Ian Hall (second colours)  Yellow, dark blue triple diamond, hooped sleeves and diamond 
on cap.
Mr & Mrs I Barratt  Pink, pink and purple check sleeves and cap.
Mr & Mrs I Barratt (second colours)  Orange, dark blue sleeves, light blue diamonds and cap.
Mr & Mrs I. H. Bendelow  Purple and emerald green diabolo, royal blue and yellow halved sleeves, 
orange cap.
Mr & Mrs I. M. Dudgeon  Dark blue, white diamond, white cap, dark blue spots.
Mr & Mrs I P Earnshaw  Purple, yellow diamond, emerald green sleeves, yellow diamonds, emerald 
green cap, yellow diamond.
Mr & Mrs James Blyth Currie  White, emerald green hoops, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, 
quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs James Sumsion  Grey and orange stripes, orange sleeves, orange and grey check cap.
Mr & Mrs James Wigan  Dark blue and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves and cap.
Mr & Mrs J C P Hewit  White, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
Mr & Mrs J Dale & Kauto Riko Partnership  Dark blue, maroon hoops and armlets.
Mr & Mrs J Duggan  Royal blue, purple striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs Jefferies & Partner  Royal blue, yellow chevron, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Mr & Mrs J. G. Johnson  Red, light blue stripe, quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs J Harris  Purple, pink stars, armlets and star on cap.
Mr & Mrs Jim Reeve and Mrs H Kebby  White, black chevron, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Mr & Mrs J. J. Barber & Mr A. Norman  Red, white cross belts, red sleeves, white spots, white and 
black hooped cap.
Mr & Mrs J. Morrison-Bell  Red, black seams and sleeves, red cap.
Mr & Mrs John Kelsey-Fry  Emerald green, yellow epaulets, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Mr & Mrs Jonathan Duffy  White, dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
Mr & Mrs J. R. M. Ridge  Black, emerald green star, emerald green cap, black star.
Mr & Mrs J Tuttiett  Pink and mauve stripes, hooped cap.
Mr & Mrs K. B. Snook  Maroon, yellow triple diamond, yellow sleeves, maroon armlets, maroon and 
yellow quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs K. Finch  Pink, grey braces and stars on cap.
Mr & Mrs K. R. Ellis  Dark blue and pink stripes, maroon sleeves, dark blue and pink hooped cap.
Mr & Mrs Leonard Bird  Brown, beige cross belts and armlets, check cap.
Mr & Mrs Mark J Gilbert  Yellow, maroon stars, yellow sleeves, maroon cap.
Mr & Mrs Mark Laws  Red, white sleeves, emerald green stars, white cap, emerald green star.
Mr & Mrs Mark Woodhouse  Dark green, yellow cross belts, diabolo on sleeves.
Mr & Mrs Michael Edwardson  Purple, red hoops, red cap.
Mr & Mrs M. J. Hawley  Dark green, dark green and yellow check sleeves and check cap.
Mr & Mrs M Laws and Mr & Mrs P Woodhall  Red, royal blue and white chevrons on sleeves, royal 
blue cap.
Mr & Mrs M Morris,Mr & Mrs P Hopper  Black and white stripes, red sleeves, white cap.
Mr & Mrs Moorhouse  Light blue, light green triple diamond, checked sleeves, light green cap.
Mr & Mrs Nigel Bailey & Paddy Durnin  Yellow, black stars, checked sleeves.
Mr & Mrs Norman  Pink, dark blue braces, dark blue sleeves, pink stars, pink cap, dark blue stars.
Mr & Mrs N. Welby  Light blue, dark blue inverted triangle.
Mr & Mrs N. Welby & Fromthestables.com  Emerald green, brown stars, emerald green cap, 
brown star.
Mr & Mrs N Wrigley  Emerald green, red hoops, quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs N Wrigley & Partner  Emerald green, red hoops, quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs P. Ashton  Brown, yellow and brown diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs P Ashton & Partner  Brown, yellow and brown diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs P. A. Stuart  Orange, black diamond, hooped sleeves, black cap.
Mr & Mrs Paul Barber  Pink, white chevron, white cap.
Mr & Mrs Paul Barber (second colours)  Dark green, white chevron, light green sleeves, dark 
green and white check cap.
Mr & Mrs P Carter  Maroon and dark green (quartered), maroon and black check sleeves, dark 
green cap.
Mr & Mrs Peter Lumley  Red and white (quartered), red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Mr & Mrs Peter Nathan & Mrs Julia Young  Primrose, violet hooped sleeves and cap.
Mr & Mrs Peter Nathan & Mrs Julia Young (second colours)  Emerald green, purple seams, 
diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Mr & Mrs P Hargreaves & Mr A D Spence  Orange, black stars, black and orange halved sleeves.
Mr & Mrs P Hargreaves & Mr A D Spence (second colours)  Red, white sleeves, royal blue and 
white striped cap.
Mr & Mrs P. Homewood  Royal blue, red epaulets, red and royal blue striped sleeves, red and white 
quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs P. Hopper & Mr & Mrs M. Morris  Black and white stripes, red sleeves, white cap.
Mr&Mrs P.K.Barber, D. Bennett, D. Martin  Purple, pink spots, pink sleeves, purple spots, purple 
cap, pink star.
Mr&Mrs P.K.Barber, D. Bennett, D. Martin (second colours)  Dark blue, orange cross belts, 
emerald green sleeves, yellow stars, red cap, yellow diamond.
Mr&Mrs P.K.Barber, D. Bennett, D. Martin (third colours)  Dark green, white chevron, light 
green sleeves, dark green and white check cap.
Mr&Mrs P.K.Barber,G.Mason,Sir A Ferguson  White, royal blue epaulets, white sleeves, red spots, 
royal blue cap.
Mr&Mrs P.K.Barber,G.Mason,Sir A Ferguson (second colours)  Dark green, white chevron, light 
green sleeves, dark green and white check cap.
Mr&Mrs P.K.Barber,G.Mason,Sir A Ferguson (third colours)  Pink, white chevron, white cap.
Mr&Mrs P. K. Barber & Mr Ged Mason  Dark green, white chevron, light green sleeves, dark green 
and white check cap.
Mr&MrsP.K.Barber&Sullivan Bloodstock Ltd  Dark green, white chevron, light green sleeves, dark 
green and white check cap.
Mr & Mrs Ray Jenner  White, black hoops, white sleeves, red cap.
Mr & Mrs Ray Jenner and Partner  White, black hoops, white sleeves, red cap.
Mr & Mrs Raymond Anderson Green  Emerald green, yellow sash and star on cap.
Mr & Mrs R. Dawbarn  White, dark green stripe, dark green and white striped sleeves.
Mr & Mrs R G Capstick  Light green, pink seams, light green sleeves, pink stars, light green cap, pink 
star.
Mr & Mrs R G Capstick (second colours)  Light blue and black check, light blue sleeves, black 
armlets, light blue cap.
Mr & Mrs R Gorell & Mr N Botica  Maroon, beige star and sleeves, beige cap, maroon stars.

Mr & Mrs R Gorell/N Botica & Partner  Maroon, beige star and sleeves, beige cap, maroon stars.
Mr&Mrs R Houghton,T Houghton & H Gopsill  Red, white triple diamond, white sleeves, red 
armlets, red cap, white diamond.
Mr & Mrs RJ Manning  Black and yellow diamonds, yellow sleeves, red cap, black diamond.
Mr & Mrs R. Kelvin-Hughes  Grey, white epaulets.
Mr & Mrs R Lloyd Mr R Wright & Partners  White, maroon hooped sleeves and cap.
Mr & Mrs R. M. Gorell  Maroon, beige star and sleeves, beige cap, maroon stars.
Mr & Mrs R M Gorell & Partner  Maroon, beige star and sleeves, beige cap, maroon stars.
Mr & Mrs R M Gorell & Partner 2  Maroon, beige star and sleeves, beige cap, maroon stars.
Mr & Mrs Rollo Duckworth  Light blue, black stars, light blue sleeves, black cap, light blue star.
Mr & Mrs Ross Douglas  Red, dark green hoop and armlets.
Mr & Mrs R Sage  Dark green and light green (quartered), halved sleeves.
Mr & Mrs R. Scott  Maroon, light blue epaulets, light blue sleeves, maroon stars, quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs R Scott & J Davies  Maroon, light blue epaulets, light blue sleeves, maroon stars, 
quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs R Scott & Mr & Mrs D Bevan  Maroon, light blue epaulets, light blue sleeves, maroon 
stars, quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs R Scott & Mrs James Eustace  Maroon, light blue epaulets, light blue sleeves, maroon 
stars, quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs R. S. Kendall  Orange, black diamond, black sleeves, orange stars, black cap.
Mr & Mrs Sandy Orr  Yellow, light blue hooped sleeves.
Mr & Mrs S. C. Willes  Emerald green, royal blue sleeves, royal blue and yellow quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs Shewring, J Acheson, D Marshall  Maroon and black diamonds, maroon cap, black 
diamond.
Mr & Mrs Simon Sporborg  Dark blue, cerise sleeves, dark blue and cerise striped cap.
Mr & Mrs S J Stearn  Black, white epaulets, white sleeves, black spots, white cap, black spots.
Mr & Mrs S Malcolm and Mr & Mrs H Jarvis  Beige, dark blue diamond, sleeves and cap.
Mr & Mrs S Malcolm & Mr & Mrs H Parkes  Red, black epaulets, hooped sleeves.
Mr & Mrs Sperling, Mr A Milburn  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, diabolo on sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Mr&Mrs Sperling Mr T Reid Sir A Milburn  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, diabolo on 
sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr & Mrs S Townshend  Orange, black cross belts, black cap.
Mr & Mrs T. Blane  Yellow, red cross belts, yellow sleeves, white armlets, red and yellow hooped 
cap.
Mr & Mrs T Ingham  Royal blue, light blue and royal blue hooped sleeves.
Mr & Mrs T O'Donohoe  Light blue, brown hoop and armlets.
Mr & Mrs W & Dr T Davies & Mrs T Grundy  Orange, large light blue spots, sleeves and cap.
Mr & Mrs William Rucker  Royal blue, pink hoop.
Mr & Mrs W. J. Williams  Royal blue, yellow striped sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow star.
MR M SMITH & MR D KILPATRICK  Emerald green, white triple diamond, black sleeves, emerald 
green diamonds, white cap, emerald green diamonds.
Mr M Stewart & Partner  Red, white epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Mr M. Tabor & Mr D. Smith  Royal blue, orange disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Mr M Tabor, Mr D Smith & Mrs J Magnier  Royal blue, orange disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Mr M Tabor, Mrs J Magnier & Mr D Smith  Royal blue, orange disc, striped sleeves and cap.
MrM.Tabor,MrsJohnMagnier,MrDerrickSmith  Royal blue, orange disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Mr M Truan & Miss Juliet E Reed  Pink, purple stars, pink sleeves, purple cap, pink star.
Mr M Venus & Mr W Prosser  Grey, pink chevron and sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr M V Magnier & Mrs Fitri Hay  Pink, emerald green chevron, emerald green and pink halved 
sleeves, emerald green and pink quartered cap.
Mr M V Magnier & Partners/ T Hyde  Red, royal blue seams, halved sleeves, red cap.
Mr M. Webb  Grey, grey and red diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Mr N A Sperling & Mrs J E Sperling  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, diabolo on sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Mr N Bannister Racing  Dark blue, lilac sleeves, lilac and white quartered cap.
Mr N Barber & Partner  Dark blue, grey epaulets, grey cap.
Mr N Botica, Mr Rex & Mrs Wendy Gorell  Red, white star, red sleeves, white stars, gold cap.
Mr N Cowes & Mr B W Hills  Dark blue, orange stars on sleeves, dark blue cap, orange star.
Mr N Davies, Mr D Clarke & EROS  Beige, light blue epaulets.
Mr N. D. Kershaw & Partner  Emerald green, white braces, white and emerald green striped 
sleeves, emerald green and white quartered cap.
Mr Neil Arton & Partner  Light blue and pink (quartered), light blue sleeves, pink stars.
Mr Neil Arton Racing  Light blue and pink (quartered), light blue sleeves, pink stars.
Mr Neil Derbyshire & Partner  Dark blue, white cross of lorraine, red and dark blue striped sleeves, 
dark blue and red striped cap.
Mr Neil Lewis & Mrs Gail Lewis  Emerald green and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, yellow armlets 
and star on black cap.
Mr Neil Pickett & Partner  Red, white cross belts, halved sleeves.
Mr Neil Simpson & Mrs Paul Shanahan  Grey, brown sleeves and cap.
Mr Neil Simpson & Partners  Grey, brown sleeves and cap.
Mr N Ewart & Mrs Drew  Red, yellow cross belts, hooped sleeves and cap.
Mr N Ewart & Mrs Drew (second colours)  Light blue and pink (halved),light blue cap.
Mr Nicholas Roberts & Mrs E Roberts  Black, maroon triple diamond.
Mr Nick Peacock & Mr Gary Moore  Yellow and dark green diabolo, dark green and yellow striped 
sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr Nick Pietrzyk and Partner  Orange and black (quartered), black sleeves, orange diamonds.
Mr Nigel Davies & Mr P. J. McBride  White, red cross of lorraine, red and white halved sleeves, red 
and white quartered cap.
Mr N J McMullan & Mr T Winzer  Dark green, red epaulets, white sleeves, pink cap.
Mr N J McMullan & Mr T Winzer (second colours)  Orange and yellow diamonds, orange sleeves, 
yellow armlets and diamond on cap.
Mr N. J. Roach & Mr G. L. Moore  Purple, white chevrons, purple sleeves, white stars, purple cap, 
white star.
Mr N & Mrs J Sperling Mr T Reid  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, diabolo on sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Mr N & Mrs J Sperling Mr T Reid (second colours)  Light blue, white stars, light blue sleeves, 
white spots, light blue cap, white star.
Mr N. M. Watts & Mr I. A. Balding  Dark blue, red seams, dark blue sleeves, red spots, red cap.
Mr N Rodway & Mrs J Way  Red, royal blue sash, yellow sleeves, royal blue cap.
Mr N Rodway & Partner  Red, royal blue sash, yellow sleeves, royal blue cap.
Mr N Rust Mr J Carthy Mr J Pettit  Black and yellow stripes, white sleeves.
Mr N Scandrett & Partners  Orange, purple sleeves, orange armlets, orange and purple quartered 
cap.
Mr N Simpson, Mrs T Burns & Partner  Grey, brown sleeves and cap.
Mr N Simpson, Ms M Burns & Partner  Grey, brown sleeves and cap.
Mr N. S. Sweeney/Miss Sarah Hollinshead  Emerald green, white sash and sleeves, check cap.
Mr N T Griffith & H M Haddock  Dark blue, pink hoop, pink sleeves, dark blue armlets, pink cap.
Mr N W A Bannister & Mr S A Lewis Racing  Dark blue, lilac sleeves, lilac and white quartered 
cap.
Mr N W A Bannister & Mr S Hull  Dark blue, lilac sleeves, lilac and white quartered cap.
Mr N Woodcock, Mr A King, Mr D Hitchcock  Purple, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, purple armlets, 
purple cap, yellow star.
Mr N Woodcock & Mr M Daniels  Purple, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, purple armlets, purple cap, 
yellow star.
Mr N Wrigley & Mrs J Lukas  Emerald green, red hoops, quartered cap.
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Mr N Wrigley, Mrs J Lukas & Mr B Guerin  Emerald green, red hoops, quartered cap.
M Roberts J O'Shea S Hunt R Stearman  Dark blue, white star, red and white striped sleeves, dark 
blue cap, white stars.
Mr O. C. R. Wynne & Mrs S. J. Wynne  Maroon and grey diabolo, maroon cap.
Mr O Pears, Mr A Caygill & Mr T Elsey  Dark blue, white cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Mr Oscar Singh & Miss Priya Purewal  Black, beige chevron and armlets.
M Rozenbroek & J L Eyre  Black, yellow star and armlets, red cap.
Mr Paddy Barrett & Partner  Black, white cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves and cap.
Mr P Afia & Partners  Purple, pink epaulets, pink and purple quartered cap.
Mr P. And Mrs G. A. Clarke  Royal blue and yellow check, diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Mr P Appleton & Mrs Anne Elliott  Purple, pink chevron, sleeves and star on cap.
Mr P Appleton & Mrs Anne Elliott (second colours)  Dark blue, light blue spots, light blue cap.
Mr P A Robson & Mr A W Robson  Black, white sash, armlets and spots on cap.
Mr Pat Langdown & Mr Peter E. Froud  Pink, light blue disc.
Mr P. A. Tylor & Mr D V Gardner  Maroon, grey hoops, maroon sleeves, grey cap.
Mr P. A. Tylor & Mr D V Gardner (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow sash, royal blue sleeves, 
yellow stars, hooped cap.
Mr P. A. Tylor & Mr D V Gardner (third colours)  Dark blue, gold sash, hooped sleeves, gold cap.
Mr Paul Barber & KSB  Dark green, white chevron, light green sleeves, dark green and white check 
cap.
Mr Paul Bowtell & Mr Jonathan Shinton  Mauve and dark blue stripes, dark blue sleeves, mauve 
stars, dark blue cap, mauve star.
Mr Paul Cox & Mr Liam Russell  Royal blue, yellow braces, diamonds on sleeves.
Mr Paul Cox & Mr Liam Russell (second colours)  Dark blue and light blue (quartered), white 
sleeves, light blue armlets, dark blue and white hooped cap.
Mr Paul D'Arcy & Mrs M. Doyle  Black, maroon diamond, white cap.
Mr Paul Dean & Kingsdown Racing  Yellow, red chevrons, red sleeves, yellow diamonds, black cap.
Mr Paul Evans Racing  Red, white star, emerald green sleeves, white stars, emerald green cap, white 
star.
Mr Paul Inglett and Mr Paul Dean  Purple and yellow diamonds, yellow and purple striped sleeves.
MrPaulL.Drinkwater/DrR.D.P.Newland  Royal blue, light green star, light green sleeves, royal blue 
stars and cap.
Mr Paul Porter & Mike & Mandy Smith  Purple, yellow triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, 
purple cap, yellow diamond.
Mr Paul Stewart & Mr Jim S Goldie  Black, white braces, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Mr Paul Turner and Mrs Doreen Swinburn  Light blue, black and light blue striped sleeves and cap.
Mr Paver & Marwood Racing Limited  Royal blue, orange chevron, armlets and star on cap.
Mr Paver & Marwood Racing Limited (second colours)  Yellow, large emerald green spots and 
star on cap.
Mr P Bamford & Mr P Hepworth  Emerald green, red seams, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Mr P Bamford & Ms J Bianco  Emerald green, red seams, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Mr P Bamford, Ms J Bianco, B & M Plows  Emerald green, red seams, emerald green sleeves and 
cap.
Mr P Bamford & Partner  Emerald green, red seams, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Mr P. Banfield & Mr J. M. Bradley  Red, yellow triple diamond, striped sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
Mr P. Banfield & Mr J. M. Bradley (second colours)  Mauve, emerald green sleeves, red cap.
Mr P Blagg Mr M Boutcher & Mr P Hollis  Orange, white chevron, armlets and cap.
Mr P Boyle & Mr Brian Ellison  Light blue, dark blue hollow box, striped sleeves and cap.
Mr P Boyle & Mr Brian Ellison (second colours)  Black and white diamonds.
Mr P Brend & Mr J Dwyer  Dark blue, beige seams, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr P Burke & Mrs N Burke  Royal blue, grey chevron, grey and royal blue striped sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Mr P Chan & Mr A Hetherton  Pink, royal blue seams and armlets, quartered cap.
Mr P Chau & Saffron Racing II  Red, white stripe, white sleeves, red armlets, red and white striped 
cap.
Mr P Clifton Mr C Clifton Mr S Clifton  White, dark blue epaulets, dark blue sleeves, white armlets.
Mr P. C. Thompson & Mrs G. B. Walford  Purple, pink star, pink sleeves, mauve stars, pink cap, 
purple star.
Mr P. C. Tory & Mr P. S. Frampton  Yellow, brown hoop, brown and yellow quartered cap.
Mr P. Darling & Mrs A. Smith  Maroon, pink armlets.
Mr P. D. Cundell and Partner  Amber, black sleeves, facings, collar and cap.
Mr P. D. Cundell and Partner (second colours)  Royal blue, white hoops, white sleeves, royal blue 
stars, royal blue cap.
Mr P Drury & CW Racing Club  Emerald green, royal blue triple diamond and armlets, white cap, 
royal blue diamond.
Mr P Easterby & W H & Mrs J A Tinning  Royal blue, white star, red sleeves, white armlets, red 
cap.
Mr Pegum, Mr & Mrs Lowe & Mr & Mrs Grant  Emerald green and white diamonds, striped 
sleeves, red cap.
Mr Pegum, Mr & Mrs Lowe & Mr & Mrs Grant  Emerald green and white diamonds, striped 
sleeves, red cap.
Mr Pete Green and Partner  Red, white chevron, chevrons on sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
Mr Peter Alderson & Mr D J Burke  Emerald green, large black spots and sleeves.
Mr Peter and Mrs Anne Archer  Emerald green and purple (quartered), halved sleeves, emerald 
green cap.
Mr Peter Appleton & Mr M. J. K. Dods  Purple, pink chevron, sleeves and star on cap.
Mr Peter Baker & Partner  Red and yellow diamonds, light green sleeves, yellow armlets, striped cap.
Mr Peter Beadles & Mr Neil King  Yellow, red braces, red sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow and red 
hooped cap.
Mr Peter Elliott & Mr Stephen Skinner  Royal blue, white seams, checked sleeves and cap.
Mr Peter Green & Dr RDP Newland  Red and white stripes, white sleeves, dark blue stars, dark 
blue cap, white stars.
Mr Peter Hagger & Mrs Roseanne Hagger  Royal blue, royal blue and white check sleeves, white 
and royal blue quartered cap.
Mr Peter Jones/Harrowgate Bloodstock Ltd  Dark blue, red epaulets, white cap.
Mr Peter Magnier & Partner  Madonna blue, brown cross belts, check cap.
Mr Peter O'Callaghan & P D Evans  Light blue, dark blue inverted triangle and sleeves, white cap, 
dark blue star.
Mr Peter. P. Elliott & Partners  Royal blue, white seams, checked sleeves and cap.
Mr Peter Taplin & Partner  Yellow, black sash and cap.
Mr Peter Tsim &Linda Perratt Racing Club  Yellow, red chevron, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
MR PETER TSIM & MISS LINDA PERRATT  Yellow, red chevron, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Mr P. E. Truscott & Mr M. Scudamore  Light blue, brown braces, brown sleeves, light blue armlets, 
yellow cap.
Mr P Foster & Partners  Emerald green, red spots, white sleeves, red cap.
Mr P Fry & Mr P Claydon  Emerald green, white chevrons, orange cap.
Mr P. Gleeson & Goldrush Thoroughbreds  Royal blue, light blue stars, white sleeves, light blue 
stars and cap.
Mr P Hickman, Mr G Johns & Mr D King  Pink, grey braid, grey cap, grey tassel
Mr Phil Cunningham & Mr Richard Spencer  Royal blue, orange star, orange and royal blue striped 
sleeves, orange cap.
Mr Philip Arrow & Mr Chris Dillon  Dark blue, grey stripe, light blue sleeves, dark blue armlets, 
light blue cap.
Mr Philip Arrow & Mr Chris Dillon (second colours)  Black, royal blue hoops, dark blue and light 
blue striped sleeves, black and light blue striped cap.
Mr Philip Booth & Friends  Royal blue, grey stars.

Mr Philip Fox & Mr I. A. Balding  Mauve, purple sleeves, mauve stars, mauve cap, purple star.
Mr Philip Fox & Partner  Mauve, purple sleeves, mauve stars, mauve cap, purple star.
Mr Philip & Mrs Lesley Rocher  Dark blue, light blue epaulets, light blue sleeves, dark blue armlets.
Mr Philip Rocher & Mr John B. O'Connor  Dark blue, light blue epaulets, light blue sleeves, dark 
blue armlets.
Mr Phillip Dando & Dr Michael Armitage  Royal blue, white cross belts, chevrons on sleeves, 
white cap.
Mr Phillip Dando & Mr Anthony Brown  White, light green hoops, white sleeves.
Mr Phillips, Mrs Humbert & Mr Allen  Dark green and red diamonds, dark green and white diabolo 
on sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr Phillips, Mrs Percy, Dr Palmer  Dark green and red diamonds, dark green and white diabolo on 
sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr Phillips, Mrs Percy, Dr Palmer (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow sash, yellow sleeves, dark 
blue armlets, red cap.
Mr Phillips, Mrs Percy, Dr Palmer (third colours)  Yellow, maroon chevrons, yellow sleeves, 
yellow cap, maroon star.
Mr P J Dixon & Mr C Nash  Black, white star, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Mr P J Donnison & Mr I M Brown  Light green, red stars, red cap, light green star.
Mr P J Donnison & Mr I M Brown (second colours)  Black, beige epaulets, striped sleeves and star 
on cap.
Mr P. J. Green & Partner  Red, white chevron, chevrons on sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
Mr P J Howe & Mr R G Oliver  Purple, red star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Mr P J Martin & Partner  Dark green, light green chevrons, red sleeves, white and red striped cap.
Mr P J P Byrne & Mrs L E Byrne  Light blue, yellow cross of lorraine, light green sleeves.
Mr P. J. Scargill & Partner  White, red spots, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Mr P J Smith & Mrs Bridget Byrne  Dark green and white diabolo, dark green sleeves, dark green 
cap, white diamonds.
Mr P. J. Stephenson Partnership  Purple, orange epaulets.
Mr P J Vogt & Mr Ian Fogg  Royal blue, white chevron, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Mr P K Barber and Mr P J Vogt  Royal blue, white chevron, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Mr P K Barber and Mr P J Vogt (second colours)  Dark green, white chevron, light green sleeves, 
dark green and white check cap.
Mr P. K. Mrs A. J. Gardiner  White, black star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Mr P. Langdown & Mr A. Eveleigh  Purple, white diamond.
Mr P. Langdown & Mr A. Eveleigh (second colours)  Orange, black cross of lorraine, black sleeves, 
orange armlets, black cap.
Mr P Madgwick, SC Browne & Thorne farm  Beige, black triple diamond, orange sleeves, beige 
cap, black diamond.
Mr P Mckenna, Mr L O Kane & Partner  Black, yellow chevron, yellow sleeves, black diamonds, 
quartered cap.
Mr P Mendoza & Mr Stephen Williams  Emerald green, light blue armlets, light blue cap.
Mr P & Mrs K E Malcolm  Light green, red stripe, white and red hooped sleeves, light green and red 
quartered cap.
Mr P & Mrs L Blagg & Mr M Boutcher  Orange, white chevron, armlets and cap.
Mr P Newell & Mrs R Carr  Dark blue, white disc, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Mr P. Nicholls & Mr J. Barber  Dark green and white diamonds, light green sleeves, dark green cap, 
white diamond.
Mr P O'Leary & Mr P McGinley  Yellow, emerald green chevrons, yellow and royal blue chevrons on 
sleeves, royal blue cap.
Mr P Popham & Mr M Rogers  Yellow, black epaulets, black and yellow check sleeves, red cap.
Mr P Reglar & Mr R Gander  White, purple chevrons, hooped sleeves and cap.
Mr P. R. Hedger & P C F Racing Ltd  Red, gold sleeves, brown and gold quartered cap.
Mr P R Noott & Mrs S A Noott  Dark blue, white seams, diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Mr. P Rowbottom & Mr. R Taberner  Purple and yellow diabolo, purple sleeves, yellow stars, 
yellow cap, purple star.
Mr P R Walker & Mr R Walker  Orange, black hoop, red sleeves, orange armlets, black cap.
Mr P Savill & Mr T Savill  Black, red seams, armlets and diamond on cap.
Mr P Savill & Mr T Savill (second colours)  Maroon, light blue sleeves, light blue cap, maroon 
diamond.
Mr P Smith, Mrs D Tabor & Mrs J Magnier  Light blue, dark blue hoop, sleeves and cap.
Mr P. Stockdale & Mrs Christine Dunnett  Red, white disc, black and white quartered cap.
Mr P Stokes & Mr S Krase  Dark blue, light green chevrons, hooped cap.
Mr P Stokes & Mr S Krase (second colours)  Dark blue, grey chevrons, hooped cap.
Mr P Sutherland & Mr A Barnes  Grey, pink chevron, pink cap.
Mr P.S.Wardle and Mr.J.N.Allen  Pink, black sleeves, pink armlets, black cap.
Mr P.S.Wardle and Mr.J.N.Allen (second colours)  Black, light blue stars, black sleeves, light blue 
cap.
Mr P Taylor & Mr J Stone  White, dark green hoops, white sleeves and cap.
Mr P. T. McEntyre & Mr A. R. McEntyre  Yellow, royal blue stars, sleeves and stars on cap.
Mr P W Baxter & Mr R C Key  Purple, white diamond, chevrons on sleeves.
Mr P Wilkins & Mickley Stud  Red, white cross belts, white sleeves, red spots, red and white 
quartered cap.
Mr. P W O'Mara & Mr. P Winks  Red, white star, chevrons on sleeves.
Mr R Abbott & Mr M Stavrou  Red, white epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
Mr R A Green  White, navy blue cap, white spots.
Mr R A Green (second colours)  White, red cap, white spots.
Mr R. A. Green & Mr G. L. Moore  White, navy blue cap, white spots.
Mr Raj Matharu & Egerton House Racing  Orange, pink epaulets.
Mr R.A.Pegum & Partner 1  Emerald green and white diamonds, striped sleeves, red cap.
Mr R A Royle & Mr O C Greenall  Light blue, dark blue spots, sleeves and cap.
Mr R A Royle, Mr S Evason, Mr M Appleton  Dark blue, pink epaulets, dark blue sleeves, pink 
stars, dark blue cap, pink star.
Mr R A Royle, Mr S Evason, Mr M Appleton (second colours)  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), 
light blue sleeves, yellow cap.
Mr R A Scarborough & Mrs John Magnier  Light blue, white stripe, striped sleeves, white cap.
Mr Ray Bailey & Mr Alan King  Dark blue, white seams, striped sleeves, dark blue cap.
Mr Ray Flegg & Mr John Bousfield  Emerald green, white cross belts, halved sleeves, emerald green 
and white striped cap.
Mr Ray Goodall & Mrs L. J. Mongan  Yellow, emerald green stars, armlets and star on cap.
Mr Ray Styles & J. S. Moore  Red, black hoop and armlets, primrose cap.
Mr R Bailey & Mr J Hughes  Dark blue, white seams, striped sleeves, dark blue cap.
Mr R Bailey & Mrs E Burke  Dark blue, white seams, striped sleeves, dark blue cap.
Mr R Barnett & Partner  Cherry, black sash, primrose and white quartered cap.
Mr R Bedford & Mr P Bedford  Dark blue, white stars, red sleeves, white cap, red star.
Mr R Boswell & Colin Stirling  Orange and royal blue (quartered), royal blue sleeves, orange cap.
Mr R Brilley & Mrs A Townsend  Black, mauve chevron and star on cap.
Mr R Brilley & Mrs A Townsend (second colours)  Black, mauve chevron.
Mr R Brinkley & Mr R Catling  Purple, grey armlets.
Mr R Brinkley & Mr R Catling (second colours)  Red, beige stars and armlets.
Mr R Bruni & Partner  Maroon, royal blue seams, dark blue sleeves, dark blue and maroon hooped 
cap.
Mr R. C. C. Villers & Mr J. P. Cavanagh  Dark blue, red chevron and sleeves.
Mr R C C Villers & Partner  Dark blue, red chevron and sleeves.
Mr R Clothier & Miss J Gray  Dark blue, dark blue and royal blue check sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr R Clothier, Miss J Gray & Partner  Dark blue, dark blue and royal blue check sleeves, quartered 
cap.
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Mr R. C. Penney & Partner  Royal blue, pink sash and sleeves.
Mr R C Whitelock & Partner  Yellow, dark blue epaulets, striped sleeves.
Mr R Davies & Mr S Baikie  Red and light blue check, halved sleeves.
M&R Refurbishments Ltd  Maroon, beige and maroon hooped sleeves.
Mr R Fisher & Bewley  Dark green, white diamond, halved sleeves, white cap.
Mr R Frosell & Mrs L Taylor  Emerald green, light green striped sleeves and cap.
Mr R Frosell & Mrs L Taylor (second colours)  Dark green, white seams, dark green sleeves, white 
cap, red star.
Mr R Frost and Mrs Sara Moore  Beige, orange star, sleeves and cap.
Mr R Frost and Mrs Sara Moore (second colours)  Emerald green, red stripe, emerald green 
sleeves, yellow armlets, red cap.
Mr R Gander & Mr P Reglar  Red, large yellow spots, armlets and spots on cap.
Mr R Gander & Partner  Red, large yellow spots, armlets and spots on cap.
Mr R.G. Fell & Mr K. Hamilton  Yellow, orange star.
Mr R G Robinson & Mr R D Robinson  Red, royal blue chevrons and sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr R. G. Thurston Partnership  Purple, yellow spots, yellow cap.
Mr R Hannon & Mr Sylvester Kirk  Navy blue, red and white stripes, blue cap.
Mr R.H.T Barber & Partner  Primrose.
Mr R Hunt & Mr T J Acott  Dark blue, pink star, dark blue sleeves, pink spots, dark blue cap, pink 
stars.
Mr Richard Davies & Mr Mark Holland  Red and light blue check, halved sleeves.
Mr Richard Howard & Mr Ben Howard  Dark blue, pink seams, diamonds on sleeves, pink cap.
Mr Richard Morecombe & Manton Estate  Royal blue, white seams, chevrons on sleeves, white 
cap.
Mr Richard & Mrs Carol Cheshire  Light blue, large royal blue spots, royal blue cap, light blue spots.
Mr Richard T. Vickers Partnership  Red, white chevron, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, white 
star.
Mr Richard Webb & Mr Alan King  Emerald green and pink (halved), diamonds on sleeves, pink 
cap.
Mr Richard Weeks & Partner  Light blue, yellow sleeves, light blue cap, white spots.
Mr Richard W Farleigh & Partner  Pink, light blue star, sleeves and cap.
Mr Rick Barnes & Manton Estate Racing  Grey, dark green seams and star on cap.
Mr Ricki Vaughan & Partner  Black, beige stars, black sleeves, beige cap, black star.
Mr Ritchie Fiddes & Mr S. Chappell  White, purple braces and diamond on cap.
Mr R. J. Creese & Miss J. Feilden  White, orange cross belts, armlets and cap.
Mr R Jewitt/ K Johnson  Maroon and emerald green diabolo, maroon sleeves and cap.
Mr R. J. Mcalpine & Mrs C. A. Waters  Mcalpine tartan, yellow sleeves, green and yellow quartered 
cap.
Mr R. J. Napper and Mr S Reeves  Emerald green, pink cross belts, emerald green sleeves, pink 
stars, emerald green cap, pink star.
Mr R J Tufft and Partner  Maroon and yellow (quartered), halved sleeves, dark blue cap.
Mr R Kent & Mr D Mossop  White, maroon cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Mr R Kent & Mrs E Evans  White, maroon cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Mr R Kent & Mrs G B Walford  White, maroon cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Mr R Kent & Partner 1  White, maroon cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Mr R Kinch and Partner  White, light blue stars, white and black striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr R K & Mrs J M R Arrowsmith  Royal blue and purple (quartered), royal blue sleeves and cap.
Mr R Krzywicki & Mrs A Frost  Black, orange stars, striped sleeves, orange cap.
Mr R Krzywicki & Mrs A Frost (second colours)  Red and royal blue stripes, red sleeves, royal blue 
spots, hooped cap.
Mr R. L Baker & Mr Richard Lee  White, dark blue epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, white cap, dark 
blue star.
Mr R Lilley, Clarke, Highmoor Racing  Emerald green and royal blue (quartered), emerald green 
sleeves, black cap.
Mr R L Maynard & Mr B McNamee  Yellow, dark blue cross of lorraine and armlets, dark blue and 
yellow check cap.
Mr R Lock, Mrs B Tully & Mrs C Scott  Purple, yellow star, red sleeves, yellow cap.
Mr R Miquel & Partner  Pink, black seams, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Mr R Morgan Evans and Mrs C Lockett  Purple and red (quartered), purple sleeves, red cap.
Mr R. & Mrs S. M. Davenport  Dark blue, white epaulets, dark blue sleeves, white spots, white cap.
Mr R Musson & Mr P Thompson  Grey, white armlets.
Mr R Musson & Mr P Thompson (second colours)  Black and white stripes, red cap.
Mr Robert Boyce & Mrs Rosemary Mason  Light blue and pink (halved), sleeves reversed, light 
blue cap.
Mr Robert C. Whitelock/Mr Kenny Johnson  Yellow, dark blue epaulets, striped sleeves.
Mr Robert Gibbons & Mr J. A. Tabet  Royal blue, white spots and sleeves, red cap.
Mr Robert P Clarke and Partners  Orange, black star, black and orange chevrons on sleeves, black 
cap, orange star.
Mr Robert P Clarke & Mr Martin Smith  Orange, black star, black and orange chevrons on sleeves, 
black cap, orange star.
Mr Robert P Clarke & Mr Martin Smith (second colours)  Black, orange stars on sleeves.
Mr Robert Tyrrell and Partner  Light blue, yellow star and star on cap.
Mr Robert Windridge and Partner  Royal blue, large pink spots, pink cap.
Mr Robin Blunt & Mr M P N Tregoning  Dark green and white (quartered), dark green sleeves and 
cap.
Mr Rob Oliver & The Horse Watchers  Red, white star, white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.
Mr Rob Oliver & The Horse Watchers (second colours)  Black, orange seams and sleeves, black 
cap.
Mr Rob Sparks & Ms M.Mejia  Royal blue, white cross belts, white sleeves, royal blue stars, white 
cap, royal blue star.
Mr Roger Alwen Mrs Heather Alwen  Yellow, red chevrons, yellow sleeves and cap.
Mr Roger Peel & Clipper Logistics  Dark blue, white stripe, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Mr Roger S Beadle & Radlett Racing  Royal blue, white seams, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, 
royal blue and white quartered cap.
Mr Roger S Beadle & Radlett Racing (second colours)  Orange, dark blue spots, orange sleeves, 
orange cap, dark blue star.
Mr Roger Sidebottom & Partner  Grey, dark blue armlets.
MrRogerStockdale,MrDonEddy,MrAlanLamont  White, black sleeves, white spots, orange cap.
Mr R Oliver & Mr M Appleby  Red, white star, white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.
Mr Ronald Davies & Mrs Candida Davies  Dark blue, pink stars on sleeves.
Mr. Ronnie Jacobs & Mr. Albert Roux  Orange, black stars and sleeves, hooped cap.
Mr Ronnie Jacobs & Mrs Rose Dobbin  Orange, black stars and sleeves, hooped cap.
Mr Ronnie Lilley & Miss K. Buckle  Emerald green and royal blue (quartered), emerald green 
sleeves, black cap.
Mr Ross Harmon & Partner  Maroon, mauve epaulets.
Mr Ross Harmon & Partners  Maroon, mauve epaulets.
Mr Ross Harmon Racing  Maroon, mauve epaulets.
Mr Roy Van Gelder & Ms Rachel Hood  Purple, silver chevron, quartered cap.
Mr R Pattenden & Partner  Orange, black epaulets, checked sleeves.
Mr R Pattison & Mr R Kent  Royal blue and grey (quartered), grey sleeves, orange cap.
Mr R P B Michaelson & Partners  Light blue, emerald green star, emerald green cap, light blue star.
Mr R Pegum & Partner  Emerald green and white diamonds, striped sleeves, red cap.
Mr R P Gallagher & Partner  Emerald green, white chevron and armlets, orange cap.
Mr R Roberts & EGM Partners  Purple, mauve spots on sleeves, mauve cap.
Mr R. Robinson & Sarah Hollinshead  Emerald green, red epaulets and sleeves, red and emerald 
green hooped cap.

Mr R S Hoskins and Mr Peter Deal  Light blue, black hooped sleeves, red and black hooped cap.
Mr R Sinclair and Partners  Emerald green, royal blue sleeves, emerald green cap, white star.
Mr R Stark & Mrs J Williams  Orange, black star and star on cap.
Mr R Styles, Mr P Grimes & J S Moore  Red, black hoop and armlets, primrose cap.
Mr R Thompson & Exors Late ND Rawcliffe  Yellow, royal blue hoop and sleeves, white cap.
Mr Russell Jones & Partner  Dark blue, orange stars, sleeves and stars on cap.
Mr Russell Reed & Mr Andrew Brown  Royal blue, emerald green star, royal blue sleeves, emerald 
green stars.
Mr R Weeks & Jimmy and Toots Partnership  Light blue, yellow sleeves, light blue cap, white 
spots.
Mr R. Weeks & Mrs D. Hill  Light blue, yellow sleeves, light blue cap, white spots.
Mr R. White & Mr V. J. Walsh  Emerald green, yellow hoops, halved sleeves.
Mr R W Reed and Mrs E J Reed  Dark blue, maroon epaulets.
Mrs A Cantillon and Jane Chapple-Hyam  Dark blue, white stars, diabolo on sleeves and stars on 
cap.
Mrs A Coughlan & Mr D Elsworth  White and yellow (halved), sleeves reversed, red and white 
striped cap.
Mrs A Doyle & Mrs M Doyle  Red, emerald green sash and sleeves, white cap.
Mrs A E M Davis & Miss G N Pope  White, dark blue sash, dark blue and white striped sleeves and 
cap.
Mrs A E M Davis & Miss G N Pope (second colours)  Red, yellow star, armlets and star on cap.
Mrs A G Kavanagh & J S Moore  Dark blue, pink diamond and sleeves.
Mr S A Heley & Partner  Royal blue, emerald green hoop, red cap.
Mr S. A. Heley & Partner  Royal blue, emerald green hoop, red cap.
Mrs A Henry & Partner  Pink, white stars, white sleeves, pink stars, white cap, pink star.
Mr S A Hollings & Mr A Turton  Light green, mauve chevrons, light green sleeves and cap.
Mrs A K Lee & Miss J A Challen  Dark blue, pink chevron, armlets and diamond on cap.
Mr Salem Rashid Mr Abdullah Al Mansoori  White, dark blue disc, white sleeves, dark blue spots.
MrsAlexandraJ.Chandris/MrsAmandaPerrett  White, royal blue chevron, chevrons on sleeves, red 
cap.
Mrs Alison Pritchard &Mr R W Stowe  Yellow, emerald green epaulets, emerald green sleeves, 
yellow spots and cap.
Mrs Alison Pritchard&Woodland Generators  Yellow, emerald green epaulets, emerald green 
sleeves, yellow spots and cap.
Mrs A L Lofts & Mrs Nicky Scott Knight  Yellow, royal blue stars, light blue sleeves, royal blue 
armlets, light blue cap, yellow star.
Mrs Amanda Benson & J Foster  Dark blue, pink sash, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr Samuel Sutton & Partners  White and maroon check, dark blue sleeves.
Mrs A. M. Varmen & R J D Varmen  Beige, dark blue braces and armlets, orange cap.
Mr Sandy Jarvie & Miss L. Perratt  Purple, yellow sleeves, red and yellow striped cap.
Mrs Angela Hart & Mrs Angela Yeoman  White, dark blue cross belts, red and white check 
sleeves, red cap.
Mrs Angela Hart & Mrs Angela Yeoman (second colours)  Pink, purple stars, diabolo on sleeves 
and star on cap.
Mrs Angela McAlpine & Partners  Mcalpine tartan, rose pink armlets and cap.
Mrs Angela Taylor And M Dods  Dark blue, pink stripe, pink sleeves, dark blue armlets and stars on 
pink cap.
Mrs Angela Yeoman & Mr Paul K. Barber  White, dark blue cross belts, red and white check 
sleeves, red cap.
Mrs Angie Bailey  Yellow, purple and yellow halved sleeves, yellow and purple quartered cap.
Mrs Angie Bailey & Partner  Yellow, purple and yellow halved sleeves, yellow and purple quartered 
cap.
Mrs Anne Atkinson & Partner  Black, royal blue triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, black cap, 
royal blue diamond.
Mrs Anne Coughlan & Ten Green Bottles  White and yellow (halved), sleeves reversed, red and 
white striped cap.
Mrs Anne Cowley and Mr S J Barton  White, black hollow box, black and white halved sleeves.
Mrs Annette O'Callaghan & Mr B W Hills  Light blue, dark blue sleeves, white cap, dark blue star.
Mrs Ann Starkie & Partner  Purple and yellow stripes, black cap.
Mrs Ann Starkie & Partners  Purple and yellow stripes, black cap.
Mrs Anthea Williams & Partner  Dark blue and pink (quartered), dark blue sleeves, pink spots and 
cap.
Mrs Aoife Henry & Mr P. J. McBride  Pink, white stars, white sleeves, pink stars, white cap, pink 
star.
Mr S A Richards and Louise Kemble  Yellow, emerald green cross belts, emerald green sleeves, 
yellow armlets, quartered cap.
Mrs Arnold & Partner  Royal blue, red cross of lorraine, royal blue sleeves, red spots, red cap.
Mrs A Shone & Mr P Baker  Orange and black (quartered), orange sleeves, black armlets.
Mrs A Silver & Mr C Bloor  Royal blue, white diamond, hooped sleeves, orange cap.
Mrs A Silver & Partner  Royal blue, white diamond, hooped sleeves, orange cap.
Mrs A. Taylor & Miss A. Taylor  Maroon, light blue hoop, red cap.
Mrs A Tincknell & Exors Late W Tincknell  Pink and black stripes, diabolo on sleeves.
Mrs Barbara M Keller & Qatar Racing Ltd  Grey, black seams, black cap, grey pom pom.
Mrs Barry Green & Partners  White, dark blue spots, white sleeves.
Mr S Barton & Mr P Shields  Light green, purple spots, light green sleeves, hooped cap.
Mrs B. Austin and Partners  Dark blue, white star, striped sleeves.
Mrs Baxter, W Charnley, C Jenkins, P Lee  Red, yellow epaulets, red sleeves, yellow stars, yellow 
cap.
Mrs B Ayres, Mr E & Mrs K Neville  Royal blue, white chevron, light blue sleeves, white and royal 
blue check cap.
Mrs B Ayres & Mr E Neville  Dark blue and light blue stripes, light blue sleeves, quartered cap.
Mrs B Bostock & Mr P Cartmell  Emerald green and orange (quartered), emerald green sleeves, 
orange armlets, orange cap, emerald green spots.
Mrs Belinda Miles & Mrs Valda Burke  Orange, royal blue sleeves, black diamonds, orange cap, 
royal blue star.
Mrs Bernice Stronge & Mr Kevin Elliott  White, royal blue star, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, 
white cap, royal blue star.
Mrs B Green Mr H Bethell & Mrs I Corbani  White, dark blue spots, white sleeves.
Mr S Bishop and Mr C Mason  Orange and black diamonds, orange sleeves, black stars.
Mrs B Keller & Mrs E Burke  Grey, black seams, black cap.
Mrs B. M. Ayres & Mr Richard Lee  Dark blue and light blue stripes, light blue sleeves, quartered 
cap.
Mrs B M Ayres, S R Holt & Mrs W Mole  Dark blue and light blue stripes, light blue sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Mr S Brown & Mr D Raftery  Dark blue, beige chevrons, dark blue cap.
Mr S Brown & Mr I Jardine  Red, large white spots, striped sleeves and cap.
Mrs Brudenell J. Chapple-Hyam P. Barrett  Mararine blue, silver braid and tassel on black cap.
Mrs B. Russell & Mr D. V. Gardner  Dark blue and yellow (halved), sleeves reversed, maroon cap.
Mrs B Sangster Mr D Hanafin Mr N Warnock  Red, white seams, red sleeves, white cap, red stars.
Mrs B Sangster Racing  Red, white seams, red sleeves, white cap, red stars.
Mrs B. Sumner & Mr B. R. Millman  Yellow, large purple spots and spots on sleeves, purple cap, 
yellow spots.
Mrs B Tully and Mr R Lock  Purple, yellow star, red sleeves, yellow cap.
Mrs B V Sangster  Red, white seams, red sleeves, white cap, red stars.
Mrs B V Sangster 1  Red, white seams, red sleeves, white cap, red stars.
Mrs B. V. Sangster & Mr B. V. Sangster  Red, white seams, red sleeves, white cap, red stars.
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M R Scaffolding Services Ltd  Black, yellow chevrons, armlets and cap.
Mrs Caren Walsh & Mrs Kathleen Quinn  Pink, maroon star.
Mrs Caren Walsh & Mrs Lesley Field  Pink, maroon star.
Mrs Carmen Frubeck & Denford Stud  White, black sleeves, orange cap.
Mrs Caroline Ewart, Mrs Lavinia Drew (second colours)  Red, yellow cross belts, hooped sleeves 
and cap.
Mrs Cathy Hallam & Wendover Racing  Royal blue and white (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, royal 
blue cap, white star.
Mrs C A Wall & Mr R Wayman  Tangerine, royal blue collar, cuffs and cap.
Mrs C Barclay  Yellow, light blue epaulets and armlets, light blue and yellow hooped cap.
Mrs C Barclay & Ben Haslam Racing Synd  Yellow, light blue epaulets and armlets, hooped cap.
Mrs C Barclay & Cambridge Racing Limited  Light blue, black stars, light blue cap, black star.
Mrs C Barclay & Mr D Wood  Yellow, light blue epaulets and armlets, hooped cap.
Mrs C Barclay & Mr Geoff Wilson  Yellow, light blue epaulets and armlets, light blue and yellow 
hooped cap.
Mrs C Barclay & M T Buckley  Yellow, light blue epaulets and armlets, light blue and yellow hooped 
cap.
Mrs C Barclay & Partner  Yellow, light blue epaulets and armlets, light blue and yellow hooped cap.
Mrs C Barclay & Partners  Yellow, light blue epaulets and armlets, light blue and yellow hooped cap.
Mrs C. Barclay Partnership  Yellow, light blue epaulets and armlets, hooped cap.
Mrs C Barclay & P Wood  Yellow, light blue epaulets and armlets, hooped cap.
Mrs C Brown & Mr Michael Wares  Dark blue, orange and dark blue chevrons on sleeves, dark blue 
cap, orange diamond.
Mrs C Brown & Mr Michael Wares (second colours)  Silver, red sleeves and cross belts, quartered 
cap.
Mrs C Brown & Partner  Dark blue, orange and dark blue chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap, 
orange diamond.
Mrs C Carter & Mr V Dartnall  Black, maroon cross belts, black sleeves, maroon stars, black cap, 
maroon star.
Mrs C.Casterton & Mrs J.Morgan  Dark blue and royal blue check, white sleeves, royal blue cap.
Mrs C.Casterton & Mrs J.Morgan (second colours)  Red and white (quartered), red sleeves.
Mrs C Caton, NGC Networks & Jolly Boys  Royal blue, yellow stars, diabolo on sleeves, quartered 
cap.
Mrs C C Regalado-Gonzalez & Jo Hughes  Red, yellow stripe, chevrons on sleeves.
Mrs C Daurge, Mr S Hull & Mr S Winter  Red, white star, black sleeves, red cap, white star.
Mrs C Daurge Racing  Yellow and light blue (quartered), white sleeves, light blue and yellow check 
cap.
Mrs C Dickin & The Some Finish Partners  Royal blue and pink (quartered), pink and royal blue 
hooped sleeves, pink cap, royal blue star.
Mrs C Dickin & The Some Finish Partners (second colours)  Royal blue, pink and royal blue 
striped sleeves, pink cap.
Mrs C Djivanovic & Mr M Rose  Yellow, black disc, yellow sleeves, black stars.
Mrs C. Dods & Mr D. Stone  Red, orange seams, orange cap.
Mrs C E Mason & Partner  Red, white epaulets, striped cap.
Mrs C Fuller, R Fuller & D McDonald  Crimson, royal blue sleeves, light green cap.
Mrs C Gamble, JEB & Mrs R Gifford  Orange, purple cross belts, purple sleeves, white stars, orange 
cap, white star.
Mr S. Chappell & Partner  Red, royal blue stars, red cap.
Mrs Cherry Steel & Cambridge People  Light blue, black stars, light blue cap, black star.
Mrs Cherry Steel & Cambridge People (second colours)  Yellow, black braces, black sleeves, 
yellow diamonds, royal blue cap.
Mrs C Hopper and David Carter  Red, white hoop, white sleeves, red spots and cap.
Mrs Christina Caton & NGC Networks  Green, grey and lemon striped sleeves, maroon cap.
Mrs Christina Shaw & Mr Toby Shaw  Orange, light blue armlets, black cap.
Mrs Christine Cone & Mrs Di Mitchell  Dark blue, yellow hoops, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, 
quartered cap.
Mrs Christine E Budden & Partners  Dark blue, maroon sash, dark green sleeves, maroon cap.
Mrs Christine Hopper and Carl Chapman  Mauve, pink stars, mauve cap, pink star.
Mrs C J Black & Mrs Sue Briscoe  Pale blue, cherry spots, blue cap.
Mrs Claire Goddard and Mr Robin Stevens  Orange and light blue diamonds, white sleeves, light 
blue armlets.
Mrs Clodagh McStay & Mrs Cherry Faeste  White, royal blue chevron, red sleeves, royal blue cap.
Mrs Clodagh McStay & Partner  Pink, dark blue disc, pink sleeves, dark blue spots and spots on 
cap.
MrsC.M.Clarke/FoulriceParkRacingLimited  Yellow, brown cross belts, blue cap.
Mrs C M Clarke, Foulrice Park Racing Ltd  Yellow, brown cross belts, royal blue cap.
Mrs C M Dickin & Miss H Turner  Royal blue, pink and royal blue striped sleeves, pink cap.
Mrs C N Clayton & Partner  Yellow, royal blue stars, royal blue sleeves, yellow armlets and stars on 
royal blue cap.
Mr Scott Lowther & Mr Gavin Hamilton  Black, yellow star, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Mr Scott Lowther & Mr M. Barnes  Red, white cross of lorraine, red sleeves, royal blue armlets.
Mrs C R Philipson & Mrs H Lascelles  Black, gold and white striped sleeves, gold cap.
Mrs C Scott, Mr R Lock & Mrs B Tully  Cerise, royal blue cap, cerise spots.
Mrs C Strang Steel and Partner  Cerise, white sash, black cap.
Mrs C Swire,Mrs A Scott & Mr T Pickford  Royal blue, cerise spots and sleeves, quartered cap.
Mrs C Walsh & Bill Peacock  Pink, maroon star.
Mrs C Walsh & Eden Valley Chancers  Pink, maroon star.
Mrs C Walsh & Mr J Lightfoot  Pink, maroon star.
Mrs C Watson & Mrs S Graham  Emerald green, black stripe and sleeves.
Mrs C Wymer & Mr PJS Russell  Red, black epaulets and armlets, black cap, red star.
Mrs David Blackburn & Mr M. Blackburn  Mauve and white check, striped sleeves.
Mrs David Johnson and Mr K C Bailey  Red, dark green diamonds on sleeves.
Mr S Davis and Mr S Hull  Black, yellow chevron, yellow and black check sleeves, yellow cap, black 
star.
Mr S Davis, Mr S Hull & Mrs L Folwell  Black, yellow chevron, yellow and black check sleeves, 
yellow cap, black star.
Mr S Davis, Mr S Hull & Mrs L Folwell (second colours)  Purple, grey star.
Mrs D Blackburn/ Mr H Candy  Mauve and white check, striped sleeves.
Mrs D. Dalby & Harrowgate Bloodstock Ltd  Royal blue, white braces, white sleeves, royal blue 
spots.
Mrs D Dalby & Partner  Royal blue, white braces, white sleeves, royal blue spots.
Mrs De La Hey, Mr Hughes, Mr Kerr-Dineen  Royal blue, pink hoops, armlets and cap.
Mrs Denis Haynes & Dr Caroline Scott  Yellow, grey sash.
Mr S. D. Faiers & Mrs J. Evans  Dark blue, grey cross belts, white sleeves.
Mrs D Gamble & R H Buckler  Emerald green and royal blue (quartered), maroon sleeves and cap.
Mrs Diana L. Whateley & Mr Aiden Murphy  Dark blue, light blue hoop, checked sleeves and cap.
Mrs Dibbie Hues & Alan King  Emerald green and pink (halved), diamonds on sleeves, pink cap.
Mrs D. J. Brown & Mrs D. Dewbery  Grey and royal blue (quartered), royal blue sleeves.
Mrs D J Fleming & Partner  Yellow, dark blue epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
Mrs D. Joly & Mr David F. Powell  Tan, light blue sleeves, tan and white quartered cap.
Mrs D J Ralph & Mr R D Ralph  Yellow, royal blue diamonds on sleeves, royal blue and white 
quartered cap.
Mrs D L Whateley & Dr R D P Newland  Dark blue, light blue hoop, checked sleeves and cap.
Mrs Dobbin & The Dimhorns  White, grey cap.
Mrs Doone Hulse & Mr M. C. Pipe  Black, light blue hoop and sleeves, white cap.

Mrs Doreen M Swinburn & Partner  Light blue, black and light blue striped sleeves and cap.
Mrs D Ralph & Mrs S Rimell  Yellow, royal blue diamonds on sleeves, royal blue and white 
quartered cap.
Mrs D Tabor,Mr Paul Smith,Mrs J Magnier  Black, white disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Mrs D W Davenport & Mr D Obank  Red, white chevron and armlets, striped cap.
Mr Sean O'Sullivan & S J Moore  Emerald green and red (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Mrs E Avery & Mr G L Moore  Purple and yellow (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, yellow and purple 
quartered cap.
Mrs E Avery & Mr G L Moore (second colours)  Beige, purple hoops, white cap, purple tassel.
Mrs Edward Irwin & Mrs John Magnier  Light green and royal blue diamonds, light green sleeves.
Mrs E Evans & Mr J Smith  Pink, black chevron, pink sleeves, black spots, pink cap, black diamond.
Mrs E Holmes, Mr M Johnson & Mrs Walford  Light green, orange sash and armlets, white cap.
Mrs E Holmes, The 8 Amigos & Mr M Graham  Light green, orange sash and armlets, white cap.
Mrs E Holmes & The Late F. M. Holmes  Light green, orange sash and armlets, orange cap, light 
green spots.
Mrs E J Wills & Partner  Dark blue, pink seams, pink cap, dark blue star.
Mrs Elaine Cooper & Mr Brian Cooper  Grey and maroon check, maroon cap.
Mrs Elaine Cooper & Mr Brian Cooper (second colours)  Grey and maroon (halved), sleeves 
reversed, quartered cap.
Mrs Elaine Tate & Partner  Pink, black chevron and sleeves, black and pink quartered cap.
Mrs Elaine Tate & Partner (second colours)  Dark blue, white spots, white and dark blue halved 
sleeves, dark blue cap.
Mrs Emma Raffan & Mr Michael Raffan  Royal blue, large yellow spots, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and spots on yellow cap.
Mrs Emma Stewart & Partner  Maroon, maroon and black diabolo on sleeves.
Mr S. Emmet and Miss R. Emmet  Emerald green and canary (quartered).
Mrs E O'Leary and Partner  White, maroon star, armlets and star on cap.
Mrs E O'Leary & J S Moore  White, maroon star, armlets and star on cap.
Mrs E. O'Leary & Mr B. J. Meehan  White, maroon star, armlets and star on cap.
Mrs E Rice & Mrs R F Johnson Houghton  Pink, black epaulets, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Mrs E. Roberts & Nick Roberts  Black, red sash, quartered cap.
Mr S. E. Sangster & Mr B. J. Meehan  Royal blue, dark green sleeves, dark green cap, white spots.
Mr S. E. Sangster & Partners  Royal blue, dark green sleeves, dark green cap, white spots.
Mrs & Exors the Late Mr Philip C. Smith  Royal blue, red and royal blue diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Mrs F A Veasey and Mrs Jo Brisland  Red, black spots, red sleeves, black cap.
Mrs F A Veasey & G. B. Partnership  Red, black spots, red sleeves, black cap.
Mrs F A Veasey & Partners  Red, black spots, red sleeves, black cap.
Mrs F Cotton,Mr & Mrs P Conway  Dark blue, white spots, white sleeves, dark blue spots and cap.
Mrs F Cotton,Mr & Mrs P Conway (second colours)  Black and white diabolo, white sleeves, black 
armlets, black and white quartered cap.
Mrs F Hay,Mrs J Magnier,M Tabor,D Smith  Pink, emerald green chevron, emerald green and pink 
halved sleeves, emerald green and pink quartered cap.
Mrs F Hay, Mrs Magnier, D Smith, M Tabor  Pink, emerald green chevron, emerald green and pink 
halved sleeves, emerald green and pink quartered cap.
Mrs F Hay, Mrs S Magnier & Mrs D Tabor  Pink, emerald green chevron, emerald green and pink 
halved sleeves, emerald green and pink quartered cap.
Mrs Fiona Carmichael / Ballylinch Stud  Purple, light green stars, purple cap, light green star.
Mrs Fitri Hay & Mr M V Magnier  Pink, emerald green chevron, halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Mrs Fitri Hay & Mr P Chapple-Hyam  Pink, emerald green chevron, emerald green and pink halved 
sleeves, emerald green and pink quartered cap.
Mrs Fitri Hay & Mrs John Magnier  Pink, emerald green chevron, emerald green and pink halved 
sleeves, emerald green and pink quartered cap.
Mrs Fitri Hay,Mrs John Magnier, M Tabor  Pink, emerald green chevron, emerald green and pink 
halved sleeves, emerald green and pink quartered cap.
Mrs Fitri Hay & Mrs Paul Shanahan  Pink, emerald green chevron, emerald green and pink halved 
sleeves, emerald green and pink quartered cap.
Mrs Fitri Hay & Partner  Pink, emerald green chevron, emerald green and pink halved sleeves, 
emerald green and pink quartered cap.
Mrs Fitri Hay & Partners 2  Pink, emerald green chevron, halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Mrs Fletcher Price and Partner  Dark green, yellow chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
Mrs Freda Moody and Mr Bryan Smart  Dark green, yellow chevron and sleeves.
Mrs F Walwyn Mr A Taylor Mr D Christian  Red, black sleeves and cap with silver button.
Mrs Gill Duckworth & Mrs Pat Dry  Light blue and dark blue (quartered), chevrons on sleeves.
Mrs Ginny Nicholas & Mr M. S. Saunders  Red, white star, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap, 
white star.
Mrs G J Redman & Sons of Peter Philipps  Black, white sash and sleeves, gold cap.
Mr S.G. Martin and The Cross Racing Club  Red, dark blue star and sleeves.
Mr S G & Mrs C O'Neill  Emerald green, mauve diamond, checked sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr S Greenhalgh & Northern Marking Ltd  Yellow, purple and yellow chevrons on sleeves, purple 
cap.
Mrs Greta Sparks & Mr Andrew Sparks  Black, orange disc, black sleeves, brown spots, orange 
cap, brown spots.
Mrs G. Rowland-Clark and Mr T. Hyde  Dark blue, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets.
Mrs G. Rowland-Clark & Mr C M Budgett  Dark blue, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, dark blue 
armlets.
Mrs G Rowland-Clark & Mr Neil Warnock  Dark blue, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, dark blue 
armlets.
Mrs G Rowland-Clark & Partner  Dark blue, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets.
Mr S. Grys & Mr M. O'Boyle  Yellow, light green stripe, halved sleeves, light green and yellow 
quartered cap.
Mrs Gwen Meacham, A King & Withyslade  Purple, mauve chevron and armlets, mauve and purple 
quartered cap.
Mrs Gwen Thomas & Radlett Racing  Red, black chevron, white sleeves, red cap, black stars.
Mrs G. Widdowson & Mrs R. Kelvin-Hughes  Mauve, grey epaulets.
Mrs H Allanson and Partner  Purple, white sleeves, purple armlets, striped cap.
Mrs H Allanson and Partners  Purple, white sleeves, purple armlets, striped cap.
Mrs Hall & Exors of the Late Mr Hall  Emerald green and red stripes, white cap.
Mr Shane Fairweather & Dr C Scott  Pink and white (quartered), pink sleeves, white armlets.
Mr S. Hanson & Mr M. Ramsden  Royal blue, white stars, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, white 
diamond.
Mrs Harriet Naylor & Mr J. R. Boughey  Sky blue, purple cap.
Mr S Hart & Mrs J Bartlett  Dark blue, grey chevrons, red sleeves and cap.
Mr S Hassiakos & Sir Alex Ferguson  Royal blue, white hoops, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Mrs Hay,Michael Tabor & Mrs John Magnier  Pink, emerald green chevron, emerald green and 
pink halved sleeves, emerald green and pink quartered cap.
Mrs Heather Dunn and Mrs Trollope-Bellew  Red, gold hoops, red sleeves, quartered cap.
Mrs Helen Adams and Hot to Trot Racing 1  Maroon, beige braces, beige cap.
Mrs Helen Adams & Wetumpka Racing  Red and black diabolo, red sleeves, black armlets, black 
and red quartered cap.
Mrs H H Morriss & Jane Chapple-Hyam  Black and pink (quartered), pink sleeves, check cap.
Mrs H Lascelles & Rachel Hood  Dark blue, white sash and sleeves, quartered cap.
Mrs H Lloyd-Herrington & Mr D Barlow  Dark blue, beige hollow box.
Mrs H. Lloyd-Herrington & S. Herrington  Black and pink check, pink sleeves, black armlets, black 
cap.
Mrs H.Mannion, Mr B.Carter & Mr F.Durbin  Orange, black star, orange sleeves, black stars, white 
cap.
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Mrs Hoare, Mrs Hewins & Mr Castle  Red, purple spots, red sleeves and cap.
Mr S Hollings and Mr S Hull  Light green, mauve chevrons, light green sleeves and cap.
Mr S Hollings & Mr N Bannister  Light green, mauve chevrons, light green sleeves and cap.
Mr S Hollings & Mr P Easterby  Light green, mauve chevrons, light green sleeves and cap.
Mr S Hollings & Mr S Hull  Light green, mauve chevrons, light green sleeves and cap.
Mr S Hollings, Mr S Hull & Mr M Blades  Purple, grey star.
Mr S. Hope and Mr A. Walker  Dark blue and white (quartered), dark blue sleeves and cap.
Mrs H Plumbly J Trafford K Deane S Holme  Red, white spots and sleeves, black cap.
Mrs H R Cross and Mrs S A Keys  Red, beige cross of lorraine, beige cap.
Mrs H R Cross and Mrs S A Keys (second colours)  Orange, grey cross belts.
Mrs H. Ringrose & Mrs D. Thompson  Maroon, yellow chevron, hooped sleeves, black cap.
Mr S Hull, Mr B Hoggarth & Mrs C Mason  Black and white check, white sleeves, black stars.
Mr S Hull, Mr B Hoggarth & Mrs C Mason (second colours)  Purple, grey star.
Mr S Hull & Mr B Padgett  Purple, grey star.
Mr S Hull, Mr D Swales & Mr M Metcalfe  Purple, grey star.
Mr S Hull & Mr P Gilleard  Purple, grey star.
Mrs IC Sellars & Major & Mrs P Arkwright  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, yellow and royal blue 
halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Mrs I C Straker & Steven Key  Black, lilac cap.
Mrs I Eavis & Mrs L Parfitt  Pink, purple spots, sleeves and spots on cap.
Mrs I.H. Stewart-Brown & Mr M.J.Meacock  Black, emerald green sleeves, striped cap.
Mr Simon de Zoete & Partners 1  White, red seams, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Mr Simon Gegg & Mr Tony Scrivin  Red and black stripes, red sleeves, white cap.
Mr Simon Lockyer & Partner  Royal blue, white cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves and diamonds on 
cap.
Mr Simon Malcolm & Partners  Red, black epaulets, hooped sleeves.
Mr Simon Munir & Mr Isaac Souede  Emerald green, dark green sleeves, dark green and emerald 
green quartered cap.
Mrs I Thomson & Miss S Forster  Purple, light green cross belts, light green cap, purple star.
Mrs J.A. Benson & Miss S.N. Benson  Royal blue and grey diabolo, quartered cap.
Mrs J A Carr-Evans and Ms Susan Evans  Red, yellow hoops, sleeves and cap.
Mrs J. A. Chenery & Mr R. J. Chenery  Light blue and dark blue diamonds, halved sleeves.
Mrs Jackie Cornwell and Mrs Jo Brisland  Purple and orange diabolo, orange sleeves, purple stars, 
orange cap, purple star.
Mrs Jackie Cornwell and partner  Purple and orange diabolo, orange sleeves, purple stars, orange 
cap, purple star.
Mrs Jackie Jarrett & Ridge House Stables  White, royal blue stars and armlets, white cap, orange 
star.
Mrs Jacqui Barrs & Mr P. J. McBride  Black, mauve star, white sleeves, mauve stars, black cap, 
mauve star.
Mrs Jacqui Barrs & Mr P. J. McBride (second colours)  Dark green and white check, dark green 
sleeves and cap.
Mrs Jacqui Barrs & P J McBride  Black, mauve star, white sleeves, mauve stars, black cap, mauve 
star.
Mrs J A Martin & Mrs C L Ellison  Black, pink stripe, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Mrs James Bethell  White, royal blue star, royal blue and white striped sleeves, royal blue cap, white 
star.
MrsJamesBlythCurrie&BissettdownRacing  White, emerald green hoops, emerald green sleeves, 
white armlets, quartered cap.
MrsJamesBlythCurrie&SirPhilipWroughton  White, emerald green hoops, emerald green sleeves, 
white armlets, quartered cap.
Mrs Jan Dare,RJ Hodges  Maroon, white hollow box, halved sleeves, light blue and dark blue 
quartered cap.
Mrs Jane Dwyer & Partner  Royal blue, orange cross belts and sleeves, yellow cap.
Mrs Jane George & Mrs Helen Shelton  Maroon and dark green diabolo, chevrons on sleeves, 
maroon and pink quartered cap.
Mrs Jane Newett 1  White, dark blue triple diamond, dark blue and white diabolo on sleeves, white 
cap, dark blue diamond.
Mrs Jane Newett & Partner  White, dark blue triple diamond, dark blue and white diabolo on 
sleeves, white cap, dark blue diamond.
Mrs Janet Cooper & Mr M. E. Sowersby  Red, white hoop, diamonds on sleeves, red cap, white 
diamond.
Mrs Janet Davies  Dark green, dark green and white diabolo on sleeves.
Mrs Janet Davies & Mrs C Williams  Dark green, dark green and white diabolo on sleeves.
Mrs Janet Evans & Partners  Light blue, dark green stars, light blue sleeves.
Mrs Janet Lowe & Mr Tom Dascombe  Emerald green, black armlets, black cap.
Mrs Jane Williams, Huw & Richard Davies  Pink, dark blue chevrons, hooped sleeves, pink cap.
Mrs Jane Williams & Mr Len Jakeman  Orange, black star and star on cap.
Mrs Janice Quy Partnership  Red, white star, black and white check sleeves, red cap, black star.
Mrs J A Niven & Angus Racing Club  Royal blue, red epaulets, light blue cap.
Mrs J A Niven & Angus Racing Club (second colours)  Maroon and pink diamonds, maroon 
sleeves, pink stars, maroon cap, pink star.
Mrs J A Thomas & Heart Racing  Yellow and brown stripes, light blue sleeves and cap.
Mrs J A Thomas & Heart Racing (second colours)  Red, white seams, white sleeves, red spots, 
red cap, white star.
Mrs J A Thomas Mr S Fiddes & Mr J Beese  Yellow and brown stripes, light blue sleeves, yellow 
cap.
Mrs J. A. Thomas & Ms K. J. Austin  Yellow and brown stripes, light blue sleeves, yellow cap.
Mrs J. A. Thomas & Ms K. J. Austin (second colours)  Red and emerald green stripes, white 
sleeves, red cap.
Mrs J A Wakefield and Partner  Purple, white sleeves, purple stars, purple cap, white star.
Mrs J A Wakefield & Partners  Purple, white sleeves, purple stars, purple cap, white star.
Mrs J B Floyd-Walker & Mrs J Oliver  Grey, royal blue sleeves, cherry and white hooped cap.
Mrs J Dermot Cantillon & J S Moore  White, purple chevron, sleeves and cap.
Mrs J Dermot Cantillon & Partners  White, purple chevron, sleeves and cap.
Mrs Jean Stapleton & Rob Wilson  Emerald green and yellow check, diamonds on sleeves.
Mrs J. Edwards-Heathcote & Mrs R. Pease  Light blue, scarlet collar, sash and sleeves, check cap.
Mrs J. E. H. Collins & Mrs S. E. Napier  Black, gold sleeves, red cap.
Mrs Jennifer Hill & Mrs Samantha Toomes  Black, white cross of lorraine, white sleeves, black 
armlets, check cap.
Mrs Jennifer Simpson Racing  Black, white spots, red sleeves and cap.
Mrs J Fowler & Mr A Britten  Royal blue, chocolate and red hoops, white cap.
Mrs J Fowler & Mr C Jenkins  Pink, dark green cross belts, dark green cap.
Mrs J Fowler & Mr C Jenkins (second colours)  Yellow, dark blue epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
Mrs J Hodgson & Mrs C Page  White, maroon seams, beige sleeves, white cap, maroon diamond.
Mrs J. Hughes & Mrs C. Kemp  Green, gold sleeves, brown cap.
Mrs Jill Eynon & Mr Robin Eynon  Dark green and orange (quartered), dark green sleeves, hooped 
cap.
Mrs Jill Phillips & Graeme McPherson  Pink, royal blue star, sleeves and star on cap.
Mrs J Kinsey & Mrs J Greenway  Royal blue, black braces, sleeves and cap.
Mrs J K Powell  Royal blue, white epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal blue cap, white star.
Mrs J K Powell  Royal blue, white epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal blue cap, white star.
Mrs J K Powell and Mr D F Powell  Royal blue, white epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal 
blue cap, white star.
Mrs J K Powell and Partner 1  Royal blue, white epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal blue 
cap, white star.

Mrs J K Powell & Friends  Royal blue, white epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal blue cap, 
white star.
Mrs J. K. Powell & Mrs A Doyle  Royal blue, white epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal 
blue cap, white star.
Mrs J. K. Powell & Partner  Royal blue, white epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal blue 
cap, white star.
Mrs J Lamley and Mr Mike Fitzsimmons  Light blue, maroon braces, striped sleeves and cap.
Mrs J Magnier, Mr D Smith & Mr M Tabor  Dark blue.
Mrs J Magnier, Mr D Smith & Mr M Tabor (second colours)  Pink.
Mrs J Magnier, Mr D Smith & Mr M Tabor (third colours)  Purple, white seams, striped sleeves, 
purple cap.
Mrs J Magnier, Mr M Tabor & Mr D Smith  Dark blue.
Mrs J Magnier, Mr M Tabor & Mr D Smith (second colours)  Pink.
Mrs J Magnier, Mr M Tabor & Mr D Smith (third colours)  Royal blue, orange disc, striped sleeves 
and cap.
Mrs J Magnier, Mr P Smith & Mrs D Tabor  Dark blue.
Mrs J Magnier M Tabor D Smith & M Jooste  Dark blue.
Mrs J M Gray & Mr G R Orchard  Maroon, grey triple diamond and sleeves, grey cap, maroon 
diamonds.
Mrs J. M. Hollands & Mrs F. Ross  Dark blue, brown cap.
Mrs J & Miss C Shipp  Light green, orange stars, light green sleeves.
Mrs J & Miss C Shipp and W Greatrex  Light green, orange stars, light green sleeves.
Mrs J. Morgan & Mrs Lindsey J. Shaw  Red and white (quartered), red sleeves.
Mrs J Morley & Mr A Rix  Orange, large black spots.
Mrs J Morley & Mr A Rix (second colours)  Yellow, black chevron, black sleeves, yellow stars, black 
cap, yellow star.
Mrs J & Mrs MV Magnier & Mrs P Shanahan  Dark blue.
Mrs J & Mrs MV Magnier & Mrs P Shanahan (second colours)  Royal blue, pink sash, light blue 
cap.
MrsJ,MrsMV & P Magnier & Mrs P Shanahan  Dark blue.
Mrs Joan Hollands & Mrs Fiona Ross  Dark blue, brown cap.
Mrs Joanna Farrant & Partner  Pink, light green epaulets.
Mrs Joanne Bilsland & Mr Peter Russell  Royal blue, yellow triple diamond, royal blue sleeves, 
white armlets, yellow cap, royal blue star.
Mrs Joanne Boxcer & Partner  Dark green, orange stars, orange sleeves, dark green stars, orange 
cap, dark green star.
MRS JOHN LEE, ALF HEANEY, ALEC TUCKERMAN  Yellow, royal blue chevrons, royal blue 
sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow and royal blue quartered cap.
Mrs John Magnier,Mr D Smith & Mr M Tabor  Royal blue, orange disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Mrs John Magnier,Mr D Smith & Mr M Tabor (second colours)  Dark blue.
Mrs John Magnier,Mr D Smith & Mr M Tabor (third colours)  Purple, white seams, striped 
sleeves, purple cap.
Mrs Johnny de la Hey & Jeremy Kyle  Royal blue, pink hoops, armlets and cap.
Mrs John Redvers & Mrs E Burke  Grey, one red and one green sleeve.
Mrs Josephine Green & PFI Cole Ltd  Dark green, emerald green chevron, emerald green cap, dark 
green star.
Mrs Josephine Green & PFI Cole Ltd (second colours)  Light green.
Mrs Jo Tracey & Friends  Black and white diamonds, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Mrs Jo Tracey & Mr K Alexander  Black and white diamonds, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Mrs Jo Tracey & Mr K Alexander (second colours)  Light blue, white spots, striped sleeves and 
spots on cap.
Mrs Jo Tracey & Mr K Alexander  Light blue, white spots, striped sleeves and spots on cap.
Mrs Jo Tracey & Mr K Alexander (second colours)  Black and white diamonds, emerald green 
sleeves and cap.
Mrs Jo Tracey & Partner  Black and white diamonds, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Mrs J Pallister & Partner  Black, emerald green star, white sleeves, black cap, emerald green star.
Mrs J P E Cunningham & Mr G M Cunningham  Dark blue, grey chevrons on sleeves, dark blue 
cap, grey star.
Mrs J P E Cunningham & Mr G M Cunningham (second colours)  Emerald green, yellow sash 
and sleeves, white cap.
Mrs J. Porter  Mauve, purple stars, armlets and stars on cap.
Mrs J Redvers & Mr N Burton Taylor  Grey, one red and one green sleeve.
Mrs J. Rees & Professor L P Hardwick  Dark blue, light blue spots and armlets.
Mrs J. Rees & Professor L P Hardwick (second colours)  Yellow, purple stars, purple sleeves, light 
green stars, light green cap.
Mrs J Scott, J F Dean & Lady Trenchard  Black, white cross belts, white cap.
Mrs Julia Scott & Mr James Dean  Black, white cross belts, white cap.
Mrs Julie Martin and David R. Martin  Dark blue and yellow (halved), dark blue sleeves, yellow 
cap.
Mrs Julien Turner & Mr Andrew Merriam  Royal blue, maroon seams and sleeves, maroon and 
royal blue check cap.
Mrs J Williams & Mr R Stark  Orange, black star and star on cap.
Mrs Kathy Stuart & Mr Terry Warner  Dark blue, pink epaulets and star on cap.
Mrs Kathy Stuart & Mr Terry Warner (second colours)  Yellow, black chevron, check cap.
Mrs K Exall & Mr G Molen  Red and white stripes, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
MrsK.Exall/TheGeneralAsphalteCompanyLtd  Red and white stripes, red sleeves, white armlets, 
red cap.
Mrs K Hawke & Mr M Phillips  Red, royal blue cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, royal blue cap.
Mrs K Hawke & Mr M Phillips (second colours)  Royal blue, white braces and sleeves, white and 
royal blue striped cap.
Mrs K. Hawke & Mr William Simms  Red, royal blue cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, royal blue cap.
Mrs K. Hawke & Mr W. Simms  Red, royal blue cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, royal blue cap.
Mrs K Hawke, W Simms & Dragonfly Racing  Emerald green and purple (quartered), checked 
sleeves, purple cap.
Mrs K Holmes & Mrs Pat Toye  Light green, dark blue epaulets, yellow and dark blue hooped 
sleeves and cap.
Mrs K Meredith and Partners  White, pink hoop, white sleeves, grey armlets, pink cap.
Mrs Lauren Hart & Partner  Black, pink spots, armlets and spots on cap.
Mrs L.Bowtell & Mr P.Bowtell  Light blue, purple triple diamond and sleeves, purple and light blue 
quartered cap.
Mrs L.Bowtell & Mr P.Bowtell (second colours)  Mauve and dark blue stripes, dark blue sleeves, 
mauve stars, dark blue cap, mauve star.
Mrs L Bowtell Mr P Bowtell & Mrs S Cotty  Dark blue, emerald green star, dark blue sleeves, 
emerald green stars, dark blue cap, emerald green star.
Mrs L.Day, Mr H.Burdett & Mr G.McPherson  Dark green, royal blue sleeves, white cap, pink star.
Mr S L Edwards & Miss Sarah Hollinshead  Royal blue, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
stars.
Mrs L E Ramsden & Richard Morecombe  White, royal blue sleeves, dark green cap.
Mrs Lesley Bewley & Mr John Gibson  Purple, pink cross of lorraine, chevrons on sleeves, pink cap.
Mrs Lesley Field & Mr Aiden Murphy  Red, black star, striped sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Mrs Lesley Field & Mrs Caren Walsh  Red, black star, striped sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Mrs Lesley Field & Mrs Eileen Murphy  White, purple diamond, white sleeves, purple spots and 
cap.
Mrs L Field, Mr J Sigler & Mr M Lawson  Red, black star, striped sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Mrs L Folwell and Southbank Racing  Dark blue and yellow diabolo, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, 
yellow cap.
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Mrs L Folwell, J Blackburn & S Winter  Red, white star, black sleeves, red cap, white star.
Mrs L Folwell & Mr K Wreglesworth  Dark blue and yellow diabolo, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, 
yellow cap.
Mrs L Folwell & Rosyground Stud  Dark blue and yellow diabolo, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, 
yellow cap.
Mrs L Hunt and Mrs K Campbell  Dark green and orange (quartered), dark green sleeves, orange 
armlets, dark green cap.
Mrs Linda Austin & Mr Dennis Coles  Red, dark blue stars, sleeves and cap.
Mrs Linda Folwell Racing  Dark blue and yellow diabolo, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Mrs Lisa Boddington & Adrian Wintle  Dark blue, orange star, orange and dark blue check sleeves, 
orange cap, dark blue star.
Mrs L Mann & Mr N Attenborough  Purple, white spots, halved sleeves, emerald green cap.
Mrs L. Mann & Mr N. Attenborough  Purple, white spots, halved sleeves, emerald green cap.
Mrs L Mongan & Mr R Murray  Grey, black star, armlets and star on cap.
Mrs L N Harmes,K McCormack & M Madgwick  Orange, royal blue stripe, striped sleeves.
Mrs L N Harmes & Mr J Lane  Black, yellow stars, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
Mr S Louch & Mr M Appleby  Light blue, brown epaulets, brown sleeves, light blue armlets, striped 
cap.
Mrs Louise Jones & Mrs Belinda Clarke  Beige, grey sleeves and cap.
Mrs Louise Merry & Mrs Julia Venvell  Royal blue and pink (quartered), pink and royal blue hooped 
sleeves, pink cap, royal blue star.
Mrs L. Scaife, Mrs S. Radford  Royal blue, grey stars on sleeves.
Mrs Lyn Marshall & Mohamad Moubarak  Emerald green, red armlets, red cap.
Mrs Lynne Webb and Partner  Pink, black braces, white and black striped sleeves, black and pink 
hooped cap.
Mrs Lynn Turner & Mr Guy Brook  Purple, yellow epaulets and armlets.
Mrs M A Cooper & Mr J R Cooper  Dark blue, white hollow box and armlets.
Mrs Magnier, Mrs Shanahan, Mr Conroy  Dark blue, white seams, striped sleeves, white cap.
Mrs Magnier, Mrs Shanahan, Mr Hyde  Yellow, black sash, black and red quartered cap.
Mrs Magnier/Mrs Tabor/Mrs Shanahan  Dark blue.
Mrs Marcella Burns & Partners  Yellow, yellow and white diabolo on sleeves.
Mrs Margaret Coppola and Mr Arthur Slack  Maroon, white chevrons, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Mrs Margaret Coppola & Mrs Dianne Sayer  Maroon, white chevrons, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Mrs Margaret Kidger & Mr Geoffrey Bishop  White, orange cross belts, orange cap.
Mrs Margaret Kidger & Mr Geoffrey Bishop (second colours)  Dark blue, emerald green star.
Mrs Marion Chapman & Mrs Ruth A. Carr  Brown, orange hoop and sleeves.
Mrs Martina Mulhall & Carl Chapman  Emerald green, yellow hoops, yellow and white hooped 
sleeves, white cap.
Mrs Mary-Anne Parker & Crimbourne Stud  Orange, purple cross belts.
Mrs Mary Anne Parker & Mrs Yvette Dixon  Orange, purple cross belts.
Mrs Mary Bridgwater & Mr & Mrs Chenery  Orange, white sleeves, black cap.
Mrs Mary Bridgwater & Mr & Mrs Chenery (second colours)  Light blue and dark blue diamonds, 
halved sleeves.
Mrs Mary Hatfield & Mrs Susan Kramer  Emerald green, white stripe, white sleeves, emerald 
green armlets, emerald green and white quartered cap.
Mrs Mary M Gwillam & Partner  Dark green, light blue sleeves, dark green armlets.
Mrs Mary Slack & Mr Michael Javett  Black, orange disc, black sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Mrs Mary Slack & Qatar Racing Ltd  Black, maroon cap, white stars.
Mrs Mary Winetroube & Thoroughbred Homes  Purple, yellow chevron, chevrons on sleeves.
Mrs Maureen Kelly Miller & Mr John Kelly  Dark green, gold sleeves, scarlet cap.
Mrs M Bryce & Mrs E Grundy  Pink, purple sash and sleeves, quartered cap.
Mrs M B Thwaites & Mr M E Foxton  Yellow, large dark blue spots and armlets, dark blue and 
yellow hooped cap.
Mrs M C Litton&Mrs F D McInnes Skinner  Black and white stripes, pink sleeves and cap.
Mr S McPhee, Mrs E Rice, Mrs C Whitehall  Pink, black epaulets, diabolo on sleeves and star on 
cap.
Mrs M Craig & Mr G Adams  Pink, royal blue chevrons and armlets.
Mrs M Craig & Mr J S Goldie  Pink, royal blue chevrons and armlets.
Mrs M. Craig & Mr J. S. Goldie  Pink, royal blue chevrons and armlets.
Mrs M Doherty & Mr A D Brown  Brown, pink cross of lorraine and sleeves, quartered cap.
Mrs Meacham, Withyslade & Mrs A L Davies  Maroon and royal blue (quartered), royal blue 
sleeves and cap.
Mrs Meacham, Withyslade & Mrs A L Davies (second colours)  Purple, mauve chevron and 
armlets, mauve and purple quartered cap.
Mrs M. E. Slade & Mr B. Ohlsson  Purple, emerald green sash, red sleeves and cap.
MRS M.E.SLADE, MR B.OHLSSON & PARTNER  Purple, emerald green sash, red sleeves and 
cap.
Mrs M. E. Slade & Partner  Purple, emerald green sash, red sleeves and cap.
Mrs M. Fairbairn & E. Gadsden  Emerald green and royal blue check, emerald green sleeves, 
emerald green cap, royal blue star.
Mrs M Fairbairn, E Gadsden & P Dean  Emerald green and royal blue check, emerald green 
sleeves, emerald green cap, royal blue star.
Mrs M Fairbairn & Mr P Dean  Emerald green and royal blue check, emerald green sleeves, 
emerald green cap, royal blue star.
Mrs M. F. and Miss M. C. Wilson  Light blue, dark blue seams, sleeves and cap.
Mrs M Ferguson & Mrs A K Murphy  Light blue, white sleeves, light blue stars.
Mrs Michael Spencer & Ballylinch Stud  Maroon, white disc.
Mrs Michael Spencer & Partner  Maroon, white disc.
Mr Smith,Mrs Magnier,Mr Tabor,Mr Jooste  Purple, white seams, striped sleeves, purple cap.
Mrs M Mills & Mrs J Mills  Light blue, maroon diamond, diamonds on sleeves, light blue cap, maroon 
diamond.
Mrs M Moore & Sarah Hollinshead  Dark blue and gold (quartered), dark blue sleeves, emerald 
green cap.
Mr S. M. & Mrs. D. S. Everard  Light blue, dark blue star, sleeves and star on cap.
Mrs M Nicholas & Chris Grant  Maroon and yellow diabolo, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Mrs M Nicholas & Chris Grant (second colours)  Black and emerald green (halved), halved 
sleeves, quartered cap.
Mrs Monica Josefina Borton & Partner  Purple and grey diabolo, purple sleeves and cap.
Mrs Morley,G Johnson,Newsells Park Stud  Yellow, black chevron, black sleeves, yellow stars, 
black cap, yellow star.
Mrs Morley,G Johnson,Newsells Park Stud (second colours)  Light blue, royal blue stars, halved 
sleeves, royal blue cap, light blue stars.
Mrs Morley,G Johnson,Newsells Park Stud (third colours)  Yellow, black hoop, black sleeves, 
yellow stars, yellow cap, black star.
Mrs Morley, R Penney & A Rix  Royal blue, pink sash and sleeves.
Mrs M Pinney, N Kent  Yellow, dark blue and yellow quartered cap.
Mrs M Rayner And Withyslade  Red, dark blue star and armlets, yellow cap.
Mr S & Mrs D Everard, A Smith & O Weeks  Light blue, dark blue star, sleeves and star on cap.
Mr S. M. Smith & Keith Hunter  Yellow, black disc, halved sleeves, black cap.
Mrs M Smith, Mrs R Rennie & Mrs M Smyth  Dark green, mauve stars, dark green sleeves and 
cap.
Mrs M. Trueman and Mr A O'Neill  Mauve, white diamond, quartered cap.
Mrs Muriel Forward & Dr G C Forward  Orange and pink (quartered), pink sleeves, orange cap.
Mrs M V Magnier M Buckley Mrs P Shanahan  Dark blue, white seams, striped sleeves, white cap.
Mrs MVMagnier Mrs JMagnier Mrs PShanahan  Dark blue, white seams, striped sleeves, white 
cap.

Mrs M Wynn-Williams and Mr D Neale  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, royal blue sleeves, white arm-
lets, yellow cap.
Mrs N. Turner & Mrs E. Fenton  Royal blue, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue star.
Mr S Oldroyd & Brian Ellison  Black and white diamonds.
Mrs Olivia Hoare & Mark Dixon  Red, purple spots, red sleeves and cap.
Mrs Olivia Hoare & Mark Dixon (second colours)  Crimson, silver braid.
Mrs Olivia Hoare & Mr J. M. Castle  Red, purple spots, red sleeves and cap.
Mrs Olivia Hoare & Mrs Paola Hewins  Red, purple spots, sleeves and cap.
Mrs Olivia Hoare & Mrs Paola Hewins (second colours)  Red, purple spots, red sleeves and cap.
Mrs Olivia Hoare & Mrs Paola Hewins (third colours)  Purple, grey cross belts, purple sleeves, 
grey stars.
Mrs Olivia Hoare & Simon de Zoete  Red, purple spots, red sleeves and cap.
Mrs P A Johnson & Mr C H Stephenson  Emerald green, red stars, white sleeves, white cap, red 
star.
Mrs Pamela Aitken & Mr Ian Anderson  Yellow, grey armlets, grey cap.
Mrs P Andrews, I Payne & Ms K Franklin  Emerald green, red star, white sleeves, red stars, red 
cap.
Mrs P Andrews, I Payne & Ms K Franklin (second colours)  Grey and maroon diamonds, grey 
sleeves.
Mrs Pao, Mr Stafford & Mr Tucker  Black and pink (quartered), black sleeves, pink armlets.
Mrs Pao, Mr Stafford & Mr Tucker (second colours)  Light blue, brown seams, brown and light 
blue striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Mrs Patricia Brown & Jo Davis  Brown, maroon hoops, brown sleeves.
Mrs Paul Shanahan 1  Royal blue, pink sash, light blue cap.
Mrs Paul Shanahan and Mr C.Conroy  Royal blue, pink sash, light blue cap.
Mrs Paul Shanahan & Partner  Royal blue, pink sash, light blue cap.
Mrs P Bridel, Mr C Marment, Mr C Church  White, black diamond, cuffs and cap.
MrsP Clark,MrsJ Stephen & MrsP M Stephen  Black, large red spots, red sleeves, black spots, red 
cap.
Mrs P Corbett & Mrs A Thomas  Buff, black sleeves and cap.
Mrs P. D. Gray and Mr H. J. P. Farr  Jade green, cream sash, royal blue and cream quartered cap.
Mr S. Pedersen & Mr Frank Reay  Yellow, light blue diamond and sleeves, light blue cap, yellow 
diamond.
Mr S. Pedersen & Mr Frank Reay (second colours)  White, red armlets, quartered cap.
Mr S Pegley & Mrs E Burke  Royal blue, red seams, red and royal blue striped sleeves, red cap, royal 
blue star.
Mr S Petty & Partner  Red, large black spots, halved sleeves and diamond on cap.
Mrs P Ffrench Davis & Mr D Ffrench Davis  Black, dark green hoops, dark green cap.
Mrs Philip Snow & Partners  Light blue, mauve epaulets, armlets and cap.
Mrs Philip Snow & Partners I  Light blue, mauve epaulets, armlets and cap.
Mr S. P. Hudson & Mr Brian Rothwell  Royal blue, pink chevron, diabolo on sleeves, royal blue cap, 
pink star.
Mrs P I Veenbaas & Partner  Orange, large emerald green spots and sleeves, striped cap.
Mrs P Shanahan and Deron Pearson  Royal blue, pink sash, light blue cap.
Mrs P Shanahan Mrs J Magnier MV Magnier  Royal blue, pink sash, light blue cap.
Mrs P Shanahan & Mrs M V Magnier  Royal blue, pink sash, light blue cap.
Mrs P Shanahan & Mr T Hyde  Yellow, black sash, black and red quartered cap.
Mrs P Shanahan, T E Hyde, Mrs T P Hyde  Royal blue, pink sash, light blue cap.
Mrs P Shaw & Miss J Du Plessis  Royal blue, white chevron, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Mrs P Toye & Partner  Yellow, brown star and sleeves.
Mrs P Toye & Partner (second colours)  Tangerine, royal blue collar, cuffs and cap.
Mrs Rachel Brodie & Mr Clive Bush  Dark blue, yellow disc, sleeves and cap.
Mrs Rachel Brodie & Mr John Brodie  Dark blue, red stripe, red and dark blue diabolo on sleeves, 
red cap.
Mrs R. A. Robson & Mrs L. Gander  Light blue, scarlet hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Mrs R. A. Robson & Mrs L. Gander (second colours)  Purple, white epaulets, hooped sleeves.
Mrs R Dawson R Jones & Owen Promotions  Dark blue, grey triple diamond.
Mrs R D Hodgson & Mr Eric Chapman  Yellow, royal blue sash, check cap.
Mrs Rebecca Philipps & John Troy  Dark blue, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
Mrs Rebecca Philipps & Partners  Dark blue, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
Mrs RF Johnson Houghton& Ascot Revellers  Royal blue and white diamonds, dark blue sleeves, 
white cap, dark blue diamond.
Mrs R. F. Johnson Houghton Partnership  Light blue, dark blue cross belts and sleeves, orange cap.
Mrs R. G. Hillen  Dark blue, pink epaulets, diabolo on sleeves.
Mrs R G Hillen and Partner  Dark blue, pink epaulets, diabolo on sleeves.
Mrs R.G. Hillen & Grove Stud  Dark blue, pink epaulets, diabolo on sleeves.
Mr S R Holt & Mrs B M Ayres  Dark blue and light blue stripes, light blue sleeves, quartered cap.
Mrs Rice, Mrs Johnson Houghton, Mr Blake  Pink, black epaulets, diabolo on sleeves and star on 
cap.
Mr S Rimmer & Partners  Dark blue, emerald green stripe and armlets, quartered cap.
Mrs Rita Baker & Mrs Rebecca McEntee  Mauve, large pink spots, mauve sleeves, pink spots, pink 
cap.
Mrs R. L. Banks & Mrs Nicky Kappler  Emerald green, yellow cross belts, hooped cap.
Mrs R L Heaton & High Moor 4  Royal blue, white sash and sleeves, pink cap.
Mrs R. L. Heaton & Miss K. Buckle  Royal blue, white sash and sleeves, pink cap.
Mrs R L Heaton & Mrs S. J. Beddis  Royal blue, white sash and sleeves, pink cap.
Mrs R. Lyon & Mr P. R. Chamings  Dark blue, yellow sleeves, dark blue stars, yellow cap,dark blue 
stars.
Mrs Robert Frosell and Mrs Andrew May  Emerald green, pink chevron, striped sleeves, pink cap.
Mrs Rosemary Luck & Mrs Deirdre Walker  Royal blue, white halved sleeves, red cap, royal blue 
star.
Mrs R Philipps and Mrs F Mahony  Dark blue, yellow armlets and cap.
Mrs R Rennie & Mrs M Smyth  Dark green, mauve stars, dark green sleeves and cap.
Mr S. R. Webb & Miss C. Soormally  White, red seams on sleeves.
Mr S R Whistance & Mr A J Williams  Green, black sleeves, black and white hooped cap.
Mr S R Whistance & Mr A J Williams (second colours)  Light blue, red triple diamond and sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Mrs Sally & Miss Isobel Noott  White, purple star and sleeves, purple cap, white star.
Mrs Sally & Miss Isobel Noott (second colours)  Maroon and white stripes, white sleeves, maroon 
cap.
Mrs Sarah Hamilton & Mr Chris Budgett  Light blue, yellow cross belts, yellow sleeves, light blue 
armlets, yellow cap.
Mrs Sarah Hamilton & Mr Chris Budgett 1  Light blue, yellow cross belts, yellow sleeves, light 
blue armlets, yellow cap.
Mrs Sarah Leslie & D McCain Jnr  Yellow, royal blue seams, grey sleeves, royal blue seams, pink 
cap.
Mrs Sarah Leslie & Mr D. McCain Jnr  Yellow, royal blue seams, grey sleeves, royal blue seams, 
pink cap.
Mrs Sarah Prior and Tim Syder  Purple, pink cross belts, pink and purple diabolo on sleeves, 
striped cap.
Mrs Sarah Wilkins & Mrs Deborah Wilkins  Dark green, red cross belts, red sleeves, dark green 
armlets, dark green and red check cap.
Mrs S Beddis & Mr R Lilley & Partners  Emerald green, black stars on sleeves, quartered cap.
Mrs S Bianco & Ms J Bianco  Purple, red hoop.
Mrs S Cunliffe-Lister and Mr S A Harris  Light blue, red epaulets, dark blue sleeves, red cap.
Mrs S D Ashford & Mr D B Holmes  Yellow, black seams, black sleeves, yellow seams, black cap.
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Mrs S D Ashford & Mr J G Williams  Yellow, black seams, black sleeves, yellow seams, black cap.
Mrs S.Frost, Mrs A.Hollis & Mr W.Kenny  Maroon, white seams, maroon sleeves, white spots and 
cap.
Mrs S Gray, Ian Gray & Mr J Whitworth  Emerald green, white cross belts, maroon sleeves and 
cap.
Mrs S Gray, I Gray & G McPherson  Emerald green, white cross belts, maroon sleeves and cap.
Mrs S Gray, Mr Ian Gray & Sara Moore  Emerald green, white cross belts, maroon sleeves and 
cap.
Mrs S. Gray, Mr I. Gray  Emerald green, white cross belts, maroon sleeves and cap.
Mrs Sharon C. Nelson  White, dark blue star, sleeves and cap.
Mrs Sheila Tucker & Partners  Purple, white triple diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Mrs Shelley Tucker Partnership  Red, black epaulets, halved sleeves.
Mrs S Hibbert and Mrs R Carr  White, dark blue chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap.
Mrs SJ Beddis and Steven Padgett  Emerald green, black stars on sleeves, quartered cap.
Mrs S. Lee and Mr E. Lee  Amber, vermilion cross belts, hooped cap.
Mrs S Magnier/M Tabor/M Jooste & D Smith  Emerald green, yellow stars, black sleeves and cap.
Mrs S Matthews & Mrs G Hazeldean  Sea green, white cross belts, white cap, green spots.
Mrs S Matthews & Mrs G Hazeldean (second colours)  Red, royal blue stars, diamonds on 
sleeves, white cap.
Mrs S M & Mr G A Newell  Blue and orange (quartered), blue and white striped cap.
Mrs S M Newell Mr T F Lacey  Blue & orange (quartered), blue and white striped cap.
Mrs S Neville, Mr M George & Mr G Moore  Brown and light green stripes, light green sleeves and 
cap.
Mrs S Neville, Mr M George & Mr N Roach  Brown and light green stripes, light green sleeves and 
cap.
Mrs S Nicholls Mrs R J Mitchell  Yellow, black braces and sleeves, black and yellow striped cap.
MrsS.N.J.Embiricos/MrS.N.J.Embiricos  Dark blue, light blue sleeves, dark blue cap, green and pink 
hoops.
Mrs S N J Embiricos & Ms A Embiricos  Dark blue, light blue sleeves, dark blue cap, green and pink 
hoops.
Mrs S N J Embiricos & Ms A Embiricos (second colours)  Navy blue, pink and green sash and 
hooped cap.
Mrs Sonia Rogers and Partner  Yellow, light blue spots, yellow sleeves, light blue cap.
Mrs S Roy, H Jenkins, L Quinn, M Ryan  Mauve, grey sash.
Mrs S Russell & A M Russell  Royal blue, yellow braces, sleeves and cap.
Mrs S Russell & A M Russell (second colours)  Yellow, black cross belts, orange sleeves and cap.
Mrs Stacey Townshend and J.S Goldie  Orange, black cross belts, black cap.
Mrs Stef Keniry & Partner  Black, red stripe, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Mrs S Tucker & Mr Ed McCormack  Purple, white triple diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Mrs Sue Armstrong & Partners  Dark blue, emerald green stripe, dark blue and yellow halved 
sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow diamonds.
Mrs Sue Welch & Alan King  Emerald green, red cross belts, striped sleeves, red cap.
Mrs Susan Ashford and Partner  Yellow, black seams, black sleeves, yellow seams, black cap.
Mrs Susan Bunney & Mr Peter Taplin  Emerald green, yellow star, yellow sleeves, emerald green 
stars, yellow cap, emerald green star.
Mrs Susan Fox and Mr D. W. Fox  Yellow and black (quartered), diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap, 
black star.
Mrs Susan Fox and Mr D. W. Fox (second colours)  Light green, yellow inverted triangle, yellow 
sleeves, red diamonds and cap.
Mrs Susan Neville & Mr Mike George  Brown and light green stripes, light green sleeves and cap.
Mrs Susan Roy & Mr N M Watts  Mauve, grey sash.
Mrs Susan Roy & Mr N M Watts (second colours)  Dark blue, red seams, dark blue sleeves, red 
spots, red cap.
Mrs Susan Roy & Partner  Mauve.
Mrs Susan Roy & Partner (second colours)  Mauve, grey sash.
Mrs Susan Roy, P Makin & Mr N Watts  Mauve, grey sash.
Mrs Susan Roy, P Makin & Mr N Watts (second colours)  Dark blue, white chevron, red sleeves 
and cap.
Mrs Susan Roy, P Makin & Mr N Watts (third colours)  Dark blue, red seams, dark blue sleeves, 
red spots, red cap.
Mrs Suzanne Kirkup & Mr Kevin Kirkup  Red, black seams, black and white striped sleeves and 
cap.
Mrs Suzanne Kirkup Mr Michael Dods  Red, black seams, black and white striped sleeves and cap.
Mrs Suzanne Williams & Partner  Mauve, yellow triple diamond and sleeves.
Mrs Suzy Brown & Mr Peter R Brown  Dark blue and light blue check, dark blue sleeves, light blue 
armlets, dark blue cap.
Mrs S. V. Milner & Marcus Rees  Red and purple diabolo, halved sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Mrs Swinburn,Mr Read,Mr Gough & Partner  Light blue, black and light blue striped sleeves and 
cap.
Mrs T. Blackett  Yellow, black hoop, black and yellow diabolo on sleeves.
Mrs T Brudenell, D Davidson, Chris Fahy  Mazarine blue, silver braid and tassel on black cap.
Mrs T Brudenell & Mr D Davidson  Mazarine blue, silver braid and tassel on black cap.
Mrs T Brudenell & Mrs Dale  Mazarine blue, silver braid and tassel on black cap.
Mrs T Burns and Mr M Dods  Red, yellow stars, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow stars.
Mrs T Burns & Emma Evans  Pink, black chevron, pink sleeves, black spots, pink cap, black 
diamond.
Mrs T Burns & J S Moore  Red, yellow stars, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow stars.
Mrs T Burns, Mr M D Pearson and M Dods  Red, yellow stars, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, 
yellow stars.
Mrs T Burns & Partner  Red, yellow stars, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow stars.
Mrs T Burns & Partners  Red, yellow stars, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow stars.
MrsT.Channing-Williams/MrM.D.I.Usher  White, black sash and armlets, mauve cap, black stars.
Mr Stephen Tucker & Mr Keith Mcintosh  Black, light blue seams and armlets.
Mr Stephen Tucker & Mr Tony O'Flynn  Light blue, brown seams, brown and light blue striped 
sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr Steve Ashley & Mr Gary Pettit  Maroon and light blue (quartered), checked sleeves.
Mr Steve Hull & Mrs Linda Folwell  Purple, grey star.
Mr Steve Jakes & Mrs R L McEntee  Red, white stripe, red sleeves, white spots and cap.
Mr Steve Lock & Mrs E Burke  Grey, yellow star, white sleeves, yellow stars, white cap, yellow star.
Mr Steven Ryan & Mr Neil Smillie  Beige, yellow diamond.
Mr Steve Robinson & Miss Heather Best  Red, black hoops, black and red check sleeves, black 
cap.
Mr Steve Ryan & Mr M J Tedham  Yellow, dark blue triple diamond and armlets.
Mr Steve Ryan & Mr M J Tedham (second colours)  Beige, yellow diamond.
Mr Stewart A Lewis Racing  Black, white star and sleeves, white cap, black star.
Mr Stewart Raines & Partner  Orange, white chevron.
Mrs Theresa Burns & Partner  Red, yellow stars, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow stars.
Mrs Thompson Mrs Allen Adams & Cranston  Dark blue, emerald green chevrons and sleeves, 
emerald green and dark blue hooped cap.
Mrs T Lillingston & Mr R Pegum  Dark green, royal blue armlets.
Mrs Toni James & Mrs Ann Trotman  Pink, light blue hoops and armlets.
Mrs Tracy Turner & E A Brook  Red, white spots, white sleeves, red seams, red and white striped 
cap.
Mrs T. Squarey & Mrs M. Doyle  Dark blue, grey diamond.
Mr Stuart Dobb & Miss Kate Dobb  Dark blue, grey star and armlets, hooped cap.
Mr Stuart Graham & Gallop Racing  Black, beige seams, black sleeves, beige spots, black cap.

Mr Stuart Graham & Gallop Racing (second colours)  Emerald green, white hoops, white sleeves, 
emerald green diamonds, white cap, emerald green diamond.
Mr Stuart Graham & Partner  Black, beige seams, black sleeves, beige spots, black cap.
Mr Stuart Mercer and Mr John Gent  Black, white hoops and sleeves.
Mr Stuart Mercer and Mr John Gent (second colours)  Yellow, dark blue chevrons, yellow sleeves 
and cap.
Mr Stuart M Mercer and Mr Simon Mercer  Black, white hoops and sleeves.
Mr Stuart Morgan & Partner  Purple and orange (quartered), checked sleeves, purple cap.
Mr Stuart & Simon Mercer & D E Pipe  Black, white hoops and sleeves.
Mr Stuart & Simon Mercer & John Gent  Black, white hoops and sleeves, hooped cap.
Mr Stuart & Simon Mercer & John Gent (second colours)  Yellow, dark blue chevrons, yellow 
sleeves and cap.
Mr Stuart Stanley and Mr Adam Lucock  Purple, yellow star, armlets and stars on cap.
MR STUART WILLIAMS & MR J W PARRY  White, dark blue stripe, light blue sleeves, dark blue 
stars, light blue cap, dark blue star.
Mrs V Akehurst & Mr J Fletcher  Beige, purple cross of lorraine and diamond on cap.
Mrs Van Geest & Mrs Kelvin Hughes  Grey, white epaulets, dark blue cap, yellow star.
Mrs Veronica Bullard & Mrs Wendy Jenkins  Red, black spots, emerald green sleeves, black cap.
Mrs V Hubbard & Mr K T Ivory  Yellow and white stripes, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Mrs Virginia Finegold and Richard Milner  Pink, black epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Mrs V. W. Jones & Mr B. P. Jones  Royal blue, white stars, halved sleeves, white cap, royal blue stars.
Mrs V. W. Jones & Mr B. P. Jones (second colours)  Red, mauve chevrons, red sleeves and cap.
Mr S W Banks & Mr Mark Windsor  Dark blue, grey epaulets, diabolo on sleeves.
Mrs Wendy Jarrett & J S Moore  Dark blue, light blue hoops, diabolo on sleeves.
Mrs Wendy Jarrett & Mrs Sara Moore  Dark blue, light blue hoops, diabolo on sleeves.
Mrs Wendy O'Leary & J S Moore  White, maroon star, armlets and star on cap.
Mrs Wendy Wesley, Mr Nick Kent  Grey, maroon seams, maroon sleeves, grey seams, grey cap, 
maroon star.
Mrs W Watson & Emily Scott  Brown, light blue sleeves, brown stars, light blue cap.
Mrs Y Mee and Mrs E Whitaker  Pink, black star, sleeves and cap.
Mr T. A. F. Frost & Mr M. W. Easterby  Red, white hooped sleeves.
Mr T A Frost & Mr H Candy  Red, white hooped sleeves.
Mr T. A. Scothern & Mrs S. J. Beddis  White, brown braces, orange cap.
Mr T. A. Scothern & Partner  White, brown braces, amber cap.
Mr T D Rootes & Mr O F Waller  Light blue and maroon (halved), maroon cap.
Mr T Dykes & Mrs G Buchanan  Purple, white sleeves, black armlets, hooped cap.
Mr T Elliott & Mr P Cunningham  White, grey sleeves, black stars, black cap.
Mr Terry Moses & Mr Michael Moses  Purple, yellow chevron, yellow sleeves, purple armlets, 
purple cap, yellow star.
Mr Terry Warner & Mr B. J. Llewellyn  Yellow, black chevron, check cap.
Mr Terry Warner & The McNeill Family  Yellow, black chevron, check cap.
Mr Terry Warner & The McNeill Family (second colours)  Royal blue, white hoops, maroon 
sleeves and cap.
Mr T.Eyre & Mr P.Watson  Dark blue, yellow hoops, chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
Mr T Fearn 1  White, black spots, black sleeves, white armlets, black cap.
Mr T. G. & Mrs M. E. Holdcroft  White, dark blue epaulets, dark blue and white halved sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Mr T. H. Chadney & Partner  Dark blue, white seams, white sleeves, dark blue seams, dark blue 
cap.
Mr T Hirschfeld & Mr S Piper  Pink, dark green epaulets and star on cap.
Mr T Hyde and Mr David Graham  Yellow, black sash, black and red quartered cap.
Mr T. Hywel Jones  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, light green sleeves, red cap.
Mr Tim Dykes & Hope Eden Racing ltd  White, red braces, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Mr Tim Dykes & Mrs E Burke  Purple, white sleeves, black armlets, hooped cap.
Mr Tim Dykes, Mrs G Buchanan & E Burke  Purple, white sleeves, black armlets, hooped cap.
Mr Timothy O'Gram & Mr L. C. Sigsworth  Royal blue, yellow hoops and sleeves, yellow cap, royal 
blue star.
Mr Timothy O'Gram & Partner  Royal blue, yellow hoops and sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue star.
Mr Timothy Pearson & Mr Sylvester Kirk  Royal blue, large yellow spots, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
spots, royal blue cap, yellow spots.
Mr T Ingham & Partner  Royal blue, light blue and royal blue hooped sleeves.
Mr T Jacobs,Mr J E Harley,Mr A Foreman  Red, emerald green epaulets and armlets.
Mr T. J. & Mrs H. Parrott  Royal blue, yellow hoop, dark blue sleeves, royal blue and yellow 
quartered cap.
Mr T Leslie and Mr N Sutton  Yellow, royal blue seams, grey sleeves, royal blue seams, royal blue 
cap.
Mr T. L. Gibson & Mr D. Mathias  Maroon, white sash, white cap, maroon diamond.
Mr T M Jones & Mr P Thompson  White, black stars, black cap, white star.
Mr T Morley & Mr G Johnson  Light blue, royal blue stars, halved sleeves, royal blue cap, light blue 
stars.
Mr T Morley & Mr G Johnson (second colours)  Orange and purple (quartered), emerald green 
sleeves and cap.
Mr T O'Gram, Mrs P Moll & Mr R Marshall  Royal blue, yellow hoops and sleeves, yellow cap, 
royal blue star.
Mr Tom Ford & Mr C P Magnier  Orange, dark blue chevrons and armlets, hooped cap.
Mr Tom Ford & Partner  Orange, dark blue chevrons and armlets, hooped cap.
Mr Tommy Ware & Mr Bob Pettett  Pink, black triple diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Mr Tom Vaughan & Sara Moore  Dark green, orange diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Mr Tony K Singh & Mr S Doocey  White, red sleeves, light blue stars, red cap, light blue star.
Mr Tony Saye & Mr Tony Maddison  White, red diamond and armlets, red and white striped cap.
Mr T. P. McMahon and Mr D. McMahon  Red, yellow stars, red sleeves, royal blue stars, red cap, 
yellow star.
Mr T Radford  Dark green, maroon stars, maroon cap.
Mr T Radford & Partner  Dark green, maroon stars, maroon cap.
Mr Trevor Stewart & Mr Robert Donworth  Grey, yellow hoops, striped sleeves, yellow cap, grey 
star.
Mr T Scothern Racing  White, brown braces, orange cap.
Mr T. S. Ingham & Mrs Liz Ingham  Royal blue, light blue and royal blue hooped sleeves.
Mr Tugay Akman & Mr John B Williams  Maroon, yellow star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Mr Tugay Akman & Ms I.D. Heerowa  Maroon, yellow star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Mr Tugay Akman & Ms I.D. Heerowa (second colours)  Red, orange epaulets.
Mr T W Moore & Mrs Wendy Moore  Light blue, chocolate sash.
Mr T W Morley & Lordship Stud  Dark blue and pink stripes, pink sleeves and cap.
Mr T W Morley & Lordship Stud (second colours)  Orange and purple (quartered), emerald green 
sleeves and cap.
Mr T W Morley & Partner  Orange and purple (quartered), emerald green sleeves and cap.
M Russell & D Monteith  Dark blue, red hoops, striped sleeves, black cap.
Mr V I Araci & Partners  Black, white chevron, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, white star.
Mr V R Vyner-Brooks, Mr K Bowron  Red, light blue cross of lorraine and armlets, white cap.
Mr V R Vyner-Brooks, Mr K Bowron (second colours)  Grey and pink stripes, black and grey 
chevrons on sleeves, black and pink hooped cap.
Mr Wayne Brackstone, Mr Steve Whitear  Emerald green, red triple diamond, striped sleeves and 
star on cap.
Mr Wayne Hawkes & Brian Ellison  Maroon, black star, black and maroon quartered cap.
Mr Wayne Hawkes & Brian Ellison (second colours)  Dark green and orange (quartered), white 
sleeves and cap.
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Mr W. Bavill & Mr D. Bavill  Brown, beige sash, sleeves and cap.
Mr W Carson, Miss E Asprey, Mr C Wright  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
Mr W. Clifford, Mr D. Rolfe, Mr D. Price  Red, yellow sash, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Mr W Clifford & Mr P D Evans  Red, yellow sash, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Mr W Corrigan & Mr R W J Willcox  White, orange sash, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr W D & Mrs D A Glover  Purple, mauve stars, purple sleeves.
Mr W. E. A. Fox & Mr R. L. W. Frisby  Royal blue, red stripe, yellow sleeves and cap.
Mr W. E. Enticknap/Mr Stuart C. Williams  Yellow, black cross belts and sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr W E Enticknap & Partner  Yellow, black cross belts and sleeves, black and yellow quartered cap.
Mr W Enticknap & Mr B Ralph  Yellow, black cross belts and sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr W Fisher, Mr R Gray & Partners  White, maroon stars, striped sleeves and stars on cap.
Mr W Frewen, Mrs R White & DRM  Red and white (quartered), black and white halved sleeves, 
black cap, white star.
Mr W H Carson and Partner  Purple, white sleeves, purple and white check cap.
Mr W H Eastwood and Mr N Kent  Pink, black cross of lorraine, striped sleeves, pink cap, grey star.
Mr Willie Scott & Mr Peter J S Russell  Purple, white stars, sleeves and star on cap.
Mr Will & Mrs Sarah Davies  Orange, large light blue spots, sleeves and cap.
Mr Wilson Graham & Mr J Ewart  Dark blue, pink triple diamond, armlets and diamonds on cap.
Mr W J E Scott & Mrs M A Scott  Mauve, white stars, white sleeves, mauve stars.
Mr W. J. Evans  Dark blue, light blue sleeves, quartered cap.
Mr W. M. Johnstone & Mr J. S. Goldie  Yellow, dark blue stars, halved sleeves.
Mr W. P. Drew & Partner  Light blue, white inverted triangle.
Mr W. Prosser & Star Pointe Ltd  Royal blue, white disc, white sleeves, black stars, royal blue cap, 
black star.
Mr W Twiston Davies & Partner  Black, yellow epaulets, white sleeves, black cap, yellow star.
Ms A A Yap & Mr F Ma  Pink, royal blue braces.
Ms A. Plumbridge and Mr P. Darling  Maroon, pink armlets.
Ms A Quinn & Partners  Dark blue, beige seams, dark blue sleeves, beige stars, dark blue cap, beige 
star.
M&S Beaumont,North,O'Farrell & Saunders  Light blue, white epaulets, white sleeves, light blue 
armlets.
M S Borders Racing Club & Mr D Elsworth  Black, orange diamond, white sleeves, black cap, 
orange star.
M Scaife & R A Fahey  Black, white seams, black sleeves, white stars, black cap.
Ms C Hart & Curtis & Williams Bloodstock  White, orange seams, orange sleeves, white stars, 
white cap, orange star.
Ms Christine Thomas & Mr Jim Hoyland  Pink, royal blue stars, royal blue cap, pink star.
M & S Clarke  Maroon, yellow diamond, chevrons on sleeves, maroon cap, yellow diamond.
Ms Delaney, Mr Black & Middleham Park L  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Ms Emma Banks & Mr John O'Connor  Purple, orange stars, emerald green sleeves, purple armlets, 
orange cap.
Ms F A O'Sullivan & Mr Chris Dillon  Purple and white stripes, chevrons on sleeves.
Ms F A O'Sullivan & Mr Chris Dillon (second colours)  Black, royal blue hoops, dark blue and light 
blue striped sleeves, black and light blue striped cap.
Ms F.A. O'Sullivan & Mr D G Edmonston  Purple and white stripes, chevrons on sleeves.
Ms F.A. O'Sullivan & Mr D G Edmonston (second colours)  Yellow, purple triple diamond, purple 
and yellow diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap, purple diamond.
Ms. F. Gaskell and Mr. J. Frost  Black, orange hoop, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Ms G Kelleway & Mr R Mortlock  White and royal blue diamonds, pink sleeves, royal blue cap, pink 
diamond, white pom pom.
Ms Helian Jianru & Mr Yin Yue  Black, yellow hoop, sleeves and cap.
M Sherwood J Rymer R Farnham C Rymer  Maroon and white diabolo, white sleeves, quartered 
cap.
M Sherwood, N Morris & J Turner  Maroon and white diabolo, white sleeves, quartered cap.
M Sherwood, N Morris & R Curtis  Maroon and white diabolo, white sleeves, quartered cap.
M Sherwood, S Gammond & G Costelloe  Royal blue and yellow check, royal blue sleeves, yellow 
spots, royal blue cap.
The M. Shones  Red, white sleeves, red and grey quartered cap.
Ms ID Heerowa & Clan Burns  Red, orange epaulets.
Ms ID Heerowa & Clan Burns (second colours)  Maroon, pink triple diamond, pink and maroon 
chevrons on sleeves, pink cap, maroon diamond.
Ms I. D. Heerowa David Spratt  Dark green, white stripe, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Ms ID Heerowa & Mr D Hassan  Red, orange epaulets.
M Sinclair & Partner  White, grey armlets.
Ms Judy Yap & Ms Salina Yang  Pink, royal blue braces.
Ms K Gough Mr R Wilmot-Smith Mr K Ghaly  Purple, yellow cross belts, chevrons on sleeves.
Ms K. Neill & Mr W. Mackey  White, dark green star, red sleeves, black stars, red cap, black star.
Ms M Austerfield & The 8 Amigos  Orange, light blue disc, light blue sleeves, orange spots and 
spots on cap.
Ms Mejia & Mrs Lynne Bodman  Royal blue, mauve sash and spots on cap.
M Smyth S Burns D Studholme & T Flaherty  Light blue, dark blue stars, light blue cap, dark blue 
star.
Ms Rachel Hood & Mrs Rita Gallagher  Dark blue, white sash and sleeves, quartered cap.
Ms S A Booth & Partner  Emerald green, royal blue star and sleeves, royal blue cap, emerald green 
star.
MS SARA HATTERSLEY AND MISS TRACEY MANN  Pink, purple disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Ms Sara Hattersley  & Mr C H McGhie  Pink, purple disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Ms Sherene Ure & Partners  Light blue, white star, light blue sleeves, white stars, light blue cap, 
white star.
Ms S Howell and Partner  White, black cross belts, yellow sleeves and cap.
Ms S. Howell and Partner 1  White, black cross belts, yellow sleeves and cap.
Ms S Howell & Mrs Heather Oliver  Yellow, black diamond, black sleeves, yellow stars.
Ms S Snell and Mr S Dow  Black, emerald green seams, black sleeves, emerald green stars, emerald 
green cap.
Ms S Snell and Mr S Dow (second colours)  Black, grey armlets.
Ms Thorley, Mrs Wills, Mrs McCallister  Maroon and purple diabolo, purple sleeves, maroon stars, 
purple cap, maroon star.
M. St Quinton/ C. Hellyer/ M. Strong  Pink and yellow diamonds, yellow sleeves and cap.
M Swinburn & Exors Late Walter Swinburn  Light blue, black stripe, black and light blue striped 
sleeves.
Ms Y Featherstone and Mrs M Mulhall  Black, pink triple diamond, black sleeves, pink spots, white 
cap, pink spots.
Ms Yvonne Featherstone & Carl Chapman  Black, pink triple diamond, black sleeves, pink spots, 
white cap, pink spots.
Ms Yvonne Lowe & Paul J Dixon  Royal blue, pink chevrons, royal blue cap.
M Tabor & Rachel Hood  Royal blue, orange disc, striped sleeves and cap.
M.T.Bevan,RolyLuard,M.D.W.Morrison  Lime green, black hooped cap.
Mt Brilliant Farm, Mrs J Magnier,M Tabor  Blue, cream star, cream cap.
Mt. Brilliant Farm & Ranch, LLC  Blue, cream star, cream cap.
M T Buckley, B M R Haslam  Black and emerald green check, red sleeves and cap.
MT Buckley & Brough Farm Racing Partners  Black and emerald green check, red sleeves and 
cap.
Mt Hallowell Stud  Yellow, purple star, yellow sleeves, white stars, purple cap.
M.T.Hughes & Charles Pogson  Emerald green and red (quartered), red sleeves, emerald green 
stars, red cap.

M. Tregoning & It's Better Than Fishing  Light blue and orange stripes, light blue cap, orange 
diamond.
MTV  Syndicate  Royal blue, white hoops, grey sleeves, royal blue and white quartered cap.
Mudge, Mr Edmund  White, black braces, black horse and jockey, red sleeves and cap.
Mugleston, Mr Graham  Maroon, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, maroon stars, maroon cap, yellow 
star.
Muinos, Mr A.  Yellow, emerald green diamond and diamond on cap.
Muir, Miss Grace  Emerald green, yellow epaulets, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Muir, Mr A. P.  Red and white diabolo, red sleeves and cap.
Muir, Mr A. W.  Royal blue, orange sash and sleeves, yellow cap.
Muir, Mr J.  Dark blue and yellow check.
Muir, Mrs J. M.  Dark blue and yellow diamonds, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap, dark 
blue diamonds.
Muir, Mr William  Royal blue and white (quartered), hooped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Muir, Mr W. R.  Red, yellow epaulets, armlets and cap.
Muir, Mr W. R. (second colours)  Dark green, yellow hooped sleeves, dark green cap, yellow star.
Muir Racing Partnership - Ayr  Red, yellow epaulets, armlets and cap.
Muir Racing Partnership - Bath  Red, yellow epaulets, armlets and cap.
Muir Racing Partnership - Doncaster  Red, yellow epaulets, armlets and cap.
Muir Racing Partnership - Epsom  Red, yellow epaulets, armlets and cap.
Muir Racing Partnership - Flemington  Red, yellow epaulets, armlets and cap.
Muir Racing Partnership - Leicester  Red, yellow epaulets, armlets and cap.
Muir Racing Partnership - Saint Cloud  Red, yellow epaulets, armlets and cap.
Muir Racing Partnership - Santa Anita  Red, yellow epaulets, armlets and cap.
Mula, Mr W. J.  Cerise, black spots, black sleeves, cerise spots.
Muldoon, Mr M.  White, orange stripe, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Mulhall, Mr Clive  Dark blue, pink stripe.
Mulhall, Mrs C. M.  Emerald green, yellow hoops, yellow and white hooped sleeves, white cap.
Mulhern, Mrs Eimear  Red, white question mark on back and front, red and white quartered cap.
Mulholland, Mr Brian  Royal blue, yellow hoop, yellow sleeves, royal blue spots, yellow cap.
Mulholland, Mr M.  Black, pink star, pink cap.
Mulholland, Mr Neil  Dark green, grey stripe.
Mullaney, Mr L. A.  Royal blue, light blue epaulets and armlets, red cap.
Mullaney, Mr L. A. (second colours)  Dark blue, beige stripe, checked sleeves and cap.
Mullen, Mrs Pat  Black, pink stars, black sleeves, black cap, pink star.
Mulligan, Mr M.  White, dark green hoops, dark green and white hooped cap.
Mullineaux, Mr Michael  Royal blue, red triple diamond, red and royal blue halved sleeves.
Mullineux, Mrs Helen  Mauve, dark green stars, white sleeves, dark green cap, mauve star.
Mullin, Mr Christopher  Grey, dark blue braces.
Mullins, Mr G. J.  Emerald green, red stripe.
Mullins, Mr Seamus  Yellow, green striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Mulryan, Mr L.  Yellow, red cross of lorraine, red sleeves, yellow armlets, emerald green cap.
Mulryan, Mr L. (second colours)  Light green, dark blue sleeves, light green armlets, dark blue cap.
Mulryan, Mrs Bernardine  Dark blue, yellow stripe, red cap.
Mulryan, Mr Sean  Dark blue, yellow stripe, check cap.
The Multifruit Syndicate  Purple, yellow star, yellow sleeves, purple armlets, purple cap, yellow star.
Multiple Sclerosis Borders Racing Club  Black, orange diamond, white sleeves, black cap, orange 
star.
Multiple Sclerosis Borders Racing Club 1  Black, orange diamond, white sleeves, black cap, orange 
star.
The Multi-Taskers  Purple, white triple diamond, white sleeves, purple armlets, white and grey 
striped cap.
The Multi-Taskers (second colours)  Black, red seams, red and black chevrons on sleeves, striped 
cap.
Mulvany, Mr Simon  Black, orange seams, chevrons on sleeves, black cap, orange star.
The Mumbo Jumbos  Purple, sea green hoops, sea green sleeves and cap.
Mums The Law Syndicate  Red, white stripe, white and red striped cap.
Munir, Mr S.  Emerald green, dark green sleeves, dark green and emerald green quartered cap.
Munnelly, Mr Phil  Light green, red diamond and sleeves, quartered cap.
Munroe, Mr James  Red, emerald green hoops, white and red diabolo on sleeves, red and emerald 
green quartered cap.
Munro, Mr Chris  Pink, dark blue sash.
Munro, Mr Robert  Dark green and red check, yellow sleeves and cap.
Munrowd, Miss S B  White, maroon stars, sleeves and cap.
Munrowd's Partnership  White, maroon stars, sleeves and cap.
Munro-Wilson, Mr Broderick  Brown, yellow spots, brown cap.
Murdoch, Mr W.  Royal blue, yellow chevrons on sleeves.
Murfitt, Mr C. J.  Purple, white diamond, armlets and cap.
Murfitt, Mr C. J. (second colours)  Purple, white triple diamond, white cap.
The Murhib Partnership  White, royal blue stars, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal blue cap.
Murph and the Magic Tones  Royal blue, red and gold quartered cap.
Murphy, Amy  Black and pink (quartered), black sleeves, pink stars, black cap.
Murphy, Amy (second colours)  Pink, beige epaulets, striped sleeves.
Murphy & Chantler  White, maroon star.
Murphy, Cooper & East  White and red stripes, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal blue cap, white 
stars.
Murphy, Cooper & East (second colours)  Yellow and dark blue diamonds, diabolo on sleeves, 
yellow cap, dark blue diamond.
Murphy, Mr Aiden  Yellow, brown sash, hooped sleeves and cap.
Murphy, Mr C.  Dark blue, white cross belts and armlets.
Murphy, Mr John  Purple, pink star, striped sleeves and stars on cap.
Murphy, Mr Justin  Purple, light blue seams, hooped sleeves and cap.
Murphy, Mr M.  Yellow and dark blue diamonds, diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap, dark blue diamond.
Murphy, Mr Paul  Purple and yellow diabolo, yellow sleeves and cap.
Murphy, Mr P. G.  White, maroon star.
Murphy, Mr Rory  Beige and dark green (quartered), beige sleeves, dark green armlets, beige cap.
Murphy, Mrs Anabel K.  Yellow, brown chevrons, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, brown star.
Murphy, Mrs Anabel K. (second colours)  Red, royal blue cross of lorraine, red sleeves, white 
armlets and star on red cap.
Murphy, Mrs Anabel K. (third colours)  Red, dark blue sleeves, white armlets and star on dark blue 
cap.
Murphy, Mrs Anabel K. (fourth colours)  Royal blue and red stripes, yellow and royal blue hooped 
cap.
Murphy, Mrs Eileen  White, purple diamond, white sleeves, purple spots and cap.
Murphy, Mr T. V. (L)  Red, white sleeves, dark blue cap.
Murphy, Ms J. J.  White, black star, chevrons on sleeves, white cap, black star.
Murphy, Ms P. A.  Dark blue, red diamonds on sleeves, dark blue cap, red diamond.
Murphy, Oliver Jack  Maroon, light blue spots on sleeves, check cap.
Murphy, Oliver Jack (second colours)  Light blue, white stars, white sleeves, light blue stars.
Murphy, Peter  White, yellow epaulets, dark blue and white hooped sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
Murphy's Law Partnership  Royal blue, white star, chevrons on sleeves, white cap, royal blue star.
Murray, G W  White, murray tartan sash, black cap.
Murray, Miss Pat  Orange, yellow star, orange sleeves, yellow stars.
Murray, Mr George  Black, red diamond, diamonds on sleeves, black cap, red diamond.
Murray, Mr George (second colours)  Light blue and white check, red sleeves, white cap.
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Murray, Mr Ian  Dark green, white chevrons, dark green sleeves, dark green cap, white star.
Murray, Mr John J.  Orange, black cross of lorraine, diamonds on sleeves, black cap.
Murray, Mr Liam  Red, yellow stars, hooped sleeves and stars on cap.
Murray, Mr R. M.  Grey, black star, armlets and star on cap.
Murray, Mrs A. M.  Dark green, red cross belts and sleeves, white cap.
Murray, Mr Stuart  White, royal blue disc, royal blue sleeves, white spots and cap.
Murray, Mr T.  Royal blue, white chevrons, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Murray-Obodynski,  R. A.  Red, white diamond, white sleeves, red stars, white cap.
Murray-Watson, Mrs T. (L)  Murray tartan, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Murrell, Mr Steve  Yellow, red hoops and armlets.
Murr & Green  Dark blue, orange stars, orange sleeves, dark blue stars, orange cap.
Murr & Green (second colours)  Red, white chevron, chevrons on sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
Murrills, Mr Steve  Yellow, brown diamond and sleeves.
Murr, Mr I.  Dark blue, orange stars, orange sleeves, dark blue stars, orange cap.
Murtagh, Mrs Sue  White, red diamond, white sleeves, light green armlets, light green cap, red 
diamond.
Musgrave, Major N. P. C  Royal blue, yellow hooped sleeves, black cap.
Musgrave, Mr J. C.  Pink, dark blue hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Musgrave, Mr Peter  Dark blue and beige diabolo, diamonds on sleeves, quartered cap.
The Music Makers  Purple, orange stars, emerald green sleeves, purple armlets, orange cap.
The Music Makers 2  Purple, orange stars, emerald green sleeves, purple armlets, orange cap.
The Musketeers  Dark blue and white diamonds.
The Musley Bank Partnership & Partner  Grey and black check, grey sleeves, black stars, black 
cap.
Musselburgh Lunch Club  Royal blue and yellow diamonds, white sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow 
diamond.
Musson, Mr R. D.  Black and white stripes, red cap.
Musson, Mrs Judy  Light blue, black chevron.
Musson, Mr W. J.  Grey, white armlets.
Mustafa, Mr Y.  Black, white braces, white and black chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Mustill, Mr Richard  Pink, dark blue stars, white sleeves, pink cap, dark blue star.
Mustoe & Lavelle  Black, black and pink check cap.
Mustoe & Lavelle (second colours)  White, red star, sleeves and cap.
Mustoe, Mr N.  Black, black and pink check cap.
Mutch , Bond and Murphy  Purple, white star, purple sleeves, white stars, purple cap, white star.
Mutch, Mrs S.  Purple, white star, purple sleeves, white stars, purple cap, white star.
The Mutineers  Yellow, dark green braces, striped sleeves and cap.
The Mutineers & Partner  Yellow, dark green braces, striped sleeves and cap.
Mutton & Lamb  Purple and emerald green diabolo, halved sleeves, purple and emerald green 
quartered cap.
Mutual Friends  Dark blue, orange chevrons, yellow cap.
Mutual Friends (second colours)  Purple, yellow epaulets, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
MV Magnier, Mrs P Shanahan, Mr M Buckley  White, black cap.
M Walker, G Kelleway  White and royal blue diamonds, pink sleeves, royal blue cap, pink diamond, 
white pom-pom.
M Walker, N Scandrett & Partners  Light green, light blue chevron, black and white check sleeves 
and cap.
M Warren J Holmes R Kidner & J Wright  Royal blue, pink star, armlets and cap.
M. Watkinson & Partner  Dark blue, yellow seams, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
M Wayne Rowles & Mr R. Grant  Light green, mauve seams, mauve cap.
M W Easterby Racing  Green, grey and lemon striped sleeves, maroon cap.
M W Easterby, T C Dewhirst & S Hull  Green, grey and lemon striped sleeves, maroon cap.
M Webber, M T Ward & Schiff Family  Light blue and emerald green (quartered), checked sleeves, 
light blue cap.
M. Wigham, G.D.J. Linder, S Hassiakos  Orange, white cross belts and sleeves, white cap, orange 
spots.
M Willcocks & V Williams  Light blue, black cross of lorraine, black cap.
M. Wilmshurst and Friends  Orange, dark blue sleeves, orange armlets.
M Wilmshurst,Mrs L Mann,N Attenborough  Orange, dark blue sleeves, orange armlets.
Myco, Miss Maria D.  Emerald green, emerald green and dark blue hooped sleeves.
Myddelton, Mr G. C.  Blue and silver (halved), blue sleeves, scarlet cap.
Myers, Dr D. S.  Black, mauve disc, armlets and cap.
Myers, Mr Cliff  Black, light blue hoop, white sleeves, black stars, light blue cap.
My Left Foot Racing Syndicate  Black and emerald green diabolo, red cap, black spots.
My Meadowview LLC  Dark green and beige diabolo, beige sleeves, inverted dark green chevrons 
and cap.
My Racing Manager Friends  Black, red star, white and red striped sleeves, black cap, red star.
Mystery Partnership  Royal blue, yellow star, diamonds on sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Mystery Partnership (second colours)  Maroon and grey stripes, grey sleeves.
Mystic Band of Brothers  Purple, white chevron, emerald green and purple halved sleeves, emerald 
green cap.
Mystic Meg Limited  Purple, orange star, purple sleeves, orange stars, orange cap.
Mystic Meg Limited & Mr M. H. Tompkins  Purple, orange star, purple sleeves, orange stars, 
orange cap.
My Vein Clinic Syndicate  Black and red diamonds, red sleeves, quartered cap.
My Vein Clinic Syndicate 1  Black and red diamonds, red sleeves, quartered cap.

N
Nagle, Mrs David  Dark blue, light green seams, dark blue sleeves, emerald green cap.
Nagle, Mrs F. (L)    Rifle green, red cross belts, black velvet cap, silver tassel.
The Nags to Riches Partnership  White, grey stars, black sleeves, grey stars, black cap, grey star.
Nag's Wag Partnership  Light blue, pink cross belts, black cap.
N Allen & P Bowler  Yellow and emerald green diabolo, yellow cap.
The Nap Hand Partnership  Royal blue, yellow chevron, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, quartered 
cap.
The Napoleon Partnership  Emerald green and gold stripes.
Napthine, Mr Chris  Black, royal blue seams, black sleeves, white stars, black cap, white star.
The Narc Partnership  Royal blue, beige diamonds on sleeves, red cap.
N Arton, P Hebdon, R Taylor & Prtnr  Royal blue, large white spots.
Naser Buresli & P D Evans  Black, red hoop, black sleeves, red seams, red cap.
Nash, Bannister & Gardiner  Light blue, white diamond, white cap, light blue diamond.
Nash, Mr Chris  Light blue, white diamond, white cap, light blue diamond.
Nash, Mrs Catherine  Emerald green, red star, white and red halved sleeves, white cap, red star.
Nash, Mr Stewart  Maroon, dark blue diamond, hooped sleeves and cap.
Nash, Mr W. J. A.  Beige, light blue star, sleeves and star on cap.
Nash & Webb  Light blue, dark blue disc, yellow sleeves, white cap, light blue diamond.
NashWebbPaverVandenberghe&10Percenters  Light blue, white diamond, white cap, light blue 
diamond.
Nash, Webb & The 10 Percenters  Light blue, white diamond, white cap, light blue diamond.
Nasib, Mr Y.  Mauve, white halved sleeves.
Nason, Mrs Tracy  Emerald green, yellow braces, emerald green sleeves, yellow stars, emerald green 
cap, yellow star.
Nason, Mrs Tracy (second colours)  Red, white cross belts, dark blue sleeves, white cap.
Nass, Mr Fawzi Abdulla  Dark blue, yellow star, striped sleeves and cap.
Nass, Mr Fawzi Abdulla (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow star, striped sleeves, red cap.

Nass, Mr Fawzi Abdulla (third colours)  Dark blue, yellow star, striped sleeves, white cap.
Nass, Mr Harold  Red, white triple diamond, white and dark blue hooped sleeves, white and emerald 
green hooped cap.
Nathan, Mr P. G.  Primrose, violet hooped sleeves and cap.
Nathwani, Mr N.  Emerald green, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, emerald green stars, emerald green 
cap.
The National Stud  Red, royal blue hoops, red and white hooped sleeves, red cap.
Nature and Science Agriculture Limited  Black, light green star.
Nature and Science / P Winks  Black, light green star.
Naughton, Mr Paul  Royal blue, yellow triple diamond, white sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue 
diamond.
Naughton, Mrs A. M.  Black, white sash, red cap.
Nautical 5  Royal blue, yellow hoops, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Nautilus Financial Planning  Yellow and black (quartered), yellow sleeves.
Nautilus, Mennell, Logan and Partner  Yellow and black (quartered), yellow sleeves.
Naylor, Dr J. R. J.  Yellow, black hoops, yellow sleeves, black stars, quartered cap.
Naylor, Dr J. R. J. (second colours)  Black, yellow chevron, red sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
Naylor-Leyland, Miss Virginia  Primrose, cherry cross belts and cap.
Naylor-Leyland, Sir P. V.  Dark green, black cap.
Naylor, Mr Irvin S.  Emerald green, orange chevron, quartered cap.
Naylor, Mr J. P.  Purple, yellow disc.
Naylor, Mr R.  Red, royal blue armlets, check cap.
Naylor, Mr R. C.  Lilac, primrose cross belts and sleeves, lilac cap.
Naylor, Mrs Harriet  Sky blue, purple cap.
N Bannister, R Michaelson & R Laurie  Dark blue, lilac sleeves, lilac and white quartered cap.
N Bashir, N Dearman & R Ridout  Black, white star, chevrons on sleeves, black cap, white star.
N Bashir, N Dearman, R Ridout & Partner  Black, white star, chevrons on sleeves, black cap, 
white star.
NB & M&M Racing  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
N Browne,I Boyce, S Frosell & S Richards  Light blue, yellow sash, brown sleeves.
N Browne,I Boyce, S Frosell & S Richards  Yellow, emerald green disc and sleeves, pink cap.
N Browne,I Boyce, S Frosell & S Richards (second colours)  Emerald green, pink striped sleeves, 
pink cap.
N Browne,I Boyce, S Frosell & S Richards (third colours)  Light blue, yellow sash, brown sleeves.
N Browne,I Boyce, S Frosell & S Richards (fourth colours)  Dark blue, emerald green stars, 
emerald green cap, dark blue stars.
N Browne,P McNamara,J Napier,J Powell  Light blue, yellow sash, brown sleeves.
N Bycroft & Partners  Dark blue, yellow cross belts, red sleeves and cap.
N D Crummack & D Lumley  Royal blue and pink stripes, royal blue sleeves and cap.
N D Crummack Ltd  Purple, pink star, light blue sleeves, purple cap, pink star.
N D Crummack Ltd & A Rhodes and Partner  Dark blue, white triple diamond, white cap.
N D Crummack Ltd & Mr Arthur Rhodes  Dark blue, white triple diamond, white cap.
N D Crummack & The Roses Partnership  White, red epaulets, white sleeves, red spots and cap.
Neale, Mr D.  Black and white stripes, black sleeves, white armlets.
Neale, Mrs Virginia  Maroon, royal blue and white hooped sleeves, royal blue cap, white spots.
Neal, Mr Peter H.  Black and orange (halved), sleeves reversed, black cap.
The Neardowners  Royal blue, red sleeves, white stars, red cap.
Nearest Green Partners  Pink, red sleeves, pink armlets, red cap.
Neaves, Mr B.  Maroon and yellow (halved), yellow sleeves, emerald green armlets, emerald green 
cap.
Neaves, Mr Robert A.  Light blue, brown hollow box, gold sleeves and cap.
Ne-Chance  Black, emerald green inverted triangle, white cap.
NE Chance and Partner III  Black, emerald green inverted triangle, white cap.
Ne-Chance & Loughnane  Black, emerald green inverted triangle, white cap.
Ne-Chance & Mr L O' Kane  Black, emerald green inverted triangle, white cap.
NE Chance & Partner1  Black, emerald green inverted triangle, white cap.
Ne-Chance Racing & Dixon  Black, emerald green inverted triangle, white cap.
Nedas, Mrs Susanne  Peacock blue and black (halved), silver sleeves and quartered cap.
Needham, Miss Joanna  Pink and maroon diamonds, pink sleeves, maroon armlets, pink cap.
Needham, Mr J. L.  Pink and maroon diamonds, pink sleeves and cap.
Needham, Mr K. M.  Emerald green, dark blue hoop, dark blue sleeves, emerald green armlets, dark 
blue cap.
Ne'er Do Wells V  Black, pink star, pink sleeves, black stars, pink cap.
Ne'er Do Wells VI  Black, pink star, pink sleeves, black stars, pink cap.
Neil Budden & Daisy Hitchins  Royal blue, white stripe, checked sleeves, white cap, royal blue star.
Neild, Mr J. D.  Royal blue, red star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Neil Grantham & David Bichan  Emerald green, purple star, purple and emerald green halved 
sleeves, purple cap, emerald green star.
Neil Greig - Osborne House  Black, yellow braces, yellow sleeves, black armlets and star on yellow 
cap.
Neil Greig - Osborne House  Black, yellow braces, yellow sleeves, black armlets and star on yellow 
cap.
Neil & Jane Maltby  Orange, emerald green cross of lorraine, sleeves and star on cap.
Neil King, Brian Bell & Tim Messom  Yellow, dark blue chevron, yellow sleeves, dark blue stars, 
yellow cap, dark blue star.
Neill, Mr Terry  White, large red spots and armlets, red and white quartered cap.
Neill, Ms K.  White, dark green star, red sleeves, black stars, red cap, black star.
Neil Mulholland Racing Club  Light blue, red chevrons, yellow sleeves and cap.
Neil Mulholland Racing Ltd  Dark green, grey stripe.
Neil & Simon Racing Partners  Dark green, red hoop, dark green sleeves, red spots, red cap.
Neil Simpson & Sylvester Kirk  Grey, brown sleeves and cap.
Neilson, Mr H. W. (L)  Black, plum sleeves, white cap.
Neil & Susie Dalgren  Yellow, black sash, orange cap, royal blue spots.
Nellis, Mr J. W.  Light green, black chevron, chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Nellis, Mrs J.  Orange, black spots, black sleeves, orange spots, white cap.
Nelmes, Mr K. A.  Dark blue, light blue inverted triangle, quartered cap.
Nelmes, Mrs K.  Orange and white (quartered), white and orange halved sleeves, white and orange 
quartered cap.
Nelmes, Mrs Ruth  Red, black sash, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Nelson, Bovington, Taylor, Delarocha  White, dark blue star, sleeves and cap.
Nelson, Mr A. S.  Dark green, red sleeves, black armlets, black cap.
Nelson, Mr James  Dark green, yellow hoop and armlets, black cap.
Nelson, Mrs Sharon C.  White, dark blue star, sleeves and cap.
The Nelson Racing Partnership  Dark green, yellow hoop, hooped sleeves, black cap.
Neo, Mr E.  Red, pink and yellow chevrons on sleeves, royal blue cap.
Neo, Mr E. (second colours)  Royal blue, pink and yellow chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
NE1 Racing Club  Orange and black diamonds, black and orange halved sleeves, orange cap.
Neri, Prof Paolo  White, black chevrons, pink sleeves and cap.
Nerves of Steel partnership  Red, white braces, red sleeves, white stars and cap.
Nesbitt, Mr John  Purple, white cross belts, mauve sleeves, white cap.
Nesbitt, Mrs John  Purple, white cross belts, mauve sleeves and cap.
Nesfield, Mr C. V. (L)  Light blue, brown stars and sleeves, light blue cap.
Nesham, Mrs Jane  Emerald green and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves.
Nesnas, Mr George  Purple, yellow seams, red sleeves, black cap, yellow star.
Nesnas, Mr Sammy  Emerald green, yellow hoops, chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Nesser, Miss A.  Pink, white star, armlets and cap.
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Netherfield House Stud  Brown, silver briad, white cap.
Netherthorpe, Mr James  Emerald green, red seams, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Nettlefold, Mr Julian  Dark blue, white diamond, red sleeves and cap.
Nettley, Mr B.  Black, red cross of lorraine, red cap.
Network Racing  White, red chevron, red and white chevrons on sleeves, emerald green cap.
Never forgotten  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, royal blue and yellow halved sleeves, red cap, yellow 
spots.
Never Say Die Partnership  Black and orange (quartered), white sleeves, black cap.
Never Say Die Partnership (second colours)  Royal blue, pink diamond, striped sleeves, pink cap.
The Never Say No Racing Club  Grey, black cross of lorraine, pink cap.
Never So Bold  Emerald green, white spots on sleeves, orange cap.
Never So Bold - Aquino  Light blue and white stripes, hooped cap.
Never so Bold & Sohi  Red, large white spots, black cap.
Neville, Mr J.  Pink, maroon braces, pink sleeves, maroon stars, pink cap, maroon star.
Neville Statham & Family  White, black braces, black sleeves, white stars, black cap, white star.
Nevill, Ld. Rupert (L)  Scarlet, white cross belts, sleeves and cap.
Nevin, Mr A.  Black, white chevron, sleeves and diamond on cap.
The New Agenda Syndicate  Dark green, orange diamond, diamonds on sleeves, dark green cap, 
orange diamond.
New Approach Racing Limited  Purple and pink diamonds, pink sleeves, purple diamonds, purple 
cap.
Newbold, Mr Richard  Emerald green, black epaulets, white and royal blue striped sleeves, royal 
blue and white striped cap.
Newbould, Mr Mike  Black, white cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Newby, Mr Ray  Purple, orange cross belts, hooped sleeves.
Newbyth Stud  Grey, pink spots, grey sleeves.
The New Century Partnership  Royal blue, orange seams, royal blue sleeves, orange cap.
Newcombe, Mr A. G.  Dark green, emerald green epaulets.
Newcombe, Mr A. G. (second colours)  Black, mauve epaulets.
Newcombe, Mr A. G. (third colours)  Grey, dark blue epaulets.
Newcombe, Mr A. G. (fourth colours)  Mauve, white epaulets.
Newcombe, Mr A. G. (fifth colours)  Orange, yellow epaulets.
Newcombe, Mr A. G. (sixth colours)  Mauve, pink epaulets.
New Confidence Partnership  Maroon, royal blue braces, sleeves and cap.
Newell, Mr P.  Brown and light blue (halved), sleeves reversed, emerald green and yellow striped cap.
Newell, Mrs S. M.  Blue & orange (quartered), blue and white striped cap.
Newett Mcardle Alfa Site KK BWK  Dark green, white star, white sleeves, dark green stars, white 
cap, dark green star.
Newett, Mrs Jane  White, dark blue triple diamond, dark blue and white diabolo on sleeves, white 
cap, dark blue diamond.
Newett, Mrs Jane (second colours)  Maroon, beige sleeves, maroon stars, beige cap.
Newgate Stud Limited  Aquamarine.
Newgate Stud Limited (second colours)  Dark green.
Newgate Stud Limited (third colours)  Dark green, yellow armlets.
New Gold Dream  Red, royal blue hoops, royal blue sleeves, black armlets, red and royal blue striped 
cap.
Newitt Flannigan Coltherd  Royal blue, yellow diamond, chevrons on sleeves.
Newitt Flannigan Scott Gillie Swinton  Royal blue, yellow diamond, chevrons on sleeves.
Newitt, Mrs Joanna  Emerald green and purple check, purple sleeves, quartered cap.
Newitt, Mrs Stephanie  Royal blue, yellow diamond, chevrons on sleeves.
New Kids On The Trot  Maroon, yellow stars, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Newland, Dr R. D. P.  Purple, emerald green and white hooped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Newland, Dr R. D. P. (second colours)  Pink, white and emerald green hooped sleeves, emerald 
green cap.
Newland, Mr D.  Red, orange epaulets, armlets and diamond on cap.
Newland, Mrs L. J.  Orange, emerald green and white hooped sleeves, white cap.
The New Look Partnership  Blue, cherry sleeves, white cap.
The New Look Partnership (second colours)  White, royal blue seams, royal blue sleeves, white 
armlets, royal blue cap.
Newman, Mr I. R.  Maroon, white seams, white and maroon chevrons on sleeves, maroon cap.
Newman, Mrs Carol  White, black disc, white sleeves, red spots, black and red quartered cap.
Newman, Mrs Ros  Black and white (halved), red cap, white hoop.
Newmarket Equine Tours Racing Club  Red, yellow seams, yellow sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Newmarket Equine Tours Racing Club (second colours)  Dark green, gold diamond, light green 
sleeves, dark green and gold quartered cap.
Newmarket Racing Club HQ  Royal blue, emerald green sash, white cap, royal blue star.
Newmarket Racing Club HQi  Royal blue, emerald green sash, white cap, royal blue star.
New, Mrs C.  Purple, light green spots, royal blue sleeves, light green cap.
Newnham, Mr E. R.  Yellow, yellow and light green check sleeves, light green cap.
New Normals  White, dark blue diamond, sleeves and cap.
Newport, Cutbill, Betts, Todd & Ward  White, royal blue and light blue striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Newport, Mr Christopher John  White, royal blue and light blue striped sleeves, yellow cap.
The New River Partnership  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Newsells Park Stud  Yellow, black hoop, black sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, black star.
Newsells Park Stud (second colours)  Yellow, black hoop and sleeves, black and yellow quartered 
cap.
NewsellsParkStud,JohnMagnier,M.Tabor  Yellow, black hoop, black sleeves, yellow stars, yellow 
cap, black star.
Newsells Park Stud & Mrs Emma Capon  Yellow, black hoop, black sleeves, yellow stars, yellow 
cap, black star.
Newsells Park Stud & Mr W. R. Muir  Yellow, black hoop, black sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, 
black star.
Newsells Park Stud & Partner  Yellow, black hoop, black sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, black 
star.
Newsells Park Stud & Partner (second colours)  Yellow, black hoop and sleeves, black and yellow 
quartered cap.
Newstart Partnership  Light blue, black seams, light blue sleeves, black stars and cap.
Newstart Partnership (second colours)  Black, red stripe, black sleeves, red stars, black cap, red 
stars.
Newstart Partnership & Co  Black, red stripe, black sleeves, red stars and cap.
Newstead Priory Racing Club  Beige, white sleeves and cap.
Newstead Racing Partnership  Brown, orange braces, orange cap.
Newstead Racing Partnership (second colours)  Black, red cross of lorraine, white sleeves, red 
cap.
Newton Barn Racing  Red and yellow (quartered), halved sleeves, red cap.
Newton, Mr B. P.  Yellow, blue sleeves and cap.
Newton, Mr B. P. (second colours)  Grey, black sleeves, red cap.
Newton, Mr Graeme  Maroon, dark green hoops, white sleeves, maroon stars, white cap, maroon 
star.
Newton, Mr J. R.  Chocolate, light blue sash, white cap.
Newton, Mr Philip  Red, red and royal blue check cap.
Newton, Mrs E. F.  Blue bird's-eye, white cap.
Newton, Mrs Sandie  Mauve, white chevron, purple sleeves.
Newtown Anner Stud Farm  Beige, dark blue cross of lorraine and sleeves, dark blue cap, beige 
star.
The Newtown Partnership  Light blue, royal blue cross belts and sleeves, white cap.

New Vision Bloodstock  Red, white chevron, purple sleeves, white stars, red cap, white star.
Next ones a grey partnership  Red, yellow seams and sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
Next Wave Racing  White, red hoops, purple sleeves and cap.
Next Wave Racing / E Tynan / E Babington  White, red hoops, purple sleeves and cap.
Neysauteur Partnership & Robert Aplin  Black, pink stars, armlets and cap.
N Farrell, J Murray, J Wright & A King  Yellow, black cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, black stars, 
black cap.
NFH Corner & Lord Ronaldshay  Red, white spots, red sleeves, royal blue cap.
N G Ayliffe & The Cross Racing Club  Black, mauve seams, black sleeves and cap.
Ng, Mr M.  Emerald green, dark blue stripe and armlets.
Ng, Mr Robert  Purple, red star and sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Ng, Mr Wing Kwong  Yellow, purple triple diamond, royal blue and red chevrons on sleeves, purple cap.
NG Racing  Black, red star and armlets.
N Hodge & I Hodge  Pink, dark blue stars, dark blue sleeves, pink stars, dark blue cap.
N Hodge & I Hodge (second colours)  White, black sleeves and collar, white cuffs, hooped cap.
NHRE Racing Club  Maroon, orange star, armlets and star on cap.
Niall Farrell & Friends  Yellow, black cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, black stars, black cap.
Niall Farrell & Ian Dodds-Smith  Yellow, black cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, black stars, black cap.
Niarchos Family, Niarchos Family  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, striped sleeves, white cap.
Niarchos-Gouaze, Mrs Maria I.  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, striped sleeves, pink cap.
Niarchos, Mr Philip S.  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, striped sleeves, red cap.
Niarchos, Mr Spyros  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Nice Day Out Partnership  Yellow, emerald green star, royal blue sleeves, red cap.
Nice, Mr J.  Black, beige seams, black sleeves and cap.
Nicholas Baines & Mrs H Lloyd-Herrington  Red, black epaulets, red sleeves, black stars, black cap.
Nicholas, Mr Geoff  Dark blue, two silver hoops, silver sleeves and cap.
Nicholas, Mr Paul  Red, white star, white sleeves, red spots, red cap, white star.
Nicholas, Mr P. G.  Red, dark green stars and armlets.
Nicholas, Mrs Ginny  Red, white star, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap, white star.
Nicholas, Mrs Margaret  Maroon and yellow diabolo, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Nicholas Piper & Claire E. Piper  Grey, pink star.
Nicholas Wrigley & Kevin Hart  Emerald green, red hoops, quartered cap.
Nicholls, A.  Red, white stripe, diamonds on sleeves, black cap.
Nicholls, Andrew  Royal blue, white epaulets, checked sleeves.
Nicholls Family  Dark blue, white star, white sleeves, red stars, white cap, dark blue star.
Nicholls, Miss Jane  Purple, yellow chevron, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Nicholls, Miss V. J.  Red, royal blue spots, chevrons on sleeves, royal blue cap.
Nicholls, Mr Andrew  Light blue, pink stars, armlets and stars on cap.
Nicholls, Mr K.  Yellow, royal blue star, halved sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Nicholls, Mr Paul  Violet and white check, white cap.
Nicholls, Mr Paul  Maroon, white chevron, striped sleeves and cap.
Nichol, Mr W. S.  Royal blue, red braces, sleeves and cap.
Nicholson, Mr H. M. H.  Maroon, light blue sash, armlets and cap.
Nicholson, Mr James  Yellow, maroon hoop, white sleeves and cap.
Nicholson, Mr James A  Tangerine, gold and white quartered cap.
Nicholson, Mr John  Red, yellow disc, yellow sleeves, red armlets and spots on yellow cap.
Nicholson, Mr K.  Red and white diabolo, white sleeves, red stars, red cap, white star.
Nicholson, Mr Keith  Purple, yellow cross belts, yellow sleeves, purple armlets, quartered cap.
Nicholson, Mr Keith  Orange, black triple diamond, black and orange diabolo on sleeves, orange cap, 
black diamond.
Nicholson, Mr M. T.  Straw, black sash, check cap.
Nicholson, Mr P. S.  Black, black and beige diabolo on sleeves, beige cap.
Nicholson, Mr R.  Grey, scarlet hooped sleeves and cap.
Nicholson, Ms D.  White and red stripes, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, royal blue and red check cap.
Nicholson Walker  Red and white diabolo, white sleeves, red stars, red cap, white star.
NICK BRADLEY, MRS E GRUNDY & MRS BURKE  White, black seams, white sleeves, black 
stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley 20 & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley 45 & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 6  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 7  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 8  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 9  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 11  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 13  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 3  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 5  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 2  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 16  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 17  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 20  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 22  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 21  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 23  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 26  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 27  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 28  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 29  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 30  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 33  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 34  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 35  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 36  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 37  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 38  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 41  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 42  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 40  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 43  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 44  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 45  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 46  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 7 and Partner 2  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, 
black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 7 and Partner 1  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, 
black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 46 and Partners  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, 
black star.
Nick Bradley Racing & Ballylinch Stud  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, 
black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 11 & Ballylinch Stud  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white 
cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 11 & Ballylinch Stud (second colours)  Emerald green, orange epaulets and 
armlets, orange cap, white star.
Nick Bradley Racing (Devious Diva)  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, 
black star.
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Nick Bradley Racing (Devious Diva) II  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, 
black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 6 & E Burke  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 4 & E Burke  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 5 & E Burke  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 35 & E Burke  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 28 & E Burke  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 3,Ian White &Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white 
cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing & K.Sohi  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 1 & K Sohi  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 9, K Sohi & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white 
cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing (Lastroseofsummer)  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white 
cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing - MM41  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing - MM45  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 3 & Mrs E Burke  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, 
black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 2 & Mrs E Burke  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, 
black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 22 & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 29 & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 35 & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 36 & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 34 & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 40 & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 43 & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 44 & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 4 & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 10 & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 46 & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 32 & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 27 & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 11 & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 12 & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 6 & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 27 & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 20 & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 8 & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 38 & Partners  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 6 & Partners  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 26 & Partners  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing 12 & Partners  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black 
star.
Nick Bradley Racing (Poussiere D'Or)  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, 
black star.
Nick Bradley Racing (Poussiere D'Or) 2  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, 
black star.
Nick Bradley Racing (Secret Flame)  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, 
black star.
Nick Bradley Racing (Secret Flame) II  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, 
black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 10 & Sohi  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 12 & Sohi  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 14 & Sohi  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 15 & Sohi  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 4 & Sohi  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 18 & Sohi  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 19 & Sohi  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 25 & Sohi  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 32 & Sohi  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 39 & Sohi  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 16 & Sohi and Burke  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white 
cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 17 & Sohi & E Burke  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white 
cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 33 & Sohi & E Burke  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white 
cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing39&Sohi&Egerton House  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, 
white cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 21 & Sohi & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white 
cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 16 & Sohi & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white 
cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 25 & Sohi & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white 
cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 30 & Sohi & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white 

cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 23 & Sohi & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white 
cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 24 & Sohi & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white 
cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing 32 & Sohi & Partner  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white 
cap, black star.
Nick Bradley Racing (Trading Places)  White, black seams, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, 
black star.
Nick Brown Racing  Black, red sash, white sleeves and cap.
Nick Gifford Racing Club  Black, yellow star, yellow and black diabolo on sleeves, black cap, yellow 
star.
Nick Kent Racing Club  Royal blue, light blue stars, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Nick Kent Racing Club (second colours)  Grey, maroon seams, maroon sleeves, grey seams, grey 
cap, maroon star.
Nick Kent Racing Club II  Beige, white sleeves and cap.
Nick Mahoney & Partner  Royal blue, white star, sleeves and cap.
Nick & Olga Dhandsa & John & Zoe Webster  Black and royal blue stripes, black sleeves, royal 
blue stars, check cap.
Nick Pike & John Morton  Black, red triple diamond, black sleeves, red stars, black cap, red 
diamond.
Nick Skelton & Judy Craymer  Purple, orange star, hooped sleeves and stars on cap.
Nick Youngman Nicola Cooper  Light blue, yellow diamond, chevrons on sleeves, light blue cap, 
yellow diamond.
Nicky Richards Racing Limited  Dark blue, white epaulets, dark blue sleeves, white seams, white cap.
Nicol, Mrs Anita  Pink and royal blue check.
Nicols, Mr S.  Black, red seams, emerald green sleeves, red diamonds and cap.
Nicolson, Mr A. J.  Dark blue, light blue hooped sleeves, light blue cap.
Nicolson, Mr E D  Dark blue, light blue hoops, pink cap.
Nicolson, Mr M.  Light blue, black seams, light blue cap.
Nielsen, Mr B. E.  Black, yellow cap.
Nigel and Sharon Mather & Charles Ledigo  Royal blue, white disc, white sleeves, red spots, royal 
blue and red quartered cap.
Nigel & Barbara Collison  Yellow, large black spots, yellow sleeves, black spots.
The Nigel Bennett Partnership  Grey, light blue stars, sleeves and star on cap.
Nigel Bunter & David Anderson  Dark blue, maroon star, maroon cap.
Nigel Bunter & David Anderson  Dark blue, maroon star, maroon cap.
Nigel & Carolyn Elwes  Mcalpine tartan, gold cap.
Nigel & Carolyn Elwes & John Troy  Mcalpine tartan, gold cap.
Nigel Dunnington & David Shaw  Dark blue, yellow chevron, yellow and dark blue hooped sleeves, 
yellow cap.
Nigel Hanger & Eric Jones  Pink, purple triple diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Nigel Hanger & Eric Jones 1  Pink, purple triple diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Nigel Hanger, Eric Jones & Partners  Pink, purple triple diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
The Nigel Hawke Racing Club  Royal blue, white stripe, chevrons on sleeves, white and royal blue 
striped cap.
Nigel Hawke Racing Club & Partners  Royal blue, white stripe, chevrons on sleeves, white and 
royal blue striped cap.
Nigel Jones & Paul Bowden  Purple, yellow seams, diabolo on sleeves, black cap.
The Nigel Jones & Roy Ovel Syndicate  Light blue, maroon chevrons on sleeves, maroon cap.
Nigel Kelly & Stuart McPhee  Yellow, light blue cross belts and sleeves, light blue cap, yellow star.
Nigel Morris & Rebecca Curtis  Dark blue, red chevron, armlets and diamond on cap.
Nigel & Val Leadbeater  Royal blue, white seams, white sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
Nightchill Llp  Black, white spots, black cap.
Nightingale, Mr Chris  Maroon, white star, white cap.
Nightingale, Mr Steven  Purple and yellow (quartered), hooped sleeves, yellow and purple hooped 
cap.
Nightingale Syndicate  Royal blue, yellow hoops and armlets.
The Night Shifters  Dark blue, white stars, armlets and stars on cap.
Nikki Evans Racing  Orange and black stripes, halved sleeves, orange cap.
Nil Sine Labore Partnership  Yellow, dark blue epaulets and armlets, dark blue cap, white star.
Nimmo, Francesca  Royal blue, white seams, red sleeves, white seams, white cap.
Nimmo, Mr C. N.  Royal blue, white star, red sleeves, white cap.
Nina Rajani and Partner  Beige, grey star, grey sleeves, beige stars, beige cap, grey star.
Nina Rajani and partners  Beige, grey star, grey sleeves, beige stars, beige cap, grey star.
Nino's Partnership  White, emerald green chevrons on sleeves, emerald green cap.
Niven, Mr P. D.  Royal blue, red epaulets, dark blue cap.
Niven, Mrs J. A.  Royal blue, red epaulets, light blue cap.
Nixon, Miss E.  Royal blue, orange stars, royal blue and black hooped sleeves, royal blue cap, orange 
star.
Nixon, Mr George  Beige, black seams, chevrons on sleeves, hooped cap.
Nixon, Mr G. R. S.  Light blue, red cross belts, black and red hooped sleeves, red cap.
Nixon, Mr J.  Yellow, light blue chevron, striped sleeves and cap.
Nixon, Mr Richard  Royal blue, orange stars.
Nixon, Mr T. F. F.  Dark green and orange (quartered), orange sleeves and cap.
Nixon, Wharton & Linden Lads  Yellow, white chevron, royal blue cap.
Nixon, Wharton & Linden Lads (second colours)  Grey, pink and grey halved sleeves, pink cap.
Nixseaman, Helen  Purple, large pink spots, sleeves and cap.
NJ Bloodstock  Pink, yellow armlets.
N. J. McMullan and S. H. Bryant  Dark green, red epaulets, white sleeves, pink cap.
N. J. McMullan and S. H. Bryant (second colours)  Red, black stars.
N J McMullan, S H Bryant & Partner  Red, black stars.
N J McMullan, S H Bryant & Partner (second colours)  Dark green, red epaulets, white sleeves, 
pink cap.
NMUS  Purple, mauve spots, purple and pink hooped sleeves, purple cap, pink spots.
N. Mustoe & A. Gemmell  Black, black and pink check cap.
N. Mustoe & Tim Syder  Black, black and pink check cap.
N M Watts/D Powell/Mrs I A Balding  Dark blue, red seams, dark blue sleeves, red spots, red cap.
N.M.Watts & Partner  Dark blue, red seams, dark blue sleeves, red spots, red cap.
N N Browne, John Bodie, Paul McNamara  Light blue, yellow sash, brown sleeves.
N N Browne & Paul McNamara  Light blue, yellow sash, brown sleeves.
N N Browne & Paul McNamara (second colours)  Light blue, red epaulets, light blue sleeves, red 
seams, red cap.
N N Browne,Paul McNamara,Hon Mrs Napier  Light blue, yellow sash, brown sleeves.
Noble, Mr G.  Dark green, red cross belts, striped sleeves, red cap.
Noble, Mrs Anna  Yellow, red seams and sleeves, red and yellow hooped cap.
Noble O.B.E., Brig F. B. B. (L)  Primrose, mackenzie tartan sash, black cap.
Noblett, Mr David P.  Dark blue, orange epaulets, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Nock, Mr Gerard  Purple, emerald green cross of lorraine, emerald green cap.
Nodder, Mr P. R.  Yellow, red inverted triangle, red cap.
Nodding, Mr P. E.  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
No Dramas  Dark green and yellow diamonds, yellow and dark green halved sleeves, yellow cap.
No Dramas Partnership 1  Dark green and yellow diamonds, yellow and dark green halved sleeves, 
yellow cap.
Noel and Valerie Moran  White, emerald green chevrons, white sleeves, emerald green spots, red 
cap.
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Noel Fehily Racing- Isolate  Red, white chevron, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, white cap.
Noel Fehily Racing Syndicate 01  Red, white chevron, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, white cap.
Noel Fehily Racing Syndicate-Id Better  Red, white chevron, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, white 
cap.
Noel Fehily Racing Syndicate- Muckamore  Red, white chevron, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, 
white cap.
Noel Fehily Racing Syndicates-Beet Toppe  Red, white chevron, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, 
white cap.
Noel Fehily Racing Syndicates-Forever De  Red, white chevron, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, 
white cap.
Noel Fehily Racing Syndicate- Shall We  Red, white chevron, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, white 
cap.
Noel Fehily Racing Syndicates-Revels Hil  Red, white chevron, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, 
white cap.
Noel Fehily Racing Syndicates-Rookie Tra  Red, white chevron, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, 
white cap.
Noel Fehily Racing Syndicate- Trailboss  Red, white chevron, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, white 
cap.
Noel, Mrs J.  Dark blue, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, pink cap.
The Noel Racing Partnership  Emerald green, light blue star, emerald green sleeves, light blue stars, 
black cap.
No Fools And Horses Racing Club  Black, white hoops, black sleeves, white spots.
No Fools And Horses Racing Club (second colours)  Grey, large maroon spots, maroon cap.
No Illusions Partnership  Black, grey star and star on cap.
Nolan, Mr A. F.  Red, white cross belts, white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.
Nolan, Mr G.  Maroon, white chevrons, checked sleeves, white cap.
Nolan, Mr Mike  Emerald green, red inverted triangle, red cap.
Nolan, Mr Mike (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow hoop, chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
Nolan O'Halloran Satchell & Partner  Dark blue, yellow hoop, chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
Nolan Pritchard Rutherford Witheridge  Pink and dark blue diamonds, white cap.
Non League Racing  Dark blue, white sleeves, yellow diamonds, white cap.
Non League Racing, A Carr & G Townend  Dark blue, white sleeves, yellow diamonds, white cap.
Noodles Racing  Emerald green, red halved sleeves, quartered cap
Noone, Mrs Georgie  Pink, white star.
Noora Racing Ltd  Pink, light blue epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Noott, Mrs S. A.  Dark blue, white seams, diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Nora's Playmates  Red, white spots, white and red halved sleeves, white cap.
Norbury, Mr C. P.  Yellow, light blue sash, armlets and diamond on cap.
Norbury, Mr J.  Maroon, yellow triple diamond, maroon and light blue diabolo on sleeves, light blue 
cap, yellow diamonds.
Norcroft Park Stud  Red, royal blue epaulets.
Noreen & Don Clark  Emerald green and grey diabolo, halved sleeves, grey cap.
Normandie Stud Ltd  Pink, white sleeves.
Norman Lake & Susan Carsberg  Red, white sash, emerald green sleeves, emerald green and red 
check cap.
Norman Lake & Susan Carsberg (second colours)  Royal blue, emerald green disc, emerald green 
and royal blue quartered cap.
Norman, Mr A. J.  Red, white cross belts, red sleeves, white spots, white and black hooped cap.
Norman, Mr C. S.  Purple, yellow chevrons on sleeves.
Norman, Mr H. G.  Orange, orange cap, brown spots.
Norman, Mr J. H.  Navy blue, white hoops, navy collar and cuffs, white cap.
Norman, Mr John  Red, white cross belts, black and white hooped cap.
Norman, Mrs H.  Emerald green, royal blue sleeves.
Norman, Mrs Rosalynd  White, purple diamond, purple sleeves, white diamonds, purple cap.
Norman, Mrs S. E.  Red, grey cross belts and armlets.
Norman Woodcock & Barry Bull  Purple, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, purple armlets, purple cap, 
yellow star.
Norman Woodcock & Danny Toye  Purple, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, purple armlets, purple cap, 
yellow star.
Normile, Mrs L.  Light blue, red striped sleeves, white cap.
Norris, Mr C.  Yellow, white cross belts.
Norris, Mr Edward  Black, white star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Norris, Mr L.  Yellow and white check, white and yellow check sleeves and cap.
Norris, Mrs Jacqueline  Emerald green and dark blue check, emerald green sleeves, dark blue 
armlets, quartered cap.
Norris, Mr Steffen  Mauve, white hooped sleeves, white cap.
Northampton, Lord  Olive green, orange sleeves and cap.
Northam Racing  Red and white stripes, red sleeves, black cap.
North Berwick Racing  Pink, light blue sleeves, pink armlets.
North Cheshire Trading & Storage Ltd  Dark blue, yellow sleeves, striped cap.
Northcott, Mr F. R.  Black, red diamond and diamond on cap.
North East Racehorses  Green, grey and lemon striped sleeves, maroon cap.
North East Racehorses and Bloodstock  Purple, white spots, white and purple striped sleeves.
North East Racehorses and Tony Whyte  Purple, white spots, white and purple striped sleeves.
Northern Belles  White, royal blue disc, royal blue and light blue striped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Northern Bloodstock Racing  Black, red stars, diabolo on sleeves and stars on cap.
Northern Lads & Nawton Racing  Grey, royal blue star, white sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap, 
royal blue star.
Northern Lads Racing  Grey, royal blue star, white sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap, royal blue star.
Northern Lads Racing & Beadle Bloodstock  Grey, royal blue star, white sleeves, royal blue stars, 
white cap, royal blue star.
Northern Lads Racing & Partner  Grey, royal blue star, white sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap, 
royal blue star.
Northern Lights Racing  Purple, yellow stars, white sleeves, purple armlets, purple cap, yellow star.
Northern Marking Ltd  Yellow, purple and yellow chevrons on sleeves, purple cap.
Northern Marking Ltd & Partner  Yellow, purple and yellow chevrons on sleeves, purple cap.
Northern Medical Ultrasound Ltd  Purple, light blue disc, pink sleeves, light blue armlets, purple 
and mauve hooped cap.
Northern Monkeys  Grey, royal blue star, white sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap, royal blue star.
The Northern Triangle  Red, yellow cross belts, light blue sleeves, red armlets, light blue cap.
Northern Water Services & Brian Ellison  Light blue, light blue and dark blue check sleeves, dark 
blue cap.
Northern Water Services & Graham Lund  Light blue, light blue and dark blue check sleeves, dark 
blue cap.
Northern Water Services Ltd  Light blue, light blue and dark blue check sleeves, dark blue cap.
Northgate Grey  Grey, red epaulets, checked sleeves and cap.
Northgate Racing  Dark blue, light blue chevrons, white sleeves, yellow cap.
North Lodge Racing  Emerald green, dark blue seams, hooped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Northmore Stud  Dark green and yellow (quartered), dark green sleeves.
North, Mr D. (L)  Navy blue, scarlet collar and cuffs, white cap.
North, Mrs A.  Royal blue, beige cross belts, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Northover, Mrs L. M.  White, black spots.
North & South Racing Partnership  Black, yellow seams and sleeves, quartered cap.
The North South Syndicate  Orange, emerald green hoops, orange sleeves and cap.
North South West  Maroon, royal blue seams, checked sleeves, maroon cap.
The North Star Oscar Partnership  Royal blue, light blue hoops, orange sleeves and cap.

North Star Partnership  Light blue, yellow star and star on cap.
Northumberland Racing Club  Yellow, emerald green spots and sleeves, yellow cap.
Northumberland, The Duke of  Old gold.
Northumbria Leisure Ltd  Black and white stripes, yellow cap.
Northumbria Leisure Ltd & C. H. McGhie  Black and white stripes, yellow cap.
Northway Lodge Racing  Purple, red sleeves, purple stars, yellow cap.
North Yorkshire B'stock and B. McNeill  Orange, white hoops, orange sleeves, white stars, check 
cap.
Norton, Mr J.  Emerald green, dark blue epaulets.
Norton, Mr J. (second colours)  Light green, brown epaulets.
Norton, Mr J. (third colours)  Light green, pink epaulets.
Norton, Mr John Richard  Chocolate, grey collar and hooped sleeves, hooped cap.
Norton, Mr P. J.  Light blue, maroon sleeves and cap.
Norton, Mr T. R. P. S.  Dark blue and white stripes, hooped sleeves, check cap.
Norwester Racing Club  Yellow, royal blue chevron, diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Norwester Racing Club & Partner  Yellow, royal blue chevron, royal blue and yellow diabolo on 
sleeves.
Norwood, Mrs Meregan  Light blue, white seams, striped sleeves, white cap.
Noseda, Mr Jeremy  Light blue, orange diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Notalotterry  Red, emerald green star.
Not For Friends Partnership  Emerald green and red (quartered), hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Not For Friends Partnership (second colours)  White, orange stripe, royal blue sleeves and cap.
The Nothing At Alls  Yellow, royal blue triple diamond, royal blue and yellow check sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Not Now Partnership  Yellow, emerald green sleeves, yellow stars, emerald green cap, yellow stars.
The Not Over Big Partnership  Black, pink chevron, pink cap.
Notre Cheval Partnership  Red, royal blue seams, royal blue sleeves, red armlets, red cap, white 
star.
Not The Peloton Partnership  Beige, maroon armlets.
Not The Turf Club  Black, white chevrons, dark blue and white check sleeves and cap.
Nottingham Flexo Ltd  Black, grey hoops, black sleeves, grey spots, white cap.
Nottinghamshire Racing  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine and sleeves, quartered cap.
Nott, Mr William  Dark green, red sash, collar, cuffs and armlets, red cap.
Notts Racing, S A Harris & Miss H Ward  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine and sleeves, 
quartered cap.
The No Worries Partnership  Red, white stars, white sleeves, red stars, black cap, white stars.
NP Racing Syndicate  White, royal blue stars, white cap, royal blue star.
NP Racing Syndicate & Ollie Pears  White, royal blue stars, white cap, royal blue star.
N Price & Partner  Royal blue and light blue (quartered), light blue sleeves, royal blue stars, royal 
blue cap.
N. Scandrett & Strictly Fun Racing Club  Pink, purple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
NSU Leisure Ltd  Purple, red stars on sleeves, black cap.
NSU Leisure Ltd (second colours)  Yellow, royal blue seams, royal blue and yellow diabolo on 
sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue diamond.
NSU Leisure & Mrs Carolyn Seymour  Purple, red stars on sleeves, black cap.
Nugent, Lady  Emerald green, white diamond, white cap, emerald green diamond.
Nugent, Mr C. R.  Yellow, black diamond, black cap, yellow diamond.
Nugent, Mr S.  Light green, white chevrons, light green sleeves, striped cap.
The Number One Dream Team  Royal blue, purple star, red sleeves, white stars, purple cap, white 
star.
Nundram, Mrs S. B.  Red, yellow sleeves, black stars, yellow cap, black star.
Nunstainton Racing Club  Red, black sash, emerald green cap.
Nunstainton Racing Club & Partner  Red, black sash, emerald green cap.
Nurcombe, Mr P.  Yellow and purple diabolo, yellow cap, purple star.
Nurden, Mr P.  Dark green, yellow epaulets, armlets and cap.
Nurlan Bizakov Jon Collins Michael Hill  Light blue, yellow and light blue halved sleeves.
Nurlan Bizakov, Keith Allen, Gerald Moss  Light blue, yellow and light blue halved sleeves.
Nut Club Partnership  Grey and dark blue diamonds, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Nut Club Partnership (second colours)  Royal blue, pink hollow box, sleeves and cap.
Nuttall, Mr R. E.  Dark blue, maroon hoop, white cap.
Nutt, Exors of the Late Mr C. Y.  Light blue, black sleeves, red cap.
N.W.A. Bannister & M.J.R. Bannister  Dark blue, lilac sleeves, lilac and white quartered cap.
N Webb & P J Proudley  Emerald green, black stripe, white cap, emerald green stars.
N W Lake & Janine M Mills  Red, white cross belts, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, emerald 
green and red check cap.
N.Y.P.D Racing  Royal blue, white cross belts, white sleeves, orange armlets, orange cap, white star.
NYX RACING CLUB  White, purple epaulets, purple and white diabolo on sleeves, purple cap.

O
Oakes, Mr D D  Red, black seams, white sleeves, black seams, black cap, red star.
Oakey, Miss Julia  Cerise and royal blue stripes, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Oakfield Racing  Royal blue, orange epaulets, royal blue sleeves, orange stars, royal blue cap, orange 
star.
Oaklands Racing & Bloodstock Ltd  Black, lightning silver seams on sleeves, sides and shoulders, 
lightning silver cap.
Oaklands Racing & Bloodstock Ltd (second colours)  Black, white epaulets, white sleeves, black 
stars, black cap, white star.
Oakley, Buy, Smith & Short  Red, purple sleeves and cap.
Oakley, Mr Brian C.  Red, purple sleeves and cap.
The Oakley Partnership  Black, red sash, white sleeves and cap.
Oakley, Smith & Mortlock  Red, purple sleeves and cap.
The Oak Partnership  Brown and yellow (quartered), hooped sleeves and cap.
Oakridge Racing  Black, mauve seams, black cap.
Oakridge Racing (second colours)  Yellow, maroon hoop and sleeves.
Oaksey, Rachel Lady  White, black diamond, red sleeves and cap.
Oakshott, Mr Charles M.  Dark blue, white birds-eye, orange collar, cuffs and cap.
12 Oaks Racing  Brown, white epaulets.
12 Oaks Racing and Mr Ian Hutchins  Brown, white epaulets.
Oakwood Minions  Yellow, royal blue seams, royal blue sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
The Oakwood Nobels  Emerald green, white striped sleeves, quartered cap.
The Oakwood Nobels (second colours)  Yellow, purple star, purple sleeves, yellow stars, purple 
cap, yellow star.
Oakwood Rainbow  Royal blue, yellow star, red sleeves, emerald green stars, orange and purple 
hooped cap.
OAP II  Dark green, maroon hooped sleeves, maroon cap.
The OAP Partnership (Mr J. Segust)  Yellow, dark green cross belts and sleeves, orange cap.
OAP Syndicate  Red, black chevron, black and red chevrons on sleeves.
Obaida, Mr Mohamed  Royal blue, red epaulets, striped cap.
Obaida, Mr Mohamed (second colours)  Royal blue, red epaulets, royal blue sleeves, red hoops, 
striped cap.
O'Brien, Lady  Light blue, golden brown sash and sleeves.
O'Brien,Mitchell,Frame,Lawton & Leech  Red, white triple diamond and armlets, yellow cap.
O'Brien, Mr David  Red, royal blue hollow box, check cap.
O'Brien, Mr David (second colours)  Red, royal blue hollow box, white sleeves, red and royal blue 
check cap.
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O'Brien, Mr D. C.  Black, grey diamond, diabolo on sleeves and diamond on cap.
O'Brien, Mr D. C. (second colours)  Black, grey diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
O'Brien, Mr D. C. (third colours)  Dark blue, yellow chevron, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
O'Brien, Mr Fergal  Red, emerald green chevron, halved sleeves, white cap.
O'Brien, Mr Fergal (second colours)  Red, emerald green hoop, white sleeves and cap.
O'Brien, Mr Joseph  Red, white triple diamond and armlets, yellow cap.
O'Brien, Mr N. J.  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap.
O'Brien, Mrs Kate  Light blue, yellow cross of lorraine, white sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
O'Callaghan, Mr A. F.  Dark blue, red cross belts, white cap.
O'Callaghan, Mr D.  Dark blue, red stripe, dark blue sleeves, red stars, dark blue cap, red stars.
O Callaghan, Mr Guy  Dark green, beige hoop, halved sleeves.
O'Callaghan, Mr Noel  White, dark blue diamond, dark blue sleeves, white armlets, quartered cap.
O'Callaghan, Mr Peter  Light blue, dark blue inverted triangle and sleeves, white cap, dark blue star.
O'Callaghan, Mr Robert  Royal blue, white epaulets, white and royal blue diabolo on sleeves, white 
cap, royal blue star.
O'Callaghan, Mrs Annette  Light blue, dark blue sleeves, white cap, dark blue star.
O'Callaghan, Mrs Rolline  Pink, grey stars.
Oceana Racing  Dark blue, beige diamond and armlets.
Ocean Four  Dark blue, light blue seams, dark blue sleeves, light blue stars, light blue cap, dark blue 
star.
Ocean's Five  Green, white cross belts, navy blue sleeves and cap.
Oceans Racing  White, maroon star, dark blue sleeves, dark blue and white quartered cap.
Oceans Racing & Itsfuninit  White, maroon star, dark blue sleeves, dark blue and white quartered 
cap.
Oceans Racing & Out Of Bounds Racing  White, maroon star, dark blue sleeves, dark blue and 
white quartered cap.
O'Connell, Mr M.  Dark blue, pink star, white sleeves, pink cap, dark blue star.
O'Connell, Ms S.  Black, light blue stars and sleeves, light blue cap, black stars.
O'Connell, Saveall-Green, Regan, James  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets, royal blue cap, yellow star.
O'Connell, Saveall-Green, Regan, James (second colours)  Dark blue, pink star, white sleeves, 
pink cap, dark blue star.
O'Connell, Saveall-Green, Regan, James 1  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets, royal blue cap, yellow star.
O'Connell, Saveall-Green, Regan, James 1 (second colours)  Dark blue, pink star, white sleeves, 
pink cap, dark blue star.
O'Connor, Coomes, Scholefield, Allen  Red, white star, white sleeves, red seams, red cap, white 
star.
O'Connor, Coomes, Scholefield, Allen (second colours)  Dark blue and yellow diabolo, yellow 
sleeves, black stars, dark blue cap, yellow star.
O'Connor, Mr D  Dark blue and yellow diabolo, yellow sleeves, black stars, dark blue cap, yellow star.
O'Connor, Mr Eamonn  White, maroon cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
O'Connor, Mr Eamonn (second colours)  White, emerald green cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
O'Connor, Mr Ian  Red, white chevrons, white sleeves, red armlets, striped cap.
O Connor, Mr John Bernard  Pink, yellow hoops, pink sleeves, yellow cap.
O'Connor, Mr John M. B.  White, aquamarine sash.
O'Connor, Mr J. P. M.  Black and white check, emerald green cap.
O'Connor, Mrs J.  Dark blue and pink stripes, pink and dark blue chevrons on sleeves, pink cap.
O'Connor, Mr Walter  White, light blue disc, sleeves and cap.
O C Racing  White, purple seams, sleeves and cap.
OC Racing Carrick Evans O'Shea & Rooney  Pink, beige armlets.
The Octagon Partnership  Light blue, white chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
The Odd Foxes  Orange, white sleeves, black armlets, black cap.
The Odd One Out Partnership  White, royal blue seams, yellow sleeves, royal blue seams, red and 
emerald green quartered cap.
The Odds Socks Partnership  Beige and white check, beige sleeves, white cap, beige star.
The Odds Socks Partnership (second colours)  Beige, black triple diamond, dark blue sleeves, red 
cap.
Odell, Mr W. J.  Dark blue, pink diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Odgers, Mr Duncan  Royal blue, white chevron, white sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap.
Odile Griffith & John Connolly  Black, light blue armlets.
O'Doherty, Mr I.  Emerald green, royal blue epaulets, light green sleeves and cap.
O'Donnell, Mr John  Black, yellow triple diamond, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
O'Donnell, Mr Michael Anthony  Dark green, white braces and sleeves, striped cap.
O'Donnell, Mr T. J. P.  Dark blue and white (quartered), white sleeves, dark blue armlets.
O'Donohoe, Cavanagh, Robinson, Nelson  Brown, light blue spots, striped sleeves, light blue cap, 
brown spots.
O'Donohoe, Cavanagh, Robinson, Nelson (second colours)  Emerald green, white star, hooped 
sleeves and stars on cap.
O'Donohoe, Cavanagh, Robinson, Nelson (third colours)  Black, pink stars, white sleeves and 
cap.
O'Donohoe, Cavanagh, Robinson, Nelson (fourth colours)  White, dark blue star, sleeves and 
cap.
O'Donohoe, Mr D. J.  Black, pink stars, white sleeves and cap.
O'Dowd, Mr C. D. J.  White, orange star, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
O'Driscoll, Mr T.  Royal blue, light green star, sleeves and star on cap.
O'Dwyer, Mr R.  White and red stripes, white sleeves, red stars, red cap, white star.
O'Dwyer, Mr R. (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow braces.
O'Dwyer, Mrs T. J.  Pink and emerald green diamonds, pink sleeves, emerald green cap, pink 
diamond.
Odysian Ltd T/A Cruise Nightspot  Black, light blue chevrons on sleeves.
Off and Running  Purple, yellow diamond and diamond on cap.
Offthebridle Podcast  Red and grey stripes, red sleeves, grey armlets, white cap.
Off The Clock Partners  Dark green, white hoop, hooped sleeves, check cap.
Off The Clock Partners & Dr RDP Newland  Dark green, white hoop, hooped sleeves, check cap.
Off The Ground  Beige and light blue (quartered), light blue and beige halved sleeves, light blue and 
beige quartered cap.
O'Flynn, Mr A.  Mauve, white and mauve striped sleeves.
O'Flynn, Mr Michael  Yellow, red chevrons, red cap.
4 Of Us and partner  Cherry, eau de nil hoop and sleeves, cherry and white quartered cap.
Ogburn, Mr Michael  Maroon, black stripe.
Ogden C.B.E., LLD, Sir R.  Mauve and pink check, white sleeves, pink cap.
Ogden C.B.E., LLD, Sir R. (second colours)  Pink, grey armlets.
Oghill House Stud  Royal blue, white cross belts and sleeves, red cap.
Oghill House Stud & Partner  Royal blue, white cross belts and sleeves, red cap.
Ogilvie, Mrs L. A.  Dark blue, pink star, pink sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap, pink star.
Ogilvy, Dr M. M.  Light green, maroon cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Ogilvy, Shaw, Morley&The Racegoers Club  Dark blue, white star, white sleeves, dark blue 
armlets, white cap.
Ogilvy, Shaw, Morley&The Racegoers Club (second colours)  Light green, maroon cross of 
lorraine, armlets and cap.
Ogilvy, Shaw, Morley&The Racegoers Club (third colours)  White, emerald green sleeves, white 
armlets, emerald green cap.
Ogle, Mr J. A.  Yellow, royal blue diamond, striped sleeves and cap.
O' Gorman, Mr A. J.  Purple and yellow diamonds, purple sleeves, yellow armlets, purple cap.
O'Gorman, Mr R.  Dark green and red (quartered), brown and dark green hooped sleeves.

O'Gorman, Mr W. A.  Black, red seams, black cap.
O'Gram, Mr Timothy  Royal blue, yellow hoops and sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue star.
O'Halloran, Mr M.  Red, grey star, armlets and star on cap.
O'Halloran, Mrs J. E.  Cerise, white seams, hooped cap.
O'Hara, Mr Neil  Light blue and grey (quartered), grey and light blue hooped sleeves, grey cap, light 
blue star.
O'Hare, Mr Kieran  Red, black seams, black and red check sleeves, black cap, red star.
Ohlidalova, Miss Vanda  Orange, white star, white and orange halved sleeves, orange cap, white star.
Oi Digital Limited  Black, orange diamond matrix, black sleeves and cap,   black button.
Oi Digital Limited (second colours)  Black, orange hoop.
Oi Digital Ltd and R & L Swinburne  Purple, light blue star, light blue and purple striped sleeves.
Oitavos Partnership  Dark blue, white cross belts, red sleeves, white stars and cap.
O'Kane, Mr Laurence  White, emerald green cross of lorraine,  chevrons on sleeves, pink cap.
O'Kane, Mr Liam  Royal blue and white diabolo, striped sleeves, red cap.
Okane, Ms Jennifer  Purple, yellow stars, yellow and red striped sleeves, red cap, black star.
O'Keeffe & Camacho  Black, white hoop, white sleeves, black armlets.
O'Keeffe, Mr Jedd  Emerald green and red stripes, emerald green sleeves, red cap.
O'Keeffe, Mr Jedd (second colours)  Red and light green diamonds, red sleeves, light green armlets 
and diamond on cap.
O'Keeffe, Mr N.  Black, white hoop, white sleeves, black armlets.
O'Kelly, Miss Patricia F.  Cerise, emerald green cap, cerise spots.
Old Carthusian Racing Society  Dark blue and maroon stripes, pink sleeves and cap.
Old Carthusian Racing Society (I)  Dark blue and maroon stripes, pink sleeves and cap.
The Old Eatonians  Emerald green, yellow braces, sleeves and cap.
Olden, Mr Malcolm  White and black check, royal blue sleeves and cap.
The Old Enough To Know Better Partners  Black, grey hooped sleeves and cap.
The Old Etonian Racing Syndicate  Light blue, white disc.
The Old Etonian Racing Syndicate II  Light blue, white disc.
Oldfield, Mrs A. K.  Light green, pink star, white sleeves, pink stars, pink cap.
Old Gold Racing 1  Old gold, white chevron, white cap.
Old Gold Racing 2  Old gold, white chevron, white cap.
Oldham, Mr James A.  Chocolate, white hoops, white cap.
Old Harrovian Racing Club  Dark blue and grey stripes, dark blue sleeves.
The Old Lags Partnership  Black, red hoop, white sleeves, black and red hooped cap.
Old Moat Lane  Yellow, black and yellow hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Old, Mr J. A. B.  White, brown hoops, halved sleeves, white cap.
Old, Mr J. A. B. (second colours)  White, royal blue spots, white sleeves, royal blue cap, white 
spots.
Old, Mr Kevin  Red, white stars, white sleeves, red stars, black cap, white stars.
Oldrey, Mr A. D. G.  Red, white sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
Old Road Securities Plc  Purple, red cross of lorraine, red cap.
Old Stoic Racing Club  Dark blue, yellow chevrons and armlets, yellow cap, dark blue diamond.
Old Stoic Racing Club & Farraday Equine  Dark blue, yellow chevrons and armlets, yellow cap, 
dark blue diamond.
Old Stoic Racing Club & Partner  Dark blue, yellow chevrons and armlets, yellow cap, dark blue 
diamond.
Old Stoics Racing Club 2  Dark blue, yellow chevrons and armlets, yellow cap, dark blue diamond.
O'Leary, Mrs E.  White, maroon star, armlets and star on cap.
Oliva Salinas, Miss I  White, black and white striped sleeves and cap.
Oliver, Exors of the Late Mrs S.  Brown, pink seams, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Oliver Greenall Racing Club  Light blue, dark blue spots, sleeves and cap.
Oliver Greenall Racing Club (second colours)  Yellow, emerald green stars, striped sleeves and 
star on cap.
Oliver, Heather  Yellow, black diamond, black sleeves, yellow stars.
Oliver, Miss Beverley  Light blue, dark blue seams, royal blue cap.
Oliver, Mr H. J.  Light blue, brown hoop, orange and brown hooped sleeves, orange cap.
Oliver, Mr H. J. (second colours)    Light blue, brown hoop, flame sleeves and cap.
Oliver, Mr Martin C.  Pink and royal blue stripes, emerald green and royal blue striped sleeves.
Oliver, Mr Michael  Cerise and white stripes, dark green sleeves and cap.
Oliver, Mr R. G.  Purple, red star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Oliver, Mr Robin  Red, white star, white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.
Oliver, Mr Ross  Yellow and black diabolo, chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap.
Oliver, Mrs C.  Emerald green and red (quartered), diamonds on sleeves, emerald green cap.
Oliver, Mrs M. E.  Beige and turquoise stripes.
Oliver Ryan & Jon Hughes  Royal blue, yellow inverted triangle, armlets and diamonds on cap.
Oliver's Army  Yellow, emerald green stars, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Oliver Signy Racing Club  Aquamarine and cerise (quartered), aquamarine sleeves.
Ollie Pears & Keith West  White, red diamond, chevrons on sleeves, white cap, red diamond.
Ollie Pears & Ownaracehorse Ltd  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Ollie Pears Racing Club  Dark blue, white cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Ollie Pears Racing Club & Mrs MA Knox  Dark blue, white cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Olly Murphy Racing Club  Red, dark blue sleeves, white armlets and star on dark blue cap.
Olly Murphy Racing Club & Anabel Murphy  Red, dark blue sleeves, white armlets and star on 
dark blue cap.
Olly Murphy Racing Club/ K Lowe/A Murphy  Red, dark blue sleeves, white armlets and star on 
dark blue cap.
Olly Murphy Racing Club & Partner  Red, dark blue sleeves, white armlets and star on dark blue 
cap.
Olly Williams Rhys Williams James Hanna  Pink, grey striped sleeves, grey cap.
Olsen, Mr Richard  Purple,  yellow spots on sleeves, yellow cap.
Olver, Mr D. A.  Purple, white stars, white and red striped sleeves.
O'Mahony, Mr M.  Emerald green, black sleeves, emerald green stars.
O'Mahony, Mr Maurice  Yellow, royal blue seams, royal blue and yellow hooped sleeves, dark blue 
cap, yellow diamond.
O'Malley, Miss F. L.  Emerald green, pink disc, halved sleeves, quartered cap.
O'Malley, Mr E.  Light green, white cross belts, white and light green striped sleeves, light green and 
white striped cap.
O'Malley, Mr E.  Purple, red spots.
O'Malley, Mr P.  Red, white cross of lorraine, white sleeves, red spots, red and white quartered cap.
O'Mara, Mr P. W.  Red, white star, chevrons on sleeves.
O'Meara, Mr D.  Dark green, white triple diamond and diamond on cap.
Omni Colour  Dark blue, grey epaulets and armlets, grey cap, dark blue diamond.
Omni Colour & B R Johnson  Dark blue, grey epaulets and armlets, grey cap, dark blue diamond.
O'Muiri, Mr F. T.  Light blue, yellow star and armlets, yellow cap, light blue star.
O'Mulloy, Collenette, Clark  Emerald green, white stars, armlets and star on cap.
O'Mulloy, Mr John  Emerald green, white stars, armlets and star on cap.
O'Mulloy, Schwartz  Emerald green, white stars, armlets and star on cap.
On A Mission  Black, light blue hoops, check cap.
Onboard Partnership  White and red diabolo, white sleeves, red and white check cap.
Onboard Partnership (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow seams, halved sleeves, yellow cap, dark 
blue star.
The One and Only Partnership  Dark blue, emerald green star.
One Carat Partnership  White, maroon hoop, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
One Chance Partnership  Yellow, black seams, white cap, black spots.
One Day Rodney Partnership  Royal blue, white stars, pink sleeves, pink cap, royal blue star.
One For All Racing  Royal blue, beige cross of lorraine, striped sleeves and cap.
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One For The Road  Beige, grey cross of lorraine, orange sleeves and cap.
One For The Road & Partner  Beige, grey cross of lorraine, orange sleeves and cap.
One for the Road & Partner 1  Beige, grey cross of lorraine, orange sleeves and cap.
One For The Road & Partners  Beige, grey cross of lorraine, orange sleeves and cap.
The One For Us  Purple and white (quartered), hooped sleeves, purple cap, white star.
O'Neill, Capps, Di Vincenzo  Dark blue and mauve diamonds, diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
Oneill, Mr Daniel  Royal blue, yellow triple diamond, striped sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue diamonds.
O'Neill, Mr J. G.  Emerald green, white sleeves, quartered cap.
O'Neill, Mr Joe  Pink, black spots, pink sleeves.
O'Neill, Mr Jonjo  Mcintyre tartan, red sleeves and cap.
O'Neill, Mrs Jonjo  Violet.
O'Neill, Mrs M. G.  Purple, pink chevrons, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
O'Neill, Padraic  White, emerald green stripe, orange sleeves, emerald green cap.
One More Coin Racing and Partner  White, brown disc, white sleeves, brown spots and cap.
The One More Sleep Racing Syndicate  Pink and grey (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
One Team One Dream  Royal blue, emerald green sleeves, royal blue spots, striped cap.
One Too Many & Candy  Red, white diamond, white sleeves, red spots.
One Too Many/Mr N Agran/Mr M Silver  Red, white diamond, white sleeves, red spots.
One Too Many Partners  Red, white diamond, white sleeves, red spots.
One Too Many Partners (second colours)  Red, white hooped sleeves.
The only fools buy horses syndicate  Orange and black check, orange cap.
Only Fools & Cockerels  Dark blue, red stars, white sleeves, dark blue cap, red star.
Only Fools Own Horses  Dark blue, red stars, white sleeves, dark blue cap, red star.
Only Fools Own Horses 01  Dark blue, red stars, white sleeves, dark blue cap, red star.
Only Horses and Fools  Dark blue, yellow diamond, yellow and dark blue chevrons on sleeves, 
yellow cap.
Only One Bid Partnership  Black, orange star, orange sleeves, black armlets.
The Only Pub in the World  Royal blue, black armlets.
Onslow, Middlebrook & Bell  Black, white disc, quartered cap.
Onslow, Mr Peter  Black, white disc, quartered cap.
Onslow, The Earl of  Maroon, royal blue seams, maroon sleeves and cap.
The On The Bridle Partnership  Emerald green, pink epaulets and sleeves, pink cap, emerald green 
diamond.
On the Case Partnership  Emerald green, red disc, chevrons on sleeves, emerald green cap, red spots.
On The Gallops Racing Club  White, emerald green stripe, hooped sleeves and diamond on cap.
On The Game Partnership  Light blue, pink cross belts, black cap.
On The Map  Dark blue and white check, dark blue sleeves, white stars, dark blue cap, white star.
On The Road Again  Yellow, purple hoop, chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap, purple diamond.
On the Road Again 2  Yellow, purple hoop, chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap, purple diamond.
Ontoawinner  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner 8  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner 9  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner 10  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner 14  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner 15  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, A Marsh and E Burke  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, 
yellow cap.
Ontoawinner and B Keatley  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner 8 and Partner 2  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner 8 and Partner 4  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner 9 and Partner  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner 9 and Partner 2  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner 8 and partners 5  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner 8 & Associate  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
OnToAWinner & B Haslam  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
OnToAWinner, B Haslam & K Nicol  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, 
yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, Chris Liesack & Partner  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, Eves & Burke  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner,Hulin,Murtagh,Brown,Burke  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner 14, James Pak  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner 14, James Pak & Mrs E Burke  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner,J Blackburn,M Hague&Partner  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, J Blackburn & Partners  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, J. Farmer  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, J Farmer & Mrs E Burke  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, J Farmer & Partner  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, 
yellow cap.
Ontoawinner,J.Pak & Mrs C. Barclay  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, 
yellow cap.
Ontoawinner,J Pak,Trojan Horse & Partner  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner & J-P Lim  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, Keith West & Ollie Pears  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, K Stewart  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, K Stewart & Mrs E Burke  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, K Stewart & Partner  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, 
yellow cap.
Ontoawinner & Matthew Webber  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, 
yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, M Hulin & E Burke  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, 
yellow cap.
Ontoawinner 7, M Hulin, E Burke  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, 
yellow cap.
Ontoawinner 6, M Hulin, E Burke  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, 
yellow cap.
Ontoawinner 5, M Hulin & Mrs E Burke  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.

Ontoawinner, M Hulin & Partner  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, 
yellow cap.
Ontoawinner & Mr Daniel Shapiro  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, 
yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, Mr D Mackay & Mrs E Burke  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, Mr R McKeown & E Burke  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner & Mrs E Burke  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner 9 & Mrs E Burke  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner 14 & Mrs E Burke  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, 
yellow cap.
Ontoawinner 7 & Mrs E Burke  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner 8 & Mrs J Ryan  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner & Mrs J Ryan  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner & M Saunders  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner & Ollie Pears  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner, Pam Dawson & Partner  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner & Partner  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner 10 & Partner  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner 10 & Partner 1  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner 10 & Partner 2  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner 10 & Partner 3  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner 10 & Partner 4  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner 10 & Partner 5  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner 8 & Partner  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner 2 & Partner  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner 8 & Partner 2  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner 9 & Partner 3  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner 9 & Partner 4  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner & Partners  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, PB Racing & Capla  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, 
yellow cap.
Ontoawinner & Saffron Racing II  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, 
yellow cap.
Ontoawinner 10, Saxtead Livestock & Prtr  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, Scandrett & Kelleway  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, 
yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, Scandrett & Short  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, 
yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, SDH, James Pak  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner, SDH, James Pak & E Burke  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, SDH & Ollie Pears  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, 
yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, SDH Project Services Ltd  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, SDH Project Services Ltd 1  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, SDH Project Services Ltd 2  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, SDH Project Services Ltd 3  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, Strecker & Burke  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, 
yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, Strecker, Whitehead & Burke  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner & The Upton Group  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, 
yellow cap.
Ontoawinner Upton Group Tredwell  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, 
yellow cap.
Ontoawinner VIII & Partner  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner & Whitsbury Manor Stud  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Ontoawinner, Wilson-Crane  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow 
cap.
Ontoawinner, Wilson-Crane & Ollie Pears  Yellow and white (quartered), yellow sleeves, white 
armlets, yellow cap.
Onwoodsandupwoods  Royal blue, white star, white and red halved sleeves, white cap, royal blue 
star.
Oppenheimer, Mr A. E.  Black and white (halved), sleeves reversed, red cap.
Oppenheimer, Mr A. E. (second colours)  Claret, saxe blue sleeves, claret velvet cap.
Oppenheimer, Mr Peter  Black, yellow stars on sleeves, black cap, yellow star.
Oppenheimer, Mrs A.  Yellow, black and red hooped cap.
Oppenheimer, Mrs A. (second colours)  Dark blue and white stripes, orange cap.
Oppenheimer, Ms Arabella  Yellow, black and yellow hooped cap.
Oppenheimer, Ms Emily  Yellow, dark green cap.
Oppenheimer, Ms Emily (second colours)  Claret, saxe blue sleeves, claret velvet cap.
Optimistic Four  Black and white stripes, red sleeves, white cap.
The Optimists  Dark blue, yellow disc, yellow sleeves, dark blue spots.
optimumracing.co.uk  Yellow and royal blue (quartered), white sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
optimumracing.co.uk & Alex Percy  Yellow and royal blue (quartered), white sleeves, yellow 
armlets, yellow cap.
Optimumracing.co.uk & Partner  Yellow and royal blue (quartered), white sleeves, yellow armlets, 
yellow cap.
Options O Partnership  Red, white disc, diabolo on sleeves.
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Options O Syndicate  Red, white disc, diabolo on sleeves.
Opulence Thorougbreds NH & Partner  Navy, gold braids, cream sleeves, navy cap, gold tassel.
Opulence Thoroughbreds  Navy, gold braids, cream sleeves, navy cap, gold tassel
Opulence Thoroughbreds NH  Navy, gold braids, cream sleeves, navy cap, gold tassel
O1 Racing Partnership  White, royal blue chevrons, white sleeves, royal blue stars, quartered cap.
Oracle Horseracing  Pink, white hollow box, white sleeves, pink armlets.
Oracle Horseracing (second colours)  Red, black stars, black and red hooped sleeves, red cap, 
black star.
Oram, Mrs Charlotte  White, large red spots, white sleeves, red spots, red cap.
Orange Racing  White, orange disc.
Orange Racing (second colours)  White, purple disc.
Orange Racing (third colours)  White, grey disc.
Orange Racing (fourth colours)  White, dark blue disc.
Orange Racing (fifth colours)  White, mauve disc.
Orbis Bloodstock (UK) Limited  Purple, white disc, halved sleeves, white cap.
Orbit Performance  Dark green, pink disc.
Orchard Bloodstock Ltd  White, emerald green striped sleeves.
Orchard, Mr G. R.  Black, red cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
ORCHARD RACING  Emerald green, red spots, armlets and spots on cap.
Orchardstown Farms Ltd  Light blue and red (quartered), red and light blue striped sleeves, hooped 
cap.
Orchardstown Stud and Partner  Light blue and red (quartered), red and light blue striped sleeves, 
hooped cap.
The Ordnance Hill Syndicate  Dark blue, yellow seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue 
cap, yellow star.
The Ordynary Folk  Royal blue and yellow check, black sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow star.
O'Regan, Mr Dan  Dark blue, yellow epaulets and armlets.
O'Reilly Hyland, Mr Edmund  Pink, mauve star, pink sleeves, mauve stars, pink cap, mauve star.
O'Reilly, Lady  Black, white hoops, royal blue cap, white star.
O'Reilly, Mr H. J.  White, grey hoop, white and red hooped cap.
Organ, Mrs Jane  Emerald green, light blue chevron, chevrons on sleeves.
The Oriental Spirit Partnership  Grey, maroon chevron, maroon and grey halved sleeves.
The Original Gang  Red, black sash, sleeves and diamond on cap.
The Originals  Yellow, beige seams, yellow sleeves and cap.
Orlandi, Mr Micheal  Emerald green, yellow and emerald green halved sleeves, yellow cap.
The Ormello Way  Dark blue, red epaulets, white and dark blue hooped sleeves.
Ormond, Mr E. H. E. Garth  Dark blue, maroon seams, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
O'Rourke, Mr B.  Royal blue, black striped sleeves, black cap.
O'Rourke, Mr Brian  Brown, light blue hoops, light blue and brown hooped sleeves and cap.
O'Rourke, Mr Rory  Red, white hoop, white sleeves, red stars, white cap.
O'Rourke, Mrs Perle  Grey and pink diamonds, pink sleeves and cap.
Orpen Horses Ltd.  Emerald green, pink sleeves, emerald green armlets, pink cap.
Orpwood, Mrs C.  Primrose, royal blue cross belts, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Orrell, Mr Roderick  Dark green and white stripes, dark green sleeves, dark green cap, white star.
Orr, Mr David  Grey, dark blue and grey hooped sleeves, dark blue cap.
Orr, Mr Sandy  Light blue, red star, light blue sleeves, red stars.
Orr, Mrs Sandy  Yellow, light blue hooped sleeves.
ORS & Exors of Late Duke of Roxburghe  Silver, dark green sleeves.
Orton, Mrs Carolyn  Pink and royal blue check, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Osborne House Limited  Royal blue, large white spots and armlets.
Osborne, Mr J. A.  Cerise, green check cap.
Osborne, Mr J. A. (second colours)  Royal blue and dark blue check.
Osborne, Mr J. A. (third colours)  Light blue and white diamonds.
Osborne, Mr J. A. (fourth colours)  Emerald green and mauve stripes.
Osborne, Mr J. A. (fifth colours)  Beige, pink epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Osborne, Mrs Christine  Dark blue, white chevron.
Osborne, Mrs L.  Light green, yellow hoop, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
The Oscar Charlie Racing Partnership  Maroon, white armlets, black cap.
Oseman, Mr D. J.  Orange, black seams, quartered cap.
Oseman, Mr M. F.  White, dark blue star, light blue sleeves, dark blue stars, light blue cap, dark blue 
star.
Oseman, Mrs K.  White, dark blue star, light blue sleeves, dark blue stars, light blue cap, dark blue 
star.
O'Shea, Mr John F.  White, light green braces, armlets and cap.
O'Shea, Mr John F. (second colours)  Royal blue, red sleeves, royal blue stars, emerald green cap.
O'Shea, Mr Michael  Grey, royal blue seams, striped sleeves, royal blue cap.
O Sherwood & Tim Syder  Emerald green and orange (halved), quartered cap.
O Sherwood & Tim Syder (second colours)  Red and white check, white cap.
O Sullivan, Mr C  Dark blue, light blue disc, light blue and dark blue chevrons on sleeves, white cap, 
black star.
O'Sullivan, Mr D.  Purple, grey hoops, white sleeves.
Osullivan, Mr D.  White, royal blue cross of lorraine, red sleeves, white armlets and stars on red cap.
O'Sullivan, Mr J.A.  Red, royal blue stars, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap, royal blue star.
O'Sullivan, Mr Nigel  Emerald green, purple braces, purple cap.
O'Sullivan, Mr P. G.  Dark blue, white seams, black sleeves, white armlets, dark blue cap.
O Sullivan, Mr Roy David  Red and pink diamonds, light blue sleeves, red cap, light blue diamonds.
O Sullivan, Mr Roy David (second colours)  Red and yellow diamonds, emerald green sleeves.
O'Sullivan, Mr S.  White, red sleeves, white spots, red cap.
O'Sullivan, Mrs Alurie  Emerald green, royal blue chevrons, halved sleeves, quartered cap.
O'Sullivan, Mr Sean  Emerald green and red (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
O'Sullivan, Mrs J.  Maroon and mauve (quartered), mauve sleeves, maroon cap, mauve star.
O'Sullivan, Mrs Maura  Purple, white star and armlets, quartered cap.
O'Sullivan, Mrs Monica  Red, light green cap.
O'Sullivan, Ms F.A.  Purple and white stripes, chevrons on sleeves.
O'Sullivan, Ms Vivienne  Light green, mauve seams, striped sleeves, white cap.
O'Sullivan, Ms Vivienne (second colours)  White, black seams, black and white striped sleeves, 
white cap.
O'Sullivan, Rudolf, Perkins & Boughey  Dark blue, white disc.
The Other Club  Old gold, black hash symbol, black velvet cap, old goldtassel
O.T.I. Racing  Dark blue, gold hoops, white sleeves and cap.
OTI Racing 1  Dark blue, gold hoops, white sleeves and cap.
OTI Racing and La Grange Partners  Dark blue, gold hoops, white sleeves and cap.
OTI Racing & Anglo Australian Racing  Dark blue, gold hoops, white sleeves and cap.
OTI Racing & Coolmore  Dark blue, gold hoops, white sleeves and cap.
O.T.I. Racing & Middleham Park Racing VI  Light blue, orange epaulets.
O.T.I. Racing & Middleham Park Racing VI (second colours)  Dark blue, gold hoops, white 
sleeves and cap.
O.T.I. Racing & Mr Chi Un Fred Ma  Dark blue, gold hoops, white sleeves and cap.
O T I Racing & Mr G Strawbridge  White, emerald green hoop.
O.T.I. Racing & Mr Michael Watt  Dark blue, gold hoops, white sleeves and cap.
OTI Racing & Mrs J Magnier  Dark blue, gold hoops, white sleeves and cap.
OTI Racing & Mrs L Cumani  Dark blue, gold hoops, white sleeves and cap.
OTI Racing/Mrs L E Ramsden/R Morecombe  Dark blue, gold hoops, white sleeves and cap.
O.T.I. Racing & Partner  Dark blue, gold hoops, white sleeves and cap.
O.T.I Racing & Partner 1  Dark blue, gold hoops, white sleeves and cap.
OTI Racing, P Silver & A Bengough  Dark blue, gold hoops, white sleeves and cap.

O'Toole, Mr Martin JL  Black, royal blue epaulets, sleeves and cap.
O'Toole, Mr Thomas Kieran  Maroon, white hoop, chevrons on sleeves.
The Otter Club  Cerise and gold stripes, cerise sleeves, quartered cap.
Ottesen, Mr Keith  Light blue, white epaulets and sleeves, dark blue cap.
Oulton, Mr K. J.  Yellow, light green star, light green sleeves, yellow armlets.
Our Racing Club  Royal blue, white star, white sleeves, red diamonds, white cap.
Outhart, Mr Tony  Black and white check, diabolo on sleeves.
Out of Africa Partnership  Orange, black epaulets, striped cap.
Out of Bounds & Katy Price  Yellow, black diamond, chevrons on sleeves.
Out of Bounds & Katy Price (second colours)  White, emerald green stripe, striped cap.
Out Of Bounds & Mike Harris Racing Club  Yellow, black diamond, chevrons on sleeves.
Out Of Bounds Racing Club  White, emerald green stripe, striped cap.
Out Of Bounds Racing Club (second colours)  Yellow, black diamond, chevrons on sleeves.
The Out Of Puff Partnership  White, black stars on sleeves.
Outrath Partnership  Purple, grey and purple striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Out The Box Racing  Light green, white sleeves, red cap, white spots.
Ovel, Mr Roy  Light blue, maroon chevrons on sleeves, maroon cap.
Overbury Racing Club  Green, black cap, red spots.
Over The Last Racing  Black, maroon star, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Over The Moon Racing  Emerald green, white star and star on cap.
Over The Moon Racing II  Emerald green, white star and star on cap.
Over The Moon Racing III  Emerald green, white star and star on cap.
Over The Moon Racing IV  Emerald green, white star and star on cap.
Owen, Miss Emma L.  Royal blue, yellow braces, black sleeves and cap.
Owen, Miss Emma L. (second colours)  Emerald green, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Owen, Mr Alex  Light blue, white stars, armlets and stars on cap.
Owen, Mr G.  Black, pink stripe and armlets.
Owen, Mr L. R.  Yellow, red epaulets and armlets, red cap, yellow diamond.
Owen, Mr Michael  Dark green, yellow triple diamond.
Owen, Mr Michael (second colours)  Dark blue, grey triple diamond.
Owen, Mr R. A.  Black, red seams, red sleeves, black armlets, black cap.
Owen, Mr R. A. (second colours)  Dark blue, red seams, dark blue sleeves, red stars, light blue cap.
Owen, Mr Roddy  White, red chevron, emerald green and red striped sleeves, red cap.
Owen, Mrs Charlotte  Dark blue, yellow spots, red sleeves, dark blue and red quartered cap.
Owen, Mrs J.  Royal blue, pink sleeves, royal blue spots, pink cap.
Owen, Mrs J. M.  Royal blue, violet hooped sleeves, red cap.
Owen, Mrs J. M. (second colours)  Purple, cream sleeves, purple cap
Owen, Mrs M.  Maroon, pale blue sash, quartered cap.
Owen, Mrs Sue  Emerald green, black spots, hooped sleeves, dark blue cap, emerald green star.
Owen Promotions & Dooley Thoroughbreds  Dark blue, grey triple diamond.
Owen Promotions Limited  Dark blue, grey triple diamond.
Owen Promotions Ltd & M Batters  Dark blue, grey triple diamond.
Owens, Mr D.  White, large dark blue spots, armlets and cap.
Owens, Mr Patrick  Light blue and red stripes, light blue cap.
Owens, Mr R. G.  Light blue, dark blue sleeves, light blue spots.
Owenstown Stud & Mr M. P. N. Tregoning  Light green, white epaulets, striped cap.
Owenstown Stud & Partner  Grey, orange seams, striped sleeves and diamond on cap.
Ownaracehorse and My First Racehorse  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
ownaracehorse and not the peloton  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Ownaracehorse and partners II  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Ownaracehorse and Partners III  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Ownaracehorse & Dave and Julie Keates  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Ownaracehorse & Liz Tilley  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Ownaracehorse & Looksarnteverything  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Ownaracehorse & Looksarnteverything (second colours)  Black and grey diamonds, grey sleeves, 
black diamonds, black cap.
Ownaracehorse Ltd, K West & O Pears  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Ownaracehorse Ltd & Miss Sam Beddoes  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Ownaracehorse Ltd, M Reay & O Pears  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Ownaracehorse Ltd & Mr Ollie Pears  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Ownaracehorse Ltd & Mr T. R. Gretton  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Ownaracehorse Ltd (ownaracehorse.co.uk)  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Ownaracehorse & Lyndsey Shaw  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Ownaracehorse & Lyndsey Shaw (second colours)  Black, yellow spots on sleeves.
Ownaracehorse & Stephen Tucker  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Ownaracehorse & Topspec Partnership  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Owners For Owners: Acey Milan  Dark green and red (quartered), white sleeves, dark green 
armlets, red cap.
Owners For Owners: Acey Milan (second colours)  Pink and dark green diamonds, emerald green 
sleeves, dark green and pink quartered cap.
Owners for Owners Ben Buie  Emerald green, orange triple diamond, emerald green sleeves, white 
armlets, emerald green cap, orange diamond.
Owners For Owners: Chantresse  Black, pink sash, pink sleeves, black armlets, light blue cap.
Owners for Owners Constitutional  Emerald green and red check, yellow sleeves, emerald green 
armlets, yellow cap.
Owners for Owners Dreamers  Emerald green, orange triple diamond, sleeves and cap.
Owners For Owners: Future Gilded  Emerald green and red check, yellow sleeves, emerald green 
armlets, yellow cap.
Owners for Owners Lord Condi  Pink and brown diamonds, pink sleeves and cap.
Owners for Owners Luttrell Lad  Light green, maroon cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Owners For Owners: Melekhov  Dark green and red (quartered), white sleeves, dark green 
armlets, red cap.
Owners for Owners Mozzaro  Emerald green, yellow cross belts and sleeves.
Owners for Owners & Mrs E Burke  Emerald green and red check, yellow sleeves, emerald green 
armlets, yellow cap.
Owners For Owners: Scented Lily  Emerald green and yellow check, emerald green sleeves, yellow 
armlets, quartered cap.
Owners For Owners: Sunday Prospect  Emerald green and red check, yellow sleeves, emerald 
green armlets, red cap.
Owners For Owners: Thady Quil  Yellow, red chevron, chevrons on sleeves.
Owners For Owners: Timeless Art  Black, pink sash, pink sleeves, black armlets, light blue cap.
Owners Group 001  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 004  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 008  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 006  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 005  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 009  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 011  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 014  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 015  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 016  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 017  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 018  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 020  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 019  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 021  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
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Owners Group 025  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 010  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 023  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 024  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 022  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 026  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 027  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 028  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 029  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 030  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 031  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
OWNERS GROUP 034  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
OWNERS GROUP 035  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
OWNERS GROUP 003  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
OWNERS GROUP 032  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
OWNERS GROUP 033  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 037  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 038  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 039  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 040  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 041  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 042  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 043  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 036  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 044  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 045  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 046  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 047  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 048  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 049  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 050  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 051  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 052  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 053  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 054  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 055  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 056  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 057  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 060  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 058  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 061  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 059  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Owners Group 005 & Partner  Mauve, black chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Oxley, Mr H.  Light blue, dark blue seams, light blue cap.
Oxley, Mr L. T.  White and orange check, royal blue sleeves, orange and white check cap.
Oxley, Mr WM  Maroon, light blue star, black sleeves, black cap, light blue stars.
The Oxymorons  Red, white star, black and white diabolo on sleeves, red cap, white star.
Oydunow  Red, white stripe, white and red diabolo on sleeves.

P
PA Carnaby & Riverside Racing  Mauve and black diamonds, black sleeves.
Pacey, Mr Geoff  Black and orange diamonds, black sleeves, orange armlets and diamond on cap.
Pacific Hawk (HK) Limited  Red and yellow diabolo, red sleeves, red cap, yellow stars.
Pacific Partners  Light green and black stripes, light green sleeves.
Packe-Drury-Lowe, Mr E.  White, royal blue and white striped sleeves, light blue cap.
Packham, Mr Steven  White, red stripe, diabolo on sleeves.
Packham, Mr W.  Royal blue, white epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
The Paddock Space Partnership  Dark green, red chevron.
The Paddock Space Partnership 2  Dark green, red chevron.
The Paddocks Partnership  White, orange epaulets.
Paddy Again Partnership  Purple, white cross of lorraine and armlets, quartered cap.
Paddy Downes,Bill Green & Phil Harker  Red and royal blue diabolo, royal blue and white striped 
sleeves, red cap.
Paddys Runner Partnership  Light blue, pink striped sleeves.
P & A Deal, Cross, Hambro, Sieff  Black and red diamonds, check cap.
P & A Deal, Cross, Hambro, Sieff (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow cross belts, striped cap.
P. A. Deal & G. Lowe  Dark blue, yellow cross belts, collar and cuffs, striped cap.
P. A. Deal, G. Lowe & P. A. Darling  Dark blue, yellow cross belts, collar and cuffs, striped cap.
P. A. Deal, G. Lowe & P. A. Darling (second colours)  Maroon, pink armlets.
Padfield, Mr N. W.  Yellow, dark blue hoop and armlets, dark blue cap, yellow star.
Padgett Hollings Hull Fielding Hoskins  White, red cross belts, red and white striped sleeves, 
hooped cap.
Padgett, Mr B.  White, red cross belts, red and white striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Padgett, Mr D.  Dark green, yellow triple diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Padraic O'Neill & Janice West  White, emerald green stripe, orange sleeves, emerald green cap.
P Afia & Partner  Purple, pink epaulets, pink and purple quartered cap.
Page, Mr Andrew  Emerald green and purple (quartered), purple sleeves, emerald green armlets.
Page, Mr Andrew (second colours)  Orange, dark blue stars on sleeves.
Page, Mr B. H.  Dark blue, maroon cross belts, armlets and star on cap.
Page, Mr Dean  Red and royal blue check, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, white cap.
Page, Mr Merv  Brown, orange star, brown sleeves, orange stars, brown cap, orange star.
Page, Mr Richard L.  Royal blue, pink spots, royal blue cap.
Page, Mr Richard L. (second colours)  Pink, royal blue spots, pink cap.
Page, Mrs Susan  Dark blue, emerald green spots.
Paine, Mr Matthew James  Red and white (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, white and red quartered 
cap.
Paine, Mr W. G.  Dark blue and white (quartered), dark blue sleeves, white stars, dark blue cap, 
white star.
Pain, Mr B. R. K.  Pink, brown hoops, pink sleeves and cap.
Pain, Mrs P.  Red, royal blue diamond, armlets and cap.
Painter, B. J.  Royal blue and light blue stripes, royal blue sleeves, light blue armlets, royal blue cap.
Pakenham, Exors of the Late Hon Mrs S.  Royal blue, white sash and hoop on cap.
Pakenham, Mr A. E.  Mauve, mauve and white check sleeves, white cap.
Pakenham, Mrs Victoria  Mauve, mauve and white check sleeves.
Pak, Mr James  Emerald green, red stars on sleeves.
Palace House Turf Club  Pink, grey chevron, pink sleeves, grey stars, pink cap, grey star.
Palatinate Racing A Chandler L Westwood  White, black and white halved sleeves.
PalatinateRacing Chandler Westwood Bryce  Purple, purple and yellow check sleeves, quartered cap.
Palatinate Racing Ltd, D Hassan, S Osman  Purple, white spots on sleeves and cap.
Palatinate Thoroughbred Racing, D Hassan  Purple, white spots on sleeves and cap.
Palatinate Thoroughbred Racing Limited  Purple, white spots on sleeves and cap.
Palatinate Thoroughbred Racing Limited (second colours)  White, black and white halved 
sleeves.
Palatinate Thoroughbred Racing Limited (third colours)  White, black and white halved sleeves, 
yellow cap, white spots.

Palatinate Thoroughbred Racing/M Wigham  Purple, white spots on sleeves and cap.
Palatinate Thoroughbred Racing/M Wigham (second colours)  White, black and white halved 
sleeves.
Pale King Partners  Dark blue, pink epaulets, diabolo on sleeves.
Paley Heights Syndicate  Emerald green, yellow seams, orange sleeves, yellow seams, emerald 
green and yellow check cap.
Palin, Mr T. S.  Light blue, orange epaulets.
Pali Pali Syndicate  Emerald green, black chevron, chevrons on sleeves.
Palk, Mr W.  Red, white epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Palladium Ltd  White, royal blue star, hooped sleeves.
Pallas, Mrs Linsey  Mauve and white diabolo, quartered cap.
Pallas, Mr Thomas  Red, white hoops, diabolo on sleeves, black cap.
Pallister, Mrs Jennifer E.  Black, emerald green star on body and cap, white sleeves.
Pallister, Mrs Jennifer E. (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow star, white sleeves, royal blue cap, 
yellow star.
Pallister Racing  Royal blue, yellow star, white sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Pall Mall Partners  Emerald green, yellow star, red sleeves and cap.
Pall Mall Partners and Sue Hopgood  Emerald green, yellow star, red sleeves and cap.
Pall Mall Partners & Mrs R. J. McCreery  Emerald green, yellow star, red sleeves and cap.
Pall Mall Partners & Partner  Emerald green, yellow star, red sleeves and cap.
Pall Mall Partners & Partners  Emerald green, yellow star, red sleeves and cap.
Palmer-Brown, Ensor, Blunt, Sullivan Ltd  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, yellow cap.
Palmer-Brown Lousada Shrubsall  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, yellow cap.
Palmer-Brown, Mr J.  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, yellow cap.
Palmer, Dr Roy  Yellow, maroon chevrons, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, maroon star.
Palmer & Graham  Dark blue, pink triple diamond, armlets and diamonds on cap.
Palmer & Graham (second colours)  Yellow, maroon chevrons, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, maroon 
star.
Palmer, Mr A. J. S.  Black, emerald green chevrons, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Palmer, Mr C. A. S. (L)  Biscuit, chocolate cap.
Palmer, Mr H.  White, primrose braid and sleeves, white cap.
Palmer, Mr H. (second colours)  Olive green, white hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Palmer, Mr H. (third colours)  Dark blue, scarlet hoop, light blue sleeves, scarlet cap.
Palmer, Mr M.  White, maroon star, white sleeves, light blue armlets, light blue cap, maroon star.
Palmer, Mr Martyn C.  Purple, beige star, purple sleeves, beige stars and stars on cap.
Palmer, Mrs Emma  Dark blue, pink chevron, dark blue sleeves, pink stars, pink cap, dark blue star.
Palmer, Mrs Julie E.  Purple, beige star, purple sleeves, beige stars, mauve cap.
Palmer, Mrs V.  Red and grey diabolo, grey sleeves, quartered cap.
Palmer, Mrs Vanessa  White, primrose braid and sleeves, quartered cap.
Palmer, Ms Sarah  White, maroon stars and armlets, maroon cap, white star.
Pam Beardmore & Alan Baxter  Dark blue, yellow star, diamonds on sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
Pam beardmore & Jennie Candlish  Dark blue, yellow star, diamonds on sleeves, dark blue cap, 
yellow star.
Pamela Aitken & Julia Rayment  Yellow, grey armlets, grey cap.
P. A. & M. J. Reditt  White, red triple diamond, armlets and cap.
Pam Pengelly & David Lockwood  Emerald green and red (quartered), red sleeves, emerald green 
cap.
Pam & Richard Ellis  Dark blue and pink (quartered), pink sleeves, dark blue armlets.
Pam's People  White, dark green braces, diabolo on sleeves, red cap, white star.
PAM Ties  Light blue, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, light blue armlets.
Panarea Racing  Purple, grey hoops, white sleeves.
Panarea Racing & Partner  Purple, grey hoops, white sleeves.
P. and S. Partnership  Emerald green, black star, sleeves and stars on cap.
Pangfield Racing V  Pink and grey stripes, chevrons on sleeves, pink cap.
Panizzo, Miss S.  Grey, dark green epaulets.
Pan, Mr Sutong  Gold, red spots, gold sleeves, cap halved horizontally.
Panos, Mr K.  White, purple stars, white sleeves and cap.
Panos, Mr K. (second colours)  Dark blue, white stars, dark blue sleeves, white cap.
The Pantechnicons  Dark green, light blue hoops.
The Pantechnicons II  Dark green, light blue hoops.
The Pantechnicons III  Dark green, light blue hoops.
The Pantechnicons IV  Dark blue, emerald green cross of lorraine and armlets, white cap.
The Pantechnicons V  Dark green, light blue hoops.
The Pantechnicons VI  Dark green, light blue hoops.
The Pantechnicons VII  Dark green, light blue hoops.
Panther Racing Ltd  Black and yellow diamonds, halved sleeves.
Panther Racing Ltd  Black and yellow diamonds, halved sleeves.
Panther Racing Ltd/Miss R. E. A. Menzies  Black and yellow diamonds, halved sleeves.
Panther Racing Ltd & Mrs J. Drake  Black and yellow diamonds, halved sleeves.
Panton, Mr Bernard  Maroon, grey stars, maroon sleeves, maroon cap, grey star.
The Pant Wilkin Partnership  Dark blue, royal blue seams, royal blue sleeves, dark blue seams, dark 
blue cap.
Panvert, Mr J. F.  Royal blue, white seams, red and white hooped cap.
Paola Hewins Olivia Hoare  Red, purple spots, sleeves and cap.
Paolo Benedetti & The Barkers  White, light blue stars, pink cap.
Pardy, Mr Ian  Orange, black sleeves, orange spots.
Parfitt, Mr Michael  Red and white check, white sleeves.
Par Four  White, royal blue hoops, white sleeves, royal blue spots, yellow cap.
The Parishioners  Light blue and yellow check, orange and black hooped sleeves.
Parish, Mr Ben  Purple, white stars, grey sleeves, white stars, grey cap, white stars.
Parish, Mr Billy  Black, yellow spots, yellow sleeves, black spots, black cap, yellow star.
Parker Bowles, Brigadier A.  Red and white (halved), sleeves reversed, quartered cap.
Parker (London), Sir A.  Purple, emerald green star, diamonds on sleeves, purple cap, emerald 
green stars.
Parker, Miss Lucinda  Pink, dark blue star, dark blue sleeves, pink stars, dark blue cap, pink star.
Parker, Mr Billy  White, maroon stripe, striped sleeves, light blue cap.
Parker, Mr Charles  Royal blue, white cross of lorraine, red sleeves and cap.
Parker, Mr D.  Light blue, pink sash, white sleeves, pink cap.
Parker, Mr D.  Purple, grey star, white sleeves, orange cap, grey star.
Parker, Mr D. R.  Red and white (halved), halved sleeves, red and white check cap.
Parker, Mr Jamie  White, purple seams, sleeves and cap.
Parker, Mr Jamie (second colours)  Pink, beige armlets.
Parker, Mr J. W.  Royal blue, white sleeves, emerald green cap.
Parker, Mrs Mary-Anne  Orange, purple cross belts.
Parker, Mrs Tracy  Black, emerald green hoops, white sleeves, black spots.
Parker, Mr Tim  Royal blue and beige stripes, hooped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Parkes, Mr E.  Orange, white hoop, orange sleeves, white stars.
Parkes, Mr E. P.  Royal blue, emerald green sash, sleeves and cap.
Parkes, Mr John  Black and royal blue stripes, black sleeves and cap.
Parkes, Mrs Julie  White, black braces, white sleeves, black stars and cap.
Park Farms Racing Syndicate 1  Red, yellow diamond on body and cap, red sleeves, yellow stars.
The Park Homes Syndicate  Purple, red stars, red sleeves, purple stars, red cap.
Park House Partnership  Black, pink hoop, halved sleeves, white and pink quartered cap.
Parkin, Mr Andy  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, hooped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Parkin, Mr C.  Emerald green, royal blue disc, striped sleeves, royal blue cap.
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Parkin, Mr Stuart  Black and yellow (quartered), yellow and black check sleeves, black cap, yellow 
star.
Parkins, Mr M. J.  Royal blue, orange epaulets and armlets, black cap.
Parkinson, Mr G.  Orange, black cross of lorraine, black and white hooped sleeves and cap.
Parkinson, Mr Geoff  Dark green and light green (quartered), dark green and white halved sleeves, 
white cap.
Park Lane Partnership  Orange, dark blue star, dark blue sleeves, orange armlets.
Park Lane Racing AG Switzerland  Yellow, black spots, yellow and black halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Park Lodge Racing  Yellow, purple diamond and armlets.
Park, Mr Ian  Dark blue and red (quartered), dark blue sleeves, dark blue cap, red star.
Park, Mr Michael  Maroon, yellow chevron, striped sleeves and diamond on cap.
Park, Mr N.  White, purple seams, purple and white chevrons on sleeves, purple cap.
Park View  Yellow, red chevron, red sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow and red quartered cap.
Park Walk Racing  Maroon, black cap.
Park Walk Racing  - 2019  Maroon, black cap.
Parmar, Mr Hickesh  Royal blue, pink star, chevrons on sleeves.
Par 4 Racing  Red and white (quartered), hooped sleeves, red cap.
Parren, Mr B. W.  White and dark blue stripes, diamonds on sleeves.
Parrett, Mr Turrloo F.  Emerald green, large pink spots, pink cap.
Parri, Mr. Giovanni  Pink, dark blue chevron and armlets, quartered cap.
Parrish, Mr A. R.  Dark blue, red stars, red sleeves, dark blue armlets, quartered cap.
Parrish, Mrs R.  Cambridge blue, black sash, cambridge blue and white striped sleeves.
Parr, Mr A. B.  Dark blue, yellow disc, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap, yellow spots.
Parrott, Mr T. J.  Royal blue, yellow hoop, dark blue sleeves, royal blue and yellow quartered cap.
Parry, Dr L. G.  Yellow, dark green hoop and armlets.
Parry, Mr David  Light blue, black and red striped sleeves.
Parry, Mr J. W.  Red, pink star and sleeves, orange cap.
Parry, Mr K. M.  Maroon and dark blue (quartered), dark green sleeves.
Parry, Mrs M. L.  Light blue, black spots, black cap.
Parry, Mr Stephen  Red, black triple diamond, black sleeves, red armlets.
Parry, Mr T. L.  White and purple (quartered), striped sleeves, white cap, purple star.
The Parry's  Red, pink star and sleeves, orange cap.
The Parsnips  Dark green, light blue hoop, maroon sleeves, light blue cap.
Parsonage Racing Partnership  Black, red triple diamond, white and black check sleeves, white cap.
Parsonage Racing Partnership (second colours)  Dark green, beige chevron.
The 1997 Partnership  Mauve, white sleeves, mauve armlets, purple cap.
007 Partnership  Red, large white spots, white sleeves, black diamonds, white cap.
The 1901 Partnership  White and royal blue stripes, chevrons on sleeves.
1997 Partnership and John Berry  Royal blue, dark blue cap.
Partridge, Mr Phil  Red, white epaulets, red sleeves, white spots and spotson cap.
Party People  Pink, black chevron, black sleeves, white stars, pink and black hooped cap.
Parvin, Mrs J. J.  Light blue, dark blue disc and armlets.
Pascall, Mr Nicholas  Purple, white seams, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Pascoe, Mr G. J.  White, dark blue cross of lorraine, dark blue cap.
Pask, Mr W.  Purple, yellow striped sleeves, purple cap, yellow star.
Passant & Butt  Black, light green and black chevrons on sleeves, light green cap.
Passant & Butt (second colours)  Emerald green, black chevrons, hooped cap.
Passant, Mr D. R.  Black, light green and black chevrons on sleeves, light green cap.
The Passionate Partnership 3  Pink, red disc, quartered cap.
Past The Post Racing  Emerald green, red disc, armlets and cap.
Past The Post Racing & Gary Moore  Emerald green, red disc, armlets and cap.
Pate, Mr Jim  Maroon and yellow (quartered), chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
Paterson, Mr Adrian  Royal blue, gold seams, blue cap, gold tassel.
Paterson, Mr O. W.  Cerise, white sleeves, black and cerise quartered cap.
Paterson, Mr O. W. (second colours)  White, gold sash, orange cap.
Paterson, Mrs Jane S.  Grey, yellow sleeves.
Patey, Mr Andrew  Purple, white chevron.
Patey, Mr Andrew (second colours)  Dark blue, red disc, red cap.
Pat Hancock & Eric Jones  Grey, dark blue chevron, orange and dark blue chevrons on sleeves, black 
cap, red star.
Patience Qc, His Honour Judge A.  Red, large emerald green spots, red sleeves, emerald green 
spots, emerald green cap.
The Patient Partnership  Red and white stripes, black and white striped cap.
Paton, Exors of the late Mr S.D.  Dark blue and pink check.
Paton-Smith, Major W. R.  Light green, brown chevron, armlets and diamond on cap.
Paton-Smith, Mrs Jane  Yellow, green sash and sleeves, quartered cap.
Patricia Crook & Francis Aspin  Dark green and purple (halved), white sleeves, purple diamonds, 
purple cap.
Patricia Crook & Winterbeck Manor Stud  Dark green and purple (halved), white sleeves, purple 
diamonds, purple cap.
Patricia & Danny Doran  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, white cap.
Patrick B Doyle (Construction) Ltd  Royal blue, brown seams, white cap.
Patrick Gage & Tony Taylor  Royal blue and white (quartered), halved sleeves.
Patrick Melarkey & Daisy Hitchins  Royal blue and yellow check.
Patrick, Mr D. C.  Emerald green, dark blue hoop, emerald green sleeves, dark blue spots, dark blue 
and emerald green hooped cap.
Patrick & Scott Bryceland  Black, light green star, armlets and star on cap.
Patrick, Sellars and Murphy  Emerald green, dark blue hoop, emerald green sleeves, dark blue 
spots, dark blue and emerald green hooped cap.
Patrick/Unsworth  Light blue, brown chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Patsalides, Mr Nicolas  Pink, pink and dark blue diabolo on sleeves, dark blue cap.
Pat Swayne and Partner  Dark blue, white disc, halved sleeves.
Pattenden, Mr R.  Orange, black epaulets, checked sleeves.
Patten, Miss J. C.  Yellow, black stripe, diabolo on sleeves.
Patterson, Mr W.  Red, yellow seams, red sleeves, yellow stars, red cap, yellow star.
Patti Crook,Graham Kerr,Yasmin Mullin  Dark green and purple (halved), white sleeves, purple 
diamonds, purple cap.
Pattinson, Mr M.  Black, royal blue braces, white cap, royal blue stars.
Pattinson, Mrs P. M.  Maroon, yellow diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap.
Pattison, Mr Ray  Royal blue and grey (quartered), grey sleeves, orange cap.
Pattle, Mr Ian  Royal blue, white chevrons and armlets.
Paul & Ann de Weck  Black, yellow epaulets, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Paul & Ann de Weck & Partner  Black, yellow epaulets, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Paul Blagg & Martin Boutcher  Orange, white chevron, armlets and cap.
Paul Brocklehurst & Partners  Royal blue, white cross belts, diamonds on sleeves, red and white 
quartered cap.
Paul Buist & John Thompson  Dark blue, large red spots, sleeves and cap.
Paul Cairns Racing Limited  Red and white stripes, red and black halved sleeves, red and black 
striped cap.
Paul & Charles O'Callaghan  White, dark blue diamond, dark blue sleeves, white armlets, quartered 
cap.
Paul & Clare Rooney  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), striped sleeves.
Paul & Clare Rooney & Notre Cheval  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), striped sleeves.
Paul Clifton and Sarah Thomas  White, dark blue epaulets, dark blue sleeves, white armlets.
Paul Clifton and Sarah Thomas (second colours)  Dark blue, red spots, red sleeves, dark blue 
armlets, red cap.

Paul Clifton & P D Evans  White, dark blue epaulets, dark blue sleeves, white armlets.
Paul & Dale Chapman Racing  Orange, dark blue armlets.
Paul D'Arcy Racing Partnership  Light blue, dark green cross belts, armlets and star on cap.
Paul & David Bedford  Royal blue, yellow disc, diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Paul Dean & The Mitchum Swagger P'Ship  Yellow, red chevrons, red sleeves, yellow diamonds, 
black cap.
Paul Duffy Diamond Partnership  White, red triple diamond, royal blue sleeves, white stars, red 
cap, white diamonds.
Paul Foster & Friends 2  Black, pink diamonds on sleeves, pink cap.
Paul Foster & Friends, Saxtead Livestock  Black, pink diamonds on sleeves, pink cap.
Pauline and Camilla Southerington  Dark blue, pink seams, dark blue sleeves, pink spots and cap.
Pauline and Camilla Southerington (second colours)  Pink, dark blue spots.
Paul Inglett & Chris Humber  Purple and yellow diamonds, yellow and purple striped sleeves.
Pauling, Mr Ben  Light blue, large dark green spots.
Pauling, Mr Ben (second colours)  Dark green, large light blue spots.
Pauling, Mrs Sophie  Black, red hooped sleeves and cap.
Pauling,Perkins,Kerwood,King&Williams  Red, white chevron.
Paul J Dixon And The Chrystal Maze Ptn  Orange, royal blue epaulets.
Paul J Dixon & Mrs Jayne Jackson  Royal blue, pink chevrons, royal blue cap.
Paul J Dixon & Partners & Yvonne Lowe  Royal blue, pink chevrons, royal blue cap.
Paul J Dixon & Yvonne Lowe  Royal blue, pink chevrons, royal blue cap.
Paul Jenkins and Partners  Royal blue, pink braces, white sleeves, pink and royal blue quartered cap.
Paul K. Barber & The Late C. G. Roach  Dark green, white chevron, light green sleeves, dark 
green and white check cap.
Paul, Mr G. W.  Pale blue, maroon hoop, dark blue sleeves, pale blue and maroon hooped cap.
Paul Naughton and partners  Royal blue, yellow triple diamond, white sleeves, yellow cap, royal 
blue diamond.
Paul Nicholas / M S Saunders  Red, white star, white sleeves, red spots, red cap, white star.
Paul Nicholas & Partner  Red, white star, white sleeves, red spots, red cap, white star.
Paul Nicholls & Jack Barber  Dark green and white diamonds, light green sleeves, dark green cap, 
white diamond.
Paul Read & Mrs Anthea Williams  Light blue, purple star and sleeves, purple cap, light blue stars.
Paul Read & Mrs Anthea Williams (second colours)  Dark blue and pink (quartered), dark blue 
sleeves, pink spots and cap.
Paul Saxton & The Bottom Liners  Red and black (quartered), hooped sleeves.
Paul Saxton & The Bottom Liners (second colours)  Black, pink seams, striped sleeves, pink cap.
Paul Smith & Rae Guest  Red and royal blue stripes, red sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap.
Paul Smith & Rae Guest (second colours)  White, pink and white striped sleeves, pink cap.
Paul V. Jackson & Janet P. Jackson  Emerald green, grey chevron, emerald green and pink hooped 
sleeves, grey and pink quartered cap.
Paul Webber & Partner  White, green sleeves and collar, claret and white striped cap.
Paul Whitehead & Clare Spencer-Herbert  Black, red stripe, white sleeves, black cap, red       
diamond.
Paul Wright Bevans & Jennie Candlish  Emerald green and orange (quartered), emerald green 
sleeves and cap.
Pau - Perth Partnership  White, emerald green epaulets, armlets and cap.
Pau-Perth Partnership & Mrs E Burke  White, emerald green epaulets, armlets and cap.
Pavarella Shoes Partnership  Light blue, royal blue chevrons, royal blue cap, light blue diamond.
Paver, Mr G. J.  Royal blue, orange chevron, armlets and star on cap.
Paver, Mr G. J. (second colours)  Yellow, large emerald green spots and star on cap.
The Pavillion Syndicate  Red and white diamonds, white and red halved sleeves.
Pawle, Mr O. J. W.  Emerald green, yellow stripe, yellow cap.
Pay, Mr Ben  Orange and black diabolo, orange cap.
Payne, Mr G.  Red, white seams, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Payne, Mr I.  Light blue, white sleeves, light blue spots, white cap.
Payne, Mr J.  Yellow, black sash and spots on cap.
Payne, Mr S.  Yellow, red star and armlets, hooped cap.
Payne, Mrs J. W.  White, cerise cross belts, royal blue cap.
Payne, Mrs L. Y.  Orange, black star, black and orange halved sleeves, orange cap, black star.
Payn, Mrs H. (L)  Royal blue and white diagonal stripes, royal blue sleeves, red cap.
Payton, Mr Michael  White, brown hoop and armlets, yellow cap.
P Baker D Wood M Flint  Yellow, large black spots, black sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow and black 
quartered cap.
P Baker W Summers  Yellow, large black spots, black sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow and black 
quartered cap.
P Baker W Summers (second colours)  Orange, dark blue star, white cap.
P. B. A. (Skegness) Ltd  Maroon, gold hooped sleeves, green cap.
P.B. Mitford-Slade & Miss Joanna Stevens  Yellow, emerald green cross belts, yellow sleeves, 
emerald green spots, emerald green and yellow quartered cap
P Carnaby & B Thomson  Pink, white stars, sleeves and cap.
PC Bloodstock  Red, pink cross belts and diamond on cap.
PC Bloodstock & J S Moore  Red, pink cross belts and diamond on cap.
P C F Racing Ltd  Emerald green, yellow stars, hooped sleeves, white cap.
P C F Racing Ltd/Ron Smith Recycling Ltd  Emerald green, yellow stars, hooped sleeves, white 
cap.
P. C. J. Dalby & R. D. Schuster  Pink, white hooped sleeves, white cap.
P.Clemitshaw, D.Fielding & W.Veti  White, dark blue hoops, dark blue sleeves, white armlets.
P Cook & K Lawrence  Yellow, emerald green stars, black sleeves and cap.
P Cook & K Lawrence (second colours)  Black, large red spots, armlets and cap.
pcracing.co.uk  Pink, black sash, white sleeves.
P Crook, AJA Sawyer, G Kelleway  Dark green and purple (halved), white sleeves, purple 
diamonds, purple cap.
P Crook, G Kelleway  Dark green and purple (halved), white sleeves, purple diamonds, purple cap.
P Crook, J Moynihan, R Mortlock  Dark green and purple (halved), white sleeves, purple diamonds, 
purple cap.
P D Player & R J Cornelius  Grey, red cap.
PDR Properties  Red, royal blue braces, royal blue and red chevrons on sleeves, royal blue cap.
PDR Properties & Apollo Racing  Maroon, dark blue chevrons, maroon cap, dark blue star.
P. D. Smith Holdings Ltd  Yellow, royal blue stars, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
P Duffy, D Semmens, V Williams & M Bowen  Yellow and royal blue stripes, yellow sleeves, royal 
blue stars, dark blue cap, yellow star.
P.DuffyD.SemmensVWilliamsRHarperMLoveday  Yellow and royal blue stripes, yellow sleeves, 
royal blue stars, dark blue cap, yellow star.
Peacock, Exors of the Late Mrs L.  Peacock blue, black sleeves, white cap.
Peacock, Exors of the Late Mrs L. (second colours)  Peacock blue, black and white hooped 
sleeves, white cap.
Peacock, Mr Nick  Yellow and dark green diabolo, dark green and yellow striped sleeves, quartered 
cap.
Peacock, Mr R. E.  Black, red spots, black sleeves, white cap.
Peacock, The Hon Andrew  Royal blue, red sash, white sleeves.
Pead, Mr A.  Maroon, orange diamond, diamonds on sleeves, maroon cap, orange diamond.
Peake, Mr Colin  Dark green and mauve stripes, mauve and dark green striped sleeves, dark green 
cap, mauve diamond.
Peake, Mr R.  Black, white cross belts, yellow sleeves, black spots and spots on cap.
Peake, Mrs Camilla  Orange, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Peaky Blinders  Light blue, dark blue seams, checked sleeves, white cap, dark blue star.
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Pearce bros & Nigel Hawke racing club  Royal blue and light blue (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, 
light blue cap, royal blue diamond.
Pearce Bros & Partner  Royal blue and light blue (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, light blue cap, royal 
blue diamond.
Pearce Bros Partnership  Royal blue and light blue (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, light blue cap, 
royal blue diamond.
Pearce, Miss Emma  White, pink seams, white cap.
Pearce, Mr Jack  Red and yellow (quartered), emerald green and dark blue striped sleeves, red and 
yellow hooped cap.
Pearce, Mr Jeff  Purple, white stars, purple cap, white star.
Pearce, Mr Jeff (second colours)  White, purple stars, purple cap, white star.
Pearce, Mr Joshua  Yellow, red chevron, red and yellow halved sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
Pearce, Mr N. A.  Maroon, light blue epaulets, light blue and maroon check sleeves, maroon cap, light 
blue star.
Pearce, Mr R. J.  Light blue and pink stripes, light blue cap.
Pearce, Mr Simon  Purple, white epaulets.
Pearce, Mrs Lydia  White and pink stripes, white sleeves, pink cap.
Pearce, Mrs Lydia (second colours)  Royal blue, large white spots and sleeves.
Pearce, Mr T. K.  White, red cross of lorraine, striped sleeves and cap.
Pearl Bloodstock Ltd  Yellow, royal blue stars, yellow cap.
Pearl Bloodstock Ltd (second colours)    Red and yellow flames.
Pearl Bloodstock & Mrs John Redvers  Yellow, royal blue stars, yellow cap.
Pearl, Mr John  Red, black diamond, diabolo on sleeves and diamonds on cap.
The Pearl Partners  White, black braces, black sleeves, white stars, black cap, white star.
Pearn, Mr John A. G.  White, navy blue collar and cuffs, blue, yellow, green and red hoop, yellow cap.
Pearn, Mrs J.  Light blue, dark green and light blue striped sleeves, light blue and white quartered cap.
Pearn's Pharmacies Ltd  Maroon, light blue and brown hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Pearse, Miss E.  Dark green, orange cross belts, white sleeves, orange cap.
Pearse, Mr M.  Dark green, red hoop, emerald green sleeves, emerald green cap, red star.
Pears, Mr Ollie  Dark blue, white cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Pearson, Magnier & Shanahan  Light blue, brown chevron, light blue sleeves, brown spots, light 
blue cap, brown spots.
Pearson, Mr A.  Black, pink stars and sleeves, pink and black quartered cap.
Pearson, Mr Deron  Light blue, brown chevron, light blue sleeves, brown spots, light blue cap, 
brown spots.
Pearson, Mr M. D.  Dark blue, red diamond, diamonds on sleeves, red cap.
Pearson, Mrs L. E.  Dark blue, yellow hoops and armlets.
Pearson, Mrs Sarah  Red, light blue cross of lorraine, light blue and red halved sleeves.
Pearson, Mrs Sarah (second colours)  Red and light blue diabolo, light blue sleeves, red armlets, 
red and light blue quartered cap.
Pearson, Mrs S D  Dark blue, red diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Pearson, Mrs Stella  Black, pink cross belts, pink sleeves, black stars, black cap, pink star.
Pearson, Mr Stephen  Yellow, red seams, diabolo on sleeves, red and yellow quartered cap.
Pearson, Mr Timothy  Royal blue, large yellow spots, yellow sleeves, royal blue spots, royal blue cap, 
yellow spots.
Pease, Miss Helen  Dark blue and red (quartered), hooped sleeves and cap.
Pease, Mrs R.  Black, orange sleeves, black and red check cap.
Peate, Mr C.  Red, white stripe, white and red striped cap.
Peaty, Mr Martin  Grey and black (quartered), black sleeves, grey armlets, black cap.
Peck, Capt G.  Dark blue, white cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Peckham, Mrs E.  Light blue, red hoops.
Peckmoor Flyers  White and yellow (quartered), black sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, black star.
Peck, Mr G.  Dark blue, yellow hoop, yellow and dark blue check sleeves, white cap.
Peck, Mr Richard  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue and yellow chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
Peck, Mr Richard (second colours)  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue and yellow chevrons on 
sleeves, yellow and dark blue quartered cap.
Peddler Partnership  Red and white stripes, white sleeves, red armlets.
Pedersen, Mr S.  White, red armlets, quartered cap.
PeeDeeTee Syndicate, ta stephenson & twm  Royal blue and yellow check, royal blue and white 
check sleeves, yellow cap.
Peel Bloodstock  Dark blue, orange seams, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Peel, Mr Roger  Dark blue, white stripe, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Peel, Mrs Coco  Dark blue, pink disc.
Peel Racing Syndicate  Emerald green, purple cross belts, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Peers Pleasure  Yellow, mauve hoop, mauve cap.
Pegasus Bloodstock Limited  Red, light blue stars, yellow cap, light blue stars.
Pegasus Bloodstock LTD and David McNeil  Red, light blue stars, yellow cap, light blue stars.
Pegasus Bloodstock LTD and David McNeil (second colours)  Maroon and orange (quartered), 
halved sleeves.
Pegasus Bloodstock & Mr A. Harrison  Red, light blue stars, yellow cap, light blue stars.
Pegum, Mr R. A.  Emerald green and white diamonds, striped sleeves, red cap.
Peirce, Exors of the Late Mrs S.  Purple and mauve diabolo, quartered cap.
Pelham, Mr Henry  White, dark blue stripe and sleeves, red cap.
Pell-mell Partners  Maroon and red check, red sleeves and cap.
Pellon Racing  Maroon and royal blue stripes, royal blue and maroon striped sleeves.
Pemberton, Mr John  Grey and pink diabolo, grey sleeves, pink and grey quartered cap.
Pemberton, Mrs Sue  Yellow, dark blue hoop, armlets and star on cap.
Penbiddle Racing  Royal blue, mauve sash and spots on cap.
Pendarves, Mr M. W.  Grey, pink cross belts and armlets, black cap.
Pending Approval Partners  Maroon, white chevron, diamonds on sleeves, maroon cap, white 
diamond.
Pendleton, Ms V. L.  Dark blue, grey chevron, chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap, grey diamonds.
Pengelley, Mrs Cleone  Light blue, yellow waistcoat, red cap.
Pengelly, Mr David  Emerald green and red (quartered), red sleeves.
Pengelly, Mrs Pam  Emerald green and red (quartered), red sleeves, emerald green cap.
Penhill Stud Partnership  Light blue, red chevrons, light blue cap, red diamonds.
Penhorwood, Miss L. M.  Royal blue, pink cross belts, pink sleeves, royal blue armlets, quartered 
cap.
Peniaphobia Partnership  Maroon and yellow diamonds.
Penketh And Sankey Jech Racing Club  Royal blue, yellow stripe, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars.
Penketh and Sankey Jech Racing Club 1  Royal blue, yellow stripe, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars.
Penman Bond Partnership  Purple, pink star, diamonds on sleeves, purple cap, pink stars.
Penman, Mr David  Black, red cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Pennell, Mr R. N.  Emerald green, yellow braces, emerald green sleeves, yellow seams, yellow cap.
Pennell, Mrs J.  Dark blue, light blue braces, striped sleeves, light blue cap.
Pennells, Mr Julian  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), red sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
Penney, Mr Chris  Black, pink spots, sleeves and cap.
Penney, Mr J. R. (L)  Navy blue, two amber hoops, collar and cuffs, quartered cap.
Penney, Mr R.  Royal blue, pink sash and sleeves.
The Pennies Dropped Partnership  Red, light blue disc, sleeves and cap.
Pennine Racing  Black and red stripes, white and black striped sleeves, red and white striped cap.
Pennock, Mr A.  Yellow, black star, black cap.
Pennock, Mrs Ruth  Yellow, dark blue stars, sleeves and cap.
Penny/Adrian Burton, Bob/Angela Lampard  Yellow, large black spots, white sleeves, black cap.
Penny Diamond Partnership  Dark blue and light blue diabolo, dark blue sleeves, light blue spots, 
dark blue cap, light blue diamond.

Penny, Miss Jackie  Yellow, purple stripe.
Penny, Mr John  Dark green, royal blue diamond.
Penny, Mr R. M.  Yellow, brown disc, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Penny, Mrs Catherine  Brown, yellow disc, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Penser, Mr Erik  Orange, black hoop, white cap.
Penton Hill Racing Limited  White, red and white check sleeves, red cap.
Pepper Bay Syndicate  Scarlet, blue collar, white cap.
Pepperdine, Mrs Marian  Purple, white seams, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Pepper, Mr Martin  Light blue, red chevrons on sleeves.
Peppiatt, Mr B. K.  Yellow, grey sleeves.
Peppiatt, Mr D. R.  Dark blue, yellow sleeves, white armlets, white and yellow quartered cap.
Peppiatt, Mr Nick  Purple, yellow stripe, striped cap.
Peppiatt, Mrs Joanna  Light blue, white stripe and armlets.
Pepys, Lady Rachel (L)  Sky blue, scarlet hooped sleeves.
Percival, Mr David  Maroon, white seams, white sleeves, maroon armlets, white cap.
Percival, Mr Martin  Maroon and black stripes, maroon sleeves, black cap.
Percy / Green Racing 2  Yellow, black star, black sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, black stars.
Percy Green Racing 3 & Partner  Emerald green, white hoop, chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Percy, Mr Alex  Royal blue, white chevron, royal blue sleeves, white spots, royal blue cap, white star.
Percy, Mrs J. D.  Dark blue, yellow sash, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, red cap.
The Perfectly Placed Partnership  Brown, light blue cross belts, striped sleeves, light blue cap.
Perfect Match 2  Royal blue and purple (quartered), royal blue sleeves and cap.
The Perfect Partnership  Dark blue, light blue epaulets, dark blue and orange striped sleeves, orange 
cap.
The Perfect Smiths  White, white and purple diabolo on sleeves, purple cap.
Perfect Strangers Partnership  Yellow, black chevrons, white sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, 
purple star.
Perkins, Miss Charlotte A. I.  Dark blue, light blue hollow box and cap.
Perkins, Miss Melissa  Dark blue, grey stars and sleeves, quartered cap.
Perkins, Mr J.  White and black (quartered), black and white diabolo on sleeves.
Perkins, Mrs A.  White, orange hoops, striped sleeves, black cap.
Perkins, Mrs R. S.  Dark and light blue (quartered), sleeves reversed, black cap.
Perkins, Mrs R. S. (second colours)  Yellow, blue stars on body.
Perkins, Mr Tony  Yellow, black chevron, black and yellow halved sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Perlman, Mr M. E.  Purple, yellow sleeves, purple armlets, yellow cap.
Perratt, Exors of the Late Mrs Helen  Purple, yellow sleeves, red and yellow striped cap.
Perratt, Miss L. A.  Purple, yellow sleeves, red and yellow striped cap.
Perratt, Mr W.F.  Yellow, purple cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, purple stars, quartered cap.
Perrett, Mrs Amanda  Royal blue and yellow diabolo, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Perrett, Mrs Amanda (second colours)  Yellow and red (halved horizontally), black 'h', black and 
red halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Perriss, Mr J.  Royal blue, pink star, pink sleeves, royal blue stars, pink cap, royal blue star.
Perriss, Mrs Penny  Red, dark green chevrons, red sleeves and cap.
Perry, Lawson, Waller, Rea, McDermott  Dark green, pink cross belts and sleeves, quartered cap.
Perryman, Mr J. F.  Emerald green, white epaulets, checked sleeves.
Perryman, Mr Richard John  White, royal blue cross belts, white and red striped sleeves, white and 
royal blue striped cap.
Perry, Miss Kate  Royal blue, emerald green hoops, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Perry, Miss S.  Dark green, yellow star, chevrons on sleeves, dark green cap, yellow star.
Perry, Mr Anthony  Green, pink cross belts, sleeves and cap.
Perry, Mr Brian  Light blue, maroon striped sleeves, maroon cap.
Perry, Mr C. A. G.  Dark blue and light blue diamonds, quartered cap.
Perry, Mr Colin  Dark green, pink cross belts and sleeves, quartered cap.
Perry, Mr E. D.  Yellow, emerald green hoop, yellow sleeves, emerald green stars, emerald green cap.
Perry, Mr E. John  Pink, dark blue and pink striped sleeves, dark blue cap.
Perry, Mr F. (L)  Royal blue, white cross belts, scarlet cap.
Perry, Mr F. J.  Red, beige epaulets and sleeves.
Perry, Mr R. G.  Yellow, dark blue cross belts, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets, emerald green cap.
Perry, Mrs Jenny  Orange, dark blue cross belts and sleeves, dark blue and orange quartered cap.
Perspicacious Punters Racing Club  Pink, royal blue stripe, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Pertemps Group Limited    White, dark blue & light blue faces in profile, white sleeve & dark blue 
sleeve, matching cap, light blue peak
Pertemps Group Limited (second colours)  Red and white (quartered), dark blue sleeves, red 
armlets, red and white hooped cap.
The Perthy Partnership  Red, black triple diamond, black sleeves, red armlets.
Pescod, Mr Michael  Light blue and black stripes, black sleeves and cap.
Peskin, Mr Richard  Maroon and gold check, maroon sleeves.
Pete & Pauline Wordingham  Mauve, purple stars, quartered cap.
Pete & Pauline Wordingham & Partner  Mauve, purple stars, quartered cap.
Peter Anastasiou & Partner  Beige, red hoops and armlets.
Peter and Ruth Turner  Pink, brown seams, brown and pink striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Peter Beadles, Roy Clarke  Yellow, red braces, red sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow and red hooped 
cap.
Peter Birbeck & Alan & Sue Cronshaw  Maroon, light blue chevron, light blue and maroon hooped 
sleeves, light blue cap.
Peter Birbeck & Rachel Dawson  Pink, black sleeves, pink diamonds.
Peter Boggis & John Abernethy  Brown, white cross belts, white sleeves, brown armlets, brown 
and white striped cap.
Peter Boggis & John Abernethy (second colours)  Black, white cross of lorraine and armlets, 
quartered cap.
Peter Bottomley & Jane Chapple-Hyam  Black, white diamond.
Peter Bowen Racing Club  Maroon, yellow star, yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap, maroon 
star.
Peter Clarke Racing Partners  Black, red stars, black sleeves.
Peter Cook J J Bridger  Maroon and grey stripes, grey sleeves.
Peter Cook & Partner  Yellow, emerald green stars, black sleeves and cap.
Peter Crate & Gallagher Equine Ltd  Emerald green and white stripes, emerald green sleeves, 
white armlets, orange cap.
Peter Crate & Gallagher Equine Ltd (second colours)  Red, grey sleeves, red and grey hooped 
cap.
Peter Fahey Racing 1  Orange and royal blue diabolo, royal blue and orange diabolo on sleeves, 
orange and royal blue quartered cap.
Peter Fahey Racing One  Orange and royal blue diabolo, royal blue and orange diabolo on sleeves, 
orange and royal blue quartered cap.
Peter Gray & Jackie Abbott  Black and white diabolo, red and white striped sleeves, black and white 
quartered cap.
Peter-Hoblyn, Mrs Isabel  Emerald green, brown armlets.
Peter Hockenhull & Don't tell the Missus  Emerald green, light blue stripe, striped sleeves and 
spots on cap.
Peter Hughes & Richard Kent  White, maroon cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Peter Ingram and Paul Gibson  Red, white braces, red sleeves, black armlets, red and white hooped 
cap.
Peter Jeffers & Howard Thompson  Purple, yellow epaulets, purple sleeves, yellow stars and cap.
Peter & Lisa Hall  Emerald green, orange triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and diamonds on cap.
Peter Mellett & Oliver Sherwood  Royal blue, red hoops, red sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap.
Peter Onslow & David H Brown  Black, white disc, quartered cap.
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Peter Onslow & Gary Middlebrook  Black, white disc, quartered cap.
Peter Onslow & Ingram Racing  Black, white disc, quartered cap.
Peter Onslow & Kevin Nash  Black, white disc, quartered cap.
Peter Onslow & Mr & Mrs Gary Middlebrook  Black, white disc, quartered cap.
Peter Pan Partnership  White, red stripe, dark blue sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
The Peter Partnership  Light green, black epaulets, white and black hooped sleeves and cap.
Peter R Ball & Gentech Products Ltd  Mauve, cream sash, quartered cap.
Petersen, Mrs A. K.  Yellow, royal blue stars, chevrons on sleeves and star on cap.
Petersham, Virginia Lady  Light blue, brown chevron, brown cap.
Peters, Mr John  Purple, emerald green stripe.
Peters, Mr M. R.  Dark blue, red cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Peterson, Miss M.  Mauve, purple chevron, purple cap.
Peterson, Mr Alan  Black and light blue (quartered), black sleeves, white cap.
Peter Sumner & Noel Berrisford  Black and white (quartered), black sleeves, white armlets, light 
blue cap, black star.
Peter & Suzy Brown & Tony Evans  Dark blue and light blue check, dark blue sleeves, light blue 
armlets, dark blue cap.
Peter Taplin & Susan Bunney  Yellow, black sash, black cap.
Peter Timmins & John Rhodes  Black, light blue epaulets and armlets.
Peter Tsim & The Late Mrs Helen Perratt  Yellow, red chevron, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Peter Tsim & The Late Mrs Helen Perratt (second colours)  Yellow, red star, diabolo on sleeves 
and star on cap.
Peter Turner & Lynne Webb  Pink, brown seams, brown and pink striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Peter Turner Lynne Webb  Pink, brown seams, brown and pink striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Peter Wales & Matthew Bartram  Beige and white check, beige sleeves, black and white hooped 
cap.
Peter Wilson & Partner  Pink, white epaulets and armlets.
Peter Winks Racing Club  Pink, emerald green triple diamond, white sleeves, emerald green cap.
Pete Smith & Ally Hunter  Yellow, orange disc.
Pete Smith & Phil Hart Racing  Yellow, orange disc.
Pete Smith & Phil Hart Racing (second colours)  Yellow, orange disc, dark green cap.
Pete Smith & The Cross Racing Club  Yellow, orange disc.
Petit, Mr James  White and pink (quartered), white sleeves, hooped cap.
Petra Bloodstock  Emerald green and royal blue (halved horizontally), royal blue sleeves, yellow cap.
The Petra Partnership  Royal blue, dark green sleeves, dark green cap, white spots.
The Petra Partnership (second colours)  Black, grey hoops.
Petrovic, Mr Peter  Yellow, grey epaulets.
Petrovic, Mr Peter (second colours)  Yellow, grey stars on sleeves.
Pettit, Mr G. A.  Maroon and light blue (quartered), checked sleeves.
Petty, Mr S. D.  Red, large black spots, halved sleeves and diamond on cap.
Pewter, Mrs N. J.  Light green and red (quartered), white sleeves, light green and red striped cap.
P Fagan & N O'Rourke & J Wallis  Light blue, royal blue striped sleeves, royal blue cap.
PFI Cole & James Gaffney  Emerald green, white hoop, yellow sleeves, emerald green and white 
striped cap.
P. F. I. Cole Ltd  Light green.
P. F. I. Cole Ltd (second colours)  Royal blue, pink sash, sleeves and cap.
P. F. I. Cole Ltd (third colours)  Light green, dark green epaulets.
P. F. I. Cole Ltd (fourth colours)  Royal blue, white hoop.
P. F. I. Cole Ltd (fifth colours)  Yellow, maroon epaulets.
PFI Cole Ltd, Mrs J Green & Mr P Raphael  Light green.
P Fisher, W Fisher & C Austin  Dark blue, white star, striped sleeves.
P. Foster & Friends  Black, pink diamonds on sleeves, pink cap.
P. Fox/P. Elson & Partner  Mauve, purple sleeves, mauve stars, mauve cap, purple star.
P Fox, S Beccle, D Scott et al  Gold, black sleeves, black and red check cap.
P Fox, S Beccle, D Scott et al (second colours)  Mauve, purple sleeves, mauve stars, mauve cap, 
purple star.
PFRS1 & Murphys Law Partnership  Red, yellow diamond, red sleeves, yellow stars, red cap, 
yellow diamond.
PFRS1 & Murphys Law Partnership (second colours)  Royal blue, white star, chevrons on sleeves, 
white cap, royal blue star.
P Fullagar J Nash R Owen P Yacomine  White, red chevron, emerald green and red striped sleeves, 
red cap.
P G Airey & Murphys Law Partnership  Red, yellow diamond, red sleeves, yellow stars, red cap, 
yellow diamond.
P G Airey & Murphys Law Partnership (second colours)  Royal blue, white star, chevrons on 
sleeves, white cap, royal blue star.
P G Kingston And P T Kingston  Mauve, royal blue sleeves, quartered cap.
P.G.Shorrock and Verona Racing  Red, grey cross belts.
Pharaon, Mr Naji  Royal blue, red and royal blue hooped sleeves, red cap.
P Hearson & P Inglett  Red, emerald green stars on sleeves, red cap, emerald green star.
The Pheasant Plotters  White, dark green hoop, dark green sleeves, white spots, red cap.
Phelan, Mr John  Emerald green, red disc, chevrons on sleeves, emerald green cap, red spots.
Phelan, Mr S.  Royal blue, pink sash, white sleeves, pink cap.
Phelan, Mrs Victoria  Pink, emerald green star, pink sleeves, emerald green stars, pink cap, emerald 
green star.
Phensdell Racing  Maroon, dark blue star, dark blue sleeves, maroon stars, grey cap, maroon stars.
P. Hickman & Mr G. Johns  White, red cross of lorraine, diabolo on sleeves.
Phil Cunningham & Mr P Cunningham  White, grey sleeves, black stars, black cap.
Phil Fry & Charlie Walker -Osborne House  Emerald green, white chevrons, orange cap.
Phil Fry & Charlie Walker -Osborne House (second colours)  Champagne, black hoops and 
sleeves, red cap.
Phil Fry - Osborne House  Emerald green, white chevrons, orange cap.
Phil Harker & Dave Buist  Royal blue, white cross belts and armlets.
Philip Bamford - Osborne House  Emerald green, red seams, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Philip Banfield & Dominic ffrench Davis  Red, yellow triple diamond, striped sleeves, yellow cap, 
red star.
The Philip Hobbs Racing Partnership  Orange, emerald green chevrons, orange sleeves, emerald 
green spots, white cap, emerald green spots.
The Philip Kirby Racing Partnership  Royal blue, white stars, yellow sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow 
star.
The Philip Kirby Racing Partnership (second colours)  Dark green, yellow seams, halved sleeves, 
dark green cap.
Philip, Mr Simon  Light blue and yellow check, orange and black hooped sleeves and cap.
Philip, Mr Simon (second colours)  Light blue and yellow check, orange and black hooped sleeves.
Philip, Mr Simon (third colours)  Light blue and yellow check, orange and black hooped sleeves, 
light blue cap.
Philippa Downing, Clive Dunning & S Pitt  Black and yellow diamonds, emerald green sleeves, 
black armlets, yellow cap, black diamond.
Philippa Downing, Clive Dunning & S Pitt (second colours)  Yellow, emerald green and yellow 
striped sleeves.
Philip & Patricia Brown  Royal blue, dark green armlets.
Philipps, Miss N. J.  Black, white sash and sleeves, yellow cap.
Philipps, Mr C. E. L.  Black, white sash and sleeves, gold cap.
Philipps, Mrs R.  Dark blue, yellow armlets and cap.
Philipps-Waring, Mrs P. L.  Purple and royal blue diabolo, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Philips, Mr P. R. M.  Dark blue, red disc, red and dark blue striped sleeves and cap.

Philipson, Mrs C. R.  Black, gold and white striped sleeves, gold cap.
The Philistines  White, black chevron and armlets, black and white check cap.
Phil & Julie Martin  Light green, dark green chevrons, red sleeves, white and red striped cap.
Phil Kelly & Peter Hiatt  Black, yellow hoops, yellow and black diabolo on sleeves, black cap, yellow 
star.
The Phillies Partnership  Red, black star, striped sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Phillip Cove & GB Horseracing  Royal blue, orange stars on sleeves, orange cap, royal blue star.
Phillip & Mary Creese  Dark blue, red stripe, grey sleeves, white stars, red cap.
Phillips & Codell  Royal blue, yellow seams, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, royal blue cap, yellow 
star.
Phillips,Elliot,Carruthers,Drew,Palmer  Dark green and red diamonds, dark green and white 
diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Phillips, Elliot, Carruthers, Ewart  Dark green and red diamonds, dark green and white diabolo on 
sleeves, quartered cap.
Phillips, Elliot, Carruthers, Ewart (second colours)  Dark blue, white chevron, dark blue sleeves, 
white stars, dark blue cap, white star.
Phillips & Jones  Dark blue, pink seams, pink sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, pink star.
Phillips, Miss C.  Dark blue, white diamond and spots on cap.
Phillips, Mr A.  White, black star, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Phillips, Mr Andrew  Dark green and red diamonds, dark green and white diabolo on sleeves, dark 
green and white quartered cap.
Phillips, Mr C.  Dark green and red (quartered), halved sleeves.
Phillips, Mr Darryl  Dark blue, pink seams, pink sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, pink star.
Phillips, Mr Edwin S.  Black, orange spots, black sleeves, orange cap.
Phillips, Mr J. T.  Maroon, yellow triple diamond and sleeves, quartered cap.
Phillips, Mr Mark J.  Royal blue, white braces and sleeves, white and royal blue striped cap.
Phillips, Mr N. A.  Dark blue and light blue (quartered), dark blue sleeves, light blue stars and stars on 
cap.
Phillips, Mr P. M.  Black, black and emerald green check cap.
Phillips, Mr Richard  Dark blue and light blue diabolo, light blue cap.
Phillips, Mr Richard (second colours)  Red, white halved sleeves, black cap.
Phillips, Mr Richard (third colours)  Light blue, red hoop, halved sleeves, white cap.
Phillips, Mr R. M.  White, yellow hoops, white sleeves, yellow cap.
Phillips, Mrs Jill Diane  Pink, royal blue star, sleeves and star on cap.
Phillips, Mrs M.  Pink, red chevrons, quartered cap.
Phillips, Mrs Scilla  Red, white sleeves, white cap, royal blue spots.
Phillpott, Mr Brett  Royal blue, beige star, royal blue sleeves, beige stars, royal blue cap, beige star.
Phil Porter & Melvyn Langdell  Royal blue, orange chevrons, royal blue cap, orange star.
Phipps-Hornby, Mrs S.  Silver grey, old rose stripe and cap.
Phipps, Mrs J. J. J.  Pink, brown seams, pink sleeves and cap.
Phipps Stable  Black, red sleeves, black cap, red spots.
Phizacklea, Mr Richard  Light blue, dark blue stars, black sleeves.
Phoenix Bloodstock  Black, orange spots on sleeves.
Phoenix Bloodstock One & A A Goodman  Black, orange spots on sleeves.
Phoenix Ladies Syndicate Limited  Orange, white diamond, diamonds on sleeves, orange cap, 
white diamond.
The Phoenix Racing C.O.  Royal blue, black sleeves, royal blue armlets, red cap.
The Phoenix Racing C.O. & Partner  Royal blue, black sleeves, royal blue armlets, red cap.
Phoenix Thoroughbred & Aclaim Partners  Black, pink sleeves, black armlets.
Phoenix Thoroughbred & Aclaim Partners (second colours)  White, orange stars on sleeves, 
white cap, orange star.
Phoenix Thoroughbred and Zen Racing  White, orange stars on sleeves, white cap, orange star.
Phoenix Thoroughbred & Cool Silk P'ship  White, orange stars on sleeves, white cap, orange star.
Phoenix Thoroughbred Limited  White, orange stars on sleeves, white cap, orange star.
Phoenix Thoroughbred Limited 1  White, orange stars on sleeves, white cap, orange star.
Phoenix Thoroughbred Limited & Partner  White, orange stars on sleeves, white cap, orange star.
P Holland,JT Measures,MA Kerr,V Holland  Black, red chevrons, diamonds on sleeves, red cap.
Pickard, Miss E. M. G.  Grey, red star, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Pickard, Miss I. H.  Royal blue, pink star, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Pickard, Miss Ruby  Pink, purple braces and sleeves.
Pickard, Mr Martin  Royal blue, pink seams, white sleeves, pink stars, royal blue cap, pink star.
Pickering, Mr A. M.  Yellow, royal blue sash, royal blue sleeves, yellow armlets, striped cap.
Pickering, Mr J. A.  Grey, red sash.
Pickering, Mr J. D. (L)  Light blue, dark blue diamond, dark blue cap.
Pickersgill, Mr Howard  Beige, maroon sash, maroon cap.
Pickett, Mr N.  Red, white cross belts, halved sleeves.
Pickford, Collett, Morrison & De Zoete  Light blue, black and white striped sleeves, white cap.
Pickford Hill,Late R. Roberts & R Milner  Purple, mauve spots on sleeves, mauve cap.
The Pickford Hill Partnership  Red, black stripe, striped sleeves.
PickfordMalcolmMorrisonAnglissDe Zoete  Emerald green and yellow diamonds, emerald green 
sleeves.
Pickford, Mr A. C.  Emerald green and yellow diamonds, emerald green sleeves.
The Pickled Punters  White, red diamond, white sleeves, light green armlets, light green cap, red 
diamond.
The Pick 'N' Mix Partnership  Purple and yellow (quartered), yellow and purple chevrons on 
sleeves, yellow cap.
The Pick 'N' Mix Partnership (second colours)  White, dark blue sash, hooped sleeves, white cap.
The Picnic Partnership  Red, dark blue hoop, quartered cap.
The Picnic Party  Royal blue, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars.
Picton, Mr A. J.  Black and red diamonds, red sleeves, quartered cap.
Picton-Warlow, Mr P.  Canary, green hooped sleeves, canary cap.
Pidsley, Mrs J.  White, maroon star, maroon and white halved sleeves, maroon cap, white star.
Piece of cake partnership  Red and light green check, red sleeves, light green armlets, light green 
cap.
Pieces Of Eight Racing  Light green, light blue epaulets.
Pieces Of Eight Racing (second colours)  Dark blue, emerald green star.
Pienaar, Ms Laetitia  Light blue and maroon diamonds, striped sleeves, maroon cap, light blue 
diamond.
Pierce, Mr A.  Beige, brown armlets.
Pierpoint Scott & Doreen Swinburn  Maroon, white sash, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Pietrzyk, Mr N.  Orange and black (quartered), black sleeves, orange diamonds.
Pighills, Mrs J.  Purple and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves and cap.
Pike, Mr C. S.  Black and orange diabolo, black sleeves, orange cap.
Pike, Mr J.  Royal blue, yellow sash, royal blue and red hooped sleeves, royal blue and yellow 
quartered cap.
Pike, Mrs L.  Black, emerald green seams, emerald green and black check sleeves, striped cap.
Pike, Mr Stewart  White, light blue sash and cap with pink stripe.
Pile, Mrs Linda  Purple, yellow cross belts, yellow sleeves, purple stars, purple cap, yellow star.
Pilgrim, Mr Craig  Dark blue, grey hooped sleeves, white cap.
Pilkington, Miss S.  Chocolate, orange cross belts, check cap.
Pilkington, Mr Ian  Pink, scarlet sleeves and cap.
Pilkington, Mr N. S.  Royal blue, yellow seams, yellow sleeves, royal blue seams, quartered cap.
Pilkington, Mrs Timothy  Light blue, black cross belts, red cap, white spots.
Pilkington, Mr W. L. (L)  Dark blue, lilac sleeves, yellow cap.
Pilkington, R. I. D.  Black, white spots, turquoise cap.
Pilkington, Sir Thomas  Red, green cap and striped sleeves.
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The Pillar P Partnership  Royal blue, pink seams, white sleeves, pink stars, royal blue cap, pink star.
Piller, Mr Peter  Yellow, royal blue stripe, armlets and cap.
Pillhead House Partners  Dark green, white hoop, hooped sleeves, check cap.
Pimlico Racing Partnerships I  Beige, purple sleeves.
Pimlott, Mr M. J.  Black and pink stripes, black sleeves, pink armlets.
Pinchin, Mrs N.  Dark green, emerald green cross belts, white and black check sleeves and cap.
Pineapple Stud  Pink, dark blue stars, dark blue and pink diabolo on sleeves, pink cap, dark blue star.
Pineapple Stud, Amanda Turner & Ptnr  Pink, dark blue stars, dark blue and pink diabolo on 
sleeves, pink cap, dark blue star.
Pineapple Stud & J S Moore  Pink, dark blue stars, dark blue and pink diabolo on sleeves, pink cap, 
dark blue star.
Pineapple Stud & J S Moore  Pink, dark blue stars, dark blue and pink diabolo on sleeves, pink cap, 
dark blue star.
Pineapple Stud & Mrs Amanda Turner  Pink, dark blue stars, dark blue and pink diabolo on 
sleeves, pink cap, dark blue star.
Pineapple Stud & Sara Moore  Pink, dark blue stars, dark blue and pink diabolo on sleeves, pink 
cap, dark blue star.
Pinfield, Mr Keith M.  Red, black cross belts, white sleeves, black and red check cap.
Pinfield, Mrs G.  Royal blue, pink star, sleeves and star on cap.
P Inglett, J Basquill and E Frost  Purple and yellow diamonds, yellow and purple striped sleeves.
P Inglett & P Hearson  Purple and yellow diamonds, yellow and purple striped sleeves.
P Inglett & P Hearson (second colours)  Red, emerald green stars on sleeves, red cap, emerald 
green star.
P Inglett, S de Zoete and C Milln  Purple and yellow diamonds, yellow and purple striped sleeves.
P Inglett, S de Zoete and C Milln (second colours)  White, red seams, striped sleeves, hooped 
cap.
The Ping Partnership  Red, dark blue hoop and armlets, dark blue and red hooped cap.
Pink Birds  Pink and mauve diamonds, pink sleeves and cap.
The Pink Hat Racing Partnership  Pink, dark blue triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves.
Pink Hat Racing Partnership & Partner  Pink, dark blue triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves.
Pink, Mrs Patricia  Black, pink cross belts, diamonds on sleeves, pink cap.
The Pink Pot Partnership LLP  Pink, emerald green braces.
The Pink Pot Partnership & Partner  Pink, emerald green braces.
The Pinnacleplus Partnership  White, orange inverted triangle, light blue and orange diabolo on 
sleeves, light blue cap, orange diamond.
Pinney, Mrs M. A.  Yellow, dark blue and yellow quartered cap.
Pinniger, Ms H. N.  Beige, black stars, black cap.
Pioneer Racing Ltd  Black, mauve stripe and armlets.
Pipannsue Partnership  Royal blue, silver star, quartered cap.
Pipe, Mr D.  Black, yellow cross belts.
Pipe, Mr D. (second colours)  Black, white triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
Piper, Mr B.  Light green, red disc, red cap.
Piper, Mr S. J.  White, dark blue triple diamond, dark blue sleeves, white diamonds, dark blue cap, 
white diamond.
Piper, Mr S. J. (second colours)  Red, black star, black and red diabolo on sleeves, red cap, black 
stars.
Pipe's Prospectors  Red, white chevron, chevrons on sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
The Piranesi Partnership  Cerise, white hoop and armlets, white and cerise hooped cap.
The Piranha Partnership  Black, yellow star, yellow sleeves, black armlets, black cap, yellow star.
Pitchall Stud Partnership  Light green, dark blue epaulets, yellow and dark blue hooped sleeves and 
cap.
Pitchall Stud Partnership & Mrs Pat Toye  Light green, dark blue epaulets, yellow and dark blue 
hooped sleeves and cap.
Pitch Racing  Light green, white hoop and armlets, check cap.
Pittack, Mr Daniel  Black, white diamond, white sleeves, black stars.
Pittendrigh, Mr S. I.  Red, white disc, black sleeves, black and red hooped cap.
Pittman, Mr Andy  Red, white seams, red sleeves, white stars, red cap.
Pitt, Mr Anthony  Yellow, black disc, black sleeves, yellow armlets, black cap.
Pittville Park  Orange, light blue seams and armlets.
The Pivello Partnership  Light blue, yellow cross belts, yellow sleeves, light blue armlets, yellow cap.
The Pivotal Club  Dark blue, white stripe, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Pizarro, Mr C.  White, royal blue seams, royal blue sleeves, white diamonds, white cap, royal blue 
diamond.
P J Dixon, Chrystal Maze & Ashley Severn  Orange, royal blue epaulets.
P J Edwards & M Wigham  Black, emerald green epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, black cap, emerald 
green diamond.
P Jenkins & C E Stedman  Emerald green, red cross belts, red and emerald green hooped sleeves, 
red cap.
P Jenkins & Partner  Royal blue, pink braces, white sleeves, pink and royal blue quartered cap.
P Jenkins & Partner (second colours)  Emerald green, red cross belts, red and emerald green 
hooped sleeves, red cap.
P. J. H. Wills & J. J. King  Grey, green and red sash, pink cap.
P. J. H. Wills & J. J. King (second colours)  Black, red hoops, black cap, red spots.
P J King & Son  Grey, green and red sash, pink cap.
PJL, Byrne & Baker  White, light blue cap.
PJL, Byrne & Baker (second colours)  Black, white, yellow, grey and brown hoops.
PJL, Clark & Moore  White, light blue cap.
PJL, Pittam & Baker  White, light blue cap.
PJL Racing  White, light blue cap.
PJL Racing 1  White, light blue cap.
PJL Racing Group  White, light blue cap.
PJL Snook Wright Asprey & Wilcock  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets 
and star on yellow cap.
PJL Snook Wright Asprey & Wilcock (second colours)  White, light blue cap.
P. J. McSwiney - Osborne House  Red, white star, hooped sleeves, white cap.
P. J. & Mrs J. P. Haycock  Red, large white spots, red sleeves, white spots.
P J & S E Bailey  Gold, black hoops, gold cap.
P. J. Swain & Mrs Ruth Swain  Black, white star, red sleeves, black cap, white star.
Place, Mr Kevin  Grey, red hoops, black cap.
Plan B  Purple, purple and orange check sleeves and cap.
Planetoid Partnership  Royal blue and emerald green stripes, royal blue cap, emerald green spots.
The Plantation Picnic Club  Dark blue, light blue triple diamond, orange sleeves and cap.
The Plantation Prosecco Partnership  Red and white diamonds, black sleeves, red cap.
Plantation Stud  Maroon, white star, chevrons on sleeves, maroon cap, white star.
Plastow, Dr G. S.  Orange, black seams, white and black check sleeves, orange cap.
The Platinum Partnership  Pink, emerald green seams, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Platt, Mr David  Royal blue, white chevrons, royal blue sleeves, white cap, royal blue star.
Platts, Mr C.  Black, lilac star, quartered cap.
Platts, Mr John  Yellow, black stars, black sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap, black star.
Player, Mr P. D.  Grey, red cap.
Player, Mrs Katherine  Scarlet, white hoop and armlets, eton blue cap.
Pleasant Surprise  Light blue, red spots, sleeves and cap.
Pledge, Mr M.  Red, dark green stars, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
The Plenipo Partnership  White, dark blue diamonds on sleeves.
Plimley, Mr G.J  Emerald green, pink stars, striped sleeves and stars on cap.
The Ploughmen Syndicate  White, emerald green braces, hooped sleeves, emerald green cap.

Plumbly, Mrs Helen  Red, white spots and sleeves, black cap.
Plumb, Mr Chris  Purple, white star, white sleeves, purple armlets, purple cap, white star.
Plumb, Mrs I. I.  White, royal blue stripe, white and royal blue hooped sleeves and cap.
Plumley, Miss D. J.  White, royal blue st george cross, royal blue cap.
The Plum Merchants  Emerald green, maroon spots.
Plummer, Mrs J. M.  Purple, white braces and cap.
Plummer, Mrs Richard  Pink, light blue cross belts and armlets, light blue and pink quartered cap.
The Plumpton Party  Black, yellow hollow box, black and mauve striped sleeves, check cap.
Plumptre, Mrs Julia  Dark green, yellow braces, sleeves and cap.
Plunkett, Mrs David  Primrose, purple cross belts and sleeves, white cap.
P. Makin & D. Farrington  Dark blue, white chevron, red sleeves and cap.
P Mayland & J Martin-Mayland  Maroon, black disc, striped sleeves.
P Middleton, M Lowther  Black, yellow seams, yellow and black chevrons on sleeves, check cap.
P Middleton, M Lowther (second colours)  White, emerald green hoops, white sleeves, emerald 
green stars, black cap.
P. M. & M. H. Sly  Light blue, pink star, grey and light blue hooped sleeves, pink cap, light blue star.
P Molony & J da Mata  Emerald green, yellow seams, emerald green sleeves, yellow stars, emerald 
green cap, yellow star.
P Moorhead, H Moorhead & J Collins  Dark blue and pink diamonds, pink sleeves, dark blue 
armlets.
P Moorhead, H Moorhead, J Collins 1  Dark blue and pink diamonds, pink sleeves, dark blue 
armlets.
PMPro31 Ltd  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars, yellow cap, royal blue star.
PMRacing  Yellow and black diamonds, yellow sleeves, black spots.
PM Racing & P J McBride  Yellow and black diamonds, yellow sleeves, black spots.
PMS Oxford & Mrs Ali Stronge  White, brown chevron, beige sleeves, white stars, white cap, beige 
star.
Poachers' Dozen  Maroon, maroon and yellow check sleeves, quartered cap.
Pocock, Mr Colin  Pink, purple epaulets.
Pocock, Mr Doug  Dark green and pink diamonds, dark green sleeves, pink stars, dark green cap, 
pink star.
Pocock, Mr Robert  Fawn. black cap and hooped sleeves.
Pocock, Mrs Liz  Emerald green and pink (quartered), pink sleeves.
Pogmore, Mr Nick  Red, dark blue epaulets, halved sleeves and diamond on cap.
Pogson, Mr C. T.  Emerald green and red (quartered), red sleeves, emerald green stars, red cap.
The Pointless Partnership  Red, white triple diamond, red sleeves, white stars.
The Pointless Partnership (second colours)  Orange and dark blue (quartered), orange sleeves.
The Point Of Attack Partnership  Yellow, maroon braces, yellow sleeves, maroon stars, yellow cap, 
maroon star.
Poland, Mr Michael  Black and white diabolo, black sleeves, red cap.
Poland, Mrs C. M.  White and black diabolo, halved sleeves, red cap, white star.
Polito, Mrs H. W.  Light blue, beige epaulets.
The Polk Partnership  Maroon, light blue cross belts, maroon sleeves, light blue stars, light blue cap, 
maroon stars.
Pollard, Mr Andrew  Red, black spots on sleeves, black cap.
Pollitt, Mr David  Mauve, maroon spots, purple sleeves, purple cap, maroon spots.
Pollock, Mr A. G.  Red, white seams, white and red halved sleeves, red and white quartered cap.
Pomford, Mr B. G.  Red and royal blue (quartered), red sleeves, royal blue stars and stars on cap.
Pomfret, Mr Nick  Dark blue, yellow hoop, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Pond House Classics  Black, yellow cross belts.
Ponsonby, Mr W. H.  White, red seams, red and white quartered cap.
Ponsonby, Mr W. H. (second colours)  White, red seams, white cap, red spots.
Ponting, Mr P.  Light blue, purple chevron, quartered cap.
The Pony Club  Black, grey hoops.
The Pony Club & Partner  Black, grey hoops.
Pook, Mr K.  Emerald green, orange sash, emerald green and yellow quartered cap.
Pooleman, Mr W.  Black, emerald green hoops, black cap, emerald green spots.
Poole, Mr D. A.  Light green and pink (halved), sleeves reversed, light green cap.
Pooley, Mr Geoffrey  Dark blue, pink hoops, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Pooley, Mr Michael  Dark blue, yellow spots.
Pool, Mrs Kerry  Maroon, white and maroon halved sleeves.
Popbitch Racing Club  White, black braces, white sleeves, purple stars, white cap, purple star.
Pope, Miss Georgina  White, dark blue sash, dark blue and white striped sleeves and cap.
Pope, Mr A. B.  Orange, light blue seams, light blue cap.
Pope, Mr Allen B.  Royal blue and white check, royal blue sleeves.
Pope, Mr Allen B. (second colours)  Pink, purple stars on sleeves, pink cap, purple star.
Popham, Mr C. L.  Yellow, white diamond, red cap.
Popham, Mr P. F.  Yellow, black epaulets, black and yellow check sleeves, red cap.
Popham, Mrs Sue  Yellow, red epaulets, red and yellow striped sleeves, red cap.
Popham, Rogers  Yellow, black epaulets, black and yellow check sleeves, red cap.
Pople, Mr T.  Maroon, white chevron, diabolo on sleeves and diamond on cap.
Popov, Mr George  Maroon, black sleeves, maroon stars.
Poppies Europe Limited  Black, red spots on sleeves.
The Populaire Partnership  Emerald green, red stars, emerald green sleeves.
The Populaire Partnership (second colours)  Black and white diabolo, white sleeves, black armlets, 
black and white quartered cap.
The Populaire Partnership (third colours)  Dark blue, white spots, white sleeves, dark blue spots 
and cap.
Portas, Mr D. K.  Pink, black stars.
Porteous, Mrs S. B.  Light blue, orange chevrons, hooped sleeves, orange and light blue quartered 
cap.
Porterhouse Building,J Goddard,L Brooks  Emerald green, white stripe, sleeves and cap.
Porterhouse Building Services Ltd  Emerald green, white stripe, sleeves and cap.
Porterhouse Ltd. J Goddard  Emerald green, white stripe, sleeves and cap.
Porterhouse Ltd JHarrsion-Pinder Goddard  Emerald green, white stripe, sleeves and cap.
Porterhouse Ltd L.Brooks Swinerd Goddard  Emerald green, white stripe, sleeves and cap.
Porter, Miss D.  Yellow, emerald green star, yellow sleeves, purple armlets, emerald green cap, yellow 
star.
Porter, Mr G. L.  Emerald green, white stars, white sleeves, emerald green stars.
Porter, Mr Henry  Dark green, light blue hoops, dark green sleeves, red cap.
Porter, Mr Paul  Purple, yellow triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, purple cap, yellow diamond.
Porter, Mr Philip Brian  Royal blue, orange chevrons, royal blue cap, orange star.
Porter, Mrs H.  Dark blue and red (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Porter, Mrs J.  Mauve, purple stars, armlets and stars on cap.
Portlee Bloodstock  White, royal blue hoops, orange sleeves and cap.
Portman, Mr J. G. B.  Maroon, white epaulets, emerald green sleeves, white cap.
Portman, Mr J. G. B. (second colours)  Emerald green and white stripes, claret and white striped 
sleeves, claret cap.
Portman, Mr J. G. B. (third colours)    Old gold, royal blue fleur de lys and cap
Portman, Mrs S. J.  Maroon, white epaulets, emerald green sleeves.
Port, Mr B. S.  Royal blue, white seams, black and white hooped sleeves, white cap, royal blue spots.
Portsmouth, Lord  White, black sash, black cap.
Poseidon Thoroughbred Racing  Light blue, yellow seams, light blue sleeves and cap.
Poseidon Thoroughbred Racing (second colours)  Mauve, black seams, mauve sleeves and cap.
Poseidon Thoroughbred Racing (third colours)  Black, white stripe, sleeves and cap.
Posford, Mrs Dinah    Oxford blue, green sleeves, flame cap.
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POSH JOHN 11  Grey and orange stripes, grey sleeves, orange stars, grey cap, orange star.
Posner, Mr H.  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), dark blue sleeves and cap.
POS Partnership  Yellow, emerald green chevrons, emerald green sleeves, maroon stars, emerald 
green cap, maroon star.
POS Partnership 2  Yellow, emerald green chevrons, emerald green sleeves, maroon stars, emerald 
green cap, maroon star.
Postlethwaite, Mr R.  Dark blue, yellow triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
The Potassium Partnership  Royal blue, yellow sash, hooped cap.
Potter, Mr Dennis  Royal blue, white chevrons, halved sleeves, white cap.
Potter, Mr Ivor  Yellow, royal blue sash and sleeves, white cap.
Potter, Mr J. E.  White, red braces, emerald green and white check sleeves, white cap, red star.
Potter, Mr J. E. (second colours)  Dark blue and white diabolo, emerald green and white check 
sleeves, white cap, red star.
Potter, Mr Michael  Cerise, gold sleeves, cerise cap, gold spots.
Potter, Mr R. D.  White, light blue spots, striped sleeves, white cap.
Potter, Mrs Christine  Orange, red and orange hooped sleeves, red cap.
Potter, Mrs Deborah  White, mauve stripe, striped cap.
Potter, Mrs M. J.  White, red braces, emerald green and white check sleeves, white cap, red star.
Potter, Pipe and Pete  White, red braces, emerald green and white check sleeves, white cap, red 
star.
Potts, Miss S. M.  Dark blue, light blue epaulets, hooped sleeves.
Potts, Mr A.  Dark green, orange stripe and armlets.
Potwell Partners  Emerald green and white diamonds, black sleeves and cap.
POTWELL RACING SYNDICATE I  White, royal blue cross belts, red sleeves, royal blue armlets 
and star on red cap.
Potze, Ms Anja  Light blue, dark blue star, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Poulson, Mr T.  Yellow, emerald green triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves and diamond on cap.
Poulter, Mr C. A.  White, mauve chevron, mauve and white chevrons on sleeves, mauve cap, white 
star.
Poulter, Mrs Jane  Royal blue and emerald green (quartered), royal blue sleeves, emerald green 
armlets, royal blue cap.
Poulton, Miss Megan  Royal blue, pink sash, royal blue sleeves, pink stars, royal blue cap, pink star.
Poulton, Mrs C. D.  Grey, pink stars, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Pounder, Mr T. H.  Purple, emerald green cross belts and armlets, black cap.
Pountney, Mr A. D.  Pink, purple chevrons, purple sleeves, yellow stars, purple cap, yellow star.
The Pour More Syndicate  Dark green, grey hooped sleeves, grey cap.
Powell, Exors of the Late Mrs J. K.  Royal blue, white epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal 
blue cap, white star.
Powell, Miss R.  Emerald green, yellow cross belts and armlets, quartered cap.
Powell, Mr David F.  Dark blue, dark blue and yellow quartered cap.
Powell, Mr Ian  Yellow, black seams, black sleeves, yellow spots, yellow cap.
Powell, Mr M.  Purple, white chevron, emerald green sleeves, white cap, purple star.
Powell, Mr Richard  Black, yellow hollow box and sleeves, yellow and black quartered cap.
Powell, Mrs V. J.  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, chevrons on sleeves, hooped cap.
Powell, Ms Jenni  Yellow, royal blue triple diamond, royal blue cap.
Power Brothers  White, multi coloured spots.
Power Geneva & Bruce Williams  White and light green check, white sleeves, hooped cap.
Power Geneva & Bruce Williams (second colours)  Grey, white stars, grey cap, white star.
Power Geneva Ltd  White and light green check, white sleeves, hooped cap.
Power Geneva Ltd (second colours)  Grey, white stars, grey cap, white star.
Power Geneva Ltd & John Abbey  White and light green check, white sleeves, hooped cap.
Power Geneva Ltd & John Abbey (second colours)  Grey, white stars, grey cap, white star.
Power Geneva Ltd & Mr G. L. Moore  White and light green check, white sleeves, hooped cap.
Power Geneva Ltd & Partner  White and light green check, white sleeves, hooped cap.
Power Geneva Ltd & Partner (second colours)  Grey, white stars, grey cap, white star.
Power It Up Partnership  Emerald green, purple chevron, purple and white chevrons on sleeves, 
white and emerald green quartered cap.
Power, Mr J.  Red, grey stars.
Power, Mr J. (second colours)  Dark green, pink star, dark green sleeves, pink stars, dark green cap, 
pink star.
Power, Mr J. (third colours)    Navy, orange fleur de lys, navy cap with quartered orange fleur de lys
Power, Mr John  Emerald green and royal blue (quartered), emerald green sleeves, hooped cap.
Power, Mr John  Beige, maroon chevron, beige sleeves, maroon stars, beige cap, maroon star.
Power, Mr L. M.  White and light green check, white sleeves, hooped cap.
Power, Mr L. M. (second colours)  White, multi coloured spots.
Pownall, Mrs C. L.  White, black chevron, red cap.
Powrie, Mr William A.  Dark blue and mauve diamonds, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Powter, Mrs Joan E.  Coral, black and white check cap.
Poynton Harrod Smith & Darlington  Royal blue, white disc, chevrons on sleeves, royal blue cap, 
white diamond.
Poynton, Mr B.  Royal blue, white disc, chevrons on sleeves, royal blue cap, white diamond.
Poynton, Mr Gary  Pink, dark blue stars, sleeves and star on cap.
Poysden, Mr Ian  Light blue, maroon spots, maroon sleeves, light blue spots.
PPS Racing  Red, large emerald green spots, red sleeves, emerald green spots, emerald green cap.
P & P Wordingham, J Allott, C Pogson  Mauve, purple stars, quartered cap.
The PQD Partnership  White, dark blue cross of lorraine and armlets, white and dark blue striped 
cap.
Pratt, Capt A.  Yellow, royal blue cross belts, sleeves and cap.
Pratt, Mr Lol  Emerald green, white star, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
Pratt, Mrs A  Yellow, white sash and sleeves.
Pratt, Mrs Karen S.  Emerald green and royal blue (quartered), halved sleeves.
P. R. Aynsley & Mrs T. Aynsley  Emerald green, black triple diamond, black and emerald green 
halved sleeves, black cap, emerald green diamond.
Precision Facades Ltd  White, black chevrons, black and white halved sleeves, white cap, black 
diamond.
Preece, Mr B.  Red, white star, red sleeves, dark blue stars and starson cap.
Premier Care Management  Maroon, beige striped sleeves, white cap.
Premier Conservatory Roofs  Red, white disc and sleeves, white cap, red spots.
Premier Plastering (UK) Limited  Pink, white star, pink sleeves, white stars and cap.
Premier Racing Partnerships & ICM Racing  Maroon, black star, white sleeves, black stars, maroon 
cap, black star.
Premier Racing Partnerships & ICM Racing (second colours)  Grey, pink cross belts, white 
sleeves, pink stars, grey cap, pink stars.
Premier Thoroughbred Racing, G Kelleway  Dark blue and white diabolo, red sleeves, white 
armlets, dark blue cap.
Premier Thoroughbred Racing Ltd  Dark blue and white diabolo, red sleeves, white armlets, dark 
blue cap.
Premier Thoroughbred R, The Glitter Ball  Dark blue and white diabolo, red sleeves, white 
armlets, dark blue cap.
Prendergast, Mr Martin  Emerald green, orange and white halved sleeves.
Prenn, Mr J. A. N.  Emerald green and royal blue check, royal blue sleeves.
Prescott Bt, Sir Mark  Royal blue and white check, red cap, white hoop.
The Pres Partnership  Orange, black stars, chevrons on sleeves, orange cap, black star.
Prestbury Thoroughbreds  Dark green, red hoop, emerald green sleeves, emerald green cap, red 
star.

Prestige Thoroughbred Racing  Dark green, white spots on sleeves.
Prestige Thoroughbred Racing II  Dark green, white spots on sleeves.
The Preston Family & Friends Ltd  Red, royal blue stripe, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, white 
star.
The Preston Family, Friends & T Jacobs  Red, royal blue stripe, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, 
white star.
The Preston Family Racing  Maroon, black star, beige sleeves, black stars, maroon cap, black stars.
Preston Lodge Stud  Black, light green armlets.
Preston Lodge Stud, Champneys  Black, maroon armlets.
Preston, Mr Paul  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue spots, white cap.
Preston, Mr Paul (second colours)  Maroon, black star, beige sleeves, black stars, maroon cap, black 
stars.
Presumption in Favour Partnership  Royal blue, white spots, dark blue sleeves.
The Pretenders  Pink, dark blue chevrons, hooped sleeves, pink cap.
The Pretenders & Partner  Pink, dark blue chevrons, hooped sleeves, pink cap.
Price, Brig C. K.  Black and maroon halved, yellow cap, black hoop.
Price, Miss Katy Jane  Dark blue, white chevron, black cap, red spots.
Price, Mr Alistair  Maroon and light blue check, hooped sleeves.
Price, Mr Carl  Black, red triple diamond, black and white hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Price, Mr David A.  Royal blue, white cross belts, red, white and blue quartered cap.
Price, Mr Derek R.  White, red stars, black sleeves, white cap, red star.
Price, Mr Eric H. M.  Dark blue, red star and armlets, red cap, dark blue star.
Price, Mr Geoff  Emerald green and yellow (halved), emerald green sleeves, quartered cap.
Price, Mr J. A. J.  White, oliphant tartan sash, white sleeves and cap.
Price, Mr J. P.  Yellow, white cap.
Price, Mr Ken  Maroon, white chevron, maroon sleeves, white stars, maroon cap, white stars.
Price, Mr Kevin  Emerald green and yellow diabolo, yellow sleeves, emerald green stars, emerald 
green cap, yellow star.
Price, Mr Nick  Royal blue and light blue (quartered), light blue sleeves, royal blue stars, royal blue 
cap.
Price, Mr P. E.  Black, emerald green disc, sleeves and cap.
Price, Mr Peter A.  Black, emerald green star, black sleeves, emerald green stars, black cap, emerald 
green star.
Price, Mr S.  Emerald green, yellow triple diamond, emerald green and black striped sleeves, yellow 
and black quartered cap.
Price, Mrs A.  Orange, blue and brown quartered cap.
Price, Mrs Carolyn  Black, white cross belts, light blue sleeves, black and white check cap.
Price, Mrs Dorothy (L)  Purple, primrose hoop and cap.
Price, Mrs Jane  White, red stars, red and white diabolo on sleeves, red cap, white star.
Price, Mr Stephen  Yellow and black check, white and red check sleeves, black cap.
Price, Mr T. G.  Red, pink diamond, pink cap, white spots.
Prichard, Mr Ian  Yellow, black stripe and sleeves, quartered cap.
The Prickly Partnership  Dark blue, light blue cap.
Priday, Mr John  Yellow, brown hoop, white sleeves, brown and yellow quartered cap.
Prideaux, Mrs Christopher  Light blue, black epaulets.
The Pride of Sussex Partnership  Purple, mauve star, mauve sleeves, purple stars, mauve cap, 
purple star.
Pridham, Miss Sarah  Yellow, black chevron, yellow sleeves, black spots.
Priestley, Mr Chris  White and black stripes, white sleeves, dark blue stars, black cap.
Priestley, Mr Mark  Dark blue, maroon and white check sleeves and cap.
Priest, Miss J.  Purple, white star, halved sleeves and star on cap.
The Primaveras  Red, maroon armlets, maroon cap.
Prime Lawns Limited  White, red seams, white sleeves, dark blue stars, white cap, red star.
Prime Lawns Limited & Partner  White, red seams, white sleeves, dark blue stars, white cap, red 
star.
Primus Partners  Dark blue and white stripes, halved sleeves.
Prince, Mr David  White, light blue hoops, white cap.
Prince, Mr Richard  Red, white triple diamond, red sleeves, white spots, red cap, white diamond.
Prince, Mr Richard J.  Red, mauve star, light blue and maroon check sleeves, orange cap, emerald 
green stars.
Prince of Wales and Duchess of Cornwall  Scarlet, royal blue sleeves, black cap.
Pringuer, Mr Iain  Emerald green, dark blue diamond, dark blue sleeves, emerald green diamonds.
Pritchard-Gordon, Mrs Giles  Cerise, white hoops, blue and white check cap.
Pritchard-Gordon, Mrs Giles (second colours)  Emerald green, white hoops, striped sleeves, 
emerald green and pink quartered cap.
Pritchard, Lady M.  Yellow, dark green star, armlets and star on cap.
Pritchard, Mr Andrew  Red and orange diamonds, red sleeves, red cap, orange star.
Pritchard, Mr David  Dark green, yellow spots, striped cap.
Pritchard, Mr David  White, black hoops, dark green sleeves, white stars, red and orange hooped 
cap.
Pritchard, Mr K.  Red and white check, chevrons on sleeves, hooped cap.
Pritchard, Mr R. J. (L)  Blue and yellow (halved horizontally), quartered cap.
Pritchard, Mr Roy  Pink, black triple diamond, halved sleeves, black cap, pink diamond.
Pritchard, Mr S. A.  Emerald green, yellow sleeves, emerald green stars, yellow cap.
Pritchard, Mrs A.  Royal blue, yellow cross belts, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Pritchard, Mrs Alison  Yellow, emerald green epaulets, emerald green sleeves, yellow spots and cap.
Pritchard, Mrs G. C.  Purple, yellow diamond, yellow and purple diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap, 
purple diamond.
Pritchard, Mrs T.  Dark green, grey stars on sleeves and cap.
Pritchard & Woodward  Red and orange diamonds, red sleeves, red cap, orange star.
PRM Bloodstock  Grey, red spots.
Probin, Mr G. A.  Red, white stripe, hooped sleeves.
P Robinson & J Gill  Emerald green, purple hoops, sleeves and star on cap.
The Problem Solvers  Yellow, emerald green triple diamond, black sleeves, yellow cap, emerald 
green diamonds.
The Problem Solvers (second colours)  Yellow, grey braces, striped sleeves and cap.
The Pro-Claimers  Lime green, orange sleeves and cap.
Procter, Mr W. Douglas  Dark green, orange hoops, orange cap.
Proctor, Mr N. S. C.  White, maroon star, dark blue sleeves, dark blue and white quartered cap.
Proctor, T.  Light blue and dark blue diamonds, light blue sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue and 
light blue check cap.
Prodec Networks Ltd  Light blue, purple star and star on cap.
Prodromou, Mr George  White, light blue hoop, striped sleeves and cap.
Prof. Caroline Tisdall and Bryan Drew  Dark green, red cross belts, dark green and beige striped 
sleeves, dark green cap, red star.
Prof. Caroline Tisdall and Bryan Drew (second colours)  Orange, dark blue star, orange sleeves, 
dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
Prof Caroline Tisdall & Mr John Gent  Dark green, red cross belts, dark green and beige striped 
sleeves, dark green cap, red star.
Prof Caroline Tisdall & Mr John Gent (second colours)  Yellow, dark blue chevrons, yellow 
sleeves and cap.
Prof Caroline Tisdall & Wayne Clifford  Dark green, red cross belts, dark green and beige striped 
sleeves, dark green cap, red star.
Prof. Caroline Tisdall & William Frewen  Dark green, red cross belts, dark green and beige striped 
sleeves, dark green cap, red star.
Prof. Caroline Tisdall & William Frewen (second colours)  Emerald green and white (quartered), 
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orange and white halved sleeves, orange cap, white star.
Prof Caroline Tisdall With R Wilkin  Dark green, red cross belts, dark green and beige striped 
sleeves, dark green cap, red star.
Prof Caroline Tisdall With R Wilkin (second colours)  Dark blue, beige cross belts, striped sleeves 
and cap.
Prof. C. Tidsall & Jane Gerard-Pearse  Dark green, red cross belts, dark green and beige striped 
sleeves, dark green cap, red star.
Prof. C. Tidsall & Jane Gerard-Pearse (second colours)  Emerald green and light blue stripes, 
diabolo on sleeves, emerald green cap, light blue diamond.
Professor Caroline Tisdall & Alan Kaplan  Dark green, red cross belts, dark green and beige 
striped sleeves, dark green cap, red star.
Professor L P Hardwick & Partner  Yellow, purple stars, purple sleeves, light green stars, light green 
cap.
Proffitt, Mr P. D.  White, purple star and star on cap.
The Profile Partnership  White, black chevrons, white sleeves, red stars and cap.
The Profile Partnership 2  White, black chevrons, white sleeves, red stars and cap.
Profit Pony Racing  Black, emerald green chevron, black sleeves, emerald green stars, black cap with 
emerald green stars.
Progressive Racing  Black, light green epaulets and sleeves.
Progressive Racing I  Black, light green epaulets and sleeves.
Progressive Racing & Partner  Black, light green epaulets and sleeves.
Project Management Services Oxford Ltd  White, brown chevron, beige sleeves, white stars, 
white cap, beige star.
Project Mars Racing Partnership  Red, dark blue stripe, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Promanco Ltd  Grey, black and red check sleeves and cap.
Promenade Bloodstock Limited  Light blue, light green cross belts, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Promenade Bloodstock & Mr B Sangster  Light blue, light green cross belts, hooped sleeves, 
striped cap.
Promenade & Fabfive  Light blue, light green cross belts, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Proos, Mr D. M.  Beige, brown cross of lorraine, hooped cap.
Prosser, Lady  Red, emerald green hoops, red sleeves.
Prosser, Mrs R.  Dark blue, large yellow spots, armlets and cap.
Prosser, Mr W.  Royal blue, white disc, white sleeves, black stars, royal blue cap, black star.
Proudfoot, Mr Michael A.  White, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars, yellow cap, royal blue star.
Proudley and Whymark Partnership  Emerald green, black stripe, white cap, emerald green stars.
Proudley, Mr P. J.  Emerald green, black stripe, white cap, emerald green stars.
Prouse, Mrs S.  Yellow, black epaulets and sleeves, black cap, yellow spots.
Prout, Mr Simon  Purple, pink cross belts and armlets, quartered cap.
Provan,McLaughlin,McFarlane,VanDerHoeven  Royal blue, white cross belts, royal blue sleeves, 
pink stars and cap.
Provan, Mr J. A.  White, emerald green stripe, white sleeves, dark blue armlets.
Provan, Mr Russell  Royal blue, white stars, red and white chevrons on sleeves.
Provan, Mr Russell (second colours)  Royal blue, white cross belts, royal blue sleeves, pink stars 
and cap.
Providence Racing  Yellow, black cross of lorraine, black sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, black star.
Prowting, Mr S. C.  Purple, beige diamonds on sleeves.
Prowting, Mrs Liz  Royal blue, yellow stars, yellow cap.
P. Rupert Cottrell & Miss J. V. Cottrell  Emerald green, white diamond, sleeves and diamond on 
cap.
Pryce, Mr M. J.  White, red chevron, white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.
Pryde, Mr D. G.  Royal blue, yellow diamond, checked sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow diamond.
Pryde, Mr M.  Light blue, dark blue seams, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Pryde, Van Der Hoeven & Beaumont  Royal blue, yellow diamond, checked sleeves, royal blue cap, 
yellow diamond.
Pryke Golding Appleby  Pink, purple cross belts, quartered cap.
Pryke M&C Dixon Golding Appleby  Pink, purple cross belts, quartered cap.
Pryke, Mr Terry  Pink, purple cross belts, quartered cap.
Przybylak, Mr A. E.  Purple, emerald green seams, emerald green cap.
P Stokes, T & G Pritchard-Gordon  Dark blue, light green chevrons, hooped cap.
P Taiano, N Gollings, S Powell  Dark blue and pink check, halved sleeves, dark blue and pink 
quartered cap.
P & T Brooks & A Brooks  Light blue, red braces, white sleeves, red armlets, light blue and red 
quartered cap.
P. Timmins & A. Rhodes Haulage  Black, light blue epaulets and armlets.
PTP Partnership  Yellow, black stripe and sleeves, quartered cap.
P. Turner & J. Davies  Dark blue, pink triple diamond and diamond on cap.
The Pucka Partnership  Dark blue, beige armlets.
Pudd, Mrs H.  Primrose and violet (quartered), violet sleeves.
Pudlicote Partnership  Black and light blue (quartered), light blue sleeves, check cap.
Puerto Fever Syndicate  Emerald green, white seams, striped sleeves and cap.
Pugh, Mr Dennis  Purple, light blue sleeves, purple armlets, purple cap, light blue star.
Pugh, Mrs Patricia  Black, dark green and grey striped sleeves.
Pugsley, Mr Chris  Red, white epaulets, red sleeves, black stars and stars on cap.
Pull It Right Back Partnership  Black, beige epaulets, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Pump & Plant Services Ltd  Mauve, yellow seams, yellow cap.
Pump&PlantServicesLtd&TheLateMrMHolder  Mauve, yellow seams, yellow cap.
Pump Technology Limited  Orange, brown star, orange sleeves, brown stars, orange cap, brown 
star.
The Punch Bunch  Royal blue, light blue stars, white sleeves, light blue stars and cap.
The Punchestown Syndicate  White, red triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Purdie, Mr Sax  Royal blue, light blue sash and sleeves, royal blue and white check cap.
Purdy, Mr P. D.  Orange, green striped sleeves, orange cap, green spots.
Purkis, Mrs C. M.  Pink, emerald green and white quartered cap.
Purple and Lilac Racing V  Purple, mauve stars, armlets and star on cap.
Purple & Lilac Racing  Purple, mauve stars, armlets and star on cap.
Purple & Lilac Racing-Spotted Dog P'ship  Purple, mauve stars, armlets and star on cap.
Purple & Lilac Racing X  Purple, mauve stars, armlets and star on cap.
Purple'nBlues  Purple, royal blue epaulets.
PURPLE REINS  Mauve, white hoop.
Purple Reins and James Howard  Mauve, white hoop.
Purple & Yellow  Purple and yellow check, yellow and purple diabolo on sleeves.
The Pursuing The Dream Partnership  Dark blue, yellow cross belts, red and royal blue hooped 
sleeves, yellow cap, orange diamonds.
The Pursuits Partnership  Light blue, white hoop.
Purvis, Mr A.  Dark blue, red and dark blue striped sleeves, red cap.
P Whitehead, C Spencer Herbert, S Keable  Red, yellow diamond, black sleeves, yellow stars, red 
cap, black diamond.
P Williamson and J Foster  Dark blue, pink sash, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Pyatt, Mr John  Red, white stars, white and red striped sleeves, red and white striped cap.
Pyatt, Mr P.  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, royal blue and yellow halved sleeves, red cap, yellow spots.
Pye-Jeary, Mr Anthony  Black, red chevron, sleeves and cap.
Pye-Jeary, Mr Anthony (second colours)  Black, red chevron, armlets and cap.
The Pygmalion Syndicate  Royal blue, red sash, red and royal blue striped cap.
Pyle & Hollinshead  Dark green, beige star, sleeves and star on cap.
Pyle, Mr M.  Dark green, beige star, sleeves and star on cap.
Pyne, Mr C.  Emerald green, light green star and star on cap.

Pyne, Mr Nathan  Emerald green, dark green stars, dark green sleeves, emerald green stars, emerald 
green cap, dark green star.
The Pyoneers  Black, silver sleeves, green cap.

Q
Qatar Bloodstock Ltd  Dark blue, white seams, halved sleeves, dark blue and white quartered cap.
Qatarish and Partner  White and maroon check, white sleeves.
Qatar Racing & Clipper Logistics  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold tassel.
Qatar Racing & Clipper Logistics (second colours)  Maroon, grey sleeves and cap.
Qatar Racing & Cornthrop Bloodstock  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold tassel.
Qatar Racing & David Howden  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold tassel.
Qatar Racing, D.Howden & D.Redvers  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold tassel.
Qatar Racing Limited  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold tassel.
Qatar Racing Limited (second colours)  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, gold cap, gold tassel.
Qatar Racing Limited & China Horse Club  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, gold cap, gold tassel.
Qatar Racing Limited & China Horse Club (second colours)  Red, yellow stars, halved sleeves 
and star on cap.
Qatar Racing Limited & Mr A M Balding  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold   tassel.
Qatar Racing Limited & Mr David Redvers  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold 
tassel.
Qatar Racing Limited & Partner  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold tassel.
Qatar Racing Limited & R A Bartlett  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold   tassel.
Qatar Racing Ltd and Watership Down Stud  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold 
tassel.
Qatar Racing Ltd & Barbara Keller  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold   tassel.
Qatar Racing Ltd & Lady O'Reilly  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold tassel.
Qatar Racing Ltd & Mr Kin Hung Kei  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold tassel.
Qatar Racing Ltd & Newsells Park Stud  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold tassel.
Qatar Racing Ltd & Partner  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold   tassel.
Qatar Racing Ltd & Partners  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold tassel.
Qatar Racing Ltd & Ptnr  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold tassel.
Qatar Racing Ltd, R Pegum, K & M Lowe  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold tassel.
Qatar Racing Ltd & Sun Bloodstock SARL  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold 
tassel.
Qatar Racing, Mr D Hunt, & Mrs E Markham  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold   
tassel.
Qatar Racing & The Sweet Partnership  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold   tassel.
Qatar Racing & Woodcote Stud Ltd  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold tassel.
Qdos Racing  Beige, black sleeves, beige spots.
The Qianlong Partnership  Yellow, royal blue stars, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue star.
The Q Party  Purple and light blue stripes, purple sleeves and cap.
QRL/Sheikh Suhaim Al Thani/M Al Kubaisi  Claret, gold braid, claret sleeves, claret cap, gold 
tassel.
The QS Trio  Yellow, royal blue diamond, royal blue sleeves, yellow diamonds.
The QS Trio & Mark E. Smith  Yellow, royal blue diamond, royal blue sleeves, yellow diamonds.
Quadriga Racing  Red, royal blue chevron, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Quandt & Cochrane  White, red cross of lorraine, red sleeves, white stars, red cap.
Quandt, Cochrane, Lysaght  White, red cross of lorraine, red sleeves, white stars, red cap.
Quantum  Pink, large white spots.
Quantum Leap Racing I  White, emerald green cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Quantum Leap Racing II  White, emerald green cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Quantum Leap Racing III  White, emerald green cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Quantum Leap Racing II & Partner  White, emerald green cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Quantum Leap Racing IV  White, emerald green cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Quantum Leap Racing IV & Partner  White, emerald green cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Quantum Leap Racing IX  White, emerald green cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Quantum Leap Racing V  White, emerald green cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Quantum Leap Racing VI  White, emerald green cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Quantum Leap Racing VI (second colours)  White, maroon cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Quantum Leap Racing VII  White, emerald green cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Quantum Leap Racing VIII  White, emerald green cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Quantum Leap Racing X  White, emerald green cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Quantum Leap Racing XII  White, emerald green cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Quantum Leap Racing XIII & Partner  White, emerald green cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Quantum Leap Racing XII & Partner  White, emerald green cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Quantum Leap Racing XI & Partner  White, emerald green cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Quarry Lami Partnership  Purple, yellow disc.
Quartet Racing  Black, yellow chevron, yellow and black chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
The Queens  Orange, dark green chevrons, orange sleeves, quartered cap.
Queensberry Thoroughbreds  Light blue and red (quartered), halved sleeves, red cap.
The Queens & Partner  Orange, dark green chevrons, orange sleeves, quartered cap.
Quench Racing Partnership  Royal blue, white hoops, yellow sleeves, royal blue diamonds.
Quench Racing Partnership 3  Royal blue, white hoops, yellow sleeves, royal blue diamonds.
Quevega Consulting Llp  Dark blue, light green stars, light blue and dark blue hooped sleeves, light 
green cap, yellow star.
Quickly Group Holdings Limited  Red and black check, black and red check sleeves.
Quickly Group Holdings Ltd & Partner  Red and black check, black and red check sleeves.
Quick, Mr Andrew  Beige and black (quartered), beige sleeves.
Quick, Mrs Sue  Red, white braces, red sleeves, white stars and stars on cap.
Quicksilver Racing Partnership  Maroon and white diabolo, white sleeves, quartered cap.
Quigley and Smith  White and red stripes, white sleeves, royal blue stars, royal blue cap, white stars.
Quigley, Mr M. F.  Purple and yellow stripes, white sleeves.
Quigley, Mr Richard  White and red stripes, white sleeves, royal blue stars, royal blue cap, white 
stars.
Quiller, Mr M. F.  Dark blue and red (halved), sleeves reversed, quartered cap.
Quinn / Benham & Elsworth  Light blue, red chevron, dark blue sleeves, white stars, light blue cap, 
red star.
Quinn & Co &DCG  Emerald green, yellow stars on sleeves, white cap, yellow star.
Quinn, Mr Denis  Yellow, royal blue chevron and armlets, white cap.
Quinn, Mr Kevin  Dark blue, royal blue epaulets.
Quinn, Mr Kevin (second colours)  Emerald green, yellow chevron and armlets, yellow cap, black 
diamond.
Quinn, Mr Kevin (third colours)  Light blue, red chevron, dark blue sleeves, white stars, light blue 
cap, red star.
Quinn, Mr Liam  Blue, yellow sleeves, red, blue and yellow quartered cap.
Quinn, Mr M.  Royal blue, red star, white sleeves, red stars, royal blue cap, red star.
Quinn, Mr P.  Emerald green, yellow stars on sleeves, white cap, yellow star.
Quinn, Mr Robert Patrick  Black, red star and star on cap.
Quinn, Mr S. A. T.  Red, black hoops, red sleeves.
Quinn, Mrs Louise  Black, grey star, black sleeves, grey stars and cap.
Quinn, Mrs S.  Black, emerald green seams, black sleeves, emerald green cap.
Quinn, Mrs S. (second colours)  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), dark blue sleeves, yellow 
armlets, dark blue cap.
Quinn, Mrs S. (third colours)  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets, 
yellow cap.
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Quinn, Ms A.  Dark blue, beige seams, dark blue sleeves, beige stars, dark blue cap, beige star.
Quintin Friends & Family  Royal blue, royal blue and yellow check sleeves, yellow cap.
Quirke, Mr A.  Emerald green, yellow stripe, chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
Quona Thomson & Ken McGarrity  White and maroon check, maroon sleeves, white armlets, 
maroon cap.
Quona Thomson & Ken McGarrity (second colours)  White and maroon check, maroon sleeves, 
white armlets, white cap.
Quorn, Mr John  Red, purple chevron.
Quy, Mrs Janice  Red, white star, black and white check sleeves, red cap, black star.

R
Rabbah Racing  Dark green and yellow stripes, dark green cap.
Rabble Racing  Light blue, black sleeves, grey cap.
Raby, Mr A. H.  Light blue, purple star, dark blue sleeves, orange stars, purple cap, orange stars.
Race Against Prostate Cancer  Royal blue, beige stripe.
Racegoers Club and Me Myself and I  Dark blue, white star, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, white 
cap.
The Racegoers Club & Mr Jamie Snowden  Dark blue, white star, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, 
white cap.
Racegoers Club Owners Group  Dark blue, white star, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, white cap.
Racegoers Club Owners Group (second colours)  White, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, 
emerald green cap.
Racegoers Club Owners Group & D Skelton  Dark blue, white star, white sleeves, dark blue 
armlets, white cap.
The Raceology Partnership  Mauve, black cross belts, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Raceworld  Dark blue, light blue star.
Rachel Hood & Dr Ornella Carlini Cozzi  Dark blue, white sash and sleeves, quartered cap.
Rachel Hood & Elaine Lawlor  Dark blue, white sash and sleeves, quartered cap.
Rachel Hood & Mrs P Shanahan  Dark blue, white sash and sleeves, quartered cap.
The Rachid Brothers  Yellow, black stars, black cap, yellow star.
Rachid, Mr Ibrahim  Yellow, black stars, black cap, yellow star.
980 Racing  Royal blue, yellow seams, diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap.
Racing Admin Protected Cols, Racing Admi  Blue, buff stripes, light blue sleeves, black cap, gold 
tassel.
Racing Admin Protected Cols, Racing Admi (second colours)  Light blue, red stripe, armlets and 
cap.
Racing Admin Protected Cols, Racing Admi (third colours)  Red, royal blue halved sleeves.
Racing Admin Protected Cols, Racing Admi (fourth colours)  Black, red cap.
Racing Admin Protected Cols, Racing Admi (fifth colours)  Cerise, yellow cap.
Racing Admin Protected Cols, Racing Admi (sixth colours)  Red, light green sleeves and cap.
Racing Admin Protected Cols, Racing Admi (seventh colours)  Dark blue and red check, red 
cap.
Racing Admin Protected Cols, Racing Admi (eight colours)  Yellow, red sleeves, royal blue cap.
Racing Admin Protected Cols, Racing Admi (ninth colours)  Dark green, pink sash, armlets and 
cap.
Racing Admin Protected Cols, Racing Admi  Light blue, pink halved sleeves, light blue and pink 
quartered cap.
Racing Admin Protected Cols, Racing Admi  White, grey sleeves and cap.
Racing Admin Protected Cols, Racing Admi  Plum, green hooped sleeves and cap.
The Racing Brothers  Beige, white sleeves, black stars, black cap, white star.
Racing Connexions Ltd  Royal blue, emerald green cross belts, emerald green and royal blue 
chevrons on sleeves.
The Racing Cricketers  Emerald green, black and emerald green striped sleeves, black cap.
The Racing Cricketers (second colours)  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue armlets.
The Racing Cricketers & Partner  Emerald green, black and emerald green striped sleeves, black 
cap.
The Racing Cricketers & Partner (second colours)  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue armlets.
The Racing Demon Partnership  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, light blue and white quartered 
cap.
The Racing Emporium  Royal blue, white star, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Racing Facades Syndicate  Dark green, grey chevron, mauve sleeves, black armlets and diamond on 
mauve cap.
Racing For A Cause  Pink, white sleeves, pink spots.
Racing for Fun  Dark green, yellow sleeves, black diamonds, quartered cap.
Racing For Maggie's Partnership  Light blue, white star, white and light blue halved sleeves, light 
blue cap, white spots.
The Racing 4 Fun Partnership  Royal blue and white (halved), red and white hooped sleeves, striped 
cap.
Racing in Furness  Maroon, yellow stripe, yellow and maroon hooped sleeves, maroon and yellow 
quartered cap.
Racing Jersey  Beige, light blue and beige hooped sleeves, light blue cap.
Racing Knights  Yellow, red braces, diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Racing Knights & Castlehill T'breds RC  Yellow, red braces, diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Racing Link  Emerald green, white hoop, chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Racing Spirit Fort Jefferson Owners  Dark blue, white epaulets, white and dark blue hooped 
sleeves, dark blue and white quartered cap.
Racing Spirit Just Minded Owners  Dark blue, white epaulets, white and dark blue hooped sleeves, 
dark blue and white quartered cap.
Racing Spirit Leskinfere Owners Group  Dark blue, white epaulets, white and dark blue hooped 
sleeves, dark blue and white quartered cap.
Racing Ventures 2014  Purple and yellow stripes, black sleeves and cap.
Racing Ventures 2014 (second colours)  Black and white check, diabolo on sleeves.
The Racing With Will Partnership  Pink, black chevron, armlets and cap.
Rackham, Mr Paul  Yellow, black and yellow striped sleeves, yellow cap, red spots.
Radclyffe, Capt C. (L)  Dark blue, grey sash, collar, cuffs and cap.
Radclyffe, Mrs C. (L)  Dark blue, grey sash, collar and cuffs, red cap.
Raddon, Mr S. A.  Pink, maroon chevron, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Radford, Mr A.  Royal blue, yellow star, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars.
Radford, Mr T. P.  Dark green, maroon stars, maroon cap.
Radleian Society, L Lovell & P Stacey  Black and mauve diabolo, mauve cap, black diamond.
Radleian Society, L Lovell & P Stacey (second colours)  Black, red inverted triangle, sleeves and 
cap.
The Radleian Society Racing Syndicate  Maroon, black hoop, maroon and white hooped sleeves, 
black cap.
Radlett Racing  Orange, dark blue spots, orange sleeves, orange cap, dark blue star.
Radley Racing Club  Red and white check, white sleeves, red armlets, hooped cap.
Radley Racing Club and Partner  Red and white check, white sleeves, red armlets, hooped cap.
Radwell, Mr I. L.  Light blue, royal blue stars, white sleeves.
Rae and Carol Borras  Yellow, red star, black and yellow halved sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
Raeburn Brick Limited  Purple, white halved sleeves, white cap, purple spots.
Rae, Mr J. S.  Dark green, large royal blue spots, dark green and yellow halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Rae, Mrs Nicola  Navy blue, old gold sleeves and cap.
Rae Smith, Mr A. F.  Royal blue, yellow braces, yellow cap.
Rae Smith, Mr A. F. (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow braces, red cap.
Raffan, Mrs Emma  Royal blue, large yellow spots, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets and spots on 

yellow cap.
Raffles Racing  Black, light blue seams, striped sleeves, black cap.
Ragg, Mrs S. M.  Purple, grey sleeves, purple armlets.
R. A. Grossman & Normandie Stud Ltd  Light blue, mauve armlets.
Rags to Richies  Emerald green and white stripes, royal blue sleeves, white stars and cap.
Rahim, Mr Khaled A.  Black, black and red check sleeves and cap.
Rahman, Mr N.  Light blue, black star, black and white striped sleeves and cap.
R & A Houghton, R Roberts  Red, white triple diamond, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap, white 
diamond.
Railton, Mr Jamie  Dark blue, red hollow box, dark blue sleeves, red seams, quartered cap.
The Railway children  White, red star, white sleeves, emerald green stars, white cap, royal blue star.
Rainbow, Mr R. J.  Black, emerald green diamond, diamonds on sleeves, pink cap.
Rainbow Racing  Emerald green, white diamond, white sleeves, emerald green diamonds, white cap, 
emerald green diamond.
Raines, Mr S.  Orange, white chevron.
Rainey, Mr R. D.  Dark blue, yellow stripe and armlets.
Raissi, Mr L.  Mauve, black epaulets, pink and black diabolo on sleeves, mauve cap, black diamond.
Rajani, Miss Nina  Beige, grey star, grey sleeves, beige stars, beige cap, grey star.
Rajani, Miss Nina (second colours)  Purple, grey star, grey sleeves, purple stars, grey cap, purple 
star.
Raj Matharu & Suresh Sivagnanam  Royal blue, mauve chevron and diamond on cap.
Raj Matharu & Suresh Sivagnanam (second colours)  Orange, pink epaulets.
R A Jones, E Chubb & J A McLean  Maroon, orange star and sleeves, quartered cap.
Ralph, Andrew TS  Light blue and pink diabolo, pink sleeves, light blue cap, pink diamond.
Ralph, Mr Alastair  Royal blue, red seams, red sleeves, royal blue seams, royal blue cap.
Ralph, Mrs D. J.  Yellow, royal blue diamonds on sleeves, royal blue and white quartered cap.
Ramadhan, Mr Jaber  Yellow, red sash.
Ramm, Mrs Vanessa  Beige and black stripes, black and red hooped sleeves, beige and black hooped 
cap.
Ramos, Mr Tod  Yellow, dark blue hoop, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets, black cap.
Ramsahoye, Mr Fenton  Maroon, yellow seams and sleeves, hooped cap.
Ramsay, Capt. Will  Black, silver braid, light blue cap.
Ramsay, Capt. Will (second colours)  Light blue and royal blue (quartered), light blue sleeves.
Ramscove Ltd  Black and royal blue stripes, white sleeves.
Ramsden, Morecombe & JCM Retail  White, royal blue sleeves, dark green cap.
Ramsden, Mr J.  White, emerald green hoops, chevrons on sleeves, emerald green cap.
Ramsden, Mr J. (second colours)  Pink, large white spots.
Ramsden, Mr James  Beige, black striped sleeves.
Ramsden, Mr James (second colours)  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Ramsden, Mr Joey  Emerald green, white hoops, red cap.
Ramsden, Mr Michael  Royal blue and orange diagonal stripes, royal blue     cap.
Ramsden, Mrs B.  Pink, black chevron, black and pink hooped sleeves, black cap, white spots.
Ramsden, Mrs L. E.  White, royal blue sleeves, dark green cap.
Ramsden, Mr T. P.  Black, light blue and white hooped sleeves.
Randall, Miss Nichola  Light blue, white diamond, sleeves and cap.
Randall, Mr Peter  Black, red epaulets, checked sleeves, red cap.
Randall Orchard & Partners  Black, red cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Randell, Miss Sally  Dark blue, yellow cross of lorraine, dark blue and white halved sleeves.
Randle, Mr A.  Grey, pink star, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Ranfurly, Exors of the late Lord  Dark blue, light blue hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Rangabashyam, Dr O.  Royal blue, red, yellow, green and white hoops, yellow cap.
Rangers Racing Syndicate  Royal blue, red seams, white sleeves, red diamonds, royal blue cap, red 
stars.
The Rann Family  Black and red (quartered), white sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Rann, Mr Philip  Black and red (quartered), white sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Ransom, Mr Darryl  Yellow, royal blue star, yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap, royal blue star.
Ranson, Mr Christopher P.  Dark blue, white hoop, armlets and cap.
Raphael, Mr S. F. (L)  Black, white sleeves, violet cap.
The Rare Quality Partnership  Grey, red cap.
The Rare Quality Partnership I  Grey, red cap.
The Rascal Flatts Partnership  Royal blue and yellow check, royal blue sleeves, yellow armlets, royal 
blue cap.
The Rasher Partnership  White, black diamond, purple sleeves and cap.
Rashid, Mr Mohammed  Royal blue, white disc, royal blue sleeves, white spots.
Rasio Cymru 1 & Hurn Racing Club  Maroon and white diamonds, white sleeves, light green 
diamonds.
Rasio Cymru 1 & Hurn Racing Club (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow stripe, hooped sleeves, 
striped cap.
Rasio Cymru I & Dutch Rose Partnerhsip  Maroon and white diamonds, white sleeves, light green 
diamonds.
Rasio Cymru Racing  Maroon and white diamonds, white sleeves, light green diamonds.
Rasio Cymru Racing 1  Maroon and white diamonds, white sleeves, light green diamonds.
Rasio Cymru Racing 1 & Iboxit Ltd  Maroon and white diamonds, white sleeves, light green 
diamonds.
Rasio Cymru Racing 1 & Partner  Maroon and white diamonds, white sleeves, light green 
diamonds.
Rasio Cymru Racing 1 & Partner  Maroon and white diamonds, white sleeves, light green 
diamonds.
Ratcliffe, Mr C. I.  Black and orange stripes, black sleeves, hooped cap.
Ratcliff, Mrs Judith  Pink, dark blue stars and armlets.
Rathordan Partnership  Black, yellow hoops, chevrons on sleeves.
Ratnasingham, Miss S. C.  Maroon, royal blue braces, sleeves and cap.
The Rat Pack Partnership  Pink, pink and dark blue diabolo on sleeves, dark blue cap.
The Rat Pack Partnership 2016  Pink, pink and dark blue diabolo on sleeves, dark blue cap.
The Rat Pack Partnership 2017  Pink, pink and dark blue diabolo on sleeves, dark blue cap.
The Rat Pack Racing Club  Red, white stars, white and red chevrons on sleeves.
THE RAT RACERS  Grey, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Rattigan, Mr J. A.  Maroon, light blue sleeves, maroon stars, light blue cap.
Rausing, Miss K.  White, emerald green hoops, white sleeves and cap.
The Ravenstone Partnership  Black, red sash, white sleeves and cap.
Rawcliffe, Exors of the Late Mr N. D.  Yellow, royal blue hoop and sleeves, white cap.
Rawding, Miss Amanda  Cream, maroon sleeves, pink cap.
Rawdon-Mogg, Mr J.  Royal blue, black hooped sleeves, black cap.
Raw, Exors of the Late Mr W.  Yellow, red cross belts, red and yellow check cap.
Rawle, Mr R.  Black, yellow braces, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Rawlings, The Rt Hon The Baroness  Eton blue, primrose epaulets and cap.
Rawlins, Mr S. J.  Dark green, red sleeves, quartered cap.
Rawlinson, Mr Andrew  Cerise, beige cap.
Raw, Mrs H.  White, dark blue cross belts and armlets.
Raw, Reeve & Wollaston  Purple, beige seams and armlets.
Ray and Marian Elbro  Yellow, brown seams, striped sleeves and cap.
Ray Bailey and Steph Hollinshead  Dark blue, white seams, striped sleeves, dark blue cap.
Ray Bailey, Dibbie Hues & Alan King  Dark blue, white seams, striped sleeves, dark blue cap.
Raybould, Mr J.  Dark blue, white hoops, striped sleeves, red cap.
Raybould, Mr P  Orange, grey star, armlets and cap.
Ray Flegg & John Bousfield  White, red spots on sleeves, red cap.
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Ray Flegg & John Bousfield (second colours)  Emerald green, white cross belts, halved sleeves, 
emerald green and white striped cap.
Ray Flegg,John Bousfield,C H Stephenson  Emerald green, red stars, white sleeves, white cap, red 
star.
Ray Flegg,John Bousfield,C H Stephenson (second colours)  Emerald green, white cross belts, 
halved sleeves, emerald green and white striped cap.
Ray Flegg,John Bousfield,C H Stephenson (third colours)  White, red spots on sleeves, red cap.
Rayjon and M. Hocking  Red and grey diabolo, red sleeves, grey armlets, red cap.
Rayjon and p george  Red and grey diabolo, red sleeves, grey armlets, red cap.
Rayment, Mrs Julia  Light blue, beige diamond.
Rayment, Mrs Julia (second colours)  Light blue, dark blue seams and armlets.
Raymond, Mr A. C.  Maroon, white cross of lorraine, light blue and maroon hooped sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Raymond, Mr Stephen  Red and emerald green diamonds, white sleeves, emerald green armlets, 
white cap.
Raymond Treacy & Partner  Red, emerald green and red diabolo on sleeves, emerald green cap.
Rayner, Mr B. C.  Black, orange seams, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Rayner, Mr Eric  Yellow, red cross belts, hooped sleeves.
Rayner, Mrs Celia  Orange, purple diamond and sleeves, black and orange striped cap.
Rayner, Mrs M. M.  Red, dark blue star and armlets, yellow cap.
The Ray Of Hope Partnership  Yellow, black stripe, diabolo on sleeves.
Raypasha  Black and red stripes, checked sleeves, red cap.
Ray, Roberts & Dobbin  Black, yellow cross belts, diamonds on sleeves, yellow and black quartered 
cap.
Ray Smith & Partner  Royal blue, pink stars, royal blue sleeves, pink cap.
Ray Styles & Jonathan Whymark  Red, black hoop and armlets, yellow cap.
Ray & Sue Dodd Partnership  Emerald green, white seams, white sleeves, emerald green seams, 
emerald green cap, white star.
Ray Treacy and Jason Reed  Red, yellow stripe, red sleeves, yellow stars, white cap.
Ray Treacy and Shaun Staplehurst  Red, emerald green and red diabolo on sleeves, emerald green 
cap.
Razza Dormello Olgiata  White, red cross belts and cap.
R. Banks & J. Sheard  Purple, yellow chevron, royal blue and yellow striped cap.
R. Barrow, S. Maltby & R. Barber  Orange and brown diamonds, brown sleeves, orange armlets, 
orange and brown quartered cap.
R Bradley & M Hammond  Orange, emerald green spots, emerald green sleeves, orange spots, 
emerald green cap.
R Brinkley and P George  Red, beige stars and armlets.
R Brinkley E Foster P George  Purple, grey armlets.
R Brinkley, K Nicol & B Haslam  Purple, grey armlets.
R Brinkley M Hancock  Purple, grey armlets.
R Brinkley M Hancock (second colours)  Red, beige stars and armlets.
R. Burridge & Lady Henrietta Burridge  Dark blue, grey sleeves and cap.
RC Jones & MH Jones & JC Jones  Dark blue, red diamond, red and dark blue halved sleeves, dark 
blue and red quartered cap.
R Clarke, M Smith, Sunville Rail Ltd  Orange, black star, black and orange chevrons on sleeves, 
black cap, orange star.
R Curtis & J Corsellis  Light blue, emerald green chevron, white and emerald green striped sleeves, 
emerald green cap.
R Dollar & D Powell  Grey, red spots, black sleeves.
Reach For The Moon & Mrs R Carr  Maroon, white disc, maroon sleeves, white stars, maroon cap, 
white stars.
Read Cook Morgan  Light blue, purple star and sleeves, purple cap, light blue stars.
Read Cook Morgan (second colours)  Maroon, light blue hoop, light blue sleeves, maroon armlets, 
light blue cap.
Reader, Mrs J.  Emerald green, white sleeves, emerald green and white check cap.
Readers & Wiggy, The 8 Amigos & J Burns  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue sleeves, 
yellow stars, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Readman, Mr Neil  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, royal blue 
cap, yellow star.
Read & Morgan  Light blue, purple star and sleeves, purple cap, light blue stars.
Read, Mr F.  Yellow, royal blue braces and armlets.
Read, Mr Ken  Beige, brown disc, hooped cap.
Read, Mr Paul L.  Light blue, purple star and sleeves, purple cap, light blue stars.
Read & Pepperdine  Purple, white seams, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Read, Stephanie  Maroon, beige epaulets and armlets.
Read Williams & Hilton  Light blue, purple star and sleeves, purple cap, light blue stars.
Ready Steady Go  Maroon, maroon and light blue check sleeves and cap.
Ready Steady Go and G J Daly  Maroon, maroon and light blue check sleeves and cap.
Reality Partnerships  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Reality Partnerships I  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Reality Partnerships II  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Reality Partnerships III  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Reality Partnerships IV  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Reality Partnerships IX  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Reality Partnerships & Partner  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Reality Partnerships V  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Reality Partnerships VI  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Reality Partnerships VII  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Reality Partnerships VIII  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Reality Partnerships X  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Reality Partnerships XI  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Reality Partnerships XII  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Reality Partnerships XIII  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
REALITY PARTNERSHIPS XIV  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
REALITY PARTNERSHIPS XV  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
REALITY PARTNERSHIPS XVI  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
REALITY PARTNERSHIPS XVII  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
REALITY PARTNERSHIPS XVIII  Yellow, red disc, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap.
The Real Partnership  Black, pink seams, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
The Real Quiz  Grey, pink epaulets, grey sleeves, pink stars.
Rea, Mr David  White, maroon cross belts, hooped sleeves, maroon cap.
Reay, Mr Frank  Yellow, light blue diamond and sleeves, light blue cap, yellow diamond.
Rebanks, James M  Grey, emerald green and white quartered cap.
Rebecca Bastiman Racing  Purple, white seams, white cap.
Rebecca Bastiman Racing 1  Purple, white seams, white cap.
Rebecca Duffield & Andrew Eveleigh  Orange, black cross of lorraine, black sleeves, orange 
armlets, black cap.
Rebecca Menzies Racing Partnerships  Red, yellow star, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Rebecca Menzies Racing Partnerships (second colours)  Maroon, black star, white sleeves, black 
stars, maroon cap, black star.
Rebel Jumping  Dark blue, maroon striped sleeves.
REBEL JUMPING II  Black, grey sleeves, black stars.
The Rebel Leaders  Royal blue, orange star, white sleeves, royal blue stars, royal blue cap, white star.
The Rebelle Boys  Red, white hoop, halved sleeves, white cap.
Rebel Racing  Black, grey sleeves, black stars.

Rebel Racing (2)  Black, grey sleeves, black stars.
Rebel Racing III  Black, grey sleeves, black stars, grey cap.
Rebel Racing Premier  Black, grey sleeves, black stars.
Rebel Racing Premier&Cheveley Park Stud  Black, grey sleeves, black stars.
Rebel Racing Premier II  Black, grey sleeves, black stars.
REBEL RACING PREMIER III  Black, grey sleeves, black stars.
Rebel Racing & Rebel Racing III  Black, grey sleeves, black stars.
Reboul, Mr Gordon  Orange, orange and royal blue check sleeves and cap.
Rectory Racing  Orange, white sleeves, orange stars, orange cap, white stars.
Recycled Products Limited  Light green, yellow star, dark green sleeves, yellow cap.
Recycling Pallet Services  Emerald green, white hoops, emerald green sleeves, white cap.
Redactive Publishing Limited  Maroon, grey hollow box.
The Red and White Stripes  Red and white stripes, red sleeves, light blue armlets, red cap.
Red Baron Racing  Red, dark green hoop, dark green sleeves, red armlets, quartered cap.
Red & Black Racing  Yellow, white cap, dark blue star.
Red Cap Racing  Black, red stars on sleeves, red cap.
Red Cap Racing 1  Black, red stars on sleeves, red cap.
Red Cap Racing & Clearabee Ltd  Black, red stars on sleeves, red cap.
Red Cap Racing 1 & Partner  Black, red stars on sleeves, red cap.
Red Cow Racing  Yellow, royal blue triple diamond, royal blue sleeves, yellow diamonds.
Reddaway, Mr S. W.  Black, white stripe, red sleeves and cap.
Redden, Mr J.  Maroon, gold hoop and armlets, gold cap, maroon spots.
Reddington, Mr John  Emerald green and red (quartered), halved sleeves.
Reddin, Mr S.  Red, emerald green seams and armlets.
The Reddown High Explosive Partnership  Royal blue, red inverted triangle and armlets.
Redec Ltd  Dark blue, orange stars, dark blue cap.
Redenham Racing Group  Black and emerald green diamonds, black sleeves, emerald green cap.
The Redesdale Rebels  Light green, white stripe and armlets.
Redfern, Mr Dave  Red, light green diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Redgate Bloodstock  Emerald green, purple stars on sleeves.
Redgate Bloodstock & M J K Dods  Maroon, white chevron and sleeves.
Redhead, Mr Hugh T.  Red, chocolate cross belts, white sleeves.
RedHotGardogs  Light blue and black check, light blue sleeves, black armlets, light blue cap.
The Redhotgardogs 2  Light blue and black check, light blue sleeves, black armlets, light blue cap.
RedHotGardogs & P Kirby  Dark green, yellow seams, halved sleeves, dark green cap.
Red Hot Partnership  Emerald green, yellow epaulets, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Red Hot Partnership (second colours)  Red and orange stripes, orange sleeves.
Reditt, Mrs P.  White, red triple diamond, armlets and cap.
Redivivus Racing  Red, black seams, red sleeves, black spots, red cap.
Redknapp, Glendinning, Shaw  Dark blue, royal blue seams, white sleeves, red and white striped 
cap.
Redknapp, Mr Harry  Dark blue, royal blue seams, white sleeves, red and white striped cap.
Redman, Mr M. W.  Emerald green, black cross belts and armlets.
Redman, Mr T. S.  Emerald green, white chevron, purple sleeves and cap.
Redman, Philipps & McClean  Emerald green, white chevron, purple sleeves and cap.
Redmond, Mr J. A.  Yellow, black cap, yellow spots.
Redmond, Mr S.  Red, black diamond, black sleeves, red armlets and diamonds on black cap.
Redmond, Ms Linda  Black, gold seams, black sleeves and cap.
The Red Partnership  Red, white chevrons, black sleeves, red cap, white star.
32Red Plc  Red and white diamonds, white sleeves, red stars, red cap.
The Red River Syndicate  Red, dark green seams, yellow sleeves, yellow and dark green hooped 
cap.
Red Rose Partnership  Red, white triple diamond and diamond on cap.
Red Rum Racing  Maroon, yellow diamond, yellow cap.
Red Sky Partnership  Dark blue and red (quartered), white sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
Red Sky Partnership 1  Dark blue and red (quartered), white sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
Red Sky Partnership 3  Dark blue and red (quartered), white sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
Red Sky Partnership 3 & Partner  Dark blue and red (quartered), white sleeves, dark blue stars, 
dark blue cap.
Redvers, Mr David  Grey, one red and one green sleeve, red cap.
Redvers, Mr David (second colours)  Grey, one red and one green sleeve, red and green hooped cap.
Redvers, Mrs John  Grey, one red and one green sleeve.
Red & Whites  White, red epaulets, red and white halved sleeves, white cap, red diamond.
Redz Together  Red, white stripe, white and red check sleeves, striped cap.
Reece, Mr K.  Red, mauve star, emerald green sleeves, mauve stars, emerald green cap, mauve star.
Reece, Mrs J.  Emerald green, orange stars, mauve sleeves, orange and mauve quartered cap.
Reed, Abrahams & Spershott  Pink, purple stars, pink sleeves, purple cap, pink star.
Reed, Miss A. M.  Red, light blue sleeves, red armlets, light blue cap.
Reed, Miss Juliet E.  Pink, purple stars, pink sleeves, purple cap, pink star.
Reed, Mr J.  Red, grey stars and armlets.
Reed, Mr Johnny  Dark blue, yellow sash, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
Reed, Mr L. C.  Black, yellow hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Reed, Mr Nolan Shane  Light green, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, light green stars, yellow cap, light 
green star.
Reed, Mr Russell  Dark blue, maroon epaulets.
Reed, Mr Russell (second colours)  Yellow, black cross of lorraine, chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Reed, Mrs Catherine  Emerald green and black diamonds, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Reed, Mrs Elizabeth Jane  Dark blue, pink epaulets, striped sleeves.
Reed, Mr Seymour  Black, white stripe, diabolo on sleeves, striped cap.
Reed, Mr W. T.  White, royal blue epaulets, white sleeves, royal blue spots, royal blue cap.
Reed Racing, Guy  Gold and black check, pink sleeves and cap.
Rees, Hardwick, Allum & Saville  Yellow, purple stars, purple sleeves, light green stars, light green 
cap.
Rees-Jones, Mr D. A.  Yellow, red seams, red sleeves, yellow armlets, red cap.
Rees, Mr D.  Black, red star, diamonds on sleeves, black cap, red stars.
Rees, Mr D. (second colours)  Red, red and white check sleeves, white cap.
Rees, Mr D. A.  Red, royal blue stars, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Rees, Mr David  White, red seams and armlets, red and white striped cap.
Rees, Mr John E.  Light blue, yellow seams, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Rees, Mr P.  Purple, white star, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Rees, Mr P. (second colours)  Emerald green, yellow cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Rees, Mrs H. E.  Royal blue and red (quartered), white and royal blue hooped sleeves, white cap.
Rees, Mrs J.  Dark blue, light blue spots and armlets.
Rees, Mr T. J.  Dark blue and light blue (quartered), diabolo on sleeves.
Reeve, Mr A. G.  Red, beige stars on sleeves.
Reeve, Mr Jim  White, black chevron, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Reeve, Mr Roy F.  Dark blue, light blue hoops.
Reeves, Mr D.  White, dark green diamond, white "r", dark green sleeves, gold diamonds, dark green 
cap, white visor.
Reeves, Mr S.  White, orange disc, black sleeves, black and orange quartered cap.
Reeves Purdie, Miss Libby  Black, pink star, white sleeves, pink cap.
Reffell, Mr Terry  Royal blue, yellow stripe, chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
R.E.F.TEN  Royal blue, emerald green stars and sleeves, royal blue cap.
Regalado-Gonzalez, Mrs C. C.  Red, yellow stripe, chevrons on sleeves.
Regalado-Gonzalez, Mrs C. C. (second colours)  Pink, white stars on sleeves.
Regalado-Gonzalez, Mrs C. C. (third colours)  Dark blue, mauve seams, dark blue sleeves and cap.
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Regan, Mr James  White, black star, armlets and star on cap.
Regan, Mr Sean  Maroon, mauve cap.
Reg Bond and John Blackburn  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Reg Bond and John Blackburn (second colours)  Black, large yellow spots, armlets and cap.
Regents Consulting  Royal blue, red seams, red and royal blue hooped sleeves, red cap, royal blue 
star.
Register, Mr L. L.  Emerald green, royal blue sleeves, emerald green armlets, white cap.
Reglar, Mr Peter  White, purple chevrons, hooped sleeves and cap.
Regulatory Finance Solutions Limited  Dark blue, white, dark blue and red detailed stripe    on 
body, sleeves and cap, red tassel on cap.
Regulatory Finance Solutions Limited (second colours)  Black, light blue striped sleeves.
R & E Hall & Son  Black and orange stripes, black sleeves, orange armlets, orange cap.
Reid, Mr D. J.  Brown, dark blue sleeves, white cap, brown spots.
Reid, Mr Graeme  Grey and maroon diabolo, hooped sleeves, maroon cap.
Reid, Mrs E.  Red, yellow braces, sleeves and cap.
Reid, Mr T.  Light blue, white stars, light blue sleeves, white spots, light blue cap, white star.
Reid Ross Smith  Grey and maroon diabolo, hooped sleeves, maroon cap.
Reid Ross Smith (second colours)  Purple and white diamonds, red sleeves and cap.
Reign It In 2  Light green, mauve chevrons, light green sleeves and cap.
Reign It In Again  Old gold, purple and green hoops, old gold sleeves, purple and old gold quartered 
cap.
The Reign It In Partnership  Black, mauve seams, black sleeves, mauve stars, mauve cap.
The Reignmakers  Pink, grey seams, pink sleeves and cap.
The Reignmakers (second colours)  Gold, black sleeves, black and red check cap.
Reiko Baum & Michael Baum  Black and brown (halved horizontally), halved sleeves, black cap, 
brown visor.
Reilly JDM Holdings Ltd  Emerald green and orange check, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Reilly JDM Holdings Ltd (second colours)  Red, mauve sleeves and cap.
Reilly, Mr John  Royal blue, large red spots, red sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue and red hooped 
cap.
Reilly, Mr John J  Dark green, white seams, white sleeves, dark green armlets, orange cap.
Reilly, Mr W. J.  Light green, orange stripe, white sleeves.
Relentless Dreamers Racing  Yellow, grey stars.
Relentless Dreamers Racing & Partner  Yellow, grey stars.
R Elliott & N Coe  Dark blue, pink stars, sleeves and star on cap.
R Elliott & N Coe, S Graham & C Watson  Dark blue, pink stars, sleeves and star on cap.
The Reluctant Suitor's  White, dark blue cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, dark blue cap, light blue 
stars.
Rembaum, Mr M. J .  Red and white stripes, diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
The Renaissance Partnership  Grey, red epaulets, red sleeves, black spots, grey cap, red star.
Renaissance Partnership & Partner  Grey, red epaulets, red sleeves, black spots, grey cap, red star.
Rendell, Mr C. R. (L)  Yellow, red hoop, armlets and spots on cap.
Rendell, Mr G.  White, light green chevron.
Rendle, Mr Chris  Red, dark blue chevrons, red sleeves, white cap.
Renfree, Mr David  Grey and red stripes, red and grey striped cap.
Renney, Mr D. J.  Yellow, red and blue spots on body, hooped cap.
Rennie, Mrs Rachel  Dark green, mauve stars, dark green sleeves and cap.
Rennison, Mr A.  Purple, mauve epaulets, grey sleeves.
Renoso, Mr P.  Yellow, black hoop, black sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow and black striped cap.
Renton, Mr Douglas  Red, white cross of lorraine, red sleeves, white spots.
Renwick, Mr Edward  Royal blue, white seams, hooped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Repard, Mr J. P.  Dark green, yellow hoop and armlets, check cap.
Reprobates Too  Dark blue and white diamonds.
Resdev  Black, red star, red sleeves, black armlets, red cap.
The Reserved Judgment Partnership  Red and white stripes, dark blue and white striped sleeves.
The Reserve Tankers  Royal blue, white hoop, royal blue sleeves, dark blue armlets.
The Restive Spirit Partnership  Yellow, royal blue epaulets.
Restorick, Mr G.  White, maroon braces, light blue sleeves, light blue cap, royal blue diamond.
Retter, Mrs Jackie  Red, royal blue armlets, quartered cap.
Reus, Mr J. N.  Dark green, light green cross belts, white sleeves and cap.
Reveley Farms  Yellow, black cross belts, black sleeves, yellow armlets, black cap.
Reveley Racing 1 & Partner  Yellow, black sash, yellow sleeves, black stars, yellow cap, black star.
Rexton, Mr R. J.  Dark green,yellow mirrored 'r's bisected by a crossed hook,collar,cuffs & cap,dark 
green button on cap & cuffs
Rexton, Mr R. J. (second colours)  Orange, dark green chevrons, orange sleeves, quartered cap.
Reynolds Farm Syndicate  White, red star, diamonds on sleeves.
Reynolds, Mr David N.  Yellow, emerald green star, white sleeves, yellow cap, emerald green star.
Reynolds, Mrs P.  Light blue, orange stars, striped sleeves, light blue cap.
Reynolds, Mrs Tish  Yellow, black sleeves, yellow spots, quartered cap.
Reynolds, Mr Thomas  Scarlet, white hoops, scarlet sleeves, white cap.
R.Favarulo, G.Chesneaux, N.Littmoden  Emerald green, white stripe, white and red halved 
sleeves, red cap.
R. F. H. Partnership 1  Black, white seams, chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
R Foden, M Mitchell & Plows  Red, white sash, striped sleeves.
R Foden T Keelan J Moynihan I Woodward  Red, white sash, striped sleeves.
R. F. Y. Ltd  White, red sash, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap.
RFZ Technology  Dark green, beige epaulets, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
RGM Partnership  Brown, green diamond and sleeves, orange cap.
RGM Partnership (second colours)  Dark green and white stripes, red sleeves, white and red 
hooped cap.
RGM Partnership (third colours)  Emerald green and white stripes, red sleeves, white and red 
hooped cap.
Rhapsody Racing  Dark blue, yellow hoop, halved sleeves and spots on cap.
Rhatigan, Mr K.  Emerald green, white chevrons, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
RHD  Red and white diabolo, halved sleeves, red cap.
RHD Research Limited  Red and white diabolo, halved sleeves, red cap.
RHD & Ruth Carr  Red and white diabolo, halved sleeves, red cap.
Rhead, Mr A. J.  Red, yellow seams, chevrons on sleeves, check cap.
Rhodes, Mr Arthur  Dark blue, white triple diamond, white cap.
Rhodes, Mr J.  Maroon and yellow diamonds.
Rhodes, Mr Nick  Light green and orange diabolo, light green cap, orange diamond.
Rhonehurst Raiders  Royal blue, yellow spots, royal blue cap.
R. H. & S. C. Walton  Emerald green, red seams, emerald green sleeves, red spots, red cap.
RHS Limited & Mr Peter Charter  Red, white cross belts, light blue sleeves and cap.
RHS Ltd & Farley & Northern Marking Ltd  Yellow, purple and yellow chevrons on sleeves, purple 
cap.
RHS Ltd, Mr R Fox, Mr P Charter  Red, white cross belts, light blue sleeves and cap.
Ricci, Mrs S.  Pink, light green spots, pink sleeves and cap.
Riccio, Mr Riccardo  White, dark blue stars on sleeves, dark blue cap.
Rice, Mr A.  Black and red stripes, black sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Rice, Mr M. F. M.  Black, yellow chevrons, checked sleeves, quartered cap.
Rice, Mrs E.  Pink, black epaulets, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Richard Abbott & Mario Stavrou  Red, white epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
Richard and Ruth Dimond  Yellow, red diamond, red and yellow quartered cap.
Richard and Shirl Smith  Dark blue, red diamond, yellow sleeves, light blue diamonds and cap.
Richard Bailey & Mr D P Drinkwater  Brown, light blue hooped sleeves, royal blue cap.

Richard Bedford & Jo Hughes  Red, white diamond, red sleeves, pink diamonds, red cap, white 
diamond.
Richard Bedford,Joseph Hearne,Jo Hughes  White, royal blue stars, royal blue sleeves, white 
armlets.
Richard Cheadle & Partners  Dark blue, dark blue and emerald green diabolo on sleeves.
Richard Cheadle & Partners (second colours)  Emerald green, red stars, emerald green sleeves.
Richard D A Hames & Walter O'Connor  White, light blue disc, sleeves and cap.
Richard Evans Bloodstock  Royal blue, red sash, red and royal blue striped sleeves, white cap.
Richard Fahey Ebor Racing Club Ltd  Black, orange stars, orange and black striped cap.
Richard Green & PFI Cole  White, dark blue cap, white spots.
Richard Hames & Alex Govorusa  Dark blue, white star, white and dark blue diabolo on sleeves, 
dark blue cap, white star.
Richard Hawker & Pam Pengelly  Emerald green and red (quartered), red sleeves, emerald green 
cap.
Richard Hitchcock Alan King  Yellow and light blue stripes, yellow sleeves, light blue stars and cap.
Richard & Holly Thomas  Cream, cream and red striped cap.
Richard Hughes Racing Club  Dark blue, yellow hooped sleeves.
Richard Hughes Racing Club (second colours)  Grey, light blue sleeves and cap.
RICHARD III PARTNERSHIP  Red and royal blue (quartered), red sleeves, royal blue armlets, 
striped cap.
Richard & Katherine Gilbert  Purple, royal blue hoops, royal blue cap.
Richard&Katherine Gilbert & Chris Giles  Purple, royal blue hoops, royal blue cap.
Richard&Katherine Gilbert & Chris Giles (second colours)  Pink, large purple spots, hooped 
sleeves.
Richard Kent & Jo Hughes  White, maroon cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Richard Kent & Richard & Pam Dawson  Light blue, brown chevron, brown and light blue hooped 
sleeves.
Richard Lavelle & John Crook  White, red star, sleeves and cap.
Richard Lockwood and Mrs Susan Roy  Purple, yellow seams, striped sleeves, purple cap.
Richard Morecombe & Partners  Royal blue, white seams, chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Richard O.B.E., Mrs C. M.  Primrose, royal blue sash, primrose and white hooped cap.
Richard Penney and Hoolabaloo Racing  Red, black star, black and red diabolo on sleeves, red cap, 
black stars.
Richard Penney and Hoolabaloo Racing (second colours)  Red, white stars, white sleeves, red 
stars, black cap, white stars.
Richard Rowe Racing Partnership  Dark blue, royal blue star, yellow cap.
Richards, Miss Emma M  Light green, dark blue triple diamond, halved sleeves, dark blue and dark 
green quartered cap.
Richards, Miss Joey  Navy blue, white epaulets, white cap.
Richards, Miss J. R.  Dark blue, white epaulets, dark blue sleeves, white seams, red cap.
Richards, Mr A. W.  White, black star, black sleeves, white armlets, white cap, black star.
Richards, Mr Clive  Light blue, maroon chevron, striped sleeves, maroon cap.
Richards, Mr David M.  Red, white hoop, striped sleeves, black and white hooped cap.
Richards, Mr D. J. B. (L)  Royal blue, apple green hoops, quartered cap.
Richards, Mr G.  Dark green, yellow star, dark green sleeves, light blue armlets, orange cap.
Richards, Mr Graham  Royal blue, red epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Richards, Mr John  White, royal blue stars, light blue sleeves.
Richards, Mr L. P.  White, dark blue braces, dark blue cap.
Richards, Mr L. P. (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow chevron, yellow and dark blue chevrons on 
sleeves.
Richards, Mr M. A.  White and black (halved horizontally) yellow sleeves, check cap
Richards, Mr M. A. (second colours)  Black, yellow seams, sleeves and cap.
Richards, Mr Philip  Red, emerald green seams, white sleeves, yellow cap.
Richards, Mr S. A.  Yellow, emerald green cross belts, emerald green sleeves, yellow armlets, 
quartered cap.
Richards, Mrs D. J. B. (L)  Royal blue, apple green hoops, quartered cap.
Richards, Mrs Lydia  White, two cerise hoops, blue sleeves, white cap.
Richards, Mrs Lydia (second colours)  White, royal blue stars, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal 
blue cap.
Richards, Mrs Stevie  Dark blue, emerald green stars, emerald green cap, dark blue stars.
Richards, Mr Stevie  Red, beige armlets.
Richards, Mr Stevie (second colours)  Dark blue, emerald green stars, emerald green cap, dark 
blue stars.
Richardson, Miss H.  White, purple epaulets, purple and white diabolo on sleeves, purple cap.
Richardson, Mr Brendan  Black and white stripes, yellow sleeves, black and yellow striped cap.
Richardson, Mr C. N.  Maroon, light blue stripe and sleeves, yellow cap.
Richardson, Mr David  Dark red, green spots.
Richardson, Mr George  Maroon, purple epaulets.
Richardson, Mrs K. M.  Light blue, dark blue diamonds on sleeves, light blue cap, dark blue diamond.
Richardson, Mrs S.  Royal blue, primrose sleeves and cap, royal blue spots.
Richardson, Mrs S.  Yellow, dark green seams, yellow cap, dark green spots.
Richardson, Mr Tim  Purple, yellow star, checked sleeves.
Richard's Rascals  Purple,  yellow spots on sleeves, yellow cap.
Richard Taylor & Philip Hebdon  Royal blue, large white spots.
Richard Vines & David Nott  Black, yellow chevron, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Richenda Ford Racing Club  White, black sleeves, white stars.
Richer, Mrs Rosie  Light blue, pink star, sleeves and star on cap.
Richmond, Mrs Barbara  Pink, red disc, quartered cap.
Richmond-Watson, Mr J. H.  Bottle green, white cap, lime green star.
Richmond-Watson, Mrs Clare  Maroon, beige cross of lorraine, beige and white quartered cap.
Richmond-Watson, Mr S. J.  Dark green, black seams and cap.
Rich, Mr P. M.  Yellow, maroon sash, hooped sleeves, maroon cap.
Ricketts, Mr M.  Yellow, light green armlets.
Rick Frost, Robert Giles & Ben Newton  Grey, black sleeves, red cap.
Ricochet Management Limited  Black, red stars, red sleeves, black armlets and star on red cap.
Riddle, Mr P. H. F.  Light blue and royal blue (quartered), yellow sleeves and cap.
Ride Like The Wind Partners  Pink, red sleeves, pink armlets.
Rider, Jon  White, brown spots, white sleeves, black cap.
The Ride The Lightning Partnership  White, dark blue stripe, dark blue sleeves, white armlets, 
white and dark blue quartered cap.
Ridge Ahkong Caine & Camacho  Purple, light blue chevrons on sleeves.
Ridge House Stables Ltd  Red, white cross belts, light blue sleeves and cap.
Ridge, Mr J. R. M.  Black, emerald green star, emerald green cap, black star.
Ridgers, Mr Alexander  Light green and purple stripes, purple cap.
Ridgers, Mr Peter  Yellow, red braces, chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap, red diamond.
The Ridgeway Alchemist's  Dark blue, white hooped sleeves, white cap.
Ridgeway, Mr L.  Dark green, pink epaulets, royal blue sleeves, pink cap.
The Ridgeway Partnership  Orange, white braces, armlets and cap.
The Ridgeway Partnership (second colours)  Dark blue, white hooped sleeves, white cap.
The Ridgeway Racing For Fun Partnership  Dark blue, yellow cross of lorraine, red sleeves, dark 
blue cap, yellow star.
Ridgeway Racing Ltd  Dark blue, yellow cross of lorraine, red sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow star.
The Ridgewood Syndicate  Beige, mauve and beige striped sleeves, purple cap.
Ridha, Dr Ali  Maroon and royal blue (quartered), maroon sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap, 
maroon star.
Ridley-Gaines, Mrs H. S. M.  Royal blue, red over white cross belts, red cap.
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Ridley, Mrs C.  Brown, pink sash.
Rifa Mustang Europe Ltd  White, red star, red sleeves, white armlets.
Rigby, Mrs P. A.  Black, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
Riley, Mr A  Maroon, royal blue cross belts, royal blue and yellow hooped sleeves, yellow cap, 
maroon star.
Riley, Mr P.  White, purple sash, white sleeves, yellow armlets and cap.
Riley, Mr Paul  White, red hoop, royal blue sleeves, red cap.
Riley, Mr S.  Purple, white stars, purple sleeves, purple cap, white star.
Rimell, Mr Mark  Black and red stripes, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Rimell, Mrs Anne  Champagne, white epaulets.
Rimmer, Mr James  Royal blue, white cross of lorraine, dark blue sleeves.
Rimmer, Mr S.  Dark blue, emerald green stripe and armlets, quartered cap.
Ringe, Mr Gerald  Light green, black epaulets.
Ringer, Mr Anthony  White, black disc and armlets, red cap.
Ringer, Mr D. S.  Scarlet, royal blue spots, striped cap.
Ringer, Mr D. S. (second colours)  Navy blue, pink cross belts and cap, navy blue star.
Ring Of Fire & Partner  Orange, white stars.
Ringrose, Mrs H.  Maroon, yellow chevron, hooped sleeves, black cap.
Rio Gold Racing Club  Yellow, dark blue disc, yellow and emerald green diabolo on sleeves, emerald 
green cap, yellow diamond.
Rio Gold Racing Club (second colours)  Purple, royal blue armlets.
Rio Gold Racing Club Ltd  Yellow, dark blue disc, yellow and emerald green diabolo on sleeves, 
emerald green cap, yellow diamond.
Rio Gold Racing Club Ltd (second colours)  Yellow, dark blue disc, yellow and emerald green 
diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
Rioja Racing  Red, white seams, royal blue and white striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Rioja Raiders 04  Red and yellow stripes, diabolo on sleeves.
Rio Stainless Engineering Limited  White, royal blue seams, white sleeves, royal blue spots and 
spots on cap.
Ripley, Lady Susan  White, royal blue stars, pink sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap, royal blue star.
Ripley, Mr John  Red, cream and green hooped cap.
The Rising Eagle Partnership  Dark blue, dark blue and yellow quartered cap.
The Risk Takers Partnership  Orange, black and red chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Ritblat, Mr J. W. J.  Light blue, light blue and purple diabolo on sleeves, light blue cap, purple 
diamond.
Ritblat, Sir John  Orange, black stripe, black and orange striped sleeves.
Ritchie Fiddes & John Cockcroft  White, purple braces and diamond on cap.
Ritchie Fiddes & Simon Chappell  White, purple braces and diamond on cap.
Ritchie-Noakes, Mr M. W. E.  Maroon and silver stripes.
Ritson, Mrs D.  Dark blue, royal blue cap.
Ritson, Mr William  Dark blue, light blue cap.
Ritzema, Mrs D. J.  Red, yellow diamond, striped sleeves, yellow and red quartered cap.
The Ritz Raff  Black, grey hoops.
The River Bray Syndicate  White, pink hoops, white sleeves, pink cap.
Riverdance Consortium 2  White, royal blue triple diamond, royal blue cap.
Riverdance Consortium 3  White, royal blue triple diamond, royal blue cap.
Riverdee Stable  Dark blue, light blue hoops and armlets, red cap.
Riverdee Stable & ROA Arkle Partnership  Dark blue, light blue hoops and armlets, red cap.
Riverdee Stables I  Dark blue, light blue hoops and armlets, red cap.
RIVERPORT RACEHORSE ASSOCIATION  Purple, grey triple diamond, grey and light green 
diabolo on sleeves, light green cap, purple star.
Rivers Bulkeley, Miss L.  Dark blue, white hoop, white and dark blue halved sleeves, white cap.
Riverside Racing  Mauve and black diamonds, black sleeves.
Riverside Racing Syndicate  Red, white hoop, white sleeves, red armlets.
Riverside Racing Syndicate 2  Red, white hoop, white sleeves, red armlets.
Riverside Racing Syndicate 1  Red, white hoop, white sleeves, red armlets.
Rivers, Mr Ronald  Blue, red and white check.
River Tyne Syndicate  Black, pink diamond, pink sleeves, black armlets, black cap, pink diamond.
Riverwood Racing  Dark blue, white hoops, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Rix, Mr Allen  Orange, large black spots.
Rix, Mr Henry  White, light blue hoops, chevrons on sleeves, light blue cap.
Rix, Mr Henry (second colours)  Dark green, pink chevron.
Rix, Mrs Diana  Purple, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, purple stars, purple cap, yellow star.
R. Jacobs, S. Davidson, R. & T. Dobbin  Orange, black stars and sleeves, hooped cap.
R J Ball and R M & T Holdings Ltd  Red, beige seams, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
R J Bedford & Partners  Dark blue, white stars, red sleeves, white cap, red star.
R J Creese & Partner  White, orange cross belts, armlets and cap.
R. Jenner & J. Green  Purple, light green seams, light green and purple quartered cap.
R J Gambarini Racing  Pink, purple epaulets, striped sleeves, purple and pink hooped cap.
RJH Geffen and Rachel Hood  Light blue, dark blue chevrons and sleeves, dark blue and light blue 
quartered cap.
R J H Geffen & John E Bodie  Light blue, dark blue chevrons and sleeves, dark blue and light blue 
quartered cap.
RJH Geffen John E Bodie & David Ross  Light blue, dark blue chevrons and sleeves, dark blue and 
light blue quartered cap.
R J H Geffen & P Bennett-Jones  Light blue, dark blue chevrons and sleeves, dark blue and light blue 
quartered cap.
RJH Geffen, P Bennett-Jones & G de Jager  Light blue, dark blue chevrons and sleeves, dark blue 
and light blue quartered cap.
R J H Geffen & Sir John Ritblat  Purple, red epaulets.
RJH Geffen, Sir J Ritblat, R Waley-Cohen  Purple, red epaulets.
RJH Geffen, Sir J Ritblat, R Waley-Cohen (second colours)  Orange, black stripe, black and 
orange striped sleeves.
R J H Limited  Brown and red (halved), sleeves reversed, red cap.
R J H Limited and Ruth Carr  Brown and red (halved), sleeves reversed, red cap.
RJH LTD and D Stone  Brown and red (halved), sleeves reversed, red cap.
RJH LTD and D Stone (second colours)  Royal blue, dark blue stripe, black sleeves, royal blue stars, 
black cap, royal blue star.
R. J. & Mrs J. A. Peake  Black, white cross belts, yellow sleeves, black spots and spots on cap.
R. J. Smith-Maxwell & W.B.B.  Emerald green, red cap.
R. Kelvin-Hughes and P. Walker  Grey, white epaulets, pink cap.
R Kent & Partner  White, maroon cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
R Lennon & S Allen  White, royal blue hollow box, red cap.
R Massheder, C Napthine, A Turton & Ptnr  Black, pink star, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
R Matthews, D Matthews & Associates  Dark blue, white hoops, dark blue sleeves and cap.
R Matthews, D Matthews & Partner  Dark blue, white hoops, dark blue sleeves and cap.
R Michaelson and O Greenall Racing Club  Light blue, emerald green star, emerald green cap, light 
blue star.
R Mitford-Slade & Lucy Johnson  Black, pink stripe, striped sleeves, pink cap.
R Mitford-Slade & Lucy Johnson (second colours)  Mauve, dark green stars.
R Morgan Evans Ian Mercer  Maroon, yellow stripe, light green sleeves, yellow armlets and spots on 
light green cap.
R Morris J Russell D Grace P Doyle Et Al  Light green, pink armlets, white and light green hooped 
cap.
R Morris J Russell O Doyle J Murphy 1  Light green, pink armlets, white and light green hooped 
cap.

R. Mortlock and G. Kelleway  Royal blue, emerald green star, emerald green sleeves, royal blue 
armlets, quartered cap.
R Moss, H Redknapp  Brown, light blue seams and armlets, light blue and brown hooped cap.
R. M., S. R. & P. J. Payne  Dark blue, maroon sleeves, dark blue armlets, maroon cap.
R M & T Holdings Limited  Red, beige seams, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
R M & T Holdings Limited and Oakwood  Red, beige seams, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
RM&THoldingsLimited/MrM.D.Hammond  Red, beige seams, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
R M & T Holdings Limited & Partners  Red, beige seams, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
RM&T, S Toomes, J Hill & Partners  Red, beige seams, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
R.N.J. Partnership  Yellow, black cross belts, halved sleeves, black cap.
ROA Arkle Partnership  Yellow, mauve spots on sleeves.
Roach, Mr N. J.  Purple, white chevrons, purple sleeves, white stars, purple cap, white star.
Roach, Mrs J.  Mauve, black star, armlets and star on cap.
ROA Racing Partnership V  Yellow, brown spots on sleeves.
Robarts, Mrs G. A.  Emerald green, tangerine sleeves and spots on black cap.
Robb, Mr Brian  Black and white stripes, purple sleeves, black and white hooped cap.
Rob Emmanuelle, Lynn Cullimore & Partner  Black and yellow stripes, black sleeves, yellow spots, 
quartered cap.
Rob Emmanuelle, Lynn Cullimore & Partner (second colours)  Emerald green, red sleeves, 
emerald green spots, red and white hooped cap.
Rob Emmanuelle, T Burns & P D Evans  Emerald green, red sleeves, emerald green spots, red and 
white hooped cap.
Robe, Mrs D. F.  White, red braces, red and white striped sleeves, black cap.
Robert Abrey & Ian Thurtle  Dark blue, light blue sleeves, dark blue spots, beige cap, dark blue 
spots.
Robert Allcock & Miss H Brookshaw  Dark blue and yellow check, yellow sleeves.
Robert and Sarah Tizzard  Emerald green, yellow spots and armlets, hooped cap.
Robert Aplin & Gavin MacEchern  Orange, dark blue triple diamond.
Robert Aplin & Partner  Orange, dark blue triple diamond.
Robert Aplin & Seeing Stars Partnership  Orange, dark blue triple diamond.
Robert Aplin & Sharp Rise Racing  Orange, dark blue triple diamond.
Robert Aplin & Swanee River  Orange, dark blue triple diamond.
Robert Aplin & Swanee River (second colours)  Maroon, pink sleeves, dark blue cap.
Robert Aplin & Swanee River (third colours)  Pink, maroon hoops, dark blue sleeves, pink and 
maroon quartered cap.
Robert Aplin & Swanee River Partnership  Orange, dark blue triple diamond.
Robert Aplin & Swanee River Partnership (second colours)  Orange, light blue hollow box, 
chevrons on sleeves.
Robert Bradley & Carl Chapman  Royal blue, yellow stars, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Robert Bradley & Carl Chapman (second colours)  Orange, emerald green spots, emerald green 
sleeves, orange spots, emerald green cap.
Robert Bradley & P T Midgley  Orange, emerald green spots, emerald green sleeves, orange spots, 
emerald green cap.
Robert Brinkley & Partner  Red, beige stars and armlets.
Robert C Whitelock R Johnson  Yellow, dark blue epaulets, striped sleeves.
Robert Gibbons (Belle De Lawers)  Royal blue, white spots and sleeves, red cap.
Robert Gibbons (Mister Bob)  Royal blue, white spots and sleeves, red cap.
Robert Giles & Benjamin Newton  Yellow, blue sleeves and cap.
Robert Greenwood Racing  Dark blue and emerald green diamonds, white and red hooped sleeves, 
grey cap.
Robert Greenwood Racing & M.A. Humphreys  Dark blue and emerald green diamonds, white 
and red hooped sleeves, grey cap.
Robert Greenwood Racing & Mrs A Frost  Red and royal blue stripes, red sleeves, royal blue spots, 
hooped cap.
Robert Greenwood Racing & Mrs A Frost (second colours)  Dark blue and emerald green 
diamonds, white and red hooped sleeves, grey cap.
Robert Greenwood Racing & Partner  Dark blue and emerald green diamonds, white and red 
hooped sleeves, grey cap.
Robert Greenwood Racing & Wayne Smith  Dark blue and emerald green diamonds, white and 
red hooped sleeves, grey cap.
Robert & Janet Gibbs  Emerald green, purple cross belts, purple cap.
Robert & Lucy Dickinson  Black, red and orange diabolo on sleeves, red cap, orange diamonds.
Robert Moss and Damien Brennan  Light blue, royal blue epaulets, royal blue sleeves, light blue 
armlets, white cap, black star.
Robert Ng, Michael & Terry Moses  Purple, red star and sleeves, red cap, purple star.
Robert & Nina Bailey  Red, black star, white sleeves and cap.
Roberto Favarulo, R Reed & A McCabe  Emerald green, white stripe, white and red halved 
sleeves, red cap.
Roberts, Churchward, Whittal-Williams  Red, yellow stars, black sleeves, yellow stars, black cap, 
yellow star.
Roberts, Churchward, Whittal-Williams (second colours)  Red, white hoop, striped sleeves, black 
and white hooped cap.
Roberts & Dickson  White, black stars, black and red halved sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
Roberts & Dobbin  Red, emerald green sleeves, red spots, emerald green cap.
Roberts, Exors of the Late Mr R.  Purple, mauve spots on sleeves, mauve cap.
Roberts Green Whittal-Williams Savidge  Red, yellow stars, black sleeves, yellow stars, black cap, 
yellow star.
Roberts Green Whittal-Williams Savidge (second colours)  Red, white chevron, royal blue 
sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
Robert Sinclair and Anna Sundstrom  Emerald green, royal blue sleeves, emerald green cap, white 
star.
Robert Sinclair & Anna Sundstrom  Emerald green, royal blue sleeves, emerald green cap, white 
star.
RobertSinclairTeamHogdalaAnnaSundstrom  Emerald green, royal blue sleeves, emerald green 
cap, white star.
Roberts, Miss Hazel  Light blue, pink star, light blue sleeves, pink stars, light blue cap, pink star.
Roberts, Mr A. J.  Black, white cross belts, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Roberts, Mr A. L.  Black, emerald green cross of lorraine and sleeves, quartered cap.
Roberts, Mr Alan  Light blue, royal blue chevron and sleeves, royal blue and light blue hooped cap.
Roberts, Mr Andrew J.  Purple and mauve check, purple cap.
Roberts, Mr C. N.  Yellow, royal blue chevron.
Roberts, Mr D. B.  Black, large white spots, black sleeves, white spots, black cap, white star.
Roberts, Mr E. M. G.  Red and yellow (quartered), red sleeves, yellow armlets, red cap.
Roberts, Mr G. A.  Red, yellow stars, black sleeves, yellow stars, black cap, yellow star.
Roberts, Mr Gary C.  Orange, black epaulets, black sleeves, orange stars.
Roberts, Mr Jamie Robert  Dark blue, red chevron, halved sleeves.
Roberts, Mr M.  Dark blue, white star, red and white striped sleeves, dark blue cap, white stars.
Roberts, Mr Mark  Yellow, emerald green diamond, royal blue sleeves, emerald green and royal blue 
quartered cap.
Roberts, Mr Mel  Royal blue, white hollow box, striped sleeves, check cap.
Roberts, Mr Michael  Yellow, purple chevron, sleeves and star on cap.
Roberts, Mr Mike  Dark blue, light blue stars, dark blue and red hooped sleeves and cap.
Roberts, Mr Mike (second colours)  White, royal blue stars, white and red hooped sleeves and cap.
Roberts, Mr Nicholas  Black, maroon triple diamond.
Roberts, Mr Richard  Black, yellow cross belts, diamonds on sleeves, yellow and black quartered 
cap.
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Roberts, Mr Savva  Beige, white sleeves, black stars, black cap, white star.
Roberts, Mrs D. (L)  Dark green, light green sleeves, yellow cap.
Roberts, Mrs E.  Black, red sash, quartered cap.
Roberts, Mrs M.  Purple, yellow star, diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap, purple star.
Roberts, Mrs Sylvia  Black, royal blue star, royal blue sleeves, black stars, quartered cap.
Roberts, Ms S.  Mauve, pink sleeves, mauve armlets, mauve cap, pink star.
Robertson,Gillie,Tawse,Knaggs,Ferguson  Dark blue, light blue hoop and sleeves, beige and light 
blue hooped cap.
Robertson, Miss S. R.  Yellow, white sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Robertson, Mr David A.  Red, white epaulets, black sleeves and cap.
Robert's Rogues  Yellow, grey armlets, grey cap.
Robert Stephens Racing Club  Yellow, black sleeves, light blue cap.
Roberts, Williams, Peppiatt & Coulton  Purple, mauve spots on sleeves, mauve cap.
Robert Waley-Cohen & Men Holding  Brown, orange seams and sleeves, quartered cap.
Robeson, Exors of the Late Mr P. D.  Dark blue, dark blue and yellow striped cap.
Rob Ferguson & Gary Pemberton  Pink, light blue sleeves, mauve cap.
Rob Ferguson & Gary Pemberton (second colours)  Purple, pale blue sleeves and cap.
Robin Blunt & Partners  Dark green and white (quartered), dark green sleeves and cap.
Robin Dickin Racing Club  Royal blue and grey (quartered), white sleeves, royal blue cap.
Robins, Miss Margaret  Royal blue and silver (quartered), one silver, one blue sleeve, red cap.
Robins, Mr Leroy  Maroon, grey striped sleeves and cap.
Robins, Mr M. W.  Orange, maroon epaulets.
Robinson & Best  Red, black hoops, black and red check sleeves, black cap.
Robinson-Burge, Mrs K. N.  Brown and orange (quartered), white cap.
Robinson (Leics), Mr J.  Black, pink stars, purple sleeves, pink stars, black cap, pink star.
Robinson (Little Langdale), Mr David  Red, black and white striped sleeves, red cap, black diamond.
Robinson, Mr A. H.  Light blue and maroon (quartered), light blue sleeves, dark blue cap.
Robinson, Mr Brian  Dark blue, red sleeves, dark blue spots, dark blue cap, red stars.
Robinson, Mr D.  Light blue, maroon hoops, diabolo on sleeves.
Robinson, Mr David A.  Red, white hoops, white sleeves, red stars, red cap, white stars.
Robinson, Mr David G.  Pink, light blue sash, quartered cap.
Robinson, Mr D. C.  Dark blue, white hoop, hooped sleeves and cap.
Robinson, Mr G. F. L.  White, red hollow box.
Robinson, Mr G. F. L. (second colours)  Light blue and royal blue stripes, white sleeves.
Robinson, Mr Graham  Pink and royal blue diabolo, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Robinson, Mr Ian  Dark green, beige epaulets, beige cap.
Robinson, Mr Ian A.  Black, white stars, striped sleeves, black cap.
Robinson, Mr J. B.  Emerald green and orange (halved), sleeves reversed, brown cap.
Robinson, Mr Keith  Dark blue and yellow diamonds, dark blue sleeves.
Robinson, Mr Mark George  Orange, white epaulets, black sleeves.
Robinson, Mr M. H. B.  Dark blue, white sash, pink sleeves, white cap.
Robinson, Mr Milson  Red, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Robinson, Mr Nick R.  Maroon, maroon and yellow diabolo on sleeves, maroon cap, yellow star.
Robinson, Mr R.  Red, royal blue chevrons and sleeves, quartered cap.
Robinson, Mr Ray  Emerald green, red epaulets and sleeves, red and emerald green hooped cap.
Robinson, Mr Robert  Dark blue, red hoops.
Robinson, Mr S. C.  Dark blue, white hoop, white sleeves, dark blue armlets and a hooped cap.
Robinson, Mrs Caroline  Brown, yellow disc, red cap.
Robinson, Mrs Jean W.  Dark blue, white braces, yellow sleeves and cap.
Robinson, Mrs R. A.  Mauve, black star, sleeves and cap.
Robinson, Mrs Sandra  Dark blue, white spots on sleeves, white cap.
Robinson, Mrs Sandra (second colours)  Dark blue, orange spots on sleeves, orange cap.
Robinson, Mr Steve  Red, black hoops, black and red check sleeves, black cap.
Robinson, Mr Stuart John  Orange, white chevron, royal blue and orange hooped sleeves, orange 
and royal blue hooped cap.
Robinson, Mr Stuart John (second colours)  Purple, mauve star, armlets and diamond on cap.
Robinson, Mr W. A.  Royal blue, white epaulets, red sleeves, white cap.
Robinson, Ms Vicki  Brown, light blue spots, striped sleeves, light blue cap, brown spots.
Robinson (Preston), Mr David  Dark blue and light blue (quartered), white sleeves, dark blue 
armlets.
Robinson S P Ltd  Dark blue, white spots on sleeves, white cap.
Robinson,Wiggin,Hayward-Cole,Roberts  Maroon, maroon and yellow diabolo on sleeves, maroon 
cap, yellow star.
Rob Massheder, A J Turton & Partners  Black, pink star, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
Robson, Dr E.  Yellow, white chevrons and armlets.
Robson, Miss Pauline  Royal blue, white stars, diabolo on sleeves, hooped cap.
Robson, Mr A.  Black, yellow chevron, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Robson, Mr Andrew W.  Black, white sash, armlets and spots on cap.
Robson, Mr C.  Pink, mauve cross belts and sleeves, white cap.
Robson, Mr J.  Black, white seams, quartered cap.
Robson, Mr P.  Purple, orange hollow box, halved sleeves.
Robson, Mrs R.  Light blue, scarlet hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Robyn Brisland Racing Club  Black, emerald green star, sleeves and star on cap.
The Roccoco Partnership  Red, white triple diamond, white and red diabolo on sleeves, red and 
white quartered cap.
Rocco's Team  Orange, yellow star, orange sleeves, yellow stars.
Roche, Mr Matt  Black, mauve seams, black sleeves, mauve stars, mauve cap.
Rocher, Mr Philip  Dark blue, light blue epaulets, light blue sleeves, dark blue armlets.
The Rockbourne Partnership  Maroon, white chevron, white sleeves, maroon stars, white cap, 
maroon star.
The Rockbourne Partnership (second colours)  Emerald green, red hollow box, sleeves and 
diamond on cap.
Rockcliffe Stud  White, dark blue cross belts, sleeves and cap.
Rocke & Hoyland  Dark blue, white seams, red and white diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Rocke, Jamie  Dark blue, white seams, red and white diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Rockingham Reins Limited  Emerald green, red disc, emerald green sleeves, red stars, emerald 
green cap, red spots.
Rocking Horse Racing  White, black star, black and white halved sleeves, white cap, black star.
The Rocklim Partnership  Light blue and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves.
The Rocklim Partnership (second colours)  Yellow, maroon chevrons, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, 
maroon star.
The Rocklim Partnership (third colours)  Emerald green, yellow seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow 
seams, hooped cap.
Rock Racing Club  Emerald green, pink epaulets, armlets and cap.
Roc Steady Partnership  Grey, black armlets.
Roddick, Mr G.  Emerald green and red diabolo, chevrons on sleeves, emerald green cap, red star.
Roddis, Mr Nigel  Dark blue and white stripes, halved sleeves.
Roddy Owen,Paul Fullagar & Karen Bowen  White, red chevron, emerald green and red striped 
sleeves, red cap.
Roddy Owen & The Late Paul Fullagar  White, red chevron, emerald green and red striped 
sleeves, red cap.
The Rode Farm Racing Club  Dark blue, pink stripe, dark blue sleeves, pink stars, pink cap.
Rodford, Mr P. R.  Dark blue, red sash, red cap, dark blue diamond.
Rodger, Mr A. C.  Mauve and black diamonds, black sleeves.
Rodgers, Mr C. W.  Maroon, black sleeves, maroon armlets, black cap.
Rodgers, Mr P. E.  White, dark green chevron, dark green sleeves, white armlets, dark green cap.

Rod In Pickle Partnership  Purple and white check, dark green sleeves and cap.
Rod Millman & Andy Smith  Black, red cross of lorraine, diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Rodosthenous, Mr J.  Dark blue, large light blue spots.
Rodosthenous, Mr J. (second colours)  Light blue, black star, armlets and cap.
Rodway, Mr Neil  Red, royal blue sash, yellow sleeves, royal blue cap.
Roemex Ltd  White, black hoop, red sleeves and cap.
Roe, Mr Michael  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, dark blue sleeves, red armlets, dark blue and light 
blue check cap.
Roe, Mrs Sandra A.  Dark blue, grey seams, dark blue sleeves, striped cap.
Roffe-Silvester, Mrs Pam  Red, dark green cross belts.
Rogan, Mr Brian  Emerald green, yellow armlets, white cap.
Rogate Racing  Dark blue, yellow chevrons, dark blue sleeves, yellow cap.
Roger Hetherington & Colin Bothway  Orange, dark blue sleeves, dark blue and orange quartered 
cap.
Roger Hetherington & Jeremy Carey  Dark blue, orange epaulets and sleeves.
Rogers-Coltman, Mr J. G.  Maroon, pink sleeves and cap.
Rogers, Dr A. D.  Red, white spots, white sleeves, red armlets.
Rogers, Miss L.  Black, pink and black chevrons on sleeves.
Rogers, Mr Alan  Red, white stripe, white sleeves, red spots.
Rogers, Mr Anthony  Red, purple cap.
Rogers, Mr A. P.  Dark blue and beige stripes, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Rogers, Mr Colin  White, red seams, royal blue cap.
Rogers, Mr G. B. (L)  Navy blue, red cross belts and cap, striped sleeves.
Rogers, Mr M. G.  Dark blue, yellow stars, armlets and stars on cap.
Rogers, Mr Paul  White, black chevron and spots on cap.
Rogers, Mr P. D.  Black, red sash, old gold sleeves and cap with red peak.
Rogers, Mr Ray  Pink, dark blue disc.
Rogers, Mrs C. M.  Purple, yellow diamond and armlets, quartered cap.
Rogers, Mrs P.  Black, white stripe, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Rogers, Mrs Sarah  Dark green, red epaulets, halved sleeves, hooped cap.
Rogers, Mrs S. M.  Yellow, light blue spots, yellow sleeves, light blue cap.
Rogers, Mrs S. M. (second colours)  Black, white stripe, white cap.
Rogers, Mr Stewart  Black, yellow stripe, purple sleeves, purple cap, yellow star.
Rogers, Mr Tim  Dark green, yellow hoop, yellow sleeves, dark green armlets, yellow cap.
Rogerson, Lemon, Cooper & Arlotte  Emerald green, black triple diamond.
Rogerson, Mr M. A.  Purple, cerise sleeves and cap.
Roger Stockdale & Ken Eales  White, black sleeves, white spots, orange cap.
Roger & Yvonne Allsop  Yellow, purple seams, striped cap.
Roggie Crew  Yellow, dark green star, armlets and star on cap.
The Rogues Gallery  Red, white inverted triangle, halved sleeves.
The Rogues Gallery Syndicate  Red, white inverted triangle, halved sleeves.
The Rogues Gallery Syndicate (second colours)  Maroon, beige epaulets.
The Rogues Gallery Syndicate 1  Red, white inverted triangle, halved sleeves.
Rokuroda, Mr Yasushi  Maroon, white striped sleeves.
Roldvale Limited  Light blue, purple epaulets, quartered cap.
Roldvale Ltd, Ed Ware & Partners  Light blue, purple epaulets, quartered cap.
Roldvale Ltd G Pascoe Barry Silkman  Light blue, purple epaulets, quartered cap.
Rolinson, Mr Dave  Orange, yellow diamond.
The roll a silver dollar syndicate  Light green, orange star, light green sleeves, orange stars, light 
green cap, orange star.
The Rollerball Partnership  Light blue, red epaulets, white sleeves, white cap, light blue diamonds.
Rollett, Mr M. R.  Yellow, red cross belts and star on cap.
Rolling Aces  Maroon, yellow hoop, hooped sleeves and cap.
The Rollright Stones  Dark blue, beige sleeves, dark blue armlets.
Rolls, Mr K.  Yellow and purple (quartered), dark blue sleeves, white cap.
Rolls, Mrs J.  White, dark blue star, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Roll The Dice Racing  Black and orange diamonds, orange sleeves, black armlets, orange cap.
Romans, Mr J. P.  Black, yellow triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves and diamond on cap.
Roman Times Partnership  Yellow, dark blue star, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, 
yellow star.
Romero Partners  Dark blue, white stripe, diabolo on sleeves.
R.O.M. Racing  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Ronald & Lynn John  Orange, dark blue epaulets, dark blue cap.
Ronaldshay, Earl of  White, red spots, sleeves and cap.
Ronaldson, Mr Simon Bryan Shaw  Maroon, white diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Ronchalon Racing (UK) Ltd  Light blue and grey (halved), sleeves reversed, black cap.
Ronchalon Racing (UK) Ltd (second colours)  Royal blue, white diamonds on sleeves.
Ron Hull, Dean Fielding & Nigel Skinner  Light blue, white seams, white sleeves, light blue armlets, 
white cap.
Ron Hull & Laurence O'Kane  Yellow, black cross belts, yellow and black halved sleeves, black cap.
Ronnie Docherty & Partner  Red, black stripe, diamonds on sleeves, hooped cap.
Ronnie Lilley, Boyce, Mitchell and Payne  Emerald green and royal blue (quartered), emerald green 
sleeves, black cap.
Ron Smith Recycling Ltd  Red, emerald green seams, red and white striped sleeves, red and emerald 
green quartered cap.
Ron Smith Recycling Ltd/Mr P. R. Hedger  Red, emerald green seams, red and white striped 
sleeves, red and emerald green quartered cap.
Ron Spore & Exors Late Stephanie Oliver  Light blue, yellow spots.
Ron Spore & Exors Late Stephanie Oliver (second colours)  Brown, pink seams, emerald green 
sleeves and cap.
Ron Spore & P D West  Red and emerald green stripes, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Ron Spore & P D West (second colours)  Light blue, yellow spots.
Ron Sullivan & Kingston Stud  Light blue, dark blue cross of lorraine and armlets.
Roofing Consultants Group  Emerald green, royal blue star, royal blue sleeves, emerald green stars, 
emerald green cap, royal blue star.
Rookwoods  Dark blue, orange spots on sleeves, orange cap.
Rooney, Mr N. A.  Black, pink sash, black sleeves and cap.
Rooney, Mr Timothy J.  Emerald green and white diamonds, emerald green sleeves, yellow armlets, 
emerald green cap.
Rootes, Mr T. D. (L)  Light blue and maroon (halved), maroon cap.
Root, Mr Barry  Royal blue, white star, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, red cap.
Root, Mrs Joan  Royal blue, white star, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, red cap.
Roots, Mr Stephen  Purple, pink cross of lorraine and cap.
The Roper Family  Orange, black spots on sleeves and cap.
Roper, Mrs Lydia  Red and yellow (quartered), yellow and red chevrons on sleeves.
Roper, Mr S. R.  Red, white star, light green sleeves, white stars.
Rory O' Rourke and  Partner  Red, white hoop, white sleeves, red stars, white cap.
Rosbotham, Mr J. W.  White, dark blue chevron, sleeves and cap.
Roscoe-Casey, Mrs J.  Royal blue, orange stars, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Roscoe-Styler, Mrs E. L.  Purple, emerald green sash, hooped sleeves and cap.
The Rose and Thistle Partnership  Light blue, red star, light blue sleeves, red stars.
The Rosecroft Partnership  Yellow and black check, white and red check sleeves, black cap.
Rose, Dr Belinda  Black, maroon stars on sleeves.
Rose Fandango Partnership  Yellow and black check, black sleeves, yellow armlets.
Rose Farm Developments & Eight Ball  Dark blue, white chevron, white sleeves, dark blue 
armlets, white cap.
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Rose Farm Developments (UK) Ltd  Dark blue, white chevron, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, 
white cap.
Rose Farm Developments(UK)Ltd & Partner  Dark blue, white chevron, white sleeves, dark blue 
armlets, white cap.
Roseff, Mr Will  Yellow, purple star, purple sleeves, yellow armlets, purple cap.
Roseman, Mr F.  White, pink hooped sleeves, pink cap.
Rosemary Hetherington and Partner  Dark green, maroon diamond, dark green sleeves, white 
armlets, white cap, maroon diamond.
Rosemont Stud Syndicate  Red, white rampant lion.
Rosemont Stud Syndicate (second colours)  Red, white star.
Rose, Mr John E.  Black and white diagonal stripes, hooped cap.
Rose, Mr M. S.  Maroon, grey star and star on cap.
Rose, Mr T. D.  Mauve, dark blue star, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, mauve cap, dark blue star.
Rosenberg, Mrs Jocelyn  Dark blue and mauve stripes, halved sleeves, dark blue and mauve 
quartered cap.
Rosenblatt, Mr Harvey  Yellow, yellow cap, maroon star.
Rosen, Mr Andrew  Neon pink, green diabolo, striped sleeves, pink cap, green visor.
The Roses Partnership  White, red epaulets, white sleeves, red spots, white cap, red spots.
The Roses Partnership 1  White, red epaulets, white sleeves, red spots, white cap, red spots.
The Roses Partnership II  White, red epaulets, white sleeves, red spots and cap.
The Roses Partnership & R G Fell  White, red epaulets, white sleeves, red spots and cap.
The Roses Syndicate  Yellow, red seams, hooped sleeves, red cap.
ROSE TINTED GLASSES  Pink and light blue (quartered), pink sleeves, light blue stars, pink cap, 
light blue star.
The Rose Tinted Partnership  Emerald green, royal blue star and star on cap.
Rosey Hill Partnership  Black, yellow chevron, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Rosier, Mr Charlie  Yellow, pink star and star on cap.
Rosjoe, Mr E.  Royal blue, maroon cross belts and armlets, maroon and royal blue quartered cap.
Ross Deacon & Oliver Blatchford  White, royal blue stars, royal blue and white halved sleeves, royal 
blue cap, white stars.
Ross Deacon & Partners  White, royal blue stars, royal blue and white halved sleeves, royal blue cap, 
white stars.
Ross Deacon, Tom Cusden and Janice West  Purple, pink seams, purple sleeves and cap.
Ross Harmon & Partner  Maroon, mauve epaulets.
ross harmon racing and partner  Maroon, mauve epaulets.
Ross, Miss A. S.  White, black and red hooped sleeves, red cap.
Ross, Mr Anthony  Yellow, light green hoop, light blue cap.
Ross, Mr D. A. N.  Dark blue, red hoop, red sleeves, dark blue armlets, quartered cap.
Ross, Mr D. W.  Purple, orange star, orange sleeves, purple stars, purple cap, orange star.
Ross, Mr Ewan  Purple and white diamonds, red sleeves and cap.
Ross, Mr I. S.  Royal blue, red cross belts and sleeves, red and royal blue hooped cap.
Ross, Mr J.  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap, dark blue star.
Ross, Mr John  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, royal blue sleeves, yellow spots, yellow cap.
Ross, Mr R. A.  Light blue and royal blue (quartered), dark blue and light blue hooped sleeves, red 
cap, dark blue star.
Ross, Mr R. G.  Red, purple and red halved sleeves, purple cap.
Ross, Mrs Ann  Dark green, white hoop, dark green sleeves, white stars, white cap.
Rosyground Stud Racing  Light blue,dark blue sleeves,white cap,dark blue hoop
Rotherwick, Lord  Light blue, white sleeves, grey cap.
Rotherwick, Lord (second colours)  Light blue, silver sleeves.
Rothes, Lady  Royal blue, pink stripe, armlets and star on cap.
Rothschild, Nat  Dark blue, yellow chevron hoop, yellow cap.
Rothwell, Mr Brian  Emerald green and red check, hooped sleeves and cap.
The Rotunda Partnership  Black, pink seams, black sleeves and cap.
The Rovera Partnership  Black, light blue armlets.
Rowallan, Lord  Royal blue, grey star.
Rowbottom, Mr J. R.  Royal blue, white epaulets, hooped sleeves and cap.
Rowbottom, Mr Philip  Purple and yellow diabolo, purple sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, purple 
star.
Rowdown Racing Partnership  Royal blue, pink diamond and armlets, white cap.
Rowdown Racing Partnership (second colours)  Dark green, white and dark green check sleeves 
and cap.
Rowdown Racing Partnership (third colours)  Dark blue, white hooped sleeves, white cap.
Rowdown Stables  Royal blue, yellow stars, hooped sleeves and stars on cap.
Rowe, Mr M.  Yellow, purple epaulets and armlets.
Rowe, Mr Mike  Purple, large white spots, purple sleeves, white spots and spots on cap.
Rowe, Mr Richard  Dark blue, royal blue star, armlets and star on cap.
Rowe, Mrs P.  Dark blue, orange sleeves, red and white quartered cap.
Rowett, Mrs S.  Dark blue and white diamonds, dark blue sleeves, pink cap.
Rowland-Clark, Mrs G.  Dark blue, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets.
Rowland, Dr Richard  Pink, black star, pink sleeves, black stars, pink cap, black star.
Rowland, Miss M. E.  Dark green, maroon cross belts, dark green sleeves, yellow armlets, dark green 
and maroon quartered cap.
Rowles, Mr Glenn  Grey, pink stars, pink cap, grey star.
Rowles, Mr Wayne  Orange, yellow diamond, orange sleeves, grey stars.
Rowles Nicholson, Mr C. G.  Grey and red check, grey sleeves, red cap.
Rowles Nicholson, Mr C G  Grey, scarlet braid, collar, sleeves and cap.
The Rowlestone Racing Club  Emerald green, white cross belts, dark blue sleeves and cap.
RowlesTuffinJonesPool  Grey, pink stars, pink cap, grey star.
Rowley Davies, Ms H. V.  Pink, dark blue chevron, white cap.
Rowley, Mr G.  Dark blue, grey seams, dark blue sleeves, grey stars, dark blue cap.
Rowley, Mr J. William  Emerald green, purple seams, mauve sleeves, emerald green and purple 
hooped cap.
Rowley, Mr Mick  Royal blue, white braces and armlets, striped cap.
Rowley, Mr Philip  White, red chevron, halved sleeves and star on cap.
The Rowley Partnership  Grey, red stars on sleeves, red cap.
Rowley Racing  Red, grey cross belts, halved sleeves, red cap, white stars.
Rowley Racing (second colours)  Yellow, black star, yellow sleeves, black stars and cap.
Rowley Racing & Partners  Red, grey cross belts, halved sleeves, red cap, white stars.
Rowley Racing & Partners (second colours)  Yellow, black star, yellow sleeves, black stars and cap.
The Roworth Family Syndicate  Yellow, emerald green hoops, black sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow 
cap.
Rowsell, Basings & Wiltshire  Grey and white stripes, red cap.
Rowsell & Hitchins  Royal blue and yellow check.
Rowsell & Hitchins (second colours)  Emerald green and beige stripes, emerald green sleeves, 
beige armlets, black cap.
Rowsell, Mr H.  Emerald green and beige stripes, emerald green sleeves, beige armlets, black cap.
Rowsell, Mr J. L.  Grey and white stripes, red cap.
Roxburghe, Exors of the Late Duke of  Silver, dark green sleeves.
Roxburghe, The Duchess of  Red, dark green seams, red cap.
Roxholme Racing  Red and white diamonds, white sleeves, red armlets, red and white quartered cap.
The Royal Ascot Racing Club  White, dark blue armlets and cap.
Royal Cavalry Oman  Emerald green, yellow seams, red sleeves and cap.
Royale Racing Syndicate  Dark blue, red hoops, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Royale Racing Syndicate & Dan Skelton  Dark blue, red hoops, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Royale Racing Syndicate & Partner  Dark blue, red hoops, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.

The Royal Partnership  Red and light blue diabolo, light blue sleeves, quartered cap.
The Royal Scots Dragoon Guards  Dark blue, yellow triple diamond, chevrons on sleeves, yellow 
cap.
Royal Wootton Bassett Racing Limited  Black, yellow braces, sleeves and cap.
Royds, Mrs Michael  Pink, white stripe, armlets and cap.
Royle, Mr R. A.  Dark blue, pink epaulets, dark blue sleeves, pink stars, dark blue cap, pink star.
Royle, Mrs Heather  Light green and purple check, purple sleeves, light green cap.
Royle, Salmon, Salmon & Salmon  Pink, black star, black sleeves, pink stars, pink cap, black stars.
Roy & Louise Swinburne  Purple, light blue star, light blue and purple striped sleeves.
Roy, Mrs Susan  Mauve.
Roy, Mrs Susan (second colours)  Mauve, grey sash.
Roy Racing Ltd  Black, white spots and armlets.
The Roy & Stewart Families  Terracotta, grey epaulets.
Roy Tozer & Team Given 2  Dark blue, yellow star, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, yellow cap, 
dark blue stars.
Rozenbroek, Mr M.  Black, yellow star and armlets, red cap.
Rozenbroek & Partner  Black, yellow star and armlets, red cap.
R P B Michaelson & D Fitzgerald  Light blue, emerald green star, emerald green cap, light blue star.
R P B Michaelson & E M Thornton  Light blue, emerald green star, emerald green cap, light blue 
star.
RPB Michaelson N Davies D Clarke  Light blue, emerald green star, emerald green cap, light blue 
star.
R P B Michaelson & Robin Clay  Red, yellow hoop, red sleeves, dark blue armlets, red and yellow 
hooped cap.
R P B Michaelson & Robin Clay (second colours)  Light blue, emerald green star, emerald green 
cap, light blue star.
RP Racing Ltd  Red and royal blue (quartered), checked sleeves.
R. & P. Scott & I. Payne & K. Franklin  Emerald green, red epaulets, white sleeves, red stars, 
emerald green and red quartered cap.
R. Rennie, M. Smyth & D. Fremel  Dark green, mauve stars, dark green sleeves and cap.
R R Hetherington & Partner  Dark blue, orange epaulets and sleeves.
RRRS Partnership  Grey, red spots.
R. S. Cockerill (Farms) Ltd  Red, yellow chevron, yellow sleeves, red armlets.
R S Cockerill (Farms) Ltd Racing  Red, yellow chevron, yellow sleeves, red armlets.
R S Hoskins and Partners  Light blue, black hooped sleeves, red and black hooped cap.
R Sinclair, A Sundstrom & Ilse Smits  Emerald green, royal blue sleeves, emerald green cap, white 
star.
R. Sivlal, C. Blackmore, R. Blackmore  Emerald green, yellow sleeves, emerald green spots.
RSKM Bloodstock  Grey, red spots.
R & S Marchant, C Holmes & G Jarvis  Yellow, royal blue stars, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, royal 
blue star.
R & S Marchant, D Fawdon & G Jarvis  Yellow, royal blue stars, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, royal 
blue star.
R S Matharu and Harry Wigan  Orange, pink epaulets.
R Thompson & W A Robinson  Royal blue, white epaulets, red sleeves, white cap.
R Thompson & W A Robinson (second colours)  Black, red hoop, diamonds on sleeves, black cap, 
red spots.
R Triple H  Yellow, red hoops, red sleeves, yellow spots and cap.
R Trow, AP Barwell, CJ Sanders  Emerald green and royal blue (qrtd),emerald green sleeves,royal 
blue stars,emerald green cap,royal blue star.
R Tudor Holdings Limited  White, black chevron, black sleeves, white stars, black cap, white star.
Rubix Properties  Grey, dark blue sleeves, grey stars, red cap.
Rucker, Mrs A.  Royal blue, pink hoop, pink cap.
Rucker, Mr William  Royal blue, pink hoop.
Rudd, Mr Mike  Dark blue and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves, dark blue stars, yellow cap, dark blue star.
Rudge, Mr J.  White, emerald green hoop, white and emerald green hooped sleeves.
Rudman, Mr Brian  Beige, brown hoop and armlets.
Rudolf, Mr S.  Yellow, white spots, royal blue and yellow striped sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
Ruggles, Mrs Alison  Royal blue, large light green spots, royal blue sleeves, light green cap.
Rug, Grub & Pub Partnership  Red, white cross of lorraine, red sleeves, white spots.
The Rum Babas  Dark blue, white spots on sleeves, white cap.
The Rumble Racing Club  Emerald green, yellow stars, seams on sleeves, star on cap.
The Rumble Racing Club & Partner  Emerald green, yellow stars, emerald green sleeves, yellow 
seams, emerald green cap, yellow star.
Rumbold, Ms Judy  Cerise, gold seams, cerise sleeves, turquoise cap.
The Rumpole Partnership  Mauve, black braces and cap.
Run For Your Money  Light blue, black triple diamond.
Running Dragon Racing 2  Red, black chevron, black sleeves, red stars, red cap, black star.
The Running In Rail Partnership  Dark blue, red disc, light blue sleeves, dark blue cap, red star.
Rupert, Mrs G. A.  Light blue, white chevrons, light blue sleeves and cap.
Rushby, Barma, Carstairs  Dark blue and grey stripes, white sleeves, orange cap.
Rushby, Mr Ian  Dark blue and grey stripes, white sleeves, orange cap.
Rushby, The Late RJ Hagen & RJ McCreery  Dark blue and grey stripes, white sleeves, orange cap.
RUSHCUTTERS BAY PARTNERS  Olive green, white hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Rusher, Mrs D. R.  Light blue, maroon chevrons, light blue sleeves, hooped cap.
Rush, Mr Adam D  Royal blue, yellow star, armlets and star on cap.
Russell and Smith  Yellow, mauve triple diamond, white sleeves, mauve cap.
Russell & Anne Dennis  Yellow, maroon seams, yellow cap.
Russell Jones & David Lowe  Dark blue, orange stars, sleeves and stars on cap.
Russell, Kay  Black, light blue star, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Russell, Miss Lucinda V.  Dark blue, orange chevrons, yellow cap.
Russell, Mr A. M.  Yellow, black cross belts, orange sleeves and cap.
Russell, Mr C. G.  Maroon, grey chevron, maroon sleeves, grey stars, maroon cap, grey star.
Russell, Mr Drew  Red, black chevrons, grey sleeves, red cap.
Russell, Mr E.  Green, black sleeves, yellow cap.
Russell, Mr Liam  Royal blue, yellow braces, diamonds on sleeves.
Russell, Mr Mark  Yellow, mauve triple diamond, white sleeves, mauve cap.
Russell, Mr Peter J. S.  Dark blue and red (halved), red sleeves and cap.
Russell, Mr Peter J. S. (second colours)  Light green, red disc, red and light green hooped sleeves, 
red cap.
Russell, Mr R.  Emerald green and yellow stripes.
Russell, Mr R. G.  Gordon tartan, yellow sleeves and cap.
Russell, Mrs Brenda  Dark blue and yellow (halved), sleeves reversed, maroon cap.
Russell, Mrs S.  Royal blue, yellow braces, sleeves and cap.
Russell, Mr Stephen  Black, red stars, red sleeves, black stars, red cap, black star.
Russell, Mr W. A. B.  White, emerald green sleeves, orange cap.
Russell Provan & James McLaughlin  Royal blue, white cross belts, royal blue sleeves, pink stars and 
cap.
Rust, Mr Nick  Black and yellow stripes, white sleeves.
Ruth Carr Racing  Dark blue, white disc, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Ruth Carr Racing 1  Dark blue, white disc, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Rutherford, Mr Gary Jon  Black, white stars, black sleeves and cap.
Rutherford, Mr L. M.  Pink and dark blue diamonds, white cap.
Rutherford, Mr Simon  Light blue, large pink spots, hooped sleeves.
Ruth Gifford & Friends  Emerald green, royal blue star and star on cap.
Ruth Jefferson Racing Club  Orange, black seams, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
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Ruth Nelmes & Milton harris  Red, black sash, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Rutland Park Racing  Emerald green, pink star, emerald green sleeves, pink stars, emerald green cap, 
pink star.
Rutland Park Racing (second colours)  Emerald green, pink star, chevrons on sleeves, emerald 
green cap, pink star.
Rutland, The Duke of  Light blue, purple sleeves, black cap.
Rutledge, Mr Con  Maroon, purple sleeves, maroon and royal blue check cap.
Ruxley Holdings and Mrs Maryse Doyle  Royal blue, grey sleeves, black stars, royal blue cap, black 
star.
Ruxley Holdings Ltd  Royal blue, grey sleeves, black stars, royal blue cap, black star.
Ruxley Holdings Ltd & Mrs A Doyle  Royal blue, grey sleeves, black stars, royal blue cap, black star.
R. W. and J. R. Fidler  Dark blue, white cross of lorraine, quartered cap.
R.Whitehand,D.James,S.Jenkins & Partners  Light blue, beige stars, light blue sleeves, beige cap.
RWH Partnership  Purple, yellow stripe, purple sleeves, yellow stars, purple cap, yellow star.
R. W. Huggins & Atlantic Racing  Emerald green, red stripe, halved sleeves, emerald green and red 
striped cap.
R W Huggins & Atlantic Racing  Emerald green, red stripe, halved sleeves, emerald green and red 
striped cap.
R W & Mrs J M Mitchell  Purple, yellow star, hooped sleeves.
R W Stowe,David Pritchard  White, black hoops, dark green sleeves, white stars, red and orange 
hooped cap.
Ryall, Mr B. J. M.  Dark blue, yellow cross belts, red and white striped cap.
Ryan-Beswick, Mr Bart  Dark blue, white seams, white and dark blue check sleeves, dark blue cap.
Ryan-Beswick, Mr Warwick  Grey, maroon star, maroon sleeves, grey stars, maroon cap.
Ryan, Dr J. P.  Gold, black sleeves & hoop, gold cap.
Ryan, Miss R.  White, pink chevron, white sleeves, pink stars, white cap, pink star.
Ryan, Mr Aidan J.  Black, yellow chevrons, yellow sleeves, black armlets, quartered cap.
Ryan, Mr Gerry  Royal blue and white check, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Ryan, Mr J.  Black, beige epaulets, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Ryan, Mr J. (second colours)  White, black stars on sleeves.
Ryan, Mr Lewis  Purple, pink chevron, white sleeves, purple stars, white cap, purple star.
Ryan, Mr M. D.  Dark blue, emerald green hoops, quartered cap.
Ryan, Mr M. J.  Yellow, black cross of lorraine, black and yellow check cap.
Ryan, Mr Oliver  Royal blue, yellow inverted triangle, armlets and diamonds on cap.
Ryan, Mr P.  Royal blue, emerald green stars, royal blue sleeves, emerald green diamonds.
Ryan, Mr P. S.  Dark blue, yellow spots, sleeves and cap.
Ryan, Mr R. J.  White and red stripes, white and royal blue chevrons on sleeves.
Ryan, Mrs C. A. (L)  Navy blue, green hoop, scarlet cap.
Ryan, Mrs Emma  Light blue, royal blue diamond.
Ryan, Mrs J.  Yellow, light green epaulets, yellow sleeves, light green spots.
Ryan, Mrs J. (second colours)  Black, pink seams, black sleeves, pink stars, black cap.
Ryan, Mr Steve  Beige, yellow diamond.
Rybak, Mr A.  Black, yellow sleeves and cap.
Rybaruk - McMullan-Bryant  Royal blue, light blue star and sleeves, light blue cap, royal blue star.
Rybaruk - McMullan-Bryant (second colours)  Dark green, red epaulets, white sleeves, pink cap.
Rybaruk - McMullan-Bryant (third colours)  Red, black stars.
Rybaruk, Mr Daniel  Royal blue, light blue star and sleeves, light blue cap, royal blue star.
The Rydon Pynes Partnership  White, royal blue hoops, diamonds on sleeves, white cap.
Ryedale Partners No 3  Light blue, purple star, dark blue sleeves, orange stars, purple cap, orange 
stars.
Ryedale Partners No 4  Light blue, purple star, dark blue sleeves, orange stars, purple cap, orange 
stars.
Ryedale Partners No 4 (second colours)    Jade green, flame hooped sleeves, black cap.
Ryedale Partners No 8  White, red sash, red and white chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Ryedale Partners No 7  Light blue, purple star, dark blue sleeves, orange stars, purple cap, orange 
stars.
Ryedale Partners No 5  Light blue, purple star, dark blue sleeves, orange stars, purple cap, orange 
stars.
Ryedale Partners No 6    Jade green, flame hooped sleeves, black cap.
Ryedale Partners No 9  Light blue, purple star, dark blue sleeves, orange stars, purple cap, orange 
stars.
Ryedale Partners No. 10  Light blue, purple star, dark blue sleeves, orange stars, purple cap, orange 
stars.
Ryedale Partners No. 10 (second colours)    Jade green, flame hooped sleeves, black cap.
Ryedale Partners No1  Light blue, purple star, dark blue sleeves, orange stars, purple cap, orange 
stars.
Ryedale Partners No. 2  Light blue, purple star, dark blue sleeves, orange stars, purple cap, orange 
stars.
Ryedale Partners No 11  Light blue, purple star, dark blue sleeves, orange stars, purple cap, orange 
stars.
Ryedale Partners No 12  Light blue, purple star, dark blue sleeves, orange stars, purple cap, orange 
stars.
Ryedale Partners No 13  Light blue, purple star, dark blue sleeves, orange stars, purple cap, orange 
stars.
Ryedale Partners No 14  Light blue, purple star, dark blue sleeves, orange stars, purple cap, orange 
stars.
RYEDALE PARTNERS NO. 15  Light blue, purple star, dark blue sleeves, orange stars, purple cap, 
orange stars.
Ryedale Ptners No.4 & Margaret O Rourke  Light blue, purple star, dark blue sleeves, orange 
stars, purple cap, orange stars.
Ryedale Racing  White, orange chevrons and armlets.
Rylands, Mr J. M. C.  Royal blue, red sleeves, yellow stars, pink cap, royal blue star.

S
Saain  Black, emerald green seams and armlets.
Saain I  Dark green and grey check, white cap.
Sabin, Mr B.  Light blue, black star, black and light blue halved sleeves, black cap, light blue star.
Sacred Partners  Pink, red sleeves, pink armlets.
The Saddleworth Players  Pink, dark blue armlets.
The Saddleworth Players (second colours)  Orange, black cross belts and armlets, black cap, 
orange star.
Sadik, Mr A.  Dark green and yellow diamonds, dark green sleeves.
Sadler, Mr R. H.  White, red sleeves, black cap.
Sadler, Mrs J.  Pink and mauve diamonds, pink sleeves and cap.
Sady Pridonia National Food Group Llc  Emerald green, white star, white and emerald green 
chevrons on sleeves.
Saeed Buhlaibeh, Mr Mohamed  Grey, maroon star and armlets.
Saeed, Mr Ali  Grey, maroon triple diamond, white sleeves, grey cap, maroon diamonds.
Saeed, Mr Hamad  Black, white chevrons and armlets.
Safari Sirens  Dark blue, white sash and sleeves, quartered cap.
Saffron Racing  White and yellow check, red sleeves, yellow cap.
Saffron Racing II  Red, white stripe, white sleeves, red armlets, red and white striped cap.
The Sagacious Lot  Grey, pink armlets, pink cap.
The Sagacious Lot (second colours)  Light blue, yellow sleeves, light blue armlets, emerald green cap.
Sagar, Mr J.  Yellow, purple seams, striped sleeves, yellow cap.

Saga Spirit Partnership  Orange and light blue diamonds, white sleeves, light blue armlets.
Sage, Mr C.  White, dark green stars, dark green sleeves, white stars, white cap, dark green star.
Sage, Mr R. J.  Dark green and light green (quartered), halved sleeves.
The Sages  Dark blue, yellow cross belts, collar and cuffs, striped cap.
Saha, Mr A.  White, brown seams, white sleeves and cap.
Saha, Mr A. (second colours)  Royal blue and grey diamonds, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal 
blue cap, grey diamond.
Sahara Bloodstock  Light blue, purple epaulets, quartered cap.
Saif Ali & Saeed H. Altayer  Royal blue, yellow hollow box.
Saif Ali & Saeed H. Altayer (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow hollow box, yellow cap.
Saini, Mr Mike  Royal blue, white stars, red sleeves, royal blue stars, royal blue cap, red star.
Sainsbury, Mr Guy  Dark green, brown hollow box, yellow sleeves and cap.
Saint, Mr Nick  Black, emerald green stripe, black sleeves, emerald green stars, black cap, emerald 
green star.
Sainty, Mr T. J.  White, royal blue chevrons, armlets and spots on cap.
Saith O Ni  Red, white star, emerald green sleeves, red cap, white stars.
Saith O Ni & Karen Bowen  Red, white star, emerald green sleeves, red cap, white stars.
Sakal Family  Dark blue and white diamonds.
Sakal, Mr P. A.  Dark blue and white diamonds.
Sakal, Mr P. A. (second colours)  White, red cross of lorraine, red and white check sleeves, red cap.
S Al Ansari & E C D Walker  Red, dark blue seams and armlets.
S Al Ansari & Privee  Red, dark blue seams and armlets.
Salcey Forest Stud Racing  Orange, mauve sleeves and cap.
Saleh Al Homaizi & Imad Al Sagar  Dark green, beige stars on sleeves.
Salem, Mr Hilal  White, red hoop, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Sally & Richard Prince  Red, mauve star, light blue and maroon check sleeves, orange cap, emerald 
green stars.
Sally's Angels  Pink and purple diamonds, white sleeves and cap.
Sally Woodman D Mortimer  Beige, red seams, red cap.
Salman, Mr Ali  Beige, large white spots and spots on cap.
Salman, Mr Faisal  Dark green, yellow hoop, yellow cap.
Salmon, Mr K.  Grey, white hoop, royal blue cap.
Salmon, Mr Mark  Pink, black star, black sleeves, pink stars, pink cap, black stars.
Salmon, Mr Mark (second colours)  Dark blue, white epaulets, white and dark blue hooped 
sleeves, dark blue and white quartered cap.
Salmon, Mrs D.  Dark green, pink cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Salmon, Ms Clare  Pink, grey spots, grey and pink striped sleeves.
Salmon, Ms Clare (second colours)  Red, grey spots, grey and red striped sleeves.
Salmon, Ms Clare (third colours)  White, red chevrons, red and white hooped sleeves, red cap.
Salmon Racing  Pink, black star, black sleeves, pink stars, pink cap, black stars.
The Salmon Spray Partnership  Navy blue, pink and green sash and hooped cap.
Saloop  Emerald green, mauve disc and sleeves, orange and white check cap.
Sal's Pals  Purple, grey star, white sleeves, orange cap, grey star.
Salter, Miss Jennie  Beige, blue cross belts and cap.
Salter, Mr J. R.  Light blue, black seams, light blue sleeves, hooped cap.
Salter, Mr Kevin  Orange, red star, checked sleeves, orange cap, red star.
Salthouse, Chua, Griffiths  White, maroon chevron.
Salthouse, Mr W. J.  White, maroon chevron.
Salthouse, Mr W. J. (second colours)  Maroon, white chevron.
Sam Allwood Racing Club  Yellow, black and emerald green hooped sleeves, emerald green and 
black hooped cap.
S. & A. Mares  White, black stars, striped sleeves and stars on cap.
S. & A. Mares (second colours)  Pink, grey star, pink sleeves, grey stars and cap.
S. & A. Mares (third colours)  Black and white stripes, white and black halved sleeves.
S. & A. Mares and J. & L. Rawlings  Black and white stripes, white and black halved sleeves.
S & A Mares & A Potze  Light blue, dark blue star, striped sleeves and star on cap.
S & A Mares & C Loughnane  White, black stars, striped sleeves and stars on cap.
S & A Mares, E Tidmarsh & J S Moore  White, black stars, striped sleeves and stars on cap.
S & A Mares & M Millichamp  White, black stars, striped sleeves and stars on cap.
S & A MARES & PRECISION FACADES LTD  White, black stars, striped sleeves and stars on cap.
S & A MARES & PRECISION FACADES LTD (second colours)  White, black chevrons, black and 
white halved sleeves, white cap, black diamond.
S & A Mares & R Gray  Royal blue, white stars, striped sleeves and stars on cap.
S & A Mares & R Gray (second colours)  White, black stars, striped sleeves and stars on cap.
S & A Mares & Ridge House Stables Ltd  White, black stars, striped sleeves and stars on cap.
The Sambora Partnership  Purple, grey star, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Sam England Racing Club  Purple, pink stripe, pink and purple striped sleeves, pink cap, purple star.
Sames, Mr E.  White, orange and yellow striped sleeves and cap.
Sam Farthing & Ben Haslam  Black, yellow stars, black sleeves, grey armlets and diamond on black 
cap.
Sam Farthing, Linda McGarry & Ken Nicol  Black, yellow stars, black sleeves, grey armlets and dia-
mond on black cap.
Sample, Mr C.  Navy blue, light blue sleeves and diamond on pink cap.
Sample, Mr M. W.  French grey, pink sleeves, and spots on cap.
Sample, The Rev. Fiona  Royal blue, yellow and red hooped sleeves.
Sampson, Mr S. C.  Dark green, white sleeves, dark green armlets and star on white cap.
SAMSCORP  Royal blue, light green and white chevrons on sleeves, orange and black quartered cap.
Sam's Crew  Royal blue, emerald green epaulets, white cap.
Sam's Six  Dark green and royal blue diamonds, royal blue sleeves, dark green diamonds,royal blue 
cap, dark green diamond
Sam Thomas Racing Club  Dark green and royal blue diamonds, royal blue sleeves, dark green 
diamonds, royal blue cap, dark green diamon
Sam Thorp & Kerry Lee  Royal blue, rust and white striped sleeves, black       cap.
Sam Thorp & R L Baker  Royal blue, rust and white striped sleeves, black cap.
Sam Tingey & Charlie Tingey  Light blue, royal blue star, armlets and cap.
Samuel, Mr Gareth  Red, yellow spots, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Samuelson, Mrs Nicholas  Pink, grey epaulets and sleeves, grey and pink quartered cap.
Sandall, Mr David  Light green, yellow spots, light green cap, yellow star.
The Sandbaggers Club  Beige, brown epaulets, armlets and cap.
Sander, Mr N.  Dark blue, beige spots and sleeves, dark blue cap.
Sanders, Miss Amanda  Purple, yellow star, purple sleeves, yellow stars, purple cap, yellow star.
Sanders, Miss Brooke  Black, emerald green spots, emerald green cap, black spots.
Sanders, Miss L. D.  White, black star, red sleeves, black stars, red cap, black star.
Sanders, Mr Matthew  Orange, dark blue seams, dark blue and orange hooped sleeves and cap.
Sanders, Mrs Anna L.  Yellow, light blue stars, yellow cap, light blue star.
Sanderson, Mr Norman  White, royal blue triple diamond, hooped sleeves, white cap, royal blue 
diamonds.
Sanderson, Mr Richard  Red, black hoops, quartered cap.
Sanderson, Mrs Mary  Orange, black hoop, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Sandfield Racing  Emerald green, royal blue triple diamond, royal blue cap, emerald green diamond.
Sandford, Miss L. J.  Royal blue, large light blue spots and sleeves.
Sandhoe Partnership  Black, pink hoop, armlets and cap.
San Diaco Partnership  Grey, pink armlets, pink cap.
San Diaco Partnership (second colours)  Light blue, yellow sleeves, light blue armlets, emerald 
green cap.
Sandie & David Newton  Mauve, white chevron, purple sleeves.
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The Sandmoor Partnership  Emerald green, royal blue disc, emerald green sleeves, royal blue stars, 
royal blue cap.
The Sandmoor Partnership 2  Emerald green, royal blue disc, emerald green sleeves, royal blue 
stars, royal blue cap.
SandownPkStud Lord&LadyManea C&EWagstaff  Yellow, royal blue hoop, armlets and cap.
Sands, Mrs B. J.  Red, yellow stars, sleeves and cap.
S and S Racing  Dark green and light green (quartered), white sleeves, red cap.
S and S Racing 2  Dark green and light green (quartered), white sleeves, red cap.
S and S Racing & Partner  Dark green and light green (quartered), white sleeves, red cap.
S and S Racing 2 & Partner  Dark green and light green (quartered), white sleeves, red cap.
The Sands Souci Partnership  Royal blue, white hoops, grey sleeves, royal blue and white quartered 
cap.
Sandy Evans and Partner  Grey, maroon sash, maroon sleeves, grey armlets, emerald green cap.
The Sandylini Racing Partnership  Purple, maroon sleeves and cap.
The Sandylini Racing Partnership 1  Purple, maroon sleeves and cap.
Sandy's Angels  Yellow, light blue and white check sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
Sandy's Angels (second colours)  Pink, dark blue diamond, striped sleeves.
Sangster Family  Emerald green, royal blue sleeves, white cap, emerald green spots.
Sangster Family & B V Sangster  Emerald green, royal blue sleeves, white cap, emerald green 
spots.
The Sangster Family & J Sissons  Light blue, red chevrons, armlets and cap.
Sangster, Lascelles & McCalmont  Emerald green, royal blue sleeves, white cap, emerald green 
spots.
Sangster, Mr B. V.  Emerald green, royal blue sleeves, white cap, emerald green spots.
Sangster, Mr G. E.  Emerald green and royal blue stripes, emerald green sleeves, white cap, emerald 
green spots.
Sangster, Mrs B. V.  Red, white seams, red sleeves, white cap, red stars.
Sangster, Mr S. E.  Royal blue, dark green sleeves, dark green cap, white spots.
Sangster, Mr S. E. (second colours)  White, purple armlets, purple cap.
Sangster, Mr S. E. (third colours)  White, maroon armlets, maroon cap.
THE SANGUINERS  Royal blue, light blue braces, armlets and cap.
Sankey, Mr R.  White, white and red diabolo on sleeves, white cap, red diamonds.
Sansom, Mr R.  Orange, purple triple diamond, sleeves and diamonds on cap.
Sansom, Mrs S. A.  Dark blue, emerald green hoop, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Santa Cruz Ranch  Black, red cross belts, red and white hooped sleeves.
Santulli, Mr Richard  Orange, light blue hoop, diamonds on sleeves, light blue cap.
Sapphire Print Solutions Ltd  Royal blue, white inverted triangle.
The Sapphire Stud  Light blue, royal blue diamond and armlets.
Sarabex  Red, white star and sleeves.
Sarabex (second colours)  Orange, royal blue sleeves, orange armlets.
Sarabex 23  Red, white star and sleeves.
Sarabex and Aragon Racing  Red, white star and sleeves.
Sarabex and Partners  Red, white star and sleeves.
Sarabex & M H Tompkins  Red, white star and sleeves.
Sara Dennis and Dominic and Sarah Reilly  Dark green, orange chevron, orange cap.
Sara Dennis and Dominic Reilly  Dark green, orange chevron, orange cap.
Sara Dennis,J J W Wadham & J C S Wilson  Dark green, orange chevron, orange cap.
Sara Fillery & Friends  Dark blue, yellow seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, 
yellow star.
Sarah Dawson & Felicity Ashfield  Royal blue, pink star, white and pink hooped sleeves, royal blue 
cap, pink star.
Sarah Habib & Ed Hawkings  Pink, light blue and pink chevrons on sleeves.
Sarah-Jayne Davies & Steve Mace  Black, beige hoops and armlets, black and royal blue hooped 
cap.
Sarah Leslie and Beryl McCain  Maroon, yellow diamond, yellow cap.
Sarah & Wayne Dale  Black, yellow seams, black sleeves, yellow stars, black cap, yellow star.
Sarah & Wayne Dale 1  Black, yellow seams, black sleeves, yellow stars, black cap, yellow star.
Sarah & Wayne Dale 2  Black, yellow seams, black sleeves, yellow stars, black cap, yellow star.
Sara Spratt, Nigel Kelly & Alison Auvray  Maroon, royal blue epaulets, royal blue cap.
Sara Spratt, Nigel Kelly & Alison Auvray (second colours)  Dark blue and white check, pink 
sleeves and cap.
Sargeant, Mr J.  White, dark blue seams, dark blue and white striped sleeves and cap.
Sargent Evans  Royal blue, orange sleeves, royal blue stars, orange cap, royal blue star.
Sargent, Mr M. C.  Maroon, white chevron, black sleeves, maroon cap, black star.
Sargent, Mr Rodger  Light green, orange sleeves and cap.
Sargent, Mr Rodger (second colours)  Royal blue, orange sleeves, royal blue stars, orange cap, 
royal blue star.
Sarl Darpat France  Yellow, light blue and white striped sleeves, light blue cap.
Sarnian Racing  Emerald green, white disc, white sleeves, emerald green spots, white cap.
Sarnian Racing, Mr M Appleby  Emerald green, white disc, white sleeves, emerald green spots, 
white cap.
Sasheen Partnership  White and black diamonds, halved sleeves, black and orange quartered cap.
Satchell Moran Solicitors  Yellow, light blue seams, light blue sleeves, yellow stars, light blue cap, 
yellow star.
Satchwell, Mr Gary  Royal blue, white stripe, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal blue cap, white 
star.
Satomi Horse Company Ltd  Emerald green, yellow triple diamond, striped sleeves.
Saud, Prince Abdul Aziz Bin  Dark green, white epaulets, dark green sleeves, white seams.
Saumarez Smith, Mr Joe  White, red hearts
Saunders, Mr Antony  Pink and purple (quartered), striped sleeves, purple and pink quartered cap.
Saunders, Mr Colin  Yellow, black chevrons, white sleeves and cap.
Saunders, Mr M. S.  Red and yellow (halved), sleeves reversed, yellow cap, red spots.
Saunders, Mr R. R. D.  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow and royal blue halved sleeves, royal blue and 
yellow quartered cap.
Saunders, Mrs J. A.  Dark blue, red stars, red sleeves, dark blue stars, red cap, dark blue star.
Savage, Mrs Kath  Black, yellow chevrons, black sleeves, yellow spots, yellow cap.
Saveall-Green & James  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue 
cap, yellow star.
Saveall-Green & James 1  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue 
cap, yellow star.
Savidge, Mr Mark  Red, white chevron, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
The Saville House Syndicate  Black, maroon epaulets, armlets and star on cap.
Saville, Mr G.  Orange, light blue stars, light blue sleeves, dark blue armlets, orange cap, light blue 
star.
Saville, Mr John R.  Yellow, black seams, black and yellow diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Savill, Mr P. D.  Maroon, light blue sleeves, light blue cap, maroon diamond.
Savill, Mr T. H.  Black, red seams, armlets and diamond on cap.
The Savy Group  Dark blue, yellow hoop, yellow and dark blue check sleeves, white cap.
Sawers, Mr M.  White, emerald green diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
The Sawgrass Survivors  Orange, emerald green seams, sleeves and cap.
The Sawgrass Survivors & Partner  Orange, emerald green seams, sleeves and cap.
Sawley, Mr Steve  Orange and black (quartered), orange sleeves, black spots.
Sawney, Miss J. A.  Black, yellow stars, sleeves and cap.
Sawyer, Mr Andrew F.  White, royal blue triple diamond, red sleeves and cap.
Saxby, Mr J.  Purple, yellow braces, sleeves and star on cap.
Saxon Thoroughbreds  Dark blue, light blue seams, dark blue cap.

Saxon Thoroughbreds (second colours)  Dark green, beige hoop, beige cap.
Saxon Thoroughbreds (third colours)  Dark blue, royal blue stars, royal blue cap.
Saxtead Livestock Ltd  Emerald green, purple stripe.
Saxton, Mr P. A.  Black, pink seams, striped sleeves, pink cap.
Sayce, Mrs Sally  Emerald green, yellow disc, pink sleeves, emerald green and pink hooped cap.
Saye, Mr T.  White, red diamond and armlets, red and white striped cap.
Sayer, Mr Andrew  Light blue, purple chevron, light blue and yellow chevrons on sleeves, purple cap.
Sayer, Mrs Dianne  Light blue, purple chevron, light blue and yellow chevrons on sleeves.
Sba Racing Limited  Royal green, white collar and cuffs, gold braids, velvet royal green cap, gold 
tassel
The SB Club  Orange, white sash, orange sleeves, black armlets, orange cap, white diamond.
S Beccle D Scott et al  Gold, black sleeves, black and red check cap.
S Beccle,Lady Hart,Boscobel Estates Ltd  Gold, black sleeves, black and red check cap.
S Brown & E Partridge  Dark blue, beige chevrons, dark blue cap.
S Burns, M Smyth & D Studholme  Light blue, dark blue stars, light blue cap, dark blue star.
Scaife, Mr A.  Black, pink cross of lorraine, black sleeves, pink stars.
Scaife, Mr M. A.  Black, white seams, black sleeves, white stars, black cap.
Scaife, Mr M. A. (second colours)  Red, white diamond on body and cap, white sleeves, red 
armlets.
Scaife, Mr M. A. (third colours)  Dark blue, orange star, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Scandrett, Mr Nigel S.  Orange, purple sleeves, orange armlets, orange and purple quartered cap.
Scanlon, Mr B.A.  Emerald green, yellow star, white and emerald green hooped sleeves, yellow cap, 
emerald green star.
Scaramanga, Mr T. A. (L)  Crimson, royal blue sash, black cap.
Scarborough, Mr R. A.  Light blue, white stripe, striped sleeves, white cap.
Scargill, Mr P. J.  White, red spots, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Scargill, Mrs Susan  Dark blue and light blue check, light blue cap.
Scarrow, Mr John A.  White, red stars, red sleeves, white stars, white cap, red star.
Scarsdale 1  Pink, pink and white diabolo on sleeves.
The Scarth Racing Partnership  Royal blue, white seams, armlets and cap.
SC Botham and NT Botham  White, dark blue epaulets, light blue sleeves.
SC Botham & RG Botham  White, dark blue epaulets, light blue sleeves, dark blue cap.
Schafer, Mr C. Ben  Red, light green epaulets.
The Schiaparellis  Emerald green, red and emerald green diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Schoeningh, Mr G.  White, light green hoop and armlets, hooped cap.
Schofield, Mr M.  Royal blue, light green hoops, white sleeves, white cap, light green stars.
Schofield, Mrs M.  Black, pink seams, hooped sleeves and cap.
Scholey, Mr C. M.  Emerald green and yellow (halved), sleeves reversed, yellow cap, emerald green 
star.
Scholey, Mr C. M. (second colours)  Light blue and yellow (halved), sleeves reversed, light blue and 
yellow striped cap.
Schwartz, Mr J  Black, maroon and black halved sleeves.
Schwartz, Mr L.  Light green and white diamonds, light green sleeves and cap.
Schwartz, Mr Martin S.  Orange, large royal blue spots.
Schwartz, Mrs Sheila  Orange, white chevrons and armlets.
Schwarzenbach, Mrs Francesca  Dark blue and gold check, gold tassel on cap.
Sclater, Mr C. H.  Dark blue, white sleeves, light blue cap.
The Scoobyless Partnership  Maroon and light blue (quartered), checked sleeves.
Scorgie, Mrs J. C.  Purple, dark green cross belts, yellow sleeves and cap.
ScotGilieSandersonSwintonCampbelMcKirgan  Red, large emerald green spots, grey sleeves, red 
spots, emerald green and red quartered cap.
Scothern, Mr T. A.  White, brown braces, amber cap.
Scotney, Mrs Audrey  Black, yellow spots, yellow sleeves, black armlets and spots on yellow cap.
Scotney/Symonds/Fisher Partnership  Black, yellow spots, yellow sleeves, black armlets and spots 
on yellow cap.
Scott-Barrett, Mr Hugh  Light blue, white hoop.
Scott, BT, Sir John  Light blue, light green hoops.
Scott-Dunn, Mrs P.  Black, amber hooped sleeves, amber cap.
Scott-Harden, Mrs A. W.  Dark blue, yellow sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow spots.
Scott (Kent), Mr David  Light green, maroon chevrons and armlets, striped cap.
Scott, Miss Caroline  Emerald green, red stars, white sleeves, red armlets, emerald green cap.
Scott, Miss Caroline (second colours)  White, dark blue diamonds on sleeves.
Scott, Miss K.  Light blue, red star, white sleeves, light blue cap, red star.
Scott, Mr Andrew  Light blue, red hoop, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Scott, Mr A. W. D.  Yellow, red sash, black cap.
Scott, Mr C. E. W. (L)  Gold, azure sleeves, scarlet cap.
Scott, Mr D.  Maroon, white chevron, diamonds on sleeves, maroon cap, white diamond.
Scott, Mr Dave  Dark blue, yellow seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow spots, dark blue cap.
Scott, Mr David  Orange, purple sash, white sleeves, white cap, purple spots.
Scott, Mr D. I.  Black, white maltese cross, red sleeves, white cap.
Scott, Mr G. O.  Maroon, light blue and maroon quartered cap.
Scott, Mr Jeremy  Yellow, black hoops, black sleeves, yellow armlets.
Scott, Mr J. G.  Gold, light blue sleeves, light blue and white hooped cap.
Scott, Mr M.  Light blue, royal blue spots and sleeves, hooped cap.
Scott, Mr Paddy  Light blue, pink spots, white sleeves.
Scott, Mr Pierpont  Maroon, white sash, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Scott, Mr R.  Black, light blue spots, black sleeves, light blue cap.
Scott, Mr Robert  Maroon, light blue epaulets, light blue sleeves, maroon stars, quartered cap.
Scott, Mrs Belinda  Black and white (quartered), hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Scott, Mrs Camilla  Cerise, royal blue cap, cerise spots.
Scott, Mrs Dawn  White, red cross belts, armlets and stars on cap.
Scott, Mrs D. D.  Orange, red cap.
Scott, Mrs D. D. (second colours)  Royal blue, red epaulets, red cap.
Scott, Mrs E.  Emerald green, yellow sleeves, beige cap.
Scott, Mrs Gay  White, emerald green diamond and armlets, quartered cap.
Scott, Mrs Gill  Red and emerald green (quartered), white sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Scott, Mrs Julia  Black, white cross belts, white cap.
Scott, Mrs Pam  Dark blue, dark blue and light blue diabolo on sleeves.
Scott, Mrs Sylvia  White, emerald green chevrons, halved sleeves, emerald green cap.
Scott, Mr Stuart  Black, royal blue spots, black sleeves and cap.
Scott, Mr Willie  Purple, white stars, sleeves and star on cap.
Scott, Mr W. J. E.  Mauve, white stars, white sleeves, mauve stars.
Scott, Mr W. M.  Black, white chevrons, white and black hooped sleeves, white cap.
Scott Parnell Limited  Maroon and royal blue diabolo, maroon cap, royal blue diamonds.
Scott, Rushby, Charter  Dark blue and grey stripes, white sleeves, orange cap.
The Scottshill Partnership  Red and dark green (quartered), yellow sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue 
diamond.
Scott, Sir James  Black, white cross belts.
Scott Wilson & Partner  Royal blue, white cross belts, white sleeves, red stars, royal blue cap, red 
star.
Scouller, Mr E. A. P.  Navy blue, gold braid.
Scouller, Mr E. A. P. (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow striped sleeves.
Scrase Farms  Dark blue, red star, halved sleeves, red cap.
S. Crawley, T. Crawley  Yellow, purple sleeves, yellow stars, purple cap, yellow star.
Scrimgeour, Mr A. J.  Cerise, cerise and white striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Scrimgeour, Mr James (L)  Green, crimson sleeves, white cap.
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Scriven, Mr B.  Brown, yellow sleeves and cap.
Scrivens, Mrs J.  Black, yellow disc, hooped sleeves and cap.
Scrivin, Mr Tony  Red and black stripes, red sleeves, white cap.
S C Robinson & Mrs C Gilsenan  Dark blue, white hoop, white sleeves, dark blue armlets and a 
hooped cap.
Scrope, Miss H. C.  Light blue, yellow sash, quartered cap.
Scrope, Mr R. H. (L)  Blue, yellow striped sleeves, white cap.
Scrope, Mrs J. J.  Emerald green, black collar and cuffs, white cross belts and cap.
Scrope, Mrs J. J. (second colours)  Azure, gold belt, quartered cap.
Scudamore, Mr M.  Red, black hoops, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Scudamore, Mr M. (second colours)  Dark blue, white stars, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Scudamore, Mr M. (third colours)  Yellow, purple star, striped sleeves, purple cap, yellow star.
Scudamore, Mrs Marilyn  Red, black hoops, chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Scudamore, Mrs Marilyn (second colours)  Purple, pink braces, striped sleeves.
Scuderia Archi Romani  Blue, silver yoke and cuffs, yellow collar, yellow cap,blue button.
Scuderia Archi Romani & Partner  Blue, silver yoke and cuffs, yellow collar, yellow cap, blue 
button.
Scuderia Archi Romani & Partners  Blue, silver yoke and cuffs, yellow collar, yellow     cap, blue 
button.
Scuderia Blueberry & Partner  Emerald green, dark blue chevrons, hooped sleeves, emerald green 
cap.
Scuderia Blueberry S. R. L.  Emerald green, dark blue chevrons, emerald green sleeves, dark blue 
hoops and cuffs, emerald green cap.
Scuderia Blueberry S.R.L. & Partner 2  Emerald green, dark blue chevrons, hooped sleeves, 
emerald green cap.
Scuderia Effevi SRL  Royal blue and yellow check, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Scuderia Giocri  Royal blue, red epaulets and star on cap.
Scuderia Golden Horse S.R.L.  White, red disc, white sleeves, red spots, red cap.
Scupham, Mr S.  Pink, dark blue sleeves, pink armlets, dark blue cap.
Scupham, Mr S. (second colours)  Pink, dark blue seams, sleeves and cap.
Scupham, Mr S. (third colours)  Pink, dark blue seams, dark blue sleeves, pink armlets, dark blue 
cap.
S de Zoete, H Scott-Barrett & Partner  White, red seams, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
S&D Richards, N Browne and I Boyce  Red, beige armlets.
The Sea Breeze Partnership  Black, emerald green chevrons on sleeves.
Seabrook Miller  Pink and royal blue diamonds, royal blue sleeves, pink cap.
Seabrook, Mr J.  Pink and royal blue diamonds, royal blue sleeves, pink cap.
The Sea Foxes  Light blue and royal blue (quartered), light blue sleeves.
Seagroatt, Mrs Anne  Emerald green, pink star, white and black chevrons on sleeves, emerald green 
cap, pink star.
Seale, Sir David  Black, red diamond, sleeves and cap.
Sealey, Mr R.  Black and white diamonds, white sleeves, black armlets.
Seal, Mrs Judy  Dark blue and white stripes, white sleeves, yellow cap.
Seamus Mullins & Friends  Yellow, emerald green and yellow striped sleeves.
Sean Goodwin and Deborah Fern  White, royal blue cross belts and armlets, royal blue cap, yellow 
star.
The Sea Prince Racing Partnership  Light blue, yellow cross belts, light blue sleeves, yellow stars 
and cap.
Searchfield, Mr J.  Maroon, white hoops, maroon sleeves, white spots, white cap.
Search, Mrs S. A.  Red and yellow stripes, emerald green sleeves, red cap.
Searle, Miss Susannah  Grey, red triple diamond, red and grey diabolo on sleeves, red cap, grey 
diamond.
Searle, Mr A.  Red, royal blue star, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, royal blue star.
The Seaside Syndicate  Emerald green, beige braces, striped sleeves, beige cap.
Seasons and Paradise  Light blue, dark blue cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Seasons Holidays  Light blue, dark blue cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Seaton Partnership  Emerald green, black disc, sleeves and cap.
Sebastiano Ricci Partnership  Black, mauve chevron and star on cap.
Sebastiano Ricci Partnership (second colours)  Black, mauve chevron.
The Second Brayford Partnership  White, black spots.
The Second Chancers  Light blue, pink sleeves, light blue diamonds, light blue and pink striped cap.
Second Chancers  Maroon, black epaulets and sleeves.
S. E. Construction (Kent) Ltd  Purple, pink star, purple sleeves, pink stars, white cap.
Secretan, Mr M.  Red, white seams, white and red chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
The Secret Circle  Black, yellow disc, striped sleeves and cap.
The Secret Circle & Chris Sowerby  Black, yellow disc, striped sleeves and cap.
The Secret Circle Racing Club  Black, yellow disc, striped sleeves and cap.
The Secretly Hopeful Partnership  Emerald green and purple (quartered), white and purple striped 
sleeves, purple cap.
The Secret O'Circle Syndicate  Red, yellow stars, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow stars.
The Secret Seven Partnership  Black, emerald green and white hooped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Secular Stagnation  Maroon, white star, light blue and white striped sleeves, light blue cap.
Secular Stagnation and Partner  Maroon, white star, light blue and white striped sleeves, light blue 
cap.
sedbergh lads club  Brown, yellow hoops, white cap.
Sedgwick, Mr Peter  Royal blue and white diabolo, diamonds on sleeves, royal blue cap.
Seedel, Mr M.  Red and dark blue (quartered), striped sleeves, dark blue and red quartered cap.
Seedel, Mr M. (second colours)  Red and grey diabolo, red sleeves, grey armlets, red cap.
Seed, Mr Richard  White, large black spots and sleeves, red cap.
Seegar, Mr T. J. C.  Purple, large yellow spots, purple sleeves, yellow spots and cap.
Seely, Miss N.  Pink, dark green sleeves, pink stars, dark green cap, pink star.
Seeney, Mr C.  Royal blue, black disc, pink and black striped sleeves, pink cap, black star.
Sefton Syndicate  White, grey chevron.
Segal, Mrs M. (L)  Royal blue and light blue (halved), light blue sleeves, check cap.
Sekura Group  Dark green, red sleeves, dark green stars, red cap.
Sekura Group and John Burns  Dark green, red sleeves, dark green stars, red cap.
Selby, Mr J. P.  Light blue, brown spots on sleeves, brown cap, light blue spots.
Seldom Inn Partnership  White and maroon check, maroon sleeves, white armlets, maroon cap.
Seldom Inn Partnership (second colours)  Red, emerald green spots, red sleeves, white cap, 
emerald green spots.
Seldom Inn Partnership (third colours)  Red, light blue cross of lorraine and armlets, white cap.
Seldom Inn Partnership (fourth colours)  White and maroon check, maroon sleeves, white 
armlets, white cap.
Seldon, Mr David Robert  Red, dark green stripe, dark green and white check cap.
Seldon, Mr R. D.  Black, white inverted triangle, halved sleeves.
The Selebians  Dark blue, yellow and white striped sleeves and cap.
select-racing-club.co.uk & Mr C Davies  Royal blue and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves, dark blue 
stars, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Select-Racing-Club.co.uk & Partner  Maroon, light blue sleeves, white diamonds, white cap, 
maroon diamond.
Select Racing Club & Mrs M J Arnold  Maroon, light blue sleeves, white diamonds, white cap, 
maroon diamond.
The Select Syndicate  Light blue, grey sleeves, light blue spots, light blue and grey hooped cap.
Seletto, Mr Nicholas  Dark blue, white and black hooped sleeves, black cap.
The Self Preservation Society  Orange, white striped sleeves.
Self Preservation Society & Don Eddy  Orange, white striped sleeves.

Self Preservation Society & Don Eddy (second colours)  Yellow, grey diamond and diamond on 
cap.
The Self Preservation Society & Partner  Orange, white striped sleeves.
Sellar-Elliott, Ms C.  Purple, white star, purple and red halved sleeves, purple cap, white star.
Sellens, Mr I.D.  Black, mauve seams, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Sells, Mr P. A.  Yellow and emerald green diamonds, yellow sleeves, emerald green seams, yellow 
cap, emerald green diamond.
Selsby, Mrs Ann  Maroon and grey check, grey sleeves, maroon armlets, maroon cap.
Selway, Mr A.  Red, light green star and star on cap.
Selwood Bloodstock Ltd  Dark green, grey braces, grey cap.
Selwood Bloodstock Ltd/Kubler Racing Ltd  Dark green, grey braces, grey cap.
Selwood Bloodstock & Mr R.S Hoskins  Dark green, grey braces, grey cap.
Selwood Bloodstock & Mr R.S Hoskins (second colours)  Light blue, black hooped sleeves, red 
and black hooped cap.
Selwood Bloodstock & Mrs S. Read  Red, purple braces.
Selwood Bloodstock & Mrs S. Read (second colours)  Dark green, grey braces, grey cap.
Semmens, Mr D.  Yellow and royal blue stripes, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
The Senators  Red, black star, chevrons on sleeves, red cap, black star.
Seneca Racing  Orange, white star and sleeves.
Senior, Mr K.  Dark green, maroon sleeves, white spots, maroon cap, white spots.
Sennett, Mr Nigel  Orange, royal blue stripe.
Sennett, Mr Nigel (second colours)  Orange, royal blue cross of lorraine.
SerafinoAgodino,C.M.Budgett,P.J.McBride  Red, white cross belts, emerald green cap.
Sercombe, Mr Nicholas  Black and pink (quartered), maroon sleeves and cap.
The Serendipity Partnership  Light blue and red (halved), halved sleeves, light blue and red 
quartered cap.
Serendipity Syndicate 2006  Pink and white diabolo, pink sleeves, white cap.
Sergent, Mr Adrian  Black, large white spots, armlets and spots on cap.
Serpentine Bloodstock Ltd  Light blue, yellow cross belts and sleeves, yellow cap, light blue spots.
Seth-Smith, Mr John  White, light blue armlets, quartered cap.
S.Evason,A.Clarke,R.Hewitt & O.Greenall  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), light blue sleeves 
and cap.
S.Evason,A.Clarke,R.Hewitt & O.Greenall (second colours)  Brown, emerald green diamond and 
sleeves, orange cap.
The Seven Apples Partnership  Black, white and emerald green chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Seven Barrows Limited  White, dark blue and white hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Seventh Lap Racing  Dark blue, yellow chevron, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, 
yellow stars.
Seventh Lap Racing & Partners  Dark blue, yellow chevron, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars and cap.
Severn Bridge Racing  Emerald green, red chevron, striped sleeves, red cap.
Severn River Racing  Light green, purple stars, checked sleeves, light green cap.
Severnwinks  Purple and yellow diabolo, purple sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, purple star.
Seward, Mr G.  Orange, grey stars.
Sewell, Mr David  Yellow, red spots.
Sewell, Mrs J  Mauve, purple cross belts.
Sexton, Lewis. O'Grady, Quantum Racing  Dark green, yellow hoop, dark green sleeves, yellow 
stars, hooped cap.
The Sexy Fish Partnership  Orange, royal blue sleeves, emerald green diamonds, emerald green 
cap.
Sexy Six Partnership  Pink, royal blue seams, pink cap.
Seyfried, Mr E.  Old gold, white chevron, white cap.
Seyfried, Mrs Anne  Old gold, white belt and cap.
Seymour, Mr Harry (L)  Light blue and white stripes, quartered cap.
Seymour, Mr Roger  Orange, brown triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Seymour, Mr Sandy  Black, purple sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
Seymour, Mrs Carolyn  Yellow, red star, yellow sleeves, red stars, yellow cap, red star.
Seymour, Mrs Gloria  Light blue, royal blue star, checked sleeves, light blue cap, royal blue star.
Seymour, Mr Stephen  Dark blue, light blue star, checked sleeves, dark blue cap, light blue star.
SF Racing Club  White, black chevron, white and red striped sleeves, white and black striped cap.
SFStud, K Sohi, R Tyrrell & Capla  White, red hollow box.
S & G Clayton  Red, white braces, white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.
S & G Clayton 1  Red, white braces, white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.
S & G Soils Limited  Yellow, emerald green star, yellow sleeves, emerald green stars, yellow cap, 
emerald green star.
Shack, Mr J.  Red, black sash and cap.
Shack, Mr J. (second colours)  Red, black sash.
Shade Oak Stud  Black and scarlet (quartered), black sleeves, scarlet cap with black hoop.
Shadwick, Mr J.  Red, royal blue sleeves, red cap, royal blue star.
Shafer, Mr Robert L.  White, emerald green stripe, sleeves and cap.
Shaftesbury, Lord  White, black braid and cap.
Shafya, Mr Mubarak Bin  White, emerald green chevron, striped sleeves and cap.
Shah, Exors of the Late Sultan Ahmad  Yellow, black sash, white sleeves, black and white 
quartered cap.
Shah, Mr T. R. B. T. A.  Orange, dark blue stripe, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Shaikh Duaij Al Khalifa & Fawzi Nass  Beige, brown striped sleeves.
Shail, Mr R.  Cerise, light blue seams and sleeves, yellow cap.
Shalfleet Partnership  Light blue, orange diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Shalvey, Ms Mary  Purple, pink seams, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Shamsudeen, Mr  Grey, white sleeves, red cap.
Shanahan, Mrs Paul  Royal blue, pink sash, light blue cap.
Shanahan, Wachman, Magnier & Magnier  Royal blue, pink sash, light blue cap.
Shand Kydd, Mr C. C.  White and yellow stripes, royal blue sleeves, white cap.
Shand Kydd, Mr C. C. (second colours)  White and yellow stripes, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Shannon, Mr J. K.  Pink, light green cross belts, white sleeves, light green cap.
Shannon, Mr J. R.  Yellow, red epaulets, quartered cap.
The Shantou Partnership  Yellow, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, yellow star.
Shapiro,Milner,Rees,Nicol,Feeney & Adams  Purple, white disc, purple sleeves, white spots, 
hooped cap.
Shapiro, Mr Daniel  Purple, white disc, purple sleeves, white spots, hooped cap.
Share My Dream  White, orange sleeves and cap.
Shark Bay Racing & Mr G L Moore  Maroon, grey stars and armlets, maroon cap, pink star.
Shark Bay Racing Syndicate  Maroon, grey stars and armlets, maroon cap, pink star.
Sharkey, Dr A.  Pink and maroon diamonds, pink cap.
The Sharnbrook Partnership  Black, red sash, white sleeves and cap.
Sharon C. Nelson & Dermot O'Donohoe  White, dark blue star, sleeves and cap.
Sharon C. Nelson & Georgie McGrath  White, dark blue star, sleeves and cap.
Sharon C. Nelson & Vicki Robinson  White, dark blue star, sleeves and cap.
Sharon Kinsella and Jane Allison  Black, red sleeves, black spots.
Sharon Nelson & Katya Taylor Delarocha  White, dark blue star, sleeves and cap.
Sharon Nelson & Thoroughbred Ladies  White, dark blue star, sleeves and cap.
Sharp, Miss S.  Royal blue, white sleeves, royal blue and white check cap.
Sharp, Mr D. H.  Black, red inverted triangle.
Sharp, Mr. J. C.  Light blue, black seams and cap.
Sharp, Mr N.  Dark green, maroon disc, armlets and cap.
Sharp, Mr Robin  Maroon, yellow diamond and star on cap.
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Sharp, Nicholas & Kennington  Dark blue, two silver hoops, silver sleeves and cap.
Sharp Rise Racing  Orange, dark blue triple diamond.
Sharps, Dr J. A.  Royal blue, white sleeves, royal blue cap, emerald green spots.
Sharratt, Miss S.  Emerald green, red star, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Sharron & Robert Colvin  Purple, grey hoops, purple sleeves and cap.
Shaun Taylor & Michael Marsh  Dark green, white seams, dark green sleeves, white stars, white 
cap, dark green stars.
Shaun Taylor & Michael Marsh (second colours)  White, black disc, halved sleeves, black cap.
Shaw, Mr A. J.  Dark blue, orange triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Shaw, Mr Daniel  Light blue and purple diamonds, orange sleeves, orange cap, purple diamonds.
Shaw, Mr. David  Emerald green, red spots, halved sleeves and spots on cap.
Shaw, Mr David  Dark blue, yellow chevron, yellow and dark blue hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Shaw, Mr Derek  White, black epaulets, black and white halved sleeves, black cap.
Shaw, Mr Derek (second colours)  Yellow, light green epaulets and sleeves.
Shaw, Mr E.  Red, emerald green stars, emerald green sleeves, red armlets.
Shaw, Mr K.  Yellow, dark green cross belts, black cap, emerald green spots.
Shaw, Mr P.  Black, light blue star and armlets, light blue cap, black star.
Shaw, Mr Peter  Dark green, yellow cross belts, hooped sleeves.
Shaw, Mrs B. L.  Maroon, white triple diamond, armlets and cap.
Shaw, Mrs Carol  Red, black stars, diabolo on sleeves and stars on cap.
Shaw, Mrs Caroline  Pale blue, white hoops, crimson cap.
Shaw, Mrs F.  Light green, orange striped sleeves, white cap.
Shaw, Mrs F. A.  Maroon, yellow sleeves, maroon armlets, yellow cap.
Shaw, Mrs Fiona  Grey and black stripes, red sleeves and cap.
Shaw, Mrs Lindsey J.  Red and royal blue (quartered), chevrons on sleeves, royal blue cap, red star.
Shaw, Mrs Lyndsey  Black, yellow spots on sleeves.
Shaw, Mrs Olive  White, royal blue seams and sleeves, yellow cap.
Shaw, Mrs P.  Yellow, mcalpine tartan sleeves.
Shaw, Mrs P. J.  Royal blue, white chevron, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Shaw Racing  Black, red stripe, white sleeves, black cap, red diamond.
Shaw Racing 2 & Friends Of Castle Piece  Black, red stripe, white sleeves, black cap, red diamond.
Shaw Racing & Graeme McPherson  Black, red stripe, white sleeves, black cap, red       diamond.
Shaw Racing Partnership 2  Black, red stripe, white sleeves, black cap, red diamond.
ShawRacing Partnership 2 & Miss. A. Hyde  Black, red stripe, white sleeves, black cap, red 
diamond.
Shaw Racing & Tim Greig  Black, red stripe, white sleeves, black cap, red diamond.
Shawthing Racing Partnership  Yellow, light green epaulets and sleeves.
Shawthing Racing Partnership (D Shaw)  Yellow, light green epaulets and sleeves.
Shawthing Racing Partnership & L Shaw  Yellow, light green epaulets and sleeves.
Shawthing Racing Partnership (Whiteman)  Yellow, light green epaulets and sleeves.
S Haykin & R Barr  Purple and white (quartered), emerald green sleeves and cap.
Shead, Mr A. M.  Light green and black stripes, light green sleeves.
Sheard, Mr J.  White, dark blue chevron, armlets and cap.
Shearer, Mr J.  Light blue, red chevron and sleeves.
Shearing, Mr Rob  Grey, purple stars, grey cap, purple star.
Shears, Mr Mark  Gold, black diamond, hooped sleeves and diamonds on cap.
Shears, Mr Mark (second colours)  Dark blue, red star, dark blue sleeves, red stars, dark blue cap, 
red star.
Sheasby, Mrs Denise  White, black seams, red and black hooped sleeves, black and red hooped cap.
Shecandoo Partners  Black, pink sash, black sleeves and cap.
Sheehan, Mr Richard  Red, white cap, black spots.
Sheehan, Mrs Eileen  Red, white cross belts and armlets.
Sheen, Mr Chris  White, dark green hoop, dark green sleeves, white spots, red cap.
Sheen, Mrs P. J.  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, royal blue sleeves, yellow armlets and star on royal blue 
cap.
Sheep As A Lamb High Renown  White, red chevron, white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.
Sheep as a Lamb, J Snowden  White, red chevron, white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.
Sheep As A Lamb Syndicate  White, red chevron, white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.
Sheepwash Syndicate  Purple, beige diamond, sleeves and cap.
Sheffield, Sir Reginald  Yellow, dark blue hoops, yellow sleeves.
S. Heider, C. Bernick & Sir P Vela  Red, yellow chevrons, red sleeves, red cap, yellow star.
Sheikh Abdullah Almalek Alsabah  White, gold braid, green sleeves, green cap with gold tassel.
Sheikh A'Leg Racing  Pink, maroon star, maroon sleeves, pink stars, maroon cap, pink star.
Sheikh Muir, Cossins and Astbury  Red and royal blue (quartered), hooped sleeves, royal blue and 
red quartered cap.
Sheila Bradley and P. T. Midgley  Pink and emerald green diamonds, diabolo on sleeves.
Sheila Schwartz & Lady Eliza Mays-Smith  Orange, white chevrons and armlets.
Sheila Schwartz & Lady Eliza Mays-Smith (second colours)  Terracotta, black diamond on body 
and cap.
Sheila Tassell & Partner  Purple, gold hoop and armlets, black cap.
Shekells, Mrs C.  Light green, pink spots, light green sleeves.
Shelley, Mr M.  Cerise, black and white striped sleeves.
Shelton, Mr Phillip Parrish  Maroon, dark blue sleeves, beige armlets, dark blue cap.
Shenkin, Mr Gordon  Black, orange star, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Shenkman, Mrs Ivan  Chocolate, cerise cross belts, quartered cap.
Shepherd, Miss Emily  Royal blue, yellow chevron, light blue sleeves and cap.
Shepherd, Mr Gary Leslie  White, red star, royal blue sleeves, black cap.
Shepherd, Mr P. D.  Brown, light blue cross belts, striped sleeves, light blue cap.
Sheppard, Mr James P.  Yellow, black seams, halved sleeves, yellow and black striped cap.
Sheppard, Mr Richard  Royal blue, white stripe, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue and 
white striped cap.
Sheppard, Mr Richard (second colours)  Red and white check, red sleeves, white armlets.
Sheppard, Mrs N.  Dark blue, light blue hoop, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Sherborne Utilities Ltd  Black, royal blue star.
Sheridan Fabrications Ltd  Beige, red seams, armlets and cap.
Sheridan, Mr Mike  Black, orange chevrons, black sleeves, orange cap.
The Sherington Partnership  Black, red sash, white sleeves and cap.
Sherin Lloyd & Friends  White, maroon hooped sleeves and cap.
Sherin & Rod Lloyd  White, maroon hooped sleeves and cap.
Sherlock, Mr D. G.  Maroon, white chevrons, maroon sleeves, white cap.
The Sheroot Partnership  Maroon, purple triple diamond, dark green sleeves, purple armlets, 
quartered cap.
Sherriff, Miss Claire  Pink, black hoop, hooped sleeves, black cap.
Sherrington, Miss M. E.  Royal blue, black sleeves and collar, red cross belts, royal blue and black 
check cap.
Shervington-Jones, Mrs V.  Black, pink stars, hooped sleeves, pink and black hooped cap.
Shervington, Mrs I.  Pink, maroon sleeves, pink stars and stars on cap.
Sherwin, Mr M. L.  Pink, purple cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves and cap.
Sherwin, Mrs Ali  Maroon, royal blue star and sleeves.
Sherwood & Curtis  Maroon and white diabolo, white sleeves, quartered cap.
Sherwood, Mr M. A.  Maroon and white diabolo, white sleeves, quartered cap.
Sherwood, Mr M. A. (second colours)  Beige and mauve stripes, black sleeves and cap.
Sherwood, Mr O. M. C.  Emerald green and orange (halved), quartered cap.
Sherwood, Mrs L. M.  Mauve, beige sleeves and cap.
Sherwood, The Hon Mrs S.  Grey, dark blue stars, white cap.
Shewring, Mrs Sandra  Maroon and black diamonds, maroon cap, black diamond.

Shewry, Miss J.  Dark blue, yellow star, red sleeves, dark blue and red quartered cap.
Shiacolas, Mr C.  Yellow, mauve spots, yellow sleeves.
Shields, Mr Ged  Purple, orange disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Shields, Mr Nigel  White, emerald green epaulets and stars on sleeves, yellow cap.
Shields, Mr P.  Light green, purple spots, light green sleeves, hooped cap.
Shields, Mrs P. L.  Brown and yellow (halved), sleeves reversed, yellow cap.
Shields, Mr Thomas  Yellow, purple cap.
Shiels, Mr R.  Royal blue, white hoops, royal blue cap, white star.
The Shimba Hills Partnership  Light blue and mauve (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Shimba Hills Partnership/Mr Alan Hill  Light blue and mauve (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Shimba Hills Partnership/Mr Alan Hill (second colours)  Beige and red diamonds, red cap.
The Shimplingthorne Syndicate  Orange, grey epaulets and sleeves.
Shinco Racing Limited  Dark blue, mauve seams, sleeves and cap.
Shinco Racing Limited (second colours)  Royal blue, beige cross of lorraine, striped sleeves and 
cap.
Shinco Racing Limited (third colours)  Beige, royal blue chevron, sleeves and cap.
Shinobithemoney  White and dark blue stripes, diabolo on sleeves.
The Shinton Family  White, black spots, hooped sleeves, black cap.
The Shinton Family 1  White, black spots, hooped sleeves, black cap.
Shinton, Mr Alan  Black, white diamond, black and yellow striped sleeves and cap.
Shinton, Mr J. D.  Black and red (quartered), white and black chevrons on sleeves, black and white 
quartered cap.
Shinton, Mr Martin  White, black spots, hooped sleeves, black cap.
Shipman, Mr M. A.  Maroon, light blue triple diamond, light blue cap, maroon diamond.
Shipp, Miss C.  Light green, orange stars, light green sleeves.
Shipp, Miss C. (second colours)  Purple, orange star and star on cap.
Shipton, Mr H. J.  White, dark blue diamond, dark blue sleeves, white stars and cap.
Shire Birds  Red, grey stars, red sleeves and cap.
Shire Dreamers  Black, yellow epaulets, yellow sleeves, black stars, black and yellow striped cap.
Shire, Mrs Gill  White, red chevron, dark blue sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Shires, Mr N.  Royal blue, pink stars, light blue sleeves, pink cap.
Shirke Dhunjibhoy Desai Magnier & Tabor  Orange, dark blue cross of lorraine.
Shirley-Beavan, Mrs P. M.  Black and orange (halved), black sleeves, black cap, orange stars.
Shirley Symonds & Fred Camis  Red and white check, white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.
Shirley Symonds Fred Camis P Chamings  Red, white seams, dark blue sleeves, white armlets, red 
cap.
Shmelt for Gold  Black, light blue stars, light blue sleeves, white stars, light blue cap, dark green star.
SH Nasser Al Khalifa&SH Duaij Al Khalifa  Red, white armlets, striped cap.
S Hollings L Folwell S Hull M Bannister  Light green, mauve chevrons, light green sleeves and cap.
S Hollings, S Hull & A Turton  Light green, mauve chevrons, light green sleeves and cap.
S Hollings, S Hull, A Turton, D Fielding  Light green, mauve chevrons, light green sleeves and cap.
S Hollings, S Hull & D Fielding  Purple, grey star.
S Hollings, S Hull & D Fielding (second colours)  Light green, mauve chevrons, light green sleeves 
and cap.
S Hollings, S Hull & D Swales  Light green, mauve chevrons, light green sleeves and cap.
S Hollings, S Hull & S Davis  Purple, grey star.
Shone, Mr Michael  Red, white braces, white and red hooped sleeves, red and white quartered cap.
Shone, Mrs A.  Orange and black (quartered), orange sleeves, black armlets.
Shone, Mrs Marie  Red, white sleeves, red and grey quartered cap.
Shore, Mr Steve  Dark blue, beige hoop, hooped sleeves.
Shore, Mr Steve (second colours)  Pink, red stars, pink cap, red star.
Shorey Fancutt Tucker  Royal blue and yellow check, halved sleeves, black cap.
Shorey, Mr D.  Royal blue and yellow check, halved sleeves, black cap.
Shorrock, Mr P. G.  Red, grey cross belts.
Shorthouse, Mr David  Red, emerald green braces, white cap.
Short, Mr Martin  Yellow, orange stars, armlets and stars on cap.
Short, Scandrett, Kelleway  White and royal blue diamonds, pink sleeves, royal blue cap, pink 
diamond, white pom-pom.
The Shouting Men  Royal blue, white seams, striped sleeves, white cap.
Shovelstrode Racing Club  Yellow, dark blue and yellow check sleeves and cap.
Shraaoh Partners  Pink, red sleeves, pink armlets, red cap.
Shropshire, Exors of the Late Mr G. S.  Light blue, emerald green seams, quartered cap.
Shropshire Wanderers  Green, pink cross belts, sleeves and cap.
Shropshire Wolves  Orange, black stars on sleeves, black cap, orange star.
Shropshire Wolves 3  Orange, black stars on sleeves, black cap, orange star.
Shropshire Wolves 4  Orange, black stars on sleeves, black cap, orange star.
Shropshire Wolves 3  Orange, black stars on sleeves, black cap, orange star.
Shropshire Wolves 3/Legacy For Lucy 1  Orange, black stars on sleeves, black cap, orange star.
Shropshire Wolves/Legacy4Lucy  Orange, black stars on sleeves, black cap, orange star.
Shropshire Wolves & Partner  Orange, black stars on sleeves, black cap, orange star.
Shughal Mela Racing  Red, large white spots, black cap.
S Hull, A Chandler & L Westwood  Purple, purple and yellow check sleeves, quartered cap.
S Hull, B Padgett & A Stott  Purple, grey star.
S Hull, D Swales, A Turton & J Blackburn  Purple, grey star.
S Hull, M Blades, S Hollings & D Swales  Purple, grey star.
S Hull, S Hollings, L Vincent & M Blades  Purple, grey star.
S Hull, S Hollings, L Vincent & M Blades (second colours)  Grey, white seams, black sleeves, 
white stars, grey and black quartered cap.
S Hull, S Hollings & Platinum Racing  Purple, grey star.
S Hunt, R Butler, D Ward, S Girardier  Red, white epaulets, diamonds on sleeves.
Shute, Mr R. G. D.  Royal blue, grey chevrons, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Shutes, Exors of the Late Mrs A. A  Mauve, dark blue diamond, mauve and maroon striped sleeves, 
dark blue and mauve quartered cap.
The Shut The Box Syndicate  Black, large white spots, white sleeves, black armlets, white cap.
Shutts, Mr Nick  Emerald green, black seams, emerald green sleeves, black spots and spots on cap.
Shy John Partnership  Yellow, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow star.
The Sicilians  White, dark green disc.
Siddall, Miss L. C.  Red, green sleeves, blue and red check cap.
Siddall, Miss L. C. (second colours)  Red, emerald green epaulets and sleeves, red and royal blue 
check cap.
Sidebottom, Mr Roger  Grey, dark blue armlets.
The Sidewinder Partnership  Yellow and dark blue diamonds, yellow sleeves.
Sieff, Lady  Peacock blue, white cap.
Sigler, Mr Jules  Purple, pink sash, sleeves and cap.
Signify Partnership  Royal blue, red star, royal blue and red chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
The Signy & Marriage Families  Yellow and orange diamonds, white sleeves.
The Signy & Marriage Families (second colours)  Grey, royal blue hooped sleeves and cap.
The Signy & Marriage Families (third colours)  Dark blue, yellow cross belts, red and royal blue 
hooped sleeves, yellow cap, orange diamonds.
Signy, Mr Adam  Yellow and orange diamonds, white sleeves.
Signy, Mr O.  Aquamarine and cerise (quartered), aquamarine sleeves.
Sigsworth, Miss K.  Bronze, light blue sleeves, wine cap.
Sigsworth, Mr Clive  Yellow and light blue (quartered), white sleeves, light blue and yellow check 
cap.
Sigsworth, Mr L. C.  Light blue, yellow hoops, white sleeves, light blue and yellow check cap.
Silber, Veronica  Emerald green, orange sash and sleeves, white cap.
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Silent Partners  Light blue and royal blue stripes, white sleeves.
The Silent Partners  White, dark green inverted triangle, halved sleeves, white and dark green 
hooped cap.
The Silent Steps Partnership  Dark blue, yellow cross of lorraine, red sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
Silkman, Mr B.  Brown, beige hoops and armlets.
Silk, Mrs Heather  Yellow, maroon hooped sleeves.
Silk, Prof D. B. A.  Yellow, maroon and yellow hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Silk Run Partnership  Black, pink hoop, hooped sleeves, pink cap.
Silkword Racing Partnership  Black, white chevron, white sleeves, orange armlets and cap.
Sillett, Mr John  Black and yellow diamonds, diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Sills, Mr P.  Grey, red inverted triangle, red cap.
The Silo Syndicate  Maroon, white stars, white sleeves, maroon stars, white cap, maroon star.
The Silver Fox Partnership  Purple and yellow stripes, black sleeves and cap.
Silver Lily Bloodstock  Red, emerald green stars, light green sleeves, red cap.
Silver Lining Racing  Purple, yellow triple diamond, white sleeves, yellow diamonds, purple cap, 
yellow diamond.
The Silver Linings Partnership  Mauve, purple star, mauve sleeves, purple stars and cap.
Silver, Mr M. J.  Black, red hoop, white sleeves, black and red hooped cap.
Silver, Mrs Angie  Royal blue, white diamond, hooped sleeves, orange cap.
Silver,Steed,Gambini & Venice Consulting  Royal blue, white diamond, hooped sleeves, orange 
cap.
Silvester, Mr A. J.  Emerald green and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves, yellow cap, emerald green 
star.
Silvestro Thoroughbreds PTY Ltd  Black, white seams, white and black diabolo on sleeves, white 
cap.
Simcock, Mr D. M. I.  Dark blue, red braces, striped sleeves, red cap.
Simcock, Mr H.  Black, yellow seams, grey sleeves, yellow stars, black cap, yellow star.
Simcock, Mrs Ann  Dark green, red chevrons, red sleeves, dark green armlets, dark green cap.
Simcock, Mrs J. M.  Pink and royal blue check, pink sleeves.
Simcock, Mrs J. M. (second colours)  White, dark blue spots, white sleeves, red spots, red cap.
Simcock, Mrs J. M. (third colours)  Light blue, royal blue sleeves, light blue spots, royal blue and 
white hooped cap.
Simcock, Mrs J. M. (fourth colours)  Pink, emerald green epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, hooped 
cap.
Simcox, Mr Tim  Black and emerald green diamonds, yellow sleeves and cap.
Sime, Mr Andrew  Dark blue, pink sash, white sleeves, pink cap.
Simmill, Mr Andrew Paul  Red, white stripe, white sleeves, red stars, red and white striped cap.
Simmonds, Mr Phil  Yellow, light green seams, light green and yellow striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Simmonds, Mrs Pauline  Light blue, orange star, armlets and cap.
Simmons, Miss Alice  Black, red star, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Simmons, Mr R. A.  White, red cross belts, red sleeves, white stars, white cap, royal blue star.
Simmons, Mr T.  Purple and beige (quartered), beige sleeves.
Sim, Mr Andrew  Pink, royal blue sleeves.
Sim, Mr Andrew (second colours)  Mauve, pink sleeves.
Simon & Angela Gillie  Red, orange star, yellow sleeves, red stars, yellow cap, red star.
Simon Broke and Partners  Yellow, black cross of lorraine, red sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Simon Broke & Partners II  Yellow, black cross of lorraine, red sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Simon Brown & Ron Watts  Brown, orange epaulets, beige sleeves, orange cap.
Simon Caunce & J Tierney  Maroon, white stripe and armlets, striped cap.
Simon Chappell & Ritchie Fiddes  Red, royal blue stars, red cap.
Simon Chappell & Ritchie Fiddes (second colours)  White, purple braces and diamond on cap.
Simon Chappell & Star Bloodstock Racing  Red, royal blue stars, red cap.
Simon & Christine Prout  Purple, pink cross belts and armlets, quartered cap.
Simon Clarke & David Thorpe  Dark green and beige (quartered), hooped sleeves, check cap.
Simon Clarke & Sisters  Dark green and white stripes, black and white striped sleeves.
Simon Davies and Tom Symonds  Dark blue, beige star, grey sleeves, beige stars, dark blue cap, 
beige star.
Simone & Yasmin Cuddy  Black, white hoop, black sleeves, white stars.
Simon Hunt and Bob Wilson  Black, mauve epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Simon Hunt & Jack Hunt  Red and white check, black and white check sleeves, royal blue cap.
Simon King & Partner  Maroon, yellow star, orange sleeves.
Simon & Lisa Hobson  Dark blue, orange star, dark blue sleeves, orange stars, dark blue cap, orange 
star.
Simon & Liz Hunt  Red and white check, black and white check sleeves, royal blue cap.
Simon Lockyer & Tim Clarke  Royal blue, white cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves and diamonds on 
cap.
Simon Malcolm & Malcolm Winwright  Red, black epaulets, hooped sleeves.
Simon Malcolm & Partners  Red, black epaulets, hooped sleeves.
Simon Mulvany & Partner  Black, orange seams, chevrons on sleeves, black cap, orange star.
Simon Munir & Isaac Souede  Emerald green, dark green sleeves, dark green and emerald green 
quartered cap.
Simon Skinner & Mr J. G. B. Portman  Royal blue, beige disc.
Simon Skinner & Partner  Royal blue, beige disc.
Simon Skinner & Partners  Royal blue, beige disc.
Simons, Mr G.  Dark blue, grey stars, halved sleeves, dark blue cap.
Simon Treacher & Clarissa Casdagali  Dark blue and pink diamonds, pink sleeves, dark blue stars, 
dark blue cap, pink diamond.
Simon Treacher & Partner  Dark blue and pink diamonds, pink sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue 
cap, pink diamond.
Simon W Clarke & Vicki Robinson  Brown, light blue spots, striped sleeves, light blue cap, brown 
spots.
Simpkin, Mr Martin  Royal blue and grey check, royal blue sleeves, grey armlets, royal blue cap.
Simpson-Daniel & Scudamore Racing  Dark blue, white stars, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Simpson, Mr A.  Light blue, yellow disc, emerald green sleeves, yellow cap.
Simpson, Mr Adrian  Pink, white hollow box, white sleeves, pink armlets.
Simpson, Mr Alasdair  Orange, dark blue stars, orange cap, dark blue star.
Simpson, Mr Dave  Red, black stripe, white and red hooped sleeves, black cap.
Simpson, Mr Derek  Light blue, yellow braces, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Simpson, Mr Ian  Royal blue and light blue (quartered), royal blue sleeves, light blue armlets.
Simpson, Mr J. J.  Dark green, white star, armlets and cap.
Simpson, Mr J. S.  Purple, mauve hooped sleeves and cap.
Simpson, Mr Neil  Grey, brown sleeves and cap.
Simpson, Mr Nick  White, orange chevrons and armlets.
Simpson, Mr Philip  Red, orange sleeves and cap.
Simpson, Mr Richard  Light blue and pink (halved), striped sleeves, black cap.
Simpson, Mr Richard John  Grey, red spots.
Simpson, Mrs J. B.  Emerald green, white cap, emerald green spots.
Simpson, Mrs Jennifer  Black, white spots, red sleeves and cap.
Simpson, Mr W. H.  Light blue, dark blue chevrons on sleeves.
Sims, Mr R. I.  Black, yellow seams and sleeves, quartered cap.
Sims, Mr R. I. (second colours)  Dark blue, light blue chevrons, halved sleeves, light blue cap.
Sinclair, Hammersley & Davidson  Red, royal blue seams, chevrons on sleeves, red cap, white star.
Sinclair, Mr Duncan  Black, orange hoop, sleeves and cap.
Sinclair, Mr M.  White, grey armlets.
Sinclair, Mr R.  Emerald green, royal blue sleeves, emerald green cap, white star.

Sinclair, Mrs Helen  Royal blue and white (quartered), red and royal blue diabolo on sleeves.
Sinclair, Mrs Helen (second colours)  Royal blue, red stars on sleeves, white cap.
Sinclair, Mr Stephen  Red, royal blue seams, chevrons on sleeves, red cap, white star.
Singh, Mr Autar  Black, beige chevron and armlets.
Singh, Mr G. J.  Orange, dark blue hoop, dark blue sleeves, orange armlets, check cap.
Singh, Mr Rakesh  Light green, orange hooped sleeves, orange cap.
Singh, Mr Tony K  White, red sleeves, light blue stars, red cap, light blue star.
The Singleton Park Partnership 2  White, red cross belts, black sleeves and cap.
SINGULA PARTNERSHIP  Emerald green, purple stars, striped sleeves and stars on cap.
Sir A Ferguson,Exors G Lowe,H Agustsson  Red, white stars on sleeves.
Sir A Ferguson G Mason J Hales & L Hales  White, royal blue epaulets, white sleeves, red spots, 
royal blue cap.
Sir A Ferguson G Mason J Hales & L Hales (second colours)  Yellow, red star, yellow sleeves, 
white armlets, yellow cap, red star.
Sir A Ferguson G Mason J Hales & L Hales (third colours)  Red, white stars on sleeves.
Sir A Ferguson, G Mason & P Done  Red, white stars on sleeves.
Sir A Ferguson,G Mason,R Wood & P Done  Red, white stars on sleeves.
Sir A Ferguson,G Mason,R Wood & P Done (second colours)  White, royal blue epaulets, white 
sleeves, red spots, royal blue cap.
Sir A Ferguson, P Deal & G Lowe  Red, white stars on sleeves.
Sir A Ferguson, P Done, G Mason  Red, white stars on sleeves.
Sir Alex Ferguson, Ged Mason & Ron Wood  Red, white stars on sleeves.
Sir Alex Ferguson & Mr George Baker  Red, white stars on sleeves.
Sir Alex Ferguson & Mr Mike Dawson  Red, white stars on sleeves.
Sir Alex Ferguson & Mr Peter Done  Red, white stars on sleeves.
Sir Alex Ferguson & Partners  Red, white stars on sleeves.
Sir Alex Ferguson & Sotirios Hassiakos  Royal blue, white hoops, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Sir Alex Ferguson & Sotirios Hassiakos (second colours)  Red, white stars on sleeves.
Sir Christopher & Lady Wates  Chocolate, old gold hooped sleeves, old gold cap.
Sir Christopher & Lady Wates (second colours)  Grey, yellow hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
The Sir Compton Partnership  White, red hoops, white sleeves, red spots, white cap.
Sir Geoffrey & Lady Vos  White, red triple diamond, dark green and white striped sleeves, dark 
green cap.
Sir Ian Good & Mr C Anderson  Pink, black epaulets, black and pink striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Sir Ian & Ms Catriona Good  Pink, black epaulets, black and pink striped sleeves, hooped cap.
The Sirius Racing Partnership  Purple, yellow cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, purple armlets, 
yellow cap.
&Sir John Buchanan-Jardine, Bt, Sir John  Dark blue, silver braid.
Sir Martin Broughton & Friends 6  Red, emerald green cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Sir Martyn Arbib & Everett Partnership  Pink and dark blue diabolo, pink sleeves, dark blue 
armlets and diamond on cap.
&Sir N. Hare Bt., Sir N. Hare Bt.  Red, beige sleeves, light blue cap.
Sir Peter & Lady Forwood  Grey, royal blue sash, royal blue cap.
Sir Peter & Lady Gibbings  Dark blue, red seams, white cap.
Sir Peter Vela  Royal blue, white hoops, grey sleeves, royal blue and white quartered cap.
Sir Peter Vela & Hon Mrs Peter Stanley  Royal blue, white hoops, grey sleeves, royal blue and 
white quartered cap.
Sir Peter Vela, Mr H. De Burgh  Royal blue, white hoops, grey sleeves, royal blue and white 
quartered cap.
Sir Peter Vela/Mrs D Nagle/Mrs J Magnier  Royal blue, white hoops, grey sleeves, royal blue and 
white quartered cap.
Sir Peter Vela & The Hon Mrs P Stanley  Royal blue, white hoops, grey sleeves, royal blue and 
white quartered cap.
Sir Peter Vela & The Hon Peter Stanley  Royal blue, white hoops, grey sleeves, royal blue and 
white quartered cap.
SirPhilipWroughton&MrsJamesBlythCurrie  Orange and red stripes, powder blue sleeves and cap.
The Sir Plato Partnership  Red, white seams, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Sir P Vela,B Hills,Triermore,P Stanley  Royal blue, white hoops, grey sleeves, royal blue and white 
quartered cap.
Sir P Vela,Marquis Of Stafford,P Stanley  Royal blue, white hoops, grey sleeves, royal blue and 
white quartered cap.
Sir Robert Ogden  Mauve and pink check, white sleeves, pink cap.
Sir Thomas Pilkington & Mrs Sonia Rogers  Red, emerald green and red striped sleeves, emerald 
green cap.
Sir T. Pilkington & Mr R. A. Pilkington  Red, emerald green and red striped sleeves, emerald green 
cap.
SISRA Ltd  Royal blue, light blue seams, light blue and white striped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Sissons, Mr John H.  Light blue, red chevrons, armlets and cap.
The Sisters Of Mercy  Royal blue, dark blue cap.
The Sisters of Mercy & John Berry  Royal blue, dark blue cap.
Siu, Mr P. K.  Red and black stripes, red sleeves.
Sivagnanam, Mr Suresh  Royal blue, mauve chevron and diamond on cap.
Sivananthan, Dr Arujuna  Emerald green, brown hoops and armlets.
Sivills, Mrs Jayne  Purple, white triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, quartered cap.
Siviter, Mr John D. N.  Dark green, yellow epaulets, yellow and dark green checked sleeves, yellow 
cap.
Siviter, Mr John D. N. (second colours)  Royal blue, red epaulets, red and white check sleeves, red 
cap.
Siviter, Mr John D. N. (third colours)  Dark blue, white epaulets, checked sleeves, white cap.
Sivlal, Mr R.  Emerald green, yellow sleeves, emerald green spots.
Siwan & David Ward Jnr  Light blue, royal blue star, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap.
Six Amigos  White, grey sleeves, black stars, black cap.
Six Mile Hill Racing  Black, grey armlets.
Six Or Sticks  Dark blue, yellow disc, hooped sleeves.
SIX OR STICKS 2020  Dark blue, yellow disc, hooped sleeves.
Six Pack  Maroon, black hoop and armlets.
Six To Five Against  White, dark blue epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, white cap, dark blue star.
Six To Five Against (second colours)  Yellow, purple spots on sleeves, purple cap.
Six Too Many  Red, white hooped sleeves.
Six Too Many (second colours)  Red, white diamond, white sleeves, red spots.
Six Too Many & Mr T A Frost  Red, white hooped sleeves.
Six Too Many/T A Frost/ G Wilson  Red, white hooped sleeves.
S Jarrett & P Walker  Dark blue, light blue hoops, striped sleeves.
SJD Racing & Dianne Sayer  Royal blue, white chevron, diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
S J Howard & Partner  Red and dark green (quartered), red sleeves and cap.
S J Moore & Partner  Purple, white stripe.
S J Moore Partnership  Emerald green, red stripe, emerald green sleeves, yellow armlets, red cap.
Skan, Mrs R. J.  Light blue and royal blue diabolo, light blue sleeves and cap.
Skelton, Mr Dan  Purple, royal blue armlets.
Skelton, Mr Dan (second colours)  Red, royal blue sash and sleeves, yellow cap.
Skelton, Mr David  Emerald green and maroon stripes, emerald green sleeves, white and maroon 
striped cap.
Skelton, Mr Nick  Dark blue, white hollow box, emerald green and white hooped sleeves and cap.
Skelton, Mr Peter  Dark green, yellow hoops, royal blue cap.
Skidmore, Mr R. A.  White, black stripe, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Skillen, Mr Robert  Royal blue, orange hollow box, diamonds on sleeves, orange cap.
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Skill Scaffolding Ltd  Grey, maroon stars, maroon and grey hooped sleeves, grey cap, maroon star.
The Skills People Group Ltd  Red and white stripes, white sleeves, red spots, striped cap.
Skilton, Mr Christopher  Dark blue, grey epaulets, hooped sleeves.
Skinner, Mr Hugh  Scarlet and mauve check, black cap.
Skinner, Mr N. D.  Light blue, dark blue triple diamond, checked sleeves, light blue cap, yellow star.
Skinner, Mr Peter J.  Black, white sleeves, black spots, royal blue cap.
Skinner, Simon  Royal blue, beige disc.
Skipsey, Franks and Roper  Yellow, black disc, black and yellow striped sleeves, white cap.
Skipsey, Franks & Co  Yellow, black disc, black and yellow striped sleeves, white cap.
Skipsey, Franks & Roper and Mr A Chapman  Yellow, black disc, black and yellow striped sleeves, 
white cap.
Skipsey, Franks & Roper and Mr A Chapman (second colours)  Yellow, purple triple diamond, 
purple sleeves, yellow diamonds, purple cap, yellow diamond.
Skipsey,Franks&Roper and RichardFarleigh  Yellow, black disc, black and yellow striped sleeves, 
white cap.
Skipsey, Mr Dean Richard  Yellow, black disc, black and yellow striped sleeves, white cap.
Skipworth, Mrs C.  Yellow, white cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves, emerald green cap.
SKS Partnership & Family Amusements Ltd  Royal blue, white cross belts, white and royal blue 
striped sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
SKS Partnership & Family Amusements Ltd (second colours)  Light blue, white sleeves, light 
blue and red quartered cap.
Skye Larks  White, black chevron, black and white striped sleeves, white cap, black diamonds.
Sky's The Limit  Light blue, white stars, white sleeves, light blue stars.
Sky's The Limit 2  Light blue, white stars, white sleeves, light blue stars.
Slabs And Lucan  Light green and white (quartered), halved sleeves.
Slack, Miss Jessica  Black, yellow sash and sleeves, yellow cap, black spots.
Slack, Mr A.  Red, large yellow spots.
Slack, Mrs Evelyn  Royal blue, white hooped sleeves, red and royal blue check cap.
Slack, Mrs Mary  Black, maroon cap, white stars.
Slack, Mrs Mary (second colours)  Black, maroon star, maroon cap.
Slack, Mr S. W. E. J.  Black, yellow epaulets and sleeves.
Slade, Mr D. M.  Dark green, red diamond, armlets and cap.
Slade, Mrs M. E.  Purple, emerald green sash, red sleeves and cap.
Sladen, Mrs S.  Red and white diamonds, black sleeves, red cap.
The Slater Family  Dark blue, large white spots, sleeves and cap.
Slater, Miss J. M.  Purple and mauve diamonds, purple sleeves.
Slater, Mr Chris  Orange, pink epaulets, white sleeves, pink armlets, pink cap, orange stars.
Slater, Mr David  Light green, red cross belts, checked sleeves, light green cap, red diamond.
Slater, Mr John  Orange, black diamond, white sleeves.
Slater, Mr Phil  Red, white triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
The Slaters Arms and Marwood Racing  Black, red stars, striped sleeves and cap.
Slaters Arms Racing Club  Black, red stars, striped sleeves and cap.
Slaters Arms Racing Club 1  Black, red stars, striped sleeves and cap.
Slaters Arms Racing & Ruth Carr  Black, red stars, striped sleeves and cap.
Slater Stockwood Nicholson Partnership  Orange, pink epaulets, white sleeves, pink armlets, pink 
cap, orange stars.
Slatter, Mr Ian  Purple, yellow hoop, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Slattery, Mr William  White, large red spots, sleeves and cap.
Sleath, Mr  Dark blue, white hollow box, dark blue sleeves, white stars, white cap.
Sledmere Bloodstock  White, orange chevrons and armlets.
Sleep, Mrs Jo  White and royal blue (quartered), yellow sleeves, red stars and cap.
Sleeve It Ltd  Royal blue, black seams, royal blue sleeves and cap.
S Leggott & S Atkinson  Green, white sleeves, black cap.
S Leslie, Flaxman Stables IRE & partner  White, purple triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and 
cap.
Slingsby, Mr D.  Royal blue, yellow hoops, royal blue sleeves, black and white hooped cap.
Slingsby, Mr M.  Light blue, royal blue stars, checked sleeves, hooped cap.
Slipstream Racing  Dark blue, light green epaulets, armlets and cap.
SLIS Ltd, Mr M Gibbons & Mr D Nott  Dark blue and yellow check, yellow sleeves, dark blue stars, 
yellow cap, dark blue star.
SLIS Ltd & Mrs J K Buckle  Dark blue and yellow check, yellow sleeves, dark blue stars, yellow cap, 
dark blue star.
Sloan, Mr G. E. C.  White, dark blue stripe, dark blue sleeves, white armlets, white and dark blue 
quartered cap.
Sloan, Mrs A. J.  Light blue, maroon sash, dark green cap.
Sloan, Mrs Pat  Dark blue, yellow diamond and sleeves, royal blue cap, red diamond.
Sloan, Mrs S. E. A.  White, maroon stripe, maroon sleeves, white armlets, white and maroon 
quartered cap.
S Lock, J Craft & E Burke  Grey, yellow star, white sleeves, yellow stars, white cap, yellow star.
Slone, Mr A. H.  Light blue, pink seams, pink sleeves, light blue armlets, pink cap.
S Love, H & C Barrett & D Gibbon  White, purple spots, collar and cuffs, scarlet cap.
Sluggett, Mr J.  Maroon, yellow hoops, quartered cap.
Sluman, Mrs Lesley  Dark blue, emerald green disc, striped sleeves and striped cap.
Sly, Miss Rebecca  Mauve and purple (quartered), purple sleeves, mauve stars, purple cap, mauve 
star.
Sly, Mr Michael H.  Light blue,  grey hooped sleeves, pink cap.
Sly, Mrs Kim  Black, pink halved sleeves, pink cap.
Sly, Mrs P. M.  Dark blue, grey sleeves, pink cap.
Sly, Mrs P. M. (second colours)  Red and white diabolo, white sleeves, emerald green diamonds, red 
cap.
S. Malcolm M. Winwright P. Tindall  Red, black epaulets, black and red hooped sleeves.
Smales, Mrs G. L.  Red, white hoop.
Smales, Mrs M.  Yellow, emerald green triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Smarden Thoroughbreds  Purple and orange diamonds, purple sleeves, orange armlets and diamond 
on cap.
Smarden Thoroughbreds  Purple and orange diamonds, purple sleeves, orange armlets and diamond 
on cap.
The Smart Duena Partnership  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, red armlets and diamond 
on black cap.
The Smart Emblaze Partnership  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, red armlets and 
diamond on black cap.
The Smart Inagh River Partnership  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, red armlets and 
diamond on black cap.
The Smart Kerfuffle Partnership  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, red armlets and 
diamond on black cap.
Smart, Moody, Hogan,  Dark blue, yellow hoops, chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
Smart, Mr B.  Dark blue, yellow hoops, chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
Smart, Mr Royston  Royal blue, red chevrons and armlets, red cap, royal blue star.
Smart, Mrs V. R.  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, red armlets and diamond on black cap.
The Smart Omanome Partnership  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, red armlets and 
diamond on black cap.
The Smart Racina Partnership  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, red armlets and diamond 
on black cap.
The Smart Set  Yellow, red hoops, checked sleeves.
The Smart Stoneacre Sarah Partnership  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, red armlets 
and diamond on black cap.

Smarty Socks Racing  Yellow, orange star.
The Smart Zietunzeen Partnership  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, red armlets and 
diamond on black cap.
The SMBs  Royal blue, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets, yellow cap.
Smeaton, Mr Robert  White and black stripes, black sleeves and cap.
Smeed, Mr M.  Orange, black cross of lorraine and sleeves.
SMercer DMercer Daresbury Buckley Walsh  White, dark blue and red chevrons on sleeves, red 
cap.
Smerdon, Mr D. A.  Maroon, black chevron and armlets.
Smerdon Tree Services Ltd  Maroon, black chevron and armlets.
Smethurst, Mr M.  Yellow, emerald green spots on sleeves, emerald green cap.
Smillie, Mr R.  Dark green and light green (quartered), white sleeves, red cap.
Smith and Stewart  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, dark blue sleeves, yellow cap.
Smith-Bernal, Mr G.  Purple, orange disc.
Smith Evans Bevan Browne Thorne Farm  Royal blue and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
cap.
Smith, Exors of the Late Mr Donald  Emerald green, white cross belts and sleeves, striped cap.
Smith, Fitzpatrick & Shiner  Yellow, black disc, halved sleeves, black cap.
Smith Friel Sawers  White, emerald green diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Smith & Gibson  Grey, yellow chevrons, sleeves and cap.
Smith (Lancashire), Mr M.  Royal blue, pink seams, dark blue sleeves, pink seams, pink cap.
Smith & Matheson  Red and yellow diabolo, yellow sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Smith & Matheson (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, dark blue sleeves, yellow cap.
Smith, Matheson, Stewart  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, dark blue sleeves, yellow cap.
Smith-Maxwell, Miss R. J.  Emerald green, red cap.
Smith-Maxwell, Mr Algy  Red, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Smith-Maxwell, Mrs K. R.  Royal blue, cerise hoop, armlets and cap.
Smith & Millar  Maroon, yellow sleeves, maroon stars, yellow cap.
Smith Millar Russell  Yellow, mauve triple diamond, white sleeves, mauve cap.
Smith, Miss Paula  Emerald green, red spots, emerald green sleeves.
Smith, Miss Suzy  Black, yellow hollow box, black and mauve striped sleeves, check cap.
Smith, Miss Wallis  Black, pink star, diabolo on sleeves.
Smith, Mr A.  Emerald green, white cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Smith, Mr A. (second colours)  Dark green and purple (quartered), purple sleeves, dark green cap, 
purple star.
Smith, Mr A. (third colours)  Royal blue, emerald green and royal blue halved sleeves.
Smith, Mr A. D.  Emerald green, yellow disc.
Smith, Mr Alex  Red, red and yellow hooped cap.
Smith, Mr Andy J.  Purple.
Smith, Mr Andy J. (second colours)  Pink, navy blue spots on body.
Smith, Mr Angus  Light blue, dark blue braces, hooped sleeves.
Smith, Mr Basil  Brown, yellow stripe and armlets, quartered cap.
Smith, Mr C.  Black, yellow hoop, diabolo on sleeves.
Smith, Mr C. A.  White, white and purple diabolo on sleeves, purple cap.
Smith, Mr Clive D.  Emerald green, yellow spots, yellow and emerald green halved sleeves, purple 
cap.
Smith, Mr D.  Red, royal blue chevron, chevrons on sleeves.
Smith, Mr David  Red and white diamonds, chevrons on sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
Smith, Mr David A.  White, emerald green diamond on body and cap, emerald green sleeves, white 
armlets.
Smith, Mr David J.  Dark blue, mauve stars, dark blue cap, mauve star.
Smith, Mr Derrick  Purple, white seams, striped sleeves, purple cap.
Smith, Mr D. F.  Dark blue, pink diamond, hooped sleeves, pink cap.
Smith, Mr D. M.  Yellow, light blue triple diamond, light blue and yellow hooped cap.
Smith, Mr G.  Black, orange braces, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Smith, Mr Gary  Orange, black chevron, orange sleeves, black stars, orange cap, black stars.
Smith, Mr G. G.  Purple, white epaulets, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Smith, Mr G. R.  Royal blue, yellow disc, cerise cap, royal blue spots.
Smith, Mr Graham  White, yellow chevrons, yellow and royal blue hooped sleeves, white cap.
Smith, Mr H. Stephen  Yellow, black sash, green cap.
Smith, Mr I. S.  Light green, royal blue epaulets.
Smith, Mr J. C.  Purple, light blue chevron, light blue cap.
Smith, Mr J. D. T.  Yellow, royal blue braces, royal blue sleeves, white stars and stars on cap.
Smith, Mr Jim  Yellow, grey braces.
Smith, Mr John  Black, orange spots, armlets and spots on cap.
Smith, Mr John Joseph  Maroon, emerald green stars, sleeves and star on cap.
Smith, Mr Joseph  Red, royal blue stars, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Smith, Mr Mark E.  White, red cross belts and sleeves.
Smith, Mr Martin  Black, orange stars on sleeves.
Smith, Mr Martin (second colours)  Royal blue, pink epaulets, white sleeves, royal blue cap, pink 
star.
Smith, Mr N.  Orange, black epaulets, striped cap.
Smith, Mr Nigel  White, maroon cross belts, maroon cap.
Smith, Mr Paul  Light blue, dark blue hoop, sleeves and cap.
Smith, Mr Paul J.  Red and royal blue stripes, red sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap.
Smith, Mr P. E.  White and black stripes, black and orange hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Smith, Mr Pete  Yellow, orange disc.
Smith, Mr Peter A.  Pink, beige sleeves.
Smith, Mr Peter A. (second colours)  Pink, brown and pink striped sleeves.
Smith, Mr P. J.  Dark green and white diabolo, dark green sleeves, dark green cap, white diamonds.
Smith, Mr R. C.  Light blue, red stripe, sleeves and cap.
Smith, Mr R. E.  Light blue and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves.
Smith, Mr Richard J.  Red, white hoop, grey cap.
Smith, Mr Richard V.  Royal blue, brown chevron, yellow cap.
Smith, Mr R. Michael  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, dark blue sleeves, yellow cap.
Smith, Mr R. Michael (second colours)  Mauve, white chevron, orange sleeves and cap.
Smith, Mr R S  Dark blue, red diamond, yellow sleeves, light blue diamonds and cap.
Smith, Mr S.  Yellow, black disc, halved sleeves, black cap.
Smith, Mr S. (second colours)  Purple, emerald green hoop and armlets.
Smith, Mr S. (third colours)  Yellow, black hoops, white and black striped sleeves, emerald green 
cap.
Smith, Mrs Carol  Yellow, purple diamond, yellow and purple halved sleeves, yellow cap, purple 
diamond.
Smith, Mrs C. L.  Dark blue, light blue diamond, pink cap.
Smith, Mrs Cynthia  Black and yellow check, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Smith, Mrs Denise E.  Royal blue and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves, royal blue cap.
Smith, Mrs Eileen  Emerald green, white hoop, yellow and white hooped sleeves, emerald green and 
white hooped cap.
Smith, Mrs G.  Royal blue, orange epaulets, royal blue sleeves, orange spots, royal blue cap, orange 
diamond.
Smith, Mrs G. A. E.  Dark blue, yellow epaulets, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, quartered cap.
Smith, Mrs Gay  White, mauve stars.
Smith, Mrs Gay (second colours)  Pink, pink cap, royal blue spots.
Smith, Mr Sidney J.  Black, white hoop, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, quartered cap.
Smith, Mrs J.  White, royal blue diamond and armlets, royal blue and pink quartered cap.
Smith, Mrs Jan  White, black spots, black sleeves, white spots.
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Smith, Mrs Jayne  Purple, orange stars on sleeves.
Smith, Mrs Lesley K.  Dark green, white cross belts, white sleeves, dark green armlets, white cap.
Smith, Mrs Margaret  Mauve, black star, black sleeves, mauve stars, mauve cap, black star.
Smith, Mrs M. B.  Red and white stripes, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, white star.
Smith, Mr S. R.  Blue, white and black hoops, quartered cap.
Smith, Mrs S.  Dark blue, large pink spots, pink cap.
Smith, Mrs S. (second colours)  Dark blue, large pink spots, red cap.
Smith, Mrs Samantha  Dark blue and pink diamonds, striped sleeves, pink cap, dark blue star.
Smith, Mrs S. L. M.  Red, yellow disc, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Smith, Mr Steve  White, brown disc, white sleeves, brown spots and cap.
Smith, Mrs W. D.  Mauve, brown stars, mauve cap, brown star.
Smith, Mr Terry  Light blue, dark blue star, hooped sleeves and cap.
Smith, Mr Thomas Michael  Pink, purple stars, purple and pink chevrons on sleeves, purple cap, 
pink star.
Smith, Mr T. J. F.  Red, grey chevron, sleeves and cap.
Smith, Mr W.  Black, yellow seams, halved sleeves, black cap.
Smith, Mr Wayne  Pink, purple stars, purple sleeves, pink stars and cap.
Smith, Mr William  White, red spots, white and black striped sleeves and cap.
Smith, Ms Alex  Orange, royal blue epaulets, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Smith, Ms Sue  Dark blue, yellow cross of lorraine, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Smith, Ratcliffe & Bowring  Dark blue, red and white hooped sleeves, red cap.
Smith & Russell  Yellow, mauve triple diamond, white sleeves, mauve cap.
Smith (Saul), Mr D.  Pink, black stars, black sleeves, pink armlets.
Smith's Wapping Partnership  Black, pink stars, striped sleeves, black cap.
The Smith Swinburne Partnership  Purple, light blue star, light blue and purple striped sleeves.
Smithurst, Mr S.  Royal blue, beige striped sleeves, red cap.
SMLC Racing  Red, royal blue stripe, royal blue sleeves, white stars, red cap, white stars.
S. M. Smith, K. Hunter, P. J. Duffen  Yellow, black disc, halved sleeves, black cap.
S Mullaney, S Brown, D & V Jones  Pink, white star, pink sleeves, white stars and cap.
S Mullaney, S Brown, D & V Jones (second colours)  Emerald green, purple stripe, armlets and 
cap.
S Mullins Racing Club  Yellow, emerald green and yellow striped sleeves.
S Mulryan, Mrs J Magnier, Mrs P Shanahan  Dark blue, yellow stripe, check cap.
Smurfit, Mr A.  Red, black chevron, red sleeves, black stars, black cap, red spots.
Smurfit, Sir Michael  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, royal blue sleeves, yellow seams, yellow cap, royal 
blue star.
Smyly, Hon Mrs H. L.  Pink, black sash, armlets and cap.
Smyth, Mrs Anthea  Royal blue, emerald green sleeves, royal blue spots, striped cap.
Smyth-Osbourne, Mr E.  Gold, royal blue diamond hoop.
Smyth-Ribeiro, Mrs Sara  Pink, dark blue star and sleeves.
Snailum, Mrs J.  Yellow, purple hoop, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Snaith, Mr T.  Royal blue, yellow hoop, halved sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue diamond.
Sneath, K. W.  Black, yellow chevron, black sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Snell, Mr G.  Royal blue, light blue sleeves, royal blue cap, light blue star.
Snell, Mr K.  Royal blue, red epaulets, armlets and cap.
S Nelson G Birrell K Delarocha D Savell  White, dark blue star, sleeves and cap.
S Nelson K Delarocha T Keelan J Edgedale  White, dark blue star, sleeves and cap.
S Nelson,R Blunt,K Delarocha,D Savell  White, dark blue star, sleeves and cap.
S Nelson, T Keelan, H Polito, C Compton  White, dark blue star, sleeves and cap.
S Nicholls A Parr P George  Dark blue, yellow disc, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue 
cap, yellow spots.
S Nicholls, M Vaughan & P George  Dark green, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, dark green stars, dark 
green cap, yellow star.
S Nicholls & Wackey Racers  Royal blue, red cross belts, white sleeves, red armlets, red and royal 
blue quartered cap.
The Snook Family & Partner  Yellow and purple diamonds, purple sleeves, yellow stars, check cap.
Snook, Mr J.  Orange, black triple diamond, chevrons on sleeves.
Snook, Mr K.  Maroon, yellow triple diamond, yellow sleeves, maroon armlets, maroon and yellow 
quartered cap.
Snook, Mrs H. A.  Beige, royal blue triple diamond, royal blue cap.
Snowden, Mr I. R.  Dark blue, yellow sash, hooped sleeves.
Snowden, Mr J. E.  Maroon, yellow epaulets, armlets and star on cap.
Snowden, Mrs Ian  Brown, yellow sleeves, light blue cap.
Snowden, Mrs L.  Dark blue, red disc, armlets and star on cap.
Snow, Mrs Philip  Light blue, mauve epaulets, armlets and cap.
The Socrates Partnership  Grey, yellow hoops, striped sleeves, yellow cap, grey star.
The Socrates Partnership & Lady O'Reilly  Black, white hoops, royal blue cap, white star.
Sohi, Clark and Moore  Red, large white spots, black cap.
Sohi & Hoyland  Red, large white spots, black cap.
Sohi & Marsh  Red, large white spots, black cap.
Sohi, Mr K.  Red, large white spots, black cap.
Sohi & Sohi  Red, large white spots, black cap.
Soiza, Mr J.  Red, white braces, checked sleeves, red cap, white diamond.
Soiza, Mr J. (second colours)  Pink, emerald green chevron.
The Solar Collective  Black, white sleeves, black armlets.
Solario Racing  Pink, maroon braces, pink sleeves, maroon stars, pink cap, maroon star.
Solario Racing (Ashridge)  Maroon, pink seams and armlets.
Solario Racing (Berkhamsted)  Maroon, pink seams and armlets.
Solario Racing (Tring)  Maroon, pink seams and armlets.
Sole, Miss C.  Light blue, black hoop, black and light blue hooped cap.
Sollitt, Mrs V.  Orange and yellow (quartered), orange sleeves, yellow stars.
Solomon, Mr H. (L)  Violet, yellow hoop and armlets.
Solomon, Mrs C.  Royal blue, white circle, crimson sleeves, royal blue and crimson quartered cap.
Solomons, Mr A. N.  Black, emerald green hoop and armlets, emerald green cap, black spots.
Solo Syndicate  Yellow, maroon hoop, hooped sleeves, maroon cap.
Somaini, Mr Luca  Pink, black stripe and sleeves, quartered cap.
The Someday's Here Racing Partnership  Purple, red star and sleeves.
SOME LIKE IT HOT  Light blue, purple epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Somerset Racing  Dark blue, beige cross belts, striped sleeves and cap.
Somerset Racing (second colours)  Dark blue, beige cross belts, striped sleeves, red cap.
Somerton Sporting Club  Dark blue, white stripe, hooped sleeves, black cap.
Somerville Lodge Limited  Black, white braces, red cap.
Somerville Lodge Limited (second colours)  Dark blue, pink star.
The Something Syndicate  Light blue, purple cross belts and armlets, striped cap.
The Something Syndicate & Partner  Light blue, purple cross belts and armlets, striped cap.
Sommerville, Mr Robert  Light blue, dark blue seams, dark blue cap, light blue spots.
Sondes, Exors of the late Lord  Black, white triple diamond, halved sleeves, white cap, black star.
The Songsters  Yellow, purple chevron and star on cap.
Sonia M. Rogers & Anthony Rogers  Yellow, light blue spots, yellow sleeves, light blue cap.
3 Sons  Maroon, white stripe and armlets, striped cap.
Sophie Pauling & Les de la Haye  Black, red hooped sleeves and cap.
Sordy, Mr J. H.  Old gold, black sash, quartered cap.
Sorrell, Mr David  Emerald green, orange stripe, white and orange hooped sleeves and cap.
Sorrie, Miss R. H.  White and scarlet diamonds, white sleeves, quartered cap.
S O'Sullivan, D Mac A Bhaird, J S Moore  Emerald green and red (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Sotby Farming Company Limited  White, red epaulets, red sleeves, black spots, red cap.

Sotby Farming,M.T.Hughes,Charles Pogson  White, red epaulets, red sleeves, black spots, red cap.
Soul Galore  Red and yellow stripes, red sleeves, yellow cap.
The Soul Intentions  Maroon, black epaulets and sleeves.
The Soul Searchers  White, dark blue cross of lorraine, dark blue cap.
Souster, Mr Jordan  Orange, white stars, armlets and star on cap.
Souster, Mr Jordan (second colours)  Light blue, pink stars and sleeves, light blue cap.
Souster, Mr Jordan (third colours)  Light blue, grey chevron, grey sleeves, light blue stars, grey cap, 
light blue star.
Southall, Ms Jane  Dark blue, beige braces, striped sleeves, beige cap, dark blue diamond.
South Bank Racing 2  Grey, white seams, black sleeves, white stars, grey and black quartered cap.
Southbank Racing  Grey, white seams, black sleeves, white stars, grey and black quartered cap.
Southbank Racing, S Hull & S Hollings  Grey, white seams, black sleeves, white stars, grey and 
black quartered cap.
Southbank Racing, S Hull & S Hollings (second colours)  Purple, grey star.
Southcott, Mr I A  Royal blue, white epaulets, white cap.
Southdean Racing Club  Purple, pink cross of lorraine, chevrons on sleeves, pink cap.
Southdown Holdings Ltd  Emerald green, white cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
South Downs Racing  Black, light blue stars, black sleeves, light blue cap.
Southerington, Mrs Pauline  Dark blue, pink seams, dark blue sleeves, pink spots and cap.
Southerington, Ms C.  Pink, dark blue spots.
Southern Bloodstock (GB)  Yellow, purple diamond, yellow and purple halved sleeves, yellow cap, 
purple diamond.
Southfield Racing  White, dark blue cross belts, red and white check sleeves, red cap.
Southhayrigg, Friel, Wilson, Humbert  Emerald green, yellow star, emerald green sleeves, yellow 
stars, white cap, yellow star.
Southhayrigg, Friel, Wilson, Humbert (second colours)  Green, gold hoop and sleeves, check cap.
South Meadow Racing I  Beige, dark blue seams, striped sleeves, dark blue cap.
Southwell Racecourse Owners Group  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine and sleeves, quartered 
cap.
South Wind Racing 3  Royal blue, yellow stripe, sleeves and cap.
The Southwold Set  Maroon and white stripes, maroon sleeves, quartered cap.
South Yorkshire Building Solutions Ltd  Dark blue, beige star, dark blue sleeves, beige stars, dark 
blue cap, beige star.
South Yorkshire Racing  Orange, royal blue disc, white and royal blue striped sleeves and cap.
South Yorkshire Racing & C Cleevely  Orange, royal blue disc, white and royal blue striped sleeves 
and cap.
South Yorkshire Racing & M T Buckley  Orange, royal blue disc, royal blue and white striped 
sleeves and cap.
South Yorkshire Racing & M T Buckley (second colours)  Black and emerald green check, red 
sleeves and cap.
Sowersby, Mr M. E.  Maroon and white stripes, maroon sleeves, quartered cap.
Sowersby, Mr M. E. (second colours)  White, royal blue stars, emerald green and white striped 
sleeves and cap.
Sowray Brothers, Brooke & Platts  Black, yellow star, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Sowray, Miss A.  Light green, red star, light green sleeves, red stars, red cap, light green star.
Sowray, Mr Shaun  Black, yellow star, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Spain, Mr Eamon  Emerald green, white diamond, orange sleeves, white diamonds, emerald green 
cap, orange diamond.
Spanish Artist Syndicate  Dark green, red seams, dark green sleeves and cap.
Spann, Mr G. F. (L)  Bottle green, orange hooped sleeves, orange cap.
Sparey, Mrs Belinda  Black, white diamond, striped sleeves, white cap.
Sparkes, Mr R. N.  Royal blue, yellow triple diamond, yellow and royal blue hooped sleeves, royal 
blue and white quartered cap.
Sparkling Partners  Emerald green, yellow sash and sleeves, quartered cap.
Spark, Mrs Karen  White and pink check, pink sleeves.
Spark, Mrs Karen (second colours)  Dark blue, white stars, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, white 
star.
Sparks, Mr A.  Emerald green, red cross belts, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Sparks, Mr Andrew  Dark blue, orange disc, quartered cap.
Sparks, Mr R.  Royal blue, white cross belts, white sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap, royal blue star.
Sparks, Mrs Greta  Black, orange disc, black sleeves, brown spots, orange cap, brown spots.
S. P. Bloodstock  Yellow, red epaulets, red sleeves, yellow diamonds, red cap.
Spearing, Mr J.  Yellow, maroon hoop and sleeves.
Special Piping Materials Ltd  Black, black and red diabolo on sleeves.
Speedlith Group  Royal blue, red star, red sleeves, royal blue stars, royal blue cap, red stars.
Speelman, Mr Anthony  White, orange and white striped cap.
Speir, Mr Harry  Cardinal red and dark green diamonds, cardinal red sleeves and cap.
Speke, Mr Ben  Red, dark green sash, black cap.
Spence, Mr A. D.  Red, white sleeves, blue and white striped cap.
Spence, Mr D. F.  White, forbes tartan cross belts.
Spence, Mr D. F. (second colours)  Red, white spots, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Spence, Mr J.  Emerald green, black and emerald green striped sleeves, black cap.
Spence, Mr J. (second colours)  Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue armlets.
Spence, Mr John  Dark blue and red (halved), dark blue sleeves, white cap.
Spence, Mr M. B.  White, red heart and diamond, black spade and club quarters, black and red 
quartered cap.
Spence, Mr M. B. (second colours)  Red, white sleeves, maroon cap.
Spencer Bloodstock  Purple, emerald green triple diamond, emerald green cap.
Spencer-Churchill, Lady Henrietta  Brown, scarlet hoop, armlets and collar, brown cap.
Spencer Gammond,Jackie Rymer&Rob Farnham  Red, gold cross belts, olive green and red 
quartered cap.
Spencer-Herbert, Ms Clare  Maroon, white chevrons, maroon sleeves, white stars, maroon cap, 
white star.
Spencer-Jones, Mr S.  Dark blue, beige star, maroon sleeves, beige cap.
Spencer, Mr G. M.  Yellow, royal blue cross belts, check cap.
Spencer, Mr Keith  Maroon and grey diamonds, maroon sleeves, grey armlets and diamond on cap.
Spencer, Mr Kevin  Emerald green, pink and emerald green halved sleeves, pink cap.
Spencer, Mr P.  Purple, pink cross belts, white cap.
Spencer, Mr Paul K.  Light blue, purple cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Spencer, Mr R. G.  Royal blue, orange star, orange and royal blue striped sleeves, orange cap.
Spencer, Mrs Lorraine  Red, dark blue cross of lorraine.
Spencer, Mrs Michael  Maroon, white disc.
Spensley, Mrs M. A.  Dark blue, pink epaulets.
Speriamo Bloodstock Pty Ltd  Light blue, royal blue diamond, diamonds on sleeves, royal blue cap, 
light blue diamonds.
Sperling, Carruthers, Phillips, Percy  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, diabolo on sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Sperling, Carruthers, Phillips, Percy (second colours)  Dark blue, white chevron, dark blue 
sleeves, white stars, dark blue cap, white star.
Sperling, Carruthers, Phillips, Percy (third colours)  Dark green and red diamonds, dark green 
and white diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Sperling, Coomes, Davies, Hague, Collins  Red, white star, white sleeves, red seams, red cap, 
white star.
Sperling, Mr N. A.  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Sperling, Reid & Lord Daresbury  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, diabolo on sleeves, 
quartered cap.
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Sperling, Reid & Lord Daresbury (second colours)  Light blue, white stars, light blue sleeves, 
white spots, light blue cap, white star.
The Spero and Batting Partnership  Maroon, orange diamond, diamonds on sleeves, maroon cap, 
orange diamond.
The Spero Partnership Ltd  Maroon, orange diamond, diamonds on sleeves, maroon cap, orange 
diamond.
Spero Partnership Ltd & Warren Greatrex  Maroon, orange diamond, diamonds on sleeves, 
maroon cap, orange diamond.
Speyside Distillers Company Limited  Red, yellow star, white sleeves, red cap, yellow stars.
Spice, Mr Steve  Red, large white spots, royal blue and white halved sleeves, royal blue and white 
quartered cap.
Spickett, Mr P.  Red, white epaulets, diabolo on sleeves.
Spiers & Hartwell and N A Twiston-Davies  Black, white sleeves, yellow cap.
Spiers & Hartwell, Black & Pool  Pale blue, cherry spots, blue cap.
Spiers & Hartwell, J Moody & R Hannon  Navy blue, red and white stripes, blue cap.
Spiers & Hartwell Ltd  Dark blue, light blue epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Spiers & Hartwell Ltd & Mrs E. Evans  Dark blue, light blue epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Spiers & Hartwell & Mr Barry Bull  Purple and white diabolo, white sleeves, purple cap.
Spiers & Hartwell & Partner  Red, dark blue and red striped sleeves.
Spiers & Hartwell & Partner (second colours)  Beige, dark green hoops.
Spiers, Mr Ben  Emerald green, black stars, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Spiller, Dimity  Light blue, brown diamond and diamond on cap.
Spiller, Mr Charles  Dark green, white star and star on cap.
Spiller, Mr Henry  White and maroon diamonds, white sleeves, maroon armlets and diamond on cap.
Spiller, Mr Henry (second colours)  Black and yellow stripes.
Spiller, Mr Peter  Yellow and black (quartered), white sleeves, black armlets, white cap.
Spinks, Mr Vernon  White, red braces, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
The Spin Top Partnership  Royal blue, yellow and royal blue diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
S Piper,T.Hirschfeld & D.Fish  Pink, dark green epaulets and star on cap.
S Piper,T.Hirschfeld & D.Fish (second colours)  Red, black star, black and red diabolo on sleeves, 
red cap, black stars.
The Spirit II Partnership  Black, light blue cuffs and cap.
Spirit Of Devon  Emerald green, orange sash, emerald green and yellow quartered cap.
The Spirit Partnership  Navy blue, white epaulets, white cap.
Spitalized Racing  Red and royal blue (quartered), hooped sleeves, royal blue and red quartered cap.
Spittal and Smith  Red, black star, red sleeves, black stars, red cap, black star.
Spittal Family  Red, black star, red sleeves, black stars, red cap, black star.
Spittal, Mr A.  Red, black star, red sleeves, black stars, red cap, black star.
Spittinginthewind Partnership  Red, black inverted triangle, black sleeves, red armlets, red and 
black quartered cap.
Spooner, Mr A. W.  Black and red diabolo, white sleeves, black and red quartered cap.
Spooner, Mr Howard  Crazy quilt
Spooner, Mr Howard (second colours)  Emerald green, white chevrons, emerald green sleeves, 
white cap, emerald green star.
Spooner, Mr W.  Royal blue, red stars, white sleeves, red stars and cap.
Spore, Mr Ron  Light blue, yellow spots.
Sporting Pay Ltd  Dark blue, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars.
sportsdays.co.uk  Dark blue, white stars, white and red hooped sleeves, white cap.
Spottiswood, Mr P.  Red, grey seams, red sleeves, grey cap.
Spozio, Mr Giulio Gregorio Silvio  White, yellow stars.
SPP Racing  Orange, dark green star, orange sleeves, dark green stars and cap.
SP9 RACING CLUB  Royal blue, red stars, royal blue cap, red star.
Spraggett, Mr T.  White, red stripe.
Sprake, Mr Christopher John  Red and dark blue diamonds, dark blue sleeves, red stars.
Spratt, Mr D.  Dark green, white stripe, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Spratt, Mrs Sara  Dark blue and white check, pink sleeves and cap.
Sprayclad  White, orange star, black sleeves, orange stars, white cap, orange star.
SprayClad UK  White, orange star, black sleeves, orange stars, white cap, orange star.
Sprayclad UK & D&D Armstrong Ltd  Black and white stripes, chevrons on sleeves.
SprayClad UK & Q Thomson  White, orange star, black sleeves, orange stars, white cap, orange 
star.
SPRING COTTAGE SYNDICATE  Royal blue, orange hoops, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, pink 
cap, royal blue stars.
SPRING COTTAGE SYNDICATE 2  Red, yellow braces, chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
SPRING COTTAGE SYNDICATE 3  Red, yellow braces, chevrons on sleeves, striped cap.
The Springfield Partnership  Royal blue, red stripe, red cap.
Sprint King Racing (Antigua Cavaliers)  Dark blue, yellow hoop.
S P Tracey & K Alexander  Black and white diamonds, emerald green sleeves, white cap.
S P Tracey & K Alexander (second colours)  Light blue, white spots, striped sleeves and spots on 
cap.
Spur Of The Moment & Partner  Dark blue and purple stripes, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets, 
dark blue and purple hooped cap.
Spurrier, Miss Caroline  Dark blue, light blue armlets, light blue cap.
Spurrier, Miss Caroline (second colours)  Black and pink stripes, black cap.
Spurrier, Mr E. J. M.  Yellow, grey sleeves, yellow stars, black cap.
Squires, Mr A.  Dark green, maroon epaulets and armlets, black cap.
SRB Equine  Dark green and pink stripes, dark green sleeves, pink stars, dark green cap, pink star.
S R Hope & S W Barrow  Dark blue and white (quartered), dark blue sleeves and cap.
S & R Racing Partnership  Pink, light blue epaulets, light blue sleeves, pink spots, pink cap, light blue 
spots.
S Smith & S Campion  Mauve, yellow hooped sleeves, yellow cap, mauve diamond.
S Such & CG Paletta  Red, white star, red sleeves, black stars, white cap, red star.
The Stablemates  Orange, purple star, orange sleeves, purple stars, orange cap, purple star.
Stacey, Kirk & Fields  Black and mauve diabolo, mauve cap, black diamond.
Stacey, Kirk & Fields (second colours)  Emerald green and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves, emerald 
green stars, yellow cap, emerald green star.
Stacey, Mr Paul Anthony  Black and mauve diabolo, mauve cap, black diamond.
Stacey, Mr Simon  Brown, white hoop and armlets, check cap.
Staddon, Mr D. G.  Light blue, maroon hoops and armlets.
Stafford, McCormack, Budgett & Tucker  Light blue, brown seams, brown and light blue striped 
sleeves, quartered cap.
Stafford, Mr Nigel  Black and pink (quartered), black sleeves, pink armlets.
Staight, Mr B. (L)  Navy blue and yellow (halved), blue cap.
Stainer, Mr Jo  Grey, pink spots, sleeves and spots on cap.
Stait, Mr Keith  Orange, brown cross of lorraine.
St Albans Bloodstock Limited  Bronze.
St Albans Bloodstock Limited (second colours)  Black, beige armlets.
St Albans Bloodstock Ltd & Associates  Bronze.
St Albans Bloodstock Ltd & Associates (second colours)  White, dark blue spots, white sleeves, 
red spots, red cap.
St Albans Bloodstock Ltd & Partner  Bronze.
St Albans Bloodstock Ltd & Partner  Bronze.
St Albans Bloodstock Ltd & Partners  Bronze.
Stallard, Mr J. Dene  Red, white cross belts, black sleeves, black cap, white star.
Stamford Bridge Partnership  Light blue, white diamonds on sleeves, light blue cap, white diamond.
Stamper, Mrs Allison  Barclay tartan

Stanaway, Mr John  Red, black triple diamond, black sleeves, red stars, red cap, black diamond.
Stanford, Mr Eugene  Yellow, red and royal blue halved sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
Stanier, Mrs S.  Maroon, light blue sash, yellow cap.
Stanley Lodge  Dark blue, pink cross belts, dark blue sleeves, pink stars.
Stanley, Mr John  Cerise and white (halved), black sleeves and cap.
Stanley, Mr R.  Purple, yellow triple diamond, yellow sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Stanley, The Hon. Peter  Black, white epaulets, white cap.
Stansfield, Mr John  Orange, white braces, armlets and cap.
Stanton-Gleaves, Mr R.  Royal blue and white check, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap.
Stanton, Miss K.  Purple, large yellow spots, sleeves and spots on cap.
Stapleford Racing Houghton Bloodstock  Pink, purple disc, purple cap.
Stapleford Racing Ltd  Pink, purple disc, purple cap.
Staplegrove (City Shankers) & Team Dunn  Pink, maroon chevron, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Staplegrove Racing  White, black sash, yellow sleeves, black cap, yellow spots.
Staplehurst, Mr T.  Dark blue and red diamonds, red sleeves and cap.
Staple, Mr Tony  Emerald green and pink check, striped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Stapleton, Mrs Jean  Emerald green and yellow check, diamonds on sleeves, check cap.
Star Bloodstock Racing  Royal blue, red hoop, yellow sleeves, red cap.
The Stargazers  Dark blue, yellow stars, dark blue sleeves, white cap.
The Starjac Partnership  Maroon, beige star, dark green sleeves, beige armlets, maroon cap, beige 
star.
Starkey, Major L. S. (L)  Cinnamon, old gold sleeves, blue cap.
Starkie, Mrs Ann  Purple and yellow stripes, black cap.
Stark/Long  Red, white stars, dark blue sleeves, white stars and cap.
Stark, Ms Ann Elizabeth  Red, white stars, dark blue sleeves, white stars and cap.
Starlighters  Royal blue, pink chevrons, royal blue cap.
Star Partnership  Black, pink sleeves and cap.
Star Pointe Ltd  Red and orange check, yellow sleeves and cap.
Star Racing  Black, royal blue chevrons, white and dark blue chevrons on sleeves, hooped cap.
The Stars & Diamonds Racing Club  Yellow, black triple diamond, black sleeves, yellow stars, 
yellow cap, black stars.
The Starship Partnership  Black, white maltese cross, red sleeves, white cap.
The Starship Partnership  Cerise, white hoop and armlets, white and cerise hooped cap.
Star Sports Bloodstock  Dark blue, beige stars.
Starting Gate Racing  Red, light blue spots.
Statham, Mr Neville  White, black braces, black sleeves, white stars, black cap, white star.
Staunton, Mr J. J.  White, purple cross of lorraine, emerald green sleeves, purple armlets, emerald 
green and white hooped cap.
Staveley, Miss Amanda  Black, emerald green sleeves, black stars and cap.
Staverton Owners Group  Dark blue and red stripes, white sleeves, dark blue armlets.
Stavrou, Mr M.  White, red seams, white sleeves, red stars, white cap, red star.
21st Century Farms Ltd  Grey, maroon star and star on cap.
21st Century Racing  Royal blue, light blue chevron, armlets and cap.
21st Century Racing, C Hodgson & BGC  Royal blue, light blue chevron, armlets and cap.
21st Century Racing, C Hodgson & BGC (second colours)  Black, light blue and black halved 
sleeves, light blue cap.
21st Century Racing, C Hodgson & BGC (third colours)  Dark blue, grey chevron.
21st Century Racing & Nigel Sennett  Royal blue, light blue chevron, armlets and cap.
Steadman, Mr Ian  Purple, yellow stripe, hooped sleeves, yellow cap, purple star.
Stead, Mr J. B.  Yellow, purple star, purple sleeves, yellow stars, purple cap, yellow star.
Stead, Mrs Sharon  Red, white star, white sleeves, black stars, black cap, white star.
Stearn, Mr S. J.  Black, white cross belts, check cap.
Stearn, Mrs S. J.  Black, white epaulets, white sleeves, black spots, white cap, black spots.
Steckmest, Mr H.  Royal blue, white hoop, armlets and star on cap.
Stedman, Chris  Light blue, brown cross of lorraine, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Stedman, Mr R.  Royal blue, red hoops, royal blue sleeves, red stars, white cap.
The Steel Bonnets  Pink, dark blue chevron, hooped sleeves.
The Steel Bonnets (second colours)  Green, gold hoop and sleeves, check cap.
The Steel Bonnets (third colours)  Dark blue, yellow sash, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, red 
cap.
The Steel Bonnets (fourth colours)  Light blue and pink (halved), halved sleeves, light blue cap.
The Steel Bonnets (fifth colours)  Dark blue, white chevron, dark blue sleeves, white stars, dark 
blue cap, white star.
The Steel Bonnets (sixth colours)  Orange, yellow diamond.
Steelcraft Partnership  Light blue, white diamonds on sleeves, light blue cap, white diamond.
Steele, Miss Marie  Royal blue and yellow diabolo, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Steele, Miss Marie (second colours)  Maroon and white diabolo, maroon sleeves, quartered cap.
Steele-Mortimer, Mr P.  Black, light blue disc, light blue cap.
Steele, Mr D.  Black and white (quartered), black sleeves and cap.
Steele, Mr Rob  Pink, royal blue star, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars, yellow cap, royal blue star.
Steele, Mrs S.  Red, grey epaulets and armlets.
Steel, Mr D. H.  Royal blue, black hoop and armlets.
Steel, Mr Samuel A B  Maroon, pink cross of lorraine, light blue and light green chevrons on sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Steel, Mrs C.  Yellow, black braces, yellow sleeves, black diamonds, royal blue cap.
Steel, Mrs H.  Emerald green, white cross belts, orange sleeves, royal blue cap.
Steel, Mrs John  Dark blue, beige sleeves, dark blue armlets.
Steel, Mr Timothy  Royal blue, emerald green cross belts, light blue sleeves and cap.
The Steel Yard London  Purple, orange stars on sleeves.
The Steeple Chasers  Black and white stripes.
Steer-Fowler, Mrs Sandra  Black, pink seams, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Stefanou, Mr Stef  Emerald green, red seams, emerald green cap.
Steffen Norris & Partner  Mauve, white hooped sleeves, white cap.
Stein, Mr Peter  Yellow, dark blue hoops and armlets.
St. Elias Stables LLC  Hunter green, white s,t and e, two white hoops on sleeves, hunter green cap 
with white s,t and e.
Stella, Mr Frank  Brown, dark blue stripe.
Stellar Racing  Purple, yellow stars, dark green sleeves, yellow stars.
Stenhouse, Mr J. M.  Brown and royal blue (halved), halved sleeves, brown and royal blue hooped 
cap.
Stennett, Mr Allan  Beige and emerald green check, beige sleeves.
Stennett, Mrs Janet  Black and pink diamonds, pink sleeves, black armlets, quartered cap.
Stenning, Mr David  Pink, royal blue epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Stenning, Mr Michael  Maroon, white stars, maroon cap, white star.
Step By Step  Orange, white chevron and sleeves, striped cap.
Step By Step Supporting Independence Ltd  Orange, white chevron and sleeves, striped cap.
Stephen & Gloria Seymour  Light blue, royal blue star, checked sleeves, light blue cap, royal blue 
star.
Stephen Lower Insurance Services Ltd  Dark blue and yellow check, yellow sleeves, dark blue 
stars, yellow cap, dark blue star.
Stephen Mattick and Mr D.P. Drinkwater  Yellow, mauve chevron, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Stephen, Mr P. G.  Dark green, emerald green sleeves, dark green armlets, emerald green cap.
Stephen, Mrs Jackie  Emerald green and beige (quartered), emerald green sleeves.
Stephen R Hodgkinson & Partner  White, orange diamond, orange cap.
Stephen Short, Adam Signy & Ian Barratt  Orange, dark blue sleeves, light blue diamonds and 
cap.
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Stephen Sinclair & Ian Duncan  Red, royal blue seams, chevrons on sleeves, red cap, white star.
Stephens, Mr D. O.  Yellow, black sleeves, light blue cap.
Stephens, Mr R.  Light blue and yellow stripes, black sleeves, light blue cap.
Stephens, Mr Richard H.  Royal blue, white cross belts, yellow and royal blue hooped sleeves, 
yellow cap.
Stephens, Mrs K. J.  Royal blue, white spots, royal blue sleeves, white cap, royal blue spots.
Stephens, Mrs K. J. (second colours)  Maroon, dark blue star, dark blue sleeves, maroon stars, grey 
cap, maroon stars.
Stephens, Mrs L.  Black, pink stars, pink sleeves, black armlets, black cap, pink star.
Stephenson, Mr C. H.  Emerald green, red stars, white sleeves, white cap, red star.
Stephenson, Mr Jack  Red, white stripe, white sleeves, red armlets, red and white striped cap.
Stephenson, Mr Jack (second colours)  Black and white stripes, diabolo on sleeves, black cap.
Stephenson, Mr P. J.  Purple, orange epaulets.
Stephenson, Mr R. N.  Emerald green, yellow seams, striped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Stephenson, Mrs Christine  Red, beige sash, emerald green sleeves, beige and emerald green 
quartered cap.
Stephenson, Mr T. A.  Emerald green, black epaulets, black sleeves, emerald green armlets, emerald 
green and black hooped cap.
Stephen Sugden and Ryder Sugden  Yellow and dark blue (quartered), dark blue and yellow 
chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Stephen Tucker & Ownaracehorse  Light blue, brown seams, brown and light blue striped sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Steph Hollinshead Racing 1  Dark blue, beige seams, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Sterling Racing  Light blue and white stripes, hooped sleeves, white cap, light blue star.
Sterling Racing & Geoff Harker  Light blue and white stripes, hooped sleeves, white cap, light blue 
star.
Sterling Racing & Partners  Light blue and white stripes, hooped sleeves, white cap, light blue star.
Sterling Stables  Emerald green, white epaulets, black sleeves, white cap.
Steve Bolland & Clive Watson  Red, white hoops, diamonds on sleeves, white cap, red diamond.
Steve Bryant and Partner  Red, black stars.
Steve Clarke & Partner  Mauve, white star and star on cap.
Steve Clarke & Partners 2  Mauve, white star and star on cap.
Steve Clarke & Partners 3  Royal blue, white star, diabolo on sleeves, white cap, royal blue star.
Steve Davis & Miss E Johnson Houghton  Buff, saxe blue sleeves, orange cap
Steve Flook and James Grassick  Yellow, red cross of lorraine.
Steve & Jackie Fleetham  Red, yellow triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, red cap, yellow 
diamond.
Steve & Jolene de'Lemos  Pink, light blue star, pink sleeves, light blue stars, pink cap, light blue star.
Steve & Jolene de'Lemos and Mr P O'Neill  Pink, light blue star, pink sleeves, light blue stars, pink 
cap, light blue star.
Steve Killalea & Richard & Maralyn Seed  Dark green, yellow cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Steve Killalea & Richard & Maralyn Seed (second colours)  White, large black spots and sleeves, 
red cap.
Steve Mace, Paul Whilock & Mark Hammond  Red, white cross of lorraine, white and red 
chevrons on sleeves, red and white hooped cap.
Steve & Mike Harris  Pink, light blue seams, sleeves and cap.
Steven Astaire & Mark Astaire  Orange, olive green sash, brown cap.
Steven Charles & Andrea Wood  Black and white (halved), black sleeves and spots on white cap.
Steveney, Major P. H. K.  Light blue, dark blue spots.
Steven Packham & Owen Promotions Ltd  White, red stripe, diabolo on sleeves.
Stevens, Miss Emily  Light blue, red seams, striped sleeves, red cap.
Stevens, Miss Joanna  Yellow, emerald green cross belts, yellow sleeves, emerald green spots, 
quartered cap.
Stevens, Mr A.  Royal blue, white chevron, white sleeves, royal blue spots, quartered cap.
Stevens, Mr D. J.  Light blue, dark blue stars and sleeves, dark blue cap, light blue stars.
Stevens, Mr D. V.  Grey and orange diamonds, grey sleeves.
Stevens, Mr G. C.  Orange, beige epaulets and star on cap.
Stevens, Mr Lloyd  Dark blue, grey hoop, pink sleeves and cap.
Stevens, Mr Paul W.  White, pink epaulets and armlets, pink and white striped cap.
Stevens, Mr R. H.  Dark green, red stripe and armlets, black cap.
Stevens, Mr Rob  Red, white chevron, red sleeves, dark green armlets, dark green and white hooped 
cap.
Stevens, Mr Robin  Royal blue, yellow hollow box, checked sleeves.
Stevens, Mrs B.  Royal blue, pink diamond and armlets, white cap.
Stevens, Mrs Valerie  Light blue, petunia hoop, armlets and hoop on cap.
Stevenson, Mr D.  Pink and maroon diabolo, pink sleeves, pink cap, maroon star.
Stevenson, Mr G.  Yellow, red triple diamond, royal blue sleeves, red cap.
Stevenson, Mr J.  Black, light green hoop.
Stevenson, Mrs Alix  Brown, beige braces, orange cap.
Stevenson, Mrs V. A.  Pink, royal blue chevron and sleeves.
Stevenson-Taylor, Mrs Y.  White, red sash, black cap.
Stevens (Witney), Mr A  Bottle green, red and gold quartered cap.
Steve Ryan & The Bay Horse  Purple, pink chevron, white sleeves, purple stars, white cap, purple 
star.
Steve Ryan & The Bramblers  White, red heart and diamond, black spade and club quarters, black 
and red quartered cap.
Steward, Mr A.  Mauve, yellow stripe and sleeves, quartered cap.
Stewart Bridger BXPS  Red and mauve diamonds, white sleeves, red cap.
Stewart-Brown Esq, Mr B. T.  Royal blue, pink epaulets, pink cap.
Stewart-Brown, Mrs I. H.  Black, emerald green sleeves, striped cap.
Stewart Dempster Mitchell  Yellow, light blue and white check sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
The Stewart Family  Black and white (halved), red sleeves and cap.
The Stewart Family & Judi Dench  Terracotta, grey epaulets.
Stewart, Miss J.  Emerald green, white cross belts, white and emerald green striped sleeves, emerald 
green cap, white diamonds.
Stewart, Mr A. D.  Yellow, light blue and white check sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
Stewart, Mr Andrew  Black and white (halved), red sleeves and cap.
Stewart, Mr Andrew (second colours)  Terracotta, grey epaulets.
Stewart, Mr Barry  Red, yellow disc, armlets and cap.
Stewart, Mr Ian  Royal blue, red seams, white sleeves, red diamonds, royal blue cap, red stars.
Stewart, Mr James  Emerald green, white inverted triangle, white sleeves, emerald green armlets 
and diamond on white cap.
Stewart, Mr M.  Red, white epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
Stewart, Mr Paul  Black, white braces, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Stewart, Mrs Diane  Red and mauve diamonds, white sleeves, red cap.
Stewart, Mrs Emma  Maroon, maroon and black diabolo on sleeves.
Stewart, Mrs V. M.  Emerald green, red spots.
Stewart, Mr Trevor C.  Grey, yellow hoops, striped sleeves, yellow cap, grey star.
Stewart Turner & Amanda Wilson-Martin  Royal blue, pink diamonds on sleeves.
The Stewkley Shindiggers Partnership  Mauve, light blue stars.
The St Gatien Stables Partnership  White, dark blue triple diamond, dark blue and white halved 
sleeves, white cap, dark blue diamond.
St George, Lady Henrietta  Red, gold spots on cap.
STG Racing Partnership  Black, emerald green star and armlets, emerald green cap, black star.
Stickley, Mr Alan  Dark blue and white check, white and dark blue hooped cap.
Stiddard, Mrs S.  Maroon, maroon cap, white diamond.

Stienlet, Mrs Susan  Dark blue, white cross belts, diamonds on sleeves.
Stilgoe, Mrs S. J.  Red, white hoop, red sleeves, white spots, quartered cap.
Still Game Associates  Pink and dark blue stripes, pink sleeves, dark blue armlets, pink cap.
Stillmoremoneythan  White, black braces, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Still Scoobyless  Red, dark blue seams, dark blue sleeves, red armlets, striped cap.
Stimpson, Mr J. T.  Orange, royal blue stars, white sleeves, royal blue stars.
Sting In The Tail Partnership  Royal blue, pink diamond and armlets, white cap.
Stirk, Mrs M.  Beige, white hoops, emerald green cap.
Stirling, Miss A. E.  Royal blue, maroon sleeves, dark green cap.
Stirling, Miss L. C.  Dark green and purple (quartered), yellow sleeves and cap.
Stirling, Miss Maiti  Royal blue, orange epaulets, royal blue sleeves, orange stars, royal blue cap, 
orange star.
Stirling, Mr A.  White, yellow hoops.
Stirling, Mr Colin  Royal blue, yellow stars, white sleeves, yellow stars, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Stirling, Mrs Ailsa  Light blue, brown spots and sleeves, brown cap, light blue spots.
The Stirling Partnership  Red, grey hoop, dark blue sleeves.
Stirrups Racing  Grey, red hoops, black cap.
Stittenham Racing  Green, grey and lemon striped sleeves, maroon cap.
Stitt, Mr J. L.  Emerald green, red and white striped sleeves and cap.
St Maarten Racing  Royal blue, dark green sleeves, dark green cap, white spots.
St Mamadasado  Red, black cross of lorraine, black sleeves, red armlets, black cap.
STM Racing  Dark blue, red epaulets, light blue sleeves, orange cap.
Stobart, Mrs R.  Straw, purple sleeves.
Stobart, Mr William  White and emerald green stripes, chevrons on sleeves, white cap, emerald 
green stars.
Stockdale, Miss M.  White, black triple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Stockdale, Mr P.  Red, white disc, black and white quartered cap.
Stockdale, Mr Roger  White, black sleeves, white spots, orange cap.
Stockdale, Mrs V.  White, black triple diamond, halved sleeves, white cap, black diamond.
Stockdale Racing  White, black sleeves, white spots, orange cap.
Stocker, Mr John  Royal blue, yellow cross belts, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars.
Stocker, Mrs P.  Emerald green, light blue sleeves, grey cap, emerald green spots.
Stock, Mrs Zoe  Maroon, light blue seams, armlets and cap.
Stocks, Mrs Catherine  Purple, emerald green star, purple sleeves, emerald green stars and stars on 
cap.
Stockton, Mr J. E.  Yellow, emerald green stars, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Stokes, Mr K.  Red and purple (quartered), red sleeves, purple stars, red cap, purple star.
Stokes, Mr Peter  Dark blue, light green chevrons, hooped cap.
Stokes, Repard and Partner  Dark green, yellow hoop and armlets, check cap.
Stonebridge Racing  Maroon, white hoop, striped sleeves, white cap.
Stonebridge Racing II  Maroon, white hoop, striped sleeves, white cap.
Stone-Brown, Mrs T. J.  Dark blue, pink sash, pink sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap, pink 
spots.
The Stone Composers  Royal blue, white triple diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Stone Farm LLC  Grey, yellow sash, sleeves and cap.
Stone Farm LLC & Speedway Stables LLC  Grey, yellow sash, sleeves and cap.
Stonegrave Thoroughbreds  White, black cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Stoneham Park Stud  Pink, grey and pink diabolo on sleeves.
The Stonehenge Druids  Red, white hoop, red sleeves, white seams, white cap.
Stonehill, Mr Andrew  Dark blue, pink star, dark blue sleeves, pink stars, dark blue cap, pink star.
Stoneleigh Racing  Dark blue, maroon and white check sleeves and cap.
Stoneleigh Racing, Malcom Long & P Kirby  Dark blue, maroon and white check sleeves and cap.
Stoneman, Mrs Helen L.  Royal blue and white check, orange sleeves.
Stone, Mr Charles  Maroon, pink epaulets, quartered cap.
Stone, Mr Dave  Purple, beige striped sleeves.
Stone, Mr Dave (second colours)  Royal blue, dark blue stripe, black sleeves, royal blue stars, black 
cap, royal blue star.
Stone, Mr Frederick Harry Arthur  Red and white check, white sleeves, red armlets, hooped cap.
Stone, Mr John  White, dark green hoops, white sleeves and cap.
Stonepoint Racing 2  Light blue, grey and light blue chevrons on sleeves.
Stonepoint Racing Club  Light blue, grey and light blue chevrons on sleeves.
Stonethorn Stud Farms Limited  Black, white disc, black cap
Stoney's Bloodstock  Royal blue, light green chevron, light green and emerald green chevrons on 
sleeves, quartered cap.
Stopford-Sackville, Mrs T.  Pink, purple sash.
Storey, Mr B.  Light blue, dark blue chevron, dark blue and light blue diabolo on sleeves, light blue 
cap, dark blue star.
Storey, Mr C.  Purple, yellow hoop.
Storey, Mr C. (second colours)  Red, white cross belts, red sleeves, light blue armlets, black cap.
Storey, Mr W.  Royal blue, yellow braces, check cap.
Storkey, Mr J. W.  Black, red chevron.
The Storm Again Syndicate  Yellow, red disc, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
The Storm Again Syndicate & Brook Stud  Red, dark blue diamond.
Stormy Milan Syndicate  Light blue, yellow diamond, black cap.
Stoten, Mr L.  Black, light green epaulets and sleeves.
Stott, Miss Elizabeth  Yellow, maroon hoop, hooped sleeves, maroon cap.
Stott, Mr A. F.  Emerald green and yellow (quartered), emerald green sleeves, yellow armlets.
Stoute, Mrs M. R.  White, black cross belts, royal blue cap.
Stoute, Sir Michael  Dark blue, light blue stripe, sleeves and cap.
Stovin, Mr W.  Royal blue, light green cross belts.
Stowstowquickquickstow Partnership  Light blue, white star, white sleeves, light blue stars, white 
cap, light blue star.
St Quinton, D.L. Whateley & Syder  White, red hoop, checked sleeves and cap.
St Quinton, Mr M. G.  Pink and yellow diamonds, yellow sleeves and cap.
Strachan,Corbet,Andrewes,Salwey,Griffith  Royal blue, white sleeves, red cap.
Strachan,Corbett,Salwey,Griffith&Gabb  Royal blue, white sleeves, red cap.
StrachanGabbSalweyInkinGriffithGraham  Royal blue, white sleeves, red cap.
Strachan, Lewis, Gabb, Graham & Inkin  Royal blue, white sleeves, red cap.
StrachanLewisGabbGrahamSalwey&Griffith  Royal blue, white sleeves, red cap.
Strachan,Mangnall,Gabb,Griffith,Graham  Royal blue, white sleeves, red cap.
Strachan, Mr  Royal blue, white sleeves, red cap.
Strachan, Mr E.  White, red spots, chevrons on sleeves, black cap.
StrachanStoddartSalweyGabbStaley&Corbett  Royal blue, white sleeves, red cap.
Straghalis Fielding Hollings Hull LM Syn  Red, white star, black sleeves, red cap, white star.
Straghalis Mason Hollings Hull & LM Synd  Red, white star, black sleeves, red cap, white star.
Straightline Bloodstock  Royal blue and white (quartered), black and white striped sleeves and cap.
Straightline Construction Ltd  Royal blue and white (quartered), black and white striped sleeves 
and cap.
Strain, Mr TJ  Light blue, maroon hoop, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Straker, Mr C. B. (L)  Yellow, light blue sash, light blue cap.
Straker, Mr J. A. J.  Yellow, light blue sash and cap.
Straker, Mrs I. C.  Black, lilac cap.
Strangeway, Mr Kristian  Light green, brown braces and armlets, white cap.
Strangman, Mr L. J.  White, black sash, yellow cap.
Strang Steel, Mrs C.  Cerise, white sash, black cap.
Stratford, Mr C. F.  Maroon, yellow braces, striped sleeves and cap.
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Stratford, Mr Mike  Red, white sleeves, orange stars.
Stratford Racecourse & Robert Aplin  Orange, dark blue triple diamond.
Strathmore, Lord  Black and light blue stripes, hooped sleeves, light blue cap.
The Strattonites  Royal blue, white cross belts, royal blue sleeves, pink stars and cap.
Stratton, Mr Larry  Light blue, pink stripe.
Strauss, Mr Derek  Green, red and white striped sleeves, green cap, white hoop.
Strauss, Mrs Derek  Green, red and white striped sleeves, green cap, white hoop.
Strawberry Fields Stud  White, red hollow box.
Strawberry Fields Stud and A Bailey  White, red hollow box.
Strawberryfields Stud and ABracing  White, red hollow box.
Strawberry Fields Stud & Partner  White, red hollow box.
Strawberry Fields Stud & Stuart Howard  White, red hollow box.
Strawbridge, Mr George  White, emerald green hoop.
The Strawman Partnership  Red, white stripe, diamonds on sleeves, black cap.
Strecker, Mr Hubert John  Pink, red epaulets, white sleeves, orange cap.
Strensham Stragglers  Red and black check, yellow sleeves and cap.
Strictly Fools and Horses Club  Black, white spots, check cap.
Strictly Fun Racing Club  Pink, purple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Strictly Fun Racing Club & W Robinson  Pink, purple diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Strictly Legal  Pink, light green stars, pink sleeves and cap.
Stronge, Mrs Ali  White, dark blue and red halved sleeves.
Stronge, Mrs Ali (second colours)  Grey, yellow epaulets.
Stronge, Mrs Bernice  White, royal blue star, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, white cap, royal blue 
star.
Stroud, Mr H. A. B.  Light blue, black chevron, sleeves and cap.
Stroud, Mr Steve  Maroon, light blue braces.
Strowbridge, Mr John M. B.  Orange and grey diabolo, grey and orange diabolo on sleeves, grey 
cap, orange diamond.
Stroxx Partnership  Maroon, light blue star, black sleeves, black cap, light blue stars.
Struel, Mr Irving  Yellow, dark green diamond, maroon cap, dark green diamond.
Struthers, Ms L.  Grey, pink sleeves, grey and pink check cap.
Strutting Cockerels Syndicate  Royal blue, orange spots on sleeves and cap.
Stuart Dobb & Kate Dobb  Dark blue, grey star and armlets, hooped cap.
Stuart & Emma Earley  Light green, black epaulets, black sleeves, light green spots.
Stuart & Emma Earley & Valerie Lampard  Light green, black epaulets, black sleeves, light green 
spots.
Stuart & Emma Earley & Valerie Lampard (second colours)  Black, yellow epaulets, yellow 
sleeves, black spots.
Stuart Herrington & Peter Forster  Black and pink check, pink sleeves, black armlets, black cap.
Stuart Howard & Partners  Red and dark green (quartered), red sleeves and cap.
Stuart-Jervis, Mr R. E.  Black, white star, black and red striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Stuart & Kate Dobb, Newstart Partnership  Black, red stripe, black sleeves, red stars, black cap, 
red stars.
Stuart-Lofthouse, Miss E. Michele  Royal blue, white disc, white cap, royal blue spots.
Stuart McPhee & Partner  Orange, emerald green chevron and armlets, emerald green cap, orange 
star.
Stuart McPhee & Partners  Orange, emerald green chevron and armlets, emerald green cap, 
orange star.
Stuart, Mr Damian  Red, red and beige diabolo on sleeves, black and emerald green quartered cap.
Stuart, Mrs A. F.  Pink and purple diabolo, pink sleeves, quartered cap.
Stuart, Mrs Kathy  Dark blue, pink epaulets and star on cap.
Stuart & Shelly Parkin  Black and yellow (quartered), yellow and black check sleeves, black cap, 
yellow star.
Stuart & Simon Mercer & Peter Green  Black, white hoops and sleeves.
Stuart Williams & Partner  White, dark blue stripe, light blue sleeves, dark blue stars, light blue cap, 
dark blue star.
Stuart Wood & Mr I.A. Low  Grey, maroon chevron, maroon and grey halved sleeves.
Stuart Wood & Partner  Grey, maroon chevron, maroon and grey halved sleeves.
Stubbins, Mr P.  Dark blue, emerald green hollow box.
Stubbins, Mr T. J.  Pink, purple star, sleeves and star on cap.
Stubbs, Miss Kristin  Yellow, red sleeves, white spots and cap.
Stubbs, Mr A. C. R.  Royal blue, yellow star, hooped sleeves.
Stubbs, Mr R. W.  Light blue, dark blue diamond, sleeves and cap.
Stubbs, Mr Tim  Dark blue and light blue diamonds, dark blue sleeves, dark blue cap, light blue 
diamond.
Stuckey, Mr S.  Dark blue and light green diamonds.
Studholme, Mr Dennis  Light blue, white stars, hooped sleeves and stars on cap.
Sturdy, Mr David J.  Red, black stars, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Sturges, Mrs A. M.  Yellow, maroon star, yellow sleeves, maroon stars, yellow cap, maroon star.
Sturges, Ms J.  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves, royal blue cap.
Sturgis, Miss Ann  Beige, black armlets.
Sturt, Mr W. E.  Dark blue and white check, dark blue sleeves, white cap, dark blue star.
Stuttaford, Mr D. C.  Dark blue, pink sash, striped sleeves, pink cap.
The Style Council  White, royal blue cross belts, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
The Style Council (second colours)  Orange, black epaulets, emerald green sleeves, black cap.
Styles, Mr Ray  Red, black hoop and armlets, primrose cap.
Styles, Mr Ray A.  Royal blue, red star, emerald green sleeves, red stars, red cap, royal blue star.
Styles, Whymark & Mountford  Red, black hoop and armlets, primrose cap.
The Stylish Partnership  Dark blue, light blue hoops, diabolo on sleeves, dark blue and dark green 
hooped cap.
Subiaco Racing  Yellow, white sleeves.
Successio  Light green and pink (quartered), halved sleeves.
Such, Mrs S.  Red, white star, red sleeves, black stars, white cap, red star.
Suddes, Mr A.  Orange, dark blue stripe, striped cap.
Sue & Clive Cole & Ann & Tony Gale  Purple and pink diabolo, pink and purple chevrons on 
sleeves, quartered cap.
Sue Cronshaw & Karen Bennett  Light blue, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, light blue armlets.
Sue Howell I  White, black cross belts, yellow sleeves and cap.
Suffolk Bloodstock  Emerald green, red seams, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Sugden and Sutton  Dark green, large yellow spots and armlets, hooped cap.
Sugden, Mr Ryder  Yellow and dark blue (quartered), dark blue and yellow chevrons on sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Sugden, Sutton & Partner  Dark green, large yellow spots and armlets, hooped cap.
Suhail, Mr Hamad  White, royal blue triple diamond, royal blue and white striped sleeves, royal blue 
cap.
Suhail, Mr Saeed  Royal blue, yellow chevron, yellow cap, royal blue spots.
Suhail, Mr Salem  Royal blue, white triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves and diamonds on cap.
Suiter Developments Limited  Yellow, black epaulets, diabolo on sleeves, black cap.
Suiter Developments Ltd & JJW Wadham  Yellow, black epaulets, diabolo on sleeves, black cap.
Suitsus Partnership  Orange, white hooped sleeves, orange cap, white spots.
Sulaiman, Mr Khalifa Saeed  Grey, white seams, royal blue sleeves and cap.
SullivanBloodstock DoneFergusonMasonWood  Red, pink hoop and armlets.
Sullivan Bloodstock Limited  Red, pink hoop and armlets.
Sullivan Bloodstock Limited&Mr Ged Mason  Red, pink hoop and armlets.
Sullivan Bloodstock Limited/Mr R. Hannon  Red, pink hoop and armlets.
Sullivan Bloodstock Ltd & Chris Giles  Red, pink hoop and armlets.

Sullivan Bloodstock Ltd & Chris Giles (second colours)  Pink, large purple spots, hooped sleeves.
Sullivan Bloodstock Ltd & J Palmer Brown  Red, pink hoop and armlets.
Sullivan Bloodstock Ltd & J Palmer Brown (second colours)  Black and yellow diamonds, black 
sleeves, yellow cap.
Sullivan Bloodstock & Mr Paul Nicholls  Red, pink hoop and armlets.
Sullivan B'Stock, J Palmer-Brown & Ptnr  Red, pink hoop and armlets.
Sullivan B'Stock Ltd,Mrs Natasha Fehily  Red, pink hoop and armlets.
Sullivan B'stock/ Merriebelle Irish Farm  Red, pink hoop and armlets.
Sullivan B'stock/ Merriebelle Irish Farm (second colours)  Dark green and white diabolo, white 
and dark green diabolo on sleeves, dark green and white quartered cap.
SullivanB'Stock,RuxleyHoldings,Mrs Doyle  Red, pink hoop and armlets.
Sullivan Ltd, Blunt, Palmer-Brown, Ensor  Red, pink hoop and armlets.
Sullivan, Mr Jared  Red, pink epaulets.
Sullivan, Mr Ron  Light blue, dark blue cross of lorraine and armlets.
Sultan, Mr Khalifa  White, red epaulets, striped sleeves and cap.
Sultan, Mr Mayoof  White, light blue epaulets, light blue and white striped sleeves and cap.
Sultan, Mr Mohammed  White, black chevron, sleeves and star on cap.
Sultan Saeed Harib, Mr  Beige, maroon epaulets and star on cap.
Sultan Saeed Harib, Mr (second colours)  Beige, maroon chevron and star on cap.
The Sultans of Speed  Emerald green, white hoop, emerald green sleeves, white stars, emerald 
green cap, white star.
The Summerdown Partnership  Black and pink diamonds, pink sleeves and cap.
Summersby, Mr D.  Royal blue, light blue disc, quartered cap.
Summerseat Stables Ltd  Emerald green, white star, emerald green sleeves, white stars, emerald 
green cap, white star.
Summers, Mr B. R.  Black, white hoops, striped sleeves, red cap.
Summers, Mr James  Red, black cross belts, black and red striped sleeves.
Summers, Mrs Gill  Light blue, white hoops and armlets.
The Summer Solstice  Royal blue, yellow disc, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars.
Summertime Racing  Yellow, black star, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Sumner, Mr A.  Mauve, white star and armlets.
Sumner, Mr Peter  Black and white (quartered), black sleeves, white armlets, light blue cap, black 
star.
Sumner, Mrs B.  Yellow, large purple spots and spots on sleeves, purple cap, yellow spots.
Sumpter, Mr D. F.  Beige and red diamonds, red cap.
Sumpter, Mrs R. D.  Black, white hoops, white sleeves, black stars, red cap.
Sun Bloodstock Racing Limited  Yellow, red star, striped sleeves, red cap.
Sun Bloodstock SARL  Yellow, red star, striped sleeves, red cap.
Sun Bloodstock SARL 1  Yellow, red star, striped sleeves, red cap.
Sun Bloodstock SARL & Partners  Yellow, red star, striped sleeves, red cap.
The Sunday Night Partnership  Purple, yellow star, yellow sleeves, purple stars, yellow cap.
The Sunday Players  Emerald green, royal blue and emerald green halved sleeves, red cap.
The Sunday Players (second colours)  Red, royal blue epaulets, royal blue sleeves, red armlets, 
white cap.
The Sunday Players & Partner  Emerald green, royal blue and emerald green halved sleeves, red 
cap.
Sunderland Holding Inc.  Yellow, purple star and star on cap.
Sundstrom, Miss Anna  Dark blue, beige stars on sleeves, beige cap.
Sung, Mr Jerry  Red, gold fringed hoop and armlets, red cap.
Sunley, Mr James  Light green, black and light green striped sleeves, light green cap, black spots.
Sunny Dubai Racing  Red, white stripe, white sleeves, red stars, red and white striped cap.
Sunpak Racing  Yellow, black stars, black and yellow hooped sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Sunrise  Light blue and purple (quartered), white sleeves, purple armlets.
The Sunset Partnership  White, dark blue spots, white sleeves, red spots, red cap.
The Sunset Partnership (second colours)  Pink and royal blue check, pink sleeves.
Sunset Racing  Dark blue, yellow star, halved sleeves and star on cap.
The Sunsetters  Light green, white and light green diabolo on sleeves, white cap, light green star.
The Sunshine Partnership  White, red triple diamond, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Sunter, Mrs S.  Yellow, black hoops, striped cap.
Sunville Rail Limited  Royal blue and white diabolo, royal blue sleeves, red cap.
Superdream  Red, black hoop, black sleeves, red spots, black cap, red spots.
The Super Fruit Partnership  Green, white cross belts, navy blue sleeves and cap.
Supple, Mrs Shona  White, emerald green epaulets, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, quartered 
cap.
Supreme Bloodstock  Dark blue, white epaulets, dark blue sleeves, white stars, dark blue cap, white 
star.
The Supreme Partnership  Emerald green, dark green epaulets, white cap.
The Supremes  Royal blue, white braces, diabolo on sleeves.
Surefire Racing  Royal blue, yellow star, red and yellow chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue 
star.
Surefire Racing & Partner  Royal blue, yellow star, red and yellow chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap, 
royal blue star.
Sureness Limited  Royal blue, white epaulets and armlets, white and royal blue quartered cap.
The Surf and Turf Partnership  Yellow, emerald green stars, emerald green sleeves, yellow spots, 
white cap.
Surf On The Turf  Mauve, pink chevron, mauve sleeves, pink stars, mauve cap, pink diamond.
Surman, Mrs R. M.  White, dark blue diamond, dark blue and red quartered cap.
Surrey Racing (AT)  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
Surrey Racing Club  Dark blue, yellow stripe, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Surrey Racing (GL)  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
Surrey Racing Limited  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, 
yellow star.
Surrey Racing (MF)  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
Surrey Racing & Miss J. Du Plessis  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark 
blue cap, yellow star.
Surrey Racing (PA)  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
Surrey Racing (SB)  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
Surrey Racing (SF)  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
Surrey Racing (SG)  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
Surrey Racing (SH)  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
Surrey Racing (SP)  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
Surrey Racing (SZ)  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
Surrey Racing (TH)  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
Surrey Racing (WA)  Yellow, dark blue seams, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
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Surridge, Mr Stephen D  White, light blue disc, dark blue sleeves, light blue spots and cap.
Susan Abbott Racing  Green, grant tartan sash, red cap.
Susan and John Waterworth  Black, white triple diamond, white and black striped sleeves, black 
cap, white diamond.
Susan Carsberg & Norman Lake  Red, white sash, emerald green sleeves, emerald green and red 
check cap.
Susan & Gerard Nock  Purple, emerald green cross of lorraine, emerald green cap.
Susannah Green, Debbie Hughes  Black, yellow sleeves, black diamonds, red cap.
Susannah Green,Mr N J Milner,Deb Hughes  Black, yellow sleeves, black diamonds, red cap.
Susan Page and Dan Skelton  Dark blue, emerald green spots.
Susie & Robert Frosell  Emerald green, pink striped sleeves, pink cap.
The Sussex Partnership  Maroon, white triple diamond, white cap.
Sussex Racing  White, dark blue disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Sussex Racing & Mr P Green  White, dark blue disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Sutcliffe, Mr A. R.  Yellow, emerald green chevron, yellow and emerald green hooped sleeves, 
emerald green cap.
Sutcliffe, Mrs A.  Black and burgundy (halved), white sleeves and cap.
Sutherland, Evelyn Duchess of  Red, white sleeves, black cap.
Sutherland, Mr D.  Yellow, purple stars, hooped sleeves, yellow cap, purple star.
Sutherland, Mr D. D.  Pink, dark blue cross belts.
Sutherland, Mr Evan M.  White, red inverted triangle, hooped sleeves and cap.
Sutherland, Mr P. S.  Grey, pink chevron, pink cap.
Sutherland, Mr P. S. (second colours)  Red, white spots and armlets, white cap, red spots.
Sutton Business Centre  Emerald green, white cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
The Sutton Family  Light blue, white spots, yellow cap, white spots.
Sutton, Lady  Black, red stripe, halved sleeves, red cap.
Sutton, Mr Charles  Dark green and yellow diamonds, yellow and dark green halved sleeves, yellow 
cap.
Sutton, Mr N.  Royal blue, pink stars, pink and royal blue diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
Sutton, Mrs S. A.  Dark blue and white (halved), sleeves reversed, red cap.
Sutton, Ms Caroline  Light blue, dark blue diamond, diamonds on sleeves, dark blue cap, light blue 
diamond.
Sutton Veny Racing Syndicate  Pink, mauve stars, striped sleeves, pink cap.
Sutton Veny Racing Syndicate (second colours)  Orange, dark blue epaulets, dark blue and orange 
halved sleeves, orange cap, dark blue diamond.
The Sutton Wood Syndicate  Pink, light blue seams, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Suzanne & Nigel Williams  Yellow, purple star, yellow sleeves, purple spots, yellow cap, purple stars.
Suzy Brown, John Baird, Tony Evans  Dark blue and light blue check, dark blue sleeves, light blue 
armlets, dark blue cap.
Swadling, Mrs Alison  Red, white hoop, emerald green sleeves, white armlets.
Swaffield, Mr T. J.  Royal blue and white (quartered), royal blue sleeves, red and white quartered cap.
Swain, Mr P. J.  Black, white star, red sleeves, black cap, white star.
Swales & Fell  Red and black check, red sleeves, black armlets, black cap.
Swales, Mr David Alexander  Red and black check, red sleeves, black armlets, black cap.
Swallowfield Racing  Yellow, red stripe and sleeves.
Swanbridge Bloodstock Limited  Orange, black and emerald green striped sleeves and cap.
Swanee River Partnership  Pink, royal blue stripe on cap.
Swanee River Partnership (second colours)  Maroon, pink sleeves, dark blue cap.
Swanee River Partnership (third colours)  Pink, maroon hoops, dark blue sleeves, pink and 
maroon quartered cap.
SWANLAND PARTNERSHIP  Orange, black seams, orange sleeves, black stars, orange cap.
Swanlow Stud  Emerald green, orange epaulets, orange cap.
Swann, Mr Chris  Royal blue, white hoop, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal blue cap, white star.
Swann, Mr Peter  Black, grey chevron, black sleeves, beige stars and stars on cap.
Swarbrick, Corinne  White, emerald green hoop, emerald green and white halved sleeves, emerald 
green and pink quartered cap.
Sweeney, Hollinshead & Hawkins  White, pink sleeves, black armlets and star on pink cap.
Sweeney, Mr N. S.  Emerald green, white sash and sleeves, check cap.
Sweeney, Mrs M. C.  White, red disc, hooped cap.
Sweet Expectation Partners  Pink, mauve stars, pink sleeves.
Sweetheart Racing  Dark blue, pink epaulets, hooped sleeves.
Sweeting, Mr Rupert  Red, white stripe and sleeves, royal blue cap.
Sweeting, Mr S.  Red, white hoops, check cap.
Sweeting, Ms Kathryn J  Royal blue, white stripe and sleeves.
Sweetland, Mr Martin  Yellow, dark blue hoop, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
Sweetland, Mr Michael  Light blue, dark blue hoop, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, light blue and 
yellow quartered cap.
Sweet Little Kitty's  Purple, red chevron, quartered cap.
The Sweet Partnership  Light green, pink sleeves, light green armlets, pink cap.
The Sweet Partnership (second colours)  Light blue and mauve (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
The Sweet Selection Partnership  Royal blue, white cross belts, diamonds on sleeves, red and 
white quartered cap.
Swiers, Mr T. J.  Royal blue, white braces, light blue cap.
Swift, Miss Camilla  Light blue, emerald green braces, purple and emerald green check sleeves, 
purple cap.
Swift, Mr Richard  Mauve, dark blue epaulets.
Swinbank, Mr J. A.  White, chocolate spots, pink cap.
Swinbank, Mr J. A. (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow hoops, white sleeves and cap.
Swinbank, Mrs Joanne  Emerald green, royal blue triple diamond, royal blue sleeves, emerald green 
diamonds and diamonds on cap.
Swinburne, Mr J. A.  Red and white stripes, grey sleeves, grey cap, red star.
Swinburne, Mr Roy  Purple, light blue star, light blue and purple striped sleeves.
Swinburn, Exors of the Late Mr W. R.  Light blue, black stripe, black and light blue striped sleeves.
Swinburn, Godfrey & French  Emerald green, red sash, yellow sleeves and cap.
Swinburn, Mrs A. M.  Emerald green, red sash, yellow sleeves and cap.
Swinburn, Mrs Doreen M.  Light blue, black and light blue striped sleeves and cap.
Swinburn, Mr Wally  Light blue, black and light blue striped sleeves, light blue cap, black star.
Swindlehurst, Mr David J.  Brown, fawn sash.
Swinglehurst, Mr J.  Royal blue, light green stars on sleeves, royal blue cap, light green star.
Swinnerton, Mr J.  Purple and gold (quartered), halved sleeves, red cap.
Swinswood, Mr M.  Yellow, black star and armlets, black and yellow hooped cap.
Swire, Mr Merlin  Mauve, mauve and pink quartered cap.
Swire, Mrs C. A. T.  Navy blue, gold cross belts, black cap, red hoop.
Swire, Mrs C. A. T. (second colours)  Royal blue, cerise spots and sleeves, quartered cap.
Swombow, Mr C. L.  Light blue and maroon diamonds, light blue sleeves, light blue cap, maroon 
diamond.
S W Racing  Royal blue, white stripe, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue and white striped cap.
Syder, Tim  Red and white check, white cap.
Syder, Tim (second colours)  White, red hoop, checked sleeves and cap.
Syder, Whateley, Murphy, Burke  Dark blue and white check, purple sleeves, white cap.
Sykes, Mr Anthony Thomas  Orange, beige sleeves.
Sykes, Mr David  Yellow, purple cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Sykes, Mr Jeremy  Light blue, white stars, light blue cap, white star.
Sykes, Mrs Amanda  White, brown sleeves and cap.
Sykes, Mrs P. G. D.  Black, yellow striped sleeves, quartered cap.

Sykes, Sir Tatton  Orange, purple sleeves and cap.
Symes, Mr J. F.  Yellow, dark blue spots, sleeves and spots on cap.
Symns, Mr J.  White, dark blue and white diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Symonds, Camis and Davison  Red, white seams, dark blue sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Symonds, Camis & Fitchett  Red, white seams, dark blue sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Symonds, Mr R. J.  Blue, orange sleeves, chocolate and orange quartered cap.
Symonds, Mrs Jane  Purple, sea green hoops, sea green sleeves and cap.
Symonds, Mrs S. A.  Red, white seams, dark blue sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Symonds, Mrs S. J.  Royal blue, orange sleeves, black cap.
Symonds, Mr Thomas R.  Royal blue and emerald green diabolo, pink sleeves and cap.
The Syndicators 2  Purple, yellow cross belts and sleeves, quartered cap.
Synergy Racing  Beige, maroon spots.
SYPS (UK) Ltd  Royal blue, dark blue cross of lorraine and sleeves.
SYPS (UK) Ltd, D Town & N Derbyshire  Royal blue, dark blue cross of lorraine and sleeves.
SYPS (UK) Ltd & Partner  Royal blue, dark blue cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Syson, Mr Paul  Royal blue, orange star, orange sleeves, royal blue stars, royal blue cap, orange star.
Syson & Vaughan  Royal blue, orange star, orange sleeves, royal blue stars, royal blue cap, orange 
star.
Syversen, Mr B.  Grey, green sash, red j s on each side of the sash, light blue sleeves and cap.
Szabo, Mr H.  Light blue, yellow hoop, white sleeves, light blue cap, yellow star.
Sze, Mr Ivis  Royal blue and gold diamonds, silver and royal blue chevrons on sleeves, gold cap, royal 
blue chevron hoop.
Sze, Mr Ivis (second colours)  Light blue and royal blue stripes, red sleeves, royal blue cap, light blue 
star.
Szeto, Mr Y. T.  Light blue and purple (quartered), white sleeves, purple armlets.

T
Tabet, Mr J. A.  Orange, black and white hooped cap.
Table 8  Light green and purple (quartered), purple sleeves.
Table For Six  Yellow, purple diamond, yellow and purple halved sleeves, yellow cap, purple diamond.
Tabor, Mr M.  Royal blue, orange disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Tabor, Mr M. (second colours)  Royal blue, orange disc, striped sleeves.
Tabor, Mrs Doreen  Black, white disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Tabor,Smith,Magnier & Shanahan  Royal blue, orange disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Tabra, Mr Asseel Sami Mohammed  Yellow, royal blue stripe, royal blue and yellow striped sleeves.
Tachmindji, Mr G. A. (L)  White, light blue sash, collar, cuffs and quartered cap.
Taco Partners  Red, dark green star, red sleeves, dark green spots, red cap, dark green stars.
Tactful Finance & J Barnett  Red, black sash.
Tactful Finance Limited  Red, black sash.
Tactful Finance Limited and Partner  Red, black sash.
The Tacticians  Yellow, royal blue spots on sleeves, royal blue cap.
Tadgell, Lady Juliet  Emerald green, black spots, black cap.
T & A Frost  Red, white hooped sleeves.
Tague, Mr C.  Emerald green, beige chevron and armlets.
Taiano, Mr Paul  Dark blue and pink check, halved sleeves, dark blue and pink quartered cap.
Tailford, Miss C.  Royal blue, white chevron and armlets.
The Tailor 4  Yellow, royal blue seams, royal blue and yellow chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
Tails Partnership  Dark green, yellow epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Tait, Mr A. F.  Red, white chevron, dark blue sleeves.
Tait, Mrs Sarah  Royal blue, pink sleeves, royal blue stars, quartered cap.
T Akman & D Hassan  Maroon, yellow star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Talbot, Mr B. H. (L)  Blue and white check, cerise cap.
Talbot, Mr C.  Yellow and pink (quartered), pink sleeves, yellow diamonds, yellow cap, pink stars.
Talbot, Mrs Louisa  Maroon, pink hoop and armlets, hooped cap.
Talentschmiede Racing  Emerald green, white diamond, white sleeves, dark green diamonds and 
cap.
Talking Pictures TV Limited  White, black armlets, check cap.
Tall Trees Racing  Purple, white triple diamond, striped sleeves, black cap, white star.
Tan, Dr K.C.  Yellow and purple check, yellow sleeves, purple cap, yellow star.
Tang, Mr H. K.  Light blue, light blue and yellow hooped cap.
Tang Wai Bun Tony, Mr  Orange and yellow stripes, white and emerald green striped sleeves.
Tanimizu, Mr Yuzo  Yellow, light blue hoop.
Tanner, Miss E. J.  Red, dark green and red striped sleeves and cap.
Tanner, Mr Alex  Emerald green, beige striped sleeves, purple cap.
Tann, Mr Gary  Maroon, dark blue triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap.
Tann Racing  Maroon, dark blue triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap.
T A & P J Stephenson & Jollyboys  Royal blue, yellow stars, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
TA & PJ Stephenson & Partner  Emerald green, black epaulets, black sleeves, emerald green 
armlets, emerald green and black hooped cap.
Taplin & Bunney Partnership  Yellow, black sash, black cap.
Taplin & Bunney Partnership (second colours)  Emerald green, yellow star, yellow sleeves, 
emerald green stars, yellow cap, emerald green star.
Taplin, Mr Peter  Yellow, black sash and cap.
Tapper, Mr David  Purple, beige diamond, sleeves and cap.
The Tara Five  Emerald green, purple stars, striped sleeves and stars on cap.
The Tara Five (second colours)  Pink and dark green diamonds, emerald green sleeves, dark green 
and pink quartered cap.
Tara Moon Partnership  Purple, pink disc, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
The Tara Moon Partnership I  Purple, pink disc, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Tarbox, Mr Ian  Purple, pink chevron, pink sleeves, purple armlets, purple and pink quartered cap.
Targett, Mr J.  Orange and red stripes, black cap.
Tarnavska, Mrs Olena  Yellow, royal blue triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow 
diamond.
Tarratt, Mr Tim  Maroon, white sash, light blue sleeves, light blue and maroon check cap.
Tarr, Miss Lucy  Orange, emerald green chevron, white sleeves and cap.
Tarry, Mr G. B.  Red, white hoops, royal blue sleeves, royal blue and white quartered cap.
Tarzan Bloodstock  Grey and dark blue stripes, red cap.
Tarzan Bloodstock & Mr Oliver Brownlee  Grey and dark blue stripes, red cap.
Tarzan Bloodstock & Stewart Tate  Grey and dark blue stripes, red cap.
Tasker-Brown, Mr John  Maroon, yellow cross of lorraine, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Tasker-Brown & Partners  Maroon, yellow cross of lorraine, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Tassell, Mrs S.  Purple, gold hoop and armlets, black cap.
ta stephenson m ezro & i massheder  Emerald green, black epaulets, black sleeves, emerald green 
armlets, emerald green and black hooped cap.
ta stephenson m ezro & i massheder (second colours)  Emerald green, royal blue triple diamond, 
royal blue cap, emerald green diamond.
Tate, Miss H. P.  Purple, white spots, purple sleeves and cap.
Tate, Mr David  White, maroon epaulets, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Tate, Mr R.  Gold, maroon hoops, gold sleeves.
Tate, Mr T. P.  Red, black collar and cuffs, old gold cap.
Tatman, Mr Nicholas  Black and royal blue (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Tattenham Corner Racing IV  Yellow, white hoop, white and yellow halved sleeves, red cap.
Tattersall, Mr A.  Maroon and light blue diabolo, halved sleeves, maroon cap.
Tattersall, Mr A. (second colours)  Yellow, maroon braces and sleeves, maroon and yellow hooped 
cap.
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Tattersalls Limited  Pink, brown sleeves, black cap.
Taunton Racecourse Owners Club  Emerald green, purple seams, striped sleeves, white cap.
Tawell, Mr G. G.  Yellow, royal blue braces and cap.
Tawny Port Partnership  White, royal blue diamond, red sleeves, royal blue and white quartered 
cap.
Tawny Port Ptners & Lovely Bubbly Racing  White, royal blue diamond, red sleeves, royal blue and 
white quartered cap.
Tay-Dal Surfacing Ltd  Black, yellow hollow box.
Taylor Anderson Racing  Black, light blue hoops, black sleeves, light blue cap.
Taylor, Burley & O'Dwyer  Dark blue, yellow braces.
Taylor,Coe,Vaughan & Lambert  Dark green, white cross belts, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Taylor,Coe,Vaughan & Lambert (second colours)  White, black cross belts, hooped sleeves, black 
cap.
Taylor D.S.O. M.C., Lt Col R. (L)  Red, light blue sash and cap.
Taylor-Garthwaite, Mrs P. J.  Grey, pink hoops, quartered cap.
Taylormaid  Light blue, dark blue seams, dark blue and yellow quartered cap.
Taylormaid & Partner  Light blue, dark blue seams, dark blue and yellow quartered cap.
Taylor, Miss J. R.  Purple, yellow star and star on cap.
Taylor, Mr A.  Yellow, dark green epaulets, dark green sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap, dark green 
star.
Taylor, Mr Andy  Maroon, large white spots and cap.
Taylor, Mr C  Purple, pink seams, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Taylor, Mr C. B.  Dark green, white cross belts, red sleeves.
Taylor, Mr D.  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, yellow cap.
Taylor, Mr David  White, grey epaulets.
Taylor, Mr Granville  Royal blue, yellow cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Taylor, Mr Howard  Black and light blue (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Taylor, Mr John  Red, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap.
Taylor, Mr Julian  Dark green, white cross belts, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Taylor, Mr Julian (second colours)  White, black cross belts, hooped sleeves, black cap.
Taylor, Mr K. A.  Maroon, orange star, maroon sleeves, orange stars, maroon cap, orange star.
Taylor, Mr K. B.  White, red chevron, red and dark blue striped sleeves, dark blue cap.
Taylor, Mr Leigh  Yellow, dark green stripe, chevrons on sleeves.
Taylor, Mr Les  Red, black triple diamond, black and red halved sleeves, red cap, black diamonds.
Taylor, Mr Matthew  White, black sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Taylor, Mr Neil  White, black stripe, diabolo on sleeves, white cap, dark blue star.
Taylor, Mr P.  Light green and yellow (quartered), royal blue sleeves, maroon cap.
Taylor, Mr P. (second colours)  Purple, mauve sleeves, purple armlets.
Taylor, Mr R.  Black, emerald green striped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Taylor, Mr R. C. C.  Orange, black collar, cuffs and cap.
Taylor, Mr S.  White, black disc, halved sleeves, black cap.
Taylor, Mr S. A.  Black, royal blue chevrons, white and dark blue chevrons on sleeves, hooped cap.
Taylor, Mrs Angela  Dark blue, pink stripe, pink sleeves, dark blue armlets and stars on pink cap.
Taylor, Mrs Ann  Navy blue, scarlet hooped sleeves, scarlet cap, gold spots.
Taylor, Mrs Anne  Maroon, light blue hoop, red cap.
Taylor, Mrs C. L.  Yellow, black stars, black and yellow striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Taylor, Mrs Connie  Emerald green, black triple diamond, hooped sleeves and diamonds on cap.
Taylor, Mrs L. C.  Dark green, white seams, dark green sleeves, white cap, red star.
Taylor, Mrs M.  White, emerald green stars on sleeves.
Taylor, Mrs Mary  Black, pink sleeves and cap.
Taylor, Mrs Phillippa  Dark green, yellow hoop, black sleeves, yellow cap.
Taylor, Mrs S. (L)  Blue, light blue sash and cap.
Taylor, Mrs Sue  White, black sleeves and star on cap.
Taylor, Mrs W.  Purple, grey epaulets.
Taylor, Ms R.  Dark blue, pink diamond, diamonds on sleeves, dark blue cap, pink diamond.
Taylor & O'Dwyer  Yellow, dark blue braces.
Taylor & O'Dwyer and Partners  Yellow, dark blue braces.
Taylor's Bloodstock Ltd  White, dark blue striped sleeves, dark blue and yellow hooped cap.
Taylor's Bloodstock Ltd & P T Midgley  White, dark blue striped sleeves, dark blue and yellow 
hooped cap.
Taylor (York), Mr R.  Royal blue, large white spots.
Taymar Racing  Dark blue, white stars, chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap.
Tayton-Martin, Dr H.  Dark blue, pink chevrons, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Tay Valley Chasers Racing Club  Emerald green, yellow epaulets, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Tay Valley Chasers Racing Club & Russell  Emerald green, yellow epaulets, striped sleeves, yellow 
cap.
T Banerjee,N Mather,P Downes & G Harker  Dark blue, maroon stripe and armlets.
T Blane, F Flynn, H Rocks & M Rocks  Yellow, red cross belts, yellow sleeves, white armlets, red 
and yellow hooped cap.
Tbmracing  White, black diamond, royal blue and white striped sleeves, white and black quartered 
cap.
T C H  Dark green, yellow star, striped sleeves and star on cap.
TCO Gredley, Mrs Magnier, Mrs P Shanahan  Yellow, dark blue striped sleeves, white cap.
T C Racing Syndicate  Light green, white and black check sleeves.
T D Barron & Partner  Red, pale blue disc, cap and striped sleeves.
TD9 Racing  Maroon, dark blue hoops.
TD9 Racing (second colours)  Black, white cross belts and armlets, striped cap.
Teal, Mr Roger  Grey, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Teal, Mrs Sue  Grey, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Teal, Mrs Sue (second colours)  Brown, grey hoops, brown sleeves, grey stars, brown cap, grey 
star.
Team ABC  Emerald green, dark blue hoops and star on cap.
Team CH Racing  Dark blue, white chevrons, white and dark blue halved sleeves, dark blue cap.
Team CM Gee  White, green and red sash, red collar and cap.
TEAM DCL  White, orange sleeves, royal blue stars, royal blue cap.
Team Dunn  Purple, light blue stars and sleeves, light blue cap, purple star.
Team Dunn (second colours)  White, red spots, white and black striped sleeves and cap.
Team Dunn & Mr Dennis  Yellow, maroon seams, yellow cap.
Team Dunn & W.B.B.  Black, white hoops, red sleeves and cap.
Team Fifty 2  Grey, red seams, grey cap.
Team Given 1  Dark blue, yellow star, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, yellow cap, dark blue stars.
Team Given 2  Dark blue, yellow star, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, yellow cap, dark blue stars.
Team Given 3  Dark blue, yellow star, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, yellow cap, dark blue stars.
Team Given 4  Dark blue, yellow star, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, yellow cap, dark blue stars.
Team Given 5  Dark blue, yellow star, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, yellow cap, dark blue stars.
Team Given 3 & A A Byrne  Dark blue, yellow star, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, yellow cap, 
dark blue stars.
Team Kinneston Club  White, dark blue stripe, dark blue sleeves, white stars, dark blue cap, white 
star.
Team Kirkton  Black, red diamond, red and white striped sleeves, red cap.
Team Kraka  White, purple stars, purple sleeves, white stars and cap.
Team Kraka (second colours)  Emerald green and yellow (halved), emerald green sleeves, quartered 
cap.
Team Lula Racing  Grey, orange diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Team Manton  Light blue, pink cross belts, black cap.
Team Stittenham  Emerald green, grey and yellow striped sleeves, maroon cap.

Team Tuff  Emerald green, white star, emerald green sleeves, pink stars and cap.
Team Valor  Emerald green, maroon chevron, maroon cap.
Team Valor 1  Emerald green, maroon chevron, maroon cap.
Team Valor LLC & Gary Barber  Emerald green, maroon chevron, maroon cap.
Team Valor LLC & Gary Barber (second colours)  Pink, black b in circle, black shoulders, pink 
sleeves, black cap.
Team Valor & Mr G Manfredini  Emerald green, maroon chevron, maroon cap.
Team Wallop  Purple, white hoops, purple sleeves, white stars, purple cap.
Team Wallop & Partner  Purple, white hoops, purple sleeves, white stars, purple cap.
Teboul, Mr M.  Royal blue, yellow hoops, royal blue sleeves, yellow cap.
Teddington CC Racing  Emerald green and white (quartered), black and white halved sleeves, black 
cap, white star.
Tedham, Mr M.  Yellow, dark blue triple diamond and armlets.
Tedstone, Mr Richard  Mauve, white hoop.
Ted Voute and Partner  Yellow, dark blue armlets.
Tees Components Ltd  Royal blue and white diabolo, royal blue sleeves, white stars, white and royal 
blue quartered cap.
T E Hyde, Mrs P Shanahan & Mrs T P Hyde  Yellow, black sash, black and red quartered cap.
Telfer, Mr Kenny  Yellow, royal blue sash, yellow sleeves, royal blue seams, hooped cap.
Telford, Mr W.  Red, black disc and armlets.
Tellwright, Mr P. T.  Brown, white sleeves, quartered cap.
Teme Valley 2  Maroon, yellow hoops, maroon sleeves, yellow cap.
Teme Valley 2 (second colours)  Emerald green, red and black hooped sleeves and cap.
Teme Valley 3  Emerald green, red and black hooped sleeves and cap.
Teme Valley 2 & Partner  Maroon, yellow hoops, maroon sleeves, yellow cap.
Teme Valley Partnership  Maroon, yellow hoops, maroon sleeves, yellow cap.
Teme Valley Partnership (second colours)  Emerald green, red and black hooped sleeves and cap.
Tempest, Mr D. M.  Dark blue and red (quartered), white sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap.
Tempest, Mr R.  Mauve, yellow and mauve  halved sleeves, black cap.
Temple-Pedersen, Mrs S.  Black, cerise hoops, black sleeves and cap.
The Temptations  White, black stars on sleeves.
Ten Belles Partnership  Pink, black spots, pink sleeves.
Ten Fools & A Horse & Partner  Orange, black spots, hooped sleeves, orange cap.
The Ten Fools & A Horse Partnership  Orange, black spots, hooped sleeves, orange cap.
The Ten From Seven  Black, white hoops, white sleeves, black stars, light green cap.
Ten Green Bottles & Elsworth  Emerald green, orange stars, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Ten Green Bottles I  Emerald green, orange stars, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Ten Green Bottles Racing  Emerald green, orange stars, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Ten in a Row  Red, black seams, black sleeves, red armlets and diamond on black cap.
Tennant, Lady  Rose pink, navy blue sleeves, gold cap.
Tennant, Lynch,Sharpe and Boston  Dark blue and white check, dark blue sleeves, white armlets.
Tennant, Mr D. R. (L)  Tangerine and blue (halved horizontally), white cross belts, blue sleeves and 
cap.
Tennant, Mr J.  Emerald green, white striped sleeves, quartered cap.
The Tenovus Partnership  Dark green, maroon chevron, armlets and diamond on cap.
The Ten Sages  Royal blue, white chevron, halved sleeves.
Tensational  Emerald green, dark green seams, emerald green cap.
Terence Wood, Samuel Jefford & Partners  Black and yellow (quartered), striped sleeves, yellow 
and black quartered cap.
Terry, Mr James Richard  Dark blue and maroon stripes, pink sleeves and cap.
Terry, Mr John  Light blue and white (quartered), white sleeves.
Terry & Sarah Amos  Purple, black and white check sleeves.
Terry & Sarah Amos (second colours)  Black, pink disc, black sleeves, pink spots and cap.
Terry The Fishers  Royal blue, red star, red sleeves, white stars, white cap, royal blue star.
Terry Warner & Tim Syder  Yellow, black chevron, check cap.
Tertia Racing  Purple, emerald green hoops and armlets.
Tester, Mrs K. B.  Red, white inverted triangle, black sleeves, black and red quartered cap.
Tester. Percival  Red, white inverted triangle, black sleeves, black and red quartered cap.
The Test Valley Partnership  Pink and yellow diamonds, yellow sleeves and cap.
Tetley, Mr Brian  Red, white epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white cap, red star.
Tetley, Mrs P. A.  Red, white epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white cap, red star.
Tett, Mr C. C.  Dark blue, light blue disc.
Tett, Mrs Victoria  Emerald green, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Teversham, Mrs M. S.  Black, yellow sash, yellow cap.
Tew, Mr Jim  Yellow, black sash and cap, check sleeves.
The Tex and Dot Partnership  Dark green, white stars and armlets, dark green cap, yellow star.
T. F. P.  Emerald green and white diamonds, emerald green cap.
T. F. P. (second colours)  Emerald green and white diamonds, white cap.
TGK Construction Ltd  White, maroon hoops, maroon and white striped sleeves, maroon cap.
T. G. Parker & Ken Butler  Black, pale blue cap.
TG Racing  Light blue and royal blue check, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Thacker, Miss K.  Pink, maroon seams, hooped cap.
Thackray, Mary  Red, dark blue stripe and armlets, white cap.
Thames Boys  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
T Hamlin, J E Gardener  Purple, yellow stars, hooped sleeves, yellow cap, purple star.
T Hamlin, J E Gardener (second colours)  Dark blue and red diamonds, red cap.
T Hamlin,J M Dare,J W Snook,J T Warner  Purple, pink epaulets, striped sleeves and cap.
T Harris & O Chandler  Dark blue, white seams, light blue cap.
Thats My Boys  Black, red stripe, red sleeves, black stars, striped cap.
That Software Company Ltd  Light blue, white inverted triangle, royal blue and white chevrons on 
sleeves, royal blue cap, white diamond.
That's The Badger Partnership  White, black hoop, hooped sleeves and cap.
T.Hayward & Osborne House Partners  Red, white seams, royal blue and white hooped sleeves 
and cap.
T. H. Barma & Ian Rushby  Dark blue and grey stripes, white sleeves, orange cap.
T. H. Barma & Ian Rushby (second colours)  Maroon, grey hoop and armlets, grey and maroon 
hooped cap.
T H Barma & Mrs T Hodsoll  Maroon, grey hoop and armlets, grey and maroon hooped cap.
Theaker, Mr J. R.  Maroon, royal blue hoops, maroon cap.
Theakston Stud Syndicate  Black, yellow sleeves, black cap, yellow spots.
Theakston Stud Syndicate and Mrs R Carr  Black, yellow sleeves, black cap, yellow spots.
Theakston Stud Syndicate & Partner  Black, yellow sleeves, black cap, yellow spots.
Thefiftyshadesofneigh Syndicate  Red, black epaulets, white sleeves, black armlets, red and white 
striped cap.
4 The Fun Partnership  Mauve and pink (quartered), white sleeves, mauve stars.
Thelwall Jones, Dr G. M.  Grey, pink spots.
Theme Tune Partnership  White, black hollow box, black cap.
Theobalds Stud  Dark blue, white stars, dark blue sleeves, white cap.
Theodore, Dr E. D.  Purple, red star and sleeves.
ThePrestonFamily&FriendsLtd/MrG.L.Moore  Red, royal blue stripe, red sleeves, white stars, red 
cap, white star.
TheseGirlsCan Racing Club  Yellow and royal blue (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, striped cap.
Thethreedreamers  Emerald green, light blue cross belts, striped sleeves.
Thethreedreamers (second colours)  Purple, mauve epaulets, grey sleeves.
Thethrillofitall  White, mauve chevron, mauve and white chevrons on sleeves, mauve cap, white star.
Thick, Mr N. K.  Red, white stars, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
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Think Big Partnership  Yellow and dark blue (quartered), yellow sleeves, dark blue cap.
Third Time Lucky  Royal blue and dark blue diamonds, royal blue sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow star.
Thirlby, Mr Tim  Emerald green, maroon star and star on cap.
T Hirschfeld, Piper, Clear Racing  Pink, dark green epaulets and star on cap.
T Hirschfeld, Piper, Clear Racing (second colours)  White, royal blue seams, royal blue sleeves, 
white armlets, royal blue cap.
T Hirschfeld, Piper, Clear Racing (third colours)  White, dark blue triple diamond, dark blue 
sleeves, white diamonds, dark blue cap, white diamond.
Thisby, Mr Robert  Pink, black and pink halved sleeves, pink cap, black star.
This Horse Is For Sale Partnership  Pale blue, red cross belts, yellow cap.
Thistle Bloodstock Limited  Black, red epaulets, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
Thistle racing club  Royal blue, white seams, hooped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Thomas, Ben  Red, white and royal blue halved sleeves, maroon cap.
Thomas, Dr P.  Black, emerald green and red striped sleeves, red cap.
Thomas, Miss Beverley  Orange, white seams, orange sleeves and cap.
Thomas, Miss C. R.  Dark blue and yellow (halved), yellow sleeves and cap.
Thomas, Miss Sarah M.  Dark blue, red spots, red sleeves, dark blue armlets, red cap.
Thomas, Mr D. P.  Maroon, light blue triple diamond and armlets, light blue cap, maroon diamond.
Thomas, Mr Gary  Red, emerald green stars, light green sleeves, red cap.
Thomas, Mr Gerry  Royal blue, orange seams, white sleeves, orange cap.
Thomas, Mr J.  White, red stars, black sleeves, white armlets, white and black quartered cap.
Thomas, Mr J. A. C.  Dark green, yellow hoop and armlets, red cap.
Thomas, Mr Jonathan Paul  Black, orange hollow box and armlets, check cap.
Thomas, Mr J. T.  Red, white hoops, mauve sleeves, red and white quartered cap.
Thomas, Mr Keith  Yellow, purple sleeves, red cap.
Thomas, Mr M. A.  Burgandy,  light blue and gold hooped sleeves, light blue and burgandy quartered 
cap.
Thomas, Mr Mike  Dark green and emerald green diamonds.
Thomas, Mr Neville  Dark blue, red chevrons, red sleeves, dark blue armlets, red cap.
Thomas, Mr Norman  Light green, yellow epaulets and sleeves.
Thomas, Mr P. D.  Red and yellow check, white sleeves.
Thomas, Mr R.  Royal blue, red stars, armlets and stars on cap.
Thomas, Mr R. (second colours)  Light blue, pink hoops, pink and light blue striped sleeves, light 
blue and pink quartered cap.
Thomas, Mr R. (third colours)  Maroon and yellow (quartered), striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Thomas, Mr R. (fourth colours)  Purple, orange cross belts, orange and purple halved sleeves.
Thomas, Mr R. (fifth colours)  Red, royal blue hoops and armlets.
Thomas, Mr R. (sixth colours)  Orange, light green hoop, hooped sleeves.
Thomas, Mr R. (seventh colours)  Yellow, emerald green braces, yellow sleeves, emerald green 
stars, emerald green cap.
Thomas, Mr Richard  Yellow, dark blue star, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, yellow 
star.
Thomas, Mr Sam  Dark green and royal blue diamonds, royal blue sleeves, dark green 
diamonds,royal blue cap, dark green diamond
Thomas, Mrs D.  White, emerald green cross belts, white and red halved sleeves, red cap.
Thomas, Mrs Gwen  Red, black chevron, white sleeves, red cap, black stars.
Thomas, Mrs J. A.  Yellow and brown stripes, light blue sleeves, yellow cap.
Thomas, Mrs Kim  White, royal blue stars, royal blue and white hooped sleeves, white and royal blue 
hooped cap.
Thomas, Mrs S. C.  Pink and mauve diamonds, white sleeves and cap.
Thomas, Mr W. A.  Red, emerald green sleeves, red stars.
Thomas, Mr W. Philip  Black, emerald green cross belts, hooped sleeves, check cap.
Thomas, Ms Christine  Pink, royal blue stars, royal blue cap, pink star.
Thomason-Murphy, Joanne  Beige, emerald green diamond, sleeves and cap.
Thomas & Susan Blane  Yellow, red cross belts, yellow sleeves, white armlets, yellow and red 
hooped cap.
Thom, Mr James Gordon  Light blue, dark blue star and star on cap.
Thompson Bt, Sir Lionel (L)  Old gold, royal blue sash, royal blue cap.
Thompson, D. R. B.  Dark green, yellow sash, sleeves and cap.
Thompson, Lady  Emerald green, orange chevrons, emerald green sleeves, quartered cap.
Thompson, Miss Audrey F.  Black, white sash, white and black striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Thompson, Miss Joanne  Red, royal blue hoop, red sleeves, royal blue stars, red cap, royal blue star.
Thompson, Miss Kay T.  Red, dark blue spots, red cap, white spots.
Thompson, Miss Marjorie A.  Purple, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, black hoop.
Thompson, Miss Norma  Dark blue, white star, white sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, white 
star.
Thompson, Mr C.  Black, beige and black striped sleeves.
Thompson, Mr Dave  Red, dark blue epaulets, dark blue sleeves, red stars.
Thompson, Mr G.  Red, royal blue sleeves, white armlets.
Thompson, Mr H. L.  Light blue, yellow sash, yellow sleeves, light blue armlets, yellow cap.
Thompson, Mr I.  Dark blue, emerald green star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Thompson, Mr James  Yellow, black spots, sleeves and spots on cap.
Thompson, Mr J. G.  Emerald green, mauve hoops, black sleeves and cap.
Thompson, Mr J. N.  Mauve, purple sash and cap.
Thompson, Mr Jon A.  White, black cross of lorraine.
Thompson, Mr Patrick  Dark blue, light blue diamond, striped sleeves, light blue cap.
Thompson, Mr P. C.  Purple, pink star, pink sleeves, mauve stars, pink cap, purple star.
Thompson, Mr R. C.  Royal blue, pink hoop, royal blue sleeves, pink stars, pink cap.
Thompson, Mr Ronald  Black, red hoop, diamonds on sleeves, black cap, red spots.
Thompson, Mr Scott  Brown and beige (quartered), brown sleeves, beige stars, beige cap, brown 
star.
Thompson, Mrs D.  Pink, purple cross belts, hooped sleeves, purple cap.
Thompson, Mrs J. E. A.  Light blue, maroon star, light blue sleeves, maroon stars, light blue cap, 
maroon star.
Thompson, Mr Thomas  Black, orange stars, sleeves and stars on cap.
Thompson, Mr T. J. A.  Black and orange (quartered), striped sleeves.
Thompson, Mr V.  Red, yellow sash, hooped sleeves and cap.
Thompson Musson & Mcbride  Dark blue, light blue diamond, striped sleeves, light blue cap.
Thomson, Mr A. M.  Light green, pink striped sleeves, pink and light green quartered cap.
Thomson, Mr B.  Yellow, mauve star and star on cap.
Thomson, Mr D.  White, red sash, white sleeves, purple armlets, red cap.
Thomson, Mr G. M.  Red, black cross belts and cuffs, lavender sleeves.
Thomson, Mr J.  Maroon, dark green sash.
Thomson, Mr N. B.  Black and light blue diamonds, light blue sleeves, black cap.
Thomson, Mrs A. M.  Black, yellow sash, white cap.
Thomson, Mrs A. M. (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow cross belts, yellow cap.
Thomson, Mrs Dorothy  Maroon, dark green sash and cap.
Thomson, Mrs I.  Purple, light green cross belts, light green cap, purple star.
Thomson, Ms Deborah  Black, red star, black sleeves, red spots.
Thorley, Michelle  Maroon and purple diabolo, purple sleeves, maroon stars, purple cap, maroon star.
Thorman, Mr Paul  Black, red braces, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Thorne Farm Racing Ltd  Mauve, white sash, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Thorneloe, Mrs John  Yellow, white and yellow halved sleeves.
Thorne, Mrs M. W.    Rifle green, silver striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Thorne, Mrs Nicola  Royal blue, white stars, white sleeves, royal blue stars.
Thorney Racing Partners  Red and white diabolo, white sleeves, emerald green diamonds, red cap.

Thornhill, Mr M. J. E.  Black, orange spots, sleeves and spots on cap.
Thornton, Mr G. M.  White, orange epaulets.
Thornton, Mr H.  Purple and yellow diamonds, checked sleeves.
Thornton, Mr J. K.  Yellow, scarlet striped sleeves, white cap.
Thornton, Mr W. G.  White, royal blue hoop, collar and cuffs, red and yellow quartered cap.
Thorogood, Mr Hugh Charles  Dark green, beige cross belts.
Thoroughbred British Racing  Dark blue, yellow hoop.
Thoroughbred British Racing & Partner  Dark blue, yellow hoop.
The Thoroughbred Club  White, dark blue and red hooped sleeves, red cap.
The Thoroughbred Club II  White, dark blue and red hooped sleeves, red cap.
The Thoroughbred Club III  White, dark blue and red hooped sleeves, red cap.
The Thoroughbred Corporation  Light green and white stripes, light green cap.
Thoroughbred Homes Ltd  Royal blue, yellow hoop, diamonds on sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow 
spots.
Thoroughbred Ladies 1  Maroon, mauve striped sleeves.
Thoroughbred Ladies & T R George  Maroon, mauve striped sleeves.
Thorpe-Codman, Mr H.  Emerald green, yellow chevrons, armlets and cap.
Thorpe Farm Rehab & Fitness  Pink, royal blue star.
Thorpe, Mr D. A.  Yellow, dark green hoop, halved sleeves, dark green cap, yellow star.
Thorp, Mr Sam  Royal blue, rust and white striped sleeves, black cap.
Thorsten Feddern & Ellis Stud  Royal blue and maroon diamonds, white sleeves and cap.
The Thoughtful Partnership  Yellow, purple cross belts, purple sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, 
purple star.
Threadgall, Mr J.  Light blue, yellow diamond and sleeves, quartered cap.
Threadwell, Mr J. S.  Light blue, white sleeves, light blue and red quartered cap.
The Three Amigos  Red, light green epaulets and sleeves, light green cap, red star.
The Three A's Syndicate  Yellow, mauve spots and sleeves, mauve and yellow quartered cap.
Three Bags Of Sand Syndicate  Black, beige diamonds on sleeves.
The Three Cabelleros  Orange, emerald green chevron, emerald green sleeves, white stars, white 
cap, orange star.
Three Celts  Emerald green, white cross of lorraine, red sleeves and cap.
Three Chums Partnership  Dark blue, emerald green sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, 
emerald green stars.
Three Counties Racing  Yellow, dark blue stripe.
The Three Fields  Black and orange (quartered), orange sleeves and cap.
Three Generations  Pink, purple cross belts, white sleeves, pink cap, purple star.
The Three Graces  Purple, orange triple diamond and diamond on cap.
Three Jolly Farmers  Royal blue, black sleeves, white cap, blue hoop.
Three Kingdoms Racing  Dark blue, dark blue and beige diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Three Kingdoms Racing  White, beige star, diabolo on sleeves.
The Three Legs Partnership  Red, black stripe.
Three Men and a Trainer  Red, dark blue stars, dark blue sleeves, red armlets, red cap, dark blue 
star.
The Three Musketeers  Dark blue and purple stripes, dark blue sleeves, yellow armlets, dark blue 
and purple hooped cap.
Three Oaks Racing & Mrs P Bosley  Dark blue, pink braces, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Three Of A Kind  White, red heart and diamond, black spade and club quarters, black and red 
quartered cap.
Three Off The Tee  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, checked sleeves, hooped cap.
Three Plus One  Red, white diamond and sleeves.
Three Plus One (second colours)  Yellow, purple triple diamond, purple sleeves, yellow diamonds, 
purple cap, yellow diamond.
The Three R's 1  Light green and mauve stripes, white sleeves, mauve cap.
Threes Company  Red and emerald green diabolo, red sleeves, emerald green armlets, white cap.
Threes Company (second colours)  Red, emerald green braces, white cap.
Threes Company (third colours)  Light blue, white sleeves, black diamonds, white cap, light blue 
star.
The Three Tigers  Dark green, maroon chevrons and sleeves, maroon and dark green check cap.
14th Regiment Royal Artillery  Dark blue, yellow cross belts, red sleeves, dark blue armlets, royal 
blue cap.
Threlfall, Mr R. W. G.  Emerald green, pink diamond, hooped cap.
Thrift, Mr Brian  Yellow, orange chevron, hooped cap.
Thrills  and Spills  Royal blue, white diamond, checked sleeves, royal blue cap, white diamond.
Thrills & Spills  Light green, white sleeves, yellow armlets.
Throckmorton Court Stud  White, chocolate sleeves, red cap.
The Thrower Family  Grey, white stars on sleeves, royal blue cap.
Thrower, Mrs Val  Grey, white stars on sleeves, royal blue cap.
T Hunter & D A Harrison Racing  Red, light blue star and sleeves.
Thurgood, Mr M. S. C.  Yellow, purple star, chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap, purple diamond.
Thurlby, Mr Des  Emerald green, pink chevron.
Thurloe 56  Emerald green, yellow stripe, yellow cap.
Thurloe for Royal Marsden Cancer Charity  Emerald green, yellow stripe, yellow cap.
Thurloe France Limited  Emerald green, yellow stripe, yellow cap.
Thurloe Thoroughbreds L  Emerald green, yellow stripe, yellow cap.
Thurloe Thoroughbreds XLII  Emerald green, yellow stripe, yellow cap.
Thurloe Thoroughbreds XLIV  Emerald green, yellow stripe, yellow cap.
Thurloe Thoroughbreds XLIX  Emerald green, yellow stripe, yellow cap.
Thurloe Thoroughbreds XLV  Emerald green, yellow stripe, yellow cap.
Thurloe Thoroughbreds XLVIII  Emerald green, yellow stripe, yellow cap.
Thurloe Thoroughbreds XLVII & Partners  Emerald green, yellow stripe, yellow cap.
Thurloe Thoroughbreds XLVI & Partners  Emerald green, yellow stripe, yellow cap.
Thurloe Thoroughbreds XXX & Partner  Emerald green, yellow stripe, yellow cap.
Thurloe Thoroughbred XLVIII and Partner  Emerald green, yellow stripe, yellow cap.
Thurlow, Mr D. N.  Red, silver stars.
Thurston, Mr R. G.  Purple, yellow spots, yellow cap.
Thurtle, Mr Ian  Dark blue, light blue sleeves, dark blue spots, beige cap, dark blue spots.
Thwaites, Mr P.  Purple, orange triple diamond and diamond on cap.
Thwaites, Mrs M. B.  Yellow, large dark blue spots and armlets, hooped cap.
Thwaites Young & Alessi  Yellow, large dark blue spots and armlets, dark blue and yellow hooped 
cap.
T Hywel Jones Racing  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine, light green sleeves, red cap.
Tibbett, Ms Denise  Orange, white spots on sleeves.
Tibbetts, Mrs C. D.  White and purple diamonds, white sleeves, purple armlets and diamond on cap.
Tice, Mrs Richard  Dark green and yellow stripes, dark green sleeves, quartered cap.
Tice, Ms Judy  Green, yellow yoke, quartered cap.
Tickle, Mrs Sarah  White, dark green spots and sleeves, white cap.
Tick Tock Partnership  Dark green, white chevron, hooped sleeves.
Tick Tock Partnership (second colours)  Dark blue, red braces, striped sleeves, red cap.
Tick Tock Partnership (third colours)  White, dark blue spots, white sleeves, red spots, red cap.
Tick Tock Partnership (fourth colours)  Pink, emerald green epaulets, chevrons on sleeves, hooped 
cap.
Tidball, Mr D.  Mauve and black diabolo, mauve sleeves, quartered cap.
Tidball, Mr M. J.  Dark green, white stars and armlets, dark green cap, yellow star.
Tieman, Mr Francise  Maroon and mauve stripes, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Tierney, Mr J.  Maroon, white stripe and armlets, striped cap.
Tiffin Sandwiches Limited  Black, yellow, green & red dartboard, white sleeves, red darts, red cap.
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Tiffin Sandwiches Limited & Partner  Pink and white diamonds, pink sleeves and cap.
Tiffin Sandwiches & Partners  Pink and white diamonds, pink sleeves and cap.
The Tigers Racing Syndicate  Dark green, red hoops, dark green sleeves, white armlets.
Tight Lines Partnership  Dark blue, beige hoops and armlets.
Tight Lines Partnership (second colours)  Dark blue, beige hoop and armlets.
Tilbrook & Botham  Orange, black striped sleeves.
Tilbrook, Mr M.  Orange, black striped sleeves.
Till Dawn Partnership  Black and rose (quartered), rose sleeves, check cap.
Tillett, Miss Louise  Pink and grey diamonds, white sleeves, grey armlets, grey and pink quartered 
cap.
Tillett, Mr Bill  Yellow, royal blue stars on sleeves, royal blue cap.
Tillett, Mr Robert. E.  Grey, orange stars on sleeves, orange cap.
Tilley, Mr Andy  Dark blue, maroon epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Tilley, Mr William  Light blue, red diamond and armlets, quartered cap.
Tillyard, Mr J. D. N.  Old gold, light blue sleeves, blue and scarlet hooped cap.
Tillyrie Racing Club  Red, black disc, red sleeves, black stars, red cap, black star.
Tim and Sue Payton  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, diamonds on sleeves.
Tim Bunting - Osborne House  Orange, white sleeves, orange stars, orange cap, white stars.
Tim Bunting - Osborne House II  Orange, white sleeves, orange stars, orange cap, white stars.
Tim Bunting - Osborne House III  Orange, white sleeves, orange stars, orange cap, white stars.
Tim Bunting - Osborne House IV  Orange, white sleeves, orange stars, orange cap, white stars.
Tim Dykes, Chris Emmerson & Jon Hughes  Purple, white sleeves, black armlets, hooped cap.
Tim Dykes & Hugh Doubtfire  Purple, white sleeves, black armlets, hooped cap.
Tim Dykes & Jon Hughes  Purple, white sleeves, black armlets, hooped cap.
The Time Enough Stud Partnership  Purple, white hoop, white sleeves, purple diamonds, white 
cap.
Timeform  Cerise with a white circle, cerise sleeves and cap.
The Time Immemorial Partnership  Yellow, royal blue stars, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue 
star.
Times of Wigan  Black and gold stripes, black sleeves, black cap, gold diamond.
Timesquare Ltd  Emerald green, white cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Tim Johnson & Donald McCain  Light blue, red hoops, light blue sleeves, red cap.
Tim Johnson & Donald McCain (second colours)  Light blue, white braces and sleeves.
Tim Leadbeater & Barry Winfield  Pink and purple check, pink sleeves, black cap.
Tim & Liz Heal  Black, pink triple diamond and diamonds on cap.
Timmins, Mr Peter  Black, light blue epaulets and armlets.
Timmins, Mr Peter (second colours)  Red, royal blue cross belts, red sleeves, light blue diamonds, 
light blue and red check cap.
Tim & Miranda Johnson  Light blue, white braces and sleeves.
Tim & Miranda Johnson (second colours)  Light blue, red hoops, light blue sleeves, red cap.
Tim & Miranda Johnson 1  Light blue, white braces and sleeves.
Tim & Miranda Johnson 1 (second colours)  Light blue, red hoops, light blue sleeves, red cap.
Tim & Miranda Johnson & Jo Hughes  Light blue, white braces and sleeves.
Tim O'Driscoll & Dan Skelton  Royal blue, light green star, sleeves and star on cap.
Timothy O'Gram, Keith West & Ollie Pears  Royal blue, yellow hoops and sleeves, yellow cap, 
royal blue star.
Timothy O'Gram & Ollie Pears  Royal blue, yellow hoops and sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue star.
Timpson, Sir John  Light blue and white diabolo, white sleeves, light blue cap, white diamonds.
The Tim Rocco Partnership  Light blue, dark blue spots, sleeves and cap.
Tim & Sarah Ingram Hill  Black and yellow diabolo, yellow sleeves, black diamonds, red cap.
Tim & Sarah Stevens  Light blue, white seams, hooped sleeves, pink cap.
Tim Syder & Aiden Murphy  Red and white check, white cap.
Tim Syder & Andrew Gemmell  Red and white check, white cap.
Tim Syder & Andrew Gemmell (second colours)  Royal blue, pink disc, maroon sleeves, royal blue 
stars, dark blue cap, pink spots.
Tim Syder & Dominic Burke  Red and white check, white cap.
Tim Syder & Dominic Burke (second colours)  Maroon, black hoop, diabolo on sleeves, hooped 
cap.
Tim Syder & Hungerford Park Partnership  Red and white check, white cap.
Tim Syder & Hungerford Park Partnership (second colours)  Dark green, red stripe.
Tim Syder & Martin St Quinton  Red and white check, white cap.
Tim Syder & Martin St Quinton (second colours)  Pink and yellow diamonds, yellow sleeves and 
cap.
Tim Syder & Mr N. Mustoe  Red and white check, white cap.
Tincknell, Exors of the Late Mr W. C.  Pink and black stripes, diabolo on sleeves, royal blue cap.
Tincknell, Mrs Angela  Pink and black stripes, diabolo on sleeves.
Tindall, Mrs Zara  Dark blue, white seams, dark blue sleeves, white stars, dark blue cap, white star.
Tingey, Mr Sampson  Light blue, royal blue star, armlets and cap.
Tinkler Jnr, Mr Adam  Royal blue, white stripe, white sleeves, royal blue stars, check cap.
Tinkler, Miss C.  Grey, maroon spots, white cap.
Tinkler, Mr Andrew  Royal blue, red chevrons, white and red striped sleeves, red and white 
quartered cap.
Tinkler, Mr Andrew (second colours)  Royal blue and white check, chevrons on sleeves, royal blue 
cap.
Tinkler, Mr N.  White, light blue and yellow striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Tinkler, Mr N. (second colours)  Dark green, dark green and red diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Tinkler, Mrs C. M.  Light blue, red seams, check cap.
Tinning, Mr W. H.  Yellow, blue hoops, blue and red quartered cap.
Tinning, Wallis, Hollings & Hull  Yellow, blue hoops, blue and red quartered cap.
Tip of The Sword Racing  Emerald green, red hoop, white sleeves, red stars, red cap.
Tipper, Mrs Toni S.  Emerald green and orange (quartered), diamonds on sleeves, orange cap.
Tipping Over  Orange and black stripes, orange sleeves, black armlets, orange cap.
Tippler Partnership  Royal blue, red diamond, royal blue sleeves, dark green armlets, dark green 
cap.
The Tipsy Partnership  Royal blue, pink chevrons, royal blue cap.
The Tipsy Partnership (second colours)  Black, black and white diabolo on sleeves.
Tipton, Mr C. J.  Yellow, purple hoops and sleeves, hooped cap.
Tisdall, Prof. Caroline  Dark green, red cross belts, dark green and beige striped sleeves, dark green 
cap, red star.
The Titanic Ten  Scarlet, white sash, black and white hooped cap.
Titanium Racing Club  Grey, orange seams, orange cap.
Titanium Racing Club & Mrs E Burke  Grey, orange seams, orange cap.
Titchner, Mr M. K.  Black, orange star, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Titcomb, Clive  White, royal blue hoops and armlets.
Tite, Ms A.  Black and royal blue diabolo, black and white diabolo on sleeves, black cap.
Titley, Mr J. E.  Emerald green and royal blue (halved), emerald green sleeves, white cap, emerald 
green spots.
Titmus, Mrs Diane  Yellow, black stripe, yellow sleeves, black stars and cap.
Tizzard, Miss Joanna  Emerald green, yellow stars, halved sleeves, emerald green and yellow hooped 
cap.
Tizzard, Mr C. L.  Yellow, emerald green spots and armlets, dark green cap.
Tizzard, Mr C. L. (second colours)  Black, white chevrons, black sleeves, hooped cap.
Tizzard, Mr R. G.  Emerald green, yellow spots and armlets, hooped cap.
Tizzard, Mr R. G. (second colours)  Black, red spots, armlets and cap.
Tizzard, Mrs Sarah  Emerald green, yellow spots, yellow sleeves, emerald green armlets, emerald 
green and yellow hooped cap.

Tizzard, Mrs Sarah (second colours)  Black, yellow seams, black and white striped sleeves, black 
cap, yellow star.
T. Jacobs, J.E. Harley & Mr G.L. Moore  Royal blue, white disc, diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
TJC Seegar and Sherborne Utilities LTD  Purple, large yellow spots, purple sleeves, yellow spots 
and cap.
TJC Seegar and Sherborne Utilities LTD (second colours)  Black, royal blue star.
T Joule E Salkeld S Salkeld T Syder  Brown, pink star, brown sleeves, pink stars.
T Keelan,J Moynihan,S Nelson,D O'Donohoe  Royal blue, white chevrons, royal blue sleeves, 
white stars and cap.
T K Racing Ltd  White, dark blue hoop, dark blue cap.
T Leslie & D Gorton  Yellow, royal blue seams, pink sleeves, purple armlets, purple cap.
T & M Johnson, R Kent, J Hughes  Light blue, white braces and sleeves.
TMS & Beckett  Black, red triple diamond, diabolo on sleeves.
T M W Partnership  Red, purple hoop and armlets, purple and red quartered cap.
Tobitt, Mr George  Light blue, pink sleeves, check cap.
Toby Hunt & Alan Hill  Dark blue and white stripes, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Toby Noble and Andy Bell  Light blue, brown epaulets.
Tocher, Mr R.  Royal blue, yellow seams, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Todd, Burton, Copley  Pink, black star, black cap.
Todd, Miss E. L.  Yellow, red braces and sleeves.
Todd, Miss Louise  Pink, black star and cap.
Todd, Mr D. J.  White, royal blue chevron, hooped sleeves, royal blue and white quartered cap.
Todd, Mr P.  Turquoise, claret chevrons on body and sleeves, quartered cap.
Todd, Mrs C. J.  Dark green, red hooped sleeves, red cap.
Todd, Ms P.  Maroon, beige sleeves, maroon spots.
Todd, Sir Mark  Royal blue, red diamond, royal blue sleeves, dark green armlets, dark green cap.
The TOD Partnership  Dark green, white sash, check cap.
Toes, Mr Patrick  Black, pink star, black sleeves, pink stars, pink cap.
Toes, Mr R. G.  Black, pink sleeves, black stars, black and pink hooped cap.
Tofts, Mr Luke  Black, pink chevron and sleeves.
Tojosimbre Racing Partnership  Black, beige diamonds on sleeves.
TOLD YOU SO PARTNERS  Maroon, black star, black and maroon quartered cap.
Toller, Mr G. H.  Grey, orange sleeves and cap.
Tolley, Mr Shaun  Black, red triple diamond and armlets.
Tollick, Mr Keith  White, royal blue triple diamond, white sleeves, royal blue stars, white cap, royal 
blue star.
Tollick, Mr Keith (second colours)  Maroon, yellow sleeves, maroon spots, yellow cap.
Tollit, Mrs P.  Royal blue, pink hoop, light blue cap.
Toll, Mrs Anne  White, red braces, black sleeves, red cap.
Tomahawke  Dark blue, white cross belts, maroon and dark blue halved sleeves, dark blue and 
maroon quartered cap.
Tom Chadney and Friends  Dark blue, white seams, white sleeves, dark blue seams, dark blue cap.
Tom Chadney & Peter Green  Dark blue, white seams, white sleeves, dark blue seams, dark blue 
cap.
Tom Chadney & Peter Green (second colours)  Red and white stripes, white sleeves, dark blue 
stars, dark blue cap, white stars.
Tom Earl & APT VI  Maroon, beige spots on sleeves.
Tom & Evelyn Yates  Mauve, purple seams, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Tom Ford & Robert Peters  Orange, dark blue chevrons and armlets, hooped cap.
Tom Ford & Tony Regan  Orange, dark blue chevrons and armlets, hooped cap.
Tom Gretton Racing Club  Dark blue, pink chevron.
Tom Gretton Racing Club & Partner  Dark blue, pink chevron.
Tom Gretton Racing II & Ownaracehorse  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Tom Gretton Racing & Ownaracehorse Ltd  Dark blue, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap.
Tomioka, Mrs N.  Purple, white sash and sleeves.
Tomkins, Mr J.  Maroon, black stripe, black sleeves, maroon armlets, black cap.
Tom Lacey Racing Club  Black, pink hoop, hooped sleeves, pink cap.
Tomlin, Mr L.  Royal blue, white braces, emerald green sleeves, white armlets.
Tomlinson, Mr J. M.  Royal blue, light blue sleeves, maroon cap.
Tomlinson, Mr L.  Emerald green, royal blue epaulets, yellow cap.
Tommy Elphick & Mary Shalvey  Yellow, maroon chevron and sleeves, emerald green cap.
Tommy Elphick & Mary Shalvey (second colours)  Purple, pink seams, hooped sleeves, striped 
cap.
Tompkins, Mr D. (second colours)  Dark blue and emerald green (quartered), halved sleeves.
Tompkins, Mr David  Brown, yellow epaulets and armlets, red cap.
Tompkins, Mr M. H.  Black and red diamonds, red sleeves, black cap.
Tompsett, Miss I. G.  Grey, dark blue epaulets, armlets and star on cap.
Tom Sayer & Andrew Sayer  Light blue, purple chevron, light blue and yellow chevrons on sleeves, 
purple cap.
Tom Wilson & Coln Valley Stud  Pink, yellow cap.
Tom Yates, Mrs Evelyn Yates & J S Moore  Mauve, purple seams, striped sleeves and star on cap.
The Tongdean Partnership  Royal blue and white stripes, yellow sleeves and cap.
Tongue, Mr R.  Black, light blue chevron, light blue cap.
Tongue, Mr R. (second colours)  Dark blue, red disc, diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Tony and Susan Brimble  Red, dark blue seams, red cap.
Tony Coyle & Nick Kench  Dark blue, light blue star, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Tony Cromwell & Partner  Maroon, large light blue spots, light blue sleeves, maroon spots, maroon 
cap, light blue spots.
Tony Culhane Racing Club  Red, large royal blue spots.
Tony Evans & Kenneth Sneath  Orange, grey hoop and armlets.
Tony Flint & Bryn Ilsley  Dark green, white epaulets, armlets and cap.
Tony Hayward and Barry Fulton  Red, white seams, royal blue and white hooped sleeves and cap.
Tony Hayward & Jack Barber  Red, white seams, royal blue and white hooped sleeves and cap.
Tony, Judith, Sharon, Dermot & David  White, dark blue star, sleeves and cap.
Tony, Judith, Sharon, Dermot & David (second colours)  Purple and yellow stripes, black sleeves 
and cap.
Tony, Judith, Sharon, Dermot & David (third colours)  Red, royal blue triple diamond, chevrons 
on sleeves, royal blue cap, red diamonds.
Tony Larkin & Partner 1  Dark blue, light blue triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, dark blue cap, 
light blue diamond.
Tony Larkin & Partner 1 (second colours)  Orange, royal blue stripe.
Tony Noble, Andy Bell and Sprayclad UK  Light blue, brown epaulets.
Tony Noble, Andy Bell and Sprayclad UK (second colours)  Yellow, red seams and sleeves, red 
and yellow hooped cap.
Tony & Pauline Weight  Royal blue, red stars, red sleeves, royal blue armlets, white cap, red star.
Tony & Pauline Weight & B. Hoyle  Royal blue, red stars, red sleeves, royal blue armlets, white cap, 
red star.
Tony & Pauline Weight Blacklock Simpson  Royal blue, red stars, red sleeves, royal blue armlets, 
white cap, red star.
Tony Perkins & Partners  Yellow, black chevron, black and yellow halved sleeves, yellow cap, black 
star.
Tony Price & Mrs Linda White  Royal blue, white cross belts, red, white and blue quartered cap.
Tony Price & Mrs Linda White (second colours)  Brown and pink (quartered), brown sleeves, pink 
cap.
Tony Scrivin & Lost in the Summer Wine  Black, large yellow spots, black sleeves, yellow spots, 
yellow cap.
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Tony Scrivin & Lost in the Summer Wine (second colours)  Red and black stripes, red sleeves, 
white cap.
Tony Smith & Allen Pope  Royal blue and white check, royal blue sleeves.
Tony Smith and The Undecided  Emerald green, white cross of lorraine, armlets and cap.
Tony Staple & George Giles  Emerald green and pink check, striped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Tony Taylor & Patrick Gage  Yellow, dark green epaulets, dark green sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow 
cap, dark green star.
Tony Taylor & Patrick Gage (second colours)  Royal blue and white (quartered), halved sleeves.
Tony Wechsler & Ann Plummer  Pink, light blue cross belts and armlets, light blue and pink 
quartered cap.
Tony Worth & Vic Bedley  Dark blue, beige epaulets, armlets and star on cap.
Tooth, Mr Raymond  Grey, pink epaulets, quartered cap.
Top Brass 2  Dark green, yellow sash, halved sleeves, dark green and yellow quartered cap.
Top Brass Partnership  Dark green, yellow sash, halved sleeves, dark green and yellow quartered 
cap.
Topham, Mrs Mary  Light blue, yellow chevron, dark blue sleeves, dark blue and yellow hooped cap.
Top Hat and Tails  Yellow, red seams and armlets.
Top Hat Racing Club  White, royal blue cross of lorraine, white and yellow check sleeves, white and 
royal blue check cap.
Top Hat Racing Club (second colours)  Royal blue, white stars, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars, 
yellow cap, royal blue star.
Topley, Lady Sophia  Straw, brown hoop on cap.
Top Of The Hill Racing Club  Dark blue, pink hooped sleeves and cap.
Top Of The Hill Racing Club & Partner  Dark blue, pink hooped sleeves and cap.
Top of the Wolds Racing  Dark blue, grey striped sleeves and cap.
Topping, Mr D.  Yellow, royal blue epaulets, hooped sleeves.
Toppin, Miss R.  Purple and red diamonds, purple sleeves and cap.
The Top Silk Syndicate  Dark blue, white chevron, white and dark blue striped sleeves.
The Top Silk Syndicate (second colours)  Maroon, light blue and maroon diabolo on sleeves, light 
blue cap.
The Topspec II Partnership  Yellow, black hoop, black and yellow check cap.
Torben Dal & Jon Hughes  Emerald green and red check, yellow sleeves, emerald green armlets, 
yellow cap.
Tor Hodsoll & Jane Chapple-Hyam  Emerald green, purple chevron, purple and white chevrons on 
sleeves, white and emerald green quartered cap.
Tor Side Racing  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, yellow and royal blue hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Tory, Mr Graham  Black and yellow diamonds, red and yellow hooped cap.
Tory, Mr P.  Yellow, dark brown hoop, quartered cap.
Tory, Mrs Monica  Royal blue, white stripe, white sleeves, red armlets, white cap.
Tory, Mrs P. A.  Navy blue, jade green sash, collar and cuffs, quartered cap.
Tory, Mr T. P.  Mauve, yellow sleeves, mauve armlets, yellow cap.
Tosh, Mr P.  Turquoise blue, scarlet hoops, striped sleeves, white cap.
Total Asbestos Solutions Limiited  Mauve, white star and armlets.
Touch Gold Racing Fanciful  White, yellow star, white sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Touch Gold Racing Partnership  White, yellow star, white sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Touchwood Racing  Light blue, purple armlets.
Tough Troop Partnership  Royal blue, purple star, red sleeves, white stars, purple cap, white star.
Tourle, Mr M. H.  Purple, pink disc, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Towell, Mrs Una  Dark green, yellow star, yellow sleeves, dark green armlets, dark green cap.
Tower Hamlets Partnership  Dark blue, brown hoops, dark blue sleeves and cap.
Towers-Clark, Mr R. J.  White, red collar and sleeves, light blue cap.
Tower, The Hon Mrs Peter  Plum, white sleeves, emerald green cap.
Townend, Mrs Geraldine  Pink, black stripe, maroon sleeves, pink cap, black star.
Townley Hall Bloodstock and D. J. Cox  Dark blue, grey diamond.
Townroe, Mrs C.  Light blue and pink check, light blue sleeves, pink stars and cap.
Townsend, Mrs Hilary R  Emerald green, purple chevrons, emerald green sleeves, quartered cap.
Townsend, Mrs Val  Dark green, light green chevron, chevrons on sleeves, hooped cap.
Townshend, Mrs Stacey  Orange, black cross belts, black cap.
Townshend, The Hon Mrs  White, crimson hoops, black cap.
Townshend, The Hon Mrs (second colours)  Blue and yellow (halved), blue sleeves, yellow cap.
Townson, Mr J.  Old gold, purple and green hoops, old gold sleeves, purple and old gold quartered cap.
Toye, Mrs P.  Yellow, brown star and sleeves.
Toynton, Mr Sean Michael  Dark green and black stripes.
Toytown  Yellow, red spots, royal blue sleeves.
T.P.McMahon, D.McMahon & GPR XVII  Red, yellow stars, red sleeves, royal blue stars, red cap, 
yellow star.
Tracey Bell & Caroline Lyons  Royal blue, orange hoop and armlets, hooped cap.
Tracey, Mr Mark  Royal blue, white hoops, royal blue sleeves, white spots.
Tracey, Mrs Jo  Black and white diamonds, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Tracey, Mr S. P.  Black and white diamonds, emerald green sleeves, white cap.
Tracy Waggott and Sally Booth  Emerald green, royal blue star and sleeves, royal blue cap, emerald 
green star.
Trade Winds  White, black braces, black horse and jockey, red sleeves and cap.
Trading Products Limited  Black, white hoops, halved sleeves, black cap.
Trainers House Enterprises Ltd  Red, yellow star.
Trainor, Mr Peter  White, emerald green hoops, emerald green and white halved sleeves, emerald 
green and white hooped cap.
The Train Wreck Partnership  Emerald green, red cross belts, diamonds on sleeves, striped cap.
Tra La La  Grey, white epaulets, orange cap.
The Tra La La Syndicate  Grey, white epaulets, brown and orange quartered cap.
Tramore Tree  White, multi-coloured spots
Trangmar, Mr D. G.  Black, red spots, red cap.
Transpennine Partnership  Dark blue, yellow hoops, checked sleeves.
The Transporters  Purple, yellow spots, purple sleeves.
The Transporters (second colours)  Yellow, dark blue chevrons, yellow sleeves and cap.
Tranter, Mr Vince  Black, mauve seams and armlets.
Tranter, Mr Vince (second colours)  Pink, dark blue seams and armlets.
Trant, Mr P.  Black and emerald green stripes.
Travis, Mrs A.  Dark blue, light blue seams, light blue and dark blue striped sleeves, light blue cap, 
dark blue stars.
Treacher, Mr Simon  Dark blue and pink diamonds, pink sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, pink 
diamond.
Treacy, Mr Raymond  Red, emerald green and red diabolo on sleeves, emerald green cap.
Treacy, Mr Raymond (second colours)  Emerald green, beige braces, striped sleeves, beige cap.
Treacy, Mr Raymond (third colours)  Red, yellow stripe, red sleeves, yellow stars, white cap.
Treacy, Mr Raymond (fourth colours)  Light blue, maroon sleeves, light blue stars, light blue cap, 
maroon star.
Treasure Trove Partnership  Light blue and red (quartered), white sleeves, red cap.
Trebles Holford Thoroughbreds  Pink, maroon armlets.
Trebles Holford Thoroughbreds (second colours)  Yellow, royal blue and yellow diabolo on 
sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow diamonds.
Tredwell, Mr J.  Dark green, red sleeves, hooped cap.
Tredwell, Robinson, Proctor & Nicholson  Purple, yellow cross belts, yellow sleeves, purple 
armlets, purple and yellow quartered cap.
Tredwell, Robinson, Proctor & Nicholson (second colours)  Dark green, red sleeves, dark green 
and red hooped cap.

Tregarth Racing & Partner  Royal blue, red armlets.
Tregaskes, Miss Rachel  White, light blue star.
Tregaskes, Miss Rachel (second colours)  Light blue, white striped sleeves.
Tregaskes, Mr G. M.  Red, white striped sleeves, red cap, white star.
Tregellis, Mr Jordon  Red, emerald green hoops, white sleeves.
Tregellis, Mr Jordon (second colours)  Emerald green, light green seams, emerald green sleeves and 
cap.
Tregellis, Mr Jordon (third colours)  Pink, mauve epaulets.
Tregellis, Mr Jordon (fourth colours)  Yellow, brown epaulets.
Tregellis, Mr Jordon (fifth colours)  White, royal blue epaulets.
Tregellis, Mr Jordon (sixth colours)  Brown, dark green cross belts, dark green cap.
Tregellis, Mr Jordon (seventh colours)  Light blue, royal blue epaulets.
Tregellis, Mr Jordon (eight colours)  White, red epaulets.
Tregellis, Mr Jordon (ninth colours)  White, dark green epaulets.
Tregellis, Mr Jordon  Grey, black epaulets.
Tregellis, Mr Jordon  Royal blue, orange epaulets.
Tregellis, Mr Jordon  Royal blue, yellow epaulets.
Tregellis, Mr Jordon  Dark green, yellow epaulets.
Tregoning, Mr M. P. N.  Light green, white epaulets, striped cap.
Tregoning, Mr M. P. N. (second colours)  Light blue and orange stripes, light blue cap, orange 
diamond.
Trembath, Hyde, Outhart & Hill  Purple and yellow stripes, black sleeves and cap.
Trembath, Mr C. R.  Purple and yellow stripes, black sleeves and cap.
Trembath & Outhart  Purple and yellow stripes, black sleeves and cap.
Trembath, Outhart, Moran & Costelloe  Purple and yellow stripes, black sleeves and cap.
Tremewan, Mr Chris  Royal blue, light blue seams and armlets, mauve cap.
Tremousser Partnership  Royal blue and yellow (halved), striped sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Trenchard, Morrison & The Late Margadale  Red, light blue star, armlets and star on cap.
Trenchard, Viscountess  Red, light blue star, armlets and star on cap.
Trendy Ladies  Yellow, maroon hoop and armlets, black cap.
Trendy Ladies and Partner  Yellow, maroon hoop and armlets, black cap.
Treneer, Mrs D. J.  Green, gold striped cap.
Trevor and Ruth Milner  White, maroon stars, maroon sleeves, white stars, white cap, maroon star.
Trevor & Linda Marlow  White and dark green stripes, yellow sleeves, white cap.
Trevor Nicholas & Malcolm Price  White, black spots, white and emerald green halved sleeves, 
emerald green cap.
The Tribesmen  Emerald green, pink star, pink and emerald green hooped sleeves, emerald green 
cap, pink star.
Trickey, Mr B. J.  Royal blue, yellow cross belts, checked sleeves.
The Tricksters  Yellow, maroon triple diamond.
The Tricksters & The Goodies  Yellow, maroon triple diamond.
Triefus, Mr Graham P.  Red, black disc, white sleeves, black cap.
Triermore Stud  Pink, royal blue cap.
Triermore Stud (second colours)  Maroon, yellow cap, maroon spots.
Triermore Stud & The Hon P. Stanley  Pink, royal blue cap.
Triermore Stud & Trull Stud  Pink, royal blue cap.
Trietline, Mr C. J.  Maroon, white cap.
Trillium Place Racing  Purple, brown epaulets.
Trillium Place Racing (second colours)  Dark blue, red braces, striped sleeves, red cap.
Trimble, Mr K.  Yellow, black chevrons, black and yellow hooped sleeves, check cap.
Trinity Park Stud  Emerald green, beige stars, beige cap, emerald green star.
Trinity Racing  Dark blue, light blue stars, dark blue sleeves.
Triple Crown Partnership  Royal blue and black stripes, white sleeves, royal blue armlets and star on 
white cap.
Tripp, Miss K.  Yellow, black chevron, hooped sleeves, black cap.
Trish & Colin Fletcher-Hall  Red, royal blue chevron, white sleeves, royal blue stars, red cap, royal 
blue star.
Tristar  White, dark green stars on sleeves and cap.
The Tristram Syndicate  Yellow, red star, yellow sleeves, red stars, yellow cap, red star.
Triumph In Mind  Maroon, grey and maroon hooped sleeves and cap.
Trojan Horse,Hancock,Cunningham,Haslam  Black, beige seams, black sleeves, beige stars, black 
cap, beige star.
The Trojan Horse Partnership  Black, beige seams, black sleeves, beige stars, black cap, beige star.
Trojan Horse Partnership/Carol Aldridge  Black, beige seams, black sleeves, beige stars, black cap, 
beige star.
Trojan Horse Partnership,Pak,Wellingham  Black, beige seams, black sleeves, beige stars, black 
cap, beige star.
The Trojan Horse Partnership & Partner  Black, beige seams, black sleeves, beige stars, black cap, 
beige star.
Trojan Way  Yellow and black (quartered), black sleeves.
Trojan Way & Partner  Yellow and black (quartered), black sleeves.
Trolley Action  Dark blue, pink hoops, armlets and cap.
Trollope-Bellew, Mrs Annabel  Red, gold hoops, red sleeves, quartered cap.
Tronco, Mr Mark Gerard  Dark blue, yellow diamond, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue 
cap, yellow diamond.
Trotman, Mrs Ann  Black, orange hoops, striped sleeves.
Trotter, Mr A. R.  Royal blue, white sash and sleeves, quartered cap.
Trotter, Mr J. M.  White, black epaulets, red cap.
The Trotters  Yellow, purple chevron and star on cap.
Trott, Mrs S.  Dark green, emerald green chevrons, royal blue sleeves, emerald green spots, check 
cap.
Troughton, Miss S.  Grey, orange star, brown sleeves, grey cap, royal blue star.
Troup, Mr Oliver  Dark blue, yellow triple diamond, emerald green sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow 
diamond.
Trowbridge, Mr Alvin  Red, grey diamond, grey cap.
Trowbridge, Mr K. P.  Yellow, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, royal blue cap, yellow stars.
Trowbridge O'Halloran Lowe Jones  Emerald green, black armlets, black cap.
Trow, Mr R.  Emerald green and royal blue (qrtd),emerald green sleeves,royal blue stars,emerald 
green cap,royal blue star.
Troy, Mr John M.  Black, red triple diamond, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Truckhaven Limited  Grey, red sash, sleeves and cap.
Trucking By Brian Yeardley  Royal blue, white hoops and sleeves, red and white hooped cap.
The True Acre Partnership  Purple, mauve seams, mauve sleeves, purple seams, purple cap.
Trueman, Mrs M.  Mauve, white diamond, quartered cap.
True Reds  Red, white stars on sleeves.
Trull House Stud & R. Waley-Cohen  Grey, white epaulets, orange cap.
Trump, Mrs S. M.  Black, white chevron and armlets, hooped cap.
Truscott, Mr Graham  Red, white stripe, chevrons on sleeves, red cap, white star.
Truscott, Mr P. E.  Light blue, brown braces, brown sleeves, light blue armlets, yellow cap.
Truscott & Stephen  Red, white stripe, chevrons on sleeves, red cap, white star.
Trustees Of The Lord Weinstock Will Trus  Pale blue, white and yellow check cap.
Trustees Of The Lord Weinstock Will Trus (second colours)  Pale blue, white and yellow 
quartered cap.
Tsim, Mr Peter  Yellow, red chevron, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Tsim, Mr Peter (second colours)  Yellow, red star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Tsim, Mr Peter (third colours)  Red, yellow star, checked sleeves, red cap, yellow star.
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Tsim & Smith  Yellow, red chevron, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
T.StewartN.DeChambureRiviera&Broadhurst  Grey, yellow hoops, striped sleeves, yellow cap, 
grey star.
Tsui, Mr Christopher  Yellow, purple cap, yellow star.
T. Syder & N. Mustoe  Black, black and pink check cap.
T T Bloodstocks  Dark blue, red stars.
T T Racing  Red, black collar and cuffs, old gold cap.
Tucker, Miss Carrie  Light blue, pink chevrons, light blue sleeves, pink stars and cap.
Tucker, Mr A. M.  White, maroon sleeves and cap.
Tucker, Mr Darrell  Mauve, beige hoops, black sleeves, mauve cap.
Tucker, Mr D. R.  Emerald green and red check, red sleeves and cap.
Tucker, Mr Jason  Maroon, yellow star, maroon sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Tucker, Mr L.  Royal blue, grey sleeves, pink armlets, pink cap.
Tucker, Mr M.  Grey, royal blue diamond, royal blue cap.
Tucker, Mr Martin  White, light green sleeves.
Tucker, Mr Martin (second colours)  Light green, maroon sleeves and cap.
Tucker, Mr M. E.  Black, orange hoops, halved sleeves, orange cap.
Tucker, Mr M. J.  Emerald green, yellow triple diamond, armlets and cap.
Tucker, Mrs B.  Black, yellow hoop, red sleeves, yellow cap.
Tucker, Mrs S.  Red, black epaulets, halved sleeves.
Tucker, Mrs Sheila  Purple, white triple diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Tucker, Mrs Sheree  White, maroon sleeves.
Tucker, Mrs Sheree (second colours)  Light green, maroon sleeves.
Tucker, Mr Stephen  Light blue, brown seams, brown and light blue striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Tucker Stafford & McCormack  Light blue, brown seams, brown and light blue striped sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Tuckey, Mr M. J.  Dark green and white diamonds, white sleeves.
Tuckey, Mrs Norma  Pink, white chevrons on sleeves.
Tuck, Mr G. S.  White, royal blue sash, orange cap.
Tuck, Mr M. C.  Dark blue, red sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap, red star.
Tuddenham, Mrs M. E.  Emerald green and yellow diabolo, yellow sleeves and cap.
Tudor, Mr Michael P.  Royal blue and black check, royal blue cap.
Tudor Street Partnership  Dark blue, pink hoop, pink sleeves, dark blue armlets, pink cap.
Tuer, Mr E.  Pink and purple diamonds, pink sleeves and cap.
Tuer, Mr Grant  Dark green, yellow braces, striped sleeves and striped cap.
The Tuesday Club  Black and pink (quartered), pink sleeves, check cap.
The Tuesday Club & Jane Chapple-Hyam  Royal blue, red sash, white sleeves.
The Tuesday Club & Jane Chapple-Hyam (second colours)  Black, white diamond.
The Tuesday Club & Jane Chapple-Hyam (third colours)  White, black diamond.
The Tuesday Syndicate and Michael Watt  Brown, white spots, brown sleeves and cap.
The Tuesday Syndicate & Roy David  Brown, white spots, brown sleeves and cap.
The Tuesday Syndicate & Roy David (second colours)  Dark blue and white check, dark blue 
sleeves, emerald green cap.
Tuffin, Mr J. P.  Red, white star, white and red striped sleeves.
Tufft, Mr R. J.  Maroon and yellow (quartered), halved sleeves, dark blue cap.
Tufnell, Mrs Jane  Yellow, beige stripe.
Tuite, Mr J.  Beige, black disc and armlets, quartered cap.
Tuite, Mr J. (second colours)  Yellow, yellow and black diabolo on sleeves.
Tuke, Miss Catherine  Dark green, red sleeves.
The Tulanes  Emerald green and red (quartered), yellow sleeves, red and emerald green quartered 
cap.
Tulk, Mr S.  Dark blue, yellow star, armlets and star on cap.
Tullie, Mrs A. F.  Cherry, silver grey cap.
Tulloch, Mr Freddie  Cerise, white cross belts, black cap, white star.
Tullpark Limited  Red, yellow star, royal blue sleeves, yellow armlets and stars on royal blue cap.
Tullpark Limited (second colours)  Emerald green, orange hoop, white sleeves, red armlets, dark 
blue and yellow striped cap.
Tunmore, Mr D.  Emerald green, yellow stars, emerald green sleeves, red armlets, emerald green 
cap, yellow star.
The Tunstall Green Partnership  Orange, black chevrons, diabolo on sleeves, orange cap.
The Tunstall Green Partnership (second colours)  Royal blue and light blue (quartered), royal blue 
sleeves, light blue and royal blue quartered cap.
Tunstall, Mr E. G.  Emerald green, yellow and emerald green diabolo on sleeves, emerald green and 
yellow quartered cap.
Tunstall, Mr N. P.  Royal blue and light blue (quartered), royal blue sleeves, light blue and royal blue 
quartered cap.
Turbanators  Dark blue and light blue diamonds, dark blue sleeves, dark blue cap, light blue diamond.
Turbanators (second colours)  Royal blue, red inverted triangle, sleeves and star on cap.
Turcan Barber Douglas Miller Dunning 1  Light blue and black (quartered), yellow sleeves, black 
cap.
Turcan, Borwick, Dunning & Fleming  Light blue and black (quartered), yellow sleeves, black cap.
Turcan D-Miller Stewart Burnham Dunning  Light blue and black (quartered), yellow sleeves, 
black cap.
Turcan, Dunning, Price, Stewart, Burnham  Light blue and black (quartered), yellow sleeves, black 
cap.
Turcan, Mr H. W.  Light blue and black (quartered), yellow sleeves, black cap.
Turf Club 2018  Emerald green, yellow striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Turf Club 2018 and Graeme McPherson  Emerald green, yellow striped sleeves, hooped cap.
The Turf Club and Whatton Manor Stud  Emerald green, yellow striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Turf Club 2018 & Co  Emerald green, yellow striped sleeves, hooped cap.
The Turf Club & David Ford  Emerald green, yellow striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Turf Club, Mayoh & Callan  Emerald green, yellow striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Turf Club 2016 & Mrs Isabel Eavis  Emerald green, yellow striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Turf Club 2018 & Partner 1  Emerald green, yellow striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Turf Club 2018 & Partner  Emerald green, yellow striped sleeves, hooped cap.
The Turf Club 2018 & Partners  Emerald green, yellow striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Turf Club 2016 Partnership  Emerald green, yellow striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Turf Club 2018 & PJL Racing  Emerald green, yellow striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Turf Club 2016 & R Waley-Cohen  Emerald green, yellow striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Turf Club 2016 & Simon W. Clarke  Emerald green, yellow striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Turf Club 2016 & The Real Partnership  Emerald green, yellow striped sleeves, hooped cap.
The Turf N' Surf Racing Partnership  Dark blue, light blue hoop.
Turf 2018 & Partner  Emerald green, yellow striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Turf 2018 & Red Mischief Racing  Emerald green, yellow striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Turf Talk Racing Club  Mauve and grey stripes, mauve sleeves.
Turland, Mr L. R.  Light blue, maroon disc and spots on cap.
Turnbull Boyce  Emerald green, yellow seams, hooped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Turnbull, Mr Ambrose  Grey, red star on body and cap, red sleeves, grey armlets.
Turnbull, Mr Andrew  Emerald green, yellow seams, hooped sleeves, emerald green cap.
Turnbull, Mr Geoffrey  Dark blue and pink diabolo, chevrons on sleeves, pink cap, dark blue 
diamond.
Turner, Miss L. M.  Red, dark blue disc, dark blue cap.
Turner, Miss S. J.  Royal blue, black sleeves, white cap, blue hoop.
Turner, Mr Alan  White, emerald green stars, white sleeves, yellow cap.
Turner, Mr B.  Navy blue, white hoop, armlets and collar, check cap.
Turner, Mr Ben  White, black stars, royal blue sleeves, black cap.

Turner, Mr D. A.  Scarlet, turquoise hoop, quartered cap.
Turner, Mr George  Red, grey star, red sleeves, grey stars, red cap, grey star.
Turner, Mr George (second colours)  Red, maroon seams and armlets.
Turner, Mr J.  Yellow, black horse, yellow sleeves, dual black pinstripes, yellow cap, black tassel.
Turner, Mr J. (second colours)  Purple, silver horseshoe.
Turner, Mr J. (third colours)  White, yellow epaulets, yellow cap.
Turner, Mr J. (fourth colours)  Black, silver horse, black sleeves, dual silver        pinstripes, black cap, 
silver tassel.
Turner, Mr J. (fifth colours)  Blue, white horse, blue sleeves, dual white pinstripes, blue cap, white 
tassel.
Turner, Mr J. (sixth colours)  Red, black horse, red sleeves, dual black pinstripes, red cap, black 
tassel.
Turner, Mr J. (seventh colours)  Lime green, black horse, lime green sleeves, dual black pinstripes, 
lime green cap, black tassel.
Turner, Mr J. (eight colours)  Tangerine, black horse, tangerine sleeves, dual black pinstripes, 
tangerine cap, black tassel
Turner, Mr J. H.  Green, gold sleeves, scarlet and gold striped cap.
Turner, Mr J. S. E.  Magenta, silver hoop and armlets, quartered cap.
Turner, Mr M.  Red and royal blue stripes, royal blue and red hooped sleeves.
Turner, Mr M. K. P.  Light green, mauve and light green striped sleeves, mauve cap, light green 
diamond.
Turner, Mr Paul  Dark blue, pink triple diamond and diamond on cap.
Turner, Mr Paul  Royal blue, grey chevron, grey and royal blue halved sleeves.
Turner, Mr Peter  Pink, brown seams, brown and pink striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Turner, Mr P. J.  Yellow, black star, diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Turner, Mr Robert  Dark blue, white chevron, white and dark blue striped sleeves.
Turner, Mrs A.  Red, dark blue disc.
Turner, Mrs Angela  Purple, emerald green sleeves, purple cap, emerald green diamond.
Turner, Mrs C. Leigh  Vermilion, yellow seams, halved cap.
Turner, Mrs D. E. H.  Light blue and red (halved), sleeves reversed, quartered cap.
Turner, Mrs D. F.  White, red star, black sleeves, white stars, black cap, red star.
Turner, Mrs Julien  Royal blue, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue star.
Turner, Mrs Lynn  Purple, yellow epaulets and armlets.
Turner, Mrs Marion  Orange, dark blue hoops, armlets and star on cap.
Turner, Mrs P.  Emerald green, pink hoop and cap.
Turner, Mr Stewart  Royal blue, pink diamonds on sleeves.
Turner, Mrs Tracy  Red, mauve sash, white cap.
Turner, Mr T.  Dark blue, yellow chevron, yellow cap.
Turner, Mr T. J.  Red and emerald green diabolo, checked sleeves and cap.
Turning Gold  Beige, grey epaulets and armlets.
Turton, Mr Andrew  Black, pink star, halved sleeves and stars on cap.
Turton, Mr R. J.  Royal blue, orange star, sleeves and star on cap.
Turton, Mr S. F.  Black and white diamonds, red sleeves and cap.
Turton & O'Shea  Royal blue, orange star, sleeves and star on cap.
Tuttiett, Mr J. E.  Pink and mauve stripes, hooped cap.
Tutty, Mr N. D.  Royal blue, yellow hoop, diamonds on sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow spots.
Tutty, Mrs Karen  Red, black diamond, diamonds on sleeves, red cap, black diamond.
T Wallace & J J Bridger  Maroon and yellow diabolo, quartered cap.
Tweddle, Mr Andrew  Purple, yellow stars, pink and yellow striped sleeves.
The Tweed Clad Fossils  Turquoise, gold spots on body, gold cap.
Tweedie, Mr D. K.  Blue, red sleeves.
Tweed Valley Racing Club  Dark blue, yellow epaulets, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, dark blue cap, 
yellow star.
Tweenhills Fillies  Grey, one red and one green sleeve, red and green      hooped cap.
Tweenhills Fillies & Meridian Int  Grey, one red and one green sleeve, red and green hooped cap.
Tweenhills Fillies & Mrs E Burke  Grey,one red and one green sleeve,red and green hooped cap.
The Twelfth Man Partnership  Purple, white chevron, emerald green sleeves, white cap, purple star.
Twelfth Man Partnership 4  Purple, white chevron, emerald green sleeves, white cap, purple star.
Twelfth Man Partnership 5  Purple, white chevron, emerald green sleeves, white cap, purple star.
The Twelfth Man Partnership III  Purple, white chevron, emerald green sleeves, white cap, purple 
star.
Twelfth Man Partnership 4 & Partner  Purple, white chevron, emerald green sleeves, white cap, 
purple star.
The Twelve Minimum Partnership  Yellow, black chevron, yellow sleeves, black stars, black cap.
The Twelve Minimum Racing Club  Yellow, black chevron, yellow sleeves, black stars, black cap.
The Twelve Munkys  Purple and yellow check, purple sleeves, yellow armlets, striped cap.
Twenty 19  Royal blue, black disc, pink and black striped sleeves, pink cap, black star.
Twenty Four Carrot Racing  Dark blue and white check, red sleeves and cap.
The Twenty One Club  White, royal blue cross of lorraine, red sleeves, white armlets and stars on 
red cap.
The Twenty One Partnership  White, royal blue cross of lorraine, red sleeves, white armlets and 
stars on red cap.
Twenty Stars Partnership  Pink and royal blue check, pink sleeves.
T. Westmacott & C. J. Leech  Maroon, white hoops, maroon sleeves, white cap.
Twibell, Miss E.  Light blue, dark blue chevron hoops on body and sleeves, quartered cap.
Twigden, Mr Ivan  Dark green, red chevrons, dark green sleeves, red cap.
Twinacre Nurseries Ltd Partnership  Black, yellow star and armlets, red cap.
Twiston-Davies, Mason, Greer & Kiely  Black, yellow epaulets, white sleeves, black cap, yellow star.
Twiston-Davies, Mr N. A.  Black, white sleeves, yellow cap.
Twiston-Davies, Mr W.  Black, yellow epaulets, white sleeves, black cap, yellow star.
T W Johnson & G Maxwell  Light blue, white braces and sleeves.
T W Moore & Mrs C Kendrick  Light blue, chocolate sash.
T W Morley & Mrs J Morley  Yellow, black chevron, black sleeves, yellow stars, black cap, yellow 
star.
T W Morley & Mrs J Morley (second colours)  Orange and purple (quartered), emerald green 
sleeves and cap.
TW Morley & Notting Hill Racing  Orange and purple (quartered), emerald green sleeves and cap.
T W Morley & Regents Racing  Orange and purple (quartered), emerald green sleeves and cap.
TW Morley, Terry Long & Partners  Orange and purple (quartered), emerald green sleeves and cap.
Two Black Labs  White, black labrador with red collar, white sleeves   and cap with black paw prints.
Two Black Labs (second colours)  Black, red stars.
Two Goldfish & A Balloon  Purple, white stars, white sleeves, purple armlets and star on white cap.
Two Goldfish & A Balloon 1  Maroon and yellow (halved), sleeves reversed, white cap.
Two Golf Widows  Royal blue, white cross belts, maroon sleeves, white cap.
Two Golf Widows (second colours)  Black, red star, black sleeves, red spots.
The Two Greys Syndicate  Grey, pink seams, halved sleeves, pink cap.
The Two Hats Syndicate  Red, white stars, white and red striped sleeves, red and white striped cap.
Two Hopes  Red and white (quartered), halved sleeves.
The Two Jay's Partnership  Red, purple diamond and diamond on cap.
Two Little Indians  Light blue, yellow seams, sleeves and cap.
Twomey, Ms Colette  Red, emerald green chevron, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Twomey, P.  White, mauve epaulets and stars on cap.
The Two Timers Partnership  Royal blue, light blue diamond and diamond on cap.
Two Towers Partnership  Light blue, yellow spots, armlets and diamond on cap.
TWT Racing Club I  White, red stripe, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, white star.
T. W. Wellard & Partners  White, red chevrons, light blue sleeves and cap.
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T. W. Wellard Partnership  White, red chevrons, light blue sleeves and cap.
Tykes And Terriers Racing Club  White, red hoops, royal blue and white chevrons on sleeves, white 
cap, royal blue star.
Tyler, Mr Derek  Royal blue, white stars, chevrons on sleeves, royal blue cap, white star.
Tyler, Mr P.  Yellow, dark green chevrons on sleeves.
Tylor, Mr P. A.  Maroon, grey hoops, maroon sleeves, grey cap.
Tylor, Mrs L. J. C.  Emerald green, pink star, sleeves and star on cap.
Tymms, Mr P.  Red, dark blue stripe, hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Tynan,Maclennan,Magnier,Magnier,Shanahan  Maroon, dark blue hoop and armlets.
Tynan, Mr Ed  Maroon, dark blue hoop and armlets.
Tynan, Mr Eddie  White, red star, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, white star.
The Tyringham Partnership  Black, red sash, white sleeves and cap.
TyroneForSam  Red, white epaulets, white sleeves, red armlets, white cap.
Tyrone Hanlon & Mark Boothright  Emerald green and black stripes, red cap.
Tyrone Hanlon & Mark Boothright (second colours)  Black, purple sleeves, red spots.
Tyrrell, Mr Robert  Light blue, yellow star and star on cap.
Tyrwhitt-Drake, Mr W.  Crimson, black cross belts and cap.
Tyrwhitt-Drake, Mr W. (second colours)  Crimson, black cap.

U
Udale, Mr Alan  Black, white stars, emerald green sleeves, black armlets, black cap, emerald green 
star.
UK Gunite Ltd  White and royal blue diamonds, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, dark blue cap, 
white diamonds.
Umpleby, Ms Ruth  Scarlet, pale green sash, scarlet and white quartered cap.
Unadkat, Mr Nilesh  Pink, mauve sleeves.
Unadkat, Mr Nilesh (second colours)  Purple, red seams, purple cap.
Unadkat, Mr Nilesh (third colours)  Brown, orange hoops.
The Uncles  Yellow, maroon seams, maroon sleeves, yellow stars, maroon cap.
The 2 Under Partnership  Orange, royal blue hoop, striped sleeves, white cap.
Underwood, Mr C.  Light blue, dark green hoop.
Underwood, Mr C. J.  Light blue, black cross belts, black sleeves, light blue stars, light blue cap, black 
stars.
Underwood, Mr T. D. B.  White, royal blue sleeves and collar, white and blue hooped cap.
Unett, Mr James  Black, orange striped sleeves.
The Unexpected Party Syndicate  White, grey hoop, white and red hooped cap.
The Unforgettables  Red and purple (quartered), red sleeves, purple stars, red cap, purple star.
United Five Racing  Emerald green and yellow diabolo, hooped sleeves, white cap.
United Five Racing & Mr Andrew Sayer  Emerald green and yellow diabolo, hooped sleeves, white 
cap.
The United Optimists  Mauve and white check, white sleeves, mauve armlets.
United We Stand  Red, black star and armlets.
Unity Farm Holiday Centre Ltd  Scarlet, black and white hooped sleeves, black spots on cap.
The Unnamed Favourites  Grey, pink star, striped sleeves, hooped cap.
The Unscrupulous Judges  Emerald green, royal blue spots and sleeves, red cap.
The Unscrupulous Judges (second colours)  Red, white seams, white and red hooped sleeves, 
black cap.
Unsworth, Mrs N.  Light blue, brown chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
The Unusual Suspects  White, dark blue sash, hooped sleeves, white cap.
The Up For Anything Syndicate  Red, white hollow box, striped sleeves, check cap.
The Up In Flames Partnership  Yellow, light blue disc.
Upsdell, Mrs A. M.  Light blue, black cross belts and armlets.
The Up The Glens Partnership  Royal blue, emerald green hoops and sleeves, white cap.
The Up The Glens Partnership & D J Erwin  Royal blue, emerald green hoops and sleeves, white 
cap.
Upthorpe Racing  White, red and maroon hooped sleeves and cap.
Upton Racing 2  Maroon, royal blue chevron, grey cap.
The Urban Partnership  Black, beige triple diamond and diamonds on cap.
Urquhart, Miss Z. L.  Red, white hooped sleeves, pink cap.
Urquhart, Mr John  Black, red seams, striped sleeves, red cap.
Urquhart, Mr Peter  Orange, black cross of lorraine, white sleeves and cap.
Urquhart, Mrs I. (L)  Red, white hooped sleeves, pink cap.
URSA Major Racing  Yellow and pink (quartered), pink sleeves, yellow diamonds, yellow cap, pink 
stars.
URSA Major Racing, Lady Legard, J Craggs  Yellow and pink (quartered), pink sleeves, yellow 
diamonds, yellow cap, pink stars.
URSA Major Racing & Mr D Gibbons  Yellow and pink (quartered), pink sleeves, yellow diamonds, 
yellow cap, pink stars.
URSA Major Racing & Partner  Yellow and pink (quartered), pink sleeves, yellow diamonds, yellow 
cap, pink stars.
URSA Major Racing, S Morrell & A Parrish  Yellow and pink (quartered), pink sleeves, yellow 
diamonds, yellow cap, pink stars.
URSA Major Racing, S Morrell & A Parrish (second colours)  Dark blue, red stars, red sleeves, 
dark blue armlets, dark blue and red quartered cap.
Usher, Mr M. D. I.  Dark blue, white hooped sleeves, white cap.
Usher, Mr M. D. I. (second colours)  Royal blue, white triple diamond, white sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and diamonds on white cap.
Ushers Court  Pink, grey stripe, grey and pink striped sleeves and cap.
Ushers Court (second colours)  Royal blue, pink diamond and armlets, white cap.
Usk Valley Stud  Royal blue, emerald green sleeves.
The Uxbridge Road Syndicate  Emerald green, black chevron, sleeves and cap.

V
The Vacuum Pouch Company Limited  Royal blue, emerald green cross belts, royal blue and white 
striped sleeves, white cap, emerald green stars.
The Vacuum Pouch Company Limited (second colours)  Red, grey striped sleeves, white cap.
Vaessen, Mr L. J.  Dark green, beige epaulets and sleeves.
Vail, Dominic  Red, black chevron, black and red chevrons on sleeves.
Vakilgilani, Davood  Red and white check, red sleeves, white cap.
Vakilgilani, Davood (second colours)  Pale green, white stripe
Vakilgilani, Davood (third colours)  Emerald green and white stripes, white sleeves, emerald green 
cap.
Vakilgilani, Davood (fourth colours)  White, beige stars on sleeves, white cap, beige star.
Vakilgilani, Davood (fifth colours)  Red, white sleeves, light green armlets and diamond on white 
cap.
Valda Burke & Bryan Burrough  Orange, black braces.
Valda Burke & Bryan Burrough (second colours)  Light blue, orange chevrons, light blue sleeves 
and cap.
Valda Burke, J. Palmer-Brown, D.Redvers  Purple, yellow sleeves, purple spots, yellow cap.
Valence Racing  Yellow, dark green chevrons, yellow sleeves and cap.
Valence Racing Too  Yellow, dark green chevrons, yellow sleeves and cap.
Valentine, Mr Brian  Dark blue and light blue diabolo, light blue sleeves, quartered cap.
Valentine, Mr I.  Emerald green, white and orange hooped sleeves, orange cap.

The Valentine Partnership  Purple, maroon star and star on cap.
ValueRacingClub.co.uk  White, black epaulets, maroon and white diabolo on sleeves, black and 
maroon quartered cap.
The Vamp Collective  Emerald green, black spots, emerald green sleeves.
Van Belle, Mr Pieter  Dark blue, white inverted triangle and sleeves, red cap.
van Cutsem, Mr Geoffrey  Mauve, yellow sash.
Vandebos, Mrs Jan  Orange, brown diamonds on sleeves, quartered cap.
Vandenberghe, Mr M. J.  Orange, emerald green seams, sleeves and cap.
Van Der Borgh, Mr P. J.  Emerald green, white sleeves, black and white quartered cap.
van der Hoeven, Mr David  Purple, yellow hoops, yellow and purple striped sleeves, hooped cap.
Van Der Hoeven, Pryde & O'Kane  Purple, yellow hoops, yellow and purple striped sleeves, 
hooped cap.
Van Gelder, Mr R.  Purple, silver chevron, quartered cap.
Vann, Mrs Karola  Red, white chevron, hooped sleeves and cap.
Vanstone, Mr M. J.  Red, black seams, red sleeves, black stars, red cap.
van Straubenzee, Mr C. F.  Dark green, red spots, red cap.
Van Straubenzee, Mrs C. F.  Pink, purple hoops and sleeves.
Varian, Mrs H.  White, brown and white striped sleeves, pink cap.
Varian, Mrs H. (second colours)  Grey, pink epaulets and sleeves, white cap.
Varian Racing I  Grey, pink epaulets and sleeves, white cap.
Varian Racing II  Grey, pink epaulets and sleeves, white cap.
Varian Racing III  Grey, pink epaulets and sleeves, white cap.
Varian Racing IV  Grey, pink epaulets and sleeves, white cap.
Varian Racing V  Grey, pink epaulets and sleeves, white cap.
Varley, Lloyd & Bailey  Light blue, grey stars on sleeves, light blue cap, grey star.
Varley, Mr C.  Orange, black stripe, chevrons on sleeves.
Varlien Vyner-Brooks,Dave&Yvonne Simpson  Red, light blue cross of lorraine and armlets, white 
cap.
Varlien Vyner-Brooks,Dave&Yvonne Simpson (second colours)  Red, black stripe, white and red 
hooped sleeves, black cap.
Varnham, R. W.  Black, orange cross of lorraine.
Vasey, Mr B  Orange, royal blue star, sleeves and star on cap.
Vasey, Mrs S.  Black, pink and black striped sleeves.
Vasicek, Mrs Diana  Maroon, royal blue chevrons, maroon sleeves and cap.
Vaughan-Jones, Mr A.  Yellow, red sleeves, red cap, yellow star.
Vaughan-Jones, Mrs Alice  Dark blue, yellow seams, striped cap.
Vaughan, Mr B.  Black, white cross belts, white sleeves, red spots, red cap.
Vaughan, Mr B. (second colours)  Royal blue, yellow sash, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Vaughan, Mr Brendan  Royal blue, yellow star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Vaughan, Mr E. F.  Black, pink seams, black sleeves and cap.
Vaughan, Mr M.  Orange, red sleeves, orange stars, red cap, orange star.
Vaughan, Mr R.  Emerald green, yellow seams, orange sleeves, yellow seams, emerald green and 
yellow check cap.
Vaughan, Mr Ricki  Black, beige stars, black sleeves, beige cap, black star.
Vaughan, Mr Ricki (second colours)  Royal blue, white star, white and red halved sleeves, white 
cap, royal blue star.
Vaughan, Mrs C. A. Y.  Emerald green and purple stripes, purple sleeves, emerald green stars, 
emerald green cap, purple stars.
Vaughan, Mrs L. P.  Light blue, yellow chevrons on sleeves.
Vaughan, Mrs Pip  Royal blue, silver star, quartered cap.
Vaughan, Mrs R.  Red, emerald green star, hooped sleeves, red cap, emerald green star.
Vaughan, Mr T.  Light blue, white spots, chevrons on sleeves.
Vaughan, Mr Thomas Gabriel  Dark green, orange diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Vaughan, Mr William  Green and white stripes, black and green quartered cap.
V. Burke C. Shipp R. Waley-Cohen  Brown, orange seams and sleeves, quartered cap.
Veasey, Mr Barry  Yellow, black chevron, diamonds on sleeves, black cap.
Veasey, Mrs F. A.  Red, black spots, red sleeves, black cap.
Vectis Racing  Purple, yellow chevron, grey sleeves and cap.
Veenbaas, Mrs P. I.  Orange, large emerald green spots and sleeves, striped cap.
Veitch, Mr J.  Yellow, white stars.
Vela, Sir Peter  Royal blue, white hoops, grey sleeves, royal blue and white quartered cap.
Velocity Racing  Light blue, yellow disc and sleeves.
Vendman  Black, yellow spots, halved sleeves and spots on cap.
The Venetian Lad Partnership  Red, black epaulets, red sleeves, grey armlets, white cap.
The Venetian Lad Partnership (second colours)  White, royal blue stars, royal blue sleeves, white 
stars, royal blue cap.
Venetia Williams Ltd  Purple, white star and star on cap.
Venetia Williams Racehorse Syndicate III  Purple, white star and star on cap.
Venetia Williams Racehorse Syndicate IV  Purple, white star and star on cap.
Venetia Williams Racehorse Syndicates 1  Purple, white star and star on cap.
Venetia Williams Racehorse Syndicates II  Purple, white star and star on cap.
Venetia Williams Racehorse Syndicate V  Purple, white star and star on cap.
Venner, Mr P.  Grey, pink chevron, pink sleeves, grey armlets, grey cap, pink star.
Venn, Mr Richard  Red, 2 light blue chevrons, red sleeves and cap.
Ventura Racing 1  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, red cap, white star.
Ventura Racing 2  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, red cap, white star.
Ventura Racing 4  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, red cap, white star.
Ventura Racing 8  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, red cap, white star.
Ventura Racing, Capla & P Barker  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, red cap, white star.
Ventura Racing (Crest) & Partner  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, red cap, white star.
Ventura Racing (Monty) & Partner  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, red cap, white star.
Ventura Racing 4 & Partner  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, red cap, white star.
Ventura Racing 2 & Partner  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, red cap, white star.
Ventura Racing 8 & Partner  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, red cap, white star.
Ventura Racing 1 & Partners  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, red cap, white star.
Ventura Racing & Partners  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, red cap, white star.
Ventura Racing (Rasheeq) & Partner  Dark blue, red chevron, white sleeves, red cap, white star.
The Venturers & Mrs R Carr  Red, white braces, white sleeves, red diamonds, white cap, red 
diamond.
Venus, Mr M.  Grey, pink chevron and sleeves, quartered cap.
Venvell, Mrs Julia  Royal blue and pink (quartered), pink and royal blue hooped sleeves, pink cap, 
royal blue star.
Vere Hunt, Mr Des  Grey, red chevron, chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap.
Vergette, Mr G.  Black, yellow sleeves, striped cap.
Verinder, Mr Brian  Red, yellow stars on sleeves, red cap, yellow star.
Verity, Mr Cliff  Red, royal blue chevron, royal blue and white diabolo on sleeves, red cap, white 
diamond.
Verity, Mrs E. A.  Dark blue, light blue sleeves, black cap.
Verity, Mrs M. E.  Mauve, black star, diamonds on sleeves, black cap, mauve star.
Vermaak, Mr Justin  Dark blue, beige seams, chevrons on sleeves, beige cap.
Vernon Miller, Mrs L.  Maroon, white stars, maroon sleeves, quartered cap.
Veronica Silber and Marcus Jordan  Emerald green, orange sash and sleeves, white cap.
Veronica Silber and Marcus Jordan (second colours)  Brown, red hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Verrall, Mr H. J. (L)  Gold, royal blue 'v' and cap with gold hoop.
Verrier, Mr Tony  Dark blue, white disc, dark blue sleeves, white spots, white cap.
The Vestey Family Partnership  Dark blue, emerald green seams, dark blue cap.
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Vestey, Lady  Dark blue, emerald green seams, dark blue cap.
Vestey, Lord  Royal blue, white striped sleeves.
Vestey, Mr J. E. M.  Red, white sleeves, yellow armlets, red and yellow hooped cap.
Vestey, Mr T. R. G.  Red, yellow hooped sleeves and cap.
Vestey, The Hon. Arthur  Royal blue, pink armlets, pink cap.
Vestey, The Hon Miss Mary  Olive, mauve sash, white cap.
Vestey, The Hon William  Royal blue, pink armlets.
Veti, Mr Walter  Black, large orange spots, black sleeves, orange spots, quartered cap.
Viall, Mr A. J.  Black, pink chevron, white sleeves, pink cap.
Vibert, Mr G. C.  Chocolate, white braces, striped sleeves, orange cap   .
Vibert, Mr R. J.  Cerise, cerise cap, silver spots.
Vicarage, Mr Roger  Black, pink chevron, diabolo on sleeves, black cap, white star.
Vicary, Mrs R.  Royal blue, white chevron, royal blue sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
The Vickers & Clark Racing Partnership  Red, white chevron, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, 
white star.
Vickers, Mr John  Yellow, dark blue star, armlets and star on cap.
Vickers, Mr Richard T.  Red, white chevron, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, white star.
Vickery, Mrs R.  Black, pink hoop, pink cap.
Vicki Robinson & James Williams  Brown, light blue spots, striped sleeves, light blue cap, brown 
spots.
Victor and Celia Goaman  Yellow, emerald green chevron, chevrons on sleeves, quartered cap.
Victor and Celia Goaman and Jenny Perry  Yellow, emerald green chevron, chevrons on sleeves, 
quartered cap.
Victoria Bewley,Carolyn Todd&John Gibson  Dark green, red hooped sleeves, red cap.
Victoria Bewley,John Gibson&E G Tunstall  Yellow, black triple diamond, black and yellow diabolo 
on sleeves, white cap.
Victoria Bewley,John Gibson&E G Tunstall (second colours)  Emerald green, yellow and emerald 
green diabolo on sleeves, emerald green and yellow quartered cap.
Victoria Bewley & Lizzy Annett  White, pink hoop, sleeves and cap.
Victoria Bewley & Lizzy Annett (second colours)  Yellow, black triple diamond, black and yellow 
diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
Victoria Greetham and Jane Greetham  Pink, dark blue sleeves, pink stars, dark blue cap, pink star.
Victoria Greetham & Emily Beasley  Pink, dark blue sleeves, pink stars, dark blue cap, pink star.
Victoria Taylor & Family  Mauve, maroon star, maroon sleeves, mauve stars and cap.
Victor, Mr Adam  Red, yellow braces, red sleeves with one yellow star oneach, red cap, yellow star.
Viegas, Dr Marisa  Orange, pink hoops, orange cap.
Vigors, Mrs C.  Light green, white sleeves and cap.
The Vikings  Brown and light blue diamonds, light blue sleeves, royal blue cap.
The Village People  White and purple diamonds, white sleeves, purple armlets and diamond on cap.
Villar, Mr A.  Black, red cross belts and hoop on cap.
Villers, Mr R. C. C.  Dark blue, red chevron and sleeves.
Vilprano, Bowron & Beaumont  Light blue, white triple diamond, white and yellow diabolo on 
sleeves, light blue and yellow quartered cap.
The Vilprano Partnership  Light blue, white triple diamond, white and yellow diabolo on sleeves, 
light blue and yellow quartered cap.
Vincent Caldwell and Partner  Orange, grey sleeves, royal blue cap.
Vincent Caldwell & Norman Woodcock  Orange, grey sleeves, royal blue cap.
Vincent, Mr L.  Grey, white seams, black sleeves, white stars, grey and black quartered cap.
Vincenzi, Dr J. E. (L)  Navy blue, white cross belts and cap, red spots.
Viner, Mr Andy  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white armlets.
Vines, Mr R. J.  Black, yellow chevron, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Viney, Mr Nick  White, royal blue star, red sleeves, red and white hooped cap.
The Vintage Flyers  Royal blue, pink diamond and armlets, white cap.
The Vintage Hunters  Grey, pink cross belts and armlets, black cap.
Violet Vyner & Harriet Vyner  Mauve cerise.
Vision Bloodstock  Red, white chevron, purple sleeves, white stars, red cap, white star.
Vision Bloodstock & Partner  Red, white chevron, purple sleeves, white stars, red cap, white star.
Vitality CBD Partnership  Emerald green, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, emerald green stars, emerald 
green cap.
Vitality CBD Partners & Mr Julian Taylor  Emerald green, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, emerald 
green stars, emerald green cap.
The Vital Sparks  Pink, royal blue chevrons and armlets.
The Vital Sparks (second colours)  Purple, yellow stars, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Vittadini, Miss F.  Royal blue, yellow chevron hoop, yellow star on cap.
V James, S Nicholls, M Ashton  Orange, white diamond, white and orange chevrons on sleeves, 
check cap.
Vogt, Mr P. J.  Royal blue, white chevron, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Voikhansky, Dr Misha  Royal blue, grey cross belts, grey cap.
Von Dinther, Mr A.  White, emerald green chevron, emerald green sleeves, white armlets, emerald 
green cap.
Von Schilcher, Miss Stephanie  Dark blue, red cap, white star.
Von Stauffenberg, Graf P.  Champagne, bordeaux red sash, bordeaux red cap.
Von Ullmann, Baroness Karin  Red, blue sleeves, black cap with red diamond and gold tassel.
von Ullmann, Baron G.  Yellow, dark blue cross belts and sleeves.
Von Westenholz, Mr A.  Light blue, dark blue stripe, white sleeves, yellow cap.
Vos, Mr Geoffrey  White, red triple diamond, dark green and white striped sleeves, dark green cap.
Voute, Mrs Gaynor  Yellow, dark blue diamond.
Voute, Ted  Yellow, dark blue armlets.
V7 Recruitment Ltd  Light blue, dark blue spots, dark blue sleeves, light blue spots.
Vyner-Brooks, Mr Varlien  Red, light blue cross of lorraine and armlets, white cap.
Vyner, Mr N. M.  Maroon, white hoops.

W
Wachman, Mrs K.  Yellow, black star.
Wackey Racers Harefield  Royal blue, red cross belts, white sleeves, red armlets, red and royal blue 
quartered cap.
Wadacre Stud  Black, yellow seams, yellow sleeves, black stars, black cap.
The Wadeley Partnership  Pink, grey hoops and armlets.
Wade, Miss R.  Black, yellow stripe, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Wade, Mr John  Maroon, white hooped sleeves.
Wade, Mr Keith  Black and yellow diamonds, black sleeves, yellow armlets, black cap.
Wade, Mr R. P. (L)  Black, grey cap.
Wade, Mrs Thelma  Royal blue and light blue check.
Wade, Mr Tadgh  Royal blue, gold sleeves, hooped cap.
Wadey, Dr P D  Scarlet, yellow hoop and armlets, check cap.
Wadey, Mr L. C.  Light blue, red star, light green sleeves, dark blue cap.
Wadham, Mr J. J. W.  Black, red cross belts and sleeves, striped cap.
Wadham, Mr J. J. W. (second colours)  Orange and beige stripes, black cap.
Wadland, Mrs Julie  Dark blue, grey hoop, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Waggott, Miss T.  Pink, white disc, quartered cap.
Waghorne, Mr Keith  Black, pink star, pink and black hooped sleeves, black cap, pink star.
Waghorn, Mr Mick  Emerald green, yellow spots on sleeves, yellow cap.
Wagner, Mr J  Dark blue, orange disc, chevrons on sleeves, orange cap.
Waight, Mrs Harriet  Yellow, red seams, red sleeves, yellow stars, quartered cap.
Wailes, Mr J.  White, red seams, sleeves and cap.

Waind, Mr Richard  Beige, maroon diamond, white cap.
Wainwright, Mr J. S.  Yellow, emerald green star, diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
Waite, Mr D. B.  White, royal blue stripe, white sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap.
Wakefield, Mr J.  Orange, white hooped sleeves, orange cap, white spots.
Wakefield, Mrs J. A.  Purple, white sleeves, purple stars, purple cap, white star.
Wakefield, Mrs J. A. (second colours)  White and purple (quartered), halved sleeves, purple cap.
Wakeham, Mrs A. C.  Purple, black and purple quartered cap.
Wakelin, Mr Edward  Dark green and yellow stripes, maroon sleeves, yellow cap.
Wake Up Call  Red, black sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
Wales, Mr Peter  Fawn and white check, fawn sleeves, white cap, black hoop.
Wales, Mr W. A.  Fawn and white check, fawn sleeves, white cuffs and cap, fawn star.
Waley-Cohen, Mr Robert  Brown, orange sleeves, quartered cap.
Waley-Cohen, Mr Robert (second colours)  Orange, chocolate sleeves.
Waley-Cohen, Mr Robert (third colours)  Brown, orange seams and sleeves, quartered cap.
Waley-Cohen, Mrs Annabel  Emerald green and white (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Walford, Mrs G. B.  Brown, pink sash, pink cap.
Walford, Mrs G. B. (second colours)  Black, pink hoops.
Walid Marzouk & Richard Rowland  Yellow, emerald green braces, yellow sleeves, red armlets, 
yellow and emerald green hooped cap.
Walid Marzouk & Richard Rowland (second colours)  Pink, black star, pink sleeves, black stars, 
pink cap, black star.
Walid & Paula Marzouk  Yellow, emerald green braces, yellow sleeves, red armlets, yellow and 
emerald green hooped cap.
Walker, Andrew  Maroon, light blue and maroon chevrons on sleeves, light blue cap.
Walker, Capt. J. A. O. (L)  Grey, scarlet cross belts, quartered cap.
Walker, Dr J.  Lime green, royal blue epaulets and cap.
Walker, Dr Patrick  Black and yellow check, red sleeves and cap.
Walker Graham  Black, beige seams, black sleeves, beige spots, black cap.
Walker, Mr Bill A.  White, dark blue cross belts, halved sleeves.
Walker, Mr B. J. Philip  Light blue, dark blue hollow box, light blue sleeves, black armlets, light blue 
and dark blue check cap.
Walker, Mr Charles C.  Champagne, black hoops and sleeves, red cap.
Walker, Mr Charles C. (second colours)  Gold, red stars, gold sleeves and cap, red tassel.
Walker, Mr C. N.  Dark blue and white (halved), sleeves reversed, white cap.
Walker, Mr D. A.  Purple, white stars, white sleeves, purple armlets and star on white cap.
Walker, Mr Derek  Pink, white braces, striped sleeves and cap.
Walker, Mr D. W. (L)  Scarlet, black hooped cap.
Walker, Mr G. H. M.  Orange, light blue stars, orange sleeves, light blue cap.
Walker, Mr K. W.  Dark blue, yellow chevron, white sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap.
Walker, Mr Malcolm  Pink, dark blue cross of lorraine, dark blue sleeves, pink armlets, pink cap, dark 
blue star.
Walker, Mr Marc  Light green, light blue chevron, black and white check sleeves and cap.
Walker, Mr Richard  Emerald green, white hoops, white sleeves, emerald green diamonds, white 
cap, emerald green diamond.
Walker, Mrs E. (L)  Red and royal blue (halved), white and royal blue hooped sleeves, white cap, 
royal blue spots.
Walker, Mrs F. J.  Dark blue, yellow hoop, dark blue sleeves, yellow spots.
Walker, Mrs Julie  Dark blue, light green star, dark blue sleeves, light green stars, dark blue cap, light 
green star.
Walker, Mrs Linda  Black and white check, orange sleeves, black armlets, orange cap.
Walker, Mrs R. E.  White, red star on cap.
Walker, Mrs T.  Light blue, pink seams, pink cap.
Walker, Mr Stephen  Black and emerald green (quartered), emerald green and black halved sleeves.
Wallace, Gordon  Maroon, light blue hoops, light blue cap.
Wallace, Major Malcolm  Light blue, black cross belts and sleeves.
Wallace, Mrs C.  Olive green, olive green and red hooped cap.
Wallace, Mrs Y.  Maroon, black hoop.
Wallace, Mr Trevor  Maroon and yellow diabolo, quartered cap.
Waller, Mr O. F.  Olive green, light blue braces, white cap.
Walley, Mr N. A. J.  Purple, light green cross belts, purple sleeves, light green stars, light green cap.
Wallinger, Mr J. D. A.  Turqoise, violet hooped sleeves.
Wallington, Mr G. S.  Yellow, red and black hoop, yellow cap.
Wallington-Willes, Mrs A.  Red and yellow (quartered), black sleeves, yellow and red hooped cap.
Wallis, Miss Donna  Red, yellow stripe, yellow and red check sleeves, yellow and black check cap.
Wallis, Mr J. R.  White, royal blue hoop.
Wallis, Mr S. H.  Black, four gold diamonds, diamonds on sleeves.
Wallis, Mrs Hayley  Red, royal blue sleeves, white stars, white cap.
Wall, Mr A. J.  Grey, orange chevron, sleeves and cap.
Wall, Mr A. J. (second colours)  Orange, grey hoop.
Wall, Mr Chris  White, red star, black and white hooped sleeves, red cap, white star.
Wall, Mr J. M.  Yellow, dark blue hoop, yellow sleeves, dark blue stars.
Wall, Mr J. P. C.  Mauve, white cross belts, red cap.
Wall, Mrs C. A.  Tangerine, royal blue collar, cuffs and cap.
Wall, Mrs S.  Purple, yellow sleeves.
Wall, Mrs S. E.  White, dark blue disc, red sleeves, white and dark blue quartered cap.
Wall, Ms Sally Elizabeth  Royal blue, light blue seams and sleeves, white cap.
Wallsgrove, Mrs J. E.  Dark green, white diamond, armlets and cap.
Walls, Mr Alfred  Light green, white sleeves, yellow armlets.
Walls, Ms Nicola  Dark blue, grey cross belts.
Wallwin, Mr J. B.  Orange, dark blue chevrons, orange sleeves, orange cap, dark blue diamond.
Wallys Dream Syndicate  Yellow, red sash, red and yellow halved sleeves, red cap.
Wally Sturt & Charles Walker  Gold, red stars, gold sleeves and cap. red tassel.
Walmsley, Mr J. W.  Royal blue, red sash, royal blue and white striped sleeves, red cap.
Walnut Hill Equine Clinic Ltd  Black, pink star, black sleeves, grey armlets, black cap, pink star.
Walpole, Dr Paul  Light blue, dark blue chevron, diamonds on sleeves, quartered cap.
Walpole, Mr Derek  Royal blue, yellow star and sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue star.
Walsh, Mr D. P.  Light blue, yellow chevron, maroon sleeves, yellow cap.
Walsh, Mr D. P.  Emerald green, yellow hoop, yellow sleeves, emerald green armlets, emerald green 
and yellow striped cap.
Walsh, Mr D. R.  Royal blue, yellow diamond, grey sleeves, grey and royal blue quartered cap.
Walsh, Mrs Caren  Pink, maroon star.
Walsh, Mrs C. M.  Emerald green, purple star, emerald green sleeves, purple stars, emerald green 
cap, purple star.
Walsh, Mr S. P.  Dark green, white stripe, white sleeves, dark green armlets.
Walsh, Mr V. J.  Emerald green, yellow hoops, halved sleeves.
Walter & Geraldine Paine  Dark blue and white (quartered), dark blue sleeves, white stars, dark 
blue cap, white star.
Walter, Mrs Jane  Dark blue, white stripe and cap.
Walters, Bennett, Martin & Higgs  Grey, royal blue stars, royal blue sleeves, emerald green stars, 
royal blue cap, emerald green star.
Walters, Mr Kenneth  Yellow and maroon (quartered), yellow sleeves, maroon stars, yellow cap, 
maroon stars.
Walters, Mr P.  Emerald green, white stripe, black sleeves, emerald green and white striped cap.
Walters, Mrs S. M.  Emerald green and pink (quartered), striped sleeves, pink cap.
Walters Plant Hire, J Davies, G Maule  Dark blue and white diabolo, hooped sleeves and cap.
Walters Plant Hire Ltd  Dark blue and white diabolo, hooped sleeves and cap.
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Walters Plant Hire Ltd and Geoff Bruce  Dark blue and white diabolo, hooped sleeves, red cap.
Walters Plant Hire Ltd Egan Waste Ltd  Dark blue and white diabolo, hooped sleeves and cap.
Walters Plant Hire Ltd & Knox & Wells  Dark blue and white diabolo, hooped sleeves and cap.
Walters Plant Hire & Potter Group  Dark blue and white diabolo, emerald green and white check 
sleeves, white cap, red star.
Walters Plant Hire & Potter Group (second colours)  White, red braces, emerald green and 
white check sleeves, white cap, red star.
Walters Plant Hire & Potter Group (third colours)  Dark blue and white diabolo, hooped sleeves 
and cap.
Walters Plant Hire P T Civil Engineering  Dark blue and white diabolo, hooped sleeves and cap.
Walters Plant Hire & Ronnie Bartlett  Dark blue and white diabolo, hooped sleeves and cap.
Walters Plant Hire & Ronnie Bartlett (second colours)  Dark blue and white diamonds, white 
sleeves, red cap.
Walters Plant Hire & Spiers & Hartwell  Dark blue and white diabolo, hooped sleeves and cap.
Walters Plant, J & J Potter & Egan  Dark blue and white diabolo, emerald green and white check 
sleeves, white cap, red star.
Walters Plant, J & J Potter & Egan (second colours)  Dark blue and white diabolo, hooped sleeves 
and cap.
Walters Plant,S & H Ltd,J Moody,R Hannon  Dark blue and white diabolo, hooped sleeves and 
cap.
Walters Plant, Spiers & Hartwell, PT Eng  Dark blue and white diabolo, hooped sleeves and cap.
Walter Veti & Sara Hattersley  Black, large orange spots, black sleeves, orange spots, quartered 
cap.
Walt Ketchins Jr Racing Inc.  Dark blue, royal blue stars, royal blue cap.
Walton, Mr B.  Black, beige cross belts, hooped sleeves.
Walton, Mr H.  Maroon, silver hooped sleeves.
Walton, Mr Hedley  Dark blue, white seams, white sleeves, dark blue armlets, dark blue cap.
Walton, Mr J. B.  Gold, red sash, sleeves and cap with gold hoop.
Walton, Mr M. H.  Dark green, yellow star, checked sleeves, yellow cap, dark green star.
Walton, Mr R. H.  Emerald green, red seams, emerald green sleeves, red spots, red cap.
Walton, Mrs D.  Black, light blue sash and sleeves, hooped cap.
Walton, Mrs J. M.  Emerald green, red hoop, white sleeves, red cap.
Walton, Mrs K.  Royal blue, pink epaulets, hooped sleeves.
Walwyn, Mrs F.  Red, black sleeves and cap with silver button.
Walwyn, Mrs F. (second colours)  Dark blue, white spots, dark blue sleeves, white cap.
Waney, Mr Arjun  Dark blue, light blue sleeves, purple stars, purple cap, light blue star.
Wanless, Mrs Jane P.  Royal blue, orange hoop, hooped sleeves and cap.
Wansdyke Farms Limited  Dark green, yellow star, white sleeves, yellow cap.
Wansdyke Farms Limited (second colours)  Light green, yellow star, yellow and light green striped 
sleeves, yellow cap.
Wansdyke Farms Ltd & Joseph Burke  Dark green, yellow star, white sleeves, yellow cap.
Warburton, Major Terry  Royal blue, red braces, white sleeves.
The War Cabinet  Red, yellow sash, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Wardall, Mrs Andrew  Dark green, cardinal cap.
Wardall, Mr T. E.  Yellow, dark blue disc and armlets.
Ward, David  Light blue, dark blue triple diamond.
Wardington Hopefuls  Yellow, red cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves, red cap, yellow star.
Wardington Hopefuls (second colours)  Pink, dark green chevron, sleeves and stars on cap.
Wardle, Mr I. P.  Navy blue, yellow seams, blue cap, yellow star.
Wardle, Mr John  Red, black seams, red cap, black spots.
Wardle, Mr P. S.  Black, light blue stars, black sleeves, light blue cap.
Wardley Bloodstock  Pink, purple stripe, quartered cap.
Ward, Miss H.  Dark blue, pink chevron, pink sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, pink star.
Ward, Miss Sarah  Dark green, white cross belts, emerald green sleeves, dark green cap, white 
diamond.
Ward, Miss S. M.  Dark blue and white stripes, white sleeves, dark blue stars and stars on cap.
Ward, Mr A. J.  Royal blue and white diabolo, white sleeves, yellow armlets, white cap, royal blue 
diamond.
Ward, Mr A. S.  Purple and white diabolo, purple sleeves, white armlets, purple cap.
Ward, Mr A. S. (second colours)  Light green, red cross belts, red cap.
Ward, Mr Dee E.  Emerald green and white (quartered), checked sleeves.
Ward, Mr J.  White, black triple diamond, black and white striped sleeves, black cap.
Ward, Mr K. S.  Red, grey spots, black sleeves, red and grey quartered cap.
Ward, Mr Martin  Orange and black (quartered), black sleeves, orange armlets.
Ward, Mr Max B.  Purple, black and red striped sleeves, black cap, yellow star.
Ward, Mr M T  Maroon, grey hoop, quartered cap.
Ward, Mr Peter  Light blue, yellow star, red sleeves, yellow cap.
Ward, Mrs C. J.  Dark green and white (halved), striped sleeves, pink cap.
Ward, Mrs D.  Purple, light blue hoops, purple cap, light blue stars.
Ward, Mrs J.  Yellow, light green cross belts, striped cap.
Ward, Mrs J.  Mauve and light blue diabolo, light blue sleeves, light blue and mauve quartered cap.
Ward, Mrs Jill  Purple, white triple diamond, striped sleeves, black cap, white star.
Ward, Mrs L.  Yellow, dark blue disc, yellow sleeves, dark blue spots, yellow cap, dark blue spots.
Ward, Mrs N. A.  Beige, brown seams, beige sleeves, brown cap.
Ward, Mr T. D.  Grey, orange seams, striped sleeves and diamond on cap.
Ward, Mr T. D. (second colours)  Grey, orange epaulets, striped sleeves and diamond on cap.
Ward, Mr T. D. (third colours)  Royal blue, light green armlets.
Ward, Mr Vincent  Light blue and yellow (quartered), light blue sleeves and cap.
Ward, Ms Siwan  Light blue, royal blue star, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap.
Ward, Sowray & Brooke  Black, yellow star, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Ward, Sowray & Brooke (second colours)  Red, grey spots, black sleeves, red and grey quartered 
cap.
Ward-Thomas & Dennis  Emerald green, dark blue stars, emerald green sleeves, emerald green cap, 
dark blue star.
Ward-Thomas, Mr Anthony  White, red sleeves, white and red check cap.
Ware, Breen & Elliott  Black and white (quartered), scarlet sleeves and cap.
Wareham, Mr G.  Maroon, yellow braces, striped cap.
Ware, Mr Edward J.  Black and white (quartered), scarlet sleeves and cap.
Ware, Mr Edward J. (second colours)  White and yellow check, red sleeves, yellow cap.
Ware, Mr Tommy  Pink, black triple diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Wares, Mr Michael  Silver, red sleeves and cross belts, quartered cap.
Warmwellcome Partnership  Orange, black chevron and armlets, quartered cap.
Warmwell Racing Club  Red and black diabolo, black sleeves, black and red quartered cap.
Warner, Mr Jamie  Dark blue and pink stripes, dark blue sleeves, pink armlets, dark blue cap.
Warner, Mr J. S.  Red and light blue diamonds, halved sleeves, red cap.
Warner, Mr Terry  Yellow, black chevron, check cap.
Warn, Mr B.  Red, dark blue stars, dark blue sleeves, red armlets, red cap, dark blue star.
Warnock, Mr Neil  Pink, royal blue seams, emerald green sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue and 
emerald green striped cap.
Warrender, Anthony  Red, grey sash, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Warren Greatrex Club  Light blue and royal blue check, red sleeves and cap.
Warren, Lady Carolyn  Scarlet, blue collar, white cap.
Warren, Lady Carolyn (second colours)  Sea green, sapphire blue cap.
Warren, Mr L. A.  Red, royal blue star, white sleeves, royal blue stars, red cap, royal blue star.
Warren, Mr M.  Royal blue, pink star, armlets and cap.
Washbourn, Mr Clive  White, royal blue cross belts, royal blue and white striped sleeves.

The Wasting Assets  Red, royal blue star, red sleeves, royal blue spots.
The Waterboys  Yellow, brown chevrons, brown and yellow quartered cap.
Waterer, Mr Darren  Black, orange cross of lorraine, sleeves and cap.
Waterfall, Mr John B.  Pink, dark blue and white striped sleeves, white cap.
Waterfall, Mr John B. (second colours)  Pink, black and white striped sleeves, white cap.
Waterhouse, Lady Sarah  Blue birds-eye, white sleeves, red cap.
Waters, Mr Antony  Royal blue, yellow star, red and yellow chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap, royal 
blue star.
Waters, Mr Antony (second colours)  Black, yellow disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Waters, Mr Antony (third colours)  White, dark blue disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Waters, Mr C.  Aquamarine, dark blue sash, dark blue cap.
Waters, Mr Carl  White, light green diamond, red sleeves, light green diamonds, red cap, light green 
diamond.
Waters, Mr Danny  Light blue, grey seams and sleeves, check cap.
Waters, Mr M.  Emerald green, red hoop, chevrons on sleeves, emerald green cap, red star.
Waters, Mr R.  Dark blue, emerald green stars, dark blue sleeves, dark blue cap, emerald green star.
Waters, Mrs C. A.  White, pink stars, white cap, pink star.
Waters, Mrs Marian  Beige and dark green (quartered), diabolo on sleeves.
Waters, Mrs S. H.  Green, yellow hoop and armlets, white cap.
Waterworth, Mr J.  Black, white triple diamond, white and black striped sleeves, black cap, white dia-
mond.
Wates, Mr A. T. A.  Navy blue, green sash, cerise cap.
Wates, Mr J. G. M.  Dark green, yellow cross of lorraine and cap.
Wates, Mr M. E.  Black, cerise hooped sleeves, check cap.
Wates, Mrs Andrew  Emerald green, dark blue sash, cerise cap.
Wates, Mrs M. E.  Aquamarine, yellow armlets.
Wates, Sir Christopher  Chocolate, old gold hooped sleeves, old gold cap.
Wates, Sir Christopher (second colours)  Grey, yellow hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Wates, Sir Christopher (third colours)  Orange, chocolate 'v', striped cap.
Watford, Mr A.  Red, light blue seams, light blue cap, red spots.
Watkins, Major-Gen Guy  Black and orange stripes, hooped sleeves, orange cap, black star.
Watkins, Mr C. D.  Yellow, emerald green star, white sleeves, emerald green armlets, yellow cap, 
emerald green star.
Watkinson, Mr Matt  Dark blue, yellow seams, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Watson, Lady Susan  Emerald green and royal blue check, emerald green sleeves and cap.
Watson & Lawrence  Dark blue and light blue diamonds, dark blue sleeves, light blue armlets, white 
cap.
Watson, Miss Lucy  Red, emerald green and white hooped sleeves, red and white hooped cap.
Watson, M. J.  Red, yellow seams, armlets and cap.
Watson, Mr A. M. B.  Dark green, beige hoop, beige cap.
Watson, Mr A. M. B. (second colours)  Light blue, royal blue chevron and armlets.
Watson, Mr A. M. B. (third colours)  Grey, light blue seams, light blue cap.
Watson, Mr A. M. B. (fourth colours)  Dark blue, light blue seams, dark blue cap.
Watson, Mr A. M. B. (fifth colours)  Dark green and grey check, white cap.
Watson, Mr A. M. B. (sixth colours)  Dark blue, royal blue stars, royal blue cap.
Watson, Mr A. M. B. (seventh colours)  Maroon, white chevron and armlets.
Watson, Mr A. M. B. (eight colours)  Dark blue, white braces, dark blue sleeves, white stars.
Watson, Mr A. M. B. (ninth colours)  Grey, pink epaulets, grey sleeves, pink stars.
Watson, Mr A. M. B.  Black, emerald green seams and armlets.
Watson, Mr A. M. B.  Purple, white star, diabolo on sleeves.
Watson, Mr D. S. R.  White, pink chevron, striped cap.
Watson, Mr F.  Black, red disc.
Watson, Mr Foster  Emerald green, purple diamond, checked sleeves and cap.
Watson, Mr Ian  Mauve and light green (quartered), yellow sleeves, light blue armlets, grey cap, pink 
spots.
Watson, Mr Michael M.  Light blue, maroon cross belts, maroon and light blue striped sleeves.
Watson, Mr Peter  Purple, gold stars.
Watson, Mr Philip  Light blue, dark blue sleeves, light blue and red striped cap.
Watson, Mr Robert  Beige, grey cross of lorraine, orange sleeves and cap.
Watson, Mrs Beverley  Pink, purple triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, pink cap, purple diamond.
Watson, Mrs H.  Light blue and royal blue stripes, light blue sleeves, royal blue armlets, quartered 
cap.
Watson, Mrs Robert  Emerald green, black stripe and sleeves.
Watson, Mrs W.  Brown, light blue sleeves, brown stars, light blue cap.
Watt and Pittam Partnership  Dark blue and white check, dark blue sleeves, emerald green cap.
Watters, Mr Iain Russell  Red, light green armlets.
The Wattever Partnership  Red, black star, black and red diabolo on sleeves, red cap, black stars.
The Wattever Partnership (second colours)  White, dark blue triple diamond, dark blue sleeves, 
white diamonds, dark blue cap, white diamond.
The Wattever Partnership (third colours)  White, royal blue seams, royal blue sleeves, white 
armlets, royal blue cap.
The Wattever Partnership (fourth colours)  Purple, orange stars on sleeves.
Watt, Major E. J.  Black, yellow chevron, hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Watt, Mr Michael H.  Dark blue and white check, dark blue sleeves, emerald green cap.
Watt, Mr Michael H. (second colours)  Khaki, dark green cap.
Watt, Mr Michael H. (third colours)  Red, white spots.
Watt, Mrs Michael  Royal blue, yellow hoops, emerald green and yellow hooped cap.
Watt, Mr W. S.  Emerald green, maroon stars, emerald green sleeves.
Watt, Sir Redmond  Harlequin, red, yellow, royal blue and dark blue quartered cap.
Watts, Mr M. A.  Red, emerald green sash, yellow sleeves, emerald green stars.
Watts, Mr Nick  Black, pink hoop, white sleeves, pink and white hooped cap.
Watts, Mr N. M.  Dark blue, red seams, dark blue sleeves, red spots, red cap.
Watts, Mr Ron  Light blue, black hoop, white sleeves, royal blue cap.
Watts, Mrs June  Purple, pink stars, mauve sleeves, pink stars, purple cap, pink star.
Watts & Spooner  Royal blue, red stars, white sleeves, red stars and cap.
Watts & Spooner 1  Royal blue, red stars, white sleeves, red stars and cap.
W A Tunstall & Son  Yellow, black star and sleeves, hooped cap.
Waugh Harris, Major R. (L)  Maroon, pale blue cap and hooped sleeves.
Waugh, Miss Amie  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, hooped sleeves.
Waugh, Miss Sarah  Brown and emerald green (quartered), emerald green sleeves, hooped cap.
Waugh, Mr Adam  Royal blue and white (quartered), chevrons on sleeves.
Waugh, Mr Les  Maroon and white check, white sleeves, maroon armlets and star on white cap.
Waugh, Mr Les (second colours)  Royal blue and white check, royal blue sleeves, white seams, royal 
blue cap, white star.
Waugh, Mr R. K.  Brown, yellow cross belts, check cap.
Waugh, Mr S.  Light blue, dark blue cross belts, hooped sleeves.
Waverley Racing  Dark blue, white chevron, white and mauve striped sleeves, dark blue cap, mauve 
star.
W. A. Wood  Royal blue, white stripe, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
The Wayfinders  orange, red, purple & dark blue spectrum, white collar and sleeves and peak to cap.
The Wayfinders (second colours)  Dark blue and white stripes, halved sleeves.
Wayfoong Syndicate  White, red chevrons, red sleeves, white stars, red cap.
Way, Mr Gregory  Light blue and black stripes, diabolo on sleeves.
Way, Mrs J.  Yellow, light blue braces, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Wayne Clifford & Ian Gosden  Red, yellow sash, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Wayne Hawkes & Gary Moore  Beige, purple hoops, white cap, purple tassel.
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Wayne Hawkes & Gary Moore (second colours)  Maroon, black star, black and maroon quartered 
cap.
Wayne & Sarah Dale and Lordship Stud  Black, yellow seams, black sleeves, yellow stars, black 
cap, yellow star.
The Wayward Lads & David Padgett  Maroon, light blue sleeves, white armlets, white cap, maroon 
star.
The Wayward Lads & David Padgett (second colours)  Dark green, yellow triple diamond, 
armlets and diamond on cap.
The Wayward Lads & Mr George D Taylor  Maroon, light blue sleeves, white armlets, white cap, 
maroon star.
The Wayward Pilgrims  Black and white diamonds, white sleeves, black armlets.
Waz Developments Ltd  Light green, purple hollow box, sleeves and diamond on cap.
W.B.B. & G.J. DALY  Black and white diamonds, maroon sleeves and cap.
W.B.B. & Partner  Royal blue, light blue sleeves, royal blue armlets.
WB FAT BOAR RACING  Red, white cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
W Burns, A Parr & A Berry  Black and white check, white sleeves, black cap.
W Carson, C Corbett, M Gibbens, C Wright  Purple, white sleeves, purple and white check cap.
WDTFM Racing Club  Emerald green, grey cross of lorraine and sleeves.
WDTFM Racing Club & Partner  Emerald green, grey cross of lorraine and sleeves.
We Accidentally Bought Another Horse  Grey, pink spots on sleeves.
Weare, Mr C. E.  Yellow, black braces, yellow sleeves, black spots, yellow cap, black star.
Weatherall, Mr Percy  Dark brown, pink cap.
Weatherby, Hambury, Allison, Milmo  Black, white stars on sleeves.
Weatherby, Mr J. R.  Black, white cross belts, diabolo on sleeves.
Weatherby, Mr J. R. (second colours)  Black, maroon armlets.
Weatherby, Mr J. R. (third colours)  Black, white stars on sleeves.
Weatherby, Mr J. R. (fourth colours)  Black, light green armlets.
Weatherby, Mr R. N.  Black, white hoops, quartered cap.
Weatherby, Mr R. N. (second colours)  Black, white hoops, light blue cap.
Weatherbys Racing Club  Red, dark green epaulets and armlets.
Weathercock House Partnership  Purple, mauve sleeves and cap.
Weathercock House Partnership & Partner  Purple, mauve sleeves and cap.
Weatherer, Mr Mark  Pink, black seams, black sleeves, pink seams, black cap.
Weaver, Mr D. J.  Beige, brown stars, quartered cap.
Webb-Bowen, Mr R. I.  Royal blue, red hoops.
Webb-Bowen, Mrs Dinah  Dark blue, yellow star, maroon sleeves, yellow cap.
Webber, Mr Matthew  Light blue and emerald green (quartered), checked sleeves, light blue cap.
Webber, Mr Paul  White, green sleeves and collar, claret and white striped cap.
Webber, Mr Paul (second colours)  Dark green, grey hooped sleeves, grey cap.
Webber, Mrs John  White, green sleeves and collar, claret cap.
Webb, Exors of the Late Mr H. J. M.  Yellow, blue disc, sleeves and cap.
Webb Holt Carpenter Tucker  Maroon, pink epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
Webb, Mr J.  Red, large black spots, armlets and cap.
Webb, Mr J. C.  Yellow, red and black halved sleeves, red cap.
Webb, Mr M.  Grey, grey and red diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Webb, Mr Martin  Maroon, grey stars and armlets, maroon cap, pink star.
Webb, Mrs Amanda  Yellow, black cap.
Webb, Mrs Lynne  Pink, black braces, white and black striped sleeves, black and pink hooped cap.
Webb, Mr S. R.  White, red seams on sleeves.
Webb, Mrs Suzanne  Dark blue, mauve seams and armlets, quartered cap.
Webb Turner  Pink, black braces, white and black striped sleeves, black and pink hooped cap.
Webster, Miss J.  Dark green and white (quartered), white sleeves.
Wedgewood Estates  Royal blue, beige epaulets, beige cap, royal blue star.
Wedmore, Mrs Caroline  Yellow, black cross belts, yellow sleeves, black spots, quartered cap.
The Wednesday Club  Pink, brown spots.
The Wee Guys  Royal blue, white chevrons, striped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Wee Hui Hui, Mr  Royal blue, orange spots, white and royal blue striped sleeves.
Weeks, Mr Mark  Dark blue, white and dark blue halved sleeves.
Weeks, Mr O. R.  Purple, white triple diamond, white sleeves, purple armlets, white and grey striped 
cap.
Weeks, Mr Richard  Light blue, yellow sleeves, light blue cap, white spots.
Weetman, Mrs G. A.  Red, white sash, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, red and white striped cap.
Wegmann, Mr P.  Red, white cross of lorraine and sleeves.
Weight, Howe & Oliver  Royal blue, red stars, red sleeves, royal blue armlets, white cap, red star.
Weight, Howe & Oliver (second colours)  Purple, red star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Weight, Mr Tony  Royal blue, red stars, red sleeves, royal blue armlets, white cap, red star.
Weinfeld, Mr M.  Black, orange braces, striped sleeves, orange cap.
Weir, Mr M.  Dark blue, light blue sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
Weir, Mrs K.  Black, yellow triple diamond, hooped sleeves and diamond on cap.
Welby, Mrs N.  Light blue, dark blue inverted triangle.
Welch, Brigadier A. C. D.  Pink and yellow (halved), black sleeves, yellow cap.
The Welch Dennis Partnership  Emerald green, emerald green and yellow hooped cap.
Welch, Mr A.  Red, white seams, white and red hooped sleeves, black cap.
Welch, Mr A. C.  Dark blue, white stripe, white sleeves, red armlets, red and dark green hooped cap.
Welch, Mr J  Pink, black star, chevrons on sleeves, black cap, pink stars.
Welch, Mr M.  Grey, purple stars, purple sleeves, grey stars.
Welch, Mr S.  Purple and white check, white cap.
Welch, Mrs Carol  Emerald green, red striped sleeves, red cap.
Welch, Mrs G.  Emerald green, emerald green and yellow hooped cap.
Welch, Mrs S. C.  Emerald green, red cross belts, striped sleeves, red cap.
Welch, Williams, Bastard, Smart  Red, white seams, white and red hooped sleeves, black cap.
Weldhen, Mr P. R.  Maroon, red cap.
Weld, Mr Mark  Pink, light blue epaulets.
Weld, Mrs E.  Royal blue and grey (quartered), striped sleeves.
Weldspec Glasgow Limited  White, royal blue stars, red and white diabolo on sleeves, white cap, 
red star.
Welfordgolf syndicate  Black, emerald green diamond, diamonds on sleeves, pink cap.
We Live In Norfolk Partnership  White, black disc and armlets, red cap.
Wellard, Mr T. W.  White, red chevrons, light blue sleeves and cap.
Wellbelove, Mr Mark  Light blue, maroon triple diamond.
Weller, Mr Andy  White, dark blue sleeves.
Weller, Mr Thomas  Emerald green, white halved sleeves, white cap.
Wellesley, Lady Richard  Green, black star and cap, yellow sleeves.
The Well Fleeced Partnership  Pink, purple star, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Wellicome, Mr Derek  Yellow, royal blue armlets, yellow cap, royal blue star.
Wellington, Mr Nic  White, pink hollow box, hooped sleeves, pink cap.
Wellington, The Duchess of  Light blue, white sleeves, striped cap.
Wellington Thoroughbred Racing 1  Yellow, emerald green stars on sleeves, emerald green cap.
The Well Oiled Partnership  Dark blue and white (quartered), white sleeves, dark blue spots.
The Well Oiled Partnership (second colours)  Black, red stripe, red cap, black star.
Well Oiled Partnership & Friend  Dark blue and white (quartered), white sleeves, dark blue spots.
Wells, Mr K. A.  White, light green star, light green sleeves, white stars, light green cap, white star.
Wells, Mr M. W.  Light blue, yellow chevrons, dark blue cap.
Wells, Mr P. D.  Royal blue, grey diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Wells, Mr T. J.  Royal blue, yellow spots, red sleeves.
Wells Stud  Black, white sleeves, white cap, black spots.

We Must Be Barmy  White, purple chevrons on sleeves, purple cap.
Wendels, Mr Tim  Maroon, grey hooped sleeves and cap.
Wendy Gilbert & Debbie Deans  Yellow, maroon stars, yellow sleeves, maroon cap.
Wendy Jarrett, Sara Moore & J S Moore  Dark blue, light blue hoops, diabolo on sleeves.
Wendy & Malcolm Hezel  Purple, pink stars, purple sleeves, purple cap, pink star.
Wendy Pope & Tim Swaffield  Royal blue and white (quartered), royal blue sleeves, red and white 
quartered cap.
The Wenlock Optimists  Black, grey disc.
Wenman, Mr Jimmy  Emerald green, yellow diamond, white sleeves and cap.
Wennington, Mr M.  Light blue, red diamond, halved sleeves and diamond on cap.
Wentdale Limited  Red, white triple diamond, white and red striped sleeves, white cap.
Wentdale Limited (second colours)  Maroon, white disc, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Wentdale limited and partner  Red, white triple diamond, white and red striped sleeves, white cap.
Wentdale Ltd & Mr L D Drecksler  Red, white triple diamond, white and red striped sleeves, white 
cap.
Wentdale Ltd & Mrs L A Ivory  Red, white triple diamond, white and red striped sleeves, white cap.
Wentdale Ltd & Mrs L A Ivory (second colours)  Maroon and pink (quartered), pink sleeves, pink 
cap, maroon star.
The Wentworth Amigos  Maroon, light blue star, light blue sleeves, maroon stars, maroon cap, light 
blue star.
Wentworth, Mr Charles  Royal blue, yellow stripe, diamonds on sleeves, yellow cap.
Wentworth, Mrs Z.  Pink, emerald green seams, pink cap.
Wentworth-Stanley, Mr C. J.  Red, dark blue epaulets.
We're In This Together  Dark blue, orange stars, light blue sleeves, orange stars and cap.
Werrett Bloodstock Pty Ltd  Emerald green, yellow star and armlets.
Wescott, Mr R. J. R.  Yellow, beige hooped sleeves, white cap.
Wesley, Mrs Wendy  Grey, maroon seams, maroon sleeves, grey seams, grey cap, maroon star.
Wesley-Yates,  D.  Black, white seams, checked sleeves, quartered cap.
Wessex Racing Club  Emerald green, yellow hoop, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Westbourne Consultants Ltd  Dark green and orange (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Westbourne Racing Club  Dark green and orange (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Westbourne Racing Club (second colours)  Mauve and pink (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Westbourne Racing Club & G L Moore  Beige, purple hoops, white cap.
Westbourne Racing Club & Partners  Dark green and orange (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
West Buckland Bloodstock Ltd  Black, white hoops, red sleeves and cap.
West Buckland Bloodstock Ltd (second colours)  Emerald green, dark green sleeves, red armlets, 
dark green cap.
West Buckland Bloodstock Ltd (third colours)  Dark blue, red armlets.
Westbury, Exors of the Late Lord  Patchwork with a red cap.
West Coast Haulage Limited  Yellow, red diamond, chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Westerberg  Maroon, royal blue hoop, sleeves and cap.
Western Meeting Club Ltd  Grey, light blue triple diamond, sleeves and diamonds on cap.
Western, Miss Jane  Red, light green diamond, armlets and cap.
West Ilsley Racing  Royal blue, yellow epaulets, royal blue sleeves, yellow spots, yellow cap.
West Is Best  Red, red and white check sleeves, white cap.
West Is Best (second colours)  Black, red star, diamonds on sleeves, black cap, red stars.
Westley, Mr Bernard  Orange, black diamond, black and orange halved sleeves.
Westley, Mr Colin  Red, light blue stripe, yellow and red halved sleeves, black cap.
West Loudoun Racing Club  Mauve, white chevron, orange sleeves and cap.
Westmacott, Mr Tim  Maroon, white hoops, maroon sleeves, white cap.
West Mercia Fork Trucks Ltd  Red, black epaulets, white sleeves and cap.
Westminster, Exors of the Late Duke of  Yellow, black velvet cap, yellow rosette.
Westminster, Exors of the Late Duke of (L) (second colours)  Black and yellow check, black cap.
Westminster, Exors of the Late Duke of (third colours)  Yellow, narrow black belt and cap, gold 
tassel.
West, Miss Sheena  Pink, royal blue epaulets, striped sleeves, royal blue cap, pink star.
West, Mr C. D. J.  Dark blue and light blue (quartered), dark blue sleeves, white armlets, dark blue 
and light blue check cap.
West, Mr D. A.  Black, mauve triple diamond and sleeves, mauve cap, black diamond.
West, Mr K. C.  White, red diamond, chevrons on sleeves, white cap, red diamond.
West, Mr P. D.  Red and emerald green stripes, royal blue sleeves and cap.
West, Mr R.  Yellow, black diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
West, Mr S. G.  Dark blue, white seams, white and dark blue hooped sleeves, dark blue cap.
West, Mrs J.  Royal blue, beige chevron, dark blue cap.
West, Mrs J. (second colours)  Purple, pink seams, purple sleeves and cap.
West, Mr Stan  Dark green, beige striped sleeves, dark green cap, beige star.
Westoll, Mr James  Beige, red hoops.
Westoll, Mr James (second colours)  Light blue, pink hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Weston Brook Farm & Bromfield  White, red chevrons, white sleeves, red spots, striped cap.
Weston Brook Farm & Bromfield (second colours)  Mauve, white spots, white cap, mauve spots.
Weston, Mr K.  White, red chevrons, white sleeves, red spots, striped cap.
Weston, Mr Max  Black, red epaulets, red cap.
Weston, Mr P.  Pink and grey (quartered), white sleeves and cap.
Weston, Mr Tom  Maroon, light blue sleeves, light blue and white quartered cap.
The Weston Super Mares  Light blue, yellow stars, orange sleeves.
West Racing Partnership  Red, large black spots, armlets and cap.
Westrope, Mrs Shona  Emerald green, black and emerald green hooped sleeves, striped cap.
Weststreet Partnership  Black and orange (quartered), orange sleeves and cap.
W E Sturt - Osborne House  Dark blue and white check, dark blue sleeves, white cap, dark blue 
star.
W. E. Sturt - Osborne House II  Dark blue and white check, dark blue sleeves, white cap, dark blue 
star.
W. E. Sturt - Osborne House III  Dark blue and white check, dark blue sleeves, white cap, dark blue 
star.
W. E. Sturt - Osborne House IV  Dark blue and white check, dark blue sleeves, white cap, dark blue 
star.
Westward Bloodstock Limited  Purple, light green star, purple sleeves, light green stars, purple cap, 
light green star.
West Wilts Hockey Lads  Dark green, white seams, white sleeves, dark green stars, dark green cap, 
white star.
Westwood, Jess  Yellow, black cross belts, black sleeves, yellow stars, black cap, yellow star.
Westwood, Mr Lee  Purple, purple and yellow check sleeves, quartered cap.
Westwood, Mr Lee (second colours)  White, emerald green disc, black sleeves, emerald green and 
white hooped cap.
Westwood, Mr Lee (third colours)  Red, white stripe, royal blue cap.
Westy Partnership  Red, white stripe, royal blue cap.
Wetherald, Mr Jim  Royal blue, maroon disc, maroon and royal blue striped sleeves and cap.
Wetherby Racing Bureau Ltd  Royal blue and white (quartered), red sleeves and cap.
Wetton, Mr Keith  Dark blue, light blue stars, dark blue cap, light blue star.
Wetumpka Racing  Maroon, white stripe, halved sleeves.
Wetumpka Racing & Andrew Knott  Red, white sleeves, red stars, red cap, white star.
W F Burton & D Fielding  Red, royal blue braces, royal blue cap.
W F Charnley Helen Jones & Chris Jenkins  Light blue, mauve striped sleeves.
WFenn LesleySluman DLee & Having a Mare  Yellow, large red spots, armlets and cap.
WFenn LesleySluman DLee & Having a Mare (second colours)  Dark blue, emerald green disc, 
striped sleeves and cap.
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WFenn LesleySluman DLee & Having a Mare (third colours)  White and black (quartered), white 
sleeves, light blue stars, maroon cap.
W. F. Frewen & M. C. Pipe  Emerald green and white (quartered), orange and white halved sleeves, 
orange cap, white star.
W.G. & A.G. Vestey  Royal blue, pink armlets.
The Whacko Partnership  Yellow, purple chevron, diabolo on sleeves.
Whales, Mrs J.  Dark blue, emerald green triple diamond, armlets and star on cap.
Whales, Mr T. P.  Blue, white epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Wharf, Mr J. B.  Light blue, brown epaulets, armlets and cap.
Wharton & Jardine  Grey, pink and grey halved sleeves, pink cap.
Wharton, Mr Eddie  Royal blue, maroon hoop, hooped sleeves, maroon cap.
Wharton, Mr R.  Orange, emerald green stars, orange sleeves.
Wharton, Mrs Joyce  Maroon, royal blue hoop, hooped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Wharton, Mr W.  Emerald green, white 'v', white cap.
The Whartons  Maroon, royal blue hoop, hooped sleeves, royal blue cap.
Wharton & Wilson  Orange, emerald green stars, orange sleeves.
Wharton & Wilson (second colours)  Dark blue and light green check, light green sleeves and cap.
What Asham Partnership  Emerald green, white epaulets, black sleeves, white cap.
What Asham Partnership (second colours)  Maroon, yellow stripe, yellow cap.
What A Time To Be Alive  Black and red (quartered), red sleeves, black stars, quartered cap.
What A Time To Be Alive (second colours)  Dark blue, pink star, white sleeves, pink cap, dark blue 
star.
What A Time To Be Alive 1  Black and red (quartered), red sleeves, black stars, quartered cap.
What A Time To Be Alive 1 (second colours)  Dark blue, pink star, white sleeves, pink cap, dark 
blue star.
Whateley, Mrs Diana L.  Dark blue, light blue hoop, checked sleeves and cap.
What In Heavens Partnership  Purple, beige diamonds on sleeves.
Whatley and La Belle Femme Syndicate  Black and red (quartered), white sleeves, white cap, red 
star.
Whatley, Mr Michael C.  Black and red (quartered), white sleeves, white cap, red star.
Whatley, Mr P.  Black and red (halved), black sleeves, red armlets, quartered cap.
Whatley, Mrs T.  Cerise, gold epaulets and armlets.
Whatley, Mrs T. (second colours)  Light blue, grey epaulets, sleeves and cap.
What the Elle  Cerise, dark blue star, cerise sleeves, dark blue stars.
Wheatley, Mr Donald  Yellow, purple chevron, halved sleeves, purple and yellow hooped cap.
Wheatley, Mr P.  Royal blue, black armlets.
Wheatley, Mrs Annabel  Dark blue, red star, white sleeves and cap.
Wheatley, Mr Terry  White, black chevrons, white sleeves, red stars and cap.
The Wheatsheafs  Emerald green and black stripes, red sleeves and cap.
Wheeler, Mr G. F.  Dark blue, yellow chevron, yellow sleeves, dark blue armlets, yellow cap.
Whelan, Mr Austin  Black and yellow stripes, black sleeves, yellow cap.
Whelan, Mr J. J.  Emerald green, yellow stars, hooped sleeves, white cap.
Whent, Lady  Emerald green, light blue chevron, diamonds on sleeves, light blue cap.
Whettam, Mr E.  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), royal blue sleeves, light blue and red check cap.
Whillans, Mr A. C.  Dark blue, white stars, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, white star.
Whillans, Mr A. C. (second colours)  Royal blue and white diamonds, royal blue sleeves, white 
seams, quartered cap.
Whillans, Mr D. W.  Black, white cross of lorraine.
Whillans, Mr D. W. (second colours)  Black, white stars, black cap.
Whillans, Mr D. W. (third colours)  Black, white star.
Whillans, Mr D. W. (fourth colours)  White, dark blue star and star on cap.
Whillans, Mr D. W. (fifth colours)  White, light blue cross of lorraine, light blue cap.
Whillans, Mr D. W. (sixth colours)  Orange, grey epaulets.
Whillans, Mr D. W. (seventh colours)  Black, beige star.
Whillans, Mr D. W. (eight colours)  Royal blue, white cross of lorraine.
Whillans, Mr D. W. (ninth colours)  Yellow, maroon sash, royal blue sleeves and cap.
Whillans, Mrs H. M.  Pink, dark blue triple diamond and cap.
Whillans, Mrs L. M.  Dark green, red star, striped sleeves, red cap.
The Whippetears  Dark blue, grey cross belts.
Whisker, Mr G.  Emerald green, red diamond, red sleeves, emerald green armlets.
The Whisperers  Yellow, black cross belts, hooped sleeves, black cap.
The 3 Whisperers  Yellow, black cross belts, hooped sleeves, black cap.
Whistance, Mr S. R.  Light blue, red triple diamond and sleeves, quartered cap.
Whistondale, Mr I. M.  White, dark blue chevrons, white sleeves, red armlets and star on white cap.
Whiston, Mr L.  Black and amber (quartered), green cap.
Whitaker, Mr R. M.  Light blue, maroon sash, hooped sleeves and cap.
Whitaker, Mrs D. A.  Black, white braid, sleeves and spots on cap.
Whitaker, Mrs R. M.  Light blue and maroon check, light blue sleeves.
Whitbread, Mr H. F.  Chocolate, yellow collar, cuffs and cap.
Whitby, Mr Bob  Royal blue and dark blue diamonds, royal blue sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow star.
Whitcoombe Park Racing  Maroon, white seams, emerald green sleeves, white cap.
White Bear Racing  Yellow, dark blue star, royal blue sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap, dark blue 
star.
White Beech Farm  White and red check, hooped sleeves, red cap.
White Diamond Racing Partnership  Purple, white diamond, mauve sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow 
cap.
White Diamond Racing Partnership 1  Purple, white diamond, mauve sleeves, yellow armlets, 
yellow cap.
Whitehall, Spiegelberg & Everett  Pink and dark blue diabolo, pink sleeves, dark blue armlets and 
diamond on cap.
White-Hamilton, Mrs Di  Light blue, dark blue diamond and armlets, light blue cap, yellow star.
Whitehand, Mr Ronald Charles  Light blue, beige stars, light blue sleeves, beige cap.
The White Hart Company  White, red stripe, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
White (Hawick), Mr M.  White, red spots, royal blue sleeves, dark blue cap.
Whitehead, Exors of the Late Mr A. J.  Black, gold hooped sleeves, pink cap.
Whitehead, Mr Paul  Black, red stripe, white sleeves, black cap, red       diamond.
Whitehead, Mr R. G.  Royal blue and light blue (quartered), light blue sleeves, royal blue armlets.
Whitehead, Mr Thomas  Emerald green, dark green hoop, yellow sleeves, black cap.
Whitehills Racing Syndicate  Black, black and white check sleeves.
Whitehills Racing Syndicate 2  Black, black and white check sleeves.
Whitehills Racing Syndicate 3  Black, black and white check sleeves.
Whitehorn, Mr R.  Royal blue, red star, white sleeves, royal blue stars, royal blue cap, red star.
Whitehouse, Mr Simon F  White, black chevron, white and red striped sleeves, white and black 
striped cap.
Whitehouse Stable Syndicate  Pink, mauve stars, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Whitelock, Mr Robert C.  Yellow, dark blue epaulets, striped sleeves.
Whiteman, Mr H. E. (L)  Old gold, scarlet sash and cap.
White, Mr A.  Orange and dark green (halved), sleeves reversed, quartered cap.
White, Mr A. H. M.  Black and red (halved), hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
White, Mr A. J.  Maroon and yellow diamonds, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
White, Mr Anthony  Green, gold sash, hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
White, Mr Barry  Dark green, pink stars on sleeves, dark green cap, pink star.
White, Mr Chris  Royal blue and yellow stripes, red sleeves and cap.
White, Mr Chris F.  Light blue, white sash, sleeves and cap.
White, Mr D.  Royal blue, white hoops and armlets.
White, Mr Edwin  Yellow, dark green and yellow hooped sleeves, yellow and dark green hooped cap.

White, Mr G  Red, white hoop, red sleeves, white stars.
White, Mr G. F.  Yellow, brown sleeves, black cap, yellow star.
White, Mr Harold D.  Orange, black diamond, black and orange hooped cap.
White, Mr Ian  White, dark green braces, dark green cap.
White, Mr J. Spencer (L)  Cream, rose sleeves, green cap.
White, Mr Lester R.  White, pink diamond and diamond on cap.
White, Mr Martin G  Black, white hollow box, striped sleeves and star on cap.
White, Mr Mick  Royal blue, yellow chevron, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, quartered cap.
White, Mr R. John  Emerald green and yellow diabolo, yellow sleeves, emerald green armlets, 
quartered cap.
White, Mr S.  Black, yellow star, grey sleeves, yellow stars, yellow cap, black star.
White, Mr Simon  Black, white cross belts, hooped cap.
White, Mrs Juliet  Light blue and royal blue (quartered), striped sleeves.
White, Mrs L.  Brown and pink (quartered), brown sleeves, pink cap.
White, Mrs Lucinda  Royal blue, red triple diamond, red sleeves, royal blue armlets, red cap.
White, Mrs N.  Maroon, grey triple diamond, striped sleeves and cap.
White, Mrs N. (second colours)  Royal blue, light blue hoops, orange sleeves and cap.
White, Mrs P. A.  Dark blue, white triple diamond, orange sleeves and cap.
White, Mrs Rosemary  Purple, emerald green star, striped sleeves and cap.
White, Mrs Sally  Dark blue, pink epaulets, pink sleeves, dark blue diamonds, pink cap.
White, Mr W.  Yellow, black stars, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, black star.
Whiterok Ltd  White, light blue chevrons, white sleeves, light blue cap.
White Rose Racing  White, dark blue star, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
The White Socks Partnership  Grey, black and grey diabolo on sleeves, black cap.
Whites Property Limited  Black, yellow seams, diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
White-Spunner, Sir Barney  Light blue, grey sleeves and cap.
White Star Racing Syndicate  Light blue, white star, red sleeves and cap.
Whitestonecliffe Racing & Partner  Purple, yellow stars and sleeves, yellow cap, purple stars.
Whitestonecliffe Racing Partnership  Purple, yellow stars and sleeves, yellow cap, purple stars.
White Turf Racing UK  White, orange seams, orange sleeves, white stars, white cap, orange star.
White Turf Racing UK (second colours)  Orange, white seams, white sleeves, orange stars, orange 
cap, white star.
Whitewall Racing  Dark blue, white chevrons, armlets and cap.
Whitfield, Mr Chris  Red, light blue hooped sleeves, white cap.
Whiting, Mr A. J.  Emerald green, yellow braces and armlets, check cap.
Whiting, Mr S. D.  Black, pink stars, pink sleeves, black stars and stars on cap.
Whiting, Mr Tim  Orange, white disc, white and orange halved sleeves.
Whitley, Mr T. J.  Navy blue, scarlet sleeves, quartered cap, white cross belts.
Whitlock, Mr Andrew  Dark green, red triple diamond, red cap.
Whitney, Mr M.  Royal blue, red disc, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Whitney, Mr M. (second colours)  Dark blue, red seams, red sleeves, dark blue spots and cap.
Whitsbury Manor Stud and Mrs M. E. Slade  Purple, emerald green sash, red sleeves and cap.
Whitsbury Manor Stud & Partner  Maroon, light blue and maroon hooped sleeves, quartered cap.
Whitsbury Racing Club  Black, beige disc.
Whittaker, Mr Charles  Royal blue and yellow (quartered), orange sleeves and cap.
Whittaker, Mr C. R.  Light blue, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap.
Whittaker, Mr D.  Emerald green, pink star, pink sleeves, emerald green stars, emerald green cap, 
pink stars.
Whittaker, Mr G.  Mauve and black stripes, black sleeves, mauve cap.
Whittaker, Mrs Sally  Light blue, yellow stars.
Whitten, Mr Patrick  White, grey seams, dark blue cap, grey star.
Whittington, Mr H.  Light blue, white chevrons on sleeves, white cap.
Whittington, Mr R. C.  Yellow, maroon diamond.
Whittle, Mr N.  White, orange stripe.
Whittle, Mr N. (second colours)  White, orange hoop.
Whittle, Mr W. T.  Light blue, yellow hoops, light blue sleeves and cap.
Whittle, Ms H.  White, purple diamond, diabolo on sleeves, purple and white quartered cap.
Whittle Racing Partnership  Royal blue, white sleeves, emerald green armlets, emerald green cap.
W. H. & Mrs J. A. Tinning  Yellow, blue hoops, blue and red quartered cap.
W. H. & Mrs J. A. Tinning & Mrs C Wallis  Yellow, blue hoops, blue and red quartered cap.
W H & Mrs J A Tinning & Mrs C Wallis  Yellow, blue hoops, blue and red quartered cap.
Wholey, Mr J.  Red, white hollow box.
The W.H.O. Society  Yellow, black seams, black sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow and black quartered 
cap.
Whymark, Mr J. K.  Royal blue, white sleeves, royal blue armlets.
The Why Not Partnership  Royal blue, white braces and sleeves, white and royal blue striped cap.
Whyte, Coyne & Douglas  Red and black diamonds, black sleeves, red armlets, quartered cap.
WhyteGillieScottHoodSwintonSanderson  Purple, white spots, white and purple striped sleeves.
Whyte Jeffrey Hall  Black and orange check, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Whyte, Mr A. A.  White, purple spots, purple sleeves, white spots.
Whyte, Mr John  Black, pink hoops, armlets and cap.
Whyte, Mr Tony  Purple, white spots, white and purple striped sleeves.
Whyte Nicol Hamilton  Purple, white spots, white and purple striped sleeves.
WhyteScotSwintonGillieHoodSandersonSmail  Purple, white spots, white and purple striped 
sleeves.
Whyte Scott Swinton Gillie  Purple, white spots, white and purple striped sleeves.
Whyte Scott Swinton Gillie Hood  Purple, white spots, white and purple striped sleeves.
Wibberley, Mr Stephen  Royal blue, orange hoops, dark blue sleeves, yellow stars, pink cap, royal 
blue stars.
Wickens, Miss J.  Black, pink sash, hooped sleeves, pink cap, black diamond.
Wickens, Mrs Belinda  Emerald green, pink triple diamond, pink and emerald green diabolo on 
sleeves, pink cap, emerald green diamond
Wickfield Stud and Hartshill Stud  Brown, pink seams and cap.
Wicks, Mr John  Purple, light green epaulets.
Widdas, Mr A. (L)  Black and light blue stripes, red cap.
Widdicombe, Mr I. J.  Royal blue, pink chevron, pink cap.
Widdop Wanderers  Maroon and light blue (quartered), maroon sleeves.
Widdows, Mr J. H.  Royal blue, white sash, white sleeves, royal blue armlets, red cap.
Wigan, Mr Harry  Light blue, red white and blue sash, silver collar and cuffs
Wigan, Mr James    Cherry, cornflower blue sash and cap.
Wigan, Mrs James  Dark blue and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves and cap.
Wiggin, Mr M. D.  Emerald green and scarlet (quartered), emerald green sleeves, striped cap.
Wiggin, Mr R.  Crimson, gold sleeves, hooped cap.
Wiggins, Exors of the Late Mr C.  Royal blue, light blue sleeves, light blue and yellow quartered cap.
The Wiggins Family  Light green, purple spots, sleeves and spots on cap.
Wiggins, Miss Alison  White, red epaulets, sleeves and star on cap.
Wigham, Mr Michael  Crimson, gold hoops.
Wight, Alan  Pink, green sleeves, check cap.
Wightman, Mr P. J.  Royal blue, orange diamond, orange cap.
Wigley, Mrs Sarah  Dark green, purple seams, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Wignall, Mr S.  Red, white disc, diabolo on sleeves.
Wilcox, Mr J. A.  Black, maroon diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Wildcat Syndicate  Yellow, dark blue stripe, yellow sleeves, dark blue stars, yellow cap, dark blue 
star.
Wildenstein Stables Limited  Royal blue, light blue epaulets, light blue cap.
Wildes, Mr Paul  Red, white spots, white sleeves, red spots, red cap.
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Wildey, Mr Steven  Royal blue, yellow cross belts, yellow sleeves, royal blue stars, yellow cap, royal 
blue spots.
The Wild Hoggs Partnership  Royal blue, red chevrons and armlets, red cap, royal blue star.
Wilding, Mr G.  Orange, white triple diamond, white sleeves, black armlets.
Wild, Mrs J. M.  Pink and royal blue (quartered), royal blue sleeves, pink cap.
Wild Racing  Emerald green and dark blue diamonds, emerald green sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
The Wild Rover Partnership  Dark blue and white stripes, halved sleeves.
The Wild Rovers  Black and white check, diabolo on sleeves.
Wild West Racing  Dark blue, white stars, white and red chevrons on sleeves.
Wilesmith, Mr M. S.  Royal blue, yellow diamond, red cap.
Wiles, Mr Andrew  Emerald green and maroon (halved), sleeves reversed, emerald green and 
maroon quartered cap.
Wilf Storey and Ray Glendinning  Royal blue, yellow braces, check cap.
wilfstoreyracingclub  Royal blue, yellow braces, check cap.
Wilkes, Mr Michael  Emerald green and yellow diamonds, emerald green sleeves, yellow armlets and 
diamonds on cap.
Wilkin, Captain R. C.  Dark blue, beige cross belts, striped sleeves and cap.
Wilkin, Captain R. C. (second colours)  Dark blue, beige cross belts, striped sleeves, red cap.
Wilkin, Mr Edward C.  Light blue, dark blue sash and sleeves, quartered cap.
Wilkin, Orr, Boileau & Douglas  Dark blue, beige cross belts, striped sleeves and cap.
Wilkins, Mr Philip  Red, white cross belts, white sleeves, red spots, red and white quartered cap.
Wilkins, Mr R. T.  White, royal blue hoops, white sleeves, red armlets, white and red striped cap.
Wilkins, Mrs N. M. (L)  Sea green, maroon sash and cap.
Wilkins, Mrs P. G.  Pink, dark blue seams on sleeves, dark blue cap.
Wilkins, Mrs Sarah L. M.  Dark green, red cross belts, red sleeves, dark green armlets, dark green 
and red check cap.
Wilkinson, Mr Chris  Yellow, emerald green crossbelts, hooped sleeves and cap.
Wilkinson, Mr Mark  Black, white star, red sleeves, black stars, black cap, red star.
Wilkinson, Mrs Andrea  Yellow, emerald green cross belts, emerald green and yellow hooped 
sleeves, light green cap.
Wilkinson, Mrs B. E.  White, purple cap.
Wilkinson, Mrs D. C. J.  Grey, light blue cross belts.
Wilkinson, Mrs D. S.  Mauve, black star and star on cap.
Wilkinson, Mrs J. V.  Maroon, light blue chevron, light blue sleeves, maroon armlets, maroon cap, 
light blue star.
Wilkinson, Mrs Liz  Dark blue, orange sash, white sleeves, white cap, orange star.
Wilkinson, Mr T.  Red, black stripe, striped sleeves.
Wilks, Mr E. E. (L)  White, black diamond, cherry cap.
Willcock, Mr Richard  Brown, light green epaulets.
Willcocks, Mrs Marion  Light blue, black cross of lorraine, black cap.
Willcox, Mr R. W. J.  Red, dark blue hoop, dark blue and red hooped sleeves.
Willes, Mr Simon  Green, blue sleeves, blue and yellow quartered cap.
William A Robinson & Partners  Royal blue, white epaulets, red sleeves, white cap.
William A Robinson & Partners (second colours)  Orange, brown armlets.
William Burns & Alan Berry  Black and white check, white sleeves, black cap.
William&Camilla Haines &Phil Cunningham  Royal blue, pink triple diamond, sleeves and diamond 
on cap.
William Charnley & Richard Pegum  Light blue, mauve striped sleeves.
Williams, A G  Black, white diamond and sleeves, yellow cap.
Williams-Ashford, Mrs S. D.  Yellow, black seams, black sleeves, yellow seams, black cap.
Williams, Bowring & Orme  Dark blue, white stripe, grey sleeves, white and grey striped cap.
Williams, Bowring, Orme & Hughes  Dark blue, white stripe, grey sleeves, white and grey striped 
cap.
Williams, Brett  Emerald green, yellow star, royal blue sleeves and cap.
WILLIAMS, D J  Red, black star, white sleeves, red stars, white and black striped cap.
Williams, Lt. Col. B. R. (L)  Scarlet, emerald green sleeves, quartered cap.
Williams, Miss C.  Light blue, mauve sleeves, light blue stars.
Williams, Miss Caroline  Scarlet, black sleeves, gold cap.
Williams, Miss H.  White, orange armlets, orange cap.
Williams, Miss H. (second colours)  Black, white epaulets, diabolo on sleeves, grey cap.
Williams, Miss H. (third colours)  Dark blue, dark blue and beige diabolo on sleeves, quartered cap.
Williams, Miss Marie  Royal blue, red star, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
Williams, Miss R.  Chocolate, gold sleeves, chocolate cap, gold spots.
Williams, Miss V. M.  Red, black sleeves, yellow cap, red star.
Williams, Mr A. J.  Green, black sleeves, black and white hooped cap.
Williams, Mr Alan J.  Black, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, black stars, yellow cap, black star.
Williams, Mr Andrew  Yellow, purple hoop, armlets and cap.
Williams, Mr Chris  Royal blue, red sleeves, dark blue armlets, red cap.
Williams, Mr C. R. P.  Yellow, dark green star, dark green cap.
Williams, Mr C. R. P. (second colours)  Black, red stars, red sleeves, white armlets, red cap.
Williams, Mr David M.  Light blue, pink star, white cap.
Williams, Mr Douglas  Emerald green, orange star, orange sleeves, emerald green armlets, emerald 
green cap, orange star.
Williams, Mr E. E.  Black and white check, red and black halved sleeves, red cap.
Williams, Mr E. J.  Black, pink star, pink sleeves, black stars, pink cap.
Williams, Mr Evan  Dark blue, grey striped sleeves and cap.
Williams, Mr E.W.B  Light blue, light green seams, light blue cap.
Williams, Mr Ian  Light blue, red and white striped sleeves, red cap, white seams, blue hoop.
Williams, Mr Jonathan  Purple, yellow diamonds on sleeves, quartered cap.
Williams, Mr J. R. B.  Maroon, beige triple diamond and diamonds on cap.
Williams, Mr L. J.  Yellow, light blue hoop and cap, red sleeves.
Williams, Mr Lloyd J  Dark blue, white armlets, white cap.
Williams, Mr M. F.  Emerald green, pink cross belts, black and pink hooped sleeves, yellow cap.
Williams, Mr Michael  Dark blue, white stripe, grey sleeves, white and grey striped cap.
Williams, Mr M. V.  Red, white chevron.
Williams, Mr N.  Purple, light green stars, mauve sleeves, purple cap, light green star.
Williams, Mr Noel  Beige, white sleeves, black diamonds, white cap, black diamonds.
Williams, Mr Noel (second colours)  Black, orange diamond, orange cap.
Williams, Mr N. S. L.  Pink, red stars, pink sleeves and cap.
Williams, Mr Olly  White, dark blue star, dark blue and white diabolo on sleeves, white cap, dark blue 
star.
Williams, Mr Olly (second colours)  Dark blue, white epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Williams, Mr P.  Yellow, black hollow box, yellow sleeves, black stars, yellow cap, black star.
Williams, Mr Paul  Orange, black armlets, black cap.
Williams, Mr R. E. R.  Black, white hoop, black sleeves, white stars.
Williams, Mr Rhys  Pink, grey striped sleeves, grey cap.
Williams, Mr Richie  Dark blue, red epaulets and sleeves, quartered cap.
Williams, Mr Ron C.  White, black star, white sleeves, black stars, white cap, black star.
Williams, Mrs A. M.  Dark blue and pink (quartered), dark blue sleeves, pink spots, dark blue cap, 
pink spots.
Williams, Mrs Beth  Royal blue, light blue braces and sleeves, royal blue and white quartered cap.
Williams, Mrs C.  Beige, black hoop, armlets and cap.
Williams, Mrs Clare  Dark blue, pink chevron, white sleeves, pink cap.
Williams, Mrs D.  Straw, blue and straw quartered cap.
Williams, Mrs Debbie  Royal blue and yellow diamonds, royal blue sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow 
cap, royal blue diamond.

Williams, Mrs Evan (L)  Apple green, white sleeves, black cap.
Williams, Mrs Fiona  Emerald green, red cross belts, black sleeves, emerald green cap, red star.
Williams, Mrs Jane  Orange, black star and star on cap.
Williams, Mrs Joanne  Maroon, yellow armlets.
Williams, Mrs L. J.  Purple and yellow (halved), purple sleeves, yellow armlets, yellow cap, purple 
star.
Williams, Mrs M.  Royal blue, yellow striped sleeves, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Williams, Mrs P.  Dark blue, beige stars, dark blue sleeves, maroon armlets, dark blue cap.
Williams, Mrs Paula  Yellow, black stars, black sleeves, yellow spots, yellow cap, black star.
Williams, Mrs P. H.  Maroon, yellow cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, maroon armlets, yellow cap.
Williams, Mr S. R.  Black, yellow cross of lorraine, white sleeves, yellow cap.
Williams, Mrs Rita  Dark blue, beige seams and sleeves, hooped cap.
Williams, Mrs S.  Scarlet, gold hoops and armlets.
Williams, Mrs S.  Mauve, yellow triple diamond and sleeves.
Williams, Mrs Sarah  White, royal blue and white striped sleeves.
Williams, Mr Stephen  White, black and orange halved sleeves, black and orange hooped cap.
Williams, Mr Stewart  Black and royal blue (quartered), black sleeves and cap.
Williams, Mr Stuart C.  White, dark blue stripe, light blue sleeves, dark blue stars, light blue cap, 
dark blue star.
Williams, Mrs V.  Emerald green, yellow sleeves, emerald green diamonds, yellow cap.
Williams, Mrs Valerie  Royal blue, yellow cross of lorraine, chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
Williams, Mr T.  Yellow, emerald green star.
Williams, Mr T. (second colours)  Yellow, emerald green stars on sleeves, emerald green cap.
Williams, Mr T. G.  Maroon, light blue stars, maroon sleeves, light blue cap, maroon star.
Williams, Ms J.M.D  Red, dark blue diamond, diabolo on sleeves.
Williamson, Mr Dick  White, pink hoops, white sleeves, pink cap.
Williamson, Mrs Lisa  Light blue, orange striped sleeves, light blue cap, orange spots.
Williamson, Mrs Norman  Dark blue and white stripes, white cap, dark blue star.
Williamson, Mrs Sandra  Emerald green and white (quartered), emerald green sleeves, white 
armlets, emerald green cap.
Williamson, Mr William  Orange, dark green sleeves, orange armlets, orange and dark green hooped 
cap.
Williamson, Ms Sally  White, maroon diamond, quartered cap.
The Willie Robertson Partnership  Red and yellow stripes, hooped sleeves, black cap.
Willis, Mr Dean  Emerald green and red (quartered), chevrons on sleeves, emerald green cap, red 
star.
Willis, Mr Derek J.  Purple and yellow check, yellow and purple diabolo on sleeves.
Willis, Mr M.  Orange, purple diamond, diabolo on sleeves and diamond on cap.
Willis, Mr Patrick  Black, light green chevron, sleeves and cap.
Willis, Mr Paul Alexander  Dark blue, white chevrons, red sleeves, dark blue cap, white stars.
Willis, Mrs D. A.  Purple, white seams, white sleeves, purple diamonds, purple cap.
Willoughby, Mr Alan  White, red chevron and sleeves, royal blue and white quartered cap.
The Willow and Bridle Partnership  Royal blue, yellow spots, sleeves and spots on cap.
Willow Farm Syndicate  Dark green, white triple diamond and diamond on cap.
Willow Racing Partnership  Dark green, white triple diamond and diamond on cap.
Willow to Whip Syndicate  White, red spots, white and black striped sleeves and cap.
The Willpower Partnership  Red, light blue star, hooped sleeves.
Will Salthouse & Jimmy Chua  White, maroon chevron.
Will Salthouse & Mick O'Neill  White, maroon chevron.
Wills, Dr Catherine  Dark blue, white cross belts, sleeves and cap.
Wills, Dr Catherine (second colours)  Blue, white cross belts, collar and sleeves, white cap, blue 
spots.
Willsford Racing Incorporated  Yellow, royal blue sleeves, yellow cap, royal blue star.
Wills, Mr I.  Red, dark green chevron, light blue cap, dark green diamonds.
Wills, Mr John  Emerald green and royal blue (halved), halved sleeves, quartered cap.
Wills, Mr M. F.  Light blue, purple star, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Wills, Mr P. J. H.  Black, red hoops, black cap, red spots.
Wills, Mrs E. J.  Dark blue, pink seams, pink cap, dark blue star.
Wilmot-Smith, Miss Jane  Royal blue, maroon and royal blue check sleeves, maroon cap.
Wilmot-Smith, Mr Richard  Claret, scarlet hoops on body.
Wilmot-Smith, Mr Richard (second colours)  Purple, maroon hoop and armlets.
Wilmot-Smith, Mr Richard (third colours)  Purple, maroon epaulets.
Wilmot-Smith, Mr Richard (fourth colours)  Light blue, dark blue epaulets, light blue sleeves, 
white armlets, light blue and royal blue quartered cap.
Wilmshurst & Attenborough  Orange, dark blue sleeves, orange armlets.
Wilmshurst, Mr Michael  Orange, dark blue sleeves, orange armlets.
The Wilmshurst Partnership  Orange, dark blue sleeves, orange armlets.
The Wilsley Partnership  Dark green, yellow spots, yellow sleeves, dark green spots, yellow cap.
Wilson, Capt James  Light blue, black diamond and cap.
Wilson, Dr John  Light green, black and light green hooped cap.
Wilson, Dr John (second colours)  Light green, black cap.
Wilson, Dr Pamela  Purple, light blue star, purple sleeves, light blue stars, purple cap, light blue star.
Wilson, Lord  White, purple epaulets and star on cap.
Wilson, Miss H J  Purple, white diamond, white sleeves, purple armlets.
Wilson, Miss S. M.  Violet, royal stewart tartan sleeves, red cap.
Wilson, Mr A.  White and red stripes, purple sleeves, white and red hooped cap.
Wilson, Mr Andy  Light blue, black braces, striped sleeves and cap.
Wilson, Mr Bob  Black, mauve and black striped sleeves, black and mauve striped cap.
Wilson, Mr Charles  Black, orange spots on sleeves.
Wilson, Mr Christopher W.  Yellow, emerald green chevron, armlets and star on cap.
Wilson, Mr C. M.  Red, white braces.
Wilson, Mr Craig  Royal blue and orange (quartered), diabolo on sleeves, orange cap.
Wilson, Mr D. A.  Dark green, light blue sleeves, dark green and light blue check cap.
Wilson, Mr David  Red, grey cross belts and sleeves.
Wilson, Mr Drummond  Maroon, yellow seams, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Wilson, Mr E.  Dark blue, pink stars, white sleeves, pink cap, dark blue star.
Wilson, Mr Fergus  Red, white star, red and black striped sleeves, white cap, black star.
Wilson, Mr Garry  Orange, dark blue stripe, orange sleeves, dark blue stars, orange cap, dark blue 
star.
Wilson, Mr Godfrey  White, emerald green stars, sleeves and stars on cap.
Wilson, Mr Gordon  Red, large light blue spots, sleeves and spots on cap.
Wilson, Mr Graham  Red, white stars, white and black striped sleeves, black cap, white star.
Wilson, Mr H.  Royal blue, yellow star, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Wilson, Mr I.  White, dark blue seams and armlets.
Wilson, Mr James (L)  Maroon, white armlets, green cap.
Wilson, Mr James R. L.  Orange, maroon chevron, black cap.
Wilson, Mr J. C. S.  Royal blue, red star, beige sleeves, red cap.
Wilson, Mr J. H.  Dark blue and light green check, light green sleeves and cap.
Wilson, Mr John F.  Light blue, white and light blue hooped sleeves.
Wilson, Mr John R.  Dark brown and orange (halved), sleeves reversed, check cap.
Wilson, Mr N. C.  Red, yellow cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves, black cap.
Wilson, Mrs C.  Royal blue, red sleeves, yellow cap.
Wilson, Mrs Caroline  Yellow, white epaulets and sleeves.
Wilson, Mr Scott Alexander  Royal blue, white cross belts, white sleeves, red stars, royal blue cap, 
red star.
Wilson, Mrs C. S.  Dark green, yellow spots, yellow sleeves, dark green spots, yellow cap.
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Wilson, Mrs J. C.  Red, white seams, red sleeves, yellow armlets and stars on red cap.
Wilson, Mrs Judy  Dark blue, emerald green hoop, quartered cap.
Wilson, Mrs Lizzy  Dark blue, grey disc, chevrons on sleeves, dark blue cap, grey star.
Wilson, Mrs M. J.  Black, white spots, cerise cap.
Wilson, Mrs R. M.  Light blue, white triple diamond, striped sleeves, red cap.
Wilson, Mr Tom  Pink, yellow cap.
Wilson, Noel R  Light green and dark green check, light green sleeves, white cap.
Wiltshire, Mr Richard  White and royal blue (quartered), royal blue sleeves, white diamonds, 
quartered cap.
Wincanton Race Club  Dark blue, grey star and star on cap.
Winchester, Mr Anthony  Royal blue, light blue braces, armlets and cap.
Windflower Overseas Holdings Inc  Red and yellow (halved), white cap.
Windflower Overseas & J L Dunlop  Red and yellow (halved), halved sleeves, white cap.
Windmill Racing  Forbes tartan.
Windmill Racing II  Forbes tartan.
Windmill Racing-Kitcarina  Forbes tartan
Window, Mr J. C.  Royal blue, yellow cross of lorraine, check cap.
Windridge, Mr Robert  Royal blue, large pink spots, pink cap.
Windsor-Clive, Mr William  White, black hoop, hooped sleeves and cap.
WINDSOR HOUSE RACING  Brown, grey hoops, brown sleeves, grey stars, brown cap, grey star.
Windsor House Stables Partnership 1  Dark blue and light blue stripes, dark blue sleeves, light blue 
cap.
Windsor-Luck, Miss K.  Emerald green, yellow chevrons, hooped cap.
Windus, Mrs Sandra  Royal blue, beige seams and armlets, hooped cap.
Windwhistle Racing  Black, light blue hoops and sleeves, red cap.
Winetroube, Mrs M.  Purple, yellow chevron, chevrons on sleeves.
Winfield, Mr Barry  Red, white sleeves, red spots, brown cap.
Winfield, Mr M. P.  Red and royal blue (quartered), white sleeves, black cap.
Wingfield, Mr R. M. R.  Silver, red sash, gold cap.
Wing, Mr C.  Light green, brown chevrons, light green sleeves and cap.
Wingrove, Mr Damien G.  Red, yellow star, black sleeves, yellow stars, black cap, yellow star.
Wingrove, Mr Damien G. (second colours)  Emerald green, orange cross belts, emerald green 
sleeves, orange stars, orange and emerald green hooped cap.
Wingrove, Mr S.  White, dark green chevron, halved sleeves, dark green cap.
Wink N' A Drink  Purple, pink braces, striped sleeves.
Winks, Mr P.  Pink, emerald green triple diamond, white sleeves, emerald green cap.
Winks Racing  Dark blue, yellow seams, checked sleeves, quartered cap.
Winkworth, Mr P.  Royal blue and yellow diamonds, royal blue sleeves, red cap.
Winkworth, Mrs Tessa  Pink and light blue diamonds, pink cap.
Winning Connections Racing  Maroon, grey chevron.
Winning Connections Racing (second colours)  Maroon, grey chevron, grey cap.
Winning Connections Racing (third colours)  Maroon, grey chevron, hooped cap.
Winning Connections Racing (fourth colours)  Royal blue, pink chevrons, royal blue cap.
Winning Edge Racing  Red and dark green check.
The Winning Hand  Purple, pink seams and sleeves, black cap.
The Winning Tipster Ltd  White, red stripe, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, white star.
The Winning Tipster Racing Club  White, red stripe, red sleeves, white stars, red cap, white star.
Winog Racing Limited  Orange, black stars, armlets and stars on cap.
Win Only SP Only Partnership  Black, black and pink check sleeves and cap.
Winrow-Campbell, Mrs Lesley  Yellow and black diamonds, red sleeves and cap.
Winslade, Mr R. (L)  Yellow, blue cross belts, red and yellow hooped sleeves, canary cap.
Winslade, Mr T. T. (L)  Scarlet, white cross belts, fawn cap.
Winspear, Mr John  Dark blue, orange chevron, sleeves and cap.
Winstone, Mr Gareth  Red, white chevrons, black sleeves, red cap, white star.
Winterbeck Manor Stud  Purple, maroon braces, light blue sleeves, maroon stars, light blue cap, 
maroon star.
Winterbeck Manor Stud & Gay Kelleway  Purple, maroon braces, light blue sleeves, maroon stars, 
light blue cap, maroon star.
Winterbeck Manor Stud & Partners  Purple, maroon braces, light blue sleeves, maroon stars, light 
blue cap, maroon star.
Winterbeck Manor Stud & P Crook  Purple, maroon braces, light blue sleeves, maroon stars, light 
blue cap, maroon star.
Winterbeck Stud, T Bownes & G Kelleway  Purple, maroon braces, light blue sleeves, maroon 
stars, light blue cap, maroon star.
Winterbeck Stud, T Bownes & G Kelleway (second colours)  Gold, black 'b' in circle, black velvet 
cap with gold tassel.
Winter, Exors of the Late F. T.  Black, white epaulets and sleeves, quartered cap.
Winterfields Farm Ltd  Black and orange (quartered), orange sleeves and cap.
Winterfields Farm Ltd, M Burton & H Cox  Royal blue and orange diamonds, royal blue sleeves 
and cap.
Winter Gold Racing  Dark blue, yellow disc, dark blue and emerald green diabolo on sleeves, 
emerald green cap, dark blue diamond.
Winter, Mr M.  Pink, purple star, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Winter, Mr S. J.  Red, white star, black sleeves, red cap, white star.
The Winter Partnership  Black, red seams, halved sleeves, black and red check cap.
Winterton, Mr A. J.  Yellow, red triple diamond, red sleeves, yellow armlets.
Wintle, Mr Adrian  Red, black stars, black and red hooped sleeves, red cap, black star.
Wintle, Mr Adrian (second colours)  Purple and mauve diamonds.
Wintle, Mr James David  Royal blue, black hoops.
Wintle Racing Club  Purple and mauve diamonds.
Wintle, Wilson and Partner  Royal blue, black hoops.
Winwood, Mrs M. R.  Dark green, red spots, dark green sleeves.
Winzer, Mr David  Emerald green, royal blue stripe.
Winzer, Mr T.  Orange and yellow diamonds, orange sleeves, yellow armlets and diamond on cap.
Wisbey, Miss D. L.  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, halved sleeves, dark blue and light blue 
quartered cap.
The 3 Wise Men  Dark green, white seams, striped sleeves, dark green cap.
Wise, Mrs C. A.  Royal blue, red stars, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, red star.
The Wishful Thinkers  Light green, light blue epaulets.
Witheford, Mr G. W.  Dark blue and yellow diabolo, striped sleeves, yellow cap, dark blue diamonds.
Withernsea Thoroughbred Limited  Black, yellow, green & red dartboard, white sleeves, red darts, 
red cap.
Withernsea Thoroughbred Ltd & Partner  Black, yellow, green & red dartboard, white sleeves, 
red darts, red, yellow, green & black quartered cap.
Withernsea & Woodhurst Ltd  Black, yellow, green & red dartboard, white sleeves, red darts, red, 
yellow, green & black quartered cap.
Withers Winners  White, light blue chevron, halved sleeves, light blue cap.
Withyslade  Dark green, yellow epaulets, halved sleeves and star on cap.
Withyslade (second colours)  Dark blue and red (quartered), hooped sleeves and cap.
Withywood Racing Club  Purple, light blue hoops, purple cap, light blue stars.
The Wizards  Light green, black triple diamond, black cap, light green diamonds.
W J A Nash & Partner  Beige, light blue star, sleeves and star on cap.
W J A Nash & Partners  Beige, light blue star, sleeves and star on cap.
W. J. and T. C. O. Gredley  Yellow, black and yellow striped sleeves, white cap.
W. J. and T. C. O. Gredley (second colours)  Yellow, black and yellow striped sleeves, red cap.
W. J. and T. C. O. Gredley 1  Yellow, black and yellow striped sleeves, white cap.

W J Evans Racing  Dark blue, light blue sleeves, quartered cap.
W J Fenn & M Scudamore  Yellow, large red spots, armlets and cap.
WJ&TCO Gredley & Flaxman Stables IRE Ltd  Yellow, black and yellow striped sleeves, white cap.
W J & T C O Gredley & Lord Derby  Yellow, black and yellow striped sleeves, white cap.
W J & T C O Gredley & Lord Derby (second colours)  Black, white cap.
Wkh (Hinksey Lane) Ltd  Dark blue, yellow cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, yellow cap.
W M D Racing  Black and white stripes, white sleeves, black stars, striped cap.
Wocket Woy Wacing Club  Light blue, pink triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Wolfe, Mrs Lucy  Brown, yellow star and sleeves, yellow cap, brown star.
Wolfensohn, Mr James D.  Dark blue, emerald green chevron, dark blue sleeves, emerald green 
seams, striped cap.
The Wolfgangers  Purple, pink triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, purple cap, pink diamond.
The Wolfpack  Maroon, yellow chevrons on sleeves, yellow cap.
Wolkind, Mr Michael  Red, light blue seams, yellow and dark blue halved sleeves, dark blue cap, 
yellow star.
Wollaston, Mr P.  Purple, beige seams and armlets.
The Wonder Partnership  White, dark green inverted triangle, halved sleeves, white and dark green 
hooped cap.
Wong, Mr Ben CM  Cerise and silver diagonal stripes, halved sleeves, cerise cap.
Wong, Mr Ben CM (second colours)  Red, purple stripe and sleeves, white cap.
Wong, Mr Senta  Emerald green, orange hoop, halved sleeves, orange cap.
Wong Yu On, Mr  Red, black seams, black sleeves, red spots, quartered cap.
Wonnacott, Mrs C. L.  Maroon, white hoop, dark blue sleeves, white armlets, white cap.
Woodall, Mr G. C.  White and red stripes, white and black striped sleeves, hooped cap.
The Woodbury Partnership  Light green, pink cross belts, pink cap.
Woodcock Electrical Limited  Royal blue, yellow star, light blue sleeves, yellow stars, royal blue cap, 
yellow star.
Woodcock Electrical Ltd  Royal blue, yellow star, light blue sleeves, yellow stars, royal blue cap, 
yellow star.
Woodcock Electrical Ltd (second colours)  Dark blue, yellow hoops, chevrons on sleeves, yellow 
cap.
Woodcock-Jones, Mr P.  Maroon, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Woodcock, Mr N. A.  Purple, yellow stars, yellow sleeves, purple armlets, purple cap, yellow star.
Woodcote Stud and Miss Sally Wall  Black, yellow stripe, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Woodcote Stud Ltd  Black, yellow stripe, striped sleeves, quartered cap.
Woodd, Mrs David  Pink, pink cap, light blue star.
WOODENCO  Black, beige braces.
Wood, Exors of the Late Mr Tim  Black, white star, white sleeves, black stars, black cap, white star.
Woodford Valley Racing  Yellow, emerald green and yellow striped sleeves.
Woodhall, Mr P.  Red, royal blue and white chevrons on sleeves, royal blue cap.
Woodhall, Mrs H.  Dark blue and yellow stripes, dark blue sleeves, yellow spots, yellow cap.
Woodhall Nicol & Co  Dark blue and yellow stripes, dark blue sleeves, yellow spots, yellow cap.
Wood Hall Stud Limited  Royal blue, white star, royal blue sleeves, white stars and stars on cap.
Wood Hall Stud Limited and Partner  Royal blue, white star, royal blue sleeves, white stars and 
cap.
Wood Hall Stud & Mrs I. Corbani  Royal blue, white star, royal blue sleeves, white stars and cap.
Woodham Walter Partnership  Dark blue and pink diamonds, pink sleeves, dark blue stars, dark 
blue cap, pink diamond.
Woodhaven Racing Syndicate  Purple, pink star, sleeves and star on cap.
Woodhouse, Mr C.  Dark blue, red cross belts, red sleeves, dark blue armlets, yellow and black 
hooped cap.
Woodhouse, Mr D.  Orange, dark blue seams, white sleeves and cap.
Woodhouse, Mr D. (second colours)  Orange, royal blue striped sleeves.
Woodhouse, Mr L. T.  Brown, yellow chevron, orange sleeves and cap.
Woodhouse, Mr Mark  Dark green, yellow cross belts, diabolo on sleeves.
Woodhouse, Mr R D E  Red, royal blue chevron, royal blue cap, red spots.
Woodhouse & Sutton  Dark green, yellow cross belts, diabolo on sleeves.
Woodhouse, Sutton & Dobson  Dark green, yellow cross belts, diabolo on sleeves.
Woodhurst Construction & G Chrysanthou  Royal blue, white hollow box, sleeves and cap.
Woodhurst Construction Ltd  Royal blue, white hollow box, sleeves and cap.
Woodhurst Ltd & Withernsea  Royal blue, white hollow box, sleeves and cap.
Woodley Bromfield Cross TheLateCWhitaker  Purple, white armlets.
Woodley, Mr Dean  Orange, royal blue hoop, striped sleeves, white cap.
Woodman, Miss R.  Brown, pink triple diamond, sleeves and cap.
Woodman, Mrs Sally  Beige, red seams, red cap.
Wood Marshall Bridger  Royal blue, white stripe, striped sleeves, yellow cap.
Wood Marshall Bridger (second colours)  Pink, grey star, grey and pink halved sleeves, pink cap, 
grey star.
Wood, Mr Alan S.  White and black diamonds, halved sleeves, black and orange quartered cap.
Wood, Mr C  White, yellow and royal blue hooped sleeves.
Wood, Mr Duncan  Red, emerald green disc and sleeves.
Wood, Mr M.  Black, beige braces.
Wood, Mr N.  Purple, white disc, white sleeves, purple stars, purple cap, white star.
Wood, Mr N. S.  Royal blue, red and white striped sleeves, red cap, white stars.
Wood, Mr Philip Gordon  Yellow, red braces, diabolo on sleeves, red cap.
Wood, Mr Ronnie  White, red sash, white sleeves, red seams.
Wood, Mrs A.  Yellow, red seams, yellow sleeves, red stars, red cap, yellow star.
Wood, Mrs A. R.  Light blue, red cap, light blue star.
Wood, Mr Simon James  Black, beige seams, sleeves and cap.
Wood, Mrs J.  Red, emerald green triple diamond, armlets and diamond on cap.
Wood, Mrs J. A.  Gold, tassel on cap.
Wood, Mrs Joan  Black, yellow stars, white sleeves, black cap, yellow star.
Wood, Mr Stuart  Grey, maroon chevron, maroon and grey halved sleeves.
Wood, Mr Terence  Black and yellow (quartered), striped sleeves, yellow and black quartered cap.
Wood, Mr William  Maroon, white hollow box.
Wood, Mr William (second colours)  Maroon, white stars, white sleeves, maroon stars, white cap, 
maroon star.
Woodpark Bloodstock Limited  Dark blue, maroon stripe, striped sleeves, maroon cap, dark blue 
star.
Woods, Miss Debi J.  Royal blue, black epaulets.
Woods, Mr C.  Yellow, royal blue seams, royal blue sleeves, yellow stars, royal blue cap, yellow star.
Woods, Mr D.  Purple, white stars, mauve and white diabolo on sleeves, white cap, purple stars.
Woods, Mr Dwayne  Orange, emerald green armlets.
Woods, Mr Dwayne (second colours)  Red, dark blue diamond.
Woods, Mr Neil  Dark blue, light blue cross belts, white sleeves and cap.
Woods, Mrs L.  Brown, light blue seams, hooped cap.
Woods, Mr S. P. C.  Black, yellow seams and armlets.
Wood Street Syndicate  Dark green, yellow hoop and armlets, check cap.
Wood Street Syndicate II  Dark green, yellow hoop and armlets, check cap.
Wood Street Syndicate & Partner  Dark green, yellow hoop and armlets, check cap.
Woodward, Laurie and Smith  White, maroon epaulets, royal blue and black striped sleeves and 
cap.
Woodward, Mr Bruce  White, maroon epaulets, royal blue and black striped sleeves and cap.
Woodward, Mr Gary  Emerald green, pink star, striped sleeves and cap.
Woodward, Mr Merv  Dark blue, white hoops, red sleeves, white cap.
Woodward, Mr P.  Red and white stripes, hooped sleeves, red cap.
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Woodward, Mr R. J. L.  Dark blue, grey epaulets, striped sleeves and cap.
Woodward, Mr R. J. L. (second colours)  Dark blue, grey seams and armlets.
Woodward, Mrs Jennifer  Purple, white diamond, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Woodward, Mr V.  White, royal blue chevron, diabolo on sleeves, royal blue cap, white diamond.
Woof, Mr Cliff  Royal blue, emerald green sash, white cap, royal blue star.
Woolams, Mr Lee  White, light green stars, white sleeves, light green cap.
Wooldridge, Mr M. G.  Brown and pink stripes, white sleeves, red cap.
Woolfenden, Mr Bill  Yellow, black triple diamond, yellow sleeves, black stars, yellow cap, black stars.
Woolf, Mr J. M. (L)  Crimson and blue (halved), white sleeves, crimson cap.
Woollacott, Mrs Kayley  Black, mauve star, light blue sleeves, mauve stars, mauve cap, light blue star.
Woollatt, Mrs J.  Orange, black and orange striped cap.
Woollatt, Mrs J. (second colours)  Yellow, red sleeves, dark blue cap.
Woolley, Mr E.  Dark blue, light blue sleeves, grey armlets, light blue cap.
Woolley, Mr P. J.  Red, white star, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Wootton, Mrs Jan  Yellow and black diabolo, black sleeves, yellow seams, yellow cap.
Worcester, Mrs G. S.  Light blue, black sleeves, red seams, black and light blue quartered cap.
Worcester Racing Club  Dark blue and yellow (quartered), purple sleeves, emerald green cap.
Worcester Young Farmers  Black, mauve chevron.
Wordingham, Mr P. L.  Mauve, purple stars, quartered cap.
Wordsworth, Mr D. M.  Beige, brown epaulets, sleeves and diamond on cap.
Worksop Manor Stud  Jade green, cream sash and star on cap.
World Wide Racing Partners  Emerald green, black diamond, red cap.
Worley, Mr Phil  Royal blue, yellow stars on sleeves, yellow cap.
Wormald, Capt R. F. (L)  Pink, dark blue and pink quartered cap.
Wormell, Mr W. T. (L)  Pink, black sleeves and collar, pale blue cap.
Worrall, Mr James  Dark blue, white diamond, white sleeves, dark blue stars, dark blue cap, white 
diamond.
Worsdell, Mrs M. A.  Cerise, primrose sleeves, royal blue cap.
Worsley Racing  Light blue, brown hoop, orange and brown hooped sleeves, orange cap.
Worth, Mrs E. M.  Purple, yellow triple diamond, hooped sleeves and diamond on cap.
Wot No Coz  Light blue, pink sleeves, light blue armlets, light blue and pink hooped cap.
The WOW Partnership  Cerise and white (halved), black sleeves and cap.
WP Wyatt & Exors Late Duke of Roxburghe  Silver, dark green sleeves.
Wragg, Mr Clive  Light blue, dark blue epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Wragg, Mr G. C.  Black, pink spots, pink and black striped sleeves and cap.
Wrap Up Warm Partnership  Red, orange and red striped sleeves.
Wrap Up Warm Partnership (second colours)  Light blue and grey (quartered), light blue sleeves 
and cap.
W R B Racing 40  Royal blue and white (quartered), red sleeves and cap.
W R B Racing 61  Royal blue and white (quartered), red sleeves and cap.
WRB Racing 61 and Derek & Jean Clee  Royal blue and white (quartered), red sleeves and cap.
WRB Racing 40 & Premier Chance Racing  Royal blue and white (quartered), red sleeves and cap.
Wreglesworth, Mr K.  Orange, black star, red sleeves, orange cap, black star.
Wright Asprey Meyrick PJL Racing Wilcock  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue 
armlets and star on yellow cap.
Wright-Bevans, Mr Paul  Emerald green and orange (quartered), emerald green sleeves and cap.
Wrighting, Mr Wayne  Maroon, yellow star, yellow cap.
Wright, Jervis & Whitestonecliff Racing  Dark blue, white triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and 
cap.
Wright, Lt Col Peter  Black, yellow disc, light blue sleeves and cap.
Wright, Macdonald, Creed & Creed  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets 
and star on yellow cap.
Wright, Miss C. M.  Red, dark blue stripe, white sleeves and cap.
Wright Morgan Ltd  Maroon, yellow cross belts, yellow and maroon check sleeves, maroon cap, 
yellow star.
Wright Morgan Ltd & Partner  Maroon, yellow cross belts, yellow and maroon check sleeves, 
maroon cap, yellow star.
Wright, Mr Barry  Light blue, red stars, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Wright, Mr B. J. C.  Dark blue, yellow stripe, halved sleeves, yellow cap.
Wright, Mr Christopher  Royal blue, yellow stripe, yellow sleeves, royal blue armlets and star on 
yellow cap.
Wright, Mr Christopher (second colours)  White, beige triple diamond.
Wright, Mr J. D.  Grey, red stripe, armlets and cap.
Wright, Mr Jerry  Dark blue, white triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves and cap.
Wright, Mr J. J.  White, royal blue stars, white and red diabolo on sleeves, white cap, red star.
Wright, Mr. Malcolm E  Orange, pink seams, orange sleeves, pink spots, orange cap, pink star.
Wright, Mr M. F.  Yellow, purple stripe, armlets and star on cap.
Wright, Mr N. R. W.  Dark green, maroon chevron, maroon cap.
Wright, Mr R. M. E.  Emerald green, white armlets, striped cap.
Wright, Mr S.  Pink and royal blue (quartered), light blue sleeves, royal blue cap.
Wright, Mrs Angela  Maroon, dark green chevron, dark green cap, maroon diamond.
Wright, Mrs Di  Black, white cross belts and sleeves, white and black hooped cap.
Wright, Mrs Linda  Dark blue, white cross belts, dark blue sleeves, white stars, dark blue cap, white 
star.
Wright, Mrs Linda  Black, red epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Wrigley, Mr N. H. T.  Emerald green, red hoops, quartered cap.
Wrigleys and Wyatts  Emerald green, red hoops, quartered cap.
W. Robinson & P.M.Sly  Royal blue, white epaulets, red sleeves, white cap.
Wroughton, Sir Philip  Orange and red stripes, powder blue sleeves and cap.
W S Farish 1  Emerald green, yellow chevrons, emerald green sleeves, hooped cap.
W12 Syndicate  White, royal blue hoops, royal blue and pink hooped sleeves and cap.
www.isehove.com  Maroon, white seams, maroon and royal blue striped sleeves, white cap, maroon 
star.
www.nottinghamshireracing.co.uk (2)  Emerald green, red cross of lorraine and sleeves, quartered 
cap.
www.Select-Racing-Club.co.uk  Maroon, light blue sleeves, white diamonds, white cap, maroon 
diamond.
Wyatt, Major M. G.  Black, rose collar, cuffs and cap.
Wyatt, Mr C. G. P.  Crimson, old gold sleeves and cap.
Wyatt, Mr Neil  Brown, light green cross belts, light green cap.
Wyatt, Mrs C. A.  Primrose, green hoop and armlets, black cap.
Wyatt, Mrs Charlie  French grey, pink cap and striped sleeves.
Wyatt, Mrs F. D. H.  Black, pink hooped sleeves, pink cap.
Wyatt, Mr W. P.  Olive green, old gold hoops, olive green cap.
The Wychwood Partnership  Black, white triple diamond, white and black striped sleeves, black cap, 
white diamond.
Wylie, Mr Graham  Beige and black (halved), chevrons on sleeves, beige cap.
Wylie, Mr R. D.  Grey, white braces, white cap.
Wylie, Mr R. D. (second colours)  Emerald green, maroon epaulets.
Wylie, Mr R. D. (third colours)  Light green, royal blue sleeves, white cap, light green spots.
Wylie, Mr R. D. (fourth colours)  Dark blue, light blue epaulets, light blue cap.
Wymer, Mrs C.  Red, black epaulets and armlets, black cap, red star.
Wynatt  Royal blue, orange disc, striped sleeves and cap.
Wyndham, Mrs E. H. (L)  Orange, green hoop and armlets.
Wyndrinkers Racing  Dark blue, orange chevrons, dark blue sleeves, dark blue cap, orange stars.
Wynne, Mrs S. J.  Maroon and grey diabolo, maroon cap.

Wynn, Miss M. B.  Navy blue, cerise cap.
Wynnstay Wanderers  Magenta, silver hoop and armlets, quartered cap.
Wynn-Williams, Mrs M.  Royal blue, yellow chevrons, royal blue sleeves, white armlets, yellow cap.
Wyvern Racing  Black and maroon (quartered), halved sleeves, white cap.

X
Xanthos Racing  Royal blue, white striped sleeves, check cap.

Y
Yacht London Racing Ltd  Black, white braces, striped sleeves, red cap.
Yarborough, Lord  Pink, white hoops, pink cap.
Yarborough, Stanley, Pilkington & Brooke  Pink, white hoops, pink cap.
Yardley, Mrs Pauline Susan  White, red cross of lorraine, hooped sleeves.
Yardley, Ms A. J.  Royal blue, pink stripe, pink cap.
Yarrow, Miss N.  Black, orange star, orange and black diabolo on sleeves, orange cap.
Yarrow, Mr M. J.  Emerald green, yellow epaulets, yellow sleeves, emerald green armlets, yellow cap.
Yarrow, Mrs Heather  Purple, pink sleeves, purple spots, pink cap, purple spots.
Yates, Mr D.  Black, silver d y.
Yates, Mr D. (second colours)  Black, grey hollow box.
Yates, Mr T.  Mauve, purple seams, striped sleeves and star on cap.
Yeadon, Mr David  Light green, black sash, black and white hooped sleeves and cap.
Yeadon, Mrs Helen  Purple, purple and white check sleeves and cap.
Yeah Man Partnership  Yellow, maroon sleeves, white armlets, maroon and yellow quartered cap.
Yeardley, Mr Brian  Royal blue, white hoops and sleeves, red and white hooped cap.
Yen Hall Farm Racing  Yellow and maroon diamonds, yellow sleeves, yellow cap, maroon star.
Yenilecas Syndicate  Yellow, royal blue cross of lorraine, yellow sleeves, black diamonds, white cap.
Yeoman, Mrs Angela  White, dark blue cross belts, red and white check sleeves, red cap.
Yeo Racing Partnership  Light blue, dark blue seams, striped sleeves, red cap.
The Yeovilton Flyers  Emerald green, white hoops, dark blue and white check sleeves, red cap.
Yes He Does Syndicate  White and royal blue diamonds, royal blue and white chevrons on sleeves, 
royal blue cap, white diamonds.
The Yes Master Syndicate  Purple, yellow disc.
The Yes Men  White, red heart and diamond, black spade and club quarters, black and red quartered 
cap.
The Yes No Wait Sorries  Red and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves, red armlets, red cap.
The Yes No Wait Sorries & Mr Chris Coley  Red and yellow stripes, yellow sleeves, red armlets, 
red cap.
The Yes We Named Her Syndicate  Black, black and pink check sleeves and cap.
The Yes We Named Her Syndicate (second colours)  Purple, light blue seams, hooped sleeves 
and cap.
Y Hussain, M Short, J Moynihan  Red, white diamond, grey sleeves, red diamonds, red cap, grey 
diamond.
Yi Thai Partnership  Royal blue, dark green hoops.
YOLO  Orange and purple check, halved sleeves, orange cap.
Yong, Mr N. S.  Red and yellow diamonds, yellow sleeves, red cap.
Yorke, Mrs Alison  Dark blue, yellow chevron, purple sleeves and cap.
The Yorker Partnership  Yellow, royal blue epaulets.
York, Mr P.  Royal blue, white sleeves, royal blue and yellow striped cap.
York, Mr Paul Robert  White, light green stars, hooped sleeves and stars on cap.
York, Mrs E. C.  Emerald green, white sleeves, purple and white quartered cap.
York, Mrs K. H.  Light blue and yellow stripes, hooped sleeves, light blue cap.
Yorkshire Connections Ltd  Royal blue, dark blue epaulets, sleeves and cap.
Yorkshire Owners Racing Club 1  Yellow, royal blue stars, white and royal blue hooped sleeves and 
cap.
Yorkshire Owners Racing Club 2  Yellow, royal blue stars, white and royal blue hooped sleeves and 
cap.
The Yorkshire Puddings  Royal blue, red star, hooped sleeves and star on cap.
The Yorkshire Racing Partnership  Orange, red and orange hooped sleeves, red cap.
Yorkshire Traders  Red, black hoops, red sleeves.
York Thoroughbred Racing  Maroon, light blue armlets.
York Thoroughbred Racing-Best Be Careful  Maroon, light blue armlets.
York Thoroughbred Racing-Ocean Sands  Maroon, light blue armlets.
York Thoroughbred Racing & Partners  Maroon, light blue armlets.
Yorton Farms & James & Jean Potter  Dark green and yellow (quartered), chevrons on sleeves, 
dark green cap.
Yorton Racing  Black, beige chevron.
Yorton Racing (second colours)  Emerald green, red seams, royal blue sleeves, royal blue cap, white 
star.
Yorton Racing & Dan Skelton  Black, beige chevron.
Yoshida, Mr Katsumi  Yellow and red stripes, black sleeves.
Yoshida, Mr Teruya  Black and yellow stripes, red sleeves.
You Betta You Betta You Bet  Pink, red chevron, armlets and cap.
You Can Be Sure  Red, yellow cross of lorraine and cap.
Youneverknow Partnership  Orange, black and orange check sleeves, striped cap.
Young, Laura  Emerald green, white epaulets, diabolo on sleeves, white cap.
Youngman, Mr N. E.  Light blue, yellow diamond, chevrons on sleeves, light blue cap, yellow 
diamond.
Young, Miss S.  White, black sash, hooped sleeves, black cap.
Young, Mr D.  Orange, emerald green diamond.
Young, Mr D. J.  Grey and royal blue (quartered), royal blue sleeves, grey armlets, royal blue cap.
Young, Mr J. H.  Black, yellow stripe, sleeves and cap.
Young, Mr Mark  Pink, grey hoop.
Young, Mr Max  Yellow, dark blue chevron, striped sleeves.
Young, Mr R.  Royal blue and yellow (halved), royal blue sleeves, yellow armlets, quartered cap.
Young, Mr R. B. H.  Maroon, light blue spots, dark green cap.
Young, Mr R. B. H. (second colours)  Maroon, light blue spots, light blue cap.
Young, Mr R. E.  Dark blue, pink diamond, halved sleeves, pink cap, dark blue diamond.
Young, Mr R. I. B.  Yellow, dark green chevrons, yellow sleeves and cap.
Young, Mrs Fiona  Yellow, purple chevrons, purple sleeves, yellow stars, purple cap.
Young, Mrs J.  Emerald green, purple seams, diabolo on sleeves and star on cap.
Young, Mrs J. E.  Pink, emerald green sash, pink and red hooped sleeves, red and white quartered 
cap.
Young, Mrs Jeremy  Light green, emerald green armlets.
Young, Mr S. K.  White, dark green chevron, black sleeves, black and dark green hooped cap.
Young, Mrs Kate  Purple and light green stripes, purple sleeves, light green cap.
Young, Mrs K. M.  Red, white stars, white sleeves, red armlets, red cap, white star.
Young, Mrs N. L.  Black, red cross belts, white and red chevrons on sleeves, red cap.
Young, Mrs Sarina  Light green, yellow stripe and armlets.
Young, Mr Steve  Light blue, dark blue chevron, white sleeves, dark blue stars and cap.
Young, Mr Tom  Maroon, yellow star, diamonds on sleeves, maroon cap, yellow star.
Young, Mr W. G.  Pale blue, red sleeves, black and red check cap.
The Young Ones  Dark blue and white check, dark blue sleeves, white armlets.
The Young Warriors  Light green, mauve seams, striped sleeves, white cap.
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The Young Warriors (second colours)  White, large red spots, light green sleeves, red cap.
The Your Thoughts Partnership  Dark blue, light blue epaulets, light blue sleeves, dark blue armlets.
Yue, Mr Y. H.  White, dark blue hoops, dark blue and white halved sleeves.
Yuesheng, Mr Zhang  Emerald green, emerald green and white check sleeves, white cap.

Z
Zachariades, Mr Theo  Purple, emerald green and purple chevrons on sleeves.
The Zahirah Partnership  Light blue, dark blue stripe and sleeves.
Zambelli, Mr Paolo M.  White, royal blue stripe, royal blue cap.
Zanre, Mr John  Maroon, white cross belts.
Zaro Srl  Black, red sleeves, black armlets, red cap.
Zawawi, Dr Omar  White, emerald green stripe, red sleeves and cap.
Zayani, Mr N.  Black, light blue stripe, white sleeves, light blue cap.
Z B Farming Renewables  Yellow, black hoop, yellow sleeves, black stars, quartered cap.
Zen Racing  Emerald green, red seams, sleeves and star on cap.
Zen Racing & Mr J S Goldie  Emerald green, red seams, sleeves and star on cap.
Zen Racing & Mr J S Goldie (second colours)  White, white and red diabolo on sleeves, white cap, 
red diamonds.
Zen Racing & Partner  Emerald green, red seams, sleeves and star on cap.
Zetland, Lord  White, red spots, red cap.
Zetter-Wells, Mrs Carrie  Royal blue, large red spots, royal blue sleeves, red spots, red cap.
Zheng, Mr Alan  Brown, pink disc.
Zheng, Mr Quentin  Brown and beige check, brown sleeves, yellow cap.
The Zidane Partnership  Dark blue and white check, white and dark blue halved sleeves, dark blue 
cap.
Zissman, Ms Luisa  Pink, red lips, pink cap with red lips.
Zoe Hassall & George Hassall  Grey, red cross belts and sleeves, red and grey quartered cap.
Zoe Hassall & George Hassall & P Kirby  Grey, red cross belts and sleeves, red and grey quartered 
cap.
Zographos, Mrs Y.  Black, red sash and sleeves, quartered cap.
06 Zoo Ltd  Yellow, dark blue epaulets, hooped sleeves.
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